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NATIONAL jurisdiction: ITS LEGAL EFFECTS. [§ 1T5.

I. srrix'i:\t.\('y of riunwnnnAL sovereigx.

1. .Tl KltSDUTlO.N.

(1) TIIK nation's ABSOIATE AiXl) EXCLUSIVE RIGHT.

" I'lic jurisdiction of the nation within its own territory is neces-

sarily exchisive and absohite. It is susceptible of no limitation not

iiM|)osed hy itself. Any restriction ui)on it, derivin*): validity from

an external source, would imply a diminution of its sovereignty to

the extent of the restriction, and an investment of that sovereignty

to the same extent in that i)ower which could impose such restriction.

All excej)tions, therefore, to the full and complete power of a nation

within its own tei'ritories, must he traced up to the consent of the

nation itself. They can flow from no other legitimate source. This

consent may he either exj)ress or implied.''

.Marsliall, C. J., Schooner Kxchaiif^c ;•. McFaddon (1812). 7 ('ranch, lin,

1.•;<•..

Clmrcli r. Ilulihart. L' ('ranch. 1S7. I'.'U.

"It is a sctth'd priiiciph' of international law that a sovereign cannot he

[(t'lniittcd to set np one of his own municipal laws as a bar to a claim

hy a forcif^n sovcrcij,'!! for a wronjr done to the l.ntter's suhjects."

(Mr. I'.ayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kin«. 0<-t. l.'{. 188(5. MS. Inst.

Colonihia. XVII. .'".(;8.

)

From the supremacy of tiie t<MTitorial .sovereign is derived the right to

exjiel aliens jind to regulate their innuigration. as is hereafter more
fully exjilained in this woi'lv.

A sei/ure within the waters of the United States, by a British

cruiser, of a Sj)anish ves.sel alleged to be a slaver, is an invasion of

the sovereignty of the United States.

Mr. Clay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Vaughan, lirit. mill., Vvh. 18, 1828, MS.
.Notes For. Leg. 111. 4:!(l.

"The jiirixliction of every independent nation over the merchant
vessels of other nations lying within its own harbors" being "abso-
lute and exclusive, nothing but its authority can justify a ship of war
Ix'longing to another nation in seizing and detaining a ves.sel thus
situate*! for any cause or pretext whatever."'

.Mr. I'.iichanaii. Sec of St.ite. to Mr. Wisi-. min. to Brazil. Sept. 27, 1»45.

.MS. Inst, r.r.i/.il. XV. ll'.t. This statement related to the action of
Commodfire Turner. F. S. S. lOiritun. in seizing the American vessel

I'tniioisr at Kio de Janeiro on suspicion of her being engaged iu tlie

4



§ 175.] SUPREMACY OF TERRITORIAL SOVEREIGN. 5

slave trade. It appearetl that Commodore Turner in the first in-

stance placed a marine guard on board the vessel, at the instance of

the United States consul and with the consent of a Brazilian police

officer, until the Brazilian authorities could he aiJprized of the case,

but that he afterwards refused to remove the guard when requested

by the local authorities to do so. With reference to this circum-

stance Mr. Buchanan said: "The moment that these authorities

had manifested their desire that the ve.ssel should no longer remain

in the custody of the conunodore. the guard ought to have lieen in-

stantly removed, .\fter this decision of the supreme authority, its

continuance on board was a violation of the territorial jurisdiction of

Brazil."

" When a foreign territorial jurisdictior; has been violated in the

seizure of an American vessel Mjy officers of the United States), and

process of the I f^nited States courts, it has been decided by our

Supreme Court, in affirming the condemnation of a vessel so seized,

that the offense therein' committed against the foreign power did not

invalidate the proceedings against the vessel. (Ship Richmond,
9 Cranch, 102.)"

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, letter to Connnittee of Claims, Mar. 4, lS-i<i,

MS. Report Book, VI. 172.

The seizure of an American vessel by an American ship-of-war,

within the jurisdiction of a foreign government, for an infringement

of our revenue or navigation laws, is a violation of the territorial

authority of the foreign government, though this is a mater of which

such government alone can complain.

Nelson. At.-Oen. (184.S). 4 Op. 2.S.").

" Nations are bound to maintain respectable tribunals, to which the

subjects of states at peace may have recourse for the redress of

injuries and the maintenance of their rights. If the character of these

tribunals be respectable, impartial, and independent, their decisions

are to be regarded as conclusive. The United States have carried the

principle of acquiesence, in such cases, as far as any nation upon earth,

and in respect to the decisions of Spanish tribunals quite as fre-

quently, perhaps, as in respect to the tribunals of any other nation.

In almost innumerable cases reclamations sought by citizens of the

United States against Spain for alleged captures, seizures, and other

wrongs connnitted by Spanish subjects, the answer has been, that the

({uestion has lx>en fairly tried before an impartial Spanish tribunal,

having competent jurisdiction, and decided against the claimant; and

in the sufficiency of this answer the (jovernment of the United Stutes

has acquiesced. If the tribunal be competent, if it be free from

unjust influence, if it be impartial and independent, and if it have

heard the case fully and fairly, its judgment is to stand as decisive of

the matter before it. This principle governs in regard to the de-

cisions of courts of common law, courts of equity, and especially courts
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of admiralty. wIumv proceedings so often affect the rights and inter-

ests of citizens of foreign states and governments."

Mr. Wcltstor. S«h-. of State, to the Chevalier d'Arjjalz. Span, niin. June

IM. 1S42. Welister's Works. VI. .SOD. 403. in rehition to the case of

the Aniixtdil.

" Tt \\ as a rule of international law in 1861, and is a rule of that law

now. that otlenses coiiiniitted in the territorial jurisdiction of a na^^ioii

may Ix- tiled and punished there, according to the definitions and

j)eMaltic> of its municipal law, which becomes for the particular pur-

p<)s<> the iMteiiiatioual law of the case. It nuitters not what the offense

may lu' termed, if it a|)pear that a violation of the municipal.law was

coimnitted and punished. The municipal law of Hayti is not alone in

defining the slave trade as piracy. It is so denominated by the laws of

(he I'liited States (Revised Statutes, sec. 5370). and is punishable

with death: and if the (xovermnent of the United States, like that of

Hayti. were to make attempts at slave-trading equivalent to the con-

suimnated act and e(|ua!ly punishable therewith, it is not supposed

that the rules of international law would thereby be violated."

Kt'iKirt of Mr. Uayard, Sec. of State, to the President, on the case of

Antonio Pelletier, .Tan. 20. 1887. For. Hel. 1887, <MMi.

•• Both by (»ur own connnon law and by the French law a punish

able attem|)t is an intended, unfinished crime. It requires four con-

stituents: First, intent: secondly, incompleteness: thirdly, apparent

adaptation of means to end: and fourthly, such progress as to justify

the inference that it would l)e consummated' unless interrupted by
circum.'^tances in<lei)en(lent of the will of the attemptor. Nowhere
are these distinctions laid down more authoritatively than by Rossi,

Ortolan, and Lelievre. when coimnenting on Article I. of the French

Penal Code, whicji declares that 'tonte tcntdtire <le crime . . . eftt

cniisidrn'r coiniiu Ic irimc iiirinc' I cite these high authorities in

Fieiicji jiiii-pnidence because it is imi)ortant to show that the Hay-
tian courts, when laying down the law in this respect, did so in ac-

cordance with the law accepted in Hayti as part of the jurisprudence

(»f {"'ranee. But I do not cite the numerous cases in which the same
law jiad been lai<l down iu Fngland and the Ignited States. It is

enough now to say that it is an accepted i)rincii)le in our jurisj)ru-

dence that an attempt, a- tiius defined, is as indictable in our courts

as is the coii>ummat«'d crime of wliich it was intended to be a part,

and that undei- the indictment for the consiuumated crime, there may
l)e now. l»oth in Fngland and in most of our States, a conviction of

the attem|)t. ... It M'cms a mockery to assert that the guilty parties

are to elude Haytian jurisdiction on tin- j)retense that anchoring a

>lave -hip in Haytian wat<'rs. with every contrivance to entrap and
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enslave Haytian citizens, is not disturbing the tranquillity of those

waters, even though, on the discovery of the conspiracy, on the eve

of its consummation, the slaver, in seeking to escape, fired on its

pursuers. Such firing was part of one and the same outrage. I can

conceive of no more flagrant disturbance of the tranquillity of terri-

torial waters than these facts disclose.

" The view here maintained of the jurisdiction of the sovereign of

territorial waters of offenses committed in such waters, when of a

character calculated to disturb the peace of the port, is sustained in

the case of Mali v. Keeper of Jail, decided this Aveek bj' the Supreme
Court of the United States. From the opinion in this case of Chief

Justice Waite, which I am permitted to cite in advance of publication,

occurs the following :
' It is part of the law of civilized nations that

when a merchant vessel of one country enters the ports of another

for the purpose of trade, it subjects itself to the law of the place to

which it goes, unless by treaty or otherwise the two countries have

come to some different understanding or agreement; for, as Avas said

by Chief Justice Marshall in The Exchange, 7 Cranch, 144, it would
be obviously inconvenient and dangerous to society, and w^ould sub-

ject the laws to continual infraction, and the Government to degrada-

tion, if such . . . merchants did not owe temporary and local alle-

giance, and were not amenable to the jurisdiction of the country.

United States i\ Diekelman, 92 U. S., 520; 1 Phillimore's Int. Law,
;kl ed., 483, sec. cccli ; Twiss's Law of Nations in Time of Peace, 229,

§ 159; Creasy's Int. Law, 1G7, § 176; Halleck's Int. Law, 1st ed., 171.

And the Englisli judges have uniformly recognized the rights of the

courts of the country of which the port is part to punish crimes com-

mitted by one foreigner on another in a foreign merchant ship.

Regina v. Cunningham, Bell C. C, 72; S. C, 8 Cox C. C, 104; Kegina

V. Keyn, 11 Cox. C. C, 198, 204; S. C, L, R., 1 C. C, 161, 165; Regina

i\ Keyn, 13 Cox C. C, 403, 486, 525; S. C, 2 Ex. Div., 63, 161, 213,

As the owner has voluntarily taken his vessel for his own private

[)iirposes to a place within the dominion of a Government other than

his own, and from which he seeks protection during his stay, he owes

that Government such allegiance for the time being as is due for the

protection to which he becomes entitled.'
''

Report of Mi-. Bayard, Sec. of State, to the President, on the case of

Antonio Pelletier, Jan. 20, 1887, For. Rel. 1887, r>02-(i04 ; S. Ex. Doc.

<)4, 4!> Con^. 2 sess.

Mali V. Keeper of .Tall, sui)ra, is reported as Wildenhus's Case, 120 IT. S. 1.

The United States, having acquiesced in the establishment by

(jreat Britain of a protectorate over the Gilbert Islands, should not

undertake to remonstrate against the British regulations of trade with

the natives by which all traders, without distinction of nationality,
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are prohibited from selling firearms and liquor to the natives, and

from giving them credit.

Mr. (Jresham, S<^'. of State, to Messrs. Wightman Bros., June 8, 1893,

1!>1.' MS. Doni. Let. 2S:{.

The Russian consul-general at New York, having refused to vise

the passport of Mrs. Mannie Lerin, a naturalized citizen of the

United States, born at Odessa, Russia, the Russian minister, in

response to an incjuirv of the Department of State as to the cause,

stated that Mrs. Lerin " declared herself to be a Jewess," and that

the consul-general " acted according to the instructions of his Gov-

ernment, interdicting to vise passports of foreign Jews, with the

exception of certain cases, under which Mrs. Lerin can not be placed.""

This communication was acknowledged by the Department of State
'" under the reserve necessarily imposed upon the Government by its

constitution and laws, and by its just expectation that its certification

of the character of American citizenship will be respected;"'' and the

minister of the United States at St. Petersburg was instructed to

bring the matter to the attention of the Russian Government in the

following sense: That it was to be inferred, from the statement of

the Russian minister, "' that the declaration of Mrs. Lerin's religious

profession was elicited from her by some interrogative process on the

part of the imi)erial consul-general;" that as it was "not constitu-

tionally within the power of this (iovernment, or of any of its au-

thorities, to aj)i)ly a religious test in qualification of the equal rights

of all citizens of the United States," it was "" impossible to acquiesce

in the ajiplication of such a test, within the jurisdiction of the United

States, by the agents of a foreign power, to the impairment of the

rights of any American citizen or in derogation of the certificate of

this (iovernment to the fact of such citizen.ship;" that the Government
had on sevei'al occasions in the past " made temperate but earnest

remonstrance against the examination into the religious faith of

American citizens by the Russian authorities in Russia," but the
•• asserted right of territoi-ial sovereignty over all .sojourners in the

Empire has. to otir decj) regret, outweighed our friendly protests;"

and that it conhl not be expected that the United States would
" acc|uiesce in the assumption of a religious inquisitorial function

within our own borders, by a foreign agency, in a manner so repug-

nant to the national sense." '"

" T am directed by my (iovernment to bring to the attention of

the Imjierial (iovermnent the refusal of the Russian consul of New

" For. Ut'l. lS!t:>,. -AT. r For. He). 1803, 530; also 538.

b Fur. H»'l. ISlt;:. 5t8.
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York to vise passports issued b}^ the United States to its citizens if

they are of the Jewish faith.

"As your excellency is aware it has long been a matter of deep

regret and concern to the United States that any of its citizens should

be discriminated against for religious reasons while peacefully so-

journing in this country, or that any such restraint should be imposed

upon their coming and going. Painful as this policy toward a class

of our citizens is to my Government, repugnant to our constitutional

duty to afford them in every possible way equal protection and priv-

ileges and to our sense of their treaty rights, yet it is even more repug-

nant to our laws and the national sense for a foreign official, located

within the jurisdiction of the Ignited States, to there apply a religious

test to any of our citizens to the impairment of his rights as an Amer-

ican citizen or in derogation of the certificate of our Government to

the fact of such citizenship.

" It is not constitutionally within the power of the United States

Government, or of any of its authorities, to apply a religious test in

qualification of the equal rights of all citizens of the United States,

and no law or principle is more warmly cherished by the American

people. It is therefore impossible for my Government to acquiesce in

any manner in the application of such a test within its jurisdiction by

the agents of a foreign jjower.

" When this mater was the subject of correspondence between my
Government and the Imperial representative at Washington, as shown
by Prince Cantacuzene's note of February 20/8, 1893, such action by
the Russian consul at New York was shown to be ' according to the

instructions of his (iovernment.'

" I can sincerely assure you that the continuation of this practice is

as embarrassing as it is painful to my Government, especially when it

is on the part of a nation for whose (xovernment and people such

intimate friendship has so long been manifested by the United States.

I am happy that in this spirit I can frankly submit the matter to your
excellency with the sincere hope that assurance can be given that such

practices will be henceforth interdicted on the part of Russian officials

located within the jurisdiction of the United States."

Mr. Rreckinridge. miii. to Russia, to Prince Lobanow, min. of for. afif.,

May n/lT. 189"). For. Rol. 1895, II. 10,57.

This noto was addressed to Prince Lobanovv, tinder an instruction dated

.Vpril 1.1. 1895, in wliioh Mr. (Jresliani, Secretary of State, called

attention to the Department of State's No. GO, of February 28, 1898.

to Mr. White, and the latter's reply of April 11, 189.3 (For. Rel. 1898,

5.8(i. .").8S). and said that tlie subject of "the refusal of the Russian

consul-Kenenil at New York, under instructions from liis Govern-

ment, to vise i)assports issued I)y this Department to persons of the

Jewish faith, has again come up for consideration." (For. Rel. 1895,

II, 105G.)
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Set', also, dispatrh of .Mr. reiice. diargo d'affaires ad interim, June 13,

181>r>. narrating an interview with Baron Osten-Saelien, to whom all

«iuesti(>ns in the foreijin ottice relating to Jews were intrusteti ; and

the reply of .Mr. Adee. Acting Secretary of State, July 5, 1895. (For.

Kel. IS'.t.-.. 11. lO.xS, 1050.)

rrcsideiit Cleveland, in his ainnial message of De<\ 2, 1895, referred to

the i)r.i(ti(e of the Kussian consuls as "an obnoxious invasion of our

territorial jurisdiction. " (For. Hel. 189.5, I. x.xxi.x.)

'•
I have not failed to devote the most serious attention to the con-

tents of the note which von have had the goodness to address to me,

under (hite of May ;"> 17 hist, on the stibject of the difficulties which

tlie vise of |)assj)orts. by the Russian consuhite-general at New York,

of people of Jewish faith under American jtirisdictioii encounters.

•• You are good enough to express the opinion that the refusal inter-

po.sed l)y the Kussian considar authority to the request for a vise, is

contrary to the .Vmerican Constitution, which does not allow that a

citi/en of the I'nited States should be deprived of his rights by rea-

son of the faith he professes. I desire first and foremost to make this

distinction, that the refusal to vise, which has been given in certain

cases by oui' consular authorities, is in no wise founded on objections

properly irligious. Indeed, if it was at all the fact of belonging to

the .Jewish religion which was an obstacle for certain foreigners to be

admitted into Kussia, the law would extend this interdiction to all the

members of that religion.

" Now. on tile contrary, it recognizes formally the right of whole

categories of Israelites to enter Russia, and the selection which it has

made of tliese very categories proves that it has been guided in this

(juestion solely by considerations of an internal administrative char-

actei'. which has nothing in common with a religious point of view'.

• It is not necessai-y to say to you, Mr. Minister, that the broadest

s|)irit of toleration for all cults forms the very basis of Russian laws;

the Jewish religion is no more prohibited in Russia than in the United
States: it is even legally recognized here and enjoys here certain

privileges.

• I>ut when, foi- moti\es of internal order, Russian law raises obsta-

cles to the entrance of certain categories of foreigners upon our terri-

l<»ry. the Kussian consuls, who can neither be ignorant of nor ov'erlook

the law. are in the necessity of refusing the vise to persons who they

know belong in these categories.

" I will add even that in forewarning on the spot the persons who
address themselves to them to obtain vises, they save them difficulties

and dangers which they would encounter later if they had not been

advised.

•• It is a (|uestion. moreover, of a general legislative measure, which
ai)|)lies to certain categories of Israelites of all countries w'hatsoever.
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"As to the American Constitution, I must confess that it seems to me
to be here beside the question. The article of the Constitution which

you are good enough to mention, and which prescribes that no religion

is prohibited in the United States, is, by the very nature of things,

placed outside of all prejudice by the consular authority. He has

neither to prohibit nor authorize the exercise in America of any cidt

;

and the fact of his vise being accorded or refused does not encroach

upon the article in question. The refusal of the vise is not at all an

attack upon any established religion; it is the consequence of a foreign

law of an administrative character, which only has its effect outside of

the territory of the Union.
'• I enjoy the hope, Mr. Minister, that the preceding considerations

will be accepted by your Government in the spirit which inspires

them, and that the just respect which is held in the United States for

the precepts of the laws will make it understood that the Russian

consular authorities have acted in this matter as the}'^ have from

necessity. The frank and complete exposition which I have the honor

to make of our point of view in this question appears to me to accord

the better with the relations of close friendship which exist between

the two Governments and the two countries—relations to which in

your note. Mr. Minister, you pay a respect so merited, and to which we
also, for our part, attach the highest value."

Prince Lobanow. uiin. of foreign affairs, to Mr. Brecliinridge, min. to

Russia. June 26/July 8, 1895, For. Rel. 189.5, II. 1064. For a trans-

lation of the Russian laws in regard to the admission of foreign

Jews, see For. Rel. 189.5. II. 1069-1070.

'• I have received your No. IIG, of the *24th ultimo, giving the cor-

respondence between yourself and the Russian foreign office on the

subject of the viseing bv Russian consuls in this country of pass-

ports issued to American citizens of Jewish faith. Your presenta-

tion of this (lovernnient's view of that question meets with the

approval of this Department.

"Apart from the constitutional objections to the discrimination

made l)v Russian consular officers against American Jews, this Gov-

ernment c:in nevei' consent that a class embracing many of its most

honored and valuable citizens shall within its own territory be sub-

jected to inx'idious and disparaging distinctions of the character

implied in refusing to vise their passports. For, notwithstanding

Prince Lobanow's suggestion that his Government's consular regu-

lation upon the subject under consideration does not apply to all

Israelites and therefore can not be regarded as a discrimination

against them on religious grounds, the fact remains that the inter-

rogatories i)ropounded to applicants for the consular vise relate to

religious faith, and upon the response depends the consul's actions.
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'• Viewed in tlu' li<rlit of an invidious discrimination tcndin<r to dis-

credit and hnniiliato American Jews in the eyes of their fellow-citi-

zens, it is j)lain tiiat the action of Russian consular officers does pro-

duce its etTect within American territory, and not exclusively in

Kussian jurisdiction.

" But the Russian discrimination against American JeAvs is not con-

fined simi)ly to the matter of viseing passports. This Department

was informed a few years since by the Russian minister here that

Russian consuls in this country would refuse authentication to legal

documents for use in Russia when Jews are ascertained to be inter-

ested. This is not merely an unjust and invidious discrimination

against Jews, but would seem to be plainly a violation of the spirit

of Article X. of the treaty of 1882 between this country and Russia

in respect of the pro})erty rights of American citizens in that

counti'v."

Mr. A(let>. Actinjr Sec. of Stale, to Mr. Breckinridge, mlii. to Russia, Aug.

1»2. ISO."., I- or. Kel. IS!).".. II. lOC.T.

Ill nil instruction to Mr. Peirce, charge, ,7uly 5, 1895, before the corre-

si)()!i(lencc between Mr. I'.recliinridge and Prince Lobanow was re-

ceived :it Wasliington, Mr. Adee, as Acting Secretary, in illustration

of tlu' position of tlie Tnited States, said: " Tlie customs hiws of the

I'liited States reiinire tlie adiiiinistriition of a consular oath to ex-

jiorters presenting iiiaiiifests of goods for certification : but upon the

representation of certain European governments, among them Great

P.rit.iin and (iermany, that the administration of such oath by a

foreign consul to a subject of the country is an invasion of the

judicial independence thereof, cur consuls have been enjoined to

refrain from the act complained of in .-ill cases affecting a subject

of a sovereign of the country where they reside. It might, however,

have been deemed entirely com]»etent for the (Governments of Great

liritain and (Jermaiiy to insert in the consular exequatur an express

inhibition of the olinoxious act." (For. Uel. 18115. II. 10.51), lOGO.

At pp. KiCO-lOdl, of the same volume, a correspondence between the

Kussi;in consul-general at New York and a .Jewish citizen of the

I'nited States, touching the refusal to vise a i)assi)ort is given.)

" The ([uestion is not whether the Russian Government by Imperial

order or iniiiist<'rial i-egulation has directed its consuls to make such

in(|uirics in respect to the religious faith or business transactions of

.Vmei-ican citizens, but wliether the Ini[)erial (fovernment has any
right to mai<e such iiKjuisition in a foreign teri'itory when the effect

may l)e to disregard the (lovernment's certification of the fact of citi-

zenshii); or. assuming for tlie argument's sake, but not by way of ad-

mission, that sucii a right nuiy technically exist, the question remains

whether the assumption to exercise it in face of the temperate but

earnest i-emonstrance of this (lovernment against foreign interfererice

with the pi-ivate concei-ns of its citizens is in accordance with those

courteous |)rincij)U's of comity which this (iovernment is so anxious
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to observe in all its relations with foreign kStates, and which it natur-

ally expects from them in return."

Mr. Uhl, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Peirce, charge, Oct. 23, 1895, For.

Rel. 189r>, II. 1070, 1071.

Dec. (>, 181)5, Mr. Breckinridge addressedJ:o Prince liObanow another note,

enibodj'ing the sul)stance of previous instructions, but based, so far as

it referred to tlie question of treaty rights, chiefly upon Mr. Blaine's

instruction to Mr. Foster, No. 87, July 29, 1881, For. Kel. 1881, 1030.

In conununicating to the Department of State a copy of his note to

Prince Lobanow, Mr. Breckinridge adverted to the change that had
taken place in the form of the controversy as it had progressed, from
one " largely colored by tlie religious feature which seemed to give

rise " to it, as in the instruction to Mr. White of Feb. 28, 1893, to the

broader question presented in the latest instructions. (For. Rel.

1895, II. 1071-1074.)

" The laws and regulations against which your Government's ob-

jections arc especially directed are

:

'"(1) The provisions of the quarantine act of February 15, 1893,

and the regulations made in pursuance of it, which require the con-

sular or medical officer of the United States stationed in a foreign

port to inspect vessels of all nationalities departing for the United

States, and the crews, passengers, and cargoes.

"(2) The i:>rovisions of the same act and regulations Avhich em-

power the consular or medical officer to order the disinfection of such

vessels, and in other respects to regulate their internal condition and

arrangement, before granting the bill of health required for the entry

of the vessel in a port of the United States.

''(S) The provisions of the immigration act of March 3, 1893,

which require that the master and surgeon of any vessel carrying

immigrants to the United States shall present to the American con-

sular officer at the port of departure descriptive lists of the immi-

grants, verified by the oaths of the master and surgeon taken before

such officer.

" Your Government regards the exercise of these administrative

functions by our consular and medical officers in Germany in connec-

tion with ships that are not American as unauthorized and in disre-

gard of its sovereignty. . . .

" This Government does not claim that under any treaty or the

rules of international law it can authorize its officers to inspect for-

eign vessels or order their disinfection in German ports, or to admin-

ister oaths to officers of foreign ships within the jurisdiction of the

German Empire. The operation of the sanitary and immigration

system of the United States in a foreign port is conditioned upon the

consent of the Government having jurisdiction of the port. Prior to

the receipt of 3'our protest the consent of your Government was rea-

sonably assumed, because these provisions were beneficial to your
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rarrving trado and connnercial interests. If the Imperial GoAern-

nient is unwillinfr that considar and medical officers of the United

vStates shall continue to execute these hwvH and regulations in (ierman

poHs upon vessels which are not American, steps will be taken to com-

ply with its wishes, leaving foreign vessels coming to the United

States fioni (Jennan jK)rts subject to the sanitary provisions in force

at the port of an-ival and the prescribed consequences.
'• I will add for the information of your (lovernment that no medi-

cal odiccrs have been stationed in (irerman j)orts within the last twelve

months foi- the j)urpose of executing our quarantine and inmiigration

laws and regulations. These duties have been performed by consular

officers alone, and they are forl)idden to receive any personal com-

pensation whatever for their services. The actual exjjense of the

insjK'ction or disinfection and a moderate official fee, which goes into

the Treasury of the United States, form the total of direct expense

thus incun-ed l)y vessels in foi'eign ports."

Mr. Greshnm. Sec. of State, to Baron Saiu'iua, Gerruau anib. Jan. 26,

1805, For. Rel. ISn.l, I. 518. 514.

"With resjieet to your re(iuest of the (ith instant to l>e informed if any

dilliculty may he expected to arise under treaty stipuhitions or Inter-

national law in regard to stationing such officers as are described in

tlie lind section of the act of July 2. 1ST9, entitled 'An act to prevent

the introduction of contagious or infectious diseases into the United

States." in the ports of ("uha. for tlie purposes indicated in tlie act, I

observe that in the oi)iiiion of the Department (juestions might ver.v

possibly be raised under existing treaties or international law in the

course of the action taken by tliese officers at the ports and under

the act named, but wliat such (juestions might be, if any, cannot well

be anticii»ated." (Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cabell, Pres. of

the National Hoard of Health. June 10. 1.ST9, 128 MS. Dom. Let. 392.)

The (lOvernment of the Netherlands declined to grant the request

of tlu' United States for permission to station officers of the United

States Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service at Dutch ports

to make medical insj)ections under the act of March 3, 1008, of persons

intending to emigrate to the United States.

For. IJcl. UM(4. 51!)-.-)21.

With reference to an Arctic expedition, which visited Greenland in

1894 and nai rowly escajied being wrecked near the colony of Sukker-

toj)i>en. the Danish (Jovernment called attention to the royal ordi-

nance of March IS. ITTCi. forbidding all persons, whether Danes or

foreigners, to (ouch, except in case of necessity, at any of the ports

or places of (Jreenland or of the adjacent islands without having pre-

viously (>l)tained the autiiority of the royal Government.

For. Uel. ISIM. 'joii-iio.-,. See. in this relation. Art. VL of tlie treaty

i)etween the United States and Denmark of 182G. excepting Iceland,

the Faroe Islands, and Greenland from the operation of the con-

vention.
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In 1895 instructions were issued by the Danish Government to the

authorities in Greenland, upon the request of the United States, to

give all necessary support to the Peary relief expedition. The
United States in the correspondence referred to the royal decree which

prohibited foreigners from landing at any of the ports of Greenland

without first obtaining permission to do so at Copenhagen.

For. Rel. 1895, I. 207-210.

xVdvertisements of government or municipal bonds, w^iere prizes,

different in amount determinable by chance, in addition to par value

of the bonds Avith interest, are offered the holders, are forbidden by
the act of September 19, 1890, to be carried in the mails; and this

prohibition applies to advertisements in foreign newspapers of the

bonds of foreign governments or foreign municipalities which fall

wathin that category. This rule was held to apply, not only in the

case of certain Austrian Government bonds, but also in the case of

bonds of the Credit Foncier and of the city of Paris, into wdiich,

although they bore interest, a lottery element was introduced.

Mr. Grusham, Sec. of Stute, to Mr. Patenotro, French miu., April 16, 1895.

For. liel. 1890, 110. This iioto referred to the ease of Horuer v. United

States (189a), 147 U. S. 449. See, also, Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Garland, At. Gen., April 23, 1887, 103 MS. Doni. Let. 688.

See Ballock r. State, 73 Md. 1.

By Article XVI. of the Universal Postal Union Convention of

July 4, 1891, each signatory govef'iiment reserves the right to refuse

to convey over its territory or to deliver matter contravening the

legal enactments or regulations in force in its jurisdiction. With
reference to this stipulation, it was held that the exclusion of any

journal published in the United States from entrance into or circula-

tion in Turkey contravened no provision of the convention.

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Vlasto, June 15, 1895, 202 MS. Doni. Let.

620.

Official contributions to charitable objects do not fall within the

range of Congressional or Executive power. But favors may be

granted in aid of such objects by special passports, or, in certain cases,

by remissions of duty. " Of such a character Avas the assistance ren-

dered by the Government of the United States for transporting to

Ireland the contributions of provisions spontaneously offered b}^ the

American peoj^le."

1 Ilalleck. Int. Law (by Baker, 1893), 457.

By the act of March 24, 18T4, §§ 1960 and 1962, Revised Statutes,

in relation to the killing of fur seals on the Pribiloff Islands, w'ere so
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amended as to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to designate

the months of the year in which seals might be taken for their skins,

as well as " the number to l>e taken." In 1800, pursuant and subject

to the laws of the United States, a lease was made to the North Amer-
ican Connnercial Com])any of the exclusive right for twenty years to

take seals on. the islands, the company agreeing to ''abide by any
restrictions or limitations upon the right to kill seals that the Secre-

tary of the Treasury shall judge necessary, under the law, for the

jjreservation of the seal fisheries of the United States?." In accordance

with tiie sti})ulations of the modus rirendl between the United States

and Great Britain, of April 18, 1892, entered into for the purpose of

restricting the killing of seals during the arbitration under the con-

vention of February 29, 1892, the number of skins which the company
was allowed to take during the season of 1893 was reduced to 7,500.

The company claimed damages from the United States for the skins

Avhich. as it alleged, it might have taken without unreasonable injury

of or diminution of the seal lierd. but was prevented by the United

States from taking. The court, in denying this claim, observed:
'' The seal fisheries of the Pribiloft" Islands were a branch of com-

merce and their regulation involved the exercise of power as a sov-

ereign and not as a mere proprietor. Such governmental powers

can not Ik? contracted away, and it is absurd to argue that in this

instance there was any attemi)t to do so, or any sheer oppression or

wrong inflicted on the lessee by the (lovernment in the effort to pro-

tect the fur seal from extinction."

North Amerifan Com. Co. r. Unitetl States (1898), 171 U.S. 110, 137.

(2) DIVISION' OF AUTHORITY.

§ 170.

Under the Constitution of the United States a statute of a State

enacting that the masters and wardens of a port within it should be

entitled to demand and receive, in addition toother fees, the sum of $5,

whether called cm to perform any service or not, for every vessel

arriving in that port, is a tonnage tax, and is unconstitutional and

void.

Stcaiiishiii CoiiiiKiiiy r. I'ort Wardens. C. Wallace, .31.

It has also been iield that while taxes levied by a State upon vessels

owned by its citizens as pr()])erty, and based on a valuation of the

same, are not prohil)ited by the Federal Constitution, yet taxes cannot

be imposed on them by the State "* at so much per ton of the registered

tonnage." Such taxes are within the prohibition of the Constitution

that '* no State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any duty of
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tonnage.'' Nor is the case varied by the fact that the vessels Avere not

only owned by citizens of the State, but exclusively engaged in trade

between places within the State.

State Tonnage Tax Cases, 12 Wallace, 204.

Any duty, or tax, or burden imposed under the authority of the

States, which is in its essence a contribution claimed for the privilege

of arriving and departing from a port of the United States, and

which is assessed on a vessel according to its carrying capacity, is a

tonnage tax within the meaning. of the Federal Constitution, and

therefore void.

Ciinnon v. New Orleans. 20 Wallace, 577.

An offence committed on San Juan Island in 1869, while the island,

which was claimed to be a part of Washington Territory', Avas, pend-

ing the settlement of the international boundary, in the joint military

occupation of (irreat Britain and the United States, was not committed

at a place within the " sole and exclusive jurisdiction '' of the United

States, under the crimes act of 1790. but was justiciable in the Terri-

torial courts.

Watts v. United States, 1 Wash. Ter. Rep., N. S.. 288 ; Wats i: Territory,

id. 409.

As to State jurisdiction over tide-waters, see 3 Harvard Law Review, 346.

" The State of Texas has municipal jurisdiction under the law of

nations over the Kio Grande to the middle of the stream, so far as it

divides Texas from Mexico. This is subject to such international

jurisdiction as the United States may have over such waters under the

Constitution of the United States, and to the right of the free use by

Mexico of the channel."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bowen, June 12, 1886, KJO MS. Dom.
Let. 462.

Where the United States acquires, with the consent of the legis-

lature of a State, lands within its borders for the purpose of a

military reservation, and the State omits to reserve concurrent juris-

diction over the lands so acquired, the Federal jurisdiction is exclu-

sive. Hence it was advised that the sherilf of the county within which

a reservation was situated had no authority to enter upon the land for

the purpose of serving the process of a State court.

Griggs, At. Gen., Sept. 20, 1000, 23 Op. 254.

It was advised that the Postmaster-General of the United States

might properly refuse to demand of the insular government of

Porto Rico rent for the post-office building at San Juan, which had
belonged to the Spanish Government and which came into the pos-

H. Doc. 551—vol '2 2
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session of the United States with the cession of Porto Rico. It was

stated, however, at the same time that the general question whether

certain j)iil)lic huiUlings and structures in Porto Rico were owned
by tlie United States or Porto Rico, and Avhether various public

utilities and functions were to be controlled or exercised by the

national or insular government under the treaty with Spain and

existing laws, was then under review, to the end that a comprehensive

determination of it might be reached. It was added that this ques-

tion, whicii fitly required judicial review and decision rather than

executive opinion, was not intended to be decided in the j^resent

instance.

Knox, At. (Jen., Oct. 2!), 11M)1. 2:5 Op. 571.

3. Sekvitcuks.

§ iT7.

" It is usual in works on international law to enumerate a list

of servitudes to which the territory of a state nuiy be subjected.

Amongst them are the reception of foreign garrisons in fortresses,

fishery rights in territorial waters, telegraphic and railway privi-

leges, the use of a i)ort by a foreign i)ower as a coaling station, an

obligation not to maintain fortifications in particular places, and

other derogations of like kind from the full enforcement of sov-

ereignty over parts of the national territory. These and such like

{privileges or disabilities nuist however be set up by treaty or equiva-

lent agreement ; they ary the creatures not of law l)ut of compact.

The only servitudes which have a general or ])articular customary

basis are, the above-mentioned right of innocent use of territorial

seas, customary rights over forests, pastures, and waters for the

benefit of ])ersons living near a frontier, which seem to exist in

souie places, and ])ossibly a right to military ])assage through a for-

eign state to outlying territory. In their legal aspects there is only

one point upon which international servitudes call for notice. They
conform to the universal rule applicable to 'jura in re aliena.'

Whetlicr they be customary or contractural in their origin, they must
l)e construed strictly. If therefore a dispute occurs between a terri-

torial sovereign and a foreign j)o\ver as to the extent or nature of

rights enjoyed l)y the latter within the territory of the former, the

[>resum|)ti<)n is against the foreign state, and iq^on it the burden lies

of proving its claim beyond doubt or question."

Hiill. Int. Law. 4th o([. ICfi.

Sec, mIso. s -Jilt.
i»i).

r,-2:',-(\2r,.

In :i note to tiic forcj,'oin« passage. Hall says: " It is soniev.iiat more than
(lonlttfnl whether any instances of a rij^ht to military passage have
snrvived the siniplitication of the map of Central Euroi>e."

See Kahie ( I'ierre-I'aul ), Des Servitudes duns le Droit International

Public; Paris. 1901.
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(7) NEUTBAUZATTON.

§ ITS.

Limitations on national jurisdiction have been created by various

agreements for the '* neutralization " either of whole states or of parts

thereof, or of particular bodies or streams of water.

'•A state is neutral which chooses to take no part in a war. and per-

sons and property are called neutral which belong to a state occupying

this position. The term has in recent times received a larger appli-

cation. A condition of neutrality, or one resembling it, has been

created, as it were, artificially, and the process has been called ' neu-

tralization.'

" I. States have been permanently neutralized by convention. Not

only is it preordained that such states are to abstain from taking part

in a war into which their neighbors may enter, but it is also pre-

arranged that such states are not to become principals in a war. By
way of compensation for this restriction on their freedom of action,

their immunity from attack is guaranteed by their neighbors, for

whose collective interests such an arrangement is perceived to be on

the whole expedient. . . .

" II. ^Mien persons, things, and places, though in fact belonging

to a belligerent state, are invested with immunities to which, as so

belonging, they would not be entitled, they are said to be ' neutral-

ized." . , .

'' III. The term ' neutralization ' was used m a very extended mean-

ing with reference to the Black Sea in the Treaty of Paris [1856].

. . . By Article XL . . . :
' The Black Sea is neutralized. Its wa-

ters and ports, thrown open to the mercantile marine of every nation,

are formally and in perpetuity interdicted to the flag of Avar of either

of the powers possessing its coasts, or of any other power." By Arti-

cle XIIL, ' the Black Sea being thus neutralized,' neither Russia nor

Turkey are to establish or maintain upon its coasts any military-

maritime arsenal.""

Holland. Studios in Int. Law (181)8), 271-275.

With reference to what is stated in the foregoing passage as to the

Biat-lc Sea. it should i)e observed that bj the treaty of London of

March V.i, 1871. Articles XI. and XIII. of the treaty of Paris of laifi

were abrogated. It was at the same time declared: "' III. The Black

Sea remains open, as heretofore, to the mercantile marine of all

nations." (Ilertslet. .Map of Europe by Treaty. III. 1921.)

As to Belgium," the Ionian Islands, Savoy, Switzerland, Luxem-
burg, the Independent State of the Congo, and formerly Samoa, as

" See La Neutralite de la Belgique, par fid. Descamps : Bruxelles et Paris, 1902,

pp. X., 639.
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examples of iKMitralized states, see supra, JJ 12, pp. 20-27. It may be

observed that by the treaty of May vi, 1815, the free city of Cracow

was (lechired to be independent and neutral. By the treaty of Xo-

vember 0. 184('>. however, between Austria, Prussia, and Russia it was

annexed to Austria and its independence and neutrality were sup-

pressed.

As to the neutralization of particular i)ersons. places, or things, it

may be observed that it wns agreed in the peace of Amiens that Malta

should be restored to the order of St. John of Jerusalem and its inde-

l)en(UMi("(> and perpetual neutrality acknowledged under the guarantee

of Austria, France, Oreat Britain, Prussia, Russia, and Spain. This

stipulation Avas not carried into effect and the peace was ended a year

later.

Article 2(» of the regulations for the free navigation of rivers, form-

ing Annex XVI. to the Vienna Congress treaty of June 9, 1815, pro-

vides: "If it should haj)pen (which God forbid) that war should

break out among any of the States of the Rhine, the collection of the

customs shall continue uninterrupted, without any obstacle being

thrown in the Avay by either party. The vessels and ])ersons employed

by the custom-houses shall enjoy all the rights of neutrality. A
guard shall be placed over the offices and chests belonging to the

customs."

"

The act for the navigation of the Danube, made in 1805 by the

European connnission, and confirmed by the conference of the powers

at Paris in the f(»llowing year, declares that the staff and works of the

connnission are to enjoy the benefit of neutrality. By Article VII.

of the treaty of London of March 1'^, 1871, it is provided that all the

works and establishments created by the commission " shall continue

to enjoy tlie same neutrality which has hitherto protected them.'"' ^

In order to increase the guaranties of the free navigation of the

Danube, it was j)rovided by Article LII. of the treaty of Berlin of

.luly i;>. 1878. that ""all the fortresses and fortifications existing on

the coui-se of the river from the Iron (iates to its mouth " should " be

razed and no new ones erected.'' By Articles LIII. and LIV. pro-

vision was made fo^ continuing the European commission, which was
thenceforth to exercise its functions " as far as Galatz in complete

iiulependcnce of the territorial authorities."''

The su])ject of the closure of the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus
against ships of war is discussed under the head of " Straits " in the

preceding chapter.''

" Hcrtslet. .Miii' <<{ Kuropi* by TiViity. I. SC.

'-Holland. Studies in Int. Law. i»7.3 ; Ilertslet. Map of Europe by Treaty. III.

''Moore, Int. Ari»itration-<. V. 4S~h',.

'/Sujira. § 1.'',4. See also (hiizot's Embassy to the Court of St. James, chaps.

t» and 7.
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We have given in the preceding chapter the history and provisions

of the arrangement between the United States and Great Britain of

April 28-29, 1817, limiting armaments on the Great Lakes."

By the treaty between the United States and Great Britain, signed

at Washington, April 19, 1850, commonly called the Clayton-Bulwer

treaty, the contracting parties agreed to guarantee the " neutrality "

of the canal which it was then supposed would soon be built between

the Atlantic and Pacific oceans by way of the San Juan River and the

lakes of Nicaragua or Managua. It was further agreed (Art. 8) that

the contracting parties, desiring not only '' to accomplish a particu-

hir object, but also to establish a general ])rinciple," would '' extend

their protection, by treaty stipulations, to any other practicable com-

munications, Avhether by canal or railway, across the isthmus which

connects North and South America, and especially to the interoceanic

comnuinications, should the same prove to be practicable, whether

by canal or railway, which are now ])roposed to be established by the

way of Tehuantepec or Panama." Such connnunications were to be

open to all states joining in the guarantee. The subject is now regu-

lated by the treaty between the same powers, signed at Washington,

November 18, 1901, commonly called the Haj^-Pauncefote treaty, the

object of which is recited to be to facilitate the construction of a sliip

canal to connect the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, by whatever route

may be deemed expedient, under the auspices of the Government of

(lie United States, without impairing the '' general principle " of

" neutralization estal)lished in Article VIII. of the Clayton-Bulwer

treaty." The Clayton-Bulwer treaty is declared to be superseded,

and it is agreed that the canal may be constructed '" under the aus-

pices of the (iovernment of the United States, either directly at its

own cost, or by gift or loan of money to individuals or corporations,

or through subscription to or purchase of stock or shares, and that,

subject to the provisions of the present treaty, the said (lOvernment

shall have and enjoy all the rights incident to such construction, as

well as the exclusive right of providing for the regulation and

management of the canal." It is then declared (Art. III.) that " the

United States adopts, as the basis of the neutralization " of the canal,

certain rules which are then expressly set forth and Avhich are

textually given elsewhere in the present work.

By the treaty between the United States and Nicaragua, signed

June 21, 1S()7, Nicaragua grants by Article XIY. " to the United

States, and to their citizens and property, the right of transit between

the Atlantic and Pacific oceans through the territory of that Republic,

on any route of communication, natural or artificial, whether by land

or by water,"' on the same terms as it shall be enjoyed by Nicaragua and

its citizens, " the Republic of Nicaragua, however, reserving its rights

a Supra, § 143.
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of sovereignty over the same." By the next article, the United States

" agree to extend their protection to all such routes of communication

as aforesaid, and to guarantee the neutrality and innocent use of the

same. They also agree to employ their influence with other nations

to induce them to guarantee such neutrality and protection.''"

The treaty of territorial limits between Costa Rica and Nica-

ragua, signed April lo, 1858, contains the following stipulation:

"Article IX. On no account whatever, not even in case of war, if it

should unfortunately occur between the Republics of Nicaragua and

Costa Rica, shall any act of hostility be allowed between them in

the port of San Juan del Norte, nor on the river of that name, nor on

Lake Nicaragua."^

By article 35 of the treaty between the United States and New
Granada, now the Republic of Colombia, signed December 12, 1846,

New (iranada guaranteed to the Government of the United States

that •' the right of way or transit across the Isthmus of Panama
ui)on any modes of communication that now exist, or that may be

hereafter constructed, shall be open and free to the Government and

citizens of the United States.'' On the other hand, the United States

guarantees " the perfect neutrality' "' of the Isthmus and " the rights

of sovereignty and property " of New Granada thereover.

As to neutralization of canals, further information may be found

in the present work in the chapter on " Interoceanic conmiunica-

tions."

By Article V. of the treaty of July 23, 1881, between the Argentine

Re])ublic and Chile, it is declared: "The Straits of Magellan are

neutralized forever, and their free navigation is guaranteed to the

flags of all nations. To insure this neutrality and freedom, it is

iigreed that no fortifications or military defences which might inter-

fere therewith shall be erected."

By a convention between various maritime powers, including the

United States on the one part and the Sultan of Morocco on the

other, concluded May 31, 18()5, the Sultan agreed to construct a

light-house at Caj)e Spartel. AVith a reservation as to the sovereign

lights of the Sultan, it was agreed that the light-house should be

managed by i-ej^resentatives of the contracting powers who were to

bear the cost of maintaining it. The contracting powers bound them-

selves " to respect the neutrality of the light-house, and to continue

(lie payment of the contribution intended to uphold it, even in case

" StH' the following: treaty stipulations: Sp.'iin and Nicaragua. .July 25, 18.50,

Art. XIII.: Si»aiii and Costa Rica. May 10, 18.">0, Art. XIII.; France and Nica-

ragua. April 11. ls.-,<». Arts. X.XVII.-XXXIII. ; Italy and Nicaragua. March 6,

18<>.S: (Jn-at I'.ritaiii and Nicaragua. Feb. 11. 1,SC»o. The last mentioned treaty

€'xpiro<l .Tinii' 11. isss. on notice giv«'n in conformity with its terms.

&48 IJrit. and For. State Faitcrs. lUol.
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(which God forbid) hostilities should break out either between them
or between one of them and the Empire of Morocco.''

By the Cieneva Convention of 18G4, commonlj'^ called the " Red Cross

Convention," for the amelioration of the condition of the wounded
in the field, surgeons, the wounded, and hospitals and their attendants

are " recognized as neutral." The supplementary convention of 1868,

which was intended to apply similar stipulations to naval warfare,

has not been ratified, but its provisions were observed as a modtis

civendi between the United States and Spain in 1898.

Proposals have been made for the neutralization of submarine

telegraph cables, but the draft convention to that effect, which was
prepared at a conference held in Paris in 1882, upon the invitation of

the French Government, has not yet been adopted by the powers.

The convention signed at Paris March 14, 1884, provides for the pro-

tection of submarine cables outside territorial waters, but its opera-

tion is by Article XV. limited to time of peace, by an express reser-

vation in favor of the rights of belligerents."

2. Governmental Acts.

§1T9.

Governor Collot, of the French island of Guadeloupe, having

arrived in the United States, as a prisoner of war to the British on

parole, on his way to France, was arrested and obliged to give bail in

a civil action based on his seizure and condemnation of a vessel while

acting as governor of the island. He declined to plead to the action,

but appealed to the French minister, who, addressing in turn the

Government of the United States, asked that the suit, which was

pending in a Pennsylvania court, be stopped, on the ground that the

wrong complained of was a public act, performed by the governor in

the exercise of his official powers. This request was referred to the

Attornej^-General of the United States, who advised that the defend-

ant was not personally privileged from arrest, and that his defense

should be placed before the court. As to the merits of the defense,

the Attorney-General said :
" I am inclined to think, if the seizure

of the vessel is admitted to have been an official act, done by the

defendant by virtue, or under color, of the powers vested in him as

governor, that it will of itself be a sufficient answer to the plaintiff's

action ; that the defendant ought not to answer in our courts for aiij'^

mere irregularity in the exercise of his powers; and that the extent of

his authority can, with propriety or convenience, be determined only

bv the constituted authorities of his own nation."

a Holland, Studies in Int. Law, 27"; and an article by the same author in the

Journal du Droit International I'rive (1898), vol. 25. p. 048.
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Brndford. At. (Jen.. June 10, 17{>4, 1 Op. 45. The plaintiff eventually dis-

continued his action. (Waters r. Collot, 2 Dallas, 247.)

In this relation we may note the following statement: "On the subject of

General ("ollot. ... I have to inform you that the friend of the

plaintiff in tiie suit has as.sured me that he will inunediately withdraw

it. and the General will he discharged from his hail. I can not, how-

ever, dismiss this subject without observing, that if the (general had

shown to the court that his act which occasioned the injury com-

plained of had been within his lawful ixjwers as governor of Guade-

loupe, the court would have discharged him long ago, as they dis-

charged Mr. Peroud. the ordonnateur at Cai^e Frangois. But the

General refu.stnl, as I am informed, to say anything more than that

he was, at the time, the (jorcnmr of CuuiMoupr, as though a gov-

eriu)r could conmiit no unlawful act for which he would he personally

resi)onsible." (Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Letombe, French

consul-general. May 2!), 1707, 10 MS. Dom. Let. ol.)

" It is as well settled in the United States as in Great Britain, that

a person acting under a ooniniission from the sovereign of a foreign

nation is not amenable for what he does in pursuance of his commis-

sion, to any judiciary tribunal in the United States."

Lee. At. Gen., Dec. 29. 171>7, 1 Op. SI. citing Bradford, At. Gen., June 16,

1704. 1 Op. 4").

The oi»ini(>n of Attorney-General Lee related to two suits pending against

Iloiiry Sinclair, evidently of a <ivil nature.

Tn Xovember. 1S40, Alexander McLeod was arrested by the author-

ities of the State of New York and held for trial on a charge of mur-

der committed at the destruction of the steamer Caroline,, December

29. 1837, within the territorial jurisdiction of that State. On the

13th December, 1840, Mr. Fox. the British minister at Washington,

on his own responsibility asked for his immediate release, on the

ground that the destruction of the Caroline was " a public act of

persons in ITer Majesty's service, obeying the order of their superior

autiioi-ities; " that it could, therefore, " only be the subject of discus-

sion between the two national Governments," and could "not justly

be made the ground of legal proctipdings in the United States against

the persons concerned."

Ml-. Foi-syth. Secretary of State, replied on the 28th of December,

with the declaration that no warrant for the interposition called for

could be found in the powers with which the Federal Executive was

invested. ])ut at the same time denying that the demand was well

founded. On the 12th of March, 1841, Mr. Fox, in behalf of his

(lovernment. presented a formal demand for McLeod's immediate

release, on the gi'ouud which he had previously stated. Mr. Web-
ster, who had then become Secretary of State, made answer on the

24th of Api-il. and. while admitting the grounds of the demand,
declared that the Federal (Jovermnent was unable then to comply
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with it. In May McLeod was taken down to the city of New York,

and was there brought before a justice of the supreme court of the

State on a writ of haheas corpufi. After a full argument, that tri-

bunal, in July, refused to discharge him ; and in the ensuing October,

ten months after the first demand and seven months after the sec-

ond, he Avas tried at Utica, and acquitted on proof of an alihi. This

case led to the adoption by Congress, in August, 1842, of an act to

provide for the removal of cases involving international relations

from the State to the Federal courts.

For the case of the Caroline, see infra. § 217. For correspondence in

relation to the case of McLeod. see message of Dec. 28, 1840, II. Ex.

Doc. 33, 20 Cjong. 2 sess. : report of Feb. 13. 1841. H. Report 102, 26

Cong. 2 sess.; message of .Tune 1. 1841. S. Doc. 1. 27 Cong. 1 sess.;

message of Maix-h 8. 1842. II. Ex. Doc. 128, 27 Cong. 2 sess. ; mes-

sage of Aug. 11. 1842. II. Ex. Doc. 2. 27 Cong. 3 sess.; message of

Jan. 23. 1843. S. Ex. Doc. OK. 27 Cong. 3 sess.

Correspondence on the subject may also 1)e found in 20 Br. & For. State

Pap. 1126, and 30 id. 103.

The judicial proceeding on the application for a writ of habeas corpus

are rei)orted in People r. ^U\ahh\. 2."'> Wend. 483; ;ind they are re-

viewed, adversely to the action of the court, by Judge Tallniadge,

20 Wend. (iO.3, Appendix. " Chancellor Kent, Chief Justice Spencer,

and other eminent jurists, have expressed their api»robation of Mr.

Talmadge's 'Review.'" (Webster's Works. VI. 260, note.)

The act of Congress of August 20. 1842. is given, infra.

See. particularly, Mr. Fox. Brit, min., to Mr. Webster, Sec. of State,

March 12. 1841. Webster's Works. VI. 247: Mr. Webster. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Fox. Brit. min.. April 24, 1841. id. 2r)0.

The correspondence between Mr. Forsyth and Mr. Fox may be found in

II. Ex. Doc. 33. 2(5 Cong. 2 sess.

" That an individual, forming part of a public force, and acting

under the authority of his (lovernment, is not to be held answerable

as a private trespasser or malefactor, is a principle of public law

sanctioned by the usages of all civilized nations, and wdiich the Gov-

ernment of the United States has no inclination to dispute. This

has no connection whatever with the question, Avhether, in this case,

the attack on the * Caroline ' was, as the British Government think it,

a justifiable employment of force for the purpose of defending the

British territory from unprovoked attack, or whether it was a most

unjustifiable invasion, in time of peace, of the territory of the United

States, as this (jo\ernmeiit has regarded it. The two questions are

essentially distinct and diiferent; and, while acknowledging that an

individual nuiy claim innuunity from the consequences of acts done

by him, by showing that he acted under national authority, this Gov-

ernment is not to be understood as changing the opinions which it has

heretofore exi)ressed in regai'd to the real nature of the transaction

which resulted in the destruction of the ' Caroline.' That subject it
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is not necessarv for any purpose connected with this communication

no^Y to discuss. The views of this Government in relation to it are

known to that of Enghmd; and we are expecting the answer of that

Govermnent to the comnuinication which has been made to it.

"All that is intended to be said at present is, that, since the attack on

the * Caroline " is avowed as a national act, which may justify reprisals,

or even <reneral war, if the Government of the United States, in the

judgment which it shall form of the transaction and of its own duty,

should see fit so to decide, yet that it raises a question entirely public

and political, a question between independent nations; and that indi-

viduals coiuiected in it cannot bo arrested and tried before the ordi-

nary tribunals, as for the violation of municipal law. If the attack

on the • Caroline" was unjustifiable, as this Government has asserted,

the law which has been violated is the law of nations; and the redress

which is to be sought is the redress authorized, in such cases, by the

provisions of that code."'

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Crittenden, Attorney-General, March
!.">, 1841, Webster's Works, VI. 2(52, 2(>4. See, also, Bancroft's

Seward, I. 111-110.

See Vattel, Book III. ch. il. § 187: Rutherforth, Book II. cli. Ix. § 18;

Burlania<iul, Part IV. cb. iii. S§ 18, 1!); Lawrence, Com. Sur. Droit

Int. III. 4:',0: 18 Alb. L. J. aOC; Hall, Int. Law (4tb ed.), 328;

Memoirs of .1. Q. Adams, XI, 26; 4 Boston Law Rep. 1G9; Gould,

McLeod's Trial, pampb. ; Xellson's Cboate, 17:^-184 ; Am. Law Mag.
I. :>AS.

Halleck says: "As McLeod was acquitted on tbe trial, tbere was no

opportunity to obtain, by appeal to tbe Federal courts, an opinion of

tbe bigbest tribunal of tbe United States on this important question,

and tbe subse(|uent act of Congress bas ol)viated all danger of tbe

recurrence of a similar case. Tbe opinion of Mr. Justice Cowen,
bowever, seems not to bave received tbe approbation of tbe best

judicial minds of bis own State, and to bave been very geuerauy

condemned in otber St.-ites and by tbe political autborities of the

Federal Government." And he goes on to say that " among Euro-

pean writers on pul)lic law tbere seems to be a very general unanim-
ity of opinion " sustaining Mr. Webster's view. But tbe act of Con-

gress which (Jeneral Ilalleck cites does not settle tbe law, but only

indicates a way in which such cases may be reached by the Federal

court.s. (Int. Law, ed. hSCl. ;5()."., .'^(H!.)

Sir K. rhillimore appears to accei>t Mr. Wel)ster's conclusions. (?, Int.

Law. :U\ ed. LSS."., CO.)

Hall lites .Mr. Wel)ster's conclusions without dissent, and declares that
" wiicn a st.ite in tbe e.xerci.se of its right of self-preservation, does
aits of violence within the territory of a foreign state, while remain-
ing at i>c;i((' witli it. its agents cannot be tried for the murder of per-

sons Uiiied by them, nor are they liable to a civil action in respect to

damages to property whicii they niay have cau.sed."

Mr. Calhoun. June 11. 1841. when the McLeod case was under dis-

cussion in the Senate, stated the position of the British Government
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to be " that where a government authorizes or approves of the act of

an mdividual. it makes it the act of the government, and thereby

exempts the individual from all responsibility to the injured coun-

try." The position, as thus stated by him, Mr. Calhoun controverted.
" The laws of nations," he said, " are but the laws of morals, as appli-

cable to individuals, so far modified, and no further, as reason may
make necessary in their application to nations. Now, there can be

no doubt that the analogous rule, when applied to individuals, is,

(hat both principal and agents, or, if you will, instruments, are

responsible in criminal cases; directly the reverse of the rule on which
ihe demand for the release of McLeod is made. . . . vSuppose, then,

that the British, or any other government, in contemplation of war,

should send out emissaries to blow up the fortifications erected, at

such vast expense, for the defense of our great commercial marts,

. . . would the production of the most authentic papers, signed by

all the authorities of the British Government, make it a public trans-

acticn, and exempt the villains from all responsibility to our laws and

tribunals? Or would that Government dare make a demand for their

immediate release? Or, if made, would ours dare yield to it, and

release them? . . . But, setting aside all suppositious cases, I shall

take one that actually occurred—that of the notorious Henry, em-

ployed by the colonial authority of Canada to tamper with a portion

of our i^eople, prior to the late war, with the intention of alienating

them from their Government, and effecting a disunion in the event of

hostilities. Suppose he had been detected and arrested for his trea-

sonable conduct, and that the British Government had made the like

demand for his release, on the ground that he was executing the orders

of his Government, and was not, therefore, liable, personally or indi-

vidually, to our laws and tribunals: I ask, woidd our Government be

bound to comply with the demand? " Mr. Calhoun, after accepting

the position taken by Mr. AVebster, that the case was not one of war,

proceeded to say that the attack on the Caroline was an invasion of

the territorial sovereignty of the united States not justified by

necessity, and that persons concerned in such attack were responsible

to the State of New York for the wrong done by them in it.

Calhoun's Works, III. (ilS. In accoftl, Benton's Thirty Years' View, II.

A'M et se^i. ; Life and Letters of Francis Lieber, 149.

" Then the violence and bad spirit displayed in America have pro-

duced no small consternation here, though everybody goes on saying

that a war between the two countries and for so little cause is impossi-

ble. It does seem impossible, and the manifest interest of both na-

tions is opposed to it; but when a country is so mob-governed as

America, and the Executive is so destitute of power, there must be

great danger. However, the general conviction is, that the present
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exhibition of violonco is attributable to the inalio;nity of the oiit<^oiiig

party, wliich is tlesirous of embarrassing their successors, and casting

on them the perils of a war or the odium of a reconciliation with this

country, and strong hopes are entertained that the new (lovernment

will be too wise to fall into the snare that is laid for them, and strong

enough to check and master the bad spirit which is rife in the North-

ern States. The real difticvdty arises from the conviction here, that

in the case of McLeod we are in the right, and the equally strong

conviction there that we are not, and the actual doiibt on which side

the truth lies. Senior, whom I met the other day, expressed great

uncertainty, and he proposes and has written to Government on the

subject, that the question of international law shall be submitted to

the decision of a (lerman university—that of Berlin, he thinks, would

be the best. This idea he submitted to Stevenson, who approved of

it, but the great difticulty would l)e to agree u])on a statement of facts.

Yesterday Lord Lyndhurst was at the council office, talking over the

matter with Sir llerl)ert Jenner and Justice Littledale, and he said it

was very (piestionable if the Americans had not right on their side;

and that he thought, in a similar case here, we should be obliged to

try the man. and if convicted, nothing but a jiardon could save him.

7'hese opinions, casting such serious doubts on the (piestion of right,

are at least enough to restrain indignation and beget caution."

(Jrcvillc's MtMiioirs. second part. I. Marcli 12. 1S41. p. '.\H'.\.

'" Connected with these transactions there have also been circum-

stances, of which, I believe, it is generally admitted that (ireat lirit-

ain has had just ground to complain. Individuals have been made
personally liable for acts done under the avowed authority of their

(lovernment: and there are now many brave men exposed to personal

conse(|neuces for no other cause than having served their country.

That this is contrary to every i)rinci])le of international law it is use-

less for me to insist. Indeed, it has been admitted by every authority

of your (Joverument : but, owing to a conflict of laws, difficulties

have intervened, nuich to the regret of thos(> authorities, in giving

practical ert'ect to these principles: and for these difficulties some
I'enu'dy has been by all desired. It is no business of mine to enter

upon the consideration of them, nor have I sufficient infornuition for

the puij)()S('; but I trust you will excuse my addressing to you the

:n(|uiry, whether the (iovernment of the United States is now in a

condition to secure, in eif'ect and in practice, the principle, Avhich has

nev<'r been denied in argument, that individuals acting under legit-

imate authority are not j)ersonally responsible for executing the orders

of their govei-nnient ( That the i)ower, when it exists, will be used on

i'very fit occasion. I am well assured; and I am bound to admit that,

looking tiirough the voluminous corres])ondence concerning these
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transactions, there appears no indisposition with any of the authori-

ties of the Federal Government, under its several administrations, to

do justice in this respect in as far as their means and powers would

allow.''

Lord Ashburton, British plenipo., to Mr. Webster, See. of State, .July 28,

1842, Webster's Works, VI. 294, 300.

" This Government has admitted that, for an act committed by the

command of his soverei<2^n, jure JieJU^ an individual cannot be respon-

sible in the ordinary courts of another state. It would regard it as

a high indignity if a citizen of its ow^n, acting inider its authority and

by its special command, in such cases were held to answer in a munic-

ipal tribunal, and to undergo punishment, as if the behest of his

government were no defence or protection to him.
'' But your lordship is aware that, in regular constitutional govern-

ments, persons arrested on charges of high crimes can only be dis-

charged by some judicial proceeding. It is so in England; it is so in

the colonies and provinces of England. The forms of judicial ])ro-

ceeding differ in different countries, being more rapid in some and

more dilatory in others; and, it may be added, generally more dila-

tory, or at least more cautious, in cases affecting life, in governments

of a strictly limited than in those of a more unlimited character. It

was a subject of regret that the release of McLeod was so long

delayed. A State court, and that not of the highest jurisdiction,

decided that, on summary application, embarrassed, as it would

appear, by technical difficulties, he could not be released by that court.

His discharge shortly afterward by a jury, to Avhom he preferred to

submit his case, rendered unnecessary the further prosecution of the

legal question. It is for the Congress of the United States, whose

attention has been called to the subject, to say what further provision

ought to be made to expedite proceedings in such cases; and, in answer

to your lordship's question toward the close of your^iote, I have to

say that the Government of the United States holds itself, not only

fully disposed, but fully competent, to carry into practice every prin-

ciple Avhich it avows or acknowledges, and to fulfill every duty and

obligations which it owes to foreign governments, their citizens or

subjects."

Mr. Webster. Sec. of State, to Lord Ashburton, British plen.. Aus <>. 1842.

Webster's WorlvS, VI. 301. .302-.m3.

See Mr. Webster's speech in tlie Senate, April (» and 7. 184(5, Webster's

Worivs, V. 123 et seq.

See, also. Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thomas, min. to Venezuela.

June 2;"). 18n(>. directing the latter to urge unofficially the release of

the British surveyor, Harris, who had been arrested by the Venezxie-

lan authorities on territory claimed by Venezuela. " He acted under

orders." said Mr. Olney; "any settlement should be between two gov-

ernments." (MS. Inst. Venez. IV, 425.)
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A claim for indemnity, itreferred l).v McLeod before tlie mixed commission

under the treaty of Feb. 8, 1853, was dismissed on the ground that

the entire incident was disposed of by the corresi)ondence between Mr.

Webster and Lord Ashburton. (Moore, Int. Arbitrations, III. 2419

et seti.)

By the act of Congress approved Aug. 29, 1842, and since

embodied in sec. 758, Kev. Stat., the United States courts, in view of

the ilifticulty encountered in the McLeod case, were empowered to

issue a writ of habeas corpus, in the case of a prisoner in jail, " where

he is in custody under or by color of the authority of the United

States, or is committed for trial before some court thereof; or is in

custody for an act done or omitted in pursiumce of a law of the

United States, or of an order, process, or decree of a court or judge

thereof; or is in custody in violation of the Constitution or of a law

or treaty of the United States; or, being a subject or citizen of a for-

eign state, and domiciled therein, is in custody for an act done or

omitted under any alleged right, title, authority, privilege, protection,

or exemption claimed under the commission, or order, or sanction of

any foreign state, or under color thereof, the validity and effect

whereof depend upon the law of nations.''

The obvious eifect of this act is to bring the prisoner into the cus-

todv of the Federal courts, but it does not prescribe what the decision

of those courts upon a particular application may be.

Early in 1892 a revolution was begun in Venezuela, under the lead

of General Crespo, against the government of President Palacio.

August 8, 1892, an engagement took place at Buena A^'ista, and on the

13th of the month the victorious revolutionary forces entered Bolivar

under the connnand of (General Hernandez, who assumed command
of the city as civil and military chief, filling all the local offices which

had been vacated by their incumbents, October (). 1892, the revolu-

tionary forces took possession of (^aracas, and on the 23d of the

month the government of General Cresjoo was formally recognized

by the United States as the legitimate Government of Venezuela.

After the entry of General Hernandez into Bolivar, (Jeorge F. Un-
derhill. a citizen of the United States, who had constructed and was
in charge of tlie waterworks of the city, besides carrying on a ma-

chinery rej)air business, applied to him as connnanding officer for a

passport to leave the city. Hernandez refused to grant this request,

as well as similar ones subsequently made, until October 18, 1892,

when T^nderhill obtained a passport and left the country. Subse-

quently Hernandez, being in the State of New York, was sued by

Underbill for danuiges for detention, caused by the refusal of the

passport, for alleged confinement in his own house, and for certain

alleged arrests and affronts by soldiers of the revolutionary army.

On the trial of the case in circuit court of the United States for the
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eastern district of New York, the court directed a verdict for the

defendant on the ground that, " because the acts of defendant were

those of a military commander, representing a de facto government in

the prosecution of a war, he was not civilly responsible therefor."

Judgment was rendered for the defendant and on appeal was affirmed

by the circuit court of appeals on the ground " that the acts of the

defendant were the acts of the Government of Venezuela, and as

such are not properly the subject of adjudication in the courts of

another government."' 26 U. 8. Ap. 573. An appeal was then

taken to the Supreme Court of the United States. This court, Chief

Justice Fuller delivering the opinion, rendered the following de-

cision :

" Every sovereign state is bound to respect the independence of

every other sovereign state, and the courts of one country will not

sit in judgment on the acts of the government of another done within

its own territory. Redress of grievances by reason of such acts must

be obtained through the means open to be availed of by sovereign

powers as between themselves.

" Nor can the principle be confined to lawful or recognized gov-

ernments, or to cases where redress can manifestly be had through

public channels. The immunity of individuals from suits brought

in foreign tribunals for acts done within their own states, in the

exercise of governmental authority, whether as civil officers or as

military commanders, must necessarily extend to the agents of gov-

ernments ruling by paramount force as matter of fact. Where a

civil war prevails, that is, where the people of a country are divided

into two hostile parties, who take up arms and oppose one another

by military force, generally speaking foreign nations do not assume

to judge of the merits of the quarrel. If the party seeking to dis-

lodge the existing government succeeds, and the independence of the

government it has set up is recognized, then the acts of such govern-

ment from the commencement of its existence are regarded as those

of an independent nation. If the political revolt fails of success,

still if actual war has been waged, acts of legitimate warfare cannot

be made the basis of individual liability. United States v. Rice,

4 Wheat. 246; Fleming r. Page, 9 How. 603; Thorington v. Smith,

8 Wall. 1; Williams r. Bruffy, 96 U. S. 176; P^ord r. Surget, 97 U. >S.

594; Dow /•, Johnson. 100 U. S. 158;-and other cases.

"' Revolutions or insurrections may inconvenience other nations,

but by acconnnodation to the facts the a])plication of settled rules is

readily reached. And where the fact of the existence of war is in

issue in the instance of complaint of acts committed within foreign

territory, it is not an absolute prerequisite that that fact should be

made out by an acknowledgment of belligerency, as other official

recognition of its existence may be sufficient proof thereof. The
Three Friends, 166 U. S. 1.
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'' 111 this case, the archives of the State Department show that civil

war was fla<i:rant in Venezuela from the spring of 1892; that the revo-

hitioii was successful; and that the revolutionary gorvernment was
recognized l)y the United States as the government of the country,

it being, to use the language of the Secretary of State in a communi-

cation to our minister to Venezuela, ' accepted by the people, in the

possession of the power of the nation and fully established.'

" That these were facts of which the court is bound to take judicial

notice, and ft)r information as to wdiich it may consult the Depart-

ment of State, there can be no doubt. Jones r. United States, 137

U. S. 202: Mighell r. Sultan of Jahore, (1894) 1 Q. B. U9.
'* It is idle to argue that the proceedings of those who thus tri-

unij)lie(l should be treated as the acts of banditti or mere mobs.
'* We entertain no doubt upon the evidence that Hernandez was

carrying on military operations in support of the revolutionary

j)arty. It may be that adherents of that side of the controversy in

the particular locality where Hernandez was the leader of the move-

ment entertained a preference for him as the future executive head

of the nation, but that is beside the question. The acts complained

of were the acts of a military commander repivsenting the authority

of the revolutionary party as a government, which afterwards suc-

ceeded and was recognized by the United States. We think the Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals was justified in concluding ' that the acts of the

defendant were the acts of the (lovernment of Venezuela, and as such

are not properly the subject of adjudication in the courts of another

government."
*' The decisions cited on ])laiiititf*s behalf are not in point. Cases

respecting arrests by military authority in the absence of the ])rev-

alence of war; or the validity of contracts between individuals

entered into in aid of insurrection: or the right of revolutionary

bodies to vex the commerce of the world on its common highway

without incurring the penalties denounced on piracy; and the like, do

not involve the questions presented here.

" We agree with the Circuit Court of Appeals, that ' the evidence

upon the trial indicated that the purpose of the defendant in his

treatment of the plaintiff was to coerce the plaintiff to operate his

^\•aterwol•ks and his repair works for the benefit of the community

and the revolutionary forces,' and that 'it was not sufficient to have

warranted a finding by the jury that the defendant was actuated by

malice or any personal or private motive; ' and we concur in its dis-

position of the rulings below. The decree of the Circuit Court is

affinned."

rndcrhill r. Ilcruiuulcz (IcSDT), 1(58 U. S. 2.j0, atliriuing 20 U. S. App.

u7o, i;J C. C. A. 51, and (jo Fed. Uei). .577.
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3. Legislative Po\vh:r.

(1) bights of property.

§ 180.

" In my opinion all questions touching: the title of lands in this State,

or any other State, must be tried and decided in the manner prescribed

by the Constitutions and laws of the land."

Mr. Jay, Sec. for For. Aff., to Mr. de Lotbiniere. .Tan. 29, 1789, 4 MS.
Am. Let. 81. See the case of William Crooks, Moore, Int. Arbitra-

tions, I. 41.5.

AATiether the authorities of Cuba, in disposing of property in the

island, proceeded regularly or irregularly would depend wholly upon

the laws in force there.

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hernandez, March 29, 18.jG, 45 MS. Dom.
Let. 177.

The United States will take no part in the contentions between

citizens of the United States in regard to the interoceanic route by

way of Nicaragua. " The law of the country must regulate all

questions of this nature. If grants are made, its judicial authority

in the event of disputed claims must determine the rights of the par-

ties. The I'^nited States can only insist, that treaty stipulations be

fairly executed, and that good faith be observed toward all those

deriving rights from the local government."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lamar, min. to Central America, Jan. 2,

1858, MS. Inst. American States, XV. 288.

" It is an established principle of international law that every State

has the right to regulate the conditions upon which property within

its territory, whether real or personal, shall be held and transmitted."

It is prima facie a question for the courts.

Mr. Gresham. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hoxtun, December 20, 1893, 194 MS.

Dom. Let. 598.

Transactions depending upon the rules of international law are to

l)e decided in accordance with those rules as they existed at the time

when the transaction took place.

Mortimer r. N. Y. Elevated Railroad Co, (1889), (5 N. Y. Supp. 898.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 3
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(2) INDUSTRIAL PROPKBTY.

§ 181.

The Government of the United States cannot with propriety ask

the Government of another country to suspend tlie
regu a ion.

op^^i-.^tioi^ of its hiws in order that a citizen of the

United States may have further time in which to secure in such

countr3' a i)atent for his invention.

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mann, Dec. 27. 1884, 153 MS.

Doui. Let. 515; Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Russell,

Feb. 7, 1885, 154 MS. Dom. Let. 188.

" Your letter of the 26th ultimo, with the enclosures, has been

examined in this Department with the care which your own merits,

as well as the importance of the subject deserves.

" The question that arises is, how far the Government of the United

States can officialh' interfere to insist upon a construction given by a

British court to a British municii)al statute being reversed by the

British executive. I feel bound to say at the outset that this Gov-

ernment cannot so interfere. The point in dispute does not arise

under a treaty, nor does it fall under the general range of interna-

tional obligations, as interpreted by ourselves and Great Britain.

Were a British subject to lose a suit brought by him before one of

our courts for the maintenance of alleged patent rights, we would

])eremptorily repel any attempt on the part of the British Govern-

ment to induce this Department to interfere by giving by executive

warrant relief which Avas refused by the court before whom such suit

was brought. The only possible cases for such interference are those

of torts wrongfully inflicted by the opposing government as an

unprovoked assailant; and- even in such cases where there is a local

independent judiciary to be appealed to, there is no diplomatic inter-

position unless it should appear that on appealing to such judiciary,

justice was denied.
•' T cannot see that your case presents these features. No tort was

inflicted on you by Great Britain so as to impair rights l'>elonging to

you l)v the law of nations. You went to P^ngland voluntarily to

obtain privileges Avhich are exclusively the products of British stat-

utes. To obtain such privileges you appealed to the British chan-

cery division of the English high court of justice, by wdiich alone,

under British legislation, could the relief you sought be granted.
" The elaborate adverse opinion of Mr. Justice Sterling given on

February 23, 1887, has been examined in this Department with care,

and I have to inform you that in the judgment of this Department
the decision made by Mr. Justice Sterling is not one in which such
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error can be found as will justify diplomatic intervention. The deci-

sion is simply an interpretation of British local legislation by the

court, by which that legislation is to be judicially applied, and to

which you yourself properly appealed for this purpose.

" Your present method of redress is either the presentation of an

amended case, so as to avoid the difficulties stated by Mr. Justice

Sterling, or an appeal from the hitter's decision to the appellate tri-

bunal appointed in such case."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Avery, May 4, 1887, 164 MS. Doui.

Let. 78.

The rule that the validity of patents in the United States is a ques-

tion to be determined by the courts is applicable not only to litigation

by private parties, but also to litigation in which the Government of

the United States is interested. Hence the United States may prop-

erly intervene as a party in a suit brought by alien patentees against

an American company for the use of a process which is employed by

such company in manufacturing," under contract, articles for the use

of the Government of the United States.

Mr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Patenotre, French minister, July

23, 1897, For. Rel. 1897, 137-141.

The Navy Department may witlihold its approval of a voucher for the

payment to the Carnegie Steel Company of a simi of money which is

claimed as royalty for the use of the Ilarvey process in the manu-
facture of armor plate for naval vessels till the right of the Harvey

Steel Company to collect from the Government a royalty for the use

of the process is determined in a suit pending in the Court of Claims.

(Griggs. At.-Gen., March 14, 1901, 23 Op. 422. Affirmed by Beck,

Acting At.-Gen., Aug. 23, 1901. 23 Op. 495.)

As to the registration of trade-marks in the Argentine Republic, see

For. Rel. 1899, 5-6.

In a despatch of Januar}^ 9, 1894, Mr. Denby, United States minis-

ter at Peking, enclosed a cop}^ of a note which he had addressed to the

Tsung-li-Yamen, asking- that a proclamation be issued reprobating

the practices of counterfeiting or fraudulently imitating trade-marks

on American piece goods, and directing all officials to arrest and pun-

ish persons found guilty of the offense. He communicated to the

Yamen a copy of the proclamation then lately issued by the taotai

at Tien-tsin. warning all wholesale and retail dealers at that place

not to change the trade-marks on American goods.

For. Kel. 1894, 134.

A patent for a spinning machine granted, by the Chinese (lov-

ernment June 17, 1898, to one of its own subjects, was bought by

two American missionaries and an Englishman. The purchasers
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subsequently complained of the infringement of the patent by an-

other Chinaman, and a complaint Avas made by the United States

legation to the Chinese Government in l^ehalf of the two Americans.

The Tsung-li yamen, December 19, 1899, replied that China would
permit them '' at all the treaty ports, to carry on their business of

their own free will and accord, but as to protecting them in their

exclunive right and prohibiting othei-s from making machines, as

there is no treat}' stipulation on the subject, the Yamen still finds

no Avay of taking action."

Mr. Conger, rain, to China, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, Dec. 20, 1899, For.

Rel. 1899, 178-185.

In reporting tliis de<-ision Mr. Conger said :
" Tlie Cliinese looic with a

degree of sii.s4)icion upon tlie missionaries wlio engage in any sort of

business sclienie or enterprise, and ixjssibly this may in some meas-

ure account for their decision."

By Art. II., par. 3, of the Japanese trade-marks regulations, trade-

marks can not l^e registered which are " identical Avith or similar to

trade-marks already registered or trade-marks used by others before

the application for registration was made, and Avhich are intended

to be applied to identical goods," whether the applicant be a Japa-

nese or a foreigner.

For. Itel. 1898," 4(>4, 469, 471.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 2r>th ultimo, commending to this Department's
m e a es eg-

fjjyQpai^jg consideration the suggestion of the Com-
islation.

. .

""^

missioner of Patents that such steps be taken as may
be necessary to effect an exchange of diplomatic notes between this

Ciovernment and that of Mexico, to the end that Mexican citizens

may. \ye enabled to register their trade-marks in the Ignited States,

as contemplated by the act of Congress, approved March 8, 1881.

'• The Commissioner of Patents expresses the opinion that an ex-

change of diplomatic notes with Mexico this subject would seem to

constitute the declaration mentioned in section 3 of the act of March

3, 1881, under which the right can be accorded to citizens of Mexico

to register their trade-marks in this country.

" My predecessors, Mr. Gresham and Mr. Olney, in instructions

to our minister at Athens (Foreign Relations, 1894, pp. 293-295; and

Foreign Kelations, 1895, pp. 759-705), took the position that a decla-

ration signed by the minister and the Greek minister for foreign

affairs, to the effect that the treaty of 1837 between the United

States and Greece conferred upon the citizens of either country in

the dominions of the other tlie same rights as respects trade-marks

as such citizens may enjoy in their own, Avould not accomplish the

end desired, but that a formal treaty was necessary.
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" I think it is plain that a simple declaration would not bind this

Government to grant trade-mark privileges to Mexican citizens, but

in view of the Mexican law, which (the Commissioner of Patents

states) allows citizens of the United States to register their trade-

marks in Mexico, it would appear that Mexicans can now obtain

registration of their trade-marks here, imder the provisions of our

law of March 3, 1881.

" Section 1 of the act of 1881 provides that

:

"
' Owners of trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations

. . .
,
provided such owners shall be domiciled in the United States,

or located in any foreign country . . . which, by treaty, convention

or law, affords similar privileges to citizens of the United States,

may obtain registration of such trade-marks by complying with the

following requirements.'

" Section 3 of the act further provides

:

"
' But no alleged trade-mark shall be registered unless the same

appear to be lawfully used as such by the applicant in foreign com-

merce, ... as mentioned above, or is within the provision of a treaty

convention or declaration with a foreign power.''

" It will be observed that the provision of section 3 is in the alter-

native; that in order to entitle a trade-mark to registration, it must

appear

:

" 1. That it is lawfully used as such by the applicant in foreign

commerce, the owner being domiciled in the United States or located

in a foreign country which, by treaty, convention or b}^ law, affords

similar jjrivileges to citizens of the Ignited States; or

" 2. That such trade-mark is within the provision of a treaty, con-

vention or declaration with a foreign power.

" "\Miile registration could not be claimed by a Mexican under the

second alternative, it seems to me that it could properly be claimed

under the first.

" I think an exchange of notes with the Mexican Government

would be entirely jDroper to establish the fact that under the Mexican

law, citizens of the United States may obtain registration of their

trade-marks. This was done with the Netherlands in 1883. (See

printed pamphlet herewith.) Such an exchange of notes does not,

however, in my opinion, constitute the declaration mentioned in sec-

tion 3 of the act of 1881."

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Sec. of Interior, Nov. 4. 189S, 232 MS. Dom.

Let. 4G0.

See, also, as to the declaration above referred to. in the case of Greece,

Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Sec. of Interior. Feb. 2.3, 1895. 200

MS. Dom. Let. 04.').

As to the protection of trade-marks in Morocco, see For. Rel. 1004, 407.
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Porto Rico being an organized Territory of the United States in

the sense of sec. 1981, Eev. Stat., and the laws of the United States not

locally inapplicable having been extended thereto, its residents are

entitled to register their trade-marks in the United States under the

act of Congress of March 3. 1881, 21 Stat. 502.

The Philippine Islands not being an organized Territory in the

same sense, and perhaps not being embraced in the phrase ^ United

States " in the trade-marks act, the residents of the islands are not

as such entitled to the privilege in question.

Cuba being at present governed by the United States, and the law

there purporting to give to citizens of the United States trade-mark

privileges " similar '' to those given by the United States law—a con-

dition which doubtless would be continued since it was itself but a

continuation of the arrangement previously existing between the

United States and Spain—the residents of the island may be con-

sidered as residents of a country with which the United States has a

reciprocal arrangement and as entitled to register their trade-marks

under the act of 1881.

Knox, At.-Gen., Feb. 19, 1902, '23 Op. 6.34.

But rights of property iu trade-nmrks in Cuba and the Philippines are

entitled to the protection stipulated for " property of all kinds " in

Arts. I. and VIII. of the treaty of peace between the United States

and Spain of December 10, 1898 ; and trade-marks registered prior

to that time in the international registry at Berne are entitled to the

same recognition and i)rotection from the military governments of

Cuba and the rhilii)pines as trade-marks registered in the national

registry at Madrid or in one of the provincial registries of the

islands. (Mr. Magoon, law officer, Division of Insular Affairs, War
Department, March 27, 1901, Msigoon's lleix)rts, 305.)

The provision in the convention between the United States and

Austria-Hungary of Nov. 25, 1871, Art. I., that if a
Treaty questions. ^ i

i i '
i ui- j. u •

j.itrade-mark has become public property m the

country of its origin "
it shall be equally free in the other country,

does not prevent the appropriation in the United States of a word

that is not the subject of appropriation under the laws of Austria.

J. & P. Baltz Brewing Co. r. Kaiserbrauerei, Beck & Co., 74 Fed. Rep.

222, 20 C. C. A. 402.

It was held that the name " Hunyadi " having become public

property in Hungary, it also became, under the treaty between the

United States and Austria-Hungary of November 25, 1871, public

property in the United States; that the court could not take notice

of the law of Hungary of 1895 reinstating the exclusive right of

the person who first used the word as a trade-mark: and that the

name having also become public property in the United States his
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right to an exclusive appropriation of it was lost. It was also lield

that he had been guilty of laches in vindicating his claim to an
exclusive right to the word, if he had any. But it was also decided

that the appropriation by other persons of liis bottle and label, being

without justification or excuse, was an active and continuing fraud
on his rights, and that the defense of laches in this particular was
not maintained.

Saxlehner v. Eisner & Meiulelson (N>. (UMiO), I7i> V. S. 19.

The agreement between the United States and Brazil, Sept. 24,

1878, provides that the citizens or subjects of each contracting party

shall have in the territory of the other the same rights as natives in

everything relating to trade-marks. By a law of Brazil of Xov. 14,

1899, the ''importation of goods made abroad which carry labels

wholly or partly in Portuguese, except when imported from Portugal

or when made for factories," was forbidden." The Department of

State expressed the opinion that this constituted a violation of the

trade-marks agreement.'' The Commissioner of Patents of the

United States, however, afterwards said: "As I understand the

Brazilian law from the correspondence, the requirement that the

importation of foreign products shall not carry an inscription in the

Portuguese language, unless imported from Portugal, applies to the

citizens of Brazil as well as to others. This being so, of course our

citizens in this particular would be on the same footing under the

treaty as Brazilians."* He therefore expressed the opinion that the

contention that the law violated the treaty could not be sustained.

The law subsequently was amended so as to allow importations of

manufactures with labels in Portuguese, with the requirement that

the country of origin must be indicated.'"

Under the stipulation of Art. XYII. of the treaty between the

United States and the German Empire of Dec. 11, 1871, that the

citizens of each country shall enjoy in the other " the same protection

as native citizens " in the matter of trade-marks, a German may
acquire in the United States a trade-mark in a particular word,

although in Germany a word alone, apart from an\^ symbol or

design, can not be so appropriated.

J. P. Baltz Brewing Co., 74 Fed. Rep. 222. 20 C. C. A. 402.

For a treaty l)et\veen Germany and Mexico, signed at tlie f'ity of Mexico,

Aug. 16, 1898, for the protection of trademarlv.s. see For. Uel.

1899, 502.

« For. Rel. 1900, G2.

6 Mr. Hill, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Bryan, niin. to Brazil, tel., .Tune 1, 1900,

For. Rel. 1900, 56; Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bryan, niin. to Brazil, Ji^ne 1,

1900, For. Rel. 1900, 57.

c For. Rel. 1900, 63, 64-65.
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" In accordance with instructions which I have received, I have the

honor to call your excellency's attention to the following subject

:

'' In a memorandum handed to the Imperial Government by the

United States ambassador at Berlin October 19, 1894, a copy of which

is inclosed, the wish is expressed to conclude a special agreement with

the luiperial Oovornment to the effect that American citizens he

granted tiie l)enefit of certain provisions of the German patent law of

April 7, 1891, which are not in themselves applicable to aliens.

'• The ()])inion rei)eatedly expressed therein, that the American pat-

ent legislation already grants to German inventors that which is

asked of (Jermany by America, rests, in the judgment of the Imperial

Government, upon a not quite correct view of the legal situation.

The points to be considered in the nuitter were communicated to the

then United States Secretary of State, Mr. J. AV. Foster, in the Ger-

man note of September 15, 1892. As they were mentioned in the

memorandum of October 19, 1894, without a reply being made to

them, the Imperial (Jovernment thinks itself called upon to refer to

them again, and to add that if the three months' limitation were

withdrawn from American patent documents in Germany the Ameri-

cans would obtain an advantage over the Germans which the Ger-

mans do not enjoy in America.
" The draft of an agreement for the conclusion of a patent, sample,

and trade-mark convention between the United States and Germany,
transmitted to your excellency with the German note of November 10,

1893, whic]i, according to the kind note of Acting Secretary of State

Uhl of November 30, 1893, was handed to the proper authorities for

examination and approbation, contains, in article 3, a proAdsion

which, in the opinion of the Imperial Government, is calculated to

satisfy fully the wishes of the United States Government. The
Imperial Government cherishes the opinion that by the speedy con-

clusion of a convention ui)on the basis of the above-mentioned draft

the nuitter would be settled in the nu)st satisfactory manner, and in

that most conducive to the interests of l)oth parties."

Bnroii Saurinu, (iernian ainb., to Mr. Gresliam, Sec. of State, April 3,

1805, For. Rel. 1805, I. 528.

For the i)revious corresijoiulence referred to in tlie foregoing note, see

For. Kel. 1802, 185. 18(i. 180, 100, 101-107, 200, 214, 217; For. Rel.

1804. 24a.

"An American patent may be applied for by a foreign inventor

whose invention has been patented ubroad at any time during the life

of his foreign patent unless his invention has been introduced into

public use in the United States for more than two years prior to the

application, the American patent, if granted, to exjDire the same time

as the for<ngn patei^t.
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"All that can be secured for an American inventor under the Ger-

man law is the right to obtain a patent in Germany if the application

be made within three months from the date of the publication of the

American patent. This benefit of the German law extends only to

those States which warrant reciprocity, according to a publication in

the Reichsgesetzblatt. The benefit, then, is not gi-anted until the pub-

lication of a notification that such reciprocity exists.

" Now, under American law the German inventor has more than the

German law would give an American inventor if it were declared that

reciprocity exists; for a German inventor may apply in America for a

patent for his invention at any time during the life of his German
patent unless he has permitted his invention to be in public use in the

United States for more than two years jjrior to his application, so

that he has in any event two years in which to apply, while the Amer-
ican inventor could only get a patent in Germany by applying within

three months from the time of getting his American patent.

" The claim that recii:)rocity does not exist is, according to Baron

von Ketteler's note of September 15, 1892, based on two grounds.

" First. That to obtain a patent in the United States the German
applicant must swear that he is the inventor, while in Germany pat-

ent is granted to the inventor or anyone who has legally come into

possession of the invention.

" Second. That the right of caveat is confined to American citizens

and not granted to German subjects.

" AVlien this subject was previously under discussion here it was

suggested by the Imperial Government that it be left for adjustment

under the proposed new treaty between the United States and Ger-

many in regard to patents and trade-marks. That treaty has not yet

been agreed upon, and m}^ instructions are to endeavor to reach an

understanding with the German Governnient separately and apart

from that treaty (which involves other things) whereby American

citizens may enjoy the benefit of the German law before referred to."

Memorandum handed by the American ambassador, at Berlin, to the Ger-

man Government, Oct. 19, 1894. For. Rel. 189.5. I. 529.

" The negotiation of a treaty for tlie reciprocal protection of patents, trade-

marks, and designs has been the subject of correspondence between

this Government and that of Germany for a number of years past

without so far reaching a conclusion satisfactory to l)oth Govern-

ments." (Mr. Adee, Second Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Brown, Nov.

1, 1897, 222 MS. Dom. Let. 131.)

This was a controversy relating to a trade-mark for protective paint

for ship'^s bottom. The court held:

(1) That no valid trade-mark was proved on that part of the Raht-

jens Company in connection with paint sent from Germany to their

agents in the United States prior to 1873, when they procured a

patent in England for their composition

;
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(2) That no right to a trade-mark which includes the word " pat-

ent," and which describes the article as " patented,'' can arise when
there has been no patent;

(8) That a symbol or label claimed as a trade-mark, so consti-

tuted or worded as to make or contain a distinct assertion which is

false, will not be recognized, and no right to its exclusive use can be

maintained

;

(4) That of necessity when the right to manufacture became pub-

lic, the right to use the only word descriptive of the article manufac-

tured became public also;

(5) That no right to the exclusive use in the United States of the

words " RahtJen's Compositions " has been shown.

Holzapfel's Co. r. Rahtjen's Co. (1901), 183 U. S. 1.

March 20, 1883, a convention for the protection of industrial prop-

iniustriai prop- erty was concluded at Paris between Belgium, Brazil,

erty union. France, Guatemala, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal,

Salvador, Spain, and Switzerland. It was subsequently acceded to

by the Dominican Republic, Great Britain, Sweden and Norway, the

United States, and Tunis, Avhile Salvador withdrew. See, as to the

accession of the United States, For. Rel. 1887, 1067.

A supplemental convention was signed at Madrid April 15, 1891.

An additional act modifying the convention of March 20, 1883, was

signed at Brussels December 14, 1900. the signatory powers being

Belgium, Brazil, Denmark, Dominican Republic, France, Great

Britain, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, ' Servia, Spain,

Sweden and Norway, Switzerland, the United States, and Tunis.

The convention of 1883 provided (Art. II.) that the citizens or sub-

jects of the contracting states should enjoy in the various states of the

union, so far as concerned patents for inventions, trade or commercial

marks, and the commercial name, such advantages as the respective

laws of those states then accorded or should thereafter accord to citi-

zens or subjects.

The British merchandise-marks act, 1887, designed " to carry out

in their complete spirit the principles '" of the convention, is printed in

For. Rel. 1887, 546.

See, as to certain proposed additional articles to the convention.

For. Rel. 1887, 636.

'' I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

27th ultimo, enclosing a circular received by you from Her Majesty's

principal secretary' of state for foreign affairs, enquiring as to the

manner in which effect is given in the United States to the stipula-

tions contained in the International Convention for the Protection of

Industrial Property of March 20, 1883, and what protection is

afforded foreigners in the matter of patents, trade-marks, &c.
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'* The first question asked by Her Majesty's Government is under-

stood to be in effect whether the convention referred to has imme-
diately force of law by virtue of the accession of this Government, or

whether it only becomes of effect, as in England, by virtue of separate

legislative enactments.
*' In reply it may be said that by virtue of legislative enactments

already in existence at the time of the adhesion of the United States

to the convention, its general provisions, so far as they are effectual at

all, cook effect at once. These general provisions are contained in

Article II. of the convention, and provide for the reciprocal enjoy-

ment by the subjects and citizens of each of the contracting states of

all rights in all the other states, that they accord to their own subjects

and citizens, in respect to patents, trade-marks, and other industrial

property.

" So far as concerns patents for inventions and designs the United

States statutes already extend to every person all the rights which

American citizens possess. Sections 488(5 and 4929 of the Revised

Statutes give the privilege of obtaining patents to ' any person,' no

discrimination being made against foreigners.

" With respect to trade-marks, section 1 of the act of Congress of

March 3, 1881, provides for the registration of trade-marks whose

owners are ' domiciled in the United States or located in any foreign

country which by treaty, convention or law affords similar privileges

to citizens of the United States.' It should be observed, however, in

respect to trade-marks that the constitutional power of the Federal

Government to deal with the registration and protection of trade-

marks and the precise effect of the statutes enacted by Congress upon

the subject, are by no means free from doubt ; and the representatives

of the United States at the Paris conferences of 1880 and 1888, accord-

ingly made certain reservations, which are to be found in the proto-

cols of those conferences. For your information. I enclose herewith,

a copy of a note addressed by me on January 11, 1888, to the minister

of Switzerland at this capital bearing upon this subject.

" Some of the specific f)rovisions of the convention of 1883 would

seem to need further legislation to enable the United States to carry

them into effect. Such provisions are found in Articles IX. and X.

tor the seizure upon importation of merchandise bearing unlawfully

a trade or connnercial mark or commercial name.
" No machinery exists under the legislation of the United States

to enable the seizure of merchandise bearing spurious trade-marks,

and it may therefore, be doubted whether these ^jrovisions can be

carried out without legislation by Congress.

" The second inquiry of Her Majesty's Government is, in substance,

how far the legislation of the United States, irresj^ective of treaties

or conventions, gives protection to foreigners in respect to patents,

designs, trade-marks, trade-nauies, &c.
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'* This subject is dealt with in Chapter LX, of the Revised Statutes

of the United States sections 4888 to 4971. and in subsequent legisla-

tion, particularly in the act approved March 3, 1881, in relation to

trade-marks. As already stated this legislation permits inventors

of every nationality without reference to treaties, to applj' for

patents on the same footing as citizens of the United States; and
owners of trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or with

the Indian tribes may obtain registration ' ])rovided such owners

shall lx» domiciled in the United States or located in any foreign

country or trilx's which by treaty, convention or law give similar

privileges to citizens of the United States,'

•* For your further information, I enclose herewith a pamphlet on

the ' History of the International Union for the Protection of In

dustrial Property, including a discussion of the articles of the union

and their effect upon industrial pro^jerty of citizens of the United

States," prei)ared by the Examiner of Trade-Marks under the direc-

tion of the Commissioner of Patents."

Mr. liayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Herbert, Brit, charge Jan. 18, 1889,

MS. Notes to Gr. Br. XXI. :«.

Art. IV. of the convention of 188;? does not refiuire the^ United States

to accord to tlie sultjects or citizens of the other members of the

Industrial Property Union greater privileges than it grants to its

own citizens. (Mr. Claparede, Swiss niin., to Mr. Blaine, Sec, of

State, April 3, 1891. stating the opinion of the Swiss Government to

that effect ; acknowledged by Mr. Wharton, Act. Sec, of State, April

15, 1891, MS. Notes to Switzerland, I. 2.->.->.)

(3) INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT,

§ 182.

" An international cop3'right conference was held at Berne in Sep-

tember, on the invitation of the Swiss Government.

The envoy of the United States attended as a delegate,

but refrained from committing this Government to the results, even

by signing the recommendatory protocol adopted. The interesting

and important subject of international copyright has Ix^en before you

for several years. Action is certainly desirable to effect the object

in view. And while there may be question as to the relative advantage

of treating it by legislation or by specific treaty, the matured views of

the Berne conference cannot fail to aid your consideration of the

subject."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 8, 188,">. (For. Rel. 1885, p.

xiv,)

This message refern^l to the project of an international copyright con-

vention which was adopted by the conference at Berne, Sept. 18, 1885,
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" The drift of sentiment in civilized communities toward full recojj-

nition of the rights of property in the creations of the human intel-

lect has brought about the adoption, by many important nations, of

an International Copyright Convention, which was signed at Berne

on the 18th of September, 1885.

" Inasmuch as the Constitution gives to Congi'ess the power ' to

promote the progress of science and useful arts by securing for lim-

ited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their

respective writings and discoveries,' this Government did not feel

warranted in becoming a signatory pending the action of Congress

upon measures of international copyright now before it, but the right

of adhesion to the Berne Convention hereafter, has been reserved. I

trust the subject will receive at your hands the attention it deserves,

and that the just claims of authors, so urgently pressed, will be duly

heeded."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. (i, 1880. (For. Rel. 188G, p.

xii.)

The convention here referred to was the project adopted by the conference

at Berne on the date mentioned. A new conference met at Berne,

Sept. 6, 1886, for the puriK)se of transforming the project into a

definitive diplomatic act. This was done Sept. 9, 1880. the convention

being on that day formally signed as an international agi-eement.

A reix)rt on the subject may be found in a dispatch of Mr. Winchester,

then United States minister at Berne, of Sept. 1.3, 1880. (For. Kel.

1880, 852.)

The text of the convention is printed in For. Rel. 1886, 855. See, also,

For. Rel. 1887, 302, 303.

By an act of Congress approved March 3, 1891, the statutes of the

United States were so amended that international

^«
°l o^T^r copyright might be obtained in the United States

March 3, 1891. l .? & fe

on certain conditions. The whole oi the existing leg-

islation of the United States on the subject of copyrights may be

found in title 60, chapter 3, Revised Statutes, and the acts of March

3, 1891 ; March 2, 1895, and Jan. 6. 1897.

The international application of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat.

1110, is discussed in a report given below, in which the effect of sec-

tion 13 is examined. That section reads as follows:

" Sec. 13. That this act shall only apply to a citizen or subject of a

foreign state or nation when ejuch foreign state or nation permits to

citizens of the United States of America the benefit of copyright on

substantially the same basis as its own citizens; or when such foreign

state or nation is a party to an international agreement which i)ro-

vides for reciprocity in the granting of copyright, by the terms of

which agreement the United States of America may, at its pleasure,

become a party to such agreement. The existence of either of the
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conditions aforesaid shall be determined bv the President of the

United States by proclamation made from time to time as the pur-

poses of this act may require."

" By the act of March 3, 1891, amending title 60, chapter 3, of the

Revised Statutes of the United States, relating to copyrights, the

Government of the United States has undertaken to admit the citizens

or subjects of foreign states or nations to the privileges of copyright

in this country on either of two conditions. These conditions are ex-

pressed in section 13 of that act and are alternative, not concurrent.
" The first in order of the conditions stated in section 13 is, that the

act shall apply to the citizens or subjects of a foreign state or nation,

' when such foreign state or nation permits to citizens of the United

States of America the benefit of copyright on substantially the same
basis as its own citizens.'

" The second condition is that the act shall aply to the citizens or

subjects of a foreign state or nation * when such foreign state or

nation is a party to an international agreement which provides for

reciprocity in the granting of copyright, by the terms of which

agreement the United States of America may, at its pleasure, become

a party to such agreement.'

" The existence of either of these conditions is to be determined by

the President of the United States * by proclamation made from time

to time^ an the purposes of this act jnay require.'

" Under this clause it is the duty of the President to withhold, issue,

or revoke his proclamation, in accordance with the facts as to the

existence or nonexistence of one of the two specified conditions at any

particular time.

'' The terms of the first condition are clear, and have not as yet

presented any difficulty of interpretation.

'' The terms of the second condition are less determinate and have

given rise to much discussion and to variant interpretations. For

convenience, we will consider the second condition first.

" SECOND CONDITION.

" On the 0th of September, 1886, a convention was concluded at

Berne, Switzerland, for the establishment of an international union

for the protection of literary and artistic works. The parties to this

convention were Belgium, Germany, France, Liberia, Spain, Great

Britain, Hayti, Italy, Switzerland, and Tunis,
" The minister of the United States at Berne attended the confer-

ence which formed this convention, but only in an ad referendum

capacity, and, as the subject of international copyright was then pend-

ing before Congress with a view to legislation, the representative of

the I'nited States did not sign the convention. By the eighteenth

article of the Berne Convention it is provided that countries which

have not joined it, but which, ' by their municipal laws, assure legal
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protection to the rights ' of which the convention treats, ' shall be

admitted to accede thereto on their request to that effect.'

" It has been argued that this eighteenth article of the Berne Con-

vention completely satisfies the second condition specified in secjtion

13 of the act of March 3, 1891, and ipso facto entitles the contracting

parties to a proclamation by the President admitting their citizens or

subjects to i^articipation in the benefits of that act, without reference

to the question whether the present legislation of the United States

would be accepted as satisfying the conditions of accession to the

convention.

" This argument gives to the words ' at its pleasure,' in the second

condition, a very remarkable extension. It disregards not only the

declared purpose of the second condition, which was to secure ' reci-

procity in the granting of copyright,' but the terms j^rescribed in

article 18 of the Berne Convention for the accession of countries not

parties thereto.

" It was obviously contemplated in the second condition that

wherever it was made the ground of extending to the citizens of for-

eign nations participation in the benefits of our copyright law it

should be possible for the United States by its own voluntary act

—

" at its pleasure "—to secure for its citizens the benefits of the copy-

right law of such foreign nations; for it is expressly required that

this international agreement shall provide for ' reciprocity in the

granting of copyright,' and also that by the terms of the agreement

the United States ' may, at its pleasure ^ become a party.'

" The argument that the signatories of the Berne Convention are

entitled to the benefits of our act merely because that convention pro-

vides for the accession of other powers neglects both the reciprocal

feature of the second condition as well as the fact that by article 18

of the Berne Convention a condition of accession is prescribed, namely,

that the municipal laws of the countries desiring to accede must
' assure legal protection to the rights whereof this convention treats.'

" The act of March 3, 1891, unquestionably does assure legal pro-

tection to the rights of which the Berne Convention treats, but it does

so only under certain limitations specified in the act. The most

important of these limitations is that found in section 3, which re-

quires that the copies of the book, photograph, chromo, or lithograph

deposited to obtain copyright shall be printed from type set within

the limits of the United States, or from plates made therefrom, or

from negatives or drawings on stone made within the limits of the

United States, or from transfers made therefrom.

" The Swiss minister, representing the (Tovernment which is the

organ of the signatories of the Berne Convention, has applied for the

extension of the benefits of our act to the citizens or subjects of the

signatories on the ground of their -being parties to that convention.
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In response to this application, this CJovernment has inquired whether

it can become a party to the Berne Convention upon the basis of the

present law, including the requirement as to typesetting, etc., in the

United States. The assurance that this very important and indeed

essential condition of the law would not prove to be an obstacle to

our accession has not as yet been received.

" If the United States can not become a party to the convention of

Berne upon the basis of the act of March 3, 1891, which is the last

and the mature expression of the legislative will and pleasure of this

country on the subject of international cojivright, can it in am* proper

sense be maintained that the United States may, ' at its fleasure^

l>ecome a party to that convention ? Or, to put the question in

another way, can it lje contended that the United States may * at its

pleasure ' become a party to the Berne Convention, if, on making its

request for accession under article 18 of that instrument, it is in-

formed that its law does not entitle it to accession?

" The provision as to tyi)esetting, etc., in the United States, was a

very weighty one in the delil)erations of Congress upon the adoption

of the statute; and. in inserting in the body of the statute a provi-

sion for the conditional extension of its benefits to the citizens or

subjects of foreign states, it could scarcely have been the intention

of Congress to put this (Jovernment in the position of extending those

benefits to the citizens or subjects of foreign states, while our own
citizens were denied reciprocal advantages, except on condition of

the repeal of very im})ortant provisions of our statute. Such a con-

tention would place Congress in the attitude of passing an act to

define the conditions of granting copyright, and at the same time in-

serting a provision which, if we are to secure reciprocal justice to our

citizens, requires the inunediate and material alteration of the statute.

Not only is such an interpretation unreasonable, and therefore to be

avoided, if possible, but it is also directly opposed to the language

of the act, which, in the condition now under consideration, clearly

discloses the object of obtaining the privileges of copyright for our

citizens in foreign countries. It was with this end in view that the

extension of the l)enefits of the act to the citizens of foreign states

was made conditional. The construction Avhich we have combated,

while extending the privileges of our law to the citizens of foreign

states, would actually dejirive this CJovernment of the power to

exact for our citizens the privilege of copyright in those states.

According to this construction an international agreement for reci-

procity in copyright might be framed with the deliberate design of

excluding the United States, unless it materially and even radically

changed its law: and yet, if the agreement contained a stipulation

that other countries than those signing might accede, it would be the

duty of the President at once to proclaim that the second condition
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of section 13 had been fulfilled in respect to the citizens of the con-

tracting parties, and they would immediately enjoy the benefit of

copyright in this country, while our citizens would effectually be

debarred from obtaining it in theirs. Unless clearly required, a con-

struction leading to such incongruous results should not be adopted,

even if it were not, as in the present instance it is, immediately

destructive of the declared purpose of the legislature, which was to

make the extension of the act to the citizens of foreign states condi-

tional upon the granting of copyright to our citizens in those states.

'' In a note to the Swiss minister of the 8th instant, this Department
fully explained its interpretation of the second condition expressed in

section 13 of the act of March 3, 1891. If the parties to the Berne

Convention shall decide that the legislation of the United States

entitles this Government to the privilege of accession, on its request

to be permitted to do so, there will probably be no difficulty in deter-

mining what should be done ; for in that case the citizens or subjects

of the signatories of that international agreement would, in the

opinion of the undersigned, clearly be entitled to the benefit of our

law under the second condition of section 13. The United States

could then, ' at its pleasure,' become a party to the convention, which

also secures a general reciprocity in the granting of cojDvright among
the states of the literary and artistic union. But. until such a deci-

sion shall have been made, applications for the benefit of our law

should be presented under the first condition of section 13, which we
now proceed to consider.

" FIRST CONDITION.

"• The first condition specified in section 13 of the act of March 3,

1891, presents no difficulty. It simply extends the benefits of our law

to the citizens of any country that extends the benefits of its law to

our citizens on substantially the same basis as to its own. In ascer-

taining whether this condition is fulfilled, it is entirely irrelevant to

inquire whether the foreign law is the same as our own, and grants

copyright as freely and fully in every particular. Congress, in ac-

knowledging and protecting the property of the author or artist in

the products of his intellect, was not so illiberal as to require that the

foreign law should offer a strict reciprocity by containing the same

provisions as our own. Such an exaction, involving the assimilation

of the laws of all other countries to our own, would have offered a

practically impossible condition, incompatible with the purpose of

the act and to the last degree restrictive. Congress did not assume

such a position. On the contrary, it made the equal participation of

our citizens in the benefit of the law of the foreign country, whatever

that law might be, the condition of the participation of the citizens of

that country in the benefit of our law.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 i
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"There are several countries that have applied, in behalf of their

citizens, for the l)enefits of our law under the first condition specified

in section 13.

"Belgium.—In a note of June 9, 18J)1. the Belgian minister convey-"^

a copy of the law of his country on the subject of literary and artistic

copyri<rhts. and informs the Department that ' foreigners enjoy in

Belgium, in th*' matter of artistic and literary protection, the same
rights and privileges as natives.'

" The provisions of the Belgian law are in some respects more lib-

eral than our own, and article 38 of section 7 reads as follows:
•• • Foreigners enjoy in Belgium the rights guaranteed by the pres-

ent law. I)ut the duration of such rights shall not. in their case, exceed

the duration fixed by the Belgian law. Nevertheless, if such rights

sooner expire in their own country, they shall cease at the same time

in Belgium."
'• The Belgian law clearly falls within the first alternative condi-

tion specified in section 13 of the act of March 3, 1891, and the proc-

lamation of the President may accordingly be issued on the 1st of

July, 1891. the date at which the act takes effect.

"France.—The first country to apply in behalf of its citizens for

the benefits of the act of March 3, 1891, was France. Communica-
tions on the subject were made both to our legation in Paris and

through the French minister at this capital to this Department.

France claims to have complied with both of the alternative condi-

tions specified in section 13 of our act. It is, however, only the first

that we are now considering. AVe have been furnished with the

French legislation on literary and artistic copyrights, and the French

minister, in a note of May 25, 1891. declares that the legislation of his

country ' secures to American authors rights that are not only " sub-

stantially " equal to. but identical with, rhose belonging to French

authors.'

" In respect to French citizens, the proclamation of the President

may issue on the same basis as in the case of Belgian subjects.

'"Great Britain.—The third country to apply in behalf of its sub-

jects for the benefits of the act of March 3, 1891, was Great Britain.

" In a note to our minister in London of June IG, 1891, Lord Salis-

bury says:

•• • Her Majesty's Government are advised that under existing Eng-

lish law an alien by first publication in any part of Her Majesty's do-

minions can obtain the l)enefit of English copyright, and that contem-

poraneous publication in a foreign countrv does not prevent the au-

thor from obtaining British copyright: that residence in some part

of Her Majesty's dominions is not a necessary condition to an alien

obtaining copyright under the English copyright law, and that Eng-

lish law permits to citizens of the Ignited States of America the bene-

fit of coinright on substantially the same basis as to British subjects.'
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'" By a telegram from our minister in London of June '20. 1S<»1. the

Department is informed that Lord Salisbury has substituted for the

above assurance the following:
-

' Her Majesty's Government are advised that under existing

English law an alien b}- first publication in any i)art of Her Majesty's

dominions can obtain the benefit of English copyright, and that con-

temporaneous publication in a foreign country does not i)revent the

author from obtaining English copyright; that residence in some

parts of Her Majesty's dominions is not a necessary condition to an

alien obtaining copj-right under the English copyright law. and that

the law of copyright in force in all British possessions permits to citi-

zens of the United States of America the benefit of copyright on sub-

stantially the same basis as to British subjects.'

" It will be seen by comparison that the only change made in the

phraseology of the note of June IG by the later statement communi-

cated bv telegraph is in the last clause. This clause in the note of

June 16 was ' that English law permits to citizens of the United

States of America the benefit.' etc.

'* In place of this the statement now made by the British Govern-

ment is ' that the law of copyright in force in all British possessions

permits,' etc.

•" This assurance is more comprehensive than the first and, as the

official statement of the British Government, given in the very lan-

guage of the first alternative condition of section 13 of the act of

March 3, 1891, warrants the inclusion of (ireat Britain and the Brit-

ish possessions in the j^roclamation applicable to Belgium and France.

^''Siritzerland.—By a note of the 2r)th instant, the Swiss minister

applies, in behalf of the citizens of Switzerland, for the benefit of our

law under the first condition of section 13. To this end he refers us

to the law of his country, which contains the following provisions:

" 'Article 10. The i)rovisions of this act are applicable to authors

domiciled in Switzerland, as regards all their works, no matter where

those works appear or are published; also to authors not domiciled

in Switzerland, as regards works that appear or are published in

Switzerland.
" 'Authors not domiciled in Switzerland enjoy the same rights, as

regards works which appear or are pul)lishe(l in foreign countries,

tluit are enjoyed by authors of works appearing in Switzerland, pro-

vided that the latter receive the same usage in the country concerned

as the authors of works published there.

"'Art. 4. Authors domiciled in Switzerland have the right to give

such notice (or make such declarati(m) in the case of all their works,

and authors not domiciled in Switzerland; also, authors not domi-

ciled in Switzerland in the case of works published in foreign coun-

tries, but only when the authors of works published in Switzerland
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receive the same usage in the country concerned that is received by the

authors of works published there. Foreign authors of the latter class

must meet the requirements of this provision, unless some other ar-

rangement has been made by means of an international convention.'

" These provisions, officially presented as constituting a compliance

with the first condition of section 13, appear to warrant the inclusion

of Switzerland in the proclamation with Belgium, France, and Great

Britain.

"Annexed hereto is a copy of the act of March 3, 1891, and a form

of proclamation."

ReiK)rt of Mr. Moore. Third A.ssist. Sec*, of State, to the President, June

27, 1891. For. Rel. 1892, 2G1.

By the I'resident of the United States of America.

A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas it is provided by section 1.3 of the act of Congress of March 3, 1891,

entitled "An act to amend title sixty, chapter three, of the Revised Statutes of

the United States, relating to copyrights," that said act " shall only apply to a

citizen or subject of a foreign state or nation when such foreign state or nation

permits to citizens of the United States of America the benefit of copyright

on substantially the same basis as its own citizens ; or when such foreign state

or nation is a party to an international agreement which provides for reci-

procitj' in the granting of copyright, by the terms of which agreement the

United States of America may, at its pleasure, become a party to such agree-

ment ;

"

And whereas it is also provided by said section that " the existence of either

of the conditions aforesaid shall be determined by the I'resident of the United

States by proclamation made from time to time as the puriK>ses of this act

may require; "

And whereas satisfactory official assurances have been given that in Belgium,

France, Great Britain and the British possessions, and Switzerland, the law

permits to citizens of the United States the benefit of copyright on substantially

the same basis as to the citizens of those countries

;

Now, therefore, I, Benjamin Harrison, President of the United States of

.Vmerica, do declare and proclaim that the first of the conditions sjK'cified in

section 1.3 of the act of March 3, 1891, is now fulfilletl in respect to the citizens

or subjects of Belgium. France, Great Britain, and Switzerland.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the

United States to be affixed.

Done at the city of Washington, this first day of .July, one thousand eight

hundre<l and ninety-one, and of the Independence of the United States the one

hundred and fifteenth.

[seat,.] Benj. Harbison.

By the President

:

WiixiAM F. Wharton,
Aftintf Srcrrtari/ of State.

For. Rel. 1892. 26o.
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Proclamations have been issued by the President, under the first

condition specified in section 13 of the act of 1891, as follows:

Belgium, France, Great Britain and the British possessions, and
Switzerland, July 1. 1891; German Empire, April 15, 1892; Italy.

October 31, 1892; Denmark, May 8, 1893; Portugal, July 20, 1893;

Spain, July 10, 1895; Mexico, February 27, 1896; Chile, May 25,

1896; Costa Rica, October 19, 1899; the Netherlands, November 20,

1899; Cuba, November 17, 1903; Norway, January 1, 1905.

Correspondence with the Argentine Government in 1893 failed to

result in an agreement."

A similarly fruitless correspondence took place with Greece in

1894.»

In the course of the correspondence prior to the issuance of the

proclamation as to Costa Rica, attention was called to the fact that

the first condition of the act of March 3, 1891, required the President
" to ascertain the actual existence in the foreign state of law or

regulation according to citizens of the United States the benefit of

copyright on substantially the same basis as to the citizens of such

foreign state. It does not authorize the President to enter into

reciprocal or conditional negotiation with such foreign state to the

end of establishing equivalence of treatment in the two countries.'* «

" No proclamation has issued under the second condition expressed

in the statute, to wit, that the foreign state or nation be a party to

an international agreement which provides for reciprocity in the

granting of copyright, by the terms of which agreement the United

States of America may at its pleasure become a party to such agree-

ment, and, indeed, the greater convenience and simplicity of the first

condition seems to make its ascertainment preferable as the basis of

an international understanding. ... In some instances, as in the case

of the Spanish negotiation, an agreement w^as onh^ reached by remov-

ing the impression which existed that the statute contemplated a

reciprocal identity of the provisions of copyright legislation in the

two countries, and by showing that the first of the alternative condi-

tions prescribed by the act of Congress merely required the ascer-

tainment of the fact that citizens of the United States stand in the

foreign state on substantially the same footing in regard to the privi-

leges of copyright registration as the citizens or subjects of such

state. This being determined to the President's satisfaction, his

proclamation issues, giving to the citizen or subject of such foreign

state the same privileges of copyright in the United States as are

enjoyed by citizens of the United States.''

Circular, Mr. Ilay, Sec. of State, to U. S. dip. officers, July 2.^., 1890, MS.

Inst. Arg. Rep. XVII. 481.

" For. Rel. 1894, 1-3. <^ For. Rel. 1899, 584, 585, 587.

6 For. Rel. 1894, 291-292.
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Circulars in relation to the act of March :^, 1891. were previously sent out

bj- the Department of State. May 7. 1891: May 23, 1893; Feb. 21,

18!¥>. For. Uel. 1892. 2t;i ; MS. Inst. Arg. Uep. XVII. 55; XVIII. 161.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 25th in-

stant, asking whether we are now in copyright relations with Spain.
•• In reply I enclose copy of the President's proclamation, of July

10, ISJ);"), is.sned, in virtue of section 18 of the act of Congress of

March 8, 1S91. granting the benefits of that act to subjects of Spain,

in view of the assurance conveyed to him that the laws of Spain and

her colonial j)ossessions granted the benefits of copyright to citizens

of the United States on substantislly the same basis as to Spanish

subjects.

" While the Government of Spain has maintained that all treaties

with the United States were terminated by the recent war, it is

thought that it would hold that its general laws granting copyright

were at the most only suspended, so far as American citizens were

concerned, during the period of the existence of the war.
" The Department has no information that any copyright has been

refused in Spain to United States citizens.''

Mr. Ilay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Johnson, May 29, 1900, 245 MS. Dom.
Let. 328.

'• The Canadian authorities have steadily declined to permit the

registration of copyright in Canada to citizens of the United States,

the ground of objection being that the enactment of the Congress of

the United States and the President's proclamation of July 1, 1891,

extending the benefits of the act of March 3, 1891, to all British sub-

jects, did not constitute ' an international copyright treaty ' within

the meaning of the Canadian copyright act, which provides that any

person domiciled in Canada or in any part of the British possessions,

or Ijeing a citizen of any country having an international copyright

treaty with the Ignited Kingdom, who is the author of any book, map,

chart, etc., shall have the sole right of printing, publishing, etc., for

a number of years on certain conditions.

'' In February 1.S97, this Government proposed the negotiation of

a copyright convention which should expressly meet this allegation

of the Canadian government. This proposal the Canadian govern-

ment declined to entertain."

Mr. Hill. Assist. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Wilnier and Canfleld, March 3,

1,S99. 2.15 MS. Dom. Let. 209.

By the En^lisli coi^vrif^lit law any i>erson. whether a native or an alien,

can olitain cupyrijiiit thmufrhout the British dominions i>y the mere

fact i>f first puldication tlH'n>. The British (Jovernment. in notes

to Mr. Lincoln and Mr. White of June 10, 1891, and November 12,
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1892, maintained that the Engli.sli copyright law ran in Canada as

in every part of tlie British dominions, and tliat it was open to United
States autliors to protect their riglits in Canada l)y registering at

Stationers' Hall in London. In a note to Mr. Hay. Ignited States

amhassador, of Ai)ril 12, 1898, the British foreign office, while reaf-

firming this i)Osition, stated that the Dominion government would
be prepared to accord to rnite<l States authors, under the Canadian
a.s distinct from the Imperial law, the privilege of copyright in

Canada on publishing only, if a similar favor were concetled to

Canadian authors who desired copyright in the Fnited States. (For.

Rel. 1898, ,3r>r)-8fU;. See. also. For. Rel. 1892. 220-228, 225, 227,

240, 2(50.

)

(4) TAXATION.

§ 183.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter without date, but

Avhicli reached this Department to-day, in which you
The power of taxa- present for the consideration of the Department the

question as to the right of the Jewish congregation at

Munich, under their constitution, and under the laws of Bavaria, to

exact from j-ou, as a citizen of the United States of Jewish descent, a

tax levied for purposes connected with the Jewish Church and

worship.
" The question presented appears to be one of internal administra-

tion or municipal concern in a foreign government ; and is as yet, so

far as it relates to yourself, hypothetical, as the demand for the tax

has not yet been made upon you. It is the rule of this Department

not to express opinions in such cases in advance of occurrences wliicli

may be anticipated; but I will in this instance, so far de[)art from the

rule, as to inform you that while this Government stands ready to ex-

tend due protection to bona fide citizens, native or naturalized, whose

rights or liberties, under the hiAV of nations and the Constitution and

laws of the United States, are infringed upon, it would seem to be

bej'ond the proper sphere of its duties to attempt to interfere with

such domestic regulations or laws of foreign states as tliat above

indicated."

Mr. Hale, Assl.st. Sec. of State, to Mr. Xetre. April la. 1872. 9:5 MS. Dom.

Let. 4W.
Tangible movables are generally taxable at the place where they are

situated. (Pullman's Car Co. /•. I'ennsylvania. 141 F. S. 18.) But,

in many States, all personal property has been held to be taxable at

the domicil of the owner. (See Moore's Am. Notes, Dicey's Contlict

of Laws. 170-178; Seligman. Essays in Taxation. 112. 118.)

As to death and succession duties in England, see Dicey, Conflict of Laws,

781; in the TTnited States, see Dos Fassos. The Law of C(»llateral

Inheritance, Legacy and Succession Taxes; :'. Williams on Executors,

7th Am. ed., Randolph & Talcott's notes, pp. 1-7.
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'' The assessment and collection of local taxes are entirely the sub-

jects of municipal law and regulations of the government of the

country in which the property subjected to such taxes may be situated,

and the assessment and collection of taxes by the Spanish authorities

in Cuba upon property in that island can not properly be made a sub-

ject of interference by this Government."

Mr. F. W. Seward, Aotiiiic Sec. of State, to Mr. Aeosta y Foster, April 8,

1878, 122 MS. Doni. Let. 40.*}.

See Mr. Freliiighuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, niin. to Spain, Dec. 10,

188.*}, iiistriH-ting tlie latter to make an " earnest remonstrance " to

the Spanish Government against the exaction by the authorities in

Cuba, from an American firm, of certain arrearages, in derogation of

a " compromise arrangement " which had been effected, through the

efforts of the Unitetl States, in respect of an " obnoxious tax " which

was considered to be specially injurious to American mercantile

interests in the island. (MS. Inst. Spain, XIX. 4")!).)

" Your despatch of the 4th of October last, (Xo. 243) in relation to

the will and j)ersonal effects of Mr. Robert Apple left in Vienna at

the time of his death in Italy, has been received.

*• Your proceedings in the matter are approved, and your sugges-

tions in regard to the general question have also received attentive

consideration. I am disposed to think that there is no substantial

difference in the meaning of the words, ' dues, taxes or charges ' used

in the treaty of 1829, and the term ' duties ' employed in that of 1848.

Like the word ' steuern ' which you give as that used in the German
text of the treaty of 1848, the word ' duties ' is a comprehensive

term, its meaning in the connection in Avhich it is there used, being
' tax, toll, impost, or customs '

; and there seems to be no just ground

for supposing that it was understood in any other than this compre-

hensive sense by the negotiators of the treaty in question. Be that

as it may. however, the case of Mr. Apple's representatives is not

conceived to be one that calls for a discussion of the question. That

gentleman's act in making the deposit of his last will, and, as it would

appear, of the l)ulk if not the whole of his estate in an Austrian bank,

with certainly no better security than he might have been assured of

fi-om a like deposit in San Francisco or Xew York, seems to have been

one of deliberate choice on his part ; and when an American citizen thus

chooses to collect his fortune together, take it to a foreign country and

there deposit it with his will, disposing of it beyond his own life;

and in the course of distribution after his death, it becomes subject

to the taxes and charges incident to such distribution, under the

municipal laws of the country where the property may be, that cir-

cumstance does not, it is believed, present a question that should

deeply concern this Government.
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" You will therefore confine your future efforts in behalf of Mr.
Apple's representatives, to the exercise of such unofficial good offices

as it may be convenient for you to render. The extent to which these

unofficial aids may become necessary and proper is also left to your
judgment and discretion."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kasson, min. to Austria-Hungary, .Tan.

17, 1880, MS. Inst. Austria-Hungary, III. 80.

" Citizens of the United States in Colombia are exempted from
paying any tax from which the subjects or citizens of another power
are exempt, both by the ' favored nation ' clause of our treaty of 1846

with Colombia, and by the general principle of the law of nations

which justifies this Government in insisting that there shall be no

undue discrimination against citizens of the United States wherever

they may be resident."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wallcer, charge at Bogota, April 28,

1888, For. Rel. 1888, I. 422-423.

The imposition by Mexico of a tax unduly discriminating against citizens

of the United States, if not a breach of the treaty between the United

States and Mexico, is an unfriendly act to be noticed by the United

States. (Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Forsyth, min. to Mexico,

June 23, 1858, MS. Inst. Mex. XVII. 194; same to same, July 1.5,

1858, id. 199.)

Foreigners " are not bound ... to w^ork personally on the roads,

their obligation in this last respect is limited to the payment of the

corresponding road tax. . . . Foreigners are bound to respect the

police regulations and orders ; to pay the local imposts and the estab-

lished taxes upon trade, industry, professions, property or possession

thereof, as also such imposts and taxes as may be established there-

after, or when those first mentioned shall have been increased or

diminished."

Circular of the Guatemalan ministry of foreign relations, Sept. 13, 1888,

For. Rel. 1888, I. KJT-KiS.

" If by the law of Austria the owner of property wrongfully taxed

is required to bear the expense of correcting the error of the officials

le^^ying the tax, he can not complain unless the law discriminated

against him as a foreigner."

Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hill, Aug. 22, 1893, 193 MS. Dom. Let.

219.

The Haitian Chambers having passed a law compelling every for-

eigner in business to make to the President of the Republic an appli-

cation for a license on a certain stamped paper and to jjay therefor

five dollars, the United States objected to the requirement on the
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ground that under the treaty between the two countries citizens of the

United States weiv entitled to pay no higher taxes in Haiti than

Haitians in the same business. The Haitian Government relin-

quished the chiim for the fee. but insisted that the application for

license sliouUl be made to the President, nuiintaining that this Avas a

matter which the treaty did not atfect. The decision of the Haitian

Government on this question was accepted by the United States.

The ground, it was said, on which the United States had contested the

license fee was that it violated the treaty stipulation that American

citizens engaged in business in Haiti should not be obliged to pay
" any contributions whatever " other or higher than those paid by

natives, and it was held that neither this nor any other provision of

the treaty would justify the United States '' in contesting the

Haitian reciuirement that American citizens shall make applications

for licenses to conduct business."

Mr. Hill. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Torres, charge, Sept. 21, 1899, For.

Kel. 1S99, 40.J.

A stamp tax on a foreign bill of lading is, in substance and effect,

equivalent to a tax on the articles included in that bill of lading, and

therefore is a tax or duty on exports, and therefore in conflict with

Article I., section 1), of the Constitution of the United States, that

" No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State."

An act of Congress is to be accepted as constitutional, unless on

examination it clearly appears to be in conflict with provisions of the

Federal Constitution.

If the Constitution in its grant of powers is to be able to carry

into full efl'ect the j)owers granted, it is equally imperative that

where prohil)iti()n or limitation is placed upon the power of Con-

gress, that prohibition or limitation should be enforced in its spirit

and to its entirety.

Fairlciiik v. I'liited State.s (liMtl), 181 T^. S., 28.3.

" Your disj)atch No. 25, in relation to the imposition of income-

tax upon citizens of the United States residing i/i

Income taxes. y^ . • i i i i -^i
(lernuuiy, has l)een received and considered with

attention.

" To youi" disi)atcli are annexed communications from Mr. Leo

AVolf, Mr. Wierss, and Mr. A})pleton, all claiming to be citizens of the

I'^nited States residing in different parts of Germany, and objecting

to the imi)osili()n of this (ax: added to which is your correspondence

on the (juestion with (hem, and an opinion of Mr. Jansen, at Berlin, as

to the legal aspects of the law of the dift'ei'ent Cierman States imposing

thes<' several (axes. I( a|q)ears that each of the jjersons objecting to

(he tax is admittedly a resident in that part of the German Empire
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where he is assessed, and not a mere temporary sojourner for pleasure

or otherwise.

" Upon examination of the statement of Mr. Jansen, it further

appears that taxes on income of aliens appear to be assessed under

certain restrictions and within certain limitations upon resident aliens

only, although it appears that a person carrying on business is deemed
to be a resident immediately upon taking up his residence in any
place.

" The real question raised, therefore, by this correspondence, is,

whether an income tax may properly be assessed against an alien

i-esident in Germany.

"As a general rule the power to impose taxes is an attribute of

sovereignty, and where the person or the property in question is a

proper subject of taxation, the species of tax and the amount which

should be collected may fairly be left to the state or government

exercising this power.
" By the act of March 2, 1867, it was provided

—

" ' That there shall be levied, collected, and paid annually upon the

gains, profits, and income of every person residing in the United

States, or of any citizen of the United States residing abroad, whether

derived froiii any kind of property, rents, interest, dividends, or

salaries, or from any profession, trade, employment, or vocation

carried on in the United States or elsewhere, or from any other source

whatever, a tax,' &c.

" Such provision does not materially differ from the corresponding

provision in the previous acts on the same subject. It applies in terms

to all persons, aliens as well as citizens residing in the United States,

and to all citizens residing beyond the limits of the United States.

" So far as the subjects of taxation are concerned, the income tax

referred to in your correspondence does not appear to differ from the

income tax imposed by this Government.
" On the ground, therefore, that the parties complaining in these

cases are all residents of Germany, and so long as the tax is uniform

in its operation and can fairly be deemed a tax and not a confiscation

or unfair imposition, it is not believed that any successful or con-

sistent representation can be made to the German Government in

their behalf.

" It is true that in some cases a party nuiy be liable to double

taxation, but such instances are exceptional, and this fact cannot alter

the rule. No income-tax, as such, is at present collected in this

country.
" Some of these statements comj)lain of excessive taxation, even

under the provisions of the German laws, but such nuitters would

seem more properly to be (questions for submission to the German

courts.
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'' The views of the Department are confined to the particular cases

presented in your dispatch.

"It is not admitted that an income-tax could be collected from

nonresident aliens, nor is the general question of municipal taxation

adverted to in the communication of Mr. Kreismann, the consul-

general, but concerning which no particulars are given, here con-

sidered.

" The general views expressed in your dispatch on this question are

concurred in by the Department."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Davis, min. to Germany, Nov. 21, 1874,

For. Rel. 1875, I. 488-^89. See Mr. Davis' dispatch, id. 479.

Api)rove<l and followetl by Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. White, niiu.

to Germany, Oct. 13, 1880, MS. Inst. Germany, XVII. 8.

Dicey h^ys it down that under the British hiw an " income tax is pay-

able on any inc-ome arising or accruing to any person whom.soever.

from a British source;" that "an income arises from a British

souice which is derived from proiwrty or i)ossessions in the United

Kingdom." or " from a trade or profession carried on in the United

Kingdom." or " when either it arises from propei-ty or possessions

the United Kingdom, or it results (e. g. in the ease of a trade) from

acts done in the I-nitetl Kingdom." (Dicey, Conflict of Laws, 800.)

In 1887 the city authorities of Frankfort-on-the-Main sought to

levy an income tax on Mrs. Samuel R. Honey, the wife of a citizen of

the United States. It appeared that Mrs. Honey was making an ex-

tended but temporary sojourn at Frankfort with her daughter, who
was attending the school of music, and that she received a monthly

allowance from her husband to defray her own and her daughter's

expenses. Under the circumstances the authorities came to the con-

clusion that she was not subject to the tax, but proceeded to levy an

income tax on Mr. Honey, on the theory that, as his wife and

daughter occupied a dwelling there, he had a domicile at Frankfort.

It appeared that Mrs. Honey rented furnished rooms, and that all

the furniture in them belonged to the landlord. Mr. Honey was a

citizeiv of the United States and was domiciled at Newport, R. I.,

where he pursued the profession of the law. He stated that the

money which he sent to his wife was derived almost exclusively from

the proceeds of his professional income, and that she had no income

or estate of lier own. Mr. Honey had never resided in Germany and

had no property, business, or income there. It appeared that in

September, 1887, the Prussian authorities also sought to levy a state

income tax upon Mr. Honey. These levies were the subject of dis-

cussion l)etween the consul-general of the United States at Frankfort-

on-the-Main and the local authorities, and the matter was ultimately

communicated by the legation of the United States at Berlin to the

German foreign office, in order that it might be laid before the
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Prussian minister of finance. The Prussian minister of finance

subsequently directed that the assessment of the state income tax
should be discontinued and the amount already paid refunded. A
similar conclusion was reached in regard to the communal tax.

Mr. Pendleton, min. to Germany, to Mr. Baj-ard, Sec. of State, March 20,

1888; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pendleton, min. to Germany,
April 6, 1888; Mr. Coleman, charge at Berlin, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of
State. July 2, 1888, Aug. 13, 1888, and Oct. 4, 1888; For. Rel. 1888,

I. 62.3, a30. M2, 650, 655.

" Your wife, being resident in Germany, is subject from the nature of

things to any laws which the Government of Germany may impose as
to taxes. If such impositions appear to be unjust, the proper course
is to pay the amount under protest, taking care that the character
of such payment should be .so evidenced as to make it the subject of

subsequent action. If the enforcement of payment should appear to

you to be in violation of international law, you can then present the

facts in detail to this Department, which will then consider whether
the case is one which will sustain an appeal to the German Govern-
ment for retlress." (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Honey, March
21. 1887, For. Rel. 1888, I. 631.)

The minister of the United States at Vienna having reported the

case of an American citizen who alleged that he was not properly

liable to an income tax in Austria, the Department of State replied

that the matter was one which .should be tested in the Austrian courts,

and that it did not in its present aspect present a subject for diplo-

matic intervention.

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Harris, min. to Austria-Hungary, May 31,

1899, For. Rel. 1899, 50.

To the same effect, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Honey, March
21, 1887, For. Rel. 1888, I. 631.

" With reference to your instruction No. 141 of December (>, 1889,

relating to the income tax imposed in Burmah upon American mis-

sionaries residing there, I have the honor to acquaint you . . . that I

am now in receipt of a reply from the Marquis of Salisbury, dated

the 18th instant, of which a copy (with its original printed en-

closures) is also transmitted herewith, from which it will be seen

that Lord Salisbury expresses his regret that the government of

India, after a full consideration of the case, are unable to make an

exception in favor of the missionaries.
•' It seems that Mr. Bunker, who addressed you in the matter, com-

plains especially that the tax is charged upon, not only that portion

of their salaries paid the missionaries in Burmah, but upon that

portion thereof which is arranged to be paid directly to their families

remaining in the United States. It would appear that the law re-

quires the tax to be assessed upon * income or profits accruing and aris-

ing or received in British India,' and that the government of India
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holds that the incoinc of a missionary rosidino; in India accrues or

arises there, though it may not Ik' received tiiere. I venture to sug-

gest that the income tax act in India, in this respect, does not seem to

l)e more rigid than was our own act of 1(S()2 (sec. 90, chap. 119, 2d

session. 3Tth Cong.), under which a tax was laid upon the excess over

$()00 of the annual gains, profits, or income of every person residing

in the United States."

Mr. Lincoln, inin. to England, to Mr. Blaine, See. of State, March 20, 1890,

For. Uel. ISJKt. .'il'.-).

Instrnction No. 141 of Doe. ('». LSSO. to which Mr. Lineoln roforreil, ex-

l)resse(l the hope that the British (Government would " look into this

matter, wliieh. as statetl, appears to. involve hardship and inju.stice

to a most meritorious class of i>ersons engaged in labors which have

always received the encouragement and siipport of both Govern-

ments." (Mi\ Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lincoln, min. to England,

Dec. (J, 18.S9, For. Bel. 1890, ^21.)

Missionaries in Japan are subject to the payment of an income tax

on their salaries, precisely as are native priests.

The (lovernment. however, did not exact the tax from the surgeon

and enlisted men of the ^larine Corps stationed at the United States

naval hospital at Yokohama.

For. Rel. 1900, 700, 703.

" I acknowledge the receipt of your dispatches Nos. 92 and 98 oi'

February IHth, 1870, with enclosures, relating to a

tax recently voted by the legislative authority of

Nueva Leon for the purpose of sustaining the existing Government
of Mexico against insurrectionary assaults.

^ Whether the imi)osition of such a tax is within the powers of the

several States, or is only competent to the Federal Congress, is a

question of Mexican constitutional law which must be referred to the

judicial tribunals of that country. If the State legislature could not

authorize the tax in question, it is to be assumed that the judiciary of

the country will furnish adequate protection and redress to those who
may be aggrieved. It is vital to the existence of every government

that it should have the capacity, through some of its legislative or

administrative de])artmeiits, to lev'v taxes necessary for its main-

tenance against I'cbellion, upon all persons, whether native subjects

or foreign residents who enjoy its jjrotection. The particular agency

through which this shall be accomplished, is necessarily in the discre-

tion of the government concerned. Citizens of the United States

who voluntarily take up their residence in countries exposed to fre-

quent insurrections, must be considered as having elected to take upon

themselves the risks and expenses to which such condition expo.ses

them in view of the advantages which in their estimation countervail
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the security which they would eujoy in the hind of their native

allegiance.

"There is no objection to your authenticating such protest as any
citizen of the United States may be advised to make, to avail for what
it shall be worth."

Mr. J. C. B. Davis, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. IJlrich, U. S. consul at

Monterey, March 21, 1870, 57 MS. Inst. Consuls, 242.

" Your letter of the 23d instant, in relation to a ' war-tax ' recently

imposed, as you allege, upon your property in Cuba, by the authori-

ties of that island, has been received. You incpiire Avhether you have

the right to 'refuse the payment of that tax, and if in so doing you

may depend upon the interposition of the Government of the United

States, for redress in case of need.' The Spanish Government in

common with every other independent power, possesses the exclusive

right of imposing taxes upon property situated within the territories

and jurisdiction of their own country, and of determining the pur-

poses to which the revenues derived from such taxes shall be devoted.

If therefore the tax to which you refer is general and uniform in its

operation, upon property situated in Cuba, and makes no discrimi-

nation against the property of American citizens, it is not within

the province of the Government of the United States to interfere."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bachiller de Toscano, Oct. 28, 1874, 105

MS. Dom. Let. 22.

"Referring to your despatches 630 of October 27, 1875, and 034 of

the 29th of the same month, relating to the liability of citizens of

the United States resident in Spain, for the i^ayment of special or

extraordinary taxes, called war taxes, I have to inform you that the

questions treated of therein have been carefully considered.

" The precise question, upon which you ask information and in-

struction, seems to be, admitting the liability of citizens of the

United States resident in Spain for the payment of their fair and

just proportions of the general public burdens, whether they are also

liable to pay such particular taxes as may be im])osed as war taxes

€0 nomine, and which are made necessary by the existing disturb-

ances in Spain.
" It appears that under the subsisting tax laws of Spain an extra

tax of one-ninth part of the general tax is imposed, in addition to

such general tax, as a war tax; that foreigners, of all nationalities

in Spain, while willing to pay ordinary taxes, have resisted pay-

ment of this particular amount; and that, in consequence of i-epre-

sentations made in behalf of such foreigners, the Spanish Govern-

ment after having decided at different times in diiferent ways, has

at last issued a general order, intended to apply hereafter to all

cases of this nature.
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" This order provides, that whenever the citizens or subjects of

any foreign power are by actual treaty provisions exempted from

the imposition of a tax of this nature, they shall be relieved there-

from ; that, where by treaty such citizens or subjects are made liable

to pay such a tax. the same shall l^e collected ; but that, where either

no treaties exist, or where the existing treaties are silent on the

question, the authorities of Spain, will exempt the citizens or sub-

jects of such countries as exempt Spaniards resident therein under

like circumstances, and will collect such taxes from those citizens

or subjects where the countries to which they owe allegiance collect

the same from resident Spaniards.
'* Your despatch clearly shows the difficulty in dealing with this

question, and in claiming for citizens of the United States any posi-

tive exemption from such taxes, pursuant to treaty provisions; and

your hesitation in addressing the Government of Spain on this ques-

tion, in compliance with requests from your fellow citizens, was
judicious. As a general proposition, it will be conceded that for-

eigners who have chosen to take up their residence, to purchase prop-

erty, or to carry on business in a foreign country, thereby place

themselves under the jurisdiction of the laws of that country, and

may fairly be called upon to bear their fair share of the general

public burdens, when properly imposed upon them and other mem-
bers of the community, alike. As a general proposition, the right

to tax includes the power to determine the amount which must be

levied, and the objects for which that amount shall be expended.

These powers are powers mcident to sovereignty, the exercise of

which, unleas abused, can not, in general, be made the subject of

diplomatic remonstrance.
'' If, therefore, the system of taxation in practice in Spain had

imposed upon these American residents, in common with others, a

certain tax. increased in amount, by reason of the disturbances in

Spain, it would be impossible to distinguish what portion had been

imposed particularly for war purposes, and it would be difficult to

found any remonstrance, if the necessities of that government re-

quired greater taxation. It is l^elieved that such is the system in this

country, and that increased taxation must result from a war, or from

any convulsion or cause which requires a large expenditure of money.
'* This (lovernment would greatly hesitate to insist upon the ex-

emption of citizens of the United States residing in Spain from such

taxes as are referred to by you and as are borne by all Spaniards

engaged in the same vocations, and thus perhaps establish a basis

for a claim for exemption from such taxes as may hereafter be re-

quired by the public necessity in this country, when imposed on or

demanded from Spaniards resident or carrying on business in the

United States.
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" On an examination of the order issued by the Spanish Govern-
ment in the light of these conchisions, and referring to your (juestion

whether reciprocity could be assured to Spaniards resident and
engaged here in business from the payment of similar impositions,

it is doubtful whether any such reciprocity could be assured, and
more than doubtful, in view of the small amounts involved, and the

small number of Americans affected thereby, whether such exemption
should be demanded.

*' I coincide therefore in your opinion as to the inexpediency of

presenting this question to the Govermnent of Spain, and have
treated of it at some length, as cases not infrequently come before. the

Department of extraordinary extortions, under the name of taxation,

practiced upon citizens of the United States; and while this Gov-
ernment is desirous of assuming no untenable position, it may be

necessary to seriously remonstrate against the abuse of the power

of taxation, which occurs in Cuba.''

Mr. Fish, Soo. of State, to Mr. Cusbing, min. to Spain, Jan. 12, 187G, MS.
Inst. Spain, XVII. 432.

^
" The right [of taxation] is admitted, but complaints are based on

the fact that opportunity is taken under the cover of a right, to per-

petrate wrong and injustice. . . . It is difficult (for instance) to call

it a rightful exercise of the sovereign power of taxation, to require

an individual owner of an estate to erect a fort, of a particular and

specified description, on his estate, at his individual cost, or to require

him to construct a particular line of telegraph : and when such things

are done by an arbitrarv order of a local or a military officer, they

have very much the appearance of something very different from

what is generally recognized as taxation.''

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gushing, min. to Spain, May 22, 187f), MS.

Inst. Spain, XVII. 528. See note to Mr. Mantilla, Jan. 11, 1876, infra,

§ 1034.

With reference to extraordinary war taxes levied in Cuba during

the Ten Years' AVar (1808-1878), the Department of State said that,

while it Avas difficult to protest against the exaction of such taxes

on well-defined principles, it appeared that many of the taxes were

loosely if not unfairly assessed, that they were excessive in amount,

and that they not infrequently failed to be applied to the purposes

for which they were raised. Besides, exemptions appeared to be

sometimes granted, which made the burden all the heavier upon those

who still remained liable. All these facts had created dissatisfaction

and had called for remonstrance and complaint. The United States

expressed the hope that its citizens in Cuba would not be treated in

these matters differently from those of other countries, and that they

would receive the full benefit of any relief which might be gi-anted,

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 5
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Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Atlee. charge. No. 484. Dec. 21, 1870, MS.

Inst. Spain. XVIII. (>3 ; Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Gushing, niin.

to Spain, No. .")1.*?. Feb. 20, 1877. id. 118; Mr. Evarts. Sec. of Stjite, to

Mr. Adee, charge. No. 5:i2, May 29, 1877, id. 158.

A royalty inii)osed by a government upon the product of its mines, equally

upon foreign and native occui)iers and worlvcrs, presents no ground

for remonstrance. (Mr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Harrah,

Dec. 'A. 1897, 223 MS. Dom. Let. 14,3.)

" Referring to your letter of the 9th of March hist, in relation to the

repayment by Colombia of forced loans exacted on the Isthmus in

July, 1877, I have to inform you that the Department has given the

matter attention and has corresponded on the subject Avith the vice-

consul-general at Bogota.
" It is unquestionably true that the repayment now being made

by Colombia falls short of the refunding of the sums originally taken,

to say nothing of interest. At the same time it may be worth while

for those,from whom the loans are exacted to consider whether it may
not be expedient to accept this partial payment, as the Department

is informed that nearly all of them have done.

" The subject of extraordinary exactions in the form of forced loans

is not new to the Department, which has been frequentl}^ required to

act upon the subject, especially in Cuba, and in Mexico. A\Tiere a

specific provision of treaty can be invoked, the matter can be readily

treated ; but in the absence of such a provision, grave difficulties have

been encountered. So that in 1879 the Department instructed Mr.

Foster, United States minister at the City of Mexico, as follows:

' The Department concurs in your belief that further discussion of

the question of forced loans must be fruitless unless the Mexican

Government can give assurance of its willingness to take up the

subject with a view of reaching an international agreement thereon.'

" In the present instance the matter is complicated by the fact that

the exaction in question has not been made the subject of correspond-

ence between this Government and that of Colombia, as constituting

an international claim."

Mr. Moore, Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Robinson, June 29, 1889, 173

MS. Dom. Let. 487.

See, generally, as to forced loans, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, IV. 3409, 3411,

(5) CUSTOMS LAWS.

§ 184.

Complaint was made by an American firm against the Government

of Guatemala for causing some packages of imported merchandise

to be opened. "" Though the inconvenience to which those gentlemen

may have been subjected by that proceeding may," said the Departs

ment of State, " be a subject of regret, it is apprehended that e^cemp'
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tion from it can not be claimed on the principle of international law

which you suppose ma}' be applicable to the case. In the absence of a

treaty, at least, that Government may carry into effect its municipal

law in regard to importations from abroad in such way as may be

deemed necessary for the protection of its revenue. The same right

will be exercised here in respect to importations by citizens of Guate-

mala into the United States.""

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Williamson, niiii. to Central America, Feb.

15, 1875, MS. Inst. Costa Rica, XVII. 2:V2.

In a subsequent letter Mr. Fish said :
" It is believed that all govern-

ments exercise the right to open packages of imported merchandise

when there may be cause to suspe<-t that their contents have been

misrepresented. This privilege therefore must be allowed to the

(Jovernment of Guatemala. Under these circumstances there do not

apiiear, at least for the present, to be grounds for making the case

referred to an international one." (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Williamson, min. to Central America, March 15, 1875, MS. Inst.

Costa Rica, XVII. 235.)

May 22, 1883, the Congress of Costa Rica passed a law declaring

Limon to be a free port for 10 years, the law to take effect August

10, 1883. June 19, 1884, the same Congress, without previous notice

of its intention, repealed this law and reestablished the former tariff

on imports. It was stated that the publication and execution of the

act of June 19, 1884, were simultaneous, and that protests made on

behalf of foreign interests were disregarded. The minister of the

United States in Central America was instructed that the subject

was " deemed a proper one to submit, as you have already done, to

the sense of equity and fair dealing of the Government of Costa

Rica." Should that Government den}- responsibility, as of right,

for the losses inflicted, he was directed to transmit to the Department

of State any claims for loss growing out of the act in question, '* and

at the same time urge upon the Government of Costa Rica the right

of this Government to be fully indemnified for all losses sustained

by citizens of the United States by reason of the repeal, without rea-

sonable notice, of the law which declared Limon a free port of entry

for a period of ten years.''

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, min. to Central America,

Aug. 20, 1884, For. Rel. 1884, 41.

See, also, Mr. Hunter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall. min. to Central

America, Oct. 13, 1884, For. Rel. 1881, 45.

September 13, 1884, the legation reixtrted that the Costa Rican minister

for foreign affairs had declinetl to consider Mr. Hall's protest ngainst

the immediate application of the decree of revocation, alleging that

the law of May 22. 188.3, merely specified the maximum duration of

the period during which I.imon was to be a free i»ort. and did not

bind the Congress to maintain the privilege. The legation, however,

at the same time reported that a decree ha4 beep issued by virtue of
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wiiifh tilt'
••

jji-iiicipiil iii-ticK's of tr;i(h' could bo iiiiportod free of

duty for tho use of tlio district of IJiiioii. Xovi'idIkt :2."». 1S84. the

legation furtlicr iviK)rted that no claims of Anifiicaii citi/A-ns had

reacluHl it. and that the (lovorniuont stH'iiii'd to have iKTinitted free

iuiiKirtation of all pMxls that wore ordered under the j^uaranties of

the former hiw, and hail thus avoided motive for comidaint. (F^or.

Rel. 1884. 42. 4."..)

By a docTW of Jiiiie 14. l.ss-_>, the (Jtiatcmalan (Jovoriiinent de-

clared Livingston a free j)ort. and an adjacent strip of territory,

lying between the Sarstoon River and Santo Tomas, a free zone,

from Janiniry 1. 1883. This decree \va> (hdy carried out. hnt in 1888

the (iovernment, Avithont previons notice, issued a decree closing the

port of Livingston, transferring the cnstonidiou>e to Yzahal. and

abolishing the free zone. As "^'zabal was the former site of the

custom-house, its transfer to that jjiace was not expected to cause

serious inconvenience, but it ajipeared that many foreigners, among
whom were some Americans, had })urchased land and estal)lished

plantations in the free zone under the guaranties and inducements

held out i)v the decree of iss'J. Mr. Hall. th(>n United States min-

ister in Central America. dei'Uied it his duly, under the circinnstances

" to invite the attention of the (riiatemalan (loxcrnuK'nt to these facts;

to a consideration of the injiu'ies that those interests are likely to sus-

tain in conseipience of the al)olition of the free zone, and to suggest

that its enforcement, at least, shall be postponed until they shall have

been assuixnl against losses." In reporting his action he referred to

the correspondence with ("osta Kica in ls.s4. touching the case of

Port Limon, supra.

Mr. Hall was advised that his action was ap|)roved and that the

instructions s<Mit to him in lss| in the ,j|ve of Port Limon suffi-

ciently stated the principles l)y ujiich his conduct shoidtl be guided.

He subsequently reported that the (iuatemalan (iovernment had
reconsidered the matter, and had tem|)orarily susjH'nded the en-

forcement of that part of the decree which related to the free zone.

The ctistom-hoiise had already been tian>ferrfd to ^'zabjd.

Mr. Hail. min. to ("entral .Vmericy. to Mr. Ilnyanl. See. of State. .Tuly

L'l. IKXS. For. Kel. I.S.S.S. I. l.V.i ICd: .Mr. Itnyard. Se.-. of State, to

Mr. Iliill. min. to Central .VmerJcn. Auir. It. isss. id. ]t\-2: Mr. Hall,

min. to Central .Vmericji. to .Mr. I'.ayard. St <•. of State, Au^'. 14. l.SSS,

id. ir,-_>- ]»;;{.

'"Mr. Donaghy states that he t<»oi< a trip to Kiirop(> last year, that

on lan<ling at Queeiistown he was airoted by the Uritisji (Iovern-

ment for having two revolvei> and two bo.\e> of cartridL^es in his

baggage, and that ln' was fiiH'd live p(»unds and costs, together with
forfeiture of the articles in (juestion. . . .
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" The right of independent governments to proliibit and punish

the introduction of contraband articles is unquestionable. Our own
Government exercises the right at its pleasure. It is widely known
that the British Government seizes many articles found in the bag-

gage or on the persons of passengers entering its ports, such as fire-

arms and munitions, unauthorized reprints of copyright books, for-

eign manufactures which contravene the British trade-marks act,

tobacco, liquors, and gold or silver plate.

" In some cases the law is satisfied with forfeiture of the contra-

band articles, in others a penalty is superadded. It is not alleged

that the penalty in Mr, Donaghy's case was unusual or excessive.

It is not, in fact, thought to be greater than would have been im-

posed according to the laws of several of our States, had he been

found carrying the property concealed. The act of attempted intro-

duction of these articles being itself unlawful, it is not possible to

determine what weight is to be attached to Mr. Donaghy's averment

that he had them in his possession ' for a perfectly legitimate pur-

pose.'

'' So far as the facts appear from Mr. Donaghy's letter, the case

does not seem to call for any action by this Department."

Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Binsbain. yi. ('., Jan. 11, 1890, 176 MS.
Doni. Let. 80.

Complaints having been made by Siegfried Koenigsberger, a natu-

ralized citizen of the United States, of the confiscation by Guatemalan

authorities of silver belonging to him to the amount of $2,300, the

Department of State held tliat there was no ground for intervention,

it appearing that Koenigsberger was attempting to export the silver

in violation of (iuatemalan law.

For. Kel. 1!>()1. 252-2(50.

By the treaty of commerce and navigation with Great Britain,

concluded at London July 3, 1815, " it was for the
iscrimina mg

^^^^ time agreed that no higher or other duties or
duties. '^

. ,
*^

charges should be imposed in any of the ports of the

United States on vessels of another power than those payable in the

same ports l)y vessels of the United States; that the same duties

should be paid on the importation into the United States of any

articles the growth, jiroduce, or manufacture of a foreign power,

whether such importation should be made in vessels of the United

States or in vessels of that power, and that in all cases where draw-

backs were or might be allowed upon the reexportation of any goods

the growth, produce, or manufacture of either country respectively,

the amount of the drawback should be the same, whether the goods

should have been imported in American vessels or in vessels of the
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foreign power. How frequently these principles have since been

recognized in treaties of the United States, an examination of the

index following these notes will show,"

Treaties and Conventions between the United States and Other Powers,

1770-1887, Mr. Bancroft Davis' Notes, 1224.

" There is indeed a principle of still more expansive liberality

which may be assumed as the basis of commercial intercourse between

nation and nation ; it is that of placing the foreigner in regard to all

objects of navigation and commerce upon a footing of equal favor

with the native citizen, and to that end of abolishing all discriminating

duties and charges whatever. This principle is altogether congenial

to the spirit of our institutions, and the main obstacle to its adoption

consists in this: that the fairness of its operation depends upon its

being admitted universally. For while two maritime and commercial

nations should bind themselves to it, as a compact, operative only

l)etween them, a third power might avail itself of its own restrictive

and discriminating regulations to secure advantages to its own peo-

ple at the expense of both the parties to the treaty. The United

States have nevertheless made considerable advances in their pro-

posals to other nations towards the general establishment of this most

liberal of all principles of commercial intercourse."

Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Anderson, luin. to Colombia, May 27,

1823, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, IX. 274, 290.

By the act of May 24, 1828, the President, on satisfactory evidence

given by the government of any foreign nation that " no discriminat-

ing duties of tonnage or impost " were levied in the ports of such

nation on vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United States,

or on the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in such

vessels from the United States or from any foreign country, was
authorized to issue his proclamation declaring that the foreign dis-

criminating duties of tonnage and impost within the United States

were suspended as to the vessels of such foreign nation and the pro-

duce, manufactures, or merchandise therein imported into the United

States from such foreign nation or from any other foreign country,

such suspension to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption from
duties should last.

Act of May 24, 1828. 4 Stat. .'i08; embodied in Rev. Stat, of the U. S.

§4228.

The reciprocity on wlilcli tliis statute is l)ased lias been established or

confirnuHl by various treaties. See Moore's American Diplomacy,
105-l.m

For proclamations suspending discriminating duties, see Richardson's

Messages and I'ajiei's of the Presidents, X. Index, G44.
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As to discriminations in Central American iM)rts, in the form of draw-

baclis on importations by particular lines of steamers, under special

c-ontracts with the various Central American GoA-ernments, see For.

Rel. 1887, 98, 325, 12G, 128, 131, 13.3, 136, 137, 138, 142, 144; For. Rel.

1888, I. 90-95, 98, 124, 131, 141, 148, 151, 159, 166.

These discriminations were regarded by the United States as justifying

the application of § 2502, Rev. Stat., which imix)ses a discriminating

duty of ten per cent, ad valorem on goods, wares and merchandise

imix)rted into the United States in foreign vessels not entitled by

treaty or any act of Congress to be entered on payment of the same
duties as are levied on goods, wares, and merchandise imported in

American vessels. (For. Rel. 1888, I. 124-125, 127-131, 166.)

The rebates were defended by the minister of foreign relations of Costa

Rica on the ground that, as they wei'e allowed under special contracts

with a particular line or particular lines of steamers in consideration

of reciprocal services to the Government, no national discrimination

was created. (For. Rel. 1888, I. 127-131.)

For the views of the Mexican Government on this question, see For. Rel.

1887, 6G8-670, 678, 682, 684-691, 698, 709, 711, 714, 715-719, 723-726,

729-742 ; For. Rel. 1888, II. 1091, 1094.

As to the application of § 2502 in the case of the Mexican steamer Mon-
serrat, see For. Rel. 1888, II. 1263, 1288, 1291-1292.

.The question of the imposition of discriminating tonnage and cargo dues

on Mexican vessels in American ports was again discussed in 1893

and in 1894. The Government of the United States declined to re-

move the discriminations, since it appeared that in spite of certain

changes in the Mexican law the Mexican Government stiN imposed

on foreign sailing vessels a discriminating duty of $1.50 a ton, while

exempting altogether sailing vessels owned by Mexican citizens, the

only foreign vessels that were exempt being those which carried pit

coal. (For. Rel. 1894, 397-tlO.)

As to the proclamation of the President, suspending tonnage dues on

Mexican vessels in certain cases, see Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State,

to Sec. of Treasury, Nov. 16, 1897, 222 MS. Dom. Let. 471.

As to the question of the importation of American goods into Portuguese

colonies by way of Lisbon, as distinct from direct importations into

such colonies from the United States, and the question of the appli-

cation of Art. IV. of the treaty between the United States and Portu-

gal, of 1840, see Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lewis, min. to Por-

tugal, Dec. 7, 1887, For. Rel. 1888, II. 1.381. In this instruction Mr.

Bayard said :
" The question of indii-ect importations into the colo-

nies of a country is generally casus omissus in treaties." It appeared

that goods imix)rted in American vessels into the colonies by way of

a Portuguese port enjoyed a reduction of 30 per cent of the tariff

duties on cargoes. The I'ortuguese Government replied that the

commerce of the metropolis with the province of Cape Verde and with

the other provinces of West Africa was regarded as coasting trade

(cahotage), and as such was reserved to the Portuguese flag under

article 1315 of the commercial code; that this reservation was en-

tirely consistent with the treaty of 1840. and that no government had

objected to the principle; that since 1877, however, the reservation

of the coasting trade to the national fag had been gradually aban-

doned as to the colonies, except within the limits of Cape Verde and
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Angola. (Seiilior liarros Gomez, iiiin. of for. aff., to Mr. Wilbor, Am.
charge. July 7, 1888, For. Rel. 1888. II. 1.38C>-1388.)

By the act of July 24. 181)7. the IM-osidont is authorized, to suspend the

operation of §§ 4210, 2.'i02. R. S.. so that vessels from a foreign

country imposing i>artial discriminatiiig tonnage duties on American

vessels, or partial discriminating import duti»>s on American mer-

chandise, " may enjoy in our ports the identical privileges which the

same class of American vessels and merchandise may enjoy in said

foreign country." (.W Stat. 214.)

As to a remonstrance against the imi)ositi(.n of discriminating duties on

the cargoes of American vessels which had touched at an interme-

diate port on their voyag(> to France, see Mr. Rives, min. to France,

to Mr. Van Ruren, Sec. of State. Nov. 7. 1820, II. Ex. Doc. 147, 22

Cong. 2 sess. 00.

As to " universal reciprocity." sev> Mr. Clayton. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ban-

croft, min. to England, No. C.."), July 30, 1840. MS. Inst. Gr. Br.

XVI. 1.

For a discussion of discrinnnating duties, see Annals of Congress. Jan. 10,

18(«, 7 Cong. 2 sess., vol. 12, p. 347.

As to the discriminating British export tax, first laid in 1708, under the

name of " convoy duty," see Mr. Madison. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mon-
roe, March (]. 180.", MS. Inst. V. States Ministers, VI. 271.

A proclamation aholishing discriminating <luties on Roman vessels, which

was issued hy the Rresident June 7. 1827, was inadvertently omitted

from the Statutes at Large. (Mr. M.ircy. Sec. of State, t() Mr.

Guthrie. Sec. of Treasury, Sept. 20, IS-'Mi. 4t; MS. Dom. Let. 4.j.)

As to the regulations for the enforcement of the Turkish license law, see

Mr. Rives. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Straus, min. to Turkey, No.

14.3. Oct. 22. 1888, MS. Inst. Turkey. IV. COO; Mr. Blaine. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Hirsch. min. to Turkey, No. .">7. Feb. 12, 1800. id. V. 102.

As to an attempted discriminating duty on American tiour in Turkey, see

I'resident McKink'y's ainnial message of Dec. 5. 1800.

Aii^ist 9, 1880. tlu' Chinese legation at Washington asked that the

screw steamer Wo C/nnu/^ the first Cliinese steamer to enter an

American i)<)rt. might, on her arrival at San Francisco, receive the

same privileges as were accorded 'Mo vessels of other nations in

treaty relations with the I'nited States."

The Department of State, in rei)ly, Angnst 13, 1880, called atten-

tion to $>i I'ill) and 4228, Kevised Statutes, and, referring to the fact

that the treaties hetwcen the Ignited States and China did not estab-

lish recij)rocal exemption from discriminating taxes, stated that the

Secretary of the Treasui-y had directed the collector at San Francisco

to impose a tonnage tax on the steamer at alien rates, but had reserved

the question of duties on the cargo.

"Referring to your note of the Oth instant relative to the expected

arrival of the Chinese steamer ^^'o Chung at the port of San Fran-

cisco, and to my rej)ly thereto of the I'Mh. I have now the honor to

inform you that the reserved <|uestion of the customs duties of im-

portation chargeable u|)on the cargo which the vessel may bring has

received careful consideration.
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" Like the question of alien tonnage dues, of which my former note

treated, the matter of customs cUities on cargo entering the ports of

the United States from foreign ports is one to be exclusively decided,

in the absence of specific and reciprocal exemption by treaty, accord-

ing to the domestic legislation of the country.

" The existing treaties of commerce between the United States and

China do not provide for such reciprocal exemption, but stipulate

solely ' that citizens of the United States shall never pay higher

duties ' [on merchandise entering China] ' than those paid by the

most favored nations.' The question is, therefore, remitted to the

domestic legislation of the United States. That legislation pre-

scribes, in section 2502 of the Revised Statutes, a discriminating duty

of ten per centum ad valorum in addition to the regular duties im-

posed by law on goods imported in vessels not of the United States;

but it also provides that this discriminating duty shall not apply to

merchandise imported in alien vessels which are entitled by treaty

07' any act of Congress to enter the United States on the same footing

as though imported in vessels of the United States.

'"An act of Congress, applicable to the case in point, is found em-

bodied in section 4228 of the Revised Statutes, which empowers the

President, upon satisfactory proof being given by the government of

any foreign nation that no discriminating duties of tonnage or import

are there levied upon T'nited States vessels, or upon merchandise

carried thither in American bottoms, to issue a proclamation suspend-

ing and discontinuing the discriminating duties aforesaid with

respect to the vessels and cargoes coming to the United States under

the flag of such foreign nation.

" In order, however, that the discretionary authority conferred by

this enactment should be applied in conformity with its entire spirit

as well as its letter, it becomes necessary that the satisfactory proof it

contemplates shall cover not merely American imports into China,

but the flag under which they enter the P^mpire, on which point the

treaty is silent.

^ It is found practicable, in this view of the (juestion, to join the

question of tonnage dues, treated of in my former note, to the ques-

tion of customs duties now under consideration between us, inasmuch

as both matters are within the competency of the President under the

above-mentioned section 4228 of the statutes.

'* I have, therefore, the honor to inquire whether you are prepared

to support the request contained in your note of the 9th instant, for

the accordance of the most favored nation treatment to the Wo
Chung, and consequently to Chinese vessels in general which may
enter our ports with cargo, l)V giving, on behalf of your Government,

satisfactory proof on the following points:.
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" First. Are any other or higher tonnage dues exacted in the open

portsof China, from the vessels of the United States resorting thereto,

than are paid by Chinese vessels or any foreign vessel engaged in like

trade therewith ?

"' Second. Are any other or higher customs duties of impost exacted

in China from American citizens importing merchandise thither than

are paid by Chinese subjects, or the citizens of the most favored

power, importing the like merchandise into China?
" Third. Is there any discriminating or additional customs duty

imposed upon merchandise, whether of American or foreign origin,

entering the open ports of China in vessels of the United States,

which is not imposed upon the like goods entering those ports in

Chinese vessels, or in the vessels of any foreign power?
" I have thus presented my inquiries in categorical form, in view of

the circumstance that the most favored nation treatment which is

sought by your note of the 9th, for the Wo Chung and her cargo, is

identical with that which a vessel of the United States and her cargo

receive on entering the ports of the United States. I have also, as

you will perceive, limited my inquiries to the open ports of China,

because a Chinese vessel coming from or trading with a port of the

Empire closed to the commerce of non-Chinese vessels would neces-

sarily have no claim to exemption or favor based upon reciprocity of

treatment.

" Upon the receipt of your reply to the foregoing inquiries, the

Department will be in a position to decide whether and to what extent

the case of the Wo Chung and vessels of her class come within the

discretionary power of the Presidential proclamation contemplated in

section 4228 of the Revised Statutes, both as to tonnage and customs

duties."

Mr. Ilay, Actinf? Sec. of State, to Mr. Chen Lan Tin. Aug. 23, 18.S0. For.

Rel. 18S(>. :\{t4.

Sept. 4, 1.S80, tlie Chiiie.^e legation gave explicit a.ssurances that no dis-

criminating duties or ta.xes were imposed on American vessels or

their cargoes inJl'hinese waters; and on Nov. 23. 1880, the President

is.sue<l a proclamation e.xempting Chinese vessels and their cargoes
from discriminating duties in the United States. (For. Uel. 1880,

:VH\. ;«»8.)

By section 14 of the act of June 2(), 1SS4, a duty of ;} cents a ton,

not to exceed in the aggregate 1.") cents a ton in one year, was imposed
in lieu of the uniform tax of :\0 cents a ton previously levied on ves-

sels which should be entered in any port of the United States from
any foreign i)ort or place in North America, Central America, the
West Indies, tiie Bahamas, the Bermudas, the Hawaiian Islands, or
Newfoundland; and a duty of (> cents a ton, not to exceed the old

rate of 30 cents a ton per annum, was imposed at each entry on all
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vessels entered in the United States from any other foreign ports or

places. The President, however, was authorized to suspend the col-

lection of so much of the 3 to 15 cents duty on vessels entered from

any port in Canada, Xewfoundland, the Bahamas, the Bermudas,

the West Indies, Mexico, and Central America, down to and including

Aspinwall and Panama, as might be in excess of the tonnage and

light-house dues, or other equivalent tax or taxes, imposed on Ameri-

can vessels by the government of the foreign country in which such

port was situated. In course of time claims were presented by the

Governments of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Portugal, and

Sweden and Norway for the 3 to 15 cents rate. These claims, except

in the case of Sweden and Norway, were based on the most-favored-

nation clause. The claim of Sweden and Norway was based upon a

further stipulation in Article VIII. of the treaty of July 4, 1827.

The claims were all denied, though that of Sweden and Norway was
eventually admitted, it appearing that the construction given by that

Government to Article VIII. of the treaty of 1827 was originally

claimed by and conceded to the United States. By the act of June

19, 1886, however, sec. 11 of the act of June 26, 1884, was amended
so that the President was directed to suspend the collection of so

much of the duties imposed on vessels from any foreign port as

might be " in excess of the tonnage and light-house dues, or other

equivalent tax or taxes, imposed in said port on American vessels by
the government of the foreign country in which such port is situ-

ated." Under this provision proclamations for the reciprocal sus-

pension of duties were issued by the President in the case of the

Netherlands, Germany, and certain other countries.

Report of Mr. Baj-ard, Sec. of State, to the President, Jan. 14, 1889, H.

Ex. Doc. 74, 50 Cong. 2 sess. ; For. Rel. 1888, II. 1857-1956.

See, further, a.s to the case of Germany and also Sweden and Norway,
For. Rel. 1890, 318, 319, 320.

The proclamation of suspension in the case of Germany, which was
issued in 1888, was revoked hy President Cleveland by a proclama-

tion of Dec. 3, 1890, on the ground of local duties imposed in German
ports. (Report of Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to the President, Dec.

7, 1896, For. Rel. 1896, Ixix.)

In 1903, American merchants complained of a law published by

the Haitian Government on August 22, 1903, by which a special

license tax was imposed on all foreigners doing business in that

country. The United States reaffirmed the position which it had

taken in 1876, 1893, and 1897, that all such discriminatory taxes were

a violation of Article V. of the treaty of 1864. The Haitian Govern-

ment raised the point that the article in question applied only to war

contributions, but the United States declared that this suggestion was

negatived both by the language of the treaty and by uniform prece-
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dents. The United States also referred to the decision of the Hon.

AVilliani R. Day, as arbitrator in the ease of Metzger, to the same

effect.

Mr. Adoe, Act. See. ()f State, to .Mr. Towoll. iniii. to Ilayti. No. 570. Oct.

.">. IJMia, For H«'l. 1!K»4. ;{TT : -Mr. Hay. Sec of State, to Mr. Powell,

No. 'tS'2, Nov. <!. l!K»:>, ill. .'iTS ; ilr. Hay to Mr. Powell, No. 00.3, May

J). P.HM, id. nSS.

Ill Keiiruary. VMi4. the Ilaytian Government stated that American eiti-

/.Mis should continue to i)e jilaced on the same footing; as Ilaytian

citizens, but intimatiHl that a proposal would he made to modify the

treaty of l.S(i4. Such a proposal was made on May 7. 1{)04. tojrether

with notice of termination of the treaty at the expiration of a year.

(For. Rel. 11)04. 370. ;{81.)

(G) MONOPOI.IES. iS

§ 185.

" Witli regard to the other topic of ^Ir. Brown's letter, it may be

observed that although the grant of the monopoly of importation of

ice into Kio to an Italian may not be contrary to the strict letter of

the treaty, yet as the manifest tendeiuy of such grants would be to

defeat the object of the ti'eaty. which was to establish a perfect reci-

procity in trade and mivigation between the two countries, yon will

intimate that the grant is considered incompatible with that object.

You will also re|)resent that no similar restriction exists in the

United States witli respect to any ])roduction of Brazil, and that, if

no such obstacles to the j)erfect freedom of commerce betweiMi the two

countries were in future to be interposed, this (io\-erninent would

deem it an additional |)roof of the disposition of tlie Hrazilian (Jov-

ernment to i'ecii)rocate our wish to cultivate the best understanding

with that country."

Mr. Forsyth. Sec. of State, to .Mr. llnutcM-. diar^'r d'afTairs to Brazil. Dec.

17, 18.34. MS. Inst. Prazil. NV. ]7>. As to the case of the Boston Ice

Co.. in ('oloml»ia, see For. Kel. ISSS. 1. 411. 42<>. 42!>. The I'eport of

the Colomhia minister of Htreiyn affaii-s. Justifyiiifr the monopoly in

the sale and jiroduction of ice in the Department of I'anama. accom-
panies the dispatch of .Mr. Ahhott. niin. to ("oloiidiia. (o .Mr. Blaine.

Sec. of State. Auk. 14. ISiMi. For Hel. 1S!M». L>.-,,s.

The Colomliian (Jovernment also maintained for a lime a monopoly in

matches. This mono|»oly ceased in .\pril. I'.Mio. (.Mr. Hill. .Vssist. Sec.

State, to .Mr. .Moore. .Vjiril *>. T.mmi. •_'44 .MS. Horn. Let. "Jfrj.

)

March lii. ISSl. (he (Jovernnient of (iuatemala entered into a con-

tract with certain citizens of the rnited States for tiie (•omi)letion

of a railroad from Champerico. on the Pacific coast, to a place in the

interior. A su|)|)lenH'ntary contrad was made Mav :>(). iss-j. liy

these contracts, which were afterwards dulv assigned to a California
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corporation, the Guatemalan Government agreed that for twentj^-five

3'ears from the date of the opening of the line for traffic no other rail-

road should be operated between the specified terminal points, and
that no competing line should be constructed within 15 leagues on

either side. The railroad was built in accordance with the contract,

and was accepted by the Guatemalan Government September 24,

1884. It was alleged, however, that in 1887 the Guatemalan Gov-

ernment entered into a contract with another company for the con-

struction of a new railway within the prohibited distance through-

out the entire length of the existing line. With, reference to the

exclusive privilege thus put in jeopardy, the Department of State

said :
" The transaction, as above stated, can not be treated as open

to the objections which could be made to a grant of a perpetual

monopoly. . . . The petitioners aver that this guaranty against

competition is of vital importance to them, and that without it they

should not have undertaken the construction of this important work.

... It is not questioned that a government, when a monopoly

becomes oppressive, pnay give public relief by the grant of privileges

to an adverse interest. If, however, it should do so in such a way as

to destroy private rights granted by its own express agreement, it

v/ould seem but just that compensation should be made to the parties

thereby injured. And it may be observed that in the case now in

question the exclusive privileges granted to the petitioners' assignors

are not only conferred for a limited period, but are so guarded by pro-

visions for prompt and effective service, at rates fixed in the contract

itself, as to prevent the possibility of any oppression to the public."

Mr. Bayai'fl, See. of State, to Mr. Hall. min. to Central America, March

27, 18S8. For. Kel. 18.88, I. l.'M, 13(5, 137.

A correspondence having arisen as to an exclusive ferry privilege granted

at Poi't Sarnia, in Canada, it was agreed that cooperative action was
desirable as to ferries between the United States and the Dominion

of Canada. (For. Rel. 1884. 243, 245, 250, 255, 250.)

For references to various discussions of exclusive privileges, see Martin's

Index to Foreign Relations, 555-556.

Though the grant of a monopoly " is inconsistent with American

ideas and probably would be prejudicial to American interests, any

official protest against it, unless based upon treaty obligations, would

necessarily have the appearance of attempting to interfere with the

sovereign right of a country to regulate its own export and import

trade."

Mr. Foster. Sec. of State, to Messrs. McKesson & Robbins, Nov. 12, 1892,

189 MS. Dom. Let. 151.

By Arts. XIV. and XXVII. of the French treaty with China of 1860 the

augmenting of the number of articles reputed contraband or subjects

of monopoly was prohibited. (For. Rel. 1887, 181; For Rel. 1888, I.

252, relating to a camphor monopoly in Formosa.)
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As to a monopoly of cotton manufacture in China, see For. Rel. 1883, 129.

Mr. Abbott, rain, to Colombia, to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, No. 15, July 31,

1889, S. Ex. Doc. 264, 57 Cong. 1 sess. 235. says it is probable that

diplomatic demands for justice to the Boston Ice Company, whose

business in Colombia had been destroyed by the creation of a monop-

oly, will continue to be refusetl. unless the United States should take

some " unusual measures " to obtain a favorable response.

" The mere fact that the Western Union Telegraph Company is

enjoying, under a grant of exchisive right, what amounts to a monop-

oly is no reason of itself why it should be deprived of its concession.

It is easy to say that monopolies are odious, but there are concessions

which amount to monopolies which are lawful, and cannot be dis-

turbed except by a violation of public faith. The laying and opera-

tion of cables, especially a quarter of a century ago, were attended

with great expense and risk, and it was a very common thing for

different nations, including the United States, to grant exclusive

concessions for a term of years to companies that would undertake

to invest the necessary capital and carry on such enterprises. With
the chances of success the concessionaries took also the hazard of fail-

ure and loss. If loss ensued, they bore it; if success and profit, it

was deemed proper to secure for a limited period to those who had
risked the venture the enjoyment of the fruits of their enterprise,

and not to allow other competitors who had not shared the risk to

come in and take a share of the benefits. With the w'isdom of such

arrangements for exclusive franchises the Executive Departments are

not concerned. The grants are made in this country by Congress,

and in other countries by the constituted sovereign authority. It is

the duty of those who administer the Government to deal with the

conditions as they find them, and to see that legal rights of every

nature are respected."

GriRgs. At.-Gen., June 15. 1800. 22 Op. .514. 510.

The opinion contains a list of concessions by various sovereignties of ex-

clusive cable rights, including such grants by the United States,

England, France, Spain, Portugal, Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia,
Mexico, and Japan.

See also Griggs, At.-(ien.. March 18, 1901, 23 Op. 425, 427.

4. Legai. Remedies.

(1) competence of tribunals.

§186.

The courts of the United States have jurisdiction in case.s of claims

for salvage even where all the parties are aliens.

Masop V, Blalreau (1804), 2 Cranch, 240, 26^
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In an action brought on certain promissory notes made in St.

Domingo it was held that the courts of the United States have no

jurisdiction of cases between aliens.

Montalet v. Murray (1807), 4 Cranch, 40.

" Torts originating within the waters of a foreign power may be

the subject of a suit in a domestic court. . . . Had both parties to

the libel been foreigners, it might have been within the discretion of

the court to decline jurisdiction of the case, though the better opinion

is that, even under those circumstances, the court will take cognizance

... ; at least in the absence of a protest from a foreign consul."

Panama Railroad Co. v. Napier Shipping Co., 166 U. S. 280, 285; citing

The Avon, Brown's Adm. 170 ; Smith r. Condry, 1 How. 28 ; The Mag-
gie Hammond, 9 Wall. 435 ; The Belgenland, 114 U. S. 355 ; and other

cases.

See, further, as to the jurisdiction of the courts in civil matters. Dicey,

Conflict of Laws, 222-237, 361-396; and (the American Notes) 229,

230-232, 268, 283, 330, 397.

The courts of admiralty have jurisdiction of collisions on the high

seas between A'essels of different nationalities;" and of torts com-

mitted on the high seas, without reference to the nationality of the

vessels or of the parties ;
^ but, in the absence of a statute, not of

suits in rem for damages for the death of a human being.'' Juris-

diction of libels for seamen's wages is discretionary.** The United

States admiralty courts have jurisdiction of a libel in personam

against an American corporation for injuries received at its dock by

a foreign vessel in a foreign ccountry.*'

In exercising jurisdiction in admiralty upon libel for wages against

a foreign vessel, the court will, through comity, administer the law

of the country whose flag the vessel carries, to which law the seamen,

by shipping for service on such vessel, subject themselves.

The Belvidere, 90 Fed. Rep. 106.

The general maritime law, and not the local law, governs the ques-

tion of the liability of a municipal corporation for an injury negli-

gently done to a vessel by a city fire boat while hastening to put out

a fire.

Workman r. New York City, 179 U. S. 552, 21 S. Ct. 212, reversing City of

New York v. Workman, 67 Fed. Rep. 347, 14 C. C. A. 530.

o The Belgenland. 114 U. S. 355.

J> The Noddleburn. 28 Fed. Rep. 8.55. See The Carolina, 14 Fed. Rep. 424 ; The
Montapedia. 14 Fed. Rep. 427 ; Bolden r. .Jensen, 70 Fed. Rep. 50.5.

'•The Harrisburg, 119 U. S. 199.

<»The Karoo, 49 Fed. Rep. 651, and cases there cited; The Belgenland, II4

U, S. 355.

» Panama R, R. Co. v. Napier Bblppjpg Co., 166 U. S. 280, 17 S. Ct. 572,
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A private in the United States Army was held at Havana, in April,

190(). awaiting trial by the civil courts of Cuba on a charge of mur-

der conunitted in that island, the victim benig a teamster in the mili-

tary service. By art. 58 of the Articles of War it is provided that
*' in time of war, insurrection, or rebellion . . . murder," when com-

mitted by persons in the military service of the United States, shall

be punished by sentence of a general court-martial. By art. 59,

when an otlicer or soldier is accused of a capital crime his command-
ing officer is recjuired, except in time of war, on application by or on

Ix'half of the party injured, to endeavor to deliver him over to a civil

magistrate in order that he may be tried. It was advised that in the

condition of affairs then existing in Cuba, the island being occupied

l)y the United States in pursuance of the treaty of peace with Spain,

(he private in question should not be tried either by a court-martial

or by a military commission, and that while art. 59 did not require

him to be delivered to the Cuban courts it was nevertheless proper

to permit such courts to try him,

<;ri>.';:s. At.-CU'ii.. May !». liHM). 23 Op. 120.

Tile opinion pro<<H>(UHl upon the tl»x)r.v that the President might, as the

connnander of tiie American forces tlien occui).ving Culia in time of

peace, exempt tliem from " the laws of the sovereignty of Spain,

which he himself has adopted as the laws of the sovereignty of Cuba,"

but that this power should not be exercised to defeat the chief end

and aim of all government, as would result from exempting Anieri-

<'an soldiers from trial for crime.

" In suppressing an irregular establishment formed by persons who
had no legal authoiity from any government, on a spot in the imme-

<liate neighborhood of the United States, and for purposes incompat-

ible with their laws and with puV)lic tranquillity, the Government of

the United States were bound by no obligation to assume a jurisdic-

tion over those j)ersons for acts previously committed by them on the

high seas or within the jurisdiction of a neighboring state. They
were refpiired to depart from the island, with their ])roperty, which
has accordingly been effected."

-Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilyile de Neuville, French min.. March 19,

ISls. MS. Not(>s to Kor. Leg.-itions. II. .']1(!, replying to notes of Mr.

de Neuville of February 12 and March 11. 1818. rtniuesting the assist-

ance of the I'niteil States for the restoration to their original owners,

who were subjects of France, of certain p-reneh vessels and cargoes

allege<l to have been taken and carrie<l into Amelia Island by persons

who h;id lately occupied that i»la<'e.

"' ^Miile admitting that the conduct of the captain of the f'amil-

hii<r «ii American vessel. " in cau-ing several \ew Granadian citi-

zens, among whom were two commissaries of police, to be cruelly

whipped on ]x)ard the aforesaicl vess<d. to which they had resorted in
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the discharge of their dut}', for the purpose of obtaining from the

captain thereof the compensation due by him to these persons for

several days' labor performed in his service," " appears from the tes-

timony furnished to have been of a most reprehensible character, the

undersigned does not perceive that there is the slightest ground upon

which this Government can be called upon to punish him. The
offence in question was committed in New Granadian territory upon
citizens of that Republic, and in violation of its peace and laws.

The perpetrators of the outrage therefore are amenable, not to the

laws of this country, but to those of New Granada. There is no law

of the United States which authorizes this Government to enforce

the respect due to the local and municipal authorities of other States."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Sefior Don V. de Paredes, Sept. 27, 1853, MS.
Notes to Colombia, VI. 40.

In March, 1882, the American schooner Daylight^ being on a voy-

age from Key West, Fla., to Tampico, in Mexico, was, while lying at

anchor during a storm outside the bar, near the harbor of Tampico,

waiting to enter that port, run into by the Mexican gunboat Inde-

pendencia, the schooner and cargo becoming a total loss. A claim

for compensation having been presented diplomatically, the Mexican

Government, though observing that it might be sued under the Mexi-

can law before the proper tribunals, and that this course should be

pursued by the claimant, stated that the case might be settled between

the two Governments, but that, as the diplomatic channel was avail-

able only in the event of a denial of justice, the claimant must liim-

self appear before the Mexican department of Avar and marine, to

which the matter particularly pertained. The United States, on the

other hand, contended that as the wrong complained of Avas suffered

at the hands of a high officer of the Mexican navy, and as the Mexi-

can Government was therefore conceived to be justly responsible for

it, the claimants, who were not residents of Mexico, should not be

required to go to that country to seek redress, but that the case should

be dealt with by the two Governments; and that if, by the laAvs or

administrative regulations of Mexico, it Avas essential that the facts

should be first investigated by the ministry of Avar and marine, the

subject should be referred to that department by the minister of for-

eign affairs. Such a course, it Avas said, Avould be pursued by the

United States Avere a similar demand to be made on it by Mexico.

Mr. Frelinglmysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, min. to Mexico, Nov. 15,

1883, and May 17. 1884, For. Rel. 1884, 343, 358; Mr. Morgan, luin.

to Mexico, to Mr. Frelinglmysen, Sec. of State, Sept. 21, 1883, Jan.

2, 1884, March 25, 1884, and June 2t!, 1884, For. Rel. 1884, 340, 345,

3(!2, 370.

See also Mr. Kayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, min. to Mexico, July

2, 1885, MS. Inst. Mexico. XXI. 317. where the subject is discussed as

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 6
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that of the entry of a vessel into foreign waters under stress of

weather. It seems, however, that, although a storm was prevailing

when the schooner was run into she had entered Mexican waters off

Tampico because that port was her destination, and was only wait-

ing for an opportunity to cross the bar. The idea of stress may
have been derived from a remark by Mr. Frelinghuysen, in his in-

struction of May 17. 1884, that *" at the time of the occurrence which

gave rise to the claim the vessel could scarcely be said, with strict

propriety, to have been in Mexican watei*s. She was anchored out-

side the bar. near the harbor of Tampico, in an exceptionally rough

sea. at the close of a severe storm, which rendei'etl it unsafe for her

to attempt to cross the bar or enter the harbor." He had previously

stated that the schooner, when so lying at anchor, was " on her voy-

age from Key West. Fla.. with a cargo of lumber for Tampico."

(For. Rel. 1884. 3r)8, 350.)

The remark that the vessel could " scarcely be said, with strict propriety,

to have been in Mexican waters," referx'ed to the contention that the

case proi>erly belongetl to the jurisdiction of the Mexican courts.

Mr. Frelinghuysen took the ground that " the municipal civil laws

can only be held applicable to and operative on the rights, property,

and persons of the citizens of the country and foreigners who may
be either permanently or temporarily residing in the country,'' and

in this relation he said: "The owners of the Daylifjht were never

residents of Mexico, eitlier i)ermanent or temporary. They are not

known to have ever been in that country. The master of the vessel

was not a resident of Mexico, and . . . the vessel could scarcely be

said, with strict propriety, to have been in Mexican waters. . . .

To insist that those claimants shall go from Maine to Tampico to

seek retlress in the Mexican tribunals for a grievous wrong suffered

at the hands of a high officer of the navy of that Republic, and in

such proceedings to be met by the evidence which the commander of

the Indcpcndcncia would readily be able to elicit from the ship's

crew, would, in the estimation of this Government, be a practical

denial of justice." (For. Rel. 1884. 359-360.)

In July. 1885. three seamen of the American schooner Maggie E.
Ahhott were arrested at Port au Prince, on a charge of murdering a

iTaytian policeman in a drinking house. Two of them were soon

discharged, but the third, a Swede named Robinson, was held. As he

had gone ashore without leave, he might, said the Department of

State, " lie reclaimed as a deserter, but this right is subordinated to

any claim which the justice of Hayti may have upon him for viola-

tion of the laws of Ilayti. If so accused, he has no exceptional right

as an American seaman, and this would hold true, whether he Avent

ashore with or without leave. If charged Avith the commission of

crime in Haytian jurisdiction, he is amenable to Haytian law
therefor."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, min. to Ilayti, July 31, 1885,

MS. Inst. Ilayti. II. 511. For affirmation f)f prior decisions in tlie

Gfwrdeler case, see Mr. fJreshani. Sec. of State, to Mrs. Goerdeler,

April 20, 1893, 191 MS. Doui. Let. 425.
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February 27, 1897, the United States legation at St. Petersburg

reported that the Russian Government had refused to pardon the five

Americans who were sentenced for illegal sealing on Robben Island,

but that, under the operation of the Imperial manifest of May 14 (26)

,

1896, their sentences expired January 25 (February 6), 1897.

For. Rel. 1897, 446, referring to correspondence printed in For. Rel. 1896,

495-507.

June 19, 1895, the embassy of the United States at London, cabled that

the home secretary would release John Curtin Kent on ticket of

leave as soon as his friends should arrange to care for him. (For.

Rel. 1895, I. 728.

)

It being stated that certain Tyrolese subjects were detained against

their will on a steamer at San Francisco, after having been induced to

embark for Hawaii, under a contract to labor, by representations as

to pay which they had found to be fraudulent, reply was made:
" Neither the police authorities of San Francisco, nor the [United

States] Commissioner of Immigration, had an}' legal right or power
to release the said Tyrolese from the restraint alleged to have been

put upon their liberty. This could only be done by the institution of

legal proceedings for a writ of habeas corpus, . . . either by the

injured parties themselves or by their friends in their behalf," it not

being the legal duty of any Federal or State official to institute pro-

ceedings in such cases,

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hengelmuller, Aust. amb., July 27, 1900,

MS. Notes to Aust. Leg. IX. 450, referring to previous notes of July

and 13, and the ambassador's notes of June 19 and July 21.

The matter was referred to the governors of California and Hawaii, on

general grounds, for the purpose of acquainting them with the case

and enabling them to give it consideration.

Article XII. of the convention between the United States and

France of 1788 provided that " all differences and
onven ion

suits " between French subjects in the United States
France, 1788. . ^^ . . ^ . .

•'
. ^ ,

and United States citizens in 1^ ranee, and particu-

larly all disputes and differences between the officers and crews of

vessels, should be " determined by the respective consuls and vice-

consuls, either by a reference to arbitrators, or by a summary judg-

ment, and without costs;" that no officer of the country should
" interfere therein, or take any part whatever in the matter ;

" and

(hat '• the appeals from the said consular sentences shall be carried

before the tribunals of France or of the United States, to whom it

may appertain to take cognizance thereof."

This convention, after giving rise to many differences, was, to-

gether with the other treaties with France, declared by the United

States in 1798 to be abrogated.
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Did llic coiisiiliir coiivciif ion with Franc*' of 17HS jrivo the French

consnl (•o<,Mii/jinc(' of" all (lincrcnccs and suits between Frenchmen, or

confine it to flu- dcs('iM|)ti<)n of cases therein enumerated or other

<'ases not arisin<x from transactions in the United States? The court

held that the consular jurisdiction did "not extend p:enerally to all

dilTcrcnccs and suits hctwccn Fi-cuchmen."

\ill»'iu'iivc r. Mnrniii. I'. S. circuit court. Disl. ot" Mmss.. .Mm.v term, 17!)2.

'J J )m1Iiis. !.'."..">, iKitc.

Mr. Harrison, I'nitcd States district attorney at New York, March
('», 1T!>1. stated that, ha\iu<.i' considered the provisions of the treaty

and the act of Congress conceruiniL!; consuls and vice-consids, he Avas

of o|)inion that the United States niiirsluds were "bound by law to

e.\ecute any sentence of a French consul arisin<i' under the said

I

twelfth
I

article."

Mr. Bradford. .\ttoriiey-( ieneral of the United States, March 14,

17!)I, stated that he perfectly coincided in this o|)inion.

On the same diiy th(>se opinions were comuMinicat<>(l to the l<'rench

minister.

.Mr. K;in(i(>l|ili. Sec. of State, to .M. Kiiucliet. French luiii. .Marcli 14. 171)4,

C. .MS. Doiii. \.v{. IJI.

'•The subject of the I^'reuch coiisulate in the United States has

a^ain iteen considered, in rcd'erence to the claim of execution of the

judicial decrees of the I'^rench consuls by th.e ollicers of the United

States, and the residt is tlu' same as formerly. The ])resent Attorney

(ieiieral (the law oflicei" whost' constitutional duty it is to investi<;ate

all le<i:al (|uestions on which the l\\eciiti\'e is to decide) concurs in the

opinions of his |)redecessoi- and of the .Vttoiiiey of the District of New
^'orU. that neither the consular con\-ention between the United States

and I''rauce, nor the law enactt'd by Uonoi-ess for carrying the conven-

tion into etl'ect. render it the duty of any ollicer of the United States

or ;;ive him the power to e.xecute such considar decrees. Of the opin-

ion of tin' Kxecutive of the United States on this j)oint, with some
I'eaMtns on which it was founded, you are already possessed in my
letter of the l<'>th damiary last to (leiu'ral Piiu'lvuey. You say that

the nmui»er of .\meiicau comniei-cial citizens in I'^ram-e vastly sur-

pas.sesthe numi»erof l*'rench commercial citizens in the United States,

and thence you infer that a nuitual ackuowledo;iuent or cession of the

consulai" powers you contend for would be propoi't ionally more bene-

ficial to us than to I''rance. Hut, Sir, the United States desire no
extension of the advantages secui-ed to their citizens by the consular

convention, and of course readily reliiKpiish all claim to the powers
which you say are accoi-dcd to the .\merican consuls in France, rela-

tive to the auth(»ritativ»' execution of their judicial decrees. If any
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material inconvenience follows to the citizens of the United States,

Congress must i)rovide by law a penalty to be inflicted on such of

them as refuse to obey the regular decisions of their consuls in France;

in like manner as you informed me the laws of France imj)ose a pen-

alty of 1,400 livres, on any of her citizens, in such case offending."

Mr. IMckeriiijT, Sec. of State, to Mr. Letombe, French consul-general,

May 2i\ 1707. 10 MS. Doiii. Let. .^.1.

The commander of a French privateer, having captured on the high

seas the slooj) licfsri/, sent the vessel into Baltimore, where the own-

ers of the vessel and cargo filed a libel in the United States district

court for restitution on the ground the property was neutral. The
captor i)leade(l to the jurisdiction of the court. The plea was allowed,

and the decree was affirmed by the circuit court, from which an appeal

was taken to th(^ Sui)reme C^ourt of the United States. The general

question was raised wiiether an American court of admiralty had

jurisdiction to entertain the libel and decree restitution. The
Suprenrc Court, besides holding that the district court should pro-

ceed to determine whether, agi'eeably to laws and treaties, restitution

should be made, declared that, since no foreign power could of

right Institute or erect any court of judicature in the United States

but in pursuance of treaties, the admiralty jurisdiction which had

been exercised in the United States by French consuls, not being so

warranted, was not of right.

(Mass V. The sloop Betsey (1704). .'? Dallas, G.

" The United States aiitl France iiave, by their consular convention,

given mutually to their consuls jurisdiction in certain cases spe-

cially enumerated. But that convention gives to neither the power of

establisliing complote courts of admii'alty within tlie territory of the

other, nor even of deciding the particular ((uestion of prize or not

prize." (Mr. .leflferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, min. to France,

Aug. !(!. no.*}. Am. State Papers, For. Uel. L 1(50.)

The action of the French consul at Charleston in condemning as prize a

British vess<'l, not being warranted i)y the law of the land. " is conse-

(luently a m«M-e nullity." (.Mr. .TeflVrson, Sec. of State, to the British

mill., .Alay 17, 170.3, H MS. Dom. Let. lOil.)

See. also, Moore, Int. Ari»itratif>ns, I. 311 et seq.

The Constitution of the United States gives jurisdiction to the

courts of the United States in cases where foreign
y oreign

^^..^i^^.^ .^^.^^ parties, and the judiciary act gives to the
sovereigns.

. .
' .... . ,, i

Circuit courts jurisdiction in all cases between aliens

and citizens; but the court refused to inquire, upon a motion, whether

Ferdinand VTI., King of Spain, could institute this suit, the Govern-

ment of the United States not having acknowledged him King.

King of Spain r. Oliver, 2 Wash. C. C. 429.
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A suit brought in a court of the United States by a foreign sov-

ereign [Napoleon III.], where the nation he represents is the party

substantially aggrieved, as in the case of an injury to a public ship,

is not defeated, not does it abate, by a change in the person of the

sovereign or by his deposition. Such change may, if necessary, be

suggested on the record.

The Sapphire. 11 Wall. 104.

In thi.s ease the court observed that if a special case should arise in

which it could be shown that injustice to the other party would

ensue from a continuation of proceedings after the death or deposi-

tion of a sovereign, the court, in the exercise of its discretionary

power, would take such order as the exigency might require to pre-

vent such a result.

A bill was filed by " The Government of the State of Colombia

and his Excellency Don Manuel Jose Hurtado, a citizen of the said

State, and minister plenipotentiary from the same to the court of His

Britannic Majesty, now residing at No. 33, Baker street, Portman

square, ... in the county of Middlesex."

The vice-chancellor

:

"A foreign state is as well entitled, as any individual, to the aid of

this court in the assertion of its rights: but it must sue in a form

which makes it ])ossible for this court to do justice to the defendants.

It must sue in the names of some public officers who are entitled to

represent the interests of the state, and upon whom process can be

served on the part of the defendants; and who can be called upon
to answer the cross bill of the defendants. This general description

of ' The Colombian Government ' precludes the defendants from
these just rights; and no instance can be stated in Avhich this court

has entertained the suit of a foreign state by such a description.
" Demurrer allowed."

The Colombian Government r. Rothschild (182r)), 1 Simons, 94, 104.

A foreign sovereign prince, though entitled to sue in the court of
chancery in his political capacity, stands in such case on the same
footing as ordinary suitors with respect to the rules and practice

of the court, and is bound, like them, to answer a cross bill personally

and on oath, and can not claim the privilege of putting in an answer
by his agent, or without oath or signature.

The King of Spain v. Ilullet (18a3), 1 CI. & Fin. 3.33.

The same principle was enforced in Rothschild r. Queen of Portugal, 3
Younge & Collyer, .')04. (June 24, 18,39.) in which Alderson, B., over-
rulwl a demurrer of the Queen to a bill l)rought by Rothschild for
the discovery of certain <-«)rn>si)ondence relating to the transaction
in resp-xt of which she had sued him. The matter was of a public
nature.
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See, also, the United States v. Trioleau, and other cases, supra, § 26.

"This principle [that a sovereign is not subject to suit] extends so far

that a sovereign state, by coming into court as a suitor, does not

thereby abandon its sovereignty and subject itself to an affirmative

judgment upon a counterclaim. People v. Dennison, 84 N. Y. 272

;

^nited States r. Eckford. 6 Wall. 490." (Hassard v. United States

of Mexico (1800), 20 Misc. (X. Y.) 511.)

(2) REGULATION OF PROCEDURE.

§ 187.

^Vhen a suitor applies to foreign tribunals for justice, he must sub-

mit to the rules by Avhich those tribunals are gov
General principles. ^

erned.

Bradford. At.-Gen., 1704, 1 Op. 53.

" Citizens of the United States whilst residing in Peru are subject

to its laws and the treaties existing between the parties, and are amen-

able to its courts of justice for any crimes or offenses which they may
commit. It is the province of the judiciary to construe and admin-

ister the laws ; and if this be done promptly and impartially towards

American citizens, and wath a just regard to their rights, they have no

cause of complaint. In such cases they have no right to appeal for

redress to the diplomatic representative of their country, nor ought

he to regard their complaints. It is only where justice has been

denied or unreasonably delayed by the courts of justice of foreign

countries, where these are used as instruments to oppress American

citizens or deprive them of their just rights, that they are warranted

in appealing to their Government to interpose. No such circum-

stances exist, so far as I understand the question, in the case of Dr.

Norris, which was the subject of Mr. Jewett's protest."

Mr. Buchanan. Sec. of State, to Mr. Osma, Pei'uvian min., Feb. 1. 1848,

MS. Notes to Peru, I. 0.

" Complaints of unfounded seizures of property by Mexican au-

thorities on the Rio Grande frontier have recently been addressed to

this Department by citizens of the United States. They inveigh

against arbitrary acts of the military and corrupt proceedings of the

judicial officers of Mexico in that quarter. This Government is not

disposed to connive at any infractions of the laws of Mexico by our

citizens, but it has a right to expect that if they are charged with a

violation of those laws the ca.ses will be fairly and impartially tried

and decided. If a contrary course should be adopted it may be diffi-

cult to restrain the aggrieved parties from seeking reparation by acts

of violence against the property of Mexicans on the southern bank of

the Rio Grande."

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smith, May 5, 1851, MS. Inst. Mex-

ico, XVI. 258.
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" Our citizens who resort to countries where the trial by jury is not

known, and who may there be diarjred with crime, frequently imag-

ine, when the hiws of those countries are administered in the forms

customary therein, that they are deprived of rights to which they are

entitled, and therefore may expect the interference of their^wn Gov-

ernment. But it must be remembered, in all such cases, that they

have of their own free will elected a residence out of their native

land, and preferred to live elsewhere, and under another government,

and in a country in which different laws prevail.

'' They liave chosen to settle themselves in a country where jury

trials are not known; where representative government does not

exist ; wheiv the i)rivilege of the writ of /laheas corpus is unheard of^

and where judicial proceedings in criminal cases are brief and sum-

mary. Having made this election, they must necessarily abide its

consequences. No man can carry the a'gis of his national American

liberty into a foreign country, and expect to hold it np for his exemp-

tion from the dominion and authority of the laws and the sovereign

power of that country, nnless he be authorized to do so by virtue of

treaty stipulations."

ReiH)rt of Mr. Webster. Sec. of State, to the Tresident. I)e<'. 2.3. 18.")1. on

Thraslier's case. r> Welister's Works. .">lil. .".liS.

See. also, as to TliraslK'r's case. Moore. Int. Arbitrations, III. 2701.

" Every nation, whenever its laws are violated by anyone owing
obedience to them, whether he be a citizen or a stranger, has a right

to inflict the penalties incurred upon the transgressor if found within

its jurisdiction. The case is not altered by the character of the laws,

unless they are in derogation of the well-established international

code. No nation has a right to supervise the municipal code of an-

other nation or claim that its citizens or subjects shall be exempted
from the operation of such code, if they have voluntarily placed

themselves under it. The character of the ujunicipal laws of one
country d<K>s not furnish a just ground for other states to interfere

with the execution of these laws even upon their own citizens when
they have gone into that country and subjected themselves to its

jurisdiction. If this country can rightfully claim no such exem|)tion

for its native-horn or naturalized citizens, it can not claim it for

tho.se who have at most but inchoate i-ights of citizens.

'• The ai)ove i)rinci])le. that persons, being citizens or subjects of
one state and having violated the laws of another state, mav be

punished while they remain under or are fairly brought within the

jurisdiction of the latter state, is too well established to he made a

matter of serious controversy. It is clearly aflirmed in, and, indeed,

is the basis of, every extradition treaty. Each contracting party
agrees to deliver up to the other fugitive offenders,—generally in-
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eluding its own citizens as well as strangers,—for specified offenses,

to be dealt with according to the laws of the country demanding the

surrender of them. It is true that there are some kinds of offenses

which are not, and ought not to be, included in extradition treaties;

—

such, for instance, as are called political offenses;—yet because one

nation will not enter into a compact to deliver such offenders to

another, that does not justify the inference that if such offenders

go voluntarily within the jurisdiction of the country whose laws

they have offended they may not be rightfully punished, or that they

can claim exemption from punishment if they were citizens of another

country when the offense was committed, or had, after committing

it, acquired another nationality.

" The country whose ' protection ' is invoked can not, it is con-

ceived, properly interpose in such a case unless the municipal law,

the violation of which is charged, contravenes some right of such

country acquired by treaty stipulations or otherwise. The principle

does not at all interfere with the right of any state to protect its

citizens or those entitled to its protection when abroad from wrongs

and injuries, from arbitrary acts of oppression or deprivation of

property, as contradistinguished from penalties and pimishments,

incurred by the infraction of the laws of the country within whose

jurisdiction the sufferers have placed themselves."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, charge d'affaires, Jan. 10, 1854,

MS. Inst. Austria, I. 89.

" The system of proceedings in criminal cases in the Austrian

Government has, undoubtedly, as is the case in most other absolute

countries, many harsh features, and is deficient in many safeguards

which our laws provide for the security of the accused ; but it is not

within the competence of one independent power to reform the

jurisprudence of others, nor has it the right to regard as an injury

the application of the judicial system and established modes of pro-

ceedings in foreign countries to its citizens when fairly brought

under their operation. All we can ask of Austria, and this we can

demand as a right, is, that in her proceedings against American

citizens prosecuted for offenses committed within her jurisdiction,

she should give them the full and fair benefit of her system, such as

it is, and deal with them as she does with her own subjects or those

of other foreign powers. She can not be asked to modify her mode
of proceedings to suit our views, or to extend to our citizens all the

advantages which her subjects would have under our better and more

humane system of criminal jurisprudence."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, cliarge d'affaires, Apr. G, 1855,

MS. Inst. Austria, I. 105.
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'' It cannot he expected that any government would go so far as to

yield to a pretension of a foreign power to revise and review the

proceedings of its courts under the claim of an international right to

correct errors therein, either in respect to the application of princi-

ples of law, or the application of facts as evidence in cases where the

citizens of such foreign power have been convicted. It certainly

could not l)e expected that such a claim would be allowed before the

party making it had first presented a clear case prima facie of wilful

denial of justice or a deliberate perversion of judicial forms for the

purpose of oppression."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, charge at Vienna, Apr. 6, 1855,

MS. Inst. Austria, I. 105.

See, also, McDonald v. State, 80 Wis. 407 ; 50 N. W. Rep. 185.

" In France and on the continent of Europe generally, the police

authorities have the right and are in the habit of setting on foot

proceedings against individuals upon suspicion merely, and not upon

probable cause alleged under oath. The power referred to is, no

doubt, sometimes abused. Citizens of the United States, however,

whether native or naturalized, who, of their own accord, visit coun-

tries where it exists, must expect to incur that hazard, unless by

treaty stipulation they should be placed upon a more favorable foot-

ing than the subjects of the government whose agents may commit

the abuse."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Richter, Feb. 21, 1854, 42 MS. Dom. Let.

231.

Complaint was made as to the action of the police of Valparaiso

in searching the house of and arresting a citizen of the United States

on suspicion of being concerned in a robbery. On the facts in the

case the Department of State thought that the conduct of the police

" was certainly censurable," but that the case was " scarcely one the

circumstances. of which would warrant its being made an international

grievance. The Chilean Government, like ours," continued the De-

partment of State, " is sovereign within its own territory, and can not

without derogation from its sovereignty allow a foreign government

to dictate the form in which judicial proceedings are to be carried

on. There may have l^een some irregularity in the manner in which
the search was made of the house of Priest. If, however, his rights

were thereby invaded, and there are no means of making the authori-

ties judicially accountable, this is a defect which may work injury

to Mr. Priest, but it does not appear to Ix? an intentional and aggra-

vated denial of justice, for the redress of which the peaceful rela-

tions between the United States and Chile ought to be disturbed.

You are aware that we have no treaty with the Government of that Re-
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public. The rights of citizens of the United States there must accord-

ingly be measured by the municipal laws of Chile. By a respectful

and temperate appeal to the justice of the Chilean Government you
will be able, I trust, to secure for Mr. Priest a fair compensation for

any actual loss he may have sustained from the apparently unwar-
rantable conduct of its officials."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Starkweather, min. to Chile, Aug. 24,

1855, MS. Inst. Chile, XV. 124.

But " an absolute denial of justice in cases arising even under municipal

laws may sometimes be considered as an international offence."

(Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wilson, Aug. 1, 1854, 20 MS. Disp.

to Consuls, 1.)

If a citizen of the United States, whether native born or natural-

ized, commit a crime in Great Britain his citizenship will not protect

him from the penalty of his crime; nor can he complain that he is

not accorded a right which would be granted to a British subject on

trial for crime in the United States.

A person born in Ireland, but naturalized as a citizen of the United

States, is not entitled, when arraigned in a British court for the

offense of treason-felony, to the privilege of a jury de vfiedtetate; the

reason being that as the right of trial by jury de medietate does not

exist generally in the United States, we have no right to complain

that an American citizen indicted for crime in Great Britain is not

entitled to such privilege.

Stanbery, At.-Gen. 1867, 12 Op. 319.

" It is not within the powers of the executive branch of this Gov-

ernment to interfere in any way w4th the proceedings of the judiciary

in an action instituted by a private citizen," even though such a

citizen be a consul for a foreign state.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Catacazy, Russ. min., June 13, 1871, MS.

Notes to Russia, VII. 23.

" We are not entitled to claim for our citizens on trial in that King-

dom (Great Britain) privileges which are, 1st, not granted by British

law to British subjects; 2d, are not allowed in the United States to

aliens of any country in any case, civil or criminal."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rogers, Jan. 11, 1870, 83 MS. Dom. Let. 55.

" British subjects, when within the territorial jurisdiction of the United

States, are required to respect and obey the laws of the United States,

and when held to answer for any offense against these laws in the

courts of the country, have the same rights and privileges extended

to them that are enjoyed by citizens held to answer for similar

offenses. Citizens of the United States, when held to answer in the

courts of Great Britain or her colonies, have a right to demand the

same privileges extended to British subjects under like circum-

stances." (Mr. Davis, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Austin, July 17,

1873, 99 MS. Dom. Let. 388.)
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'• When application is made to this Department for redress for the

supposed injurious actions of a forei<j:n judicial tribunal, such appli-

cation can only be sustained on one of two <>:rounds:

" (1) Undue discrimination against the petitioner as a citizen of

the United States in breach of treaty obligations; or
'' (2) Violation of those rules for the nuiintenance of justice in

judicial inquiries which are sanctioned by international law.

" There is no proof presented in Captain Caleb's case establishing

either of these conditions. It is true that it is alleged that there was

a failure of justice, and were this Department sitting as a court of

error, it is not improbable that there are points in the proceedings

complained of in the Mexican adjudication befoi'e us wdiich might

call for reversal. But this Department is not a tribunal for the

revision of foreign courts of justice, and it has been uniformh' held

by us that mistakes of law or even of fact by such tribunals are not

ground for our interposition unless they are in conflict, as above

stated, either with treaty obligations to citizens of the United States

or settled principles of international law in respect to the adminis-

tration of justice."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morrow. I'eh. IT. 1.SS(5. 1.-.9 MS. Doiii.

Let. !«>.

As to the circuinstances of the ease of Captain Caleh. see For. Kel. 1884.

.•?48. and infra, pp. .S'24-.32r).

In 188(5 Mr. Phelps, United States minister in London, was
instructed to ''ask for explanations" in regard to the claim of

Francis de Freitas, who complained of the action of a Trinidad

(British) court. Sub.sequently, after conference with Mr. Phelps

and a mature consideration of the papers, the Department of State

came to the conclusion that the request ought not to be pressed till

further proof, in the way of documents or of affidavits from third

})arties sustaining claimant's main allegations, should be furnished.

It was. said the Department of State, a familiar i)rinciple of interna-

tional law. as expressed by Mr. Marcy. Secretary of State, in in.struc-

tions to Mr. Fay. Nov. H\. is,'),'), that a citizen of the ITnited States

dwelling ai)road '• is subject to the laws, civil and criminal, of the

country within which he is domiciled or resides, and the Ignited

States could not make the proceedings against him a ground of com-
plaint unless those laws were contrary to treaty stipulations or were

used in bad faith or <)j)pressively to inflict injui"i<'s upon him." The
''burden." therefore, so the Department declared, was "on the claim-

ant, in cases where judicial injustice is set up by him, to prove such

injustice: and this rule applies with peculiar force where the tv'vA

complained of is before a British ])rovincial court under safeguards

"and subject to appellate suspension such as those recognized in similar
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cases ill the United States. There is no proof, however, of such judi-

cial injustice by the Trinidad court, except that contained in the

fiffidavit of Mr. de Freitas himself. Under these circumstances the

Department will not be ready to take further action in the premises

Until such supplementary j^roof is received."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Brook, Jan. 7, 1887, 162 MS. Dom.
Let. .508.

In the case of C. Poiible, arrested and imprisoned in Cuba, it was state<l

that no ground had been discovered for attempting " to interfere with

the course of the hiw . . . beyond our earnest efforts to hasten the

proceedings and to have good treatment and proper opportunity of

defence allowed him." (Mr. Porter. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr.

Carrasco, Aug. 15, 1885, 150 MS. Dom. Let. .542. See, also, Mr. Rives,

Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Carrasco, June 29. 1888, 160 MS. Dom.
Let. 29, stating tliat Mr. Edmunds, Com. on For. Rel., March 24, 1886,

had reported that there was then no ground for intervention in behalf

of Pouble.

)

" Mr. Blaine instructs Mr. Egan to claim the privilege of reading

the paper which the American sailors have signed in secret, in a

language they did not understand, and without being accompanied by

counsel, and to see that no one from the BaltiTnore^ officer or sailor,

is allowed to testify except in the presence of a friend acting as

counsel and in his own language openly and not secretly."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Egan, min. to Chile, tel., Nov. 1, 1891,

For. Rel. 1891, 211.

In July, 1895, L. S., a citizen of the United States, was arrested at

Kissengen and held to bail in the sum of 80.000 marks (about

$20,000) on a charge of an insult to and resistance to the authority of

the royal district court assessor. Baron von Thuengen, in the latter's

capacity as substitute bath connnissioner, in a dispute concerning the

right of S.'s son to dance in the Kursaal. On August 5, 1895, S., who
had meanwhile written a letter of apology to the Baron, was tried and

convicted of having •' resisted the authority of the State, and of hav-

ing insulted a royal official," and was sentenced to two weeks' impris-

onment and to pay a fine of 000 marks. In a note to the German
ambassador at AVashington, invoking his intervention in the matter,

the sentence was characterized as severe and out of proportion to the

offense, and the whole proceeding as '* gratuitously and undeservedly

onerous from the beginning," especially the sentence of imprisonment,

and the good offices of the ambassador with the Government of Bava-

ria were requested, to the end that S. might not " unjustly suffer the

])ersonal degradation to which the extraordinary action of the Bava-

rian tribunal has most unwarrantably condemned him."" The ambas-

« Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Baron Thielmann, German ambassador, Sept. 26,

1895, For. Rel. 1895, I. 469-470,
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sador, besides rejecting as " entirely unjustified " the criticism of the

sentence, declined '' to see the administration of justice within a

state of the (lerman Federal Union, and the right of pardon, which

belongs to the princes of the German Federal Union, discussed in this

way and treated in the form of a diplomatic claim." « The discussion

was somewhat continued on similar lines without substantial result.^

A petition was made by S. for a pardon or a commutation of the sen-

tence of imprisonment by a pecuniary fine. The application was

denied, but S., who had meanwhile gone back to the United States,

did not return to undergo the imprisonment.''

'' In reply to your letter of the 27th ultimo, with inclosure from

Mr. W. C. Parker, of Comanche, Tex., asking to be supplied, if pos-

sible, with a record of the trial of his brother, one Jesse Kittle, who
was recently tried at Truxillo, Honduras, I have the honor to inform

you that our consul at Tegucigalpa will be instructed to ask for the

desired record if the applicant will furnish the money to pay for the

copying and other fees.

" The Department has no right to demand the record, and can not

.assure its procurement even upon offer to pay the usual expense of

making the copy."

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Chilton, M. C, June 5, 1896, 210 MS.
Dom. Let. 496.

In the correspondence between the United States and Great Britain

respecting the imprisonment of Messrs. Berger and Ryan for treason-

able practices in Ireland, there is a note from Lord Palmerston to

Mr. Bancroft, then American minister in London, of Sept. 30, 1848,

stating, among other things, that " if there should be any citizens of

the I'nited States who have chosen this period of disturbance for visit-

ing Ireland, for innocent purposes, they must not be surprised if,

like persons whom curiosity may lead into the midst of a battle,

they should be involved into the sweep of measures aimed at men of a

different description. But Her Majesty's Government will always

lament that mistakes of this kind should happen, by which unoffend-

ing travelers may be exposed to inconvenience; and the utmost alac-

rity will at all times be evinced by the Irish government to rectify

such errors."

42 British & For. State Papers (1S.'>2-18.').3). 412. 414.

See. also. President Polk's message of Dee. 27, 1S4S. with a report of Mr.
Buehanan. Secretary of State, and accompanying papers, in relation

to the imprisonment of American citizens in Ireland, II. E.\. Doc. 19,

30 Coug. 2 sess.

"Baron Thielmann. German amhassador. to Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, Oct. 1,

189'., For. Rel. 189.^., I. 479.

6 For. Ilel. 189.1. I. 480, 482. 48.3-485.

c For. Rel. 189.=). I. 487-488.
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" Keferring to my general instruction of the 26th ultimo (No. 16G),

in relation to the case of Michael P. Boyton, I now inclose to you a

copy of a letter of the 30th of the same month from the Hon. Samuel

J. Randall, in behalf of Mr. Joseph B. Walsh, a citizen of the United

States, who, it appears, was arrested on the 3d of March last, under

the provisions of the late act of Parliament, known as the ' protection

act.' Mi". Walsh is represented as being imprisoned in Dublin, and it

is probable that Kilmainham jail is the place of confinement. His

relatives in this country, knowing only of his arrest and imprison-

ment, are unable to afford the Department any information as to the

specific charge, if any, upon which he is held; and it seems quite

likely that the prisoner himself is also in ignorance in regard to the

particular offense for which he is thus subjected to summary deten-

tion and confinement.
"' Mr. Walsh has been a citizen of the United States since 1875.

His character as a law-abiding and good citizen is vouched for by
well known and respectable citizens of Pennsylvania. I inclose a

copy of his certificate of naturalization.

*' I have already indicated to you in my instruction of the 26th of

May, the entire absence of any disposition on the part of this Govern-

ment to interfere with the administration of the local or general munic-

ipal laws of Great Britain. The laws of that country, and espe-

cialh' those that relate to the personal liberty and security of the

citizen, have always been so much in harmony with the principles

of jurisprudence cherished by Americans as a birthright, that they

have never failed to command the respect of the Government and

people of the United States. But whatever the necessity may be in

the estimation of Her Majesty's Government for the existence and

enforcement in Ireland of the exceptional legislative measures re-

cently enacted in respect to that country, this Government cannot

view with unconcern the application of the summary proceedings

attendant upon the execution of these measures to naturalized citizens

of the United States of Irish origin, whose business relations may
render necessary their presence in Ireland or any other part of the

United Kingdom, or whose filial instincts and love for kindred may
have prompted them to revisit their native country.

" If American citizens while within British jurisdiction offend

against British laws this Government will not seek to shield them

from the legal consequences of their acts, but it must insist upon the

application to their cases of those common principles of criminal

jurisprudence which in the United States secure to every man w^ho

offends against its laws, whether he be an American citizen or a

foreign subject, those incidents to a criminal prosecution which

afford the best safeguard to personal liberty and the strongest pro-
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teetion against oppression under the forms of law, which might other-

wise be practiced through excessive zeal.

•' That an accused person shall immediately upon arrest be informed

of the specific crime or oH'ense upon which he is held, and that he

shall l)e aft'orded an opportunity for a speedy trial before an impartial

court and jury, are essentials to every criminal prosecution, necessary

alike to the protection of innocence and the ascertainment of guilt.

You will lose no time in making the necessary inquiries into the cause

of Mr. ^^'alsl^s arrest and detention, in which it is probable Mr.

Barrows, the consul at Dublin, may be able to aid you. And if you

shall find that the circumstances of the case, in the light of this and

previous instructions, are such as to call for interference on the part

of this (iovernment. you Avill make such temperate but earnest repre-

sentations as in your judgment will conduce to his speedy trial, or in

case there is no specific charge against him, his prompt release from

imprisonment."

Mr. Ulaine, Stv. of State, to Mr. Lowell. Juno 2. 1881. For. Kel. 1881, 532.

For tlu» liistnutions of May 2«!, 1881, in the case of Boyton, above

referred to. see For. Kel. 1881. o.30.

Dennis II. O'Connor, a native of Ireland, was naturalized in the

United States in 1875. Subsequently he returned to Ireland, and

while engaged in business there was arrested under the ''Peace Preser-

vation Act." Replying to his appeal for the intervention of the

ITnited States. Mr. Blaine, who was then Secretary of State, said that

Mr. Lowell, the American minister in London, had been instructed to

scrutinize the ca.ses arising under the statute in question, and to do

whatever he could to bring about speedy inquiry and trials; that

Mr. Lowell had pursued his instructions with great energy and
sagacity, and that Mr. O'Connor's case must take the same course as

the rest. Continuing. Mr. Blaine said that the act under which the

arrests wer«' made was " a law of Great Britain, and it is an ele-

mentary j)rinciple of public law that in such case the Government
of that country, in the exercise of its varied functions, judicial and
executive, administers and interprets the law in question. The right

of every government in this resj)ect is absolute and sovereign, and
every person who voluntarily brings himself within the jurisdiction

of the country, whether permanently or temporarily, is subject to the

operation of its laws, whether he i)e a citizen or a mere resident, so

long as in the case of the alien resident no treaty stipulation or prin-

ciple of international law is contravened by the proceedings taken

again.st him."

Mr. IJIaine. Sec of State, to Mr. O'Connor. Nov. '2o, 1881, 139 MS. Dom,
Let. vr,:',.

See. also. For. Hel. issi!. l!>2-i;w. 2(H>-i:41. '2M-2d'.i,
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"I am bound to say that our exertions have been met in a spirit

of friendship by Her Majesty's Government; but it assumes as the

basis of its action a principle to which the President cannot assent.

In his note of the 6th April, to Mr. West, Lord Granville quotes with

approval the following extract from a note of the 14th October, 1861,

from Mr. Seward to Lord Lyons :
' In^ every case subjects of Her

Majesty residing in the United States and under their protection are

treated, during the present troubles, in the same manner and with

no greater or less rigor than American citizens.' And he deduces

from this the principle that ' no distinction can be made in favor of

aliens,' or, as stated to yourself in a note of the 28th June last, that

Her Majesty's Government would not admit ' any claim to exemption

on behalf of any person, whether alien or citizen, from the operation

of the laws which equally affect all persons residing in the domain

and under the protection of the Crown.'
" Mr. Seward's statement was rather an allegation of a fact than

the enunciation of a principle. But if it can be taken to be the state-

ment of a principle as broad as Lord Granville now lays down, the

President cannot but look upon it as an extreme position taken in

the heat of conflict, to which the Government of neither Great Britain

nor the United States can give adhesion in time of quiet and reflec-

tion. . . . He concedes to every sovereign power the right to pre-

scribe its own code of crimes and its oAvn mode of trying offenders,

and if it shall choose to adopt a system which gives the citizen

fewer guarantees against injustice than prevail in the United States

he feels that he cannot complain if it is applied to citizens of the

United States who are found where it prevails. But if, when thus

applied, it works actual injustice: if it takes possession of an Amer-
ican citizen, and deprives him of his liberty without any allegation

of offense; if it leaves him incarcerated w^ithout hope of trial or

chance of release, it then becomes the duty of the President to inquire

why this is done. Her Majesty's Government pursued that course

during the civil war. They will see that a self-respecting government

must do the same now. . . . The President is gratified to observe

that the claim thus to hold American citizens is modified by the fol-

lowing language in Lord Granville's instruction of April 6th to Mr.

West:
" " The Irish government have in many instances released prisoners

upon a reasonable belief that it could be done without risk to the

public safety, and I need hardly say that Her Majesty's Government

are not desirous of detaining unnecessarily in prison any person from

whom no danger to the public peace is to be apprehended.
" ' They will therefore be prepared to consider the circumstances

of any citizens of the United States now detained who may be willing

to engage forthwith to leave the United Kingdom.'

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 7
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•• Tlip President moreover his little doubt that Her Majesty's Gov-

ernment do not intend to insist in practice upon the extreme doctrine

that an American citizen a<rainst whom there is no charge shall, with-

out trial, remain in prison or leave the United Kingdom. But he

believes, l)v fairly considering each case as it arises, conclusions will

be reached satisfactory to l)oth (lovernments.''

Mr. Frolinirliuysen. See. of State, to Mr. Lowell, April 25, 1882, For, Rel.

1882. 2:!(». 2:52-284.

With r«\!j:iir(l to the i)revoiitioii of crime (Ireland) act, which revived tlie

alien ait a.s part of tlie crimes act. Mr. Frelinghiiysen observed that

the President " cannot (•ontemi)late the enforcement of this measnre
on mere snsjiicion against American citizens without fears of its

havinji :m unhappy influence upon the good feeling" which existed

lietwcen tlie two countries. (For. Rel. 1882. 294.)

As to tlie ritilit of a goveriunent to punish .seditious acts committed by

aliens, see Mr. Hayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, min. to Mexico,

Mv^. 'k 18Sr>. MS. Inst. Mexico, XXI. 355, citing the act of Congre.ss

of .Inly 14. 1708. connnonly called the sedition act.

In August, 188'2. Mr, Henry (ieorge. during a visit to Great Britain

and Ireland, and Avhile on his way from Dublin to the west of Ireland,

was arrested at Loughrea by the constabulary and taken to prison,

where he was kejit a close j^risoner about three hours, his person and
baggage searched, and. his i)ajiers and letters examined. At length a

magistrate arrived, who stated that Mr. George was arrested on tele-

graphic infornration as a suspicious stranger, and, as nothing sus-

picious Avas found iij)on his })erson or among his effects, he was dis-

charged. Two days later, at Athenrv. witliin the jurisdiction of the

same magistrate, he was again by a subinspector of police placed

under arrest, cari'ied to the ])olice barrack, and searched. He pro-

tested as before against his treatment, declaring his identity and citi-

zenship and the nature of his journey as a traveler, and demanding
to be taken before a magistrate. He was, however, detained from

morning till nearly midnight, when he was discharged by the same
nnigistrate. after again ix'ing sul)jecte(l to a long examination. Mr.

Frelinghiiysen. in calling attention to the case, observed that the

acts of th«' oflicials, e>j>ecially tlie second arrest, seemed to indicate an

intention <»n the part of the oflicials " to suliject Mr. Georg(> to unnec-

essary personal annoyance." Il was stated that Mr. CJeorge had

visite<l the ruins of .\theni\v in (omjiany with the curate and another

gentleman, and that he was seen to enter shops of " suspects; " but Mr.

''^relinghuys<'n thought that his conduct was only such as was natural

in a travelei" seeking information and amusement, and such as could

not fairly subject him to susjncion. Mr. Frelinghuysen added:
'" While citizens of the Fnited States traveling or resident abroad are

subject to the reasonable laws of the country in which they may be

sojourning, it is nevertheless their right to be spared sucli indignity
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and mortification as the conduct of the officers at Loughrea and
Athenry seems to have visited upon Mr. George.

" This Government is loath to believe that the current rumors are

true that the behavior of the officers and magistrate was prompted by
a prejudice said to exist among the officials in Ireland against citizens

of the United States.

'' In Great Britain, as in the United States, it has been a govern-

mental principle that the right of the individual to exemption from
arrest or search without good reason, and without the observance of

forms calculated to insure that right, should be jealously guarded,

and when unfortunate events have demanded a temporary suspension

or qualification of the right great care has been exerted to avoid

injustice or unnecessary indignity.

" The power given to subordinate officials by the ' prevention-of-

crime act ' is so great and the rights subjected to their discretion are

so important that foreign governments may reasonably' require that

so far as their citizens, present in Ireland on legitimate and proper

business, are concerned, the individuals selected to administer that act

should be competent, well-informed, and unprejudiced. And should

it appear that these officials have in the case of such foreign citizens

misused the powers intrusted to them, they should be subjected to such

condemnatory action, and the citizens wronged should receive such

amends as the facts may warrant.
" The President regrets to observe that, so far as he has the facts

before him, the officials at Loughrea and Athenry seem to have fallen

far short of treating the rights of an innocent traveler with that

respect Avhich he cannot doubt Her Majesty's Government exacts of

subordinate officials.

" It is not necessary now to comment upon the law under color of

Avhich these arrests were made.

"iVs you have already addressed a note to Lord Granville on this

subject, a reply will probably soon be received by you. It is trusted

that the tenor of that reply may prove satisfactory to this Govern-

ment and also relieve Mr. George from any reproach the arrests are

calculated unjustly to cast upon him. More definite instructions,

therefore, than those herein contained and those heretofore received

by you need not now l)e given."

Mr. P'relinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lowell, iiiln. to England. Oct. 3,

1882, For. Kel. 1S82. 2^(^ 208. See, also, For. Rel. 1882, 289, 290, 293,

295, 296, 301 ; and For. Rel. 188.5, 483-484.

" This Government has not claimed that citizens of the United

States, who place themselves in a foreign jurisdiction,
Protocol wit

(.jjj.j.y ^yj^j^ them the particular immunities surround-
Spain, 1877. . "^ . ^ . , . ^

, -^ , img truus in their own country, nor has it insisted

that peculiar advantages to the accused, such as trial by jury and
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the hahrox corpus, are or must he a part of the jurisprudence of

foreign countries.

" But we have claimed that l)v international law. and hv the usages

and customs of civilized nations, a trial at law must be conducted

without unseemly haste, with certain safeguards to the accused, and

in deference to certain recognized rights, in order to mete out justice.

" It was for the jMirpose of securing to our citizens such well-known

rights and i)rivileges that article seven is found among the provisions

of our treaty of 1795. . . .

" It certainly can not he said that an accused person has all the

l)enetits of our treaty, where the defender appointed refused to read

the defense provided, when the accused was not present at a consid-

eralde jiortion of the trial, and where no counsel was allowed or pro-

vided, in the proper sense of the term, as the military officer defend-

ing him practically admitted his culpability.

•• Moreover, you can not fail to remember that the prisoners of the

^'irginius reached Santiago de Cuba in the evening of November 1;

that the next morning at o'clock a council of war was convened on

l)oard the Tornado: that its lalK)rs were completed at 4 o'clock in the

afternoon: that the consular officer who demanded of General Burriel

permission to advise with his countrymen was in a gross manner
denied access to them : that the sentences were not confirmed, and the

executions were hastened for fear that they would be stopped by

superior authority. . . .

• In fine, if trial by military courts, as it has been practiced in

Cul)a. is to ix^ continued, it is difficult to see how. in cases in which
justice and moderation are most re(|uired. such form can supply the

guarantees to which, in the opinion of this (ioverninent, our citizens

are entitled, and the al)sence of which will and must cause frequent

and dangerous ditl'erences."

.Mr. Fish. So<'. of State, to Mr. CushiiiK. min. to Spain, Dec. liT, 1S75. MS.
Inst. S|»aiii. XVII. :v,»\.

As to the treaty \vit!i Spain of 17r».">. above referred to. see Mi>ore. Int.

Arhitratlons. III. 2777. :n24. :iI47 ; IV. .S2r.2-:i2r)5.

Art. X.\. of the treaty with Spain of 170.") does not {live either (ioveru-

nient the ri;rht to interfere in the administration of the reasonable
ninnicipal laws of the other. (Mr. KreliiiKhuysen. Sec of State, to

Mr. Valera. Span. min.. March 15. 1SS4. Hi MS. Notes to Spain, 291.)

January 1*2. 1^77. a protocol was signed at Madrid by Mr. dishing,
I'liited State- minister, and Senor Calderon y Collantes. Spanish
minister of state, for the purpos<' of terminating amicablv all con-

troversy as to the effect of existing treaties in certain matters of
judicial procedure. In this i)rotocol Senor Calderon y Collantes

declared as follows:
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1. Xo citizen of the United States residing in Spain, her adjacent islands, or

her ultramarine possessions, charged with acts of sedition, treason or conspiracy

against the institutions, the public security, the integrity of the territory or

against the supreme Government, or any other crime whatsoever, shall be sub-

ject to trial b.v any exceptional tribunal, but exclusively by the ordinary juris-

diction, except in the case of being captured with arms in hand.

2. Those who, not c*oming within this last case, may be arrested or imprisoned,

shall be deemed to have been so arrested or imprisoned by order of the civil

authority for, the effects of the law of April 17, 1821, even though the arrest or

imprisonment shall have been effected by armed force.

3. Those who may be taken with arms in hand, and who are therefore com-

prehended in the exception of the first article, shall be tried by ordinary council

of war, in conformity with the second article of the hereinbefore-mentioned law

;

but even in this case the accused shall enjoy for their defense the guarantees

embodied in the aforesaid law of April 17, 1821.

4. In consequence whereof, as well in the cases mentioned in the third para-

graph as in those of the second, the parties accused are allowed to name attor-

neys and advocates, who shall have access to them at suitable times; they shall

be furnished in due season with copy of the accusation and a list of witnesses

for the prosecution, which latter shall be examined before the presumed crimi-

nal, his attorney and advocate, in conformity with the provisions of articles

twenty to thirty-one of the said law ; they shall have right to compel the wit-

nesses of whom they desire to avail themselves to appear and give testimony

or to do it b.v means of depositions ; they shall present such evidence as they may
judge proper ; and they shall be permitted to be present and to make their

defense, in public trial, orally or in writing, by themselves or by means of their

counsel. \

5. The sentence pronounced shall be referred to the audiencia of the judicial

district, or to the Captain-General, according as the trial may have taken place

l)efore the ordinary judge or before the council of war, in conformity also with

what is prescribed in the above-mentioned law.

Mr. Gushing declared as follows

:

1. The Constitution of the United States provides that the trial of all crimes

except in cases of impeachment shall be by jury, and such trial shall be held in

the State where said crimes shall have been committed, or when not committed

within any State the trial will proceed in such place as Congress may direct

(Art. Ill, § 2) ; that no person shall be held to answer for a capital or other-

wise infamous crime unless on presentment of a grand jury except in cases

arising in the land and naval forces or in the militia when in actual service,

(Amendments to the Constitution, Art. Y.) ; and that in all criminal prosecutions

the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial

jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, and

to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation ; to be confronted with

the witnesses against him ; to have compulsoiy process for obtaining witnesses

ill his favor; and to have counsel for his defense (Amendments to the Constitu-

tion, Art. VI.).

2. The act of Congress of April 30, 1790, chap. 9, sec. 29, reenacted in the Revised

Statutes, provides that every person accused of treason shall have a copy of the

indictment and a list of the jury, and of the witnesses to be produced at the trial,

delivered to him three days before the same, and in all other capital cases two

days before that takes place ; that in all such cases the accused shall be allowed

to make his full defense by counsel learned in the law, who shall have free access
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In him lit all soiisoiialilo hours: that ho shall bo allowed in his defense to make

any pntof which he can iinxliicc by lawful witnesses, and he shall have due

jiKWor to ctiiiiiH'l his witnossos to appear in court.

:5. All those i)rovisions of the Constitution and of Acts of Congress are of con-

stant and pi'rnianont force. oxcoi)t on occasion of the temporary suspension of

the writ of halxtix ro/7>/(.v.

4. Tho i>rovisions lu'roin st't forth apply in terms to all persons accused of

the coiiiniissii.n of Iroasoii or other capital crimes in the United States, and

therefore, as well by tho letter of tho law as in virtue of existing treaties,

tho said provisions extend to and comprehend all Spaniards residing or being

in the United States.

Sefior Caldorou v CoHantos tliou declared as follows:

In view of tho satisfactory adjustment of this question in a manner so

proper for the pros(>rvation of the friendly relations between the respective

(Jovernmonts. and in order to afford to tho (iovernment of the United States

the <-omi>lett"st security of the sincerity and jjood faith of Ills Majesty's Govern-

ment in the ]»romises. command will bo jriven by Royal Oi-der for the strict

observance of tho ti^nis of tho present I'rotocol in all the donnnions of Spain

and specifically in the island of Cuba.

The i)r()t()('()l was duly " iutercliangoably signed " by the declarants.

S«'<' United States Treaty Volume (177(i-lSST). 1030.

Dr. Wharton, in his International Law Digest, declared that this protocol

was •• to lie reiiardod as simply an oiiinion by the parties as to the

stale of the law in this relation in the United States and Spain.

As to the United States it has not the force of a law." .(II. 623.)

With reference to tho constitutional and legal provisions recited by Mr.

Cushinjr. see llurtado r. California (1SS.3). 110 V. S. olC.

As to the controversy between the United States and Spain concerning

judicial procedure, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1019-1050.

{'.',) KXhXt'TION OK FOREIGN J IJIMIMKNTS.

8 188.

Har. in discn^sinof tho otFoct to bo given to foreign judgments,

mentions, among the tlu^oi-ies advanced for their recognition, (1)

that the refusal (»t' such recognition would imply an invasion of the

jtirisdictioii (tf the foreign state: (•_!) that the sentence of a foreign

judge gi\('s ri>e lo a ju.s <iii(is/tiiiii ; (;>) that a judgment is to be

a-similated to a contract, and (4) that comity requires such recogni-

tion, lie himself propounds the theory that a judicial sentence is

most accurately defined as a h.c .s/nc/a/ls, a hiw for the particular

rase which i> in disj)ute. and that " if the law of a ])articnlar state

ride- -ome |)articular claim, then the judicial sentence jironounced in

that >tatc u|)on that claim must also be recognized as authoritative."

I'.ar. Private Int. Law. lid ed.. (Jillospie's translation. bS!)2, p. 89.'j, citing

Wharton. Contl. of Laws, S <;71 ; v. Martens, S 82; IMulliujore. § 937;

Fiore. Kffetti. j)]!. 11 and 73: Hans. Droit pub. n. 147; Olivi. Rev. gen.

*\o droit. 1S87. p. '>2\
; lirochor, Trait*'" Franco-Suisse, p. (J ; Calvo, II.

§ 8«JU.
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Lachaii. Cliarles. Project de TraitC' entre la France et rAlleiuagiie

sur la Competence jndiciaire, sur I'antorlte et I'execution des decisions

judieiairies, des sentences arbitrales et des actes authentiques ; Paris,

1902. (Extrait du Bulletin de la Societe de Legislation Comparee,

XXI. 328.)

In an early case in the United States it was held that a judgment of

a court of the Pro\'ince of New Brunswick was only prima facie evi-

dence as- between the parties to it; and a new trial was granted be-

cause the trial judge had refused to allow testimony to go to the jury

impeaching the judgment for mistake and irregularity." In later de-

cisions, not only upon the ground of comity, but - also upon the

ground that the judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction should

bind the parties to it, it islield that such a judgment was conclusive

as to the merits of the controversy, unless it can be shown that the

proceeding was tainted by fraud,'' or unless the judgment atfects a

matter of local policy.^ But it was held by the Supreme Court of the

United States, June 3, 1895, rn an opinion by Mr. Justice Gray
(Fuller, C. J., and Harlan, Brewer, and Jackson, J. J., dissenting),

that a judgment rendered in France was not conclusive as to the

merits of the case, but was only prinui facie evidence of the justice of

the plaintiff's claim, such being the rule in France as to the effect of

foreign judgments, the rule of reciprocity being thus applied.'' On
the same day the court sustained a Canadian judgment, which the

defendant sought to attack on the ground that, although he had ap-

peared in the action, he did not appear at the trial, and that the

judgment was entered against him in his absence, without a full

examination of the merits.*'

As to judgments of divorce, see Dicey, Confl. of Laws, Am. Notes,

434; Atherton r. Atherton (1901). 181 U. S. 155; Bell r. Bell (1901),

181 U. S. 175; Streitwolf c. Streitwolf (1901), 181 U. S. 179.

As to foreign judgments as to movables, and foreign judgments in

admiralty, see Dicey, Confl. of Laws. Am. Xotes, 434.

See, generally, as to the effect of foreign judgments. Dicey, Confl.

of Laws, 400 et seq. ; Minor, Confl. of Laws. 186 et seq.

a Burnhani r. Webster, 1 Wood. & M. 172.

6McMullen v. Ritchie. 41 Fed. Rep. .^02; Lazier v. Wescott, 26 N. Y. 146;

Dunstan r. Higgins. 138 X. Y. 70; Ranlcin r. Goddard. 54 Me. 28, 55 Me. 389;

Baker v. Palmer, 83 111. 568 ; Roth r. Roth, 104 111. 35, 44 Am. Rep. 81 ; Hilton v.

Guyot. 42 Fed. Rep. 249.

c Hohner v. Gratz, 50 Fed. Rep. 309 ; De Brimont r. Penniman. 10 Blatch.

C. C. 436.

<i Hilton r. Guyot, 159 U. S. 113. rever.sing Hilton f, Guyot, 42 Fed. Rep. 249.

e Ritchie V. McMullen, 159 U. S. 235.
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(4) I.KTIKHS K()(;AT<)KY.

Jj
ISI).

" L('tt('i> ro^iilor.v for tlu' piirpox' of takino; the testimony of per-

Law in United ^""^ ivsidiiio- ill the United States, which may be

States: Civil material in suits pending in tlie courts of foreign

cases. countries, are frequently sent to this Department,

usually with a note from the minister for foreign aft'airs of the foreign

country or from its diplomatic representative here, requesting that

the l)usiness may be attended to. It is not, however, the province of

the Department of State to dispose of matters of this kind. Fre-

quently witnesses whose testimony is sought reside in places far from

this city, rendering it impracticable to have the testimony taken

within the time at which it is re(|uired in order to make it available.

" It is, therefore, deemed advisable to issue this circular, to which are

appended the provisions of the Revised Statutes of the United States

regulating the taking of testimony in such cases. Other information

upon the subject, which will be found useful to persons interested, is

contained in the following
'' l)ireefions.—I^>oth circuit and district courts of the United States

are held in each of the States at the following ]K)ints:

In Alabama, at Iluiitsvillo, Hirniiiighani, Montj;()iiu'r.v, and Mobile; in Arkan-

sas, at Little Uock ; in California, at San Francisco and Los Angeles; in Colo-

rado, at Donvcr, I'ucblo, and Del Norte; in Connecticut, at New Haven and

Hartford; in Delaware, at Wilmington; in Florida, at Tallaha.ssee, IVnsacola,

Jacksonville, Key West, and Tampa; in Georgia, at Atlanta, Savannali, and
Macon: in Illinois, at Chicago, Springfield, and Cairo; in Indiana, at New
Albany, Kvansville. Indianapolis, and Fort Wayne; in Iowa, at Dubuque, Fort

Dodge, Sioux City. Keokuk, Council BlufTs, and Des Moines; in Kansas, at Fort

Scott. Leavenworth, and Topeka ; in Kentucky, at Frankfort, Covington, Louis-

ville, and I'adnc.ih; in Louisiana, at New Orleans, Opelousas. Alexandria,

Shrevei»ort. and Monroe; in Maine, at I'ortland ; in Maryland, at Baltimore; in

Massachusetts, .it I'.oston ; in Michigan, at I'ort Huron. Detroit, (Jrand Uapids,

and Maniuette; in Minnesota, at St. I'aul ; in Mississij)pi, at Aberdeen, Oxford,

and .lackson ; in Missouri, at St. Louis. Jefferson City, and Kansas City; in

Nebraska, at Lincoln and Omaha; in Nevada, at Carson City; in New Hamj)-

shire, at Fortsniouth and Concord; in New Jersey, at Trenton; in New York, at

Canandaigua, .Vlbany, Syracuse, Itica, New York, and Brooklyn; in North
Carolina, at Kaleigh, Oreensborough, Statesville, Asheville. and Charlotte; in

Ohio, at Cleveland. Toledo, Cinciiuiati, and Columbus; in Oregon, at Portland;

in Beiuisylvania, at l'hiladeli)hia, Erie, IMttsburgh, Williamsport. and Scianton ;

in Rhode Island, at Newport and I'rovidence; in South Carolina, .at Charleston

and Columbia ; in Tennessee, at Knoxville, Chattanooga, Nashville, Jackson, and
Memphis; in Tex.is. at (Jraham, Dallas, AVaco, (Jalveston, Tyler. Jeffer.son,

Austin, San Antonio. I'.rownsville, and El Paso; in Vermont, at Burlington,

Windsor, and Rutland; in Virginia, at Richmond, Alexandria, Norfolk, Lyneh-
burgh, Abingdon. Harrisonburgh, and Danville; in West \'irginia, circuit court

at Parkersburgh. district <'<)urt at Wheeling. Clarksburgh, and Charleston; in

Wisconsin, at Milwaukee, Oshkosh, Madison, Eau Claire, and La Cross«.
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" In some of the States district courts are held at other points in

addition to those above specified.

" The clerks of the courts of the United States are authorized to

take depositions, and may be designated as commissioners for that

purpose in letters rogatory, which, when returned, are to be used in

the courts of foreign countries.

'• The letters rogatory may be addressed to the judge of either the

circuit court of the United States for the State of , or the dis-

trict court of the United States for the district of (naming the

State), praying the judge of that court to name and appoint the com-

missioner; or such letters may be addressed to the commissioner

directly.

'' The letter or package should in all cases be directed to the clerk

of the district or circuit court to Avhich the letters rogatory are

addressed. The clerk's office is at the place where the court holds its

sessions."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to the dip. and cons, officers of the U. S., Cir-

cular No. 21, revised. March 2."j, 1.S.ST. For. Kel. 1S88, I. 521.

Sections of the Revised Statutes relating to letters rogatory.

Sec. 4071. The testimony of any witness residing within the United States, to

be used in any suit for the I'ecovery of money or property depending in any

court in any foreign country with which tlie T'nited States are at peace, and

in which the goverimient of such foreign country shall be a party or shall have

an interest, may be obtained, to be used in such suit. If a commission or let-

ters rogatory to take such testimony, together with specific written interroga-

tories, accompanying the same, and addressed to such witness, shall have been

issued from the court in which such suit is pending, on producing the same
before the district judge of any district where the witness resides or shall be

found, and on due proof being made to such judge that the testimony of any

witness is material to the party desiring the same, such judge shall issue a

summons to such witness requiring him to appear before the officer or commis-

sioner nan)ed in such connnission or letters rogatory, to testify in such suit.

And no witness shall be compelled to appear or to testify under this section

e.xcept for the purpose of answering such interrogatories so issued and accom-

panying such commission or letters : Provided, That when counsel for all the

parties attend the examination they may consent that questions in addition to

tliose accompanying the commission or letters rogatory may be put to the wit-

ness, unless the conmiission or letters rogatory exclude such additional inter-

rogatories. The sununons shall specify the time and place at which the witness

is required to attend, which place shall be within one hundred miles of the

jjlace where the witness resides or shall be served with such summons.

Skc. 4072. No witness shall be required, on such examination or any other

under letters I'ogatoi-y, to make any disclosure or discovery which shall tend

to criminate him either under the laws of the State or Territory within which

.such examination as is had. or any other, or any foi'eign state.

Sec. 407:5. If any person shall refuse or neglect to appear at the time and

place mentioneil in the sununons issued, in accordance with section forty hun-

dred and seventy-one, or if upon his appearance he shall refuse to testify, he
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sliiill lio MmIiU* lo lln' saiiio itenalties as would l»o incurred for a like offense on

the trial of a sviit in the district court of the United States.

Skc. 4(174. Every witness who shall so appear and testify shall he allowed, tind

sliall receive from the party at whose instance he shall have been summoned the

s.iiiie fees and mileage as are allowed to witne.sses in suits depending in the

district courts of tlie I'niteil States.

Skc. Sir*. When any commission or letter rogatory, issued to take the testi-

mony of any witness in a foreign country, in any suit in which the United

States are parti«>s or have an interest, is executed by the court or the commis-

sioner to wliom it is diivcted. it shall be I'eturned by such court or commi.ssioner

to the minister or <onsul of the United States nearest the place where it is

exi'cuted. On receiving the same, the said minister or consul shall indorse

tlicreon a cerlificate. stating when and where the same was received, and that

the said deposition is in the same condition as when he received it; and he

shall tliereuiHMi transmit the said letter or commission, so exec-uted and certi-

tied, i>y mail, to tlie clerk of the court from which the same issued, in the

manner in whicli liis otiicial dispatches are transmitted to the (Jovernment.

And the testimony of witnesses so taken and returned shall be read as evidence

on the trial of the suit in which it was taken, without objection as to the method

of returning the same. [When letters rogatory are addressed from any court

of a foreign country to any circuit court of the United States, a connnissioner

of such circuit court designated by said c-ourt to make the examination of the

witnesses mentioned in said letters, shall have power to compel the witnes.ses.

to .ippear and depose in the same manner as witnesses may be compelled to

ap|)car and testify in courts.]

In a dispatch to Mr. Blaine, of Oct. !». 1880, Mr. Lincoln. United States min-

ister a I London, made, in regard to the foregoing circular, the following sug-

gestions ( II. Kx. Doc. 281, "il Cong. 2 sess. IS) :

I liave I lie honor to suggest a reconsideration of the tei-ms of the above-

mentioned ( ircular of .March L'.">, 1887, giving directions for the information of

those desiring to prociuv the issuance of letters rogatory to obtain the testi-

mony of ])ersons residing in the United States to be used in suits pending in the

courts of foi'eign coinitries.

•• Wlietlier or not it is re(|uired by section 4071 of the Revised Statutes that

sncii letters siiall l>e addressed to the district court of a named district, it wcmld
seem iliat if sncii letters invoke the aid of a circuit court, it is contemplated by
section s".') that llu'y should be addres.sed to the circuit court of a named cir-

cuit, and the directions of the circular suggests the designation of the court by
the name of its circuit or district, as the case may be. I beg to point out that
those directions give a form of address whic-li. as to eighteen States, would
de.s<rilie IK) c(»uit l<nowii und«'r .aii- laws. For example, under the circular,

letters to (liitain the testimony of a witness residing in Chicago would be
movi'd from a foreign court addressed * to the judge of the circuit (or district)

court of the United States for tlie State (or district) of Illinois," although
there is actually no court bearing either (if those titles. In such a case, at the
pres<'iit time, the letters should be addressed to the judge of the circuit (or
district I court of the United States for the northern district of Illinois, in order
that the execution of the c()mmission might, upon its return to the foreign
court, appear l>y the seal of the United States court to have been executed
under the jurisilictioii of the coiu't to which it was directed.

"By reason of the fie(|uency of statutory changes of the territorial limits of
the Ue<leral judicial districts, no circular could for more than a short time be
safely used without examination as to subsequent legislation, and I think no
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such circular would l»o of practical use at any tiiue which did uut contain a

reprint of chapter 1 of Title XIII of the Revised Statutes (second edition) cor-

rectetl to show legislative changes made since the Forty-fourth Congress, so

that ui>on the county of residence of the proix)sed witness being given, the

judicial district including it may be found by using, in the case of States having

more than one district, a map showing counties. Neither such maps nor our

latest stattites are easily found abroad, unless at our legations, and if they

were, in the nature of the case, they could hardly be used by a foreigner in

connec-tion with a circular, with the feeling of certainty important to the matter

in hand.
" The information as to the territorial limits of the Federal judicial districts,

which I have suggestetl as being essential in a useful circular, is already com-

piled in an American publication, ' Desty's Federal Procedure,' a late edition

of which is easily to be had. With that book and the maps and the latest vol-

ume of statutes now in the library of this legation, any iniiuiry made here as

to the proper address for letters rogatory in respect to a witness whose postal

address in the United States is given could be answered at the legation with

little trouble."

The circular of March H. 1887, and particularly the sections of the Revised

Statutes accompanying it. are referred to in Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Grip, Swedish min., Jan. 21, 1898, MS. Notes to Swedish Leg. VIII. 77 ; Mr.

Adee. Acting Sec. of State, to Senor Pulido, Venez. min., Aug. 21, 1900, MS. Notes

to Venez. Leg. II. 49.

•• I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

Sth instant, accompanied by five Rogatory Commissions addressed b}'

the Civil Tribunal of Valparaiso to the Probate Court of San Fran-

cisco, California.

" You request that this Department will take the proper course with

these commissions and that, Avhen executed, they may be forwarded

to your legation.

" In reply I have the honor to inform you that the commissions will

be sent to the attorney of the United States at San Francisco with a

letter requesting him to attend to them. As much time would be

saved by their sending them directly to Chile, he will also be requested

to forward them thither through the United States consulate at

Valparaiso.
'' It seems, however, expedient that I should take this opportunity

to correct an impression which your Government seems to entertain

that it is proper and usual for the Executive Government of the

United States to receive and cause to have executed Rogatory Com-
missions from courts of justice in foreign countries. Xo such duty

or authority is by law imposed u^Don or granted to the Executive

Government of this country'. Heretofore, as a matter of courtesy,

this Department has in some instances, through United States attor-

neys, caused commissions rogatorj^ to be executed. As this, how-

ever, is an irregular proceeding, it is preferred that in future the

agency of this Department in the matter be dispensed with, and that

courts of justice in foreign countries who may have occasion to have
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testimony taken liere, will pursue the course prescribed by law and

usage in such cases."

Mr. Sowanl. Si>c. of State, to Mr. Fontecilla, Chilean mln., Oct. 12, 1868,

MS. Notes to Chilfan Log. VI. 100.

See, also, Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gana, March IG, 1867, MS.
Notes to Chilean Leg. VI. ir>:i ; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stetson,

Nov. m. 1872. fM> MS. Doni. Let. 3(K).

'* Sections 871 and 874 [Revised Statutes] authorize any Justice of

the Supreme Court of tlie District of Columbia upon the production

iK'fore him of a connnission issued from a foreign Court, or a notice

to the same effect according to its rules of practice, to require, under

certain conditions the attendance of any witness so named, for the

purj)ose of giving his testimony. Section 875 empowers any of the

Circuit Courts of the United States, upon receipt of letters rogatory

from any Court of a foreign Country, to designate one of its Com-
missioners to make the examination mentioned in the letters and

requires the attendance of the necessary witnesses in the same manner,

as when summoned to the Courts. This system of legislation would

seem to afford ample facilities so far as the Government of the United

States is concerned, for securing the testimony of any witness residing

within its territory where the Courts of a friendly Government
signify its wishes in that direction.

''As to the special legislation which the several states of this country

may have adopted upon the subject, I am unable to assure you, at

present, of an uniform system. In some of them, the pains of

jjerjury are affixed to false responses in proceedings to obtain testi-

mony upon commissions or letters rogatory from foreign Courts, and
T ap])rehend, where no positive enactments exist the State Courts

would be found as far as in their power, ever ready to heed and fur-

ther an a})plication to them of the character specified. At all events

the Kevised Statutes to Avhich I have referred, would seem in this

j)articidar, to offer so extensive methods, as to be equall}' available

independently of state laws throughout the various local governments
of this country."

Mr. Frelingliuysen, Sec. of State, to Baron von SchaeCfer, Aust. miu.,

March 2!>. 188:?, MS. Notes to Austria, VIlI. 384.

As to letters rogatory from abroad to take the testimony of persons in

prison in the I'nited States, see Mr. Frelinghnysen, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Sargent, min. to (Germany, .Tnne 27, 1883, MS. lust. Germany,
XVII. 28(>.

*

" I have the honor to say that the laws of the State of New York,

in regard to letters rogatory, require the letters to be presented to

the court, having jurisdiction, by the consul of the Government
making the request, and it would, therefore, be necessary for the
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Belgian consul at New York, as was pointed out in my note of

August 18 last, to take the action required."

Mr. UbI, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. I^ Ghait, Belg. ruin., Feb. 17, 1894,

MS. Notes to Belg. Leg. VIII. 28.

To tbe same efifect, Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Andrade, Venezuelan

njin., Dec. 9, 189.5, MS. Notes to Venez. I. 543.

*' Referring to your note of June 21st last, in which you ask the

intervention of the Department to secure the execution of certain

letters rogatory addressed by the senior judge of the Queen's bench

division of the high court of justice in England, to the President

and judges of the supreme court for the city and county of New
York; also to subsequent correspondence on the same subject; I

have the honor to inform you that his excellency the governor of

New York, in response to my letter requesting information as to what
proceedings were necessary to secure the taking of the testimony

desired, has transmitted to me a copy of a letter from the presiding

justice of the first department of the supreme court at New York
City, to whom the matter was referred by the governor. The justice

expresses the opinion that the court would have no power to act upon

letters from the senior judge of the English court, and he doubts

the power of the New York court to appoint a commissioner even

if a commission should be issued attempting to confer that power.

He states that the usual practice in such cases is for a commission to

issue from the foreign court in which the testimony is to be used,

under its seal^ appointing a commissioner in this country to take the

testimony of the witness. Then our court would have the power to

issue a subpoena and compel attendance of the witness. The letters

rogatory are returned herewith in order that a new commission may
be issued in accordance with the above.''

Mr. Greshani. Sec. of State, to Sir .1. Pauncefote, Brit, amb., Aug. 22,

1894, MS. Notes to Great Britain, XXII. 002.

The circuit court will issue letters rogatory for the purpose of

obtaining testimony when the Government of the place where the

evidence is to be obtained will not permit a commission to be ex-

ecuted.

Nelson V. United States, 1 Pet. C. C. 28.5. In this case a form of such

letters is given.

See also Mexico v. De Arangoiz, 5 Duer, 684 ; Kuebling v. Leberman, 9

Phila. 160.

The certificate and seal of the British minister resident in Hanover

is not a proper authentication of the proceedings of an officer of that

country in taking depositions. It is not in any way connected with
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the functions of the minister, and his certificate and seal can only

authenticate tliose acts wliich arc appropriate to his office.

Stoin r. Hijwinini. 1.'5 Tot. 209.

A court in l*orto Kico issued, on April 16, 1900, an cxhorto^ or

letter rooatory. rciiuestin*; the proper judge, tribunal, or court in

the city of Xmv "\'()ik to cooperate in serving upon two persons

living in that city an order to appear as defendants in a suit insti-

tuted against thcni in the Porto Rican tribunal. The papers were

i;cc()nii)anied with copies of the complaint in the case, which related

to an easement affecting a house in San Juan, Porto Rico. The
documents were transmitted to the War Department at Washington
by the military authorities of the United States in Porto Rico '' for

the necessaiy diplonuitic action." The Attorney-Cxeneral, to whom
the matter was referred, advised that there was nothing in the

statutes of the United vStates or of the State of New York which

nivested either the Federal courts or State courts with jurisdiction

to make such an order as was desired.

(Jrijiss. At.-CU'ii.. May 7. 1!MK>. L':5 Op. 112.

A connnission was issued by a judge in Cuba to the Spanish consid

in New York to take testimonv to be used in a crimi-
Criminal cases. , ^- f • n- "^

i .i i .i
nal i)rosecutU)n tor swmdlnig, and the consul there-

ui)()n applied to the district court for a summons to compel the wit-

ness to aj)pear and testify. It was ruled that the court had no poAver

to issue the suunnons asked for, the only i)rovisions made by Congress

on the subject of enforcing the giving of testimony in judicial pro-

cee<lings jx'uding in a foreign country being those found in the acts

of -1 :March. l.Sr)5 (10 Stat.. 630). and of 3 March, 1803 (12 Stat., 769;
Rev. Stat.. 4071). neither of which acts applies to the case proposed.

.Matter of tlit> Sjiaiiish Consul. 1 Houcdict. 22.''>.

••.Vs the letters I'ogntory which accompany your note contemplate

tlie taking of testimony to be used in a criminal j)rosecution in Switzer-

land, it is i)i'()p(M- that I should call your attention to the fact that it

has Ix'en judicially decided that the
|
Federal

|
courts have only the

power to take testimony to be used in suits for the recovery of money
•r |)r()pei-ty as is |)r()vided in sec. 1 of the act of March 3. 1863, relat-

ing to letters rogatory."

Mr. r.ayanl. Sec of State, to Coioiiel Froy. Swiss iiiiii.. March 18. 188H,

-MS. .\otos to Switzerland. \. 1,S(».

To tlie same elToct, Mr. .V(1<h'. .\ct. See. of State, to Raron Fava. Ital.

anih.. tel.. Au«. 18. liKKl. MS. .Votes to Ital. Lep. IX. 407; and Mr.
rJreshani. Se<-. of State, to Dr. von Ilolleben, German amb., July 8,

1893, MS. Notes to Germany, XI. 243.
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'• I liave the honor to acknowledge your communication of June
26, transmitting to me a letter from the Secretary of State at Wash-
ington, enclosing a note from the minister of Germany and letters

rogatory issued by the royal Prussian district court at Konitz, for the

purpose of securing the testimony of Theresia Saydack, to be used in

the criminal prosecution of Michael Zimmel. Referring to this and
to your request that I should advise you upon the matters contained

therein, I beg to say: The Pennsylvania statute of April 8, 1833, (P.

L. 308—1 Purdon's Digest, page 725, sections 6, 7, 8 and 9), provides

that :—

" In all cases where letters rogatory shall be issued out of any court of any
one of the several States composing the Ignited States, or out of any court of

any Territory of the said United States, retiuesting any court of conunon pleas

in this Commonwealth, to afford its aid in the examination of any witness or

witnesses within the limits of the jurisdiction of such court of common pleas, it

shall be competent for such court of common pleas to issue siihpraias to such

witnesses as may be required by any party concerned, requiring their attendance

(>ither liefore such court of connnon pleas, or before a connnissioner or connnis-

sioners. to be by said court of common pleas named, at a certain hour and jjlace

1 herein designated, having regard to the distance of such witness or witnesses,

and under a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars.

" In case of the nonattendance of any such witness or witnesses, it shall and

may be lawful for such court of common pleas, on due proof of the service of the

subportia. to issue process of attachment against the defaulting witness or wit-

nesses, and thereupon the same proceedings shall be had as are used and allowed

in like eases in the courts of re(>ord in this Commonwealth.
"Any party injured by such nonattendance shall also be entitled to the same

remedies at law, against the pei'son subi)Opnaed. as are provided where a subpwua
is issued from a court of record of this Commonwealth, in a cause pending

therein.

" If ;iny person subptenaed under this act shall attend, but refuse to testify,

he or she shall be subject and liable to the same proceedings on the part of the

said courts of common i)leas, as if he or she had refused to testify in a cause

pending in any court of record of this Commonwealth.

'•* It has been held in our State (McKenzie's case, 2 Parsons, 227)

that the court will not inquire whether the letters rogatory are issued

according to law and the practice of the court from whence they

j)Ui-port to come, and that when letters rogatory are regularly issued,

the court will compel the witnesses to testify, and will not examine

into the relevancy of the testimony.
*' It has also l)een held in the courts of common pleas of this State,

in an opinion rendered by one of the most learned of its judges

(Kuehling et al. v. Lel)erman, 9 Phila. KiO), 'that there is a very

broad distinction between the execution of a commission and the pro-

curing of testimony by the instrumentality of letters rogatory, or

letters requisatory, as they are sometimes called. In the former case

the rules of procedure are established by the court issuing Ihe com-

mission, and are entirely under its control. In the latter, the methods
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of })r()cedmv must, from the nature of the ease, be altogether under the

control of the foreijrn tribunal which is appealed to for assistance in

the administration of justice. We can not execute our own laws in a

forei<rn country, nor can we prescribe conditions for the performance

of a rec[uest which is based entirely upon the comity of nations, and

which, if jrranted, is altogether ex gratia.'' 'We can not dictate the

inethods to be j)ursued 1)V the court Avhose assistance is invoked. The
rules and practice of the foreign court must be the law of procedure

in such cases."

" It seems, therefore, that the statute of 1883, to which reference has

been made, is extended to the case of letters rogatory from a foreign

tribunal, and that in such cases the courts of common pleas in Penn-

sylvania will receive them in civil cases and enforce them according

to their own prescribed methods of })rocedure and by their proper and

usual processes. It nowhere appears, however, that this statute con-

templated the taking of evidence in this way for criminal cases, nor

under the din^ction and by the process^ of our courts of quarter sessions

and oyer and terminer, organized for criminal jurisdiction. The tak-

ing of testimony by deposition for criminal cases is unknown to our

system of jurisj^rudence. and section !) of Article I. of the Declara-

tion of Rights in our Constitution provides that in all criminal prose-

cutions the accused hath the right to meet the witnesses face to face.

" I am, therefore, of the opinion that the courts of this Corpmon-

wealtli are not competent to receive these letters rogatory and to

enforce the testimony of this witness by deposition or answers to

interrogatories, to l)e used in the criminal cause. I therefore advise

you to return them to the honorable the Secretary of State, with this

opinion."'

Opinion of Mr. Ilonsol, Attornoy-CJonorai. to (Jovornor Pattison, of Penn-

sylvania. .June ;',o. 1S!);>. transmitted by (iovernor Pattison to the Sec-

retary of State of tile I'nited States. .July 1, 18!«, MS. Misc. Letters;

connnunicated by Mr. (Jresliani, Sec. of State, to Dr. Von lloUeben,

(iernian ainb.. .July S. ISO.'i, MS. Notes to (Jerinany. XL 243.

'• I have the honor to acknowledge the receii)t of your note of the

19th ultimo, enclosing letters rogatory of tiie examining judge of

Antwerp in the case of (leorge P>inm, charged with murder, for exe-

cution at New York City, Iltica, New York, and Hartford, Con-

ix'cticut.

" I have to say in reply that, the execution of letters rogatory is

not, excei)t in certain cases, regulated by act of Congress, and does

not come within the province of this I)e})artment. In many of the

States the subject is regulated by local statutes, by which it is pro-

vided that such letters are to be presented to the proper court through
the consul of the (lovernment making the request. In fact, in a case

in which the Departm,ent, deviating from its usual course, undertook
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to secure the execution of letters rogaton' by communicating them to

the governor of New York, in order that the}' might be presented to

the proper judicial authority, they were returned with the state-

ment that they would have to l:>e presented in accordance with the

provisions of the statute, and the Department was thus unable to

secure their execution."

Mr. Greshaui, See. of State, to Mr. Le Ghait, Belg. uiiii. Aug. 18, 1893,

MS. Notes to Belg. Leg. VI IL 1.

The laws of the State of New York re<iuire letters rogatory to be pre-

sented to the court by the consul of the Government making the

re<iuest for their execution. (^Ir. T'hl. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr.

Le Ghait, Belg. min. Feb. 17, 1894, MS. Notes to Belg. Leg. VIII. 28;

Mr. Olney, Sec of State, to Mr. Andrade, Venez. min. Dec. 0, 1895,

MS. Notes to Veuez. I. 543.)

September 18. 1889, ^Ix. Blaine. Secretary of State, addressed to

the di|)lomatic and consular officers of the United States an instruc-

tion, enclosing copies of the circular of March 25, 1887. and directed

them, while bearing in mind the fact that applications for the exe-

cution of letters rogatory in the United States were not made through

the diplomatic channel, to report upon the method or methods by

which such letters might be executed in the countries in which they

respectively resided.''

Kesi)onding to this instruction, Mr. (irant, minister to Austria-

Law in foreign Hungan'. Fel>ruary 10. 181)0, enclosed a copy of a

countries: Aus- note from M. Pasetti of January 17, 1890, with refer-

tria and Hun- ence to the i^ractice in Austria. '" The statement of
&"y- M. Pasetti was as follows

:

Aside from the rules governing the execution of judgments given by civil

courts of justice in foreign countries there are no laws in the kingdoms and
countries i-ei»resented in the Keichsrath bj' which aid can be secured on requi-

sition made by foreign countries.

Austrian courts of justice, nevertheless, invariably disimse of matters of this

kind i>y granting their intervention for the purpose of giving testimony and

other judicial proceetlings, on condition of reciprocity ; and in case the foreign

authorities especially desire it the formalities of taking testimony, as sanc-

tioned by the laws of the country in which the suit is pending, will be strictly

observed.

The laws referring to executions of judgments given by foreign courts will

be found in the following decrees: No. 10. of May 18. 1792: No. 452. of January

18. 1799: No. 711. of Keliruary 15, 18()5; No. 159, of June 24. 18(50. and finally

in paragraph 70 of the imperial patent No. 251. of Noveml»er 20. 1852.

The ministry of justice, not understanding from the contents of the alK)ve-

mentioned esteemed note that it was desire<l to learn the princii)les ajiplied to

this l)ranch of internati<mal law, has omitted to dwell at length on the pro-

visions in (juestion.

« II. Ex. Doc. 281, 51 Cong. 2 sess. 2.

& II. Ex. Doc. 281, 51 Cong. 2 sess. 5.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 8
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With the siiino dispatch Mr. Grant enclosed another note from M.
Pasetti of February 1, 1890, in relation to the practice in Hungary.

In this note M. Pasetti said:

Tlio qupstioii (if letters roRntory or comniission of a foreign court, including

those of the I'nited States, to take testimony in Hungary, is regulated by para-

gniphs r,l to (;:'. of Article LIV. of the law of 1868. and paragraphs 'S, ~), and 20

of Article LX. of tlie law of 1SS1.

The iiractical a]>pliance of the al)ove-nientioned paragraphs of Article LIX.

«^f isc.s. on requisitions coming from the courts of the United States, touching

the talking of testimony of exi»erts, as well as the taking of oaths, is not subject

to any special formality, and it suflices that a requisition is made, through the

diplomatic channel, accomjianied by a Hungarian translation.

According to Article LX. of the law of ISSl, touching e.xecution. such requisi-

tions on the i)art of United States courts can not ho executed in Hungary
because no recii)rocity exists Ijetween the two countries.

The sections of tlie Hungarian law referred to by M. Pasetti were

as follows:

Section C>1. of Article LIV.. of the law of 1808 :
" Official letters rogator.y which

arc to l»c executed (iutside of the country, in other countries and provinces of

His .Majesty, or in otlicr foreign states with which reciprocity exists, are ad-

dressed directly to tiic i»nipcr court, or to the authorities and organs designated

in tlic treat.v. In default of such recii»rocit.v, application is made indirectly to

the courts of f(»rcign stati's through tlic Royal Hungarian Ministry of Justice."

Se<-tion (JS. of Article LIV.. of the law of 1S()8: " Hungarian courts must act in

accordance with these princii)les. when api>lication is n)ade to them b,v a for-

eign court to execute letters rogatory. 1'he ])rocedure, however, is also con-

ducted when foreign(>rs or foreign courts are concerned, according to the pro-

visions of the present regulations concerning judicial jiractice."

Section (V.\. of .\rticlc LIV.. of the law of 18()8: "Evidence of the existence of

leciin-ocity with ;\ foreign stat(> nnist be furnished, in case of doubt, by the

party in wlios(> interest the ai>plication is made. Witli regard to His Majesty's

<rtiier countries and provinces, such evidence is not necessary.

Section :>. of Article LX.. of the law of 1881 : "When execution is ordered in

couqiliancc witli tlie reiinisitions of foreign courts, or on the ground of their

('xecutal)le jiulilic documents [ records? | having a clause of execution, the exist-

ing treaties ;ire to be taken as the jirincipal guide."

If there is no treaty, the order for execution is to be issued only in case of

n'ciprocity. to be granted by the country of the court making the request [sec-

tion <;;', of Article LIV. of tlie law of 18r>81 and then only in the following in-

stances:

( f/ ) When a judicial decision that has acquiiVNl force of law. or an arrange-

ment mad*' Itcfore the court by which the case i.'' to be tried, is taken as the

liasis of tlie execution.

Ih) When the sniiiiiionses have been delivered jicrsonally, in the country in

which the scliiitiiig court is situated, to the Hungarian witnesses whose deposi-

tions arc wanted. :iii<l wlio have failed to ajipear. or when the said summonses
have

I
been | served ujion such witnesses in due form, in pursuance of a requisition

by a Hungari.in <-ourt.

(c) When in accord.iiic<> with the jtrovisions of this law, which define the

competence of the court, any court of the state in whose territory the decision

to be executed was pronounced, or the arrangement to be executed was con-

cltidcil. was com))etcnt : and. finally.
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{(I) When the thing to be secured by the execution does not conflict with any
Hungarian law.

In these cases that court wliich, according to section 18. is competent to grant
tlie recjuests containetl in letters rogatory shall decide concerning the ordering

of the execution.

When application is made to several courts for the execution of letters roga-

tory, the court first named in the reciuisition decides concerning the ordering of

the execution, and when api)lication is made to district courts only the district

court first named so decides and notifies the other competent courts of its

decision.

Requisitions addressed to incompetent courts are to be transmitted to those

which are competent.

Section 5 of Article LX. of the law of 1881 :
" In questions concerning the per-

sonal status of a Hungarian subject, decisions of foreign courts against a Hun-
garian subject can not be executed in Hungary."

Section 20 of Article LX. of the law of 1881 :
" The court instructed to execute

letters rogatory is obliged to do so ex officio only when, in the order directing

that the execution take place, the execution is declared to be executable ex

officio; [audi provided that the applicant for the execution, or his attorney, has

not given notice in writing to such coiu't of his withdrawal of his appllcatiou,

or of the suspension of the execution I)efore it has taken place. In the cases in

sections .'J and 4 the execution is to take place ct officio unless the contrary is

clearly stated in the re<iuisition or in the application."

If the execution is not to take place on the spot, the executing court may re-

quire payment of the costs in advance. When such requirement is made, due

notice thereof shall be given.

A report on the law in Belgium was made b}^ Mr, Terrell, United

States minister at Brussels. October 17, 1889. His
e gium.

report was as follows : "

" Commissions of this character are brought to the attention of the

Belgian Government through the diplomatic channel, and their exe-

cution is regulated entirely under the authority of the minister of

justice by virtue of article 139 of the law of June 18, 18G9. It seems

under the Belgian law that the diplomatic channel should be used as

constituting a sufficient guaranty of the authenticity of the docu-

ments relating to the matter. (See circular letter of the minister of

justice, November 20, 1878.) In most of the extradition treaties be-

tween Belgium and foreign countries there is a clause* especially pro-

viding that commissions rogatory, deemed neces.sary in the penal

proceeding, shall be sent through the diplomatic channel.
" Under the general law of March 15, 1874, regulating extradition,

it is expressly provided that commissions rogatory, issued by compe-

tent foreign authority, leading to domiciliary visits or the seizure of

the substance of the offense or of matters of circumstantial evidence,

can be executed only when they bear upon such offenses as are enum-

erated under that law.

a II. lOx. I>oc. 281, 51 Cong. 2 ses.s. 7.
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•• 111 praotico the oxooution of letters rogatory is in charge of the

pul)li(' prosecutor, acting under the minister of justice, as well in civil

as in repressive matters.

" The expenses connected with the execution of rogatory commis-

sions in re])ressive matters are borne by the Treasurv: in civil and

connnercial matters reimbursement is claimed from the foreign gov-

ernment within the limits fixed by a circular of the minister of justice

issued May 14, ISSS.

•• In this circular it is provided that acts performed on demand of

the public prosecutor, and having for an object the execution of com-

missions rogatory emanating from a foreign tribunal, can be written

on unstamped pajK^r. registered free, and are moreover to be exempt

from all rights of the clerk's record office.

•' The circular above referred to further traces for the Belgian

magistrates the course to be pursued in such matters as follows:

" 'The public prosecutor will demand directly of the several juris-

dictions, civil and commercial, the execution of rogatory commissions,

which are addressed to them through the intermediary of the Depart-

ment of Justice, without one being ol)liged hereafter to have recourse

to the agency of attorneys or barristers, unless these have been spe-

cially designated by the parties to the cause. The witnesses to be

heard will be cited upon simple invitation either of the jirosecutor or

of the judge delegated, and it is only in case they refuse to appear

voluntarily that they will be summoned through a sheriiT.
•'

' The sole expense that can be reclaimed will be the cost of trans-

lating the rogatory commission, the cost of experts and interpreters,

and such expenses as result from citations made through the sheriff

and from the fees allowed witnesses.'

" I In^g to say further that Belgian tribunals are not allowed to

execute commissions rogatory, issued by foreign authority, relating

to political facts. Most of the extradition treaties made between

Belgium and foreign countries contain a ])rovision to this effect.

There are also some special features in some of these treaties, regu-

lating minor details in the execution of letters rogatory, to which I

do not deem a more particidar refeivnce necessary.
'• AVhat I have given in this report is the general Belgian law

applical)le where no treaty has made special provisions.''

A report on the law of Brazil was made by Mr. Adams, United

States minister, November ir>. 1881)." He enclosed a

note of the Brazilian ministry of foreign affairs of

\oveml>er 0, 1880. which was accomj^anied with a circular dated

XovemlK'r 14, 18(»."). A\'ith reference to this circular, the ministry of

nil. Ex. I>oc. 2S1. "(1 Coup. 2 s€»ss. S. !^«>o. as to letters rogatory from a

rnito<] Stat«>s court to a Tirnziliaii court. Mr. Cadwalador, Assist. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Partridge, iniii. to Brazil. Aug. i:3. l-ST.'). MS. Inst. Brazil. XVH. IS.
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foreign affairs said :
'' Rogaton' letters should be presented in a dip-

lomatic way through this ministry, where the party interested must

pa}^ the stamp and fees for issuing the papers and for the considar

firm, otherwise naming a power of attorney to some one to prepare

the necessary papers and pay also judicial costs of the court where

the residence of the person called to testify or sued may be or wliere

the cause requested is to be judged."

The circular of Xovember 14. 1805, which was issued by the min-

istry of justice, directed to the presidents of the various provinces,

was as follows

:

Rogatory IrtterK.

Ministry of .Justice,

Rio (Ir Janeiro, November 1.'/, 1865.

[Circular.]

Sib : BHa Majesty the Emperor, in view of tlie necessity of facilitating inter-

national relations as well as attending to the principles and usages observed

by the greater part of enlightened nations in reference to the rogatory letters

or commissions issued by foreign courts, is pleased, without in any way abol-

ishing the principles and clauses of the aviso of October 1, 1847. to declare it

as follows

:

First. That the provisions of the above said aviso from equality of reasons

are applicable to all nations.

Second. That the civil proceedings which, according to the aviso of April 29,

1849. the authorities of the Empire may obey independently of the placet of this

ministry are not only the summons and judicial intiuiries expressly mentioned

in the above said aviso of October 1. 1847. but also, and for the same reason,

the inspections and examinations of books, valuations, interrogatories, oaths,

exhibition of documents and books, the copying, the verifying or delivery of

documents, and all other proceedings that are important for the decision of

suits at law.

Jose Thomaz Xabuco de Akaujo.

To the President of the Province of .

Aviso to uhich the i)rece<linff circular refers.

No. 95. Justice. Aviso of 20th April. 1849.

To the president of the Province of Pernambuco. on sending him a rogatory

letter, issued at Lisbon, to l^e executed by the judge of orjjhans in accord-

ance with the aviso of October 1, 1847, sent to the chief judge of the supreme

court at Rio de Janeiro.

Ministry of Justice.

Rio de .Janeiro. April 20. 18J,9.

Sir : His Majesty the Emperor orders me to send you the inclosed rogatory

letter, issued at Lisbon, in favor of Anna Joaquina de INIiranda e Brito. in

order that you may give the necessary orders to the judge of orphans of that

capital to have it executed in accordance with the aviso of October 1. 1847,

which was sent to the chief justice of the supreme court of this city, a coi)y

of which is herewith inclosed : it is likewise undei-stood that y<m will hereafter

see that the authorities of that province obey rogatory letters referred to in

the above said aviso independently of the placet of this ministry.

EUZEBIO DE QUEIBOZ CONTIMIO M. CaMARA.
To the President of the Province of Pernambuco.
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Aviso to irhicli tlic itrrccdiii;/ refers.

MiNisTBY OF Justice,

Rio (Ic Janeiro, October 1, 1847.

It Laving !)een deflared. in tlio report of the minister of foreign affairs pre-

sented to the general legislative assembly at last year's session, that "not hav-

ing heen carried out in I'ortugal tlu' dii»lomatic agreement eoncluded in this city

on the ISth of March. 1.S41, between this (Jovernment and that of His Most

Faithful Majesty, relative to simi»l«' precatory or rogatory letters, issued by the

judicial jiuthorities of the two countries, that agreement should he considered

as nonexistent." and it appearing, in view of this, that our judicial authorities

were not obliged to obey such letters, not even for the purpose of simple sum-

nH)ns in regard to civil suits, on the sui)i)osition that those is.sued in this

Kmi)ire were not executed in that Kingdom ; the minister of the above said

de|>artment has informed me that such a supposition is not true, since it ap-

pears from ofhcial advices that the (Jovernment of His Most Faithful Majesty

had not agretnl to that part t»f the convention which made the execution of

such i)recatory letters depend on a placet of the two contracting Governments,

]>ut tliat the authorities should obey them and execute the summons requested,

these letters l)eing presented to them tlirecUy.

As. howevei". it is necessary to regulate this affair so that neither our judges

may deny the observance of simi»le letters calling for summons in civil ques-

tions, nor obey any not conformabl(> to the principles adopted in the above said

convention. His Majesty, the Emperor, has ordered me to declare to you. for

your knowledge and guidance, and that it may be made known wherever nec-

essary, that :ill rogatory letters, for the purpose of sunnuons or investigations,

issuiHl by foreign judiciary authorities, must be observed, if they contain the

foll«)wing requisites:

First. They must be sinqily jirecatory or rogatory, issued by judiciary authori-

ties for the puri>ose of simi»ie sunnuons or examining of witnesses; all executory

letters, whether they in<lude final sentence or not, will be refused.

Second. All such letters will be framed in civil and deprecative terms, not in

the form or with the expression of an impt-rative order, being only excepted
letters of sunnuons in I'egard to criminal acts or objects.

Third. All such rogatory letters must be properly legalized by the Brazilian

consuls of each respective country in the form and manner prescribed in such
cases.

Fourth. Persons interested will be allowed to embargo or bring legal stay to

the i»roc«>edings in all cas«'s of precatory or rogatory letters, if founded in law
and e(|uily. and such st.iy of proceedings will be received .-md follow the usual
legal process and will be Hn.-illy admitted to sentence as justice may demand.

NicoLAo I'kkeira UK Campos Vkrjueiro.
To Sr. .Mam Ki, hi.NAcio Cavai.canti dk Lackkda.

Mr. K<ran. riiiled States minister at Santia<>:o, February 12, 1890,

transmitted a copy of a letter of the 4tli of that

month from the minister of foreign affairs, conveying
a note from the minister of justice. It appears that the minister of
justice had hiid the subject before tlie supreme court of justice, which
made the folh)\ving report :"

H. Ex. Doc. liSl, .")1 Cong, li sess. 10.
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"This court has taken cognizance of the note of Mr. Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States,

transcribed to your honor by Mr. Minister of Foreign Affairs and

which your honor has communicated by your note dated on the l(>th

December last. Mr. Minister Plenipotentiary incloses to his note a

circular relating to letters rogatory for taking evidence to persons

residing in the United States, in lawsuits pending before foreign

courts of justice, and calls attention to the reformed statutes regard-

ing letters requisitorial. The honorable minister above referred to

wishes also to know what kind of procedure is observed in Chili

regarding letters rogatory. The high court has ordered the above-

mentioned circular to be communicated to all the other courts in

order that they may bear it in mind when addressing to judicial

authorities in the United States.

"As regards to the dispatching of letters requisitorial. addressed by

judicial authorities of other countries to authorities of the same rank

of this Republic, procedure thereof is submitted to the rules contained

in supreme decree of May 5, 1873, published in the bulletin of the

said year. Every letter rogatory sent by a foreign court and put

before the department of foreign affairs is addressed by this depart-

ment to the supreme court, and this corporation sends it to the corre-

sponding judge in order that it may be duly executed by him. This

officer acts of his own authority, if the j^roceeding asked for relates

to a criminal affair. If it refers to a civil one, the person to whom
the interested party has entrusted this commission must take charge

of seeing that the affair is carried through, paying the corresponding

fees to the court officers who may act therein and in the criminal suits

between two or more parties. In criminal suits the judge must

examine the witnesses personally and in the civil suits he can delegate

this commission, except in cases when the interested party may ask

the judge to take personally the evidence of witnesses.

" Witnesses can be compelled to render their evidence under the

penalty of a fine or an imprisonment should they refuse to give the

said evidence. Witnesses are entitled to demand from parties calling

them before the court the travelling or transportation expenses they

may incur, including those necessary' to get back tc* their own home.

All of which this high court has the honor to connnunicate to your

honor in answer to your note of 16th December last."

Mr. Denby, minister to China, on November G, 1889, made the

following report :

"

" I have to state that no method for this purpose is

provided for in Chinese law. The performance of notarial duties is

confided to the consuls bv divers sections in the consular reorulations

a H. Ex. Doc. 281, 51 Cong. 2 sess. 11.
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of 1888, c'oinnK'ii(i!i<r with sortion 4V,l Section 451 provides that the

consul. wIh'h calkMl on by a State or Territorial tribunal, ma}^ execute

s' commission for takinj; testimony.

"Section IT.')!) ( Kev. S. U. S.. '2d Ed.. 1878) confers power on all

secretaries of lepition and consular officers to do all acts that notaries

pul>lic may oidinarily do. As the United States exercises extrater-

ritorial jurisdiction in China it would seem that no decree from the

Imj)erial (iovernment is necessary, having especial relation to letters

rogatory. The means i)rovided by our own (iovernment are ample

to acc()mi)lish all useful purposes in the way of taking proof
••

It may Ix' said also that under the law proof is often taken in

China."

A report in regard to the law in Colombia, by Mr. Abbott. United

States minister. November :¥), 1880,° was as follows:
om la. i.

J j^^^^ leave to say that there is no rule or practice

in Columbia as to the execution of letters rogatory proceeding from

jurisdictions. The foreign office, however, undertakes to execute

all such letters rogatory, coming through the diplomatic channel, by

passing them to the proper judicial authority of the district in which

the witness may reside. Such letters should, therefore, be directed in

general terms to 'The judicial authority, authorized to execute letters

rogatory, in that district of the Kejjublic of Colombia in which is

situated the city (or town) of (place of residence of the witness).' or

in similar terms.

"They should then l)e forwarded through the diplomatic channel.

The signature of the authorities taking the testimony would be certi-

fied to in the usual form before the de|)ositi()ns are returned to the

United States.

" Foreign letters rogatory are ])ractically. and jierhai)s entir.ely,

unknown in Colombia. Hut by follo\\ing the above directions it is

Ixdieved that their execution can l)e secured without sei'ious diflicidty."

Mr. Carr. ministei- at Co|)enhageu. made, on December '2'd, 1889,

the following report :
''

" I transmitted a c()|)v of the circular of March 25.

1887. to the Koyal Danish minister foi- foreign affairs, and recpiested

l)im in turn to give me similar information upon the same subject.

viz, concerning the taking of testimony of |)e!-sons residing in Den-
mark, to be used in law cases in other countries.

"To this his excellency the minister rejjlies in substance, as fol-

lows :

"'After having corresponded with my colleague, the minister of

justice, upon the matter. I ha\(> the honor to give you the following

statement

:

a 11. Ex. I >«)<•. liSl. .">! Coiisi. 2 soss. 12.

b Id. \:\.
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'"•' The requisition from a foreign country for examination of wit-

nesses residing in Denmark should be transmitted through the diplo-

matic channel. It must contain the necessary information concern-

ing the law case; the names of the parties, the names and place of

residence of the witnesses to be examined, and finally, the interroga-

tories to be propounded. Thereupon the Danish Government will

take charge of the examination of the witnesses and transmit the evi-

dence in due form, requiring at the same time that the amount of the

expense of the proceeding, viz, the fees of the attorneys and the costs

of court, etc., shall be advanced.'
" It will be observed in the above that the minister limits his in-

formation to testimony taken through the diplonuitic channel. In

addition to this information I have also the opinion of Mr. Otto

Liebe, a reliable, painsaking, and conscientious Danish lawyer, whom
I consulted in relation to the matter.

" Mr. Liebe says

:

" ' Some days ago you were pleased to put the following question

to me, viz, " If, according to the laws of this country, foreigners

should be (are) obliged to go through the diplomatic channel in

order to obtain the testimony of persons residing here for use in suits

pending in the courts of foreign countries."

" ' In reply I have to say, a Danish lawyer is able to take up evi-

dence, especially to examine witnesses, before every court of this

country on demand of the person interested in that evidence or of

his commissioner (client) abroad, and the court can not prohibit

(deny) such production of evidence or examination of witnesses, nor

require an official- demand from our executive Government simply

because the evidence may be material for a lawsuit pending in a

foreign country and in a foreign court.

" * But when the evidence must be taken for a foreign law case,

the other party in that law case must be duly notified to appear at the

examination, and, save in some special kinds of cases, particularly in

those concerning connnerce and navigation, and save in cases of com-

promise between the parties about a shorter notice, there must be

given the notice of a whole year to the other party residing abroad.

This law rule can only be put aside when the ministry of justice is

willing to nominate a curator (tutor hi litem) for the defendant

(other party), as then the notice shall be fixed at the residence, not

of the party himself, but of his curator, who is always a laAvyer resid-

ing in the district of the court where the evidence is to be taken.

Such a curator is only nominated on demand, and the nomination

can never Ix; claimed as a right, but I am quite sure that the ministry

always would be willing to admit a demand for that purpose when it

comes from a respectable and reliable lawyer on behalf of the plain-

tiff (his client), who guarantees the costs and fees of the curator the
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siiiiie as if put on in llie diplomatic way. In my opinion there is no

advantage at all connected with the diplomatic way; that is, of

course, much slower.'

" It is perhaps proper for me to add, after giving you the sub-

stance of the notes referred to above, that in cases pending in our

American courts it is customary to take the testimony of witnesses

residing in Dennuirk before the United States consul here, which, as

the country is limited in extent, can be done without great expense,

even though the witnesses are obliged to come to Copenhagen from

the country."'

Mr. Vignaud, charge at Paris, reported, December 11, 18^9, as

follows

:

'• Formerl}^ the French courts of justice accepted

letters rogatory issued by American courts only when they came

through the diplomatic channel. During Mr. Washburne's and Gen-

eral Xoyes's mission i)apers of this kind, which had been sent directly

to French courts, were returned to this legation with the intimation

that they should be forwarded through the foreign office. When
they were thus transmitted they were executed without charge, but

only after a very long delay, and sometimes after the matter had

been recalled to the attention of the minister for foreign affairs.

•• In February, 1888, the minister for foreign affairs, replying to a

connnunication from this legation with reference to letters of this

kind, inquired whether our Government would be in position to have

papers of the same character issued by a French court of justice

executed by American courts. The answer was that letters rogatory

issued in France were assured to l)e executed in our courts under the

])r<)visi()ns of the statutes of the United States as explained in the

Depaitmcnt circular of March 25, 1887, copies of which were fur-

nished to the foreign office. It does not ai)pear, however, that this

information facilitated matters any. for, if T am correctly informed,

the French (iovermnent avoids ap|)lying directly to American courts

on account of the heavy charges which this mode of j)roceeding

involves.

".Vt ])resent when letters rogatory are sent directly to a French

magistrate he I'efers them to tiie minister of justice, who in turn sends

them to the foi'eign oHice. where they may renuiin for weeks and
months without receiving any attention. SometimcN they are re-

tui-necj to the United States through the French minister at Wasiiing-

ton. In other instances the legation is asked whetiier the United

States (lovei-nment is willing to assume tiie payment of the fees and

legal expenses of the cas<'. The answer necessarily is that the United

States (iovermnent can assume no siu/h responsibility, but when the

legation is enal)led to add that a French solicitor (avoue), whose

name and addres- are given, is prepared to take charge of the case, to
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conduct the legal proceedings, <ind pay all fees, the French foreign

office usually requests the minister of justice to allow the execution of

the commission, and to my knowledge he has never refused to do so.

" The only practical and speedy way of securing in France the

execution of letters rogatory issued by an American court of justice

is, therefore, to place them in charge of a French or American lawyer

practicing in France who will select a solicitor (avoue) attached to

the court which is to execute the commission, and charge him with

conducting the legal proceedings and j^aying the expenses. This

avoue will always be able, with the assistance of the legation, if

required, to obtain from the minister of justice the necessary authori-

zation.

" This subject has been referred to in Mr. McLane's dispatch No.

549 of February 14, 1888, and in Mr. Reid's No. 55 of August 26."

On December 12, 1889, Mr. Vignaud added a copy of a note from

the minister of foreign affairs, in relation to a rogatory commission

which had been sent from a court at New York directly to the

vice-president of the tribunal of the Seine. The minister of foreign

affairs stated that the commission had been forwarded to him by the

keeper of the seals, who pointed out that as the United States (irovern-

ment did not undertake to secure the execution of letters rogatory

issued by the French tribunals, the French (xovernment could not

undertake to secure the execution of American commissions in France,

and he requested the legation to inform the interested parties that

they nuist apply to the tribunal of the Seine through the intermedia-

tion of a lawyer (avoue)."

A report on the law of Germany was made by Mr. Phelps, United

States minister at Berlin, July 29, 1890. He stated

that letters rogatory had from time to time been sent

to the legation by persons in the United States with the request that

(he legation have them executed through the foreign office. AVith

these requests the legation had complied, meeting with ready cooper-

ation. In some instances, however, the legation had found difficulty

in obtaining reimbursement for expenses, although the amounts w^ere

small, never having exceeded in any case the sum of $15. With his

dispatch Mr. Phelps enclosed a note of Baron Holstein, of the

imperial foreign office, which conveyed the following information

:

'* The practice to be observed in Germany in disposing of applica-

tions by foreign authorities for the taking of testimony in actions

pending in foreign lands, has not as yet been regulated by imperial

legislation. In the majority of the extradition treaties concluded by

the Empire with foreign states it is provided that, when in a penal

o H. Ex. Doc. L'Sl, ,~)1 Cong. 2 sess. l."^). 16. See, also. Mr. Frelingliuysen, See.

of State, to Mr. Morton, miii. to Frauce, Dec. 19, 1884, MS. Inst. France, XXI.
149.
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proceeding: on acroiint of non})olitical acts one of the treaty powers

considers it necessary that the testimony of witnesses be taken or

that any other pr(K'eedin<r of an investigatory character be had within

the territory of the other party, an ai)plication to that end shall be

made throu<rli a diplomatic channel, which shall, with the reservation

t>f certain exceptions, l)e fulHUed in accordance with the laws of the

land where the testimony of the witness is to be taken or the proceed-

in<r had. Fuither ruU's concerning the manner in which such applica-

tions are to be disposed of are not contained in the treaties referred to.

•• In geiu'ral. however, the (ierman authorities will gladly respond

to the api)licati()ns of foreign authorities for the taking of proof to

be used in civil and i)emil actions pending in foreign countries in

ac<-ordance with the principles which obtain in (iermany, in so far as

the ai)plication is made through the diplomatic channel, and reci-

procity appears to be assured. It is, therefore, to be recommended that

when the courts of the Tnited States of America desire to cause the

takit'g, for actions jiending there, of judicial proceedings in (iermany,

an application to that end be addressed by the ai)propriate American

to the approjjriate (Ierman court, and that this aj^plication be con-

veyed to this ollice (the foreign office) throiigh the diplomatic channel,

with the re(|uest that it l)e complied with.

•• Vs (iernum courts, in disposing of such applications, do not act

by \irtue of the instruction of the foreign courts, but by virtue of the

judicial authority of their own country, it would appear that the end

in view would l)e best answered, if for the application to be addressed

to (Iermany, not the form of an instruction (commission), but that of

the document of application (letter rogatory), should be chosen. In

the case of the particular (ierman court whose action is needed not

being known in America witli certainty, the more exact designation

of the same could be omitted. In the event of it being thus desig-

nated, it will, neveitheless, be advisable to add to the address the

words * or to the other a|)pro|)riate authority,' in ordei- that when the

la<'k of juristliction of the court first applied to subsecjuently appears,

the aj)plicati(»n may. without the necessity of any intermediate j)ro-

ceedings. Ih' at once conveyed to the other a])|)ropriate authority."*"

In 1n74 a suit wa> juMiding in the district court of tlu' United States

for the southern disti'ict of New ^'orU against a (leruum firm having

a branch in New ^'oi'k City, to recover penalties for alleged underval-

uation in the iiu|)ortation (»f goods. As both j)arties desired to ol)tain

the testimony of jx-rsons at various place> in Kurope. the court, on

motion of the attorney, made, in conformity with the ju-actice long pre-

vailing in the di>trict. and order doignating the I'nited States con-

suls at the specified jjlaces as connnissioners to take the desired testi-

H. Kx. Doc. 2S1, r.l Cong. -2 sess. It;. 17, IS.
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mony. The order authorized, but did not require, the consuls so to act,

and in performing such functions it was understood that they acted as

commissioners and not as consuls, their compensation being paid by the

litigants, and that they had no power to compel the attendance of

witnesses, except with the cooperation of the local authorities, which

was sometimes granted and sometimes withheld."

Among the consuls designated to act in the present instance, four

were in Germany. The German Government objected to their exe-

cuting the commissions,, on the ground that the taking of the sworn

testimony of (lerman subjects in the cities of the Empire was not

one of the functions of consuls, and could not be derived from Arti-

cle IX. of the consular convention betAveen the two countries,^

The United States replied that it was not claimed that a United

States consul, as such, had, by treaty or convention, the right to take

such testimony ; that the consul's services in such matters were purely

ministerial and entirely voluntary; that the Government was not a

party to the proceeding, except so far as it might have, as in the pres-

ent instance, an interest in the action ; and that it was hoped that the

Gernum Government would, with these explanations, withdraw its

objections and consider it an act of comity to facilitate the taking

of the testimony.*'

The German Government answered that, Avhile the competency of

the courts in the United States to appoint commissioners to take testi-

mony was not doubted, yet, if the testimony was to be taken in a for-

eign country, it could, according to international law, be taken, in

the absence of a treaty on the subject, only under the limitations and

forms prescribed by the laws there in force ; that the objection of the

German (jrovernment " Avas not so much to the taking of testimony

under oath by American consuls in their official capacity " as to ''" the

taking of testimony by American commissioners Avithin the limits of

the German Empire, ... it being incompatible with the legal sys-

tem of this country ;
" that the German courts, however, recognized

the duty, under the sanction of (xerman law, of assisting the courts of

other countries to do justice, and therefore nuide it a practice to com-

ply, without treaty obligation, with the requests of foreign courts to

obtain testimony, such demands being known in Germany as '* requi-

sitions," Avhich were analogous to "letters rogatory '' in England and

the United States; and that in such proceedings the parties to the liti-

« For. Hel. 1874. 4.58.

6 Mr. Voii Hiilow. sec. of state for for. aff.. to Mr. Bancroft. Am. iiiin., .Tune

L'4, 1874, For. Kel. 1874, 44G.

c Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr." N. Fish, charge at Berlin, Aug. 18. 1874. For.

Rel. 1874, 4.50. See, also, Mr. Davis, min. to Germany, to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State,

Oct. ;«), 1874, For. Rel. 1874, 4(>0 ; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Davis, min. to

Germany, Nov. 14, 1874, id. 401.
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cTiition wore at lihorty through lluMi- attorneys to exercise a proper

iiilliionce by piittiii*; (|iiostioiis tlir()ii<rh the judges."

Mr. liincoln. United States minister at London, made, November 1,

ISSJ). the f()lh)\ving rei)ort :''

Great Britain.
.. ^yith further reference to your circular instruc-

tion, dated Se|)t(MHb('r IS. ISSl). directing a report as to the method

in wlvich h'ttcrs rogatory may be executed in this country, I have now

tiie honor to re|)ort to you that a method of obtaining the testimony

of i\ witness within Hritish dominions to be used in a suit relating to

a civil matter |)(>nding in a tribunal of a foreign country is given by

(!ie act of Parliament, ID and 20 A^'ict., c. 118, of which copies are

inclosed. Hy a later enactment there was given to this act the title

Foreign ti-ibunals evidence act, 1856,' for purposes of citation,

" The great changes made in 1873 in the constitution of Her
Majesty's superioi' courts for England and Ireland require that the

lii'st pai't of the sixth section of the act. viz, * Her Afajesty's superior

courts of common law at Westminister and in Dublin respectively,'

should now be read ' Her Majesty's high court of justice, England (or

Ireland). Queen's bench division.'

" rnd(>r this act letters logatory are not required and no i)articular

court or judge or connnissioner to take the testimony need be named
in the conuuission of the foreign court. It is not even clear that a

conunission from (he foreign court is necessary if the ai)plication to

the F)ritish court is sup])<)rted by the diplomatic or consular cer-

tificate |)i-ovi(led for in the second section of the act. I understand,

howevei-. (hat for such an application originating in the United

Si;i(e>. in which l)oth in the Federal and State jurisdictions the forms

of legal procedure are essentially like those of the British dominions,

it would be advisable tha( (he com-t desiring the testimony of a wit-

ness oi- witnesses should issue a conunission for taking it directed

genei-ally. >uch conunission to lune attached a certificate under the

>eal of the court, stating that the testimony desired to be taken imder

the commi^ion is in relation to a civil or comfnercial matter ])ending

Itefore the court, and that it is a court of comj^etent jurisdiction in

(he premises.

•• In ca>e> where the diplomatic f)r consular certificate above men-

tioned might be ;idd«'d without undue tr()ul)le. it would be advisable

to |irocure it: but probaidy all British courts and judges empowered
under the a<-t woidd proceed u|)on the certificate of the court alone.

" .Mr. \oii r.iilow. sn-. of si.Uc for for. nff.. tu .Mr. S(lil(>zer. niin. to I'iiito<l

Stjit.>s. (».t. I'J. ISTt. For. IJfl. 1ST4. »•••".. S<'«'. .ilso. Mr. I'isli. Sec. of State, to

Mr. Schl<lx.cr. <;<>nii:iii miii.. !».•<•. ;». isTJ. For. Kel. IsT.'t. I. r.T:'. : Mr. Fi.'sh. Sec. of

St;ite. to Mr. I>;i\is, min. to ( hm'iii.iii.v . April 7. lS7r», :iii<l .June .S. 1875. For. Rel.

187."!. I. .".•{7. r.t',J.

«- II. i:.\. l>o<-. I'.Sl. .-,1 Colli:. •-' sfss. l'.»-L'(».
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" In view of the similarity between American and British modes
of procedure, it is perhaps unnecessary to add that, for the purpose of

presenting the application to a British court and conducting the sub-

sequent proceedings, it would ))e necessary in every case to employ a

local attorney or solicitor.

''After inquiry in several quarters, I am led to believe that the rules

and orders contenii)lated by the last section of the ' Foreign tribunals

evidence act, 1850,' have never been framed: but if they do in fact

exist, they would, it is thought, be of no interest in this report, as they

would, with hardly a doubt, merely regulate the practice upon an
application made upon papers conforming to the act."

Anno Deciiiio Wotw tC- Vicrsiimo Victoruf Reyina:.

CAP. CXI 1 1.

An Act to provide for taking Evidence in Her Majesty's Dominions in relation to Civil and
Commercial Matters pending before Foreign Tribunals. [29th Juli) 18.56.]

Whereas it is expedient that Facilities be afforded for taking Evidence in Her
Majesty's Dominions in relation to Civil and Commercial Matters jjending before

Foreign Tribunals: Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Maje.sty. by

and with tlie Advice and Consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and
Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the Authority of the

same, as follows

:

I. Where. ui)on an Application for this Purpose, it is made to appear to any
Court or .Judge having Authority under this Act that any Court or Tribtinal

of competent .Jurisdiction in a Foreign Country, before which any Civil or Com-
mercial Matter is pending, is desirous of obtaining the Testimony in relation to

such Matter of any Witness or Witnesses within the Jurisdiction of such first-

mentioned Court, or of the Court to which such .Judge belongs, or of such .Judge,

it shall be lawful for such Court or Judge to order the Examination upon Oath,

upon Interrogatories or otherwise, before any I^erson or Persons named in sueb

Order, of such Witness or Witnesses accordingly ; and it shall be lawful for the

said Court or Judge, by the same Order, or for such Coiu't or .Judge or any

other Judge having Authority under this Act, by any sub.sequent Order, to com-

jnand the Attendance of any Person to be named in such Order, for the Purpo.se

of being examined, or the Production of any Writings or other Docimients to be

mentioned in such Order, and to give all such Directions as to Time, Place, and

Manner of such lOxamination. and all other Matters connected therewith, as

iiiay appear reasonable and just ; and any such Order may be enforced in like

Manner as an Order made l)y such Court or .Judge in a Cause depending in such

Court or before such Judge.

II. A Certificate luider the Pland of the Ambassador, Minister, or other Diplo-

matic Agent of any Foreign Power, received as such by Her Majesty, or in case

there be no such Dii)lomatic Agent, then of the Consul General or Consul of any

such Foreign Power at London, received and admitted as such by Her Majesty,

that any Matter in relation to which an Application is made under this Act is a

Civil or Conuiiercial Matter pending I)efore a Court or Tribunal in the Country

of which he is the Diplomatic .Vgent or Consul having Jurisdiction in the Matter

so pending, and that such Court or Tribunal is desirous of obtaining the Testi-

mony of the Witness or Witnesses to whom the Application relates, shall be
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Evidence of the Matters so certitied: Imt wliere no such Certificate is produced

other Evidence to tliat Effect shall be admissible.

in. It shall be lawfid for every Person authorized to take the Examination of

Witnesses by any Order made in pursuance of this Act to take nil such Exami-

nations upon the Oath of tiie Witnesses, or Affirmation in Cases where Affinna-

tion is allowed by Law instead of Oath, to be administeretl by the Person so

authorized; and if u|>on such Oath or Affirmation any Person making tlie same

wilfully and corruptly give any false Evidence, every Person so offending shall

be deemed and taken to l)e guilty of IN'rjury.

IV. Provided always. That every Person wliose Attendance shall be so re-

tpured shall be entitled to the like Conduct Money and Payment for Expenses

and Loss of Time as up<u» Attendance at a Trial.

V. Provided also, That every Person exanuned under any Order nuide luider

this Act shall have the like Itight to refuse to answer Questions tending to

criminate himself, and other Questions, which a Witness in any Cause pending

in the Court by which or by a .Judge whereof or l>efore the .Judge by wliom the

Order f(U" lOxamination was made would be entitled to; and that no Person

shall be compelled to produce vuider any such Order ^is aforesaid any Writing or

other Document that lie would not i»e compellable to iiroduce at a Trial of such a

Cause.

VI. Ilcr Majesty's Superior Courts of Common Law at Wcstniinstcr and in

Itiihliii resjtectively. tlie Court of Sessions in t'^cothiiid. and any Supreme Court

in any of Her Majesty's Colonies or Possessions al»road. and any Judge of any

such Court, and every .Judge in .-my such Colony or Possession who by any Order

of Her Majesty in Council may be apixjiuted for this Purpose, shall respectively

l>e Courts and .Judges having Authority under this Act; Provided, tliat ttie

Lord Chancellor, witli the Assistance of two of the Judges of the Courts of

Common Law .it W'cstiniiistcr, sliall frame such Rules and Orders as shall i>e

necessary or proper for giving Eft'ect to the I'rovisions of this Act. and regulating

the I'rocedure under the same.

Mr. Stevens. United States minister at Honolulu, November 4, 1889,

fei)()rte(l. on the authority of the Hawaiian minister

of foreiofu affairs, that there was no statute in Hawaii

re^ulatin<i the execution of letters roijatory, but that it had been the

practice of the siii)reme coiu't and its justices, when such letters had
l>een received fi'oin the courts of foreiofu countries, to execute them as

a nuitter (»f courtesy. Conunissions to administer interroofatories

and to take testimony had also been received by private j)arties and
executed, there Ix'incr no hiw to the contrary."

Mr. Porter. United States minister at Home. October 2('), 1889.

enclosed the followinjr translation of the Italian law
Italy •

re<ridatin<jf the execution of letters rogatory and of

foreign judgments: ''

041. lOxei'Utive force to the judgments of foreign judiciary authority is given

to the (t)urt of ai)i)e.nls in whose jurisdiction it nnist be executetl. a judgment
having i)recede<l in which the court examines;

(1) If the sentence may have been pronounced by a competent judicial

authority

:

° II. Ex. Doc. 281, ol Cong. 2 sess. 21.

6 Id. 22.
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(2) If it may have been pronouiued. the pai'ties having been regularly cited;

(3) If the parties may have been legally represented or legally eontuniacious

;

(4) If the judgment contains disix>sitions contrary to public order or to public

right within the Kingdom.

942. The judgment of delibation is promoted with a citation in a summary way
of those interested and the public prosecutor must be heard.

The party who promotes it nmst present the judgment in a form authentic

(duly authenticated).

If the execution of the judgment is requested through the diplomatic chaunels

and the party interested has not appointed a procurator who promotes the

judgment of delibation the court of ajjpeals. at the instance of the public prose-

cutor, names officially to the party himself a procurator who may promote it in

his name.

943. For the execution in the kingdom of the provisions for sequestration

given by foreign judiciary authority, the dispositions are observed of the two
preceding articles (sections) in so far as they may be applicable.

944. The executive force to the authenticated acts received in a foreign coun-

try, is given by the civil tribunal of the place in which the act nuist be executed,

after a judgment (of delibation) in which the rules must be observed which
are established by articles 941 and 942 in so far as they may be applicable.

945. The judgments and provisions of foreign judicial authorities relating to

the examination of witnesses, expert testimony, oaths, interrogatories, or other

acts of instruction to be made in the kingdom, are I'endered executive by a

simple decree of the court of appeals of the place in which such acts are to be

executed.

If the execution is asked directly by the parties interested, the application is

presented Ijy recourse to the court, and there shall be joined with it an authen-

tic copy of the judgment or of the provisions which ordered the acts asked for.

If the execution is asked by the foreign judicial authority itself, the request

nmst be transmitted through the diplomatic channels, without the necessity of

joining the copy of the judgment or provisions.

The court, having heard the public prosecutor, deliberates in the chamber of

council. If the execution is permitted, it commits the execution of the acts

requested to the judicial authority, or to the functionary thereof who has the

authority to receive them or to have them executed.

940. When the request is made through the diplomatic channels, and the inter-

ested party has selected no procurator to promote the execution of the acts

enumerated in the preceding article, the provisions, the citations, and the notifi-

cations required to accomplish them are given or ordered officially (d'ufficio) by

the authority which is proceeding in the matter. If the acts requested require,

through special circumstances, the watchful care of the party interested, the

said judiciary authority may officially ((rufficio) name a procurator who will

represent such party.

If the presence of the parties interested in the acts asked for is necessary or

permitted the decree which fixes the day on which the act will be proceeded with

to be executed (in ciii si procedera aW atto stesso) is notified by a simple note

handed by the usher to the parties whose residence in the kingdom may be

known. A copy of the decree is transmitted through the diplomatic channels to

the foreign authority, in order that the other parties may be informed thereof.

947. When it is a question of citations to appear before foreign authorities,

or of simple notifications of acts coming from a foi-eign country, the permission

is given by the public prosecutor near to the court or tribunal in whose juris-

diction the citation or notification must be executed.

H. Doc. 051—vol 2 9
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If the requests have been made through the diplomatic channels, the citations

or notifications are conuuitted by the public prosecutor directly to an usher.

[)48. The fulfillment in the kingdom of the acts indicated in the three preceding

articles does not take away the necessity of a judgment of delibation (deliba-

zione) when the (|uestion is one of the execution of a definitive judgment.

!>4'.). The executive force given according to articles 1)41, 1)42, 943, 944, 945,

!»4(>, and 947. by a civil tril)unal. by a court of appeals, or by the public prosecu-

tor, avails for promoting the execution also in other jurisdictions.

950. The dispositions of this title are subordinate to those of the international

conventions (treaties) and of the special laws.

Mr. Ryan. United States minister at Mexico, January 23, 1890,

enclosed a translation of a note from Mr. Mariscal,
Mexico.

Moxican minister of foreign affairs, of January 22,

1890. which was as follo^Ys:"

^ Referring to the esteemed notes of September 28 of last year and

of yestenhiy's date, I have the honor to inform your excellency that

(he method generally observed throughout the States and Territories

of this Kei)ul)lic for the execution of conunissions and letters rogatory

to take testimony coming from foreign countries is, to wit, they are

admitted, provided always they are presented through the diplomatic

re})resentative of the country of issue of same. The said diplomatic

representative transmits them to (his I)e])artment, which in its turn

forwards tliem to the Department of Justice, so that the latter may
take care (ha( the judicial authorities to whom the papers come con-

signed pay re(|uisite attention thereto. The only difference is some of

- the S(a(es recpiire (Iia( (hose documents shall be legalized by the Mexi-

can minister or consul resident in the country of issue, and in default

ther(>()f by (he minis(er or consul of a nation having a treaty of

friendshij) with this Republic, and that their translation in Spani-sh

.-hall acc()mj)any sucli documents, while in other States it suffices for

the commission or l('((ers roga(orv (o be forwarded (hrough the chan-

nel of (he h'ga(ion and (he Federal (xovernment (as indicated) to take

due effect, even without legalization.

" The States and Territories that require the prior legalization are:

The Federal District. Territory of Lower California, and States of

Coahuila. Durango. (luerrero. Jalisco. Michoacan, Morelos, Sinaloa,

Sonora. Vera Cruz. Pu<'bla. and Yucatan.
"• Where such legaliza(ion is n()( recpiired are (he S(ates of Colima,

(iuanajiui(e. Mexico. Nuevo Leon. Tlaxcala, and Tabasco.
'• I lack informa(ion as (o (he mediods which obtain in the other

States. . As soon as I receive the infornmtion I have sought therefrom,

I will have the satisfaction of transmitting it to your excellency, to

whom I meanwhile reiterate the assurance of my very distinguished

consideration."

"11. Ex. Doc. -JSl, 51 Cong, li sess. 24.
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Mr. Thayer, United States minister at The Hague, November 29,

1889, enclosed a note from the ministry of foreign

affairs of that date, in which it was stated that for the

transmission of judicial conmiissions addressed by the Dutch judicial

authorities to a foreign judicial authorities in civil matters, the dip-

lomatic channel was generally employed, although no regulation

requiring it existed. The emj)loyment of the diplomatic channel was,

however, stipulated in the majority of the Dutch extradition conven-

tions in respect of judicial commissions concerning penal matter. It

was stated that the courts of the Netherlands executed letters roga-

tory in civil cases ex comitate gentium."

Mr. Wurts, charge at St. Petersburg, May 12. 1890, sent to the

Department of State a translation of a " notice " of

the Russian foreign office concerning the execution of

letters rogatory.'' This notice was as follows:
'• The relations of the tribunals of the Empire with the judicial

institutions of foreign countries are maintained in accordance with

the provisions of article 190 of the Regulations of the Judicial Insti-

tutions by the ministry of justice through the mediation of the minis-

trv of foreifjn affairs.

'' Confonnably to this law, rogatory commissions addressed by a

foreign state to a Russian tribunal, having in view the examination of

witnesses, the delivery of a summons to appear, requests for informa-

tion, etc., which are to be executed in Russia, are transmitted through

the diplomatic channel to the imperial Russian ministry of foreign

affairs, Avhence they are communicated by the ministry of justice to

the competent tribunal.

" The replies of the tribunals appealed to, draAvn up after the

execution of the rogatory connnissions, follow the same course.

" The tribunals of the Empire are not authorized to correspond

directly with the judicial authorities abroad. As an exception, and

by virtue of special conventions, the tribunals of the judicial districts

of AVarsaw are permitted to correspond, without diplomatic inter-

mediation, with the tribunals of the frontier regions of (}ermany and

Austria.
'' The legislation in force contains no disposition on the character of

the rogatory commissions, which may be executed in Russia, nor on

the manner of their execution by the competent Russian tribunals.

These tribunals are obliged to conform in the nuitter to the general

rules of the codes of criminal and civil procedure.

" The custom of rogatory commissions being generally admitted in

Russia, with the understanding of reciprocity, these commissions

a H. Ex. Doc. 281, 51 Cong. 2 sess. 24-25,
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cominir from nhroad aiv cxi'ciitod hv our tribunals wIkmi they are

not rontrarv to the jjrovisions for ])ul)lic order.

"The expenses caused l>y the execution in Kussia of rogatory coui-

niissions from foreiun tril)unais are charged to the State requesting

their execution, unless a si)ecial convention arranges differently."

Mr. Thomas. United States minister at Stockholm, April "20, 1800,

connuunicated to his (Jovernment a translation of a
Sweden^and Nor-

,„^.„„„,,„^|,„„ ...jji,.], lj.,J l„.,.„ furnished to him by

the foreign ollice in I'elation to the execution of let-

ters rogatory in SAveden. He was advised that the law was substan-

tially the same in Norway. The memorandum, Avhich was dated

April -it), 181)0. reads, translated, as follows:

"

•• In Swedish law there exists no ])rovision which obliges a Swedish

court, upon the reipiest of a foreign court, to take up the examination

of witnesses.

'• On the other hand there is no statute which forbids the vSwedish

courts to enter up on such examination, and in {practice such assistance

is usually not denied.

" .Vs. however, in the administration of Swedish justice the courts

never concern themselves with sunnnoning witnesses, it is necessary

that an attorney for the foreign suitor should be present and request

the Swedish court to appoint a day for a hearing. The attorney

will then sununon the witnesses for the day so appointed.
" If the hearing concerns a felony, the proceedings should take place

in an administrative Avay (officially), and similar measures should be

taken for summoning witnesses.

•* The costs of the hearing fall ui)on the attorney who requests the

same. If it has been i-e(iuested in an administi'ative way, it is the duty

of that Swedish authority that re(|uested the hearing to provide for

the i)aymeiit of costs. Testimony in criminal cases is never taken

gratuitously indes> this is si)ecially stii)ulate(l by treaty still in force.

•• It is not to be j)resumed that witnesses will present themselves

without reinil)urs('ment. and the courts can iu)t grant them compensa-

tion out of the pul)lic funds, on account of the law of Jinie 4, 1886,
*• The protocol of the hearing is |)laced at the disj)osition of the

attorney or th<' authoi'ity re(niesting the same.
'• In no other respect does the Swedish law oblige the Swedish

courts, upon the rc(|uest of a foreign court, to lend any assistance;

and there are no |)r('c(>dents in such respects that can be cited."

Mr. Washburn. Fnited States minister at Berne, November 2('),

ISM), enclosed a note of October 1!), 1881). from the

President of the Swiss Confederation, in which it was
stated that there were no legal |)rescriptions in Switzerland as to how

"II. i:.\. Doc. L'sl. .">1 CoiiK. '2 ses.s 27.
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letters rogatory should be executed. Such letters, it was stated,

should therefore be submitted through the diplomatic channel to the

Swiss Federal Council, which would not fail to transmit them to the

proper authorities of the respective Cantons."

Mr. Scruggs, United States minister at Caracas, October 12, 1889,

enclosed a copy and translation of a note from the

Venezuelan minister of foreign affairs, of October T,

1889. This note was as follows :
^

" I have the greatest pleasure in answering your excellency's com-

munication of the 1st instant relative to the execution of letters roga-

tory in this Republic. Here it is likewise ir matter specially referred

by law to the courts of justice, as will be seen by article 559 of the

code of civil proceedings, which says

:

" The decrees of foreign tribunals relative to the examination of

witnesses, procuring affidavits, taking interrogatories, and other mere

informafory acts are executed by the simple decree of the judge of

iirst instance having jurisdiction in the place where such acts have to

be verified.'

"And article 560, which says

:

" ' The provisions of the foregoing article are applicable to citations

made to individuals resident in the Republic to appear before foreign

authorities, and to notifications of judicial proceedings of foreign

countries.'

'' F'inally, article 501 prescribes that ' the provisions of this title

shall be subordinate to those of public treaties and international con-

ventions, and to those of special enactments.' The title here cited

is 19, relative to the execution of foreign decrees in Venezuela, with

the exceptions therein expressed.
'• The lionorable envoy extraordinary of the United States is right

in saying there is not and has never been any embarrassment relative

to the execution of letters rogatory in Venezuela. On the contrary,

such execution has been facilitated, even through the diplomatic

channel, to the end that reciprocity might be had with friendly gov-

ernments and countries.

'• 15ut since, in sending letters rogatory of the national tribunals to

those in foreign countries, some difficulties have sometimes arisen in

their execution—owing perhaps to the want of convenient means of

defraying costs and of an agency of the parties interested—the Gov-

ernment resolved on the 17th of January, 1883. that, in such cases, the

parties should constitute an agent to represent them and provide for

the expenses of the same."

a H. Ex. Doc. 281, 51 Cong. 2 sess. 27-28.

6 H. Ex. Doc. 281, 51 Cong. 2 sess. 29.
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r>. Police and Other Regulations.

(1) DISPLAY OK FOREKiN FLAGS.

;^ 190.

Section 70 of the Consular Regfulations of the United States, 1896.

reads: "The arms of the United States should be
cia isp ay.

p].^(.p(| over the entrance to the consulate or commer-

cial ajxencv. unless prohibited by the laws of the country. . . .

Wherever the custom prevails, the national flag should be hoisted

on such occasions as the consular officer may deem appropriate, or

wh(Mi it may be required for his protection or as the emblem of his

authority. It is not usually necessary that it should -be unfurled

daily. The occa.sions for its display are within the judgment of the

consular officer: but its use will be suggested on all national holidays

of his own country and whenever it would indicate a becoming re-

spect to the customs, festivals, or public ceremonies of the country

to which he is accredited."

Section 78 states: "A consul may place the arms of his Government

over his doors. Permission to display the national flag is not a mat-

ter of right, though it is usually accorded, and it is often provided

for by treaty."

Section SO refers to certain treaty stipulations as to the use of the

national arms and flags.

Section (>4 of the Instructions to the Diplomatic Officers of the

United States reads: "A mission is not under the same necessity of

dis])laying a coat of arms and raising a flag as a consulate: but it is

in most capitals customary to place an official shield above the prin-

cipal entrance of the diplomatic representative's residence, or the

offices of the mission, when these are separate from his residence,

with a short flagstafl' set alx)ve the shield, on which to display the

flag of the United States on occasions of special ceremony."

These regulations, consular and dijilomatic. should, it is thought,
" suffice for all practical purposes, subject of courst^ to a proper dis-

cretion and judgment by the individual officer." Where the flag is

raist^l on any occasion, it is usual to fly it from sunrise to sunset. It

is not flown during the night."

'• Your letter of the Sth of October, in further reference to your

inquiry of Septemin'r 14th touching the etiquette of displaying the flag

of one's own country in a foreign country, has been received.

'• The Department's letter of October 1st whereby you were advised

that such a disj)lay of a foreign flag is a matter which would natu-

u Mr. Hay, S^'i-. <tf Stntr. to .Mr. Merry, min. to Nicaragua. Jan. 6. 1900, MS.
lust. Cent. Am. XXI. <Mil».
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rally be regulated by the laws of the country of residence, was

framed with the knowledge that the laws of certain countries of the

American Continent, and in particular those of Mexico, restrict or

inhibit the display of a foreign flag upon national soil.

" The Mexican rule is laid down in an Executive order of the

President of the United States of Mexico of August 23. 1828. whereby

it was prescribed that within the territory of Mexico no flag should

be displayed except that of Mexico, and that the representatives of

Mexico in foreign parts should by way of reciprocity abstain from

displaying the Mexican flag in the country of their residence, even

though the privilege were enjoyed by the representatives of other

nations. On the 4th of September, 1830, this order was more pre-

cisely stated with specific reference to the custom of foreign consuls

to display their flags in Mexico. Later the Mexican law of November
2G, 1859, regulating and defining the privileges of foreign consuls

in Mexico, incorporated this provision in its 30th article, permitting,

however, the display of the consular flag when the town of the con-

sul's residence might be besieged or mutiny or sedition arise within it.

"As your letter is written from Monterey. Mexico, and appears to

relate to the specific inhibition in that country, rather than to any

general proposition, this Department does not feel called upon to

express any opinion on the further inquiry you present touching

the post of honor and relative positions of national and foreign flags,

in cases where both may be displayed."

Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Barron, October 20, 1897, 221 MS.

Doni. Let. 5G0.

In April. 1804, Gen. James Watson Webb, United States minister

to Brazil, issued to the United States consuls in that
isp ay.

j^.Qjjj^^^j.y .^ circular prohibiting the flying of the

United States flag without his permission, unless by persons in

an official capacity. The reason that he gave for his action was

that the flag was often used by irresponsible persons, over dis-

reputable places and in improper localities, on payment of a license

fee to the local authorities for the privilege; and it appeared that,

prior to issuing the order in question, he laid the matter before the

Brazilian Government and received its sanction and approval. On
the facts his action was approved, the Department of State declaring

that the Government of the United States believed itself to be " fully

empowered and authorized to prevent the abuse and disgrace of its

national emblem both at home and abroad."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rollins, M. C, Feb. 1.5, 1865, (iS MS.

Don). Let. 198.
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" This Government does not mean to insist that citizens of the

United Stales have an absohite right to display the national flag

over their buildings and ships in Nicaragua, and on steamers navi-

gating merely inland waters of that country. But the undersigned

is now informed that the American Transit Company has heretofore,

with the full consent and approval of the Government of Nicaragua,

habitually kept the flag of the United States flying over such build-

ings and vessels as the buildings and waters aforenamed. It seems

to the undersigned that if for any reason the Government of Nica-

ragua had thought it desirable that this indulgence should cease,

comity would require in that case that this should have been made
known to the (iovernment of the United States or at least its rep-

resentatives residing in Nicaragua, to the end that the now offend-

ing flag might be voluntarily withdrawn.
" The forcible and violent removal of the flag, at so many points,

without any j)revious notice, seems to imply a readiness to offend the

just sensibilities of this country, and indeed the allegation is dis-

tinctly made that the flag was removed in each case Avith marked
indignity and in a specially insulting manner."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina, Sept. 28, 1863, MS. Notes to

Cent. \m. I. L'40.

In April, 1809. certain citizens of the United States at Bluefields,

whose merchandise had been seized in the custom-house by order of

Colonel Torres, the " executive delegate." on account of their refusal

lo pay to the Nicaraguan (lOvernment the amount of customs duties

which they had pivviously paid to a de facto revolutionary govern-

ment which held possession of the town from the 8d to the 25th of the

preceding February, closed their stores and hoisted over them the

American flag. Senor Sanson. th(> Nicaraguan minister of foreign

affairs, orally requested Mr. Merry, the minister of the United States

to Nicaragua, to direct that the flags be hauled down. Mr. Merry, on

consideration. n'|)He(l that in his opinion "* such a request to American
citizens would only increase the ill feeling which has resulted from the

seizure of theii- |)i-opei-ty." and added :
" The occasional use of the

national ensign on the domicile or jilace of business in foreign coun-

tries is a c()urtesy allowed by all civilized governments, especially

among the Republics of the .Vmerican contineiit. It can not be j)rop-

erly claimed as a right except over legations and consulates, but long

usage has sanctioned the |)ractice. If I make no such request, the in-

cident will attract no attention and will be forgotten in a short time."

The Depai-tment of State instructed Mr. Merry as follows:

"The display of the flag, not as denoting extraterritorial jurisdic-

tion, but as indicating the foreign ownership of the property cov-
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ered thereby, has become so far a usage in countries liable to domestic

disturbances as to warrant its convenient continuance. In this view

of the matter your action in declining" to order the owners to remove

the flags is approved by the Department.**

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Merry, min. to Nicaragua, May 8, 1890,

For. Rel. 1890, 572, .j82 : MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XXI. 477.

See, also. For. Rel. 1890. 571-572.

It appearing that there was no penal law in Belgium prohibiting

the use of national flags for advertising purposes, and there being no

similar Federal statute in the United States, the opinion was ex-

pressed that the question of such use of the United States flag in Bel-

gium (in the particular case to advertise "American stables **
at Ant-

werp) could not be '' effectively treated either under international law

or as a matter of equitable comity between the two Governments ;

"

nor was it deemed advisable to attempt, as the Belgian Government
suggested, a civil suit for damages against the persons so using the

flag, there being no precedent for such an action.

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. Storer, mln. to Belgium, Feb. 7, 1808,

For. Rel. 1898, 150.

In the course of the instruction Mr. Sherman said : ".\ line of steamers

plying between England and the United States under the British flag

has for some years past used the United States anion jack as its

house flag. Upon inquiry being made by the ambassador in Loiidon

the British board of trade intervened, in virtue of its authority in

matters of shipping and navigation, and I am just informed that the

line in question has been constrained to adopt another distinctive

house flag."

The Belgian constitution of 18.31, art. 125, says: "The Belgian nation

adopts the colors red, yellow, and black." The Belgian law of .July

30, 1831, art. 2, provides: "Whoever shall have maliciously and pub-

licly attacked the obligation of the law (la force obligation des lois),

or shall have directly incited disobedience to the law. shall be pun-

ished by imprisonment of from six months to three years." On the

ground that " the flag represents the country, and the country means
the land and the constitutional and legal institutions which govern it,

and which form and organize our social life and our nationality."

the Belgian tribunals in 1808 convicted and sentenced to six months*

imprisonment two Socialists, who, as a part of their political cam-

paign, i)ublicly burnt the Belgian flag at Charleroi and treated the

fragments with indignity. (For. Rel. 1808. 101.)

In reply to an inquiry whether in case of '" trouble *' in Caracas

Cubans might hoist the United States flag for protection, the Depart-

ment of State said :
" Flag should only be shown by citizens. You

may notify authorities of any m-jnaced Cuban property and use

good offices for them."

Mr. Adee. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Ru.ssell. charge at Caracas, tel.,

Sept. 10, 1899, For. Rel. 18{Ht, 790.
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The action of the I'nitetl States viee-consul at Colon, in Colombia, in

refusing to i>eruiit Greek subjects to hoist the Unite<l States flag over

their plac-es of business as a means of protection, was approved.

(Mr. Cridler. Third Assist. Sec of State, to Mr. Cobbs, vice-consul at

Colon. Dec. 1. 19(H). 175 ^IS. Inst. Consuls. 302.)

With reference to a complaint of the Haytian Government, in 1903.

that many aliens usurped the privilege reserved to the diplomatic

corps of flying the national flag, with the result that the flag was

often abused to cover seditious persons and depots of arms, the charge

d'affaires ad interim of the United States, in a communication to the

Haytian (iovernment. stated that it had for many years been the cus-

tom of foreigners in times of political disturbance to display their

national flag over or before their residences or places of business as

a protection of themselves and their property against lawless acts

which, although not .sanctioned by the Government, it might not for

the moment be able to check; that, in no instance known to him
during a period of service of twenty-two years, had dwellings or

places of business covered by a foreign flag been violated by a mob;

and that, as a result of the protective use of foreign flags, the Haytian

Government has been saved from many diplomatic complications and

claims. In conclusion, he declared that the United States would

never sanction the abusive use of its flag, and expres.sed confidence

that the Haytian Government would never have cause to complain

that an American citizen had used the flag for any purpose other than

that of the protection of life and property. These representations

were approved l)v the United States.

For. Kel. 1!X»8. r.!M->-.j97.

In May. 1908. the American minister at Rio de Janeiro brought to

the notice of the Brazilian Government the fact that a Brazilian line

of sailing vessels was using a house flag resembling one of the forms of

the national ensign of the United States. The complaint was referred

to the navy (lei)artment of Brazil, and the American minister was

sul)se(|uently informed that the Brazilian firm owning the ships in

question had ordered another flag to be substituted for that which had

been in u.st'.

For. Hel. l!Ki4. lOl-lo.'?.

*' I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

19th ultimo, in the matter of the complaint of Mr. Auguste Lelang or

Iceland, a French resident of Jeannette, Westmoreland County, Pa.,

again.st a policeman of that borough, for having torn down and mal-

treated two French flags which Mr. Lelang had hoisted from the sec-

ond storv of his residence.
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" I at once brought the subject to the attention of his excellency

Robert E. Pattison, governor of that State, for his information and
report, and T have now before nie the sworn testimon}'^ of the witnesses

on both sides of the controversy, which has been furnished by the dis-

trict attorney of Westmoreland County to Governor Pattison, bv

whom it has been transmitted to this Department.
" This testimony shows that on the morning of May 30, 1892, in the

borough of West Jeannette, Pa., Mr. Auguste Iceland (or Lelang),

liaving in his possession two French flags about 4 feet square which

he had brought from France, and having purchased an American

flag—the largest he could buy, but considerably smaller than the

others—placed the three flags in the second story window of his

house, intending evidently no disrespect to the American flag, which

he placed in the middle, though probably for some reason lower than

the others. Certain neighbors of his, deeming that the arrange-

ment of the flags was disrespectful to the United States, prevailed on

a policeman, T. A. Spires, to take them down. It does not appear that

Mr. Spires injured the flag, but that later some persons unknown and

certain children did ^ear the flag more with a design to preserve

(each) a piece than for worse motive.

^ To-day I telegraphed Governor Pattison urging his earnest and

hearty cooperation to prevent any hostile demonstration against the

flag of France or her citizens on the 14th instant—the French national

holiday—should they in honor thereof fly the flag.

" It affords me pleasure to say that I have received a reply this after-

noon from Governor Pattison saying that he had telegraphed Joseph

A. McCurdy, esq., district attorney of Westmoreland County, in the

sense of my telegram, adding as follows:

" I want to impress iii)oii you (Mr. McCurdy) the importance of giving this mat-

ter your pronn)t personal attention ; confer with the local authorities at Jean-

nette and see that provisions are made to prevent any hostile manifestations

against the flag or the French residents. Communicate with me [Governor Pat-

tisonl in regai-d to your action.

" The occurrence is deeply regretted by myself and the governor of

Pennsylvania, and was entirely without the sanction of the authorities

thereof, as you can readily understand.
" In a letter which I have addressed to Governor Pattison I have

adverted to the fact that although the flag is only a national emblem

when displayed by a competent authority, it is also private property

which should under no circumstances be wantonly maltreated b}' a

police officer or by any other person in time of peace. I alluded to the

time-honored friendship which had so long existed between the Gov-

ernment of the United States and that of France, and to our natural

desire that friendly and peaceable relations should at all times prevail

between the citizens of this country and those of a friendly foreign
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power residing: within our jurisdiction. These reasons strongly sug-

gested to my mind, as I douht not they will to (xovernor Pattison, that

all undue manifestations that tend to engender ill feeling or bitter re-

sentment shouhl l)e avoided or siii)pressed.

" In this connection it is i)leasant to note that Governor Pattison 's

teleL'ram hei-ein referi'ed to gives assurance that he intended to do

evervthing that is j>ossiI)le to jjromote good feeling at Jeannette.

•• The occurrence of May 'M) last can not in anywise be regarded as

an insult to the Hag of France as a national emblem, since it is possi-

ble for like incidents to occur in. any country under similar circum-

stances, and. as I have shown, there was an entire absence of design to

offer an insult to the citizens of France or the flag as a national

emblem. It was the i)ers()nal act of a police officer, in which certain

other persons. inclu(Ung children of the town of Jeannette, partiei-

l)ated. and without the sanction or knowledge of the Pennsylvania

State authorities. I have, however, suggested to the governor that

some measure of i)unishment should, if possible, be meted out to the

|)oliceman. Thomas A. Spires, and entertain no doubt that he will

give the (|uestion his further attention to that end."

.Mr. Foster. Sec of State, to Mr. rjiteiiotre. Frencli niin.. July i;>, 1S02,

For. Kel. l.S!»2. 174.

Mr. rMtoiiotrc's note of .June 1i» is jjriiitod in the same volume, at p. 172.

'I'lie re]iort oil wliicli his rei)reseiitati()ns were hased stated that tlie

iMiiiceiiiau. Spin's, assisted hy anotlier person, "pulled down the two

Frencli flaj^s, which they afterwards tore and threw into the nmd."

Mr. l'a1enotre"s coiiiiimiiication was acknowledjred .Tune 24. with a

stateiiieiit that a translation of it had been referred to the fiovernor of

I'eiiiisylvaiiia.

.\u^'. m. ls'.t2. Mr. Foster wrote jtersonally to Mr. Patenotre that the

delay in dealiiit: witii the case of the |>oliceiiiaii was due to the fact

tiiat he was <'lec1ed liy tJie jieojile and was under the jurisdiction of

tile coiirl of (inarter sessions.

.\u^'. 2C, Mr. l''oster slated that he had Iteeii dismissed.

Sept. 27. IS'.rj. the French lejiation e.\|>res.se(l the Freii<-h (Jovernment's

apiire<iatioii of the "satisfaction .iccorded it in this case hy the

Fe<leral ( Joveriiment. at the request of .Mi", ratenotre." (For. Kel.

I Si 12. 17C,. I

.Inly 21, ls!>7. the Poi-tugnese minister at Washington l)rought to

the attention (d" tlie Department of State an alleged insult to the

Portuguese flag at .\b)ntei('y. ("al. It a|)peared that one Ortins, a

naturalized citi/eii of the I'liited Slates of Portuguese origin, desir-

ing to celebrate the Ith of .Iiily. raised the Portuguese and the Amer-
ican flagon separate ])oles. n|)wai'ds of '20 feet a|)art. During the day
the Porlugu<'>e flag was Jiauleil down by a boy at the instigation

of a cei'tain Captain Seeley, a di-illmaster of the Monterey Cadets.

Ortins raised the flag again, but in the evening it was cut down by

a small boy at the instance of one Harry Morton, and was bm-ned.
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The matter was brought by the Department of State to the attention

of the governor of California, who caused it to be investigated by
the district attorney of Monterey County. The district attorney, in

his report, said :
'' The acts of both Seeley and Morton must not be

attributed to the citizens, and the hitter surely disavow all blame for

the deeds of Captain Seeley, an adventurous drillmaster of unknown
and unbegrudged antecedents, and of Harry Morton, an extremist

in the imbibing from the flowing bowl," A copy of the district

attorney's re])ort Avas comnnuiicated to the Portuguese minister, with

an expression of confidence that he would find in it abundant proof

that the lawless act of which he had complained " in no wise repre-

sented the feelings of the law-abiding ])ortion of the community."
The Department of State added :

" That no insult to the Portuguese

Government could be intended is obvious when it is considered that

JNIr. Ortins, who displayed the flag, was himself a naturalized citizen

of the United States, and as such had no right to fly the flag of the

country of his origin for the distinctive purpose of protection or in

assertion of any right claimable ])v him as a Portuguese subject.

So far as his individual rights are concerned, he had a remed}^ at law

against the guilty parties, but declined to lodge a complaint. These

circumstances, however, do not exclude sincere regret for the occur-

rence and disavowal of sympathy therewith on the part of the reputa-

ble citizens of Monterey, which I have now the pleasure to express

to you."

Mr. Adee. Acting Sec. of State, to Viscount «e Santo-Thyrso, Portuguese

min.. .July 28. 1897, For Kel. 1897. 4;«.

The Portuguese minister expressed the belief that these explanations

would l)e well received by his (Jovernment. and a copy of his note

was connnunicated to the governor of ('alifornia as closing the inci-

dent. (For. Kel. 1897, 434.)

" Referring to the informal memorandum handed to the Assistant

Secretary on the 25th of September last by Mr. von Mumm. touching

the reported action of soldiers 'from the United States transport

SJieridan in hauling down a German flag from the Orpheum Hotel, in

Honolulu, I have the honor to advise you that I am now in receipt of

a report from the Secretary of War, to whom I connnunicated the

memorandum with a view to ascertaining what steps had been taken

to discover and appropriately punish the authors of this act.

" From the re])ort of the senior officer in command of the troops on

board the Sheridan at the time of the occurrences complained of, it

appears that a prompt investigation was made by him with a view to

severely punishing such soldiers as might have been guilty of the

offense charged : but that, notwithstanding all efforts, it was not pos-

sible to bring the charges home to the recruits concerned, owing to the

inability of the authorities to fix their identity. It is deeply regretted
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that this untoward resiiU should have defeated the desire and purpose

of the responsible connnander to inflict condign punishment on the

offenders, and the Secretary of War. in connnunicating to nie the

report of the connnander of the S/iern/an. is pained that, under the

circumstances, he can do no more in this instance than express repro-

bation of such disgraceful conduct on the part of men wearing the

uniform of the I'nited States and give assurance of the determination

of the military authoiMties to severely i)unish such offenders when it

is possible to ascertain their identity."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Ilerr von Ilolleben, (Jernian ambassador, Janu-

ary 2."). 10<t(i. .MS. Notes to (Jernian L«'i;. XH. :!t>S.

See. also. Mr. Hay. Sec. of Stat«'. to Mr. von Minnni. German embas.sy,

Oct. 21 and Oct. 2.S. IS'.tK. MS. Notes to German Leg. XII. 361, 302.

(2) gr.\K.\>"riNE.

;< 11)1.

In a letter to the governor of Pennsylvania. July 8. 1796, Mr.

Pickering, referring to the " orders " which had
General principles. .., ai i

• ^ j; j.- iir r
.. \^^^^,^^ given (m the subject of quarantine, agreeably

to an act of Congress passed at their last session." enclosed a " copy of

a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury showing what instruc-

tions have been given to the collectors of the customs, and the copy of

a circular letter from the Secretary of War to the officers commanding
the forts on the seaeoast."

Mr. IMckerinsr. Sec. of State, to the governor of Pennsylvania, July 8,

171«). U MS. Dom. Let. 202.

July S. ISo:',. Mr. '.Madison addressed a connnunieation to the British and
French ministers, reiiuesting them to take such measures as they

might deem useful to lessen the inconveniences which American ves-

sels might suffer on account of " the vigorous itrecautions of quaran-

tine" which had at times Iteen exercised against .Vmerican conuueree

in France and (Jreat F.ritain. Mr. Madison ohservtnl that "the occa-

sional iirevalence of the yellow fever in some of the seapttrts of the

I'nit«*<l States" had "sometimes jtroduced ah 'oad ai>prehensions not

justihfHl l>y the local state and degree of the mal.dy." (Mr. Madison.

Se<-. of State, to Messrs. Thornton and IMchcm. British and French
ministers. July S. ISiC!. 14 MS. Dom. Let. ICO.)

•• I have received information that measures, imposing serious

restrictions on our navigation and commerce, are taking in the North
of Europe, with a view to guard against the disorder called the

yellow fever. It is rej)resented that these restrictions are likely to

be generally extended in that (juarter through the means of a con-

cert, promoted by one of the most influential powers, and it is prob-

able that the goverjunent may be invited to adopt them. Should

it yield to such solicitations, a source of injury will be opened affect-
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ing not onl}' ourselves but the interest of .... to whom the naviga-

tion of the United States, as a neutral nation entitled to and enjoying

in a high degree the respect due to its flag, is of the greatest impor-

tance, whilst it would prove an unnecessary expedient, as far as

respects the United States, for the prevention of the calamity for

which it may l)e calculated.

" In the circular letter from this Department to the consuls and

commercial agents of the United States, dated 1st Aug. 1801, the

injustice was noticed of indiscriminating prohibitions of intercourse

with a country so extensive as the United States on account of the

prevalence of this disease in an individual port, and it was also

observed that in the winter months it was impossible it could be con-

veyed from the United States, as that season has been found uni-

formly to extinguish it. It may be added, that at the utmost a very

slight examination by the health officers in the . . . ports would

ascertain whether any of our vessels were infected, as the infection

could not fail, on account of the distance of the two countries, to

manifest on their arrival the most unequivocal appearances, if it

existed in them. But it is a fact highly encouraging to the prospect

of a final exclusion and extinction of the malady in our ports, that of

late years its recurrence has been less frequent, has atfected fewer of

them, and that its character of malignity and fatality has been

mitigated ; accordingly no disorder resembling it appeared during

the last summer and aut-inun on any point of the seaboard north of

Charleston, S. C or if there were any such appearance it was too

slight to claim attention, and some of the cities where its visitation

was most apprehended escaped it the preceding year.

"' Copies of the circular referred to and its enclosure are enclosed,

and you are requested to lose no time in explaining this subject

to . . . ministry. In particular you will furnish them with a copy

of the letter of the Secretary of the Treasury respecting it, and assure

them that its injunctions have been and will continue to be scrupu-

lously observed."

Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to United States ministers at Paris, London,

and Madrid. May 13, 1805, MS. Inst, to V. States Ministei-s, VI. 294.

In the instrnction to Gen. Armstrong, minister to France, there was added

the following sentence

:

"As the Bavarian Government may he in Mice manner re«iuested to accede

to the restrictions in question, you will make similar explanation to

its minister at Paris."

Mr. McLane, Secretary of State, in an instruction to Mr. Ilammett. United

States consul at Naples, May 13, 1834, said that the boards of health

in the principal cities of the United States had been advised to

open correspondence with the board of health of Naples to induce

the latter to abate the severity of its quarantine regulations. (5

MS. Desp. to Consuls. 311.)
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"The tabular statoiiuMit acconipaiiyiiifr my rei)ort of tlio 18th ultimo to

the Senate contains a notice of French sanitary regulations requiring

of all passengers, landing in France, individual bills of health,

delivere<l by the French consul at the ix)rt of departure. From a

Frencli pap»>r lately received at this Department, I extract the ordi-

nance, of which the enclosed is a translation, and from which it

ai)pears that the regulation referred to is repealed. I communicate

this information, that the proper correction may be made in the

tabular statement from the Department, if it shall be thought

necessary." (.Mr. Forsyth. Sec. of State, to the Vice-President of the

T'nited States. .Tan. M. 1S40, :i(> MS. Dom. Let. 431.)

'* The Fivncli passen«2:er steamer Jai France^ of Marseilles, on De-

ooiul)er 80, 188;"), entered the bay of Bahia, and bein^ signaled to stop

by the national jjun-boat for the purpose of underfroing sanitary

insj)eotion l)efore i)r(K'eeding to her anchorage, disregarded the signal,

whereupon the gun-boat fired two bhmk charges at her. This warn-

ing likewise receiving no attention, the fort of Gamboa gave her two

shots, one of which struck her on the prow, killing a passenger, an

Italian. The French (itovennnent. on behalf of the owners of La
France, sent in a claim for damages caused by the cannon ball fired

from the fort, and proposed to the Imperial (lovernment that in the

future the firing of ball l)e discontinued, substituting for this fines

graded to suit the gravity of the case. It Avas alleged by the captain

of the packet that the first signal was not given; that the two blank

shots were sui)p<)se(l to come from a man-of-war at gun practice, and,

finally, that his* vessel had a clean bill of health, and did not come
fi"om an infected j)ort. Brazil replied that the damage done the ves-

sel and the death of the j^assenger were the result of systematic dis-

obedience of j)ort regulations on the jjart of commanders of foreign

packets, and of utter disregard for the signals from the gun-boat,

which were duly given in the case: that the only way to prevent the

introduction of disease from foreign ports was to subject vessels com-
ing from those j)orls to rigid inspection before entering the inner

harboi-. and the only way to compel them to stop, when they dis-

regarded the signals, was to fire on them with shot. The claim of the

Italian (Jovermnent in behalf of the family of the passenger killed

was likewise rejected. (Maims made l)y English companies for firing

upon their vessels under cii-cumstances similar to the above were not

entertained by the foreign oflice."*

Mr. Trail, charge .it Kio de .I.iiiciro. to .Mr. Rayard. Sec. of State. Jan. 21,

l.s.'-iT. F(.r. Kel. issi. .",4. .V..

In isit:; the Italian (Juvcn -iit obtained an award of damages, in behalf
of an Itiilian subject, n.imcd Lavarello. against the (iovermnent of

Portugal, for the arltitrary and iiicgMJ aiijilication of ([uarantine
measures at ("ape Venle in .\ugust. 1SS4. while cholera was prevalent
in certain European ports. (Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V. 5021 et seq.)
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" I have received advices from Messrs. Miller, Bull and Co., of New
York, agents of the New York and Porto Rico Steamship Company,
that the Spanish consul at the port of Xew York refuses to clear the

steamship Rannock. carrying freight only, or any other vessel for

the island of Puerto Kico, until twenty days after the last case or

suspected case of cholera at New York. The consul states that he

thus acts in conformity with cabled instructions from the governor-

general of Puerto Rico. The Rannock, being laden and ready for sea,

has l)een thus detained for several days.
•' The question thus presented goes far. beyond that of the onerous

quarantine, whether of observation or of sanitary detention, imposed

at Mariel upon vessels from any port of the Ignited States to any

port of Cuba, which has called forth my recent notes to Sefior Sag-

rario. The action of the governor-general of Porto Rico and of the

Spanish consul at New York is in fact a complete inhibition for

the time being upon commerce between the port of Xew York and

the island of Puerto Rico. Indeed it may be regarded as going still

further and imposing preventive detention at the will of the authori-

ties of Puerto Rico, in a foreign jurisdiction.

'• I have already had the honor to apprise your legation of the

sanitary condition of the ports of this country, and I now beg to

repeat my statements and to request that you will use your good

offices with the governor-general of Puerto Rico to remove the wholly

needless and exaggerated embargo upon connnerce between the

United States and that island. To the reasonable enforcement of

local observation in the country of destination, and of quarantine

when the conditions of the particular vessel and voyage may require

it. this (jovernment can have no objection. But the reported meas-

ure in respect to Puerto Rico is not quarantine, it is absolute non-

intercourse."

Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to Sefior Don Enri»iue I)ii|)uy de Lome. Spun,

min., Oct. 1. 1.892, MS. Notes to Spain, X. (UiO.

"A copy of your No. !)2, of the 1st ultimo, concerning the entire

closure of the Pacific Isthnms ports against vessels coming from

Chile, having been inclosed to the Postnuister-Cieneral, I now state

in substance his views in regard to the question.

" While this is the first instance known to the Post-Office Depart-

ment of an absolute exclusion of the mails as a sanitary measure, yet

it is to be observed that the ordinary precautions of disinfection,

etc., have never proved entirely effective as regards cholera, and

therefore, despite the inconvenience caused by the action of the Co-

lombian (lovernment, the Postmaster-General is of opinion that we
will have no tenable ground of complaint if the ports are opened as

soon as the danger of infection ceases.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2-—10
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"This I)('j):irtnioiit is. howovcr. disposed to regard the Colombian

measures as extreme and at variance with the usances of civilized

nations, not to speak of the transit (juestion involved,

" The mails are. as \ve are informed, now being sent to Chile via

Buenos Ayres."

Mr. Hayanl. Sec of State, to Mr. Walker, cliarjrc at Hogota. April 17,

1S,S,S. For. IJel. ISSS. I. 422.

S«H'. to the same elTect. .Mr. ISayanl, See. of State, to Mr. Koberts. niin.

to Chile. Aiiril 17. 1S.SS. For. Hel. ISSS. I. 104.

See also Mr. I'.ayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Maury, luin. to Coloiiil)ia. Jan.

11. ISSS. For. Kel. ISSS. I. 40S: Mr. Bayard. See. of State, to the

I'ostiiiaster-iieneral. Ai»ril 10. ISSS. 1(;8 MS. Doin. Let. 21.

'* I have recei\-ed and didy considered your letter of the 10th in-

stant, involiintr. on behalf of the Panama Railroad Company, the

further intervention of the (iovernment of the United States with

that of Colombia to cause the relaxation of the quarantine regulations

of the Department of Panama so as to permit the conveyance in tran-

sit of freight from the ' so-called infected ports ' of Ein*ope.

"This l)ei)artment has gone as far as tlie proper protection of the

national and commercial interests of the United States demanded and

warranted in representing the extraordinary hardships inflicted on

the commerce of this country by excluding its vessels from entry into

the isthmian ports, when nothing in the sanitary condition of the

ports, of the United States could justify such treatment on the as-

sumj)tion that they were infected with Asiatic cholera. In this it

has hap|)ily been succersfid.

"As regards the maritime commerce of the isthmian ports with Eu-

ropean countries, this I)e])artment has not the same latitude and right

of original i)rotest which it possesses in resjx'ct to commerce of Ameri-

can origin. The rigid measures imposed in the United States against

Eiwopean conununications rested necessarily on the ascertained fact

that many of the most important })orts of the Continent were infected

with e|)idemic cholera; and we could not urge the Government of

Colombia to show less concern at the existence of the disease in such

ports as Hamburg and Havre, nor assmne the defence of European
exporting interests, on the ground that an American corporation

conies in for a share of the hardship occasioned by sanitary measures

applied to the conmiercc of those countries. As yoti state it^ the ex-

isting restrictions are injuriotis to the Panama Railroad Company in

so far as they prevent the entry into the isthmian ports of vessels

bringing freight from " infected j)orts.*

" If a|)plied to freight from Kuropean j)orts known to be infected,

and so i-egarded by our own (|iuirantine administrations, this Govern-

ment could not consistently remonstrate.
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" The treaty stipulations between the United States and Colombia
relative to the uninterrupted neutrality of the Isthmus of Panama as

an avenue of interoceanic transit do not strike one as pertinent to the

present aspects of the question.
'• There remains the practical suggestion that, under the terms of

its contract with Colombia, your company is competent to maintain a

local system of quarantine at the ports of the Department of Panama,
and to enforce, at its own expense, such sanitary measures as may be

adopted in cooperation with the Col<)m!)ian (xovernment. I have

already brought this aspect of the problem to the notice of the Colom-
bian Government in a telegraphic instruction to Mr. Abbott ; and if

you so desire I shall take pleasure in further supporting it by sending

to Consul-General Adamson a copy of your letter and of this reply,

and instructing him to intimate the pleasure this Government would
feel were the friendly proj^osals of your corporation found adequate

to provide such adequate and usual sanitary measures of local precau-

tion and prevention as would remove the danger of infection through

commerce with any cholera ports."

Mr. Wharton. Act. See. of State, to Mr. Lauterbacb, Oct. 1-3. 1892, 188

"MS. Doni. Let. 402.

Mr. Adamson was afterwards so instructetl. (Mr. Wharton. Act. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Lanterl)ach, Oct. 22. 1802. IKS MS. Doni. Let. (504.

See. also, Mr. C'ridler, .''.rd Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Snyder. Oct. 30,

1897, 222 MS. Doni. Let. IIT).

" The measures taken by the Government in 1892 to protect the

towns on the Atlantic coast from contagion from the Asiatic cholera^

by the closure of the ])orts against vessels proceeding from infected

or suspicious places, caused the U. S. Government to claim that their

vessels should be exempted from such a measure, and claiming, with

justice, that the epidemic had not declared itself in any part of the

United States.

" The home office having resolved to empower the authorities on the

coast to decide each case on its own merits, the press of this capital

and of other places declared the closure to have been stopped in favor

of the United States on account of the Government at Washington

having declared its intention of opening our ports by force. It was

evident that this false report tended to diminish the cordiality culti-

vated by the United States with Colombia, as it nuule the Government

of that country appear to ignore the sovereignty of the Republic in

the most flagrant manner; and it was also evident that it made this

Republic appear to be insensil)le to so great an insult, and to tolerate

the violation of her most sacred rights. For these reasons it was

necessary to rectify these assertions, and to this end a note was

passed to the American legation in this city, in which, having ex-

plained the causes thereof, it w'as asked whether the President of the
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I^iiion had jirivcMi any order ivs('nil)lin<r that Avhich had appeared in

the public pa])ers. The representative of the United States certified

not only that such ordei-s had not been commnnicated to the legation,

hut that ha\in_<r asked the Secretary of State Avhether any such orders

had been transmitted to any airent of their Government, it had re-

ceived an answer in the ne<rative."

Report of tlic Coloiuhiaii Minister of Foreign Affairs. 1S04. For. Rel.

1S!t4. 107.

The laws of South Anuuicaii countries contain very strict provisions

airalnst the (UslMtcrnient. within certain terms, of persons who have

died of certain diseases. ( .^[^. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Wilson. Oct. L'-'. 1807, 2l'1. .MS. I»oni. <n.").)

In Scjitember. iNl*:'). the United States legation at Lisbon was in-

stiMicted: "Protest earnestly against groinidlessness and injustice of

decree declaring ports of New York and New Jersey infected. Rigid

quarantine exists and general health excellent. Last death at New
Yoi'k quarantine August 1"2, and last case August 18; no cholera there

or elsewhere in the United States."

Mr. (ircshani. Sec of State, to Mr. Caruth, niin. to Portugal, Sept. 19,

ISO:;, MS. Inst. I'ortn.t,'al. XVI. ,*!(>.

'" T have the honor, by order of my Government, to submit the fol-

loAving f(»r your information :

•• The American quarantine and immigration acts of February 15

:;nd March ') of last year, respectively, and the regulations issued by

^the Treasury Dej^artment for carrying these into effect, contain cer-

tain provisions which, in the opinion of the Tmi)erial Government,

are not exactly compatil>le with the sovereign I'ights of foreign states.

This is es|)ecially the case—referring only to the salient jioints— (1)

with the j)rovision of the (|uarantine act whereby the American con-

sul of the ])(>ri of de])artiu-e. or the .Vmerican medical officer s]>ecially

detaileil there for that purpose, shall, before he issues a l)ill of health,

in order to veiify that the facts therein stated are true, make an in-

spection of the crew. passenger>. and cargo, etc.. l)efore the vessel's

dej)arture. 'J"he ollicer making the insix'ction is further authorized

by the (juarantine regulations, based uj^on the quarantine act, to

order the disinfection of the vessel and such other sanitary measures

on board as he considei-s necessary.

•• By thcM' and similar i»rovi>ions .Vmerican consuls and medical

ollicers at Kin-opcan |)oi-ts of depart ui"e are gi\"en authority to act

oflicially towar<l ^essels clearing therefrom, for which no foundation

exists eithei" in generally I'ecogni/.ed international nuixims or even

—

with respect to ( Jermany— in the consular convention of December
11. 1S71. Concerning the insjx'ction of vessels and their equipments,

the examination of the crew and j)assengers, and the supervision of
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measures for disinfection, German regulations exist in German ports,

which are most conscientiously carried out by the German authorities.

" While, as is seen from the above statements, the duties of Ameri-

can consuls and medical officers in German ports do not appear to be

founded upon international rules, the apj^rehension, furthermoi-e, is

not to be dismissed, that the working, side b^^- side, of the German
(official) sanitary authorities with American consuls and physicians

might create confusion and api)arently unnecessary impediments in

intercourse.

"''(2) In like manner the provision of the American innnigration

act does not appear reconcilable with the law of nations where it pro-

vides that the lists prescribed, in which a number of dates concern-

ing the emigrants are to be given, must be sworn to by the master

or an officer or the physician of the vessel before the American consul

at the port of departure. In the opinion of the Imperial Govern-

ment the administering of oaths is an authoritative act which can not

be performed without the sanction of the government of the country

in the territory of which the oath is administered by the foreigner.

*'An American consul, therefore, except with reference to American

citizens, is not deemed authorized to perform such an act without

first obtaining the sanction of the (iernuin authorities.

" For the above reasons the Imperial Government considers it its

duty to enter a protest against the provisions of tlie American quar-

antine and immigration acts of February IT) and March 3, 181)3, so

far as they encroach upon the
I
rights of] sovereignty of the German

Empire. AVhile the Imperial Government at present restricts itself

to a defense in principle of its position, it must in the future reserve

the right, on befitting occasions, to oppose American consuls and

medical officers on German territory with reference to German ships.

'* Requesting that your excellency will be good enough to advise

me of his views on the subject above set forth, I avail myself also of

this occasion." etc.

Baron Sauniia, German embassy, to Mr. Gresbani. Sec. of State, Dee. IT,

1894, For. Kel. lSt)r>, I. 511.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of

December IT, 181)4, calling attention to certain provisions of the

quarantine and innnigration laws and regulations of the United

States which, in the opinion of yoiu" Government, are not consistent

with the i)rinciples of international law, nor with any treaty l)et\veen

this Government and the (Jerman Emi)ire. The laws and regulations

against which your Government's objections are especially directed

are:

"(1) The provisions of the quarantine act of February 1."). 1893,

and the regulations made in pursuance of it, which require the con-
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siilar or medical olKcer of the United States stationed in a foreign

port to inspect vessels of all nationalities departing for the United

States, and the crews, i)assenoers. and cargoes.

"(•2) The provisions of the same act and regulations which em-

l)()wer the consular or medical officer to order the disinfection of such

vessels, and in other respects to regulate their internal condition and

arrangement, before granting the bill of health required for the entry

of the vessel in a port of the United States.

'•(ei) The provisions of the immigration act of March 3, 1893, which

re(|uire that the master and surgeon of any vessel carrying immi-

grants to the United States shall present to the American consular

officer at the port of departure descriptive lists of the immigrants,

verified by the oaths of the nuister and surgeon taken before such

officer.

" Your (^lovernment regards the exercise of these administrative

functions by our consular and medical officers in (rermany in connec-

tion with shii)s that are not American as unauthorized and in disre-

gard of its sovereignty.
•• The United States have an extensive seaboard open on both

oceans to the introduction of infectious and contagious diseases from

Europe and Asia and Central and South America. To avert this

danger a rigid system of maritime sanitation has been provided. It

is set forth and explained in a pamj)hlet pul)lished by the Treasury

Depai'tment. I append a copy for your examination. The regula-

tions to !)(' observed at ports of the United States are printed on pages

'24 and following. It will be seen that they provide for the inspec-

tion, (luarantine, and disinfection of vessels after arrival at American

l)orts. but lu'fore entry and discharge of ])assengers, cargo, and crew.

"All vessels are recpiired to be inspected before entry in order that

it may bi' known on arrival whether or not they are in fit sanitary

condition to cuter our ports. The conditions which re(|uire detention

in (luarantiue arc specified. It will be noticed that com])liance Avith

the i-egulations to be observed in foreign ports nuiy, and in practice

often does, avei't or shorten (juarantine at the port of arrival ; and the

same is true in regard to disinfection.

"The United States have in ()|)(>ration in their own jurisdiction a

couij)lete and ade(|uate system of safeguards against the introduction

of disease fi-om foreign countries, and are not dei)endent upon precau-

tions taken ai)r()a(l: l)ut it has been our policy to effect this purpose

of keeping out disease with as little hindrance as possible to conuner-

cial intercourse with foreign countries, and with the least incon-

venience and expense to incoiuing shi|)s. To this end provision has

been made for taking measures at the port of (le|)artnre which will

enable a vessel to enter our ports with an authentic sanitary record,
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and often to escape the more burdensome of our domestic require-

ments. Failure to comply with these regulations at foreign ports

subjects the vessel on arrival here to the full rigor of our domestic

quarantine system.

" The authority given by the act of March 3. 1893, to consular

officers to administer oaths to the masters and surgeons of vessels car-

rying immigrants to the United States was intended to serve the

same beneficial purpose by preventing the embarkation of immigrants

]irohibited by law from coming to the United States, and by facili-

tating the examination at the port of arrival of the immigrants, who
are confined at the vessel's expense until their right to land is ascer-

tained. A copy of this act and of the regulations made under it is

inclosed for your perusal.

" The acts of the United States consular and medical officers, of

which your Government now speaks, are performed primarily in the

interest of the vessels, many of which are German, and of foreign

trade. The}^ have been efficiently aided by the shipowners, who avail

themselves of the opportunity' offered them to avoid delays and im-

pediments to their business in our ports. This alternative oppor-

tunity is offered, and the necessary agencies for taking advantage of

it are provided in a spirit of cooperation and comity which it was

expected would be appreciated, and in furtherance of mutually bene-

ficial commercial intercourse which we, no less earnestly than any

foreign nation, desire to maintaiu. This Government does not claim

that under any treaty or the rules of international law it can authorize

its officers to inspect foreign ves^^els or order their disinfection in

German ports, or to administer oaths to officers of foreign ships

within the jurisdiction of the Gorman Empire. The operation of the

sanitary and immigration system of the T'nited States in a foreign

port is conditioned upon the consent of the government having juris-

diction of the port. Prior to the receipt of your protest the consent

of your Government was reasonably assumed, ))ecause these provisions

were beneficial to your carrying trade and commercial interests. If

the Imperial (lovernment is unwilling that consular and medical

officers of the United States shall continue to execute these laws and

regulations in (xerman ])orts upon ves>els which are not American,

steps will be taken to comply with its wishes, leaving foreign vessels

coming to the United States from German ports subject to the sani-

tary provisions in force at th<» poi-t of arrival and the j)rescribed

consequences.
'' I will add for the infonnation of your Government that no

medical officers have been stationed in German ports within the last

twelve months for the purpose of executing our quarantine and

immigration laws and regulations. These duties have been per-
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foinic'd by consular ollicers alone, and ihev are forbidden to receive

any i)ersonal compensation whatever for their services. The actual

expense of the inspection or disinfection and a moderate official fee,

^vhich <roes into the Treasury of the United States, form the total of

direct expen>e thus incurred by vessels in foreign ports."

Mr. Greshain. Sec of St.-itc. to Ujinm S:\urin:i, (Jeriiinii ciiilmssy. Jan. 2«>.

IStC. Tor. lU-1. ISit."). I. .".12.

TIh' iiKHlical ortitHTs soiit al>roa(l to various European coimtries by the

.Marhu'-IIospital Scrvici-. under the act of March 3. 1893, were all

withdrawn in December of that year.

November 2. Is!*."). Mr. Olney. as Secretary of State, referrino: to a

communication of the Secretary of Ajrricultinv to the effect that for

a ninnber of years the Canadian orovernment had prohibited the ship-

ment of cattle from the United States across Canadian territory for

export from C^inadian ports, reciuested the British ambaasador to

iiKjuire as to the cause of the i)rohil)ition to the end that its revocation

might be brought about in conformity with "• Article 29 of the exist-

ing treaty between the United States and (Jreat Britain of ^lay 18,

1871." by which the ])rivilege of such shipment •* api)ears to l)e clearly

granted.""" The British ambassador, on the 4th of the following

February, replied •" that the Dominion g()verninent, while admitting

to the fullest extent the transit ol)ligations defined in article 'iO of the

treaty of May 18. 1871, explain that the restrictions of which com-

plaint is made have relation simply to regulations formed under the

* animal contagious diseases act." and therefore pertain .solely to

• iieallh of aniuuils." "" The United States, it was observed, made
similar restrictions mider the (luarantine laws in regard to Canadian
animals in transit, and the oi)iuion was exjjressed that such restric-

tions were not in contravention of the i)rovisions of the treaty of

1871.''

" Keferring to your note of the 17th ultimo. re(|uesting that the

prohil)ition of the imj)ortation of .Swiss cattle into the United States be

removed. I have the honor to inform you that I have received a letter

from the Acting Secretary of Agricultme dated the 11th instant, stat-

ing that it i- not the purpo>e of the l)ej)artmeiit of Agriculture to

criticise either the laws or the administration of the veterinary j)olice

regidations in Switzerland, but the fact that a larg*' numl)er of animals

have JH'en rei)orted with foot-and-mouth disease, month after month,

indicates that ])rom|)t measures have not been ad()i)ted for the eradi-

cation of the disease: that as to tlie admission of cattle from Holland,

"Vox: Itel. IKft.-,. I. 7i»4.

6 For. liel. l.S!«,"». 1. TO.".. The jxiwer of the several States of the T'nited States

to protei-t by suitable (jnarantine lesrislation domestic animals from contjifiious

and infectious diseases is uiilield in Smith r. St. Louis & S. Ify Co. (1901),

ItSl U. S. 24S.
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which is referred to in your note, the Department of Agriculture is

making an investigation concerning the prevalence of contagious dis-

eases in that country: that in case it finds that contagious diseases

prevail there which are dangerous to the domesticated animals of

the United States, the entry of cattle from that country will not be

allowed; that as a matter of fact no cattle can be imported from any

European country without a permit from the Department of Agri-

culture, and that no i)ermit will be issued for cattle from Holland or

any other country if it is known to the Department of Agriculture

that foot-and-mouth disease exists in such country.

" The Acting Secretary of Agriculture concludes his letter by stat-

ing that in order to demonstrate his friendly feeling toward the Swiss

Government, he has issued a permit for the importation of the cattle

of Mr, de Wattenryl, concerning which this correspondence origi-

nated, on the condition that such cattle shall be quarantined in Hol-

land before shipment,
" It is hoped that this course will relieve all the parties concerned

of the embarrassment of a herd of cattle stopped in transit; and, as

sufficient notice has now been given of the regulations of this Govern-

ment, it is thought that all cause for dissatisfaction has been

removed."

Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Dr. Vogel, Swiss Leg.. Aug. 13, 1896, MS.

Notes to Switzerland. I. 412.

In 1898 an order was issued prohibiting the importation under

certain circumstances of American fruit into Germany, the object of

the prohibition, as declared in the decree, being to prevent the intro-

duction of the San Jose scale (Aspidiotus perniclosus).

For. Rel. 1898, 307-319. 320, 321-34G.

In August, 1900, the minister of the United States at Montevideo

was, by request of the Secretary of the Xavy, instructed to express

to President Cuestas, of Uruguay, the thanks of the Navy Depart-

ment for his " courtesy '' in reducing '* the length of quarantine that

would otherwise have l)een imi:>osed upon the (liieago, Montgomery,

and Wihmugton, arriving at Montevideo from Rio de Janeiro in June

last,"

Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Sec. of Navy, August 9, 1900, 247 MS.
Dom. Let. 87.

" Referring to your note of the 8th instant, in regard to the arrival

Question of Na- ''^^ "^'^^^ Francisco of Ye Wang Yong and Ye Cha
tionai and State Yung, members of the Corean legation at this capi-

control. tal, said to be detained at quarantine at that port,

I have now the honor to apprize you of the receipt of a letter from
the Secretary of the Treasury dated the 12th instant, informing me
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of the receipt of a telegram on the 11th instant from the collector of

customs at San Francisco, wherein he states that the Department

has been misinformed as to the cause of the detention of the Coreans.

It appears that no notice or api)licati()n had been nuide to the col-

lector's office in their behalf, and that the gentlemen you mention

arrived witli a number of Chinese on a steamer infected with typhus

fever. The steamer and passengers were accordingly, under State

law. phu-ed in quarantine. The collector has, however, applied to the

board of heahh for the release of the Coreans."

Mr. HM.Viinl. Sec. (.f State, to Mr. Ye Ila Yung, Corean Leg. Jan. 15, 1889,

MS. Notes to Corea. I. 11.

"I have the honor to transmit herewith for your information, in

connection with my note of the 8th instant, a copy of a letter from

his excellenc-y the governor of Texas, of the 15th instant, in respect

of the quarantine established by that State against the ports of Vera

Cruz, Tuxpan and Tamj)ico.
•' Tt will be observed that Governor Hogg expresses regret that the

State of Texas is forced by the api)arent inadequacy of the quaran-

tine regulations in Mexico, to I'esoi't to vigorous measures for the pro-

tection of her own citizens against contagious and infectious diseases

originating at the ])oints named. Until the situation is voluntarily

altered in Mexico. (Jovernor Ilogg believes that he is justified in

adhering to the recommendations of his health officer. 'As a solution

of the troubU>. I beg to suggest,' he adds 'that should the health

officers of Vera Cruz. Tuxpan and Tampico be willing to meet those

in charge of the quarantine affairs of our State at some convenient

point. T shall cheerfully have every measure taken by the Texas
authorities to make the conference satisfactory and successful.'"

Mr. Wharton. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Romero. Max. miu. Sept. 21,

ISitl. MS. Notes to Mexico. IX. .")T<;.

The right of the several States to establish quarantine regulations is

not liuiited i)y any existing treaty between the United States and
Sweden and Norway. ^

.Miniicapulis. ^;c. Uy. ("o. /•. .Milner. ."iT Fed. Hep. 27r>.

" Tiie subject of (luarantine regulations, inspection, and control

was l)roiiglit suddeidy to uiy attention by the arrival at our ports in

August last of vessels infected with cholera. Qiuirantine regulations

should be uniform at all our ports. Under the Constitution they

are i)lainly within the exclusive Federal jurisdiction when and so far

as Congress shall legislate. In my opinion the whole subject should
l)e taken into national control, and ade<|uate jjower given to the Exec-
utive to protect our people against plague invasions. On the 1st of
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September last I approved regulations establishing a twenty-day

quarantine for all vessels bringing immigrants from foreign ports.

This order will be continued in force. Some loss and suffering have

resulted to passengers, but a due care for the homes of our people

justifies in such cases the utmost precaution. There is danger that

Yv'ith the coming of spring cholera will again appear, and a liberal

appropriation should be made at this session to enable our quarantine

and port officers to exclude the deadly plague.

" But the most careful and stringent quarantine regulations may
not be sufficient absolutely to exclude the disease. The progress of

medical and sanitary science has been such, however, that if approved

precautions are taken at once to put all of our cities and towns in the

best sanitary condition, and provision is made for isolating any spo-

radic cases and for a thorough disinfection, an epidemic can, I am sure,

be avoided. This work appertains to the local authorities, and the

responsibility and the penalty will be appalling if it is neglected or

unduly delayed."

President Harrison, annual message, Dec. 6, 1892. For. Rel. 1892, xxx.-

xxxi.

State laws in regard to quarantine belong to that class of legislation which

is valid till displaced by Congress, and such legislation has been

expressly recognized I»y the laws of the Ignited States from the begin-

ning of the Government. (Louisiana r. Texas (1900). 176 U. S. 1. 21,

citing Morgan Steamship Co. v. Louisiana Board of Health, 118 U. S.

450; Compagnie Frangaise r. Board of Health. 186 U. S. 380.)

"A National Board of Health v.as created by act of Congress, approved

March .3. 1879. Another act was apjH-oved June 2. 1879. clothing the

Board with certain (piarantine powers, but this last act was limited

to a period of four years, at the expiration of which time Congress

declined to renew it. The National Board of Health, therefore, had

an active existence from 1879 to 1883. The act establishing the

Board. March 3, 1879, remained upon the statute books until Feb-

ruary 1,0, 1893, when it was formally repealed by Congress, but the

operations of the Board were confined to the four years above men-

tioned—1879 to 1883. The principal functions of the National Board

of Health are now administered by the Marine Hospital Service."

(Public Health Service in the Ignited States, by Surgeon-General

Walter Wyman. U. S. Marine Hospital Service, Cleveland Journal

of Medicine. February, 1897.)

Jan. 4, 1882, Mr. Frelinghuysen. Secretary of State, transmitted to the

consular officers of the United States a set of regulations, revised by

the National Board of Health, for securing the best sanitary condi-

tions of vessels, etc., coming to the United States, and certain addi-

tional rules to prevent the introduction of smallpox into the United

States. The rules, approved by I'resident Arthur, were signed by

J. L. Cal)ell, as i>residont of the National Board of Health. (MS.

Circulars. Dept. of State.)

In the Annual Heport of the Marine-Hospital Service, 1896, may be found

a protest addressed by Surgeon-General Wyman to the Secretary of
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tlu' TriMsury. Dec 4. IS'.!."., ai^iiiiist the conditions existing at Havana,

tofietiuT with I he letter of the Secretary of the Treasury forwarding

it. tile n-jily of th«' Secretary of State, Mr. Olney. and the note ad-

dress<Hj hy .Mr. (Mney to tlie Spanish minister at Washington on the

sulije<t. Tlie pidtest of I >r. Wyiuan is also printetl in the Clevehind

.Tournal of .M«Hliciiie. Fel»rnary. 1807, in his article on the Puhlic

Ilealtli Service in the I'nittHl States.

See. .ilsn. the reiKirt of tlie Committee on International Quarantine,

adopted liy tiu' I'an-Anierican Medical Congress, held in the City of

.Mexito. November M't-lU, 1800. (New York Metlical Journal, March
('.. ISOT.

)

See Marine-Hospital Service: Maritime Quarantine against Yellovr

Fever: reprint from Yellow Fever, its Nature. Diagnosis, etc., 1898.

'• The recent prevalence of yellow fever in a number of cities and

towns tiiroii<rlu)Ut the South ha> resulted in much disturbance of

conunerce and demonstrated the necessity of such amendments to

oiu- quarantine Itiws as will make the regulations of the national

qmirantine authorities jiai'amount. 'J'he Secretary of the Treasury

in the portion of his re])<)rt relating to the operation of the Marine

Hospital .Service calls attention to the defects in the present quaran-

tine laws and recommends amendments thereto which will give

the Treasury Department the requisite authority to prevent the

invasion of ei)ideniic diseases from foreign countries, and in times

of emergen.y like that of the i)ast siunmer will add to th-? efficiency

of the saniiary measures for the protection of the j^eople and at the

same time ])revent unnecessary restriction of commerce. I concur

in his recommendation."

President .McKinlcy. annual message. Dec. (>. 1807.

For the ajipcal of the owners of the Norwegi.-m steamship Xicaragtia

to the c(|uitalile consideration of the Uinted States Government for

loss(,'s resulting from heing (piarantineil at Mobile, Ala., in conse-

(HK'iirc (.r briniriiig Amt-riian citizens from liluefields as an act of

hiiiiiaiiily. sci' S. 1 >oc. 17. ."C, Cong. 1 sess.

As to ilK' older of the Secretary of the Treasury of .July. 1884, that no
rairs be received fmni infected ports, see .Mr. FrelingUuysen. Sec.

of State, to the consulate-gener.il at Cairo, .7u!y i;> and 21, and Aug.
• ;. ISM: .mil Mr. .T. Davis. .Vssist. Sec. to same, Sept. 1, 1884, MS.
Inst. Fgypt. NVI. :>:',. :\si.

May 1<>. I'.Kio. the Surgeon-Cieneral of the Ignited States Marine-
Hospital .^I'rvice instructed the su[)ervising surgeon-general at vSan

Francisco, in ca-e ihe exi-tence of bubonic plagm> was officially pro-

claimed there, to re(iue-t certain transportation officials to refuse

ticket- to ChiiicM' and Japane-e. without a certificate signed by the
marine-ho>pital officer." May l'^ the existence of the plague was
officially decjai-ed by the board of health.'' Thereuj)on tlie Surgeon-

'M"or. Kel. I'.MMi. 7i:i. f- For. Kel. 10o<t. 741.
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General, acting under the act of Congress of March 27, 1890, issued

an order directing transportation companies to refuse transportation

to Asiatics without certificates." Xotice of this order was communi-

cated to the Japanese consul-general at San Francisco by the presi-

dent of the board of health, who stated that the board was actively

cooperating with the United States authorities to prevent the exit of

Chinese and Japanese who failed to present a certificate that the

bearer had been inoculated with the Hatfkine prophylactic against

bubonic plague.'' The consul-general jjrotested against this discrim-

inatory treatment of his countrymen, which he maintained was not

warranted by existing conditions; and the subject was l)rought by

the Japanese legation at Washington to the notice of the Department

of State as a violation of treaty rights/' The Surgeon-General of the

Marine-Hospital Service stated that no orders had been issued by his

Bureau requiring preventive inoculations; that its action was con-

fined to inspections and restraints of travel, as temporary emergency

measures, in regard to Asiatics, the plague having been found to exist

only among the Chinese in Chinatown, where also dwelt a number of

Japanese; and that the representative of the Bureau at San Francisco

had been instructed to make no race discrimination.'' The Japanese

legation also complained that the health board of Colorado had

imposed a general quarantine against Chinese and Japanese who
should be without certificates that they had not been exposed to the

plague for the preceding six months.''

The Japanese legation subsequently inquired (1) whether the

United States Government would give an official assurance that, as it

had no intention to discriminate against Japanese subjects, and as

the action of the local medical officials had been declared by the Fed-

eral district court to have been illegal, the facts might be considered

as a sufficient proof that the United States concurred in.the views of

the Japanese Government on the question of treaty rights; (2)

whether the United States Government, in communicating the lega-

tion's complaint to the governor of Colorado, intended to suggest to

him to refrain from any further action inappropriate to a reasonable

solution of the question, and whether he had raised any objection.

The Department of State replied :

1. That the Government of the United States could Avith pleasure

assure the Japanese Government that in the enforcement of the quar-

antine measures at San Francisco there was no intention to discrimi-

nate against Japanese subjects: that the rights of Japanese, as

defined in art. 1 of the treaty of 1894, were subject to the proviso of

a For. Rel. 1000. 742. ^ For. Kel. 10<M), 7.'?7-744.

6 For. Rel. 1000. 740. d Por. Kel. 1000. 74."')-74G.

e For. Kel. 1900, 74G.
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tirt. 2 that the stipulations of tlie preceding article should "not in

any way aflfect the laws, ordinances, and regulations with regard to

trade, the immigration of laborers, police, and public security, which

are in force or which nuiy hereafter be enacted in either of the two

countries;" that the decision of the Federal district court was based

upon the ground that the discrimination against Asiatic races was

unconstitutional, and not upon any ground of treaty right, but that,

as the reasoning of the decision was in line with the Japanese con-

tention, the course of the United States, unless the Supreme Court

should in some future case determine the question differently, would,

as regarded its own acts and its representations to State authorities,

coincide with the view of the Japanese (Tovernment as to the treaty

rights of its sui)jects in the matter under discussion.

2. That it Avas the intention of the Department to make to the

governor of Colorado the suggestion mentioned, and that no case

had since arisen requiring his action; and that the United States

(lovernment, while for constitutional reasons unable to give guar-

anties against the recurrence of cases like that in Colorado, would use

its efforts to prevent their occurrence there or elsewhere.

"

*' Referring to your note of June 18 last in relation to certain

quarantine measures of San Francisco and Colorado, and to the

explanatory statement in connection therewith which you handed to

me on the 14th instant, I observe that, in view of the explanations

heretofore furnished by the I)ei)ai-tment, there remains apparently

only one point on which you ask further satisfactory assurances,

namely: That some action may be taken to protect Japanese subjects

against the recurrence of discriminatory quarantine measures. This

r.ssurance I am hai)i)y to be able to give you: not, indeed, in the

precise foi'ui in whicli it is i'e(iueste(l, but in a way which will sub-

stantially and etl'ectually accomplish the end in view.
' It is in the nature of things imjjossible to prevent by Federal legis-

lation the enactment of improvident and unconstitutional laws by
local authorities, whether State or nnniicipal. l^ut it is entirely

feasible to alloi'd ))i()mpt and c()mi)lete redress against such regula-

tions whenev<'r their enforcement is sought to the detriment of per-

sonal rights. The individual atrected may at once avail himself of

the writ of habeas corpus before th(> Federal courts and obtain his

deliverance from any illegal imprisomnent, confinement, or restraint.

a Meinorandiini of 0<-t. i:'.. 1!MKi. For. Kol. I'KtO. 7',r>. " Coniplnint was made
last suiiiiucr of tlic (liscriiiiiiiafory ciiforcciiuMit of a l)ul)oiii<' (niaraiitiiie against
Japanese on tlio racific coast aiwl of interference with tiieir travel in California

and Colorado, under the health laws of those States. The latter restrictions

liave iK^'n adjndf,'«'d hy a Federal court to he unconstitutional. No recurrence
of eitlier cause of .oniplaint is ai)prehended." (President Mcl\inley, annual
message, Dec. 3, 1900.)
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He may also avail himself in such cases of the writ of injunction to

prevent the enforcement of such illegal regulations. This was done

in this very affair in the case of Wong Wai i\ Williamson (103 Fed.

Eep., 1) ; and the act of Congress, which was passed in consequence

of the exigencies of the ^IcLeod case, was adopted, not with a view

to prevent the passage of illegal local legislation and regulations, but

to nullify their effects by empoAvering the Federal courts, on proper

application, to deliver and discharge from the operation of such laws

all persons injuriously affected by them, thereby nullifying them for

all pi'actical purposes. The remedy thus afforded was and is equally

applicable in all cases where quarantine regulations restrain personal

liberty (including freedom from interference with the right of per-

sonal locomotion or the exercise of any restraint upon the person) in

breach of constitutional or treaty rights.

" The remedies already afforded are, therefore, complete ; and since

it is physically impossible by any act of legislation to prevent at all

times and in all places illegal action of local authorities, the demands
of civil justice and of national good faith are reasonably met when
ample and speedy remedies for the redress of such grievances or of

wrongs of any kind are afforded by the laws.

" In case, however, of the passage of local regulations alleged to be

in violation of a treaty, the Department would, if the same would be

brought by you to its attention, cause the matter to be investigated,

and if proper would request the Attorney-General to cooperate in

taking the necessary legal steps to enforce the due observance of

treaty obligations."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Takahira. .Japanese leg., Nov. 26, 1901,

For. Rel. 1001. 'Ml.

As to proceedings taken for the adjustment by the Hawaiian authorities

of the claims of Japanese subjects, growing out of the burning of

certain houses in Honolulu, as an incident of measures adopted by

the board of health there to check the spread of the bubonic plague,

see Mr. Hill. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Takahira, Sept. 11. 1900, and

Mr. Adee. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Takahira, Sept. 22, 1900, MS.

Notes to Jap. Leg. II. .3.3, 36.

By the second international conference, held at the City of Mexico,

it Avas recommended that all measures relating to international

quarantine should be wholly within the control of the national

governments; that each government should establish in its ports two

kinds of detention, {a) that for inspection or observation, and {h) that

for disinfection; that quarantine regulations be so framed as to inter-

fere no more than may be necessary with travel and commerce; that

the several governuients endeavor to cooperate with each other to this

end ; that notice be given by health organizations in each country to
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tho diplomatic and consular ivprosentativos of the other countries of

the existence of cholera, yellow fever, bubonic plague, smallpox,

or any other serious outbreak; and that it should be made a duty

of the sanitary authorities in each port to note on the bill of health

of each departing vessel the transmissible diseases there existing.

A resolution was also adojited looking to the calling at Washing-

ton of a general convention of the representatives of the health

organizations of the several republics and of the establishment of a

permanent international sanitary bureau at Washington.

Second Int. C'oiif. of Am. Statos. S. Doc. XM), ~u Cong. 1 ses.s. 1(1

By the act of April 12. 1000. it was provided that quarantine

stations should be established at such places in Porto Rico as the

Supervising Surgeon-General of the Marine-Hospital Service of the

Tnited States shoidd direct, and that the quarantine regulations

relating to the importation of diseases from other countries should be

under the control of the Government of the United States (31 Stat.

75-80).

(3) PILOTAGE.

§ 192.

The statutes of New York impose compulsory pilotage on foreign

vessels inward and outward bound to and from the port of Xew York
by way of Sandy Hook.

Homer It.imsdcU Co. r. La Conipasnio Ccncralo Trans-Atlantique (1901),

iNL> r. s. km;.

In the waters of tlio Fnited States the rofrulation of pilotaffo has heon left

to tlie Ie.ii,'islatures of the several States.

The intei-national code for preventing collisions was first adopted

by act of G<)ngrcs> of A])ril 21>. 1S()4. now incorporated in section

423;i of the Revised Statutes, and was made applicable generally to

the " vessels of the Navy and of the mercantile marine of the United

States." P>y the act oif March :\. 1SS.\ 28 Statutes at Large, 438,

Congress ad()|)te(l the Revised Tnternational Regulations and made
them applicable to " the navigation of all public and private vessels

of the I'nited Stales ujKm the high seas and in all coast waters of the

United States," except such as are otherwise provided for. By sec-

tion 2 all inconsistent laws were repealed, crcvpt as to the navigation

of such vessels within the harhorx, lakes, and inland waters of the

United States. Held that (Jedney Channel, a dredged passage about

1.100 feet wide, which constitutes the main entrance to Xew York
Harbor, was as miu-h a part of the inland waters of the United States,

within the meaning of the act of ISS."). as the harbor within the en-

trance, the intention of Congress being to allow the original code to
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remain in force, so far as it applied to waters within which it was
necessary for safe navigation to have a local pilot.

The Delaware, 161 U. S. 459 (1896).

The court, p. 463, said

:

" Counsel upon one, if not both, sides have assumed, upon the authority of

The Aurania and The Republic, 29 Fed. Rep. 98, and Singlehurst v.

Compagnie Transatlantique, 11 U. S. App. 693, that Gedney Channel
is within the ' coast waters of the United States.' and therefore that

the vessels involved were subject to the Revised International Regu-
lations of March 3, 1885. c. 354. 23 Stat. 438. We thinli that they are

mistaken in this assumption.'

It having been represented that "American vessels of 80 tons and
over " were liable at the port of Halifax to compulsory pilotage,

while Canadian vessels were "' exempt up to 120 tons," the British

Government replied that at Halifax all vessels, whether British or

foreign, coming from foreign ports and over 80 tons register, were

required to pay pilotage dues, and that the exemption as to vessels of

not more than 120 tons applied only to vessels registered in the

Dominion and engaged in trading or fishing voyages within ports in

the Dominion of Canada, Xewfoundland, and St. Pierre, Miquelon.

Mr. Lincoln, min. to England, to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, Jan. 6, 1890,

For. Rel. 1890, 322.

(4) FBEEDOM OF SPEECH AND OF THE PRESS.

§ 193.

" In a charge by Chief Justice McKean, in Philadelphia, in 1791,

the attention of the grand jury was called to certain publications of

Cobbett and others, grossly attacking the King of Spain as the

' supple tool ' of the French nation. From this charge, the following

passages are extracted

:

" 'At a time when misunderstandings prevail between the Repub-

lic of France and the United States, and when our General Govern-

ment have appointed public ministers, to endeavor to effect their

removal and restore the former harmony, spme of the journals or

newspapers in the city of Philadelphia have teemed with the most

irritating invectives, couched in the most vulgar and opprobrious

language, not only against the French nation and their allies, but

the very men in power with whom the ministers of our country are

sent to negotiate. These publications have an evident tendency,

not only to frustrate a reconciliation, but to create a rupture and pro-

voke a war between the sister Republics, and seem calculated to

villifj'—nay, to subvert—all republican governments whatever.
" * Impressed with the duties of my station, I have used some en-

deavors for checking these evils, by binding over the editor and

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 11
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j)rinter of one of thorn—licentious and virulent be^yond all former

example—to his gfood behavior; but he still perseveres in his nefari-

ous publications. lie has ransacked our language for terms of insult

and reproach, and for the basest accusations against everj^ ruler

and distinguished character in France and Spain with whom we
chance to have any intercourse, which it is scarce in nature to for-

give—in brief, he braves his recognizance and the laws. It is now
with yoM. gentlemen of the grand jury, to animadvert on his con-

duct : without your aid it can not be corrected. The Government

that will not discountenance, may be thought to adopt it, and be

deemed justly chargeable with all the consequences.
'• • Every nation ought to avoid giving any real offense to another.

Some medals and dull jests are mentioned and represented as a

ground of quarrel between the English and Dutch in 1672, and like-

wise called Louis the XTV. to make an expedition into the United

I*rovinces of the Netherlands in the same year, and nearly ruined

the counnonwealth.
'•

' ^^'e aie sorry to find our endeavors in this way have not been

attended with all the good effects that were expected from them;

however, we are determined to pursue the prevailing vice of the

times with zeal and indignation, that crimes may no longer appear

less odious for being fashionable, nor the more secure from punish-

ment from being popular.' (See Whart. St. Tr., 325; Whart. Cr.

L., § KUlV.)
" The bill against Cobbett was ignored by the grand jury, as,

under the circumstances, might have been expected. The party con-

test between the friends of a French and the friends of an English

alliance was then at its height, and never was there a party contest

more bitter and more unscrupulous. The prosecution was^ insti-

tuted no doubt by persons in sympathy with the Democratic party,

and the bill was signed by Mr. Jared Ingersoll, then the Democratic

attorney-general of Pennsylvania, and it was not to be expected that

those m(Mnl)ers of the grand jury who detested France would give

it their votes. But while this explains the ignoring of the bill

against Cobbett. on the same principle as may be explained the ver-

dict of ac<iuittal in Bernard's case, the result does not in any way
affect the authority of Chief Justice McKean's ruling as a matter

of law. lie was not oidy a learned, well-trained, and experienced

lawyer, but he was thoroughly familiar with the history of our
institutions, and with the relation of the States to the Federal (xov-

ernment and to European sovereignties. He had been for seventeen

years a member of the Pennsylvania legislature. Me was the only

member of the Continental ('ongress who remained in continuous

service duiing the whole Pevolutionary war. He was a signer of

the Declaration of Independence. He was president of the Congress
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in 1781. He was Chief Justice of Pennsylvania from 1777 to 1799,

and during that long period he was regarded by the bar of Phila-

delphia, a bar of singular learning and cultivation, as a master in

jurisprudence, and as a judge who never permitted himself to be

swayed by partisan or personal temper. Xor was there at that time

any dissent from the position that if libels on foreign countries were

published in the State of Pennsylvania, it was the function of the

State of Pennsylvania to prosecute the authors of these libels.

Congress, in Mr. Adams's xVdministration, did not hesitate to pass

a statute making ' seditious libels' indictable in Federal courts, but

it limited its action to such libels as attacked the Federal system.

Libels on foreign powers were left to the action of the several States,

and within the jurisdiction of such States they still remain."

Dr. Francis Wharton, in G Crim. Law Magazine, 17G.

It was held in 1794, by Mr. Randolph, when Secretary of State, following

the opinion of the Attorney-General, that a libel on the British min-

ister was indictable at common law in the Federal courts. (Mr.

Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Harrison. Sept. 18, 1794, 7 MS.

Dom. .Let. 27.)

It may be observed that at this time it was the prevalent opinion that

the Federal courts had common-law jurisdiction of crime ; but this

opinion was twenty years later set aside by the decision of the

Supreme Court in the case of United States v. Hudson.

" I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 23d instant,

representing that you had seen published in the journals of the United

States the treaty with the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and that you

consider this publication as impolitic, premature, and not well cal-

culated in the present state of suspense between the two nations.

" It would certainly have been more respectful towards both nations,

in the present posture of affairs, had this publication not been made;

but from the nature of the institutions of the United States, the

General Government is not to be held rei^ponsible for the conduct of

the public journals. You appear to be sensible that the publication

in this instance is unofficial, and when j'oii learn, as I now have the

iionor to inform you, that it is altogether unauthorized and that the

Executive has no knowledge of the means by which a copy of the

treaty has been procured for that purpose, it will not appear to you,

I hope, to require more particular attention."

Mr. McLane, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morelli, Sicilian cons, general, .July 20,

1833, MS. Notes to For. Leg. \. 135.

Libelous letters addressed in this country by a citizen of the United

States to a foreign minister may be the subject of judicial prosecu-

tion, but not of diplomatic interference.

Mr. Ilnnter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Sartiges, French niin.. May 22,

1852, MS. Notes to France. VI. 178.

See Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sartiges, June 2, 185G, id. 272.
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" The Government of the United States have no jurisdiction over

the press in the respective States, and if such jurisdiction existed, its

exercise with a view to prevent or to inflict punishment for any publi-

cation criticising or condemning the course of public measures in other

countries or in our own would be an experiment upon the feeble for-

bearance, little likely to be made, and if made, sure to be defeated."

Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina, Nov. 26, 1800, MS. Notes to Ceutral

America, I. 177.

" I have the honor to recur to your note of the 12th of January in-

stant, on the subject of the decision of the Turkish Government in the

cas(> of the Robert's College.

'' In that note you have informed me that you have been affected

with deep sorrow in reading discourses Avhich were made on the 8th

instant in New York, at a meeting assembled, as was avowed, to come

in aid of the insurgent Cretan refugees. . . . You intimate a desire

that I will cause it to be understood that those proceedings are dis-

approved by the Government of the United States.

" I have the honor to inform you in reply, that free discussion by

speech and in the press, in public assemblies and in private conversa-

tion, of the Cretan insurrection, and of all other political transactions

and movements occurring either abroad or at home, is among the

rights and liberties guaranteed bj^ the Constitution of the United

States to every citizen and even to every stranger who sojourns among
us, and is altogether exempt from any censure or inquiry on the part

of the Government of the United States. The opponents of Crete

and the friends of Turkey exercise very freely the same right. On
the other hand, this Government makes no inquiry concerning what
is preached, spoken or written in Turkey, or in any other country, by

the citizens or subjects thereof, although the matters discussed maj'

l)e deeply interesting to the American people. The maxim was long

since adopted in the United States that even error of opinion may be

safely tolerated where reason is left free to combat it. I am there-

fore so far from being able to accept your suggestions in the matter

of the New York meeting that I should rather deem it my duty, if

occasion should arise, to commend the liberty of speech, which was
exercised in that assembly and of which you complain, to the accept-

ance of all other nations."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Blacque Bey. Turkish min., Jan. 20, 1869,

MS. Notes to Turkey, I. 29.

Oct. 24, \Hi'>H, the (Jreek Cliainhers adopte<l a resolution expressing their

appreciation of the sentiments of the American i)eople towards the

Greek nation, and of the sympathy expressed by Congress in behalf
' of the suffering Cretans. A copy of this resolution was communi-

cated to the Government of the Fnited States, and was transmitted

by the President to Congress. (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Rangabe, Jan. 18, 1869, MS. Notes to Turkey and Greece, I. 364.)
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" The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, duly

received the note of the 20th instant, addressed to him by Mr. Roberts,

envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Spain, occa-

sioned by a paper relative to the affairs of Cuba, which Mr. Roberts

stigmatizes as a libel on the Spanish Government and authorities,

and expresses his apprehension that its recent publication in New
York may tend to disturb the friendly relations existing between the

United States and Spain.
" In reply the undersigned has the honor to state that, while duly

sympathizing with the wounded sensibilities of Mr. Roberts, as shown
in his note, he is persuaded that that gentleman attaches undue im-

portance to the paper referred to and to its publication in the United

States, and that it is believed to be impossible that that or any similar

publication should lead to the deplorable result apprehended. In

this country the press is entirely free. A signal proof of this is that,

for years past, newspapers, in foreign languages, owned and man-
aged by aliens, have been published in the city of New York, which

have, without stint, criticised the measures of this Government, and

the persons entrusted with its administration. Here, anything can be

published which does not injure the character or the business of those

who may be attacked. When, however, such an injury shall have

been committed, the law provides a process and a remedy for the

grievance. Whether the law is applicable to the case presented by the

note of Mr. Roberts, it is not the province of the undersigned to

determine."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Roberts, Span, min., June 1, 1869, MS.
Notes to Span. Leg. VIII. 280.

In a note of October 14, 1832, Baron de Sacken, Russian charge d'affaires,

referred to the course of the American journals in republishing mis-

i-epresentations of " self-styled Liberals " in Europe concerning the

government established by Russia in Poland, while they avoided the

publication of answers to those charges. He added that his Govern-

ment had always treated such warfare with silence and contempt,

and had directed its agents in foreign countries to do the same, so

long as "these calumnies" against Russia should receive no support

from governments to which Russian agents were accredited, and he

adverted without specification to articles relating to Russia and

Poland which had appeared in the Washington Globe. By direction

of the President, the charge d'affaires was informed that no explana-

tions on the subject could be entered into until the imputation that

the Government of the United States had directly or indirectly given

its .support to the " calumnies " in the Globe should be withdrawn.

(Mr. Livingston, Sec. of State, to Baron de Sacken, Russian charge

d'affaires, Dec. 4, 1832, MS. Notes to For. Legs. V. 73.)

" Your letter of the 11th instant has been received. It requests for

the commission the protection of this Department against charges in

the Mexican press like one in a Matamoras newspaper which, with a
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translation, accompanies your communication. In reply, T regret

to state that I am at a loss as to the course Avhich mi^jht be taken for

that purpose with any prospect of success. It is understood that the

press in Mexico is not amenable to the Government for its utterances,

and it is quite unlikely that there is any law there which w^ould enable

that (Jovernment to c()m])ly with your wishqs even were it so disposed.

Char<res in the newspai)er press, especially in the press of a foreij^n

country, atrainst oflicers of this (xovernment are conceived to be best

met by inditlerence and by that silence which is an indication of it.

The di«rnity and authority of the Government might be put in

jeopardy if its agents were to show undue sensitiveness in regard to

such accusations by condescending to a denial or refutation of them
through the same channel.

'^

Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Robb. Feb. 2."). 187.3, 08 MS. Dom. I^et. 12.

Mr. 1{()I)1) was cbairman of a coniniission sent to Texas, under a joint

resolution of (.'ongress of May 7. 1872. to investigate depredations

along the border. (II. Ex. Doc. ."^O. 42 Cong. 3 sess. ; H. Report 701,-

45 Cong. 2 sess. O.T-IKI.)

The prohibition by the French Government, in 1873, of a course of

lectures in France ''on the advantages held out by a part of the

United States to emigrants," while "one of those acts of illiberality

which it is difficult to believe would have been exercised by a pro-

fessedly republican government in this age of the world," can not be

alleged to have " transcended the limit of power to which an inde-

pendent state, if inclined in the direction of the exercise of extreme

powers of repression, may go Avithout giving ground for remonstrance

on the j)art of other states whose citizens may thereby be prohibited

the exei-cise of free sj)eech. or the opportunity of diffusing informa-

tion tending to the possible melioration of the condition of large

numbers of jH'ojile."

Mr. Fish. Sec of State, to .Mr. Washburne. Mar. 1, 1873, MSS. Inst.

France. XIX. (m.

" I hav<' to acknowledge the receijit of your No. 975, of the 17th

October last, in which you enclose a copy of a note which, as dean of

the (lij)lomatic c()ri)s. you addressed to the Foreign Office, for the

puri)OH' of calling attention to a book entitled ' Death-blow to Cor-

rui)t I)(M-trines." which is now circulating in China and which, by
reason of the vile and monstrous charges it contains against for-

eigners, is likely, as was intended, to arouse popular animosity toward
them and to expose them to insult and violence, a result which has

actually o<-curre(l in one case. This b(K)k. it is stated, first ap])eared

in 1J^70 and was promptly suppressed by the Tsung-li-Yamen, but it
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has lately been circulated in Han Chow under a slightly changed title,

although three years ago the viceroy gave imperative orders for its

suppression. The Tsung-li-Yamen is noAv requested to take stops to

suppress the book to the end that commotion and riot and disorder

may be avoided.
'' In most cases such a request would be a matter of great delicacy

and would be inadmissible. But in a country such as China, where

the press is controlled by a Government censorship, as a matter of

public police, and a publication is circulated which puts in jeopardy

the lives and property of foreign residents, a protest and request of

the character of that in question, invoking the only method of relief

available, is, under the peculiar circumstances of the case, allowable

and proper."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, niin. to China, Dec. 3, 1889, MS.
Inst. China, IV. 475.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 194 of the 9th

ultimo, giving an account of your recent audience, accompanied by

Mr. Reid, your colleague at Paris, with the Sultan, who took occasion

to refer to the reported production in the United States of a ])lay or

drama called Mahomet^ recently suppressed in Paris by order of the

Government out of regard for the religious sentiments of friendh^

Moslem Powers. It seems unnecessary to say to you that in the pro-

duction of such a play in this country the Federal Government has

no power to act in the premises. It is a matter entirely for local

control and jurisdiction."

Mr. Bhiine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hirsch, min. to Turkey, Jan. 7, 1891, MS.
Inst. Turkey, V. 194.

" I have received your dispatch No. 184, of the 18th ultimo, report-

ing the representations made })y you to the President of Venezuela,

concerning publications in the Spanish ])ress of that country alike

mendacious and unfriendly.

" Having in view the constitutional freedom of the press in this

country, it is a matter of some delicacy to invoke repressive action in

favor of this Government on the part of the authorities of other

countries, whose laws may give the local governments greater powers

to regulate the press. You appear to have recognized this by mainly

directing your remonstrances to the mendacious and dangerous char-

acter of the publications to which you refer, and the ac(i(m taken by

the administration of the federal district, under direction of the

President of the Republic, appears to be confined to this particular

feature of the situation, in that it prescribes the authentication of

published news by giving its responsible source. The action so taken

was considerate and timeh', as well as eminently just to the Vene-
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zuelan (oiniiiunity itst'lf. an<l so far as it indicates a friendly disposi-

tion of the Venezuelan Government it is cordially appreciated."

Mr. Day. Set-, of State, to Mr. Looiuis. luin. to Venezuela, June 3, 1898, For.

Kel. 18US. U:iS.

In May, 1881. Johann Most was convicted in the central criminal

court, in Ijondon. on an indictment containing twelve counts. The
first two counts charged a .scandalous libel at common law, and on

these a .sei)arate verdict of guilty was taken and no question arose

upon them. The remaining ten counts charged an offence against

•24 c'i '2^> Vict. c. 100, s, 4, which provides that " all persons who shall

ct)nsj)ire. confederate, and agree to murder an}' person, whether he

be a subject of Her Majesty or not, and Avhether he be within the

Queen's dominions or not, and A\hosoever shall solicit, encourage,

persuade, or endeavor to persuade, or shall propose to any person

to murder any other person, whether he be a subject of Her Majesty

or not, and whether he be within the Queen's dominions or not," shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof be liable to

penal servitude for from three to ten years, or to imprisonment for a

term not exceeding two years with or without hard labor. The ten

counts framed under this section charged the prisoner with having
'• encouraged " or " endeavored to persuade *" persons to " murder

other i)ersons," some named and others not named, who were in all

cases not subjects of Her Majesty nor within the Queen's dominions.

The third count charged that persons were encotiraged to murder

"the sovereigns and riders of Europe;" while in other cotmts

Emperor xVlexander III., of Russia, and Emperor William L, of

(leruiany. were specified as i)ersons whom the defendant had encour-

aged or endeavored to persuade others to murder. The evidence on

all the twelve counts was the same anVl consisted of an article in a

weekly newsj)aper called the Freiheit, written in German and pub-

lisiied in London, and enjoying an average circulation of 1,200 copies.

Of this newsj)aper Most was editor and publisher. The article

lauded the assassination of the Emperor Alexander IL, which had,

it was declared. *' i)enetrated into princely palaces where dwell those

criuie-lK'laden abortions of every profligacy who long since have

earned a similar fate a thousandfold." All rulers " from Constan-

tinoj)le to AA'ashington " were represented as trembling " for their

long since forfeited heads." The '' rarity of so-called tyrannicide "

was represented as a proper cause of complaint, and the hope was
expres.sed that the killiug of the Czar might be imitated.

A case having l)een reserved as to tlie coviction on the ten statutory

counts, counsel for Most, while conceding that the publication was a

seditious libel at conuuon law. argued that it did not come within

the act of 24 aud 25 Vict. It was admitted that before that act per-
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sons might be indicted in England for libels on foreign sovereigns,

as in the case of Peltier for the libel on Napoleon I.

The court held that the conviction was proper. The jury, said

Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, had found, and rightly found, that the

article was naturally and reasonably intended to incite and encourage

and to persuade or to endeavor to persuade persons who should read

it to the murder either of the Emperor Alexander or the Emperor
William, or in the alternative of the crowned and uncrowned heads

of other states; and an endeavor to persuade or an encouragement

was none the less so because it was not personally addressed to one or

more individuals. It was therefore decided that the court below was
correct in charging the jury that they should find the prisoner guilty

under the statute if they thought that by the publication of the article

in question he intended to and did encourage or endeavor to per-

suade any person to murder any other person, whether a subject of

Her Majesty or not, and whether within the Queen's dominions or

not, and that such encouragement was the natural and reasonable

effect of the article. The conviction w^as unanimously affirmed.

Regina v. Most (1881), 14 Cox. C. C. 583.

See Mr. Frelinghuyseii, Sec. of State, to Mr. Edmunds, U. S. Sen. Feb. 3,

1885, 154 MS. Dom. Let. 145.

See, as to the case of Bernard, one of the Orsini conspirators, Lewis on

Foreign jurisdiction, .58-62.

" R. V. Bernard, 1 F. «& F. 240, which was for participation in the Orsini

conspiracy, was under a statute ; but Lord Campbell, who tried the

case, while holding the statute covered the offence, did not hesitate

in the House of Lords to declare that the offence was indictable at

common law. As the defendant was acquitted, the question did not

receive final judicial revision.

^"During the civil war in the United States tlie British Government fre-

quently asserted the jurisdiction of its courts to punish persons

engaged on British soil in conspiracies to commit crimes in the

United States. This was held in i-eference to the ' Greek fire ' at-

tempts in Canada, and to the alleged attempts to send infected cloth-

ing from Bermuda to New Yorli. See North Am. Rev. for June. 1884

(p. 527), and Crim. Law Mag. March, 188.5. ... In accordance with

the views of the text, persons sending from one of our States dyna-

mite to injure property or life in England, would be indictable in the

State from which the dynamite is sent. See Crim. Law Mag. March,

1885. As to libel on foreign sovereign, see infra, § l(512fl. As to

perjury to talie effect abroad, see Philippi v. Bowen, 2 Barr, 20."

(Wharton's Crim. Law (9th ed.), I. 318, note.)

As to the announcement in the press of one country of a determination,

real or pretended, on the part of persons within the jurisdictid-i of

another country, there to commit an unlawful act, see Mr. Freling-

huysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. West, Brit, min., April 14, 1883, and

Feb. 24, 1885, MS. Notes to Brit. Leg. XIX. 284, 030; Mr. Freling-

huysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tx)well, min. to England. Dec. 4, 1883,

and Nov. 24, 1884, MS. Inst. Gr. Britain, XXVII. 09, 349.
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" This Governnu'iit and people feel nothing but detestation for such

publications |proin})ting assassination and arson in England]. The
question whether a journal making publications of the character of

those referred to could or could not by process of law be suppressed,

as calculated to lead to an infraction of our treaty engagements, or

whether Congress could ])ro])erly legislate on the subject, does not

now demand the expression of an opinion. The Government of the

United States knows the elfect of the publications in question, and

how to treat them. AVe have a large ])0])ulation of Irish people, and

of those directly descended from them. They are attached to this

country, obedient to its laws, and for the most part citizens of this

Kepublic. They naturally have a friendship for their kinsmen in

the United Kingdom, and perhaps a passive sympathy with them in

the agitations in Ireland, but as their sympathy does not manifest

itself in overt acts, we think it would not be wise by any govern-

mental action to excite in them hostility towards a nation with which

we are at peace, and thus disturb the cordiality which it is both the

l^leasure and the interest, of this Republic to maintain with Her
Majesty's Government. These considerations have weight and in-

fluence; but Avhat is conclusive on the subject is that this Govern-

ment cannot consent, by its official notice, to emphasize, dignify, and

give prominence to articles of the character complained of, which,

while unnoticed, are impotent. Her Majesty's Government should, if

satisfied with the friendly j^urpose of this Government, accord to it

the right when it thinks its own interests are involved, of shaping its

policy according to its own discretion. This right the Government
of the United States must exercise.''

Mr. Frt'liiijiliuyscn. Sec. of State, to Mr. rx)well. Dec. 4, 1883, MS. Inst.

Great liritaiii. XXVII. CO.

" This Government is as deeply sensible as any other of the danger

to all government and society from laAvless combinations which may
secretly plot assassination and destruction of life and property. At
the same time it can only j^roceed against offenders, or suspected

ofl'enders, in accordance with law; and it is at least doubtful whether

any law is now in existence in this country by which the publishers

of the paper or pap<'rs in cjuestion can be called to account. I am
not aware that such a law exists in any country. It is but recently

that any law for the punishment of incitement to the commission of

murder in foreign countries was placed (m the British statute book.

"The i)resent laws of the United States only aim to meet the cases

of actual overt acts of hostility against a friendly nation when such

acts are conunitted within the territoi-y of the United States. So far

as I remember, this is the full extent to which other nations h?ve gone

in tliis direction."
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Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lowell, Nov. 24, 1884, MS. Inst.

Great Britain, XXVII. 349.

The publications referred to by Mr. Frelinghuysen in the two foregoing

pa.ssages were not direct incitements to assassination or arson, but

were announcements, in the form of news reports, of the alleged

intention of persons in British jurisdiction to commit such unlawful

acts.

(a) RELIGIOUS FKKEDOM.

§ 194.

" I greatly regret that I do not feel myself at liberty to comply
with the request contained in your letter of the 15th instant. I

would to God that the governments of all countries, like that of our

own happy land, might permit knowledge of all kinds to circulate

freely among the people. It is our glory that all men within the

[Jnited States enjoy the inestimable right of worshipping God ac-

cording to the dictates of their own conscience. In Sardinia, how-

ever, the case is unhappily far different. There they have a state

religion and a strict censorship of the press ; and they exclude all books

of every kind, except such as are in accordance with their own faith

and principles. They have. their system and we have ours; and it

has ever been the policy of this Government not to interfere with the

internal regidations of foreign governments, more especially in ques-

tions of religion. From the jealous character of the Sardinian

Government it is almost certain that our interposition would be una-

vailing: and the attempt might injure instead of proving beneficial

to the Waldenses themselves.

" Your information in respect to the Baptist missionary who was

imprisoned at Hamburg is not correct. This you will perceive from

a copy of Mr. Forsyth's letter to our consul at Hamburg, which I

enclose to you. The missionary had been released before Mr. For-

syth's letter reached Hamburg. Had he been an American citizen,

it would have been the duty of this Government to interpose its good

offices for the jiurpose of relieving him from imprisonment. The
case of requesting permission to introduce books into a country, pro-

hibited by the state religion and the state policy is far different.

"• I have had a conversation on this subject with our excellent

friend, Walter Lowrie, esq., who entirely concurs with me in opinion,

that we ought not to interfere, and, if we should, that our interfer-

ence would prove unavailing. Such is also the judgment of 'the

President.

" It is with sincere pain that I feel myself constrained to deny your

benevolent request."

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to the Rev. Mr. Baird. Oct. 22, 1845, ,35 MS.
Doiu. Let. 299.
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" The President has referred to this Department the memorial of

the 13th instant, over your signature and that of other clergymen of

your denomination, asking a renewal of supposed instructions of my
predecessor. William L. Marcy, to the United States representative in

Japan, for the purpose of inducing the Government of that Empire
to repeal the laws which make the profession of Christianity penal.

In reply I have to state that the only passage in the instructions to

Mr. Townsend Harris upon the subject is the following, contained in

ii letter of Mr. Marcy to him, of the 13th of September, 1856: ' The
intolerance of the Japanese in regard to the Christian religion for-

bids us to hope that they would consent to any stipulation by which

missionaries would be allowed to enter that Empire, or Christian

worship, according to the form of any sect, would be permitted.'

Hence it a])pears that you are under a misapprehension in regard to

the instructions referred to. It is evident from Mr. Marcy's lan-

guage that he was familiar with the antecedents of Christianity in

Japan. You yourselves are no doubt aware that our religion was in a

flourishing state there about two centuries ago, that large numbers

of Japanese had become converted to it; that consequently the priests

of other religions became alarmed at its progress, wdien, owing to the

imprudence or as some suppose the arrogance of the Christian divines,

the Japanese rulers, lay and clerical, caused-them and their converts

to be attacked and massacred, whereby Christianity was at once as it

were extirpated. The same penal laws against it to which you refer

were then enacted and remain in force to this day. The occasion and

polic}' which dictated them may be presumed to be still fresh in the

memories of the many cultivated people in that quarter. Some of the

prejudices against Christians may have been softened by the inter-

course with them which has taken place since that country was re-

opened by us to foreign trade. It is to be feared however, that any

attempt to induce them to change their policy in respect to our

religion would be premature. Still this Department will instruct

Mr. Van Valkenburgh, the United States minister in Japan, to make
inquiries upon the subject, and, if he should find the prospect at all

favorable at the present time, to cooperate with Her Britannic Maj-
esty's representative, if as you intimate that functionary should also

be instructed to endeavor to have the disabilities against Christians

in Japan removed."

Mr. Seward. See-, (.f State, to the Rt. Rev. Horatio Potter, Nov. 23, 18(W,

74 MS. Duiu. Let. 417.

" Your No. 10, under date of April 27th, submitting a statement of

facts furnished l)y tlie Rev. Henry Schauffler, who has requested the

interposition of your legation in his behalf, has been received.
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" Mr Schauffler, who represents himself to be a citizen of the

United States residing at Brunn, in Moravia, complains that while

his family and some invited friends were in the habit of occasionally

assembling at his private, house for devotional exercises, he had been

interdicted by the authorities from holding such meetings, and
judicial proceedings against him had been instituted. On this

accotmt he has claimed the interposition of your legation, and you in-

formed him in reply that you must decline to take any official action

without the instructions of this Department.

'•A statement, a copy of which a^ou transmit to the Department, has

been prepared by him to obtain such instructions.

"' The Department approves your refusal to address the Austrian

Government on this question without instructions in reference thereto.

I have carefully examined your dispatch and the statement of Mr.

Schauffler enclosed therewith. Mr. Schauffler states that, having

moved to Brunn to further the dissemination of the Scriptures through

colporteurs, and the understanding of the Bible through private ex-

position in his own dwelling, in the circle of his invited friends and

by public lectures, he commenced holding Bible exposition meetings

at his home, in the summer of 1874. Although these meetings are de-

nominated private and domestic, the attendance increased until ninety

or one hundred persons were present.

•' In January he began to hold public Bible lectures in a hired hall,

obtained for the purpose. Soon afterwards he was charged with
' enticing ' children into these meetings, and with violations of the

law in having distributed tracts to children, and was forbidden to

hold further meetings. Various proceedings followed, during which

he appealed to the stadtholder of Moravia, who rejected his appeal,

and after efforts on his part to procure a revocation of the order he

was finally refused the right to hold private meetings, because his

meetings had been too large ; or to hold public ones, on account of the

police prohibition.
•' Under all these circumstances, and as he intends to appeal to the

ministry to reverse these proceedings, he has appealed to you for

your intervention.

" It does not appear that Mr. Schauffler claims the right to carry

on his work, or to hold these meetings under any treaty obligation,

or under any other authority than the laws of the country; but he

insists that, while charged with the violation of the law, he has not

in reality been guilty thereof; and that he therefore should be allowed

to continue to hold his meetings. It does not, moreover, appear that

he has been punished for any violation of law, nor does any such

punishment seem to-be feared or expected. The question, therefore,

which he has presented, seems to be whether under the laws of Austria

he is entitled to hold these meetings.
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'* To address the (Jovornmont of Austria-Hungary on his behalf

under these cireuuistauces would require a complete understanding of

tlie Austrian law. and clear proof that the authorities have improperly

construed the law against him.

" It is a delicate task for this (iovernment to assume to enter upon

an examination of a question depending solely on foreign law, and to

exjiress to the (Jovernment of Austria-Hungary the opinion that its

authorities have improperly or unfairly refused what is claimed

merely as a j)rivilege j)ursuant to its hnvs. If this were competent

in any case, it might he said in this case with force that it is not easy

to distinguish between a j)ublic meeting and a meeting of some ninety

or one hundred ])ersons. gathered for whatever purpose, or between

•giving tracts to children' and 'lending them' to those Avho have

asked for them.
'• It ai)pears. moreover, that Mr. Schaufiler has not exhausted his

api)eal to the courts, or authorities of the country. The Department is

not in j)()ssession of the text of these laws, or of sufficient evidence to

warrant an expression of opinion that Mr. Schauffler has been im-

fairly dealt witli. AVithout therefore passing upon the correctness of

the position assumed by him, and with every disposition to aid him
in any pi"oj)er work. I do not see, under the circumstances of the case

as presented or with the information now furnished, that it is com-

petent for this (Jovernment to direct its representative to make an

appeal of the nature asked for. You are. however, authorized to use

your unofficial good offices, if requested, that Mr. Schauffler may
have an oi)portunity for a fair hearing and presentation of his case in

such (juarter as may be desired.

•' I am aware of tlie many sacrifices and the unselfish labors of

many gentlemen of liis profession, and it is a source of regret that the

I)ei)artiuent is not always enabled to afford such active assistance in

foreign countries, as they may desire."

•Mr. Fish. Sec of St.itt-. to Mr. Dehiplaine, charge at Vienna, June 2, 1875,

MS. Inst. Austriii, II. iJ.VJ.

"' I hav(> to acknowledge the receipt of your Xo. 190, relating to the

ca.^e of Mr. H. A. Schauffler.

" It IS understood that Mr. Schauffler desires merely to receive the

treatment which any foreigner under similar circumstances would be

entitled to receive under Austrian laws; and that being the case, it is

desiral)le that such action may be taken as will be most likely to bring

about that result. It Avas the design of the Department, in its com-
nnmication to you of tin' \'Mh March last (Xo. 95). to have procured
(informally or otherwise as you might think j)roper) from the

foreign office the legal provisions therein referred to. It Avas thought
by the Department that if, on the receipt of the laws in question, it
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should be found that Mr. Schauffler's case admitted of anielioralioii, or

would seem to do so, under a fair interpretaticm of the laws, the matter

could be brought to the attention of the foreign office with great

assurance of success, the application being fortified already b}' the

material previously obtained from that source.

" The Department does not consider an attempt to put Mr. Schauf-

fler on the same footing in Austria, in respect to the conduct of his

meetings, as are other foreigners, similarly situated, as in anywise

interfering Avith or complaining of the legal internal or domestic

administration of His Majesty's (jovernment or the laws of Austria-

Hungary; nor would the Department act otherwise in the matter,

were Mr. Schauffler a propagandist of any other school. The question

is one of eqiuil rights and privileges in a given case, for a citizen of the

United States, to those accorded other foreigners under tlie actual

laws of the Empire.

"As 3^our No. 11)0 has failed to advance the interests of Mr. Schauf-

fler and leaves the official statement of the laws j^et unobtained, I Avill

thank you to proceed in the matter as indicated in instruction No. 95."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kasson, niin. to Austria-Hungary, May
10, 1879, MS. Inst. Austria-Hungary, III. 13.

"With reference to your remark that the Government cannot con-

sent that the power of a state shall anywhere be exercised against our

people who are adherents of the Christian religion because of their

religion, or that they shall be subjected to abuse for this reason, you
are understood of course to confine your statement to the maintenance

of religious views, and not to contemplate the obtrusive presentation

of certain views in violation of the laws of a country in which the

parties voluntarily have entered."

.Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Seward, min. to China, May 2, 1876, MS.
Inst. Cliina, II. 385.

" Upon the 23d of November, Sir Edward Thornton called upon me
and stated that he was instructed by Lord Derby to read to me, and

if I desired it to leave with me a copy of an instruction bearing date

October 28, which had been addressed to Mr. Layard, Her ]Majest3'"s

minister at Madrid, touching religious toleration in Spain, and that

Lord Derby expressed the hope that the Government of the United

States might instruct its representative at Madrid to make repre-

sentations in a similar sense to the Government of the King. i\

transmit, herewith, a copy of this instruction, which was given me
by Sir Edward Thornton.

" You will perceive its guarded character, and vrhile Lord Derby

states that Her Majesty's Government have learned with great regret

that the Spanish Government had placed upon the Xlth article of
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the constitution an interpretation so much at variance with the

spirit of toleration now so universal in civilized states, and with the

more enlightened policy which has been followed in Spain since the

j-ear 1800, without apparent ill consequences, and while Her Majesty's

Government would gladly learn that the recent orders have been re-

scinded or relaxed, he has not thought it advisable to instruct Mr.

Layard to make any formal or official application to the Government

of Sj)ain in that sense. Lord Derby, however, expresses the hope

entertained by Her Majesty's Government that the steps lately taken

by the Spanish Government with regard to religious freedom may
not be followed by others of a still more retrograde character, and

its expectation that the rights enumerated in the instruction, w^hich

Seiior Calderon y Collantes, the minister of state, admits are secured

to Protestants by the Xlth article of the constitution, will be

scrupulously respected, with its reliance upon the good faith of the

Spanish Government to act promptly and energetically in repressing

any attempt on the part of the local authorities to infringe upon these

rights. Mr. Layard is instructed to speak in this sense to the Spanish

minister of foreign affairs and to lose no opportunity for im-

pressing upon the Spanish Government the deep interest with which

the question of religious liberty in Spain is regarded by Her Majesty's

Government and by all classes of Her Majesty's subjects.

" The question had been presented to this Government before Sir

Edward's interview with me, and I have appreciated the delicacy of

making representations to a foreign state concerning religious

freedom within its own borders, as Lord Derby appears to have

done. While, therefore, it is not deemed advisable to instruct you
to make any remonstrances, or to prefer any formal or official ap-

plication concerning the steps that have lately been taken in Spain

on the question, you are instructed to act in concert with Mr. Layard,

Her Majesty's minister, in the sense in which he is instructed by

Lord Derby, and to take occasion to speak in a similar sense to the

minister of state, impressing upon' him the deep interest which the

question of religious liberty in Spain excites in the United States,

and the strong hope that the steps lately taken by the Spanish Gov-
ernment with reference to religious freedom and toleration may not

be followed by others of a more retrograde character, and that the

rights which the minister of state admits are secured to Protestants

by the Xlth article of the constitution may be entirely respected,

and that the United States rely upon the good faith of the Spanish

Government to promptly and firndy suppress any attempt from any
quarter to infringe upon these rights."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adee, charge at Madrid, Dec. 8, 1876, MS.
Inst. Spain, XVIII. 52.
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As to the threatened sale of the American college at Rome, under the

decision as to the real estate of the Proiwganda, and the " prompt
and friendly action " of the Italian Government, see Mr. Freling-

huysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Astor, min. to Italy, March 4, 5, and 29,

1884, MS. Inst. Italy, 2Cui, 2G7.

For an inquiry as to rights of religion under the constitution of Portugal,

see Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Irwin. Feb. 28, 1900, MS. Inst

Portugal, XVi. 198.

"In a letter dated the 8th Feb./27 Jan'y 1883 you ^informed

me that the American Bible Society, and their agent at Constantino-

ple, Dr. Bliss, desired permission to import into Caucasia the publi-

cations of that society, in the modern Armenian language, as approved

and recommended by the foreign church authorities.

" According to the Russian law, Bibles in the Armenian tongue can

only be imported with the i^ermission of the patriarch of the Catholic

Armenian Church, or by that of the Armenian Georgian Synod.
" The prohibition was promulgated not only in consequence of the

incompleteness of the sample submitted to these authorities by Dr.

Bliss in 1872, but also because it distorted the doctrines of the Armen-
ian as well as the whole Eastern Church.

" Having received a petition from Dr. Bliss in 1881, together with

a copy of the Bible in the Armenian tongue, as distributed without

1 indrance by the British Bible Society, of which fact I have no

cognizance, I deemed it my duty to refer Dr. Bliss's petition and the

accompanying Bible to the Synod ; and I am unable either to announce

their decision in advance, or to rescind the aforementioned pro-

hibition."

Note of Count D. Tolstoi, Russian min. of the interior, to Mr. Hunt. miu.

to Russia. March 3. 188.3, accompanying Mr. Hunt's No. 4.3 of March
23, 1883, 37 MS. Desp. Russia.

" This Department is informed by a dispatch Xo. 109 of the 10th of

June last, from Mr. Doty, consul of this Government at Tahiti, that

certain American citizens, members of the so-called Mormon Church,

or Church of Latter Day Saints, as sometimes styled, laboring

as missionaries in the Society Islands, have been forbidden to hold

and conduct their religious services without a special license from

the President of the French Republic.
" I presume they have made their application in the proper quarter

for such license. So long as polyganlv was maintained as a doctrine

and practiced as a fact by the Mormon Society, this Government

refused to intervene in any way to protect them against hostile

regulations or legislation of countries where they might be located. But

it is asserted that they have now entirely abandoned jjolvgamy. They

profess to inculcate doctrines of the highest morality and promotive

of good citizenship and loyalty to established government. The doc-

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 12
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trino of (Mitiro fivodoin of religious holiof and practice, prevailin*;

both in the Tnited States and in France, should, in the opinion of the

Department, entitle these i)eoi)le to the same rijjhts as any other

relifjious society, provided they have actually renounced their polyofa-

mous tenets, and do in fact })ractice and promote principles of

morality and virtue.

'• Assuming this to be true of them, it is hoped that the license

desired l)y them may he granted by the PVencli authorities."

Mr. A(l('(>. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Eustis, anil), to France, .Inly 21), 181)."),

MS. Inst. France, XX II I. l.SO.

" T have received your No. ITO, of the 8d ultimo, reporting the

cause of the imj)risonment of the Reverend Francis Penzotti, the

business agent of the American Bible Society.

" As Ml-. Penzotti was cognizant of the laws of Peru which forbid

the importation of books or i)reaching which may tend to disturb the

established religion of the land, and as our only ground for friendly

intervention in the case was the fact that he represented an American

society, he being an Italian subject, the Department has at present no

further instructions to give in regard to the matter.

" The use of your good offices in Mr. Penzotti's behalf is com-

mended."

Mr. lUaine. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Hicks, niin. to Peru, Dec. f). 1890, MS.
Inst. IVni. XVII. 44(t.

" Deitartnient informed tl)at Penzotti acciuitted. Init still confined i)on(lin,i;

appeal by i)ro.socution to liifrher court. I'.sc junn} odices lo ur^c

s|»ccdy decision or prisoner's i»rovisional r(>Ieasc." (Mr. Hlaine. Sec.

of State, to Mr. 1 licks, niin. to Peru, tel., .Tan. 15, 181)1, MS. Inst.

Peru. XVII. 448.)

" T have to acknowledge the ivceipt of your letter of the 2Sth

ultimo, in which, on behalf of the Evangelical .Vlliance for the United

States, it is urged that this (lovermnent consider the propriety of

instructing the rej)resentatives of the United States in South America

with a view to seeming

—

'•
1. Religious liJH'rty for missionaries woi-king in States of vSouth

America.

"2. Religious lil)erty for native Christians who dissent from the

Roman Catholic faith.

"8. The fullest civil liberty for foreigners and native-born Pi'otes-

tants, especially by the legalization of marriages performed by others

than tlu' Roman Catholic clergy.

'•The standing instructions of the D«'j)artment to the representa-

tives in that (juarter, supplemented by special instructions from time

to time as cases arise, have i)een directed to securing for American
citizens the same right to pursue their vocation of j)reaching and
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teachiii«j:, if such practices are lawful in the country of their residence,

as any other American professional men or merchants have to pursue

their calling. On the whole the success of the efforts of our diplo-

matic and consular ofticei-s in this direction has been orratifving.

"As respects your second point, the Department woidd ovei*step a

long-established rule were it to instruct its ministers abroad regarding

the civil and religious rights of citizens of the countries where they

reside.

"As respects the legalization of marriages performed by others than

the Roman Catholic clergy, the Department has for several years past

given much attention to the question in Peru, where the laws declared

non-Catholic marriages invalid, and after persistent effort, in which

the United States minister was aided by the British representative,

whose coimtrymen were in the same case as ours, the passage of a law

was brought about by which civil marriages are made valid as well as

the civil registry of non-Catholic nuirriages heretofore performed in

that country. The Department does not recall any special complaints

on this score by American citizens in Ecuador and Bolivia, but should

any such cases be reported the same efforts will be made as in Peru,

and with the slight advantage of the Peru^'ian precedent in favor of

such representations as may be made."

Mr. Day, Sec. of State, to the Rev. Mr. Strong. June 3, 180S, 22<.1 MS. Dom.
Let 113.

" Tilis Government, practicing as it does at home the largest princi-

ples of freedom of tho'ight and l)elief, is naturally desirous to see its

citizens enjoy in other countries a reasonable freedom from restric-

tions or disiibilities imposed by reason of religious faith. While rec-

ognizing that the determination of the internal policy of a nation is

an attribute of its sovereignty, the United States have not hesitated to

express this desire, in considerate and friendly ways, as in the instance

of the marriage laws of Peru, to the end that the law-abiding citizens

of the United States sojourning in lands to which oiu* country is

bound by ties of amity and similarity of representative institutions

may l)e relieved from discriminations affecting their individual life,

lilxnties, and domestic relations in a manner at variance with the ten-

dencies of this lilx'ral age. ...
'' You are requested to examine and report upon the present condi-

tion of the legislation of Bolivia in regard to the liberty of conscience

and teaching enjoyed by foreigners and as respects the status of

aliens contracting marriage according to other rites and codes than

those of the established church.
" If in the course of your examination you shall deem the ascer-

tained facts to warrant you in so doing, you are authorized to make
such discreet representations in the proper quarters, by way of
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friendly hut earnest su<j^estion, as may conduce to the desired end.

You will however, he cautious in such case to avoid wounding the

sensibilities of a generous people or appearing to advocate any unduly

exceptional treatment of the natives of the country.''

Mr. Iljiy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Briilgman, inin. to Bolivia, Sept. 1, 1899,

For. Kel. 18!)!). 112.

Witli the forejjoing instruction there was enclosed for Mr. Rridgman's

perusal a copy of a letter addressed to President McKinley hy the

Rev. John Lee. chairman of a connnittee appointed hy the Chicago

Methodist Ministers' Meetinj,' to make efforts to bring about larger

religious liberty in Bolivia. Ecuador, and Peru. In this letter Mr. Lee

said: "While the connnittee rejoices that I'eru has already adopted 'a

marriage law more consonant with the general practice of modern

mitions,' it would he more than pleased if the kindly offices of the

United States Government would be exercised in securing in Bolivia,

and especially in Ecuador, what has already been secured in Peru.

. . . The connnittee aims at the accomplishment of three thing.s

;

(1) To secure religious liljerty for missionaries working in the

Repultlics of Peru. Ecuador, and Bolivia; (2) to secure religious

liberty for native Christians who dissent from the Roman Catholic

faith; (3) to secure in these Scmtli American repul)lics the fullest

civil liberty for An)erican citizens and native-born Protestants, espe-

cially by the legalization of marriages performed by others than

clergy of tlie Roman Catholic Church."

An instruction similar to that to Mr. Bridgman was sent on the same
day to Mr. Sampson, minister to Ecuador. (Mr. Hay, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Sampson, min. to Ecuador, Sept. 1, 1899, MS. Inst. Ecuador,

II. 2.)

A similar instruction was also sent to the United States legation at Lima.

(Mr. Hay. Sec. of St:ite, to Mr. Dudley, nun. to Peru, Sept. 1, 1809.

MS. Inst. Peru. XVIII. ITC.)

"You will lose no suitable occasion to imiuvss (without appearing to

trench upon the i)rerogatives of a sovereign state) upon the Peruvian

Government the gre.-it gr.itUication it would give the United State.s,

were Peru to advance in the i)atli of tolenince which is trodden by

modern states." (Mr. Hill. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dudley, miu.

to Peru, Sept. 7, UM)0, MS. Inst. Peru, XVI 1 1. 201.)

In March, 1891), the minister of the United States at Quito called

upon the Ecuadorian (rovernment to correct the conduct of certain

Roman Catholic ])riests, who had, by inflannnatory utterances in the

])ulj)it against certain Protestant missionaries, who were citizens of

the United States, put their lives in jeopardy. The Ecuadorian

Government instructed the ecclesiastical authorities "to put a stop

to such irregularities," and ordered the i)()lice authorities to inflict

punislnnent uj)<>n persons who had sought to do bodily injury to

the missionaries. The I)ei)artmeiit of State, referring to the inci-

dent, said: "The l)ei)ai'tment is gratified that your representations

were effective in securing projM'r police protection for the lives and
property of ^Vjnerican citizens. The reported utterances of the
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ecclesiastics of the Roman Church seem to have ffone far bevond the

liberty of speech which exists in republican communities, and, inas-

much as the church in P^cuador is a state institution, it was proper to

call the attention of the responsible government to the incendiar}'

provocations of the clergy. The Ecuadorian Government appears

to admit and accept its disciplinary function in the premises."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sampson, luin. to Ecuador, April 10, 1899,

For. Kel. 1899, 2G0.

Among the inflammatory utterances of the priests in question there was
the following: " If the Virgin Mary does not convert tlieui it is neces-

sary that they (missionaries) be taken out of the city, and if not,

they must be desti'oyed."

(6) LEARNED PROFESSIONS.

§ 195.

The practice of medicine in the United States is regulated by the

laws of the various States and Territories, and is not under Federal

control.

Mr. Day, Sec. of State, to Senhor Manoel de Oliveira Lima, May 31,

1898, MS. Notes to Brazilian Leg. VII. 170.

The French law requires, as a condition of practicing medicine in

France, the possession of a diploma issued by one of the French

schools of medicine. This law is strictly enforced against all for-

eign physicians. The French Government, it is true, has the right

to grant by decree the privilege of practicing medicine in France;

but this is done only in exceptional cases where one has reached some

eminence or distinction, or Avhere there are special reasons for depart-

ing from the rule. The possession, however, of a diploma issued by

a reputable foreign medical institution may facilitate the obtaining

of the French degree, since it may be accepted as a sufficient ground

for dispen.sing with some of the certificates of studies, " inscriptions,"

and public examinations ordinarily required.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Chase, Aug. 3, 1880. 101 MS. Dom.
Let. 134, quoting from Mr. Morton's No. 298 of February 7, 1883.

For the conditions of admission of foreigners to French medical schools,

see Mr. Vignaud, Sec. of Embassy at Paris, to Mr. Olney, Sec. of

State, .July 24, 1890, For. Kel. 1896, 140.

As to the question of enrolling the United States on the list of

countries recognized under the British medical act of 1866, see the

report of Mr. James R. Roosevelt, secretary of the American em-

bassy in London, of April 16, 1894. For. ReL 1894, 281-284.

As to the grant to two native women, graduates of a medical school

in the United States, of the privilege of practicing medicine in Japan,

see For. Rel. 1898, 434-438.
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" I liave to aeknowU'dtre the receipt of your letter of the 13th

instant, in which yoii ask to be apprised of the steps to be taken to

enabk^ you to practice medicine in Mexico.
•• In reply I have to inform you that if you will transmit hither

vour diploma, certified under the seal of the State in which the issu-

in^r colle<Te is located, the proper authentication by this Department

and the Mexican le<ration will be attached thereto, without charge.

You will be entitled under this diploma to practice medicine in Mex-

ico, but under the law as set forth by our minister there in a despatch

niuuix'red ."iST of April 1. 181)1. you will not be permitted to sign

death certificates until you shall have presented a thesis to the Mex-

ican National College of Medicine. Should this thesis not prove sat-

isfactory, a second may l>e presented six months later.''

Mr. (Jreshani. Sec. of State, to Mr. Wcstnioreland, April 18, 1895, 201

MS. Doiu. Let. '>(>0.

To the same effect is Mr. Oliiey. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kellogg, Dec. 23,

isn.-). 2(k; MS. Dom. Let. .")»«».

" Your conununication of the 20th of June last, addressed to Mr.

Hunter, has been n'ceived. In his al)sence I resi)ond to the inquiries

you make respecting the status of medical practitioners in Morocco

wiio ])ossess di})lomas issued in the United States.

" Evei'V country has the right to jirescribe the formalities which

shall be observed i)V physicians to entitle them to practice within its

jurisdiction. In nearly all. the simple rise and recognition of a

diploma known to be genuine and issued by a college in good stand-

ing is sufficient. In some countries an examination is necessary also.

The Department })resumes that medical men. who obtain their titles

at the excellent institutions of the United States: and thereafter seek

a field of i)ractice in foreign ports, will conform to all reasonable re-

(luirements wiiich the local law may impose, without discrimination,

upon graduates of any foreign college. You would only be justified

in intervening if an unfair discrimination should be made against

the holder of a genuine American diploma. . . .

" AVhile the Department is wilHng in case it be asked by a foreign

government to oi)tain from the State authorities an attestation of the

genuineness of any diplonui presented, it cannot undertake to do so

in the case of the diplomas issued l\v Buchanan and his associates."

Mr. .lolin Davis. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Matliews, consul at Tangier,

Aiig. 11, 188;^. 108 MS. Inst. Consuls. 82.

'llie reference to " Huchanan " relates to .John Buchanan, "dean" of a

so-call«Hl '• university." wlio was convicted in riiiladeljihia of fraud-

ulently issuing medical diplomas. U'or. Uel. 1880, li'Jl, ;il>8 ; For.

Hel. 1881, 4-A.)
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" This Government is disposed to admit that every country has the

right to prescribe the mode of recognition of medical practitioners

within its borders. While granting this, it is only reasonable to ex-

pect, therefore, that any regulations governing in such cases should

be fair and impartial and not discriminate in favor of any one

nationality. All that is demanded in the interest of our citizens

is that the rule adopted shall be uniform and without any practical

discrimination against duly graduated American practitioners.''

Mr. Freliughuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wallace, niin. to Turkey, ^Nlarcl'.

27, 1884, For. Kel. 1884, 553.

This instruction related to the question of recognizing medical degrees

granted by the American college at Beirut.

See, also, Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Wallace, min. to Tur-

key, June 25, 1883, MS. Inst. Turkey, IV. .34.

" When the applicant to practice his profession in this Empire
produces a diploma of a State institution, where the State guaranties,

as it were, by a staats examen^ as in Germany, the sufficiency of the

studies pursued and the examination, then such applicant, upon mak-
ing proof of the fact that the diploma has been conferred upon him
and submitting to a mere formal colloquium or medical conversation,

is granted a certificate permitting him to practice his j^rofession in

this Empire.
" On the other hand, if the applicant produces a diploma that is

not of the grade above specified, that is to say, if the diploma is not

from a State or Government institution, as above specified, then the

applicant, in order to have the right to practice his profession in the

Empire, must undergo a thorough examination, as is prescribed, to

entitle him to a diploma from the medical college here.

" This subject it seems presented itself in 1878, when the Porte first

attempted to enforce with some degree of system the general lav/

regulating the practice of medicine (see Legislation Ottomane. Vol.

Ill, page 105.)

'' The matter was referred by the consul-general to the Department,

and in its instruction to the consul-general No. 50, of '29th April,

1878, it incloses a report from the Commissioner of Education, which

says

:

"
' The United States Government formally recognizes the diplo-

mas of no medical school of this country or any other as affording

any evidence of medical capacity, but surgeons of the United States

Army and Navy, Marine Hospital Service, etc., are subject to a rigid

examination before appointment."

"

Mr. Straus, min. to Turkey, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State. .Tan. 10, 1889.

For. Rel. 1889, 707, 708, enclosing a report of the council of the ad-

ministration of civil medicine relating to the conditions of practice,

and particularly to the refusal of the Imperial Medical College to

license a graduate of the Bellevue Hospital ^ledical College unless

he should submit to an examination, which he refused to do.
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Mr. Stnuis was advisod that the Department of State then had no further

instruction to jrive liim in tlie matter. (Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State,

t«» Mr. Strau.s. niin. to Tnrlioy. .Jan. 3L 1880. For. Kel. 1880, 712. 713.)

See. furtlier. as to tlie practice of medicine in Turlvey. For. Kel. 1808, 1101.

As to tlie question of reco;:nizinfj dejrrees jrranted hy tlie American col-

lege at Heirut, see Mr. Freylinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Wallace,

min. to 'I'urlvey. March 27, 1884, For. Uel. 1884, 5.53. SOI.

In ISOl the Dejtartment of State disapproved a suggestion that the

American minister at Constantinople might, in the exercise of his

extraterritorial powers, issue licenses to practice medicine in Tur-

key. (Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilirsch. min. to Turkey, Jan.

23. ISin. MS. Inst. Turkey. V. 2(»4.

In 1.S03 the minister of the Fnited States at Constantinople i-eported that

a vizierial order is.sued five yeai-s before, prohibiting women from

l)racticing as licensed i)hysicians, had been relaxed in the case of

Miss Mary I'ierson Eddy. M. I)., a licensed phy.sician in New York, to

whom pei-mission had been granted to appear for examination, and
that a vizierial order had been prepared to i>ermit all women, who
who were duly (lualified. to j»ractice medicine. (Mr. Terrell, min. to

Turkey, to Mr. (Jresham. Sec. of State, Nov. 8, 1803, For. Kel. 1803,

702: see. also. id. cas. (;.".(>. 7(>4. 707.)

As meinlxTship of the bar in the several States of the Union is

under local and not under Federal control, the practice of the law in

the United States is a subject tliat cannot pr()i)erly be regulated by

international convention.

Mr. I>ay, Sec. of State, to Senhor Manoel de Oliveira Lima, Brazilian

charge. May 31, ISOS. MS. Notes to Brazilian Leg. VII. 170.

" It is understood to be the usual custom of the courts of the United

States and the several States near the border to permit the gentlemen

of the Canadian bar to appear as counsel for Briti.sh subjects; but

this is an act of courtesy and comity, not an admission of a right, and
if the courts of Manitoba do not extend the same courtesy to the bar

of the United States, we can only regret their decision, but cannot

officially complain of it."

Mr. .7. C. B. Davis, Act. S(>c. of State, to Governor Austin, of Minnesota,

July 17, 1873, 00 MS. Dom. Let. 388.

The second international American conference, held at the city of

Mexico, in 11H)1^2. adopted a project of a convention in relation to

the practice of the learned i>rofessions. It followed the lines of the

j^lan adopted by the congress of Montevideo.

Second Int. Couf. of Am. States, S. Doc. .3:50, .".7 Cong. 1 sess. 7, 22, 2.3,

24, 10."j.
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6. Martial Law.

§ 196.

In the present section the distinction between martial law and mili-

tary law should be carefully borne in mind. Military
1

1
ary aw.

|^^^^^ signifies, primarily, the law for the government

of military forces. Thus it has been held that persons in the mili-

tary and naval service of the United States are at all times subject

to trial by court-martial under military law."

July IG, 1875, the British minister at Washington said in a note

that he had been instructed by Lord Derby to make inquiries as to

statements made in England by the parents of one John Winstone,

lately a soldier in the United States Army, to a member of the British

Parliament. The statements represented that Winstone, an English-

man by birth, was killed by a kick from a comrade named Hawie;
that Hawie was tried by court-martial and sentenced to be confined

in the guardhouse for three months and to forfeit the sum of $80 out

of his pay; that the court-martial struck out a charge that Hawie
inflicted upon Winstone kicks from which the latter died, and tried

him only for the trivial military offence of " fighting in quarters."

It was represented that the parents of the deceased thought the pun-

ishment of Hawie inadequate to the offence committed by him,

and desired that the crime might be brought under the juris-

diction of the civil courts. The Department of State, in replying to

the note, observed that it Avas not alleged that Winstone was at the

time of his death a British subject, Avhile it did appear that he was

enlisted in the United States Army, as was also Hawie, so that they

both "' were subject to the military laws of the United States and to

trial for an offence such as that alleged," an offence committed within

the limits of a military post by one soldier upon another and " prop-

erly triable by a court-martial." The Department added that the

statements of the parents of the deceased, which were merely hearsay,

did not afford " sufficient grounds on which to arraign the judgment of

a court competent for the trial in question, or to rest a demand for an

executive reversal or repudiation of a judicial judgment and the sub-

jection of the party to a second trial; " and that it was not deemed

advisable or proper to present an inquiry to the War Department on

the subject.
^

Mr. Fish, See. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton. Britisli niin.. .Tuly IG,

187."), MS. Notes to Great Britain, XVI. noi.

a John.son v. Sayre. 158 U. S. 100. 1.5 S. Ct. 773. So, persons in military

prisons are liahle to trial hy conrt-niartial for offem-os oonnnittod while in con-

finement, though they be under sentence to be discliarged from the service. (In

re Craig, 70 Fed. Rep. 909.)
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Mr. Fish, in concludinj? his reply, observed that the pai'ents of the de-

ceased iirobal)ly were " not aware of the legal difficulties which might

attend an attempt to subject a man who had been once tried and

punished for an offence to a second trial, or of the gi'uve questions

which might be raised under the existing circumstances in an effort

to prt)secnte in civil courts for an offence committed by one soldier

ui)on another within the limits of a military post and the jurisdiction

of military courts."

In anotlier part of the note Mr. Fish said :
" The United States have inher-

ited from their mother country a sensitiveness to any attempt by other

jKiwers to review the judicial decisions of their constituted courts."

Civil tribunals will not revise the proceedings of courts-martial except

for the purpose of ascertaining whether they had jurisdiction of the

person and the subject-matter, and whether although they had such

jurisdiction they had exceeded their powers in the sentence pro-

nounced. (Carter r. McClaughry (1902), 183 U. S. 365.)

See, also. In re Vidal (lf)00), 179 U. S. 12G; Swaim i: United States

(1897), UJ5 U. S. 553.

The term martial law refers to the exceptional measures adopted,

whether by the military or the civil authorities, in

times of war or of domestic disturbance, for the pres-

ervation of order and the maintenance of the public authority. To the

operation of martial law all the inhabitants of the country or of the

disturbed district, aliens as well as citizens, are subject. In this rela-

tion, however, it is important to remember that the essentials and

limitations of the condition of things which we describe as martial

law are not precisely defined in the common \n\\, and that the condi-

tion so denominated is known by different names under other systems

of law, in which its essentials and limitations are more or less particu-

larly defined.

Thus, in France we have (1), from the point of view of the defence

of the country, the state of peace {Vetat de paix), the state of war
{Fftdt (Ic (jucrre), and the state of siege {Vetat de siege) in fortified

places and military posts; and ('2). from the point of vie\v of the

maintenance of order and of the public j)eace, the state of siege {Vetat

de sih/c) in parts of the territory where that exceptional measure

may become necessary. The state of siege may be established by a

decree or by matters of fact, such as a forcible attack, a surprise, or

domestic sedition."

In Spain we have not only the state of siege, but under the Law of

Public Order of April 2^5, 1870, which is declared not to embrace
'" cases of foreign war. nor of civil war formally declared," we have

what is known as a " state of war *'
(e.stado de f/iierra), which may be

declared even by local magistrates in case of rebellion or sedition.*

" Hlock. Dirtioinidirc de VAdiiiiiiistratitui Franraisr, 4th ed. 1109-1111.

''Alcubilla, Diccionario de la Adininistraeiun Espanola, VIII, 5(j2-5GG.
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The question as to what constitutes martial law under the common
law is discussed by Sir Frederick Pollock in the Tendon Time.s- of

March 10, 1902. Being unable, as he states, '" to agree completely with

any of the explanations hitherto offered on this obscure subject," he

reaches certain conclusions which seem to him, in the dearth of positive

authority, to be *' fairly probable.'" In the first place, he thinks it is

undisputed that the " martial law " of the earlier books, down to the

end of the seventeenth century if not later, is what we now call mili-

tary law, the rules for the governance of armies in the field and other

jjersons within their lines or included in the region of their active

.operations. Any such rules, so far as applicable to persons not

British subjects, whether friends or enemies, " ought of course to be

consistent with the law of nations and with the recognized usages of

war." In the second place, he concludes that military law, as a spe-

cial body of rules applicable to special classes of persons, has nothing

to do with the general right of citizens to defend their own persons

and property, or the right—which is also a duty—to preserve the

l^eace against rioters, by the use of whatever force is reasonably nec-

essary." As to this power or duty, assuming it to exist, it is, he says,

to be observed (1) that it is not a matter of prerogative, but apper-

tains to all laAvful men; (2) that it is not specially vested in military

officers, though they may often be the most proper persons to exercise

it, and (3) that its exercise requires to be justified by the necessity of

the case, which is a question, after the restoration of peace, for the

ordinary courts of justice, the burden of proof being according to the

common law on the person justifying. Of this question an executive

proclamation of martial law would not be legally decisive, unless it

was authorized by legislation. Other practical questions suggest

themselves. First, what is a state of war? Must there be, then and

there, actual fighting or disorder? Must life and property be in im-

nunent danger ? Must the enemy be visible in force, or the sound of

his guns audible ? Second, are the kinds of acts which may be neces-

sary for public defence limited to the use of physical force against

persons, by way of restraint or summary punishment ? If not, what

other kinds of acts may be required and justified? There was, says

Sir Frederick Pollock, a prevalent opinion in the seventeenth century

that it was time of peace when and where the courts were open and

the King's writ could be executed. There was also some authority to

show that not only acts done against enemies or disaffected j)ersonSj

l)ut invasions of innocent persons' property, might be justified by the

necessity of war.^ Applying these principles, it may, says Sir Fred-

erick, be supposed that an enemy's army has landed in force in the

"The King r. Pinney (18.32), .S St. Tr.. N. S. 11, 3 B. & Ad. 947, 37 H. H. 599,

and preface.

b Y. B. 21 Hen. VII. 27, pi. 5, per Kingsmill, J.
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north of En<i:laii(l and is marching on York. The peace is kept in

London and Bristol, and the courts are not closed. But it is known
that evil-disjKJsed persons have a<;reed to land at several ports for

the puri)ose of joining the enemy and gfiving him aid and informa-

tion. I5i-istol is one of the suspected ports. What shall the mayor of

Bristol do? Sir Frederick Pollock submits that it is the mayor's

plain moral duty as a good citizen (putting aside for a moment the

<|uesti()n of strict law) to prevent suspected persons from landing, or

to arrest and detain them if found on shoie, to assume control of the

railway trafiic and forbid undesirable passengers to proceed north-

ward, and to exercise a strict censorship and inquisitorial power over

letters and telegrams. All these things are in themselves trespasses

(excei)t, probably, forbidding an alien to land) ; some of them may
IKn'hajjs be justifiable under the statutory powers of the postmaster-

general, but sumnuiry restraint by wny of prevention must be justi-

fied by a connnon law power arising from necessity, if at all. " Ob-

serve." continues Sir Frederick, '' that I say nothing about trial or

])unisliment. The popular (and sometimes official) notion that mar-

tial law necessarily means trial by court-martial has caused much
confusion. Summary jjunishment may or may not be necessary. In

that respect the mayor's authority would be like that of the master of

a shij)." At one time, he adds, it was a favored doctrine that ex-

traordinary but necessary acts in time of war or rebellion, outside

military law i)r()i)er. were all in the first instance illegal, and that it

might be a |)()litical duty to commit unlawful acts and rely on the

legislatui-e's grace for a subsequent indemnity. Sir Frederick Pollock

maintains that this " imputes gratuitous folly to the common law,

which can not be so perverse as to reijuire a man in an office of trust

to choose between breaking the law and being an incompetent officer

and a bad citizen." In the absence of authority to the contrary, the

law is to l)e pi-esiuned to be reasonable: and it seems that the range

of acts which may be (in the words of Justice Kingsmill) '" justifiable

and lawful foi- the nuiintenance of the Conunonwealth,'' must extend

to the prevention of aid and comfort to the enemy beyond the bounds

of |)laccs whei'e warlike operations are in sight. Modern means of

connnunication. Sir Frederick observes, have greatly extended the

elective radius of a state of war. The co?iclusions, which he reaches,

are (1) that "martial law." as distinguished from military law, is

"an unlucky name for tli*' justification by the common law of acts

done by necessity for the defence of the Connnon wealth when there is

war within the realm:" (2) that justification of any ])articular act

is ultimately examinable in the ordinary courts, the question whether

there was a state of war at a given time and place being a question of

fact: ('\) that "there may be a state of wai' at any place where aid

and comfort can be efl'ectually given to the enemy, having regard to
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the modern conditions of warfare and means of communication."'

These conclusions, he observes, do not make acts of indemnity super-

fluous, but render them measures of prudence and grace, whose office

is not to justify unhiwful acts ex post facto^ but to be quiet doubts,

prevent vexatious and fruitless litigation, rnd quite possibly provide

compensation for innocent persons in respect of damage inevitably

caused by justifiable acts. In conclusion. Sir Frederick Pollock ex-

presses the opinion that the only point really decided by the judicial

conmiittee of the privy council in refusing the petition of D. F.

Marais " is that the absence of visible disorder and the continued sit-

ting of the courts are not conclusive evidence of a state of peace.

The judgment involved the further position that neither an applica-

tion for sunnnary release from extraordinary arrest, nor an action for

anything done as an extraordinary act of necessity, would be enter-

tained by the ordinary courts during the continuance of a state of

Avar in the jurisdiction, when the court was satisfied that a responsible

officer acting in good faith was prepared to justify the act complained

of. Sir Frederick expresses regret that tlie adjective " military " is

used several times in the judgment, since it is likely " to keep alive the

fallacious notion that the so-called 'martial law' justified by neces-

sity is identical or logically connected with military law." ^

An article in the Edinhurgh Review for January, 1902, refers to

the proclamation of martial law at the Cape during the Boer war,

first in particular districts, but later throughout the colony, and also

to the rejection by the judicial committee of the privy council of the

petition of Mr. Marais for special leave to appeal against the deci-

sion of the supreme court of the Cape of Good Hope refusing his

application for release from custody. The article states that since

ir)89 there had been no instance of the proclamation of martial lav\'

in Great Britain; that the last act authorizing it in Ireland was the

act of 3 and 4 William IV. c. 1. which expired August 1, 1834; and

that there had been no instance of it in any British colony since 180.5.

a date coinciding with the termination of the American civil war and

the last application of martial law in United States territory.

Edinlnirgh Review, .laimary. 1!M)2. 79.

The statement as to the T'liited States appears to be erroneous, sinw there

have been several cases of the local application of martial law in

United St:ites territory since 18(!.").

"As to the renuirk which had been made about him (the Duke of

AVellington), he wovdd say a word in explanation. He contended

« Law Reports (1902). A. ('. 101).

6 What is Martial Law? By Sir Frederick Pollock, in the London Times,

IMarch 10. 1002. See Report of the Royal Connnission ai)pointed to inciuire into

Sentences passed [in South Africa] under Martial Law. Blue Book, South

Africa, 1902.
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tliat martial law was luMthcr more nor less than the will of the "general

who connnands the army. In fact, martial law meant no law at all.

Therefore the jr^'noral who declared martial law. and commanded
that it should he carried into execution, was hoimd to lay down dis-

tinctly the rules and re<rnlations and limits according to which his

will was to he carried out. Now he had, in another country, carried

on martial law; that was to say. that he had governed a large pro-

portion of the ])opulation of a country by his own Avill, But then,

what did he do? He declared that the country should be governed

aciording to its own national laws, and he carried into execution that

will. He governed the country strictly by the laws of the country;

an<l he governed it Avith such moderation, he must say, that political

servants and judges who at first had fled or had been expelled, after-

wards cons(Mited to act under his direction. The judges sat in the

couits of law. conducting their judicial business and administering

the law under his direction."

Si»ei>rli of tlio DuUo of Wellington. Del>ate on Affairs in Ceylon. Ilonse

of Lords. April 1. IS",!. Hansard. 3d series. CXV. 880.

Early in the civil war in the United States General Scott was
authorized by the President to suspend the writ of

Cases in the United , •

'

, • , ,i •,•, i-
habeas corpus at any pomt on the military line

between Philadelphia and Washington. In the case

of Merrvman an attempt was made to test this order judicially.

Chief Justice Taney, before whom the case was brought, granted the

application for the writ, l)ut his decision was disregarded by the mili-

tary authorities. Attorney-General Bates sustained the President's

action in an elaborate oj)inion, on the ground that, under his obliga-

tion to execute the laws, he must be accorded the widest discretion as

to means. The (|iiestion as to the extent of the Government's author-

ity over individuals in States not in insurrection was complicated by

the controversy over the proper department for exercising such

authority. September '24. 18G2. the President issued a proclamation,

by which it was ordered that all persons "discouraging voluntary

iiilistments. resisting military drafts, or guilty of any disloyal prac-

tice atl'onling aid and comfort to the rel)els " should be subject to

martial law. and lial>le to trial by courts-martial or military commis-

sions, and that the writ of habeas corpus should be suspended in

i-esjMMt to all j)ersons arrested or held by military authority. By the

act of .March \. ISfvi. Congress authorized the President, during the

rebellion, to suspend the prix ilege of the writ '* in any case throughout

the I'nited Si;ites. or any part thereof." In pursuance of this author-

ity, the Proident. Scijtember 1."). ls(i8. jjroclaimed a general sus-

pension of the privilege. The act of 1S('>8. however, provided for the

trial of all military i)risoners by civil authority. Nevertheless, the

application of matrial law continued in the Northern States; and the
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efforts to secure a judgment upon the validity of the extraordinary

tribunals proved ineffectual till after the war had ended. Then, in

1866, in the case of Milligan. the Supreme Court held that the sus-

pension of the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus did not itself

establish martial law, but that the test of the existence of martial law

was to be found in the condition of the courts. In this relation the

court said: ""Martial law can not arise from a threatened invasion.

The necessity must be actual and present ; the invasion real, such as

effectually closes the courts and deposes the civil administration. . . .

IVIartial rule can never exist where the courts are open and in the

j>roper and unobstructed exercise of their jurisdiction."

Dunning, Essays on the Civil War and lleconstiuction, 19, 20, 37, 38, 42,

43, 45-47.

See Ex parte Milligan, 4 Wall. 2 ; Com. v. Shortall (1903), 200 Pa. Kio.

Without regard to the circumstance that the practice of the Government
during the civil war was at variance with the rule afterwards laid

down in Milligan's case, it is to be observed that the decision of tiie

court constitutes simply a declaration of constitutional law in the

United States, and is not to be regarded as prescribing the conditions

under which, from the international point of view, martial law may
be enforced in other countries.

The right to suspend the writ of habeas corpus is one of municipal

law to be declared to foreign governments by the President through

the Department of State; and it is not competent for foreign gov-

ernments to question the accuracy of such declarations.

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, Brit, min., Oct. 14, 1861, MS.

Notes to Gr. Brit. IX. 10. See 2 Halleck, Int. Law (3rd ed. by

Baker). I. 548.

The following report of a debate in the British House of Lords is

given in the Diplomatic Correspondence of 1862, published by the

(iovernment of the United States, as appended to the President's

message. After inquiries by the Earl of Carnarvon, Earl Russell

said

:

'•
I conclude that the noble earl has hardly read the papers which have been

laid upon the table of the house by couunand of Her Majesty ; for the noble earl

would there have found a correspondence between Lord Lyons and Mr. Seward,

and also between Her Majesty's Government and Lord Lyons on this subject.

The noble earl, in his statement, seems hardly to have taken into account the

very critical circiunstances in which the Government of the United States has

been placed. In the spring of last year nine of the States in the scheme of con-

federation declared war against the Government of the United States. In such

circumstances as these it is usual for all governments to imprison upon suspicion

persons wlio they consider are taking part in the war against them. In a case

which happened not many years ago, viz. 1848, when there was a consijiracy for

the puri)ose of overturning the authority of Her Majesty, tlie secretary of state

applied to the other house of Parliament for authoritj' to arrest persons on

suspicion, viz, for the suspension of the habeas corpus act, and in the papers
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prosoiito^l to rarliiuuoiit at that dato there are two cases ui which the lord

lit'uteiiaiit of Irehiiul had onlered the arrest of two American persons; a com-

l)laint was tliereuiM)n made by tlie American Government, and .my noble friend

(Lord ralmerston), at that time at the head of the foreign office, replied that

witii regard to tiiose jK'rsons tiie lord lieutenant had due Information, upon

which he relied, that those persons were engaged in practices tending to subvert

the authority of the Crown, and were ai<ling i)ractices which were being pursue<l

in that part of tlie Kingdom. Those persons were never brought to trial, but on

that authority they were arrested. After this civil war broke out in America

complaints were made by certain Rritisli subjects that they had been arrestetl

upon suspicion. I inunediately directed I^ord Lj-ons to complain of that act as

an act enforced l)y the sole authority of the President of the United States, and

es|>ecially in regiird to one of those persons there seemed very light grounds for

suspicion, and I said he ought not to be detained. I am not here to vindicate

tlie acts of the Ameri<*an (Jovernment for one or for any of those cases. Whether

tliey had good gnmnds for suspicion, or whetiier they had light grounds for sus-

Iticion, it is not for me here to say. If I thought there were light grounds for

suspicion, it was my business to represent that to the (lovernment of the United

States, but it is not my business to luulertake their defense in this hou.se. The
American minister replied that the President had, by the Constitution, the right,

in time of war or rebellion, to arrest i>ersons upon suspicion, and to confine them

in i)ris()n during liis will and pleasure. This question has been much debated in

America, and judges of liigh authority have declared that the writ of habeas

cor/nis could not be suspended excejit by an act of Congress. But certain

lawyers have written on l)oth sides of the question ; and I have recently received

a pamplilet in which it is laid down that the meaning of the law of the United

States is that the writ«of hahcufs corpus can be suspended on the sole authority of

the President of the United States. The (juestion itself was brought before

Congress, and a resolution was proposed that there should be no arbitrary

arrests except with the sanction of Congress. P>ut it was contended that it was
part of the prerogative of the I'resident ; and a large majority decide<l that the

(juestion should not be <liscussed. and thereby left the President to act for him-

self. So mu<'h for tiie power given I»y the Constitution of the United States.

With regard to tiie ]>articular acts which tlie Secretary of State, under the sanc-

tion of tlie President, has authorized as to the arrest of liritisli subjects, as well

as American subjects. I am not here to defend those arrests, but I certainly do

contend tliat it is an authority which must belong to .some jierson in the (iov(>rn-

ment. if tiiey believe that persons are engaged in treasonable consiiiracies, in tlie

taking i>art as spies, or in furnishing arms against the (Jovernment. I Itelieve

that in regard to many of the ca.ses of arbitrary authority that power was
abused. I believe that, not only with regard to persons arrested, l»ut in the

course pursued, there was unnecessary susi»icion, lint I do not find that in any
case there has been any refusal to allow Kritish consuls at jilaces where con-

venient to hear tlie cases of those jtersons, or when a statement was made by the

P.ritish niiiiister tliat Lord Lyons was slow in representing the case to Mr.

Seward. Lord Lyons represent«Ml to me that these cases took up a very great

part of his time, and he was anxious to investigate every one of them. Xor can

I say that Mr. Seward has refused at any time to listen to those complaints.

He has always stattnl that be bad infoniiatioii uihui whicii lie could depend that

tlies(> Jtersons were eiig.igetl in treasonalile i>ractices against the (ioverninent of

the Unite<l States. That Iteiiig the (|ueslion, tlie noble earl states, niH)n his own
autliitrity. that the arrests are ill(>gal, and that the jM'rsons are kejit in jii-ison

illegally. But that is more than I can venture to say. I can hardly venture

to say that the President of the United States has not the power, sup|)osing per-
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sons are engaged in treasonable conspiracies against the authority of the Gov-

ernuient. to Ivcep them in prison without bringing tliem to trial, and it would
require a strong denial of the authority of the law officers of the United States

before I could presvune to say that the President of the United States had not

that power. With regard to the particular cases which the noble earl has

referred to, I am unable to say whether or not some of those persons may not

have been engaged in these conspiracies. We all know that during the time in

which the Unitetl States have been divided there has been nuich sympathy shown
in this c-ountry on one side and on the other—some have shown a strong sym-

pathy for the North, and some for the South. (Hear, hear.) With regard to

some of those cases. I have stated I thought the circumstances were such that it

was quite evident that they had not been engaged in any conspiracy. There was
one gentleman who happened to be a partner in a firm, and the other partners

had great connections with th(> South. It was true that the firm had strong

Southern synifyathies, but the gentleman himself was a firm sxipporter of the Gov-

ernment of the I'nion. It was the mei'e circumstance of letter's being sent to

his partner which induced his arrest. I thought that a most arbitrary and
unjust proceeding. (Hear.) Mr. Seward said he thought the circumstances

were enough to induce suspicion. l»ut that as soon as it was ascertained that

there was no gnmnd for that susiJicion that gentleman was released. An inno-

cent person being arrested and confined for several days in prison was undoubt-

edly a great grievance, and one for which he was entitletl to compensation

;

but beyond the right to complain, and beyond the constant remonstrances of

Lord Lyons, the British minister, in every such case, I do not hold that tlie cir-

cumstances warrant further interference. I believe the gentleman to whom I

allude had stated that he exjiected his own friends would procure his release.

The noble lord mentioned three cases. I was not aware of the cases the nol)le

earl would mention. But with regard to Mr. (xreen, this is the statement he

made on the ."itli of September :
' I desire no action to be taken by my friends in

England in conse»iuence of my arrest. Lord Lyons has represented my case, and

it will receive investigation in due time. Meanwhile I am in the bands of the

officers of this fort.' Thei-e have been other cases of arrest and imprisonment

wider crcumstances involving considerable hardshii*. There have been many
cases of arbitrary imprisonment witlumt trial : and these cases of arbitrary

imprisonment have taken place luider a (lovernment which is engaged in a civil

war, perhaps one of the most serious and formidable in which any country was
ever engaged. Right or wrong, it is not for us to decide; but we must admit

that all the means that have been used by civilized nations in warfare against

each other are open to the Americans in this case. With respect to the par-

ticular cases, I believe that to whatever cause it may be owing, whether owing

to the novelty of the case in North America, or to the inexperience of persons

who are not conversant with the carrying out of affairs, or whether it is this,

that arbitrary power can never be safely intrusted to anyone without being

abused, to whatever cause it is owing, I believe there will ever be many cases of

abuse of such power. (Hear, hear.) But in every case where a British subject

is arrested, and a reasonable case is made out for him. I shall I)e ready to

instruct Lord Lyons to bring the case under the considenition of the (Joveru-

ment of the United States. Lord Lyons has never been wanting in his duty.

(Hear, hear.) He has, I think, shown himself a vigilant British minister in

that respect: and I trust your lordshii)s will not think that these cases have

been neglected by the Government of this country. (Hear.)

The Eakl of Dekby. " The statement made by my nol)le friend behind me. and

borne out by the noble earl opposite, is one which cannot be listened to without

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 13
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feelings excited in the hijrhest degree in consequence of the treatment to which

British subjects have been sul>je<--te«l. I am willing to admit, with the noble

earl, that every allowance should l)e made for the circumstances and the diffi-

culties in which the Government of the I'nited States is placed, and the iwsition

in which they stand with regard to the civil war in which they are engaged. But

I must say that the course they have pursued with resi>ect to British subjects

in America, notwithstanding the remonstrances which have been, from time to

time, presented to tlieni l>y Lord Lyons in the j>erformanee of his duty, which he

appears to have pursued with great prudence, is most trying to the patience of

thi>i nation. 1 think he was justified in using sti'ong language with regard to

the course which has been pursuetl. That course was anything but in accord-

ance with the 'Cirix Roiiianus sum ' doctrine of the noble lord at the head

of the (Jovernnient. (Laughter.) The noble earl opposite has apparently

derived some advantage and instruction from the corresjxjudence in which he

was engaged with Mr. Seward, because in an early stage of those proceedings

he very proi>erly invoked against those proceedings the i)rotection of the Amer-

ican law. He said that that which the law sanctions with regard to American

subjects we could not complan of when applied to British subjec-ts ; but the

questiim is this: does the law sanction itV The answer was. that the Government

did not consider themselves bound to take their view of American law from a

British minister. Such was the substance of the courteous reply received by

the noble earl. (He.ir. bear, i There is one question which I must ask the

nol)le earl to answer. It has already l)een asked by my nol»le friend l>ehind me,

but very conveniently the nolde earl has not thought it necessary to reply to it.

He states that the Congress has i»assetl a resolution affirming the power of the

President, under the Constitution, to suspend the liahras corinis. . . .

E.\RL Ri ssEi.L. " With resj>ect to the first iwint. what I statetl. so far as I

recollect, was this : That on a motion to the Congress with regard to the sus-

I)ension of the habeas <ur]tiis by the I'resident. the Congress. i\v passing to the

order of the day. or laying the i»roposition on the table, or whatever their form
is. voted by a small majority in favor of the proposition. I do not think we
should compliiin if the President exercises that power, and the Congress does not

interfere with it." (Dip. Cor. 1S(;2. 28-:i1.»

•• 111 September. 180*2. the British charge d'affaires at Washington
requested the discharge of one Francis Carroll, a British subject. \Yho

had Iwen arrested 1)V the niilitarv authorities iu Baltimore. Mr.
Seward refused the i-e(iuest. and in a note to Mr. .'^tuart said :

"•Is the (ioverumeut of the I'nited States to U' expected to put

do\vn treason in anus and yet leave j)ersons at lil>erty who are capable

of sj)reading sedition^ . . . Certaiidy the (lovernment coidd not

e.xpect to maintain itself if it allowed such mischievous license to

American citi/.ens. Can the case Iw different when the dangerous
person is a foreigner living under the ])rotection of this Government?
I can conceive only one ground upon which his release can l)e ordered,

and that is that he may l)e too unimportant and too passionate a per-

son to Ix^ heeded in his railings against the (iovernment. But you
will bear in mind that the times are critical, and that sedition is easily

moved now i)y evil-designing men who in times of jjeace might be

despised." (Diplomatic Correspondence for 1862, p. 288.)
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"A correspondence ensued, which resulted in a proposal that

—

"
' Mr. Carroll should be released from custody upon his agreeing

to leave the United States immediately, and not return again during

the continuance of this rebellion, and giving security to the approval

of the United States marshal that he will keep said agreement.'

(Diplomatic Correspondence for 1863, I. 406.)

" This offer was accepted by the British charge d'affaires and Mr.

Carroll was discharged.

" The l*resident cannot assume that an exercise of national sover-

eignty which was performed by the United States when their security

was assailed cannot be performed by other powers similarly situated,

subject, of course, always to be questioned when the good faith of its

exercise nuiy be drawn in doubt.

" But in the exercise of such an extreme right of sovereignty the

comity of nations demands that the power exercising it should hold

itself ready at all times to explain to the power on whose citizens

it has been exercised the reasons which have compelled it. It cannot

be doubted that Her Majesty's (lovernment will observe the same

spirit of courtesy in this respect that the (Government of the United

States displayed when the case was reversed.'"

Mr. Frelinshuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lowell, min. to England, April

25, 18S2, For. Kel. 1882, 231-282.

Though all persons Avithin the territory where martial law pre-

vails are subject to its operation, claims for damages have not been

infrequently allowed where its application was irregular, arbitrary, or

unnecessarily harsh. One hundred claims for damages for arrest and

imprisomnent, chiefly or wholly under martial law, were submitted

to the claims commission under Article XIII. of the treaty between

the United States and Great Britain of May 8, 1871. The total dam-

ages claimed in these cases amounted to nearly $10,000,000, or, with

interest, to about $16,000,000. In 84 cases awards were made in favor

of the claimants against the United States, amounting in all to

$167,911. In 64 cases the claims were disallowed, while one was

dismissed without prejudice for improper language in the memorial,

and another was withdrawn by the agent of the British Government.

Moore. Int. Arbitrations, IV. ;}278-3;ill ; Hale's Report, 61-87; Howard's
Report, m, 7:$, 550, 555, 560, 563, 569, 571.

Various claims for imprisonment under martial law during the

civil war in the United States were dealt with by the commissioners

under the treaty between the United States and France of January

16, 1880. The subject was extensively discussed in the case of Dubos,

who was imprisoned by (jeneral Butler at New Orleans. The com-

missioners unanimously concurred in the proposition that General
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Butler had autliority to declare martial law in New Orleans, and that

aliens as well as other inhabitants of the city were bound to obc}' the

regulations established bv him. A majority of the commission, how-

ever, made an award in favor of the claimant, on the ground that

(leneral Butler had dealt with him in violation of the terms of his

own proclauiation of martial law and also in violation of the rules

and articles of war.

Mooiv. Int. Arbitrations. IV. ;«20-8,'W2.

See, also, the cases of Le More. Ileiilsieek. ami Bebian: Moore, Int. Arbi-

trations. IV. ;«ii-:«i!).

The claims in the cases of Ileidsieck and Bebian were disallowed.

In the case of Alfred Le More, it ajjpeared that the claimant was con-

fined by order of (Jeneral Butler at Fort IMckens from the Llth to

the l.*<»th of November. 18(52. and was forc;xl to wear a 32-poiind cannon

ball and <> fiH't of iron chain. From November 28 to December 30

he was confincxl in the New Orleans custom-house. A majority of

the conunission declared that the case was one " of unusual and

arbitrary conduct on the part of the g^ieral commanding at New
Orleans :

" that he had " no right to inflict punishment on the claim-

ant, but (iidy to detain him in custody for trial;"' and that the

"punishment of solitary imprisoimient at hard labor with ball and

chain was unnecessary, extreme, and nnich too severe." An award
was made of |;10.(KK). (Moore, Int. Arl)itrations, IV. ."i^U-SSlS.)

In this case the Tresident of the Fnited States expressed disapproval of

(leneral Butler's action in directing Mr. Le More "to be employed at

lalMir. and to wear a ball and chain." and "directed that the prisoner

be inunediately released from these intliction.s." Information to this

eflfwt was connuiuiicated to the French mini.ster. together with an

expression of regret and an assurance that care would be taken to

prevent the recurrence of such excess of rigor under any military

command in the Fnited States. (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Mercier. French min.. Dec. 10, 18G2, MS. Notes to French Legation,

VII. 1()0.)

" In all civilized countries, during times of great political dis-

turbances and revolutionary movements, the right to arrest suspected

persons, and to hold them in restraint a reasonable time, for the pur-

pose of investigating the charges which may be made against them,

has been exercised as one necessary for self-preservation. During

our late civil war this right was exercised in large degree by the

United States (lovernment. The utmost care, however, has been, and

will be, taken to see that this right is not exercised with undue harsh-

ness or injustic<' towards citizens of the Fnited States, and in all

proper cases such rej^aration as may i)e justly due them for tmlawful

arrest and detention will l)e demanded through the proper channels.''

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Banks, chairman of the Conunittee on

Foreign .Vffairs. House of Representatives. March .'{l. 18(39, 52 Dis-

patches to Consuls, 5*22.
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The President's proclamation of October 7, 1878, in relation to

unlawful assemblages and combinations of persons in arms then

represented to exist in Lincoln County', Territory of New Mexico,

was the ])r()clamation of preliminary warning contemplated by sec-

tion 5300, Title LXIX,, Revised Statutes, and could not properly be

considered a proclamation " declaring martial law.*' It did not sus-

pend or authorize the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, but

required *' all persons engaged in or connected with the said obstruc-

tion of the laws " to '* disperse and retire peacefully to their respec-

tive abodes."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ramsey, Sec. of War. Feb. 3. 1880, 131

MS. Doin. Let. 4H9.

Article 1 of the protocol between Spain and the United States,

January 12, 1877, provided :

,o»« That "no citizen of the United States residing in
Spain, 1877. o •

i t -it
Spain, her adjacent islands, or her ultramarine pos-

sessions, charged with acts of sedition, treason or conspiracy against

the institutions, the public security, the integrity of the territoiy or

against the Supreme (irovernment, or any other crime whatsoever,

shall be subject to trial by any exceptional tribunal, but exclusively

by the ordinary jurisdiction, except in the case of being captured

with arms in hand."

On the strength of the negotiations leading up to this protocol,

and of the interpretation placed upon it by the mixed commission

imder the agreement of 1871, it was maintained that the foregoing

article, in connection with article 7 of the treaty of 1795, prohibited

the arrest of a citizen of the United States in Cuba by executive

authority, and his detention without trial, as a dangerous person,

under the jjrofessed authority of a state of siege.

Case of Francisco Carrillo, For. Kel. 1895, II. 1220.

As to the protoc-ol of .Ian. 12, 1877, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Cashing, niin. to Spain. Dec. 27, 1875; April 17, June 9, July 21,

Nov. 28, Dec. 12, 1870; MS. Inst. Spain, XVII, 396, 506, 546, 564;

XVIII. 3.3. 6(»; and telegrams, same to same. Jan. 4, 15. 18, 23. 25, and

March 3, 1877, MS. Inst. Spain, XVIII. 70. 77. 82. 83, 85, 125.

See the case of De Liina, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, IV. .3276.

The contention of the United States always has been that martial

law or a state of siege proclaimed in Cuba does not affect the rights

of American citizens under the treaties and the protocol, and that

they consequently can not be kept incommnnicado beyond the period

of seventy-two hours, the limit fixed by Art. IV. of the Spanish

constitution of 1870.

Mr. Hockbill, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lee, cons. gen. at Havana,

Mar<b 11, 1897, 15."., MS. Inst. Consuls, 438.
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On the discovery of the pk)t to overthrow the Republic in Flawaii,

in Janimrv. ISih"), and during the commotion attend-
prismg in a-

^^^^^ upon the suppression of the attempted rising,

martial law was declared, and a military conunission

of seven persons, presided over by the attorney-general, was con-

stituted to try ])ersons charged with complicity in the conspiracy.

Numerous arrests were made, and up to the middle of February

about a huntlred persons were tried. Among those who were arrested

were certain i)ersons who claimed to be citizens of the United States

and a few who asserted British allegiance."

January "28, 1895, Mr. AVillis, the minister of the United States at

Honolulu, requested copies of the record in the cases of United States

citizens wlio had been tried, or who were to be tried, in order that his

Government might before final sentence '* determine its dutj'^ in the

j)remises." The Hawaiian minister of foreign affairs, Mr. Hatch,

promised to furnish copies of the record when it should be '" com-

jileted " and " acted upon by the President ;
" but he asked Mr.

Willis •• upon what principle of international law or usage" he de-

sired his (Tovernment to have '* the opportunity to consider the

question of law and facts involved, and to determine its duty in the

premises before final sentence is pronounced;" and he denied that

" any right of review " belonged to the United States, and refused

to give an assurance that final sentence would be delayed till that Gov-

ernment had " determined its duty in the premises."

Mr. Willis disclaimed any intimation of " a right to review " the

decisions of the Hawaiian Government, and stated that he had merely

made '" the usual re(}uest from one government to another for correct

official information in matters involving the life, liberty, and prop-

erty of the citizen." He added

:

" The ])rinciples of international law and usage of which you

mak«» incpiirv, as understood by Hon. AV. H. SeAvard, former United

.States Secretary of State, are set forth in an official letter of October

27, 18()(). addressed to Sir Frederick Bruce, then British minister at

Wasjiington, referring to the cases of Robert B. Lynch and John
McMahon who had been tried Ix'foix' the regular tribunals of justice

as actors in the assault at Fort Erie. Canada, the question of final

sentence being then jx^nding before the home (lovernment.
•• Mr. S<>ward says:
'•

' It can hardly be necessary to direct your attention to the fact

that the (Jovernment of the United States is recjuired by the highest

considerations of national dignity, duty, and honor to inquire into

the legality, justice, and regularity of the judicial proceedings which

have thus taken place: and that, after making such a careful scrutiny,

"For. Kfl. IS'.Ct. II. ,si.s-,s;5:i.
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we shall expect to make known to Her Majesty's Government such

opinions as the President, upon due consideration, shall adopt. With
this view the United States consul at Toronto is this day instructed

to procure, for the information of this Department, a copy of the

record of the trial and conviction of Lynch and McMahon, and also

of all further trials and convictions of a similar character which
shall take j)lace in Canada. I have now the honor to request you to

take such proceedings as you ma}"^ think proper, to the end that such

applications of the consul shall be promptly granted.'

" It is to be noted that although Mr. Seward claimed as right that

which I have asked of your Government as a favor, it was promptly

conceded by the British Government."
" If American citizens were condemned to death by a military

tribunal, not for actual participation in reported revolution but for

complicity only, or if condemned to death by such a tribunal for

actual participation but not after open, fair trial, Avith opportunity

for defense, demand delay of execution, and in either case report to

your Government evidence relied on to support death sentence."

Mr. Gresharu, Sec. of State, to Mr. Willis, min. to Hawaii, tel. Feb. 8.

1895, S. Ex. Doc. 60, 53 Cong. 8 sess. ; For. Rel. 1894, App. IT. 1397.

This telegram was sent before the receipt in Washington of ^Ir. Willis'

correspondence with Mr. Hatch, as above detailed. It was based

ui)on a telegram from Mr. Willis, dated .Ian. 30. I)ut not receivetl

at San Francisco till Feb. 0, which read as follows

:

" Revolt over 9th. Casnalties : Government, 1 ; royalist. 2. Court-mar-

tial convened 17th : has tried 38 cases ; 200 more to be trietl and

daily arrests. Gulick. former minister, and Seward, minister, major

in Federal army, both Americans, and Rickard, Englishman, sen-

tenced to death ; all heretofore prominent in politics. T. B. Walker,

formerly in the Fnited Stsites Army, imprisonment for life and

$5,0(»0 fine. Other sentences not disclosed, but will pi'obably be

death. Requested copies of record for our Government to determine

its duty before final sentence, but no answer yet. Bitter feeling and

threats of mob violence, which arrival of Philadrlpliia yesterday

may prevent. Liliuokalani made prisoner 10th ; on 24th relinquished

all claims and swore allegiance Republic, imploring clen)ency for

Hawaiians. Government replies to Liliuokalani: 'This document

can not be taken to exempt you in the slightest degree from personal

and individual liability ' for complicity in late conspiracy. Denies

that she had any rights since .lanuary 14. 1893, when she attempted

new constitution. ' Fully appreciates her call to disaffected to

recognize Republic and will give full consideration to her luiselflsh

appeal for clemency ' for participants."

In a note to .Mr. Hatch, of February 23, 1895, a copy of which did not

reach Washington till March 8, Mr. Willis said: "The request for

copies of record ' before final sentence ' was, as I have heretofore

orally explainetl, to avoid the appearance of * reviewing ' the delib-

erate final judgment of your (iovernment. Copies of the record in

all cases, including those whose status as I'nited States citizens is

in dispute, will, as I understand, after final sentence i)e supplied

a For. Rel. 1895, U. 832-834.
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by your (Jovcrmncnt. This coiisidorate course will be duly appro-

ciated by my (iovcrniiH'iit. Of the tliret; recpiests submitted in the

case (»f J. V. Kowier. your (iovernment has granted the one asking

fuv a <-<.py of the record." (For. liel. 18J)r,, II. 839-840.)

Mr. (Jresham. writing to Mr. Willis. Feb. 28, 1895, with reference to the

hitter's telegram of Jan. .'{(>, and his re<iuest of January 28 for copies

of the records, said: "You appear to have anticipated in great

measure the telegrai)hic instructions which were sent to you on the

Sth instant." (For. Kel. 189r>. IT. 840.)

'• Your tek'fifrain Sth instant received. Sentences of death not yet

known to have been approved by President. Sentences in 25 cases

approved and made public, viz: Twenty-three Hawaiians, five to

ten years' hard hibor; one Klnglishnian, Col. V. V. Ashford, one

year and fine: and one American. J. F. Bowler, five years and fine

of $5,000. These two charijed with misj)rision of treason. All re-

quired to don i)ris()n <rarl). One hundred and twenty tried, 21 more

now on joint trial, 2 acquitted. \ deported, and 15 of dift'erent nation-

alities released on condition of leaving country. Over 200 yet

in prison, of whom 13 are Americans; latter confined without formal

charges or trial. Feeling less extreme."

Mr. Willis, min. to Hawaii, to Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, tel., Feb. 17,

1S!).">. For. Kel. IS')."), II. KU.

It was afterwards held that J. F. Bowler was not entitled to the protec-

tion of the I'nited States, on the ground that he had been naturalized

in Hawaii. (.Mr. (iresham. Sec. of State, to Mr. Willis, min. to

Hawaii, April .">, 1S9."., For. Rel. 1895. II. 8").'}.)

Feb. 2.*?, 189"), the following telegram, wliich i-eached San Francisco

March 2, was sent by Mr. Willis:

" (Julie k. Seward, Wilcox, and liickard sentences confirmed by Pi'esident

;

thirty-tive years' imprisonment at hard labor and .^KKOOO fine, each.

Widemann and Walker, thirty years and .$10.(MK» and .$r),00<» fine,

respectively, (iregg and Marshall. l:itter Americ.in, 19 years old,

twenty years and .S;.").(KK» fine each. The two Lanes five .years and
,$.".000 fine eacli. Nowlein and Kertlemann. leaders in conspiracy, who
turned state's evidence, thirty-five years and .$10,f)00 fine each, but

sentence in i»otli cases suspended. Da vies, captain of steamer which

landed .irms. also state's evidence, ten years and .^lO.fMM) fine: sen-

tence also sus|)ended. Ex-Qut'cn, five .vears and ^rt,()(X) fine." (For.

liel. 1S9.">. II. ,s;',.">.)

'"Telegram Fel)ruary 17 received. President disappointed and
an.xious. because while it acknowledges my telegram of Febmiary 8.

it conniuinicates no resi)onse to i-easonable demand therein made,

under recognized principles of ])iil)lic law. that executi(m of death

sentence passed on American citizens be delayed until President can

have opportunity to examine evidence i-elied on to support sentence.

You will insist that copy of proceedings of trial, including evidence,

be furnished for that pur|)ose. and if. in disregard of such demand,
the Hawaiian authorities enter upon actual preparation for execution
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of the sentence or indicate or declare their intention to so execute sen-

tence, you will demand custody of ])risoners, that they may be placed

on board the PJiihuIclpJiin pendinji^ further instructions from the

President. You will deliver copy of this telegram to commander of

that ship, who, if necessary, is ex])ected to support demand."

Mr. Greshani, Sec. of State, to Mr. Willis, niin. to Hawaii, tel., Feb. 26,

]80r.. For. Kel. 18i>r,, IL 84.3.

" With reference to your telegram of the 17th instant, touching the

imprisonment or condenmation of numerous persons in connection

with the recent disturbance in Hawaii. I observe your statement that

13 American citizens are still in prison without charges and without

trial. This Government has no disposition to be exacting with that

of Hawaii, especially under present circumstances, but it owes a duty

to its citizens to see to it that they are not wantonly subjected to

arbitrary treatment. Though martial law has been proclaimed, it

does not follow that aliens innocent of participation in the acts which

gave ri.se to its proclamation may l>e arrested and indefinitely im-

prisoned without charges and without trial. The existence of martial

law, while it may imply the suspension of the methods and guaranties

by which justice is ordinarily secured, does not imply a suspension

of justice itself. You are instructed to insist to the HaAvaiian Gov-

ernment that the American citizens still imprisoned without charges

and without trial shall be promptly tried or promptly released."'

Mr. Greshani, Sec. of State, to Mr. Willis, min. to Hawaii, tel.. Feb. 25,

1895. For. Rel. 1805, U. 842.

'' I enclose herewith copies of certain depositions. . . . These

depositions leave the question of Mr. Cranstoun's nationality in

doubt. . . . Under these circumstances the Department does not

now instruct you to make any representations to the Hawaiian Gov-

ernment . . .. but it is ])r()i)er to express to you, for your own guid-

ance in similar cases, should they arise, the views here entertained in

regard to the course of action taken in that case.

'' It appears that after having been kept in jail for nearly a month,

without any charges having been made against him, he was taken

under a heavy guard to a steamer, and would, in spite of his request

to see you, have been deported without having had an oi)portunity

then to do so had it not been for the accidental, but timely, interposi-

tion of the British connnissioner.
'' You state that when you asked the attorney-general for an ex-

planation of the proceeding, he replied that the cabinet had deter-

mined to deport the men " in the exercise of the arbitrary ])ower con-

ferred by martial law." As this was the only explanation he gave, it

is assumed that it was all he had to offer, and he gave it without sug-

gestion of any (juestion as to Mr. Cranstoun's nationality.
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" If the position thus assumed be sound, the very prochimation of

martial hiw in Hawaii renders all foreigners there residing, inchiding

Americans, liable to arrest and deportation without cause and without

any reason other than the fact that the executive power wills it. They

may he taken from their homes and their business; they may be de-

prived of their liberty and banished: they may be denied the ordinary

as well as the sjn'cial treaty rights of residence without offense or

misconduct on their part, simply in the exercise of ' arbitrary power.'

'• To state such a proposition is. in the opinion of the President, to

refute it. " Truly viewed.' says an eminent author. ' martial law can

only change the administration of the laws, give them a rapid force

and make their penalties certain and effectual—not abrogate what

was the justice of the comnnniity before. The civil courts are in part

or fully suspended: but. in reason, the new summary tribunals should

govern themselves in their proceedings, as far as circumstances admit,

by established |)rinciples of justice, the same which had before been

recognized in the courts.' (Bishop's Criminal Law, sec. 45.)

" In view of what has been stated, your course in protesting against

the position assumed by the attorney-general of Hawaii is approved.''

Mr. Greshaiu. Sec. of State, to Mr. Willis, inin. to Hawaii, Fel). 25, 1895,

For. Rel. 181)5. 11. 842.

Cranstoun subsequently addressed a letter to the I'nited States conimer-

cial afieiit at Vancouver. liritish Columbia, iniiuiring whether the

United States would protect him in case he should return to Hono-

lulu to obtain testimony in a suit which he had brought against the

master and owners of the steamship Warrinioo for forcibly bringing

him away from Honolulu against his will at the time of his expul-

sion. The Department of State replied: "As it api)ears from Mr.

Cranstoun's own sworn statement. . . . that he is not an American

citizen, but has only declared his intention to become such, he is not

entitled to claim the jtrotection of this Government." (Mr. Rock-

hill. Third Assist. Sec. of State, to .Ml-. Peterson. U. S. c-om. agent at

Vancouver. Sept. 10. 18l>5. Foft Uel. 1SU5. II. 8(j5.)

Complaints having been made against the Hawaiian Government
by persons claiming American citizenship, the minister of tiie United

States at Honolulu was instructed to ascertain whether they had by

permanent residence in Hawaii, the acquisition of its citizenship, or

participation in its political affairs, abandoned or lost their right to

American [jrotect ion.

" The case of James Dureell is not embarrassed by any such pre-

liminary (juestion. I herewith inclose a copy of his affidavit received

here with your dispatch. No. 100. of April 11 last, from which it ap-

pears that Dureell was born in the State of Louisiana in 1858, and

resided in the Lnited States until S('i)teml)er 14. 1804. He then went

to Honolulu and ol)tained teni|)orary emi)lovment as a cook at the

Arlington Hotel, in that city. On November 8. 1894, lie purcha.sed
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the lease and good will of a cigar store and soda-water and fruit

stand, and gradually built up a lucrative business. On the 9th of

January last, while quietly seated in his store, he was arrested with-

out explanation or information of any charge against him, confined

in jail on common prison fare until the 27th of February following

—

a period of seven weeks—and then discharged without any trial,

charges, explanation, or op})ortunity of defense; nor has he since his

release been informed of the cause of his arrest.

" He declares that he has never by word or deed forfeited his alle-

giance to and his riglit to protection by this Government ; that he has

neither done nor spoken anything directly or indirectly against the

Government of Hawaii or its laws; that he has never exj^ressed senti-

ments antagonistic to that Government or in any manner counseled,

encouraged, aided, or abetted its enemies either in armed rebellion or

secret plotting; and that he never possessed any information which

\Hider existing hnvs it was his duty to report to that Government.
" These statements establish, in the opinion of the President, a

prima facie claim for substantial indemnity from the Hawaiian Gov-

ernment to Mr. Dureell. You will bring the case to the attention of

the Hawaiian authorities, leaving no doubt in their minds of the con-

fidence here felt that the Government of Plawaii will not refuse to

tender adequate reparation to this injured citizen of the United

States, nor hesitate to take prompt measures to exonerate him from

the imputation which this arbitrary treatment has left upon his good

name."

Mr. Olney. See. of State, to Mr. Willis, min. to Hawaii. June 12. 1895,

For. lU'l. ISO.-), n. 851).

In another instruction to Mr. Willis, on the same day, id. 8(>(). Mr. Olney

said

:

" I have to enjoin upon you the duty of satisfying yourself that this

per.son had not taken the oath of allegiance to the Hawaiian Govern-

ment prior to his arrest, and that the statements of his affidavit as

to his arrest and imi)risonment are true. His arrival in Honolulu

subseiiuent to the i)roclamation of the present (iovernnient and to the

last elections held there, and the brevity of his stay, exclude any

unfavoralde presumption that he may have, by some voluntar.v act,

renounced his right to protection as an American citizen : and. in the

light of his ])ositive declarations that by no act of omission or com-

mission he has impaired his status as a citizen of the United States

or violated any obligation to the Republic of Hawaii, his case seems

to be esi)ecially meritorious.

" When you shall have become satisfied upon the i)oints above iiidicated,

you will i)resent the case to the Hawaiian autliorities as instructed."

March 2. 1805. the Hawaiian (lovernment stated that no persons charged

with complicity in the insurrection were then held in custody except

such as had l)een t'ried. The following persons, who claimed to be

American citizens, had been released : .T. Ross. .Tames Dureel. George

Lycurgus. W. F. Reynolds. .T. Mitchell. A. P. Peterson. Chas. Greigh-

ton, Edward France, II. A. .Tuen, P. M. Rooney, Geo. Ritman, H. von
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Wt'itlHTii. ;iii(l Aiiluir Wliiti'. t)l' tlu'sr. the first five (Koss. Dureel,

Ly(ur>:us. Kcyiiohls. and Mitchell I were uncoiiditioujilly discharsed

no accu-<ati()n Iiavinj,' he«'ii hr(»n<ilit aj^ainst th.eiu. The rest were

allowiMl to leave, hut were not to return witliout permission. (For.

Kel. IS'.ir.. II. sr.(i.)

As to the sentences of Ma.j. W. II. Seward. Ciias. T. (luliek. Lewis Mar-

shall, ("ol. \. V. .\sliford, and .Mr. (Jreijr (a British suhject). see For.

Kel. is'.i.".. II. s.".i. s<;i, sr,2, sr.:;.

•Tan. 1. ISnc. all the reniaininj: iM)litical i)rlsoners were released on parole.

( iM.r. Kel. ISO.".. II. SC.T.)

" Early in Jamiarv last an uprising ao;ainst the Government of

Hawaii was promptly suppressed. Martial law was forthwith pro-

claimed and nmnerous arrests were made of persons suspected of

beiiifr in sympathy with the Royalist party. Amonof these were

several citizens of the United States, who were either convicted by

a military court and sentenced to death, imprisonment, or fine, or

were deported without trial. The United States, while denyin<j: pro-

tection to such as had taken the Hawaiian oath of allegiance, insisted

that martial law, though altering the forms of justice, could not

supersede justice itself, and demanded stay of execution until the

j)roceedings had been submitted to this Government and knowledge

obtained therefrom that our citizens had received fair trial. The
death scMitence^ wei'e sul)sequently commuted or were remitted on

condition of leaving the islands."

rresident Cleveland. Annual Message. Dec. 2. 1S!».".. (For. Rel. 1895,

I. xxi.v. I

" No (piesti(Hi of inii)ortanf-e lias arisen with the fJovernnient of the

Hawaiian Islands during the past year. The cases of the convicted

political prisoners, among whom were several citizens of the United

States, have heen disi)osed of. in ma.i'or part, hy tlieir relea.se on

Iiamle leaving only residual consideration of the claims for indem-

nity, which in .some instances have heen filed." (Report of Mr. Olney.

See. of State, to the President. Dec. 7, 180(5. in relation to foreign

affairs. For. Kel. 1S0<i. Ixxv.)

"The customary cordial relations between this country and France
have been undisturln-d. with the excejjtion that a full

explanation of tlie treatment of John T-.. "Waller by
the exjieditionary military authorities of P'rance still remains to be

given. Mr. Waller, formerly United States consid at Tamatave,
remained in >radaga-car after his term of office expired, and Avas

apparently successful in procuring business concessions from the

ITovas of greater or less value. After the occupation of Tamatave
and the declaration of martial law l)y the French, he was arrested

upon various charges, among them that of communicating military

information to the <Miemies of France, was tried and convicted by a

military trii)unal, and sentenced to twenty years' imprisonment.
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"Following the course justified by abundant precedents, this Gov-

ernment requested from that of France the record of the proceedings

of the French tribunal which resulted in Mr. Waller's condemnation.

This request has been complied with to the extent of supplying a

copy of the official record, from which appear the constitution and

organization of the court, the charges as formulated, and the general

course and result of the trial, and by which it is shown that the

accused was tried in open court and was defended by counsel. But

the evidence adduced in support of the charges—which was not

received by the French minister for foreign affairs till the first week

in October—has thus far been withheld, the French Government

taking the ground that its production in response to our demand
would establish a bad precedent. Tlie efforts of our ambassador to

procure it. however, though impeded b}' recent changes in the French

ministry, have not been relaxed, and it is confidently exj)ected that

some satisfactory solution of the matter will shortly be reached.

Meanwhile it appears that Mr. "Waller's confinement has every alle-

viation Avhich the state of his health and all the other circumstances

of the case demand or permit."

President Cleveland, Annual Message, Dec. 2, 1895. For. Kel. 189."), L
xxiii.

John L. Waller, to Avhom the foregoing passage refers, was consul

at Tamatave from February, 1891. till January. 189-1. Subsequently,

in the latter year, he Avas sued before his successor for negligence and

mismanagement of the estate of an American citizen, which he had

administered uj)on as consul, and a judgment was rendered against

him. AValler was detained in connection with this judgment when,

in December, 1894, the French bombarded Tamatave. captured it,

installed a garrison, proclafmed nuirtial laAv, and put the mails under

surveillance. ]March 5. 1895. Waller was arrested by the French

authorities and his papers were seized. He was subjected to the

usual preliminary examinations, and on March 18. 189.5. was brought

to trial before a military tribunal on charges (1) of dispatching a

letter from Tamatave without having had it viseed by the French

authorities, in violation of a public order of January 18, 1895, and

(2) of attem])ting to correspond with the enemies of France and to

furnish them information prejudicial to the military and political

situation of France Ue was convict(Hl and sentenced by the unani-

mous vote of the court on both charges, and an appeal taken to a

council of revision was rejected March '23, 1895.

As stated above, (he evidence when received at Paris was at first

withheld. Subsecpiently, however, the French Government, without

admitting any duty to permit an inspection of it— a duty which that

(lovernment claimed from the outset did not exist—submitted the

evidence to ]Mr. Eustis, United States ambassador at Paris, for such
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oxaiiiinatioii as he clioso to inakf. Mr. Eustis accordingly examined

it, and, under the instructions of the Department of State, reported

liis conclusions, which were adverse to Waller. It appeared that

Waller's iruilt on the first charire. wliich was punishable only with a

nominal fine, stood confessed. On tiie seccmd charge, which was the

grave one. there was nuich evidence, including a letter to the agent of

The Ilovas, the enemies of the French. This letter conveyed informa-

tion which invited an attack on the garrison, besides making allega-

tions against the French which tended to inflame the feelings of the

natives against them. In another letter, which was addressed to his

wife, then at Antananarivo, besides giving information of interest to

the Ilovas. he denounced " D. and P." (who were supposed to be two

American citizens, named Duder and Poujwrd. against whom he had

a grudge) as French spies, thus exposing them to the Hovas's ven-

geance.

"On all the evidence, and in view particularly of his own letters,

Waller was un(]uestionably guilty of an olfense against the French

Government of a serious character, and fully justifying severe punish-

ment. It will be seen, however, that at a time when it seemed uncer-

tain whether or not an inspection of the evidence in Waller's case

wouhl be permitted. ]SIr. Eustis. by direction of the Department, sub-

mitted the record of the charges, procedure, sentence, etc.. to an emi-

nent French lawyei-. M. Eduard (^lunet. and asked his opinion upon

the validity of the proceedings as thus shown. The opinion, given

in writing, is annexed to this rei)()rt. It jxjints out that a proclama-

tion of martial law was the basis of the jurisdiction of the court, and

that the record is defective in not showing the issuance of such a

l)roclamation. Hut as ther(> is no doubt that such a j^roclamation was
issued—^^'allel himself so states—the defect would seem to be of a

technical rathci- than a substantial nature, and easily curable by an

ameuihncnt of the record.

"The opinion also sets foi'tli certain other peculiarities of the pro-

ceedings, which are treated by M. Clunet rather as irregularities than

as matters touching the jui'isdiction. Ilis concbision uiK)n the whole

case, however, is that there is no mode by which the Waller judgment
could l)e successfully challenged through the courts, and that any
reli<'f fi-om his sentence nuist be sought thi'ough an application for

clemency. If the evidence had not been produced and the substantial

!uerits of the case thus disclosed, it niigiit have been the duty of this

(iroxcrnnient to test the accuracy of M. Cbuiet's findings by appro-

))riat<' legal |)roce(>(Iings or (>therwi>e. liut the evidence having been

exhibited and Waller having been thus satisfactorily shown to have
given the Frencii (ioveinment grave cause of complaint and to be

guilty of the oH'enses charged against him. an atta<'k upon the pro-

ceedings of the Tamatave court for alleged irregularities—even if
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attended with the most successful result—could not do more for ^Val-

ler than accomplish his release.

" So far as compensation by damages for any illegal arrest or deten-

tion is concerned, this could only be sought later, either through the

action of the United States or by suit by AValler himself in the French
courts. But in view of Waller's willful and culpable attempt against

the French authority in Madagascar, it is manifest that no claim for

damages on Waller's account could be properly pressed by the United

States, or could be expected to l^e entertained by the French Govern-

ment. An international reclamation, the rejecti(m of which may
justify reprisals or even be treated as a r-asii-s hellL ought not to rest on

pure technicalities when the facts and evidence are against the claim.

It should be founded upon something more than the mere nouobserv-

ance of legal formalities—upon something more than irregularities

originating in ignorance or inadvertence rather than in intention, and
not necessarily nor actually working any substantial wrong or in-

justice.

" The rule laid down by the Supreme Court of the United States

(110 U. S., p. 74) in relation to claims before an international tribunal

of arbitration a fortiori applies to a claim made by one Government
upon another direct.

" ' International arbitration must always proceed on the highest

principles of national honor and integrity. Claims presented and

evidence submitted to such a tribunal must necessarily bear the

impress of the entire good faith of the Government from which they

come, and it is not to be j^resumed that any Government will for a

moment allow itself knowingly to be made the instrument of wrong

in any such proceeding. No technical rules of pleading as applied in

municipal courts ought ever to be allowed to stand in the way of the

national power to do what is right under all the circumstances.

Everv citizen who asks the intervention of his own Government

against another for the redress of his personal grievances must neces-

sarily subject himself and his claim to these requirements of interna-

tional comity.'

" Hence, in accordance with this rule, notwithstanding the appear-

ance of omissions and irregularities in the record and proceedings of

the tribunal, it can not be said that substantial injustice has resulted

therefrom, since upon the facts and the evidence of Waller's own let-

ters tile result must have been the same if every technical requirement

had been observed. So, though AValler has been deprived by the

French of his liberty for nine or ten months, it can not be said that

the penalty to which he has been subjected has been disproportionate

to his offense. On the contrary, the penalty regarded as the outcome

of a lawful proceeding would universally be regarded as an exceed-

ingly moderate one. In short, the production of the evidence in
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Waller's case showed him to have been guilty of a grave offense,

though perhaps the strictly legal formalities and procedure necassary

to make his trial un(]Mestipiial)ly regular were not complied with.

" In any event it Ixvame quite clear that any objections to the legal

prweedings in the case were either technical and formal, and so not

nec<»ssarily fatal to them. or. if more serious because jurisdictional or

substantial, they might be met by the French (Tovernment by remand-

ing Waller for a new trial, which upon the undisputed facts could

not be expected to result any differently from the first trial.

'• In these circumstances, after urgent representations by this Gov-

ernment, an otl'er was tnade by the French (xovernment to release

Waller from further imj)risonment and pardon his offense upon the

condition that the affair l)e thereby terminated as between the two

(jrovernments and that the United States should make no claim in

l)ehalf of the j)risonei' based upon his arrest, conviction, or imprison-

ment. The acce])tance of this offer seemed to be so favorable to

AValler. and in view of all the facts so considerate toward our Gov-

ernment, that under the direction of the President our ambassador

to France has l)een instructed to give notice of such acceptance on our

part and to exchange the notes necessary to carry out the arrangement.
"" "Waller has not consented to this adjustment and still insists that

he should receive com])ensation from the French CJovermnent.
" The fact has not been overlooked that AValler is reported to have

at one time declared that on the voyage to Marseilles from Tamatave

he was subjected to gross personal indignity and abuse. In view,

however, of the intrinsic improbability of the charge, of its never

having been repeated even by AValler himself, of there being no allu-

sion to it in the narratives of his wife and stepson, of the alleged

maltreatment forming no part of AValler's formal specification of his

injuries and claims for damages as communicated to Mr. Fustis, and

of the proven unreliability and malice of AA'^aller's assertions in other

connections, it is impossible not to regard AA'aller's complaint of cru-

elty pi'actice(l ui)on him on shipboard as either Avholly unfounded or

at the best grossly exaggerated.
"' It is furtlxM- discredited by the fact that the treatment of AA^'aller

since Ills an-ival in France has l)ccn exceptionally considerate and
humane. Reaching Marseilles in delicate health, he was at once pro-

vided with competent medical advice and attention, and soon after,

r;j)on th<' suggestion of the physician in charge, was removed to a

different locality bettcT aihipted to his physical condition, and where

he has since greatly impioved. Nevertheless, that no possible injus-

tice might be done to him. Waller's complaint of ill-treatment on his

journey to France was specially called to the attention of the French

Government. That (iovei-mnent at once disavowed the cruelties

charged and insisted tliat they (;ould never have been inflicted, but
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undertook, at the request of this Government, to investigate and to

punish any persons found guilty of them.
•• It at the same time dechired, however, that even if the comphiint

should prove to be well founded, it could not entertain any claim of

damages for Waller preferred by the United States, because the

French tribunals were open to him and he could pursue his remedies

there either against the (iovernment or private individuals in the

same numner and with the same effect as could any French citizen

under the like circumstances. This position of the French Govern-

ment—that claims of aliens cognizable by the courts of a foreign

country can not be made the subject of diplomatic intervention unless

there has been a palpable failure of justice after all local judicial

remedies have been exhausted—is one upon which this Government
has often insisted and of which it has often availed itself.

" Its applicability to the case of Waller was confirmed b}' the oj^in-

ion of the eminent French lawyer already referred to, by whom it was
pointed out that in respect of remedies in the French tribunals an

alien was in all respects on the same footing as a Frenchman except

that the alien must furnish security for costs. As our ambassador at

Paris, under instructions from this Department, could easily arrange

to furnish such security should Waller desire to resort to the French

courts, there seemed to be nothing in Waller's charges of ill-treatment

while on his way to France which ought to stand in the way of an

acceptance of the offer of the French Government for his immediate

release.

"Accordingly, upon the request of AValler, our ambassador at Paris

will be instructed to arrange for furnishing security for the costs of

any suit before the French tribunals which Waller may be advised

the facts of his case will warrant. Mr. Eustis has already been in-

structed to supply him with the means of transportation to the United

States, should he desire to come here. It may be added as part of the

history of the case, that the family of AValler being left in destitute

circumstances, the Department instructed its representatives to pro-

A ide for their present necessities and to furnish them the means of

getting to the United States. That relief was accordingly extended to

them, the charges to which this Government has thus far been put

amounting to $1,317.14."

I'lOiwrt <»f Mr. Olney. Sof. of State, to the President. Feb. 5. ISJIC. For.

liel. ISO.".. I. 2.".!. 2r>7-250; also II. Doc. 225. 54 Cong. 1 sess.

I'l-osidont CleveliUKl, in lii.s message to the House of Representatives, com-

nuuiifating tlie foregoing report and accompanying documents. Feb.

n. 180(>. said: " I'i>()n a fair and just considerati ni of all the facts

and circinnstances as presented, and especially in view of Mr. Waller's

own letters, the conclusions set forth in the report of the Secretary

of State do not a|)pear to admit of any reasonable donl»t. nor to leave

open to the Executive any other course of action than that adopte<:i

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 14
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and acted uiton as tlicroiii stated." (II. Doe. 225. 54 Cong. 1 sess.

;

For. Kel. IS'.Ci. I. 251.)

Mr. Cluiiefs opinion on tlie (luestion of the jurisdiction of the court-

martial at Taniatave is as follows:

"The un(hM-si!,'iu'd. Kdouard Clune^. advocate of the court of Paris, consulted

by the anihassador of tlie I'nited States at Paris on the questions hereinafter

enumerated, liavinj: soon tiie allidavit of John Waller, dated August 25. 1895,

at the prisnii of ("iairvau.x (Auge) : having seen the ofhcial copy of the judg-

ment (if the tirst permanent court-martial, sitting at Taniatave, dated March 18,

180."). has delivered the following opinion:

" I. ./tirisdirtioii af the flr><t prniKDicut coiirl-mariial of Tamaiarc in rc.<iprct of

lohn Waller.

" The question of the jurisdiction of the court-martial in the question of .lohn

Waller is a delicate one. by reason of the somewhat vaguely defined political

and intern.-itional position of France at Taniatave before the occupation of

Antananarivo by French forces on the 1st of October. 1895, the consequences of

whicii will directly modify the antecedent territorial sovereignty.
'• France has occupied Tamatave for several ypars. She had even instituted a

French tribunal there, comitosed of judges by profession, with civil, commercial,

and correctional jurisdiction (see treaty of December 17. 188:^. and the law of

judicial organization of April 8. 1891. ("lunefs .Tournal of 1891, p. 35tj). But
herself restri<-ting the iiowers of the delegates of her sovereignty by the decree

of .\ugust 24, 1892, she limited the extent of that jurisdiction to Frenchmen
solely, so that foreigners and Malagasy might avoid it (see Le Garrec. advocate

at Tamatave. on the working of the French courts iji INIadagascar in dealings

with French citizens, natives, and aliens, riunefs Journal. 1895. p. 259).

"John Waller, formerly vice-consul of the United States at Madaga.scar. had

been relieved of his post. Me was in March, 1895. no more than an ordinary

citizen, a foreigner residing at Taniatave.

"As such he was not subject to the jurisdiction of the French common-law
tribunal at Taniatave. no new decree having as yet extended to the subjects of

any power the effect of the decree of August 24. 1892 (see text in Clunet's

Journal. 1892. p. 1084). as was nevertheles.s provided in the second jiaragrajih of

the said decree.

" .\ur was be sul\iected to any native or foreign jurisdiction, since as far back

as January. 1S1»5. the military camiiaign against the Ilova (government had

already begun. Majunga being occuiiied by a battalion of marines in January,

1895. and ix'cause. in fact, the French authorities alone ruled at Tamatave.
" Supposing Waller, or any other foreigiu'r not in the army or assimilated

thereto, guilty of a crime against the exteni.il safety of the French state, would

he h.'ive l>een subject to the excejitional jurisdiction of a court-niartial?

"If tile courliiiartial .it Tamat.ive h.id been constituted as a 'court-martial

in the «'Xi>editionary forces." its jurisdiction as regards a civilian would have
been b.ised upon texts of law. .\rticle S4 of the code of maritime justice lay.s

down tlie limits <if jurisdiction of siu-li courts-martial, jilaced in exceptional and
|>eriIous circumstances: it iiermits them t(» ajiply articles (>2^ to t>9. 71. and 75 of

the code of milit.ary justice, which code gives direct jurisdiction 'to courts-

martial in the armies and in the territorial conscrijitions in a state of war' in

res|)ect of foreigners hiiving committed crimes of the nature of that charged

against Waller, litit the judgment of the <-onrt-niartial of Tamatave does not

mention either tli:it article 84 nor those (|uot<'d from the code of military justice

to which the said article refers, because the court did not relj' upon them.
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" In point of fact, the court-martial of Tamatave is, as it styles itself, a • per

nianent court-martial.' as provided by the code of maritime justice for a state

of r)eace. and in a normal condition of things. It existed prior to the armed
conflict of France with the Hova Government : it was a normal court, the juris-

diction «)f which is prescribed by articles 7»! to 8.3 of the code of maritime justice

(title 1. jurisdiction of maritin)e courts sitting upon land; chap. 1, sec. 1, juris-

diction of permanent courts-martial in maritime districts). These courts have

jurisdiction oidy over individuals belonging to the naval forces of those assimi-

lated thereto. .John Waller did not belong to that category.

" In supiKjrt of this jurisdiction the court-martial of Tamatave relies solely

upon article 1()4 of the code of maritime justice.

"This article does not apply to the case. It is taken from Title III of Book
II. entitled ' Jurisdiction in case of complicity.' and it provides that all pris-

oners, without distinction, shall be brought before the court-martial when the

crime has been committed in part by i)ersons who are ordinarily subject to its

jurisdiction, and in part by others who are not personally subject thereto. In

the present case, Waller was not prosecuted as accessory or as joint author of

the crime, but as sole author thereof. Article 104, which is peculiar to cases

of complicity, does not cover his case. Waller does not fall into the category

of individuals dealt with in article lOi of the code of maritime justice.

" One circumstance alone would have given juri.sdictiou to the ' permanent

court-martial ' of Tamatave in regard to even civilian delinrpients—that is to

say. the lawful proclamation, prior to the proceedings, of a state of siege.

" The declaration of a state of siege and its effects are regulated by the law

of August 3. 1849. by the law of April 3. 1878. and for places in a state of war
l)y a decree of October 4, 1891, rendered in consequence of the two preceding

laws.

" Tamatave in March. 1895. might have been considered as a place in a state

of war.

"By virtue of ai'ticle 189 of the decree of October 4. 1891. the military com-

mander n)ay declare a state of siege in case of investment of the place, of

attack, of internal sedition, and of armed gatherings within a radius of 10 kilo-

meters.
" In proclaiming a state of siege the military commander makes known that

all offenses, which he does not consider it his duty to submit to the ordinary

tribunals, shall be tried by the military trilmnals. whatever be the status of the

delinquents.

" What did the military authorities do at Tamatave? Did they proclaim a

state of siege? .\t what period did they proclaim it? Was such declaration

made in the circumstances provided by the law and in the prescribed forms?
" It may be doul)ted whether such was the case in view of the laconic tenor of

the judgment of March 18. 189."..

" This judgment, in fact, only mentions upon page 2. and in (piite an inci-

dental manner, that Tamatave is ' in a state of siege.'

" Now, from the i)oint of view of the jurisdiction of the ' pei'manent court-

martial in resi)ect of a civilian, this was a circumstance of capital imi)ortance,

as it alone could give jurisdiction over him. Nevertheless, the judgment does

not mention either the law of 1849, nor the law of 1878. nor the decree of 1891.

while, in order to fulfill article 170 of the code of maritime justice, it rei)roduces

all the articles of law upon which it rests its jurisdiction and justifies the

sentence.

" Even if no court of connnon law or an exceptional jurisdiction existed or

was comi)etent at Tamatave to take cognizance of the crime charged against

John Waller or any other civilian, it does not follow that they would remain
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impuiiishod. Acruse«l of a criminal offense perpetratetl within the territory

where I'reneh soverei^jnty was de facto exercised, and tindinp no judges there

to judgt^ them, tlie delincinents should have been removtHl to the nearest portion

of French territory (to the island of Heunion. for example), where all the

orjrans of French justice were i)erfornnng tiieir regular functions, and should

have lKM>n brought before a court of connnon law, having jurisdiction over them,

in accordance with the rules of the code of criminal procedure. The crime

charged against W.iller (.irticle 7S of the Penal Code) belonged to the jurisdic-

tion of the criminal jury (court of assizes).

" In order to miderstand the actual facts, it must be remembered that at

Tam.itave at that |>eriod the French army was in a condition of open war with

the llovas. and that in i»articular at Tamatave it was in presence of the enemy,

for at a short distance the .Malagasy troops occupied tlie Fort of Farafata.
" In such a situation a military post, establishetl even before hostilities were

begun, easily assumes the characteristics of an army of «K'cupation. Xow. armies

at such a junction are authorized by the law of nations and the practice of

nations to secure their own protection by exceptional methods.

We may consult u|>on this point an authoritative article on the jurisdiction

of armies of occupation in regard to offenses committed l»y aliens, etc. ( Clunet's

.Journil. \s>.'2. p. ."ill. and following). Among the (luctations may be remarked

that of the American Instructions of 180."^ and prepared for the armies in the

Held l»y the eminent Professor Lieber, revised by a commission of ofticers. and

ratifieil by President Lincoln :

" ".Vrt. 7. .Martial law extends to property and persons, without distinction

between the subjects of the enemy and other foreigners.
'• ".Kkt. K;. Tlie consuls of the American and European nations are not con-

sidered as diplomatic agents. Nevertheless, their chanceries and their persons

shall not be subjected to martial law except in cases of necessity. Any offense

which they shall conunit against the military government shall be punished as

if it had been committed by an ordinary citizen, and such offense can not give

rise to any international claim."

"Ctiiicliisioii.—The first i>ernianent court-martial sitting at Tamatave had

jurisdiction over .Tolm Waller, who was neither a military man nor a person

.•issiiiiilate<l thereto, if Tamatave had been, prior to the proceedings, declared in

a state of siege, under the conditions laid down by the laws of August .*?. 1.S49,

April .".. ISTS. and the decree of October 4. ISill.

• In any case, there is a serious omission in the judgment of March IS. 18!)5,

consisting in its not having stated th(> grounds of the excei)tionaI jurisdiction, in

its not having cited the laws and decrees which justify such jurisdiction, and in

its not having repioduced in line the text of the declaration of the state of siege,

the l>asis of its excejitional connnon-law jurisdiction in regard to a civilian. :is it

!-eprodu<-es the text (without date, however) of the w.irrant of the delegate of

the chief of the n.ival division relating to the transmission of corresi>ondence."

The second part of the opinion relates to the regularity of the judgment of

the court. This subject is discussed fully and minutely, with the result that

\arious irregularities w(>re disclosed: l)ut it apiK'ared that the periods of api)eal

having elai)sed. they could no longer i>e made the subject of judicial appeal. The
irregidarities related to (1) dates in the judgment. (2) the constitution of the

court. (:; ) the formal description of the .-idvocate. (4) the absence from the

ri'cord of the evidence tal<en in the prei)aratory investigation and certain infor-

malities and defects in the evidence taken jit the trial, and (."1| defects in pro-

(•(vlure .ind sentence. (II. Doc. '2'2r>. .".4 Cong. 1 sess. ; For. Kel. ISl)."), I. 3Oi-.S0(J

:{(M>-309.

)
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II. TERRITORIAL ORERATIOX OF LAWS.

1. Municipal Legislation.

§ 19T.

The municipal laws of one nation do not extend, in their opera-

tion, beyond its own territory, except as regards its own citizens or

subjects.

The Ai>oIl<>n. !) Wheat. 302.

See ReiKirt on Extraterritorial Crime (Washington: Government Print-

ing Office. 1SS7).

As a general proposition the laws of one country have in them-

selves no extraterritorial force, and whatever force they are permitted

to have in foreign countries depends upon the comity of nations, regu-

lated by a sense of their own interests and public convenience.

Le Roy r. Crowninshield. 2 Mason. 151.

The existence of a foreign law being a question of fact, the Attor-

ney-Cieneral can not give an opinion upon the law of a foreign nation.

Harmon. Atty.-Gen.. .July 2. 1890, 21 Op. 377.

Municipal laws "• have no controlling operation beyond the terri-

torial limits of the countries enacting them." Hence, in questions

between two independent nations. ** neither has the right to appeal

to its own municipal laws for the rules to settle the matter in dispute,

which occurre<l within the jurisdiction of a third independent power."

Mr. Marcy, See. of State, to Mr. Iliilsemann. Austrian charge d'affaires,

Sept. 2(). 18."j3. H. Ex. Doc. 1. 33 Cong. 1 sess. .33: 44 Br. and For.

State Papers (18.")3-1S.">4), 1>84. 087-088.

A law j)roviding for the succession of nonresident aliens to real

estate confers a right to l>e enjoyed within the state, and is not a law

having an extraterritorial operation.

State c. Smith. 70 Cal. 153. 12 Pac. Rep. 121 : Blythe r. Hinckley, 127

Cal. 431, .50 Pac Rep. 787.

The provisions in the Constitution of the United States relating to

writs of habeas corpus, bills of attainder, ed' post facto laws, trial by

jury, and generalh^ to the fundamental guarantees of life, liberty,

and pro])erty, have no relation to crimes committed outside the juris-

diction of the United States and against the laws of a foreign coun-

try ; and an act of Congress therefore is not unconstitutional because

it fails to secure to persons whose extradition it authorizes to a for-
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ingn country such rights, privileges, and ininiunities as are secured

to persons charged with crime in the United States.

Neoly r. Ileiikel (VJOl). ISO V. S. 100. 122-12.'i.

Sfc. also. Ill IV Uoss. 140 l'. S. 4r>;i ; Ex parte Ortiz, 100 Fed. Rep. 955.

^Miere an attempt was made to hold a British subject personally

liahle for the conversion of a vessel which he had captured under a

connnission from the Queen of Portugal, on the ground that in accept-

ing the commission he violated the British foreign enlistment act,

jutlgnient was rendered for the defendant, the court saying that no

one could dispute " the right of the Queen of Portugal, to appoint

in her own dominions, the defendant or any other person she may
think proper to select, as her officer or servant, to seize a vessel which

is afterwards condemned as a prize."

Dobree r. Napior (183(5), 2 Bingham's New Cases. 781, T96.

In 1858, William Lesley, master of a British ship, entered into a

contract with the Chilean (Tovernment to convey to Liverpool certain

citizens of Chile who had been ordered to be banished. The persons

in question were brought by force, guardetl by soldiers, on board

the ship at Valparaiso. After her arrival in England, Lesley was

indicted on a charge of assaulting, falsely imprisoning, and detaining

the Chileans on the high seas, aiul was convicted. One of the Chile-

ans testified that, after the shij) had reached the high seas, they

I'equested Lesley to take them to Peru, oU'ering him as much money
as the Chilean (iovernment was paying, but that he replied that his

contract required him to take them to England. The same witness

also stated that the ship called at the Azores, and that he there saw

the carpenter making holes in the boats, in order to prevent their

escape. It was not alleged, however, that they made any request to

be allowed to land at the Azores. On the contrary, the witness stated

that, when the master refused to take them to Peru, *' we then resolved

to submit to our fate, hoping that our wrongs would be satisfied in

England." The same witness stated that no j^rotest was made to the

master when they were received on board at Valparaiso, nor was he

fture that he would have desired to be handed back to the officers who
brought him on board. I^eslev was convicted; and on a case reserved

the conviction was sustained. The court, however, expressly declared

that the conviction could not be sustained for what was done in

Chilean waters.

" We assume," said the court, '* that in Chile the act of the Govern-

ment towards its subjects was lawful; and, although an English ship

in some respects carries with her the laws of her country in the terri-

torial waters of a foreign state, yet in other respects she is subject to
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the laws of that state as to acts done to the subjects thereof. We
assume that the Government could justify all that it did within its

own territory, and we think it follows that the defendant can justify

all that he did there as agent for the Government, and under its

authority." But the court held that the defendant was indictable for

what was done outside of Chilean waters, on the ground " that an
English ship on the high sea. out of any foreign territory, is subject

to the hiws of England: and persons, whether foreign or English, on
hoard such ship, are as much amenable to English law as they would
be on English soil." On this ground the court decided that,

although the master was justified in first receiving the prosecutors in

Ghile, yet that justificati(m ceased when he passed the line of Chilean

jurisdiction, after which " it was a wrong . . . intentionally planned

and executed in pursuance of the contract, amounting in law to a false

imprisonment. It may be that transi)ortation to PZngland is lawful

by the law of Chile, and that a Chilean ship might so lawfully trans-

port Chilean subjects: but for an English ship the laws of Chile, out

of the state, are powerless, and the lawfulness of the acts must be

tried by English law."

Regina r. Lesley (18«X)), Bell's C. C. 220. 8 Cox C. C. 269.

It is not improper to suggest a doubt as to whether the principle on

which this case was decided is sufficient for the purposes of such a

transaction or of analogous transactions. It may he suggested that,

as the transportation of the prosecutors within Chilean jurisdiction

was admitted to have been lawful, their subsequent detention, after

the vessel reached the high sea. was properly to be regarded as the

natural and legitimate consetiuence of that lawful act. Had the pros-

ecutors sought to go ashore at the Azores, another iiuestion would have

been presented: but they neither desired nor asked to be allowed to do

so. It seems to follow from the decision of the court that even a fugi-

tive from justice may not be transported from one national jurisdic-

tion to another in a vessel flying the flag of a third country. Such

transiMji'tation is a matter of common occurrence, the prisoner

usually being in the custody of an officer of the demanding govern-

ment ; but we are not acquaintetl with any case in which an action

for false imprisonment has subse<iuently been brought, or in which

the government of the country to which the vessel belonged has

demanded his release on the ground of a violation of its national

jurisdiction. If the doctrine of the court be correct and sufficient. It

would seem that either or both of these courses might l»e taken,

certainly by. or within the jurisdiction of. governments such as

Great Britain and the United States, which hold that the extradition

of criminals is not obligatory in the absence of a law or a treaty.

By the act of March 3. 1885, 23 Stat. 3G2, 3TG, an appropriation

was made for the investigation of certain Indian depredation claims.

The act evidently referred to claims for jjroperty destroyed within the

limits of the United States. Under it the Secretary of the Interior

made an investigation and reported its results to Congress. By an
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act of Marcli ;i. 1891, 2(> Stat. 8ol, jurisdiction was conferred on the

Court of Claims to adjudicate all such claims for property taken or

destroyed by Indians in amity with the United States as were cov-

ered by ])revi<)us leofislation. In 1894 a petition was filed in the

Coui't of Claims by a New '\'ork corporation doing business in Mexico

for property taken from it in that country in 1881 and 1882, and

stolen and carried off by the Apache Indians, then in amity with the

United St^ites, and brought from Mexico into the United States.

The objection having l)een made that the court had no jurisdiction

of tile suit because of the situation of the place where the depreda-

tion was alleged to have occurred, it was held that the United States

was not responsible for the loss, since it took place within the terri-

torial jurisdiction of Mexico.

Corralitos Co. r. Fnited States (10(X»). ITS V. S. 280, affirming tlie jiulg-

iiioiit nf the Court of Cljiiins. :V.\ C. CI. :'.4L'.

A power to seize for a violation of the laws of the country is an

attribute of sovereignty, and is to be exercised within the limits

which circumscribe the sovereign power from Avhich it is derived.

And while the rights of war may be exercised on the high seas, a

seizure beyond the limits of ten-itorial jurisdiction for a breach of a

municipal regulation is not warranted by international law.

Hose r. Iliniely, 4 ('ranch. 1241.

" From the best information which the Department is able to obtain

it is believed that the capture of the vessel \Hayti(()i Republic^ took

plac<» al)out (') miles from the nearest ])oint of land. It is unnecessary

to comment further than to say that if the capture was made outside

the territorial waters of Ilayti the inadmissibility of a trial for an

offense against the municipal law of Ilayti would be obvious."'

Mr. liayanl. Sec. <if State, to Mr. I'reston. Ilaytian inin., .\ov. 28. 1888,

For. UpI. 1S8S. I. KMIl. UKt4.

One countiw will not execute the penal laws of another.

Tlie Antcloiu'. 1(» Wiieat. CC.

The maxim stated by Chief Justice Marshall, in the case of The
Anteloi)e, 10 Wheat. <)(), 12)>, that '" the coiu'ts of no country execute

the ])enal laws of another." is discussed by the Suj^reme Court in

Iliuitington /-. Atlrill. wliere the (|uestion related to a statute making
the officers of a corpoi-ation. who sign and record a false certificate

of the amount of its capital stock, liable for all its debts. Fuller, C.

J., dis.senting. (Jray. J., delivering the opinion of the court, held

that the statute was not penal, saying: " Penal laws, .strictly and

properly, are those imjiosing punishment for an offence committed
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against the state." Again :
'" The test Avhether a law is penal, in the

strict and primary sense, is whether the wrong sought to be redressed

is a wrong to the public, or a wrong to the individual." Again

:

The question whether a statute, " which is some aspects may be

called penal, is a penal law in the international sense, so that it can

not be enforced in the courts of another state, depends upon the

question whether its purpose is to punish an oflFence against the public

justice of the state, or to afford a private remedy to a person injured

by the wrongful act."

Huntington r. Attrlll. 14(5 r. S. (mT. »i<J7, 008. <J73, (J74, Fuller, C. J.,

dissenting.

An American vessel, having been embargoed in a port of Brazil by

competent authority, was unlawfully taken away by her master, with-

out the payment of the required charges, and brought to New York.

It was advised that, as the act of the master did not violate any

statute of the United States, the request of Brazil that measures l^e

taken against him by this Government could not be complied with.

Devens. At.-Gen.. Marih 18. 1879. 1(> Op. 281.

The violation, by the m::ster of an American vessel at a port in Ja-

maica, of the British revenue laws, is not punishable by any statute of

the United States.

Devens, At.-Gen., March IJ'., 1879. 1(J Op. 283.

2. Ji DiciAL Decisions.

§ 198.

"NMiatever may be the municipal law under which a tribunal acts, if

it exercise a jurisdiction which its sovereign is not allowed by the

laws of nations to confer, its decrees must be disregarded out of the

dominions of the sovereign.

Rose r. Illniely, 4 ('ranch. 241. But see Hudson r. Ouestler. id. 28.3.

See. as to the effect of foreign judgnienrs in England, Dicey's Conflict of

Laws, 4(X»; in the T'nited States, id.. Am. Notes. 433.

The presumptions indulged in support of judgments of superior

courts of general jurisdiction are limited to jurisdiction over persons

within their territorial limits; ])ersons who can be reached by their

process.

Galpin r. Page, 18 Wallace. 35().

See, also, McEwan r. Zinmier, 38 Mich. 765.

Under the statute law of France, which provides that a father-in-

law and mother-in-law must make allowance to a son-in-law who is in
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need, so l()n<2: as a child of the marriage is living, a son-in-law, a

French citizen, obtained a decree iji the French courts for an allow-

ance against his fathei'-in-law and mother-in-law who were American

citizens, all the parties then residing in France. The son-in-law sub-

sequently brought an action of debt on the decree in the courts of the

United States to recover the amount of the decreed payment, which

had not been \m'u\. It was ruled:

(1) That the suit could not be maintained. The laws of France,

upon which such decrees were made, are local in their nature and

operation. They are designed to regulate the domestic relations of

those who reside there and to protect the public against pauperism.

They have no extraterritorial significance, but must be executed upon
persons and projierty within their jurisdiction.

(2) Adjudications of the French tribunals under these laws are in

the nature of local police regulations, like orders of filiation and

orders made under local statutes to guard against pauperism, and are

not of extraterritorial operation, like judgments for claims founded

upon contracts or other [)rivate rights everywhere recognized.

De Rriinont r. I'eiiniinan, 10 Rlntchf. 4.3(!.

"A citizen and resident of this country, wlio has his principal place

of business here, but has an agent in a foreign country, and is accus-

tomed to jHirchase and store large quantities of goods there, and, in a

suit brought against him by a citizen and in a court of that country,

appears and defends with the sole object of preventing his property

within the jurisdiction, but not in the custody of that court, from be-

ing taken in satisfaction of any judgment that may be recovered

against him there, can not, in an action brought against him in this

country uj)on such a judgment, imi)each it for want of jurisdiction

of his person.

" The admission, at the trial in a court of a foreign country, accord-

ing to its law and practice, of testimony not under oath and without

opportunity of ci'oss-examination. and of documents with which the

defendant had no connection and which by our law would not be

admissible against him. is not of itself a sufficient gi'ound for im-

peaching tlie judgment of that court in an action brought upon it in

this country.
•' When an action is l)rought in a court of this country, by a citizen

of a foreign country against one of our own citizens, to recover a sum
of money adjudged I)y a court of that country to be due from the

defendant to the i)laintift'. and the foreign judgment appears to have

been rendered by a comjx'tent coui't. having jurisdiction of the cause

aiul of the parties, and uj)on due allegations and proofs, and oppor-

tunity to defend against them, and its i)roceedings are according to

the course of a civilized jurisprudence, and are stated in a clear and
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formal record, the judgment is prima facie evidence, at least, of the

truth of the matter adjudged; and the judgment is conclusive upon
the merits tried in the foreign court, unless some special ground is

shown for impeaching it, as by showing that it was affected by fraud

or prejudice, or that b}' the principles of international law, and by the

comity of our own country, it is not entitled to full credit and effect.

"'A judgment for a sum of money, rendered by a court of a foreign

country, having jurisdiction of the cause and of the parties, in a

suit brought by one of its citizens against ohe of ours, is 'prima facie

evidence only, and not conclusive of the merits of the claim, in

an action brought here upon the judgment, if by the law of the for-

eign country, as in France, judgments of our own courts are not rec-

ognized as conclusive."

Syl., Hilton r. Guyot (1895), 159 U. S. 113. See Dicey, Conflict of Laws,
Am. Notes. 4.33, 434.

" In an action upon a foreign judgment, an answer admitting that

' certain attorneys entered, or undertook to enter, the appearance of

the defendant' in the action in the foreign court; and alleging that

the judgment was entered without his knowledge, in his absence,

and without any hearing; but not alleging that the attorneys were

not authorized to enter his appearance in that action, or that he

appeared and an.swered under compulsion, or for any other purpose

than to contest his personal liability, is insufficient to show that the

foreign court had no jurisdiction of his person.

"Averments, in an answer to an action upon a foreign judgment,

that it was ' an irregular and void judgment,' and ' without any juris-

diction or authority on the part of the court to enter such a judgment

upon the facts and upon the pleadings,' are mere averments of legal

conclusions, and are insufficient to impeach the judgment, without

specifying the grounds upon which it is supposed to be irregular

and void, or without jurisdiction or authority.
'' To warrant the impeaching of a foreign judgment because pro-

cured by fraud, fraud nnist be distinctly alleged and charged.

"A judgment rendered by a court having jurisdiction of the cause

and of the pai'ties. u])on regular proceedings and due notice or

appearance, and not procured by fraud, in a foreign country, by the

law of which, as in England and in Canada, a judgment of one of

our own courts, under like circumstances, is held conclusive of the

merits, is conclusive, as between the parties, in an action brought

upon it in this country, as to all matters pleaded and which might

have l3een tried in the foreign court,"

Syl.. Hitchie r. McMullen (1895). 159 U. S. 2.35.

" Xo sovereignty can extend its process beyond its own territorial

limits so as to subject either persons or propert}' to its judicial deci-
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sions, and cverv exertion of authority of its sort beyond its limits is

a mere nullity, and in('ai)al)le of binding such persons or property in

any other tribunals."

Ilalleck Int. Law. cited by Mr. Fieliiiglniysen, See. of State, to Mr. Mor-

gan, niin. to Mexico. May IT. 1SS4. For. Hel. 1S84, :i.")8, .S.59.

'• It is a well-settled principle that judgments duly entered in a

competent court having jurisdiction, duly certified to be such by the

executive, aiv ubiquitous in their effect; and eminently is this the

case with judgments of naturalization, which are bound up so inti-

mately with national honor and polity."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. McLaiie. niin. to France, Feb. IH, 18S^,

For. Hel. ISSS. I. .-)10. .")11.

A judgment was rendered by a court in Allegheny County, Pa.,

between two Croatians who were domiciled there. Judgment was

rendered for the plaintiff, who afterwards applied to a Croatian court

to give effect to it in order that it might be levied upon certain real

estate belonging to the defendant in Croatia. An inquiry was then

made by the Austrian minister in the United States as to how far

the judgments of Croatian courts would be enforced in Pennsylvania,

since the Croatian courts acted in such matter upon the principle of

recii)rocity. The governor of IVnnsylvania. in resjjonse to an in-

quiry, stated that under the laws of that State the judgment of a

Croatian court of com})etent jurisdiction, when proved to have

been given on due notice to the defendant according to the laws of

Croatia, might be sued on in Pennsylvania and would be accepted as

conclusive of the rights adjudicated between the parties in the

country in which it was rendered, so that the defendant would have

the right to defend only as to matters arising since the rendition of

the judgment, such as jjayment made or a release.

For. He). IS'.tT, 7-cS.

" Ur. Butler"s despatch No. nO. of July 20. 1895. replying to Mr.

IThTs instruction No. 21 of June T. 181),") in regard to the Ober-

lander and Messenger claims has been received and its enclosures

considered.

'* The I'nited States in behalf of Charles ()l)erlan(ler and Mrs. Bar-

bara M. Messenger, has claimed indenniity from the Mexican (iovern-

ment for injuries done to those citizens of the United States by

certain Mexican citizens on the ground that the latter violently and

unlawfully entered the house in which Mrs. Messenger dwelt, within

the territory and jurisdiction of the United States, and took there-

from with force and violence the said Obei-Jander and carried him
away into tlie territory of Mexico where he was imprisoned and
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cruelly used until released by order of a Mexican judicial officer—all

of which has been fully set forth in the previous correspondence with

your legation on the subject.

•' The Mexican (iovernnient admits the arrest and imprisonment of

t)berlander, but denies that he was taken in Mrs. Messenger's house

or on United States territory. In support of this contention, and as

conclusive proof of it, Mr. Mariscal. the Mexican minister for

foreign affairs, presents a report of a criminal prosecution against

the Mexican citizens charged by Ol)erlander in his memorial with

kidnapping him in the United States, which report shows that the

accused persons were found not guilty and were acquitted of the

offence for which they were tried, and further that no appeal was

taken from that judicial finding.

'• • From the moment,' says Mr. Mariscal, ' in which this sentence

assumed the character of re.9 judicata, the legal fact was established

of the nonexistence of the kidnapping on which Oberlander and

Messenger founded their claim. This conclusion is unanswerable

not only in accordance with the laws of this Republic, but also in

accordance with the principles of international law which are rec-

ognized by all civilized nations." * I believe,' he adds, ' it is a well

established legal precept in the United States that a government must

not be held responsible in any case whatever, with respect to another

government, even when error is alleged to have taken place in a

judicial sentence that works to the prejudice of a subject or citizen

of the latter, if the complainant neglected to procure, it being in his

power to do so, the redress of the injustice which he is supposed to

have received, before the court of last instance which could revoke

the sentence."

'• The judicial proceedings to which Mr. Mariscal refers and upon
which he relies as a bar to the claims of Oberlander and Messenger,

were instituted by the Mexican judge who examined into rhe case

against Oberlander and released him. Of his own motion, this judi-

cial officer held the persons concerned in the arrest and imprisonment

of Oberlander to await criminal prosecution under section 1090 of

the Mexican Criminal Code, which provides (as translated in Mr.

Butler"s despatch No. 892, of Deceml)er '24, last) that * any Mexican

who by acts not authorized nor approved by the Government pro-

vokes a foreign war against Mexico or gives motive foi tlie dechira-

tion of such war, or exposes the Mexicans to suffer injury or repri-

sals, shall be punished with four years imprisonment."
" The parties to this proceeding were, on the one side, the Mexican

people and Government, and, on the other side, certain ]\[exican

citizens who were charged with having committed a penal offence,

not against Oberlander or Mrs. Messenger, but against the peace and

welfare of the Republic of Mexico and the interests of their country-
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men. The j)rosecution was conducted, after the manner of criminal

proceedings, bv an officer of the Mexican Government and was con-

trolled by him and by the court. If the officials charged with the

vindication of the peace and dignity of the Mexican Kepublic in this

proceeding were satisfied with the result of the trial, it was their

privilege to ac(iuiesce in it without appeal. No one else, so far as the

report furnished the Ignited States shows, had the right of appeal.

Certainly Oberlander and Mrs. Messenger had no control of the

proceedings nor connection Avith them. The object of the prosecution

was not to determine their rights. The questions of fact upon which

their claims are based were only incidentally and partially involved,

and only to the extent that these facts evidenced a violation of the

Mexican neutrality laws by Mexican citizens. The judgment of the

court in this prosecution ought to have no legal effect upon the right

to indemnity presented by the United States in behalf of Oberlander

and Mrs. ^Messenger. The judgment extended only to the fact that the

defendants were not guilty of violating the statute imder which they

were prosecuted. The evidence and other considerations which

induced the judgment are not a part of it, and do not extend its

legal consequences.
"• The authorities (A^lieaton, "\ATiarton and Story) cited by Mr.

Mariscal in support of his contention relate to the international effect

of judgments in civil cases as they affect the rights of parties duly

summoned and afforded opportunity to be heard respecting the precise

matter in question, and to judgments in criminal proceedings as they

affect the rights and liberties of the defendants therein. The judg-

ment in a civil case may be admitted to be in general conclusive upon
the parties as to the is.<<t/('s involved in the suit, but no further. In re-

spect of criminal cases, the authorities seem not to be in perfect accord.

Mr. Mariscal quotes the following from AMieaton : 'A valid sentence,

whether of conviction or acquittal, pronounced in one state, may have

certain indirect and collateral effects in other states. If pronounced

under the municipal law in the state where the supposed crime Avas

conmiitted. or to which the supj)osed offender oAved allegiance, the

sentence, either of conviction or acquittal, Avould, ©f course, be an

effectual bar {ccceptu) rei pid'xatde) to a prosecution in any other

state.' Wharton (Conflict of Laws, sec. 8*28, note 1) quotes this

j)roj)osition of Wheaton's and says of it :
' Mr. Wheaton on this point

speaks without his usual i)recision.' AVharton says (section 828) that

'while a judgment of a court (hJicfi cojumtsxl would be final, to the

effect that the act in question was not penal in that country, no extra-

territonal force ((m he assjf/ned to a decision of the judex domicilii

1/nless /le has international jurisdiction. The judgment in such a case

could not he rec/ardcd as liarrinf/ a prosecution in the forum delicti

commissi.' Again he says (section 833) :
' "We have already seen that
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penal laws have no extra-territorial force. The same limitation

applies to foreign penal judgments, since otherwise all that would be

necessary to give ubiquitous effect to a penal law would be to put it in

the shape of a judgment.' Brocher (Droit Int. Prive, 103, as quoted

by AMiarton) says * Les jugements rendus in matiere penale ne depas-

sent generalement pas les frontieres.' The eminent authority on

private international law, Bar (1st edition, section 143. page 085),

says: 'A judgment of acquittal is a declaration of the court which
administers the criminal authority of the State to this effect, that no
sentence against the accused can be justified, either because his guilt

was not proved, or beciiuse the act in question could not b? punished.

The lex speclalis implied in a judgment of this kind must have the

same, but no greater effect upon the criminal jurisdiction of the other

country than a lex generaJis to the same effect. In so far, then, as a

deliverance by the law of the place where the deed was done excludes

punishment in the domicil of the accused, it will be excluded by such

a judgment, whereas a judgment of this kind pronounced at the domi-

cil of the accused does not by any means exclude a prosecution h\ the

state in whose territory the deed was done.' Even if the doctrine

quoted from AMieaton be accepted, its only effect in application to the

facts of this case would be to bar a prosecution in the United States

of the persons acquitted by the Mexican court for the identical offence

of which they were acquitted ; that is the offence of committing acts

tending to bring war upon Mexico or to subject Mexican citizens to

reprisals. In California where the principal injury of which Ober-

lander complains was done, the acts charged by him upon these

persons constitute the common law offences of assault and battery

with kidnapping. Should these persons, therefore, cross the boundary

line into the jurisdiction of the State of California the}' would be

liable to indictment and trial for the offences against the laws of

California involved in the acts attributed to them ; and the plea of

acquittal in ^lexico of the charge upon which they were there tried

would not be a bar to such prosecution. " It is a fundamental princi-

ple of international law," says Wharton (section 813). 'that each

state is primarily authorized to punish offences against itself. Of
course it cannot invade the territory or the ships of another country

in order to arrest the offender. But the arrest may certainly be made
whenever the offender is found in the territory of the offended sov-

ereign.'
"

Mr. Gluey. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kaiisoni. luin. to Mexico. Nov. 30. 189.'),

MS. Inst. Mexico. XXIV. 2.->.

For further corresi)ondence in relation to this case, see For. Rel. 1897,

.•{70-.3S8.

The case having been .submitted to arbitration, on a chiiui for indemnit.v.

the arbitrator. Senor Don Vicente (J. Quesada. .\rgentine minister at

Madrid, dismissed the chiim on the ground that the chiimants " did
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not ln'iii.:: tlu" (TiiiiiiiMl and civil actions wliich tlu>y had a right to

hrinjr hofoiv tlio conrts of tlie country [Mexico]. Imt liad recourse to

diplomacy witliout any j;ood cause to do so." (For. Rel. ISO". ^H7.)

'"A oortiHcate of (lischiir<ro from a court in bankruptcv can have

no validity in a foreign country as against a foreign creditor repre-

senting a dcl)t {-ontractcd in a foreign country unless he has brought

his claim within the jurisdiction of the courts of the United States

by |)roving it. and thus putting himself in a position to share in the

dividends. Whether, in case he does so prove it. such certificate will

have weight in a foreign country will depend upon the local laws in

such country, whose courts will inidoubtedly act with due regard to

the comity of nations.''

Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Riger. Octoher 21. 18(59. 82 MS. Doni.

Let. 224. See Wliarton. Confl. of Laws, §§ r)31, 804; Dicey, Confl.

of Laws. Moore's Am. Notes. 4<)7.

3. QuESTioN.s OF International Right.

>j 191).

" I now acknowledge your several letters of B'eby 8, Mch. 17. April

8. June !>0. July 18 & 20.

" If the Spanish Government meant to assert the doctrine that the

decisions of its tribunals on questions affecting the rights of other

nations under Treaties and the Law of Nations were definitively

binding on other nations, it has taken a ground which its own reflec-

tions must abandon. Every sovereign is answerable for the conduct

of the instrumental authority in relation to other sovereigns. A
certain degree of confidence is due to the ordinary agencies by which

the national obligations are fulfilled, but an appeal always lies from

them to the supreme authority, Avhere this right has not been mutually

relinquished l)y treaty. Xo such relinquishment can be pretended

against the United States in favor of the Spanish tribunals. They
have therefore the clearest right to disown the illegal decrees of

those tril)unals, and to require from the Government of Spain the

fidfillment of the treaty violated by them. The like doctrine was

advanced before the Board of Commissioners under the 7th article

of the British treaty of 17<.)4. It was rejected by that joint tribunal,

and decisions of the British Admiralty Courts, not excepting that of

the highest resoi-t. wei-e reversed in favor of American claims. The

case is indeed too ]>laiii to need argument, or to admit of i:)erseverance

in error l\v a government which respects its reputation either for

justice or intelligence."

Mr. Madison. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Erviiig. charge at Madrid. Oct. 18. 1807,

MS. Inst. r. States Ministers. VI. 440.

For numerous decisions on this subject, see Moore. Int. Arbitrations, III.

3100-3234.

See, also, supra, § 1, vol. 1. p. 0.
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III. EXTRATERRITORIAL CRIME.

I. Miscellaneous Cases and Opinions.

§ 200.

" No act committed in one country, however criminal, according to

its laws, is criminal according to the laws of the other. Crimes, in a

legal sense, are local, and are so only because the acts constituting

them are declared to be so by the laws of the country w^here they are

perpetrated. Great Britain can not by her laws make an act com-

mitted within the jurisdiction of the United States criminal within

her territories, however immoral of itself, and rice vei'sa. The propo-

sition is too clear to require illustration or to be contested; but, if that

be admitted, it must also be admitted that the criminality referred to

in the proviso is to be judged of by the laws of the place within whose

jurisdiction the act was charged to have been perpetrated, and not

where the fugitive is found."

Mr. Calhoun. Sec. of State, to Mr. Everett. August 7, 1844, MS. Inst. Great

Britain, XV. 211.

" We hold that the criminal jurisdiction of a nation is limited to its

own dominions and to vessels under its flag on the high seas, and that

it can not extend it to acts committed Avithin the dominion of another

Avithout violating its sovereignty and independence. Standing on

this well-established and unquestioned principle, we can not permit

Great Britain or any other nation, be its object or motive what it may,

to infringe our sovereignty and independence by extending its crimi-

nal jurisdiction to acts committed within the limits of the United

States, be they perpetrated by whom they may. iVll therein are sub-

ject to their jurisdiction, entitled to their protection, and amenable

exclusively to their laws."

Mr. Calhoun, Sec. of State, to Mr. Everett, September 2.5, 1844, MS. Inst.

Great Britain, XV. 2.3.

The courts of the I'nited States do not execute the penal laws of another

country. (Berrien, At.-Gen. (18.30), 2 Op. 3<).5.)

" The conflicting laws on the subject of allegiance are of a munici- -

pal character, and have no controlling operation beyond the territo-

rial limits of the countries enacting them. All uncertainty as well

as confusion on this subject is avoided by giving due consideration to

the fact, that the parties to the question now under consideration are

two independent nations, and that neither has the right to appeal to

its own municipal laws for the rules to settle the matter in dispute,

which occurred within the jurisdiction of a third independent power."

Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hulsemann. Austrian charge. Sept. 26,

1853, II. Ex. Doc. 1, 33 Cong. 1 sess. 33, in relation to the Koszta

case.

H. Doc. 551—vol '2 15
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'' By the law of nations every independent state possesses the ex-

chisive ri^ht of police over all persons within its jurisdiction, whether

upon its soil or in its vessels upon the ocean, and this national pre-

rogative can only be interfered with in cases where acts of piracy

are committed, which, by the public law of the world, are cognizable

by any power seizing the vessel, thus excluded from the common
rights of the ocean."

Mr. Cass, See. of State, to Mr. Dallas, Feb. 23, 1859, MS. Instr. Great

Britain, XVII. l.io.

The question of extraterritorial jurisdiction was discussed in Con-

gress in the cases of Warren and Costello, two naturalized American

citizens, who were tried and sentenced in Dublin, in 1867, for trea-

son felony, on account of participation in the "Jacmel " (Fenian)

expedition. It was proved that they had come over to Ireland in

that vessel, and had cruised along the coast for the purpose of

effecting a landing of men and arms in order to raise an insurrec-

tion. At the trial, in order to connect them with the Fenian con-

spiracy that existed at Dublin and to show their animus in cruising

along the Irish coast, evidence was introduced of certain acts and

declarations of the prisoners in the United States. It was ulti-

mately shown that this evidence was introduced merely in proof of

the criminal design with which the prisoners entered the British

jurisdiction and of the criminal object of their acts there. But,

while still under the impression that the acts and declarations in

the United States were being made the foundation of a criminal

prosecution in Dublin, the House of Representatives, on the 15th

of June, 18()8. adopted a resolution requesting the President to take

such measures as should seem " proper to secure the release from

imprisonment of Messrs. Warren and Costello, convicted and sen-

tenced in Great Britain for words and acts spoken and done in this

country," &c.

Dip. Cor. 18f!8, I. 21, 40. .W, .'^00.

For the resolution of the House of Kepresentaiives. see Mr. Seward. Sec.

of State, to Mr. Moran, charge at London, .June 22, 18(>8, id. .*n8-319.

' " Your despatch. No. 82'2, of the 20th ultimo, has been received.

It represents that the British (lovernment, pursuant to the opinion

of the law officers of the Crown, has insti'ucted its minister to inform

the (jovernment of Brazil that it will not acquiesce in the application

of the Brazilian law, to which you refer, to acts done by British sub-

jects outside of the jurisdiction of Brazil. This decision may be

regarded as obviously sound, and is entirely concurred in by this

Government.
" If, therefore, there should l)e occasion, you Avill inform the min-

ister of foreign affairs that we can not consent to the prosecution or
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punishment of a citizen of the United States pursuant to the objec-

tionable statute adverted to."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Partridge, uiiu. to Brazil. May 2H, 1876,

For. Rel. 1876, 26.

In March. 1880. Richard Braeg, a native of Germany, who had been

naturalized in the United States, returned to Europe and settled on

an estate in Switzerland, near the German frontier, conducting, how-

ever, a coal business at Constance, near by on the German side of the

line. Xot long afterwards he was charged in Germany with having

made insulting remarks alx)ut the German Emperor and the Grand
Duke of Baden at a place called Tivoli. in Switzerland, near the

Baden frontier. He was tried at Con.stance. and was acquitted on

the ground that the.otfense was committed on foreign soil and was

not committed by a German. The state's attorney took an appeal

to the supreme court at Leipsic. which reversed the decision on the

ground that it appeared that the defendant, who had lived in Europe

from June. 1874. till April. 1879. was not naturalized in conformity

with the treaty l>etween the United States and the North German
Union of February '22. 1808. and therefore had not lost his German
nationality. It seems that the defendant avoided the consequences

of proceedings against him under the supreme court's decision by

remaining on the Swiss side of the frontier.

Mr. White, niin. to Germany, to Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State. July 30, 1881,

20 MS. Desp. Germany.

'' Your letters of the 26th ultimo and 1st instant in regard to the

case of Cirilo Pouble. an American citizen imprisoned in Cuba, have

been received. In reply I have to say that further instructions have

been addressed to the consul-general at Havana stating that if the

specific crime or offence for which he is confined consists of member-

ship in this country in a society maintaining speculative opinions

which, however distasteful to the Cuban authorities, are yet simply

opinions and unaccompanied by acts tending to the perpetration of

a crime to take effect in Spanish territory, this Government would

maintain that such membership is not recognized internationally as

a crime, and that the attempt to punish Pouble for it in Cuba is a

breach of international law. He has lx>en further instructed to com-

municate to the Department the ground upon which Pouble is held

for trial."

Mr. Porter. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Beraza. April n. 188.5, 1.55 MS.

Doni. Let. 29.

" The general jiroiKisition has l>een aceetled to by the Government of

Spain that no citizen of the United States can be tried by a council

of war in his absence, for acts cx)niniitteil elsewhere." (Mr. Fish,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Gushing, min. to Spain. May 17. 1876. MS. Inst

. Spain. XVII. 520.
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" I liavo to iickii()\vl('(l<rt' the receipt of your letter of the S>th instant,

in which yon ask the advice of the Department on a proposition to

l)i-int in various ne\vs|)ai)ei-s the facts yon have learned in the case of

Mr. C\ Ponhle now imprisoned in Havana.
" The Department cannot assnme to advise yon in the matter and is

nnahle to see that anythin<r moi-e could he done than has been and is

l)ein<r done in Poubie's behalf. Pouble having voluntarily gone

within Spanish jurisdiction was arrested there and it is now alleged

that seditious publications and papers were found in his baggage. If

this be so, the alleged offense would appear to have been actually

within Spanish jurisdiction, and it is for him to disprove the charge,

by showing that the papers were not knowingly in his possessicm at

the tinie of landing, or that they are not of the unlawful character

alleged. The consul-general is instructed to continue to use all en-

deavors towards a sj^eedy, open and impartial investigation of the

charge according to the rules of judicial procedure to which Amer-

ican citizens in Cuba are entitled."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ciirasco. .Iiine U>. 188"), 156 MS. Doin.

Let. 11.

•• The ])oints ujwn which yon rely to prove that Mr. Pouble has been

convicted in contravention of the law of nations have been repeatedly

advanced and considered during the ])rogress of the trial and subse-

quent appeal. The facts do not bear out the theory that the offence

with which he stood charged was connnitted wholly within the juris-

diction of the United States. It was proved that upon jjersons

taken in Cuba in the acts of rebellion and sedition were found com-

missions, signed l)y JNIr. Pouble. i)urj)<)rting to empower and author-

ize the commission of such acts. It is shown that Mr. Pouble there-

after voluntarily placed himself within Spanish jurisdiction. The
offence charged belongs therefore to a class abundantly recognized by

international law where a crime concocted within one jurisdiction

takes effect designedly within iinother jurisdiction."

Mr. P.ayard. Sec of State, to -Mr. Wallace. September V2, 1888, ICO MS.
I>oiii. Lot. (:r>o.

See S. Kep. liTu, 4!> ('oiifi. 1 soss.

-. CiTTiNo's Case.

S 201.

"After reading the telegrams and dispatches (copies of which I

inclose for your information) of Mr. J. Harvey Brigham, United

States consul at El Paso, Mexico, and also your No. 266, dated the

8th instant, relating to the case of Mr. .V. K. Cutting, I telegraphed

yon on the HHh instant as follows:

" You are iiistnictetl to demand of t!ie Mexican (lovermnont the instant rel<»ase

of A. K. Cnttinn. a citizen of the United St.ites. now unlawfully imprisoned at

Paso del Norte.
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" By the documents before me the following facts appear

:

" On June 18 last A. K. Cutting, a citizen of the United States, who
for the preceding eighteen months had been a resident. * off and on,' of

Paso del Xorte. Mexico, and as to whose character for respectability

strong evidence has been adduced, published in a newsj^aper of El

Paso. Tex., a card connnenting on certain proceedings of Emigdio
Medina, a citizen of Mexico, with whom Mr. Cutting has been in con-

troversy. For this publication Mr. Cutting was imprisoned on the

22d of June last, at El Paso del Xorte, in Mexico. Such a publica-

tion would not. even had it been made in Mexico, be the subject of

criminal prosecution in that country, according to the Roman common
law there in force, nor of any adverse governmental action, unless,

perhaps, for the single purpose of requiring security in some small

sum to keep the peace. But the paper was not published in Mexico,

and the proposition that INIexico can take jurisdiction of its author

on account of its publication in Texas is wholly inadmissible and is

peremptorily denied by this Government. It is equivalent to assert-

ing that Mexico can take jurisdiction over the authors of the various

criticisms of Mexican business operations which appear in the news-

papers of the United States. If Mr. Cutting can be tried and im-

prisoned in Mexico for publishing in the United States a criticism

on a Mexican business transaction in which he was concerned, there

is not an editor or publisher of a newspaper in the United States

who could not, were he found in Mexico, be subjected to like indigni-

ties and injuries on the same ground. To an assumption of such

jurisdiction by Mexico neither the Government of the United States

nor the governments of our several States will submit. They will

each mete out due justice to all offenses committed in their respective

jurisdictions. The}- will not permit that this prerogative shall in

any degree Ije usurped b}' Mexico, nor, aside from the fact of the ex-

clusiveness of their jurisdiction over acts done within their own
boundaries, will they permit a citizen of the United States to be

called to account by Mexico for acts done by them within the bound-

aries of the United States. On this ground, therefore, you will de-

mand Mr. Cutting's release.

" But there is another ground on which this demand maj^ with

equal positiveness be based. By the law of nations no punishment

can be inflicted by a sovereign on citizens of other countries unle&s

in conformity with those sanctions of justice Avhich all civilized

rations hold in common.
"Among these sanctions are the right of having the facts on which

the charge of guilt was ma(^e examined by an impartial court, the

explanation to the accused of these facts, the opportunity granted to

liim of counsel, such delay as is necessary to prepare his case, permis-

sion in all cases not capital to go at large on bail till trial, the due
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production under oath of all evidence prejudicing the accused, giving

him the right to cross-examination, the right to produce his own evi-

dence in exculpation, release even from temporary imprisonment in

all cases where the charge is simply one of threatened breach of the

peace, and where due security to keep the peace is tendered. All

thes(» sanctions were violated in the present case. Mr. Cutting was

summarily imprisoned by a tribunal whose partiality and incom-

petency were alike shown by its proceedings. He was refused coun-

sel : he was refused an interpreter to explain to him the nature of

the charges brought against him; if there was evidence against him
it was not produced under oath, with an opportunity given him for

cross-examination; bail was refused to him; and after a trial, if it

can be called such, violating, in its way, the fundamental sanctions of

civilized justice, he was cast into a ' loathsome and filthy ' cell, where,

according to one of the affidavits attached to Mr. Brigham's report,

' there are from six to eight other prisoners, and when the door is

locked there are no other means of ventilation '—an adobe house,

.almost air-tight, with a ' dirt floor '; he was allowed about ' 8^ cents

American money for his subsistence'; he was "not furnished with

any bedding, not even a blanket.' In this wretched cell, subjected to

pains and deprivations which no civilized Government should permit

to be inflicted on those detained in its prisons, he still languishes,

and this for an act committed in the United States, and in itself

not subject to prosecution in any humane system of jurisprudence,

and after a trial violating the chief sanctions of criminal procedure.
'' These circumstances you will state as giving an additional basis.

a basis which if it be established this Government will not permit to

be questioned for the demand for Mr. Cutting's immediate release."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, niin. to Mexico, July 20, 1886,

For. Rel. 188(5, 700.

See, also. Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, niin. to Me.x;ico. July

27, 1886, For. Rel. 1886, 706; report of Mr. Bayard. See. of State, to

the President, Aug. 2, 1886, S. Ex. Doc. 224, 49 Cong. 1 sess.

July 24, 188G, Mr. Romero, Mexican minister at Washington,

handed to Mr. Bayard a copy of article 186 of the Mexican Penal

Code, on which the jn-oceedings against Mr. Cutting were taken.

The article, translated, reads as follows:

" Penal offenses committed in a foreign country by a Mexican against Mexi-

cans or foreigners, or by a foreigner against Mexicans, may be punished In the

Republic (Mexico) and according to its laws, subject to the following condi-

tions :

" I. That the accused be in the Republic, whether he has come voluntarily or

has l>een brought by extradition proceedings.

" II. That, if the offended party be a foreigner, he shall have made proper

legal complaint.
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"III. That the accused shall not have been definitively tried in the country
where the offense was connnitted, or if tried, that he shall not have been ac-

quittetl, included in an anuiesty, or pardoned.
" IV. That the breach of law of which he is accused shall have the character

of a penal offense, both in the country in which it was connnitted and in the

Republic.

" V. That by the laws of the liepublic the offense shall be subject to a severer

penalty than that of ' arresto mayor.' "

Arresto mayor, it niiiy be stated, is detention from one to eleven months, as

distinguished from arresto menor. which lasts from three to sixty days.

The words "penal offences," in the translation of article 18(5. are intended as

the equivalent of the Spanish word delito.

For correspondence between Mr. Bayard and Mr. Romero, see For. Rel. 1887,

840-8G7.

" In compliance Avith a resolution of the Senate, I communicated to

that body on August 2d last, and also to the House of Representa-

tives, the correspondence in the case of A. K. Cutting, an American
citizen, then imprisoned in Mexico, charged with the commission of

a penal offense in Texas, of which a Mexican citizen was the object.

"After demand had been made for his release the charge against

him was amended so as to include a violation of Mexican law within

Mexican territory.

" This joinder of alleged offenses, one within and the other exterior

to Mexico, induced me to order a special investigation of the case

—

pending which Mr. Cutting was released.

" The incident has, however, disclosed a claim of jurisdiction by

Mexico, novel in our history, whereby any offense, committed any-

where by a foreigner, penal in the place of its commission, and of

which a Mexican is the object, may, if the offender be fotmd in Mex-
ico, be there tried and punished in conformity with Mexican laws.

" This jurisdiction was sustained by the courts of Mexico in the

Cutting case, and approved by the executive branch of that gov-

ernment, upon the authority of a Mexican statute. The appellate

court, in releasing Mr. Cutting, decided that the abandonment of

the complaint by the Mexican citizen aggrieved by the alleged crime

(a libelous publication), removed the basis of further prosecution,

and also declared justice to have been satisfied by the enforcement

of a small part of the original sentence.

" The admission of such a pretension would be attended with

serious results, invasive of the jurisdiction of this Government, and

highly dangerous to our citizens in foreign lands; therefore I have

denied it, and protested against its attempted exercise, as unwar-

ranted by the principles of law and international usages.

"A sovereign has jurisdiction of offenses which take effect within

his territory, although concocted or commenced outside of it; but

the right is denied of any foreign sovereign to punish a citizen of

the United States for an offense consummated on our soil in viola-
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tion of our laws, even though the offense be against a subject or

citizen of such sovereign. The Mexican statute in question makes
the claim broadly, and the principle, if conceded, Avould create a

dual responsibility in the citizen, and lead to inextricable confusion,

destructive of that certainty in the law which is an essential of

liberty.

" When citizens of the United States voluntarily go into a foreign

country they nuist abide by the laws there in force, and will not be

protected by their own (iovernment from the consequences of an

oifense against those laws conmiitted in such foreign country; but

watchful care and interest of this Government over its citizens are

not relinquished because they have gone abroad; and if charged with

crime committed in the foreign land a fair and open trial, conducted

with decent regard for justice and humanity, will be demanded for

them. With less than that this (xovernment will not be content

when the life or liberty of its citizens is at stake.

" AVhatever the degree to which extraterritorial criminal jurisdic-

tion mav have been formerly allowed by consent and reciprocal agree-

ment among certain of the European states, no such doctrine or prac-

tice was ever known to the laws of this country or of that from which

our institutions have mainly been derived.

" In the case of Mexico there are reasons especially strong for per-

fect harmony in the nuitual exercise of jurisdiction. Nature has

made us irrevocably neighbors, and wisdom and kind feeling should

make us friends.

'• The overflow of capital and enterprise from the United States is a

potent factor in assisting the development of the resources of Mexico,

and in building up the prosperity of both countries.

'• To assist this good work all grounds of apprehension for the secu-

rity of person and j^roj^erty should l)e removed ; and I trust that in

the interests of good neighborhood the statute referred to will be so

modified as to eliminate the present possibilities of danger to the

peace of the two countries."

President Cleveland. Annual Message. Dee. 0, 188(5. (For. Rel. 188G, vii.)

The message to the Senate of Aug. 2, 188(3, will be found in S. Ex. Doc.

224. 40 Cong. 1 sess.

"On the 19th of July, 188G, the minister of the United States at

the City of ^lexico was instructed to demand of the Mexican Govern-

ment the release of A. K. Cutting, a citizen of the United States, then

imprisoned at Paso del Norte, where he had been incarcerated since

the 23d of the preceding month on a charge of libel alleged to have

been published by him in Texas..

" The case was first brought to the notice of the Department by Mr.

Brigham, consul of the Ignited States at Paso del Norte, who, in a

dispatch dated the lat July, 1886, reported that Mr. Cutting had been
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arrested and imprisoned for the pul)lication in Texas, in tlie United

States, of an alleged libel against a citizen of Mexico. Accompanying
the consul's dispatch were affidavits substantiating his statements. It

was also set forth that when Mr. Cutting was arrested and brought

before the court, he was refused counsel and an interpreter, both of

which he asked for, and that bail was refused him, which he was pre-

pared to give in any reasonable amount. It Avas further stated that

there was great cruelty in the manner of the prisoner's confinement,

and that the physical suffering which he was compelled to undergo

could not be borne without permanent injury to his health.

" On the 17th of July a telegram was received at this Department

from Mr. Brigham saying that Mr. Cutting was still in prison and

that nothing had been done by the local authorities to alleviate his

condition.

•' It is unnecessary to set forth in this communication a detailed

account of the case, the facts of which are fully reviewed and copious

extracts from the correspondence given in a report made in this

Department on the subject of extraterritorial crime, with a special

reference to the case in question, and a copy of which is herewith

inclosed for your information. It is sufficient here to state, as was

set forth at the time of the demand, that the ground upon which Mr.

Cutting's release was demanded was that the judicial tribunals of

Mexico were not competent under the rules of international law to

try a citizen of the United States for an offense committed and con-

summated in his own country, merely because the person offended

happened to be a Mexican. This was coupled with another ground,

namely, that, by the law of nations, no punishment can be inflicted by

a sovereign on citizens of other countries ' unless in conformity with

those sanctions of justice which all civilized nations hold in common.'

'Among these sanctions,' it was stated, ' are the right of having the

facts on which the charge of guilt was made examined by an imjnir-

tial court ; the explanation to the accused of these facts : the oppor-

tunity granted to him of counsel ; such delay as is necessar}^ to

prepare his case, permission in all cases, not capital, to go at large on

bail till trial; the due production, under oath, of all evidence preju-

dicing the accused; giving him the right to cross-examination; the

right to produce his own evidence in exculpation ; release even from

temporary imprisonment in all cases where the charge is simply one

of threatened breach of the peace, and where due security to keep the

peace is tendered.'

" From the facts before the Department it appeared that all these

sanctions had been violated in the case of Mr. Cutting by the judge

before w^hom he was brought. The importance of this second ground

upon which Mr. Cutting's release was demanded is not to be under-

estimated, although, in the course of time, it was overshadowed by the
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jurisdictional question rainod by the claim of the Mexican Govern-

ment of a ri^ht to try and j)unish a citizen of the United States for

an otfensc connnitted by him in his own country against a Mexican.

Xot only was this claim, which is defined in Article 18() of the Mexi-

can penal code, defended and enforced by Judge Zubia, before whom
the case of Mr. Cutting was tried, and whose decision was affirmed by
the supreme court of Chihuahua (translations of both of which deci-

sions are given in the inclosed report above referred to), but the claim

was defended and justified by. the Mexican Government in communi-
cations to this Department, emanating both from the Mexican min-

ister at this capital and from the department of foreign affairs in the

City of Mexico.

"The statement of the consul at Paso del Norte that Mr. Cutting

was arrested on the charge of the publication in Texas of an alleged

libel against a Mexican is fully sustained by the opinion of Judge
Zubia. Under the head of ' It appears (>,' in that decision, it is stated

that on the ^i^d of June, 1886, ' the plaintiff enlarged the accusation,

stating that although the newspaper, the ¥A Paso Sunday Herald, is

published in Texas, Mr. Cutting had had circulated a great number
in this town (Paso del Norte) and in the interior of the Republic, it

having been read by more than three persons, for which reason an

order had been issued to seize the copies which were still in the office

of the said Cutting.' The conclusive inference from this statement

is that the charge upon which the warrant of arrest was issued was

the publication of the alleged libel in Texas. It matters not whether

such publication was originally treated by the court as a breach of a

conciliation previously entered into between Cutting and Medina,

the Mexican plaintiff, or whether it was treated as a distinct and

original offense. In either case the assumption of the Mexican tri-

bunal, under the law of Mexico, to punish a citizen of the United

States for an offense wholly connnitted and consummated in his owm
country against its hnvs was an invasion of the independence of this

(iovernmeiit. To say that a cxmciliation in Mexico which operates

as a stay of criminal proceedings there binds a citizen of the United

States in his own country, is simply to assert that the Mexican penal

law is binding upon citizens of the United States in their own coun-

try. It a])i)ears, however, under 'Considering 6,' in Judge Zubia's

decision, that the claim made in Article 18(5 of the ^lexican penal

code was actually enforced in the case in question as a distinct and

original ground of prosecution. The decision of Judge Zubia w^as

framed in the alternative, and it was held that, even supposing the

defamation arose solely from the publication of the alleged libel in

the El Paso (Texas) Sunday Herald, Article 186 of the Mexican

penal code provided for i)unishment in that case; .Judge Zubia saying

that it did not belong to the judge to examine the principle laid down
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in that article but to apply it fully, it being the law in force in the

State of Chihuahua. It nowhere appears that the Texas publication

was ever circulated in Mexico so as to constitute the crime of defama-

tion under the Mexican law. As has been seen, this was not a part of

the original charge on which the warrant for Mr. Cutting's arrest

was issued; and while it is stated in Judge Zubia's decision that an

order was issued for the seizure of copies of the Texas paper which

might be found in the office of Mr. Cutting in Paso del Norte, it

nowhere appears from that decision that any copies were actually

found in that place or elsewhere in Mexico.
" But, .however this may be, this Government is still compelled to

deny what it denied on the 19th of July, 1886, and what the Mexican

Government has since executively and judicially maintained, that a

citizen of tlie United States can be held under the rules of interna-

tional law to answer in Mexico for an offense committed in the United

States, simply because the object of that otfense happens to be a citi-

zen of Mexico. The Government of Mexico has endeavored to sus-

tain this pretension on two grounds : First, that such a claim is justi-

fied by the rules of international law and the positive legislation of

various countries; and, secondW, on the ground that such a claim

being made in the legislation of Mexico the question is one solely for

the decision of the Mexican tribunals. In respect of the latter ground

it is only necessary to say, that if a Government coukl set up its own
municipal laws as the final test of its international rights and obliga-

tions, then the rules of international law would be but the shadow of

a name and would afford no protection either to States or to individ-

uals. It has been constantly maintained and also admitted by the

Government of the United States that a government can not appeal

to its municipal regulations as an answer to demands for the fulfill-

ment of international duties. Such regulations may either exceed

or fall short of the requirements of international law, and in either

case that law furnishes the test of the nation's liability and not its

own municipal rules. This proposition seems now to be so well

understood and so generally accepted, that it is not deemed necessary

to make citations or to adduce precedents in its support.
'' I turn now to the consideration of the Mexican jurisdictional

claim in connection with the principles of international law. It is

not now, and has not been contended, by this Government, as seems to

have been assumed in some of the arguments put forth in behalf of

the Mexican Government, that if Mr. Cutting had actually circulated

in Mexico a libel printed in Texas, in such manner as to constitute a

publication of the libel in Mexico within the terms of the Mexican

law, he could not have been tried and punished for this offense in

Mexico. Oftentimes, the question where a libel may actually have

been printed is a matter of small moment, the real offense being the
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publication or circulation. I shall, therefore, pass this question by

as having nothing to do with the present case.

"As to the question of international law, I am unable to discover

any princi})le upon which the assumption of jurisdiction made in

Article 18() of the Mexican penal code can be justified. There is no

principle better settled than that the penal laws of a country have no

extraterritorial force. Each state may, it is true, provide for the

punishment of its own citizens for acts committed by them outside of

its territory; but this makes the penal law^ a personal statute, and

A\hile it may give rise to inconvenience and injustice in many cases,

it is a matter in which no other Government has the right to interfere.

To say. however, that the penal laws of a country can bind foreigners

and regulate their conduct, either in their own or any other foreign

country, is to assert a jurisdiction over such countries and to impair

their independence. Such is the consensus of opinion of the leading

authorities on international law at the present day, from whom
ample quotations are made in the report accompanying this instruc-

tion. There l>eing then no principle of international law which justi-

fies such a pretension, any assertion of it nuist rest, as an exception to

the rule, either upon the general concurrence of nations or upon

express conventions. Such a concurrence in respect to the claim made
in Article 180 of the Mexican penal code can not be foimd in the legis-

lation of the pi-esent day. Though formerly asserted by a number of

minor states, it has now been generally abandoned, and may be

regarded as almost ol>solete.

" The only assertion T have found in the legislation of Europe of a

general jurisdiction by one state of offenses committed abroad by

foreigners against subjects is in the cases of Greece and Russia. The
legislation of these countries gives to the judicial tribunals general

jurisdiction over such offenses. In Sweden and Norway their pun-

ishment is discretionary, and depends upon the King ordering the

prosecution. In Austria felonies, but not misdemeanors (the charge

against Mr. Cutting of libel is only a misdemeanor, not only under

the Mexican law, but under that of Texas), committed by foreigners

abroad are punished, but only (except in crimes against the safety of

the state and against the national seals and moneys, etc.) after an

offer of surrender of the accused person has first been made to the

state in whicli the crime was conmiitted, and has been refused by it.

The law is substantially the same in Hungary and in Italy; but

criminal offenses committed outside the state by foreigners against

its citizens or subjects are not punished under any circumstances or

conditions by France, (iermany, Belgium, Denmark, Great Britain,

Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and Switzerland.

" It is thus seen that Russia and Greece are the only European

countries whose claim of extraterritorial jurisdiction is as extensive
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and absolute as that of Mexico : for it was held by Judge Zubia,

whose decision was affirmed by the supreme court of Chihuahua, that

it did not belong to the judicial tribunals of Mexico to examine the

principle laid down in Article 180, but to apply it in all force, it being

the law of the State of Chihuahua, and Mr. Mariscal disclaimed any
power on the part of the Mexican Executive to interfere with the

execution of the law by the judicial tribunals. Thus the Mexican
claim is absolute, and exceeds that made by Sweden and Norway,
where the prosecution can only take place if the King order it.

"An appeal has been made in the Mexican arguments to the law of

France as sustaining Article 186. The error of this is apparent when
we observe that the French code authorizes the prosecution of for-

eigners for offenses outside of the territory of France, only in the

exceptional cases of crimes against the safety of the state, and of

counterfeiting the seal of the state, national moneys having circula-

tion, national papers or bank bills authorized by law. Xot only is

the law thus clear, but it was decided by the court of cassation of

France in 1873, in a case which is fully set forth in the report above

referred to, that, with the exception of the crimes above mentioned,

the French tribunals are without power to judge foreigners for acts

committed by them in a foreign country; that their incompetence

in this regard is absolute and permanent ; that it can be waived

neither by the silence nor by the consent of the accused; that the

right to punish emanates from the right of sovereignty, which does

not extend beyond the limits of the territory, and that the incom-

petence of the French tribunals, as above stated, exists always and to

the same degree in every stage of the proceedings.

" Neither is Article 186 sustained by the legislation of the Spanish-

American Republics. Neither in the Argentine Republic, nor in

Chili, nor in Peru, nor in Colombia, nor in Costa Rica, is there any

law, so far as known to this Department, that authorizes the punish-

ment of foreigners for offenses committed abroad against citizens of

those countries. Indeed, such a pretension is incompatible with those

free and friendly relations which it is so important for Governments

mutually to promote.
" It has constantly been laid down in the United States as a rule of

action, that citizens of the United States can not be held answerable

in foreign countries for offenses which were wholly committed and

consummated either in their own country or in other countries not

subject to the jurisdiction of the punishing state. ^AHien a citizen of

the United States commits in his own countiy a violation of its laws,

it is his right to be tried under and in accordance with those laws,

and in accordance with the fundamental guaranties of the Federal

Constitution in respect to criminal trials in every part of the United

States.
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'' To say that he may be tried in another country^ for his offense,

simply because its object happens to be a citizen of that country,

would be to assert that foreigners coming to the United States bring

hither the penal laws of the country from which they come, and thus

subject citizens of the United States in their own country to an indefi-

nite criminal responsibility. Such a pretension can never be admitted

b}' this Government.
" It has been seen that Article 186 of the Mexican penal code

requires that the offenses included in the article must be also punish-

able in the place of their commission; and the proceedings before

Judge Zubia. as set forth in his decision, show that the Texas penal

code was introduced in the trial to prove that Mr. Cutting had com-

mitted the offense of libel in Texas. With this code before him,

Judge Zubia held that its provision had been violated. Thus, sitting

as a ^lexican magistrate, he did Avhat no Texas judge could have done

had Mr. Cutting been on trial in that State for the alleged offense

against its laws. By the Texas code (sec. 2291), ' It is no offense to

publish statements of fact as to the qualification of any person for

any occupation, profession, or trade.' But this is not all. By the

fundamental law of the State no judge can convict any person of

libel; for section 6. Article 1. of the constitution, of Texas provides

that ^ in all indictments for libels the jury shall have the right to

determine the law and the facts under the direction of the court, as

in other cases.'

'" The i^rovisions render it wholly unwaiTantable for any judge,

domestic or foreign, alone to decide that a person has committed a

libel under the law in Texas. Xor is it shown that Judge Zubia even

attempted to inquire as to the truth of Mr. Cutting's alleged libelous

statements.
'* You are therefore instructed to say to the Mexican Government,

not only that an indemnity should be paid to Mr. Cutting for his

arrest and detention in Mexico on the charge of publishing a libel in

the United States against a Mexican, but also, in the interests of good

neighborhood and future amity, that the statute proposing to confer

such extraterritorial jurisdiction should, as containing a claim inva-

sive of the independent sovereignty of a neighboring and friendly

state, be repealed. It would surely be highly honorable to the Mex-
ican (iovernment to follow in this regard the example of the Govern-

ment of France, which, in 1852, withdrew an objectionable measure

similar to Article 180 of the Mexican penal code in the interest of

maintaining friendly relations with the Government of Great Britain.

It appears that a draft of a law conferring upon the courts of France

jurisdiction over offenses connnitted by foreigners against Frenchmen
outside of France was ad()pt('d on the 10th of June, 1852. by the Corps

Legislatif by a vote of Itll to 5. The measure then went to the Sen-
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ate, but was subsequently withdrawn bj' the Government because of

representations made by the Government of Great Britain ; and when
this action of the French Government was announced in the British

House of Lords the Marquis of Xormanby, formerly British embassa-

dor at Paris, expressing his satisfaction, said that during the whole

j^eriod in which he had labored to maintain amicable relations between

the two countries, he had seldom listened to any statement with

greater pleasure than that of the manner in which the French Gov-

ernment had acted in respect to the withdrawal of the projet de loi

above referred to. Sincerely desirous of maintaining with the Gov-
ernment of Mexico the most cordial and friendly relations, I can not

think that that end could be more signally promoted than by that

Government following the highly honorable example of France in

removing from the amicable relations of the two countries a law

which stands as a constant menace to their continuance.

" Nor is a change of municipal law to meet the exigencies of inter-

national intercourse without precedent in tlie United States. In the

case of McLeod, in 1842, when, in reply to the demand of the British

Government for the release of the prisoner, who was in the custody of

the authorities of the State of New York, this Government was com-

pelled to return a reply not dissimilar to that made by Mr. Mariscal to

the demand for the release of Mr. Cutting, namely, the inability of

the Federal authorities to interfere, Ccmgress amended the law regu-

lating the issuance of writs of habeas corpus so as to facilitate the per-

formance by the (xovernment of the United States of its international

obligations. So that nothing is suggested to the Government of

Mexico in this relation which has not been put in practice by the Gov-

ernment of the United States.

" The importance of the harmonious exercise of jurisdictional pow-

ers by the (lovernments of the United States and Mexico, and the

desire of this Ciovernment to maintain the closest and most friendly

relations between these two neighboring countries, were so impres-

sively stated by the President in his last annual message to Congress,

that it is proper to quote from it the following pertinent passage

:

" * In the case of Mexico there are reasons especially strong for per-

fect harmony in the mutual exercise of jurisdiction. Nature has

made us irrevocably neighbors, and wisdom and kind feeling should

make us friends.
'•

' The overflow of capital and enterprise from the United States is

a potent factor in assisting the development of the resources of Mex-

ico and in building up the prosperity of both countries.
"

' To assist this good work all grounds of ai)prehension for the

security of person and property should be removed; and I trust that

in the interests of good neighborhood the statute referred to will he,

so modified as to eliminate the present possibilities of danger to the

])eace of the two countries.'
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" I have not burdoiu'd this iiistnictioii with citations of authorities

and qnotations from the works of publicists, which may be found in

the ehd)orate report which accon»i)anies this paper, and of which you
are instructed to connuuuicate a copy to Mr. Mariscal."

Mr. I'.jiyju-(1. See. of State, to Mr. Connery, charge to Mexico, Nov. 1,

ISST. For. IM. IScST. 7."»1.

For tlio reply of the Mexican (ioverninent. see Mr. Mariscal, miu. of for.

aff.. to Mr. Connery. charge. Feb. 10, 1888, For. Rel. 1888, II. 1114.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Connery's dispatch of

the 'ilst of. February last, numbered 80(), inclosing a translation of

a note from Mr. Mariscal of the 10th of the same month, in relation

to the case of A. K. Cutting.

" It is regretted that the representations of this Government, espe-

cially in regard to their chief object—to secure the modification by
Mexico of her claim of criminal jurisdiction over the territory of the

United States—have not received more favorable consideration from

Mr. Mariscal. In my instruction to Mr. Connery the question of

compensation to Mr. Cutting was subordinated to that vastly more
important issue, and was not, in view of his general course of con-

duct and of his early discharge by the supreme court of Chihuahua,

intended to be bound up with it. Mr. Connery was instructed to say

to the Mexican Oovernment ' not only that an indemnity should be

paid to Mr. Cutting for his arrest and detention in Mexico on the

charge of publishing a libel in the United States against a Mexican;

but also in the interests of good neighborhood and future amity, that

the statute proposing to confer such jurisdiction should, as containing

a claim invasive of the independent sovereignty of a neighboring

and friendly state, be ivjx'aled.'

'• I then proceeded to show that there were important precedents,

in view of which it would be highly honorable to Mexico to make
such modification of her law.

"The question of i)ecuniarv indemnity was not urged as a neces-

sary incident or consequence thereof, nor was it deemed desirable that

it shotdd be suffei-ed to interfere with the consideration of the more

important question of jurisdiction by being presented in connection

with it.

"The consideration of Mr. Cutting's personal merits or of the

general features of his conduct cannot be regarded as atfecting in

any way the essential |)rinciple of international right and independ-

ent sovereignty which his case involved, and which it is so obviously

the interest of the United States and Mexico to have settled.

"At the close of his note Mr. Mariscal sums uj) the results of his

arguments in various i)r()positions, of which the eighth is as follows:

"The right which every nation has to iniixjse national conditions upon the en-

try of foreigners upon its own territory conveys with it the right within the limits
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of legislation to hold such foreigners responsible for acts they may commit
abroad against that nation, or against any of its citizens or subjects.

" The fallacy of the last clause of the proposition cannot be more
clearly shown than by referring to that part of the same note in

which Mr. Mari.scal endeavors to show that Fiore, notwithstanding

the express declarations quoted by this Department from his works,

does not antagonize or condenni the punishment by a state of a for-

eigner when he offends one of its citizens in a foreign country. To
j)rove this, Mr. Mariscal quotes from section 66 of Fiore's ' Droit

Penal International,' in which the learned author admits the right of

the .state ' to punish every individual without distinction, be he for-

eigner or native, when he. by acts committed abroad, maj'^ have

transgressed the laws that sustain our institutions, or may have

violated the rights either of a state or those of persons protected hy

our laws?

"This passage, which Mr. Mariscal has quoted to sustain his con-

tention, seems to me to be fatal to it. If it could be contended that

a Mexican or any other foreigner is protected in the United States

by the municipal law of his own country, then the passage quoted

from Fiore might be held to contradict his explicit declaration that

he ' cannot admit ' the doctrine that ' the extraterritoriality of penai

hiw ought to depend on the quality of the person to the prejudice of

whom the offense has been committed ;
' and his further declaratior^

that he cannot admit ' that a rule of action may be violated which was

not obligatory in the place where the offense was committed.'
" But it cannot be contended that foreigners are protected in the

United States by their national laws. Fiore himself says that ' no

sovereign can exercise his repressive power on territory under the

dominion of another sovereign.' (Droit Penal International, Paris,

1880, p. 94.) Xor am I acquainted with the works of any author,

ancient or modern, who holds an opposite opinion.

" Hence, when Fiore limits penal jurisdiction to the punishment of

infractions of the rights of a state or of persons protected by its laws,

he clearly and unmistakably negatives the claim of extraterritorial

jurisdiction, against which this Government protested in the case

of Mr. Cutting. Xo sovereign state can admit that its citizens ai«

subject in their own country to the control of a foreign municipal law.

And so must every sovereign state equally repudiate the correlative

proposition that foreigners within its territory are protected by the

municipal law of their own country or countries against the acts

of citizens of such state. Such a doctrine would carry the extra-

territoriality of penal law even beyond the limits set in the conven-

tions between Christian and non-Christian countries, under which

the citizens of the former are exempt from the local law, and would

produce a confusion and conflict of jurisdictions which could only

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 16
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lead to (laii<rerous and frequent disputes. It is not denied that a

state may iini)()se * rational conditions upon the entry of foreigners

upon its own territory,' as Mr. Mariscal contends, but in the opinion

of this Department no condition can be regarded as rational, or as

consistent Avith those amicable relations Avhich nations should seek

to cultivate and foster, that derogates fi-om the sovereignty and exclu-

sive jurisdiction of foreign states over their own territory.

" In view of these circumstances, it is hoped that the Government
of Mexico Avill yet see its way to a modification of article 18G.

*' In regard to Mr. Mariscal's reference to the codes of New York
and Texas, and his expression of sur})rise that they are not noticed

in the report on extraterritorial crime, it should be observed that

they are both discussed on page 25 of that docmnent, and slioAvn to

rest, as to the provisions cited by Mr. Mariscal. on a principle pre-

cisely opposite to that which he has defended in article 186 of the

Mexican penal code.

" You are authorized to state the views herein expressed to Mr.

Mariscal and to leave him a copy of this instruction should ho

desire it."

Mr. Kayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bragg, iiiiii. to Mexico. May 4, 1888,

For. Uel. 1888. XL 1180.

Article III. of the treaty of extradition betAveen the United States

and Mexico, concluded February 22, 189t), contains the following

stipulation: "4. AVhen the extradition is demanded on account of a

crime or otfense for which the person demanded is undergoing or

lias undergone j^unishment in the country from Avhich the extradi-

tion is demanded, or in case he or she shall have been i)r()secuted

(herein on the same charge and acquitted thereof; provided that,

nith the exception of the oU'enses included in clause 18 Article 2,

of this convention, each contracting party agrees not to assume juris-

diction in the j)unishment of crimes committed exclusively Avithin the

territory of the other."

Clause 18 of Article II. of the treaty provides for the extradition

of persons chai'ged with or convicted of '* embezzlement or criminal

malversation of |)ul)lic funds conunitted within the jurisdiction of

either party by public officers or depositaries."
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3. Legislation and Judicial Decisions.

§ 202.

"The various theories of criininal jurisdiction discussed in the

Moore's Report : l^ooks may conveniently be arranged as follows

:

Theories of crimi-

nal jarisdiction.

" I. TEBRITOKIAL.

" 1. Actual—
"a. Subjective: As to offenses coniinitted by persons on the territory,

except diploniiitic olficers.

" b. Objective : As to offenses connuitted within tlie territory by per-

sons outside ; c. (j.. a shot tired on one side of tlie boundary and

taking effect on the (^ther; infernal machine, swindling letter,

poisonous food, counterfeit money, &c., sent into country by

person outside.

"2. Constructive.—Over offenses committed on vessels of country.

" II. NON-TEKRITORIAL.

"1. Per.so)tul, over citi::cnfi:

" tf. generally ; b. in particular places, c. (/.. barbarous lands ; c. as to

particular acts.

"2. As to [Ktrticular offenses, whether by citizens or foreigners.

" «. IMracy.

" b. Where two countries by convention agree to punish the citizens of

each other, e. <j., conventions for suppression of slave trade.

" c. Against safety of state ; counterfeiting or forging national seals,

papers, moneys, l)ank bills authorized by law.
" 3. Offenses committed abroad by foreigners against citizens.

" 4. All offenses, wherever and by whomsoever conmiitted.

" It is unnecessary for our present purpose to discuss in detail all

the theories of criminal jurisdiction which are stated in the foregoing

synopsis. The right of every nation, in the exercise of its sovereignty,

to punish acts committed on its soil and in violation of its laws by

persons within its territory, may be conceded. The right of a nation

to punish offenses committed on its vessels, national or private, which

for jurisdictional purposes are considered as part of the national

territory, is also admitted. Such offenses, it has been held, may be

punished by the ve-ssel's sovereign even when they Avere committed on

a merchant vessel in the ports of another sovereign, provided the lat-

ter did not take jurisdiction. And' it may also be granted that a

nation may, under proper limitations, punish offenses committed

within its territory by j^ersons corporeally outside.

" It is true that in the case of an offense committed within the

territory of one state by a person corporeally within the territory of

another state, there may sometimes be concurrent jurisdiction—the

former state having jurisdiction by reason of the locality of the act,
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the latter by reason of the locality of the actor." In such case the

latter state may punish the perpetrator, or may give him up to the

other state; or, if it see fit. may decline to do either. But the fact

that a state may be unable Xo obtain jurisdiction of the offender is

not a test of its jurisdiction over the offense, for such inability may
exist where the person who committed the offense was, at the time of

its commission, within the territory, but subsequentlj' fled to the

jurisdiction of another country.

" The principle that a man who outside of a country wilfully puts

Causal connection ^'^ motion a force to take effect in it is answerable at

and construct- the place where the evil is done, is recognized in the

ive presence. criminal jurisprudence of all countries. And the

methods which modern invention has furnished for the performance

of criminal acts in that manner has made this principle one of con-

stantly growing importance and of increasing frequency of applica-

tion.

•• Its logical soundness and necessity received early recognition in

the connnon law. Thus it was held that a man who erected a nuisance

in one county which took effect in another was criminally liable in

the county in which the injury was done. (Bulwer's case, 7 Co. 2 b.

3 b. ; Com. Dig. Action. X. 3, 11.) So, if a man, being in one place,

circulates a libel in another, he is answerable at the latter place.

(Seven Bishops' Case, 12 State Trials, p. 331; Rex /*. Johnson, 7

East. ()5.) The same rule applies to obtaining money or goods by

false pretences; but it must appear that the false pretences were

actually made at the place where the prisoner is held, and not merely

that the pretences, which Avere made elsewhere, resulted in defrauding

some one at the place of trial. (Reg. i'. Garrett, 6 Cox C. C. 260.)

So, if persons outside of a country procure therein the making and
engraving of a plate for purposes of forgery, they are indictable

there. (Queen r. Bull & Schmidt, 1 Cox C. C. 281.) Likewise, for

cheating l)y false papers, (King r. Brisac & Scott, 4 East, 104.)

" The same principle obtains in the United States. Thus a man
may Ix' convicted of subornation of perjury in the State in which,

through the agency of a person there resident, the offense was com-

mitted, though he was himself in another State. (Com. v. Smith, 11

Allen, 243.) So. where a citizen and resident of Ohio obtained money
in the State of New York by a fictitious receipt signed by him in Ohio,

but sent to the citv of New York to be fraudulentlv used, it was held

o State r. Williford, 91 X. C. .~)29. Adjacent States of the Union and adjacent

countries sometimes exercise concurrent jurisdiction of offences committed

within a certain distance of tlie l>oundar3-. (.Jaclvson r. State, 90 Ala. 590, 8

So. HiV2: State r. (Jeorjie. rA) Minn. .'.o:{. (]P, N. W. 100; State r. Rockwell (Iowa),

iH N. W. 721.

For a discussion as to the locality of the offence, see State r. Morrill, 68 Vt.

W, 54 Am. St. Rep. 870.
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that, being in that State, he was liable to trial and punishment; and

the court observed

—

"
' It is not necessary to notice the peculiar relation which a citizen

of one of the United States sustains to the other States; for if a sub-

ject of the British Crown, while standing on British soil in Canada,

should kill a nuin in this State, by shooting or other means, I entertain

no doubt that he would be subject to punishment here whenever our

courts could get jurisdiction over his person. ... If our courts can-

not get jurisdiction over his person they cannot try him. But that

is no more than happens when a citizen, who has committed an offense

within the State, escapes, and cannot be found. Jurisdiction of the

offense or subject-matter and jurisdiction to try the offender are very

different things. The first exists whenever the offense was committed

wnthin this State, and the second when the offender is brought into

court, and not before.' (Bronson, J., in Adams v. The People; Com-
stock's R. (X. Y.), 173, 179. )«

"The same principle has also been held to apply as to nuisances.

(Stillman & Co. v. Wliite Rock Mfg. Co. et al., 3 Woodbury & Minot,

C. C. Rep. 538.) So if a person forge notes in one place and utter

them in another, using for that purpose the mails, he is answerable

in the latter place for the utterance of the forged papers. (The Peo-

ple t\ Rathbun, 21 Wend. 509; Supreme court of New York.) But
where, under a statute providing that ' every person who shall sell or

in any manner transfer the services of any black, who shall have been

forcibly taken, inveigled or kidnapped from this State (New York)

to any other State, place, or country, shall, upon conviction, be pun-

ished,' a person was indicted not only for inveigling a free negro from

the State of New York with intent to sell him, but also for the actual

sale of him in another State, it was held that the counts in the indict-

ment relating to the latter charge were bad, the court saying :
' It can-

not be pretended or assumed that a State has jurisdiction over crimes

committed beyond its territorial limits.' (People v. Merrill, 2

Parker's Crim. Rep. 590.)
'• It has been held by the supreme court of Connecticut that where

an inhabitant of Massachusetts sent some paupers into Connecticut

in charge of his son. who, by direction of his father, left them there,

in contrav^ention of the statute of Connecticut forbidding the bring-

ing of paupers into the State, under penalty of a fine, the father was

answerable under the statute. (Barkhamsted r. Parsons, 3 Conn. 1.)

The same principle was applied in the case of the State r. Grady, 34

Conn. 118, the court at the same time saying:
" ' It is undoubtedly true, as claimed, that the courts of this State

can take no cognizance of an offense committed in another State.

Such was the decision in Gilbert r. Steadman, 1 Root, 403. But it

« Obtaining property by fnlse pretences is punishable at the place where the

property is delivered. (State r. House. .').'i Iowa, 4(56; State r. Dennis, 80 Mo.

589; State v. Shaefifer, 89 Mo. 271, 1 S. W. 29.S.)
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is true, and universally concoded. that if an offense is committed in

this State hv the ])rociirati()n of a resident of another State, who does

not himself personally come here to assist in the offense, . . . such

noji-resident offender can be punished for the offense by the courts

if jurisdiction can be obtained of his person.'

" On the j)rinciple of causal connection it is provided in the Penal

Code of New York of ISSI. that if a j^erson without the State com-

mits an act which affects persons or property within the State, or

the ])ublic health, morals, or decency of the State, he is punishable

therefor in the State of New York. On this principle also rest the

provisions of the Texas code for the punishment of persons who, out-

si<le of that State, forge titles to land within the State."

" So it liMs l)een held by the Texas courts. In the case of Hanks r. The State

(1.". T»'.\. Ai>i>eal. 28!>. decided in 1SS2). the question was fully discusseil, and I

quote from the opinion of the court the following passages, which speak for

thenisclvt's :

"Appellant and one P. F. Dillnian were jointly indicted in the district court

of Travis County (Texas) for the forgery of a transfer of a land certificate

for a league and labor of land in the State of Texas. It is alleged in the

indictment that the acts constituting the forgery wei'e all eouimitted in Caddo
Parish, in the State of Louisiana. No act or thing connected with the execution

of the forgery is charged to have been done in Texas; but the crime and injury.

so far as this State is concerned, are averred to consist in the fact that the said

forgery in Louisiana 'did then and there relate to and affect an interest in land

in the State of Texas, . . . and would, if the same were true and genuine, have

transferred and affected certain property, to wit. a certain land certificate,

numb(>r 'I'-l. for one league and labor of land in the State of Texas,' &c.
•' This indictment was l»rought under article 451 of the Penal Code.
" Hy article 4."'4 of tlie code it is declared that 'persons out of the State may

connuit and bt> lialile to indictment and conviction for eonnnitting any of the

offenses einunerated in this chapter irhich <1n )iot in their coinmisxifni ?ircc.s-

sarihi rffiiiirr a iirr^fnial inrscncr in //(/.s i^tatc. the object of this chapter being

to readi and punish all i)ersons offending against its jn'ovisions. whether within

or without tliis State." &c.

" It was made a ground lM)th in the motion to fpiash the indictment and in

arrest of judgment, and is again urgently insisted upon in the .able brief of

counsel for appellant, that the f.icts alleged, if true, would constitute an offense

.igainst the sovereign State of Louisiana alone, and one of which the courts of

this State would have no jurisdiction.

" If the i»osition thus assinn«'d in behalf of the ajtpellant be correct, then the

legislature had no .luthority to ikiss the :ict quoted, jind the same is an absolute

nullity. . . . We can see no valid reason why the legislatin'(» of the State of

Texas could not assert, as it has done in article 4~>4 snitra her jurisdiction over

wrongs and crimes with regard to the land titles of the State, no matter

whether the perpetrator of the crime was at the time of its consummation
within or without her territorial linnts. Such acts are offenses against the

State of Texas an<l her citizens only. :ind can |>roperly be tried only in her

courts. It m.iy in fact be no crime against the State in which it is perpetrated;

and if it is. under such circumstances we are considering, that other State

would have no interest in juniishing it. and would rarely, if ever, do so. When
this forgery was connnitted in Louisiana, co iiistaiiti a crime was conmiitted

.'tgainst. and injury done to the State of Texas, because it affected title to lands

within her sovereignty."

See. also. Rogers r. State. 11 Tex. Ajip. (ViS.
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"The principle of the liability of persons outside of a State for

acts caused by them within the State was earl}' established in Penn-

s^dvania by the decision ot the supreni« court in the case of the

Commonwealth /•. Gillespie et al.. 7 Sergeant and Rawle. 469, de-

cided in 1822. The facts in this case, which came up on a motion

for a new trial, were that a lottery office was ke])t in Philadelphia in

a house rented by GiUespie, one of the defendants and a resident of

"^ew York; that a lad named (negory, the other defendant, kept the

office and sold lottery tickets there as the agent of Gillespie, who
occasionally visited the place; and that, in this capacity, Gregory

sold at the office a New York lottery ticket, endorsed in the name
of Gillespie and- not authorized by the laws of Pennsylvania. The
prisoners being indicted jointly as i)articipants or conspirators in the

crime, the court at the trial did not instruct the jury that Gillespie

was criminally answerable for the act of his agent or servant, but

left it to them to say whether, from the whole of the evidence, he was

concerned in the sale of the ticket. The jury found that he was, and

the supreme court sustained the verdict. This court said:
"' It makes no difference where Gillespie resided; if he conspired

to sell New York lottery tickets in Pennsylvania, with his agent, and

his agent effected the act. the object of unlawful conspiracy, he is

answerable criminally to our laws. ... It nuist be recollected, the

conspiracy is a matter of inference, deducible from the acts of the

parties accused, done in pursuance of an apparent criminal purpose,

in common between them, and which rarely are confined to one place;

and if the parties are linked in one community of design, and of

interest, there can be no good reason why both may not be tried,

where one distinct overt act is committed."

"

'• This doctrine has, since Gillespie's case, been applied again in

Pennsylvania to an indictment for a conspiracy to clieat and defraud,

which was executed in that State, in the case of the Conunonwealth v.

Corliss et al., 3 Brewster's Eep. 575, decided in 1809.

"These Pennsylvania cases were decided in accordance wnth the

ride of the common law that where two or more persons conspire to

do an unlawful act, each conspirator is responsible in any place where

any overt act by any of his co-conspirators is done, as well as in the

place where the crime is concocted and started.'' (Wharton's Crim.

Law, 9th ed.. Book 1, § 287.) ^o careful, however, have courts been

to keep within what they deemed proper jurisdictional limits, that

« A state may punish the sale within its limits of the tickets of a lottery law-

fully orj^anized In another State. (People v. Noelke. 94 \. Y. VM, 4<> Am.
Rep. 128.)

6 Hatfield v. Com. (Ky.), 12 S. W. ."iOO ; Thompson r. State. 17 S). Rep. 512:

People r. Arnold, 4(> Mich. 2(«; Archer v. State, 100 Ind. 42t; ; Ex parte Rogers,

10 Tex. Api). y\'M, :}.S Am. Rep. 054.
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Avhere. in the case of a felony, a person Avas guilty only as an accessory

before the fact, ns, for example, where a person counseled a felonj' to

be committed, hut was not present at its commission, it was held that

he could be tried only in the place where his guilty act of accessory-

ship took place. This limitation never applied to treason and mis-

demeanors, in which all participants before or at the commission of

the oflense were regarded as principals. By statute in several of the

United States the accessory before the fact may be tried in the plac(f

having jurisdiction of the principal act, and by statutes still more

recent, making all accessories before the fact principals, the accessory

before the fact, or instigator, is triable in the place where the crime is

perpetrated. But, where no statute on the subject exists, it is still

held that an accessory before the fact can be tried only in the place

of his accessoryship. Thus it has been held in Indiana that a person

who. in the State of Ohio, counseled with and encouraged two per-

sons to come into Indiana and commit larceny, could not be held in

that State, there being no statute abolishing the distinction in such

case between principals and accessories. (Johns v. The State, 19 Ind.

421.) So, where several persons entered into a conspiracy in Ohio to

burn a steamboat, and the crime was executed in Arkansas, it was

held by the supreme court of the latter State that one of the confed-

erates, who remained in Ohio, was. by the law of Arkansas, merely

an accessory before the fact, and could not be tried in that State.

(State >\ Ciiapin. IT Ark. 561.)

'• The same rule was held to exist in New Jersey, in the case of The
State V. Wyckoff (2 Vroom's Kep. 05), decided by the supreme court

of that State in 1804. The defendant made arrangements in New
York with one Kelly to go into New Jersey and steal certain articles,

which he did, afterwards delivering them to the defendant in Xew
York. Wyckoff never came into Xew Jersey, and it was held that a'^

his offense merely constituted the crime of accessoryship before the

fact, and this in New York, he coidd not be tried in Xew Jerse3\

Nevertheless the court said that it was a firmly established rule

' that where th(^ crime is connnitted by a person absent from the

country in whicii the act is done, through the means of a merely ma-

terial agency or by a sentient agent who is innocent, in such cases

the offender is punishable where the act is done. The law implies a

constructive j)resence from the necessity of the case; otherwise the

anomaly would exist of a crime i)ut no responsiljle criminal.'"

" The decision just quoted speaks of an innocent (K/ent, and implies

that if a person outside of a State commits an act within it, through

an agent who is cognizant of the character of the act which, as such

agent, he performed, the principal can rot be held. This opinion

oAcc, Lindsey r. State, .^>8 Ohio State, r>07.
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rests on the doctrine of accessoryship, which, as has been seen, the

New Jersey court recognized; the theory being that if the agent had
a guilty knowledge of the character of his performance he became
the princi^jal offender in the place where he committed the act. and
that the person for whom he acted was merely an accessory before the

fact, and as such punishable only in the place of his accessoryship.

But. as has been shown, the doctrine of assessoryship has been abol-

ished by statute in man}' jurisdictions in which it formerly prevailed,

and is condemned by many writers as unnecessary and unsound.

Referring to accessories before the fact, Mr. Bishop says

:

"
' The distinction between such accessory and a principal rests

solely in authority, being ^yithout foundation either in natural rea-

son or in the ordinary doctrines of the law. The general rule of the

law is, that what one does through another's agency is to be regarded

as doiie by himself.'

"And on this point he cites Broom's Legal Maxims, 2 ed., p. 643;

Co. Lit. 258«/ and the opinion of Hosmer, C. J., in Barkhamsted r.

Parsons, 3 Conn., 1, that ' the principle of common law, Qui facit per

alium, fncit per -se, is of universal application, both in criminal and
civil cases.'

"Another jurisdictional question worthy of notice is that of the

oifense of larcen}', where goods are stolen in one State or country and

brought into another. It was held in England, and the decision has

been widely followed in the United States, that in such a case an in-

dictment will not lie for larceny in the country into which the goods

were brought. These decisions rest on the ground that a person com-

mitting a larceny in one country can not be punished for it in another

jurisdiction. This may be regarded as sound, so far as it goes. But
in some of the United States it has been provided by statute, as well

as decided by the courts, that a person bringing stolen goods from

one State into another may be indicted for larceny in the latter."

4nd by a recent statute the same rule is in force in Canada in respect

to persons bringing stolen goods into Canada from foreign juris-

dictions.

" This rule appears to rest on solid jurisdictional grounds. It does

not imply a right to punish the offender for the taking in the foreign

State, but only for his felonious act of holding in his custody in the

punishing State with an intent to convert to his own use goods which

he knows to be the property of another.'' This completely constitutes

the crime of larceny in the latter State. For a clear and forcible

a Mack V. People, 82 X. Y. 2.35; Dixon r. State, l.l Tex. App. 480; McKenzie v.

State, 32 Tex. Cr. R. HfS, 2.". S. W. 42(>; Powell r. State. .52 Wis. 217; State r.

Johnson, 38 Ark. .5<J8.

& Embezzlement may be i)unished where the goods are ref-eivetl. (Cohen v.

State, 20 Tex. App. 224.)
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fxposition of the jiirisdicdoii in siu-h a case I (luoto from Bishop on

Criminal Law. jj 140. vol. 1. Ttli od.. the following passage:

" ' Though our courts are not pormittod to recognize a foreign lar-

ceny and punish it. thev can take cognizance of a foreign civil trespass

to jx'rsonal goods: and, if thev obtain jurisdiction over the parties,

thev will i-edi-ess the wrong done in the foreign country. The method

under the connnon law i)rocedure is by the familiar transitory action

of trespiiss. Now. in every larceny there is a civil trespass as well as

a criminal one. This civil trespass, when committed abroad, our

courts can recognize, and practically enforce rights growing out of it

to the same extent as if done on our own soil. So nnich is settled doc-

trine. al)out which there is no dispute. It is e(|ually settled doctrine

in larceny, that if one has taken another's goods by a mere civil tres-

|)ass. even though it was unintended, then, if finding them in his

|)ossession, the intent to steal them comes over him, and witii such

intent he deals with them contrary to his duty, this is larceny. Ap-

plying these two j)lain doctrines to the present case we have the result,

that where a thief brings goods fi-om a foreign State into ours our

courts are re(|uire(l to look upon him as a trespasser; and, when he

connnits any asportation of them heiv. such as he necessarily did in

bringing them across the territorial line, the intent to steal inpelling

him. they should I'cgard him as a felon under our laws.'

"An interesting case of the constructive j)resence and consequent

criminal liability of an absent confederate in the commission of a

crime, is that of the State of Nevada /•. Hamilton et al., 18 Nevada,

:is(',. decided by the Supreme C'oui-t of that State in 1878." The cir-

cumstances of the case were that a i)lan was concocted between certain

persons to rob the treasure box of a stage on the road from Eureka,

in Eureka County. N(>vada. to Nye County, in the same State; that

one of the confederates was to ascertain when the stage left Eureka,

and to nudvc a signal to his confederates in Nye County, thirty or

forty miles distant, by building a tire on the toj) of a mountain in

Eureka County, all of which he did. The question being whether

this confederate could be held in Nye County for an attempt to rob

there, he having been corpoi-eally in Eureka County when his con-

federates attacked the stage, it was decided that he was j^roperly so

held, the coui't adopting from Bishop's Criminal Law, sec. (i^O. vol. 1,

the declaration that ' where sevei-al pei'sons confederate together for

" .V jterson who. wliile mu ofTeiico is coinmlttod in one State, stands in another,

near enoufiii to jrive a<tive aid in case of need, and iiitendinj; to j;ive it. is luni-

islialtie in the latter State. ( H.itfield r. Com. (Ky.), 12 S. W. :\U'.).

Wliere the acts const itntinir a crime arc <-omniitted partly in one jilace and
partly in another, the oflencc m.iy he inniishahle where any of the overt acts

was eomniitted. (In re McKarland, .")'.» linn. :!U4. l.'i X. V. Sn])]). '22; I'restwood r.

State, 87 .Via. 147, H So. :ii»L' ; State r. Smith (Iowa), 48 N. W. T21.)
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the purpose of committing a crime which is to be accomplished in

pursuance of a common })hin, all who do any act which contributes

to the accomplishment of their design are principals, whether actually

present at its consummation or not. They are deemed to be con-

structiv'ely present though in fact they may be absent.'

*'A question which has given rise to much contrariety of opinion

Cases of murder is that of the jjroper jurisdiction of the offense of
and mansiangh- murder, where the injury is inflicted in one place or
^^^- state, and the victim dies in another place or state.

In England it was once held that where a blow was struck in one

county and death ensued in another county, the criminal could be

tried in neither. To remedy this defect, the statute of 2 and 3 Edw.
VI, chap. 2-1, A. I). 1549, was passed, after which it was held that the

criminal could be tried in either county." But as this statute was
adopted merely to remedy a defect in the common law procedure, by
enabling juries in one county of the realm to take cognizance to a

certain extent of facts that occurred in another county of the king-

dom, it has frequently been asserted in the United States, and is

definitively settled in England, tlftit where a blow is struck outside

of the boundaries and jurisdiction of an independent state In' a

foreigner, the mere death of the victim, who subsequently to his

injury has come or been brought into the state, does not give it juris-

diction of the crime. The decision of this question depends upon the

view the court may take of the relation of the death to the infliction

of the injury. The question was settled in England in the case of

the Queen /". Lewis, T Cox C. C. 277, decided by the court of crimi-

nal appeal in 1857. The prisoner, who was a Erenchman by birth,

and a naturalized citizen of the Imited States, shipped at New York
in December, 185(). as a seaman on board of an American ship, on a

voyage from thence to Liverpool. On board of the vessel, and

shipped for the same voyage, was a seaman named George, towards

whom the prisoner, soon after the commencement of the voyage,

began to exercise acts of cruelty. The last act proved was committed

four days l^efore the vessel arrived at Liverpool, and when she was

on the high seas west of Cape Clear, Ireland. The vessel arrived in

the Mersey on the morning of January 12, 1857, and George died at

a hospital in Liverpool on the afternoon of the same day, in conse-

quence of the cruelty and violence committed upon him by the pris-

oner during the voyage. The indictment was for manslaughter.
"" It was conceded by the counsel for the prosecution that by the

common law the P^nglish courts would have had no jurisdiction, but

he contended that it was conferred on them by the statutes of 2 Geo.

II. c. 21, and 9 Geo. IV. c. 81. The former act provided that where

a state r. Sweat. IC S. C. 024.
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any person, at any tinio aftor the '24th June, 1729, should be feloni-

t)usly stricken or i)oisoned upon the sea, or at any place out of

Phigland, and should die of the same stroke or poisoning within

England, or where any person should be feloniously stricken or

poisoned within England and should die of the same stroke or poison-

ing ui)on the sea, or at any place out of England—in either of the

said cases an indictment thereof found by the jurors of the county in

England in which such death, stroke, or poisoning should happen,

respectively, should be as good and sufficient as if such felonious

stroke or ])()isoning, death thereby ensuing, had happened in the same

county where the indictment was found. The statute 9 Geo. IV.

c. HI, >< 8, provided 'that where any person, being feloniously

stricken, poisoned, or otherwise hurt upon the sea, or at any place out

of England, shall die of such stroke, etc., in England, etc., every

offense connnitted in respect of any such case, etc., may be dealt with,

incpiired of, tried, determined, and punished in the county or place

in England in which such death, etc., shall happen, in the same man-

ner, in all resj)ects, as if such offense had been wholly committed in

that county or i)lace.''

'• Notwithstanding the general words, especially of the latter act,

the court of appeal held that the British courts had no jurisdiction,

and said that "that section (§ B, 9 Geo. IV. c. 31) ought not, there-

fore, to be construed as making hondcide cognizable in the courts of

this country l)v reason of the death occurring here, unless it would

have been so cognizable at the place where the blow was given; and

the homicide in this particular case would have been by the Tth sec-

tion so cognizable if the offender had been a British subject, but not

otherwise.'

"

"\n opposite view of the relation of the death to the mortal injury

luis Ix'cn taken in the United States in the case of the Commonwealth
r. Macloon et al., 101 Mass., 1, decided by the supreme judicial court

of the State of Massachusetts in 18(')9. The defendants, one a citizen

of the State of Maine and the other a British subject, were convicted

in the sujM'rior court of Suffolk (\)unty, Massachusetts, of the man-
slaughter of a man wlio died in that county, in consequence of injuries

inflicted on him by the defendants in a British merchant ship on the

high seas.

" The statute of Massachusetts under which the defendants were

tried and convicted provides that ' If a mortal wound is given, or

other violence on injury inflicted, or poison administered, on the

high seas, or on land either within or without the limits of this State,

by means whereof death ensues in any county thereof, such offense

« See also Iloong v. Tlie (^uoen. 7 Cox C V. 489.
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may be prosecuted and punished in the county where the death

happens.' (Gen. Stats., c. 171, par. 19.)

" The decision of the Supreme Court, which was delivered by

Gray. J., stated that the principal question in the case was ' that of

jurisdiction, which touches the sovereign power of the Common-
wealth to bring to justice the murderers of those who die within its

borders." It was not pretended that a foreigner could be punished

in Massachusetts for an act done by him elsewhere. But it was held

that where a mortal blow was given outside and death ensued within

the State the offender committed a murder there. The court said

' Criminal homicide consistes in the unlawful taking by one hu-

man being of the life of another in such manner that he dies within a

year and a day from the time of the giving of the mortal wound. If

committed with malice, express or implied by law, it is murder; if

without malice, it is manslaughter. . . . The unlawful intent with

which the wound is made or the poison administered attends and

qualifies the act until its final result. Xo repentance or change of

purpose, after inflicting the injury or setting in motion the force by

means of which it is inflicted, will excuse the criminal. If his unlaw-

ful act is the efficient cause of the mortal injury, his personal pres-

ence at the time of its beginning, its continuance, or its result is not

essential.'

" The same view of the crime of murder, and consequently of juris-

diction in a case where death occurs in an independent state from an

injury committed outside, was taken by the supreme court of Michi-

gan, in the case of Tyler r. The People. 8 Mich., 320, decided in I860.'

Tyler was indicted under a statute of that State, which is substan-

tially identical with the Massachusetts statute referred to in the case

of Macloon; and it was held that although the mortal wound was

given in Canada, the person inflicting the blow was indictable in

Michigan, where the death occurred, notwithstanding that it did not

appear by the evidence that he was a citizen of that State." Man-
ning. J., delivering the opiniou of the majority of the court, said:

The shooting itself, and the wound which was its immediate con-

sequence, did not constitute the offense of which the prisoner is con-

victed. Had death not ensued, he would have been guilty of an

assault and battery, not murder; and would hare been crimmaUti

acronntahle to the laws of Canada only. But the consequences of the

shooting were not confined to Canada. They followed Jones [the

« Tyler was, in fact, a V. S. marshal. His extradition was demanded by the

British Government nnder the treaty of 1842. for murder committed within

P.ritish jurisdiction. But after his trial and conviction, the demand was per-

mitted to rest. See Clarke uiwn Extradition, p. 68 et seq.
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victim] into Mi(lii*raii. whoiv thov continued to oi^erate until the

crime was consnnimated in liis death.*

*' Campbell, J., delivered a dissenting opinion of much force, in

which he ar<rued that the comin<r into the State was the act not of the

wron«rd<)er hut of the injured person, and therefore should not sub-

ject the former to the jurisdiction of Michi<5an merely because the

latter happened to die there. This ar<rument was adverted to in the

cas<> of Macloon. and the answer made l)y the Massachusetts court

wiis (hat " it is the nature and the right of every man to move about at

Ids pleasure. excej)t so far as restrained by law; and whoever gives

him a mortal blow assumes the risk of this, and in the view of the

hiw. as in that of morals, takes his life wherever he happens to die of

that wound." (See Com. /•. Macloon, ante.)

" In New Jersey, however, the contrarv view was taken by the

Supreme Court in the case of The State r. Carter {'^ Dutcher, 409),

decickMJ in IS.")!). The defendant, who was assunietl to be a citizen of

New York, was indicted for homicide, by inflicting on the deceased

in that State mortal wounds of which he afterwards died in Xew
flersey. The statute under which the indictment was found provided

that • wheiv any person shall l)e feloniously stricken or poisoned upon

the sea. or at any place out of the jurisdiction of this State, and shall

die of the same stroke or poisoning within the jurisdiction of this State,

. . . an indictment thereof found by jurors of the county within the

jurisdiction of this State, in which such death, etc., shall hapi)en, etc.,

shall l)e as good and etfectual in the law. etc., as if such felonious

stroke and death thereby ensuing, or poisoning and death thereby

ensuing, etc.. had happened in the same county where such indict-

ment shall be found.' (Nixon's Dig.. N. J., p. 184.)

•(ireen. J., delivering the o])inion of the court, said: 'Nothing was
iliiiir by the defendant in this State. When the blow was given hoth

parties were out of its jurisdiction, and within the jurisdiction of the

State of Xew York. The only fact connected with the offense alleged

to ha\'e taken j)lace witliin our jurisdiction is. that ((fter the injury

the deceased came into and died in this State. . . . Here no act is

done in this State by the defendant. . . . The coming of the party

injured into this State aftei'wainls was his own voluntary act. and in

no way the act of the defendant.'

" It was conse(piently held that the offender not being a citizen of

New Jersey, the courts of that State were incompetent to try him,

notwithstanding the general language of the act under which the

indictment was found.
•• The i)reponderance of decisions of the American courts unques-

tionablv sustains the doctrine that in murder the crime is committed
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where the blow is struck." It is not, however, my purpose to discuss

here the soundness or unsoundness of these opposing views. My
object in the preceding discussion of the P^nglish and American cases

has been, in the first phice, to show that in no case has an English or

an American court assumed jurisdiction, even under statutes couched

in the most general language, to try and sentence a foreigner for

acts done by him abroad, unless they were brought, either by an

innnediate ell'ect or by direct and continuance causal relationship,

within the territorial jurisdiction of the court.'' In the second place,

I have sought to illustrate the various phases of this principle for the

purpose of dissipating the notion that it in some way sustains the

doctrine of Article 18() of the Mexican Penal Code. The mere
existence of the English and American cases negatives the claim

made in that article. If a nation has jurisdiction of oti'enses com-

mitted and consunnnated by a foreigner outside of its actual or

constructive territory, then all argument as to the place where his

acts took effect is useless and irrelevant. It is only because such a

pretension is denied and repudiated not only in J^ngland, but also in

the United States, and as between the several States of the United

States, united as they are by a supreme Federal Constitution, that the

courts have inquired so constantly as to the locality of the crime.

" Taking up the theories classified as non-territorial, we may first

notice that which proposes the punishment bv the
Nonterritorial ^. . j; .,.

•^- ^ 4. i 1 i
"

,, ^State 01 its own citizens tor acts done abroad,
theories.

'• This theory has been separated into three sub-

divisions, as follows:

" {(() The punishment by the State of all acts of its citizens abroad,

which, if committed within its territory, would constitute violations

of its criminal law. This proposition makes the penal law of the

State a personal statute binding upon its citizens ev^erywhere.
'•• (b) The punishment by the state of all acts of its citizens which

may be committed in particular i)laces. and which, if committed

Avithin its territory, would constitute violations of its criminal law.

" {() The punishment by the state of particular acts of its citizens

abroad, which, if committed within its territory, would constitute

n Wharton's Cr. Law, § 292: Bishop's Cr. Law, § 113, vol. 1: Riley i: State,

Iluniph. (Teiin.). C^C ; State /•. Kelly. 7(5 Maine, .'Wl ; Kelly r. United States.

27 Fed. Ui']). CIC. See. also. Weller r. State. It'. Tex. Ajtp. 2(K); Hernandez r.

State. 11) Tex. Apj). 4os : Hall r. State, ll.l X. C. 811. 1!) S. E. 002 ; Lovelace r.

State. 12 Lea (Tenn. ). 721: Fonte r. State. IH Lea (Tenn.). 712; Ex parte

Carr, 2S Kan. 1: State r. Smith. S2 Iowa. 423 ; State 1: Morrow (S. C), 18

S. E. S.->:5: T'nited States r. (initean, 1 Maekey (D. C). 408; (ireen /•. State. 66

Ala. 40. 41 Am. Uej). 744: liinHeld r. State. 1.". Xeh. 484.

''(Jeneral words in a criminal statnte are to he inter])i'eted as applyinj; only to

places within tlie jnrisdiction of the lej^islatnre. (MacLeod f. Attorney-General

of New South Wales (1891), App. Cas. 45.j.)
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violations of its criminal law, and which, by reason of their gravity,,

or the fact that, as is the case with political crimes, the foreign state

may not punish them, it is the duty of the state, not only to mankind
hut to itself, to punish.

" It is not to he doubted that each state may, in the exercise of its

sovereignty, punish its own citizens for such acts and in such manner
as it may deem proper.

" For the exercise of this right each state is responsible to itself

alone, no other state being competent to intervene. Nevertheless, the

subject has presented to publicists and legislators so many grave

doubts on the score of expediency and justice, that few countries have

attempted to require of their citizens a general observance of their

criminal law outside of the national territory, except in particular

places.

•' These exceptions are barbarous lands, in which local law does not

exist, and to which the doctrine of the sovereignty of each nation

over all })ersons within its territory does not completely apply; and
Mohammedan and other non-Christian countries, in which the citi-

zens of many states enjoy a conventional immunity from the local law.

In such places it is not only proper but necessary for each state to

subject its citizens to its own regulations. The argument of exj)edi-

ency may also be applied to the punishment of citizens for offenses of

a high grade, such as murder, wherever committed. But, to quote

the language of Sir (leorge Cornewall Lewis," 'the system of tying

the entire criminal law of a country round the neck of a subject, and

of nudving him liable to its operation, in whatever part of the world

he may be. converts the criminal law into a personal statute, and puts

it on the same footing as the law resj)ecting civil stattis.''

" The objection to this, as he states it, is that ' the personal statute

of one country, in civil nuitters, is recognized by another, so that there

is no conflict of laws. But if the criminal law were a personal statute

a foreigner would at the same time be subject to two criminal laws

—

the criminal law of his own state and that of the state of his domicile.

Xo text writer and no state disputes the rule that all foreigners in a

country are subject to its criminal law.'

•• It is no answer to this cogent reasoning to say that the punishment

of a citizen by the country in which the crime was connnitted would
l)e a l)ar to his punishment at home for the same offense; for it may
1m' very differently regarded by the two countries. The law of the

sovereign of allegiance might i)unish it nuich more severely than the

law of the country in which the offense was committed; and, were

the case reversed, the punishment of the criminal in his own country

would either guarantee him inununity from a greater penalty justly

a Foivijrii .Tuiisdictioii iiiid the Extradition of Criniiuals.
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incurred in the state Avhere the offense was committed, should he

return thereto, or, assuming that the former prosecution could not be

set up as a bar in the latter country, would leave him liable on such

leturn to a second punishment for the same offense. I am aware that

it has been proposed by some writers, and adopted as a rule in some

codes, to apply to offenses committed outside of the state either the

penalty attached to the act by the law of the place where it was com-

mitted, or that imposed by the law of the place of trial, whichever

may be the less severe. But the general and more consistent rule is

to apply the penalty prescribed by the law of the punishing state;

for, as it is a universal principle that one state will not enforce the

penal laws and judgments of another state," it seems to be illogical

to apply to a criminal act, although committed abroad, the penalty

prescribed by a foreign law.

" In addition to the inharmonious and conflicting results already

noticed of the proposition generally to extend the operation of crimi-

nal law to citizens Avhen abroad, it is obvious that if such a rule Avere

enforced the trial of persons at a place far away from the locus delicti

Avould often be productive of great hardships and injustice; and, if

the law were not enforced, its inutility and the capriciousness of its

enforcement would render its existence inexpedient and improper.
"' The second subdivision of non-territorial jurisdiction in our syn-

opsis includes, first, the single crime of piracy. This offense has,been

placed by itself, because it is sui generis. The scene of the pirate's

operations being the high seas, Avhich it is not the special duty or

right of any nation to police, and his crime being treated as a

renunciation of the protection of the flag which he may carry, he is

regarded as a complete outlaw, and may be punished by any nation

that captures him. Such an exercise of jurisdiction is both logical

and necessary, and is recognized by all nations as a common duty

and a common advantage. It scarcely need be said that the exercise,

as in the case of conventions for the suppression of the slave trade

(non-territorial, 2, h.), of criminal jurisdiction by one country over

the citizens of another, under a special treaty between the two coun-

tries, presents no conflict of jurisdictions, and is simply a question

of expediency to be considered t)y the parties to the agreement. The
punishment by a nation of extraterritorial offenses against the safety

of the state, and the counterfeiting or forging of national seals, pa-

pers, moneys, and bank bills authorized by laAV (non-territorial, 2, c.)

is, as will hereafter be seen, regarded as an exception to the general

principles of criminal jurisprudence, and is placed by those who
maintain and defend it upon the high ground of necessity and self-

defense.

a Foellx, Droit IiiternationMl Privo, toiu. ii, tit. ix, chap. iv.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 -IT
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•• Our fourth subdivision of non-torritorial juris<liction proposes

the j)unishni('nt l)v each state of ;\11 oti'enses, wherever and by whoni-

sixn-er connnitted. It is unnecessary to discuss this tlieory specifi-

cally, iM'cause, in the first place, it is so rhapsodical and cosmopolitan

in its character, aiul. uhile intended to be benevolent, is so impracti-

cable and intrusive, that it has never assumed a legislative f^iise:

and. in the second i)lace, its character will necessarily be disclosed in

the consideration, inunediately to follow, of our third subdivision of

non-teri'itorial jurisdiction, Avhich proposes the punishment, by the

state, of offenses connnitted abroad l)y foreig^ners apiinst citizens,

and which is found in article 18() of the Mexican Penal Code. [Here

folloAvs an examination of penal lefrislations in P2urope and in Amer-

ica touchiufr offences committed outside the riational jurisdiction.]

" The imiK>rtance in the present discussion of the preceding exami-

nation of the laws of ditferent states touching offenses committed

on foreign territory may best be apprehended in a tabular statement

sliowing to what extent such jurisdiction over foreigners is actually

claimed. It is unnecessary to tabulate the legislation respecting

citizens, because that is merely a question of expediency which each

state may determine for itself, and not a matter of international

right, concerning which other nations may have to be consulted.

It is, hoAvever, to be observed that while in some of the codes that

have been quoted the provisions respecting offenses committed abroad

by citizens are general and sweeping in their character, in no case

is a claim put forth to punish a foreigner for such offenses, save

under excepti()nal circumstances and in exceptional cases, which are

supposed to justify the pretension.
• I"ouei(;neks are punished who, oi tside of the national terri-

tory AND ,11 RISDICTION, C0M:M1T OFFENSES
•

1. Af/d'tnst the xafetij of the st((te : {a) By France, Germany.
Austria, Belgium. Hungary, Italy. Luxembourg, the

eg 8 a on va-
\^.^ijei.].yj(^]s;^ Xorwav, Russia. Sweden, (ireece. Bra-

nous countries. ... *

zil, Spain, Switzerland; {h) not punished by Den-

mark, (iieat Britain, Portugal.

"2. CoiiiitcifeititK/ .seals of the state, national monei/s Jiaring elr-

eulat'xni. iHitioiial papers, or IxDik hills authorised hy late: (a)

Punishrd by T'lance. (iermany. Austria, Belgium, Hungary, Italy,

Luxembourg, the Netherlands. Norway, Sweden, Greece, Brazil,

Spain, Switzerland: (h) not punished by Denmark, Great Britain,

Portujral."

o Soe. in this relation. U. S. /•. Arjona, VIU V. S. 471). in which the Supreme
Court, at its October term. IKsc,, jicld tliat tlie counterfeiting of foreign secu-

rities, whetlier national <.r <(>ii)orat(>. whicli have l)een put out under the

sanction of juildic authority at lioine. especially the counterfeiting of hank
uote.s and bank bills, is an offense against the law of nations; and that, eon-
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"3. Other offenses: (a) General jurisdiction of offenses committed

abroad by foreigners against subjects is claimed by Greece and Rus-

sia ; (h) such offenses are punished by Sweden and Norway, if the

king orders the prosecution; (c) crimes, but not delits, committed

by foreigners in another state are punished by Austria, provided

that (except in the case of crimes specified under 1 and 2) an offer

of surrender of the accused person has first been made to the state

in which the crime has been committed, and has been refused by it;

(//) criminal offenses committed abroad by foreigners are punished

by Hungary, if the minister of justice orders the prosecution, pro-

vided that the act is punishable at the place of commission, that it

has not ceased to be punishable there, and that the competent au-

thorit}^ does not undertake to punish it; (e) criminal offenses com-

mitted by foreigners against Italians in another state are punished

by Italy, but only when (except in the cases under 1 and 2) an offer

of surrender of the person accused has been made to the state in

which the crijne was committed, and has been refused by it, unless

the offense was committed within three miles of the frontier, or

stolen property has been brought into the Kingdom; (/) non-bail-

able offenses committed abroad by foreigners are punished by Brazil,

if the prosecution is authorized by the Government, and the laws of

the criminal's country i^unish foreigners in like cases; {g) criminal

offenses committed outside of the state by foreigners against citi-

zens or subjects are not punished under any conditions by France,

Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Great Britain, Luxembourg, the Xeth-

erlands, Portugal, Spain, or Switzerland.
" It is thus seen that among all the countries whose legislation has

been examined, Russia and (Jreece are the onl}- ones whose assertion

of extraterritorial jurisdiction is as extensive and absolute in form

as that of Mexico. For the question we are now considering is not

that of the punishment of extraterritorial crimes against the safety

of the state, or of coinage felonies, but of offenses, both crimes and
delits (or felonies and misdemeanors,) conunitted outside of a country

by foreigners against a citizen. The only limitation imposed by

sequently, the Congi-ess of the United States has authority, under its consti-

tutional power to provide for tlie punishment of offenses ajrainst tlie hiw of

nations, to enact hiws to punisli the counterfeiting of foreign seciu'ities In the

lTnite<l States.

Referring to accusations brought, in connection with transactions in Colom-

bia, against a person who claimed citizenship of the United States, the

Colombian minister of foreign affairs, in his annual report, said that the acts

in (piestion, " as they affected the national interests, would be under the juris-

diction of the Republic, even if they were committed in a foreign country, as

the Colombian criminal law considers evei'y person whose delinquency may
cause loss to the national treasurj', subject to the sovereignty of .this country."

(For. Rel. 1894, 195.)
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article 18f» upon the jurisdiction of the Mexican tribunals over

offenses of this character, is that they must be punishable with a

severer penalty than " arresto mayor ' by the law of Mexico, and as

penal offenses by the law of the country in which they were com-

mitted. Thus offenses which by the law of Mexico are merely delits

and by the law of the United States merely misdemeanors, may be

punished under article 180. Not only is this the language of the law,

but such was its interi)retation by the Mexican court in the case in

que^stion: and by the law of Texas libel is not a felony, but only a

misdemeanor. (Smitii r. The State. 32 Texas, 504.)

•• Tlie claim of Mexico is not only thus extensive, but it is also abso-

iute. We have seen that it was held by Judge Zubia, whose decision

was afHrnied by the sui)reme court of Chihuahua, that according to

the rule. 'Judcv non dc legihus sed secundum leges debet jxdicare,'' it

did not belong to the judge to examine the principle laid down in

article 1S(>. but to apply it in all force, it being the law of the State

of Chihuahua. And we have further seen that Mr. Mariscal dis-

claimed any j)ower to interfere with the execution of the law by the

judicial tribunals. Thus the Mexican claim is absolute. In this

respect it goes beyond the jurisdictional lines laid down by Sweden
and Norway, whose claims of jurisdiction are, after those of Russia

and (ireece. the most extensive of any that have been examined. In

Sweden and Norway the foreigner may be punished for an offense

committed in a foreign country against a S^vedish or Norwegian

subject, // f/ie King orders tJie prosecution. This makes the prosecu-

tion discretionary and enal)les the Government to meet any diplomatic

question that may be raised in relation to the international right

involved. The same thing may be said of the law of Hungary, where,

in the case supposed, the prosecution must be ordered by the minister

of justice. Austria punishes only < rimcx. not delits or misdemeanors,

and then, except in the case of crinu-s against the safety of the state,

or coinage felonies, oidy after i\\\ ofl'er of surrender of the accused

j)erson lia> been made to the state in which the crime was committed,

and has been refused by it. The same principle is found in the law

of Italy, with almost the same definition of jurisdiction. Brazil

makes the assertion of extraterritorial jurisdiction over foreigners in

.Mmilar cases depend upon the assertion of a like jurisdiction by the

criminaTs country.
' I have said that crimes committed outside of the national terri-

tory by foreigners against citizens or subjects are not punished under

any circumstances oi- conditions by France, (iermany, Belgium, Den-
mark, (ireat liritain. LuxemlH)urg. the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain,

or Switzerland. Before showing this. T pronounced the Mexican
contention, that the claim to i)unish foreigners for offenses committed

against Mexicans outside of the national territory was sustained by
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the French Code, to be wholly imtounded. I shall now show that

such a claim has been pronounced by the highest judicial tribunal in

France to be unwarranted by the principles of international law.

" I refer to the case of Rayniond Fornage, decided by the court of

cassation, or supreme court, of France, at Paris in 1873, and reported

in the JomnaJ dn Palais (p. 299 et seq.) for that year. This court

being the highest judicial tribunal in France, its decisions in respect

to the French law are not to be questioned. The circumstances of

the case of Fornage are as follows: The prisoner was indicted by the

'' Chamhre des mises en aecu.s-ation'' (grand jury) of the court of

appeal of Chambery for the crime of larceny, Avhich was described

in the indictment as having been commit led in the Canton of Vaud,

Switzerland; and the case was referred for trial before a jury to

the court of assizes (composed, in departments where there are courts

of appeal, of three judges of that court) sitting at Haute-Savoie.

The ])risoner did not take an appeal, as he had a legal right to do,

from the judgment of reference, but proposed before the court of assizes

an exception to the competency of that court, based on the ground

that, having the quality of a foreigner, the P^'rench tribunals could

not try him for a crime committed in a foreign country. But the

court of assizes, regarding itself as irrevocably clothed with juris-

diction by the judgment of reference from the court of appeal,

which had not been attacked, declared that the exception of the

accused Avas not receivable. Upon these facts the case Avas argued

at length before the court of cassation by M. Requier, a counsellor

and reporter of the court, and M. Bedarrides, advocate-general, both

of whom, while admitting that the rule was settled that a court of

assizes could not declare itself incompetent to take cognizance of a

case of which it had been possessed by a judgment of reference from

which no appeal was taken within the periods established by law,

nevertheless argued that there were considerations of a higher order

in the case of Fornage, Avhich ought to make it an exception to the

general rule. In this relation I quote from the argument of M.

Requier, the following passage

:

" ' The right to punish has no foundation except the right of sov-

ereignty, which expires at the frontier. If the French law permits

(he prosecution of Frenchmen for crimes or misdemeanors committed

abroad, it is because the criminal law has something of the character

at the same time of a personal statute and of a territorial statute.

A Frenchman, when he has reached a foreign country, does not

remain the less a citizen of his own country: and, as such, subject to

the P^rench law, which holds him again when he reenters France.

Bat the law can not (/ice to the French tribunals the power to judge

foreigners for crimes or misdemeanors committed outside of the terri-

tory of France ; that exorhitant jurisdiction, which would he founded
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ruither on t/w pcmonal )<tatute nor on the territorial statute^ would

constitute a violation of international l^w and an attempt against

the fiorereif/ntt/ of neigJthoring nations. There exists a single excep-

tion to tliat rule of the hiw of nations. "\Mien a foreigner has com-

mitted, oven outside of the territory, a crime against the safety of the

state, he can he prosecuted, judged and punished in France. But,

save that exception, founded on the right of legitimate self-defense,

foreigners are justiciable only by the tribunals of their own country

for acts done by them outside of the territory. The French tribunals,

in i)unishing an act of that nature, would commit a veritable usurpa-

tion of sovereignty, which might disturl) the good relations of France

with neighboring nations. . . . When a crime has been committed

outside of the territory by a foreigner the culprit is not subjected by

that act to the French law ; the French tribunals have no jurisdiction

over him; the incompetence is radical and absolute. The criminal

court, in punishing the act, would commit an abuse of powers; it

would usurj) a right of sovereignty appertaining to a foreign power.

Wouhl it not be contrary to all the principles of justice to oblige the

magistrates to render themselves guilty of an arbitrary act, of a

violation of international law?
"

" Not only did the court of cassation adopt this view, but in its

judgment (the full text of which is given herewith as Exhibit B)
tlie rule of international law, as laid down by the Government of the

United States in the Cutting case, is expressed in terms which, for

force, precision, and freedom from doubt or qualification, have not

been surpassed. Translated, the material parts of the judgment are

as follows

:

" ' AVhereas. if. as a general principle, the courts of assizes, pos-

s<'ssed of a case l\v a judgment of the chamber of indictments not

attached within the times fixed by article '1^M\ of the Code of Criminal

Procedure, cannot declare themselves incompetent, . . . this rule

is founded on tliis." that the courts of assizes, being invested with

full jurisdiction in criminal matters, can, without committing any

excess of power and without transgressing the limits of their at-

tributes, take cognizance of all acts punished by the French law;

hut this jurisdiction, howercr general it mag he. cannot e.rtend to

offenses- rounnitfcd outside of the territory hy foreigner^, who, by
reason of such acts, are not justiciable by the French tribunals;—

seeing that, indeed, the right to punisJi emanates from the right of

sorcreignty. whicJi docs not c.rtcnd hcyond the limits of the teiritory

;

that, except in the cases sj^ecified by article 7 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure, the provision of wliich is founded on the right of legiti-

mate defense. tJic Froich trilnnods arc without jtowcr to judge for-

eigners for acts comuiitted hy thent in a foreign country ; that their
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incompetence in this rerjard is absolute and permanent; that it can

he waived^ neither hij the silence nor hy the consent of the accused;

that it exists always the same, at every stage of the proceedings

. . . ; whereas, indeed, Raymond Fornage was brought !)efore the

court of assizes of Haute Savoie, accused of hirceny committed in the

canton of Vaud, Switzerhuid; . . . and, in ordering the trial to

proceed, without i)assiiig ujion the (question of nationality raised by

the accused, it (the court) violated article 408 of the code, and dis-

regarded the rights of the defense.

" 'Annul, etc'

«

" This judgment may be regarded as finally and conclusively

answering the contention that a ])recedent for article 186 may be

found in the French Code."
" In the United States the territorial principle is the basis of crim-

inal jurisprudence, and the place of the commission
Principles of /. jv ^^ • i .i

. , or an otiense is L»"enerallv recognized as the proper
American law. '

.
•

.

° ^ ^

and only ])lace for its ])unis]iment.'' . . .

'' The earliest bestowal by Congress upon the Federal courts of

jurisdiction over offences committed outside of the territory, actual or

constructive, of the United States, was in the crimes act of 1790,

which, as r(>ad in the text, has sometimes been supposed by writers

to have conferred a far more extensive jurisdiction on the courts

of the United States than the decisions of those tribunals have

attributed to it. [Here follow^s an examination of United States u.

Palmer (1818), 3 Wheaton, 610; United States v. Klintock(1820),

5 Wheat. 144; United States v. Pirates (1820), 5 Wheat. 184; United

States r. Holmes (18!>0), 5 Wheat. 412; United States v. Howard
(1818),3Wash. C. C. 340.]

" It may, therefore, be said that in respect to offenses committed

on the high seas, the jurisdiction exercised by the judicial tribunals

of the United States, under the legislation of Congress and the deci-

sions of the Supreme Court, does not exceed, if, indeed, in the case

of citizens of the United States, it reaches, the limitations of crim-

inal jurisdiction over the high seas as defined bv Wheaton, Avho, in

his 'Elements of International Law,' lays down the following rules:
'"

' § 124. Pirates being the common enemies of all mankind, and all

nations having an e(jual interest in their apprehension and punish-

ment, they may be lawfully captured on tlie high seas by the armed

vessels of any i)articular' state, and brought within its territorial

jurisdiction, for trial in its tribunals.

" See, also, case of Jacques Trottet, court of cassation, 18(54, Journal du

Palais, 1804, p. 404.

& As to Art. III., sec. 2, of tlio Constitution, concerniiiir tlio trial of crimes by

Federal courts, see Ex part I'ritchard, 4.3 Fed. Rep. 915.
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'• • This pr<)i)osition, however, must be confined to piracy as defined

bv the law of nations, and cannot be extended to oflfenses which are

made piracy by municipal leg^ishition. Piracy, under the law of na-

tions, may be tried and punished in the courts of justice of any nation,

by whomsoever and wheresoever committed; but piracy created by

municipal statute can only be tried by that state within w^hose terri-

torial jurisdiction, and on board of whose vessels, the offense thus

created was counnitted. There are certain acts which are considered

piracy by the internal laws of a state, to which the law of nations

does not attach the same signification. It is not by force of the inter-

national law that those who connnit these acts are tried and pun-

ished, but in conseciuence of special laws which assimilate them to

pirates, and which can only be applied by the State to its own sub-

jects, and in i>h(( cs ir it It in its own jurisdietion. The crimes of mur-

der and robbery, committed by foreigners on board of a foreign

vessel, on the high seas, are not justiciable in the tribunals of another

country than that to which the vessel belongs; but if committed

on board of a vessel not at the time belonging, in fact as Avell as right,

TO any foreign power or its subject, but in jiossession of a crew acting

in defiance of all law, and acknowledging obedience to no flag wdiat-

soever, these crimes may be punished as piracy under the law of

nations, in the courts of any nation having custody of the offenders.'"
'• ]Mr. Dana, in a note citing these and other cases, states the folr

lowing conclusion

:

''
' If an act of robbery or murder were committed upon one of the

passengers or crew by another in a vessel at sea, the vessel being at

the time and continuing under lawful authority, and the offender

were secured and confined by the master of the vegsel, to be taken

home for trial,—this state of things would not authorize seizure and
trial by any nation that chose to interfere, or within whose limits the

offender might aftei-wards be found.'

'• In 1709 an act was passed by (\)ngress, the provisions of which

are now substantially embodied in section 5335 of the Revised

Statutes, which ivads as follows:

" • Skc. 5335. Every citizen of the Tnited States, whether actually

resident oi- abiding within the same, oi- in any foreign country, who.

without the peiunission or authority of the (lovernment. directly or

indij'ectly, commences or carries on any vei-bal or written corresjiond-

ence or intercours<' with any foreign goverimient, or any officer or

agent thereof, with an intent to influence the measures or conduct of

any foreign government, or of any officer or agent thereof, in relation

to any disputes or controversies with the United States, or to defeat

« Dana's edition, i>.
1!>.'{ et se(i.. Wlieaton cites, as sustaining liis views, the

eases of I'nited States /-. Klintock iind United States v. Pirates.
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the measures of the Government of the United States; and every per-

son, being a citizen of. or resident within, the United States, and not

duly authorized, who counsels, advises, or assists in any such cor-

respondence, with such intent, shall be punished by a fine of not more

than five thousand dollars, and by an imprisonment during a term

not less than six months, nor more than three years: but nothing in

this section shall be construed to abridge the right of a citizen to

apjily, himself or his agent, to any foreign government or the agents

thereof for redress of any injury which he may have sustained from

such government, or any of its agents or subjects.'

" The act of 1709. commonly called the * Logan ' statute, after the

l^erson by whose informal diplomatic enterprises its enactment was

suggested," applied in terms, as does the section above quoted, only

to citizens of the Ignited States. It raises, therefore, no question of

jurisdiction as between nations, and is of no importance in the i^resent

discussion.

'* The same observation may be made on the laws passed bv Con-

gress in pursuance of treaties with China, Japan. Siam. P^gypt, and

Madagascar, to confer on the minister and consuls of the United

States in those countries, or in any other countries with which the

Ignited States has similar treaties, jurisdiction ' to arraign and try,

in the manner herein j)rovided. all citizens of the United States

charged with offenses against law, committed in such countries.'

(Sec. 4084 R. S.) Neither, as has heretofore been stated, is any inter-

national question raised by another provision of the law (sec. 4088 R.

S.) conferring a similar jurisdiction over citizens of the United

States upon ' consuls and commercial agents of the United States at

islands and in countries not inhabited by any civilized people, or rec-

ognized by any treaty with the United States.' In such places there

Ix'ing no system of law, or courts of justice, to which foreigners may
be held answerable, it is admitted that they must remain subject to

the laws and authorities of their respective governments.''

" There is still another law, the act of Congress of August 18, 1856,

section 24, now substantially embodied in section 1750 of the Revised

Statutes, to which reference should bo made. By this section secre-

taries of legations and consular officers of the United States in for-

eign lands are authorized, at tlieir respective posts or places, ' to ad-

minister to or take from any i)erson an oath, affirmation, affidavit, or

deposition, and to i)erform any notarial act which any notary public

is required or authorized by law to do within the United States."

" It is provided further that ' every such oath, affirmation, affidavit,

deposition and notarial act administered, sworn, affirmed, taken, had,

"See Lawrence's Wheaton. etl. lSt;3, p. lOO^i; Wharton's Int. Law Digest, §

100, antT same anthor's State Trials, pp. 20. 21.

''See Lewis on Foreign .Turisdictiou, p. 11.
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or (lone, bv or before any such officer, when certified under his hand

and seal of office, shall be as valid, and of like force and effect within

the Fnited States, to all intents and purposes, as if administered,

swoi-n. all'rnied, taken, had. or done, by or before any other (sic) per-

son within the United States duly authorized and competent thereto.'

"And it is linally ])rovided that ' if any person shall wilfully and

corruptly coniuiit i)erjurv. or by any means procure any i)erson to

commit perjury in any such oath, affirmation, affidavit, or deposition,

within the intent and meaning of any act of Congress now or here-

after made, such offender may be charged, proceeded against, tried,

convicted, and dealt with in any district of the United States, in

the same maimer, in all respects, as if such offense had been committed

in the United States, before any officer duly authorized therein to

administer or take such oath, affirmation, affidavit, or deposition, and

shall be subject to the same punishment and disability therefor as

are or shall be i>rescril)ed by any such act for such offense; and any

document i)ur])orting to have affixed, impressed, or subscribed thereto

oi- thereon the seal and signature of the officer administering or taking

the same in testimony thereof, shall be admitted in evidence without

l)r()<)f of any such seal or signature being genuine or of the official

cliaracter of such person; and if any person shall forge any such seal

oi- signature, or shall tender in evidence any such document with a

false or counterfeit seal or signature thereto, knowing the same to be

false or counterfeit, he shall be deemed and taken to be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be imprisoned not exceeding

three years nor less than one year, and fined in a sum not to exceed

three thousand dollars, and may be charged, proceeded against, tried,

convicted, and dealt with, therefor, in the district where he may be

ai-rested or in custody.'
"• I am not aware that any case has ever arisen to require a judicial

construction of this act, but, as it is generally understood," it is not

confined in its operation to citizens of the United States, but applies

as well to aliens connnitting the designated offenses; and it has some-

times been rel'ci-red to as an instance of the assertion by the United
States of a general intei'iiational right to try and punish aliens for

acts done in a foi-eign country. It is not difficult to show that such a

view of the statute is not warranted either by its terms or by the scope

or re-idts of its oj)eration. It is not even necessary to its justification,

I'.pon principles of international hiw, to adopt the reasoning of Attor-

ney-(Jeneral Williams ( II Op. -is;)). who. referring to the law in ques-

tion, affirmed its international validity on the ground that ' according

to international law. tlie domicile of an eml)assador. minister extraor-

dinary, or consul is a part of the territory he represents for many pur-

" Wharton's ("r. Law, § 27(5; Williams, Attoniey-Cieneral, 14 Op. 285.
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jjoses.' . . . But the international validity of the act of 1856 does not,

in my judgment, rest solely, nor even in the main, on that ground.
" It is to be observed that the act relates solely to certain officers,

known to international law, who, upon the recognition and with the

consent of the governments of foreign countries, discharge there the

functions of official representatives of the Government of the United

States. One of those functions is the performance of the official acts

enumerated in the statute of 1856, namely, the taking of oaths, etc.,

and the performance of notarial acts, for use in the United States.

And as these acts are performed under the laws of the United States,

riot only does the person who appears before a secretary of legation

or a consular officer for any of the purposes enumerated in the act of

1856 submit himself to the laws of the United States to that extent,

but if he swears falsely or does any other thing in contravention of

the act, he violates a law to whose execution in its territory the for-

eign government has consented. The act contains, therefore, neither

an assertion of a general right to punish aliens for acts done by them

outside of the United States, nor even an assertion of such a right to

])unish them for acts so done against the Government of the United

States, to say nothing of acts merely against its citizens."

" The general rule that the laws of a nation have no binding force,

except as to citizens, outside of the national territory, actual or con-

structive, was again laid down by the Supreme Court in 1824, in the

case of the Apollon, 9 Wheaton, 362, In that case, Mr. Justice

Story, speaking for the court, said :

" ' The laws of no nation can justly extend beyond its own territo-

ries, except so far as regards its own citizens. They can have no

force to control the sovereignty or rights of any other nation, within

its own jurisdiction. And, however general and comprehensive the

phrases used in our nuinicipal laws nuiy be, they must always be

restricted, in construction, to places and persons upon whom the leg-

islature have authority and jurisdiction.'

" In a still later case heard before him in the circuit court of the

United States at Boston,'' Mr. Justice Story again had occasion to

consider and decide the question of jurisdiction over offenses com-

mitted outside of the national territory. In this case the defendant,

the master of yn American whale ship, was indicted for manslaugh-

ter, by shooting at and killing a man on board of another and for-

eign vessel in the Society Islands. It appeared that the shot was

fired by the defendant from his ow^n vessel, and took effect as above

described. Taking the view that, although the shot was fired from

« The statutes of the United States do provide for the punishment of consular

officers who connnit criminal acts abroad. (Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to

IMr. TTlnton, Nov. 17. 1897. 222 MS. Dom. Let. 480.)

6 United States v. Davis (18.'i7), 2 Sumner C. C. 482.
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the Aniorican vessel, the crime was, in conteniphition of hiw, com-

mitted ' where the shot took etTeet,' the learned jud<j:e said:

'•
' Of offenses connnitted on the high seas on board of foreign ves-

s<'ls not being a piratical vessel, but belonging to jjersons under the

acknowUHlged government of a foreign country, this court has no

jurisdiction under the act of 1700. ch. 80, § 1± That was the doc-

trine of the Supreme Court in United States r. Palmer, (8 "Wheat.

K. ()10). and United States r. Klintock (5 AYheat. 144), and United

States /•. Holmes (5 A^lieaton, 412); applied, it is true, to another

class of cases: but in its scope embracing the present. We lay no

.stress Oh the fact thdt tJte dcrcai'ted u'as a foreigner. Our jiKhjmenf

ironhJ Itr tJic stn/ic if he had hecN an American citizen. We decide

the case wholly on the ground that the schooner was a foreign vessel,

belonging to foreigners, and at the time under the ackknowledged

jurisdiction of a foreign government.*
" It would l)e useless to attempt to collect all the declarations and

aj)plications by the State courts of the principle that penal laws have

no extraterritorial force: and T shall quote the language of only a

few cases, to mark the uniform current."

.Tdlni P.. Mooiv. Report on Extraterritorial Crime, 22-37. TA-o~, GS-tJS : also,

For. Rel. 1 887, 770-781 , 700-703. 708-801. Following the passages al)ove

(pioted are citations of (iilbert r. Steduian (Conn. 1702). 1 Root 403;

State V. (irady (1807), 34 Conn. 118; People v. Wricht (New York,

1804 t. 2 Caiiie's Rep. 213; Charles r. People (1848). 1 Conistock, 180;

People r. Noelke (1883). 04 N. Y. 1.37; Green r. State (1880). 00 Ala.

40; State r. Kiiiirht (North Carolina, 1700). Taylor's Rep. G.~) ; State

/. Carter (X. .T.. 18.->0). 3 Dutcher. 400; .Johns r. State (18<>2). 10 lud.

421: State r. Chapin (18.")*!). 17 Ark. .'.(>1 ; Haven r. Foster (Mass.).

Pick. 112; State r. Moore (N. II.). (\ Foster 448; In re Carr, 28

K.iii. 1. See also Simpson r. State ((ia.). 17 S. E. 084, 22 L. R. A.

24S: St.ite r. Morrow (S. C). 18 S. E. 8."»3 ; State r. Bailey. 50 Ohio

St. t;:!r,. :u Oliio L. .T. lOC. ;>,(; N. E. 2.33; State v. Hall. 114 N. C. 000.

10 S. E. i\iyl\ Field r. P.tMuiett. London Times. .Tuly 27 and Dec. 1(>,

IKSC; In re Tnifort. Liuidon Times. .Tnly 27. 1887; C-istrique v.

Imrie. L. R. 4 II. L. 414; (Jodard r. Gray. L. R. C. Q. B. 1.30.

An examination is also made of the i)roc«*e<linf:s of the Institiit de Droit

International, as found in the Revue de Droit Int. IX. 4C(l et .setj. : XI.

.•'.OS et se.|. : Annuaire de I'lnstitut ( ISSO). .")(» et se(i. : and of the fol-

low inj.' pul)li(ists: Fi< re. Droit Int. Prive (Paris, 18.8.")). I. 408: Fiore,

Droit Penal Int. (Paris. 1S.SO). 04; Phillimore. IV. 707; Wheaton
(Diin.rs ed.». l.SO; ll.iU. Int. L.tw (2nd ed.). 100: Story. Confl. of Laws
(.-.th ed. (. 0S4 : Bar. Int. L.iw (Edinhurirh. 1.8S3). ()2<! : Field. Int. Code.

§§ (U:5. 044: Wharton. Confl. of Laws (2nd ed.). § 800; AVoolsey, Int.

Law. §§ 2o,/. 2o/>. 7i;. 77: Lewis. For. .Juris. 20: Ileffter. Int. Law.

§ .30; Ileffter. Crimina!re<ht. §S 2."-27
: M. Faustin Ilelie. Traite de

rinstruction CriminelJe. II. §S 127. 12S: Pradier-Fodere, Traite de

Droit Int. III. S lS4o.

See also Attomey-GeiK'nil r. Kwok-a-Sins (1.S73). L. R. 5 P. C. 179; Case
of Carl Vogt. M<)ore on Extradition. I. 135.
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See L'Affaire Cuttiug. by M. Alberic Rolin. Rev. de Droit Int. (1888), XX.
559; A Continental Review of tlie Cutting Case, Am. Law Rev. (May-
June, 1880), XXIII. .*i29; L'Afifaire Cutting, by Seuor Jose M. Gamboa,

of Mexico. Rev. de Droit Int. XXII. 2.34.

IV. jriUHDICTION OVER I'ORTti.

1. Entrance ok Foukign Vessels.

§ 203.

" It is consistent with the just principles, as it is with the interests,

of the United States to receive the vessels of all countries into their

ports, to whatever i)arty belonging, and under whatever flag sailing,

pirates excepted, requiring of them only the payment of the duties,

and obedience to the laws while under their jurisdiction, without

adverting to the question whether they had committed any violation

of the allegiance or laws obligatory on them in the countries to which

they belonged, either in assuming such flag, or in any other respect."

Mr. Monroe. Sec. of State, to Chev. de Onis, Span, niin., .Tan. 19, 181G, Am.
State Pap. For. Rel. IV. 424. 420.

*' You will state that this Government does not question the right of

every nation to prescribe the conditions on which the vessels of other

nations may be admitted into her ports. That, nevertheless, those con-

ditions ought not to conflict with the received usages which regulate

the commercial intercourse between civilized nations. That those

usages are well known and long established, and no nation can disre-

gard them without giving just cause of complaint to all other nations

whose interests would be affected by their violation.

" That the circumstance of an officer of a vessel having published, in

his own country, matters offensive to a foreign government does not,

according to those usages, furnish a sufficient cause for excluding such

vessel from the ports of the latter. . . .

" That the steamers employed in transporting the mail from this

country to Havana, being in the employment of Government, and

placed by law, to a certain extent, under its control, partake, in some

degree, of the character of public vessels."

Mr. Conrad. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Barringer, Oct. 28, 18.52, MS. Inst.

Spain. XIV. :}(;9.

" I have received your No. 77 of the 13th ultimo, in which you

inclose a copy of a note from the Haitian minister of foreign affairs

complaining of the i)resence of two American schooners at Grand-

Gosier, a port of the Republic of Haiti not open to foreign com-
merce.

" The general tenor of your reply, a copy of which you inclose, is

approved.
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" If the presence of the vessels in question in a port not open to

trade was not due to stress of weather or some other of the exceptional

circumstances provide/1 for in the treaty of 1804 between the ITnited

States and Haiti, and was therefore not privileged, the enforcement

of the revenue laws of the latter Government would seem to be

incumlHMit upon its authorities.

" The (lovernment of the United States and its representatives in

Haiti can have no responsibility for unlawful acts of American

vessels conunitted beyond its jurisdicti(m and within that of another

sovereign power: our only concern is to see that any proceedings

ngainst such otfenders are conducted in accordance with law and
conformably with such treaty stipulations as may be in force."

.Mr. HlaiiK'. Sec of Stati', to Mr. Douglass, minister to Ilayti. July 2, 1890,

For. Kel. 1S90, .'):;().

The correspoiuk'nce of Mr. Douglass with the Ilaytiau minister of foreign

affairs is printed in tlie same volume, p. 52S et seij.

While it was permissible, under the law of nations, for China, dur-

ing the French-Chinese war, to sink obstructions in Canton River for

the purpose of preventing the access of French men-of-war to Can-

ton, such <)l)structions can only be retained as long as needed for

belligerent purposes. Their removal after peace is required, not

merely by the treaties entered into by China making Canton an open

port, but by the law of nations.

See infra. S 12.S(i.

Unless closed by local law the ports of a friendly nation are con-

sidered as ()j)en to the i)ublic ships of all powers with whom it is at

peace, and they are supposed to enter such ports, and to remain in

them while allowed to remain, under the i)rotection of the govern-

ment of the place. The implied licen.se under Avhich such vessel

enters a friendly i)()i"t may reasonably ])e construed, and. it seems to

the court, ought to be construed, as containing an exemption from the

jurisdiction of the sovereign within whose territory she claims the

rights of hosjiitality.

The Exchang<' r. McFa<l(lon. 7 ('ranch, lit!.

The hospitality of the ports of the Tuited States, when a neutral,

is (vctended equally to the vessels of each belligerent when visiting

for purposes of convenience, or when driven to take refuge from

storms or a sujxM'ior naval force.

Mr. Clay, See. of State, to Mr. Taeon. Oct. 2<), 1«27. MS. Notes to For.

Leg. in. :{!H: Mr. Clay to Mr. Uebello, Apr. S. 1S28. id. IV. 7.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your notes of

the (3tli and 7th instant, in further reference to the ap])roaching visit
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of the United States vessels in the Mediterranean to the Turkish

l^orts of the Levant.

"As was stated to you by Mr. Gresham on the 5th, and as I had the

pleasure to say to you on the Gth instant, the intended visit of our

ships is without any unfriendly purpose. Their presence at the ports

of the Syrian, Aleppan, and Adanan coasts will, however, afford an

opportunity to learn whether there is just ground for the apprehen-

sions of insecurity of life and property which our citizens in that

region have expressed, and which have called forth the positive assur-

ances of the Porte that full safety will l>e guaranteed them, with

enjoyment of all their residential and professional rights, in Avhich

sense I am informed instructions have been telegraphed by the Porte

to the valis of the several Levantine provinces as well as in the inte-

rior of Asia Minor."

Mr. Ubl, Acting Sec. of State, to Mavroyeni Bey, Turkish iiiin.. April 8,

1895, For. Rel. 1895, II. 1250.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency's

note of the 8th instant and to communicate to you the substance of a

dispatch I have just received from His P^xcellency Sa'id Pasha,

according to which the visit of the American squadron in Ottoman
waters can naturally only be considered by the Sublime Porte in the

same light as those which the ships of war of the other Powers are in

the habit of nudving annually to Ottoman ports. His excellency

adds that the fears of want of security alleged by some American citi-

zens have no foundation in fact, and that these groundless fears are

the work of those who are endeavoring, for certain subversive objects,

to show to the world an abnormal situation which does not exist in

reality.'"

Mavroyeni Bey, Turkisli niin., to Mr. (iresham. Sec. of State, ,\pril ^0,

189.5. For. Rel. 189.5. II. 12.50.

" You announce the view of His Excellency Said Pasha, that this

visit 'can naturally only be considered by the Sublime -Porte in the

same light as those which the ships of Avar of the other Powers are in

the habit of making annually to Ottoman ports,' and communicate

his excellency's further declaration that the security of American

citizens in the Turkish dominions is not threatened.

" I do not understand that the position of the United States naval

vessels in Turkish waters is to be defined by the especial relations or

functions of ships of war of European Powers under their existing

treaty obligations with regard to Turkish affairs. Abstaining from

intermixture in the internal matters of other states, this Government

employs its naval agencies abroad only for keeping up the usual cour-

tesies of friendly intercourse and for the protection of American citi-

zens and American interests in other countries. Performance of this
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laltcr fiiiu'tion is aliko the ri<rlit and duty of every sovereign state.

The state so acting can alone be the judge of tlie occasion therefor,

and may not he called u|)on to account for the course it nuiy consider

wise or necessary.
"

Mr. riii. Acliiitr Soc of St.-itc. to Mavroycni Hey, Turkisli niiii.. .luiie (!,

\S'X,. For. K«"l. IS!).-,, II. llMl.

L*. .FiiusDicTiox ()vi:u Mkuciiant Vksskls.

( I ) Al'l>I.I(ATIO.\ ()!• I.<KAI, LAW.

>j '204.

"The jui'isdiction of every independent nation over the merchant
vessels of other nations lying m ithin its own harbors is absolute and
exclusive."

Mr, lUiclian.iii, Sec of State, to Mr. Wise, luiii. to Brazil, Sept. 27. 1S4.1,

MS. Iiist. I'.razil. XV. 119.

•May «;, 1S91, the minister of the United States at Santiago was instructed

to ask the ('lillean (Jovernnient to fiive all i)roi»er consideration to n

reijucst of the Central and South American Telejrraph Company that

their repair steamer Relay might I)e as far as possible exemi)ted from

entry and clearance, the certification of pa]>ers, and other formalities

useless in her case, hut productive of delay, (For. Rel. 1891, 120.)

As to the subjection of merchant vessels, their oHicers, crew, and passen-

,1,'ers. in foreis^n itorts, to the local jurisdiction, see Alex, Porter

.Morse. 42 Alb, L. .7. .'U.").

Tn the case of William Bush, steward of the American barque

Childc Harold, who was arrested on board that vessel, at Havana, on

a charge of having d(>livered various j)ackages of ])apers calculated

to create an insuri'ect ionary spirit among the inhabitants of Cuba.

(he Department of .^tate said: "The American nuisters in the port

oF Havana . . . are entirely mistaken in sui)posing that it woidd be

a violation of the national Hag. and national honor, to arrest one of

the <i-ew of a merchant vessel, which had vohnitarily entered that

port, for a crime committed within the local jurisdiction."

Mr. Iluchiinan. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cami»hell. consul at Havana, Nov. 1,

1S4S. lo MS. l>isp. to Consuls. HC!. citinj; Schooner Exchaiifie v.

McFaiidon. 7 Craiich, 141, l.-iC,, and addinjr: " In the United States we
should lie in :i s;;d condition ... if all crimes eonunitted on board of

foreisrn merchant vessels in our luunerous ])orts should i)ass unpmi-

ished and all crimin.ils who ccidd make their escape on board such

\cssels should be ]irotect"d from arrest,"

The arr<'st of an .\merican <itizen on an American vessel in foreisrn ter-

ritorial waters, on proce-;s issuintr from a competent cotu't, ))resents

no trround for .i demand for icdress. (Mr. I'.uchanan, Sec. of State,

to .Mr. .Tordan, .I.in. 2:'., 1S4;», :!7 .MS, Dom, Let. !)S,)
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In the case of the alleged abduction of certain seamen from the

American whale ship Addison by the marine governor at Valparaiso,

which was reported by Mr. Peyton, American minister to Chile, Mr.

AVebster stated that, while no opinion could be formed of the case

sufficiently definite in all particulars, the proceeding on the part of

the Chilean authorities seemed to be arbitrary and not justified by
any apparent necessity. It Avas stated by the Chilean Government
that the seamen in question, who had been shipped in Chile, being

discontented with the treatment they received on board the Addison^

invoked the intervention of the marine governor, who had first sought

to prevail upon them to remain with the ship, but, as they insisted

on leaving it, did not allow them to go ashore, but transferred them
to the national frigate Chile. It was alleged that the Chilean Gov-
ernment, being in need of men for its navy, for that reason impressed

the men into its service: but this the Chilean Government denied.

With reference to the allegation in question, Mr. Webster said

:

" Those governments which assert a right to the services of their

subjects, who may be seamen on board of the vessels of other nations,

do not often exercise this right by taking them from sucli vessels in

time of peace. The Department, hoAvever. was not aware that Chile

claimed the right even in time of Avar. The sudden use of the poAver,

even in her own Avaters. at a period of profound peace, and Avithout

justifiable necessity. Avould be an act at A'ariance Avith the comity of

nations for Avhich her Govermnent may justly be held responsible.

It is presumed that the impressment Avas not authorized by any law

of Chile, and that the sailors had not offended against any laAv of

that Kepublic. If, however, the circumstance that tAvo of the seamen

were Chileans might afford some palliation for the proceding, the fact

that one of them Avas a Frenchman heightens its arbitrary character.

If Ave Avere quietly to submit to this, Ave could not remonstrate if the

many English sailors on board our merchant A^essels at Havana, or

Rio de Janeiro, Avere to be remoA^ed from them to gratify the caprices

of Spanish or Brazilian officers, or to make up any alleged deficiency

in the creAvs of A'essels under their command. Such acts Avould

embarrass connnercial enterprise, and engender a feeling in this

country at variance Avith that good understanding Avitli foreign goA^-

ernments Avhich Ave Avish to preserAe. so far as the most patient mod-
eration and forbearance compatible Avith a just regard for our in-

terests Avill alloAv."

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Peyton, iiiin. to Chile, July 2, 1851,

S. Ex. Doc. 27, .34 Cong. 1 sess. 100 : MS. Inst. Chile, XV. 00.

Merchant A-essels in port are subject to the police law of the port.

Mr. Everett, Sec. of State, to Mr. lugersoll, Feb. 17, 185.3, MS. Inst.

Great Britain, XVI. 192.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 18
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See an article (ni " Jurisiliction over Foreign Ships in Territorial Waters,"

by Charles Noble firejrory. Michigan Law Review (Feb. 1004), vol. 2,

No. n.

"A copy of your tli.spatch in relation to the sailor Francis Boyle,

under date of August Mh. addressed to the Hon. D. I). Bernard, late

minister j)lenipotentiarv and envoy extraordinary, has been trans-

mitted by him to this Department.
•• It appears, so far jis the facts have been presented to the Depart-

ment, that Francis Boyle, the sailor above menticmed. Iwlonged to the

crew of the ship TaUeyrand, an American vessel, commanded by Cap-

tain Young, lying on the 2d of August in the port of the free city of

Ilamiiurg: that, on this day. the Hamburg police went on board the

said vessel, during the absence of the captain, and, under pretence of

his having been concerned in a riot on shore, arrested Francis Boyle,

who held at the time a protection as a citizen of the United States, and

who was so designated on the crew list: that the cause assigned for

the arrest was merely a pretence, since, in point of fact, it was done at

the instigation of the Prussian authorities of vStettin who forwarded

a requisition for the sailor, as l^eing a Prussian by birth, and as such

liable to military service: that it was alleged l)v the Prussian minister,

and the chief of the police at Hamburg, that his ' protection ' could not

shield him. as it was assumed by them that the said Boyle, not having

been five years in the Ignited States, could not be a citizen thereof;

and. finally, that the chief of police, after declaring that he must

surrender the man to the Prussian authorities, having been deterred

frouj so doing l)y the energetic remonstrances of yourself and of Cap-

tain Young, referred the matter to the syndicus. in charge of foreign

affairs. l)y whom the sailor, after a detention of three days, was

liberated and sent back on board his vessel.

• These facts, as they are thus presented, exhibit a case of so gross

a violation of the rights of an American sailor, that I deem it unnec-

essary at this time to do mf)re than to assure you that your active

exertions to i)revent the consummation of a high-handed outrage

deserve and have received the strong approlmtion of the President.
" It is for the authorities of the so-called ' Republic and Free Han-

.seatic City of Hamburg* to deteriuine how it may atfect the com-
merce of that flourishing slate, to permit their police officers to be-

come the instruments of forfngn nations in acts of violence and op-

pression, and upholding them in tiieir entry, under a false pretext, on

board of an American vessel, lying peacefully at their wharves
engaged in commercial transactions under the sanction of solemn

treaty stipulations, and arrest one of its crew, shippcid as an Amer-
ican sailor, holding an Amei-ican jjrotection and relying uj)on it. and
upon the flag, which floated over him, as his safeguards from all

illetral acts.
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" It is for the Government of the United States to determine what

steps it will take to vindicate its sovereignty, violated in the person

of one under its protection, and to make known its determination to

protect those who place themselves under the banner of the Republic.

" I do not deem it necessary at the present time to enter into any

argument as to the question whether Francis Boyle was or Avas not a

native-born citizen of the Ignited States, whether he had been natu-

ralized or had not resided five years in the United States, as con-

tended by the Prussian authorities. The princii)les heretofore laid

down, and acted upon by this Government, in regard to the citizen-

ship of seamen are plain and well settled and require no elaborate

vindication. The various questions which have arisen in respect to

the protection to be extended to those who have taken the incipient

steps to become American citizens, do not apply to them..
'* The rule laid down by the distinguished person who first held the

office of Secretary of State, ]Mr. Jefferson, w as, ' that the vessel being

American shall be evidence that the seamen on board are such,' and

fifty years afterwards it was restated, with no less precision by one

of the most eminent of American statesmen, one of my predecessors.

that ' in every regularly documented merchant vessel the crew -who

naA'igate it will find their protection in the flag which is over them.'
'• This is the principle whicli will hereafter, certainly not less than

heretofore, be maintained, in its fullest extent, by the Government of

the United States.''

Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Broiuberg, consul at Hamburg. Sept. 1,

1853. 17 MS. Desp. to Consuls. 70.

"As to the jurisdiction over offenses committed on board of a mer-

chant vessel by the officers or company of the vessel, towards each

other, while in the harbor or waters of a foreign power, there is con-

siderable diversity of oi^inions. Some nations yield the jurisdiction

in such cases, and some assert it.

" If the United States claim jurisdiction over all offenses committed

on board of foreign private vessels in their harbors or waters, they

cannot, with consistency, assert the right to have their citizens exempt

from the jurisdiction of the local authorities Avhen they commit sim-

ilar offenses in foreign ports.

'" This question of jurisdiction has been under the consideration of

the Supreme Court of the Ignited States. The views expressed by

that court are those which this Government approves, and is disjjosed

to abide h\ in its intercourse with foreign nations.

"As a general rule, the jurisdiction of a nation is exclusive and

absolute within its own territories, of which harbors and littoral

waters are as clearly a part as the land. Restrictions may be imposed

upon it by treaties and a few have been yielded by common consent,

and thus have come to be regarded as rules of international law.
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••There is nothiiifr in om* treaty with Peru which debars her from

takiufT <"()<riiizance of such au offense as is imputed to Captain Adams.

Our riirht to withch'aw him from her general jurisdiction over of-

fenses committed within her territories must be derived, if we have

such a riirht. from the hiw of nations."

-Mr. .Miiny. St-c of St;ito. to Mr. ("lay. .Vu;r. .•'.1, IS."). MS. lust. IVni. XV.
17.").

Ill tlu' coiirsi' of the same instruction. Mr. Marry said:

" We should undoubtedly deny the rijrht of any foreign power to doiuaml

the e.\euii)tion from trial and punishment by oiu" courts, of one of

its subjects, who had comiuitted a crime on board of a foreijin trad-

ing vess«'l in one of our harbors, thoufili the offense should be one

which only affected the officers, crew, or company of that vessel.

Cinumstances niifrht render it i)roper to forejio the exercise of the

rijrht to try such an offender, but still the rijiht would exist, and it

would be at our oi)tion to yield or enforce the exercise of it.

"This beinjr our position towards all nations where treaty stipulation.s

do not interfere, they can hold the same position towards us without

our l)ein>c able to }i:ainsay it."

Where there has been no concession by treaty or otherwise a government

I)os.sesses jurisdiction over merchant vessels in its waters. (Mr.

Marcy. S»>c. of State, to Mr. Dobbin. Sec. of Navy. April 21. l.S.->G, 45

MS. Dom. Let. 2V2.)

The jurisdictional rights of consuls in Brazil were regulated by a

decree of November S. IS,")!, which conceded to them a certain civil

and criminal cognizance of matters arising between members of the

crews of vessels of their respective countries, but i)rovided (art. 15) :

•• When a foreign merchant vessel shall be lying w ithin any of the

ports of Brazil the criminal and police jurisdiction of the respective

consular agents shall not extend to high crimes or to those that may
in any manner disturb public traiKjuillity or particularly atfect any

inhabitant of the country." It was held that the United States con-

sul at Kio do Janeiro possessed under this decree no jurisdiction over

an oflcnse committed on the American vessel Xextorian against two

persons named Davis and Barl)osa. who were neither members of the

crew nor citizens of the United States.

Mr. M.ircy. .Se<-. of State, to Mr. 'Prons.l.ile. min. to P.razil. Oct. 11. 18.50,

M.S. I list, r.nizil. XV. U'.".4.

A des<'rter from the liritish army, who eml)arked on board the

.Vmei-ican vcsm'I Aiiinicdii Eaijli, at Malta, was. on her arrival at

l*alei-mo. taken fi'om hci' by the local j)olice. lie was subsequently

released under orders from the Italian and British Governments.

The American minister at Konie having suggested that the question

of the right of search was involved in the matter, the Department of

State replied: '•It is understood that the vessel was within Italian

jurisdiction, when the deserter was removed from her. The right of
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the Italian authorities to search a vessel in their ports for a person

charged with crime is entire, unless it shall have been surrendered by

treaty, which was not the fact in this instance."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, iiiin. to Italy, No. 517, May 2. 187*5,

MS. Inst. Italy, I. 527.

Mr. Fish furtlier said :
" Though the deserter did not prove to be amen-

able to the jurisdiction of the local authorities, as he was arrested by

them at the in.^tance of the British consul, they may have supposed

that they were only discharging their duty in the matter. The
release of the man by the command of their superior has undeceived

them on that point and a repetition of the proceeding at that place Is

not probable."

In a prior instiiiction. written in a reply to a dispatch in which the arrest

of the person in question was first rei)oi-ted. Mr. Fish said: "The
conduct of Mr. Fraser. the consul, in sending a written request to the

master to allow search to be made for the deserter deserves repre-

hension. Your view of the case, as far as it has gone, seems to have

been correct. There is not only no treaty between the I'nited States

and Great Britain providing for the surrender of military deserters,

but the Department is not aware that there is any such treaty

between Italy and that i)ower. If there should be none, the act of

the police f)f Palermo in taking the man from the vessel was super-

erogatory and illegal. As such, you will make it a subject of com-

plaint to the Italian Government. You will also demand that the

man be restored to the vessel if she should still be in Palermo, or

that he be set at liberty." (Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh,

min. to Italy, No. 510. May 2. 187<>. MS. Inst. Italy. I. ,520.)

" The bark and her master being within the jurisdictional limits of

the State of Georgia, the master undertook to resist by force civil

.

process of the State issued against him and the owners of the vessel.

For this offense against the State a criminal proceeding was insti-

tuted, and the cai)tain was arrested. He then gave bond in the civil

suit and the criminal prosecution Avas abandoned. There can. I pre-

sume. l)e no doubt that for the purposes of these legal proceedings

the vessel and her master Avere at the time subject to the jurisdiction

of Georgia, and he was lx)und to sul)mit to the execution of process

issued by her regular constituted authorities. T am. therefore, unable

to see in the case any gi'ouud for complaint by the Spanish Govern-

ment against the United States."

Opinion of the Attorney (Jeneral quoted by Mr. Fvarts. Sec. of State, in

note to Mr. .Mendez. Dec. 27. 1879. MS. Notes to Spain, X. 00.

" Referring to Mr. Drummond's note of the 4th ultimo, submitting

for examination an extract from the ' Merchant Seamen (Payment of

AVages and Rating) Act ' 1880, 43 & 44 Victoria, chapter 16. which

enacts certain penalties against unauthorized persons who without a

permit go on board a vessel arriving at the end of her voyage, or who
shall remain on such vessel after legal notice to leave; and referring
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also to tho roply of this Dcpartiiiont. dated the 16th ultimo, to the

above-inentionod note. T now have the honor to inform you, that I

have received a letter from my colleague, the Secretary of the Treas-

ury, dated the 11th instant, in which he states that there is no pro-

vision of law in force in this countrj' similar to that contained in the

extract stihmitted by Mr. Drummond's note, and that therefore, in

his opinion, this (iovernment can on no reasonable <^roun(T ask that

the provisions of the al)ove-mentioned act should be extended to

Amei'ican vessels ai-i'ivinfj in British waters.*"

Mr. Kv.ii-ts. Sec. of State, to Sir E. Thornton. Brit. niin.. Dec. IG, 1880,

^[S. \o(os to (ir. Rr. XVIIL 412.

One E. Menez. a native of Cuba, who had made a declaration of

intention to become a citizen of the United States but had not been

naturalized, went to Cuba as a member of the crew of an American

merchant vessel. It was said that he had previously asked permission

to revisit (^iba, which had been refused. AVhile the vessel on which

he was s<'rvin<>' was lying at Sagua la Grande, the chief of police of the

city applied to the Ignited States consul for authority to take him
from the vessel on charges of crime previously committed in Cuba.

The consid conninniicated with the consul-general at Havana, who
authorized the surrender if the charges w^ere not political. The
consul at Sagiui inquired into the matter, and, coming to the con-

clusion that the charges, which comi)rised allegations of assassina-

tion and robbery as a bandit, were not political, authorized the mas-

ter of the vessel to surrender him. With reference to these circum-

stances, the Department of State said : "xV merchant vessel in port is

within the jurisdiction of the country owning the port, with refer-

ence to offenses conunitted on shore or by any member of the crew on

board when the peace of the ])<)rt is disturbed. In the United States

l)olice olHcers have fre(|uently gone on board vessels of foreign nations

in harbor and arrested jxTsons accused of crimes under our laws for

wiiose arrest pioper wanants were issued. A case of this kind with

which you jn'rhaps arc familial- was decided by a Philadelphia court

about a year ago which ai'osc from the arrest of the master of an
Austrian vessel."

Mr. I'n'liii.iriiuyscn. Sec. of Stiit(>. to Mr. Handail. M. ('.. March 14, 1884,

!.".(» MS. Doni. L«'t. 27*;.

For the case in IMiilath'Iphia above icferrcd to. see For. Rol. 18S.'?. 0-11
;

and infra. S 20(i, nii(h>r tiie discnssion of tlio treaty with Austria-

Hungary (.f .Inly 11. 1S7(». Art. XI.

" It nuiy be safely aflirnied that when a merchant vessel of one coun-

try visits the ports of another for the purposes of trade, it owes teni-
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porary allegiance and is amenable to the jurisdiction of that country,

and is subject to the laws which govern the port it visits so long as it

remains, unless it is otherwise^ provided In' treaty.

"Any exemption or inununity from local jurisdiction must be de-

rived from the consent of that country."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, iiiin to Central America, March 12,

ISS,"). For. Rel. 1885, ,m>, H'.\.

" Replying to your telegram in rehition to Lieut. BelFs application

for permission to board British steamer Ber/l/i and arrest seamen

alk'ged to be deserters from V. S. Navy, and to your inquiry whether

he should not obtain a warrant of arrest from civil authorities. I beg

to say that no civil officer in the United States is authorized to issue a

warrant under the circumstances. Lieut. Bell will, however, be

directed by the Navy Department to invoke the aid of the police in

making the arrest."

Mr. (Jreshain. Sec. of State, to Sir .1. I'aiuicefote. Sept. 9, 1893, MS. Notes

to (Jr. Br. XXII. ;'.9<).

AMiere a vessel registered in a foreign country and flying its flag

becomes involved there in litigation, it can not, by a transfer to the

American flag, under s^ 818 of the Consular Regulations, be with-

drawn from the local jurisdiction for acts previously committed.

Mr. Ulil, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Bartienian. cliarf^e at Caracas. Jnne

0, 1894. For. liel. 1894. 79:5. 791.

The Turkish Government having exi^'essed a wish that the diplo-

matic representative of the I'nited States at Constantinople be in-

structed to direct the authorities within his jurisdiction to lend their

aid and give necessary facilities to enable the Turkish authorities to

watch incoming steamers, in order to prevent the landing at Constan-

tinople of "Armenian anarchists, as well as dynamite, infernal ma-

chines, and explosives," the United States, while remai'king that no

steaiiiers or other connnercial vessels luider the flag of the United

States were known to i)ly between foreign ])orts and those of Turkey,

carrying j)ass('ngcrs or arriving under circumstances likely to give

I'ise to the abuses complained of, said: "It is understood, however,

that the Ottoman (Jovei-nment elaborately regulates the entry of per-

sons and merchandise into the territory of the Empire, and if any

attempt were made to clandestinely land men or munitions from a ves-

sel under our flag, the officers of the United States would certainly

inter])ose no obstacle to the due execution of the laws of Turkey by

Turkish agents, oi- intervene further than to .secure for any implicated

citizen of the United States all rights and privileges to which he may
be entitled in virtue of such citizenship, precisely the same as they
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would intervonc to s:ift'<xiiar(l the interests of any American citizen

found on hoard a vessel of another fla<; than ours and accused under

like circumstances."

Mr. OliH'.v, Sec. of State, to Moustaplui Rev. Turkish min., Nov. 11, 189G,

For. U«'l. IS'.h;, '.iL'C-UiiT.

Where a detciuion of a Prussian vessel in the ])ort of New Orleans,

duriuir the late civil war. was caused bv her resistance to the orders

of the properly constituted authorities, whom .she was bound to obey,

she preferred stich detention to a clearance' upon the conditions im-

])osed. it was rided that her o.wner. a subject of Prussia, was not en-

titled to any danuiires apiinst the United States under the law of

nations or the treaty with that ])ower of 1799.

riiit(Hl states r. Diekelman. 02 V. S. 520.

That a niercliant vessel, unless Ity treaty stipulation, is not exempt from

the local .iuris<liotion. see Taft. At. Gen.. 1870. 1.") Op. 178.

The rule, as laid down in the United States Navy Kegulations, that

a neutral vessel, captured as prize, is to wear her national flag till

she is condemne<l. applies " a fortiori .. . . in cases of customs

seizures, where fines only are impo.sed and where no belligerency

whatever exists. In the port of New York, and other of the count-

less harbors of the I'^nited States, are merchant ves.stds to-day flying

the British flag which from time to time are liable to penalties for

violations of customs laws and regidations. But I have yet to learn

that any official, a.'^suming, directly or indirectly, to represent the

(xovermuent of the United States, would imder such circumstances

order down or forcibly haul down the British flag from a vessel

charged with such irregularity: and I now assert that if such act

were committed, this (lovernment. after l)eing informed of it, would

not wait for a com{)laiiit from (ireat Britain, but Avoidd at once

j)romptly re])rimand the parties concerned in siu'h misconduct and

woidd cause proper expression of regret to be made."

Mr. I'.ayanl. Sec. of State, to Mr. I'lielps. min. to KnKlaiul, Nov. ('., 188<).

For. Kel. l.SSC. :!r,2. :!7o.

See. also. .Mr. l'.;iyar(l. Sec. of State, to Mr. West, lirit. min.. Nov. 11. IHSt!.

For. Hel. LSSC. 42.->. 42t;.

For the act in this case (»f lianiinir down tlie tlai; of a fishiiifr vessel seized

for hreach of jtort rules an ajioloi^y was made in a letter from the

Canadian authorities forwarde<l l)y the British Covernment. See Sir

L. West to Mr. I'.ayard. Dec 7. is-sr,. For. Kel. ]88<>. 491.

May 29. 1S97. Mr. Shernuin. Secretary of State, in a note to the

Spanish minister at AVashington. re(|uested an instant investigation

of the complaint of the American mail steamship Valencia., chartered

by the AVard I^ine of New ^'ork. that the vessel, when leaving Guan-
tanamo Bay, was fired upon by the Spani.sh num-of-war Reina Mer-
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cedes, then about two miles distant from the Valencia^ first with a blank

fhot, and then with a solid shot which fell about 80 yards astern.

The Spanish minister in reply explained that the Valencia was not

at the time flying her flag, although the Spanish warship had one

hoisted, and that the latter, " following the practice of all navies,

confirmed her flag by firing a gun. and after the regular interval had

passed she fired another shot." The minister referred to " repeated

breaches of courtesy " by the steamers of the line in question, and

asked that the attention of the owners be called to the subject in order

that such incidents might l)e avoided. The master of the Valencia

declared tiiat when the man-of-war was sighted its ensign was not

visible from the Valencia''s position and that, as no signal was seen

and as the vessels were not pas-sing each other, the cruiser being abaft

the beam of the Valencia on the port (juarter. the master did not be-

lieve himself required to salute the cruiser with his flag, as he would

have done had he met her on the usual course. Hence, when the first

shot was fired, although it was heard on the Valencia^ it was not sup-

posed to be a call for colors; but when the second shot, within two

minutes afterwards, was heard and was seen to fall so near, the

master of the Valencia^ realizing that the shots were intended for

him, innnediately hoisted his national flag, although no flag or signal

even then was visible on the cruiser, which was, however, recognizetl

by the master of the Valencia. Under these circumstances Mr. Sher-

man expressed the opinion that no discourtesy was intended by the

captain of the Valencia, and that if he erred at all it was an excusable

error of judgment. Mr. Shernian added: "However this may be, I

am prepared to admit, in all frankness, that during the continuance

of a civil war such as is now flagrant in the Island of Cuba, it would
be extremely convenient, and perhaps a prudent precaution, for

American ships legitimately resorting to Cuban waters to show their

flag when sighting a Spanish cruiser within the 3-miIe limit, even if

a formal salute be not called for by the ordinary code of nuiritime

ceremonial, and I .shall so advise Messrs. James E. "Ward & Co.
'' With this statement the incident may be dismissed, but I can not

refrain from commenting upon the recklessness of the Spanisli com-

mander's action. Upon your own showing, knowing the vessel to be

the V<tlen(ia and in the temporary service of the Ward Line, and
apparently moved by feeling toward that line because of supposed

discourtesies sufl'ered from other of its shi])s in the past, he fired upon
the Valencia for no other purpose than to make her show her flag.

How far this confessedly careless act comports with the interests and
dignity of two great and friendly nations it is not necessary to con-

sider, but the fact remains that the falling of a solid shot near the

stern of an American ship under such circumstances imports wanton
and unjustifiable peril to (he citizens and property of a friendly state.
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This (iovcrnnient has iiovor admitted that life and property may bo

unnecessarily jeopardized l)y superior force, even when an offense

aofainsl the revenue or other formal laws may have been committed

bv an American shij) within a forei<>;n jurisdiction, and it can not be

expected to admit that one of its ships or those on board may be

endan<rered because of a friendly foreign connnander's ideas as to

maritime |)unctili(). I must therefore repeat the hope expressed in

my note of the :21)th ultimo that such disagreeable incidents as this be

not suHered to recur."

Mr. Sliennan, See. of State, to Mr. Dupuy de Lome, Span, iiiin. June 21,

ISltT. For. Kel. 18!)7, 504, r)0r>-5(X;.

In ii note of June 2!), 1807. Mr. Dupuy de Lome stated that at the time of

the tiring the cruiser was not aware of the indentity of the Valencia,

and repelled any inference that tlie firing wa.s caused from " a mere

caprieious point of honor." (For. Kel. 1807. oOG.

)

Se})tember "28. 1870. Sir Pxlward Thornton, British minister at

Washington, communicated to the Department of State

a co])y of the merchant shipping act, 187(5, and called

attention to the clause with respect to the overloading and improper

loading of foreign shij)s in the ITnited Kingdom, and particularly

to section -24. imposing certain penalties in case of the arrival of a

ship, whether British or foreign, between the last day of October and

the (>th of April, at any port of the United Kingdom from any port

out of the United Kingdom, carrying deck cargo in violation of the

act : and in subsecjuent notes of January 22 and 29, 1877, Sir Edward
transmitted r('j)()rts made by officers of the board of trade with

reference to the alleged infraction of section 24 by certain American

vessels.

The l)e])artment of State replied that, as attention was thus par-

ticularly called to the (|uestions under secticm 24, it seemed proper to

state that the right to impose penalties on the master or owner of an

American vessel, sailing fi-om a port of the United States, for the

manner in which the cargo was laden or stored, was of so doubtful a

charactei- that, however wise oi- beneficent the intent of the act might

be, the (loverninent of the T'nited States " cannot but invite the atten-

tion of llei" Majesty's (lovcrnuient particularly thereto, before further

steps arc taken in (Ji'eat Britain to enforce obedience to the law in these

l)articular cases, and Ix'foi'c any stej)s be taken toward the enforce-

ment of lines in these oi- similar cases,""

The I'cpi'escntations of the United States " ajipear to have received

the careful attention of the (Jovernment of (Jreat Britain, and toward

a Mr. Flsli. See. of State, to Sir Edward Tliornton. Brit, min., Feb. 10, 1877,

MS. notes to (Jr. Hr. XVII. .•',.*?1
: Mr. Fisli. See. of .State, to Mr. Pierrepont. min.

to England. Fel». 2r,. 1,S77. :ms. Inst. (iv. I'.r. XXIV. HIO: Mr. F. W. Seward, Act.

Ser-. of State, to Mr. l*ierrei»(»nt. April in, 1S77. id. r)4:'..
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the close of the year 1877, the minister of the United States at London
received a note from Lord Derby, justifying the provisions of the act

adverted to, which had been special!}' made the subject of comj^laint,

as not inconsistent with the principles of international law, or with

the practice of nations in such matters," and expressing the hope that

the United States would " yield the provisions of the act mentioned

a friendly support, by enjoining its observance on the part of Amer-
ican shippers and owners of vessels, in the interest of humanity."

The subject thereafter " failed to become one of special action on the

part of the United States." "

In 1886, the British minister having reported the arrival of an

American vessel in London with a deck cargo of heavy wood in con-

travention of section 24, he was advised that the Secretary of the

Treasure' had called the attention of collectors of customs to the law,

with a view to notifying masters of vessels sailing from the United

Staters of its provisions. It was observed, however, that it was not

to be understood that the notification would reach all such masters,

and that therefore the action of Her Majesty's Government in such

cases arising in the future should not be based on the supposition that

the masters of all American vessels were acquainted with the law.''

. By section 1 of the act of February 13, 1893, 27 Stat. 445, known
as the Harter Act, it was declared to be unlawful for

Shipping contracts. ,, , ,. j> i , ,•

the representative or owner or any vessel transporting

merchandise " from or between ports of the United States and foreign

ports " to insert in any bill of lading any clause for relief from

liability for damage arising from negligence in the proper loading,

stowage, custody, care, or delivery of property so transported. It

was held in the case of a British vessel trading between New York
and ports in the AVest Indies and South America, in respect to certain

merchandise shipped from Buenos Ayres to New York, that the pro-

visions of the act overrode and nullified any such stipulation in a

bill of lading.

« Mr. F'varts, Pec. of State, to Coiuit Lowenhaiipt. Swedish & Nor. niin. Jan.

20, 1880. .MS. Notes to S\v. & Nor. VII. 187.

& :Mr. Bayard. Sec of State, to .Mr. West. Brit, iiiin.. April 20, 1880. MS. Notes

to Cxr. Br. XX. 24.1. S(>e, also. Mr. Bayard to Mr. West. April 0, 1886, id. 22.3.

As to the validity of legislation refjuiring all vessels sailing from the ports of

a country to carry a certain e<iiiii)nient for the safety of passengers in case <if

sliipwreck, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of Stitte, to Gen. Schenck, min. to England. .Tan. 0.

18ij."». 10 Stat. 715. sees. 1. .3. and l."». and the case of the Swedish hrig Xriira, 10

How. 02; to the British Merchant Shipping Act, 18.>J:, 17 and 18 Vic. sec. 202;

and to the Passengei-s, IIarl)ors, and Navigation Act, 18G5, of the Colony of Vic-

toria. See. also, as to conii)laints concerning the last-named act, Mr. Fish. Sec.

of State, to Mr. IMerrepont. min. to England. Feb. 20. 1877, and .Mr. F. W.
Seward. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. rierrei»ont. April 10. 1877, MS. Inst. Gr. Br.

XXIV. 510, 543.
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Knott r. Hotiiiiy Mills (liMKD. 17!) V. S.. (i!)

•• r.ofoiv the act of ('oiij,'ress of Fobruary 18, 1893, e. 105 (27 Stat. 445),

known as the Ilarter Act. it was the settled law of this country, as

declared by this court, that common carriers, by land or sea, could

not by any form of contract exempt themselves from responsibility

for loss t)r damage arising fi'om negligence of their servants, and that

any stipulation for such exemi)tion was void as against public policy :

although the courts in England and in some of the States held otiier-

wise. Railroad Co. r. Ivockwood, 17 Wall. 357 ; Liverpool Steam Co. c.

Phoenix Ins. Co., 120 U. S. 81)7: Comjjania La Flecha v. Brauer. HJS

U. S. 1()4, 117, 118. In many lower courts of the' United States it

has been held, independently of the Ilarter Act, that a stipvjlation

that a contract should be governed by the law of England in this

respect was void, and could not he enforced in a court of the Unitetl

States ; but the point has not been decided by this court. Nor is

it necessary for us now to decide that point, because these bills of

lading were issued since the Ilarter Act, and we are of opinion that

the case is governed by the express i)rovisions of that act." (Id.

71-72.)

The courts of the United States will not uphold exemptions from

liability stipulated in shipping contracts where such exemptions vio-

late a rule of public policy.

The Kensington (P.MJ2). 18.3 U. S. 203; The Germanic (1005), 100 id. 580.

Tn Deccuibei", 181)3, the Department of State, in a note to the French

embassy, di'ew^ attention to the fact that changes
Admeasurement of •tt< ii-i^- ^^i i a -i

111 In-ench legislation as to the rules ot admeasur-
vessels. .

^
.mg merchant vessels, made since the exchange of

notes ill 18S8-18<Si). Avhereby it was agreed to accept as evidence

of the fact the tonnage-measurement certificates issued by the

respective CJovernments, a serious discrepancy had arisen between

the Fiencli and American rules. The Department of State said that

in view of this discrepancy, the arrangement of 1888-1889 could not

be regarded as effectively continuing. The French (Tovernment

oH'ered to enter into an arrangement based on the reciprocal accept-

ance of sjx'cial certificates of admeasurement issued by the proper

authorities of citlier counti-y according to the rules in force in the

othei-. The United States replied that as by its legislation the ton-

nage of a vessel, not a vessel of the United States, Avas required to be

ascertained in the manner ])r()vided by hnv for the measurement of

vessels of the United States, it was impracticable to accept admeasure-

ments made l)y French ofHciMs. since the law required admeasurement
by an officer of the United States.

For. Kel. 1804. 215. 217.

For an arrangement in regard to liic admeasurement of Norwegian ves-

sels, see For. Kel. 1S04. ••,:',cm;45.
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" The Secretary of the Treasury has referred to this Department

3'our note to the Commissioner of Navigation (not dated) in ^vhich

your request to be informed with regard to the views of the Govern-

ment of the United States relative to the proposition of the London
International Statistical Institute for convening an international

commission for the establishment of uniform rules for the admeasure-

ment of seagoing vessels.

"A similar inquiry was made of the Secretary of tlie Treasury by

this Department in January last, and on the 30th of that month that

official replied as follows:
''

' AMiile the Government of the United States recognizes the utility

of uniformity among commercial nations in the methods of admeas-

uring vessels and is willing to cooperate in any practical measure to

establish such uniformity, at the present time it is disposed to believe

that some more rapid progress toward the desired end can be effected

through correspondence and the concentration of efforts in the law-

making branches of the governments of the commercial nations inter-

ested than through the convocation of an international conference.
•'

' It is confirmed in its belief by a review of the parliamentary

history of the establishment of the regulations for admeasurement in

vogue in the various countries subsequent to and based upon the

adoption of the Moorsom system by Great Britain in 1854.

" It deems applicable in part to the proposition for an international

tonnage conference the conclusions of the international maritime con-

ference of 1889 concerning the projwsed establishment of a permanent

international maritime commission. Those conclusions, to which the

delegates from Belgium, Chile. France. Germany, Great Britain,

Sweden, and the United States assented, were: ''It seems to your

committee that such a consulting body of experts would not serve the

purpose for which it is intended to be created, viz, that of facilitating

the introduction of reforms in maritime legislation, because the

advice given by such a commission would not in any way enable the

governments of the maritime nations to dispense with the necessity

of considering the subjects laid before them, and laying the proposals

made to them, if adopted, before the legislative bodies of the different

states.

" ' '• The consequence of instituting a body like that in question, on

the contrary, would, it apj^ears, be this: That merely another inves-

tigation of any scheme proposed with a view to reforming interna-

tional maritime laws would have to be gone through before the

ojjinions of the governments could be taken, and thus the course of

procedure as it is now—by correspondence between the different

governments—would be made more complicated instead of being

simplified."

'
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'* The Secretary of the Treasury conchules by observing that, so far

as his Department is aware, the British (iovernnient has taken no

steps to carry out the reconnnendations of the London International

Statistical Institute."

Mr. (JrosliMiii. Sec. of Stato. to .Mr. Tavora, .\ustriaii miii., March 7. lSO-1,

For. Kd. 1S<)4, 48.

Seo. in the same sense. .Mr. (Jreshani, Sec. of State, to Mr. Le (Jhait,

I?elj:. inin.. Voh. .".. IS'.U. For. Kel. 1804, 53.

(!') yiKSTlO.NS OF l.NTKR.NAL OKDER AM) DISCIPLINE.

^ -^05.

Consular jurisdiction depends on the general law of nations, exist-

ing treaties between the two governments affected by it, and upon the

obligatory force and activity of the rule of reciprocity. French con-

sular jurisdiction in an American ])ort depends on the correct inter-

pretation of the treaties existing betAveen France and the United

States, which limit it' to the exercise of police over French vessels,

and jurisdiction in civil matters in all disputes which may arise;

and provide that such police shall be confined to the interior of the

vessels, and shall not interfere Avith the police of our jwrts Avhere the

A-essels shall be. They also provide that in cases of crimes and

breaches of the peace the offenders shall be amenable to the judges of

the country. The claim of the French envoy for the exercise of

judicial power by the consul of his Government in the port of Savan-

nah is not warranted by any existing treaties, nor by a ride of reci-

procity which the Fxecutive has power to permit to be exercised.

• The i)rinci])les of international laAv. as they are recognized in

Furope. afford no warrant for the exercise of judicial power by con-

suls; and that the rights and duties of these functionaries depends,

l)()th for their authority and extent, upon the treaties subsisting

between the governments respectively interchanging this species of

commercial agents."'

Berrien. .Vt.-On., 1S.S0, 2 Oi). .'181.

The opinion of Mr. Berrien related to the case of an olficer of the French

shii) Vciiu-^, who was ordered by a justice of the peace at Savannah,
Georgia, to be arrested on a coinphiint made by a seaman of assault

and battery, conmiitted on l)oard the ship while she lay at anchor in

the roadstead. The justice also took measures to compel the attend-

ance of seven other meml)ers of the crew as witnesses. The master
of the ship, in order to avoid the interruption of his voyajj:e. paid a

sum of money for the withdrawal of tlie suit and defrayed all costs.

M. Uou.x <h> Uochelle. the French minister, complained of the proceed-

ing, on the ground tliat. .-is tlie allej^ed offence took i)lace on board

the vess<>I and the jieace of the port was not end:inj;ered. the gener-

ally admitted iiriiicipies of consular jurisdiction were infringed by

the local authorities: and he contended that "upon this ground, and
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upon that of the uuiforni and authoritative practice in France in

analogous cases, aCfecting American vessels and their crews in the

ports of that country," the owners of the Venus had a good claim to

reimbursement of expenses, and to demurrage for the detention of

the vessel, by reason of the proceedings in question. (Mr. Brent,

Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Berrien, At. Gen., Sept. .3. 18.30, 23 MS.
Dom. Let. 4.14.)

A copy of Mr. Berrien's opinion was communicatetl to M. Roux, witli the

statement that it was not within the comi>etency of the Executive to

admit his claim. The only treaty between the two countries, it was
ob.serveil, that could give any coinitenance to it was the convention of

1788, whicli had long since expireil. It was addetl, however, that the

Unitetl States would be willing to conclude a suitable arrangement

on the subject. (Mr. Van Buren, Sec. of State, to M. Roux de

Rochelle, FreiK-h min.. .Jan. 27, 18^51, MS. notes to For. Leg. IV. 3.">4.)

" In the letter of Mr. Webster to Lord Ashburton, of the 1st August,

1S4-2, the principles of the law of nations which apply to the subject

were discussed with great clearness and ability. To that letter I refer

you. It will be perceived that Mr. Webster does not * propose the

introduction of any new principle into the law of nations." He
contends that ' a vessel on the high seas, beyond the distance of a

marine league from the shore, is regarded as part of the territory of

the nation to Avhich she belongs, and subjected exclusively to the juris-

diction of that nation; and consequently, if those who have charge of

her endeavor, in good faith, to keep her at sea, that is, within that

exclusive jurisdiction, and if, contrary to their will, she be forced

within another jurisdiction by stress of weather, by violence, or other

necessity, she does not cease to be within the jurisdiction of her own
country.' In this case, however, such jurisdiction is not e.i'clnyh'e to

all purjioses. ' For any unlawful acts done by her while thus lying

in port, and for all contracts entered into while there, by her master

and owners, she and they must doubtless be answerable to the laws of

the place.'

*' Mr. Webster further contends that ' by the comity of the law of

nations, and the practice of modern times, merchant vessels entering

open ports of other nations for the purpose of trade, are presumed to

be allowed to bring with them and to retain, for their protection and

government, the jurisdiction and laws of their own country.' These,

of course, extend both over persons and things, subject always to the

laws of the place, in cases of crimes, contracts, &c., as above mentioned.

The right here claimed is not in derogation of the sovereignty of the

place where the vessels may be. but is presumed to be allowed by that

sovereignty.''

Mr. Upshur, Sec. of State, to Mr. Everett. Nov. 28, 1843, MS. Inst. Great

Britain. XV. 177.

The letter of Mr. Webster, cited by Mr. Upshur, related to the case of

the Creole.
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" The difficulty Avhich has arison between you and the British

authorities at II<)n<r Konj; has been (hily considered and I am
<iirected by the President to communicate to you his views there-

on. . . .

'• Most of tlie unpK'asant occurrences which you have presented to

the Department seem to have had their ori<rin in the conflicting opin-

ions between you and the British authorities as to your powers and

rights as consul. You api)ear to have ])laced much i-eliance on the

remarks of Mr. A\'el)ster in his letter to Lord Ashburton of August
1st 184"2. Tlie case he was discussing diffeivd in an essential feature

from that of the lic'nidcvr. I'he Crcol'- was taken forciidy by muti-

neers into a British port, and Mi". Webster seems to have considered

her in a different situation from that she would have been in. had she

voluntarily visited such port. If he meant to give a more general

aj)j)lication to the rules he laid down, the authorities against him are

so many and so strong as to render it impossible to sustain him. . . .

" Throughout the elaborate decision of the court in the case of the

schooner K.i-<hini(ii\ it is assumed that the jurisdiction of the country

extends over a foreign merchant vessel in its harbors. There are

several other cases, which announce and sustain the same i)rinciple.

as to the jurisdiction of a country over a foreign merchant or private

vessel in its harbor. . . . and the doctrine is approved by elementary

writers. . . .

" There is in my mind no doul)t that the State and Federal courts

of this country, could if they chose to do so. and would, (m any proper

oc(\ision. exercise jurisdiction over any foreign merchant vessel and

its company in any of our i:)orts. even in regard to transactions which

might take place within our territory between the members of that

comi)any. and they would not yield to the claim of a foreign consul

to surrender that jurisdiction as a matter of right. . . .

•• Tt is true that France has. in this resjjcct. made scmie liberal con-

cessions in favor of private shijjs, but we must look to British conces-

sions to justify the claim you as-ei'ted in the case of the Rehidcer. as

the transaction took |)lace in a British port, and T have looked in vain

for them. It is desiral)le. I think, that they should exist, particularly

in remote countries, whei-e annoyances to trade are more likely to

occur l)V the intei-ference of civil courts, but questions which you

have raised nnist be settled upon th<' law as it is. rather than on

what it ought to ]>e. I am. however. disj)osed to think that the State

governments of this Fnion woidd be luiwilling to have the imnnmities

of exterritoriality given to all the pi-ivate or merchant ships, and

their crews, which visit our numerous harbors, and we could not with

propriety ask from other nations, in this respect, what we would not

in turn irrant to them. . . .
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'' The manner of conducting the prosecution was ap])arently excep-

tionable, and afforded an ostensible ground of complaint. Though
there is a dispute about many of the facts with respect to this point

in the case, it is not denied that officers of the police went on board of

the Reindeer^ and, without a written warrant, took John Madison
from the vessel who had shipped as carpenter, and was there confined.

[Jnusual as this proceeding appears, it is alleged that it Avas author-

ized by an existing law or ordinance, to Avhich a particular reference

was made, but a copy of it is not found among the papers sent to this

Department, and I am not, therefore, able to say that it is not, in

effect, Avhat it is alleged to be.

" Having sovereign dominion over the place, British authority

would be competent to make an ordinance conferring on police officers

the right to enter a vessel in a British port and make an arrest of a

person charged with an offence on board without an.y written process

for that purpose.

" The proceedings, in this respect, appear to have l)een extraordi-

nary, yet I am not able to pronounce them illegal.

'" If obliged to yield the point, as I think we are, that the Reindeer

jind her crew, while in the harbor of Hong Kong, were subject to the

civil authority of the place, we cannot question its right to take

cognizance of the charge of Madison against Captain Nichols for the

alleged battery and false imprisonment. I do not, therefore, per-

ceive upon what ground the objection, which was taken in his behalf,

to the jurisdiction of the court, can be sustained.

'' It is to be regretted that Captain Nichols did not recognize the

authority of the court and present to its consideration his defence.

Had he taken that course and shown, as probably he could, that he

had in his treatment of Madison done nothing more than proper

discipline re(]uired, all subsequent unpleasant occurrences might have

been avoided. . . .

" In the foregoing remarks I have considered the questions raised

in this case Avith reference to strict international rights, for in this

light only could they be properly regarded when made the subject of

a national grievance for which redress is to be demanded.
" Though the strict right of the civil authority at Hong Kong to

entertain Madison's complaint and investigate the charge against

Captain Nichols cannot be successfully questioned, yet inasmuch as

the affair related to the discipline on board of a foreign vessel, and

the offence, if any there Avere, Was an abuse of the captain's poAver,

courtesy and national comity should have led the authorities at

Hong Kong to decline to act in the case, referring the nuilter to the

government to Avhich the A^essel belonged. Whether Captain Nichols

had or had not exceeded the limits of the powers Avith Avhich he was

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 19
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invested, as captain of the /ici/Kfccf, over the crew, in liis treatment

of Madison, nii^rht with jjreat propriety have been left to the deter-

mination of the conrts of the United States. Had the case been

put on tliis p'ound, it is to be inferred from the letter of W. T.

Mercer, es(i., colonial secretary, of the 'iath of October last, that the

object you iuid in view niijjht have been attained, but your denial of

the jurisdiction of the civil court at Hong Kong brought up the

question of strict right, and it appears to the President that the deci-

sion cannot be regarded as erroneous, though the consequences wdiich

have resulted from the interposition of the court are regretted."

Mr. Marcy. Sw. of State, to Mr. Keenaii. consul at Hong Kong, April It,

18r)U. 21 Disp. to Consuls. r>07, citing Schooner Exchange r. Mc-

Faddon, 7 Cranch, 13.j ; Story. (\)nflict of Laws ; Ortolan, Diplo-

niatie do la Mer; Phillimore, Int. Law.

'* This Government does not apply the doctrine of extraterritorial-

ity to its private or merchant ships in foreign ports, except in cases

where it has been conceded by treaty or established usage, and it does

not pretend that it has been so conceded in criminal cases to Amer-
ican merchant vessels in British ports. . . .

" While each country can unquestionably exercise jurisdiction in

its own })()rts over the private or merchant vessels of the other, it is

presumed there is a mutual disposition on both sides not to exert it in

a way which will interfere with the proper discipline of the ships of

either nation. If every complaint of any individual of the crew

of a vessel against the officers for ill-treatment is to be taken up
by the civil authorities on shore, and these officers prosecuted as

criminals, connnercial intercourse will be subjected to very great

annoyance and serious detriment."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cranipton, Rrit. niln., Apr. 19, 18."><;, MS.

Notes to (Jreat Britain. VII. .')24.

In ls.")(> the American merchant vessel Atalautd, while on a voy-

age from ^larscilles to New York, was obliged by the mutiny of her

crew to put back to the former i)ort. The revolt took ])lace on the

iiigh seas outside the municipal jurisdiction of any government.

On the return of the vessel to Marseilles the seamen were, on applica-

tion of the Tnited States consul, imprisoned by the local authorities

on sliore. Some of them were afterwards released with the assent

of the consul, wliile six were, on his application, restored to the

vessel for conveyance to the United States. Subsequently, in spite

of the consuTs remonstrances, the local authorities went on board

the vessel, i-esumed possession of the prisoners, and replaced them in

confinement on shoi-e. The nationality of these |)risoners does not

certainly appear, but the tenor of the correspondence indicates that

they wei-e not citizens eithei" of the United States or of France, It

was agreed that the case did not come within the consular conven-
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tion between the two countries, which was not construed as conferring

on the consuls of either nation jurisdiction of crimes; nor was it

chiimed that merchant vessels of one nation enjoyed in the ports of

other nations the privilege of extraterritoriality. The question in con-

troversy was whether, when a crime had been committed on an Amer-
ican vessel on the high seas, the " crime being of the sole competency

of the United States, and the ship is compelled by her contract of

destination, by stress of weather, or by the crime itself, to touch at a

French port, . . . the criminal may be forcibly withdraAvn from the

ship by the local authorities or by the order of the government."

It was advised that the local authority, even if it might refuse to

aid, could not lawfully interpose to defeat, the lawful confinement of

members of the crew by the master, on board the ship, with the

advice and approbation of the consul.

Cusbing. At. Oen., Sept. <!. IS-jG. 8 Op. 73. See. also, Lawrence's Wheaton
(18(k5). 207. KHJl ; Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, min. to

France. Sept. 8, 18.5<>. MS. Inst. France. XV. .344.

In accord, opinion of Mr. Grundy. At. Gen., in the case of the Amistud,

Nov. 1839. 3 Op. 484.

'' I can not account for the omission of my immediate predecessor

to authorize you to give to the French Government an assurance that

the same construction which was placed by it upon the 8th article of

the consular convention between the United States and France of

18."):5. in adjusting the case of the mutineers of the Atalanta. would

1k^ given to that article by this (government if a similar case should

occur with reference to a French vessel while within the ports of the

United States. It may. however, be ascribed to the pressure of busi-

ness consequent upon the close of the last session of Congress. The
decision of the French (lovernment in that case is in conformity

with the opinion of the Attorney-General of the United States upon
the subject, which opinion has been approved by this Government.

I'nder these circumstances you are consequently authorized to give

to Count Walenski on behalf of this Government the assurance above

referred to, in conformity with the suggestion made in your No. 182

of the 27th of November last."

Mr. ("ass. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, min. to France. April 14, 18r)7. MS.
Inst. France. XV. :r>n.

It appears by this instruction that, although Art. VIII. of the consular

convention, as Mr. Cushing state<I. does not give consuls jurisdiction

of crimes, the two (Jovermnents ultimately agreed to treat the deten-

tion of i)ersons chargiHl with crime on vessels of the two countries at

sea. as coming within its sjiirit. By the terms of the article, con-

sular officers have " exclusive charge of the internal order of the

merchant vessels of tlieir nation." and can alone take cognizance of
*' differenct^ " arising, in iwrt or at sea. between the officers and

crews, iKirticularly as to wages and contracts.
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The local port aiithorily has jurisdiction of acts committed on

hoard of a foreign merchant sliij) ^Yhik^ in port, provided those

acts affect the i)eace of the port, hut not otherwise; and its jurisdic-

tion does not extend to acts internal to the ship, or occurring on the

hi«rh seas.

The local authority has right to enter on board a foreign merchant-

man in port for the puri)ose of in(|uirv universally, hut for the pur-

pose of arrest only in matters Avithin its ascertained jurisdiction.

("ushiii^'. At. (Jen.. 1S.^)<;, S Op. 7.'}.

For an account of tlie cases of the Newton and the Sally, involving the

(jviestion of the jurisdiction of United States con.suls over crimes

committed on i>oai'd United States vessels in French i)orts, sec 1

IMiilllniore Int. Law CS ed.), 484.

'' There is no doubt of the jurisdiction of our officers and tribunals

to interfere in the way of prevention or of punishment in breaches of

the peace occurring in American waters upon foreign vessels. There

is no reason why our police, civil or naval, should hesitate to board a

British vessel for the purpose of quelling a mutiny, attended with

assaults upon the officers or violent resistance to the exercise of their

legitimate authority—or subjecting refractory seamen to temporary

confinement. The difficulty, however, is supposed to arise in cases

where seamen simply refu.se to work, and where confinement of them

would reduce the vessel to a floating jail, without the power of motion.

The remedy that is supposed to be wanted is a compulsion upon the

men to do their duty: in other words, to enforce a specific obligation

of their contract. No officer or tribunal of the United States has the

capacity to ai)])ly such a remedy. excei)t in execution of a treaty or

convention, which seems necessary as the basis of laws of Congress

regulating the mode of ])roceeding. A treaty is also necessary to

justify the detention here of a foreign seaman upon the order of his

consul, or otlierwise than as a criminal offender.

"For any intervention beyond the limit thus indicated anagree-
meut between the two (lovernments would seem to be requisite. I

have to remark, however, that the (juestion which I have discussed is

j)ur('ly a legal one. upon which I ought to reserve myself for consulta-

tion with the Att<)rney-(ieneral.*'

.Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Sir F. I'.ruce, Brit, min., Mar. 1(5, 180(5, Dip.

Cor. I sec. I. L':',l.

Tiiis note referred to tiie case of tlie Rritisii hark Campftir, which, while

on her way to sea. came to anciior in tiie Chesapeal<e Bay, ahout

ninety ndles lielow I*>al(imore. Next mornini; the men refused to

weigh tiie anchors and declared that they would not proceed on the

voyage. The cai»tain, with the aid of a steamer, returned to Balti-

more in order to sectwe the assistance of the British consul in putting

the men in irons and getting to sea. The consul aj)plied to the United

States marshal, who. after consulting the district attorney, decided
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that he could not interfere; and the uninieipal police would give no

aid, as the matter was out of their jurisdiction. Subsequently, how-

ever, a United States revenue cutter put an armed boat's crew on

board the bark, by whom she was taken to Norfolk, where the nine

mutineers were init in jail. It was stated that Judge I'^nderhill, of

the Unitetl States district court at Norfolk, was of opinion that he

could not put the men on trial ; and the bark, after lying at Norfolk

several days, sailed for Ireland, four of the mutineers having returned

to duty. The remaining five were left behind and were set at liberty.

It was stated that a few days later one of them actetl as ringleader in

a similar mutiny on the liritish bark Kathleen, fifteen miles below

Baltimore, there being, as it appeared, an organized gang who pui"-

sued the practice of " bounty jumping." by shipping as sailors, getting

advance pay, and then deserting or refusing to work. In the case of

the Kathleen legal redress was again refused, but the master,

besides shipi)ing a new crew, was able to put some of the worst of

the nuitineers in irons and take them to England. (Sir F. Bruce,

Brit, min., to Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, March 7, 1866, Dip. Cor.

1866, I. 228.)

" Referring to the case of Albert Allen Gardner, master of the

American ship Anna Camj), tried in the connt}^ court at Liverpool, in

May last, copies of certain papers relating to which were forwarde<:l

to you by General Badeau, I desire to call your attention to the claim

of jurisdiction put forth by the local common-law courts of Great

Britain in this and other similar cases.

" It .seems to be claimed by the courts in question that their juris-

diction extends to the hearing and determining of causes arising upon
complaints between masters and mariners of vessels of the United

States, not only when the occurrences upon which the complaint may
be founded took place within British ports or waters, but also when
the offense which is made the ground of the action Avas committed on

board the vessel on the high seas.

" The exerci.se of this jurisdiction by the local common-law courts

at Liverpool has already been the cause of nnich annoyance and, in

some instances, serious inconvenience to masters and owners of Ameri-

can vessels, and if persisted in nuiy affect injuriously the interests of

American shipping.

" The courts of the United States, even those possessing admiralty

jurisdiction, have repeatedly declined to take cognizance of cases of

this nature when the parties to the action were seamen and masters of

foreign vessels. The reasons assigned by the courts of the United

States for refusing to entertain jurisdiction of such ca.ses are believed

to be in accord with the general practice of other maritime powers

and supported by the principles of international maritime law, as

understood and interpreted by the highest judicial authority of

maritime nations.
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" In a case of controversy between the crew and the master of the

British ship Reli<ni(('. soujrht to he prosecuted l)efore the district

court of the United States in the city of New York, the master and

crew in question hein^ British subjects, the court, in declining to

entertain the case, says: 'The admiralty courts of the United States

will decline jurisdiction of controversies arising between foreign mas-

ters and owners unless the voyage has been broken up or the seamen

unlawfully discharged. It is expected,' continues the same judge,

• that a foreign seaman seeking to prosecute an action of this descrip-

tion in the courts of this country will procure the official sanction of

the commercial or political representative of the country to which he

l)elongs, or that good reasons will be shown for allowing his suit in

the absence of such refusal. This court,"' adds the learned judge, ' has

ivpeatedly discountenanced actions by foreign seamen against for-

eign vessels not terminating their voyages at this port as being calcu-

lated to embarrass commercial transactions and relations between

this country and others in friendly relations with it.'

" The justice and wisdom of those observations of the court will be

at once obvious. The laws of the United States, and the instructions

of this Department to its consular officers resident in foreign coun

tries, i)rovide with more than ordinary care for the adjustment of all

questions of controversy which nuiy arise between the masters and

crews of American vessels growing out of the relations of such mas-

ters and seamen on board the vessel while on the high seas or in the

ports of foreign powers; and where offenses are committed by either

nuister or mariner, or other questions of dispute between them arise

which are beyond the province of the consul to determine, ample pro-

vision is made by law for the trial and punishment of such offenses

and the settlement of those questions by the courts of the United

States. These jjrovisions of the law and considar regulations of this

country ai'e l)eli('ved. moreover, to be in general harmony with exist-

ing laws and regulations of (irreat Britain on this subject.

•"This I)ei)artuieiit. as you are aware, has repeatedly brought to

the attention of Her Majesty's government the necessity of a con-

Mdai' convention lu'twceii the two countries, the existence of which

would do much to ol)\iate in futiu'c occurrences such as that now com-

plained of. It is not designed in this connectit)n to renew any dis-

cussion of that subject now. as you are fully informed that this Gov-
crmnent is now. as it has been heretofore, ready to enter into a

convention on that subject.

" You will avail yourself of the earliest opportunity to bring the

question involved in the case of Captain (lardner to the attention of

Her Majesty's government, with the ex])ression of the hope indulged

by the Government of the United States that measures will be adopted
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to prevent in future the exercise of jurisdiction by the local common-
law courts of (irreat Britain in controversies arising between the mas-

ters and seamen of vessels of the United States growing out of occur-

rences on board their vessels on the high seas."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Scbenck, Nov. 8, 1873, MS. Inst. Great

Britain, XVIII. 431; For. Hel. 1874, 490.

" Referring to my instruction of the 8th of November, 1873, (Xo.

4T().) in relation to jurisdiction assumed by the local common-law
courts of (Ireat Britain, in cases of disputes arising between the mas-

ters and crews of merchant vessels of the United States, I now trans-

mit to you a copy of a dispatch recently received by the Department

from the United States vice-consul at Hongkong, together with a

copy of its inclosures, relating to a case between Joseph D. Ellis, the

^.teward of the American ship Lathley R'lcli^ and Thomas Mitchell,

the master of that vessel, in which the jurisdiction complained of, was
assumed and exercised by the local courts of that colony. Complaints

liave also recently reached the Department from Melbourne and

Singapore of a similar assumption of jurisdiction by the local courts

of these colonies.

'• The laws of the United States make ample provision for the regu-

lation and protection of the seamen of the United States, and for the

i-ettlement of all disputes Avhich may arise between the masters and

crews of American vessels before the consuls of the United States

resident in the ports of foreign countries, carefully reserving, at the

same time, to the parties all the rights and remedies that are secured

to them by law through the courts of the United States.

" Regulations similar in character for the government and police

of their merchant marine are established by the government of Great

Britain, and, indeed, by the governments of most, if not all. com-

mercial nations, and this Government has never failed to recognize

the effective beneficence of such domestic regulations in promoting

discipline, order, and good government on vessels engaged in the

mei-chant service. They rest upon principles of convenience, inter-

national comity, and well-settled rules of public law. The claim of

jurisdiction made by the local common-law courts of Great Britain,

and particularly by the colonial tribunals, is conceived to be in con-

travention of those principles; and the exercise of it, moreover, calcu-

lated to work serious injury to the commerce of the United States, in

those ports where it obtains, and to the interests of the vessels which,

from time to time, become the subjects of such unauthorized inter-

ference.

"Acting in the spirit of these views, this Government has on several

occasions, when interference of a similar character by local courts or
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iiianfistrjites of this country, in the case of British vessels, has been

hrou|rht to its notice hy Her Majesty's government, promptly made
such complaints the subject of inquiry and correction,

•' On the lOtli of February. 1873, Her Majesty's minister at this

capital broufrht to the attention of the Department a case, occurring

at (lalveston. Texas, in which the master of the British ship B>i-

(rjiJidliis had been arraiofned before a local State ma<ristrate, who hap-

pened, also, to be a I'nited States commissioner. ui)on the complaint

of one Thomas Moffit. a seaman of that vessel, for an alleged assault,

commenced while the ship was at sea and continued after her arrival

at that port. The cast» was referred by this Department to the Attor-

nev-dreneral. and that officer instituted an immediate investigation.

It was found, upon inquiry, that the magistrate in question had insti-

tuted the jjroceedings in his capacity of justice of the peace, an office

which he held under the laws of the State of Texas, and not as United

States commissioner, and that upon being advised by the United

States district attorney for that district that it was not a matter of

which either the authorities of the United States or of the State

^h<)uld take cognizance, the nuister being amenable to the laws of the

nation to which his vessel belonged, the complaint was at once dis-

missed by the magistrate. In the same note the British minister

complained of certain proceedings of two United States connnis-

sioners at New Orleans with reference to the discharge of seamen

from a British vessel at that port, the seamen in question l)eing

citizens of the United States and claiming the interposition of the

local authorities on that ground. These officers were also instructed

that such interference with the police regulations established by

(ireat Britain for the government of their merchant-vessels was

contrary to the policy of this (lovernment, and that even in cases

where the right of the local magistrates to assert the jurisdiction

was undoubted, its exercise should be avoided. These instructions

have been adhered to, and there has since been no recurrence at that

l)ort of the interference then complained of,

" In another case, which occurred at Charleston, S, C, and which

was brought to the attention of the Dei)artment by Sir Edward
Thornton in a note of the 0th of May, 1874. in which it appeared that

John Bogan. a seaman of the British ship AmeJie^ complained before

a United States commissioner of ill treatment received at the hands of

the captain of that vessel. It turned out. u])on inquiry, that the com-

missioner was not advised of the nationality of the vessel when he

issued his warrant of arrest, and, that as soon as the fact was dis-

closed to him that the occurrences comphiined of took place upon a

British vessel, he promptly advised the United States district attor-
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noy of that circumstance, and, upon the advice of the latter officer,

ininiediately dismissed the comphiint.

" In these several cases, occurring in the United States, it must also

be noticed that the proceedings were taken by i)etty or inferior mag-
istrates, who niay not reasonably be supposed to be learned in the law,

while in the case of the Lathley Rich^ at Hong-Kong, the proceedings

were commenced before a nis't pr'nix court, and ultimately heard and

determined on appeal before the supreme court of the colony, and the

same is true of some cases which occurred at Melbourne.
" The instances thus given, taken in connection with the practice

and doctrine laid down by Mr. Justice Hetts in the ITnited States

court for Xew York, sitting in admiralty, to which I adverted in my
Xo. 476 to 3'OU, serves to show the uniform regard in which these

principles of international comity and convenience have ])een held by

the Government of the Unite^ States.

" It is therefore with regret that I notice the absence of a reciprocal

respect for these principles in the administration of the local courts of

Great Britain, and particularly in Her Majesty's colonies, in their

proceedings towards American merchant-vessels.

" Bearing in mind the views expressed in my former instruction,

(No. 470,) it is desired that you will take the earliest favorable op-

portunity of bringing to the attention of Her Majesty's Government
the case of the Lathley Rhh, now transmitted in connection with the

general question of the jurisdiction referred to. and you will repre-

sent to Earl Derby the interest felt by this Government in the adop-

ti(m of such measures by that of (ireat Britain as will prevent a re-

currence of such cases, and be effective, especially as regards the

colonial courts, in putting a stop to this exercise of jurisdiction, at

once injurious to the interests of the vessels which may be the sub-

jects of it. and the possible cause of international inconvenience to

two nations so largely interested in the counnerce of the world as are

those of the United States and Great Britain."

Mr. Fish. See. of State, to Mr. Schenck, March 12. ISTo. For. Rel. 1875.

I. 592.

'• The state of international law on the subject of private vessels

in foreign ports . . . may be said to be this: So far as regards acts

done at sea before her arrival in port, and acts done on board in port,

by members of the crew to one another, and so far as regards the gen-

eral regulation of the rights and duties of those belonging on board,

the vessel is exempt from local jurisdiction: but. if the acts done on

board a fleet the peace of the country in whose port she lies, or the per-

sons or property of its subjects, to that extent that state has jurisdic-

tion. The local authorities have a right to visit all such vessels, to

ascertain the nature of anv alleired occurrence on board. Of course.
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no exemption is ever claimed for injuries done by the vessel to prop-

erty or pei'sons in [)()r(. or for acts of her company not done on hoard

tiie vessel, or for their personal contracts or civil obligations or

duties relating to persons not of the ship's company.'"

Daii.i's Wlu'.iton, S '.•.'». note TkS.

(:'.) AITIIORITY OF CONStTLS.

By various treaties between the Tnited States and other poAvers,

exclusive jurisdiction is conferred upon consuls over
rea les an eg

disputes between the masters, officers, and crews of
islation. ' ... . . . , ,.

vessels ot their respective nations, including ques-

tions of wages. To this jurisdiction an express exception is usually

made as to oU'ences that disturb the peace or tranquillity of the port."

In .Tune. 1844. the crew of the Prussian ship Boru,sj<ia, while at

New Bedford, Massachusetts, refused to obey the master. July 7,

1845. the Prussian minister at Washington, complained that the

judicial authorities of the United States in Massachusetts, when
appealed to for assistance in enforcing the decision of the Prussian

consul-general, pursuant to Art. X. of the treaty with Prussia of

1828. had failed to interfere on the ground that no law had been

passed by Congress to give effect to the article. The Department of

State on inquiry found that '' the late Judge Story had arrived at

the conclusion that he did not possess the power to give effect to the

10th article of the treaty, without an act of Congress; " and the

Department, " although by no means satisfied with the correctness

of this opinion." stated .that it perceived " no other means of obvi-

ating this evil, and of giving full effect to like decisions of His

Prussian Majesty's consuls . . . but the passage of a law framed

for this express pur[)ose." It was further stated that the Avhole

subject would be submitted to Congress at its next session.''

Article 10 of the treaty with Prussia of IS'IS provides that the con-

suls. \ ice-consuls, and commercial agents of each party '' shall have

the I'ight. a> such, to sit as judges and arbitrators in such differences

as may arise between the cai)tains and crews of the vessels belonging

to the nation whose interests are committed to their charge, without

the interference of the local authorities." subject to the right of the

contending parties " to resort, on their return, to the judicial author-

ity of their country," and to the right of the consuls, vice-consuls, and

a Tlie authority of consuls under those stipulations is ministerial only, uot

.iudicial. (Cushinp, At. Gen. 1!C)7, S Op. :180.)

& Mr. lUichanan, Sec. of State, to I'.aron von (ierolt Prussian niin., Nov. 4,

1845, MS. Notes to German States. VI. 12L)
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commercial agents to require the assistance of the local authorities

" to cause their decisions to be carried into effect or supported." The
crew of a Prussian vessel sued in rem^ in admiralty, in the district

court, to recover wag^es alleged to be due to them. The nuister of the

vessel answered, denying the debt, invoking the protection of said

treaty, denying the jurisdiction of the court, and averring that the

claim for wages had already been adjudicated by the Prussian consul

at New York. The consul also protested formally to the court

against the exercise of its jurisdiction. The case was tried in the dis-

trict court, and it appeared that the consul had adjudicated on the

claim for wages. The district court decreed in favor of the libel-

lants. It was held that the district court had no jurisdiction of the

case.

The Elwine Kreplin, 9 Blatch. 438.

As to the general effect of siinihir treaty stipuhitions in the United States,

see Williams r. Welhaven. 5.") Fed. Rep. 80.

As to jiu'isdiotion of offences aft"eetinj? the peace or trancinillity of the

port, see the cases given helow in connection with particular treaty

stipulations, and particularly Wildenhus's case. 120 U. 8. 1, under

the treaty with Kelgiuui. infra, p. 30.3.

" The act to enforce treaty provisions respecting disputes between

masters and crews was approved June 11, 18G4. It is not to take

effect as to the ships or vessels of any nation, unless the President shall

have been satisfied that similar provisions have been made by the

other contracting party for the execution of the treaty, and shall have

issued his proclamation to that effect. On the 10th of February,

1870, proclamation was made under this act as to the treaties with

France, Prussia, and the other States of the North German Union, and

Italy ; and on the 11th of May. 1872, as to the treaty with S^veden and

Norway.
'' This statute authorizes any court of record of the United Stptes,

or any judge thereof, or any commissioner apjjointed under the laws

of the United States to take bail or affidavits, or for other judicial

purposes whatsoever, to receive the application of the consular officer,

to issue process against the person complained of, and if it shall

appear, on his being returned before the magistrate, that he is not a

citizen of the United States, and if a prima facie case shall be made
out that the matter concerns only the internal order and discipline or

the foreign vessel, and does not affect directly the laws of the United

States or the rights and duties of any citizen, then the magistrate

shall commit the seaman to prison to abide the lawful order or control

of the master: provided the expenses of the proceedings shall be i)aid

by the consular officer, and the seaman shall not be detained for more

than two months after his arrest."

Mr. J. C. B. Davis, Treaty Notes, Treaty Vol. (1778-1887), 1279.

For the act of June 11, 1804, see 13 Stat. 121.
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For the proclamation of Fob. 10, 1870. see 10 Stat. 1130: proclamation of

May 11. 1S7J. 17 id. !».">.

The I>epartnuMit of State (leeline<l to issue a proclamation In the case of

the Netherlands, in the absence of an appropriate treaty stiiRiIation,

such as was afterwards made in Art. XI. of the convention of May 2.3.

1S7S. ( Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mazel, Oct. 9, 1SG9, MS. Notes to

Netherlands Le«. VII. 130. See, liowever, Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to

.Mr. Westenberj;. .May 22. 1872, id. 2:«.)

'• Whatever embarrassment this [the absence of a proclamation

under the act of June 11, 1864, supra,] might create in the wa}' of

affirmative action, .such as ordering the arrest of a deserter, it is sug-

gested tliat the operation [of Art. X.] of the treaty " with Prussia, of

]8'28. would, • without the aid of any statute," forbid the interference

of the local authorities in differences between masters and crews.

"The treaty being the supreme law of the land executas itself, for

this restraining purpose."-

Mr. E. I'eshiiie Smith. Solicitor of Department of State, to Mr. Cad-

walader. July 2. 1869, 81 MS. Dom. Let. .'M9.

•• There has never been the slightest doubt as to the entire legality

of extraterritorial jurisdiction when acquired in foreign ports by

treaty. The first treaties creating such rights were concluded in

1787 and 1788, almost simultaneously with the adoption of the Con-

stitution, and were understood b}^ the framers of the Constitution as

compatil)le therewith. In the next sixty years several other extra-

territorial treaties were concluded, but no law was even deemed

necessary to the execution of those treaties until 1848, and then the

statute aimed simply to codify the treaty rights acquired in a con-

venient- form : it could not create them. And finally the circuit

courts of the Ignited States have fully sustained the constitutionality

of the existing statutes.''

Mr. Frelin.i,'huysiMi. Sec. of State, to Mr. Gardiner, Mar. 16. 18a3. 146 MS.
I>(.iii. Let. ItU.

" (Generally speaking, the consul has jurisdiction of all disputes on
shipboard, not affecting the peace of the port, but as this right is not

specially conceded by treaty, it could only be claimed and exercised

In' comity, and in the absence of any competent claim of jurisdiction

by the local courts, indess indeed the right may sj)ring from Art.

XXXIII. of said treaty [of 1864 with Hayti], the most favored

nation clause."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, min. to Hayti. July 31. 1885,

MS. Inst. Hayti. II. 511, referring to the case of au American
man who had been arrested at Port au Prince on a charge of mur-

dering a Ilaytian ]K)liceman in a drinking house.

The .Vustrian chargi' d'affaires having daimetl. under the most-favore<l-

uatiou clause, the benefit of the provisions of the treaties between
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the United States and Russia and certain other countries, conferring

jurisdiction on consuls in regard to questions ai-ising between the

masters and crews of merchant vessels, the (Jovernment of the

United States replied: "Seeing that the right now under considera-

tion . . . is, in every such instance, given in exchange for the

very same right conferred in terms equally express upon the consuls

of the United States, it cannot be expected that it will be considered

as established by the operation of a general provision, which, if it

were allowed so to operate, would destroy all reciprocity in this

regard, leaving the United States without that e(iuivalent in favor

of their consuls, which is the consideration received by them for the

grant of this right wherever expressly granted." (Mr. Buchanan,

Sec. of State, to Chev. Hiilsemann, Austrian charge d'affaires, May 18,

184(), MS. Notes to (iernian States, VI. 130.)

It was advised by Attorney-General Speed, in 1800, that the United States

might claim consular jurisdiction of disputes among American citi-

zens belonging to the crews of American vessels in the Hawaiian

Islands, under the most-favored-nation clause in the treaty with that

country, which secured to the " consuls " of the contracting parties

" the same privileges and powers " as to " those of the most favored

nation," such jurisdiction having been conceded by treaty by Hawaii

to France. (11 Op. 508.)

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

Treaties- Austria- ^^^^ instant, in rehition to the cases of the captains

Hungary, July of the Hungarian merchant vessels Ararat and Mim'i

11, 1870, Art. XI. p,^ ill which you request, on behalf of your Govern-

ment, to be put in possession of the views of (he (jovernment of the

United States on the question of local jurisdiction involved in the

case referred to.

'' I inclose herewith a copy of an opinion of the Attorney-General

of the 9th July last, in response to the request I made of that func-

tionary on the 27th of June of the same year, and of which I had
the honor to inform Count Lippe-AVeissenfeld.

" Your contention rests on the eleventh article of the consular con-

vention concluded between the United States and the Austro-IIun-

garian monarchy on the 11th July, 1870. The article referred to is

in the following words, namely:

" Consuls, vice-consuls, or consular agents shall have exclusive charge of the

internal order of the merchant vessels of their nation. They shall have, there-

fore, the exclusive power to take cognizance of and to settle all differences

w liicli may arise at sea or in port between captains, officers, and crew in refer-

ence to wages and the execution of mutual contracts, subject in each case to

llio laws of their own nation.

"The local authorities shall in no way interfere, except in cases where llic

differences on board ship are of a nature to disturb the peace and public order

In port or on shoi'e, or when i)ersons other than the officers and crew of the

vessel are jiarties to the disturbance. TLxcept as aforesaid, the local authorities

shall confine themselves to the rendering of forcible assistance if recpiired by

the consuls, vice-consuls, or consular agents, and shall cause the arrest, tempo-
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rary imprisoiuiKMit. and romoval on Itoaitl his own vessel of everj- person whose
name is found on tlie niustor-rolls or rof^ister of tlie ship or list of the crew.

" I find no (littic-iilty in agreeing with your statement, that by the

general princii)l('s of international law private or merchant vessels

entering the ports of another nation than their own are subject to the

local jurisdiction: and I also recognize at once the convenience and
desirability of the rule you suggest as that adopted by France, and

followed by some other nations, that local courts should decline to

take jurisdiction of cases involving acts of mere interior discipline

of the vessel. Such, indeed, has Ix^en the course recommended by

the executive branch of this Government to the courts, and it gives

me pleasure to be able to add that both the Federal and State courts

have as a general rule conformed their proceedings in such cases to

that suggestion. These tribunals, however, are bound under the

Constitution and laws of the United States to entertain every com-

plaint in which is presented a prima fncic case of violation of the

local laws, and it consequently becomes necessary in such cases that

the judge should hear the evidence before he is able to determine

whether the case is one of mere discipline connected with the ship,

or whether it is of such a nature as to involve a disturbance of the

public order in port or on shore; and bound by the same constitu-

tional and statutory provisions the executive branch of the Govern-

ment nuist refrain from all interference with the judicial tribunals

in regard to cases or questions that nuiy be pending Ix^fore such

tribunals. No doubt is entertained, however, but that the declara-

tions of the courts will always be had. and their decisions be always

rendered with a due regard for the obligations of the Government

under its treaty stipulations with foreign ])owers.

• The President. I need scarcely add. will ever deem it his duty to

give full ert'ect, in spirit and in letter, to the provisions of the conven-

tion of .Inly. 1n70. between this (irovernment and that of Austria-

Hungary, which you so worthily represent."

Mr. Fn'lln;.'huysen, Sec. of State, to liaron S<haeffer. Aust. niin.. Nov. 13,

iKs:;. For. Hel. 18S:?. a(».

In For. Rt'i. for IKs:',. 17 /f. is jriven a full rejwrt of the trial of Com. r.

Fcrlan. I'liiladcljiliia. is.s:{. referred to al)ove.

Article XI. of the convention with Austria-Hungary of July 11,

1S70. having invested consular officers with *" power to take cognizance

of and to s*'tttle all ditl'erences . . . between captains, officers and

crews in reference to wages and the execution of nnitual contracts."

and there being no consulai- oflicer of Austria-Hungary at Savannah,

(ra.. the minister of Austria-Hungary authorized Mr. Cosulieh, a ship

agent, to act "as consulai' agent specially to settle a difference as to

wages l>etween the nuister and crew of the Austrian vessel Celestina,
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then lyings at that port, the I)ei)artment of State at the same time

recjuestiiig the Secretary of the Treasury to telegraph the officers of

his Departiiieiit at Savannah provisionally to recognize Mr, Cosu-

lich in the capacity mentioned.

Mr. Frelinj^luiysen. See. of State, to Mr. McCulloeh, See. of Treas., Jan.

IT, 1885, 153 MS. Doin. Let. ()!)4.

W,, a Belgian subject, in October, 188G, stabbed and killed F.,

another lielgian subject, on a Belgian steamship then

^880™! t^Xl
moored at a dock in Jersey City in the State of Xew
Jersey. Both A^^ and F. were members of the crew

of the steamship; the atfair began and ended wholly below deck; and
the only witnesses present were other members of the crew. W. was
arrested and imprisoned by the local authorities inider the laws of

the State of New Jersey on a charge of felonious homicide.

By articles 8, 9, and 10, of the royal decree of March 11, 1857, Bel-

gian consuls were invested with " the right of discipline on Belgian

merchant vessels " in their various districts and were authorized in

the matter of oti'enses or crimes to hold examinations conformably to

the provisions of the disciplinary and penal code of the merchant

^service; and they were directed, except where the peace of the port

should have been compromised, to i)rotest against every attempt of

the local authority to take cognizance of crimes or oilf'enses com-

mitted on boai'd of a Belgian vessel l)v one of the ship's company
against a person belonging either to the same crew or to the crew of

another Belgian vessel, to the end that the oft'ender might ultimately

be tried according to the laws of Belgium. AVhere the crime or

olfense was committed outside the ship, or even on board of it but

against a person not of the company, the consul was directed, in case

the local authorities should arrest or prosecute the offender, to see

that lie was treated with humanity, defended, and impartially tried.

By Article XI. of the convention l)etween the United States and

Jielgium '' concerning the rights, immunities, and privileges of con-

sular officers." concluded ]\Iarch 1), 1880, it was provided as follows:

The ri'spcctivo Coiisuls-CJonoral. Coiisxils, Vife-Cousiils, and Con.sulnr Agents

s1i.m11 have oxclusive charge of the internal order of the merchant vessels of

their n;ition, and shall alone take cognizance of all differences which may arise,

cither at sea or in ])ort. between the captains, otHcex's and crews, without excep-

tion, particularly in reference to the adjustnaMit of wages and the execution of

contracts. The local authorities shall not interfere except when the disorder

that has arisen is of such a nature as to disturb tranquillity and public order

on shore, or in the port, or when a i)erson of the coiuitry or not belonging to the

crew shall be concerned therein.

In all other cases, the afores;iid authoiMties shall confine themselves to lend-

ing aid to the Consuls and Vice-Consxds or Consular Agents, if they are i-equested

by them to do so. in causing the arrest and iniprisonnuMit of any jK-rson whose

name is inscril>ed on tlie crew-list, whenever, for any cause, the said oflicers

shall think proper.
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An application for the discharge of AV. on habeas corpus was
made l)v the Px'lirian consul at Jersey City, who contended that both

by the law of nations and the provisions of the treaty the offense with

which W. was chai<red was "solely copiizable by the authority of

the laws of the Kin<rdoni of Helgiuni." and that the State of New Jer-

sey had no jurisdiction in the matter.

It was held ( 1 ) that, by the law of civilized nations, " when a mer-

chant vessel of one country enters the ports of another for the ])ur-

poses of trade, it subjects itself to the law of the place to Avhich it goes,

unless l)y treaty or otherwise the two countries have come to some

ditl'erent understanding or agreement:" {-2) that it had come to be

generally understood among civilized nations, however, that matters

of discipline and other things done on board which affected only the

vessel oi- those belonging to it should be left to be dealt with by the

aiuhorities of the nation to which the vessel belonged, while crimes

committed on board of a charactel* to disturb the peace and tran-

• jiiillity of the i)ort should be dealt with by the local tribunals if they

should see fit to assert their authority; (3) that the provisions of

the convention between the United States and Belgium, by which the

conduct of the two (irovernments towards each other must in the

IKMiding matter be governed, embodied, and were intended to give

etl'ect to this general distinction: (4) that, this being the case, the

oidy (juestion to be detei'uiined was whether the disorder in (juestion

was of a nature to disturb the public })eace or j)ublic repose of the

pe()j)le who looked to the State of New Jersey for protection. It

was held that the disorder was of this nature: and the judgment of the

court below remanding the prisoner to the custod}' of the authorities

of the State of New Jersey was affirmed.

In tlie course of its opinion, the court said ;

•• If the thing done—' the disorder,' as it is called in the treaty—is

of a character to affect those on shore or in the port when it be-

come- known, the fact that only those on the ship saw it when it was

done i< a matter of no moment. Those who are not on the vessel pay

no sj)ecial attention to the mere disjjutes or quarrels of the seamen

while on board, whether they occur under deck or above. Neither do

they as a i-ulc care for anything done on board which relates only to

the discijdine of the ship, or to the preservation of order and author-

ity. Not so, however, with crimes which from their gravity awaken
a i)ublic interest as soon as they become known, and especially those

of a character which every civilized nation considers itself bound to

provide a severe ])unishment for when connnitted within its own
jurisdicti(»n. In such cases iiupiiry is certain to be instituted at once

to ascertain h<»w or why the thing was done, and the popular excite-

ment rises or falls as the news sjuvads and the facts become known.

It is not alone the publicity of the act, or the noise and clamor which
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attends it, that fixes the nature of the crime, hut the act itself. If

that is of a character to awaken public interest when it becomes

known, it is a * disorder ' the nature of which is to atfect the com-

nnniity at lar<i:e. and consequently to invoke the power of the local

"[overnment whose people have been disturbed by what was done.

The very nature of such an act is to disturb the quiet of a peaceful

connmuiity, and to create, in the language of the treaty, a ' disorder '

which will ' disturb tranquillity and public order on shore or in the

port." The princijDle which governs the whole matter is this: Dis-

orders which disturb only the peace of the ship or those on board are

to be dealt with exclusively by the sovereignty of the home of the

ship, but those which disturb the public peace may be suppressed,

and, if need be, the olTenders punished by the proper authorities of

the local jurisdiction. It may not be easy at all times to determine

to which of the two jurisdictions a particular act of disorder belongs.

Much will undoubtedly depend on the attending circumstances of the

particular case, but all must concede that felonious homicide is a

subject for the local jurisdiction, and that if the proper authorities

are proceeding with the case in a regular way, the consul has no

right to interfere to prevent it. That, according to the petition for

the habeas corpus, is this case."

Wlldenhus's case (1887). 120 U. S. 1.

In 188(5, in consequence of difficulties between the master and crew, a

libel was filed asaiiist the Russian ship Xautiliis in the United States

district court at INIobile, Alabama, and a prosecution for assault and

battery was instituted against the master and mate before the city

court. The district court decided against the vessel, while the city

court acquitted the mate but fined the master $100. On the advice

of the United States district attorney, who had appeared and ex-

ce])ted to the jurisdiction, the Russian consul furnished an appeal

bond in the criminal case ; but while the (piestion of an appeal in the

maritime case was still under advisement, the master of the ship,

declining to wait longer, settled both cases of liis own accord and

sailed away. (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Baron Rosen, Russian

charge, .July 29, 188G, MS. Notes to Russia, VII. 493. See, also, Mr.

de Struve. Russ. min., to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, June o, 1S8G,

MS. Notes from Russia ; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Garland,

At.-Gen., June l."), 1880, IGO MS. Dom. Let. 48.5, asking that " proper

instructions" might be sent to the United States district attorney.)

'• By a circular dated 20th August, 1884, the Department of State

requested this legation to inform the French consuls
France^l853, Art.

.^^ ^j^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ ^j^^^ United States of the provisions of

the tenth section of the law voted by Congress the

2(>th June, 1884, under the name of the ' shipping act.'

'' The (lovernment of the Kepublic, to which these provisions were

likewise comnumicated, highly appreciated the humane object of the

principal provisions of the shipping act. At the same time certain

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 20
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questions of detail have suggested to the minister of foreign affairs

and to the minister of marine of the Republic some considerations

which I have been charged to call to the attention of the Department

of State.

•• Section 10 of the shipping act forbids captains of ships, under

pain of tine and imprisonment, from giving to the crew of the vessel

any kind of advance on their wages at the moment of embarking.

It declares, also, illegal the transfer of wages to a third party, though

authorizing reservations of part of the pay in favor of the families

of sailors: it stipulates, finally, that the different provisions are

equally applicable to foreign ships, which would be refused permis-

sion to leave any port of the United States if they contravened them.
"• It appears to the above-mentioned ministers that, on account of

the general character of its terms, this jjrovision cannot be reconciled

with the stipulations of Article VIII of the Franco-American consu-

lar convention. It appears to them, moreover, to infringe the rights

of the different nations to determine, according to their own legisla-

tion, the duties and obligations of their merchant captains towards

I heir crews on the merchant vessels of their own nation.

" Th',' (rovernment of the United States has the incontestable right

to forbid American captains in the jiorts of the Union and foreign

countries from making any payment in advance to their crews. But

can this right be legally extended to French captains who enlist

French sailors in the ports of the United States?

"As to what concenis American sailors. Mr. de Freycinet and

Admiral Galil)er agree in recognizing that the Federal authorities,

preserving their jurisdiction over their citizens when they engage

themselves in their own ports on foreign vessels, claim, in that case

justly, from French captains an observance of the provisions of the

shipping act. as far as it relates to American sailors.

• The ()l>jection then reduces itself, as you see. ^Ir. Secretary, to the

vjuestion of the rights of French captains over French sailors, rights

concerning which the veiy general terms of the final provision of sec-

tion 10 might raise difficulties Ix^tween the Federal authorities and the

consuls. If you share with my Government this manner of looking

at the (inestion. you will perhaps consider that a circidar from your

Department might decide the scope of thes<^ general provisions, with-

out infringing the legislative sovereignty of each nation with regard

to its subjects.

" I should add. in order to completely eliminate the question of

Innnanity. that the French laws and regulations have already pro-

tected with efficient guarantees the advances made by captains to the

crews during the voyage or at the moment of embarkation. These

advances to Ix' recognized as available nmst have been authorized by

a French consul. Finally, as regards the sailors who disembark in
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foreign countrips, the consuls can only give them the half of the sums

deposited in their name at the (consular) chancery by the captains,

unless this advance exceeds 150 francs, or about $30. The rest of the

amount is transmitted to France and deposited in the Mariners'

Deposit Bank, to be remitted to the claimant on his return to his

district of enrollment.
'' T hope, Mr. Secretary of State, that these explanations will be of a

nature to convince you that it is possible to harmonize the dictates of

humanity in this question with the free exercise of the rights of our

respective Governments over their own citizens."

Mr. Roustan. French min., to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of,State. July 31, 1885. For.

Rel. 1885, 384.

•• The views expressed in your note are apparently not only based

upon a conception not sufficiently broad of the power of this Gov-

ernment to affect by its legislation foreign merchant ships when
within its territorial jurisdiction, but also upon a misconception, it

is apprehended, of the scope and operation of the statutory provi-

sion prohibiting the payment of advance wages to seamen to which

you refer.

" That provision is from its subject-matter of the nature of a

connnercial regulation. Commerce, in its simplest signification,

means an exchange of goods, but, in the advancement of society,

labor, transportation, intelligence, care, and various mediums of

exchange, become connnodities and enter into connnerce: the sub-

ject, the vehicle, the agent, and their various operations, become the

objects of connnercial regulation. (9 AVheaton, 229.) The officers

and crew of a merchant vessel are as nuich the instruments of com-

merce as the ship. (7 Howard, 408.)

" The innnediate purpose of the provision of section 10 of the act

in question is to protect the interests and promote the welfare of

merchant seamen while sojourning at American ports, persons whose

occupation is indispensable to maritime commerce, and who are ob-

jects of solicitude and care in the codes of all commercial nations.

They are characterized as usually a heedless and ignorant but most

useful class of men, exposed to constant hardships, perils, and op-

j>ression, and in port the ready victims of temptation and fraud

(.3 Kent Com., 1T<)). as notoriously and proverbially reckless and

improvident, and on all accounts requiring protection against them-

selves (Sh. Minerva. 1 Ilagg.. 855), as credulous, complying, ami

easily overreached, and recjuiring to be treated in reference to their

bargains as courts of equity treat young heirs in dealing with their

expectancies, wards with their guardians, cestuis que trusts with

their trustees (Harden rs. Gordon, 2 Mason, 556). Legislation for

their security and protection when employed in the merchant serv-
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ice was early adopted In' C<)i\ii:ress (act of July 20, 1700, chap. 20),

and has been enacted from time to time down to the present, con-

taining niany wise and wholesome provisions directed to that end.

(See Revised Statutes. Title LIII.)

" The i)r()visi()n now under consideration deals with the subject

of the wair^'s of those seamen irho (ire hired hi Antericmi ports, and

those only. It is thereby made unlawful to pay advance wages to

tile seamen himself before he leaves t/ie port at which he is engaged,

(»r to pay the same (/. e., advance wages of such seaman) to any per-

son; and this l)y the express terms of the statute applies to foreign

as well as to American vessels. The power of Congress to regulate

the employment or hire of merchant seamen within the ports of the

United States can not be (juestioned. There is no principle of inter-

national hnv wdiich forbids the application of such legislation to

foreign ships.

" ^Marshall. C\ J., observes in The Exchange, 7 Cr., 13G:

'The jnrisdictioii of the nation is necessarily exclusive and absolute. It is

snscei)til)le of no limitation not imposed by itself. Any restriction upon it,

derivinj^ validity from an external source, would imply a diminution of its

sovereifinty to tlie extent of the restriction and an investment of that sover-

eignty to th(> same extent in that i)ower which could impose such restriction.

.\1I exceptions, therefore, to the tull and complete power of a nation within its

cwn teritorit's must be traced up to the consent of the nation itself. They
can flow from no other lej^itimate source.'

" Hence, a foreign merchant vessel going into the port of a for-

eign state subjects herself to the hnvs of that state and is bound to

conform to its counnercial as well as to its police and other regula-

tions during the period of her stay there. ' She is as much a siibditifs

teiii poraiKiis.' remarks Sir R. Phillimore with reference to such a

case, in The Queen rs. Keyn, 2 Plx. I)., 82, ' as the individual Avho

visits the interior of the country for the purposes of pleasure or

business."

"• Fi'om this doctrine it follows that in extending the provision

adverted to so as to make it applicable to foreign merchant ships

within oiir |)()rts the same as to American vessels. Congress has not

assumed to deal with any I'ights of such ships with which on prin-

ciples of international law it is not entitled to interfere, nor has it

exceeded the proper limits of its jui'isdiction, having regard to the

rights of othei- nations. Therefore, unless exemi)ted fi'om the opera-

tion of the provision by virtue of some treaty or statute having that

effect, no nation has any valid ground to claim for its merchant

shii)ping. in any case or under any circumstances, immunity from

observance thereof. Whether the seaman hired or engaged in one

of our ports by a foreign shij;) is or is not of the same nationality

as the vessel is wholly inmiaterial, the language of the provision being
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general and including (as it may properly do) all merchant seamen

who are there hired or engaged by such ship, irrespective of their

nationality.

'• In regard to the supposed conflict between the statutory provision

and Article VIII. of the convention of February 23, 1853, between

this country and France, this Government holds that the subject-

matter of the one is entirely distinct from that of the other, and that

no collision necessarily arises.

" By that said article of the treaty the respective consuls

—

' Shall have exclusive charge of the internal order of the merchant vessels of

their nation, and shall alone take c"ognizance of differences which may arise,

either at sea or in port, between the eaptain. offieers and ereic without exception,

particularly in reference to the adjustment of wages and the execution of

eontraets.'

'' The word ' execution ' is obviously used here in the sense of per-

formance.
" This provision accords the consular officer

—

"(1) A limited police jurii^diction over the merchant vessels of his

nation, embracing only those acts which relate to the interior disci-

pline of the vessel, and Avhich do not disturb the peace and good order

of the port. With respect to that jurisdiction the scope of the pro-

vision is precisely determined by the word ' internal.'

"(2) A limited cognizance of civil controversies between the officers

and the crews of such vessels, particularly those relating to the per-

formance of contracts of service and the adjustment of wages there-

under.
" It seems very plain to this Government that a public law of the

port which prohibits the payment of advance wages to seamen, hired

at that i)ort, before the vessel sails, does not concern the ' internal

order ' of such vessel in contemi)lation of the above provision; and it

is difficult to see wherein the law could become a subject of ' difference
'

between the officers and crew of the vessel. In hiring a seaman at an

American port, the master of a ship can make no valid agreement to

pay advance Avages before leaving the i)ort, for the reason that such

j)ayment is prohibited by the public law of the place. Should he do

so. and fail to pay the advance, this might give rise to a ' difference
'

between liim and the seaman, but it would be a difference manifestly

involving no conflict between the law and the treaty. On the other

hand, shouhl the master ])ay the seaman advance wages, the enforce-

ment of the law against the former could not, in any point of view, be

deemed an interference in a ' difference ' between the two individuals.
'• This Ciovernment holds that the provisions of section 10 of the

act of June 2(). 1884, are designed to regulate dealings with seamen
who are commorant in the ports of the United States and witli whom
shipping agreements are there entered into. The}^ do not apply to
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dealings with the seamen under such agreements made elsewhere.

Obligations arising out of the latter agreements are unaflFected by the

statute; the former can give rise to no obligation the performance of

which involves an infraction of its provisions.

'' In brief, the conclusions reached by this Government upon the

points j)resented by your note are as follows

:

"(1) That the provisions of the act of June i2(). 1884, respecting the

payment of advance wages, in so far as they apply to foreign ship-

ping, are not in conflict with the stipulations of Article VIII. of the

convention of February 23, 1853, between this country and France.

"('2) That the provisions of said act infringe upon no principles of

international law which other nations are entitled to exercise within

American ports as regards their merchant vessels.

"(3) That therefore those provisions can legally extend to French

captains who hire French sailors in American ports, and that in

extending, as they do to them, they violate or prejudice no right of

such captains in the premises.''

Mr. Kayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Roiistan, French niin., Aug. 20, 188.'),

For. Kel. 1885. :58<;.

February 9, 1901, the German ambassador at Washington repre-

sented that the United States marshal at Philadel-

^o'^?"^' .^^xx ' phia had libelled the (lerman steamship .l.s'.s'?//vV/, with-
1871, Art. XII. '

. . • 1 1

out giving the previous advice required by par. 2,

Art. XII. of the Consular Convention of December 11, 1871."

March 1, 1001, Mr. Hay replied that the Attorney-Genei'al, whom
he had consulted, thought that the previous notice re(}uired by Article

XIX. to be given to the consular officers of the respective nations re-

lated •• only to an examination or search of merchant vessels by judi-

cial authorities or custom-house officials, and to the taxing of the depo-

sitions or statements of officers or persons belonging to the crew of a

vessel of the respective nations, to be made or used in judicial proceed-

ings. In his judguient, therefore, the service of a writ of attachment

upon a vessel is not within the language or intent of said Article

XII.: and as iunnediate service of such a writ is often the very es-

sence of the claiuiaut's or creditor's right, as showing due diligence,

especially wliere preferences are concerned, he thinks the reasons are

obvious why the service of an ordinary attachment was not intended

to be, and was not in fact embraced, in the proceedings which require

previous notice under Article XII. of the treaty aforesaid."" ^

The German Government stated that it was unable to concur in

"For. Rel. lOCH, ICl.

6 Mr. Ha.v. See. of State, to ^Ir. Von Ilollehen. German ambassador, March 1,

1901, MS. Notes to (Jerman Leg. XII. .")8 ; For. liel. 1001, 102.
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this view, tlie Imperial Government having always adhered to the

position " that the obligation of notifying the imperial consular

officers concerned extends, if not to all official proceedings of Ameri-

can local authorities on board German merchant vessels, at least to

all such as affect the interests of the vessel or its service." Various

precedents were referred to in which the Ignited States had, it was
maintained, admitted that the provisions of the treaty governed the

case of an attachment. The Imperial Government, it was said, con-

ceded that an attachment nnist in most cases be executed without

delay, but this was not thought to lend support to the opinion of the

Attorney-General, since in the opinion of the Imperial Government
'* a notification given immediately after entering upon '" the execution

of an official proceeding would be deemed sufficient where loss of time

in giving previous notice would defeat the object of the process. The
concurrence of the United States in this view was requested."

The Department of State again consulted the Attorney-General,

who adhered to the previous opinion of his Department.''

" I have the honor to state that I have given careful consideration

to your letter of November 19 and to the note from the German
embassy which you inclose, Avith its accompanying papers, relative

to the construction of Article XII. of the convention of 1871 between

the United States and Germany. The language of that article is

that • the judicial authorities and custom-house officials shall in no

case proceed to the examination or search of merchant vessels without

having given previous notice to the ccmsular officers of the nation to

which the said vessels belong, in order to enable the said consular

officers to be present.' The concluding paragraph of the article pro-

vides for giving such notice when statements by officers or members
of a crew are to be made in court or before a magistrate, in order to

prevent error or false interpretation which might impede the correct

administration of justice.

'"The view of Mr. Griggs (letter of February 2(), 1901), to which

the embassy's note refers, was that the service of a writ of attachment

upon a vessel is not within the language or the intent of this article of

the treaty, especially since immediate service of such writ is often the

very essence of the right of a claimant or creditor. The note of the

German embassy, while claiming that the service of attachments is

covered by the language of Article XII., concedes generally that when

the object of the proceedings can otherwise not be attained, or be

attained but partially, the obligation to give previous notice is so far

qualified, and that the proximity of a vessel's departure justifies the

a Count Von Quadt, (Jernian charge, to Mr. Hay. Sec. of State. Nov. 8. 1901,

For. Rol. 1901, 103.

^ Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. von Ilolleben, German anibassaJbr, Jan. 0,

1902. For. Rel. 1901, 1(^4.
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failure to notify hoforo the attachment is effected, provided due notice

i?; subsequently ^iven.

"On review of the entire subject, I concur in the conclusion an-

nounced in my predecess<>r's letter of February 20, 1901, viz, ' that

the reasons are obvious why the service of an ordinary attachment

was not intended to be and Avas not in fact embraced in the proceed-

ings which re(|uire previous notice under Article XII of the treaty.'
"

Mi-. Kiidx. At. (Ji'ii.. to Mr. H.iy. Sec. of State, Dec. 28, 1901, For. Rel.

I'.Mil. k;,").

See Mr. Ailee. Acting Sec. of State, to the governor of Virginia. Nov. 2,

1807. 222 MS. Doni. Let. 177: Mr. Adee. Act. Sec. of State, to Baron
von Richenau. Nov. 2. 1897, MS. Notes to German Leg. XII. 97; Mr.

Sherman. Sec. of State, to Baron von Richenau. Nov. 9. 1897. MS.
Notes to German Leg. XII. 98.

By section 24 of the act of December 21, 1898, touching advance

wages and allotment of wages to seamen, the provi-

fo.,, a\ ^ttt
' >^ions were declared to be applicable to foreign as Avell

1871. Art. XIII. ^ ^
. .

*^
.

as to American vessels, and like penalties were im-

posed in both cases. A reservation, however, was made with regard

to the conflicting stipulations of treaties. The (lerman Government
took tlie ground that the application of the section to German vessels

woidd conflict with Article XIII. of the treaty of December 11, 1871.

Mr. .Vdoo. Act. Sec. of State, to Set-, of Treasury. Oct. 12, 1899. 240 MS.

Doiii. Let. 4!>2, enclosing copy of a note from the (Jerman embassy of

Oct. <•). 1899.

See. sujira. the cdrrespondence with France, in' 188.J, as to Art. VIII. of

the consular convention of 18."):?.

A seaman of an Italian bark at Savannah, Ga., applied to a justice

of the peace to obtain payment of wages and a dis-

* ^'.
^^-^.x ' charge, under sections 45-46 and 4547 of the Revised

Art. XI. '^
.

Statutes of the United States, alleging as the ground

on wjiich his discharge was asked that he had been assaulted on l)oard

ship by the master. A suunnons was issued, but the nuister de-

clined to ai)pear, on the strength of Article XI. of the consular

convention between the United States and Italy of September 18,

1878, which confei's upon tiie consular officers of the contracting

parties exclusive cognizance of "questions of whatever kind that

may arise, both at sea and in port, between the captain, officers, and

seamen, without exception," on merchant ves.sels of their respective

nations. The justice of the peace then issued his certificate to the

clerk of the United States district court, under section 4547. Revised

Statutes, but the clerk, on the ground of the pi^visions of the treaty,

declined to issue any ])rocess. Subsequently the seaman also filed a

libel in the United States district court for the recovery of his wages.
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The court likewise refused to issue any process. In so holding, how-

ever, the court intimated an opinion that if the libel, instead of being

confined to the question of wages, had contained a prayer for the

discharge of the seaman on account of assault, the decision might

have been ditferent, it being doubted whether the consular jurisdic-

tion under the treaty applied to '"an unjustifiable assault by the

nuister upon the seaman on board ship, an assault which Avould indi-

cate settled hostility and probable repetition while in port.'' The
Italian legation called this dictum to the attention of the Department
of State and suggested that it be corrected in order to prevent any
" unlawful interpretation '' of the treaty. The Department of State

replied that, as the jurisdiction of the consul was sustained, the de-

cision of the court brought the dispute to an end. but that if the case

had been otherwise, the only mode of obtaining a correction of the

court's judgment would have been by ap])eal.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ferrara, Italian cliarffC', Jan. 10, 1887,

For. Rel. 1887, ()4(). eltinj; For. liel. 188:i n-:U. The opinion of the

court is ])rinte(l in For. Rel. 1887, (>4.*W»4(».

The Italian charj^e enclosed with his note n copy of n letter of the district

attorney at New York, Sept. 4, 1882, to the Italiiin consnl-freneral in

that city, in relation to the case of an Italian seaman who had heen

connnitted hy a local niajjistrate for an assault on another seaman on

an Italian vessel. The district attorney stated that the magistrate

had heen advised that the State courts had no jurisdiction in the

matter, and that the offender should he handed over to the consulate.

(For. Rel. 1887, ()42, ()43.)

See, however. New York Daily Register, March l.'>, 187."». cited in For.

Rel. 1887, (M5.

That questions of jurisdiction are primarily of judicial cognizance, see

Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Clay, nun. to I'eru, July 18, 185.5,

MS. Inst. Peru, XV. 171.

Questions having arisen as to the interpretation of Article XI. of

the convention with Italy of May 8, 18T8, a supplementary article

was concluded February 24, 1881, by which it was ]:)rovided that '' in

case any disorder should happen on board of vessels of either i)arty,

in the territorial waters of the other,'' the local tribunals should not
" on any pretext interfere except when the said disorders are of such

a nature as to cause or l)e likely to cause a breach of the peace or

serious ti'ouble in the i)ort or on shore; or when, in such trouble or

breach of the peace, a ])erson or persons shall be implicated, not form-

ing a part of the crew."

In 1900 the courts of Florida took cognizance of the crime of mur-

der committed by a seaman on the Italian brigantine Pietd, while at

anchor in Pensacola Bay. The Italian ambassador protested against

the action of the Florida authorities, the Italian consular agent re-

porting that the tranquillity of the port Avas not disturbed by the
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crime. The Department of State declined to accept this interpreta-

tion of the treaty, and referred to ^^'ihlenhns's case, 120 TT. S. 1.

Mr. IlHy. S(>c. of St.-ito. to lijiron Fava. Ital. aiiib.. .Inly 10. 11KJ0, MS.

Notes to Ital. Lo«.. IX. 440.

In 1S70 the .Vttorney-tJouoral was lOiiiiested to take such steps as might

l)o necessary to secure to suhjects of Italy their rights under .\rt.

XI. of the convention of May S. ISTS. against a suit lirought in the

marine court of New York City by seamen of the Italian bark C'ar-

niela against the master for wages. The magistrate subseciuently

suspended the i>roceedings. (Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Devens. At. (ien.. .July 24. ISTIt. and .Mr. F. W. Seward. Acting Sec.

of State, to Mr. Devens. At. (Jen.. Aug. i:'.. 1S711. 120 MS. Dom. Let.

2()('>, 411.)

"A qnestion has recently arisen between this (lovernment and that

Feb. 8 1868. and "^ Italy in re<2:ard to the proper construction of

May 8, 1878, Article X. of the convention of February 8th, 18()8,

Art. X. betAveen the United States and Italy, '^rhv- question

may best be stated by a brief synoi)sis of the case out of which it arose.

""The American bark ('
. II. Foster, while on a voyaije from Xcav

York to Pozzuoli, loaded with petroleum, was obli<>ed by stress of

weather to cast overboard a j)art of the car<i:o in order to save the

vessel and remainin<>" freight. On her arrival at Pozzuoli, the cap-

lain went before the rnited States consul at Naples and extended his

l^rotest in accordance with the facts. A copy of this document was

didy forwarded by the consul to the customs authorities and was at

fii-st received without any ol))ection. AMien the vessel was ready to

sail, however, it was insisted by the local officers that this mode of

l)roof was not competent in cases of jettison, and the question having

been brought to the notice of the Department, correspondence en-

sued between the two (lovernments as to the true interj^retation of the

article in question. This coi'respondence has residted in a concur-

rence of views between this I)e})artment and the Italian council of

state, the (lOvernment of Italy conceding that the construction of the

iirticle contended for by this (lOvernment is the correct one. The
Italian minister for foreign aifairs in a note of the 8d of February

bsTl) to the minister of this (Jovernment at RT)me, says: ' The council

of state to which the question was sul)mitted has e.xpressed the

opinion that .Vrticie X. of the consular convention between Italy and

the Anieri<-aii Fnion should be broadly interpreted, that is to say,

in the sense that the evidence of captains and crews given before

their consuls and the written depositions relating thereto be accepted

by the custom-house as legal proof of damage, until evidence to the

contrary before the judicial aiUhority, as is ])racticed in the case of

depositions taken before presidents of tribunals of commerce and

pretors.'
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'•Article X, of the consular convention of May 8th 1878 is sinnlar

in its provisions to Article X. in the convention of P'ohniary 8th,

1808, upon which the foregoing construction was given.

" It is deemed proper to bring the conclusion thus arrived at to

your notice in order that it may serve as a guide to your official con-

duct in any similar cases that may arise within the jurisdiction of

your consulate."

Mr. ITuiiter, Second Assist. Sw. of State, to V. S. fonsuls in Italy, cir-

cular. May U. 1.SS(». MS. Circulars. IJ. 4S2.

The right " to sit as judges and arbitrators in such differences as

Sweden and Nor- "•''}' ari*^' Ijetweeu the captains and crews," given to

way. 1827. Art. consular officers by article 18 of the treaty with
Xin. Sweden and Norway of 1827, is expressly qualified

by the clause " unless the conduct of the crews or of the captain

should disturb the order or tranquillity of the country,'' which

includes all acts amounting to actual breaches of the public peace.

It seems that a more enlarged jurisdiction is conferred upon consuls

by some other treaties; e. cj., with France, February 28, 1858: with

the German Empire, December 11, 1871: with Italy, February 8,

1868.

Taft. At.-Gen.. 1S7M. 1,-) Op. 178.

There is nothing in the treaty l:)etween the United States and
Sweden and Norway which precludes the courts of Philadelphia

County from taking jurisdiction of an indictment for assault and
battery conunitted on board a Norwegian bark lying in the port of

Philadelphia.

Com. r. Luckness, 14 I'hila. (Pa.) .^3.

" Referring to your note of the 18th of February last, in regard to

the case of Jacol> Jacol)sen. a seaman of tlie Norwegian bark TJi-in(/-

stone, at I^hiladelphia. to mine of the IDth of April and to subse-

quent conversation on the sul)ject. I have the honor to state that I

have given the matter carefid consideration in connection with the

views and suggestions of your note and the provisions of the Xlllth

article of the treaty of 1827, between the Fnited States and Sweden

and Norway. The stipulations contained in the last clause of that

article . . . are those under which it is contended by you that juris-

diction is conferred on the consular officers, not only in regard to

such differences of a civil nature growing out of the contract or en-

gagement of the seanum, but also as to disputes and controversies

resulting from j^ersonal vif)lence and involving offences for which

the party may l)e held amenable under the local criminal law.

" This Government does not view the article in question as suscepti-

ble of this broad interpretation. The jurisdiction conferred upon
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the consuls is conceived to he limited to their right to sit as judges or

arhitrators in such ditterences as may arise between the captains and

crews of the vessels, where such differences do not involve on the

j)art of the captain or crew, a disturbance of the order or tranquillity

of the country. When, however, a complaint is made to a local magis-

trate, either by the captain or one or more of the crew of the vessel,

involving the disturbance of the order or tranquillity of the coftntry,

it is comi)etent for such magistrate to take cognizance of the matter

in i)ursuance of the local laws; and under such circumstances in the

United States, it becomes a public duty which the judge or magis-

trate is not at liberty voluntarily to forego. In all such cases it must

necessarily be left to the local judicial authorities whether the pro-

cedui'c shall take place in the United States or in Sweden, to deter-

mine if in fact there has been such disturbance of the local order or

tran(|uillity : and, if the complaint is sui)ported by such proof as

results in the conviction of the party accused, to visit upon the

ort'iMulei- such i)unishment as may be denounced against the offence

by the niunicii)al law of the place. This is all that the judicial au-

thorities at Philadelphia api)ear to have done, and I note with satis-

faction from the report of my colleague, the Attorney-General, that

Judge Pierce of the criminal court of Philadelphia County, before

whom the case was finally tried, afforded every facility consistent

with law, to the vice-consul of Sweden and Norway, to render effective

such measures as that officer deemed it proper to inaugurate in the

interest of the accused mate, and expressed his willingness to allow

the \ice-consul to take the case before the United States district court,

if he so desired.

• Uhe trial aj)pears to have been in every respect fair and impar-

tial towards Mr. Lickness, the accused mate; and the punishment
inflicted it nnist be admitted was very moderate. I need scarcely

obscTNc to you that in the United States, as in Sweden and Norway,
a |)crs()nal assault and battery involves a breach of the public ]>eace

and is held to be a disturbance of the order and tranquillity of the

country.

" In all cases in which it may become necessary and projier for the

consulai- officers of Sweden and Norway to sit as judges or arbitrators

in differences that may arise between the captain and crews of the

vessels of theii- nation, this (lovernment will cheerfully recogni/e

such jui-isdiction and will also find satisfaction in affording such aid,

through its judicial and othei" officers, as nuiy be necessary to cause

their decisions to be su|)i)orted and carried into effect."

Mr. Evarts. See. of State, to Count Lewenliaxipt. Swed. & .\or. inin., July
.•',0. 1SS0. MS. Notes to Swed. & Nor. VII. i.'04.

.Vrt. XIII. of tlie trenty of ISl'T. in excluding: tlie interference of the

lociil authorities, makes tlie qualification "unless the conduct of the
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crews or of the faptiiin slioukl disturb tlio ordor or tran<iuillity of

the country."

In the ctise of two mates of the Swedish biirk Fredrika and Carolina,

who were fined by a justice of the peace at Galveston, Texas, on

account of a " quarrel " that took place on board the vessel, the

United States district attorney was instructed to take the necessary

steps to have the proceedings dismissed, and the aid of the governor

of Texas was invoked with a view " to guard against a repetition of

similar proceedings." (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Grip, Swed.

& Nor. charge. May (i. 187G: Mr. F. W. Seward, Act. Sec. of State, to

Count Lewenhaupt, Swed. & Nor. min.. May 17, 1877, MS. Notes to

Sw. & Nor. VII. 92, 122.)

As to the case of Captain Sorensen. of the Swedish or Norwegian ship

Carl Angell, before the marine court of New Y(>rk City, and to the

opinion in Petersen r. Brockelmann, affirmed on appeal by the su-

preme court of New York, general term, see Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State,

to Count Lewenhaupt, Oct. 25, 1877, MS. Notes to Sw. & Nor. VII.

134.

The ricrht of consular officers under the treaty with Sweden and

Norway of July 4, 1827, to '"' sit as judges and arbitrators in such

differences as may arise between the captains and crews of the vessels

belonging to the nation whose interests are committed to their charge,

Avithout the interference of the local authorities*' (Art. XIII.),

applies to disputes as to wages.

Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to the governor of Massachusetts, Aug. 20. 1892,

187 MS. Dom. Let. <)24, acknowledging the latter's letter of Aug. 1.3;

Mr. Uhl, Act. Sec. of State, to gov. of Mass., May .3, 1894, 19(> MS.
Dom. Let. 586; Mr. Fhl, Act. Sec. of State, to Attorney-Cieneral, .Jan.

9, 1895. 200 MS. Dom. Let. 18().

This corresi>ondence related to the arrest, at Boston, of Captain Tellefsen,

of the Norwegian steamer Alhcrt. by constable, who went on board

the vessel to serve a sunnnons issued by the municipal court of that

city in a suit instituted by some of the seamen for wages. The
captain having refused to accept the service, the constable forcibly

arrested him. The captain, to secure his liberty, paid the claim,

amounting to about .$23. and also about .$10 in costs, but afterwards

sued the constable in the supreme court of the State, apparently for

false imprisonment, and the .ixu'y, under instructions from the covu't,

found for the defendant. The minister of Sweden and Norwa.v then

presented to the United States a claim for Indenniity, anumnting to

about $130. The I)ei)artment of State, in transmitting it to the

governor of Massachusetts, said: "This language |of Art. XIII. ]

seems clearly to give jurisdiction of controversies about wages be-

tween captains and crews of Norwegian vessels to the Norwegian

consul, and to exclude the jurisdiction of the local authorities over

such controversies. Since treaties in this country are laws binding

on all the courts, I can not but think that this treaty was not brought

to the notice either of the nnniicipal court ... or of the judge who
presided at the subseciuent trial. I infer from the instructions given

at the trial, of which the Norwegian minister has sent a coi\v to this

Department, that the judge's attention was directed merely to the
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jjenoral qxiostinn of local jurlsdlftion ovor foreign merchant ships in

our i>orts. Viewtnl in this jieneral light the instruction was undoubt-

txlly corrtH't, but I scarcely think the judge can have considered the

quest ion in the sjiecial light of the treaty." (Mr. I'hl, Act. Sec. of

State, to governor of Mass., yi:\y :5. 1SI»4. VM> MS. Dom. Let. 58(5.)

It seems tliat an ajtpeal was afterwards taken from the verdict In favor

of the constable. The Department of State requested the Attorney-

(Jeneral if practicable to take such action as nnght be proper to

protect the rights of jiu'isdiction conferre<l by the treaty. (Mr. Uhl,

A t. Sec. of State, to Attorney-General, Jan. S), 1895, 2(X) MS. Dom.
Let. ISC, enclosing copies of notes fr«)nj the minister of Sweden and

Norway of March 15 and 22, April 28, and May 22, 1804.)

In the same connnunication the Department of St.ite referred to another

claim for indenmity in the case of the Swedish vessel Adelc, whose
master was arresttnl in December, 1893, at Brunswick, (leorgia, on

a warrant issued by a justice of the peace, based on his detention

of certain bags of clothing belonging to some seamen who had

deserted be<-ause of the nonpayment of wages demanded by them.

It seems that, although the jirovisions of the treaty were brought to

the justi<'e"s attention, he ordered the master to be imprisoned till

he should siu'render the property. The decision of the justice was
afleiwanls reversed by the superior court of (ilynn County. (Mr.

Adee. Act. Sec. of State, to governor of Georgia, Sept. 4, 1895, 204

MS. Dom. Let. 431.)

Tlie claim for indenmity. amounting to .");295.»)4, was transmitted to tlu^

governor of Georgia. (Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to governor of

(Jeorgia, Sept. 4, 1895. 201 MS. Dom. Let. 431; Mr. Olney. Sec. of

State, to governor of Georgia, Oct. 19, 1895, 205 MS. Dom. Let. 405.

referring to a i»revious lettx^r to the governor of Oct. 7.)

The i»roceedings against the master of the Norwegian vessel VcxtfoUl

in 1884, on a conqilaint made by three seamen before a justice of

the peace at .Mobile. Alabama, in a dispute about wages, were, in

view of tlie provisions of the treat.y, "evidently void ah initio,"

and it was asked that such aid as might be proper be given to the

Swedish and Norwegian vice-consul in having the judgment against

the master vacated. (Mr. B"'relinghuysen, Sec. of State, to the

Attorney-General. Dec. 30, 1884, 153 MS. Dom. Let. 532; Mr. Fre-

liughuysiMi, Sec. of State, to governor of Alabama, Dee. 30, 1884,

id. .V_'s. I

Vinlor Article XIII. of the treaty of 18-27, between the United States

j.nd Sweden and Norway. i)rovi(liii<): (hat constds shall have the right

to sit as jiidires in ditt'ercnces hetween captains and crews of vessels

l>elon<rin<r to their respect i\(' nations without interference of local

authorities, the consul of Sweden and Norway, residing in Boston,

has e.Kclusive jurisdiction of a controversy as to wages hetween the

captain of a Norwegian vessel lying within the territorial jurisdic-

tion of the municipal coin-t of said city and one of the erew, also a

Norwegian, who has left the ship because his tenn has expired.
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Telefseu i: Fw (Mass.). 4r, X. E 5(;2.

3. Pkotests A(;ain.st (Jnerous Exactions

i? -207.

In 1873 complaint was made to the Spanish Government of the

onerous burdens to which the trade of the United
Fines, taxes, and Oii. I'^ii £ i.i a e aStates was sul)iected bv rea.-on oi the svstem oi hnes

seizures. .

•* ",.."„
nnposed l)v the customs authorities of Cuba. The

same subject had been i)resented to the Spanish Government in 1870

and 187-2.

Complaint was made of the fines imposed on vessels for any vari-

ance between manifest and car^ro, either in the weight or contents of

packages, while the goods escai)ed all responsibility, as well as of

fines imposed on vessels for want of a statement of the specific class

of goods, although the generic class was stated in the manifest in

conformity with the recpiirements of the Spanish laws, and the

manifests were accej)ted and certified by the Spanish consul at the

port of shipment. Complaint Avas also made of ditferences in the con-

struction of the laws at the various ports in Cuba, of the onerous

conditions imposed on appeals, and of the losses occasioned by the

detention of vessds.

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Gen. Sickles, niin. to Spain. March 21. 1ST.>,

For. Kol. 1878. II. 9.32: MS. Inst. Spain, XVI. 409.

See. also, Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Gen. Schenck. .March 22. 1878, MS.

Inst. <ir. Britain. XXI II. 807.

See <ien. Sickles, niin. to Spain, to Mr. Fish. Sec. of State. .Tune 1, 1873,

reportins; his action. (For. Kel. 1S78, II. 989-999; also 10.80-1044.)

See. further, as to fines ini]»()sc(l on vessels in Cuha. Mr. Frelinirhuysen,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilanilin. min. to Spain. Feb. 15. 1882, For. Kel.

1882. 400.

As to the fines imj^osed on the American hark Ma.sonic. at Manila, in 1879,

and the award of Baron Blanc, as arhitrjitor. in favor of the United

States, see Moore. Int. Arbitrations. II. ]0."'>.")-1009.

In 1882 and 1883, a long correspondence took place between the

United States and Spain in regard to the hitter's consular tariff, and

l^articularly to a tax of 40 cents a head imposed by Spanish consuls

iit Key West on cattle shipped to Cuba and Porto Rico, in addition

to the usual consular fees for clearance and certification of papers.

The United States })rotested against it as being virtually an export

tax levied in the United States by Sjiain. Spain ultimately ordered

the return of so much of the tax collected as was in excess of 10 per

cent.

Mr. J. Davis. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hamlin, min. to Spain. Sept. 4.

1882, For. Rel. 1882. 478: Mr. Foster, min. to Si»ain. to Mr. Freling-

huysen. Sec. of State, Jan. 23, 1884, For. Rel. 1884, 474.
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Seo. lor further discussion :is to the Spanish consular tariff, and as to

».thor Spanisli ciiarjres. For. lU'l. ISS-J. 4r)r»-4r.!), 4«il, 4<>;i, 4(57, 470, 480,

4S(;; For. Kd. ISS;;. 7(U. 771, 77!». 7J)1-7J>5.

"A controv(>rsy on a similar sultject [to the catth» tax] took place a few

years since itetween this (Jovernnient ami that of Ilayti. A copy of

the two principal instructions in rojiard to the suhjtH't from Mr. Evarts

to tlie minister of the United States in that country is transmittetl

for your information.

"The Ilaytian (Jovermnent ultimately repealed the oljno.xious tax." (Mr.

Fn'liiifxhuysen. Sec. of St.-ite. to Mr. Hamlin, min. to Spain, Sept. 22,

1882. For. Uel. 1882. 480.)

'• I have alluded in my previous inessag:es to the injurious and vexa-

tious restrictions suH'ered by our trade in the Spanish West Indies.

Brazil, whose natural outlet for its great luitional staple, coffee, is in

and throu«rh the United States, inipo.ses a heavy export duty upon

that product. Our petroleum exports are hampered in Turkey and

in other Eastern i)orts by restrictions as to storage and by onerous

taxation. For these mischiefs adequate relief is not always afforded

by reciprocity treaties like that Avith Hawaii or that lately nego-

tiated with Mexico and now awaiting the action of the Senate. Is

it not advisable to provide some measure of equitable retaliation in

our relations with goverimients which discriminate against our own?
If. for example, tlie Executive were empowered to ai)ply to Spanish

vesx'ls and cargoes from Cuba and Puerto Kico the same rules of

tribal ment and scale of penalties for technical faults which are

applied to our vessels and cargoes in the Antilles, a resort to that

course might not be barren of good results."

I'resi(l(Mit -Arthur, third annual message. 188.3.

See annual message of I'resident Cleveland of Dec. 3, 1804. saying, among
other things: " Unreasonai>le and unjust lines imposed hy Spain on

the vessels and conunerce <»f the Uiuted States have demanded from

time to time during the last twenty years earnest remonstrance on

the part of our (Jovernment."

See. also, for further correspondence in relation to fines imposed on

.Viiierican vessels in Cuha and Porto Rico, For. Rel. 1880. (}58-(J82.

Fraud, when essential to sustain a custom-house confiscation, is only

to l)e held to exist when plainly to be inferred from the facts.

Mi-. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, min. to Spain. Feb. 2."i.

INM : .Mr. I'.ayard. Sec of State, to .Mr. Foster, inin. to Spain, .July 20,

ISsr.. MS. Inst. Siiaiii. XIX. I'.Ki; XX. 7r>.

" The luider.-igned. Secretary of State of the I'nited States, has the

honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note of Mr. Preston, envoy

extraordinary and minister i)lenipotentiary of Ha\'ti, of the 16th

instant.
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" It states that his government has thought proper to transfer to its

legation in this country the discussion which has heretofore been car-

ried on with the legation of the United States at Port au Prince, rel-

ative to the act of the Haytian Congress of the 23d of August. 1877,

authorizing certain charges by the consuls of that republic abroad

on exportations from foreign countries to Hayti. With a view to

show that those charges are not incompatible with the treaty between

the United States and that republic, Mr. Preston quotes several arti-

cles of that instrument. These, however, are general in their terms

and appear to have no special reference to the question at issue.

"According to the preamble, one of the main objects of the treaty

was to place the commercial relations between the two countries upon
the most liberal basis.

" The act of the Haytian legislature referred to cannot be regarded

as in conformity with that stipulation. It authorizes the consuls

of that republic to charge exorbitant fees on exportations from the

United States; among others, one per cent, on the value of cargo of

the vessel. This, besides being illiberal in its character, is tanta-

mount to an export duty, acquiescence in which by this government

would be a concession to that of Hayti of an authority in ports of the

United States which has not been conferred on this government by

the Constitution.
'' There is, however, a clause in the thirteenth article of the treaty,

one of those cited by Mr. Preston, which seems to have a direct appli-

cation to the point in dispute.

" If the Haytian consular charges in the United States are so con-

siderable as virtually to be an export tax. this would in effect contra-

vene the stipulation which declares that no higher duties or charges

shall be imposed in the United States on the exportation of any article

to Hayti than such as shall be payable on the exportation of the like

article to any foreign country. This clause is unconditional, and not

only forbids this government from levying any such tax, but also a

consul of Hayti at a port of the United States.

'' The preamble to the Haytian law in question expressly acknowl-

edges that one of its objects was to benefit the treasury of that repub-

lic. Several of the other charges which it authorizes appear to be

excessive. Such charges may not be uniform as jirescribed by the

laws of different countries. It is believed, however, that no other

than Hayti has authorized them to such an extravagant amount

as that provided for by the law referred to, or has required an export

tax on merchandise. This Department had hoped that the remon-

strances on the subject which had been addressed to that govern-

ment through the United States legation in Hayti would ere this have

T led to a repeal or modification of that statute. This hope has, how-

ever, been disappointed, but as the charges complained of are believed

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 21
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to work a serious discouragement to trade, it is hoped that, as the

Ha^'tian Government is imderstood to be adverse to a policy lead-

ing to sudi a result, it will no longer delay removing the cause of the

grievance.
'* It is believed that Mr. Preston is mistaken in saying that the

United States is the only government which has complained of the

effect of the statute referred to. According to reports from the lega-

tion of this country in Hayti, representatives of other governments

have also pointedly complained to the same effect."'

:Mr. Kvarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Preston, Ilaytian min.. Jan. 22, 1879, For.

Rel. 1879. 58<>.

See, also. Mr. I*reston to Mr. P]varts, Feb. 4 and April 4, 1879, Foi*. Rel.

1879. 587, 591 ; Mr. Evarts to Mr. Preston, April 19 and June 18,

1879. id. 593, 595; Mr. Langston, min. to Hayti, to Mr. Evarts, Sec.

of State, Jan. 24, 1879, For. Kel. 1879. 546-550: Mr. Evarts, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Langston, min. to Hayti. Nov. 7. 1877, and April 12,

1878. For. Rel. 1878. 410. 445; and dispatches from Mr. Langston,

min. to Hayti. to Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State. Dec. and 22, 1877, and

Jan. 9 and 24, 1878, For. Rel. 1878, 415. 416, 427, 428.

" Referring to your note of the 9th of May last, and mj'^ acknowl-

edgment thereof on the 13th of the same month, in relation to the

Haytian tariff of consular fees under the decree of August 23, 1877,

and to the protests of the representatives at Port au Prince of the

United States, Great Britain, Germany, and France, and the reply

of the Haytain Government thereto, I have noAv the honor to com-

municate to you, in conformity with the desire expressed by the

Marquis of Salisbury, the views of this government in relation to

that question.

'• The Government of Hayti, prior to the reply of the 6th of JVIarch

last to the foreign representatives named, had seen fit on the 4th of

February to transfer the discussion of the question to Washington,

so far as this government was concerned, by a very full and argu-

mentative note, addressed to me by Mr. Stephen Preston, the Haytian

minister in this country. Although much more extended, the note of

Mr. Preston in the main merely repeats and reaffirms the reasoning and

conclusions of the communications made to the foreign representatives

by M. Etheart, and. like those, they appeared to this government, as

well as to that of Her Majesty, as appeal's from your note, to be alto-

gether unsatisfactory, and reply was so made to Mr. Preston on the

18th ultimo. In that reply the Haytian minister was informed, with

with respect to that portion of his note which related to the authenti-

cation by the consular officers of Hayti in this country of the invoices

of the cargoes of vessels bound to the ports of that country, that the

charge of one per cent, on values for that proceeding is. after the most

deliberate consideration, believed to l)e unduly exorbitant, and tanta-

mount to an export tax, which it does not comport with the dignity
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of this government to allow to be exacted by any foreign authority

within the jurisdiction of the United States. It was asserted that,

even if the exaction in the form in which it is imposed were moderate

and unobjectionable as to amount, still, if it were once acquiesced in,

this would be a bar to any objection which this government might

make if the consular fee were afterward to be much augmented. The
inexpediency of subjecting exports from this country to Haj^ti to a

tax of the kind was further illustrated by the consideration that,

owing to the dangers of the sea and other causes, many cargoes do not

reach their destination.

" The Government of the United States being, by its Constitution,

expressly prohibited from levying an export tax, it can not allow any

foreign power to exercise here, in substance or in form, a right of

sovereignty denied to itself. No denial was made of the right of the

Haytian Government, at its discretion, so far as this may not have

been limited by treaty, to impose duties on the cargoes of vessels from

this country arriving in Haytian ports, but it was complained most

positively that the present grievance of a consular fee of this char-

acter exacted in our ports is, in its form, derogatory'to the sovereignty

of the United States, and that this character was not removed from

it by the Haytian citation of the axioms of political economy that all

duties are ultimately paid bj^ the consumer. In view of all this, it

was hoped that the Ha^'tian Government would see the expediency

of changing its regulations upon that subject without any unnecessary

delay."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Sir E. Thornton, Brit, min., July 14. 1879,

For. Rel. 1879, 501.

"The Haytian Government ultimately repealed the obnoxious tax." (Mr.

Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State to Mr. Hamlin, min. to Spain, Sept. 22,

1882, For. Rel. 1882. 480.

)

See Mr. Langston, min. to Hayti, to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, reporting

the passage of the law abolishing the charge in question owing to

the joint efforts of the American and British ministers. (For. Rel.

1881, 646.)

For correspondence in relation to the detention of sailing vessels in

Haytian ports after the discharge of their cargoes till duties were

paid, see For. Rel. 1891. 650-657.

'• The frequent recurrence of these arbitrary seizures of American

vessels by the Mexican customs officers in the Gulf and Pacific ports

of that Republic is becoming a matter of serious anxiety to this Gov-

ernment in view of the possible effect such proceedings maj^ ultimately

have on the commerce of both nations. The similarity of institutions,

the close neighborhood, and the community of interests of the peoples

of the two great North American Republics, no less than the perma-

nent and abiding friendship that exists between both Governments,

renders it most desirable that every obstacle and impediment to the
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growth and j)rogress of this commerce, which this Government, in

common with that of Mexico, is at the moment so earnestly engaged

in fostering, shonhl be as far as practicable removed. In most in-

stances these arbitrary and irregular proceedings are directed against

small vessels, and often in their results involve losses far beyond the

pecuniary value of the vessel. The masters are driven to the courts

for redress, often by appeal to the Supreme Court, at great expense;

and the instances are few. if, indeed, any can be found, where the

courts have sustained the action of the customs officers. In bringing

the present claim to the attention of the minister for foreign affairs,

which you will do with as little delay as convenient, you will also

submit to the minister, for the consideration of the Government, these

general suggestions which I have felt it my duty to oflfer."

Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, rnin. to Mexico, Jan. 31,

1883. MS. Inst. Mexico, XX, 568.

" Your conclusion accords with that of this Department, that the

case, on the admitted statements, presents certain grave features.

'' 1. The refusal>3f the Mexican authorities to allow Captain Caleb

to have access to the consul when arrested, or when called upon to

plead.

^ 2. Their action in requiring Captain Caleb to sign certain declara-

tions while incommunicado and without knowledge of their purport,

especially as it appears that these so-called declarations may be relied

upon to establish the Mexican claim that Captain Caleb admits a

violation of the criminal law of Mexico. That Captain Caleb signed

the papers in question under bodily fear or constraint is not yet fully

established. If it were, it would lend an exceptional gravity to the

case.

" 8. The refusal of the collector to permit the consul to visit the

vessel.

" It is of course impossible to judge fully of the case until the text

of the so-called declarations of Captain Caleb is known. . . ,

" If you have not already done so, you will now address Seiior

Mariscal, asking an examination, and requesting copies of the declara-

tions signed by Captain Caleb. You will intimate to the minister

that the manner in which Captain Caleb alleges he was constrained to

sign papers of the contents of which he was ignorant, and while

deprived of the assistance of the consul for his intelligent protection

against any misunderstanding on his part, is regarded as an irregu-

larity which, in the judgment of this (Government, will deprive those

declarations of any moral weight if they be trusted to sustain the

charge of smuggling brought against the captain. And you will

further intimate that the Avhole course of the proceedings appears to

be so inconsistent with the principles recognized in the intercourse of
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maritime states that persistence in the prosecution of Captain Caleb

on those premises could not fail to call forth the most earnest remon-

strance of this Government.
" It is not the desire or purpose of this Government to screen any of

its citizens who may have willfully violated foreign law. But it is its

plain duty to endeavor by every legitimate means to secure for its

citizens under accusation of wrong-doing such justice and impartiality

of treatment and such safeguards for their defense as shall entitle the

judgment reached to the respect which judicial proceedings should

everywhere conmiand.
" If the rules of international justice shall appear to have been in

any way infringed, it is the undeniable right and obligation of this

Government to interpose its diplomatic offices to insure a fair trial."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, min. to Mexico, Feb. 20,

1883, For. Rel. 1883, 025.

This instruction related to tlie proceedings taken at La Paz, Mexico,

against the American vessel Adriana, and her master. Captain George

Caleb, on a charge of smuggling. Thej' resulted in the condemnation

and sale of the vessel and a sentence against Captain Caleb of 5

years' imprisonment. He afterwards petitioned for a pardon, but his

petition, which admitted that he had transferred effects from his

vessel while in the bay of Pulmo to Los Frailes in Lower California,

was refused. (For. Rel. 1884, 348, 350, 351.)

June 12, 1884, the United States consul at La Paz reported that Captain

Caleb had on the 11th of May " deserted the private house wherein he

was confined, committing a breach of parole, under which custody he

had been kept before and after he was sentenced," and had gone to

San Francisco. (For. Rel. 1884, .371, 372.) See supra, p. 92.

" Referring to Mr. Bartleman's No. 375, of the 5th ultimo, inclos-

ing a copy of a decree issued by the Venezuelan Government on

December 30, 1892, imposing, on and after March 1, next, a differen-

tial duty of 30 per cent on merchandise from the United States and

Europe destined for the western ports of the Republic, but trans-

shipped at Curasao, I desire to call your attention to the corre-

spondence exchanged between this Department and the legation at

Caracas in 1881, 1882, and 1883, and published in the volumes of

Foreign Relations for the years 1882 and 1883.

" This correspondence related to the act of the Congress of Vene-

zuela of May 27, 1881, imposing a similar differential duty of 30 per

cent on all merchandise imported into the Republic which had been

transshipped at any of the ports of the AVest India islands.

" The act in question was found to be prejudicial to the interests of

this country, and upon the representations of our minister was mod-

ified b}' executive decree of January 26, 1883, in a manner satisfac-

tory to our business interests. (See Foreign Relations, 1883, pp.

897-900.)
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" You are instructed to make similar representations against the

present decree, which, thougli more limited in its operations, is none

the less objectionable."

Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Partridge, min. to Venezuela, Feb. 8,

189:i, For. Uel. 1893. 718. Mr. Bartleman's dispatch and the text of

decrees of Dec. IM), 1892. and Jan. 5, 1893, are i)rinte<l on p. 717, of

the same volinne. See Mr. Partridge's full report of March 8, 1893,

For. Uel. 1S9.3. 718.

May 2~K 1S93, Mr. Partridge reiK>rted that the Venezuelan Government,

l»y a decree of the L'l'nd inst.. copy and translation of which he in-

clo.sed. had restored the privilege of transshipping freight at Curagao.

(For. Rel. 1893, 725, 720.)

See. also, .Mr. Partridge's dispatches of July 22 and July 2.5, 1893, in

relation to decrees of July 7 and July 21, 1893, respectively con-

ferring on the i)ostal steamers of the General French Transatlantic

Company and the American Red D Line preferential facilities for

loading and discharging cargo. (For. Kel. 1893, 733, 734.)

In 1887 the Government of Venezuela threatened to close its ports against

the island of Curasao, in consequence of the refusal of the Dutch
authorities to exi)el certain Venezuelan revolutionists. Two of them

were afterwards expelled, and the difficulty was adjusted. The
United States minister at Caracas was instructed to protest against

the enforcement of such a measure as that proposed, which, by pre-

venting transshipment at Curasao, would .seriously affect American

commerce. The subject was deemed to be of such importance that

the views of the United States ui)on it were submitted to Venezuela,

notwithstanding the settlement of her difficulty with the Dutch
authorities. (For. Uel. 1888, II. 1037, 1039, lOiO.)

" The question of the LoHne^ as laid before this Department in

your despatches Xos. 287 and 238. has received care-
ns y 8

ip 8 ^^^ consideration. The despatch of Senor Kamirez,
paper8.

. , ,
•

of April 25th last, with its enclosed supplement to

the (racetd de Panama of the same date, has also been considered in

the same relation. . . .

" The conflict of the Colombian statute, known as the 60th law of

1875, with the treaty oblifjations of Colombia in regard to the free-

dom of the ports of Colon and Panama and the isthmian transit, was
formerly recognized by the Colombian Government in the diplomatic

agreement of 187r), as stated in the note addressed by Seiior Ancizar

on the 27th of July of that year to the representatives of Great

Britain, Germany, the United States, and France.' That note set

forth the inconvenience of the law, in that, by its 3d and 5th articles,

it prescribed the unusual procedure of delivering the registers of

foreign vessels in all Colombian ports, without specifving to what
officer they were to be delivered, and it was agreed that until the law

should be modified 1)V tiie Coloml)ian Congress, the registers of such

vessels should be deposited with the consul of the respective nation,
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or, in the absence of such consul, then with the consul of a friendly

power.
'• This diplomatic understanding is not known to have been dero-

gated from by any subsequent international agreement, or by any act

of the supreme Government of the United States of Colombia.

Even were it annulled this Government could not freely assent to

the delivery of the registers of its vessels to the keeping of the local

authorities of another nation, in the free ports of Panama and Colon,

or indeed in any j^ort where there may be a consular representative

of the United States, duly acknowledged under the consular conven-

tion with Colombia. The practice of all commercial nations is op-

posed to such a course, which is moreover deemed to be not merely

totally unnecessary as a preventive measure, but to directly trench

upon the fundamental principle of consular control over foreign ves-

sels as laid down by the law of nations,

•' It is trusted, however, that, as the matter now stands, the en-

forcement of the vague, unnecessary, improvident and unusual re-

quirements of the 3d and 5th articles of the 60th law of 1875 will not

be attempted in contravention of the diplomatic agreement of 1876;

and that the firm and energetic action of his excellenc}' the President

of the State of Panama, as summed up in his executive resolution of

April 22d last, will receive from the Federal Government of Colom-

bia the support due to his zealous desire to uphold the international

obligations of his country in the face of the conflicting orders of its

Government,
" The course of the local officer of the Colombian treasury, although

founded on the instructions of his superior officer at Bogota, is be-

lieved to have been unnecessarily peremptory' and arbitrary. Such
acts and such employment of force to support his excessive demands,

as are attributed to him, done against the vessels of friendly nations

in a free port like that of Colon, cannot but be regarded as censurable.

" Your proceedings in the matter of the Lorine are, in view of all

the facts, approved by the Department; and, in the event of a simi-

lar case arising, \o\x will insist, firmly but dispassionately, on the

observance of the international agreement of July 27, 1876, in so far

as relates to the delivery of ship's papers to the consular officer in-

stead of the local revenue authorities."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thorin^on, commercial agent at Colon,

May 11, 1878, 89 MS. Desp. to Consuls, 187.

See For. Rel. 1879, 260, 266, 280 ; For. Rel. 1880, 312, 315, 320. A copy

of a new Colombian statute, based on § § 4209, 4211, U. S. Rev. Stats.,

will be found in For. Rel. 1880, 489.

See, also. Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, mln. to Co-

lombia, March 6, 1883, MS. Inst. Colombia, XVII. 329.
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*• You have yourself already made known to the President several

verj' convincing reasons why the practice in Venezuela of demanding
that the custody of ships' papers while in port be confided to the

Venezuelan officers is not in consonance with the practice of nations

or with commercial interests. Your grounds were good, as far as

they went, but the principles underlying the question are broader,

and involve the doctrine of reciprocity under treaty and international

maritime laws.

" In the first place, it is proper that the President should be dis-

abused of any impression he may have formed that the matter is

brought up as an innovation. It has for more than fifty years been

the occasion of discussion and remonstrance with various nations of

Spanish America ; and if it be now revived in connection with Vene-

zuela, it is because it seems necessary to the best interests of both

countries that an anomalous practice should not exist between them
in this respect.

•• The discussion with Colombia is in point. In 1876 a general

movement of the foreign representatives at Bogota was made to

secure the abrogation of a law which required the delivery of the

papers of foreign vessels to the local port officers. An arrangement

then concluded diplomatically set the matter at rest by recognizing

the right of the consul of the ship's nationality to have the custody

of the ships' papers of their national vessels, and the law has since

been repealed.

" I transmit, herewith, for your information, copies of two dis-

patches from Mr. Dichman, then our minister at Bogota, in which

the merits of the demand are forcibly presented. Although the cir-

cumstances made the argument somewhat special, as applying to a

specific law. and to the peculiar status of Colon and Panama as free

ports, you will find in these dispatches ample material for fortifying

your representations to the Venezuelan Government in the premises.

You may. also, profitably consult the remaining correspondence on

the subject, found in the volumes of Foreign Relations for 1875, 1879,

and 1880, which are, or should be, in the library of your legation."

'• It may be convenient to note herein, briefly, a few points to which

prominence should be given.
•' In the first place, the existing rule in Venezuela is deemed to be

in contravention of the spirit of perfect equality and reciprocity of

commerce and navigation between the two countries, as stipulated in

the abrogated treaty of 1830, and as pervading the existing treaty of

1800. The law of the United States, following the usage of most

a For. Rel. 1S70. 2G0. 266, 280 ; For. Rel. 1880, 312, 315, 320. A copy of the

new Columbian statute, based on §§ 4209. 4211, U. S. Rev. Stats., will be found

in For. Rel. 1880. 489. See, also, Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Scruggs, min. to Colombia, March 6, 1883, MS. Inst. Colombia, XVII. 329.
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civilized countries, provides that the custody of the papers of foreign

ships shall rest Avith the consuls of their nations, and this because such

custody is deemed essential to that consular control over national ves-

sels which is stipulated in all our treaties. It cannot be expected that

the United States will unreservedly yield to the authorities of a

foreign state a measure of control over our vessels in their ports which
is not permitted by our own law to be exercised by our own officers in

our own ports, over foreign vessels, except as a retaliatory measure

in the absence of reciprocity. In this connection it may be well for

you to examine as to the provisions of Venezuelan law touching the

custody of the papers of Venezuelan vessels in foreign ports. I make
this suggestion because in the discussion of this question with Colom-
bia it was found that the Colombian law was strangely inconsistent

in requiring Colombian consuls abroad to take charge of the papers of

vessels of their nation, while denying a reciprocal practice to foreign

consuls in Colombia, If a like laAv should be found on the Venezue-

lan statute books, no stronger argument in our favor could be devised.

" You should also, in this relation, call attention to the twenty-sixth

article of the treaty of 1860, and ask how it is expected that an Ameri-

can consul can exhibit the register and crew-roll of an American vessel

in proceedings for the arrest of deserters, if at no time he is permitted

to have possession of those papers.
'" In the second place, apart from considerations of reciprocity

founded on treaty, the sacredness of the principles of reciprocity as

an enduring basis of international intercourse under the law of

nations may be forcibly invoked to sustain our position. A vessel,

imder a civilized flag, on the high seas or in a foreign port, possesses

a national life of Avhich its papers are the strongest evidence. They
are to all intents a part of the vessel itself. To assume that by the

act of entering a friendly port, a vessel is to be stripped of that

which is in a large measure essential to the proof of its nationality,

and to await the pleasure of a local foreign officer before such part

of its life can be restored to it, is inconsistent with international

principles and usage. Hence, we find that the custom of nations

(with but few exceptions in the Spanish-American ports of South

America) recognizes the consul of the vessel's nationality as the sole

guardian of all national rights appertaining thereto. The exceptions

to which I refer (and which are happily growing fewer as the prin-

ciples of international intercourse are better understood) rest on no

broad principle of comity; they violate comity, on the contrary, by

asserting a painful spirit of distrust. It is, as Mr. Dichman aptly

expresses it in a dispatch of September I, 1879 (Foreign Relations,

1880, page 313), much as though it were regarded by the local author-

ities as a more effective pledge to prevent a ship's leaving a port to

have material possession of her register ' than if the rudder had been
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unshipped.' The form in Avhich this distrust is expressed, moreover,

seems to evidence a misapprehension as to the nature and value of a

ship's regfister. As I have said above, the register is the evidence of

the ship's nationality, and as such, with the ship itself, are properly

within the continuous jurisdiction of the vessel's nation, and, there-

fore, in a foreign port, within the jurisdiction of the consul of that

nation. . . .

"' In the next place, a conclusive reason for the custody of a ship's

papers by the consul of her nation is found in the necessity of pre-

venting frauds against individuals in connection with marine survey,

repairs, bottomry bonds, the right of absent owners, &c., and protec-

tion of the rights of seamen. It is for these purposes that the legisla-

tion of nations provides that the register of a vessel while in port shall

])ass out of the control of her commander and into the custody of

the consul. It is not at all necessary that these diversified rights

should be subservient to the local police surveillance while in a for-

eign i^ort, and yet the rule existing in Venezuela so subordinates

them. Moreover, the exercise of these several rights over a vessel

for which the laws of her nation make abundant provision is rendered

almost impossible by the passage of the papers out of the control of

the nation to which the vessel belongs.

" Finally, in your conversation with General Guzman Blanco, you

have set forth the considerations of convenience which should have

weight in determining the question. The loss of important ship's

papers while in foreign custody has been only too common an occur-

rence in the countries where this obnoxious regulation obtains. The
correspondence with Colombia shows that this was admitted as a

powerful objection to the practice, and you can doubtless adduce

examples occurring in Venezuela to strengthen your point. I must

compliment you, too, on your aptness in meeting General Guzman
Blanco's objection that if any feeling of distrust were shown in this

matter, it lay in an endeavor to take from the local officers the cus-

tody of a foreign vessel's papers. We do not seek to take from

Venezuela a recognized right because we distrust its exercise; we
simply wish to retain for our own consuls a right which we deem
pertains to them as the representatives of our national sovereignty,

and one which is claimed and recognized as just among maritime

nations.

" I infer from the request of General Guzman Blanco that he is not

tenacious of the point, but rather asks for so conclusive a statement of

our position as would warrant him in bringing the matter to the con-

sideration of the Venezuelan Congress, with a view to asking such

modification of existing law as will put Venezuelan legislation in this

respect in harmony with the legislation and usage of maritime coun-

tries throughout the world. You will, therefore, in presenting to him
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a succinct memorandum founded on this dispatch, set the question

forth on its merits, as aiming to facilitate a needed reform rather

than as aggressively combating an assumed intent to adhere to an

obnoxious system."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, min. to Venezuela, No.

190. Nov. 29, 1882, For. Kel. 1882, 54.3. See, also. Same to Same, No.

191, Nov. 29, 1882, MS. Inst. Venez. III. 2G8.

It appearetl that by the Venezuelan law the Venezuelan consuls were
charged with the custody of ship's papers. (For. Kel. 188.3, 919.)

For dispatches on the subject, of April 19, June 8, and Oct. 31, 1882, see

For. Rel. 1882, 532, 5.34, 539.

See, also, Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, min. to Vene-

zuela. May 8, 1882, For. Rel. 1882, 534.

The representations of the United States were supiwrted by Great Britain,

and the subject was submitted to the Venezuelan Congress and
referred to a committee. (For. Rel. 1883, 897, 904. 919, 921, 931.)

The United States continued to urge a modification of the law. iFor.

Rel. 1885, 902, 912, 914, 916, 028; For. Rel. 1888, II. 1642. 1(J44, 1646;

MS. Inst. Venez. IV. 81; For. Rel. 1893, 736, 737; For. Rel. 1899, 779,

780, 782, 784, 788, 791.)

June 13, 1899, a revolution being then in progress in Venezuela,

the attention of the legation of the United States at Caracas was

again directed to the question of the custody of ship's papers, in con-

.sequence of a complaint of the consul at Maracaibo of the embarrass-

ment caused him by the detention of the papers of American vessels

by the port authorities."

The President of Venezuela admitted, when the matter was laid

before him, that the Venezuelan law was at fault and promised to

bring the matter to the attention of the Congress.''

November 7, 1899, Mr. Loomis, then United States minister in

Venezuela, reported that on the arrival of the American mail steamer

Philadelphia at La Guayra, on the first of the month, her register

was received by the commander of the U. S. S. Detroit, and by him
placed in the possession of the United States consul, with a view to

the protection of the steamer and avoidance of delays and annoy-

ances, the collector of customs having informed the agent of the line,

in a manner that was deemed offensive, that no steamer would be

cleared for Puerto Cabello, and that the Philadelphia would be

obliged to land Puerto Cabello cargo at La Guayra. This was con-

firmed by a decree of the Castro government of October 81, 1899,

declaring Puerto Cabello to be closed to commerce, and requiring

merchandise for that port to be landed at La Guayra. By the same

a Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Loomis, min. to Venezuela. June 13, 1899,

MS. Inst. Venez. IV. 648; For. Rel. 1899, 779.

6 Mr. Loomis, min. to Venezuela, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, June 30, 1899,

For. Rel. 1899, 780.
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decree, which was not promulgated till twelve hours after the register

of the Philadelphia had been taken by the commander of the Detroit.

Puerto Cal)ello was declared to be blockaded. Mr. Loomis subse-

quently learned that the British minister had arranged with the cap-

tain of a British man-of-war at La Guayra to receive and turn over

to the British consul the register of a British merchant vessel, for

the same reason as in the case of the Philadelphia, and that when
the vessel was ready to sail she was cleared by the captain of the

man-of-war. Mr. Ix)omis added that the incident of the Philadelphia

was closed, so far as the Venezuelan Government was concerned, by

the collector of customs going aboard the Philadelphia as she was

leaving for Curasao, and presenting her with clearance papers with

(ien. Castro's compliments. In 1892, under somewhat similar cir-

cumstances, she was fined $10,000, which was afterwards remitted.

3Ir. Loomis cited numerous instances of the arbitrary control exer-

cised over foreign vessels through detention of their papers."

On receiving Mr. Loomis's despatch, the Government of the United

States replied :
'' Insist on ship's papers being delivered to the United

States consul, in accordance with practice of modern nations. Invite

coincident action by other ministers." ^

November 20, 1899, Mr. Loomis reported that General Castro had,

with the concurrence of his cabinet, decided to amend the law ;
<' and

on the 28th of November Mr. Loomis enclosed to his Government a

decree of the 22nd of the month, which, after referring to article 44,

law IG of the Finance Code, to the complaints of foreign governments,

and to the fact that the Venezuelan law required the masters of Vene-

zuelan ships to deposit their papers with the consul, declared that

" the supreme chief of the republic, animated by a desire to extend

to commerce the greatest facilities," had '' seen fit to repeal tempo-

rarily said article, so that hereafter the consuls shall take charge of

their ships' papers, instead of the chiefs of the custom-houses: Pro-

vided always. That said papers shall be first presented to the customs

authorities." This resolution was to remain in force till the legisla-

tive power should consider and definitely dispose of the matters. Mr.

Loomis stated that the customs authorities would at no time have the

a Mr. Loomis. min. to Venezuela, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, Nov. 7, 1899, For.

Rel. 1899. 781-788. Noveniher 14. 1899. Messrs. H. L. Boulton & Company, agents

of the Red I) I.,ine. to which the Philadelphia l)elonged, reix)rted that Mr. Gold-

schniidt. I'nitfHl States consul at La Guayra. had that day^ imposed on Captain

Woodrick of the American steamer Caracas, helonging to the same line, a fine

of $.yt() for having delivere<l the register of the ship to the custom-house authori-

ties in compliance with the Venezuelan law. They stated that unless they com-

plied with that law they were not only subject to heavy fines, but that the cus-

tom-house authorities denie<l them legal clearance.

6 Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Loomis, min. to Venezuela, tel., Nov. 18, 1899,

For. Rel. 18f>9. 791.

f For. Rel. 1899. 791.
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ships' papers in their custody, but would exercise their right of in-

spection on board the vessel.'*

" There has been at times an effort on the part of certain of the

South American Republics to require the master of a foreign vessel

to deposit the ship's papers with the jwrt authorities, instead of with

the consul of his nation. This contention has been uniformly resisted

by the United States, as well as by other governments, on the ground

of its inconvenience, its inconsistence with the spirit of international

law and with the express or implied stipulations of treaties, Colom-

bia and Venezuela both receded from their position. You will find

the correspondence with Colombia published in For. Rel. 1879 and

1880; that with Venezuela in For. Rel. 1882 and 1883.'

'' You will observe from Mr. Buchanan's dispatch that the Gov-

ernment of France is understood to have protested at Rio de Janeiro

against the practice of the Brazilian consul-general at Buenos Ayres.

" The Department will be glad to have you present its views on

this subject to the Government of Brazil, pointing out the incon-

venience, if not the impropriety, of the course pursued by its officer,

which it trusts will be abandoned."

Mr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Conger, min. to Brazil, Dec. 3,

1897, For. Rel. 1897, 42, referring to the reiwrted refusal of the

Brazilian consul-general at Buenos Ayres to furnish an American

bark with a bill of health to enable it to clear his vessel for Rio de

Janeiro, unless the master presented the original of the ship's arti-

cles to him for certification, and to be by him aflixed to the manifest.

In reply to your request for an answer to your note of September
<S, 1873, in which you informed me that you were

ipmen an is-
jj^c^j^j.,,^,^^^^ ^^ bring certain sections of the British

charge of seamen.
. . ...

shipping acts to my notice, with a view of learning

whether this Government may not be Avilling that all or some of the

provisions in question should be applied to vessels of the United

States when in British ports, I have the honor to say that the sec-

tions of the British sliipping act of 1854. to which you particularly

called my attention, seem to provide for the shipment and discharge

of seamen, and for other matters connected with the employment of

seamen, while at the same time similar acts in force in the United

States contain provisions for the same purpose. If. therefore, it

Avere in any view competent to assent that the law of Great Britain

should be applied to American vessels, when in the ports of that

Kingdom, the fact that the provisions of the British act would be in

conflict with the terms of an act of Congress Avould make it impos-

sible."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Sir E. Thornton. Brit, min., Feb. 28, 1877,

MS. Notes to Gr. Br. XVII. 350.

"For, Rel. 1899, 792,
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" I transmit a copj' of a dispatch from our consul-general at

Havana, reporting that whenever any discharged or destitute Amer-
ican sailors are sent home to the United States in American vessels

by that consulate-general (in accordance with art. IC, par. 271, Con-

sular Regulations), he is compelled by the local police to obtain, first,

the visa of the civil governor of the province to his consular certifi-

cate before the consignees of said American vessels will issue passage

tickets to his office for the American seamen concerned, and furnish-

ing a statement of such consignees, by which it appears that they act

in obedience to Cuban authorities.

" This report illustrates the exceptional and vexatious character of

the Cuban passport regidations. By general maritime law, and par-

ticuhirly l)v the statutes of the United States, the discharge of sea-

men is under the direct control of the Government of the country

under whose flag they ship, and its certificate, duly issued, is the

higliest evidence of their status as American seamen. To claim that,

in addition to such certificate, the seamen must also present a national

passport, is an anomalous attempt to assimilate his condition to that

of a voluntary traveler. Moreover, in the case of a seaman not a

citizen of the United States, but discharged from an American vessel,

this rule would seem to require that he should be furnished not only

with the lawful certificate of discharge as an American seaman, but

also with a passport issued by the authoritv of the nation of which

he is a subject.

" The point to be emphasized is that a discharged American sea-

man in a foreign port is under the direct charge of the Government of

the United States, which assumes the duty of sending him home to the

United States. This duty is performed wholly independently of the

citizenship of the seaman."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Curry, min. to Spain, May 31, 1887,

For. Rel. 1887, 095.

" I inclose herewith a copv of a dispatch. No. 178 of the 22d ultimo,

froui the United States consul at St. John, New Brunswick, in rela-

tion to the shipment of seamen on American vessels in that port.

" The laws of the United States provide that all seamen shipped on

board of American vessels in foreign ports shall sign articles before

the United States consular officers there. This provision is enforced

with appro])riate penalties.

" By section 12() of the Canadian seaman's act of 1876 the require-

ment of shipment of crews before a Canadian shipping-master is

extended to the shipping of seamen on foreign vessels; but there is a

saving clause in favor of vessels belonging to countries between which

and Great Britain there is a treaty to prevent such extension.

'• It is supposed that it has been under this clause and in considera-

tion of the reciprocity existing in our ports that it has not been 'the
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practice in Canadian ix)rt.s to require American vessels to ship seamen
before Canadian shipping-masters and upon Canadian articles. If

am' American master has so shipped seamen he has failed to comply
with our law in so doing, and no consul has been warranted in

authenticating articles so entered into. The Department, therefore,

on recently being informed that the consul at St. John. Xew Bruns-
wick, had in some instances authenticated articles of shipment entered

into and signed by masters and seamen of American vessels before the

Canadian shipping-master at that jxirt, directed him to abstain from
such a course in the future, since it was unauthorized and illegal.

" Being so instructed the consul on a recent occasion shipped sea-

men on an American vessel at his consulate in accordance with the

laws of the United States: objection was made by the Canadian ship-

ping-master, who claimed the sole right to ship the seamen under

Canadian articles, whereupon the consul informed him of the instruc-

tions he had received from this Department to aljstain in future from

authenticating such articles.

"This announcement called forth the letter from the shipping-

master to the consul of the 2 1st ultimo, incla^d in the latter's dispatch

of the 2'2d the same month, in which the shipping-master informs the

consul that if hereafter seamen required for American vessels are not

shipped in the former's office he shall be obliged to take such legal

steps as will enforce compliance with the Canadian act as applied at

the port of St. John.
*• Under these circumstances and as the subject is one of wide-

spreading importance I deem it expedient to bring the matter to the

attention of Her Britannic Majesty's Government with a view to

secure corrective action in the premises without waiting for a case of

controversy to arise.

" It is believed to l^e an accepted doctrine that the right of a vessel

to l>e governed in repect of her internal discipline by the laws and

regidations of her own coimtrv is not forfeited by her entrance into

the port of a foreign country. The position of the Canadian Gov-

ernment in regard to the shipment of seamen at St. John would not

only deprive a vessel of that right while in that port, but would by

necessary consequence destroy the right until she had shipped an-

other crew in another port, under the laws and regulations of her own
country, for which in the meantime would be substituted the laws

and regulations to the Dominion of Canada.
" AVhile under a strict construction of the terms of sections 4511

and 4512 of the Revised Statutes shipments of seamen on foreign ves-

sels in ports of the United States might be required to l)e made before

United States shipping commissioners, yet I am infonned by the

Treasury Department that the law has never been so applied, and

that such shipments have invariably been allowed to be made before
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the foreign consulal' officer in accordance with foreign regulations, on

the ground that such action was demanded by international comity.

This Government, however, expects and requires reciprocal treatment

for its vessels in the ports of other countries, and the Treasury

Department does not at present recall any instance other than that

now under consideration in which such reciprocal treatment is not

accorded.

" It is hoped that Her Majesty's Government will take the neces-

sary measures to secure such treatment for American vessels in Cana-

dian ports.

" You will communicate a copy of this instruction to Her Majesty's

(jovernment."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. White, charge at London, March 1,

1889, For. Rel. 188U. 447.

The construction given in the United States to sections 4511 and 4512,

Revised Statutes, as referred to by Mr. Bayard, may be found in Mr.

Faircliild. Sec. of Treasury, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, Feb. 25,

1880. For. Rel. 188U, 4.58. While saying that those sections had

never bwn construed as recjuiring .seamen engaged by foreign vessels

in the I'nited States to l)e sliipped l>efore United States shipping com-

missioners. Mr. Faircliild stated that, if the Canadian government

should prove to l)e an exception to the rule, which was understood

to be everywhere else observed, that shipments of seamen by for-

eign vessels were allowed to be made before their con.sular officers,

he should deem it his duty to instruct the officials of the Treasury

Department to require all shipments of seamen on British vessels in

American ports to be made before United States shipping commis-

sioners. He added that the United States took notice in analogous

cases of foreign law, and in exercising jurisdiction administered

relief by comity, in accordance with the flag of the vessels. In this

relation he cited the Brantford City. 29 Fed. Rep. 373 ; the Olga, 32

Fed. Rep. 330; the John Ritsan, 35 Fed. Rep. 063.

See Mr. Lincoln, min. to England, to Lord Salisbury, Sept. 18, 1889, For.

Rel. 1889. 4(51.

October 12. 1889. Sir T. V. Lister, of the British foreign office, communi-

cated to Mr. Lincoln an extract from a reiwrt of a committee of the

Canadian privy council, bearing date September 20. 1889. by which

Mr. Lincoln stated it appeared that the Canadian government had

directed " the cessation, for an indefinite period, of the enforcement of

the seamen's act as to shipping seamen before shipping masters, so

far as American vessels are concerned." (Mr. Lincoln, min. to Eng-

land, to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State. For. Rel. 1889. 4<>1.) In the

rei>ort. however, it was stated that the minister of justice had no

doubt as to the right of the government of Canada to enforce the pro-

visions of the act. the object of which was to restrain the evils

attendant upon the crimping of seamen and to restrain desertion

;

but it was added that the minister, considering the desire of the

United States that American vessels should enjoy the benefit of

the act. and observing tlie practice prevailing in United States ports

with regard to British s!ni)s. recommended that, wliile the operation

of the different clauses of the act, so far as the rights of private per-
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sons were concerned, could not be interfered with without an act of

Parliament, her Majesty's Government be informed " that instruc-

tions will be issued to the collectors of customs and the different ship-

ping officers not to insist upon a compliance with the provisions of

the act requiring the shipment of foreign seamen before the shipping

master, so far as American vessels are concerned, until further

notice." (For. Rel. 1889, 4(]5-4G6.)

Mr. Lincoln was instructed to express the gratification of the Department

of State " that the Canadian Government has directed the nonenforce-

ment, for an indefinite period, of the act of 188G as to shipping sea-

men before ' shipping masters.' so far as American vessels a^e con-

cerned." (Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lincoln, min. to Eng-

land, Oct. 29, 1889, For. Rel. 1889, 467.)

" I enclose for your information copy of correspondence from

which it appears that the master of the American vessel Evie J.

Ray was compelled by the local authorities at Singapore to ship part

of his crew at the office of the British master attendant, to pay for

the service in question, and to give a bond for each seaman shipped,

thereby causing expense and delay to the master.

" The matter having been referred to the Secretary of the Treas-

ury, that officer expresses the opinion that the laws of the United

States require that the crews of American vessels shipped in British

ports shall be shipped before American consuls, and that, in this

respect, the action of the consul appears to have been in accord with

the law and regulations.

" The Secretary of the Treasury adds that ' the action of the

British authorities at Singapore in demanding that part of the crew

be shipped before them and in exacting compensation and a bond

from the American master appears to have been based on an Indian

act of 1859, not usually enforced hitherto. That act relates to

lascars and other native seamen. The men shipped on the Evie J.

Ray^ it appears, were not lascars and they were not native seamen in

the sense that they were British subjects. They appear to have been

Javanese, subjects of the Netherlands. Though it is contrary to

general maritime custom for local authorities to demand that the

crew of a foreign vessel shall be shipped before them as well as before

the consul of the nation to which the vessel belongs, the Treasury

Department does not at this time suggest a protest against this

requirement by British authorities in so far as the Asiatic subjects

of Great Britain are concerned. The contention of the British

master attendant at Singapore that he can control and demand com-

pensation and bonds for the shipment before him for American

vessels of seamen who are not British subjects appears to the Treas-

ury Department unprecedented and involves a principle, the recogni-

tion of which would be harmful to American navigation interests in

Asia.'

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 22
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" You are instructed to draw the attention of the foreign office to

this matter, with a view to having the proper corrective applied."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Clioate, niin. to England, November 20,

1899. No. 248, MS. Inst. Gr. Br. XXXIII. 298. enclosing copy of a

dispatch from I'nited States consul-general at Singapore, No. 30,

September 13. 1899, and copies of letters from the Secretary of the

Treasury, October 26, 1899, and November 6, 1899.

September 2, 1899, one Chambers, a British subject, shipped as a

fireman on the British steamship Kestor^ from Baltimore, in Mary-
land, to Mexico, Cuba, and Philadelphia, and thereafter on another

voyage from Philadelphia to Cuba and to some port in the United

States north of Cape Hatteras. He was to receive 1 shilling for the

first 20 days, and $80 a month afterwards. He duly entered on his

employment and continued in it till he Avas dischargetl in Philadel-

phia, November 19, 1899. He had then received money and supplies

amounting to $20.82. and a dispute arose as to the amount he should

receive in final settlement of his account. The master of the vessel

offered him $30.18, and, when Chambers refused to receive it, depos-

ited it with the British consul at Philadelphia, subject to Chambers's

order; and the consul subsequently sent it to the London Board of

Trade, pursuant to the British shipping act. Chaml^rs demanded
$20 more, basing his claim on .section 24 of the act of December 21,

1898 (30 Stat, 755), and section 10 of the act of June 25, 1884 (23

Stat., 53) by which is was, subject to certain exceptions and to the stip-

ulations of any treaties, made unlawful in any case to pay a seaman

wages in advance, it being provided that in such case the payment of

full wages might afterwards be required. Chambers having libeled

the steamer, it was contended that the statutes in question were

intended to apply to the j^repayment of wages of a British seaman

serving on a British vessel, and that, if it was so intended, they were

beyond the power of Congress. The court found, in the first place,

upon the evidence in the case, that the stipulation for the payment of

1 shilling for the first 20 days was a mere cover for an attempted

evasion of the statute, and that the master violated the provisions of

the law by paying at Baltimore a part of Chambers's wages in ad-

vance. As to the application of the statute, the court held that it

applied uniformly to all seamen, of whatever nationality, shipped in

American ports on merchant vessels, whether American or foreign,

and that it was a constitutional exercise of power by Congress. A
decree was therefore entered in favor of the libellant for the sum of

$56.18.

Bradford. .7.. Chambers r. Steamship Kestor (UM)1), 110 Fed. Rep. 432,

citing the Eclipse. •>} Fe<l. Hei». 273; the Case of the Exchange. 7

Cranch, IIG; United States v. Diekelman, 92 U. S. 520; Wildenhus'
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Case, 120 U. H. 1; Ex parte Newman, 14 Wall. l~/2 ; the Belgenland,

114 U. S. :ir,rj; the Topsy, 44 Fed. Rep. 0:il.

The fourt dissented from the view that the statute applied only to

American seamen, as expressed in United States r. Nelson, 100 Fe<L

Rep. 125. See Patterson v. Eudora, 190 U. S. 1G9.

The court also referred to the State of Maine, 22 Fed. Rep. 7.'i4, in which

.Judge Brown held that setrtion 10 of the act of June 2»>, 1884, was
not api)licable to the shipment of seamen in foreign iwrts, the ground

feeing that the statute had no extraterritorial forc*e.

4. INVOLUNTAKY ENTBANCE, AS GBOCND OF EXEMPTION.

§ 208.

An American vessel, having been forced by stress of weather into

a French port and obliged to land her cargo in order
Jadicial decisions. , , <!^ i i ^

to make repairs, was afterwards prevented from re-

lading the cargo, or from taking away anything in exchange for it

but produce of the country, for taking which she was afterwards

charged with a violation of the act of nonintercourse with France

of June 13. 1798. She was found not guilty, ancl Marshall, C. J.,

said :
'' Even if an actual and general war had existed between this

country and France, and the plaintiff had been driven into a French

port, a part of his cargo seized, and he had been permitted by the

officers of the port to sell the residue, and purchase a new cargo, I

am of opinion that it would not have Ijeen deemed such a traffic with

the enemy as would vitiate the policy upon such new cargo."

Hallet & Bowne v. Jenks (180.5), 3 Cranch, 210, 219.

Necessity, by reason of being taken and sent JTi by a l)elligerent

cruiser, excused the entrance into a foreign port while the embargo

acts were in force, even though the original crew might have l^een

able to effect a rescue, since such an act would have exposed the ves-

sel to condemnation in case of capture.

Brig Sliort Staple r. Unite<l States (181.5). Cranch, .5.5.

A question was raised in argument as to the effect on jurisdiction of an

entrance under stress of weather. It does not appear, however, that

the necessity was established, and the question is not discussed in

the opinion of the court. (The Alerta v. Moran (1815), 9 Cranch.

.359.)

^Vhere goods are brought by superior force, or by inevitable neces-

sity, into the United States, they are not deemed to be no imported

as necessarily to attach tlie right to duties. If, however, such goods

are afterwards sold or consumed in the country, or incorporated in

the general mass of its i)roi)erty, they Ijecome retroactively liable to

the payment of duties.

Brig Concord, 9 Cranch, 387.
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A cargo having been lilx^lled for being imported into the United
States in viohition of the nonintercourse act of March 1, 1809, it was
alleged that the entrance of the ship was compelled by stress of

weather. Livingston, J., delivering the opinion of the court, held

that the allegation was not established, and said :
" The necessity must

be urgent, and proceed from such a state of things as may be supposed

to produce on the mind of a skilful mariner, a well-grounded appre-

hension of the loss of vessel and cargo, or of the lives of the crew."

Johnson, J., who, with Marshall, C. J., and Washington, J., dissented,

while not impugning this definition, maintained that the distress was
established.

The New York (Feb. 10, 1818), 3 Wheaton. 59, 68.

It seeius to have been admitted that if the vessel with the goods on

board was forcetl in by stress of weather the libel could not be main-

tainetl. even thoufih they were originally taken on board with an

intent unlawfully to imi>ort them.

Mr. Wheaton. in a note to this case, quotes from the opinion of Sir Wil-

liam Scott, in the case of the Eleanor (Edwards, 159, 100), the fol-

lowing passages as to the legal requisites of the plea of necessity

:

" Real and irresistible distress must be at all times a sufficient pass-

port for human beings under any such application of human law.s.

But if a party is a false mendicant, if he brings into a port a ship

or cargo under a pretence which does not exist, the holding out of

such a false cause fixes him with a fraudulent puriwse. If he did

not come in for the only purpose which tlie law tolerates, he has

really come in for one which it prohibits, that of carrying on an

interdicted connnerce in whole or in part. It is, I presume, an uni-

versal rule, that the mere coming into port, though without break-

ing bulk, is prima facie evidence of an importation. At the same
time, this f>resumption may be rebutted : but it lies on the party to

assign the other cause, and if the cause assigned turns out to be

false, the first presumption necessarily takes jilace. and the fraudu-

lent imi>ortation is fastenetl down upon him. The court put the

question to the counsel, whether it was meant to be argued, that

the bringing a cargo into an interdicted port, under a false pre-

tence, was not a fraudulent imiwrtation, and it has not been denied

that it is to be so considered. Upon the fact of importation, there-

fore, there can be no doubt ; and, consequently, the great point to

which the case is reducetl, is the distress which is alleged to have

occasioned it. Now, it must be an urgent distress ; it must be some-

thing of grave necessity : such as is spoken of in our books, where a

ship is said to be driven in by stress of weather. It is not sufficient

to say it was done to avoid a little bad weather, or in consequence

of foul winds ; the danger nmst be such as to cause apprehension

in the mind of an honest and firm man. I do not mean to say that

there must be an actual physical necessity existing at the moment

;

a moral necessity would justify the act; where, for instance, the

ship had sustained previous damage, so as to render it dangerous to

th© lives of the persons on l)oard to prosecute the voyage: Such a

case, thougii there might be no existing storm, would be viewed with

tenderness ; but there must be at least a moral necessity. Then,
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again, where the party justifies the act upon the plea of distress, it

must not be a distress which he has created himself, by putting on

board an insufficient quantity of water or of provisions for such a

voyage ; for there the distress is only a part of the mechanism of

the fraud, and cannot be set up in excuse for it ; and in the next

place, the distress must be proved by the claimant in a clear and

satisfactory manner. It is evidence which comes from himself, and

from persons subject to his power, and probably involved in the

fraud, if any fraud there be, and is, therefore, liable to be rigidly

examined."

A vessel and cargo were condemned under the non-importation

laws, during the war between the United States and Great Britain

of 1812. The defense set up was an entry under stress of weather.

The question was one of fact. The condemnation was affirmed, Mr.

Justice Johnson dissenting. Mr. Justice Livingston, delivering the

opinion of the court, said that under the strong circumstances of

suspicion existing in the case, the court would require " the most

satisfactory proof of the necessity " which was urged by the de-

fence. The ostensible destination of the ship was Havana, but it

appeared that the ship left Liverpool without any chart of Havana
or the adjacent coast, and that, two days after her departure, the

master ordered the supercargo to proceed off the port of Wiscasset,

which was accordingly done. Her passage was long and boisterous,

but the principal, if not the only, witnesses produced as to the neces-

sity of entrance were the master and supercargo. No seamen were

•examined, nor any person residing at the place where the vessel dis-

charged ; and no survey was produced, though the master, in his tes-

timon3\ said that one had been made. The court discredited the super-

cargo's testimony, because of his " incredible '' statement that he had

no written instructions, but merely verbal ones.

The .Eolus (1818), 3 Wheaton, 392.

That the burden of proof is on the party setting up necessity, see The
Major Barbour, Blatch. Prize Cases, 167 ; The Sunbeam, id. 316, 656

;

The Diana, 7 Wall. .35^.

Article VIII. of the treaty between the United States and Spain of

1795 provides for cases where ships belonging to the inhabitants of

either countr}' are forced through stress of weather, jiursuit of pirates

or enemies, or any other urgent necessity to seek shelter in the ports

of the other. It was contended that this article was applicable to the

case of the Spanish schooner Amistad, which was taken possession of

in August, 1839, by the U. S. S. Washington^ within a mile and a

half of the shore of Long Island, the schooner being then in the pos-

session of negroes, who had killed the captain at sea. The negroes

were ultimately set free, on the ground that they were kidnapped

Africans and were not slaves under the Spanish law. The court, in
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the course of its opinion, referring to the argument that Art. VIII.

required the restoration of the negroes to the Spanish claimants, said

:

" There may well be some doubt entertained, whether the present case,

in its actual circumstances, falls within the purview of this article.

But it does not seem necessary, for reasons hereafter stated, absolutely

to decide it."

Unitetl States r. Schooner Amistnd. 15 Pet. ms, 592.

For a history of this case see Moore on Extradition. I. § 389. pp. ,'588-592.

A Spanish-owned vessel on her way from New York to Havana,

being in distress, put, by leave of the admiral commanding the squad-

ron, into Port Royal, S. C, then in rebellion, and blockaded by a

Government fleet, and was there seized as a prize of war and used by

the Government. She was afterward condemned as prize, but or-

dered to be restored. She never was restored, damages for her seiz-

ure, detention, and value being awarded. It was held that she was

not prize of war. or subject of capture, and that her owners were

entitled to fair indemnity, although it might be well doubted whether

the case was not more properly a subject for diplomatic adjustment

than for determination by the courts.

The Nuestra Senora de Regla. 17 Wall. 30.

See further, as to this case, Moore. Int. Arbitration, II. lOlG-1018.

On the requisition of the British minister, a British vessel and

cargo which have been wantonlv and feloniously
Official opinions. ,, •, . • ,• -"ia- r

taken into an American port in violation of our reve-

nue laws and there seized by the officers of the port for such violation,

should be restored to an innocent owner. The forfeitures and penal-

ties prescribed by our laws have never been inflicted on owners of

vessels which have been -brought within our jurisdiction by others'

crime.

Wirt. At. Gen. (1821), 1 Op. 509.

"Herewith you will receive a copy of a letter to this Department

from the Messrs. Whitehorne, of Newport, Rhode Island, complaining

of an exaction of transit duties upon the cargo of the ship E/ie, which

put in Rio de Janeiro, in distress, and asking that you might be

instructed to demand their repayment. If, therefore, you should not

have addressed the Brazilian Government upon the subject before

the receipt of this communication, you will present the claim and urge

its prompt adjustment. Several cases of the kind occurred during

the mission of your predecessor, and the procrastination he experi-

enced in the settlement of them was vexatious in a high degree and

inconsistent with that regard for the United States which has uni-
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formly been professed by the Brazilian Government. You will inti-

mate that the President is particularly solicitous for the faithful

observance of the tenth article of the treaty, because the position of

Rio de Janeiro and the safety and convenience of its harbor, render

it a place of resort for those of our vessels that may experience stress

of weather on their way to and from the Pacific and Indian oceans,

or that may require refreshment or repairs."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunter, charge d'affaires to Brazil,

June 23, 1835, MS. Inst. Brazil, XV. 22.

See, also, same to same, April 1.5, 1837, id. 47.

An award in favor of the claimants in this case was made by the commis-
.sioner apix)inted to distribute the Brazilian indemnity under the con-

vention between the United States and Brazil of Jan. 27, 1849.

(Moore. Int. Arbitrations, V. 4609. 462.3.)

May 20, 1864, the Russian minister at "Washington communicated

to the Department of State a copy of a decision of the council of the

Empire to the effect that vessels putting into Ru.ssiLn ports, not for the

purpose of carrying on commercial operations, but under compulsion,

such as stress of weather, chase by an enemy, want of provisions or,

in case of a steamer, of coal, should be exempt from all navigation

dues. He inquired Avhether a similar law existed in the United

States, and in case there should be none, offered to negotiate on the

subject. His note was referred to the Treasury Department, and he

Avas afterwards advised *" that a similar exemption from navigation

dues is extended by existing law to all foreign vessels in the ports of

the United States.''

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Stoeckl, Russ. min., June 4 and June 13,

1864. MS. Notes to Russ. Leg. VI. 156, 157.

See U. S. Rev. Stats. §§ 2891, 2892. 2893, 2894; Treasury Regulations,

1884, Art. 177.

" Were there no treaty relations whatever between the United

States and Great Britain, were the United States fishermen without

any other right to visit those coasts than are possessed by the fishing

craft of any foreign country simply as such, the arrest and boarding

of the Grimes^ as above detailed, followed by forcing her into the port

of Shelburne, there subjecting her to fine for not reporting, and de-

taining her until her bait and ice were spoiled, are wrongs which I

am sure Her Majesty's Government will be prompt to redress. Xo
Governments have been more earnest and resolute in insisting that

vessels driven by stress of weather into foreign harbors should not be

subject to port exactions than the Governments of Great Britain and

the United States. So far has this solicitude been carried that both

Governments, from motives of humanity, as well as of interest as

leading maritime powers, have adopted many measures by which for-

eigners as well as citizens or subjects arriving within their territorial
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^yate^s may be protected from the perils of the sea. For this purpose
not merely light-houses and light-ships are placed by us at points of

danger, but an elaborate life-saving service, well equipped with men,
boats, and appliances for relief, studs our seaboard in order to render

aid to vessels in distress, without regard to their nationality. Other
benevolent organizations are sanctioned by Government which be-

stow rewards on those who hazard their lives in the protection of life

and proi^erty in vessels seeking in our waters refuge from storms.

Acting in this spirit the Government of the United States has been

zealous, not merely in opening its ports freely, without charges, to

vessels seeking them in storm, but in insisting that its own vessels,

seeking foreign ports under such circumstances, and exclusively for

such shelter, are not under the law of nations subject to custom-house

exactions.

" " In cases of vessels carried into British ports by violence or stress

of weather [said Mr. Webster in instructions to Mr. Everett, June 28,

1842] we insist that there shall be no interference from the land with

the relation or personal condition of those on board, according to the

laws of their own country; that vessels under such circumstances

shall enjoy the common law^s of hospitality, subjected to no force, en-

titled to have their immediate wants and necessities relieved, and to

pursue their voyage without molestation.'

" In this case, that of the Creole, Mr. ^Vheaton, in the Revue Fran-

(jaise et fitrangere (ix, 345), and Mr. Legare (4 Op., 98), both emi-

nent jDublicists, gave opinions that a vessel carried by stress of'

weather or forced into a foreign port is not subject to the law of such

port ; and this was sustained by Mr. Bates, the umpire of the com-

mission to whom the claim was referred (Rep. Com. of 1853, 244,

245) :

" ' The municipal law of England [so he said] can not authorize a

magistrate to violate the law^ of nations by invading with an armed

force the vessel of a friendly nation that has committed no offense,

and forcibly dissolving the relations which, by the laws of his coun-

try, the captain is bound to preserve and enforce on board. These

rights, sanctioned by the law of nations, viz, the right to navigate the

ocean and to seek shelter in case of distress or other unavoidable cir-

cumstances, and to retain over the ship, her cargo, and passengers,

the law of her country, must be respected l)y all nations, for no inde-

pendent nation would submit to their violation.'

" It is proper to state that Lord Ashburton, w^ho conducted the con-

troversy in its diplomatic stage on the British side, did not deny as a

general rule the propositions of Mr. Webster. He merely questioned

the applicability of the rule to the case of the Creole. Nor has the

principle ever been doubted by either Her Majesty's Government or

the Government of the United States; while, in cases of vessels driven

by storm on inhospitable coasts, both Governments have asserted it,
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sometimes by extreme measures of redress, to secure indemnity for

vessels suifering under such circumstances from port exactions, or

from injuries inflicted from the shore.

'' It would be hard to conceive of anything more in conflict with the

humane policy of Great Britain in this respect, as well as with the law

of nations, than was the conduct of Captain Quigley towards the ves-

sel in question on the morning of October 8th.

" In such coasts, at early dawn, after a stormy night, it is not un-

usual for boats, on errands of relief, to visit vessels which have been

struggling with storm during the night. But in no such errand of

mercy was Captain Quigley engaged. The Manon Ginmes^ having
found shelter during the night's storm, was about to depart on her

voyage, losing no time while her bait was fresh and her ice lasted,

when she w^as boarded by an armed crew, forced to go seven miles out

of her way to the port, and was there under pressure of Captain

Quigley, against the opinion originally expressed of the collector,

subjected to a fine of $400 with costs, and detained there, as I shall

notice hereafter, until her voyage was substantially broken up. I am
confident Her Majesty's Government will concur with me in the

opinion that, as a question of international law, aside from treaty and
other rights, the arrest and detention under the circumstances of Cap-

tain Landry and of his vessel were in violation of the law of nations

as well as the law of humanity, and that on this ground alone the

fine and the costs should be refunded and the parties suffering be in-

demnified for their losses thereby incurred.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelys. Nov. 6, 1886, For. Rel. 1886, 362,

364-.S6.5.

" The Rebecca^ an American schooner, cleared at Morgan City, La^,

on the 30th January, 1884, with a cargo of lumber for Tampico,

Mexico, and' having also on board six cases of merchandise to be left

on the way at Brazos Santiago, Tex., and which were not on the mani-

fest of the cargo for Tampico. Wliile on her voyage, and off the bar

at Brazos, a storm arose, which increased in violence until the vessel,

which was then awaiting a favorable opportunity to enter the port of

Brazos, was driven a considerable distance to the southward, and so

seriously damaged by the storm that the captain, deeming it unsafe to

iittempt to return to Brazos Santiago, made for the port of Tampico,

which he entered with his vessel, in a leaking and seriously disabled

condition.

" When the Rehec(ah^.^SiX\ to leak at sea the six cases of merchandise

intended to be landed at Brazos Santiago, and which had been reached

by the w'ater, were broken open, and the packages, thirty in number,

contained in the cases, were so stored as to be protected from damage

by the sea. On the arrival of the vessel at Tampico, the master imme-

diately noted a protest of distress with the United Stated consul. On
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the following day the Mexican customs officials seized the thirty pack-

ages in question, which were not on the numifest of cargo for Tampico,

on the ground that 'they had been brought into port in violation of the

Mexican law requiring all goods entered in a Mexican port from a

foreign country to be manifested, and arrested the master of the

vessel on tiie charge of attempting to smuggle. This charge was not

sustained, and the master was released; but he was subsequently

arrested and required to give bond to answer the charge of bringing

goods into a ^lexican port without proper papers. In due time this

charge was heard before the district court for the south and center of

Tamaulipas. sitting at Tampico, and it was adjudged by the court

that the goods should pay triple duty. The master refused to comply
with this sentence, and thereupon the goods and vessel were sold by

order of the court.

" This Department has taken the ground that as the Kehecca was
driven by stress of weather from her intended course and entered the

port of Tampico in distress, making no attempt to conceal the unmani-

fested merchandise, and without any intention on the part of the

master or owners to violate the port regulations or tariff laws of

Mexico, the vessel was not liable to penal prosecution either for

'smuggling' or for 'bringing goods into port without proper papers';

and that the seizure and sale of the vessel, under the circumstances

abo\e stated, was a gross breach of comity and hospitality peculiarly

unreasonable and unjust.

'' The Mexican Government, while denying that the entrance of the

Rehecca into Tampico was enforced by stress of weather, has taken

the position that the judgment of its courts, ordering the sale of the

vessel, is final and conclusive, especially as the master and owners

failed to take an appeal from the judgment so rendered to another

court, as it is contended might have been done.

" This Department has contested and denied the doctrine that a

Government may set up the judgment of one of its own courts as a bar

to an international claim, when such judgment is shown to have been

unjust or in violation of the principles of international law; and has

further maintained that, under the circumstances of the case and in

view of the fact that the prior proceedings had been so palpably

arbitrary and unjust, the master and owners were not bound to

attempt further judicial remedies in the local tribunals."

Report of Mr. Bayard. Sec of State, Feb. 2(>, 1887. S. Ex. Doc. 109, 49

Cong, li sess.

The case referred to in the foregoing report formed the subject of an

instruction to the minister of the United States in Mexico of April

7, 1884. In that instruction Mr. Frelinghuysen, who was then Secre-

tary of State, said that the aspect of tiie ca.se which gave the United

States concern was the question how far it was " compatible with

comity, or humanity even, to enforce against the vessels and ship-

masters of a friendly state penalties due for proven and intentional
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violation of law. -when in fact the vessels, under stress of the ele-

ments, may have been forced to deviate from the exact conditions of

the voyage prescribed by the ship's pai>ers." Mr. Frelinghuyseu

added that the case of the Rebecca was " one of a number whicli have

lately happened in various parts of the world, under Spanish or

Spanish-American law. From Manila, from Spain, from Cuba, from

Venezuela, from Mexico, the same story comes, of vessels driven by

stress of weather to deviate in .some measure from the plan of their

voyage, and punished by heavy fines or even confiscation, l>ecause

the documents or cargo did not conform to the rules laid down for

regular direct importations." (Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Morgan, min. to Mexico, April 7. 1884, H. Ex. Doc. .328, 21 Cong.

1 sess. 4.)

See, also, Mr. Frelinghuj-sen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, min. to Mexico,

May IG, 1884, H. Ex. Doc. 328, 51 Cong. 1 .sess. 12 ; Mr. Porter, Act.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, min. to Mexic-o, Sept. 14, 1885, H. Ex.

Doc. .328. 51 Cong. 1 sess. 15.

Mr. Mariscal, Mexican mini.ster of foreign affairs, in a note to Mr. Jack-

son. United States minister, of October 31, 1885. enclosing a copy of

the sentence of the court in the case, stated that the Executive could

take no action in the matter, since it was evident that the captain of

the Rebecca had violated the fiscal laws of the country, although he

was well acquainted with them, as he had traded with Mexican ports

for many years past ; that, " although he sought to excuse his fault,

attributing it to bad weather through which the vessel had pasf^e<l,

giving one to understand that he arrived at Tampico by force of cir-

cumstances, in the sentences of the district judge it is shown that the

Rebecca had cleared for the very port of Tampico, and that if bad

weather had retarded the arrival of the ship this did not prevent the

latter from arriving at the ix)rt for which she was destined." (H. Ex.

Doc. .328, 51 Cong. 1 sess. 27.

)

December 5, 1885, Mr. Ba.vard stated that, in view of the decision of the

Mexican Government, it did not seem hopeful to press the case fur-

ther, but called attention to the jwint made in the Mexican answer
" that the Rebecca could not be deemed to have entered Tampico in

distress." It never was asserted, said Mr. Bayard, that she did. The
position of the T'nited States was that a storm prevented her from

making Brazos, and caused her to abandon the attempt to enter that

port and to sail for Tampico, carrying on board the packages destined

to Brazos. Stress of weather, therefore, was the legitimate cause of

the " variation " of her course for which the fine was technically

imposed. (Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, min. to Mex-
ico, Dec. 5, 1885. II. Doc. 328, 51 Cong. 1 sess. .33.)

In a note of Fel)ruary 0, 188(>. written in rei)ly to certain representations

of the American minister. Mr. Mariscal stated that, as was shown
by the docvnnents previously communicated by him, the captain of

the Rebecca, though duly advised of his right to appeal, had not

avaiknl himself of his opixirtunity to opix)se the execution of the

sentence, and that the matter must therefore be considered as having

been finally determined judicially, and as not being subject to re

vision l)y the Executive. He further stated tliat, had the documents

subsefpiently conniiunicated to the Mexican (iovernnient been known
to the court, they would perhaps have modified tlie sentence pro-

nounced by it; but that, if they were not taken into consideration,
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" nobody is to blame for it but [Captain] Dujay himself, who, imi-

tating the bad example of some foreigners who treat with disdain

the tribunals of the country, omitted to make use of the recourses

whi<b our laws granted him on an equality with tlie natives, and
wai\e(l the presentation of such proofs befox*e the court, failing to

appeal from its decision, as the laws freely allowetl him to do, pre-

suming that he could remedy everything afterwards by means of a

diplomatic claim. ... It is not within his [the President's] power
to destroy what was done l)y virtue of a sentence pronounced with

the legal requisites, and which was carried into effect because the

party in interest interposed no recourse against it." (Mr. Mariscal,

min. of for. aff., to Mr. Jackson, U. S. min., Feb. 9, 1886, H. Ex. Doc.

.328, 51 Cong., 1 sess. 36.)

March 0. 1886. Mr. Bayard, referring to Mr. Jackson's reply to the fore-

going note, suggested that the discussion might be diverted '" into

the broader field of e<|uitable consideration as between sovereigns

who are and must be jealous of the judicial independence." (Mr.

Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, min. to Mexico. March 9, 1886,

H. Ex. Doc. 328. 51 Cong.. 1 sess. 40.)

In a note of April 2, 1886, written in reply to a note of Mr. Jackson of

February 25, Mr. Mariscal reiterated and argued at length, with

citations of authorities, the position that tlie case had been finally

disposed of by judicial action. (Mr. Mariscal, min. of for. aff., to

Mr. Morgan, charge. April 2, 1886, H. Ex. Doc. 328, 51 Cong., 1 sess.

41-17.)

With reference to this note, Mr. Bayard stated tliat " there would seem

to be no reason to hope for any more favorable result by reviewing

the case," though he expressed regret that the Mexican Government
" did not recognize that its course in this case had been harsh and

oppressive, and hasten to make prompt and satisfactory amends
^ therefor as it was hoped its sense of justice would have led it to do."

(Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, charge, April 27, 1886,

H. Ex. Doc. 328. 51 Cong., 1 sess. 47.)

" The rfcords of the Department show that no action has been taken by

this Government in relation to the claim [in the case of the Rebecca]

since Ai)ril 15, 189(), the dale of the message of President Harrison,

transmitting copies of corresitondence in the case in response to a

resolution of the House of Representatives. It is customary to sus-

pend the prosecution of a claim against a foreign government wlien

either House calls for the papers with a view to consideration of the

subject." (Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Allison, Oct. 26, 1900,

248 MS. Dom. Let. 535.)

As to p<'nalties imposed in Venezuela on a vessel seeking port in distress.

see Mr. Frelingluiysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, min. to Venezuela,

F<'bniary IS. 1884. and April 1. 1884. MS. Inst. Venezuela, III. 333,

342.

The case at Manila, referred to by Mr. Frelingluiysen in his instruction

of April 7. 1884, nupra, was that of the American bark Masonic.

This case was afterwards submitted to arbitration, and an award
was made in favor of the United States for .S51,674.07. For a full

report of the case, see Moore, International Arbitrations, II. 1055-

1069.

See, for other cases of vessels in distress, decided by international

tribunals, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, IV. 4346-4348, 4379.
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In P^ebruary, 1891, the minister of the United States at Buenos

Ayres was instructed to investigate a complaint that heavy charges

were imposed on vessels putting into that port in distress, and if he

should find it to be well founded to endeavor to induce the Argentine

Government to remedy it. The Argentine ministry of finance stated

that no such taxes had been imposed except in the case of ships

" loading or unloading in the ordinary conditions;" that the custom-

house ordinances provided that ships in case of forced entry should

be exempt from all port charges," unless they discharged as at their

final destination; and that if charges had in any case of distress been

otherwise exacted they would be reimbursed.

Mr. Blaine, See. of State, to Mr. Pitkin, niin. to Arg. Rep., Feb. 13, 1891,

For. Rel. 1891, 4 ; Mr. Pitlvin, min. to Arg. Rep., to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of

State, May 27, .July 7, 1891, id. 10-12.

A similar complaint was made in regard to Montevideo.

In 1894 the customs authorities at Cape Haytien fined the American

schooner John I. Snow for entering the port after 6 o'clock p. m.

without a pilot, although she was forced in by want of water, all

drinking water on board having been salted during a storm. The
United States asked for the return of the fine, particularly under

Art. XV. of the treaty of 1864, requiring hospitality to be exercised

where refuge is sought " through stress of weather, pursuit of pirates

or enemies, or want of provisions or water." The fine was returned.

Mr. Uhl, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Smythe. min. to Hayti, May 3, 1894, MS.
Inst. Hayti, III. 398; Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smythe, min.

to Hayti, Jan. 30, 1896, id. 474.

On the other hand, whei'e the master of the American schooner Lucy
Holmes was arrested in Hayti for taking part in an affray on shore,

and he maintained that he was in fact endeavoring to quell the dis-

turbance, the Department of State said :
" The accountability of the

Haytian Government for the arrest and imprisonment of the captain

and the consequent detention of the vessel, will depend upon whether

there was probable cause for those proceedings under the municipal

law of the country." (Mr. J. C. B. Davis. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Bassett, min. to Hayti. Dec. 23, 1873, MS. Inst. Hayti, II. 17.)

" It is a well-settled principle of international law that the ships

and subjects of a neutral nation, which are driven by superior force

into prohibited ports or w^aters of a belligerent, draw upon themselves

no penal consequences therefor, but must be allowed freely to depart

therefrom."

Report of Mr. Davis, Com. on For. Rel., July 14, 1897, on case of Alfredo

Laborde and others, Competitor prisoners, S. Rep. 377, 55 Cong. 1

sess. 5.
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In 1831 the American bri^ Cornet^ while on a voyage from Alex-

Cases of " Comet " 'Hulria. then in the District of Columbia, to New
and "Enco- Orleans, with a cargo of slaves, the property of

mium." American citizens, was wrecked on the Bahama
Banks. The slaves were saved and carried to the island of New
Providence, where they were libeled for forfeiture under the British

acts prohibiting the slave trade. The libel was dismissed by the court,

but the governor on his own authority declared the slaves to be free,

and refused to i)ermit the owners to take theui from the island. Mr.

Van Buren, who was then minister to England, was instructed to

lay the case before the British Government, with a strong expres-

sion of confidence that the action of the governor would be disavowed.

On February 25, 1832, Mr. Van Buren presented the case to Lord
Pahnerston, and asked that the slaves be ordered to be restored and

that a reasonable indemnity be paid for their detention. The case

was referred to the law officers for their opinion, but though often

urged to do so the British Government failed to reply to Mr. Van
Buren's note. In February. 1833, the American brig Encomium^
while on a voyage from Charleston to Xew Orleans, with 45 slaves

on l)oard, was wrecked at nearly the same place as the Comet. The
^ laves Avere saved and taken to Nassau, where they were liberated by

the police magistrate, against the protest of the United States consul.

On the 2d of August, 1834, Mr. \a\\, who was then charge d'affaires

of the Ignited States in London, was instructed by Mr. Forsyth, then

Secretary of State, to press for an answer to Mr. Van Buren's note

in the case of the Comet, and also to call attention to the case of the

Encomium.
On the 11th of May 1835, no answer in these cases having been

Cases of the " En- I'Gceived, Mr. Vail renewed the subject, and also

terprise" and presented the case of the brig Enterprise., which,

the " Hermosa." while on a voyage from Alexandria to Charleston in

1835, with 73 slaves on l)oard, was driven from her course by stress

of weather and compelled by lack of provisions to put into the port

of Hamilton, in Bernuida, where, some time after her arrival, a writ

of habeas corpus was served on the master, requiring him to produce

the slaves, who on diseuibarking were taken from his custody and

set at liberty. Mr. Vail, in bringing the occurrence to the notice

of the British (iovernuient. said it was the third case " of an Ameri-

can vessel, pursuing a voyage recognized as laAvful by the legisla-

tion of the United States, and by all the jjrinciples of public law,

forced, by the act of (iod, to seek, in a British port, a refuge from the

tempest, relief froui starvation for her crew and passengers, and that

aid. protection, and hospitality " which were due to the distressed

mariner and the property in his charge, and which were in these

cases denied. On November 13, 1835, Lord Palmerston stated that it
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had been decided to refer the whole subject to the judicial commit-

tee of the privy council. In 1836 Mr. Stevenson, who had become the

diplomatic representative of the United States in England, twice

pressed for a decision, his second note bearing date of December 13.

On the Tth of February. 1837, the Senate of the United States

adopted a resolution, which was offered by Mr. Calhoun, asking the

President for the correspondence "" in relation to the outrage commit-

ted on our flag and the rights of our citizens, by the authorities of Ber-

muda and Xew Providence, in seizing the slaves on board of the brigs

Encomium and Enterprise, engaged in the coasting trade, but which

were forced by shipwreck and stress of weather into the ports of

those islands."' To this resolution the President replied on the, 13th

of the same month, transmitting the correspondence." In 1840 'the.

Senate adopted a resolution declaring that, where a vessel on the high

seas, in time of peace, engaged in a lawful voyage, was forced by

stress of weather or other unaA'oidable circumstance into the port

of a friendly power, the country to which she belonged lost " none of

the rights appertaining to her on the high seas, either over the vessel

or the personal relations of those on board."

On the 19th of October. 1840, the American schooner Hermosa,

bound for Richmond, Va.. to New Orleans, with a cargo of 38 slaves

belonging to a citizen of the United States, was wrecked on the key

of Abaco. Wreckers came alongside and took off the master and

crew and the slaves, and against the wishes of the master, who
desired to go to a port in the United States, proceeded to Nassau,

where certain magistrates in uniform, who represented themselves

as officers acting under the orders of the civil and militarv^ authorities,

and who were accompanied by armed soldieiy, came out to the vessel,

and taking forcible possession of the slaves transported them in

boats to the shore, where, after some judicial proceedings, they were

set free, against the remonstrance of the master of the Hermosa and

of the American consul.

The excitement created by these incidents culminated in the case of

the brig Creole, which sailed from Hampton Roads

,,
' for New Orleans on the 27th of October, 1841, having

on board 135 slaves. On the night of the 7th of

November a portion of the slaves revolted, wounded the master, chief

mate, and two of the crew, and murdered one of the passengers, and

having secured possession of the vessel, ordered the mate, under pain

of death, to steer for Nassau, where the brig arrived on the 9th of

November. The slaves were afterwards liberated, under circum-

stances disclosed below in the opinion of Mr. Bates, umpire of the

mixed commission under the treaty between the United States and

a S. Ex. Doc. 174, 24 Cong. 2 sess.
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Great Britain of 1853. to which commission the cases of the Enter-

prise^ Hermom, and Creole were ultimately submitted, on claims for

damages.

In the cases of the Comet and Encomium^ which respectively oc-

curred in 1831 and February, 1833, Great Britain in the latter part

of President Van Buren's Administration paid an indemnity of

$11(>,1T9,62." But in the cases of the EnterpHse^ Hermotia, and Cre-

ole, which occurred after August 1, 1834, when the act of Parliament

of August 28, 1833.'' for the abolition of slavery in the British col-

onies took effect, the British Government refused to acknowledge any

liability on the ground that the slaves on entering British jurisdic-

tion became free. The United States, on the other hand, maintained

that if a vessel were driven by necessity to enter the port of another

nation the local law could not operate so as to affect existing rights

of j)roperty as between persons on board, or their personal obliga-

tions or relations under the law of the country to which the vessel

belonged. In the case of the Creole this argument was emphasized

by the fact that the vessel was brought into British jurisdiction by

means of a crime against the law of the flag. The case gave rise to

animated discussions in the British Parliament as well as in the Con-

gress of the United States, and came near breaking up the negotia-

tions between Mr. Webster and Lord Ashburton in 1842,

See Curtis, Life of Webster, II. 53, 54, 61, 62, 64. 69, 85, -99, 104, 119,

120-122; Benton, Thirty Years' View, II, 409; Pliilliuiore, Int. Law,

IV. 14; Legare, At. Gen. (1842), 4 Op. 98; Brit. & For. State Papers

(1841. 1842). XXX. 181 : Calvo, Droit Int. (3d ed.). II. 269; Abdy's

Kent (1878), 149; Woolsey, Int. Law. § 70; Snow, Cases on Int.

Law, 136.

"\Miere a coasting vessel, bound from one port to another in the

United States, is carried by mutineers into a foreign port, the officers

of such vessel are entitled to aid from the local authorities in recover-

ing control; nor is the cargo subject to confiscation or disposal in such

port because it may consist of articles which are there held not to

be the subject of property.

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Everett, niin. to England, Jan. 29. 1842.

MS. Inst. Gr. Br. XV. 38. See, also, same to same. Feb. 24. 1842,

id. 50.

" In cases of vessels carried into British ports by violence or stress

of weather, we insist that there shall be no interference from the land,

with the relation or personal condition of those on board, according to

the laws of their own country; that vessels under such circumstances

shall enjoy the common laws of hospitality, subjected to no force,

o H. Ex. Doc. 242, 27 Cong. 2 sess. ; Act of Feb. 18, 1843, 5 Stats, at L. 601.

6 3 and 4 William IV. ch. 73.
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entitled to have their immediate wants and necessities relieved, and
to i^ursiie their voyage without molestation."

Mr. Webster to Mr. Everett, June 28, 1842, Curtis's Life of Webster,

II. 106.

" * ship or vessel, on the high seas, in time of peace, and engaged in a

lawful voyage, is, by the law of nations, under the exclusive juris-

diction of the state to which her flag belongs ; and ... if forced by

stress of weather, or other unavoidable cause, into a port of a friendly

power, she would lose none of the rights appertaining to her on the

high seas ; but, on the contrary, she. with her cargo and persons on
board, including their property and all the rights belonging to their

personal relations, would be placed under the protection which the

law of nations extends to the unfortunate in such cases." (Speech of

Mr. Calhoun, March 1.3, 1840, 3 Calhoun's Works (by Cralle), 465.)

" Mr. Wheaton wrote an article upon this subject in the Revue Fran-

gaise et Etrangere, ix, 345, in which he took the ground that the

Creole never passed under British jurisdiction so as to affect the

legal relations of persons and things on board, or to give the British

Government such jurisdiction over the persons on board as to make
the case one of exti*adition ; and that the master, with such aid as he

could obtain from the consul or otherwise, was entitled, not only to

carry to the United States all the persons on board, whether held as

slaves or criminals, without molestation from the authorities, but to

receive the assistance of those authorities to regain and hold posses-

sion of his vessel." (Dana's Wheaton, § 103, note 62.)

"A vessel on the high seas, beyond the distance of a marine league

from the shore, is regarded as part of the territory of the nation to

Avhich she belongs, and subjected exclusively to the jurisdiction of

that nation. If, against the will of her master or owner, she be

driven or carried nearer to the land, or even into port, those who
have, or ought to have, control over her struggling all the while to

keep her upon the high seas, and so within the exclusive jurisdiction

of her own government, what reason or justice is there in creating a

distinction between her rights and immunities in a position thus the

result of absolute necessity, and the same rights and immunities

before superior power had forced her out of her voluntary course ?

" But, my Lord, the rule of law, and the comity and practice of

nations, go much further than the.se cases of necessity, and allow even

to a merchant vessel, coming into any open port of another country

voluntarily, for the purposes of lawful trade, to bring with her and

keep over her, to a very considerable extent, the jurisdiction and au-

thority of the hiAvs of her own country, excluding to this extent, by

consequence, the jurisdiction of the local law. A ship, say the pub-

licists, though at anchor in a foreign harbor, preserves its jurisdic-

tion and its laws. It is natural to consider the vessels of a nation as

parts of its territory, though at sea, as the state retains its jurisdic-

tion over them; and. according to the commonly received custom,

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 23
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this jurisdiction is preserved over the vessels, even in parts of the sea

subject to a foreiofii dominion.
" This is the doctrine of the hiw of nations, clearly laid down by

writers of received authority, and entirely conformable, as it is sup-

posed, with the practice of modern nations.

" If a murder be committed on board of an American vessel by one

of the crew upon another or upon a passenger, or by a passenger on

one of the crew or another passenger, while such vessel is lying in a

port within the jurisdiction of a foreign state or sovereignty, the

otfense is cognizable and punishable by the proper court of the

United tSates, in the same manner as if such offense had been com-

mitted on board the vessel on the high seas. The law of England is

supposed to be the same,

" It is true that the jurisdiction of a nation over a vessel belonging

to it, while lying in the port of another, is not necessarily wholly ex-

clusive. AVe do not so consider or so assert it. For any unlawful

acts done by her while thus lying in port, and for all contracts en-

tered into while there, by her master or owners, she and they must,

doubtless, be answerable to the laws of the place. Nor, if her master

or crew, Avhile on board in such port, break the peace of the commu-
nity by the commission of crimes, can exemption be claimed for

them. But, nevertheless, the law of nations, as I have stated it. and

the statutes of governments founded on that law, as I have referred

to them, show that enlightened nations, in modern times, do clearly

hold that the jurisdiction and laws of a nation accompany her ships

not only over the high seas, but into ports and harbors, or where-

soever else they may be water-borne, for the general purpose of gov^-

erning and regulating the rights, duties, and obligations of those on

board thereof, and that, to the extent of the exercise of this jurisdic-

tion, they are considered as parts of the territory of the nation herself.

'* If a vessel be driven by weather into the ports of another nation,

it would hardly be alleged by anyone, that, by the mere force of such

arrival within the waters of the state, the law of that state would so

attach to the vessel as to affect existing rights of property l^etween

persons on board, whether arising from contract or otherwise. The
local law would not operate to make the goods of one man to become

the goods of another man. Xor ought it to affect their personal

obligations, or existing relations between themselves; nor was it ever

supposed to have such effect, until the delicate and exciting question

which has caused these interferences in the British islands arose.

The local law in these cases dissolves no obligations or relation law-

fully entered into or lawfully existing according to the laws of the

ship's country."

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Lord Asliburton, British plenipotentiary,

Aug. L 1841'. Weltster's Worl<s. VI. 'A(y.\. aO«i.

" Upon the great general principles afifecting this case we do not differ.
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You adiuit that if slaves, the property of American citizens, escape

into British territories, it is not expected that tliey will be restored

;

. . . the present state of British law is in this respect too well

known to retiuire repetition ; nor need I remind yon that it is exactly

the same with the laws of every part of the United States where a

state of slaverj- is not recognized ; and that the slave put on shore at

Nassau would be dealt with exactly as would a foreign slave landed,

under any circumstances whatever, at Boston. But what constitutes

the being within British dominion, from which these consequences are

to follow V Is a vessel i)assing through the Bahama Channel, and
forcetl involuntarily, either from storm or mutiny, into British waters,

to be so considered? What power have the authorities of those

islands to take cognizance of persons or property in such vessels?

These are (juestions which you. Sir, have discussed at great length,

and with evident ability. Although you have advanced some proposi-

tions which rather surprise and startle me, I do not pretend to judge

them ; but what is very clear is, that great principles are involved in a

discussion which it would ill become me lightly to enter upon; . . .

Our object is rather to look to the means of future prevention of

such occurrences [as those that had given rise to the discussions].

That this may be obtained I have little doubt, although we may not be

able immediately to agi-ee on the precise stipulations of a treaty. . . .

In the meantime I can engage that Instructions shall be given to

the governors of Her Majesty's colonies on the southern borders of

the United States to execute their own laws with careful attention to

the wish of their government to maintain good neighborhood, and
that there shall be no officious interference with American vessels

driven by accident or by violence into those ports. The laws and
duties of hospitality shall be executed ; and these seem neither to

require nor to justify any further inquisition into the state of persons

or things on board of vessels so situated than may be indispensable to

enforce the observance of the municipal law of the colony, and the

proper regulation of its harbors and waters." (Lord Ashburton,

British plenipotentiary, to Mr. ^Yebster, Sec. of State, Aug. (5, 1842,

Webster's Works. VI. 313, 314-31G.)
" The Creole was taken forcibly by mutineers into a British port, and Mr.

Webster seems to have considered her in a different situation from

that she would have been in had she voluntarily visited such port. If

he meant to give a more general application to the rules he laid

down, the authorities against him are so many and so strong as to

render it impossible to sustain him."' (Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Keenan, consul at Hongkong. April 14, 1850, 21 Disp. to Consuls,

5G7.)

The views of Mr. Webster are examined, and to .some extent adverselj-

criticised, in Hall. Int. Law (4th ed.), 2(X), note.

•' This claim is presented on behalf of the Charleston Marine Tnsur-

Decision in the case ""ce Company of South Carolina, and of the Ausrusta

of the "Enter- Insurance Company in Georgia, for the recovery of

prise." the value of seventy-two slaves, forcibly taken from

the brig Enterpvhe. Elliot Smith, master, on the -JOth of February,

1835, in the harbor of Hamilton, Bermuda. The following are the
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facts and circiiinstances of the case: The American brig Enterprize^

Smith, master, sailed from Alexan(h*ia, in the District of Cohmibia,

in the United States, on the 2'id of January, 1835, bound for Charles-

ton, Soutli Carolina. After encountering head winds and gales, and

finding their jirovisions and water running short, it was deemed best

by the master to jMit into Hamilton, in the island of Bermuda, for

supplies. She arrived there on the lltli of February, having taken

in the supplies recpiired, and having completed the repair of the

sails, she Avas ready for sea on the 19th with the pilot on board.

During the repairs, no one from the shore was allowed to comnnmi-
cate with the slaves. The vessel was kept at anchor in the harl^or

and Avas not brought to the wharf. Being thus ready for sea. Cap-

tain Smith proceeded, with his agent, to the custom-house to clear

his vessel outward. The collector stated that he had received a verbal

order from the council to detain the brig's papers until the governor's

pleasure could be known.
" The comptroller, and a Mr. Tucker, then went to the other public

offices, and on their return to the custom-house, the comptroller, after

considting for a few minutes with the collector, declared that he

would not give up the papers that evening, but would report the

vessel out the next morning, as early as the captain might choose to

call for the papers.

" In consequence of this decision, the captain immediately noted

his i)rotest in the secretarj^'s office against the collector and comjD-

troller for the detention of his ship's papers, and informed the officer

of the customs he should hold them responsible; that he (the captain)

feared the colored people of Hamilton would come on board his

vessel at night and rescue the slaves, as they had threatened to do.

" The collector then replied there was no danger to be apj)rehended,

that the colored people would not do anything without the advice of

the whites, and they kncAV the laws too well to disturb Captain Smith.

At 20 minutes to G o'clock, p. m., the chief justice sent a writ of habeas

cori)us on board, and afterwards, a file of black soldiers armed, order-

ing the captain to bring all the slaves before him, the chief justice,

which Captain Smith Avas obliged to do. On the shiA^es being in-

foriniMl by the chief justice that they Avere free persons, seventy-tAVo

of them declared they Avould renuiin on shore, Avhich they did, and

only six of them returned on board to i)roceed on the A\)vage.

'' This is believed to be a faithful sketch of the case, from Avhich it

appears, that the American brig Evterfrize Avas bound on a A'oyage,

from one port in the United States to another port of the same

country. Avhich was lawful according to the hiAvs of her country and

the hiAv of nations. She entered the ])ort of Hamilton in distress for

provisions and Avater. No offence Avas permitted against the munici-
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pal laws of Great Britain or her colonies, and there was no attempt

to land or to establish slavery in Bermuda in violation of the laws.

" It was well known that slavery had been conditionally aliolished

in nearly all the British dominions about six months before, and that

the owners of slaves had received compensation, and that six years'

apprenticeship was to precede the complete emancipation ; during

which time apprentices were to be bought and sold as property, and
were to be liable to attachment for debt.

" No one can denj^ that slavery is contrary to the principles of jus-

tice and humanity, and can only be established in any country by

law. At the time of the transaction (m which this claim is founded,

slavery existed by law in several countries, and was not wholly

abolished in the British dominions; it could not then be contrary

to the law of nations, and the Enterprize was as much entitled to

protection as though her cargo consisted of any other description of

jjroperty. The conduct of the authorities at Bermuda, was a viola-

tion of the laws of nations, and of those laws of hospitality which

should prompt every nation to afford protection and succor to the

vessels of a friendly neighbor that may enter their ports in distress.

" The owners of the slaves on board the Enterpi'lnc are therefore

entitled to compensation; and I award to the Augusta Insurance and

Banking Company, or their legal representatives, the sum of sixteen

thousand dollars, and to the Charleston Marine Insurance Company,

or their legal representatives, the sum of thirty-three thousand dol-

lars, on the fifteenth of January, 1855."

Bates, umpire, case of the Enterprize, convention l>etween the United

States and Great Britain of Fehruary 8, 18.>3. (S. Ex. Doc. 103, 34

Cong. 1 sess. 187, 23(;-237.

For the argiuuents of counsel and the opinions of the commissioners in

this case, see Moore, Int. Arhitrations. IV. 4340-4372.

The cases of the Hermosm and Creole were suhniitted by the commis-

sioners to the umpire on their opinions in tlie case of the Enterprize.

" The umpire appointed agreeably to the provisions of the conven-

Deci8ion in the ^ion entered into between (Jreat Britain and the

case of the United States, on the 8th of February, 1858, for the

"Hermosa." adjustment of claims by a mixed commission, having

been duly notified by the commissioners under the said convention,

that they had been unable to agree upon the decision to be given

with reference to the claim of H. X. Templeman aganist the govern-

ment of Great Britain; and having carefully examined and consid-

ered the papers and evidence i)roduce(l on the hearing of the said

claim; and having conferred with the said commissioners thereon,

hereby reports that the schooner Hermosa, Chattin. master, bound

from Richmond, in Virginia, to New Orleans, having thirty-eight
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slaves oil board, l>ol()nc:iii<j: to II. X. Tompleman, was wrecked on the

lUth October, 1S40, on the Spanish key, Aharo.
"' Wreckers came alongside, and took off the captain and crew, and

the thirty-ei<2:ht slaves, and contrary to the wishes of the master of

the Ilermosd, who urged the captain of the wrecker to conduct the

crew, j)assengers, and slaves to a port in the- United States, they were

taken to Nassau, New Providence, where Captain Chattin carefully

abstained from causing or permitting said slaves to be landed, or to be

put in communication with any person on shore, while he proceeded

to consult with the American consul, and to make arrangements for

procuring a vessel to take the crew and passengers and the slaves to

some port in the United States.

'• While the vessel in which they were brought to Nassau was lying

at a distance from the wharves, in the harbor, certain magistrates

wearing uniform, who stated themselves to be officers of the British

goAcrnment, and acting under the orders of the civil and military

authorities of the island, supported by soldiery wearing the British

uniform, and carrying muskets and bayonets, took forcible possession

of said vessels, and the slaves were transported in boats from said

vessel to the shore, and thence under guard of a file of soldiers,

marched to the office of said magistrates, where, after some judicial

proceedings, they were set free, against the urgent remonstrances of

the master of the Ilermosa and of the American consul.

" In this case there was no attempt to violate the municipal laws of

the British colonies. All that the master of the Hcrmosa required

was that aid and assistance which was due from one friendly nation

to the citizens or subjects of another friendly nation, engaged in a

business lawful in their own country, and not contrary to the law of

nations.

'" Making allowance, therefore, for a reasonable salvage to the

wreckers, had a proper conduct on the part of the authorities at

Nassau l)een observed, I award to the Louisiana State ^larine and

Fire Insurance Company, and the New^ Orleans Insurance Company,

(to which institutions this claim has been transferred by H. N. Tem-
pleman.) or their legal representatives, the sum of sixteen thousand

dollars, on the fifteenth January, 1885, viz: eight thousand dollars to

each company.'

Bates, uiiipiro, rase of the Ilermosn. convention between the Tnited States

and (Jrcat I'.ritain of I-Vhruary .S. IS.")."!. (S. Ex. Doc 1(K{, 'M Cong.

1 scss. ii|). 12:',!>-Ii40.

)

" This case having been submitted to the umpire for his decision, he

hereby reports that the claim has grown out of the
Decision in the case i> n '

,

, ^ .,„ , „ toUownig Circumstances:
of the Creole.

'^

''The American l)rig Creole, Captain Ensor, sailed

from Hampton Roads, in the State of Virginia, on the 27th October,.
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1841, having on board one hundred and thirty-five slaves, bound for

New Orleans. On the 7th November, at nine o'clock in the evening,

a portion of the slaves rose against the officers, crew, and passengers,

wounding severely the captain, the chief mate, and two of the crew,

and murdering one of the passengers; the mutiners, having got

complete possession of the vessel, ordered the mate, under threat of

instant death should he disobey or deceive them, to steer for Nassau,

in the island of New Providence, where the brig arrived on the 9th

November, 1841.

" The American consul was apprised of the situation of the vessel,

and requested the governor to take measures to prevent the escape of

the slaves, and to have the murderers secured. The consul received

reply from the governor, stating that under the circumstances he

would comply with the request.

" The consul went on board the brig, placed the mate in command
in place of the disabled master, and found the slaves all quiet.

"About noon twenty African soldiers, with an African sergeant and

corporal, commanded by a white officer, came on board. The officer

was introduced by the consul to the mate as commanding officer of the

vessel.

" The consul, on returning to the shore, was summoned to attend the

governor and council, who were in session, who informed the consul

that they had come to the following decision

:

" ' 1st. That the courts of law have no jurisdiction over the alleged

offenses.

" ' 2d. That, as an information had been lodged before the governor,

charging that the crime of murder had been committed on board

said vessel while on the high seas, it was expedient that the parties,

implicated in so grave a charge, should not be allowed to go at large,

and that an investigation ought therefore to be made into the charges,

and examinations taken on oath; when, if it should appear that the

original information was correct, and that a murder had actually

been committed, that all parties implicated in such crime, or other acts

of violence, should be detained here until reference could be made to

the Secretary of State to ascertain whether the parties should be de-

livered over to the United States government; if not, how otherwise

to dispose of them.
"

' 8d. That as soon as such examinations should be taken, all per-

sons on board the Creole^ not implicated in any of the offences alleged

to have been committed on board the vessel, must be released from

further restraint.'

" Then two magistrates were sent on board. The American consul

went also. The examination was commenced on Tuesday, the Dth,

and was continued on Wednesday, the 10th, and then postponed until
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Friday, on account of the illness of Captain P2nsor. On Friday morn-

ing it was abruptly, and without any explanation, terminated.
" On the same day, a large numi)er of boats assembled near the

Creole^ filled with colored persons armed with bludgeons. They were

under the immediate command of the pilot who took the vessel into the

port, who was an officer of the government, and a colored man. A
sloop or larger launch was also towed from the shore and anchored

near the brig. The sloop was filled with men armed with clubs, and

clubs were passed from her to the persons in the boats, A vast con-

course of i^eople were collected on shore opposite the brig.

' During the whole time the officers of the government were on

board they encouraged the insubordination of the slaves.

" The Americans in port determined to unite and furnish the neces-

sary aid to forward the vessel and negroes to New Orleans. The con-

sul and the officers and crews of two other American vessels had, in

fact, united with the officers, men, and i)assengers of the Creole to

effect this. They were to conduct her first to Indian quay, Florida.

Avhere there was a Aessel of war of the United States.

•' On Friday morning, the consul was informed that attempts would

be made to liberate the slaves by force, and from the mate he received

information of the threatening state of things. The result was, that

the attorney-general and other officers went on board the Creole. The
slaves, identified as on board the vessel concerned in the mutiny, were

sent on shore, and the residue of the slaves were called on deck by

direction of the attorney-general, Avho addressed them in the follow-

ing terms :
' My friends,' or ' mj^ men, you have been detained a short

time on board the Creole for the purpose of ascertaining what indi-

viduals were concerned in the murder. They have been identified,

alid will l)e detained. The rest of you are free, and at liberty to go on

shore, and wherever you please.'

'* The liberated slaves, assisted by the magistrates, were then taken

on board the boats, and when landed were conducted by a vast assem-

blage to the superintendent of police, by whom their names were

registered. They were thus forcibly taken from the custody of the

master of the Creole, and lost to the claimants.

'" I need not refer to authorities to show that slavery, however
odious and contrary to the principles of justice and humanity, may be

established by law in any country; and, having been so established

in many countries, it can not be contrary to the law of nations.

" The Creole was on a voyage, sanctioned and protected by the laws

of the United States, and by the law of nations. Her right to navi-

gate the ocean could not l>e questioned, and as growing out of that

right, the right to seek shelter or enter the ports of a friendly power
in case of distress or any unavoidable necessity.
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"A vessel navigating the ocean carries with her the laws of her own
country, so far as relates to the persons and property on board, and

to a certain extent, retains those rights even in the ports of the for-

eign nations she may visit. Xow, this being the state of the law of

nations, what were the duties of the authorities at Nassau in regard

to the Creole? It is submitted the mutineers could not be tried by

the courts of that island, the crime having been committed on the

liigh seas. All that the authorities could lawfully do, was to comply

with the request of the American consul, and keep the mutineers in

custody until a conveyance could be found for sending them to the

United States.

'' The other slaves, being perfectly quiet, and under the command of

the captain and owners, and on board an American ship, the authori-

ties should have seen that they were protected by the law of nations

;

their rights under which can not be abrogated or varied, either by the

emancipation act or any other act of the British Parliament.
" Blackstone, 4th volume, speaking of the law of nations, states

:

' "\Mienever any question arises, which is properly the object of its

jurisdiction, such law is here adopted in its full extent by the com-

mon law.'

" The municipal law of England can not authorize a magistrate to

violate the law of nations by invading with an armed force the

vessel of a friendly nation that has committed no offense, and forcibly

dissolving the relations which by the laws of his country the captain

is bound to preserve and enforce on board.

" These rights, sanctioned by the law of nations—viz : the right to

navigate the ocean, and to seek shelter in case of distress or other

unavoidable circumstances, and to retain over the ship, her cargo,

and passengers, the laws of her own country—must be respected by

all nations; for no independent nation would submit to their violation.-

" Having read all the authorities referred to in the arguments on

both sides, I have come to the conclusion that the conduct of the

authorities at Nassau was in violation of the established law of

nations, and that the claimants are justly entitled to compensation

for their losses. I therefore award to the undermentioned parties,

their assigns, or legal representatives, the sums set opposite their

names, due on the 15th of January, 1855."

Bates, umpire, case of tlio Creole, convention between the United States

iind Great Britain of February 8, 18.5.S. (S. Ex. Doc. 10.3, 34 Cong.

1 sess. pp. 242-24").) The total amount awarded was $110,.3.m

This decision is to a certain extent adversely criticised by Dana, in his

edition of Wheatou, note 02, § 103, pp. 1G5-1G7.
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The British ship York, while stranded on the coast of North Caro-

lina, having Ijeen driven ashore by stress of weather

while proceeding in ballast from Valencia, Spain, to

Lewes, Delaware, was destroyed by two United States cruisers to

prevent her from falling into the possession of the enemy. An award
was unanimously made of $11,035 in gold, based on the value of the

wreck at the time of its destruction.

Aiuerk-an nnd British Clninis Commission, treaty of May 8. 1871, Article

XII. Hale's Ueix)rt, 51. See also Howard's I{ei>ort. 148.

V. lyVIOLABILITY OF TERRITORY.

1. Rule of IwioLABiLirY.

§209.

A sovereign, according to modern international law, can not exer-

cise the j)rerogatives of sovereignty in any dominions but his own.

Mr. .Jefferson. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ternant, P'rench niin., May 15, 179.3,

Am. State Papers. For. Rel. I. 147.

This principle applies to the commission of unneutral acts, snch as the

enlistment of trooi)s by one sovereign in the territory of another,

without the hitter's consent. See. in this relation, the case of Mr.

Crampton, Cushing. At.-Gen., 1855. 7 Op. 367; 48 Br. and For. State

Papers (1857. 18.58). 100 et seq. ; S. Ex. Doc. 35, 34 Cong. 1 sess.

See. also, the case of Genet, Moore, Int. Arbiti'ations, I. 310 et seq.

" No principle is better established than that no government has a

right to pursue offenders against its laws, or deserters from its service

into the dominions of another: that such persons can be recovered

by application only to the government within whose jurisdiction they

take shelter, and in obedience to its laws and treaties applicable to

such a case. A departure from this principle being a violation of sov-

ereignty, seldom fails to produce disagreeable consequences."

Mr. Monroe. Sec. of State, to Mr. Anthony St. John Baker, Deo. G, 1815,

MS. Notes to Foreign Legations, II. 113.

" Tn the late war with the Regency of Algiers, it is represented that

nn Algerine sloop of war was captured on the coast of Spain, within

a marine league thereof. . . . Should it finally appear that the

jurisdiction of Spain has been infringed, it will be a circumstance of

regret on the part of this (xovernment. This declaration, it can not be

doubted, will be satisfactory to His Catholic Majesty, and that the

brig will be no longer detained on that account. As by an arrange-

ment on the part of the United States with the Dey of Algiers, the

brig is to be restored to them, you will see at once, that by enabling

this Government to comply with that engagement, all difficulties with
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Algiers will be preoliuled as well on the part of Spain, as of the

United States, In making this communication I have full confidence

that your early representation to your Government will promote the

object of it."

Mr. Moiuoe, See. of State, to the Chev. de Onis, Sikiu. miii., Feb. 7, 181(5,

MS. Notes to For. Lej?. II. 128.

"An armed force in the service of the Republic of Texas, under the

command of General Rusk, has crossed the acknowledged boundary

between the United States and that country and has encamped on our

soil for the avow^ed purpose of punishing certain Indians of the Caddo
tribe for alleged depredations within the limits of Texas. Against

this insult and outrage you will promptly and in strong terms remon-

strate, demand satisfactory explanations on the subject and inform

Ihe Texian Government that it is expected adequate measures will be

adopted by it to prevent a recurrence of such acts, which if repeated,

would inevitably lead to collisions between the troops of the two

countries which there would be great reason to deplore."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. La Branche, charge d'affaires to Texas,

Jan. 8. 18:W, MS. Inst. Texas, I. 1.1.

" Current newspaper reports, which, of course, may not be alto-

gether reliable, give some reason for believing that the United States

Steamer, Adirondack, has lately continued the chase of the British

vessel the Herald^ understood to be engaged in violating the blockade,

even within the line of maritime jurisdicticm that is to say, Avithin

a marine league of the shore of the Island of New Providence. The
President desires that you ascertain the truth of this fact, with as

little delay as possible, since, if it be true, the commander of the

AdiTondaclx has committed an inexcusable violation of the Law of

Nations, for which acknowledgment and reparation ought to be

promptly made. To guard against any such occurrences hereafter,

the President desires that you at once give notice to all commanders

of American vessels of war, that this (Tovernment adheres to, recog-

nizes, and insi-sts upon the principle that the maritime jurisdiction of

any nation covers a full marine league from its coast, and that acts of

hostility or of authority within a marine league of an}' foreign coun-

try, by naval officers of the United States, are .strictly prohibited, and

will bring upon such officers the displeasure of this (irovernment."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Welles, Sec. of Navy. .Vug. 4. 18(;2, r>S

.MS. Dom. Let. 15.

" You will exercise constant vigilance to prevent supplies of arms,

munitions, and contraband of war from being conveyed to the insur-
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gents, but . . . under no circumstances will you seize any vessel

within the waters of a friendly nation."

Mr. Wollos. Soc. of Navy, to U. S. Naval Officers, Aug. 18, 1S()2, Official

Kcconls of the rnioii and C'onftMlcratc Navies, Ser. I., vol. 1, p. 417.

These iusti-uctions were based on a letter of Mr. Seward; See. of State, to

Mr. Welles. Sec. of Navy, Aug. 8, 18(52, 58 MS. Dom. Let. ^4; Blue

Uook. North America, No. 5 (18G3).

Tn view of the fact that steps were bein<? taken for the survey at

an early day. by the United States Coast and (leodetic Survey, of

the boundary line between the United States and Canada near Burnt

Island. Michifjan, in Lake Huron, and that in order to perforin the

Avork it Avould be requisite to erect temporary signals on Canadian

soil or in Canadian waters, the British minister at Washington was

re(iuested to comnumicate the facts to the Canadian government, Avith

a view to obtain its permission for the erection by an officer of the

Coast Survey '* of such temporary signals on the adjacent islands

or in the adjacent waters in the locality in question as may be deemed

requisite to the speedy or convenient prosecution of the contemplated

survey."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Sir L. S. S. West, Krit. min.. ^Lirch 27, 1888,

MS. Notes to Great Britain, XX. 018.

llie seizure by a naval vessel of the United States of an American

merchant vessel, within the jurisdiction of a friendly foreign power,

for a violation of the nonintercourse act of June 28, 1809, " is cer-

tainly an offense against that power, which must be adjusted between

the two governments. This court can take no cognizance of it; and

the majority of the court is of opinion that the hnv does not connect

that tresj)ass, if it be one, with the subsequent seizure by the civil

authority, under the process of the district court, so as to annul the

j)roceedings of that court against the vessel." In this case the viola-

tion of t<'rritorv Avas set up by the claimant, not by the foreign Gov-

ernment.

Shii) Richnioiid r. T'nited States (181;"). 1) ('ranch. 102. 104.

A seizure for the breach of the municipal hnvs of one nation can

not be made within the territory of another.

The .Vpullon. it Whenton. .•><;2.

Where an officer of the Navy, Avithout instructions from his Gov-

ernment, seized i)roperty in the Falkland Islands, claimed by citizens

of the United States. Avhich, it Avas alleged, had been piratically

taken by a person jiretending to be governor of the islands,r it Avas

held that such officer had no right, Avithout express direction from his
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Government, to enter the territory of a country at peace with the

United States and seize property found there claimed by citizens of

the United States. Application for redress should have been made
to the judicial tribunals of the country.

Davison r. Seal-skins, 2 I'aine. .S24.

See, however, as to the cireuuistances of this case, and the i)osition of the

United States regarding tlieni. supra; §S 89, 171.

The seizure by a ship-of-war of the United States of a vessel within

the jurisdiction of a foreign government, for an infringement of our

revenue or navigation laws, is a violation of the territorial authority

of such government.

Nelson, At.-Gen. 184.'}, 4 Op. 285.

The United States Government can not purchase a grant of land in,

or concession of right of way over, the territories of another nation, as

could an individual or private corporation, since, by the law of

nations, one government can not enter upon the territories of another,

or claim any right whatever therein.

Black, At.-Gen. 1859, 9 Op. 286.

This opinion appears to have heen based upon a nii.sconception as to the

power of a government to exercise proprietary as well as strictly

political rights.

2. Breaches by Military and Xaval Authorities.

§210.

" During the war of 1812-15 between the United States and Great

Britain, the United States frigate Esse.x was attacked and compelled

to surrender, while at tinchor, dismasted, in Valparaiso, by the Brit-

ish frigate Phoebe and sloop-of-war Cherub. The sloop-of-war

Levant, a recent prize to the United States frigate Constitution, was
chased into Port Praya, and captured while at anchor there by vessels

from the British fleet. The United States privateer (Jeneral Arm-
strong, lying in the harbor of Fayal. was destroyed by vessels from

the British fleet. The demand upon Portugal, by the United States,

for indemnification, was ultimately left to the arbitration of Louis

Napoleon, then President of the French Republic. He recognized the

attack as a violation of neutral rights, but decided against indemni-

fication, on the ground that the privateer did not demand protection

from the Portuguese authorities at the time, but resisted by battle

the unjust attack of (he British vessels, instead of relying ui)on the

neutral protection. This decision was not satisfactory to the United

States, as they did not consider the fact on which it rested as estab-

lished in proof. The principle of the decision nuist certainly be
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confined to cases where the vessel attacked has reason to believe that

etfectiial protection can he seasonably afforded by the neutral, and

makes a fair choice to take the chances of a combat rather than to

appeal to neutral protection. Ex. Doc, 32d Cong., Senate, No. 24."

Dana's Wlioaton. S 4L'l), note 208.

SeH\ furtlior. as to the case of the General Anmstronff, Moore, Int. Arbi-

trations. II. 1071.

In December, 1S()3, the United States merchant steamer Chesapeake

was seized on the high seas by certain persons who had taken passage

on her from New York to Portland, Maine, and who, in making the

seizure, represented themselves as acting for the Confederate States.

Several United States men-of-war were sent in pursuit of her. One
of them, the Ella and Annie, under the command of Captain Nichols,

found the C/iesapeake in Sambro Harbor, Nova Scotia, abandoned

by all but three of the persons who had seized her, and flying a flag

of distress. Captain Nichols took charge of the vessel and of the

persons whom he found on board of her, placing the three captors in

irons, and brought them all into Halifax, and delivered them over to

the British authorities. The Chei^apeake was turned over by the

authorities to the vice-admirality court, but the three prisoners, in view

of the irregularity of their seizure by a foreign man-of-war in British

waters, were released, although their arrest with a view to extradi-

tion to the United States was requested by the American consul.

AVhen Mr. Seward Avas informed of the seizure of the vessel, and of

the fugitives found on board of her, in Sabro Harbor, he at once

wrote to Lord Lyons, the British minister, as follows: "Assuming
this statement of facts to be true, I am not aware that the naval

officers have, in any respect, violated the sovereignty of jurisdiction

of Cireat Britain. It is possible, however, that the case may not yet

have been fully uuide known to this government. To guard, there-

fore, against any possible misapprehension, I have now by the Presi-

dent's directions to inform your lordship that this government has

not authorized, nor does it propose to justify, any exercise whatever

of authority, by its agents, within the waters or on the soil of Nova
Scotia. If any such authority has been assumed, this governuKMit

will at once exi)ress its profound regret; and it stands ready, in that

case, to make amends which shall be entirely satisfactory."

This note bore date December 18, 18()3. On the same day Lord
Lyons replied, saying: ** I accept with entire satisfaction the disa-

vowal you so promptly' make of any assumption of authority by offi-

cers of the United States within the territorial jurisdiction of Her
Majesty's Province of Nova Scotia."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons. Brit, niin.. Dee. 18, ISO.'?, Dip.

Cor. 18C4. IL 4U4: Lord Lyons to .Mr. Seward, Dec. 18, 18<«, id. 40.").

Before tlie vice-adniirality court at Halifax, no appearance was entered for
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the fjiptors. aiul they were in-onouiu-ed in default. (Maims were
made l).v Britisli owners of parts of the eargo and allowed. The
vessel was claimed hy her American owners and was ordered to be

delivered to them on payment of costs. (Dip. Cor. 18(;4, I. 19(i-200.)

See Calvo, ^d ed. III. 481 ; Dana's Wheaton, § 428, note 207.

The seizure of the Confederate cruiser Flot'uld, by the Federal

cruiser Wdchi/seft, in the port of Bahia, Brazil, in October, 1864, was
conceded by the United States (iovernnient to l)e an invasion of Bra-

zilian territorial waters. The act was disavowed by the United

States, and in a note of December 2(5, 18G4, to Mr. Barbosa da Silva,

Brazilian minister at Washington, Mr. Seward announced the pro-

posed trial by court-marital of the captain of the Wachifsetf, the dis-

missal of the United States consul at Bahia, who advised the attack,

the release of the parties on the Florida, and a salute to the Brazilian

flag:. ]\Ir. Seward proceeded to mention that the Florida, while at

jinchor in Hampton Roads, had, by an unavoidable casualty, foun-

dered. To fulfill the engagement of saluting the Brazilian flag, the

United States Government, in ISOG, sent to Bahia a United States

vessel of war for the announced purpose of delivering a solemn salute

to the Brazilian flag on the spot where Brazilian neutrality had been

invaded.

See Dana's Wheaton, § 430, note, 200; Calvo, 3d ed.. III. 48G, and infra,

§ 1334, where the case is given in detail.

The papers connected with the seizure of the schooner Greyhound, in

Boston Harbor, in August, 1703. by orders of the French vice-consul

in Boston, are given in Am. State Papers, For. Rel. I. 178.

In October, 18G-1, when the town of St. Albans, Vermont, was

raided and pillaged by a band of men who, although claiming to act

as soldiers of the Confederate States, proceeded from Canada as the

base of their operations, (General Dix, when advised of the aflFair,

telegraphed an order to the officer of the United States in connnand

at Burlington, Vermont, to send all his efficient force to St. Albans,

i'.nd to try to arrest the marauders; and. in case they were not found

in the Ignited States, to pursue them into Canada, if necessary, and

destroy them. The text of the order was as follows:

[General Orders, No. 07.]

IIeauquaktkks Dkpartment of the East,

Ncir York Citi/. Drcoiihcr l), ISO'/.

Information having been receiveil at these headcpiarters that the rebel ma-

lauders who were guilty of murder and robbery at Saint Albans have been dis-

charged from arrest, and that other enterprises of a like character are actually

in preparation in Canada, the connnanding genei-al deems it due to the people

of the frontier towns to ad<)])t the most itrompt and eflicient measures for the

security of their lives and projuM'ty.

All militarv conuuanders on the frontiers are therefore instructed, in case
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further iicts of (U'lirodation juul niunlor are attompted, whether hy niai'aiulers

or persons actiiij; under connnissions from the rebel authorities at Kiehniond,

to shoot down the [)erpetrators, if i>ossihle. while in the eonunission of their

crimes; or. if it he nect^ssary. with a view to their capture, to cross tlie bound-

ary between the United States and Canada, said commanders are hei-eby

directed to i»ursue them wherever they may take refuge, and if capture<l they

are under no circumstances to be surrendered, but are to be sent to these head-

(lU'.rters for trial and pmiishment hy martial law.

The ma.ior-.i;eneral connnandinj; the department will not hesitate to exercise

to the fullest extent the authority he i)ossesses. inider the ndes of law recognized

by ail civilized state's, in regard to persons organizing liostile expeditions within

neutral territory and fleeing to it for an asylum after connnitting acts of dei)re-

dation within our own, such an exercise of authority having become indispen-

sable to protect our cities and towns from incendiarism and our i)eople from
robbery and murder.

It is earnestly hoped that the inhabitants of our frontier districts will abstain

from all acts of retaliation on account of the outrages connnitte<l by rebel

marauders, and that the proper measures of redress will be left to the action of

the public authorities.

By command of Major-General Dix :

D. T. Van Buren,
Colonel and Assistant Adjutant-General.

Official

:

Wright Rives, Aid-de-Camp.

This order having; been disapproved, it was revoked, and in its

phice the following modified order was issued:

[General Orders, No. 100.]

Headquarters Department of the East,

New York City, Deecmber 11, 1S6J{.

The President of the United States having disapproved of that portion of

department General Orders. No. 97, current series, which instructs all military

commanders on the frontier, in certain cases therein specified, to cross the

boundary line between the I'nited States and Canada, and directs pursuit into

neutral territory, the said instruction is hereby revoked.

In case, therefore, of any future marauding expedition into our territory

from Canada, military commanders on the frontiers will report to these head-

quarters for orders before crossing the boundary line in pursuit of the guilty

parties.

By command of Major-General Dix:

D. T. Van Btuen.
Colonel (iiid Assistant Adjutant-General.

Official :

(J. VON EiKSTEDT. Aid-de-Canip.

The foregoing orders are discnsscd in Bernard's Neutrality of

Great Britain. 4(')5: in Dix's Memoirs, II. 110 et seq. ; and in Dip. Cor.

ISC);"). I. 50.

See. also, as to the jxirsuit of deserters in Canada, 51 Br. & For.

State Papers (18(;0-18(U).
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'• I transmit to Congress an extract of a dispatch from Mr. Living-

ston, the minister of the United States at Paris, dated the 7th ultimo,

and the copy of a communication made to him by Captain Ballard,

commander of the frigate United States, by which it appears that on

firing a national salute from that ship, at Toulon, in honor of the

birthday of the King of the F'rench, two men were killed and four

others wounded on board the French ship of war Sujfren. Suitable

explanations were immediately made to the French admiral: and
the officers and crew of the American frigate, with that generosity

which distinguishes their profession, promptly contributed, by a

liberal subscription, towards providing for the families of the unfor-

tunate sufferers. I am sure, however, that I should not do justice to

the feelings of the American people on this occasion, if I did not

invite Congress to assume, on their part, this melancholy duty. I

propose, therefore, that the same provision be made, by law, for these

French seamen and their families as would be made for American

seamen killed or wounded in battle. This proceeding will show the

deep sensibility with which the disastrous accident is viewed by the

United States, and their readiness to alleviate those consequences

which cannot be remedied.''

President Jackson, special message to Congress, June 18, 1834, H. Ex.

Doc. 492, 23 Cong. 1 sess.

" It is to be observed that the suggested action was supplementary to

the humane and benevolent course of the officers of the frigate Tuited

States, who, as appears from Captain Ballard's letter to the French

admiral, contributed on the very day of the accident .j,(HX) francs

for the relief of the sufferere . . . The recommendation was
promptly actetl upon, and on the 28th June, 18.34, the President ap-

proved an act ' to enable the President to make an arrangement with

the Government of France in relation to certain French seamen

killed or wounded at Toulon and their families' (Statutes at Large,

vol. 4, p. 761) under which life pensions were paid through this

Department to the families and survivors, between 18.3.5 and 18.57,

to the aggregate amount of $9,600." (Mr. Rives, Act. Sec. of State,

to Sec. of Navy, Oct. 20, 1888, 170 MS. Dom. Let .305.)

March 4, 1887, while the U. S. S. Omaha was engaged in target

practice near the island of Ikesima, in Japan, certain Japanese sub-

jects were accidentally killed or injured by the explosion of shells.

By an act of Congress, approved February 26, 1889, the sum of

$15,000 was appropriated for distribution among the families of the

persons so killed or injured. This sum was paid to the Japanese min-

ister at Washington, March 27, 1889.

For. Rel. 1889, 547-549.

See Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Whitney, Sec. of Navy, April 16,

1887, 163 MS. Dom. Let. 628; Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Win-

dom. Sec. of Treasury, March 29, 1889, 172 MS. Dom. Let 334.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 24
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See, also. disi)atch from Mr. Hubbard, niin. at Tokio, No. 308, March 18,

18.87. MSS. Dept. of State.

Mr. Kives. Ac-t. See. of State, to Sec. of Navy, Oct. 20, 1888, enclosed

coi).v of a note of Count Okunia. Japanese minister of foreign

affairs, to Mr. Mutsu, Japanese minister at Washington, of Sept. 6,

1888, suggesting that the United States make spontaneous and gen-

erous i)rovision for the families of the killed and injured persons,

and referring to the case of the French seamen, killed or injured at

Toulon, in 18.'U. by the frigate United States. Mr. Rives suggested

that, instead of paying pensions, as was done in the Toulon case, a

lump sum should be appropriated. (170 MS. Dom. Let. 305.)

In April, 1893, the Mexican minister at Washington presented a

complaint from the collector of customs at Camargo, Tamaulipas,

that a colored soldier of the United States Army, on two'ditt'erent

days, fired several times on the sentry box of the custom-house. Early

in June he complained that the oifence had been repeated. The mili-

tary authorities of the United States investigated the case, but were

unable to discover the identity of the men who did the firing. Instruc-

tions were given to the commanding officer at Fort Ringgold, Texas,

to take measures to prevent a like occurrence in the future. Subse-

quently two of the soldiers were identified and arrested, and were

held for court-martial. The court found that the firing was not mali-

cious, but the oifenders were convicted and sentenced each to con-

finement at hard labor for six months and to forfeit a certain

amount of pay for the same j^eriod. The commanding officer ex-

pressed his regret for the occurrence and adopted measures to pre-

vent its recurrence. In his expression of regret the Government of

the United States joined.

For. Rel. 1893, 448, 440, 450, 452, 453.

" I have carefully examined the report of John A. Haddock, cap-

tain commanding Company E, 85th regiment of New York Volun-

teers, concerning his arrest of Ebenezer Tyler, a deserter from the

forces of the United States within unquestioned Canadian territories

of Great Britain. The violation of the sovereignty of a friendly state

was doubtless committed under the influence of an earnest zeal for the

interests of the United States, but that motive can not diminish the

Avrongfulness of the act or furnish excuse for this Government to

that of Great Britain. Having submitted the matter to the President,

I am instructed by him to disavow with regret the proceeding of

Captain Haddock, and to inform the British Government that the

captain will be dismissed from the public service and that the

deserter Ebenezer Tyler will be discharged from his enlistment in

the volunteer forces of the United States."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stanton, Sec. of War, April 15, 18G3,

60 MS. Dom. Let. 231.
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" I have received your No. 23, of the 14th instant, touching the

invasion of American territory at Eagle Pass, Texas, by Mexican

troops from Piedras Xegras. It appears that the Mexican Govern-

ment laments the incident, has ordered the arrest and trial by court-

martial of the persons concerned in the affair and promises that full

justice shall be administered in the case.

" This preliminary action on the part of Mexico is viewed with

satisfaction as is also the further promise of Mr. Mariscal that the

• questions related to this case will receive merited consideration from

the Government of Mexico.' "

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bragg, min. to Mexico, April 26, 1888,

MS. Inst. Mexico, XXII. 189.

On March 3, 1888, a squad of Mexican soldiers, under the command
of a lieutenant, who was evidently acting under the orders of his

superior officer, made, without the assent of the Government of the

United States, an incursion from Mexico into the city of Eagle Pass,

Maverick County, Tex., for the purpose of seizing one Antanicio

Luis, who was alleged to be a deserter from the Mexican army, but

who was at the time engaged in lawful labor at Eagle Pass. The
soldiers seized Luis and were in the act of beating him, when they

were observed by Shadrack AVhite, deputy sheriff of Maverick

County, who, in the exercise of his powers, commanded them to desist

and notified them that he would arrest them. They resisted arrest

and inflicted upon AMiite serious wounds, from which his right hand

was permanently disabled. The Mexican Government expressed

regret at the incident and stated that it had ordered the arrest and

trial by court-martial of the offending parties. The United States

argued not only that the offenders should be punished, but also that

an indemnity should be paid for the injuries to A\liite. The Mexican

Government subsequently stated that the officers concerned in the

affair had been punished and expressed readiness to confer on the

question of indemnity. It was agreed that White should be examined

by a joint commission of surgeons, and upon their report the Govern-

ment of ISIexico settled the claim for the sum of $7,000.

For. Kel. 1889, 591, 605, 607, 608, Oil ; For. Rel. 1890, 032, 635, 642 ; For.

Rel. 1894, 418.

3. Breaches by Civil Authorities.

§211.

Peter Martin, a naturalized citizen of the United States, was tried

at Laketon, British Columbia, for an assault on an
Case of Peter

officer in the execution of his duty, prison breach,

and escape from custody ; and, having teen found

guilty, was sentenced to fifteen months imprisonment at Victoria,
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ill the same Province, there l)eiiig no jail or secure place of con-

finenient at Laketon. He was accordingly placed in the custody

of constables to l)e conveyed to Victoria. A part of the route taken

lay through Alaska, and Avas traversed by can(x\ via the Stick-

ine Kiver, near the mouth of which, and within the Territory of

Alaska, the j^arty made a landing for the pur^jose of cooking food.

AVliile they were thus engaged the prisoner obtained possession of a

loaded gun and made a deadly assault on one of the constables, but

was overpowered and conveyed to AVrangle Harbor, from whence he

was taken by steamer to Victoria.

It having been reported that Martin would be tried at Victoria for

this assault. ^Ir. Fish, on the 2d of November, 1876, wrote to the

British minister at Washington, Sir Edward Thornton, and after

reciting the facts substantially as above stated, said:

" It further appears from what has been intimated to the consul

[of the United States, at Victoria] that Martin will be fully com-

mitted for this assault, and that his case Avill be given to the grand

jury. Avhere a true bill will most likely be found against him, and that

the case then will come up in the supreme court some time during

the present month.
" From the facts presented in the case, it is suggested that the per-

son in question should not be tried for the offense with which he is

charged, it having been committed, as is reported, within the jurisdic-

tion of the United States, and that, such being the case, he should b(;

set at liberty.

" I will, therefore, thank you, at your earliest convenience, to call

the attention of Her Majesty's proper authorities to the matter, in

order that a thorough examination of the facts in the case may be

made." "

On the lOtli of January, 1877, Mr. Fish addressed another note to

Sir Edward Thornton, informing him that a despatch had been re-

ceived from the consul at Victoria, stating that Martin had been tried

there before the Hon. P. P. Crease, a justice of the supreme court

of the Province for the assault committed on the Stickine River, and

had l)een found guilty and sentenced to one year and nine months im-

])risonnient at hard labor, to take effect after the expiration of the

term of fifteen months to which he was sentenced at Laketon. The
consul's despatch further stated that as the evidence at the trial was

conflicting as to the precise distance of the scene of the assault from

the mouth of the Stickine. and as the boundary line between the

British and American territory was not definitely mariced the judge

cliaiged the jury that, uiuler these circumstances, the court had either

jurisdiction or concurrent jurisdiction, and that the proceedings were

" Ml-. Fish. See. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton, Brit, luin., Nov. 2, 1876,

For. Itei. 1S77, 200.
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just and proper. To this line of argument Mr. Fish answered, first,

that if the colonial officers, in transporting Martin from Laketon to

Victoria conducted him at any time within and through the unques-

tioned territory of the United States, they committed, in so doing, a

violation of the sovereignty of the United States, which rendered his

further detention unjustifiable. And in respect to the question of

jurisdiction of the assault he said:

" I must not allow this question to pass without entering an explicit

dissent from the doctrine wliicli seems to be advanced by the learned

judge who presided at the trial of Martin, that jurisdiction or con-

current jurisdiction vests in her Her Majesty's colonial authorities or

courts over offenses committed Avithin any part of the territory of

Alaska, even though so near to the treaty-line that uncertainty or

doubt may exist on which side of such line the offense is committed.

It cannot, I think, be necessary to argue this point, or to do more
than record this dissent and denial of a doctrine which, I have no

doubt. Her Majesty's Government agrees with me in repudiating."'

«

On the Soth of September, 1877, the British charge tValjfaire^ at

AVashington addressed a note to Mr. F. AV. Seward, Acting Secretary

of State, saying:

" I have the honor to inform you that I have just learned from the

deputy governor of Canada that the Dominion (xovernment has con-

cluded the inquiry into the circumstances of the case, and has decided

upon setting Peter Martin at liberty without further delay." ^

" I transmit herewith copies of papers received by this Department.

in relation to the kidnapping of Francisco Arresures,

in Texas, on the evening of the 2Cth of July last,

and his forcible transportation to Mexico, where he Avas killed on

the morning of the 28th of the same month by Mexican officials in

Avhose custody he had been placed.

" It is unnecessary to make, at the present time, a critical analysis

of all the statements contained in the annexed papers. Such an

iittempt Avould not only consume time uselessly, but Avould inA'oh'e the

discussion of impertinent matters and obscure the main issue of the

case.

" It is admitted on all hands that Arresures was arrested in Eagle

Pass, Texas, on the 2Gth of July last, Avithout authority of law. At

that time, as the evidence shoAvs, he had been residing in Eagle Pass,

Avitli his family, betAveen three and four months, and had been in the

employ of Mr. John O. AVilliamson, as driAer of a stage, for about

« Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton, Brit, uiln., Jan. 10. 1877,

For. Itel. 1877, 268.

6 For. Rel. 1877, 271. The correspondence in the case of Martin is also

printed in 68 Brit. & For, State Papers, 1223.
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six weeks. On the day named, near the hour of eight o'clock in the

morning, he was seized bv three deputy sheriti's of Maverick County,

Texas, named, respectively, Diaz, Van, and Latimer, on an order of

extradition issued by Judge Hotfstetter, a judge of the court of that

county. It is conceded that this order, which appears to have been

based on statements of a Mexican police officer, named Mondragon,
was imi)roperly and irregularly obtained.

'' Innnediately after his arrest, Arresures was taken over the Rio

Grande and into Mexico, and was left in the custody of Mondragon,
above referred to, he l)eing an officer of the force of public security

of the district of Rio (irande. State of Coahuila. Whether the

delivery of the prisoner to Mondragon was in Texas or in Mexico is

uncertain. The three deputy sheriffs state that Mondragon and

another Mexican came over into Texas. On the other hand, Mr.

John O. AVilliamson states that Diaz, one of those deputies, told him
that iSIondragon had promised to come over, but failed to do so, and

that Arresures was taken over to Piedras Xegras, Mexico, and de-

livered to Mondragon at his house in that town. This statement is

confirmed by the appeal of Arresures to Mr. Linn, U. S. consul at

Piedras Negras, for his intervention, in the first of which Arresures

said :
"" I was taken from my work by armed men who crossed me to

this side, and delivered me to the captain of the rangers,' meaning

Mondragon.
'• It is not disputed that at least two of the Texan deputies went

over with Arresures into Mexico. But, in the view that the Depart-

ment takes of the case, it is not conceived to be material whether the

Texan officials who were parties to the kidnapping went over with their

prisoner into Mexico, or whether the Mexican officials who were

parties to the same transaction came over the Rio Grande into Texas

to receive him.
" On the '27th of July, the day following the kidnapping, Arresures

appealed to Mr. Linn, U. S. consul at Piedras Negras, for protection,

and Mr. ^^'illiamson. Arresures' employer, who had come over to

look after the case, joined in the application. Mr. Linn, accompanied

by Mr. Williamson and a ^Ir. Schuhardt, then called on Mondragon

and asked for Arresures' release. This request Mondragon refused,

saying that the case had been placed in the hands of the Zaragoza

district court.

'' Intending to apply to this court for the prisoner's release, Mr.

Linn learned, early the next morning that Arresures had been killed

by members of Mondragon's force.

" This fact is undisputed, and, while the circnmstances of the kill-

ing have been differently stated, there are the strongest reasons to

believe that Arresures' violent death was brought about by Mon-
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dragon's orders. The plea of the Mexican authorities, stated in Mr.

Linn's despatch of September 3, 1886, that the guards acted in self-

defense, is incompatible with many of the circumstances. Unarmed,

as the prisoner certainly was, and in charge of three armed men, it

scarcely seems possible that there was necessity for resort to the ex-

treme measure of homicide to control him. The hurried burial, the

condition of the body when exhumed, the enmity of Mondragon
towards Arresures, as evidenced by his own statements, by the fears

expressed by Arresures, in his appeal to ^Ir. Linn, as well as by the

conspiracy to kidnap, in which, as the papers before the Department
show, Mondragon was the prime mover, all lead to the grave conclu-

sion that the violent killing of Arresures was premeditated.
" The question yet to be considered is that of Mexico's liabilitj'.

" The Department holds it to be clear that Arresures was, at the

time of his forcible removal to Mexico, under the protection of the

United States. He had declared his intention to become a citizen of

the United States; and the reasonable inference from the evidence is

that when kidnapped he was domiciled in Texas, where his family

resided and continue to reside. But, admitting that he was not so

domiciled, and that he had not declared his intention to become a citi-

zen of the United States, the fact that he was, at the time of his arrest

and abduction, residing on the soil of the United States, would entitle

this Government to call upon Mexico for redress. Had the case been

presented to this Department in time, it is not doubted that Mexico

would have admitted the right of this Government to ask for the

prisoner's return : and as that has become impossible, it may be rea-

sonably expected that she will not now deny the only reparation that

may be made.
" It is no palliation of Mondragon 's guilt that his co-conspirators

in the abduction were officials of Texas, who wrongfully used the

process of that State to effect the abduction. It may be said that in

the case of a person regularly extradited, the demanding Govern-

ment is held bound to exercise the utmost care and good faith. So

anxious have Governments been to ensure to those who come within

their jurisdiction, even when they are fugitives from justice, the

protection of the laws, that it is not uncommon to find in treaties of

extradition a provision that persons extradited thereunder shall not

be tried for any other offense than that for which the surrender was

made.
" In respect to the custody of persons surrendered, it is never ex-

pressly provided, because it is always assumed, that they will be

treated humanely and protected from violence. No stipulation is

needed to enforce this obligation, which is fundamental and self-

evident.
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" It can not be maintained that this obligation is less binding where

the person held has been obtained not in accordance with, but in fraud

of existing treaties, as was the case with Arresures. In such case mal-

treatment of the prisoner but adds another wrong, and makes it more

incumbent upon the government whose protection has been defrauded

and abused, to maintain its rights.

'• You are instructed to bring this case to the attention of the Mexi-

can Govermnent, and impress upon it the importance of the issues

herein presented, and its obligation to redress the wrongs complained

of and make pecuniary reparation to the family of the murdered

num.''

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Manning, min. to Mexico, Feb. 2G, 1887,

MS. Inst. Mexico, XXI. 040.

For previous c-orrespondence in this case, see For. Rel. 1880, 708-722.

" The attention of yonr legation Is called to instrnction No. 54, of

Febrnary 20, 1887, I'elative to the case of Francisco Arresures, kid-

napped in Texas, July 20, 1880, and to the despatches of the legation

Nos. 88 and 92 of March loth and 19th, 1887. Please state what
rejily has since been received ; and if none, again bring the case to

the notice of the Mexican (iovernnient." (Mr. Wharton, Act. Sec.

of State, to Mr. Ryan, niiii. to Mexico, March 10, 1892, MS. Inst.

Mcx. XXIII. 190.)

As to the case of Oberlander and Messenger, see For. Rel. 1897, 370-388

;

Mr. Wharton, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ryan, niin. to Mexico, May
24, 1892, MS. Inst. Mex. XXIII. 228; Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Ryan. June 30, 1892, id. 244.

In March, 1887, a Mexican lieutenant named Gutierrez, belonging

Nogales case, to a small force garrisoned at the town of Nogales,

1887. which lies partly on the Mexican and partly on the

American side of the international boundary, committed an oifense

on the American side of the line and was arrested by the local

police. Forthwith a Mexican colonel named Arvizii and two sol-

(iiers who had crossed over with him rescued Gutierrez by force

and retreated with him to Mexican territory." The Government
of the United States, when advised of the incident, instructed its

minister that Mexico should at once restore the rescued prisoner
'• to the United States jurisdiction, and should either inflict prompt
punishment on the Mexicans who effected the rescue or deliver

them up to the United States.'"'' Subsequently, as the result

of negotiations at AVashington, the Mexican Government received

the impression that the United States had given it the option of

delivering up the oH'euders. including (lutierrez, to the American
authorities for punishment or of inflicting upon them adequate pun-

« For. Rel. 1887, 702.

^ Mr. Bayard. Se<'. of State, to Mr. :Manning, min. to Mexico, tel., March 7,

1887 : For. Rel. 1887, 092.
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ishment itself." The United States corrected this impression, saying

that, whether the person rescued was or was not a Mexican, nothing

could satisfy the United States except his delivery to the American

authorities from whose custody he was forcibly taken, and that the

alternative offered related only to the ]Mexicans who effected the

rescue.^

This position was amplified in the following communication:
" No such option was created or tendered by me to the Mexican

(rovernment as to the punishment of the prisoner or prisoners who
had l3een rescued from the jurisdiction of the United States authori-

ties. Having in mind the provision of our extradition treaty, which

relieves either party from the obligation to extradite its own citizens,

1 refrained from formal demand for the surrender of those Mexican

soldiers who had invaded our territory and forcibly rescued a prisoner

there in legal custody, and intimated that if Mexico did not herself

assert the right she claims in respect of punishing her own citizens,

the extradition of the rescuers might reasonably be expected. As to

the prisoners rescued from the custody of the United States officials in

Arizona, no such alternative was contemplated or suggested by me.

Armed invasion of our territory and rescue of a prisoner from our

lawful jurisdiction could confer upon the rescued person no asylum

in Mexico, nor bring him within the formalities of extradition. It

l^ecomes, under such circumstances, the simple international duty of

the Mexican Government to undo the wrong committed by its own
soldiery, by restoring the rescued prisoners to the jurisdiction from

which they had been wrongfully taken.'" '^

On the assurance, however, of the Mexican Government that it had

no desire to avoid a full and friendly compliance with the duties pre-

scribed by the law of nations, the United States, deferring to the

earnest request of that Government, which stated that the military

law of Mexico prescril>ed a severer penalty than would be inflicted

under the American law, agreed, as the right to the return of the

rescued prisoner was acknowledged, to suspend the demand for his

restoration to American jurisdiction and await the result of his trial

by tlie Mexican military court.*^

Responding to this amicable compliance with its request, the Mexi-

can Government said

:

" I also willingly accede that your excellency's Government has had

a For. Rel. 1887. 09:i-094.

6 Mr. Bayard. Sw. of State, to Mr. Manninjr. min. to Mexi<^). tel.. March 17.

18S7: For. Kel. 1.8S7. 09.">.

'•Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Manuing. min. to Mexico. March 10. 1887:

For. Rel. 1887. 096.

'J Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Manning, min. to Mexico, tel., April 8. 1887;

For. Kel. 1887, 710.
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a certdln ri«:ht to r('<iiiest that matters should I)o restored to \\\^\y xtatus

quo by retiin!iii«r Gutierrez to the power of the Arizona authorities

who hehl him a prisoner, for it is not a question of a Mexican fugiti^'e

from forei<rn justice, but of one who was forcibly rescued by Mexican
soldiers who entered the neio:hborin«r territory armed, without any
legal pretense or excuse of any kind, and certainly without order or

Marrant on the ])art of the Mexican (lovernment.
'• Still, with the same frankness with which I admit the foregoing.

I should state that I confidently trust in the good sense and friendly

disposition of the Government so worthily represented by your excel-

lency that the suspension of the demand referred to pending the pro-

ceeding against Gutierrez does not imply the possible contingency of

a renewal thereof after the said party has been judged and duly pun-
ished. I can not imagine such a contingency; hence I abstain from
all reasoning thereupon. Rather, inclosing this note, I take pleasure

in expressing the sincere ccmviction that touching the unfortunate

events at Xogales the honorable ^Ir. Bayard and your exceUency as

well have exhibited a spirit of friendly conciliation worthy of notice

and of eulogy.'"

"

The trial by the Mexican military court having resulted in a sen-

tence of death upon Gutierrez, and also upon Colonel Arvizii and

another officer, the American minister was informed that the Govern-

ment of the United States " would view with deep regret the imposi-

tion of a penalty so extreme." and was instructed to say that a

mitigation would be regarded with favor.'' An appeal to the supreme

military court resulted in the affirmation of the death sentence as to

Gutierrez and Arvizii.^' This sentence was commuted to twenty

years' imprisonment. Senor Mariscal stating that President Diaz had

considered it advisable "' to follow the humane suggestions " of the

United States, and thus to afford '' a proof of friendly deference."'

With the decision thus conveyed the United States expressed grati-

fication.''

In March. 1888. certain citizens of the United States entered Mexi-

can territory in ])ursuit of bandits who had attacked a train on the

Southern Pacific Railway. While conducting the pursuit, they were

arrested by the Mexican authorities and disarmed, and their horses

detained. They were sulisequently released, and the Government of

" Mr. Mariscjil. Mex. iiiin. of for. aflf.. to Mr. Manning, V . S. inin.. April 14,

1887: For. Rol., 1887, 714. See also same to same. May 21. 1887, id. 728.

^For. Kel. 1.S87. 71!>. 72.*?, 72(>, 728, 742. See also Mr. Bayard, See. of State,

to Mr. lirajiK. niin. to Mexico, tel., April 2.'?. 1888, MS. Inst. Mex. XXII. 188,

saying that a reiteration of the recjuest for flemency might he regarded hy the

Mexif-an Government as an interference with its discretion.

cFor. Hel. 18.S8. II. 1187.

•J For. Kel. 1888, II. 1191.
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the United States was informed that the arms and horses would be

delivered to the person whom it might designate to receive them, and
that one of the horses, which had died in detention, would be paid

for, if its death should appear to be due to neglect or ill-treatment on

the part of those who had had it in charge. This arrangement was
accepted, and the collector of customs at El Paso, Texas, was in-

structed to admit the projjerty to free entry.

For. Rel. 1888. II. 1293-121M, l.'JOl.

The Mexican minister, in August, 1893, complained that on the 30th

of the preceding June, six armed men from Texas, under the com-

mand of Capt. Frank C. Jones, invaded Mexican territorj- in pursuit

of Jesus Holguin, who took refuge in the house of his brother

Antonio, in the town of Tres Jacales, State of Chihuahua. His son

Severo was also in the house. Captain Jones took possession of the

houses adjoining that of Holguin, and in the fight Jesus and Severo

Holguin were wounded and Captain Jones killed. During the fol-

lowing night, another party from Texas, consisting of about sixty

men, took hostile possession of a point opposite Tres Jacales, but

withdrew on seeing a body of men, who had been organized for the

purpose of supporting the authorities. Concerning these acts, the

Mexican minister by direction of his Government presented a formal

remonstrance, asking that the invaders be punished and that the

United States issue instructions '* to prevent the future repetition of

acts no less disagreeable than offensive to the sovereignty of the

United States of Mexico." An investigation of the case by the gov-

ernor of Texas was requested. The governor's report showed, in sub-

stance, that at the particular point where Captain Jones was killed,

the Rio Grande in 1854 changed its course about 6 miles, leaving

between the old course and the new a tract of several thousand acres,

commonly called an island, which formed a convenient resort for per-

sons in both countries who wished to act in defiance of either Govern-

ment; that the old river bed had become filled up and so obliterated

that it was practically impossible to recognize it : that Captain Jones,

if he passed beyond the old river bed in pursuit of criminals, did so

ignorantly, to a point only a few hundred yards on the Mexican side,

where he was ambushed and murdered by the fugitive criminals; and

that he committed no assault on Mexican citizens and no intentional

invasion of Mexican territory.

For. Rel. 189.*^, 455, 4.5(5. 4(52, 4C.(], 407.

See, as to the robbery of the ciistoni-house at Las Palonias l)y bandits

who afterwards took I'efuge in the United States, For. Kel. 1803, 4(57,

468, 471.
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As to an alleffe<l intontlod incursion into Mexico from Silver City. N. M.,

see For. Hel. lSn:{. 4<>7, 47L
For an investigation of reiK)rts as to preparations at San Elizario, Texas,

for a raid into Mexico, and the adoption of measures to prevent it,

see For. Hel. 189:?, 4(]8-471.

As to the case of the (iarza bandits, from Mexico, see For. liel. 1893,

41>4. 4lir>. 42«*,-44T, 448, 4r,{',.

In Sej)toinlKM-. 1803," the Mexican minister presented a formal com-

Nogaies case, plaint of a violation of Mexican territory at Nogales,
1893. :Mexico. on the '2'^rd of July. He stated that on that

day John Roberts, deputy sheriff at Nogales, Arizona, accompanied

by Alfonso Bachelier. a citizen of the United States, crossed over

into Mexican territory for the purpose of arresting Jesus Garcia, a

Mexican citizen, who had had a fight with Celedonio Carrillo, also a

^lexican. in the former place. Bachelier knocked Garcia down, and

then he and Roberts, with the assi.stance of AVilliam Mehan, a citizen

of the Ignited States, dragged him by the feet into American juris-

diction. On the next day Roberts obtained from a justice of the peace

a warrant for the arrest of Garcia, who was tried and sentenced to

fine and imprisonment, although several witnesses testified that he

was seized in the State of Sonora. The minister asked that the

deputy sheriff' and his accomplices be punished, and that suitable

indemnity be paid to Garcia. The case was referred to the governor

of Arizona for investigation.

A careful investigation by the United States showed that Roberts,

who had been sitting on the Mexican side of the street, ran

over to the American side to arrest Garcia ; that the latter then

ran toward the Mexican side, and, when perhaps a yard or two

over, collided with a person who was running from the Mexican

side to intercept him, and fell : that, as he thus lay, most of his

body being on the American side, while his head and possibly a

small part of his body rested on the Mexican, he was arrested

by RolxM'ts. who was then on the American side. On these facts

the United States maintained •( 1) that (larcia was arrested on

American soil: but ('2) that if Mexico .should be disposed to take

the view that his l)eing thrown back, by the collision in question,

upon the soil of the United States and within reach of the officer,

was j)art of the arrest, no indemnity should he claimed for him, in

view of his record as a lawbreaker on both sides of the line, who had

at the time of his arrest, as the evidence indicated, deliberately gone

upon American territory with intent to violate the law. It further

appeared that (iarcia. after sentence was passed upon him, was, with

a view to strengthen good feeling, handed over to the Mexican

oFor. Rel. 1893, 457, 462.
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jiuthorities, on the uiulerstandin*^, api:)roved by the governor of

Sonora, that the matter was to end. Under the eircunistances the

United States, while dechiring that it had been " anxious to make
amends if any viohition of Mexican sovereignty '' occurred in elTect-

ing the arrest, expressed the conviction that it was " not a case Avhich

demands the intervention of the (iovernment of Mexico for the pro-

tection of its sovereignty or of the rights of one of its citizens from

lawless invasion." " The Mexican Government accepted this view

and terminated the discussion.''

Complaint having been made, on the one hand, of the seizure by

Mexican officials of a number of sheep and two American citizens on

xVmerican soil bordering on the Kio Grande near Reynosa, and, on

the other hand, of the arrest by American officials of certain Mexi-

cans on soil that was alleged to be Mexican, it was agreed that the

Mexican Government should release the two American jjrisoners and

return the sheep, and that the United States should release the

Mexican prisoners, reserving the question of violation of territory (o

be settled b}' the International Boundary Commission or otherwise.

Mr. (ireshani, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gray, iiiin. to Mexico. Sept. (!, 1893,

Sept. 10, 1803, Sept. 14, 1893, and Sept. 10. 1803, MS. Inst. Mexico,

XXIII. 416, 418, 420, 422.

As to the alleged arrest by two Arizona deputy sheriffs, in Mexico, of

one Dinuis Lernia, who had escaped from their custody, see Mr.

Kockhill, Act. Sec. of State, to governor of Arizona, Sept. 20, 189(),

213 MS. Dom. Let. 1.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

r)th instant, enclosing a memorandum from the minister of justice

of Canada, in relation to the case of Thomas Meagher.

''After due consideration of this case, I take pleasure in saying

that 3'Our request will be granted and the said Meagher will be dis-

charged from the arrest made and from the bail given by him for

his appearance. This will relieve him from the necessity of any

further action on his part, as it leaves him at liberty.

" In reference to the other suggestion made in regard to Mr. Avery,

I beg to say that, as this Government is advised, the facts are not

precisely stated in the memorandum of the Canadian minister of

justice; that this Government is persuaded that even on the facts

stated in the memorandum there Avas no felonious intent on the part

of Mr. Avery, the deputy collector of customs; and if he did the

act complained of, yet, as this Government undcr.stands the facts,

he did not commit any intentional violation of British sovereignty,

« Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Romero, Mex. ambassador, Dec. 1, 189C),

For. Rel. 180(5, 44(1-448.

6 For. Rel. 189(J, 454.
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and if such violation was committed, it was done involuntarily and

unintentionally in the endeavor of the deputy to effect an arrest

which, in his judgment, he had a right to make and which he believed

was undertaken within the territory of the United States.

" This (iovernment disavows any act of force, if any was executed,

against Meagher in Canadian territory and regrets the unfortunate

occurrence: and in view of the sentiments of friendship existing

between the two (lovernments, it is hoped that these explanations of

regret will i)e accepted as a satisfactory conclusion of the incident."

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Sir .Julian raiincefote. British amb., .Janu-

ary 21. 18W. MS. Notes to Britisli Leji. XXIV. 427.

It is to be (>l>servetl, as will l)e seen in the chapter on extradition, that

when the allegeil criminal is brought within the jurisdiction by

irregular extradition process or by kidnapping, he can not set up the

illegality of the mode of his recovery as a defense, but can avail him-

.self of it to effect his release only in case the government who.se

jiu'isdiction has l>e<Mi violated duly interix)ses.

That tlH' seizure of Koszta in Turkey by Austrian agents was treated

by the Unitetl States as a violation of international law, see, infra,

the chapter on Domicil.

4. Breaches by I'rivate Peksons.

§ 212.

In January, ITOT, the Spanish minister complained that the terri-

torial rights of Sj)ain in Florida had l^een violated by certain persons

residing in the United States. The Attornej-General, to whom the

matter was referred, advised that it was an offence against the

laws of nations for any persons, whether citizens or foreigners, living

in the United States, to go into the territory of Spain with intent to

recover their property by their own strength or in any other manner
than the laws there in force authorized and permitted.

Lee. At.-CJen.. March 2(;. 17i»7. 1 Oi>. (\H; cited in Mr. Foster, Stn-. of State,

to Mr. Washburn, niin. to Switzerland, July 27, 1892. For. Rel.

isy4. r,.-»((.

In a case in 1822 where a slave concealed himself in an American
vessel lying at Ste. Croix, and was l)r()Ught to New York, the Danish
minister having demanded his restoration, the Attorney-General

advised that he was " of the opinion that it is due to the sovereignty

of Denmark, and to our own character as a nation, to restore this slave

to the condition from which he has been taken by a ship carrying our

flag and belonging to our citizens: and that the policy of our own laws

conspires to enforce the j^erformance of this duty."

Wirt, At.-rJen.. Sept. 27. 1S22. 1 Op. .".cc, .-.«;!); citeil in Mr. Blaine, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Waslibuni. niin. to Switzerland, March 1, 1892. For.

Bel. 1894, 040, 047.
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" Referring to your letter of the 14th ultimo, suggesting u recip-

rocal arrangement between this country and Mexico i^ermitting the

cattlemen of either country to enter the territory of the other for the

purpose of rounding up any such cattle belonging to them as may
have strayed across the border, I have to inform you that the Depart-

ment is in receipt of a despatch from the United States ambassador to

Mexico, dated the 13th instant, reporting the requirements imposed

by the Mexican treasury on American cattlemen desiring to avail

themselves of the arrangement on the subject made some four or five

years ago between the customs authorities of the two Governments

along the border.

" According to the Mexican recjuirements an American stockman

desiring to cross the frontier to make round-ups must make verbal

petition to a Mexican custom-house or to the fiscal police, accompanied

by the declaration of some known person that the petitioner is really

a stockman, and furnish a bond, with stamps to the amount of $3.00,

to guarantee the payment of duties on such effects as may not be

re-exported.
'' These requisites being complied with, the custom-house or fiscal

police issues a i^ermit, with a twenty-five cent stamp, good for ten

days, renewable up to thirty days, by two successive permits of ten

days each,

" It appears that the stamps are affixed officially by the Mexican

authorities, and cost the party interested nothing."

Mr. Adee, Second Assist. See. of State, to Mr. Marteny, October 22, 1900,

248 MS. Dom. Let. 473.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 27th instant,

in reference to a son of Thomas Golding, alleged to have been stolen

and to be now in Ireland, and asking what proceedings can be taken

for his restoration to his parents. In reply I have to state that the

case as presented in your letter is apparently one in which the employ-

ment of legal counsel should be sought, and in which the Depart-

ment can take no official steps nor offer any efficient interposition.

" The name of the consul at Dublin is Mr. Wilson King. There is

no objection to your addressing him, and it is believed that he will not

hesitate to use his good offices on the case being presented to him;

but it should be understood that he is not authorized to interest him-

self in it in an official capacity, but only as an individual whose local

position makes him available for the service."

Mr. Cadwalader. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Roden, Sept. 80, 1875, 110

MS. Dom. Let. I.".

"I have not been able to see what steps can be taken by Federal

authorities in aid of Mr. Ilyldahl, mentioned in yours of the 27th

ultimo and 23d instant.
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" Tho c-asc wliich ho pivsonts is that of a female child of some 10

years of a^e alxluoted by Mormons from (and perhaps by connivance

of) her mother, still livin<»: provisionally in Denmark, the father

(Mr. II.) being now resident in Chicago, but yet a Danish subject.

The child has been carried to Utah, and is now there.

"Mr. Ilyldahl's redress at law is that which is common to all the

citizens of this country—and none of them have more—viz, applica-

tion by habeas corpus, made within the jurisdiction where the child is

tletained. At certain stages, in case local authorities refused to

execute the law, there maj' be an interference by Federal officials, but

(he kind and extent of that can be better defined when circumstances

shall have arisen to warrant it."

Mr. lirewster. At.-Gen., to Mr. Frelinglmysen, See. of State, Nov. 27, 1883.

A copy of this opinion was conimunicatetl to the Danish minister, with a

personal note, stating that, In partial answer to an inquiry prosecuted

l»y till' I)('[)artnient of Stak>. it had been found that Elsinore, Utah,

where the child ((Jertrude Marie Ilyldahl) was said to be, was an

isolated place, where the apiu'oach of an officer would prove the signal

for her secretion ; and that the Department's informant was endeav-

oring to find a suitable f^erson to make an Investigation. (Mr.

Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. de Bille, Dec. 22, 1883, MS.
Notes to Denmark. VII. 158.)

In a later personal note, it was stated that, as appeared by a letter from

the United States marshal in Utah, the child was at Elsinore : and
the name and address of the marshal were given to the minister.

(Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. de Bille, Feb. 20, 1884, MS. Notes to

Denmark, VI 1. I(i3.)

'• Your letter of the 7th instant, stating that Mr. A. von Schade's

wife recently carried off their three children to Germany against the

husband's wishes, where she detains them, and inquiring whether this

Department can aid him in regaining the custody of his children,

has been received.

'" I regret to say that the case of Mr. von 8chade is one in which

this (irovernment can not interfere. As the children are with their

mother in Germany, the question as to who is their lawful custodian

nuist be decided by German municipal law as administered by

German courts. To these courts alone, under the circumstances as

stated by you, can an aj)peal for the surrender of the children be

made, by the employment of private counsel in Germany."

:Mr. liayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. (ialvin, December 13. 188(;, l(i2 MS.
Dom. Let. 340.

In 18S.S Garrie A. Turner, a citizen of the United States, and Albert

I lis. a citizen of Switzerland, both then residing
Case of Constance • ,i •. p x- \- i • ^ • i t i r>o
„ ^ ,. „. HI tlie citv oT .New 1 ork, intermarried. Julv 23,
Madeline His. _

•

_

• -

1S8T. there was born to them a child named
Constance Madeline. In the following autumn His returned to
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Switzerland, intending permanently to enter into business there.

His wife refused to accompany or to join him, and in September, 1889,

he began in the district court of Zofingen an action for divorce for

malicious desertion. The wife, when served with process in New
York, immediately proceeded to Switzerland and, intervening in the

judicial proceedings, demanded a divorce on the ground of unconquer-

able repugnance of the parties to each other. Previously to the trial,

the parties agi-eed upon and presented to the court a form of a decree

which provided (1) that the court should dissolve the marriage, and

(2) that the child should be given to the mother to be reared and edu^

cated, with the understanding that the father should at all times have

the right to visit her, and that, in case of the death of the mother, the

right and duty to care for and educate her should belong to him. By
an outside contract, wlijch was made a part of the record. His engaged

to pay the wife a certain amount per annmn. The decree of the court

was rendered January 22, 1890, in accordance with the terms agreed

upon. In the spring of 1891 His returned to Xew York, and on May
25, 1891, he abducted the child and returned with her to Switzerland.

An indictment for abduction was afterwards found against him in

New York. Mrs. His employed counsel and presented a petition to

the court of Zofingen, in order to regain the custody of the child.

His, on the other hand, petitioned for an amendment of the decree of

divorce, so as to leave the child in his care. An order was made b}" the

court on the petition of Mrs. His, restraining His from removing the

child from the Canton of Aargau till she should be given back to her

mother or till it should be otherwise decided by a competent court;

but, in view of His's j^etition, she subsequently applied in writing to

the director of justice of the Canton, asking for the execution of the

decree of divorce. The director replied that the matter was pending

in court ; that the executive officials had no right to interfere with the

action of a civil tribunal; and that when a valid judicial decree was

rendered, then, according to the constitutional procedure, the sheriff

would execute it. Subsequently, the district court issued an order

restraining Mrs. His from removing the child pending the decision or.

His's petition for an amendment of the decree of divorce, and this

action of the court was confirmed on appeal by the superior court of

the Canton. On an appeal taken by Mrs. His to the high federal

court, the decision of the cantonal court was approved. Prior to the

decision of the high federal court, however, the case was taken up by

the Government of the United States, on the ground (1) that the

abduction of the child by Plis was a criminal offence against the laws

of New York; (2) that it also was in contempt of the authority and

orders of the Swiss courts, the child being, according to the Swiss

decree of divorce, lawfully in the custody of its mother: and (3) that

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 25
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(he abduction of the child under these circumstances constituted a

viohition of the territorial sovereignty of the United States, which

entitled the United States to demand her return to its jurisdiction."

The Swiss Government, on the other hand, took the ground that

according to the law of Switzerland the act of His could not be looked

upon as an oU'ence; that, as the father of the child, he enjoyed

" imprescri})til)le rights over her, as well as over the mother; " that the

fact that the education of the child was entrusted to the mother only

in consequence of an agreement of the parties, the pecuniary charge

being borne bv the father, necessarily implied the right on his part to

see to it that she received proper care and education; that by taking

the child away he had merely broken the agreement entered into by

his wife and himself with the sanction of the court; that for this act

redress might be sought in the courts before Avhich the case was actu-

ally pending; and that, not only were the courts competent to deal

^^ ith the case, but that the executiye was not competent to interfere

\\ ith thein.^

The position of the United States was adhered to in several instruc-

tions/" The Swiss courts, it was affirmed, had, by keeping the child

in the custody of the father, allowed him to" take advantage of the

crime committed in Xew York and thus profit by his own wrong,

in contravention of j)rinciples of law and of morals,'' The Swiss

Government, on the other hand, considered " the action of Mr. His as

not a crime, but simply a violation of the arrangements concluded

between the husljand and wife and sanctioned by the tribunals of

Aargau, an offence for which His may be pursued before a competent

tribunal, but would not justify, b}' any means, an administrative

intervention.'

August 11, 1893, the district court of Zofingen entered a decree

by which the custody and education of the child were taken from
the mother and entrusted to the father, the original decree of divorce

being to this extent modihed. This decree was confirmed October

21, 1893, by the court of appeals of the Canton of Aargau. By the

o Mr. Hlaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Washlmrn, niin. to Switzerland, March 1,

]8!)2, For. Kcl. I.S!>4. (;4(;. citing opinions of the Attorney-General. March 20. 1797,

1 Op. (IH, and Sept. 27. 1822, 1 Op. 500.

6 Swiss Federal Council to Mr. ^yasllhurn, niin. of the I'. S.. May (>, 1802, For

Ilel. 1894. (>48-(>49.

c Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Washhurn, ndn. to Switzerland, .July 27,

1892, For. Hel. 18t>4. rAU ; Mr. Foster. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cheney, charge,

Jan. Vi, 189:}, Id. (i'^i.

rfMr. \Vharton. Act. Sef. of State, to .Mr. Cheney. charg»\ Fel). 17. 1898, For.

Hel. 1894. <;.'')2.

'•Mr. Lachenal. inin. of foreign affairs, to Mr. Cheney, charge. May 9. 1893,

For. Hel. 1894. <i55,
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judgment of the court of appeals it appears that His had asked for

a modification of the decree of divorce on the ground that the child

was not well taken care of. Mrs. His maintained that the district

court of Zofingen, in granting the divorce, had exhausted itS'powers

to act in the cause and was not competent to modify the decree;

that His's petition for a modification of the decree was to be con-

sidered as the beginning of a new action, in respect of which Mrs.

His, an American citizen residing in New York, was not within the

jurisdiction of any Swiss court. The court of appeals of Aargau
held that the district court of Zofingen, having pronounced the decree,

was competent to deal with its consequences in respect of the care

and education of the child, and cited in support of this opinion deci-

sions of the high federal court." An appeal from the judgment of

the court of appeals of Aargau was taken to the federal tribunal,

and was rejected by that tribunal on March 1, 1894. The judgment

awarding the custody and education of the child to the father thus

became executory. " Under these circumstances," said the Swiss

Government, " the P'ederal Council must declare that it considers

that this afl'air has received its regular solution. It regrets to say

that it is no longer possible to enter further on the matter of reclama-

tions, which might be addressed to it on the subject, and hopes that

the Government of the Union will be pleased to share this manner of

viewing it.''

The United States replied that, as regarded the right of the mother

to the custody of the child, it did not dissent from this view, since she

seemed to be precluded by the action of the courts from making any

further claim on the basis of her own private rights, but that it dis-

sented from the view expressed by the Swiss Government as to the

" political and international questions involved.*' Those questions,

upon the answer to which depended '' the more inunediate question "

whether the United States or Switzerland was entitled to the custody

of the child, could not be decided by the Swiss tribunals so as to bind

the United States. If the Swiss Government took the position that

one of its citizens might " enter the territory of the United States in

defiance of their sovereignty and authority, and by stealth or force

take from their jurisdiction a citizen or even an alien having a lawful

domicil " there, the United States " must emphatically record its dis-

sent from a proposition so subversive of the fundamental principles

of sovereignty." In order, therefore, that the case might not in

future be cited as a precedent against the United States, the United

States minister was instructed to demand of the Swiss Government

'J For. Kel. 1894, r>7(MJ7.^

b Mr. Lachenal, min. of foreign affairs, to Mr. Broadhead, min. to Switzer-

land, May 9, 1894, For. Rel. 1894, G70.
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" such action on its part as will comport with the dignit}' and sover-

eignty of the United States." "

" The Department has . . . been informed that the Swiss su-

l)reme court has confirmed the decrees of the lower courts giving

Albert His, the father, the custody of the child. The mother's rights

are. in the view of the case taken by the Department, concluded by

that adjudication. The other question of the violation of the sover-

eignty of the T'^nited States by Albert His is one in which the mother

has no greater right to intervene than any other citizen of the United

States."

Mr. Olnev. Sw. of State, to Mr. Sonthwick, May 22, 18m. 210 MS. Dom.
Lt't. 281, referriiif? to Mr. Gresbam's iustructiou to Mr. Broadhead,

of Oct. :M, 18!4. supra.

" In its former letter the Department explained to you that the

international question was reduced to the simple one of violation of

sovereignty in which the mother's right to the child Avas not involved.

You wi.sh to know now. Avhether in the adjustment of that question

Ix'tween the two Governments the restoration of the child to its

mother will not be necessary, and whether there is not some means by

which the mother maj' obtain cu.stody of the child.

" If. in the adjustment of the single international question arising

out of the case, the vSwiss (iovernment should restore the child to the

jurisdiction of the United States, it would by no means follow that

the parental control and custody of the child, now vested by the ad-

judication of a competent court, the jurisdiction of which both the

mother and the father acknowledge, would be affected thereby. The
mother might, in case the child should be returned to New York, sue

in the courts of that State for the custody of it, but she would Ix; at

the disadvantage of contending against an adverse judgment rendered

bv a foreign court in a suit to which she was a party.
•• I know of no means by which the mother having been defeated in

a suit for the custody of the child can now obtain it. I am not pre-

pared to say at this time whether this Government will insist on the

restoration of the child to United States jurisdiction as a repara-

tion of the breach of sovereignty committed in abducting it. Swit-

icerland has disavowed this act of His and acknowledges that it is a

violation of law for which His is liable to punishment should he come
again within reach of our laws. The offence not being extraditable

under the treaty with Switzerland, there is no way of bringing His

back to the United States for trial."

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Southwick, May 29, 1896, 210 MS. Dom.
Let. 418.

" Mr. (Jresliam. Se<'. of State, to Mr. I'>roadIiea<l. luin. to Switzerland. Oct. 31,

1894, For. Uel. 1894, G74.
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" In a despatch Xo. 72, of June 14, 1895, our minister to Switzer-

land communicated a note from the Swiss minister for foreign affairs

in which it was stated that the Swiss Federal Council repudiated

very emphatically any intention to deny or question the sovereignty

and jurisdiction of the United States over its territory, but main-

tained, in effect, that the judicial tribunals of Switzerland of compe-

tent jurisdiction in the premises in a controversy between the father

and mother having held that the father was entitled to the custody

of the child by a modification of the original decree of divorce in

that respect, it therefore followed that the father had never been

deprived of his paternal power or authority and that it was no in-

vasion of the territorial sovereignty of the United States for him
in the exercise of that paternal power to take charge of- his child

wherever he might find her.

'' There is no later correspondence on the subject and the Depart-

ment is not advised that Mrs. His recovered the child since that date."

Mr. Adee, Acting Secretary of State, to Mr. Johnson, November 1, 1897,

222 MS. Doni. Let. 13G.

5. Permission for Passage of Foreign Forces.

§213.

August 27, 1790, Washington having put the question to Adams,

Circumstances of Jefferson, and Hamilton, " AMiat then should be the

necessity or con- answer of the Executive of the United States to Lord
venience. Dorchester in case he should apply for permission to

march troops through the territory of the said States, from Detriot

to the Mississippi," Adams advised a refusal of such request (8 J.

Adams's Works, 497). Jefferson was disposed to grant it (Writings,

AYashington's ed. VII, 508-510). Hamilton argued earnestly and

at length for the granting of the request, even though the object of

the movement of troops should be the attack on New Orleans and the

Spanish possessions on the Mississippi. [4 Hamilt. Works (ed. 1885),

20.]

Jefferson's opinion against the policy of perniitting British troops to

be transported over the territory of the T'nited States, from Detroit

to the Mississippi, is given in 7 Jeff. Worl<s, 508.

No belligerent army has the right of i)assage through, or entry into, neutral

territory without the consent of its sovereign. (Gushing, At.-Gen., 7

Op. 122.)

If, during war. by inadvertence or otherwise, belligerent troops cross

the frontier, they should be driven back. They may also be received,

by virtue of the right of asylum, but they should then be arrested,

disarmed, and detained in such manner as to render it impossible

for them to return to the theatre of war. (Kivier, Priuclpes du
Droit des Gens, II. 396.)
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The right of the United States to send troops across the Isthmus

of Panama is guaranteed by the treaty with New Granada of 1846.

Mr. Maroy. Ser. of State, to Mr. I'arodes, Juno 20, 18."),3, MS. Notes to

Coloinbia, VI. .T) ; same to same, Oct. 12, 1858, Id. 4.'{.

This rijJTlit was ex])licitly reeoRiiizoil by the Colombian (Jovernment

ill a communication to the authorities of the State of Panama, of

May ir>. ISC.."): and it was also conceded to extend to the transporta-

tion of fugitives of justice who should he on tlie way to the United

States in custody. (Moore on Extradition, I. 713-718; For. Rel. 1878,

151-155; For. Rel. 1879, 251-254, 271, 273-277, 284; For, Rel. 1880,

319.)

Sec infra, S 344.

" Your excellency's letter of the 13th instant has been received. It

submits to me an order of the senate of the State of Maine. This

order recites a statement that a dispatch has been received from the

Secretary of State of the United States addressed to the nuirshal of

the United States, and all Federal officers in Portland, directing that

the agents of the British (iovernment shall have all proper facilities

for landing and carrying to Canada or elsewhere troops and munitions

of war of every kind, without exception. The order then requests

you to conmiunicate to the senate of Maine, if compatible with the

public interest, all infonnation you nuiy have, if any, in relation to

the passage of British troops as so recited, and whether any steps

have been taken to prevent such use of American soil wnthin the limits

of the State of Maine. After referring me to the senate's order, your

excellency asks me to advise you whether such permission has been

given, and if such is tlie fact, then for any information concerning it

which I may think proper to communicate. I cheerfully answer these

inquiries.

" On the 4th of January instant, this Department was advised by

a telegraphic dispatch from Portland, in the State of Maine, that the

st('anislii|) BoheritUih^ due there on the 7th instant, was telegraphed

ort' Ca])e Race with troops for Canada, and inquiring whether, in case

they came to Porthind, any ditierent course was to be taken than

what lias been heretofore pursued, and asking instructions in that

contingency by telegraph. Upon this information, I replied by the

telegraph, giving such direction as the order of the senate of Maine
recites. The immediate grounds for this proceeding were, that it was

supposed that a passage of the troops and munitions named, across

^he territory of the United States, by the Grand Trunk Railroad

would save the persons concerned from risks and sufferings Avhich

might be feared if they were left to make their way in an inclement

season, througli the ice and snow of a northerly Canadian j3assage.

The j)rinciple upon which this concession was made to Great Britain

is, that, when humanity or even convenience renders it desirable for
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one nation to have a passage for its troops and munitions through

the territory of another, it is a customary act of comity to grant it, if

it can l)e done consistently with its own safety and welfare. It is on

this principle that the United States continually enjoy the right of

the passage of troops upon the Panama Railroad, across the terri-

tories of the Republic of Xew Granada. The United States claim

and enjoy, by the concession of all friendly nations, the kindly comity

of entering their ports with ships and munitions of war, and they

have conceded a reciprocal comity to the naval marine of Great Brit-

ain, France and indeed all other friendly nations. In withholding

this customary comity from Great Britain in the present case, this

Government must necessarily act upon either a conviction that the

passage of the troops and munitions through our territory would be

injurious or prejudicial to the public safety or welfare, or else it must
capriciously refuse to that power what would be granted cheerfully

to any other, or refuse to grant to Great Britain now what would

have been cheerfully accorded at any other time and under some

different circumstances. Xo foreign nation, inimical to Great Brit-

ain, is likely to complain of the United States for extending such

courtesy to that power. If therefore there be any danger to be appre-

hended from it, it must come in the form of direct hostility on the

l)art of the British Government against the United States. The
United States have not only practised the most perfect justice in their

intercourse with Great Britain, but they have also cultivated on their

part a spirit of friendship towards her, as a kindred nation, bound

by i^eculiar ties of commerce. The Grand Trunk Railroad, a British

liighway, extending through the territories of the United States to per-

haps the finest seaport of our country, is a monument of this friendly

disposition. The reciprocity treaty, favoring the productions of

British North America in the markets of the United States, is a simi-

lar monument of the same wise and benevolent policy. I shall not

affect ignorance of the fact that popular asperities have recently

appeared in that portion of the British Empire, as well as in the

British Islands, which have seemed to indicate a growing alienation

of sentiment among portions of the British people. But the Govern-

ment of Great Britain has nevertheless during all this time held

tov^ards us its customary language of respect. This Government

practicing entire frankness yields its full faith to these assurances of

Cireat Britain. The public asperities to which I have alluded are

believed to have had their origin in accidental misapprehensions of a

temporary character. While the policy of this Government has been

to fortify its territories, so as to be able to resist all foreign as well as

domestic enemies if such enemies must come, it has been equally care-

ful at the same time to secure even greater strength by showing itself

courteous in all things, scrupulously just, and if possible magnani-
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moiis towards all other nations. It was not supposed, when the direc-

tions in question were given, that the State of Maine would feel

herself aggrieved by them. At the same time the Federal Govern-

ment is fully sensible that in all its proceedings it owes to each of the

States the most exact respect of her rights and interests. The State

of Maine has been so eminently loyal and patriotic in the present

emergency that the President would not feel himself at liberty to

wound any sensibility that she might feel upon the subject. If there-

fore you shall advise me that the directions in questions are likely to

have that eft'ect, they will be cheerfidly modified."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to (Jovernor Washburne, of Maine, Jan. 17,

18(52. .">C> Doui. Let. 211.

See Lawrence's Wbeatou (18(33), 195; Lawrence, Cora, sur Droit Int. III.

434.

In 18T5 permission was granted to the government of Canada by

the Government of the United States to transport " through its terri-

tory certain supplies, designed for the use of three divisions of

Canadian mounted police force."

Mr. Fisli, Sec. of State, to Sir E. Thornton, Brit, niin,. May 5, 1875, MS.
Notes to Great Brit. XVI. 553.

" I have the honor to enclose the copy of a translation of a note

of yesterday, addressed to this Department from Philadelphia, by

Don Eleuterio Avila, the acting charge d'all'aires of Mexico, asking

permission for the landing at Brazos Santiago, in Texas, of a small

lx>dy of the troops of that Republic, supposed to be intended' to aid

ill the defence of Matamoras. Having made known to the President

the request adverted to, I have been authorized by him to inform Mr.

Avila that no objection is entertained to a compliance therewith.

This Dei)artment has consequently advised ^Ir. Avila to that effect,

but has also told him that it is expected the force will not stay unnec-

essarily long within United States jurisdiction; and that his Govern-

ment will be held accountable for any injuries which they may com-

mit upon ])ersons and property during their stay, and on their way to

Mexico. I will consequently thank you to cause the proper military

commander in that quarter to be informed accordingly, both by wire

and by letter.**

Mr. Cadwalador. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Cameron, See. of War, Oct.

20. 1870. 115 MS. Doni. Let. 502, enclosing copy of a note from Mr.

Avila of Oct. U). 1870.

As to the i>erniission granted by the Mexican Congress, in August. 1801, for

the transit of troops across Mexican territory, see Dip. Cor. 18<)5, III.

538-541.

A.S to conditional permission for the transit of military supplies, see Dip.

Cor. 1807, II. 453, 480.
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In April, 1885, the Government of the United States, at the request

of the commanding general of the Department of Texas sought per-

mission from the ^Mexican Government for the passage of his troops

across Mexican territory, in consequence of an overflow of the Rio

Grande having obstructed their conveyance in the United States.

The permission was asked for " with the express condition that none

but an absolutely peaceful transfer devoid of any military object

alfecting the peace of any State was intended by the movement." It

was granted as desired.

Mr. Baj-ard, See. of State, to Sec. of War, April IG, 1885, 155 MS. Dom. Let.

120 ; same to same, April 18, 1885, id. 145, enclosing copy of a note

from Mr. Romero, Mexican minister at Washington, of April 17, 1885.

A permission to a foreign government to transport its troops over the ter-

ritory of the United States will be granted only in case of peaceful

transfer devoid of any military object affecting the peace of any third

state. (Mr. Baj-ard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, min. to Mex., April

25, 1885, MS. Inst. Mex. XXI. 280.)

" I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 17th instant,

and to apprise jou of the receipt of a note from the minister of

Mexico here, of the 21st ultimo, asking by direction of his Govern-

ment that permission be accorded one hundred Mexican infantry,

in charge of a captain, to pass through United States territory on

their way to Ensenada, Lower California. These troops will enter

the United States at El Paso Texas, and will travel by the Southern

Pacific Railroad to San Diego, California from which i^oint they will

embark for Ensenada.
'• The necessary permission for these troops to cross the confines of

the States of California and Texas, and of the Territories of Arizona

and New Mexico, has been granted by the executive of each.

" The Secretary of the Treasury has also instructed the collectors

of customs at El Paso and San Diego to afford the troops in question

every proper courtesy and assistance."'

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Sec. of War, April 18, 1889, 172 MS. Dom. Let
529.

By an act of December 18, 1897, CongiTSS appropriated $200,000

for the purchase of subsistence stores to relieve people who were in

the Yukon River country or other mining regions of Alaska and for

the transportation and distribution of such stores; and it was pro-

vided that with the consent of the Canadian government the relief

might be extended into Canadian territory. As it was necessary to

cross Canadian territory in order to reach the Yukon River country

with the stores in question, permission was sought for that purpose,

as well as for the extension of the relief into Canadian territory,

with the necessary military escort in both cases.
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The Canadian orovernnient granted permission for " the entry to

the Yukon district, free of duty, of convoys of provisions for gratui-

tous distribution to distressed persons," as well as for the convoys
to be accompanied "' by such reasonable escort " as the United States

might desire to provide for them, each convo}' to be " likewise accom-

panied by a Canadian officer, the expenses of such Canadian officers

being borne by the Dominion government."

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Sir- J. Pauneefote, Brit, amb., Deo. 20,

1897, For. Rel. 1897, 325; For. Kel. 189S, 3.^)8; Sir J. Pauneefote, Brit.

aml>.. to .Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, Dec. 27, 1897, For Rel. 1897,

:?2G; For. Uel. 1898. .'iOO.

Subsequently, an inquiry was made as to the grounds of the United

States re<iuest, which was, it was affirmed, contrary to the " unofficial

understanding " then recently arrived at between the United States

Secretary of War and the Canadian minister of the interior to the

eti'ect that " the Dominion (lovernment should furnish escort for the

expedition after reaching the summit of the pass, beyond which

point no United States armed force should proceed.'' This inquiry

Avas made by direction of Lord Salisbury.'

The United States replied that an armed force to accompany the

expedition Avas necessary for its protection against disorderly persons

in Alaska after it had passed through Canadian territory into the ter-

ritory of the United States, and for this reason permission was desired

for a detachment of 55 soldiers and the necessary officers to pass

through the Canadian territory. Without this armed escort it would

be hazardous for the expedition to start by the proposed route, and

it might become necessary to select a route entirely within the United

States territory, which would in part defeat the object of the expe-

dition.^

The British Government answered that the Dominion government

was willing that the United States troops necessary for the protec-

tion of the relief expedition should pass through Canadian territory

under the same regulations which governed the passage of Canadian

mounted i)olice through United States territory, namely, that the

men should not be under arms, and that arms and munitions of war
should go through Canadian territory as baggage, but that an

escort of Dominion j)olice would be furnished for the expedition

during its passage through Canadian territory.*^

o Sir .Tulian Pauneefote, Britisli ambassador, to Mr. Slierman, Sec. of State,

Fel>. 4, 1898, Foi- Rel. 1898. •.',m.

* Mr. Day. Actiu}: See. of State, to Sir .Julian Pauneefote, British ambassador,

February IC, 189S. For. Rel. 189S. :\rA.

'' Sir .Julian Pauneefote. British ambassador, to Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State,

February 17, 1898, For. Rel. 1898, 361.
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This arrangement was declared to be " entirely satisfactory to the

War Department." and it was added that '* the courtesies so kindly

extended to facilitate the expedition " were fully appreciated by the

United States."

On the request of the United States, the Japanese Government

granted permission for the landing of United States army horses

bound for the Philippines at Nagasaki or Yokohama or Kobe for

pasture and rest.

For. Kel. 1899, 478-481.

January 13, 1900, the Japanese Government by courtesy permitted

a United States regiment on its way to Manila to hold a parade and

drill in one of the public squares of Yokohama.

For. Rel. 1900, 757.

" The Department is in receipt of a request from the minister of

France that permission be granted his Government
ex-

hibitions.

Iniernational ex- , t , • i • j; tt- i j. i
to send a certain number oi t rench seamen to guard

the exhibition which the citizens of France propose

making at the World's Fair. It is proposed to convey these seamen

to Chicago in a small national vessel.

" The minister has been informed that the request would be re-

ferred to the executive of Illinois, which in such matters has primary

jurisdiction,

" Should it appear to your excellency advisable to accede to this

request, the Department would suggest that, in view of the proba-

bility of similar requests being preferred b}' other governments rep-

resented in the exhibition, it should be generally empowered to reply,

in the name of the State of Illinois, granting such permission, thereby

avoiding special correspondence in each instance.

" I may add that the request is a usual one in the case of interna-

tional exhibitions and in the present instance finds an exact precedent

in the request made by this Government and cordially granted by

the Government of the French Republic to permit the exhibits of

the United States at the Paris Exhibition of 1889 to be guarded by a

detachment of United States marines.''

Mr. Foster, Sec of State, to the gov. of Illinois July 5, 1892, 187 MS.
Dom. Let. 142.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

13th instant, in which you ask that the authorization of the Federal

Government be given for the presence of a detachment of thirty

a Mr. Day. Acting Sec. of State, to Sir Julian Pauneefote, British ambassador,

Feb. 21, 1898, For. Rel. 1898, 362.
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French sailors at the "Workl's Cohimbian Exposition as a guard for

the protection of the French section.

" In reply I beg to state that under date of June 27 last, you ad-

dressed a note to this Department asking that permission be granted

for a national vessel of small tonnage, containing a guard of 30

sailors for the French exhibit, to enter and sojourn in the waters of

Lake Michigan during the AVorld's Fair.

" This Department replied on the 5th of the following month that

such permission as it was in the power of the Federal Government to

grant would be most cordially extended, but that it would be neces-

sary to obtain the consent of the executives of the various States

through which the detachment was to pass. The governor of Illinois

was at once communicated with upon the subject, and on July 15

last you were informed that permission had been granted for the

entry and sojourn in that State of the sailors in question.

''As these sailors must necessarily pass within the jurisdiction of

other States on their way to Chicago, I shall take pleasure in making
request to the respective governors for the required permission upon
l>eing apprised of the route which they are to follow. The port of

their entry into the United States should be stated in order that the

necessary instructions may be given for their admission.
'" I take this occasion to again express to you a sense of the will-

ingness with which the Government of the United States, under

whose jurisdiction the waters of Lake Michigan rest, accords permis-

sion for the sojourn of a French vessel in those waters during the

exposition.''

Mr. Foster, See. of State, to Mr.Patenotre, French niin., Dec. 17. 189U.

MS. notes to France, X. 203.

" I have to acknoAvledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th in-

stant, stating that the Mexican Government intends to send to the

Pan-American Exposition, 1901, one hundred men from different

grades of its army, including sixty-two members of a mounted band.
'* You request that permission l)e granted by the Federal Govern-

ment for the entry of these troops into the United States, and that

permission be obtained from the authorities of the States through

which they may pass on their way to Buffalo, authorizing them to

make the transit.

'' In reply I have to inform you that the proper procedure would

be for the Mexican Government to apply through the Mexican am-

bassador at Washington for permission for the troops to enter the

United States with their arms, horses and accoutrements, stating at

the same time the point where they will enter and the States through

which they will pass.
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" The Department will then have the proper customs officials suit-

ably instructed and will obtain the consent of the governors for the

[passage of the] detachment through their respective States.

" It is thought probable that this detachment is the same as that

for which the Mexican ambassador, on October 25 last, requested per-

mission to enter the United States. In that case he was informed,

October 30, that this Government would have no objection to the

entry of the band and the detachment, but that it should be informed

of the different States through which they would pass.

" This information has not yet been furnished by the ambassador.''

Mr. Hill, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, president of tbe Fan-

American Exposition, Jan. 14, 1901, 25<) MS. Doiu. Let. 217.

Permission was given in February, 1881, by the Government of

Canada for the passage of the " Spaulding Guards,*'
Social occasions. ^ -rt a- i -i ^ > .^ r^ ^

of Bunalo, armed and equipped, over the Canada
Southern Railway from Buffalo to Detroit.

Mr. Hay, Asst. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sherman. February 24, 1881, 136 MS.
Dom. Let. 360.

'* By a note of the 13th of Deceml^er last, you were pleased to ex-

press the desire of obtaining for the volunteer ' Gate Cit}- Guards " of

Atlanta, the authorization to wear their uniforms, and to carry their

arms during their stay in France, which they propose to visit in the

summer of 1887.

•'After having taken the advice of the ministers of the Interior and

of war. I am happy to advise you that the application of this organi-

zation meets with no objection on the part of the Government of the

Republic. I shall be obliged to you to kindly inform me, when the

time comes, of the exact date of the arrival of the Gate City Guards '

of Atlanta."

Mr. Flourens. French mln. of for. aflf.. to Mr. McLane. U. S. min.. Jan. 6,

1887, For. Rel. 1887, 283.

A similar jiermission was accorded to the Gate City Guards in Belgium,

by the Government of that country, on the request of the Government

of the United States, preferred through its minister at Brussels.

(For. Rel. 1887, 25. 29.)

" Referring to your note of the 18th ultimo, asking permission for

the Honorable Artillery Company of London to enter the United

States in uniform with arms, and to the subsequent correspondence. I

now have the honor to inform you that the necessary orders in the

premises have been issued by the respective governors of the States of

New York. Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
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" Enclosing copies of special orders issued by the respective adju-

tants-general of Connecticut and Rhode Island relative to the matter,

addressed to yourself and the commanding officer of the Honorable

Artillery Company of London, I have, &c/'

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Sir L. West. Brit, min., May 4. 1888, U. S.

Notes to Great Britain, XX. (UO.

The coiir.se of the eorresiwndeuce to which the foregoing note relates was
as follows

:

April 0, 1888, Mr. Henry Walker, of the Ilonorahle and Ancient Artillery

Company of Massachusetts, addressed to the Secretary of State a

letter requesting permission for a delegation of 2~> members of the

Honorable Artillery Comi)any of London, the parent of the Massachu-

setts organization, to enter the United States in uniform and bearing

arms, in order to i)articipate in the 25()th anniversary of the Massa-

chusetts company. Mr. Rives, Assistant Secretary, April 14, 1888,

replied : "Applications for the admission into the United States of an

arnietl body of men, part of the military organization of a foreign

power, must necessarily be made by the foreign government to whom
thej- owe allegiance, through its representative at this capital." (168

MS. Dom. Let. 81.)

April 21, 1888, Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, informed the Secretary of

the Treasury that he had received from the British minister in Wash-
ington a re(iuest of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company of

Massachusetts, on behalf of the Honorable Artillery Company of Lou-

don, and asked that oi'ders be " issued to the collector of customs at

New York for the free entry of the delegation in question, with their

arms and e<iuipments." (1(>8 MS. Dom. Let. 108.)

At the same time Mr. Bayard addressed to the British minister the follow-

ing note:

"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note dated the 18th

inst. transmitting the recjuest of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery

Company of Massachusetts, on behalf of the Honorable Artillery Com-
pany of Ixjndon. that a delegation of the latter company may receive

permission to enter the United States in uniform and with arms,

and this you submit for such action as I may see fit to take.

" Ry your becoming the avenue of communication for a request of an

armetl and uniformed i)ody of British artillery to enter the United

States, I assume that the permission so to enter is desired by your

Government and have the pleasure to announce that orders will be

issued by the Secretary of the Treasury for the free entry of the

delegation with their arms and equipments.
" If you could indicate the vessel by which the delegation is e.\pecte<l to

arrive in New York, it would assist in giving definiteness to the

orders.

" Moreover, apjilication should be made to the respective governoi-s of the

States of New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts for permission

to pass through their several jurisdictions. As the delegation is

intended to visit Boston, the transit from New York is nuide neces-

sary, and I shall have i»leasure in applying for such permission."

(Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to the Hon. Sir L. S. S. West, Brit,

min., April 21. 1888. MS. Notes to Gr. Brit. XX. 632.)
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In June, 1889, the British Government granted permission for the

Massachusetts Vohniteer Militia Rifle Team to enter England bearing

arms.

Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to Gov. Ames. .Tune l.S, 1889, 173 MS. Dom.
Let. 372.

'" Canadian Government has granted permission to the Thirteenth

Regiment of National (iuard of the State of New York to visit Ham-
ilton. Canada, uniformed and armed."'

Mr. Wharton, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Hill, tel., Aug. 19, 1889, 174

MS. Dom. Let. 181.

The sovereign who, although he had not expressly waived his juris-

diction, should attempt to exercise it over a foreign
ues ^°°^ ° '"'^ military force to which he had granted a right of

passage through his dominions, " would certainly be

considered as violating his faith. By exercising it, the purpose for

which the free passage was granted would be defeated, and a portion

of the military force of a foreign independent nation would be di-

verted from those national objects and duties to which it was appli-

cable, and would be Avithdrawn from the control of the sovereign

whose power and whose safety might greatly depend on retaining the

exclusive command and disposition of this force. The grant of a free

passage, therefore, implies a waiver of all jurisdiction over the troops

during their passage, and permits the foreign general to use that disci-

pline, and to inflict those punishments which the government of his

army may require."'

Marshall, ('. .1.. schooner Exchange r. McFaddon, 7 Cranch, 116, 139, cited

in Tucker r. Alexandroff, 183 U. S. 424, 432.

The court, after citing the cases given in "WTiarton's Int. Law
Digest, sec. 13, of the entrance of foreign troops into the United States

by permission, referred to the })arading of the forces of foreign men-

or-war, under their various commanders, at the Columbian celebra-

tion in New York in 1893; to the permission granted by the Secretary

of the Treasury for the admission of Canadian troops to join in the

Dewey parade, and to the presence of Mexican troops at the Buffalo

Exposition, and said :
"' In none of these cases, however, did a question

arise with respect to the immunity of foreign troops from the terri-

torial jurisdiction, or the poAver of their officers over them, or the

right of the latter to call upon the local officers for the arrest of de-

sei-ters. AVhile no act of Congress authorizes the executive depart-

ment to permit the introduction of foreign troops, the power to give

such permission without legislative assent was probably assumed to

exist from the. jiuthority of the President as connnander-in-cliief

of the militarv and naval forces of the United States. It mav be
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doubted, however, whether such power couhi be extended to the appre-

hension of deserters in the absence of positive legislation to that

etfect."

Tm-kor i. Alexandroff (1902), 18.3 U. S. 424, 435. This case related to a

detail of Kussiau marines who had, with the concurrence of the

Govenunont of the United States, heeu admitted into the country to

man a Russian cruiser huilding at the Cramp shipyard in Phila-

delphia.

" On rare occasions the consent of a foreign government is asked,

through diplomatic channels, for the passage of small bodies of troops,

or for permission to do other acts which might otherwise be a violation

of territory; but in such cases, as the offense would be against the

sovereignty of the Government only, permission at times is accorded.

It is seriously doubted, however, whether it is in the jjrovince of an

officer of the Army, in command on a distant station, to permit or

sanction such violation. It is also extremely doubtful whether it is

in any aspect competent to assume to permit a foreign power to trans-

port persons in custody through the territory of the XTnited States,

maintaining over them while in transitu any authority or power. In

such a case the rights of the individual are also involved."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cameron, See. of War, December 7, 187G, 116

MS. Dom. Let. l(j(J. For the ca.se of Peter Martin, who in 187(5 was
trans[)orted acTOSs Alaskan territory in custody of Canadian otHcials

on a chai'ge of crime, without the permission of the United States,

and who was afterwards set at liberty on the representations of the

United States, see For. Rel. 1887, 837-8.39.

See, generally, as to the transit of fugitive criminals in custody across the

territory of third states, Moore on Extradition, I., §§ .381, 382, 452,

4(i(), 4(il, 4()(;, 407, 4C)8, 4(19, 484, 485, 488, 497, 503, 504, 507, 508, 509,

510, 512, 515.

6. Landing of Forces for Protection Against Violence.

§214.

In the unsettled state of affairs in Mexico, when the government

of Juarez was established at Vera Cruz and the Miramon government
occupied the capital, Mr. McLane, who was accredited as minister

of the I'nited States to the Juarez government, was directed, in case

a hostile force should approach A'era Cruz and he .should consider

the American citizens there to be in danger from its operations, to re-

quest the commanding officer of the United States vessel of war upon

the coast to land such forces as might be needed and as could be spared

from indispensable duties, and to employ them for the protection

of American citizens whose j^ersons or property he might believe to

be in danger.

Mr. Toucey. Sec. of Navy, to Capt. .Tarvis. U. S. S. Savannah. March 13,

18<30. S. Ex. l>oc. 29, 3(J Cong. 1 sess.
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" On several occasions since the establishment of our legation in

Korea the presence at Seoul of an armed United States force to pro-

tect our legation and the American citizens at that place has been

considered necessary, and while the Department does not wish to in

any way forbid you calling on the commander of the United States

naval force on the Asiatic station for protection when in your judg-

ment such is imperatively demanded, it does wish to discourage, so

far as possible, such practice, and you should insist on the Korean
Government affording at all times that full protection from all insult

and injury of any sort, not only to our diplomatic and consular rep-

resentatives in the Kingdom, but to all our citizens, which it has prom-
ised to extend to them in Article IV. of our treaty of 1882. You are

directed before the departure of the guard now on duty at the lega-

tion to inform the Korean foreign office of the purpose of the present

instruction."

Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sill, luiu. to Corea, Julj- 8, 189.5, MS.
Inst. Korea, I. 5.37.

February 27, 1899, Mr. Merry, I'nited States minister to Nicaragua,

telegraphed to his Government that Bluefields. which had been in the

hands of insurgents, had been captured by the Government of Nica-

ragua, and that United States and English forces had been landed

temporarily.

For. Rel. 1899, 5,14.

" In view of disturbances in the populous provinces of northern

China, where are many of our citizens, and of the imminence of dis-

order near the capital and toward the seaboard, a guard of marines

was landed from the Boston and stationed during last winter in the

legation compound at Peking. AVith the restoration of order this

protection was withdrawn.''

President McKinley. anuual message, Deo. 5, 1899, For. Rel. 1899. XVIII.

" As for the question of military or naval landing at any point in

China, (whether a treaty port or not, or whether there is an American
' concession ' there or not,) such action, while it may be one of actual

necessity, is not therefore necessarily a hostile act.

'" In our reply of August 1 1 to Mr. Wu's communication re British

landing at Shanghai, we said :

" ' The question whether any power should land troops at Shanghai

for the protection of its citizens and interests in that part of China

is one which each power nuist determine for itself. If we considered

it necessary for the protection of our citizens at Shanghai to land

troops there, we should do so, as we have done at Taku: and we can

not question the right of any other power having treaty rights at that

port to do the same.'

H. Doc. 551— vol 2 20
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"Although ill this reply it was convenient to limit the memorandum
lo the occasion of landing at a treaty port, it was not designed to

forego the right which this Government has always held, and which

on occasion it has exercised, in China and in other countries, to land

forces and adopt all necessary measures to protect the life and prop-

erty of our citizens, whenever menaced by lawless acts which the gen-

eral or local authority is unwilling or impotent to prevent."

Mr. Hill, Act. Sec. of State, to Sec. of Navy. Sept. 11. IfHXJ. 247 MS. Doin.

Let. 507.

For the reply of Mr. Wu of August 11, .see lueuioranduui of Mr. Adee, Act.

Sec. of State, of Aug. 12, 19(X), MS. Notes to Chinese I.«g. II. 80.

7. Plea of Necess.^vry Self-Defense.

(1) invasions of west florida.

§ 215.

In 1814. djaring the war between the I'nited States and Great

Britain. General Jackson, having destroyed the

„, ., . ,„,, ijower of the Creek Indians, determined to reoccupv
Florida in 1814. ^

. . . • i
Mol)ile. which had been occupied by the United

States during the war and then abandoned, and to seize Pensacola,

which had been the principal source of supplies of the Creeks in

their hostilities with the ITnited States. In this design he was con-

firmed by the fact that the waters of the (iulf of Mexico were l^ecom-

ing the theater of active military demonstrations on the part of the

British. Early in July. 1814, he gave orders for the reoccupation of

Mobile Point. In the following month Major Xicholls. an Irish

officer, with a force of marines seized Fort Barrancas, six miles below

Pensacola, and began to collect a force of Creeks, at the same time

proclaiming his intention to invade Louisiana; and in September a

British force attempted to reduce Fort Bowyer, which had l>een

established by the Ignited States at the entrance of Pensacola Bay in

1813. The attempt failed, and early in November. 1814, Jackson

marched to Pensacola and took possession of the place—a step which
led to the imediate evacuation of Fort Barrancas by the British.

Am. State Paj).. Mil. Aff. I. »i08-708; II. Report 01).*20 Cong. 2 sess.

;

Adaius. Hist, of the United States. VIII. :n~-:'M).

In his disi)atohes (lener.il .Tackson jiraised the ct>rrect conduct of his

trooi)s. hut the march of a considerahle military force, only a part of

which was compostnl of regulars, and of which a jwrtion was made
up of friendly Indians, was naturally attended with some depreda-

tions on private i)roiierty. Claims for indemnity for the losses thus

occasioned were ultimately disallowetl. (Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V.

4528.)
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December 2G, 1817, Mr. Calhoun, who was then Secretary of War,

West Florida and or<h'red (leneral Jackson to Fort Scott, Georgia, to

the Seminole take command of the forces of the United States

war. against the hostile Seminole Indians. Oeneral Jack-

son reached P^ort Scott on the 0th of March, and on the following day

assumed conuiiand. On the 25th of March, writing to Mr. Calhoun,

he reported that '' the Indians had demanded arms, ammunition, and

provisions, or the possession of the garrison of St. Marks of the

commandant," and that the governor of Pensacola had said he " pre-

sumed possession would be given from inability to defend it." "The
Spanish Government is bound by treaty," said General Jackson, com-

menting on this situation, ** to keep her Indians at peace with us.

They have acknowledged their incompetency to do this, and are con-

sequently bound, by the law of nations, to yield us all facilities to

reduce them. Under this consideration, should I be able, I shall take

possession of the garrison as a depot for my supplies, should it be

found in the hands of the Spaniards, they having supplied the In-

dians; but if in the hands of the enemy I will possess it, for the

benefit of the United States, as a necessary position for me to hold,

to give peace and security to this frontier, and put a final end to

Indian warfare in the South." General Jackson also stated that

he had ordered supplies for Fort Crawford by water, and had writ-

ten to the governor of Pensacola that if he interrupted their passage

he should " view it as aiding our enemy, and treat it as an act of

hostility.'' Immediately after writing this letter. General Jackson

began an active movement against the Indians, whom he attacked and

drove before him ; and. Ijelieving that some of the hostiles had fled

to St. ^larks, he directed his march to that fortress. "As advised,"

he said, " I found that the Indians and negroes combined had de-

manded a surrender of that work ; the Spanish garrison was too weak
to defend it, and there were circumstances reported producing a

strong conviction in my mind, that, if not instigated by the Spanish

authorities, the Indians had received the means of carrying on the

war from that quarter: foreign agents, who have been long practic-

ing their intrigues and villanies in this country, had free access into

the fort: St. Marks was necessary, as a depot, to insure success to

my operations. These considerations determined me to occupy it

with an American force." The fortress was accordingly occupied:

and (Jeneral Jackson, having heard that tiie Indians at war with

the United States had free access to Pensacola, determined to make
a movement west of the Appalachicola and, if the report proved to be

correct, occupy Pensacola. On the 21st of May he entered and oc-

cupied the fort of St. ^lichael commanding the town : but the fort

made only a show of resistance. The governor of Pensacola hail j)re-
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vioiisly rotiivd to Fort Carlos do HaraiK^'iis; and General Jackson now
demanded of him the surrender- both of this fortress and of the

town. The demand was refused, and on the 25th of May the fortress

was besieged. It surrendered on the evening of the 27th after hav-

inor made a sj)irited resistance. In August. 1818, the United States

ordered St. Marks and Pensacohi, with the Baran^as, to be restored

to Spanish authority. During these operations of the United States

forces against the Seminoles much property of Spanish subjects

was phnidered and destroyed, Spain i)rotested against General

.Tacksou's course, and demanded indenmity. The United States,

while ordering the captured jilaces to be evacuated, assumed responsi-

bility for his acts.

Am. StMte TiUHTs. Mil. Aff. I. COO, 098, 7(HJ; Am. State Papers. For. Hel. IV.

4!)C>, 7T<)-S(t8.

Among tlie persons found in the fortress of St. Marks was an English-

man namer Arhuthnot. who, with another Englishman named Am-
lirister, caittured near " Bowlegs town." was, l>.v order of General

Jackson, tried by a court-martial and executed for exciting " savage

and negro war." ( I'arton's Life of Andrew Jackson, ch. 3G; Am.
State Papers, :Mil. Aff. I. CSl, et seq.)

By Art. IX. of the treaty with Spain of Feb. 22, 1819, the United States

agreed to " cause satisfaction to he made for the injuries, if any,

which, by iirocess of law. shall be established to have been suffered

by the Spanish ofticers. and individual Spanish inhabitants, by the

late operations of the American Army in Florida."

For the <'xecution of this article, see Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V. chap. D,

4.")19. 4.124 ct se(i.

See :Memoirs of J. Q. Adams, IV. ]i:i.

^ In authorizing Major-General Jackson to enter Florida, in pursuit

of the Seminoles, care was taken not to encroach on the rights of

Spain. I regret to have to add, that, in executing this order, facts

were disclosed, respecting the conduct of the officers of Sj^ain in au-

thority there, iu encouraging the war, furnishing munitions of war
and other supplies to carry it on, and in other acts not less marked,

which evinced their participation in the hostile purposes of that com-

bination, and justitied the confidence with which it inspired the sav-

ages, that by those officers they would be protected. A conduct so

incompatible with the friendly relations existing between the tAvo

countries, particularly with the positive obligation of the fifth article

of the treaty of 1TI)5, by which Spain was l)ound to restrain, even by
force, those savages fi-oni acts of hostility against the United States,

could not fail to excite surprise. The connnanding general was con-

vinced that he should fail in his object, that he should in effect

iK'com})lish nothing, if he did not dei)rive those savages of the re-

source on which they had calculated, and of the jjrotection on which

ihey had relied in making the war. As all the documents relating
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to this occurrence will he laid hefore Congress, it is not necessary to

enter into further detail respecting it.

"Although the reasons which induced Major-General Jackson to

take these posts were duly appreciated, there was, nevertheless, no hesi-

tation in deciding on the course which it became the Government to

j)ursue. As there was reason to believe that the commanders of these

posts had violated their instructions, there was no disposition to

impute to their Government a conduct so unprovoked and hostile.

An order was, in consequence, issued to the general in command there

to deliver the posts—Pensacola, unconditionally, to any person duly

authorized to receive it; and Saint Mark's, which is in the heart of

the Indian country, on the arrival of a competent force to defend it

against those savages and their associates.''

I'resident Monroe's Second Annual Message, Nov. 1(>, 1818. Am. State

I'apers, For. Kel. IV. 215.

See I'resident Monroe to Mr. Madison, .lul.v 20, 1818, Madison MSS.,

Library of Congress.
" I could adopt no other way to 'put an end to the war'' biit by possess-

ing myself of the stronghold that was a refuge to the enemy, and

afforded them the means of offense." (Letter of General Jackson to

the Sec. of War, quoted in Parton's Jackson. II. 500. See also id.

451.)

"When they (European powers) know the whole of the affair of Pensa-

cola, I have no doubt they will withdraw all idea of intermeddling

between Si)ain and us. I trust we shall be al)le to avoid entangle-

ments with the European alliance. We may let them alone, for the.v

can not conquer the South Americans." (Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Mon-

roe. President. Sept. 17, 1818; MS. Monroe Papers. Librarj- of Con-

gress. )

See Schouler's Hist, of the United States. III. 74; Mr. Gallatin, min. to

France, to Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, Gallatin's Writings, II. 69;

Benton's Thirty Years' View, I. 1<)7.

" After a full and deliberate examination of these proofs, the Pres-

ident deems them irresistibly conclusive that the horrible combination

of robbery, murder, and war. with which the frontier of the United

States bordering upon P^lorida has for several years past been visited,

is ascribable altogether to the total and lamentable failure of Spain

to fulfill the fifth article of the treaty of 1795, by which she .stipu-

lated to restrain, by force, her Indians from hostilities against the citi-

zens of the United States. ... It is therefore to the conduct of her

own commanding officers that Spain must impute the necessity under

which General Jackson found himself of occupying the places of

their command."

Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Don Luis de Onis, Span. min.. Nov. 30, 1818,

Am. State I'apers, For. Rel. IV. 545, 546.)

See a still more extended discussion of the subject in the instruction of

Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Erving. min. to Spain. Nov. 28,

1818, in which Mr. Adams .says: "He [General Jackson] took pes-
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session, tlu'n'foro. of reiisacola and of the fort of Barranca;-;, as he

had done of St. Mark, not in a spirit of hostility to Spain, but as a

necessjir.v measure of self-defense; ^ivinj? notiee that they should be

restore<l wlHMiever Si)ain should j)lace eonunauders and a force there

able and willing to fnltill the enf:af,'cments of Spain towards the

I'nitiHl States, or of restraining by force the Florida Indians from

Iiostilities against their citizens." (Am. State Papers, For. Kel. IV.

">:«». 541.)

(2) AMELIA ISLAM).

§ 210.

" Toil Avill have 1)een informed through the channel of the public

prints of the manner in Avhich Amelia Island has in the course of the

last summer been occupied by an assemblage of adventurers under

various commanders, and with commissioners, real or pretended, from

several of the South American insurgent governments. You must

have heard also of the feeble and ineffectual attempt made by the

Si)anish commanding authorities in East Florida to recover possession

of the island. A similar band of desperate characters from various

natioiLs. and presumably impelled by motives of plunder alone, have

formed a lodgment at Galveston, which we consider within the limits

of the United States. These places have not only been consequently

maile recejitacles for privateers illegalh' fitted out from our ports,

but the means of every species of illicit traffic, and especially of intro-

ducing slaves illegally into the United States. The President has

therefore determined to break upthose settlements, which are presumed

to ha\e V)een made without proper authority from any government;

and wiiich if authorized by any government, have assumed an atti-

tude too pernicious to the peace and prosperity of this Union and
of its citizens to be tolerated. The orders for breaking them up have
been given, and are in a train of execution. Possession will be taken

of (ialveston as within the limits of the United States, and perhaps

of Amelia Island, to i)revent its being taken again by similar adven-

tin-ers foi- the same j)urp()ses, Spain being notoriously unable either

to retain possession of it against them or to recover it from them.''

Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Erring, min. to Sj)ain, Nov. 11. 1817.

MS. Inst. Fnited States ministers, VIII. 1(59.

The occuiiatioii snl)se(|uently taken of Amelia Island under these orders
should not lie confused with the occupation of the island and of other

parts of East Florida in 1S12 by troops and other i»ersons acting

under tiic ((immand of or in concert with Governor Matthews, as
special loiiimissioiier of the Fnited States. Governor Matthews's
measures were disavowed and his comnnssion revoktHl, and claims
growing out of his proceedings were afterwards paid. (Moore, Int.

Arbitnitions. V. 4r»1!>-4."»22. 4r»2S.)

"The executive govei'imient have ordered, aud, as I conceive, very
l»roi»erly. .\m(4ia Island to he taken possession of. This order ought
to be carried into execution at all hazards, and simultaneously the
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whole of East Florida seized and held as indemnity for the outrages

of Hpain upon the property of our eitizens. . . . The order being

given for the possession of Amelia Island, it ought to be executed,

or our enemies, internal and external, will use it to the disadvantage

of the Government. If our troops enter the territory of Spain in

pursuit of our Indian enemy, all opposition that they meet with must

be put down, or we will be involved in danger and disgrace." (Gen-

eral Jackson to Mr. Monroe. Jan. 6, 1818, Parton's Jackson, II. 434.)

" In the summer of the present j'ear, an expedition was set on foot

against East Florida by persons claiming to act under the authority of

some of the colonies,who took possession of Amelia Island, at the mouth
of St. Mary's river, near the boundary of the State of Georgia. As the

province lies eastward of the Mississippi, and is bounded by the United

States and the ocean on every side, and has been a subject of negotia-

ation with the Government of Spain as an indemnity for losses by

spoliation, or in exchange for territory of equal value westward of the

Mississippi, (a fact well known to the world,) it excited surprise that

an}^ countenance should be given to this measure by any of the colonies.

As it would be difficult to reconcile it with the friendly relations exist-

ing between the United States and the colonies, a doubt was enter-

tained whether it had been authorized by them, or any of tkem. This

doubt has gained strength, by the circumstances which have unfolded

themselves in the prosecution of the enterprise, which have marked it

as a mere private, unauthorized adventure. Projected and commenced
with an incompetent force, reliance seems to have been placed on what

might be drawn, in defiance of our laws, from within our limits; and

of late, as their resources have failed, it has assumed a more marked
character of unfriendliness to us ; the island being made a channel for

the illicit introduction of slaves from Africa into the United States,

an asylum for fugitive slaves from the neighboring States, and a port

for smuggling of every kind.

"A similar establishment was made, at an earlier period, by persons

of the same description in the Gulf of Mexico, at a place called Gal-

vezton, within the limits of the United States, as we contend, under the

cession of Louisiana. This enterj)rise has been marked, in a more sig-

nal manner, by all the objectionable circumstances which characterized

the other, and more particularly by the equipment of privateers

which have annoyed our commerce, and by smuggling. These estab-

lishments, if ever sanctioned by any authority whatever, which is not

believed, have abused their trust, and forfeited all claim to considera-

tion. A just regard for the rights and interests of the United States

required that they should be suppressed, and orders have been accord-

ingly issued to that effect. The imperious considerations which jiro-

duced this measure will be explained to the. parties whom it may in

any degree concern."
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Prosi»l«Mit Monroe's V\vM AnmiMl Message. Dee. 2. 1817, Am. State Papers,

For. Uel. IV. V'.O.

On the same topic, see reitort of House Com. on For. Rel. Jan. 10, 1818,

Am. St.ite I'ap. For. Uel. IV. 1^2.

As to the occupation of the island by MeOregor, professedly in the name

of lUienos .Vyres and Venezuela, and his expeditions which the United

States took step^ to suitpi'ess. see Partou's Life of Jackson, II. 421 et

se<|.

See. particularly. President Monroe's si)ecial message of Jan. i;i, 1818,

announcing that "the establishment at Amelia Island has been sup-

pressed, and without effusion of blood," and further explaining the

motives of the Fnited States. He descrilxnl McGregor's followers as

"adventurers from different countries, with very few, if any, of the

native iidial)itants of the Spanish colonies;" referred to their claim

to the whole of the Floridas ; and declared that their course in regard

to slaves and contraband trade had been of " the most odious and

danger()us character," and that their claim to exercise sovereignty and

to grant connnissions to i)rivateers entailed the most serious conse-

(lueiices. (Hich.'irdson. Messages. II. 28.)

See, al.so. President Monroe's special message of March 2(), 1818. his au-

lui.il message of Nov. K!, 1818, and his special message of Jan. .30, 1819.

(Kichardson, Messages. II. .S2, 40, 51.)

See. also. Wait's Am. State I'apers, XI. Mli, 395; XII. 388; Am. State

Pai». For Uel. IV. 183, 184. 292. 4.50, 4(5.3, 4rA. 478.

The ("hev. de Onis. Spanish minister at Washington, protested against the

occupation of the island by the United States. (Am. St. Pap. For. Rel.

IV. 1S:!-1H4. 4(i3. ) A protest against the occupation was addressed to

the House of Uepresentatives by Senor Vicente Pazos. who claimed to

represent ^<'nezuela, New (Jranada. and Mexico. His prote.st was
tabled. (Sujira. S 20. ]»i). 7<'>-77.)

" No dissatisfjiction has been expressed here at our occupation of Amelia

Island." (Mr. Uush. min. at London, to Mr. Adams, Sec. of State,

March 2. 1818, MS. Disp. Fngland.)

" WIkmi nil island is occiipiod bv a nost of pirates, harassing the com-

merce of the United States, they may l)e pursued and driven from it,

by authority of the United States, even tiioiifrh such island were nom-
inally under the jurisdiction of Spain. Spain not exercising over it

any control."

-Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hyde De Neuville. French min., Jan. 27,

ISIS. .MS. Notes to For. Leg.

See President Monroe, contidential. to Mr. Madison. Nov. 24. Dec. 22, 1817,

.Madison MSS., Library of Congress.

The possession taken by tbo United States of Amelia Island, in

Florida, irave it a possessory title, for which it was accountable only to

Sjjain.

.Mr. (I.I Mat in. niinister to Ir.nice, to P.aron Pas(puer. French minister of

foreign ;inairs. June 2S. 1.S21. 2 (Jallatin's writings, 187.
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(3) DESTRUCTION OF THE " CABOLINE."

§217.

During the insurrection in Canada in 1837 SA'mpathic commotions

occurred at various places in the United States, especially along the

Canadian border. The (Tovernment of the United States adopted

jictive measures for the enforcement of the neutrality laws, but the

difficulties of the situation were increased by the course of the insur-

gents, who. when defeated, sought refuge in the United States, where

they endeavored to recruit their forces. In December, 18-37, meetings

were held in Buffalo, in the State of Xew York, by McKenzie and

Rolfe, the leaders in the insurrection, who made a public appeal for

arms, ammunition, and volunteers. On the 28th of the month, the

United States marshal for the northern district of Xew York, who had

proceeded to Buffalo for the purpose of suppressing violations of

neutrality, reported that he had found 200 or 300 men, mostly from

the American side of the Niagara River, encamped on Navy Island, in

Upper Canada, armed and under the command of " General '' Van
Kensselaer, of Albany, and that the encampment had received acces-

sions till it numbered about 1.000 men, well armed. This expedition

had been organized at Buffalo after McKenzie's arrival, and warrants

had been issued for the arrest of the men, but could not be served.

There was also an encampment at Black Rock.

On the 29th of December occurred the destruction of the Caroline.

This vessel was a small steamer employed by the men at Black Rock

and on Navy Island in communicating with the mainland. Accord-

ing to the deposition of the master, the Caroline left Buffalo on the

20th of Decemlx'r for the port of Schlosser, which was also in New
York. On the way he caused a landing to be made at Black Rock
and the American flag to be run up. After the steamer left Black

Rock a volley of nuisketrv was fired at her from the Canadian side,

but without injuring her. She then landed " a number of pas-

sengers " at Navy Island, and arrived at Schlosser about 3 o'clock

p. m. Subsequently, in the same afternoon, she made two more

trips to Navy Island, and returned finally to Schlosser about G o'clock

p. m. During the evening about 23 persons, all citizens of the United

States, came on board and asked to be permitted to " remain on board

all night.'' At midnight about 70 or 80 armed men boarded the

steamer and attacked the persons on board with muskets, swords, and

cutlasses. The *' passengers and crew," of whom there were in all 33,

merely endeavored to escape. After this attack the assailing force

set the steamer on fire, cut her loose, and set her adrift over the

Niagara Falls. Only 21 of the persons on board had since been

found, and one of these. Amos Durfee, was killed on the dock bv a
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miiskot ball. Several others wore wounded. Twelve were missing.

After the (.'(iroliiic was set adrift beacon lights were seen on the

(^inadian side, and cheering Avas heard, and it was not doubted that

the assailants belonged to the British force at Chippewa. Such

was the statement made bv the master. It was generally reported

and Udieved at the time that the men said to be missing lay wounded

in the steamei'. and were sent with her over the falls. It was sub-

seciuently ascertained, however, on further investigation that of the

persons on board the only ones missing were Durfee and the cabin

boy. Johnson. ])opularly known as ''Little Billy," both of whom
were shot as they weiv leaving the steamer; that Van Rensselaer's

forces had made some use of (Jrand Island, and had fired some shots

into C^mada while the main forces lay at Navy Island and before the

CinoVnte went to Schlosser; that two persons from the Caroline were

carried by the attacking force into Canada, but were afterward

set at lil)erty. and that that force acted under the command of Col.

A. X. McXab. of Chippewa, who was acting under the orders of his

superior oflicer.

Dn receiving information as to this occurrence, Mr. Forsyth, who
was tluMi Secret a i-y of State, addressed a note to Mr, Fox, the British

minister at Washington, saying that the destruction of property and

assassination of citizens of the United States on the soil of New York,

when the President was endeavoring to allay excitement and prevent

any unfoi-tunate occurrence on the frontier, had produced '* the most

j)ainful emotions of sur})rise and regret." and that the incident would

be made the '* sul)ject of a demand for redress." General Scott was
sent to the frontier, with letters to the governors of New York and
^"('nn()nt. i-e(|uesting them to call out the militia. On the Gth of

February. Mr. Fox connnunicated to Mr. For.syth a letter from Gov-
ernor Head, and while avowing that the force that destroyed the

('(I roll lie was under the connnand of Colonel jNIcNab, declared that

the |)ii-atical character of the CdroVnic seemed to be fully established;

that the oi-dinai'v laws of the United States were not at the time

enfoi-ced along the fi'ontier, but were openly overborne; and that the

desti-iiclioii of tlie ('(irolinc was an act of necessary self-defense. On
the -l-M of May. ls:5s. Mr. Stevenson, then minister of the United
States at London. ])i-esented a demand for reparation. Its receipt

was acknowledged \)\ Lord Palnierston on the Gtli of June, with a

promise of consideration.

In March. Isll. a sudden turn was given to the discussion by the

arrest and imprisonment on a charge of nuirder. in the State of New
York, of Alexander McLeod. who had. as it appears, while under the

infhience of lirpior. boasted of having taken an effective part in the

destruction of the CuroVini. Lord Palmerston then avowed respon-
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sibility, on the part of Her Majesty's Government, for the destruction

of the steamer, as a public act of force, in self-defense, by persons in

Her Majesty's service, and on this ground demanded McLeod's release.

McLeod was ultimately tried, and was acquitted on proof of an alibi.

The case was finally disposed of by Mr. Webster and Lord Ashbur-

ton, in the course of their negotiations in 1842, Mr. AVebster admit-

ting that the employment of force might have been justified by the

necessity of self-defense, but denying that such necessity existed,

while Lord Ashburton, although he maintained that the circum-

stances afforded excuse for what was done, apologized for the inva-

sion of United States territory.

II. Ex. Doc. 64, 2") Cong. 2 sess. ; II. Ex. Doc. 74, 2.5 Cong. 2 sess. ; mes-

sage of April 4, 18.38, II. Ex. Doc. 302, 2.5 Cong. 2 sess. ; message of

Feb. 5, 1839, H. Ex. Doc. 183, 25 Cong. 3 sess. ; message of Dec. 28,

1840, H. Ex. Doc. 33, 2G Cong. 2 sess. ; H. Report 1G2, 26 Cong. 2 sess.

;

message of March 8, 1842, H. Ex. Doc. 128, 27 Cong. 2 sess. ; message

of Jan. 23, 1843. S. Ex. Doc. 09, 27 Cong. 3 sess., enclosing final cor.

respondence. Some of the correspondence may be found in 26 Br. &
For. State Papers, 1373; 29 id. 1126; 30 id. 193.

See autobiography of Lieutenant-General Scott, I. 307-317.

The case is discussed in Phillimore. Int. Law, 3d ed. I. 315, III. 60; in

Hall, Int. Law, 4th ed. 283 ; In Abdy's Kent, Int. Law, ed. 1878, 148

;

in Lawrence. Com. sur Droit Int. III. 430.

"Although it is believed that a candid and impartial consideration

of the whole history of this unfortunate event will lead to the conclu-

sion that there were grounds of justification as strong as were ever

presented in such cases, and, above all, that no slight of the authority

of the United States was ever intended, yet it nuist be admitted that

tliere was, in the hurried execution of this necessary service, a viola-

tion of territory ; and I am instructed to assure you that her Majesty's

government consider this as a most serious fact, and that, far from

thinking that an event of this kind should be lightly risked, they Avould

unfeignedly deprecate its recurrence. Looking back to what passed

at this distance of time, what is, perhaps, most to be regretted is, that

some explanation and apology for this occurrence was not immedi-

ately made ; this, with a frank explanation of the necessity of the case,

might, and jjrobably would, have i)revented much of the exasperation,

and of the subsequent complaints and recriminations to which it gave

rise.

" There are possible cases in the relations of nations, as of individ-

uals, where necessity, Avhich controls all other laws, may be pleaded;

but it is neither easy nor safe to attempt to define the rights or limits

properly assignable to such a plea. This must always be a subject

of much delicacy, and should be considered by friendly nations with

great candor and forbearance. The intentions of the parties must
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niainlv he lookod to; and can it for a moment be supposed that Great

liritain would intiMJtionally and wantonly provoke a great and pow-

erful nei«rld)()r ^

"'

Lonl Asliliurtoii. Kritisli phMiiiK).. to Mr. Webster, Sec. of State. July 28.

1842. Webster's Works. \l. 2!)4. 291>-300.

'* The President sees with pleasure that your Lordship fully admits

those great princij)les of |)ublic law, applicable to cases of this kind,

which this government has expressed; and that on your part, as on

ours, res|)ect for the inviolable character of the territory of independ-

ent states is the most essential foundation of civilization. And while

it is admitted on both sides that there are exceptions to this rule, he is

gratified to find that your Lordship admits that such exceptions must

come within the limitations stated and the terms used in a former

communication from this department to the British plenipotentiary

here. Undoubtedly it is just, that, while it is admitted that excep-

tions growing out of the great law of self-defence do exist, those

excej^tions should be confined to cases in which the ' neces.sity of that

self-defence is instant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means,

and no moment for deliberation.'

*• I'luh'rstanding these principles alike, the difference between the

two governments is only whether the facts in the case of the Caroline

make out a case of such necessity for the purpose of self-defence.

Seeing that the transaction is not recent, having happened in the time

of one of his predecessors, seeing that your Lordship, in the name of

your government, solennily declares that no slight or disrespect was
intended to the sovereign authority of the United States; seeing that

it is acknowledged that, whether justifiable or not, there was yet a

viohition of the territory of the United States, and that you are in-

structed to say that your government consider that as a most serious

occurrence: seeing, finally, that it is now admitted that an explana-

tion and ai)()l()gy foi' this violation was due at the time; the President

is content to receive these acknowledgments and assurances in the con-

ciliatoi-y spirit which marks your Lordship's letter, and will make
this -ubject. as a complaint of violation of territory, the topic of no

furtlu'r discussion between the two governments."

Mr. Webster. Sec. of St.ite. to Lord Asbburton. British plen.. Aug. «). 1842.

Webster's Worlds. VI. ;',01-:'.02.

Tlie iirevious (oiiiiiiunication of tbe Department of State, referreil to b.v

Mr. Webster in tlie forefioing extract, was his note to Mr. Fox. Brit-

ish minister ;it W:isliin.i,'ton. of April 24. 1841. where the quoted defi-

nition of tlie exceptional circumstances constituting necessity may be

foiuid. ( Webst<'r's Works. VL 2.")0, 2(;i.)

See. also. Mr. Webster's sj.eecb in defence of the treaty of Aug. 9, 1842,

Webster's Works. V. 1 U; et seq.
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" The letter of the British minister, while he attempts to justify that

violation upon the ground of a pressing and overruling necessity, ad-

mitting, nevertheless, that, even if justifiable, an apology was due for

it. and accompanying this acknowledgment with assurances of the

sacred regard of his Government for the inviolability of national

territory, has seemed to me sufficient to warrant forbearance from any

further remonstrance against what took place, as an aggression on the

soil and territory of the country."

Message of President Tyler, Aug. 11. 1842. transmitting to tlie Senate the

treaty of Aug. 9, 1842. (H. Ex. Doc. 2, 27 Cong. 3 sess. ; Webster's

Works. VI. 347, 355.)

For the rejet-tion of a claim of McLeod for indemnity, by the Commission

under the treaty with Great Britain of Feb. 13. 18.53. on the ground

that the ease was res judicata, see Moore. Int. Arbitrations, III. 2419.

" I take it that the late affair of the Caroliiic was in hostile array

against the British government, and that the parties concerned in it

were employed in acts of war against it : and I do not subscribe to the

very learned opinion of the chief justice of the State of New York

(not, I heiir. the chief justice, but a judge of the Supreme Court of

that State) that there was no act of war committed. Nor do I sub-

scribe to it that every nation goes to war only on issuing a declaration

or proclamation of war. This is not the fact. Nations often wage

war for years, without issuing any declaration of war. The question

is not here upon a declaration of war, but acts of war. And I say

that in the judgment of all impartial men of other nations, we shall be

held as a nation responsible ; that the Caroline, there, was in a state of

war against Great Britain ; for purposes of war. and the worst kind

of war—to sustain an insurrection: I will not say rebellion, because

rebellion is a crime, and because I have heard them talked of as

patriots."'

Mr. John Quiney Adams, in the House of Representatives, quoted by Ben-

ton, Thirty Years' View, II. 289.

" The war ground they [Mr. Adams and Mr. Gushing] assumed

could only apply between Great Britain and the insurgents: she had

no war with the United States: the attack on the Caroline was an in-

vasion of the territory of a neutral power—at peace with the invader.

That is a lil^erty not allowed by the laws of nations—not alloAved by

the concern which any nation, even the most inconsiderable, feels for

its own safety, and its own self-respect . . . No power allows it.

That we have seen in our own day, in the case of the Poles', in their

last insurrection, driven across the Austrian frontier by the Russians;

and the pursuers stopped at the line, and the fugitive Poles protected

the instant they had crossed it : and in the case of the late Hungarian
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revolt, in which the fugritive Hungarians driven across the Turkish

frontier, were protecteil from pursuit."'

Heiiton. Thirty Years' View, II. 200. commenting inter alia on tlie fore-

jroiiij: «'.\tra<t from Mr. Adams' si)eecli.

Stf. also. Calbouifs Works. III. 618.

" The aftair of the Caroline was much more difficult. Even Ix)rd

Grey told nie he thought we were quite wrong in what we had done.

But assuming the facts that the Caroline had been engaged, and when
.seized hy us was still engaged, in carrying supplies and military

stores from the American side of the river to the rebels in Navy
Island, part of the British territory; that this was permitted, and

could not 1k» prevented, by the American authorities, I was clearly of

opinion that, although she lay on the American side of the river when
.•^he was seized, we had a clear right to seize and destroy her, just as

we might have taken a battery erected by the rebels on the American

shore, the guns of which were fired against the Queen's troops in

Navy Island. I wrote a long justification of our Government, and

thus supplied the arguments used by our foreign secretary, till the

Ashburton treaty hushed up the dispute."

Autobiography of Lord Campbell, Life, 2d etl. 1881, 19.

(41 ) BOMBABDMEXJ OF GBEYTOWN.

§ 218.

May 1. 1852. the Mosquito authorities surrendered their functions

at San Jiuin del Norte, or Greytown. to a government formed by the

people of the town, under a proclamation issued in the preceding

March, in i)ehalf of the Mosquito authorities, by the British consul.

A controversy soon broke out between the new authorities and the

Accosoiy Transit Company, an organization of citizens of the United

States who held a charter from the Government of Nicaragua, as to

tile occupation by the company of a piece of land at Punta Arenas,

(ncr which jurisdiction was claimed by the municipality. The United

Stato. coii>i(l('ring (Jrevtown to be within the limits of Nicaragua,

never rc<(><:iii/e(l the Moscpiito king nor the independence of the town,

though American naval officers were instructed to respect the police

regulations of any de facto authorities, and not to disturb such author-

ities unle» they slioidd assail the rights of American citizens. The
United ."Ntato. howevei-. denied that the jurisdiction of the municipal-

ity e\tende<] in any re>j)ect to Punta Arenas.

In February. Is."*:'), the city council ordered the Accessory Transit

('ouq)any within a certain time to remove certain buildings at Punta
Arenas, on the allegation that the land was needed for public uses,

and. as the order ^^\ls not complied with, .sent a force of armed men,
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who, under the joint command of a member of the council and of
'• Major " L3'ons, a colored resident, demolished the structures in ques-

tion. A few days later the superintendent of the company, who had

•rone to Greytown to invoke the protection of a British man-of-war,

was arrested and detained. March 10, 1853, Captain Hollins, of the

V. S. S. Cyane, arived at Greytown, and he promptly placed a

marine guard at Punta Arenas in order to protect the company's

remaining property there, which the authorities of the town directed

to be removed, and which, as their direction had not been heeded,

they were then threatening to destroy. Captain Hollins also gave

])ublic notice of his intention to protect the persons and property of

American citizens against molestation; and his proceedings were

approved by the Secretary of the Navy.

In May, 1853, new- difRcidties arose in consequence of the arrest by

the Greytown authorities of officials of the company Avhile the latter

were pursuing certain employees who were rimning off with some of

its property. Disputes also existed as to dues and port charges which

the steamers of the company refused to pay.

May 16, 1854, a more serious cause of difference arose. Captain

Hollins having then left Greytown. On that day a body of armed

men from the town attempted forcibly to arrest Captain Smith, of

the company's steamer Northern Light^ then lying at Punta Arenas,

on the charge of having murdered a native boatman. The attempt

was frustrated, mainly by the intervention of Mr. Borland, United

States minister to Central America, who happened to be on board.

Later in the day Mr. Borland went to Greytown to call upon the

United States commercial agent there, when a semiriotous attempt

was made to arrest him, during which he w^as wounded in the face

by a broken bottle thrown at him by some one in the crowd. Subse-

quently armed men posted themselves between the consulate and the

harbor, challenging all who attemj)ted to pass and preventing boats

from landing or leaving the shore, and thus kept Mr. Borland a

prisoner all night. The next morning he took advantage of a tempo-

rary lull in the excitement to return to the steamer.

The population of Greytowni then numbered about 300 persons,

consisting of a few Englishmen, Frenchmen, Germans, and men from
the ITnited States, but chiefly of negroes from Jamaica and some

natives of the Mosquito shore.

June 10, 1854, Captain Hollins was instructed to return to Grey-

town in the Cyane^ and to obtain reparation for the company's losses

as well as for the indignity to Mr. Borland. The Government of the

United States, it was said. Avas embarrassed by the rumor that the

pretended political authority of the place had dissolved; but if there

should be no organized body on which a demand for redress could be

made, it was declared that the individuals who had participated in
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tlio infliction of tho wrongs could not escape responsibility resulting

from the acts of the late political organization.

Demands for an apology and an indenniity were duly made upon

the local do facto authorities, but they wore not answered, the place

being virtually in conti-ol of those who had been the chief actors in

the incidents narrated: and on July IB, 1854, Captain Hollins. after

l)ul)lic proclanuition of his intention, bombarded and destroyed the

town.

His course was upheld by his Government, President Pierce, in

his aimual message of Dec. 4. 1854, maintaining that the community

in question, being well provided with arms, possessed the power and

had shown a propensity to do mischief; that, "not standing before

the world in the attitude of an organized political society, being

neithei- competent to exercise the rights nor to discharge the obliga-

tions of a government, it was. in fact, a marauding establishment too

dangerous to be disregarded and too guilty to pass unpunished, and

yet incapable of being treated in any other way than as a piratical

I'esort of outlaws or a camp of savages depredating on emigrant

trains or caravans and the frontier settlements of civilized states."'

See 4t; British and For. State Papers. 8.J9. 860-872. 87.5. 877. 878; 47 Id.

luiL'-lulS: Messajres and Papers of the Presidents. V. 282. See, also,

note of .Ml-. Marcy. See. of State, to the Count Sartiges, French luin.,

Feb. 2<», lSi")7. S. Ex. Doc. 9, .35 Cong. 1 sess. ; Lawrence's Wheaton
(18r»:!). \~:\. note .">!>. In this note, the text of which is given infra,

§ 1040, the Iiiited States declined to pay the claims of French sub-

jects growing out of losses of property by the bombardment. The
British (Jovernnient withheld the similar claims of its subjects.

See. as to the i)olitical situation at San .Tuan del Norte, Mr. Webster,

SfH". of State, to Mr. Graham, Sec. of Navy. March 18, 1852, 40 MS.
Doni. Let. 2(>.

As to Punta Arenas, see Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. White, April 7

and Aug. 0. 185:'., 41 MS. Dom. Let. .T«. 489.

'• I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

2Sth ultimo, in which, referring to the recent destruction of San Juan
do Xicaragua by the United States ship Ci/ane. you present in general

terms a demand for reparation to those respectable citizens of Nica-

ragua who -uH'ered. as it is alleged, grievous losses of property by
the bombanhnent. and also to the Government of Nicaragua for the

total de-truction of her only Atlantic port.

" In rej)ly. I beg to submit that it is scarcely credible, as your note

seems to imply, that any considerable number of respectable citizens

of the Republic of Nicaragua had taken up their residence or placed
their projx'i-ty among those whom you properly characterize as ' the
pseudo sovereigns.* * the authors of all the scandalous excesses that
have l)een consunnnated at that port '—San Juan—a place, as you
admit, held by usurpation against the sovereign authority of their
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own Government. These citizens for whom you make reclamation

must have lived in treasonable association with the open and avowed

enemies of your country, and if engaged there in business they must

have been incorporated with that community which you describe in

such severe but probably just terms. They knew, for notice has

repeatedly been given, that the town would be punished for its

misdeeds, and they had every opportunity to withdraw from it or

to communicate to Captain Hollins after his arrival their claim to

be separated from the guilty if the}' were not implicated with them,

but they took no step to have their lot distinguished from that of the

abandoned and lawless dwellers at that place. It is unreasonable

now to complain of Captain Hollins for not making the separation

which they refused to make for themselves, or to furnish him with

the means of making the discrimination. They deliberately united

their fortunes with men who you admit deserved the chastisement

which they received, and consequently involved themselves knowingly

and necessarily with their criminal associates. All the circumstances

considered, I cannot believe that the Xicaraguan Government will so

far forget what is due'to itself, and must be evident to its clear sense

of justice, as to urge any claims in behalf of those who associated

themselves with the usurpers of its territory, Nicaragua may think

herself kindly treated if she is not held responsible for the acts of

those who were permitted by her to occupy her territory and perpetrate

deeds injurious to friendly powers while within her jurisdiction. She

owed it alike to herself and to these powers to have driven the band

of marauders settled at San Juan from her acknowledged soil. If

she has the indiscretion to open an account with the United States

upon this matter, this Government will be at liberty to make her

responsible for all the injuries its citizens have suffered from those

occupying her territory. Having neglected to expel these intruders

and regarding at least a part of the persons at San Juan under

her i:)rotection. she is answerable by the well-established principles of

international law for the injuries other nations have suffered by their

misconduct.
" If Nicaragua chooses to maintain the position you assume in your

note to me, that her citizens who incorporated themselves with the

community at San Juan are still in friendly relations with her and
entitled to her protection, then she approves by an implication which
she is not at liberty to deny [the acts] of that political establishment

planted on her own soil and becomes responsible for the mischiefs it

has done to American citizens. It would be a strange inconsistency

for Nicaragua to regard the organization at San Juan as a hostile

establishment on her territory and at the same time claim the right

to clothe with her nationality its members.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 27
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"Assuming:, as it is respectful to do, that you have duly appreciated

the consequences of the step you have taken, I infer that the Govern-

ment of Xicaraijua, by claiming the right of protection over the

persons at San Juan, will not hesitate to acknowledge her responsi-

bility to other states for the conduct of the people which she has

ix^nuitted to occuj^y that ])art of her territory.

" I take tlie lilx?rty to ask you to furnish this Government with the

views of that of Nicaragua upon the subject of its responsibility for

the conduct of the j^eople at San Juan de Nicaragua."

Mr. Marcy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Marcoleta, Nicaraguan min., Aug. 2, 1854,

MS. notes to Cent. Am. I. 02.

That the (Jovernuient of Nicaragua has declined to enter into a conven-

tion for tlie settlement of tbe claims of citizens of the United States,

unless it shall include the claims of citizen.s of Nicaragua growing

out of Walker's filibustering expetlitions and the t)ombardment of

Greytown. see memorandum of the Diplomatic Bureau, Aug. 15.

18!>4. MSS. Department of State, and this digest, chapter on rela-

tions with various countries, title " Nicaragua," infra, § 794.

(.">) riRSCIT OF PREDATORY IXDIAZ^S AND OTHER MARAUDERS.

§ 219.

In a memorandum to Mr. Gorostiza, Mexican minister, April 21,

188C., Mr. Forsyth, as Secretary of State, referring to the contest in

Te.xas and to jipprehended Indian hostilities, and to the intention to

send General (Jaines to the frontier for the purpose of protecting

United States territory as well as the surveyors of the two countries

who migiit be engaged in running the boundary, said: "Should the

tr<)<)])s. in the performance of their duty, be advanced beyond the point

Mexico might suppose was within the territoi'\' of the United States,

the occupation of the position was not to be taken as an indication

of any hostile feeling, or of a desire to establish a possession or claim

not justified by the treaty of limits," but only as " precautionary and
provisional." to be " abandoned whenever (the line l)eing run and the

true limits marked) the disturbances in that region should cease, they

being tlu' oidy motive for it."

A])ril -I'-) Mr. (iorostiza made an extended reply, in which he

maintained that the taking by General Gaines of any position ''be-

yond the known limits of the United States" would "not only affect

the rights of Mexico as an independent nation, but also injure its

interests." and that the holding of " the position taken, even though
it Ix' included within the assigned limits of Mexico, until the dis-

turbances in Texas slu^dd cease, woidd be equal to a real military

occupation of a part of the territory of Mexico, and to indirect inter-

vention in its domestic affairs."
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Mr. Forsyth, April 26, answered that his notice " was not intended

to express the intention to occupy a post within the acknowledged,

known limits of Mexico, but to apprise Mexico that if General

Gaines should occupy a position supposed by each Government to be

within its limits, that occupation Avould not be used either as the

foimdation of a claim or to strengthen a claim—the sole purpose being

to enable this Government to do its duty to itself and to Mexico."

April 28 Mr. Gorostiza expressed satisfaction that Mr. Forsyth's

opinion, as he understood it, coincided with his own "on this capital

])oint, . . . that General Gaines's troops will not take a posi-

tion on any ground known to be beyond the limits of the United

States; and as a natural consequence . . . that such position can

in no case be on ground previously possessed by Mexico, and, of

course, within its known limits."

Mr. Forsyth, May 3, 1836, replied :
" Except in case of necessity,

General Gaines will not occupy ground not indisputably within the

limits of the United States. In case of necessity, whether the posses-

sion of the ground he may occupy is now or has heretofore been claimed

by Mexico cannot be made a question by that officer; he will take it

to perform his duties to the United States, and to fulfill the obliga-

tions of the United States to Mexico. The just and friendly purpose

for which he does occupy it (if he should do so), being beforehand

explained to Mexico, it is expected will prevent either belief or sus-

picion of any hostile or equivocal design on his part. It is not

intended to be the assertion of a I'ight of property or j)ossession."

Mr. Gorostiza expressed his regret, and stated that he would send

copies of the correspondence to his Government, to the end that such

orders might be given to the commander of the Mexican army in

'^Fexas as would i)revent difficulty. On May 9, however, Mr. Goros-

tiza, having learned that General Gaines was authorized, in case of

necessity, to advance his troops to Nacogdoches, w^iich his instructions

declared to be Avithin the limits claimed by the United States, pro-

tested against the order as involving a possible violation of Mexican

territory.

In a reply. May 10, Mr. Forsyth said :
" General Gaines is not

authorized to advance to Nacogdoches, but he is ordered not to go

beyond that point. . . . The terms used limit the authority given,

and were chosen with the express intention to avoid misconstruction

of the motive of the advance. To effect one of the great objects for

which General Gaines is sent to the frontier, /. e., to fulfill our treaty

with Mexico by protecting its territory against the Indians within

the United States, the troops of the United States might justly be

sent into the heart of Mexico; and their presence, instead of being
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coniplainod of, would bo the stronjjest evidence of fidelity to engage-

ments and friendship to Mexico. Nor conld the good faith and

friendship of the act he (U)uhted if troops of the United States were

sent into the >h'.\ican territory to i)revent embodied Mexican Indians,

justly suspected of such design, from assailing the frontier settlements

of the I'nited States."

IT. lir. & For. State rai)ors, 1089, 1002, 1093, 1094, 1095, 109G, 1097, 1W«,

10!H» ; S. Ex. Doc. 1, 24 Cong. 2 sess. ; H. Ex. Doc. 256, 24 Coug. 1 sess.

See Moore. Int. Arbitrations, II. 1212-1214.

Tlie treaty ol)llgation above referred to is that which was embodied in

Art. XXXIII. of tlie treaty of April 5, 1881, wbicl) bound tlie United

States and Mexico to restrain hostilities and incursions on the part

of Indians living in their respective territories.

See Moore. Int. Arbitrations, III. 2430 et seq.

" You will perceive that ]SIr. Gorostiza, in his conference with me,

distinctly admitted our right, in the event of hostility to the United

States by Mexican Indians, to invade the territory of Texas, either

to prevent intended injury or to punish actual depredation. In a

note written subsequently he seeks to avoid the force of that admis-

s-ion, by confounding the principle upon which it obviously rests with

the right of making war for a violation of treaty engagement. You
will find no difficulty in showing to the Mexican Government that it

rests upon i)rinciples of the law of nations, entirely distinct from

those on which wai is justified—upon the immutable principles of

self-defence—upon the principles which justify decisive measures of

percaution to prevent irreparable evil to our own or to a neighbor-

ing people.

*' The grossness of the error of placing it on the right of war, as

also the folly of relying upon that mode of redress, you can render

obvious, by supposing that hostilities were, under present circum-

.^tances on the frontier, about to begin. Our fellow-citizens, of all

u<i:v> and classes, are to be exposed to massacre, their property to

di'struction. and the whole, frontier to be laid waste by those savages

Mexico was bound to control. Until these evils happen, on Mr.
(i<)i()»tiza"s theory, we have no right to take a position which will

enable us to ad with etl'ect ; and before Ave do act, according to our

prouiiscs under Article XXXIII. of the treaty, after the frontier

has been (lesolated. we must demand redress of Mexico, wait for it to

be refused, and then make war upon Mexico. We are quietly to

surt'er injuries we might prevent in the expectation of redress—re-

dress from irrcpai-abic injuries from Mexico, who did not inflict them,

but who was. from circunistances. without the power to ])revent, as

she would be after they wci'c inflicted, without the power to redress

them. To make war upon Mexico for this involuntarv failure to
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comply with her obligations, would be equivalent to an attempt to

convert her misfortunes into crimes—her inability into guilt."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ellis, min. to Mexico, Dec. 10, l&Sfi,

26 Br. & For. St. I»ap. 1419.

A company of Texan rangers having pursued into Mexico a band

of Mexican Indians who had made an incursion into Texas, Mr.

Marcy said :
"• If Indians whom the United States are bound to

restrain shall, under the same circumstances, make a hostile incursion

into Mexico, this Government will not complain if the Mexican

forces who may be sent to repel them shall cross to this side of the

line for that purpose, provided that in so doing they abstain from
injuring the persons and property of citizens of the United States."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Almonte, Mexican min., Feb. 4, 1856,

MS. Notes to Mex. VII. 62.

In his annual message of Dec. 6, 1858, President Buchanan, referring to

the lawless conditions existing along the Mexican frontier, conditions

which he described as constituting " a state of anarchy and violence,"

recommended that the United States " assume a temporary i)rotector-

ate over the northern portions of Chihuahua and Sonora and to

establish military ix)sts within the same,"' this " protection " to be
" withdrawn as soon as local governments shall be established in

these Mexican States capable of performing their duties to the

United States, restraining the lawless, and preserving peace along

the border." (Richardson, Messages, v. 514.)

An incursion into the territory of Mexico for the purpose of dis-

persing a band of Indians marauders is, if necessary, not a viola-

tion of the law of nations.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Belknap. Sec. of War. .Ian. 22, 1874. 101 MS.
Dom. Let. 373. See Mr. Fish to Mr. Belknap, Aug 31. 1874, 104 id, 94.

See Keix»rts of the Connnittee of Investigation, sent in 1873 by the Mexi-

can Government to the frontier of Texas : New York, 1875, pp. viii,

443.

" The report of W. M. Shafter, lieiltenant-colonel Twenty-fourth

Infantry, commanding the district of Xueces, Texas, concerning

recent raids by Mexicans and Indians from Mexico into Texas for

marauding purposes, with your indorsement of the 29th ultimo, has

been submitted to the President, and has, together with numerous

other reports and dociunents relating to the same subject, been duly

considered.

" The President desires that the utmost vigilance on the part of the

military forces in Texas be exercised for the suppression of these

raids. It is very desirable that efforts to this end, in so far at least

as they necessarily involve operations on both sides of the border, be

made with the cooperation of the Mexican authorities; and you will
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ills! met (ieiu'ral Ord. coiuiujuuliii^ in Texas, to invite such coopera-

tion oil the part of the local Mexican authorities, and to inform them

that while the President is anxious to avoid giving offense to Mexico,

he is nevertheless convinced that the invasion of our territory by

armed and organized bodies of thieves and robbers to prey upon our

citizens should not be longer endured.

"(Jeneral Ord will at once notify the Mexican authorities al mg
the Texas bordei'. of the great desire of the President to unite with

them in eti'orts to suppress this long continued lawlessness. At the

same time he will inform those authorities that if the Government of

Mexico shall continue to neglect the duty of suppressing these out-

rages, that duty will devolve upon this government, and will be per-

formed, even if its performance should render necessary the occa-

sional crossing of the border by our troops. You will, therefore,

direct (Jeneral Ord that in case the lawless incursions continue

he will be at liberty, in the use of his oAvn discretion, when in pursuit

of a band of the marauders, and when his troops are either in sight

of them or ui)on a fresh trail, to follow them across the Rio Grande,

and to overtake and punish them, as well as retake stolen property

taken from our citizens and found in their hands on the Mexican

side of the line.*"

Mr. McC'rary, See. of War, to Gen. Sherman, June 1, 1877, House Report

701. 4.") Cong. 2 sess. 241 ; also, H. Ex. Doc. i:}, 45 Cong. 1 sess.

The i-cport of Col. Sliafter, referred to in the foregoing order, was dated

iit Fort Clark, Texas. March 9, 1877. It stated that since Oct. 1, 1876,

seventeen men had been killed by Indians, who had been followed to

the Hio (irande. taking with them the arms and horses of the mur-

dercMl men. w liicii they had openly offered for sale' at Saragossa,

Mexico; that since Dec. '}0, 187(>, two large droves of horses, about

lOo in all. and at least .'{OO head of cattle, had been taken in two raids

from within ten miles of Fort Clark ; and that, as the Indians con-

stantly crossed and recrossed the river, finding both a place of refuge

and a market for their plunder in the Mexican towns, where no

attempt was made by the authorities to control them, it was almost

imiKissible to head them off. In conclusion Col. Shatter stated (1)

that it would be necessary to scout for the Indians in Me.vico, and

(2) that it was only by giving authority to the troops to oi>erate in

.Mexico tliat life and property could be made secure on the frontier.

( 11. U('|K)rt 701. 4') Cong. 2 sess. 235. See also supra. § 51.)

See. itarticularly as to conditicms on the frontier, Mr. Foster, niin. to

.Mexico, to Mr. Kvarts, Sec. of State. April 24, 1877, For. Kel. 1877,

4ul.

.Inne 20, 1877. .Mr. Foster reported an interview with the Mexican min-

ister of foreign affairs concerning the order of .lune 1, supra. (For.

Uel. 1S77. 410.)

(Jeneral Trevino was sent by the Mexican Government to the border, with

orders, (late<l .lune 18. 1877, to pursue evil-doers and to cooperate

with the Fnifed States authorities, but to inform the commander of

the American forces that Mexico could not allow a foreign force to
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enter the national territory without the consent of the National Con-

gress, and nuich less to exercise acts of jurisdiction ; and he was
instructed to " repel force hy force, should the invasion take place."

(For. Kel. 1877, 410-418.)

Mr. Foster protested against this order, as the Mexican minister at

Washington had done against the order of June 1 ; but as the Mexican

(Jovernnient had previously promised to send a president-general to

the frontier with an adequate force and instructions to cooperate

with General Ord, the latter was directed to meet the order

cordially. " and not to be hasty in pursuit across the border, except

in an aggravated case." (For. Kel. 1877, 418, 419.)

General Ord reported that he had reached a good understanding with

General Trevino on the basis of cooperation ; but it seems that Gen-

eral Trevino declined a proi)osal for a reciprocal right of passage of

the frontier in pursuit of outlaws. (For. Kel. 1877, 419-423.)

December 14, 1877, Sefior Cuellar, Mexican minister at Washington, pro-

tested against an entry into ^Mexico by Colonel Shatter and Lieutenant

lUillis for the purix)se of attacking some Lipan Indians. There was
n difference as to the circumstances of the case. (For. Rel. 1878,

r>m, (5(54.)

See the Foster-Mata correspondence, July, 1878, as to the crossing of the

frontier by American troops under Colonel Mackenzie. (For. Rel.

1878,555-559,570.)

" The first duty of a government is to protect life and property.

This is a paramount obligation. For this governments are insti-

tuted, and governments neglecting or failing to perform it become

worse than useless. This duty the Government of the United States

has determined to perform to the extent of its power toward its citi-

zens on the border. It is not solicitous, it never has been, about

the methods or ways in which that protection shall be accomplished,

whether by formal treaty stipulation or by informal convention

;

whether by the action of judicial tribunals or that of military

forces. Protection in fuet to American lives and property is the sole

point upon Avhich the United States are tenacious. In securing it

they have a right to ask the co-operation of their sister Republic.

So far, the authorities of Mexico, military and civil, in the vicinity

of the border appear not only to take no steps to effectively check

the raids or punish the raiders, but demur and object to steps taken

by the United States. . . .

" I am not umnindful of the fact that, as you have repeatedly

reported, there is reason to believe that the Mexican Govej'nment

really desires to check these disorders. According to the views

you have i)resented, its statesmen are believed to be sagacious and

patriotic, and well disposed to comply with all international obliga-

tions. But, as you rei)resent, they encounter, or apprehend that they

may encounter, a hostile public feeling adverse to the United States,

especially in these border localities, thwarting their best intentions

and efforts. It is greatly to Ixi regretted that such a state of per-
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V(>rt(Ml pill. lie feel ill <r sliould exist. But its existence does not exon-

erate the .Mexican (iovernnient from any obligation under inter-

national law. Still less does it relieve this government from its

duties to guard the welfare of the American people. The TTnited

States (iovernnient cannot allow marauding bands to establish

themselves u])()n its borders with lilK'rty to invade and plunder

Fnited States territory with impunity, and then, when pursued, to

taUi' refuge across the Rio Orande under protection of the plea of

the integi'ity of the soil of the Mexican Republic."

Mr. Hvarts. Sim-, of Stnto. to Mr. Foster, niin. to Mexico, .Vug. 1.S, 1878,

For. Ucl. 1878. .")72. ^}T^. fuA.

S«M> For. Uel. 1870. 7.">4. ll'A, 801 ; For. Kel. 1880, 72(1. 735, 75(5, 7«>8, 784,

78.-). 78(;, 788.

•• Tn my last annual message I expressed the hope that the preva-

lence "of (juiet on the border between this country and Mexico would

hoon become so assured as to justify the modification of the orders, then

in force, to our military commanders in regard to crossing the fron-

tier, without encouraging such disturbances as would endanger the

peace of the two countries. Events moved in accordance with these

expectations, and the orders were accordingly withdrawn, to the

entire satisfaction of our own citizens and the Mexican Government.

Sul)se(|U('ntly the ])eace of the border was again disturbed by a savage

foray, under the command of the Chief Victorio, but, by the combined

and harmonious action of the military forces of both countries, his

baud has been broken up and substantially destroyed."

rrcsidciit IlM.vcs. jiiiiniMl iiiossaso. Doe. G. 1880, For. Rel. 1880, p. xii.

'J'lic s()-<jilU'<l "Onl" order wms withdrawn by an order of the Secretary

(if War of Fel>. --'4, 1880. (For. Kel. 1.880, 7.35.)

Tlic witlidrawal was coiiiiiniiiicated to the Mexican Government. (For.

Kel. ISSO, 7.';5. 744. 781, 7Si>.

)

•• .\ recent agi-eem(>nt with Mexico provides for the crossing of the

frontier by the aiMiied forces of eithei' coinitry in pursuit of hostile

Indian-. In my message of last year I called attention to the preva-

lent lawlessness upon the borders and to the necessity of legislati(m

for its sup|)ression. I agatn imite the attenticm of Congress to the

sui)j«'ct.

•' .\ paitial relief tVom these mischiefs has been .sought in a con-

vention, wliich now awaits the approval of the Senate, as does also

another t(»uching the establishment of the interiuitional boundary
between the I'nited States and ^h'xico."

Frcsident Artliur. aiiim.il nicssajic. Dec. 4. 1882. For. Rol. 1882, vi.

Tiie text of tlie airreciiieiit alxive referre<l to. dat(Hl .Inly 2!), 1882, for

(•r<»ssinj,' llic frontier, is in-jntcd in For. 11«4. 1882, :{!m;, 404-40.5. ^'or

correspondence concernint,' it. see For. Kel. 1882, ;i88, afK), .392, 39G,

404.
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President Arthur, in his annual message of Dee. 4. 1S8.3, announced the

prolongation of the agreement for another year. For. Rel. 1883, vi.

See also similar agreements of June 25. 1890; Nov. 25, 1892; June 4,

189G.

As to the killing of Captain Crawford, while in pursuit of Chiricahua

Indians, at Teopar, Mex., see For. Rel. 1886. 570-691, 724-732. It was
decided, on the strength of a communication from the War Depart-

ment, conveying the views of Gen. Sheridan, in November, 1887, that

the killing was due to accident, and that a demand for indemnity

therefoi'e should not be made. (Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Bingham, March 7, 1891, 181 MS. Dom. Let. 166.)

By an agreement between the United States and Mexico, concluded

June 4, 1890, the Federal troops of the two countries were permitted

to cross the international boundary in pursuit of Kid's band of hos-

tile Indians, in the uninhabited and desert parts of the line, which

were defined to be '" all points that are at least ten kilometers distant

from any encampment or town of either country." It was expressly

stipulated that no such crossing should take place between the Mex-
ican town of Capitan Leal, 52 miles above Piedras Xegras, and the

mouth of the Rio Grande, There w^ere various other provisions,

requiring notice of crossing, if possible, to be given, and permitting

the chastisement of other hostiles concerned with Kid's band whom
the troops might chance to meet with.

For. Rel. 1896, 438.

" Since June, 1890, when a provisional agreement was entered into by the

United States and Mexico defining and regidating their reciprocal

right to pursue hostile Indians across the boundary line, the two Gov-

ermnents have by successive renewals and amendments continued the

practice so established. The last agreement in this regard was signed

June 4, 1896, having i)articular reference to the nmtual pursuit of the

notorious and dangerous hostiles led by the Apache Kid, the extermi-

nation or complete subjugation of these Indians having become an

imperative duty toward the inhabitants on either side of the border

line." (Report of Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to the President, Dec. 7,

1896, For. Rel. 1896, Ixxvii.)

See, also, Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Sec. of War, June 5, 1896, 210 MS.
Dom. Let. 518, conuininicating a certified copy of the agreement of

June 4, 189(>.

8. Statk-Aidkd and Compulsory Emigration.

55 220.

" Congress, at its last session, passed laws wliich authorized the

President to aid the colonization of persons of certain classes of

African derivation, with their consent, in some tropical country, first

obtaining the consent of the government of such country to receive

such settlements and protect them in all the rights of freemen. The

execution of these laws was devolved by the President upon the
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lionorablo tlic Sccirtarv of the Intorior. That officer is understood to

liave recognized the honorabk' Mr. Ponierov as an agent for persons

lM'h)n*riiiir to the specified chisses, to aid and direct them in the choice

of their locations and establishing their settlements. The general

instructions which were given to liim by the Secretarv of the Inte-

rior e.\})ressly inhibited Mr. Pomeroy from attempting to make such

location and settlement in any country whatever, without first having

obtained the consent of the government of such country to protect

the proposed settlement of such persons there with all the rights and

ju-ivi leges of freemen.
•• About the time when those instructions were in course of prepa-

ration, his excellency Senor Antonio Jose de Yrisarri, minister

plenipotentiary of the republics of Guatemala and Salvador near

the United States, gave notice to this Department that those two

states were averse to receiving any such settlements; and for that

reason the instructions of the Secretary of the Interior to Mr.

Pomeroy were modified. He was infonned that the President

accepted Mr. Yrisarri's connnunication as a definitive declination of

the two govt'rnments which he represented to receive and protect a

colony of the class proposed in their respective countries. AVhere-

u])on Mr. Pomeroy was expressly directed not to proceed with such

colony to any part of the territories of either of the said republics of

'^iuatemala and Salvador.
'' In your note, which is now under consideration, you protest, in

lu'lialf of the republics of Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and Honduras,

against the introduction of any colony of the kind proposed within

the territory of either of those republics. You also inform this

Department that a i)ortion of the region called Chiriqui, which is

claimed by Mr. Ambrose W. Thompson, and which he offers as a site

for such a colony, lies unquestionably within the territory of Costa

Rica, while another portion lies within the unquestioned territory of

New (Iranada, and still a third part is in dispute between the gov-

ernment of Costa Rica and New Granada; and you extend your pro-

test so as to make it cover not only the unquestioned territory of

Costa Rica. l)ut also that portion of Chiriqui which is claimed by
Costa Rica.

" I have now to inform your excellency that the acts of Congress,

under which the colonization in question is proposed to he made, do
not warrant the attempt to establish such a colony in any country

without the previous consent of the government thereof, and that

your j)rotest is accej^ted by the President as a denial of such consent

on the |)art of the three states you so worthily represent."

.Mr. Scwanl, Sec. of St.itc. to Mr. Molina, iiiiii. of ("osta Rica. Nicara^ia.

and lloniluras, S«'i)t. 1'4. lsr,-j. Diji. Cor. 18t»2, 5X)3.
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The transport of paupers from Cuba to the United States is in

violation of United States hiws and of international comity.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bernabe, Span, min.. May 16, 1872, MS.
Notes to Spain, IX. 92.

It having been reported that the authorities of the Swiss Canton

of Zug had granted the release of a prisoner named Binzegger, a

confirmed incendiary, on condition of his emigrating to the United

States, the Department of State approved the action of the American
minister at Berne in protesting against their action, and expressed

the hope that the Swiss Federal Government would " prevent the

consummation of the design to land this criminal on our shores, as a

violation of the comity which should obtain between the two Govern-

ments."

Mr. Frelingluiysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cramer, min. to Switzerland, Deo.

11, 18S4, For. Rel. 1885, 79.3.

Mr. Frelinglniysen referred to instrnction to Mr. Cramer. No. Ifi, of

Dec. 3, 1881, and especially to the President's message of Feb. 28,

1881, S. Ex. Doc. 62, 46 Cong. 3 sess., as to the deportation of crimi-

nals, paupers, and insane persons by local anthoilties in Europe.

The Swiss Government stated that it had done all in its p^wer to prevent

the emigration of persons who, by the laws of foreign countries,

were not pe'rmitted to land, and that it was advised that Riixieggei.

who had manifested an intention to emigrate, not to the United

States, but to the Argentine Republic, had been simply pardoned and

set at liberty without any restrictive condition. (For. Rel. 188.5,

794.)

As to instructions given to American consuls in India to cooperate with

the British authorities in preventing the emigration of Mormon re-

cruits from India to the United States, see Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Lowell, min. to England, Jan. 7, 188.5, For. Rel. 1885,

445.

The British Government stated that proper steps had been taken to give

effect to the wishes expressed l)y the United States in the circular

of the Department of State of Dec. 27. 1884, in reference to pauper

emigration from European countries to the United States. (Mr.

Lowell, min. to England, to Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, Jan.

29, 1885, For. Rel. 1885, 445, enclosing a note of Lord Granville, of

Jan. 27, 1885.)

April 25, 1887, the British minister at Washington inquired

whether under the existing law Irish emigrants sent out at the public

cost, and having friends in the United States " able to help and

support them," would be allowed to land.

In reply, Mr. Bayard, May 7, 1887, referred to section 2 of the act

of August 31, 1882, prohibiting the landing of any person " unable

to take care of himself or herself without becoming a public charge."

The duty of ascertaining the facts was committed to the iimnigration

officers at the various j)orts, and therefore no general assurance in
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advjuu'o could Ix' <>:iven. But, gfoing further, Mr. Bayard, advcrtiug

to previous disoussious iu regard to iiumigration, said that the Gov-

enuueut of the Tuited States, in view if its policy and its laws,

could not fail ** to look with disfavor and concern upon the sending

to this country, by foreign governmental agencies and at the public

cost, of persons not only unlikel}' to develop qualities of thrift and

self-support, but sent here because it is assumed that they have

'friends* in this country able to 'help and suimport ' them." The

exportation of such persons to the United States by a foreign gov-

enunent, in order to get rid of the burden of their support, could,

he declared, '* scarcely be regarded as a friendly act, or in harmony

with existing laws."

May 17. 1887, the British minister stated that he had learned that

the intending emigrants were not paupers, but crofters, whose pass-

ages were only jiartly paid from public funds, and he inquired

whether this would in any way affect the tenor of the reply previously

given.

Mr. Bayard. May '20, replied :
" For the reasons stated in my

note of the 7th instant, the Department is unable to give any

assurances that any particular clAss of immigrants will Ije permitted

to land. The provisions of the law look to the .actual condition of

each person, and are impartial in their operation."

Sir L. West. British niin.. to Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State. April 25. 1S87;

Mr. Bayaril to Sir L. West, May 7. 1887 ; Sir L. West to Mr. Bayard,

May 17. 1KS7: Mr. Bayard to Sir L. West. May 20, 1887: For. Kel.

1887. r.2o. ,'.:?!».

VI. in TV TO Ri:srRAr\ ix.nRiors agkxcies.

1. liKl'KKSSIO.N OF CkIMI.NAI. OR IIoSTH.E ACTS.

^ 221.

The right to accord lio.spitality to political refugees is well estab-

lished, and i- exercised l)y all free governments. Among the cases in

whicii such hospitality has been extended by the United States, that

of Kossuth and liis c()m])atriots is one of the most conspicuous." The
light of h()-i)itality is formally recognized in the rule, which, if not

expressly ailiruicd or expressly denied, is implied in all extradition

treaties, namely, that a nation is not bound to deliver up political

offenders. Such persons share, however, the general duty of obedi-

ence to the law>. and are subject to such measures as the government
may lawfully ado|)t to prevent the national territory from being

used l»y any persons a> a base for criminal or hostile enterprises.

" Supra, § 72.
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" Philadelphia, November 33, 1795.

" My Dear Sir : Inclosed are letters for Mr. de la Fayette and his

tutor. I leave "them open for your perusal; and notwithstanding the

request in my letter of the 18th, I shall cheerfully acquiesce in any

measures respecting them which you (and others with whom you may
be disposed to consult) may deem most eligible.

"As there can be no doubt that the feelings of both are alive to

everything which may have the semblance of neglect or slight, and,

indeed, expectant as they must have been (without adverting perhaps

to the impediments) of an invitation to fly to me without delay, and

distressing and forlorn as the situation of one of them is, it is neces-

sary that every assurance and consolation should be administered to

them. For these reasons I pray you to send my letters to them by

express, the expense of which I will xepay with thankfulness.

" The doubt which you have expressed of the propriety of an open

and avowed conduct in me towards the son of Mr. de la Fayette, and

the subject it might afford to malignancy to misinterpret the cause,

has so much weight that I am distrustful of my own judgment in

deciding on this business lest my feelings should carry me further

[than] prudence (while I am a public character) will warrant. It

has, however, like many other things in which I have been involved,

two edges, neither of which can be avoided without falling on the

other. On one side, I may be charged with countenancing those

who have been denounced the enemies of France; on the other, with

not countenancing the son of a man who is dear to America.
" When I wrote to you last I had resolved to take both the pupil and

tutor into my own family, supposing it would be most agreeable to the

young gentleman, and congenial with friendship—at the same time

that it would have given me more command over him—been more

convenient and less expensive to myself than to board them out. But
now, as I have intimated before, I confide the matter entirely to your

decision, after seeing and conversing with them.

''Mr. Adet has been indirectly sounded on the coming over of the

family of Fayette generally, but not as to the exact point. His answer

was, that as France did not make war upon Avomen and children he

did not suppose that their emigration could excite any notice. The
case, however, might be different, if one of them (with his tutor, whose

character, ccmduct, and principles may, for aught I know to the con-

trary, be very obnoxious) was brought into my family, and, of course,

into the company that visited it. But as all these things will be taken

into consideration by you T shall not dwell upon them, and only add
that

'• With esteem, regard, and sincere afl'ection, I am ever yours,

" Go. Washinutox.
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•• P. S,— I have no doubt but that young Fayette and his tutor

might 1h> boarded at (iermantown, or in the vicinity of this city, and

would be at hand to receive assistance and advice as occasion might

i-etjuire a. h hough he might not be a resident under my roof.

•• Colonel IIamilton."

4 ll.iiiiiltdii .MSS.. Di'pt. (if State. See also Washington to Hamilton, May
C. 17!>4. 1(1 WMshiufrton's Writings (Sparks's ed.), 411.

As all official intercourse between a State and foreign nations is

prevented by the Constitution and exclusive authority for that pur-

I)ose given to the ITnited States, the National Ciovernment is respon-

sible to foreign nations for all violations by the United States of their

international obligations, and for this reason Congress is expressly

authorized " to define and punish . . . offenses against the law of

nations."

rnitcd States r. Arjona (1S8T). 120 V. S. 479, 483. See for a fuller

statement of this case, siii)rji, § 23, p. (.!(;.

Field, in his International Code, says that " one who uses his asy-

hnn for promoting hostilities against a foreign coimtrv, may be pro-

ceeded against under the law of the nation of his asylum, or may be

suri-endered to the nation aggrieved."

Field. Int. Code. S 207. j). SC).

In savin;,' that the person '* may be surrendered to the nation aggrieved,"

Mr. Field seems to go beyond most writers, who limit themselves to

the proposition that the i)erson in (luestion should be prosecuted or

e.xiielled. (See Keg. r. Most, cited in Whart. Crim. Law, § 179.)

Field, in a note to the section a])ove quoted, collects the following iiuthori-

ties:

Hlunt.schli ( S 39,S) states that, where the refugee abuses his as.ylum,

the nation is bound either to end his sojourn in its territory or to

place iiim under such restrictions as will do away with all danger

from liim. To tlie same effect is I'hillimore, Int. Law. L 415.

In 17!i".t certain English subjects were prosecuted for i)ublishing a libel

u|K)n Paul I.. Emperor of Uussia. They were convicted and punished

iiy fhic and imprisonment. (State Trials (llowell), Vol. XXVIL
t ;27-< ;:',(».

)

In ISo.'i .Jean Peltier, a French refugee, was prosecuted for a liliel on

\a|>oleon IJonajiarte. then first consul of the French Republic. He
was convicted, but no judgment was entered in consequence of the

brea]<iMg out of war. (State Trials (Howell), Vol. XXVIII. r);{()-<;i9.)

"A nation lias a rigid to harl)or inditical refugees, and will do so, unless

weakness or political sympathy lead it to a contrary course. But
sucli jK-nsons may not, consistently with the obligation of friendshij)

lietwecn states, lie allowed to plot against the person of the sovereign,

or against tlie institut i(»ns of their native country. Such acts are

crimes, for the trial and iiunishment of whicli the laws of the laud

ought to jirovide. Imt do not re(|nire that the accused be remanded
for trial to his native counti-y." ( Woolsey. § 79. See also Wild-

uuiu"s International Law, r>'j ; Law Lib., ^'ol. LII. 42.)
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After tbe attempt to assassinate the Emperor of the P'rench. on the 14th

of January, 1858, the French minister of foreign affairs represented

tliat plots to assassinate the Emperor liad been formed in England,

and asked tliat England should provide for the punislmient of su"h

offenses. In accordance with the request. Lord Pahnerston. being

prime minister, on the 8th of February introduced a bill for the

punishment of conspiracies formed in lOngland to connnit murder
beyond Her Majesty's dominions ; but the bill was rejected, and the

ministry innnediately resigned. The* bill was opposed by some from

an unwillingness to interfere in any way with the right of asylum ;

but the controlling reason evidently was a feeling that the French

Government had used too dictatorial a tone in demanding the passage

of such a law. (Animal Register (1858), 5. ;}8, 202; Annuaire des

deux Mondes (1857. 18.58). 32, IK). 420, cited in Lawrence's Wheaton,

24G, note. Whart. Crim. Law, 9th ed. §§ 220, 287, 1397, and discus-

sion in Crim. Law Mag. 155, March, 1885.)

The same application was made to Sardinia, and a law was passed

there making it a special offense to conspire against the lives of

sovereigns, although the punishment originally proposal in tiie bill

as introduced by the ministers was mitigated l)y the chambers. M.

Cavour sustained the measure, both on political grounds and because

he deemed it important that Sardinia, under the circumstances in

which she was placed, should not act in opposition to the views of

France. (Annuaire des deux Mondes (18.57, 1858), 210.)

A government can not be held responsible for the secret transmis-

sion of money by individuals within its jurisdiction to individuals in

a foreign country to promote the commission of crime there.

Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. West, Brit. min.. April 14, 188.3,

MS. Notes to Gr. Br. XIX. 284. See. also. Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec.

of State, to Mr. I-owell. min. to England, Dec. 4, 188.3, and Nov. 24,

1884, :MS. Inst. (ir. Br. XXVIl. 69. .349.

The laws of the United States make it a penal offence for any
explosive to be transported from the United States to any other

country, unless it be done openly and according to certain specific

rules.

Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lowell, min. to England, Nov.

24. 1884. MS. Inst. Gr. Br. XXVII. 349.

" Your communication of the 22d ultimo, in which you ask the

attention of this Department to the question whether participating

in the Irish National Lejigue, an organization to jjromote insurrec-

tionary movements in Ireland, is not an offence against the ' sedition

^^tatutes ' of the United States, has been received.

" In reply to your enquiry, I have to say that treasons and sedi-

tions made ])unishable under those statutes are treason nnd sedition

against the United State>^. and they do not make punishable treason

and sedition against foreign sovereigns.
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" I may add. however, that if any persons in the State of Pennsyl-

vania take measures to perpetrate a erime in a foreign land, such an

attempt, coupled with preparations to effectuate it, though not cogniz-

able in the Federal courts, is cognizable in tht' courts of the State of

Pennsylvania. It is only necessary to ol)tain legal action in such

j)rosecution that an oath sjjecifving the offence be made before a State

magistrate, and the State prosecuting attorney having jurisdiction of

the locality notified of the initiation of the proceedings."

Mr. r.M.Viinl. Sec. of State, to Mr. Iliirris. April 2. 188.J, 154 MS. Dom. Lot.

(Mi).

Ill I)e<-eiiii>er, IstM. the minister of the United States in London was
instructed to lay before the British Government certain paix^rs In

relation to " the alleged manufacture of Greek fire at Windsor,

Canada, to be used by rebel emissaries in attempts to burn certain

cities of the I'nited States." with a view to " the adoption of such

jtreventive measures as may be practicable." (Dip. Cor. 18(55, I. 3(5.)

In 1SJ)1 certain citizens of Louisiana addressed to the President,

the Secretary of State, and the Congress of the United States, a peti-

tion on the subject of lotteries, praying among other things that the

(lovernment of the United States would point out to that of Hon-
duras that the corporation known as the Louisiana Lottery Company
])ro])()se(l to change its ba.se to the Republic of Honduras. The
Department of State enclosed a copy of the petition, together with

copies of the United States antilottery statutes, to the diplomatic

repi-esentative of the United States in Honduras, and said: '' Should

it be true that such an enterj)rise. made unlawful by our law, is seek-

ing to make use of a foreign territory from which to operate uj)on

our citizens, it would seem to be a subject of which the neighboring

and oll'ended state would take notice. It is proper to bring the sub-

ject to the notice of the (lovernnKMit of Honduras, thi'ough its minister

foi- f()i-ei*fii atlairs, in oi'der that it may be advised of the views of the

United States and of its legislation in this regard."

Mr. .\(lee. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. I'rinfrle. charge in (Juatemala and
Honduras. March 2-2. 18!>4. For. Rel. 1894. 315.

"The assassination of l*resident McKinley. together with the

anarchistic crimes and attempts ui)<)n the lives of chief magistrates

committed in recent years, have rendered it terribly evident that a

struggle against the menace of anarchy is an urgent necessity for all

governments and a duty whose i)erf()rmance can not be postponed.
" It is evident that concerted action on the part of the governments

interested can not be really successful unless the uniform and strict

enforcement of the ni<'asures that may be adopted against the anarch-

ists can be secured Ijy an international understanding. It would be
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preferable, it seems, to attain that end by an exchange of views among
the governments rather than by convoking a new conference.

" The Imperial (xovernment of Oermany and the Imperial Govern-

ment of Russia have consequently agreed to propose such common
action to the powers as will tend to the adoption of uniform measures

in order to check the anarchistic movement.

"The resolutions of the conference held at Rome in 1898, only a

very small part of which has been put in practice, might serve as a

basis for the projected understanding. It would be desirable that

the governments, agreeably to the decisions of that conference, should

agree to adopt uniform administrative measures having for their

object the establishment of a rigorous surveillance of the anarchists

by the creation of central bureaus in the various countries, by the

exchange of information, and by international regulations relative to

the expulsion of anarchists from all countries of which they are not

subjects. The projected understanding should, so far as this may be

possible, not confine itself to the measures above referred to, but

should comprise various legislative measures tending to strengthen

and complete the provisions of the penal code against the anarchists,

against the combined effects of their connnon action, and against the

subversive press. It would, furthermore, be well to introduce into

legislation a more complete and precise definition of anarchistic crime

in all its aspects.

" The Governments of Germany and Russia express the hope that

the Ignited States Government will not refuse to recognize the neces-

sity of energetically resisting the development of the anarchistic

movement. The representatives of the two Governments, therefore,

beg the United States Government to inform them as speedily as

possible whether it is disposed in principle to cooperate with the Ger-

man and Russian Governments in establishing an exchange of views

that nuiy lead to common action based, either in whole or in part,

upon the propositions set forth.

" In case of an affirmative rej)ly. the details regarding the enforcing

of the measures in (piestion might be subsequently elaborated.''

^lemoriinduin hiiiidefl to tlio Secretary of State liy tho (Jcnnan aiul Rus
sian ambassadors at Washington. Doc. 12, UK)!, For. Hoi. 1001. 19B.

" In reply to the memorandum handed me by the ambassadors of

(lermany and of Russia. I am directed by the President to express his

cordial sympathy with the views and the purposes therein set forth.

" The President in his message of the 3d of December earnestly rec-

ommended to the Congress that ' in the exercise of its wise discretion

it should take into consideration the coming to this country of anarch-

ists or persons professing princii)les hostile to all government and

justifying the murder of those placed in authority.' ' Such individ-

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 28
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uals." tlio Pivsideiit said, * as thoso who not long ago gathered in open

nu'ctiug to irloril'y the niurdei- of King Hnmbert of Italy perpetrate

a criiue. and the law should insure their rigorous punishment. They

and those like them should be kept out of this country; and if found

here they should l)e })romptly deported to the country whence they

came, and far-reaching provision should be made for the punishment

of those who stay. No matter calls more u'rgently for the wisest

thought of the Congress.'

" The President further recommended that ' The Federal courts

should be given jurisdiction over any man who kills or attempts to

kill the President or any man who by the Constitution or by law is in

line of succession for the Presidency, while the punishment for an

unsuccessful attemj)t should be proportioned to the enormity of the

offense against our institutions.' He also recommended that anarchy

should be declared an offense against the law of nations through

treaties among all civilized powers.
•' These extracts from the President's message, it is believed, will

assure all govermnents of civilized peoples of the IVesident's earnest

desiiv to adopt every ])racticable means to eradicate this deadly

growth from our body politic. The President will be glad to adopt

such administrative measures as are within his constitutional power

to c()oj)ei-ate with other governments to this end.
"' So far as concerns the legislative action which may be necessary,

the large number of bills which have been introduced in both Houses

of Congress during the i)resent session sufficiently show the trend of

public sentiment in the same direction. The President will take all

proper means to urge upon Congress the ado]:)tion of such measures

for the sui)i)ressi()n of anarchy as may be found acceptable to the

National Legislature and which may enable the Executive to act in

the matter with greater effectiveness in concert with other powers."

.Mciiioranduni sent by Mr. Hay. Dee. 1(>. IIXH. in reply to the meuioraiiduiii

sulmiitted by the (lernian an<l Russian ambassadors, For. Itel. 11)01,

1!I7.

See .Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to governor of New Jersey, Aug. 1, 19CKI, 240

-MS. Doni. Let. i'AH.

•_'. I.NDIA.NS, A.NU OtHKR MARAUDERS.

(1) INDIANS.

8 222.

The Cnited States and ^Mexico, by the treaty of April 5, 1831, fol-

„ . , .

lo^ving the example of Article V. of the treaty between
Mexican frontier. .i..-,,

the I lilted States and Spain of October 27, 1795,

agreed (Art. XXXIII.) each to use all the means in their power to

])re.serve peace among the Indians within their borders, and to
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restrain them by force from making incursions into each others' ter-

ritories.

By Article XI. of the treaty of February 2. 1848, the United States,

considering that much of the territory which it was acquiring was

inhabited by savage tribes, who would thenceforth be under its exclu-

sive control, agreed to restrain them, and to pass such laws as the

nature of the subject might require.

Complaints by Mexico that the United States had failed to fulfill

these stipulations gave rise to an acrimonious correspondence. By
Article II., however, of the treaty of December 30, 1S53, Mexico

released the United States " from all liability on account of the obli-

gations contained in the eleventh article of the treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo;'' and that article, and Article XXXIII. of tiie treaty of

1831, were declared to be abrogated. In consideration of these stipu-

lations, and of a certain cession of territory, the United States agreed

to pay to Mexico $10,000,000.

See, as to the Iiulian depredation claims of Mexico against the United

States, and their dismissal by the umpire of the mixed conunission

under the treaty of ,Tuly 4. 18<)8. Moore, Int. Arbitrations, III. 2430.

With reference to the frequency of Indian raids from Mexico into

Texas, the serious losses thereby occasioned, and the impunity of their

perpetrators, the minister of the United States in Mexico was

instructed in June, 1871, to say unofficially that it might become the

duty of the United States " at least to weigli the expediency of pursu-

ing the hostile Indians into Mexico, without the consent of that Gov-

ernment, if it shall not adopt measures towaixi checking the robberies

referred to."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Nelson, niin. to Mexico, .Tune 26, 1871, For.

Kel. 1871, 644; H. Report 701, 45 Cong. 2 sess. 204. See, also, J. C. B.

Davis, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Nelson, niin. to Mexico, Aug. 7, 1871,

For. Rel. 1871, 647 ; H. Report 701, 45 Cong. 2 sess. 204.

See Mr. Mariscal, min. of for. af., to Mr. Nelson, min. to Mexico, April 28,

1872, For. Kel. 1872, 420-421 ; H. Report 701, 45 Cong. 2 sess. 211.

P\)r the second report, June 30, 1873, of the United States connnissioners

for inquiring into the depredations connnitted on the Texas frontier.

see H. Ex. Doc. 257, 43 Cong. 1 sess. ; H. Report 701, 45 Cong. 2

sess. 217.

It was intimated in 1877 that, although for " a heavy pecuniary con-

sideration " the Mexican Government had *' released the United

States from the obligations in respect to predatory incursions of

Indians from this country into Mexico, the obligations of that Gov-

ernment in respect to similar marauders from that country into the

United States are entire, as provided for both by public law and by
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tiviity.'"" Tho DopartnuMit of Stat(\ hoAVover, had previously said:

"• TIh' treaty stii)ulatioiis hctwecn the United States and Mexico, by

\vhicli the parties (•ii<j:a<red to restrain savacres from attacking each

other's possessions, were repeaU'd by the second article of the (jadsden

ti'catv. Still, the oblijjfation to that end. under the law of nations.

!-euiains in fidl force, as it is j)resunied Mexico will acknowledge.'" ^

fluue 1, 1S77. or(U'rs were given to the military authoi-ities of the

I'liitcd States to cross the border, if necessary, in pursuit of lawless

i-aidei-s.' Against these orders the Mexican (lovernment protested.''

The United States, however, justified them as being necessary under

the conditions then existing on the border.* February 24, 1880, the

orders of June 1, 1877. were declared to be no longer operative, it

appearing that the Mexican (xovernment was then in a position to

insur«' the full protection of life and ])roperty on the borders.^

For some time afterwards raids continued on both sides of the

i)oundary." July 29, 18S2, an agreement was concluded providing

foi- the reci])rocal crossing of the international boundary by troops

of the two countries in pursuit of savage Indians in the uni)oj)ulated

and desert j)arts of the line.'' This agreement was subsequently

extended.'

Certain Paj)ago Indians having made an attack, apparently from

the United States, on the Mexican town of El Plomo, twenty-five of

them were afterwai'ds arrested in the United States by the American
authorities. A comjilaint was entered against the four chief insti-

gators of tile attack, and they were held for trial, while the rest were

" Mr. Kviirts. See. of State, to Mr. Foster, luiii. to Mexico, May 22, 1877; H. Ex.

!»<.(•. i:;. 4.") ('(Piijr. 1 sess. 12: 11. Heport 701. 4;") Coii.ij;. 2 sess. 2:50.

''.Mr. Hunter. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Nelson, min. to Mexico, Nov. 7, 1871,

I'or. Uei. 1S72. .".."id; II. Ke]). 7<ll. 4.") ('oiif.'. 2 sess. 207.

' II. Kx. Doc. 1:5, 4.") Coii^'. 1 sess. 14; II. Report 701, 4r. Conj;. 2 sess. 241. See

snpi-:i. S 210.

'MI. Kx. Doc. 1:;. 4r< Con::. 1 sess. 1.S-2S: II. Report 701. 4.") Cong. 2 sess. 242-

2.VI.

• .Mr. Kv.irts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, niin. to Mexico, Aug. 1.3, 1878, For.

Uel. 1S7S. .".TJ. Sc<'. also. .Mr. Foster, inin. to Mexico, to Mr. Evarts, Sec. of

State. D<-.'. u. isTs. V,,r. Kel. 1S70. 7.">4 ; same to same. Dee. 27, 1879. For. Rel.

issu. TUc.

/ .Mr. Kvarts. Sec of St;ite. to .Mr. Foster, min. to .Mexico. March 1, 1880, For.

Rel. issii. 7::.",. Sec. also. I'or. Rel. Issu. 7S1, and sni)ra. S 210.

"For. Rel. issl. 7.'>c>. 7.")0. ,S(i:',. S17. SIO, 821, 82.'{, 820, 827, 820, 8:51, 8;«-8.38,

H41-.Hir, ; Fur. Rel. 1S.S2. .';s.s. :;'.m».

* For. Rel. ls.s2. ::or,.

' For. Rel. l.s.s:i. (;t;j. See. also. For. Rel. ISS."., (m4, or,.l. (•,.-,7, OHS, OGO. 080-701.

See. as to a further extension of tlK- agreement to Nov. 1. 1880. .Mr. Rayard. Sec.

of State, to .Mr. .la<Uson. min. to .Mexico. Oct. ."> .-md 0. ISS."). .MS. Inst. Mexico,
XXI. :;.s-j. .••.s;;: Mr. .lacUson. min. to .Mexico, to .Mr. P.ayard. Sec. of State, Oct. 17,

I.S.S.".. 80 MS. Desi). from Mexico.
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detained to await the orders of the Secretary of the Interior. The

Department of State expressed the opinion that the Indians in ques-

tion, no matter what may have been their motive, " connnitted an

offence which was international in character, upon the assumption

that the Indians, who were formerly Mexican, had become xVmerican

Indians or were subject to American control;" and that it Avas there-

fore *•' the iuternational duty of the United States toward Mexico to

see that the Indians are properly dealt with and punished." "

March 21, 18G7, the minister of the United States in London was

instructed to propose to the British Government an

Canadian frontier, arrangement whereby United States troops, when
pursuing Indians who might have committed hostile

acts within the jurisdiction of the United States, in the country lying

between the Red River settlements in the east and the Rocky Moun-
tains in the west, should be allowed to follow them for a reasonable

distance in the uninhabited portions of British America. lie was

directed " distinctly " to " admit " that the United States did " not

.

claim as a right that its armed forces shall in an}' case cross the

frontier," and that the concession if made would be subject to such

restraints and guarantees as to j^revent any possible abuse. If the

request should be declined, the United States would consider any other

plan that might be proposed to secure the desired result by some other

course of procedure.

Mr. Seward, See. of State, to Mr. Adams, niin. to England, March 21, 18G7,

MS. Inst. Gr. Brit. XXI, 173.

In February, 1878, the British minister at Washington communi-
cated to the Department of State a copy of a dispatch from the

Governor-General of Canada relating to the supposed intention of Sit-

ting Bull to enter the United States for hostile purposes, and setting

forth the precautions taken by the Canadian government in the

matter.'' In the following March, it being reported that Sitting Bull

was near the border and camped on the British side with about 2,500

armed and hostile Indians, the facts were conmiunicated to the Brit-

isii minister with an expression of the hope that all necessary precau-

tions might be promptly taken to avert the consequences arising from

the possible outbreak of an Indian war.'' The Canadian government

stated that the Indians in question were driven into Canadian terri-

tory after having been worsted by United States troops, and it was

a Mr. Day, Sec. of State, to Sec. of Interior, June 0, 1898, 229 MS. Doiu. Let.

1().3.

'' Sir Edward Thornton, I'.ritlsli niin., to Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, Feb. 19,

1878, For. Kel. 1878, 344.

cMr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton, British luin., March 15,

1879, For. Kel. 1879, 488.
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suggested that incasiiros be taken to induce them " to return to their

j)roi>er alle«rian('e and their own (•ountrv." "

Sw. as to tlio iution of II. H. -M. S. Of(prc!i, in cooperating with the United

States aiitiiorities to prevent an Indian outbreak near Sitka, Mr.

Kvarts. Sec. of State, to Sir Edward Tliornton. British niin., April 10,

1ST!). For. Uel. lS7!t, 4!Ht ; Sir Edward Thornton, British min., to Mr.

Evarts. See. of State, May 15, 1879, For. Kel. 1879, 492.

It was subsequently reported that companies of hostile Indians

from Sittino^ Bull's camp were scattered about in the Indian reserva-

tion in the northern part of Montana, drivin<i^ and scattering the

burtalo and other game and stealing the property of the peaceable

resident Indians: that Sitting Bull him.self had camped south of the

l)oundarv. but had afterwards returned with his chief lodges of war-

riors to British territory. Under these circumstances it was stated

that the United States conceived that it had " a perfect right to

regard as a menace to domestic peace and tranquillity the presence

within its border of a warlike body of disaifected Indians, who have

exi)licitly defied its jurisdiction and by their own act embraced

the protection of another power;" and that, should the Government
decide to compel the submission of any of those Indians appearing

on the southern side of the line, " it would look upon a new recourse

for asylum across the line as calling for prompt and efficient action

by the British (rovernment to repulse them, or to disarm, disable, and

se(|uestrate them under a due responsibility for them as a component

j)art of the territorial population of the British-American dominion."

As they had sought British protection, and Her Majesty's authorities

had done nothing toward denying it, " and still less toward enforce-

ment iii)on them of sul)mission to the authority of the United States,

oi- of subje<-ting them to the treatment usually observed toward

rcNolted aliens on the territory of a friendly power," the United

States conceived that it was "bound now to regard the Indians of

Sitting linlTs command as British Indians." If. therefore, they

should make incursions of a hostile character and threaten the prop-

erty, the domain, or the means of subsistence of the friendly Indian

tribes in the United States, or if active military operations on the part

of the Unitetl States against them should become for any cause

inevitable, the hope was expressed that Her Majesty's Government
would '• recogni/e the importance of being prepared on the frontier

with a sufficient force either to compel their surrender to our forces

as prisoners of war, or to disarm and disable them from further hos-

tilities, and subject them to such constraints of surveillance and sub-

jection as will ])reclude any further disttirbance of the peace on the

" For. U«l. 1,S79, 488, 4!M>.
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frontier."" The Canadian government, on the other hand, renewed

its suggestion that the United States should endeavor to induce the

Indians to return peaceably to American jurisdiction, representing

that the chief difficulty in dealing with the Indians grew out of the

dimunition of the natural food supply on both sides of the line.^

Complaint was subesequently made of an attack on Canadian Indians

by Indians from the United States.'" In the course of 1880, partly

thro^igh cooperation of the officials on both sides of the line, the situa-

tion improved ; but the question as to Sitting Bull and his immediate

following remained pending, and the opinion was expressed that the

British Government, " in the fulfillment of its obligations of neigh-

borly comity and good will, should repel any new attempt on the part

of Sitting Bull and his unsubmissive adherents to cross the border

into British territory in evasion of pursuit, or should take such active

and effective steps as will prevent his recrossing into the territory of

the United States, and domicile him as a British Indian, under due

restraint of surveillance and subjection." '^ The British minister at

Washington expressed the conviction that the government of the

Dominion would use its influence to the utmost to prevent predatory

incursions into the United States by British Indinas. "At the same

time," he said, " the Government of the United States can fully appre-

ciate the difficulty of preventing such incursions across so extended a

frontier, for the forces of the United States were unable about four

years ago to prevent Sitting Bull and his followers from crossing the

frontier and taking refuge in British territory, although I am confi-

dent that this Government earnestly desired that they should not be

allowed to do so." He added that the only means which the govern-

ment of the Dominion had found to prevent depredations by Ameri-

can Indians fleeing to Canada had been by furnishing them with sub-

sistence, which it had done at great cost ; but that the Indians had

o Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton, British niin., :May 27,

1870. For. Ilel. 1870, 400. See, also. Mr. F. W. Seward. Act. Sec. of State, to

Sir Edward Thornton, Rrltisli niin., .Tuly 3. 1879. For. Rel. 1870, 500 ; Sir Edward
Thornton, British niin.. to Mr. Evarts. Sec of State, .Tuly 14, 1870, For. Rel.

1879, 502; Sir Edward Thornton, Brit, niin., to Mr. F. W. Seward, Act. Sec.

Sept. 8, 1870, For. Rel. 1870, 508.

6 Sir Edward Thornton, British min., to ^Ir. Hunter, Act. Sec. of State, Sept.

9, 1870, For. Rel. 1870. 508; Sir Edward Thornton. Briti.sh niin., to Mr. Evarts,

Sec. of State, Sept. .30, 1879, For. Rel. 1879, 510. See, also. For. Rel. 1880, 491,

497, 498, .507.

c Sir Edward Thornton, British niin.. to Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, Nov. 23,

1880, For. Rel. 1.S81, 570. See, also. For. Rel. 1881. 574. 576.

<i Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton, British niin., Feb. 5, 1881,

For. Rel. 1881, 577. See, also, Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton,

British niin., May 10, May 14, and May 26, 1881, For. Rel. 1881, 587, 588.
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also oonsuniod a gront number of buffalo, thus diminishino: the supply

and creating: discontent among the British Indians." The United

States subsequently c()mi)laine(l of the incursion of a large body of

Canadian Indians into the Indian reservation in Montana for the pur-

pose of driving away buffalo.'' The Canadian government stated in

reply that it had for many years been the habit of the Indians on

both sides of the line to cross in pursuit of game, but that whenever

depredations had been committed by Canadian Indians upon settlers

or Indians in the United States, and the facts had been duly reported,

no efforts had been spared by the government of Canada to arrest and

j)unish the offenders; and that instructions had been sent in the pres-

ent instance to the mounted police to exercise special diligence in

tinding out and punishing the Indians who had been guilty of the act

complained of. A suggestion was renewed that concerted action

should l)e taken by the two governments to restrain the Indians from
crossing the border even in i)ursuit of game.'' In 1888 a copy of the

agreement with Mexico for the reciprocal pursuit of Indians across

the boundary line was submitted to the Canadian government for its

consideration, with a view to effecting a similar arrangement between

the Tinted States and Canada.'' In June, 1883, a copy of certain

correspondence was counnunicated to the British legation at Wash-
ington •' as illustrating the good understanding prevailing between

the American connnanding officers on the frontier and the British

conunander at Fort Walsh, by which they are enabled to act in con-

cert in repressing the marauding excursions of the Indians on either

side of the line."'" The Canadian government stated that it knew of

no circumstances which would warrant the adoption of such an excep-

tional measure as the agreement between the United States and

Mexico, especially in view of the improved situation along the Cana-

dian frontier: but it was suggested that an arrangement should be

made l)et\veen the lii'itish and American (Jovernments by which

Indians on either side of the line should, on complaint under oath

charging them with felonies or serious outrages against property, be

arrested and sui-reudei-ed for trial in the country where the offenses

" Sir IMwjiril 'I'lioniton. r.ritisli niin.. to Mr. Blaine, See. of State. May 27.

ISSl. For. Kcl. 1SS1. .-,s;».

''.Mr. r.laiiif. Src of State, to Mr. I H'uiiiinoiKl. Britisli <'liar«»\ Auj;. -•">. 1S><I.

For. Kel. issl. .-,;»:!.

' .Mr. DnimiiioiKl. llritisli cliar^v. to Mr. Hlaiiie. Sec. of State. Sept. liC, I88I.

F<.r. Kel. l.s,sl. .".IM .V.tC. See. further. For. Hel. 1SS-J. .•'.U-.'UC. .31J)-:'.22, :{2:'.-:{24.

'iMv. Freliiiirlmysen. Sec. of State, to .Mr. West. P.ritisli mill.. April 17. 188.'i.

For. Hel. ISs:'.. 4!h;.

' .Mr. Freliu^'lmyseii. Sec of State, to .Mr. West. British iiiin.. .June IC, 1883,

For. Kel. lS.s:{, .-.u.-,. See. further. For. Kel. 18S:i. .-iOG-.-iOS. .Wt)-526.
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were committed, although such offenses might not come within the

provisions of existing extradition treaties."

In December, 1883, the Canadian government proposed that certain

Sioux Indians, a remnant of the band of Sitting Bull, should be

returned to the United States, with the understanding that they

should not be punished for an}^ offenses which they might have com-

mitted in American territory, the Indians being willing to submit and

go back on those terms.*

This suggestion was taken into consideration, and it was afterwards

submitted to the appropriate connnittee of Congress, the Interior De-

partment being unable to take the suggested action till an appropria-

tion should have been made for the care and support of the Indians in

question.''

President Cleveland, in his annual message of December 7, 1896,

said :
'* With the exception of delicate duties in the suppression of

slight Indian disturbances along our southwestern boundary, in

which the Mexican troops cooperated, and the compulsory' but peaceful

return, with the consent of Great Britain, or a band of Cree Indians

from Montana to the British possessions, no active operations have

been required of the Army during the year past.''

" The Secretary of the Treasury has referred to this Department

for appropriate action a letter from the collector of customs at Great

Falls, Mont., enclosing a letter from United States Immigration

Inspector D. J. Tallant, dated August 5 last, in which he states that

most, if not all, of the Cree Indians who were returned to Canada
from Montana, in 189(), in pursuance of an understanding between

the Government of the I'nited States and that of Canada, have

returned to that State, where the majority of them congregate about

the towns and cities, picking over the garbage barrels, begging, and

stealing small articles that they can conceal, destroying fish and

game, killing cattle and sheep, and in other ways injuring and annoy-

ing the people among whom they dwell.

" Mr. Tallant states that the number of these Indians is variously

estimated at from five hundred to three thousand. His own estimate

is from two thousand to twentv-two hundred.

a Mr. West. British iiiiii.. to Mr. Frelinsrlniysen, Sec. of State, Aug. o, 1883,

For. Rel. 18S:5. -y27. See, also, For. Rel. 1883, 529, 532-5.34.

6 Mr. West, Rritisli mill., to Mr. Frelinghuyseii. Sec. of State, Dec. 12. 188.3,

For. Kel. 1884. 234.

c Mr. Freliiigluiysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. West, British niin., Feb. 18, 1884,

For. Rel. 18S4, 239.

For a report of Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, of Jan. 29, 18G4, as to the proposed

pursuit of Indians into the Hudson's Bay territories, see S. Ex. Doc. 13, 38

Cong. 1 sess.
'

See H. E.\. Doc. 237. 43 Cong. 1 sess.; H. Rei>ort 343, 44 Cong. 1 sess.; H.

Mis. Doc. 37, 44 Cong. 1 sess.
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" The governor of Montana, in a letter dated the 6th instant, cor-

roborates what Mr. Talhint says, except as to numbers. He says that

' certainly not less than ei<::ht hundred or one thousand, that were

removed to Canada l)v the War Department, several years ago, are

now roaming all over Montana, living by begging and stealing.'

••
I have the honor to rcipiest that you will lay these facts before

the Canadian government with the request for an expression of its

views as to the most practical way to make effective the understand-

ing of IS'Hi for the return of these Indians to Canada."

Mr. Hny. S«'c. of State, to Mr. Tower. British charge, October 25, 1899,

MS. Note.^ to Hritisli LeRntion. XXIV. (*..")4.

(2) OTHER MARAUDERS.

§ 223.

'' The accountability of the Mexican Government for the losses sus-

tained by citizens of the ITnited States from the robbery and exactions

connnitted at Guaymas. in May last, by the armed force under the

connnand of Fortino Viscaino, seems to be unquestionable. That

jierson was a subordinate of Placido Vega, as appears by the orders of

the latter to him, dated at Teacapan the 18th of May, Those orders

directed Viscaino to proceed in the vessel (meaning the Forward)
and i)erpetrate the very acts complained of. The orders were ful-

filled. It is true that Mr. Sisson, the United States consular agent at

Mazatlan, in his letter to you of the 13th of June, represents that

since the evacuation of ^lexico by the French the Government of that

l{e|)Ml)lic had had ny other authority in the canton of Tepic, where
the expedition of the Foniuird was organized and whence it proceeded,

than that connived at by one Manuel Lozada, of whom Placido Vega
is supposed to have been an instrument. ]\Ir. Sisson, however, ac-

U'nowledges that the (ieneral (Joveriunent had api)ointed a collector

and otiicr ollicers in that (jnarter. but adds that they are creatures of

Lozada. He also says that he had been informed by General Davalos,

the commandei- at Mazatlan, and by Mr. Sessalveda, the inspector of

the (n>t<)ni> there, that the (ieneral Government had directed that its

troops nnist not inva<le the territory of Lozada. "Whether this be a

fact oi- not, that (Jovei-nment. so long as it shall claim jurisdiction

over that territoiy. nuist be held res])<)nsible for any injuries to citi-

zens of the I'nited States, there or elsewhere, by any force which may
have j)rocee(led from the same territory.

" In times of pence re<lress for such injuries may, in the first in-

stance at least, be sought through the judicial tribunals of the country
where they may have beeii connnitted. AVhen, however, they are

silenced or overawed by the force of arms, it seems a mockery to be

referred to them, especially if there should be any ground for the
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charge that the Mexican Government has willfully connived at a de-

fiance of its authority in the canton of Tepic.''
^

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Nelson, niin. to Mexico, Nov. 16, 1870, For.

Rel. 1871, r>07. As to depredations on cattle in Texas by arnietl

parties coming from Mexico, see Mr. J. C. B. Davis, .Act. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Nel.'ion, min. to Mexico, Sept. 0, 1871, For. Rel. 1871,

657. See, also. For. Rel. 1871, 601 ; For. Rel. 1872. 3.38, 344, 377.

383, 308, 40.5, 411. 412, 414, 420-421, 448-450, 456; For. Rel. 1873,

I. 633, 634, 661, 666, 707.

Report of the Committee of Investigation sent in 1873 by the Mexican

Government to the Frontier of Texas : New York, 1875.

See, also. For. Rel. 1874, 746.

" Your dispatch Xo. 279, of the 4th instant, relative to Mexican
raids in Texas, has been received. The assurances of a disposition

on the part of that Government to check them, which have been given

to you by Mr. Lafragua, are satisfactory, so far as they go. Those

maraudings, however, have of late been so frequent, bold, and de-

structive, that they have occasioned much excitement in the public

on this side the river, which will probably lead to an expectation that

acts on the part of that Government will show the sincerity of its pro-

fessions. We are informed that a few of the raiders have been ar-

rested on the Mexican side, and that probably they are on the way to

the capital for trial. It is hoped that, if the proof should warrant

their conviction, they will receive a full measure of punishment ac-

cording to law, so that their fate may serve as an example for deter-

ring imitators.

" I am aware of no purpose here of acquiring an extension of terri-

tory on that frontier. If, however, as has been suggested to us, that

Government is embarrassed by the risk of desertions in sending a

regular force to that quarter, it might not be indisposed to allow

United States troops to cross and temporarily occupy the territory

whence the raiders are in the habit of coming. The tract for such

occupation might be embraced in a line drawn from Matamoras to

I^aredo. You will consequently sound the minister for foreign affairs

on this point, and report the result.

" It may be regarded as frivolous to seek to justify the hostile in-

cursions into our territory on the ground of retaliation for similar

excursions from this side. There have been none such, and proof of

the contrary is challenged. Indeed, the charge is improbable on its

face, from the fact that Mexico, near the border, holds out no temp-

tation to plunderers from this side, while the reverse is the case in

respect to baits in Texas for Mexicans."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, min. to Mexico. May 20, 1875, For.

Rel. 1875, II. 924. See, also, Mr. Fish to Mr. Foster, May 4* 1875,

MS. Inst. Mex. XIX. 190.
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For tlu' iissuiMiut's jriviMi hy .Mr. Lafrainui. see For. Uel. 1S7."). II. 9<>9,

!M2.

This corresiioiKlonce relatf^l. particularly, to the robhei'y and burning of

the iM)st-<)(lice at Nueces. Te.xas. hy marauders from Mexico. See,

ill addition to the t\v(» forei;oing citations. For. Rel. 1875, IL 800,

Sitl. S!«). JMKX !)ir,.

.Vs to the course of the partisans of (ieneral Lerdo, in obtaining asylum

in tlie Inited State.s. see For. Kel. 1877, 405, 41.3, 410, 419, 424; For.

Rel. 1S7S. t)75-(>Sl\

See. as to other boi'der disturbances. For. Kel. 1878. 5r{4, 5;?5, 5,'{(j, 5:i9,

.V»5. ."i7(». 580. .592. COS. (;2:'.. (;(;4. ('»75-<Mi<2.

As to the raids of the citizens of Ximenes, under the lead of one Areola,

into Texas, the stealing of cattle, and the arrest of Areola, see For.

Uel. 1878. <;12, (>22 ; For. Kel. 1879, 730, 754, 771, 773.

As to expenses incurred by Texas in repelling invasions, see message of

.Ian. 22. 1878. S. Ex. Doc. 19, 45 Cong. 2 sess. See. also, as to losses

and claims of indenniity, H. Mi.s. Docs. .37 and 185, 44 Cong. 1 se.ss.

;

II. Report 343. 44 Cong. 1 .sess. ; II. Mis. Doc. (U. 45 Cong. 2 sess.

" The feasibility of adoptino^ specific measures for tiie prevention of

lawless incursions upon either side of the Rio Grande is a subject, I

bejr to assure you. which has not failed of earnest attention by this

(iovernnient as well as by the authorities of the State of Texas and

the adjacent Territories; and while any proposition for summary
(iovernnient action which contemplates individual restraint for pre-

cautionary rather than penal cause must encounter objections of se-

rious weight, such objections have no place in the established or

sufj^ested systems, which, aiminp^ at regular defined and ascertained

offenses, seek indirectly to deter from other and more grievous crime.
** Hence, upon the i)resentation of the subject by Mr. Romero's note

of January '20 and April 11 last, the Department took means to a.scer-

tain more accurately the extent to which the ])urj)Ose of preventing

these too frequent expeditions was represented in the enactments gov-

eruing the districts upon this side of the border, and I am gratified

now to be al)le to conuniuiicate the general character of the informa-

tion ol)lained.

•• It has long been manifest that plunder was a principal motive for

the excursions which have emanated either from Mexico or the United

States, and. recognizing the impracticability of restraining completely

the departure oi- return of evil-minded persons across a border of such

considerable extent, the eti'orts of the legislature have been to so in-

crease the diflicuhies of i-ealizing profits from mdawfully acquired

property that the attempts to ol)tain such property woidd lessen.

••AccordlMgly. and auxiliary to |)roceedings against the actual

otlender, the legislatures of the two Territories have made ample and
exceptional jirovisious aU'ecting the r<'ceivers or sellers of stolen prop-

ei'ty. In .Vrizona liiese withih'aw fi-om the j)ossessor, though inno-

cent, auv securitv of title against the origiiuil owner, and if the latter
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follows his propert}^ with reasonable proof he can thus always recover

it by judicial assistance. So, too, these statutes are particularly con-

siderate of the safety of all live property, which is peculiarly a sub-

ject of plunder, and by heavy penalties require the branding system

and guard against any but notable and formal alteration of the marks;

and by many severe restrictions tend to render difficult and improb-

able any but open and lawful dealings in this important species of

property.
•' In New Mexico the larceny of a branded animal is a felony, with-

out reference to its value, and in Arizona such oifense is grand lar-

ceny-, as may be that of the receivers. In neither is it considered that

these and other provisions would be inapplicable in the case of prop-

erty stolen in Mexico and brought across the border.

" I am uninformed as to whether the neighboring States of Mexico
have enactments of equal extent, but presume that the similarity of

occupations, interests, and necessity have prompted measures in this

direction, and while existing facilities in this country may prove not

entirely adequate to preventing the evils in question, they seem a vig-

orous attempt, and if individual instances under these laws were reso-

lutely prosecuted, Avith the aid of those wronged, the hazard of theft

should constantly increase and in that proportion would its attempts

be avoided. As illustrating the readiness and desire of the people of

this country to make use of any new expedient seemingly adapted to

the repression of this organized plundering, I beg to refer to a letter

recently submitted here from the acting governor of Arizona.
" In counseling upon the subject he remarks :

' I think a mounted

police or military force should be posted in such manner as to guard

the passes between the mountains on the border through which stolen

cattle are driven and through which smugglers and raiding Indian

bands pass to and from Mexico,' and adds that this opinion, which is

shared by all intelligent men of the Territory, had expression in a

bill introduced at the late session of the legislature, but too late for

final action.

'' Should it prove possible for the frontier States to supplement

their existing laws with direct measures of the above nature, it might

confidently be expected, in conjunction with a similar system in Mex-
ico, that conditions which have so long and persistently threatened

the ])opulation of both countries would be speedily and favorably

affected.''

Mr. Freliughuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Koiuoro, Mcx. luin., Sept. 15,

188.3, For. Rel. 188:*,, (>lt8.

Soo. also, Mr. Rlaino, Sec. of State, to Mr. Zamaeona. Mex. niin., Aug. 2i),

1881. For. Kel. 1881. 845.

As to the duty of Mexico either to extradite or to punish tlie marauders,

in tlie case of the raid on the Rio Grande City jail, see For. Rel. 1878,

534, 5o5, 539.
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As to tlio roporto<l attack of a band of arme<l men. said to ha\e been

orjraniz«Hl in Arizona, on tbe cnstoni-honse and town hall at Nogales,

Stato of Soiioia. Mexico, sec Mr. Uoclvliill. Act. Soc. of State, to the

Attorney-iJeneral. Sept. 17. ISIM!. 2V2 MS. I)»ni. Let. HL^t). enclosing

n)i)y of a note of Mr. Uoniero. Mexican minister, of Aug. 27, 1896.

3. Unneutral Acts.

§224.

From tho supremacy and exchisiveness of the territorial jurisdic-

tion, it follows that it is the duty of a state, within the bounds of

legal responsibility, to prevent its territory and territorial waters

from being used to the injury of another state. We have seen that

this duty has been held to embrace the prevention of the counterfeit-

ing of the moneys of foreign governments." It also extends to the

prevent i(m of acts the performance or toleration of .which the law of

neutrality forbids, such as the use of territorial waters as a base of

l)elligerent operations. The attempt to do these acts constitutes, on

the other hand, a violation of the national jurisdiction, of which the

offended sovereign may justly complain.

With regard to the proceeding of the Citizen Genet, French min-

ister, in fitting out cruisers and granting military commissions in

the United States, Mr. Jefferson stated that the President had reex-

amined the subject, and the result appeared to be that it was "the

rir//tf of every nation to prohibit acts of sovereignty from being

exercised by any other within its limits, and the dut]/ of a neutral

nation to prohibit such as would injure one of the warring powers;"

that "the granting military commissions, within the United States, by

any other authority than their own " was " an infringement on their

sovereignty, and particularly so when granted to their own citizens,

lo lead them to commit acts contrary to the duties they owe their

own country;" and that it was not doubted that the vessels which

had been illegally ef|ui|)j:)ed would be *' permitted to give no further

umbrage by their presence in the ports of the United States."

Mr. .It'lTcrson. Sec. of State, to Mr. Genet, French min.. .June 5, 1793,

.\iii. Stat«> Tapers, For. Kel. I. 150. See, also, Moore, Int. Arbitra-

tions. I. :\\\ et seq.

While a iieuti-al state is not bound to forbid its inhabitants to

go abroad and enlist in the service of a foreign belligerent, yet it

is not lawful for such belligerent, without the con.sent of the neutral

govei-nment. to recruit its forces in the latter's territory, either by

enlisting men there or by retaining them to go abroad and enlist.

Cushing. At.-den.. 1H."», 7 Op. 3(57.

a Unitetl States r. Arjona, 120 U. S. 479; sui)ra, § 2.3.
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" One other subject of disscussion between the United States and

Great Britain has orrown out of the attempt, which the exigencies of

the war in which she is engaged with Russia induced her to make, to

draw recruits from the United States.

" It is the traditional and settknl policy of the United States to

maintain impartial neutrality during the wars which from time to

time occur among the great powers of the world. Performing all the

duties of neutrality toward the respective l)elligerent states, we may
reasonably expect them not to interfere with our lawful enjoyment of

its benefits. Notwithstanding the existence of such hostilities, our

citizens retain the individual right to continue all their accustomed

pursuits, by land or by sea, at home or abroad, subject only to such

restrictions in this relation as the laws of war, the usage of nations, or

special treaties may impose; and it is our sovereign right that our

territory and jurisdiction shall not be invaded by either of the bellig-

erent parties for the transit of their armies, the operations of their

fleets, the levy of troops for their service, the fitting out of cruisers by

or against either, or au}-^ other act or incident of war. And these un-

deniable rights of neutrality, -individual and national, the United

States will under no circumstances surrender."

President IMeroe. annual message. December 31, 1855, Messages and

Papers of the Presidents, V. 327. 331.

" In authorizing a plan of recruitment, which was to l^e carried out

in part within our territory, the British Government seems to have

forgotten that the United States had sovereign rights as well aS muni-

cipal laws which were entitled to its respect. For very obvious reasons

the officers employed by Her Majesty's Government in raising recruits

from the United States would, of course, bo cautioned to avoid expos-

ing themselves to the penalties prescribed by our laws, but the United

States had a right to expect something more than precautions to avoid

those penalties. They had a right to expect that the Government and

officers of Great Britain would regard the policy indicated by these

laws, and respect our sovereign rights as an independent and friendly

power.''

Mr. Marcy. See. of State, to Mr. Crampton, September 5, 1855, MS. Notes,

Great Britain, VII. 489.

" This Government does not contest Lord Clarendon's two proposi-

tions in respect to the sovereign rights of the United States—first,

that in the absence of municipal law Great Britain may enlist, hire,

or engage as soldiers within the British territory persons Avho have

left the United States for that purpose; (this proposition is. however,

to bo understood as not applying to persons who have boon enticed

away from this country by tempting offers of reward, such as com-
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missions in tho British army, hitrh wages, liberal bounties, pensions,

and portions of the roval domain, urged on them while within the

United States by the officers and agents of Her Majesty's Govern-

ment) ; and, secondly, no foreign })ower has a right to enlist and

organize and train men as British soldiers within the United States.

The right to do this Lord Clarendon does not claim for his Govern-

ment ; and whether the British officers have done so or not is, as he

appears to understand the case, the only question at issue, so far as

international rights are involved, between the two countries.

*• In his view of the (juestiou as to the rights of territory, irrespec-

tive of municipal law. Lord Clarendon is understood to maintain

that Her Majesty's (Jovernment may do anything within the United

States short of enlisting and organizing and training men as soldiers

for the British army with perfect respect to the sovereign rights of

this country.

" This proposition is exactly the reverse of that maintained by this

Government, which holds that no foreign power whatever has the

right to do either of the specified acts without its consent. No foreign

power can. by its agents or officers, lawfully enter the territory of

another to enlist soldiers for its service or organize or train them

therein, or even entice persons away in order to be enlisted without

express permission.''

Mr. Mmvy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan. December 28. 18."). MS. Inst.

(;reat Britain. XVI. 410. See discussion by Sir II. L. Bulwer. 00

Quar. Kev. (June 1856) 272 et seq.

The following is part of the award of the Geneva arbitrators on

September 14, 1872:

"And whereas the judicial acquittal of the Oreto at Nassau can-

not relieve Great Britain from the responsibility incurred by her

under the ])rinciples of international law: * * * the tribunal,

by a majority of four voices to one, is of opinion—That Great Britain

has in this case failed, by omission, to fulfill the duties prescribed

in the first, in the second, and in the third of the rules established

by Article VL of the treaty of Washington.''

Papers relating: to the Treaty of Washington, IV. .51-.^2.

•• It is true that the vice-admiralty court of the Bahamas, by its

judgment, which is given at page 521 of the fifth volume of the

Apj)endix to the American Case, accpiitted the Florida of every

chai'ge: but. while I'especting the authority of the ven judicatd. I

ask whether it is possible to <leduce from this an argument on which

to found a moral conviction that the P^nglish govermnent is released

from its responsibility under the iMile^ laid down in Article VI of

the treaty of Washington i I abstain from repeating the consid-
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erations into which mj^ honorable colleagues who have preceded me
have entered on this subject.

•' It is not the question of special legal responsibility with which

we have liere to deal, but rather that of the responsibility which

results from the principles of international law, and the moral con-

viction at which we have arrived in consequence of the acts imputed

to the Florida.
'' Tliis conviction is strengthened by a consideration of the terms

of the conclusion of the judgment of the vice-admiralty court, where

it is said, ' that all the circumstances of the case taken together

seem sufficient to justify strong suspicion that an attempt was being

made to infringe that neutrality so wisely determined upon by Her
Majesty's government.

" The decision of the vice-admiralty court may then be considered

as conclusive, even if not perfectly correct, as between those who
claimed the vessel and the British government, which claimed its

confiscation imder the clauses of the foreign-enlistment act; but I

do not think it is sufficient to bar the claim of the United States

against Great Britain. The United States were not parties to

the suit ; everything relating to it is for them res inter alios actaP

Count Sclopis, opinion in Geneva Tribunal, in 1872, Papers relating to the

Treaty of Washington, IV. 92-93.

" The objection that the judicial decision at Nassau relieves Great

Britain of all responsibility cannot be maintained. As regards the

internal (or municipal) law, the judgment is valid; but as far as

international law is concerned, it does not alter the j^osition of

Great Britain."

Mr. Staenipli. opinion in the Geneva Tribunal, In 1872, id. IV. 112.

The courts of the United States Avould have authority, in the

absence of any act of Congress, to decree restitution of property cap-

tured in violation of their neutrality.

The right of adjudicating on all captures and questions of prize

belongs exclusively to the courts of the nation to which the captor

belongs and from which his commission issues ; but if a captured ves-

sel be brought or voluntarily comes infra yrmsidia of a neutral

power, the latter may inquire whether its neutrality has been vio-

lated by the capture, and, if any violation be shown, should decree

restitution.

The Kstrella, 4 Wheat. 298; La Amistad de Rues, 5 Wheat. 885.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 29
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4. Unauthorized or Counterfeit Money.

§ 225.

A suit was brought in England by the Emperor of Austria, as King

of Hungary, for an injunction against certain persons who had manu-

factured a large quantity of printed paper to serve as the public

paper money of the Kingdom of Hungary in order to use it when

opportunity should occur for purposes hostile to the sovereign ruling

power of that Kingdom. The defendants were ordered to deliver up

the paper, to be canceled, and were restrained by perpetual injunc-

tion from manufacturing such paper, the court declaring that the law

of nations was part of the common law of England, and that, money
being the medium of commerce, a foreign sovereign at peace with

the Crown of England might, by suit in the court of chancery, pro-

tect his prerogative right of issuing coin or paper money.

Emperor of Austria i: Day and Kossuth (18G1), 2 Giffard, (528.

See. particularly. United States r. Arjona, 120 U. S. 479, holding that the

Unitetl States statute punishing the counterfeiting of foreign money is

a valid exercise by Congress of its constitutional iK)\ver to define and

punish offences against the law of nations. This case is given supra,

§ Xi, I. 01.

'• Representations have been also made to this Department that a

person has been arrested at New Orleans, upon whom a quantity of

counterfeit Mexican dollars have been found, and he [the Mexican

minister] has reason to believe that a manufactory of them is estab-

lished at St. Louis for the purpose of exporting them to Mexico. If

you find, from the examinations, on the trial of this person, that there

is any reasonable ground to suspect, a'ou are requested to communicate

with the district attorney of the United States for the State of Mi.s-

souri on the subject, giving him all the information in your power to

enable him to arrest the offenders under the law of the United States,

if the coin counterfeited be any such as is made current by law in the

I'nited States: and. if it be of any other description, that information

is given to tliis Department of the extent of such operations, as it is

intended to jn'opose a law, making it an offence to make or export any

such base coin for the purpose of giving it currency in a foreign

country."

Mr. Livingston. Sec. of State, to Mr. Slidell, U. S. attorney at New Orleans,

April It;. is.'i2. 2.-. MS. Doin. Let. 75.

The United States having luought to the attention of the Belgian

Government the counterfeiting in that country of certain stamps

and coins of the United States, it was found that no law existed in
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Belgium for the punishment of such acts, but a project of a law on

the subject was then introduced in the parliament.

Mr. Tree, min. to Belgium, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, March 30, 1888,

and May 11, 1888, For. Rel. 1888, I. 41, 42.

5. Question as to Running Water.

§ 22G.

For a discussion of this question, in the case of the Rio Grande and

the Rio Colorado, see supra, §132.

A party doing an injury in one State of the United States to a

water power running into another State, may be proceeded against

in civil suit in either State in which he maj^ be served with process;

though proceedings in rem^ by way of injunction or indictment to

compel abatement, can only be brought in the jurisdiction in which

the nuisance exists.

See 6 Crim. Law Mag. 1(11) ; Stillinan v. Man. Co., 3 Wood, and M. 538

;

Foot V. Edwards, 2 Blateh. 310; Miss, and Mo. R. R. f. Ward, 2

Blaclv, 485; Wooster r. Man. Co.. 31 Me. 24G; In re Eldred, 40 Wis.

530; Tliayer r. Broolis, 17 Ohio, 489 ; Armendiaz v. Stillman, 54

Tex. G23.

April 12, 1895, the Secretary of the Interior communicated to the

Department of State certain papers concerning the reported intention

of a dyke company, which afterwards became known in the corre-

spondence as the Alberta and British Columbia Exploration Company,
a corporation of British Columbia, to dam Boundary Creek where

it crosses the boundary line, the result of which would be the overflow

and washing away of the lands and improvement of settlers in

the State of Idaho. The papers were communicated to the British

ambassador April IT, 1895, with a request that if on investigation

the facts were found to be as stated, suitable measures might be taken

to avert the threatened injury. Jan. 19, 1897, other papers were

communicated to the ambassador, showing that the apprehended

injury had been done; the course of the creek having been so changed

as to overflow all the low-lying portion of township 65 north range,

AVest Boise meridian, causing destruction of pasturage, hay, improve-

ments, and cattle, and compelling settlers to abandon their home-

steads. A request for an investigation was again made, in order that,

if the facts were found to be as stated, prompt measures might be

taken for the removal of the obstruction in the creek, and the payment

of proper indemnity to those who had been injured by the proceedings

of the company. The subject was again brought to the ambassador's

attention June 9, 1897. It appears that the Canadian government

sent an officer to make an investigation, and that for a time work on
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the dyke was stopped : but the company afterwards resumed opera-

tions, raising: and stren^rthening the dyke. This condition of things

was brouglit to the notice of the British embassy Aug. 10, 1897.' The
embassy, Oct. 1. 18S>7. stated that the authorities of British Cohimbia

Avould be iiisti-ucted to make full and proper inquiry into the com-

phiint of the landowners, but that Her Majesty's Government were

advised that the complainants had a right of action in the courts of

British Columbia, and that they would be entitled to sue for damages

and for an injunction against the continuance of the mischief. The
.settlers, it seems, engaged a lawyer, who found that " it was impossi-

ble to do anything for them individually, as the land damaged
belonged to the United States; " and they therefore asked the United

States Government to take up the matter for them in the British

Columbian courts.

Mr. Slieriiian. 8oc. of State, to Sec. of Interior, Jan. 31. 1898. 225 MS.
Doiii. Let. 77.

VII. LAXDIXG OF SlB.MARiyE CABLES.

§ 227.

" On ^lay 4. 1807. the French ambassador submitted to your Depart-

UR^it the application of the French Company of Tele-

*f
°

J-

'^

gra})hic Cables (the successor of 'La Compagnie
Francjaise du Telegraphe de Paris a Xew-York") for

permission to land a cable supplementary to that which it has between

Brest and Cape Cod. upon the same terms and conditions as those

which were imposed by the President in 1870. when the original cable

was landed.

" On May 11. 1807. your Department replied to this request, saying:
'• • The j)resent Executive does not regard himself as clothed, in the

absence of legislative enactment, with the requisite authority to take

any action upon the api)lication which you present. A bill was intro-

duced in the last Congress giving the President of the United States

expi'ess authoi-ity to authorize the landing of submarine cables on the

shore of the United States subject to conditions therein specified, but

it failed to become a law. Until Congress shall see fit to clothe the

President witli power to act in matters of this kind, he will be com-

])elled to I'cfrain from doing so.'

'• On June 4. 1807. your Dej^artment addressed a note to the French
ambassador, calling hi> attention to the fact that it had been repre-

sented to the I)ei)artment that a steamer from France had arrived at

Cape Cod with the avowed i)urpose of laying the shore end of the new
cable, and saying

:
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''
' It is the expectation of the Federal Government that that com-

pany (the French Cable Company) will take no steps toward laying

its proi)osed cable from Cape Cod without express authorization of

the President or of Congress, before which, as I have observed to you,

a bill w^as introduced at the last session, but wiiich has not yet been

enacted into law. If that company should, however, take action in

the manner proposed, it is proper to say that it would do so at its

peril.'

" On June 5, 1897, another note was sent, informing the French

ambassador of advices received to the effect that about 1,000 feet of

the new French cable had been laid at Cape Cod the day before, and

saying

:

" ' Before taking any further action in the matter, I request that you

will promptly instruct the proper authorities of the French Telegraph

Company, in case the Department's information should be correct, to

inunediately desist from its work, pending the necessary authoriza-

tion of the President or of Congress.

" The French ambassador's notes, two of the 5th and one each of the

Gth and 8th of June, disclose the fact that, although the Department's

notes of the 4th and 5th of June had been promptly forwarded to the

company's agent, the work of landing the cable had been completed

before their receipt.

" In view of the situation outlined, and the fact that Congress has

not acted upon the matter, you request an official expression of my
view's as to the ])ower of the President, in the absence of legislative

enactment, to control the landing of foreign telegraphic cables.

" What the President can do and ought to do in the case of pro-

jected cables may possibly be ascertained from what he has done; at

any rate, a recurrence to the history of the landing of certain existing

cables may prove of service in considering the question you propound.
" The first cable from a foreign country landed upon the shores of

the United States was one connecting the island of Cuba with the

State of Florida, and was landed in 18G7, under supposed authority of

the act of Congress of May 5, 18()0 (14 Stat., 44), granting to the In-

ternational Ocean Telegraph Company, a New York corporation, the

sole privilege, for fourteen years, of laying and operating telegraphic

cables from the shores of Florida to Cuba, the Bahamas, and other

West India islands, upon these conditions, namely, the United States

to have the free use of the cable for military, naval, and diplomatic

purposes; the company to keep all its lines open to the public for the

daily publication of market and commercial reports and intelligence

;

all messages to be forwarded in the order received; no charge to

exceed $3.50 for messages of ten words, and Congress to have the

power to alter and determine the rates. (Forty-ninth Congress, sec-
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oncl session. Senate Doc. No. 12-2, p. 03 ; letter of Mr. Freylinghuysen

to the President. January 27, 1885.)

'' In ISGJ) a concession was granted by the French Government to a

company which proposed to hiy a cable from the shores of France to

the United States. One of the provisions of this concession gave to

the company for a long i)eri()d the exclusive right of telegraphic com-

munication by submarine cable between France and the United States.

President (Jrant resisted the landing of the cable unless this offensive

monoi)oly feature should be abandoned. The French company accord-

ingly renounced the exclusive privilege, and the President's objection

was withdrawn. The cable was laid in July, 1809; it ran from Brest,

France, to St. Pierre, a French island off the southern coast of New-

foundland, thence to Duxbury, Mass., and was known as the ' First

French Cable.' It soon passed, however, into the control of the

Anglo-American Company, controlling the cables connecting Great

Britain with this continent. (Senate Doc. No. 122, pp. 63, 71.)''

'' In a note respecting this cable, dated July 10, 1869, and ad-

dressed to the French and British ministers, Mr. Fish said

:

''
' It is not doubted by this Government that the complete control

of the whole subject, both of the permission and the regulation of this

mode of foreign intercourse, is with the Government of the United

States, and that, however suitable certain legislation on the part of a

State of the Union may become, in respect to its proprietary rights,

in aid of such enterprises, the entire question of the allow^ance or pro-

hibition of such means of foreign intercourse, commercial and polit-

ical, and of the terms and conditions and its allowance, is under the

control of the Government of the United States.' (Sen. Doc. No.

122, p. 65.)

'• In his annual message of December, 1875, President Grant re-

counts his action respecting the French cable of 1869, and says:
"

' The right to control the conditions for the laying of a cable

within the jurisdictional waters of the United States, to connect our

shores with those of any foreign state, pertains exclusively to the

Government of the United States, under such limitations and condi-

tions as Congress may impose. In the absence of legislation by Con-
gress. I was unwilling, on the one hand, to yield to a foreign state

the right to say that its grantees might land on our shores while it

denied a similar right to our ]K»ople to land on its shore; and, on

the other hand. T was reluctant to deny to the great interests of the

world and of civilization the facilities of such communication as

were proposed. I therefore withheld any resistance to the landing

of the cable, on condition that the offensive monopoly feature of

a See also II. Kx. Doc. 4(i. 47tli Coiik. 2 sess.. parts 1 and 2; S. Ex. Doe. 51,

48th Coiig. 2 sess; 22 Stat. 173, ;571.
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the concession be abandoned, and that the right of any cable which

may be established by authority of this Government to land upon

French territory and to connect with French land lines, and enjoy

all the necessary facilities or priWleges incident to the use thereof

upon as favorable terms as any other company, be conceded.' (Senate

Doc. No. 122, p. 70.)

" After adverting to the need of new cables in order to provide com-

petition and reduce rates. President (irant continues

:

" ' As these cable-telegraph lines connect separate states, there are

questions as to their organization and control which probably can be

best, if not solely, settled by conventions between the respective

states. In the absence, however, of international conventions on

the subject, municipal legislation may secure many points which

appear to me important, if not indispensable, for the protection of

the public against the extortions which may result from a monopoly

of the right of operating cable telegrams, or from a combination

between several lines:

" 'I. No line should be allowed to land on the shores of the United

States under the concession from another power which does not ad-

mit the right of any other line or lines formed in the United States

to land and freely connect with and operate through its land lines.

" ' II. No line should be allowed to land on the shores of the

United States which is not, by treaty stipulation with the Govern-

ment from whose shores it proceeds, or by prohibition in its charter,

or otherwise to the satisfaction of this Government, prohibited from

consolidating or amalgamating with any other cable-telegraph line,

or combining therewith for the purpose of regulating and maintaining

the cost of telegraphing.
"

' III. All lines should be bound to give precedence in the trans-

mission of the official messages of the Governments of the two

countries between which it may be laid.

" ' IV. A power should be reserved to the two Governments, either

conjointly or to each, as regards the messages dispatched from its

shores, to fix a limit to the charges to be demanded for the trans-

mission -of messages.

" ' I present this subject to the earnest consideration of Congress.
" ' In the meantime, and unless Congress otherwise direct, I shall

not op})ose the landing of any telegraphic cable wliich complies with

and assents to the points above enumerated, but will feel it my duty to

prevent the landing of any which does not conform to the first and sec-

ond points as stated, and which will not stipulate to concede to this

Government the precedence in the transmission of its official messages,

and will not enter into a satisfactory arrangement with regard to its

charges.' (Senate Doc. No. 122, pp. 71-72.)
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" It will be observed that President Grant rested his authority to

annex conditions to the landing of a foreign cable upon his power

to prevent its landing altogether, if deemed by him inimical to the

interests of this Government, its people, or their business. The right

to prevent carried with it the right to control.

*•' The Direct United States Cable Company completed its line in

1875 from Ballinskellings Bay, Ireland, to Rye Beach, New Hamp-
shire, by Avay of Torbay, Nova Scotia. This cable was laid under

the act of March '29, 1867 (15 Stat. 10), conferring upon the Ameri-

can Atlantic Cable Telegraph Company the privilege for twenty

years to land a submarine telegraph cable at any place on the Atlantic

coast except the coast of Florida, and to operate the same, the Govern-

ment to have the preference in its use, on terms to be agreed upon

between the Postmaster-General and the company. Congress reserving

the right to alter, amend, or repeal the act. Application was made
to the Department of State for the privilege of landing, accompanied

by the voluntary assurance of the company that no amalgamation

should take place with any other company for the purpose of control-

ling rates.

'• In view of these assurances, the landing of the cable was ac-

quiesced in by the President, Mr. Fish, in his letter to Mr. Eckert of

tlanuary 2, 1877, saying:
'*

' On receiving such assurances from the promoters of the com-

pany, the President decided to withold resistance to the landing of

their cable.
'*

' The President adheres to the views which he expressed to Con-

gress in December, 1875, that no line should be allowed to land on the

shores of the United States which is not, by prohibition in its charter,

or otherwise to the satisfaction of the Government, prohibited from

consolidating or amalgamating with any other cable"'-telegraph line,

or combining therewith for the purpose of regulating and maintain-

ing the cost of telegraphing.
''

' These views are understood to have met the approval of Congress

and of the people of the United States, indicated by the tacit acquies-

cence of the Congress, and by the expressed approval of individual

members of that body, and the general approval of the public press of

the country. In the same message the President announced that the

right to control the conditions for the laying of a cable within the

jurisdictional waters of the United States, to connect our shores with

those of any foreign state, pertains exclusively to the Government of

the United States, under such limitations and conditions as Congress

may impose. And he further stated that, unless Congress otherwise

direct, he would feel it his duty to prevent the landing of any tele-

graphic cable which does not conform (among others) to the point

above referred to.
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"
' The President is of the opinion that the control of the United

States over its jurisdictional waters extends to the right of discon-

tinuing and preventing their use by a cable whose proprietors may
violate any of the conditions on which the Government by acquies-

cence or silent permission allowed its landing, as well as to the resist-

ance and prohibition of an original landing." (Senate Doc. No.

122, pp. 11, 12.)

" The so-called ' Second French Cable ' was laid by Compagnie
Fran(.aise du Telegraphe de Paris a New-York in 1879, from Brest to

St. Pierre, and thence to Cape Cod. The company applied, through

the French minister, to your Department for permission to land the

cable, and the privilege was granted upon substantially the conditions

formulated in President Grant's message of 1875, Mr. Evarts, in his

letter of November 10. 1879. to ]Mr. Outrey, saying:
"

' I have, without delay, brought the subject, together with the

information conveyed by your note, to the attention of the President,

and he authorizes me to say that, in view of the assurances thus

received from the French Government that reciprocal privileges of

landing will be granted by France to any company which may be

formed by citizens of the United States upon the same terms that

these privileges are granted to the present or any future company of

French citizens that may apply for such landing privilege; and

landing will be granted by France to any company which may be

formed by citizens of the United States upon the same terms that

these privileges are granted to the present or any future company of

French citizens that may apply for such landing privilege: and

having also received the acceptance by the directors of the " Com-
pagnie Frangaise du Telegraphe de Paris a New-York " of the con-

ditions prescribed by this Government, the Executive permission of

the Government of the United States will be granted to that company
to land its cable at Cape Cod, in the State of Massachusetts. It is

proper for me to add, however, that this Executive permission is to

be accepted and understood by the company as being subject to any

future action of Congress in relation to the whole subject of sub-

marine telegraphy as explained in my note to you of the 27th ultimo.'

(Senate Doc. No. 122, p. 76.)

" The Mackay-Bennett commercial cable was laid in 1884 from the

coast of Europe to the United States, by permission of the President,

upon substantially the conditions outlined in President Grant's mes-

sage to Congress in 187.5. Mr. Frelinghuysen, in his letter of Decem-

ber 5, 188.3, describes the attitude of the Government thus:

" ' This Government regards with favorable consideration all efforts

to extend the facilities for telegraphic communication between the

United States and other nations, and in pursuance of this sentiment

the President is desirous of extending every facility in his power to
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promote tho laying of the cables. "\Miile there is no special statute

authorizing the Executive to grant permission to land a cable on the

coast of the United States, neither is there any statute prohibiting

such action: and I find on examination of the records of this Depart-

ment that in 1875 conditional authority was given to land a French

cable at Rye Beach, X. H.. and that in 1879 jjermission was given to

land a cable at Cape Cod.
" ' These precedents seem to justify a similar concession to the pro-

moters of the present enterprise, which there is the less hesitation in

according as they are citizens of the United States.' (Senate Doc.

No. 1-22, p. 84.)

" On October 18, 1889, the Compagnie Frangaise du Telegraphe

de Paris a New-York applied to your Department for permission to

lay a cable from San Domingo to the United States. To this request

Mr. Blaine replied, December 21, 1889:

" * While the authority of the President to grant the permission

you desire must be accepted subject, of course, to the future ratifica-

tion by Congress, yet there are certain conditions which he regards

as absolutely essential before such provisional permission can be

accorded.'

'* These conditions are as follows

:

" '(1) That neither the company, its successors or assigns, nor any

cable with which it connects, shall receive from any foreign govern-

ment exclusive privileges which would prevent the establishment

and operation of a cable of an American company in the jurisdiction

of such foreign government.
" '(2) That the company shall not consolidate or amalgamate with

an}' other line or combine therewith for the purpose of regulating

rates.

'" (3) That the charges to the Government of the United States

shall not be greater than those to any other government, and the

general charges shall be reasonable.

" "(4) That the Government of the United States shall be entitled

to the same or similar privileges as may by law, regulation, or agree-

ment be granted to any other government.

"'(5) That a citizen of the United States shall stand on the same

footing as regards privileges with citizens of San Domingo.
•••(6) That messages shall have precedence in the following order:

(a) Government messages and official messages to the Government;
(b) telegraphic business: (c) general business.

"'(7) That the line shall be kept open for daily business, and all

messages, in the above order, be transmitted according to the time

of receipt.

" ' Conditions similar to these were required of your company in

1879 in reply to its ai)plication for authority to land one or more of

its cables on the Atlantic coast of this country, and assented to by the
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company's order Xovember 5, 1879. And it would seem needless to

add that similar conditions have been imposed upon all cable com-

panies desiring to land their cables from foreign countries upon the

shores of the United States. It will be observed, however, that the

first condition has been modified to meet a case which did not arise

in 1879, of the cable for which the privilege of landing is sought being

used as a link in a longer line of communication. Such a case is

believed now to exist in respect to the proposed cable between the

Ignited States and San Domingo, which is understood to be only a

link in a line between the United States and South America. The
spirit and purpose of the first condition imposed in 1879 require that

American cable companies should not now be excluded from operating

and establishing lines between the United States and South America,

either directly or by way of San Domingo.
" ' The President, therefore, directs me to say that if the foregoing

conditions are satisfactory to your company, and it will first file in

this Department a duly authenticated copy of the cojicession granted

by the Dominican Government to land its cable at Puerto Plata,

together with a like certified copy of the conditions imposed by this

Government, he will be willing to grant the necessary permission to

your company to land its cable at Charleston, S. C, subject to the

future action of Congress.' (House of Representatives, Fifty-second

Congress, first session. Report Xo. 961.)

'* The cable company took no steps to comply with these require-

ments. Nearlj' two years later, on December 2. 1891, the French

Cable Company, through its attorney, Mr. Jefferson Chandler,

renewed its application for permission to land a cable. Meantime, on

December 1, 1891, the company, through the same attorney, obtained

from the legislature of South Carolina a joint resolution purporting

to authorize it to land a cable on the coast of that State, and, in Janu-

ary, 1892, from the legislature of Virginia, an act purporting to

authorize it to land a cable on the shore of that State. On March 10,

1892, a joint resolution was introduced into Congress to confirm these

grants. This resolution was referred to a committee, of which Mr.

Wise was chairman, and to him was addressed the letter of Acting

Secretary Wharton of March 22, 1892, published in House Report

Xo. 964, Fifty-second Congress, first session. After receiving this

communication the committee reported a substitute granting the land-

ing privilege upon the conditions prescribed by Mr. Blaine. There-

upon, for the time being, the attempt of the company to obtain the

consent of Congress ceased.

" On June 21, 1893, the same company, through the same attorney,

applied again to the Department of State, ostensibly for permission to

land a cable on the shore of Virginia, but the application was accom-

panied by a written arginnent to show that the President had no
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power to act in tlio matter, tho concluding paragraph of this argu-

ment and application being:

" ' I respectfully request, therefore, on behalf of the applicant, that

the honoral)le Secretary of State will decide this application on its

merits, and will declare that under the law the States may freely land

cables, and that the Executive has no jurisdiction nor dispostion to

prevent the landing and operation of a submarine cable from the

shores of Virginia to any point permitted by the State, and that the

authority of the State of Virginia to so permit cable companies to

land and establish themselves on its coast is complete; and, further,

that no action is required or permitted by any of the executive officers

of the Government as the law now is.' (Fifty-third Congress, second

session. Senate Doc. Xo. 14; letter to Mr. Gresham.)
" In response to this argument, Mr. Gresham, changing the attitude

of the Government as established by the Presidents and their Secre-

taries of State from President Grant's time down, declined to act on

the ai)plication, saying in his communication of August 15, 1893

:

"
' There is no Federal legislation conferring authority upon the

President to grant such permission, and in the absence of such legisla-

tion. Executive action of the character desired would have no binding

force.'" (Fifty-third Congress, second session. Senate Doc. No. 14;

letter of ^Ir. Gresham.)
" October 2, 1895, Mr. Olney addressed a letter to Mr. Scrymser.

president of the Central and South American Telegraph Company,
in which, in answer to his letter of September 25, 1895, he stated that

La Compagnie Frangaise des Cables Telegraphiques had not made
application for permission to land its cables on the coast of the United

States, and added

:

''
' Furthermore, in the absence of Federal legislation conferring

authority upon the P^xecutive to grant such permission, this Depart-

ment has no power to act in the matter.'
-' On the 24th of October, 1895, Mr. Scrymser laid before your

Department certain information concerning an agreement for laying

and maintaining submarine cables between France, North America,

and the Antilles, to which the Government of France was a party,

and suggested that the French minister be officially informed as to

the policy of the (iovernment of the United States in the matter of

cable-landing ])rivileges on our shores. Replying to this communica-
tion, on October 28. 1895, Mr. Olney referred to his former letter, and
said

:

" • There is no Federal statute conferring authority upon the Execu-
tive to grant or withhold permission to land cables on the shores of

o See. to the same effect, Mr. (Jreshani. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mackey, Nov. 2,

1894. 1!)9 MS. Doin. Let. :nO; Mr. (Jresliani, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ingersoll, April

VA, 189."), 201 MS. Doin. Let. 49.*i : Mr. T'lil, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Wilson,

May 22, 189.j, 202 MS. Doiu. Let. 304.
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the United States. This Department has, therefore, no power to act

in the matter, and I am unable to comply with your request'

" As a natural sequence of the attitude taken by your Department

under Mr. Gresham and Mr. Olney, La Compagnie Fran(;aise des

Cables Telegraphiques, acting in connection with the United States

and Haiti Telegraph and Cable Company and the United States and

Haiti Cable Company, in 189(), landed a cable, extending from Haiti

to this country, at Coney Island, New York, without permission of

the Government. This Department, acting through the Attorney-

General and the United States attorne}', brought an injunction suit

against the companies named to prevent the landing and operation of

the cable, but in view of the fact that the cable had been landed, the

motion for an injunction against its operation was refused. At the

same time Judge Lacombe said (77 Fed. Rep. 496) :

" ' It is thought that the main proposition advanced by complain-

ant's counsel is a sound one, and that, without the consent of the

General Government, no one, alien or native, has any right to estab-

lish a physical connection between the shores of this country and that

of any foreign nation. Such consent may be implied as well as

expressed, and Avhether it shall be granted or refused is a political

question, and in the absence of Congressional action would seem to

fall Avithin the province of the Executive to decide. As was inti-

mated upon the argument, it is further thought that the Executive

may etfectually enforce its decision without the aid of the courts.'

'' It thus appears that from 18G9 to August, 181)3, during the terms

of Grant, Hayes, Garfield, Arthur, Cleveland (first term), and Harri-

son, it was held by the Presidents and their Secretaries of State that

the Executive has the power, in the absence of legislation by Congress,

to control the landing, and, incidentally, regulate the operation of for-

eign submarine cables in the protection of the interests of this Govern-

ment and its citizens. Against this established rule, supported by

the opinion of the only United States judge who has passed upon the

question, stands opposed the refusal to act of Mr. Gresham, followed

by the dictum of Mr. Olney. The attitude taken by your Department

under Mr. Gresham has resulted in the landing of two foreign cables

upon our shores without permission of this Government and subject

to no limitations or restrictions wdiatever. Must this condition con-

tinue ? Is the President powerless to act until Congress legislates ?

" A foreign submarine cable which lands upon our shores in its

location enjoys rights upon our territory, and in its operation provides

a means of international communication, public and private, political

and commercial.
" The jurisdiction of this nation within its own territory is neces-

sarily exclusive and absolute. It is susceptible of no limitation not

imposed by itself. (Mr. Chief Justice Marshall, The Exchange,
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7 Cranch, 116, 136.) No one has a right to land a foreign cable upon

our shores and establish a physical connection between our territory

and that of a foreign state without the consent of the Government of

the United States.

" The preservation of our territorial integrity and the protection of

our foreign interests is intrusted, in the first instance, to the President.

The Constitution, established by the people of the United States as

the fundamental law of the land, has conferred upon the President

the executive power: has made him the conmiander in chief of the

Army and Navy; has authorized him, by and with the consent of the

Senate, to make treaties, and to appoint ambassadors, public minis-

ters, and consuls: and has made it his duty to take care that the laws

I)e faithfully executed. In the protection of these fundamental rights,

which are based upon the Constitution and grow out of the jurisdic-

tion of this nation over its own territory and its international rights

and obligations as a distinct sovereignty, the President is not limited

to the enforcement of specific acts of Congress. He takes a solemn

oath to faithfully execute the office of President, and to preserve, pro-

tect, and defend the Constitution of the United States. To do this,

he nuist preserve, protect, and defend those fundamental rights which

flow from the Constitution itself and belong to the sovereignty it

created. (Mr. Justice Miller. In re Xeagle, 135 U. S. 1, 63, 64; Mr.

Justice Field, The Chinese Exclusion Case, 130 U. S. 581, 606; Mr.

Justice Gray. Fong Yue Ting r. United States, 149 U. S. 698, 711

;

Mr. Justice Brewer. In re Debs, 158 U. S. 564, 582.)

" The President has charge of our relations with foreign powers.

It is his duty to see that, in the exchange of comities among nations,

we get as much as we give. He ought not to stand by and permit a

cable to land on our shores under a concession from a foreign power

which does not permit our cables to land on its shores and enjoy their

facilities equal to those accorded its cable here. For this reason Presi-

dent Grant insisted on the first point in his message of 1875.

" The President is not only the head of the diplomatic service, but

conunander in chief of the Army and Navy. A submarine cable is

of inestimable service to the Government in communicating with its

officers in the diplomatic and consular service, and in the Army and
Xavy wlien al)r()a(l. The President should, therefore, demand that

the (Jovernment liuvo precedence in the use of the line, and this was
done by President (irant in the third point of his message.

'• Treating a table simply as an instrument of commerce, it is the

duty of the President. i)en(ling legislation by Congress, to impose

such restrictions as will forbid unjust discriminations, prevent mo-
nopolies, j)romote conipetition. and secure reasonable rates. These

were the objects of the second and fourth points in President Grant's

message.
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" The Executive permission to land a cable is, of course, subject to

subsequent Congressional action. The President's authority to con-

trol the landing of a foreign cable does not flow from his right to

permit it in the sense of granting a franchise, but from his power to

prohibit it should he deem it an encroachment on our rights or preju-

dicial to our interests. The unconditional landing of a foreign cable

might be both, and therefore to be prohibited, but a landing under

judicious restrictions and conditions might be neither, and therefore

\o l)e permitted in the promotion of international intercourse.
•' I am of the opinion, therefore, that the President has the power,

in the absence of legislative enactment, to control the landing of for-

eign submarine cables. He may either prevent the landing, if the

rights intrusted to his care so demand, or permit it on conditions

which will protect the interests of this Government and its citizens;

and if a landing has been effected without the consent or against the

protest of this Governmnet, respect for its rights and compliance with

its terms may be enforced by applying the prohibition to the opera-

tion of the line unless the necessary conditions are accepted and

observed."

Mr. Richards, Acting Attorney-General, to Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State,

Jan. 18, 1898, 22 Op. 13 ; For. Rel. 1897, IGG.

Affirmed by Griggs, At. Gen., March 25, 1899, 22 Op. 408.

June 11. 1898. the United States and Haiti Telegraph and Cable Company,

in order to secure the dismissal of the suit against it, referred to in

the opinion of Acting Attorney-General Richards, supra, adopted, by

its board of directors, a resolution accepting the condition to which

the French c-ompany objected in 1889, viz, that neither the company,
" nor any cable with which it connects," shall receive from any for-

eign government exclusive privileges which would prevent the estab-

lishment and operation of a cable of an American company in the

jurisdiction of such foreign government. (Mr. Day, Sec, of State,

to the Attorney-General, June 13, 1898, 229 MS. Dom. Let. 311. See,

also, same to same. May 24. 1898, 227 MS. Dom. Let. .592.)

See .Mr. Foster. Sec. of State, to Mr. Conger, niin. to Brazil, July 13, 1892,

explaining the i)osition of the Unitetl States in opposing the creation

of a monopolistic line between the United States and Brazil. (For.

Rel. 1892. 1(5.) See, also. Mr. Uhl, Act. Sec, to Mr. Thompson, April

24, 1894, MS. Inst. Brazil, XVIII. 47.

See Mr. Partridge, min. to Venezuela, to Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State,

March 10, 1893, as to a proiwsed line from Venezuela to the Unitetl

States. (For. Rel. 1893, 720.)

" The I'resident has the power to grant or withhold, in his discretion,

permission to land a foreign cable on the shores of the United

States, and to impose whatever conditions thereon he may deem

proper in the public interest, subject to whatever action Congress

may take thereon." (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scrymser,

March 7, 1880, 159 MS. Dom. Let. 258.)

See, to the same effect. Mr. Davis, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson,

Oct. 10, 1882, 144 MS. Dom. Let. 124.
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As to iiitoriiiitionnl tolograph linos through Central America and along the

iiortiiorn rncific shoros. see circular of Mr. Seward, Sec. of State,

August 18, lSr.4. MS. Inst. Am. States, XVL 45(5.

Septombor 14, 1S9T, Mr. Sherman, Secretary of State, informed

tlie British embassy at AVashington that the President gave his con-

sent to the construction by the Canadian government of a telegraphic

line fi-om the head of winter navigation on the Lynn canal, for a dis-

tance of about eighty miles across the summit of the mountains,

without prejudice to the boundary or other claims of either Govern-

nent. and with the reservation that the right of the United States to

revoke the license at any time should be admitted.

For. Kel. 1807. .'{27-.320.

March 20, 1899, the German ambassador at-Washington presentee?

a petition of the German-Atlantic Telegraphic Company to land in

the United States a submarine cable, in order to establish direct tele-

graphic communication between Germany and the United States,

touching the Azores."

April 10, 1899, the Department of State conveyed to the ambas-

sador the consent of the President, which w^as to become operative

when the company should file in the Department its formal written

accei)tance of certain terms and conditions.''

These terms and conditions, which the company accepted, its

acceptance being filed mider date of May 18, 1899, were as follows:

I. That nejtlier the said company, its successors or assigns, nor any cable

with wiiich it connects shall receive from any foi'eigu government e.vclusive

privilege which would jirevent the establishment and operation of a cable of an

American company in tlie jurisdiction of such foreign government.

II. Tiiat the company has received no exclusive concession from any govern-

ment which would exclude any other company or association which may be

formed in tlie I'nited States of America from obtaining a like privilege for land-

ing its cable or caliles on the shores of Germany, and connecting such cable or

(•allies with tlie inland telegraphic systems of said country.

III. That the said company shall not consolidate or amalgamate with any

other line or combine therewith for the imrpose of regulating rates.

IV. That the company will, in tlie transmission of ofticial messages, givi; prec-

edence to messages from and to the CJovernment of the United State-s of America
and of other governments.

v. That the rates charged to the Government of the United States shall not be

greater than those to any other Goveunnient, and the said rates and those

<harg(Hl to the general jiublic shall never exceed the present telegraphic rates

between the said countries, ;ind shall be reasonable.

VI. That the Government of the United States shall be entitled to the same
or similar privileges as may by law, regvdation, or agreement be granted by
said company or its successors or assigns to any other government.

o For. Kel. 18!«). .",10.

6 For. Kel. 18!)0, :511 ; MS. Notes to German Leg. XII. 288.
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VII. That the citizons of the United States shall stand on an equal footing

as I'egards the transmission of messages over said '-ompany's lines with citizens

or subjects of Germany or any other country with which the said cable may
connect.

VIII. That messages shall have i)rec(Mlence in the following order:

(a) Government messagic^s and otHcial messages to the Government,

(ft) Service messages.

(c) General telegraphic messages.

IX. The said line shall he kept open for daily business, and all messages, in

the order above, be transmitted according to the time of receipt.

X. That no liability shall l>e assumed by the (Jovernment of the United States

l)y virtue of any censorshii) which it may exercise over said line in the event of

M ar or civil disturbance.

XI. That the consent hereby granted shall be subject to any future action by

the Congress or by the President, atlirming, revoking, or modifying, wholly or

in part, the said conditions and terms on which said permission is given.

The undersigned company at the same time most respectfully begs to express

its best thanks for the granting of said consent, and awaits with pleasure the

final document from the Dei)artnient of State.

We have, etc.,

Deutsch Atlantische Telegraphengesellschaft.

C. W. GuiLLEAUME, No. 3676.^, Rep.

The undersigned, a notary public for the district of the royal oberlande court

at Golonge, residing at Golonge-on-the-Rhine, counselor of justice, Franz Fried-

I'ich Wilhelm Goecke, hereby attests under his official seal the genuineness of the

above signature, written in his presence by Carl Wilhelm Guilleaume, whose
name, occupation, and place of residence are known to him. The said Carl

Wilhelm Guilleamne being a merchant, residing at Cologne, and a member of

the board of directors of the stock company known as the German Atlantic

Telegrai)h Company (Deutsch Atlantische Telegraphengesellschaft), located at

Cologne.

Cologne, May 15, 1899.

[l. s.] Goecke,

Royal Xotary and Counselor of Justice.

The foregoing signature of the royal notary, counselor of justice, Goecke, of

Cologne, is hereby authenticated. It is further certified that the notary was

authorized to give the above certificate, and that the said certificate is in con-

formity with the legal provisions enforced here.

Cologne, May 15, 1899.

[SEAL.] LUTZELER,

Chief Justice of the Provincial Court,

Superior Privy Counselor of Justice.

Consulate of the United States of America at Cologne, Germany, ss:

I, John A. Barnes, consul of the United States of America at Cologne, Germany,

do hereby certify that Liitzeler, whose name is subscribed to the annexed Instru-

nuMit of writing, was, at the time of subscribing the same. Royal Prussian presi-

dent of the land court of justice, duly commissioned, and that full faith and

credit are due t« his acts as such.

Given under my hand and seal of office this 15th day of May, A. D. 1899.

[seal.] John A. Barnes,

Consul of the United States of America,

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 30
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No. 138.

This is to certify that.tho forogoinj; docnmont is executed and properly legal-

ized accordiiij: to tlie re(iuireiiuMits of the Geruiau law.

Washington. I). ('.. May _>(!. 1800.

[seal.] IIollkben,

Imperial German Ambassador.

August 30. 1900, tolcoframs Avoro exchanged between the German
Emperor and the President of the United States on the opening of

the cable.

For. Hoi. 1800. 314-315

September 19, 1899, the minister of the United States at Tokyo,

acting under instructions of his Government, drew attention to the

desirability of direct telegraphic communication between Japan and

the United States under American auspices, and stated that it would

be agreeable to the United States if the Pacific Cable Company of

New York should be authorized to establish cable communications

l^etween the two countries.

The Japanese Government exhibited a favorable attitude toward

the project, and a draft of proposed conditions for the laying and

working of the cable was informally handed to the American min-

ister. These conditions provided that the cable should be laid within

five years after the date of the Japanese concession; that the Japa-

nese Government should grant an annual subsidy of 150,000 yen,

during a term of twenty years after the opening of the cable; that

the rate for private telegi'ams should not exceed tAvo yen per word,

and that the rate per word for Japanese Government telegrams

should be half the amount collected from the general public for ordi-

nary telegrams; that during the term of twenty years the Japanese

Government should not authorize the laying of another cable between

America and Japan, either with or Avithout intermediate stations,

with the reservation, however, of the right to grant a concession for

iinothcr cal)le if it should be important to do so, and if the company,
after having had an otfer of the first chance to lay it, should decline to

accept such offer.

For. Kcl. 1800, 481—^83.

VIII. lyriJIiXAT/OXAL COOriJUATION.

1. I'KKVK.NTIOX OF TIIK SLAVE TRADE.

§:>28.

As each nation's sphere of action is circumscribed by jurisdictional

limits, it is obvious that there are interests common to all for tho

preservation of which international cooperation is essential, Such
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cooperation is secured by international agreements, whereby meas-

ures beyond the ordinary scope of national authority are mutually

permitted and regulated.

The effort by international arrangement and concerted action to

put an end to the African slave trade has formed the subject of many
treaty stipulations and international regulations. An obstacle in the

way of the accomplishment of this object has been the natural unwill-

ingness to do anything that might lead to the revival of the practice

of visitation and search on the high seas.

By a convention between the United States and Great Britain,

signed at Washington April 7, 1862, for the suppression of the Afri-

can slave trade, it was agreed, in order to facilitate the adjudication

of vessels which might be detained under the treaty, to establish three

mixed courts, to be composed of an equal number of individuals of the

two nations, and to sit at Sierra Leone, Cape of Good Hope, and New
York. The formal proposal for this convention came from the United

States." The members of the courts were duly appointed.'* It was

stated in March, 1868, that no vessels were known to have been con-

demned in the mixed courts.*^ By an additional convention of June 3,

1870, these courts were abolished. The additional convention went

into effect August 10, 1870, the day on which the ratifications were

exchanged, none of the courts then having any unfinished causes

l)efore it.**

July 2, 1890, a general act was concluded in a conference at Brus-

sets, under which a plan of joint action in certain seas adjacent to a

specified part of the coast of Africa has been put into effect. The
parties to this convention are Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark,

France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, the Independent State of the

Kongo, the Netherlands, Persia, Portugal, Russia, Sweden and Nor-

way, Turkey, the United States, and Zanzibar. See, infra, § 310.

"Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, Brit. mln.. March 22, 1862, MS.

Notes to Great Britain, IX. 140. See, also, same to same, March 20 and March

31, 1862, MS. Notes to Great Britain, IX, 144. 14.5.

6 Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stnart, Brit, charge, Oct. 14, 1862, MS.

Notes to Great Britain, IX. :i(M> : Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, Brit,

min., July 1, 18(W. X. 128 ; Mr. F. W. Seward, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Haven,

March 28, 18»>o, (k8 MS. Dom. Let. .)22.

<• Mr. F. W. Seward, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morgan, M. C, March 13, 1808,

78 MS. Dom. Let. 189.

d Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Sec. of Treasury, July 27, 1871, 90

MS. Dom. Let. 218.
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Restrictions of Traffic in Firearms and Liquor.

§ 229.

By a note of Au<ru^t 11. 1884, the British minister at Washington

j)roposed that an international understanding should be entered into

for the j)r()te('tiou of the natives of the islands of the Pacific Ocean

by prohibiting the supply to them of arms, ammunition, explosives,

and liquors. A similar j^roposal was made by Great Britain to the

(lovernments of Austria-Hungary , France, Germany, Italy, and

Kussia. and subsequently Hawaii." Mr. Frelinghuysen, who was then

Secretary of State, replying for the United States, stated in a note of

August 2'2, 1884, that his (xovernment looked '' with favor upon any

humanitarian Avork, and would like more information as to the scope

and form of the proposed agreement." ^ April 6, 1885, the British

minister wrote that all the other governments had given a general

assent to the suggestion of an international agreement, and requested

an early comnnniication of the views of the United States. Mr,

Bayard, who had then become Secretary of State, replied, April 11,

that, " Whilst recognizing and highly approving the moral force and

ireneral proj)riety of the proposed regulations, and the responsibility

of conducting such traffic under j^roper and careful restrictions," the

Gorernment of the United States did "" not feel entirely prepared to

join in the international understanding proposed," and would " there-

fore for the present restrain its action to the employment, in the direc-

tion outlined by the suggested arrangement, of a sound discretion in

l)ermitting traffic between its own citizens in the articles referred to

and the natives of the Western Pacific islands."''

In a note of July 4, 18<)-2, the British legation recurred to the

subject. It stated that the trade in question was already prohibited

to British subjects throughout the western Pacific, and was strictly

regulated in the (ierman possessions in that region; that it was pro-

liibited under severe j^enalties in the French colony of New Caledonia,

and was "strictly regulated in the Navigator's
|
Samoan] Islands

by the provisions of the final act of the Samoan Conference, to which
(Jreat Britain. (lennany. and the United States" were i)arties; but

that Her Majesty's (iovei'ument continued to receive frequent repre-

sentations as to tiic prevalence of the demoralizing traffic, showing
that some inoi'c general action was required to j^ut a stop to it

entirely. A draft of the (leclaration was therefore submitted prohibit-

n For. Uol. l.s,s4. li.".:; : id. isifj. I'sT. :v2().

6 For. Rel. l.s,S4. •-'.'.4
: id. l.s'.cj. :rj(i.

'• -Mr. Bayard. Sec of State, to .Mr. West, P.rit. niin., April 11, 1885, MS.
>'otes to Gr. lir. XIX. GG9,
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ing the trade altogether. By article 5 of the draft it was provided

that any person charged with an offiwise against the declaration

might, if difficulty or delay was likely to arise in delivering him over

for trial to the authorities of his own country in the Pacific islands,

be tried summarily, either before a magistrate or other judicial officer

of any of the contracting powers having jurisdiction to try crimes

or offenses in a summary numner. or before the commander of a ship

of war of any of those powers. By section 11 it was stipulated that

the contracting powers Avould severally take measures to procure such

legislation as might be necessary to give full effect to the declaration."

Mr. Foster, Secretary of State, replied

:

" While the sentiments and convictions of this Government indorse

the effective restriction of deleterious commerce with the native

Pacific islanders, the method of giving expressions thereto is neces-

sarily influenced by the disparity of policy and interests between the

United States and the great European states in the Pacific Ocean.

The disparity has become even greater since the present proposal was

first put forth in 1884.

" Nearly all of Polynesia has now passed under European juris-

diction. AVere the United States a colonizing power, expanding its

jurisdiction in the same way as the other great poAvers among the

islands of the Western Pacific, question might legitimately arise as to

the share of responsibility that properly should fall to us in the police

control of those regions. As it is, the (lovernment of the United

States is without colonial interest of any kind in that quarter of the

globe, and its administrative responsibilities are remotely confined

to participation in the encouragement of good government and auton-

omy in the Samoan group. To the colonizing or protecting powers

the question at issue becomes largely a matter of local municipal gov-

ernment; to the United States it is one of moral influence and cordial

cooj)eration within the just limits of domestic and international

rights. Although its responsibilities in the matter are not so great,

this Government is none the less interested in the humanitarian pur-

j)«ses of the proposed convention, and I am happy to express, by

direction of the President, his assent to its general scope, provided

paragraph 5 be so amended, with respect to American citizens, at

least, that they shall be handed over to the authorities of their own
Government when arrested for offenses against the declaration.

Were it thought to be strictly })ermissible under our system of govern-

ment to confer criminal jurisdiction over American citizens upon

alien magistrates and officers, in practice it would not be likely to

meet with favor. . . .

a For. Kol. 1892, liS7.
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'• It is proper that I should add that the character of the proposed

dechiration is such as to make its acceptance subject to the approval

of the Senate, and in so far as any further legishition should be neces-

sary in order to ^ive it full effect, as contemplated in paragraph 11,

contingent to that extent upon the future action of Congress. This

(iovei-nment will be glad to be advised in due time of the views upon

this project of otiier governments whose adhesion to it has been solic-

ited, and to give attentive consideration to the exact form which it is

eventually proposed to have it take.""

A coi)y of this note was communicated by Mr. Foster, with a cir-

cular of November 18, 1892, to the diplomatic representatives of the

United States at the capitals of the principal powers, in order that

they might be enabled to respond to any friendly inquiries respecting

the views of their governments on the subject.^

By an act of Congi-ess approved February 14, 1902, it is provided

that " any person subject to the authority of the United States

who shall give, sell, or otherwise supply any arms, ammunition,

explosive substance, intoxicating liquor, or opium to any aboriginal

native of any of the Pacific islands lying within the twentieth

parallel of north latitude and the fortieth parallel of south latitude

and the one hundred and twentieth meridian of longitude west and

one hundred and twentieth meridian of longitude east of Greenwich,

not being in tlie possession or under the protection of any civilized

]X)wer. «^hall be punishable by imprisonment not exceeding three

months, with or without hard labor, or a fine not exceeding fifty

dollars, or both." ' Besides, any articles in the offender's possession

similar to those in respect of which he was convicted may be for-

feitetl. If opium, wine, or spirits has been given in good faith for

medicinal purposes, the charge may be dismissed. Oft'enses against

the act counnitted on the islands or on the waters in question are to be

deemed to have been counnitted on a merchant vessel of the United

States on the high seas and are to be subject to the jurisdiction of the

United States courts accordingly.**

'• Circumstances have prevented an earlier reply to the note you
were })l('ased to address to the late Secretary of State on the 11th

ultimo, conniiunicating a copy of the circular dispatch of his

excellency the Italian minister for foreign afi'airs, under date of

April 20 last, touching the provisions of the general act of Brussels

a For. Rol. l,s!»i!. .•;2o.

b For. Rel. 1802. I'tS.

' 32 Stat. •X\.

rf Treasury I>e|>iirtni(Mit ("ircular. No. 18. Feb. L'l. 1002. For a compilation

of treaties and laws for tlu' (irotection of native races against intoxicants and

firearms, and for otiier documents on tlie same subject, see S. Doc. 200, 57 Cong.

1 sess.
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of 1890 SO far as the same inhibits dealing in slaves and in arms

and ammunition in Ethiopia and the neighboring Italian depend-

encies.

" The question of the extent of the obligations incumbent upon

the Ignited States, which have no territorial interests in the regions

covered by the said general act, and the steps to be taken in view

thereof, has on previous occasions had the attention of this Gov-

ernment ; and I have the honor to recite the following passage in

the annual message of the President to the Congress of the United

States, dated December 4, 1893

:

'*
' By Article XII. of the general act of Brussels signed July 2,

1890, for the suj^pression of the slave trade and the restriction of

certain injurious commerce in the Independent State of the Congo
and in the adjacent zone of central Africa, the United States and

the other signatory powers agreed to adopt appropriate means for

the punishment of persons selling arms and ammunition to the

natives and for the confiscation of the inhibited articles. It being

the plain duty of this Government to aid in suppressing the nefarious

traffic, impairing, as it does, the praiseworthy and civilizing efforts

now in progress in that region, I recommend that an act be passed

prohibiting the sale of arms and intoxicants to natives in the regu-

lated zone by our citizens.'

" That reconnnendation has not yet been acted upon by Congress.
'* Prior to this suggestion b}^ the President, the Government of Bel-

gium addressed this Government on the subject, advancing the propo-

siti(m that the provisions of Article XII. of the general act of 1890

are obligatory upon all of the signatory powers, without distinction

whether they have or have not possessions or protectorates in Africa,

and that they are consequently constrained to adopt the measures

contemplated by said article for the punishment of persons unlaw-

fully trafficking in arms and ammunition.
" In response to this proposition, the minister of Belgium at this

capital was informed on the ()th of February, 1893, that there was

then pending a ])roposal made by the British Government to the

several j)owers interested in the Western Pacific and trading there-

with looking to the adoption, by international accord, of measures

restrictive of the traffic in spirituous liquors, firearms, and ammuni-
tion in that region ; that the Government of the United States had

given its assent to the principle of that proposal; that the consum-

mation of such an arrangement with the participation of the United

States would call for some general legislation by Congress regulating

and penalizing such traffic when engaged in by citizens of the United

States, and that in such event the needful legislation might conven-

iently be made broad enough to cover not only that arrangement, but

irenerallv anv oblitration which this Government mav have under the
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Brussels general act as re<i:ar(ls similar traffic on the African conti-

nent.
" The Western Pacific project, in which our philanthropic citizens

are deeply interested because concerning uncivilized regions and com-

munities with which citizens of the United States carry on extensive

trade, has not. however, as yet assumed international proportions, and

no general legislation on the subject has been had.

" In the absence of apjjropriate statutory provisions, this Govern-

ment is without judicial or other machinery to punish, in Ethiopia

or any part of the African territory under Italian control or influence,

infractions by American citizens of the general act of Berlin as

regards traffic in firearms and aihmunition. So far as is known, no

conunerce is carried on by citizens of the United States in those quar-

ters, and no practical application of the considerations advanced by

his excellency the minister for foreign affairs is thought to be likely."

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to "Bai-on Fava, Italian ambass., June 20, 1895,

For. Rel. 1895, II. 964.

See tlie note of Baron Fava, :May 11. 1895. id. 900.

'' I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of January 31st,

inquiring when an international conference was held for the purpose

of agreeing that no rum should be exjiorted to African Congo;

whether the United States, as reported, refused to sign such treaty;

and if so was it because, as also reported, international complications

were feared as a result.

" Your letter belongs to a numerous class which the Department has

received from time to time for several years })ast, indicating unfamili-

arity with the course of the Congo negotiations since 1885, and misap-

prehension as to the attitude of the United States in regard thereto.

" The first African conference was held at Berlin in 1884-1885,

fourteen countries being represented—all P^uropean except the United

States, which sent two delegates. In the opening session, November
15, the Italian delegates suggested the ivgulation of foreign trade

in arms and liciuors with tlu' natives of the Congo and Niger basins.

In the fourth session, December lst,(Treat Britain adopted this propo-

sition with reference to the transit of spirits in the lower Niger val-

ley. This limited ])r()ject was discussed in the fifth session, December

18th, and the .Vmcrican re|)resentative advocated general control of

the li(|uoi- traffic through tlu' whole treaty area. The Dutch, German,
and Frencli representatives all concurred in principle; but for com-

mercial reasons the conference incorporated no restrictive measures

in the general act of the -!()th of Februarv, 1885, and confined itself

to a sentimental declaration of a wish that the powers might eventu-

ally find some way of reconciling the rights of conunerce with the

interests of humanity. Our representative ])rotested against this
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declaration as being inadequate. His attitude was strongly in favor

of regulation and restriction of the injurious traffic, and under date

of January '20, 1885, the National Temperance Society of the ITnited

States addressed the minister a letter of thanks for advocacy of this

measure by the representatives of the United States. The general

act of 1885 was signed by the United States delegates as plenipoten-

tiaries, under an erroneous impression touching their powers, their

instructions having merely contemplated report of propositions to

be considered by this Government. Consequently the treaty was not

submitted to the Senate and the United States has not since become

an adhering party to its obligations, which in several political

aspects involved a departure from the established principle of non-

intervention in foreign administrative concerns.

" The provisions of the general act of Berlin, being mainly political

and commercial and dealing imperfectly with existing abuses injuri-

ous to the natives of the unappropriated regions of central Africa, a

second conference for the purpose of dealing explicitly with the

slave trade and providing international remedies, was convoked at

Brussels in 1890, this (lovernment being one of the first to respond

to the invitation. The United States representative from the outset

contended for practical restriction, and in some localities prohibition,

of the liquor traffic and proposed an amendment to that end. Arti-

cles in that sense were incorporated in the draft of the general act

agi-eed upon by the conference. After this had been done, Mr. Blaine

insisted that the taritf regulations for the Congo and central Africa,

then under discussion, should impose j)rohil)itive duties upon spirits.

This demand nearly wrecked the negotiations and, upon the United

States insisting upon their position, the otlier powers framed a sepa-

rate taritf convention which our representatives did not sign. There

were consequently two general acts of Brussels, to one of which the

United States became a party, while the other binds only the signato-

ries of the general act of Berlin. The United States subsequently

negotiated a special treat}' with the Congo State covering questions

of commerce and navigation, in which the liquor question was not

the subject of stijiulations between the two contracting j)arties, the

subject having been already covered by articles 90 to 95 of the general

act of July 2, 1890. That act was ratified by the United States and

])roclaimed April 2, 181)2. A copy is enclosed for your information.

" You will thus observe that both in the conference of Berlin of

1884-85 and the conferences of Brussels, in 1890, the United States

went beyond the other powers in advocating repressive measures in

regard to foreign liquor traffic with the interior of Africa: that their

representations were inefl'ectual as to the first general act of 1885, to

which the United States did not become a ratifying party: and that

the more effective provisions included in the general act of Brussels
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of 1890 were clue in great measure to the initiative and insistence

of this Government. aUliough as finally adopted not fully responding

to our demands.""

Mr. Olney. S*^-. of State, to Editor of The Voice. February 10. ISiX"). 207

MS. Doiii. Let. <t2r».

By a convention l>etween various powers, including the United

States, signed at Brussels, June 8, 18i)9, and proclaimed by the

President of the United States, February 6, 1901, provision is made
for the regulation of the importation of spirituous liquors into cer-

tain regions of Africa. It is recited in the preamble that the contract-

ing parties wish to provide for the execution of article 92 of the

general act of Brussels of July 2. 1800. which prescribed the revision

of the regulations concerning the importation of spirituous liquors

into the regions in question.

'A. (iENEVA AND IIaGUE CONVENTIONS. ,

§ 230.

Another international arrangement, benevolent in its object, is

that which was concluded at Geneva in 1864, for the amelioration

of the condition of the wounded in the field. Substantially all

civilized powers have become parties to this convention, which pro-

vides for protection to ambulances and military hospitals, and to

those employed in and about them, and for succor to the wounded,

and contains various stipulations designed to secure the ends of

humanity. Additional articles, adopted at the conference at Geneva

in 1808, for the purpose of extending the advantages of the conven-

tion to naval forces, have not become internationally effective, but

ihey were provisionally adopted by the United States and Spain as

a modus vivendi during the war in 1898.

Certainly one of the most striking examples of an effort to accom-

plish objects of philanthropy by international action is that afforded

by the Congress at the Hague in 1899. whose acts in relation to the

pacific settlement of international disputes and the laws and rules

of war are given elsewhere in this work.

4. Rui.es of Navig.\tion.

§231.

By an act of Congress approved July 9. 1888, the President was

authorized to invite all maritime nations to send delegates to confer

at Washington upon the practicability of devising uniform rules and

regulations for the greater security of life and property at sea."

a President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 3, 1888.
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The conference met in Washington in the autumn of 1889, twenty-

six nations being represented." Rules were adopted for the preven-

tion of collisions at sea,^ and by an act of Congress of August 19,

1890, they were adopted by the United States, subject to the action

of the other powers. Protracted negotiations ensued, and, with cer-

tain modifications, the rules were put into operation Jul}' 1, 1897.''

5. Protection of Submarine Cables.

§232.

" The President thinks the present moment favorable for the nego-

tiation of a joint convention by the maritime powers

^^
of the world for the protection of submarine cables.

" The United States have peculiar interest in fos-

tering the construction of these indisix^nsable avenues of intelligence,

and in protecting them against wanton injury. Its domains extend

from ocean to ocean, and its conunerce plies at regular intervals alike

from the ports of the Atlantic and of the Pacific to the ports of

Eurojje and of Asia. Its citizen.s on the shores of lx)th oceans are in

constant communication with each other across the continent both by

rail and the telegi'aph. This central position in the commerce of the

world entitles the United States to initiate this movement for the

common benefit of the commerce and civilization of all.

*' The features which the President desires to incorporate into the

proposed convention are:

" 1st. Suitable provisions for the i^rotection of such cable lines in

time of peace and war against wilful or wanton destruction or injury.

We have seen, during the present year, the submarine cable connecting

Cuba with the United States severed, and communication through it

interrupted. The President proposes to prevent similar destruction

and injury hereafter by a joint declaration that such acts shall be

deemed to be acts of piracy and punished as such.

" 2d. Suitable provisions to encourage the future construction of

such lines. Experience has already shown that the assumption, by one

nation, to control the connections with the shores of another, will lead

to complications that may, unless arranged, result in preventing all

direct telegraphic communication between the two countries. The
President deems that this can be best prevented in the future, by pro-

viding that hereafter no exclu.sive conces.sion shall be made, without

President Harrison, annual message. Dec. .3, 1889.

6 S. Ex. Doc. 7."». .5.3 Conji. .3 sess.

c See acts of May 28. 1804. and Feb. 23, 189.'j ; see. also. For. Rel. 1894. 217.

219. 201. 202-270. 270-27."); For. Rel. 189.'». I. 08.3-086: reiwrt of Mr. Olney, Sec.

of State, to the President. Dec. 7, 1890, For. Rel. 189G, Ixxiv.
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the joint action of tlio two <>:<)V('rnnuMits whose shores are to be con-

nected. In this way the capital of both countries will be enlisted, and

at the same time p()ssil)le causes of ditt'erence will be removed.
*• 8d. Provisions apiinst scrutiny of messages by government offi-

cials. The l*resident thinks that the right to establish such a scru-

tiny in favor of the power controlling either end of the cable is calcu-

lated to lead to trouble, and had therefore better be prevented.

" A draft of a convention embodying these points has been prepared

and is herewith enclosed. It will be understood, however, that this

is submitted simply as a basis for future discussion, should the lead-

ing powers concur with the United States in considering the subject

one for international consideration and jurisdiction.

" The President desires that the representatives at Washington of

(Jreat Britain, France, Portugal, Spain, Italy, North Germany,
Austria, Russia, Belgium, Holland, Sweden and Norway, Denmark,

Turkey, Greece, Venezuela, Brazil, the Argentine Confederation,

Colombia, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Mexico and Chile, may be empow-
ered to enter jointly and simultaneously into negotiations with the

United States, and with each other with a view of concluding a joint

convention for the purpose hereinbefore referred to, and instructions

identical with these are issued to the representative of the United

States at each of those powers. You will upon the receipt of this,

propose to the cabinet of (ireat Britain to give to its minister at

Washington, powers to enter into such negotiations with the United

States and with the ivpresentatives of such other powers as may be

empowered for that purpose, and to conclude with them such a joint

convention, and you are at liberty, in your discretion, to furnish to

the minister for foreign affairs a copy of these instructions and their

enclosure.'"

-Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Motle.v. min. to England, Nov. 2.3, ISfiO,

MS. Inst, (ireat liritain. XXII. 122.

Tlic saiiH' instruction was sent, mutatis mutandis, to other diplomatic

rcpn'scntativcs of the United States. (Circulars. I. 37(!.)

See .Mr. Fisli, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bancroft, min. to (Jermany, March 17.

ISTo, acknowledging the hitter's dispatches, Nos. (i7 and (IS, of Feb.

14. connnimicating the views of the North (Jerman T'nion. (MS.
Inst. I'russiii. XV. 111.)

As to the cuttini,' of the caltle connecting ("ul»a with the I'nited States,

see .Mr. Fisli. Se<-. of State, to Mr. Sanford, Oct. l.S, 18()0. enclosing

coi.y of .1 letter of the Se<'retary of War of Oct. 0, 1S<;!>. together

with a copy of n communication from the I'nited States militar.v

••ommander at K.-y West, of Oct. S. ISCU. stating that one of the

cahles seemed " to liiive lieeii ruptured in some way heyond four (4)

miles out." fS2 .MS. I )om. Let. 1!>4 : .MS. Misc. Let.. Oct. S, ISCO.)
" .\flFord such pi-otection as may he in your jiower to American interests

in cable at ("horillos and l.ind line thence to Lima said to !«' threat-

ened, and if disregarded enter jirotest." (.Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of
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State, to Mr. I'helps, uiin. to Peru, tel., Aug. 9. 1884, MS. lu.st. I'eru,

XVII. t;7.)

Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, in a letter to Mr. Sorymser, March IG,

188."), statetl that instructions had been sent to the United States

legation in (Guatemala holding that Republic resi)onsible for injuries

done by its authority or with its connivance to cables or other

interests of United States citizens in Central America, and that the

U. S. S. Wachusett. thence en route to La Union, would be duly in-

structed. (l.>4 MS. Doni. Let. 489.)

Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, in a telegram to Mr. Hicks, rain, to Peru,

Jan. 10, 1891, statetl that the Central and South American Telegraph

Co. represented that the extension of its cable from Chorillos

southward to Iquique and Valparaiso, under concessions guaranteed

by tlie Governments of I*eru and Chile, was obstructed by the

municipal authorities of Chorillos, who forbade the company to

connect its north and south cables by a land line, although it was
authorized to do so by its national concessions. Mr. Hicks was
directetl to see the minister of foreign affairs and " discreetly repre-

sent importance of completion of cable as a means of interna-

tional communication." (MS. Inst. Peru, XVII. 440.) The difficulty

was an)icably adjusted, the company's agent in Peru expressing his

appreciation of the legation's good offices. (Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Ilick.s min. to Peru. March 10, 1891, MS. Inst. Peru. XVII.

4.j9, acknowledging receipt of Mr. Ilicks's No. 22G, of Feb. 1.3, 1891.)

Subse^iuently. in c-onsequence of the civil war in Chile, the company was
prevented by the Congressional party, who occupied Iquique, from

working the cal)le south of that point, at which it touched. (For.

Rel. 1801, 144.) Under these circumstances the company, which

was desirous of securing a concession for a line overland from Val-

paraiso to Argentina, arranged with the Balmaeeda government,

which was anxious to open communication to the north, to cut the

cable and join the ends off I(iuique in the open sea. July 10. 1891.

Mr. C. II. Baker, superintendent of the company, wrote to Admiral

McCanu, U. S. S. Baltimore, saying: "I am directed by the Govern-

ment of Washington, through my President, to inform you of any

interference that may take place during cable ()i)erations outside of

teiTitorial waters." (II. Ex. Doc. 9L i52 Cong. 1 sess. 276.) This

letter evidently referred to the following telegram :
" If your repair

ship being under tlag of United States is interfered with in doing

work on cable outside of territorial waters of Chile, reiwrt fully to

Admiral McCann at Callao." (Tel. of Department of State to Mr.

Strymser. pres. of Central and South American Telegraph Co., July

9, 1891, quoted in ilr. Whai'ton, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Scrymser,

Oct. 21, 1891, 183 .MS. Dom. Let. 601.) It seems that the connection

was made by the company's repair steamer Relay under the protec-

tion of the U. S. S. Baltimore, on or about July 20. 1891. (See H. Ex.

Doc. 91. ~>2 Cong. 1 sess. 27<;-278, and Mr. Wharton. Act Sec. of

State, to Mr. Scrymser, Oct. 21. 1891. 183 MS. Dom. Let. 601.) In

his special message to Congress of Jan. 25. 1892, President Harrison

mentioned " the cable incident " as one of the probable causes of the

feeling which led to the attack upon the sailors of the Baltimore at

Valparaiso. It seems that the Congressional authorities received an

erroneous impression to the effect that the company was constrained

to act and join its cable outside Iquique by an arrangement between
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the Government of the Unitetl States and tlie Balniaeetla Rovernnient.

(Mr. Wharton, Oct. 21. ISltl, 183 MS. Dom. Let. GOl ; same to same,

Nov. 7. 1891. 184 Id. 55.)

For a request tliat " such special privileges as may lie permissible

"

miRht he granttnl to the Central and South American Telegraph Co.'s

repair steamer Helay in the ix)rts of Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mex-

ico. Nicaragua. Peru, and Salvador, see instructions of May G. 1801.

II. Ex. l>)c. 01. r>2 Cong. 1 sess. 81 ; For. Kel. 1S01, 120.

See Mr. (Jresham, Se<*. of State, to Mr. McKenzie. min. to IVru. Sept. 25,

1S!)4, expressing gratification that he had succeeded in securing such

privileges in tlie ports of that country. (MS. Inst. I'eru, XVII. 620,

referring to Mr. McKenzie's No. 155, of Sept. 3, 1804.)

The subject of the international protection of submarine cables was

considered at various P^uropean conferences, and at length, on March
14. 1884, a convention was signed at Paris by the representatives of

twenty-five powers, including the United States, for the protection

outside territorial waters of all legally established submarine cables

landed in the territories of one or more of the contracting parties.

The ratifications of seventeen of the signatory powers were exchanged

at Paris April IG, 1885. By a protocol signed at Paris July 7, 1887,

it was agreed that the convention should go into etfect May 1, 1888.

By an act of Congress approved F'ebruary 29, 1888, the United States

adopted legislation for carrying the convention into effect.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. McLane, min. to France, March 1, 1888,

For. Kel. 1888. I. 518.

For the text of the convention, see Treaties and Conventions between the

I'nitetl States and Other Towers (1770-1887), 117G-1185.

Article XV. of the convention of March 14, 1884, reads: "It is

understood that the stipulations of this Convention shall in no wise

aifect the liberty of action of belligerents."

It appears that during the Franco-(jerman war, the war between

Chile and Peru, and the civil war in Chile cables were cut both within

the territorial waters of the belligerents and in waters outside those

limits. The same thing took ])lace in the Avar between the United

States and Sj^ain. in which the United States exercised the right of

cutting cables connecting the Spanish West Indies and the Philip-

pines with the outer world. The right was exercised in this instance

both within and outside of territorial waters.

See an article entitled " Submarine Telegraph Cables in Time of War,"
by Connnander C. II. Stockton, U. S. N.. Proceedings of the United

States Naval Institute, XXV. 452. Commander Stockton cites Dr.

Macdoncll. .Tf)uniiil Koyal United Service Institute, No. 240, p. 010;

I'erels, Manuel de Droit Maritime International, pp. 75, 77, 217;

Fiore, Nouveau Droit International Public, 22; Owen's Declaration

of War, 182, .".82; Ferguson. Manual of Int. Law. sees. 123, 124.

See, also, " Submarine Telegraph Cables in Their International Rela-

tions," being lectures delivered at the Naval War College, Newport,
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Aug., 1001. by George Grafton Wilson, Ph. D. ( Wa.shington : Govern-

ment Printing Office. 1901).

Also. Naval Operations of the War with Spain. 170, 18<J, 208, 209. 210. 211,

244. 25ij ; and International Situations, Naval War College, 1901, pp.

177-178.

See, further. Mr. Blaine. See. of State, to Mr. Pacheco, min. to Cent. Am.,

Feb. 20, 1891. For. Rel. 1891. ^^-.

" I have found occa.sion to approach the Argentine Government
with a view to removing differences of rate charges imposed upon

the cal)les of an American corporation in the transmission between

Buenos Aires and the cities of Uruguay and Brazil of through

mes.sages j^assing from and to the United States. Although the

matter is complicated by exclusive concessions by Uruguay and

Brazil to foreign coinpanies, there is strong hope that a good luider-

standing will be reached and that the important channels of com-

mercial communication between the United States and the Atlantic

cities of South America may be freed from an almost prohibitory

discrimination.

" In this relation, I may be permitted to express my sense of the

fitness of an international agreement whereby the interchange of

messages over connecting cables may be regulated on a fair basis of

uniformity. The world has seen the postal system developed from

a congeries of independent and exclusive services into a well-ordered

union, of which all countries enjoy the manifold benefits. It would

be strange were the nations not in time brought to realize that

modern civilization, which owes so much of its progress to the. anni-

hilation of space by the electric force, demands that this all-impor-

tant means of communication be a heritage of all peoples, to be

administered and regulated in their common behoof. A step in this

direction was taken when the International Convention of 1884 for

the protection of submarine cables was signed, and the day is, I trust,

not far distant when this medium for the transmission of thought

from land to land may be brought within the domain of interna-

tional concert as completely as is the material carriage of commerce

and correspondence upon the face of the waters that divide them."

President McKinley. annual message, Dec. 5, 1898. (For. Rel. 1898,

Ixviii.)

See Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Scrymser, Nov. 1, 1897, 222 MS.

Dom. Let. r.V2.

See, also, Mr. Bayard, Sch:*. of State, to Mr. Scrymser, July 7, 188o, and
Feb. 25, 188G, 1.5G MS. Dom. Let. 193; 159 id. 102.
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(j. OriiEU SriuKCTs ok Cooperation.

§ 233.

The results of intornational cooperation for the preservation of

ii<rhts of j)r()perty are illustrated in the conventions establishing an

international union for the protection of industrial property in vari-

ous conventions and agreements for the protection of copyrights, and

in the convention for the protection of submarine cables outside of

territorial waters.

Numerous conventions have l)een entered into in recent times for

the regulation of the fisheries on the high seas, both in respect of food

fishes and of fur-bearing animals whose habitat is the sea.

I-nternational monetary conferences were held at Paris in 18G7 and

1S7S, and at Brussels in 18t)2.

Conferences looking to the abolition of sugar bounties were held at

London in ISST and at Brussels in 1000."

The several conferences of American States, including the two

international American conferences, have sought to regulate various

matters falling within the domain of private as well as of public

international law.

A'arious unofhcial bodies, international in meml)ership, exist for the

accomi)lishment of similar objects. Among such bodies may be

mentioned Institut de Droit International and the International I^aw

Association, formally styled the Association for the Reform and

Codification of the Law of Nations.

IX. MAIililAGE.

1. As A.N INSTITITION.

i? 234.

Marriage is something more than a contract; it is an institution,

and as understood in Christendom may be defined as '* the voluntary

union foi- life of one num and one woman, to the exclusion of all

others."

Lord I'cnzMiicc. Hyde r. Ilydo :in(l Woodinaiiseo (lS<;r>). L. H. 1 P. and D.

Sec Studies in I'liviite International Law. by I5niile Stoequart, D. C. L.,

Avocat a la Cour d'AjM^'l de Briixelles : Bruxelles, liTKK). This

"As to a Kussian i»roi)osal for the international regulation ol the price of

wheat, see Mr. Ilaj", Sec. of State, to Mr. Stevens, M, C- Oct. 9, 1900, 248 MS,
Dom, Let. 287.
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interesting and learned nionograpli is oliiefly devoted to the snl)je(t

of iiiarriaj;e. wiiicli is discussed with reference to tlie law in Si)ain,

France. Iieljj;inni, Holland. Italy. (Jerniany, Austria. Ilnngary. and
Switzerland. It also inclndes disijnisitions on divorce nnder the

French law, and the new code of the German Enii)ire. Some or all

of the i>ai)ers emhraced in the monojjraph may he found in French

in Clunet's Journal du Droit Int. I'rive. and other journals.

See. also, Stocquart's Le Marriage en Droit Ecossais, Journal du Droit

Int. Prive, 1902. pp. 746, 988.

On June 12. 1!X)2. three conventions were signe<t at The Hague, by ])leni-

iwtentiaries of Austria. Belgium. France. (Germany. Hungary. Italy.

Luxemburg, the Xethei^ands. I'ortugal. Kouniania. Sweden, and

Switzerland, and were afterwards ratified by all the signatories

except Austria and Hungary. Portugal, and Sweden, for the pur-

pose of regulating (1) differences in the laws of marriage. (2) dif-

ferences in the laws of divorce and separation, and (3) the guardi-

anship of minors.

For an English version of the conventions, see For. Uel. 19(14, .j20 et seq.

See, also, as to these conventions. Mitteilungen der Internationalen Verein-

igung fiir vergleichende Kechtwissenschaft mid Volkswirtschafts-

lehre, Oct. 19<>2. oli-r^, ,j5-(;0.

For reports on the laws of marriage and divorce in various countries, see

Parliamentary Pai)ers, Miscellaneous No. 2 (1894), and Miscellaneous

No. 2 (1903).

Since it is requisite to a valid marriage, viewed as an institution of

civilization, that the union should be "exclusive and for life," the

Department of State held that cohabitation of a citizen of the United

States with a Samoan woman "faa Samoa " was not a sufficient con-

tract of marriage, it appearing, by a consular re|)ort of 1874, that,

according to the custom of the country, men practiced polygamy,

although when a new wife was taken it was usual to send back the

first one to her people.

With regard to this ruling, the consul-general of the United States

at Apia stated that in recent years polygamy had " steadily de-

creased," so that " consensual marriages exclusive and for life " were
•' far more common " than '' the marriages purely fa "a Samoa, which

were polygamous alliances;" and that this change had "necessarily

affected the customs of foreigners who have native wives."

The Department replied that the question was " not one of the

intention of the parties in this regard. It is whether by the law of

(he place the union is compulsory and not at the will of the parties.

If by the Samoan law or custom a man and woman who cohabit with

the intention of living together in exclusive union for life may, never-

theless, at any time freely separate and treat the union as at an end,

the law or custom which permits this does not constitute such a mar-

H. Doc. 551—vol '2 31
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riag:e as is ivfotrnizod 1)V xhv laws of this countrv. Whatever may be

the intention of the i)arties. such a union is, from a legal point of

view, merely cohabitation at will and not of that permanent and

exclusive character which American law demands."

Mr. Kives. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sewall. cons. geii. at Apia, April 2<5

and July 10. 1888. S. Ex. Doe. 31. 50 Cong. 2d sess. 55, 102. See

Mr. Sewall to Mr. Kives, June 18. 1888, id. 88.

The question of the existence of a marriage between members of an

Indian tribe is to be determined by the laws and customs of the tribe.

Karl /•. (Jodley. 42 .Minn. :{t;i. 44 X. W. 2.">4.

Where an Indian woman, then in the city of Chihuahua, Mexico,

did not wish to return to her husband in the United States, it was

stated that if they were married according to the laws of the United

States the husband " could demand his Avife through the medium of

the courts of Mexico."

Mr. Kayaril. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Endicott. Sec. of War. June 5. 188(1. 160

.MS. Doni. Let. 4(»0. enclosing copy of dispatch No. 2.32, May 26, 1886,

from the charge d'affaires nd iufcriin at Mexico.

2. Matbimomal Capacity.

^ 235.

"As a general rule, matrimonial capacity is determined by the law

of the ])lace of domicil of the party in question."

Section ISO, Instructions to the Diplomatic Dflicers of the rnite<l States,

ISOT.

Wharton, in his Int. Law Digest. § 263. says :
" Three distinct theories

have heen advauced as to the law which is to determine matrinioni:il

capacity. The first is the law of the place of solenuiization. This

undoubtedly holds good as to merely formal conditions, hut cannot he

regarde<l as having force when appealed to in a state where the com-

petency of the i)arties rests on grounds of morality or public ix)!icy.

The second is that of the law of the domicil of the jtarties. to which
the same objection would ajtply. wliile to both of these tests the

olijectioii of uncertainty extends. (See Whart. Confl. of Laws. § 1C>4.

)

.\ third, and b»>tter theory, is that which maintains the prevalence in

su<li cjises (if the national policy of the coiuitry in which the parties

assert tlicir iiiarital rights. No civilized nation will regard persons

living within its borders as mai-ried when by its laws or iK)licy the

union is incestuous, polygamous, or otherwise inunoral or antagonis-

tic to nation.il i)oli(y. (See Reynolds r. U. S.. 98 U. S.. 145; Whart.
Confl. of Laws. §S i:'.l, 16.').)"

Wliarton. referring to his treatise on the Conflict of Laws, g IGO et

seq.. >nggesis: " Immigi-ants marrying at a port of embarkation, in

view of settling in the United Stato. mav be so far reirarded as domi-
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ciled in that one of the United States to which they are bound as to

bring them under the shelter of local laws which make marriages sol-

emnized in accordance with the law of the domicil valid."

See Wbjirton's Int. Law Digest, II. 7:M. § 2(i].

Where persons, domiciled in a particular State, contracted a mar-

riage on an American vessel, on the high .seas, with a view to evade

the laws of the State to which they innnediately returned and in which

they continued to reside, it was held that the validity of the marriage

must be determined by the State laws.

Normau r. Norman (Cal.). .54 Pac. Kep. 143.

3. SOLEMMZATION.

(1) CONSENSTAL MARRIAGES.

§ 236.

By the common law in the United States, no particular ceremony

is requisite to the validity of a marriage; but the relation is estab-

lished by the jjresent agreement of the parties to be man and wife.

Such, it has been held, was the law of the Spanish as well as the

English colonies in America. Cohabitation is but one of the many
incidents of the marriage relation; it is not essential to it. The
declarations and the admissions of the parties, and the fact that they

lived together as husband and wife, and held themselves out to the

world as such, are all circumstances from which the existence of nuir-

riage may be inferred.

Mnrphy r. Ramsey, 114 U. S. 42; Miles r. United States, 103 U. S. .304;

Meistar r. Moore, 9<> r. S. 70: Kladvlmrn r. Crawford, 3 Wall. 175;

Ilallett r. Collins, 10 Howard, 174; Patterson r. (iaines, Howard,

550; Hutcliins r. Collins, 31 Mich, 120; Caryolle r. Ferrie. 20 Barb.

177; Rose r. Clark. S I'aige, 574; Com. r. Stump. .53 Pa. St. 132;

Case r. Case. 17 Cal. .5!l8 : United States r. -Simpson. 4 Utah. 277;

Wharton, Confl. of Laws, §§ 171-174; W. B. Lawrence. 11 Alb. Law
J. 3:j.

By the common law of ^he United States, and apart from special

rules adopted l)y individual States, " consensual marriages are valid.''

Mr. Rives, Assist. See. of State, to Mr. Sewall, consul gen. at Apia, April

20, 1888, S. Ex. Doc. 31. 50 Cong. 2 sess. 55.
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(lil LAW OF ri.A( K (iKNKKAU.Y (iOVEBNS.

" Miirriapcs are fivijuontly (vlol)rato(l in one country in a manner
not lawful or valid in another; but did anybody ever

pinions r.

^\^^^^\^^ ^|j.,j niarria<jres are valid all over the civilized
Webster. ...

world, if valid m the country in Avhich they took

place i

"

Mr. Wclistrr. Sec of State, to Lord Asliburtoii, Krit. plenipo., Aug. L 1S42,

Webster's Works. VL -.UK',. 3(t7-3<)8.

• T transmit a copy of a letter, under date the ^Oth inst.. addressed

to the Department by Mr. J. B. Sutherland, of Philadelphia, request-

inir the interposition of the (lovernment for the purpose of prevent-

in<r the forcible sei)aration of Doctor Grayson M. Prevost from his

wife, a Mexican lady to whom he was married at Brownsville, in

Texas, and with whom he is now residing at Zacatecas. in Mexico.

It is j)resumed that the Mexican ecclesiastical authorities found their

|)rocee(lin£rs uj)on the fact that the clergv'man to whom the parties

applied at Matamoras refused to perform the ceremony, and that,

as they repaired to Brownsville and were married there in conse-

quence of that refusal, the marriage was illegal according to the

Mexican laws, and therefore that the church authorities have a right

and are under the obligation to annul it and separate the parties. It

ai)pears that Dr. Prevost had himself addressed a letter to you upon

the >nbject. and it is hoped that it will have reached you in season

to enable you to prevent the result which he apprehended. It may
be that the local clergymen concerned have proceeded in conformity

to the laws of the Kei)ublic and the rides of the Catholic Church as

established in Mexico, and therefore that any official application to

I he Mexican Executive wotild be j^remature. if not imi)roper. The
ca>e. however, seems to be so urgent and the execution by the priests

at Zacatecas of their threats would so certainly excite bad feeling

in the Cuited States, that it is deemed advisable for you to hold direct

coniniunication uj^on the subject with the head of the church at the

City of Mexico, "^'ou will accordingly request him to instruct the sub-

ordinate clergymen in Zacatecas to suspend aiul if possil^le discontinue

their i)roceeding-. and exju-ess a hoi)e that the rules of the church may
be so altered ;i> to prevent a recurrence of such cases. From the

j)roximity of the two countries the intercourse between them and the

likelihood of fre(|uent intermari-iages between tlieir respective citi-

zens, it i> doirabjc that the i-ule upon this subject should be uniform

in the I nited States and in Mexico. In this country, in England,

and in most nations on the continent of Europe, a marriage is valid
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if it has ln'ou contracted according to the laws of the place where the

ceremony was performed. This may l)e said to be the almost uni-

versal rule. It has been firmly established in England aft<>r elabo-

rate discussion and investigation. In one of the principal cases upon

the subject, the opinion of the celebrated Spanish jurist Sanchez, in

favor of the rule, seems to have been much relied upon. His words

are quoted below and ought certainly to be respected by the Mexican

church. You may refer the Mexican archbishop to the passage and

also to the character of Sanchez and of his treatise ''dc matr'nno)k'w^

expressed by Pope Clement VIII.. also quoted l)elow. Marriages

l^etween Protestants and Catholics are frequent in this country.

Although the clergy of that persuasion may in general suppose that

this may in some degree conflict with the welfare of their church, it

is believed that they seldom if ever seriously oppose such marriages,

though some of them ijiay object to perform the ceremony if a Protes-

tant clergyman is also to have an agency therein. It is an unques-

tionable fact, however, that many marriages take place between

Catholics and Protestants in which the ceremony is performed by

clergymen of both denominations. Although all Christian sects are

equal before the law in this country, it is believed that the Catholics

themselves do not object to this. Offices of honor and trust are oj^en

[in the United States] to them [Catholics] equally with Protestants,

although the latter constitute a large majority of the population.

The fact that the Chief Justice of the United States is a Catholic, is

a signal instance of this. If the Mexican clergy or the Government

and people of that country should not be prepared to adopt the

system of religious toleration which prevails in the United States, it

is hoped that they will relax the rule which forbids a priest from

marrying a Protestant to a Catholic and makes it obligatory upon the

clerical and other authorities to disavow and annul such nuirriage

when it has taken place in the United States. In your connnunica-

tions with the archbishop upon this topic, you will be frank and con-

ciliatory, and you will particularly endeavor to avoid .leaving an

impression that we desire anything inconsistent with the prosperity

or even substantial supremacy of his church in ^lexico. On the con-

trary, we are actuated by the belief that, if the rule is rigidly

enforced there, it will tend to produce an excitement in this country

hazardous to its j)eace and perhaps prejudicial to the interests of

Catholics in the United States."

Mr. Weltstcr, S<>c. of Stnto. to .Mr. Letcher, inin. to Mexico, Jan. 29,

1851, MS. Inst. Mex. XVI. 244.
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The general principle in the United States is tkat the validity of a

niarria<re is to he determined hy the law of the place
Opinion of Mr.

^^.j^^,^.^^ -^ -^ celebrated. But th'ere is an exception to
Cashing. . ....

this rule, when parties are sojourning in a foreign

country where the law is such that it is impossible for them to con-

tra«t a marriage under it. Such is the ca.se, where, as in some foreign

countries, the l(Kal law recognizes a marriage as valid when contracted

according to the law of domicile, and where the law of the country

goes with tiu' parties, as in the case of an invading army and its fol-

lowers.

rushinj:. At.-<;en. (1.S.->4). 7 Op. IS.

" The general rule of our law in this particular, as stated in the

opinion of the Attorney-General of the United States
upinion r.

^^^ November 4. 18r)4. is to ascribe validitv to mar-
Cass.

riages when they are valid at the place of celebra-

tion. According to the laws of some of the States of the United

States, as you are no doul)t aware, the ceremony of marriage can not

be legally performed unless certain requirements, the ol)taining of a

license, etc.. shall have l)een duly fulfilled. But these laws, of course,

have no effect outside of the jurisdiction of the respective States in

which they exist, and I am not aware that the laws of any State of

the United States render the consent of its authorities j)reviously ob-

tained necessary to establish the validity of a marriage of one of its

citizens celebrated in a foreign country."

Mr. (";iss. Sec. of State, to Mr. Iliilseiiiauii. Austrian cliartr»'' (raffaircs.

IVh. -J. ISCM. MS. .Notes to Austria. VII. KM.

"Your desjKitch of the Nth of August last (Xo. 895) transmitting

copies of your cori'esiiomlence with Mr. (iouiulie. consul of the

United States at Zurich, respecting the marriage of Mr. Wislicemus,

was duly received at this Department, and I have now to communi-
cate to vou such remarks upon the sul)ject as ai)pear to me to be called

for. .

.'.

" I suppose that u])on principles of general legislation the validity

of a marriage, oi- of any othei- contract. dej)ends upon the law of the

place where such marriage or other contract is entered into. And I

sui>p<)se also that if there is no special legislation to the contrary the

effect of such mai riage is legally the same in every country as if cele-

brated thei-ein. Hut the validity of a marriage and the consequences

to I'esull from it to |)ersons or i)roj)erty are very different questions

and dej)end upon different i)rinciples. It is competent for every

nation to provide I)y its own laws that marriages, wherever they take

place, unless celel)rate(l in a i)articular manner, or under j)articular

circumstances, shall be ineffectual to secure to parties claiming under
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them the rights they would have been entitled to had no such disabling

legislation existed.

" This is a subject of internal policy, wholly dependent upon local

considerations. But the validity of the marriage itself is quite

another nuitter which can not justly be thus dealt with. Xot only

is it binding upon the parties in foi'o co/hscientkt, but it is beyond the

reach of any rightful legislation.

•• Exceptions may be found in the exercise of a power in some

countries to regulate the condition of the marriage of their citizens

abroad, but it finds no support in the institutions of the United States.

The degree of consanguinity, the necessary age, the parental assent,

and other personal circumstances are questions not to be determined

by home legislation, but by the laws of the country where the parties

are found : and there can be no doubt but that the mutual declaration

of marriage, which is recognized as sufficient by the law of Scotland,

would, if made in that country, be considered as obligatory in this.

Nor that a marriage, when either of the parties was a French citizen

and under the age of twenty-five years, the age prescribed by the law

of France within which a marriage can not be contracted without the

consent of the father or mother, if living, would be adjudged by our

courts to be valid, if celebrated in either of the States of this Union,

agreeably to its laws.

" But there is another point connected with this subject and arising

out of our peculiar form of government, which is too important to be

overlooked, and that is. Where does the authority exist which pos-

sesses the power to legislate upon the subject of nuirriage ? There

is a want of precision in portions of Mr. (xoundie's correspondence

which, if not adverted to, might lead to erroneous conclusions. The
laws of the United States respecting marriage are spoken of as though

the whole question was to be determined by the laws of the General

Government. This is a grave error. Congress has nothing to do

with the validity or elf'ect of nuirriages. nor with the marriage con-

tract indeed, except in places subject to its exclusive jurisdiction.

These are questions which in the several States are regulated by their

respective laws, each exercising the power within its own boundaries.

When, therefore, the en([uirv is made in Europe how a marriage must

be celebrated there, not only to be valid but to carry with it its proper

rights in the United States, no general answer can be given to the

fjuestion. The answer must embrace not only the provisions of the

laws of the United States, so far as regards the places governed by

those laws, but nnist eml)race also the laws of thirty-three States,'

besides five Territories. It is obvious that a satisfactory reply, under

such circumstances, is a subject which may present some difficulty,

and our foreign ministers and consuls should be cautious respecting
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the information tlioy frivc. lest unfortunate consequences might result

to the parties seekin<r it."

Mr. ("ass. S«'c. of State, to Mr. Fa.v. iniu. to Switzerland, Nov. TJ, 18(50,

MS. Inst. Switz. I. S.">.

"Our hiw re^niids cverv marriage as valid if valid at the place

where it was contracted, and would not even deem it

°^'°'°Fi h^
^^' i'i^'»'''^ i" t'^*' United States if it was celebrated in

accordance witli the few and simple requisites of our

law. though it lacked some of the formalities which are made essen-

tial 1)V the law of the place where the marriage took place."

Mr. Fisli. Si'c. (»f state, to Mr. .Jay, niin. to Austria-Hungary. .July 27.

IS71. MS. Inst. Au.stria. II. 20.

Wliarton coninients uixm this statement as follows: "This extension of

tlu' rule can not now he sustained. A niarriajre which is invalid

from defect of form in the place of solenniization is invalid every-

where, unless (1 ) the local law adopts in such cases the 1r.r (lomicilii.

or (2) the form omittinl was one the parties could not conscientiously

adopt, or ( .".
) it was imiK)ssihle of adoption, or (4) the m.-irriase was

sdltMunizt^l in a harbarous or semicivilized land." (2 Wharton's Int.

Law Dig. TM. § 2til.)

" You are believed to !x' mistaken in saying that the -iSth section

of the new instructions of the I)e})artment expresses doubt as to

whether marriage can i)e legally celebrated at all between citizens of

the I iiited States in a foreign country, unless it be solemnized in con-

formity with the laws of such country. Your mistake upon this point

will, it is believed, be clear to you upon a further examination of the

]>aragrai)h referred to. The Department has been careful not to

exi)ress an oi)inion as to the validity of any marriage under particu-

lar circumstaiices. Its oljject has been merely to warn, so as to lessen,

as far as might be practicable, the j)eril of contracting a marriage

which in any case might be declared to be invalid. It is not the pro-

vince of an executive department to decide the questicm.

" The i)rovisions of our act of ls(U) upon the subject of marriages

abroad are not supposed to have been influenced by the legislation of

i'.ny other country. Tliey are understood to have been in the main
designed to correct a i)ractice which |)revailed at some points of mar-
riage- by (•on-ul> without reference to the local law. . . .

"The coinix'teiicy of this (JoM't-mnent to provide generally for the

marriage of citizens of the Fnited States abroad has not been called in

question, nor has any opinion upon that point i)een express(Hl.

" You seem to have overlooked section -24 of the act of Congress of

the ISth of August. ls.")(>. which confers upon secretaries of legation

authority to act as notaries in certain cases.

" When the conse(|neiices of marriage in resp(vt to property in pos-

session, or which may be actjuired by gift, purchase, or inheritance
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to the offspring of the parties, or to the peace of mind or good name
of the hitter, are duly considered, the weight of the lesponsibility

which an officer of this (lovernment abroad may incur by in any way
countenancing a rash contract of that kind may become a})parent."

Mr. Fish. Seo. of State, to Mr. Marsh, niin. to Italy. Jan. 19. l.S7r>. For.

Kcl. 1S7.".. II. 7<n. T<;2. Sec als<» Mr. Fisii to Mr. Washlmrii. Nov. U,
1874. For. liel. lS7r.. I. 44."..

See Mr. .Marsh to Mr. Fish, Oct. 12. 1S74. For. Uel. 1S7.". II. 7."m.

^^Tiarton, citing his Conflict of Laws, § 180, says '• Persons domi-

ciled in a State in which certain formalities of marriage are prescribed

(an marry without such formalities in another jurisdiction where no

such formalities are exacted, unless in such jurisdiction the forms of

the place of domicil are held to be obligatory.''

Wharton's Int. Law Dig.. II. 748.

'"The conclusion, which cannot be too strongly impressed, is that

when a marriage is solemnized by citizens of the
pinions r,

Uj^^^ed States in a foreign civilized country, the form
Bayard.

. .

*^
. .

•

of solemnization must be in accordance with that pre

scribed by the local civil law. If the mode of solemnization is good

by this law, it is good everywhere; if it is bad by this law, it is bad in

all countries which do not specially validate it by statute. It is true

that there are certain exceptions to this rule, in respect to local forms

which are oppressive or which are impossible, or which militate

against the rational religious convictions of the parties; but these

exceptions are so rare that it is not necessary here to notice them, or

to regard them as in any way diminishing the force of the rule that

the mode of solenniization must be in accordance with the law of the

place of solemnization.

" It is true, also, that in some European countries the law is that it

is sufficient to validate the marriages of foreigners within their boun-

daries that the law of the domicil of the parties be observed. But

this is only an application of the rule that the law of the place of

solemnization must in such cases be supreme. AVhen it says, ' You
can follow the law of your domicil,' it gives effect to the law of such

domicij only because it itself chooses so to ordain,

" In conclusion, the importance of the maintenance in this respect

of the sujjremacy of the law of the place of solemnization cannot I)e

too highly estimated, nor can our consular and diplomatic representa-

tives impress too strongly this rule upon those who come to them for

advice. Any variation from this rule nuiy lead to the annulling of

marriages entered into in good faith, and in the bastardizing of the

issue of such marriages.
'' It is proper to add that the object of this instruction is not to

determine as to the validity of any particular marriages that have
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taken place or may hereafter take place. Questions of this class are

for the judicial tribunals. The function of this Department is sim-

ply to instruct its diplomatic representatives in civilized countries

what advice to fjive citizens of the United States applying to them for

information as to the proper mode of solemnizing marriages, and the

answer nuist he that the ceremonial prescribed by the law of the place

of the ceremony must be adopted. They should also be advised that

the act of Congress above referred to cannot ojjerate out«ide of the

District of Columbia and the Territories, and that even to persons

domiciled in the latter jurisdictions it is a matter of doubt, which can

only be settled in each case by judicial decision, whether the act would

be regarded by foreign courts as changing, so far as concerns their

action, the rule of international law above stated.''

Mr. Rjiyard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Winchester. Aug. 15, 188r> ; For. Rel.

ISS."). 807. 8n,S-S(«>.

*' It is a principle of international law that the law of the place

of solemnization shall, whenever this is practicable,
standing mstruc-

(^letermine the mode of solenniization. When con-
tions. /*• • 1 •

suls are requested to act as oiiicial witnesses or mar-

riages, they should see that the requirements of the law of the

place of celebration have been, as far as practicable, complied with.

It is not intended, however, in these instructi(ms, in any way to

(juestion or modify the principle of international law that, while

the form of solemnizing marriage is determined ordinarily by the

law of the place of solemnization, exceptions are recognized: (a)

When it is imi)()ssible to use such form: {h) when it is repugnant

to the religious convictions of the parties: (c) when it is not imposed

on foreigners by the sovereign prescribing it; (^/) when the cere-

mony is jjerformed in a non-Christian or semicivilized country."

7 op. At. (Jcii.. 18.

" In Massachusetts. Avhere the ceremony must be performed by a

licensetl minister or a justice of the peace, a statute has been adopted

validating marriages before foreign consuls and in foreign legations.

This may be the case with other States.

"Solemnization by a clergyman or magistrate is not necessary to

the validity <^f the marriage in most jurisdicti(ms in this country."

Sec. 421. Consular Ue}rulati<»ns of the T'nited States. 189<>; section

170. Instruitiuns to tlie Diplomatic Officers of the I'nited States,

18n7.

The instructions to Diplomatic Agents of the I'nited States, 1885,

stattHl that the Massachusetts statute validated marriages "by a

consul or diphtmatic agent of the T'nited States." This evidently

is what is meant hy the phrase " before foreign consuls and in

foreigu legations," in the instructions of 1897. The Massachusetts
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statute obviously was not intendetl to validate marriages by the

consuls and in the legations of foreign ixtwers in the United States,

which are the only "foreign consuls" and "foreign legations"

known to our law.

Mr. Hay. Secretary of State, in a letter to the governor of Hawaii of

Dec. 27. U>ftO. speaks of " the well-known la-inciple that a marriage

valid at the pla<e of celebration is valid everywhere." (249 MS.

Doni. Let. (;(>.').)

In \^1'2 tlie Fnited vStates consul at Rio de Janeiro reported that W..

who claimed to be an American citizen, and who
arriage a

^j^^^jj-^.j] ^^y contract a marria<re, had souijht advice as
man-of-war. ^ ^

to the proper course to be taken. The consul sug-

gested that the ceremony be performed by a certain American Protes-

tant clergyman, then residing at Rio de Janeiro, who was authorized

b}' the laws of Brazil to solemnize marriages. AV. having expressed

a preference for a minister of that faith. W.. however, did not follow

the consul's advice, but was married on board the U. S. S. Lanea.ster.

then in Brazilian waters, by the chaplain of the ship, AV. invited the

consul to be present, but the consul declined, and he also refused to give

a consular certificate of the marriage. The Department of State said

that it could not give its '' unqualified sanction " to the consul's course.

As the Lancaster, being a national ship of Avar, was " in contemplation

of international law United States territory,"" the marriage was " con-

structively " solemnized within the United States: and a marriage

solemnized by the chaplain, he being " a priest or minister of the

gospel," would • be recognized as valid in all the States of the Ignited

States." Under such circumstances it might be held that a consular

certificate was unnecessary, and that the consul could not be required

to be present and give it ; but, as the consul '^ should uudce himself as

useful as he can to his fellow-citizens without giving offence to the

government which gives him his exequatur,"" it '' woidd be proper for

the consul (in Christian countries) to give to American citizens

desirous to contract marriage, and against whose marriage no reason

exists, especially if they be such as would be authorized to marry if

residing in the District of Columbia, the benefit of his presence and

his certificate when they desire to have the marriage solemnized on

board of a national shij) of the United States, lying at the time within

his consular jurisdiction, if that nuirriage is to be solenniized by a

chaplain in the Navy of the United States, being a priest or minister

of the gosjjel.'' In such case the certificate need not state that the

])erson solemnizing the nuirriage was authorized to perform such

ceremonies by the laws of the country from which the consul received

his exequatur. '" It should state the name and character of the vessel,

. . . where she is lying at the time, and, if the consul adds to the name

Consular Regulations, 1870, p. 303.
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of the cliiiplniii liis ollicial dosifjuntion. (he cortificato would oarrv on

its facv the I'vidiMicc of aiithoi-ity \)\ which tho party porforinod the

tvivinony. Slioidd the iiiarria^e be perfonuod at the coiisidate or

elsewhere^ on shoi-e. it must he solemnized by a i)erson authorized by

the laws of the count i-y to perform the ceremony, and the consul's

certificate must so state."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of St;ito. to Mr. Hinds, consul at IJio do .Taneiro, Nov. 10,

1ST12. 71 MS. Disj). to Consvds. I(t2.

lu the course of the instruction. Mr. Fish says :
" Your dispatch is silent

as to the nationality of the bride: it is not. however. deenie<l

material."

It is evident that the instruction ascribes to the principle of "extrater-

ritoriality ' very extensive effects. It is true tliat a man-of-war

enjoys exemption from the ordinary jurisdiction of foreijrn <*ourts,

but it by no means follows that the local law is inoi)eratlve as to all

acts done on board by persons not belonjiinj; to tlie shij). A diplo-

matic residence is exemi)t from the ordinary processes of the local

c(mrts, but it is well settled that acts done within it by persons not

entitled to diplomatic privilejjes are subject to the o])eration of the

local law. no matter what may be the nationality of such persons.

In considering the exemption which is accorded, under the title of

"extraterritoriality." to persons, places, or thinfrs. it is neces.sary

always to bear in mind the distinction between freedom from the

ojK'ration of the local law and the exercise of jurisdiction in dero-

gation of that law. The admitted purpose of the extraterritoriality

of men-of-war is to prevent national objects from being defeated b.v

foreign interference with the nation's armed forces. (Marshall. C.

.T.. Schooner Fxchange r. McFaddon. 7 ('ranch. 11(». > Evidently, it

is not essential to this design that all transactions on board, even

between ])ersons residing within the local jurisdiction, should be

withdrawn frt)m the cognizanc(> of the local .sovereign. As to mar-

riage, it involves (|uestions of cai)acit.v as well as of ceremony: iind

it has repeatedly been laid down by the Department of State that

matrimonial capacity is governtKl by the law of the doniicil of the

p:u"ties. Moreover, the object to be attained is, if possible, to secure

a marriage that shall- be recognized as valid everywhere, and not

merely in the I'nited States.

(o) QCESTIO.N OK KXTRATEKKITORIAl.ITY.

§ 288.

'• The rule as to jirevaleiice of local forms does not apply to non-

Christ ian or semi-civilized countries where consular courts are

established. In those counti'ies the consular officer will have to deter-

mine, so far as concerns pei'sons domiciled in the District of Columbia
or in the Territoi'ies. whether the parties would be authorized to

marry if resi(lin<r in the District of Columbia or in one of the Terri-

toi'ies. Ilis duty, so far as concerns jk'I'sous domiciled in a State, is

to inquire whether they are authorized to marry in such State."
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Set-tioii ISl. Iiistructioiis to I)ii)loiuatic Oflicors of tlio I'nitod States, ISOT.

The printtHl iKM-sonal Instnu-tions to tlie Diplomatic Agents of the

riiitoil States. l.S<s."). containeil. in addition to the foreKoiny. the fol-

lowing: "It is held, also, in respect to a Consukir Officer //( such

coinitrics that the right to perform marriage is incident to the judicial

office, and conseijuently that he may solenuiize the ceremony if it is

the wish of the parties that he should do so. It is deemetl prefer-

ahle, however, in such cases, where there is a duly (lualified minister

of a religious denomination whose services can he ol)tained, that the

ceremony should be performed by him. and that the Consular Officer

sliould confine himself to granting the certificate before mentioned."

By .section 417 of the Consular Regulations of ISfMi. however, consuls are
" forbidden to solenmize marriages in any case."

'' Your dispatch Xo. 110 under date of 19th August has been

received,

*" It is necessary to l)ring to your attention that you have nii.scon-

ceived the meaning of the word ' exterritoriality ' as used in para-

graph 278 of the Consuhir Reguhitions.
•• The consuhite at Carlsruhe has never had and cannot have • the

])rivilege of exterritoriality ' in the sense in which that phrase is used

in that paragraph of the Consular Regulations. The character of

exterritoriality to which allusion is there made attaches only to

some of our consulates in Avhat are sometimes called semicivilized

countries where it follows from express provisions of treaty, or in

others where it follows from the custom of the native inhabitants

in their dealings with foreigners of Christain countries.

" The custom of solemnizing marriages in the consulate at Carlsruhe

does not give to the consulate the character of exterritoriality; nor

does the circumstance mentioned in your dispatch, that during the

war some courtesies were extended to the consulate of a character

similar to those sometimes grajited to diplomatic rather than con-

sular agents, operate to give you any other i)owers with regard to

marriages than those lawfully attaching to the office of consul, which

is the office you hold by the commission of the President. Even if

you were commissioned as a diplomatic agent, it is at least doubtful

whether the ' fiction of exterritoriality,' as it is styled by AMieaton,

would give you the right to solenmize marriages, or to give validity

to marriages by your presence at the ceremony, imless authorized to

do so by the laws of Baden or (Jermany.
•* AVithout pursuing a subject which, as Mr. Dana remarks in his note

to Wheaton, ' has been obscured by the use of the phrase '* extrater-

ritoriality."" ' it gives me pleasure to add that the particular circum-

stances of the marriage of 18 November 1870, now for the first time

re[>orted to the Department, and the fact stated in your dispatch

that the marriage of that date " was subsequently referred to the

Badish judicial authorities and pronounced valid ' go very far to
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relieve the apprehensions of the Department with regard to your

part in those proceedings. Von have moreover now supplied your

previous omission to transmit to the Department a certificate of

the marriage, as re(iuired by paragraph 276 of the Consular Regula-

tions, a }>rovision which it is of the utmost importance that consuls

should not neglect.

"• While your dispatch is to this degree satisfactory, it would be

wrong to leave you under the impression that you may safely continue

tiie i)ractice or custom which you report has grown u}) at your con-

sulate with reference to solemnizing or witnessing marriages, unless

it can be nuide clearly to aj^pear that this practice is authorized by

the laws of the country in which you reside. Paragraph "iH of the

Consular Regulations must no longer be understood as superseding

in any respect the positive provisions of Article XXI."

Mr. Hale. Act. See. of State, to Mr. Young, consul at Carlsrulie. Sept. 14,

1872, 68 MS. Dlsp. to Consuls, 104.

Par. 2o of the Consular Regulations of 1,S7(». above referred to. tlirected

consuls to claim all the rights and privileges which had been allowed

to their predecessors, unless they had been withdrawn i>.v formal

notice ; and also all the immunities allowed to the consuls of other

coinitries. unless in the case of extraordinary inuinuiities secured

l»y special treaty stipulations. Art. XXI. related to marriage and

\arious other subjects, the subject of marriage being embraced in

paragraphs 27r)-278.

" By the common law of Christendom, brought with them to this

country by its European colonists and built upon as

the basis of its political institutions, it is essential to

marriage that it should be a ' voluntary union for life of (me man and

one woman to the exclusion of all others;' and it is by such marriages

alone that the family is constituted as an integer of the State. Such

being the case, it is not within the province of this Department to

admit extraterritorial validity for any foreign legislation which does

not give a similar definition, and make such exclusiveness an essential

element of marriage.
•• The l)e]:)artment. therefore, can not regard the status of citizens

of the I'nited States, though resident in China, as in any way af-

fected by such legislation: and if by the Chinese law controlling mai"-

riage such exclusiv<Miess. as it is generally understood, is not imposed,

this Department cannot take any steps toward recognizing as nuir-

riages such sexual unions as are based on such polygamous law. At
the same time the l)ej)artuient will interi)ose no objection to jwlice

regulations requiring notice to Chinese authorities of all con.sensual

marriages in China of citizens of the United States.
•' Tt is |)roi)er to add that the niati-imonial status of a person who

is a citizen of and domiciled in a particular State of the American
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Union is determinable by the law of such State and jiot by the laws of

the Federal Government of the United States."

Menioranduui. conmiunicated by Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Count Arco,

German uiin., Aug. 17, 1888. For. Uel. 1888, I. 08.^684.

" I have the honor to report that the question of the issuing of

marriage certificates by diplomatic officers abroad has finally reached

China.
*' The Department has always most correctly recognized questions

relating to the A'alidity of marriages as being of grave importance. I

therefore report for your information the latest phase of this question

which has arisen here.

" Mr. J. B. Thom])son is a missionary of the American board, lo-

cated in Shensi. He is a subject of (Jreat Britain, born in Newfound-
land. He made a contract of marriage with Miss Vetter, who is a

citizen of the United States, having her home in the State of Missouri.

She is a missionary of the same society. Some weeks ago Mr. Thomp-
son arrived here from Shensi. Miss Vetter also arrived a few days

ago from the United States. The parties desire to return to their

station before the winter sets in. They are anxious for an immediate

marriage.
" Under the British statutes a delay of thirty days' residence in

China is necessary. Banns are also to be published twenty-one days

before the marriage can be solemnized by a consul. Some officials

c(mtend that the time may run concurrently. My opinion is that the

thirty days must expire before publication of the banns. For the

reasons stated the j)arties wish to escape the delay.

" Under the direction of Her British Majesty's minister a marriage

mider certain circumstances can take place at the British legation

without delay.

'" Mr. Thomjison consulted me. I represented to him that for the

tranquillity and safety of the lady the marriage should take place at

the British legation. Under the statutes of (xreat Britain a marriage

solenniized at a legation of that country is valid everywhere in the

Queen's dominions.
•• I did not myself doubt that such a marriage would be held valid

in the United States: but I did doubt whether the marriage of a male

British subject to an American woman at the United States consulate

would be held valid in Great Britain.

"At all events, in a nuitter of such grave importance I desired to be

on the safe side, and would therefore in no manner intervene to assist

tlie parties to be married by or before the American consul unless the

marriage were to be followed l)v another marriage between the same

parties at the British legation and according to British law.
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••
1 iulviscd him to ai)i)ly to Sir John Walsham for permission to be

married at the British h»<ration. Sir John promptly replied verbally

that he would direet the marriage to be solemnized at the British

chapel if I. as minister of the United States, would certify that the

mixed marria<re which it is proposed to celebrate at the British lejja-

tion. will, of itself and without any preliminary or other ceremony be

ivc()<ifniz<'d as leiral and l)indin^ in the United States.

" In an interview with Sir John, in which the whole matter was

discussed. I showed him your circular (No. GOO, F. R. 1887, p. 1133).

This satisfied him that I had no authority to issue such a certificate.

But I su<rp'sted to him that if his Government insisted on a certificate

from me and my (lovernment ordered me not to issue such a certifi-

cate, the ma rriaire was evidently blocked and prevented, and we should

pursue our investiofations further, in the hope that we could find a

solution of the difficulty.

' I ])roposed to him that the parties should first be married before

the American consul, and afterwards at his le<jation, if that were possi-

ble. After further consideration an agreement was arrived at. . . .

" If the American consul shall })erform the marriage ceremony be-

tween those })ersons I shall certainly ' recofjnize ' the validity of the

marriafrc. The marria<2:e at the En<rlish lejjation will folloAV, and I

am entirely certain that the double marriage will be firm and effectual

in the United States and (ireat Britain, and I believe everywhere in

all the world.

" This understandino: between Sir John Walsham and myself

makes this mari-ia<re possible, and does not, in my opinion, in any wise

contr<)\-ert the principles enunciated in the circular cited.

•' There is a vast difference between ' recognizing ' the validity of a

marriage had before an American consul and giving the certificate

which is prohibited in Foreign Relations, 1887, page 1133. The ])ro-

liibite<l certificate goes to the validity of the marriage which is solem-

nized in a foreign jurisdiction, and not to the validity of marriages

solenniized before our own consuls. I give no certificate whatever.

The consul furnishes the usual marriage certificate. Form Xo. 87, Con-

sular Regulations. ISSS. On the faith of that certificate and of my
verbal statement. iH'cognizing the validity of the consular marriage

only, ihc x'cond marriage cei-emony will be i)erf()rmed in the British

legation according to British law.
•

I tru>t that tlii> solution of a grave difficulty, which has made two
lovcKs happy, will be ap|)ro\-e(l by both the governments which are

intci-ested thei'cin.

•• Tt may not be ina|)propiiate to submit a few observations on the

general subject as affecting China.
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" You have repeatedly enunciated the general doctrine to Ix; that

the lex loci governs questions involving the validity of marriage.

You have, however, in your memorandum attached to your dispatch

to me. No. 343, of August 18, 1888, limited this principle to the laws

of those countries which recognize monogamous marriages, and not

polygamous marriages. It is apparent, therefore, that the lex loci in

China can not have any controlling effect, because polygamous mar-

riages are recognized as valid here.

'• The doctrine of ex-territoriality under which, except as to real

estate, the laws of each nationality accompany its citizens or subjects

in China, also tends to do away with the effect of the local law mar-

riage laws, as far as foreigners are concerned.

"For reasons, therefore. more influential in China than in Europe, it

IS proper to substitute for a marriage governed by a ' lex loci,'' a form

of marriage recognized as binding in the United States. It is to be

remarked further that, as far at least as I can find, there is nothing in

the Consular Kegulations relating to mixed marriages. Under sec-

tion 383, Consular Regulations. 1888. marriages between persons

domiciled in the Territories or the District of Columbia, are author-

ized. Under section 386 persons domiciled in any State may be mar-

ried by the consul, if the State laws are complied with.
•• Compliance in China with bare legal forms, as required by State

laws, is clearly impossible. Licenses can not be procured; banns can

not be published. There is little difficulty in holding that the penal-

ties imposed for failure to comply with these statutory requisites do

not affect the validity of marriages in China. Xor is there any

trouble in holding that a consul who may lawfully unite in marriage

two Americans, may also lawfully unite in marriage one American

and one foreigner. The American is bound by the laws of his coun-

try, the foreigner l)v his voluntary submission to the laws then and

there complied with, and by his civil contract. I do not doubt that,

generally, in the States of the Union, this conclusion of law would be

arrived at. But it can not be claimed that the binding force of such

marriages would be universally sustained in other countries.

" It seems to l>e important that, so far as possible, these ques-

tions should be set at rest 1)V instructions to representatives of the

CJovernment abroad. A regulation defining the power of consuls to

i-olemnize marriage, where the contracting parties are an American

and a foreigner, would greatly simplify the subject. Until some such

regulation is formulated I shall, out of abundance of caution, in cases

of mixed marriages, adhere to the decision herein reported.—unless

disapproved h\ you,—that two marriage ceremonies l)e performed—

one before the American and one before the foreign consul.

H. Doc. 551—vol -2 32
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" Should, in this paiticuhir case, there l^e other delays or obstacles,

I will report them."

Mr. Donlty. iiiin. to China, to .Mr. Bayard. See. of State, Oct. 19, 1888,

For. Hel. 188!», 7").

•* I have to acknowledofe the receipt of your dispatch Xo. 737. of

October l'.>. isss. which has been considered with the care and interest

which its importance and the ability shown in it call for. In it you

>tate that a marria<ro bein<r in contemplation in China between Mr. J.

B. Thomi)S()n. a subject of (ireat Britain, and Miss Vetter, a citizen of

the United States, both missionaries of the American board of com-

mi>sionei-s of foreiofn missions, and it appearin*; desirable that the

marria<re should be celebrated at the cha})el of the British legation

at Pekin<r. you were informed by the British minister that in order,

in case of a mixed marriage, to enable the ceremony to Ix* there per-

formed, it would 1h^ requisite for you, as minister of the United States,

to certify that the mixed marriage in question so proposed to l>e cele-

i)rated at the British legation ' will of itself, and without any j)relimi-

nary or other ceremony. l)e recognized as legal and binding in the

United States.' This certificate you inform me, you declined to give.

Your action in this respect was i)roper and is approved.
" You i)roceed in your dispatch to refer to recent instructions from

the British foreign office, a fair construction of which you state to be,

that 'the British minister may allow a mixed marriage to be solem-

nized at the legation, if a form of marriage that is recognized as legal

and binding 1)V the law of the nation to which the foreigner belongs

has previously taken place: in which event the certificate above

referred to is dispensed with, and a " recognition " of the validity of

the j)revi()us marriage by the officials of the foreigner's nation is all

that is required."

•• You then state that ' if the American consul shall perform the

marriage ceremony l)etween these j)ersons I shall certainly " recog-

nize "
the validity of the nian-iage."

" 1 am at a loss to understand why you should use the term ' jier-

form the ceremony ' in connection with the consul. The act of Con-
gress of June -i-!. 1S()0. refers only to marriages in the presence of a

consul: and it ali'ects. as you have already been instructed, only

j>ers()ns domiciled in the District of Columbia or the Territories. If,

however, you shouhl " recognize * as valid consensual marriages in

China, such marriages being exclusive sexual unions for life, you
would i»e acting in conformity with the great body of juridical

authority in the United States. This, I presume, is what 3'ou virtu-

ally proposed to do.
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•• The inan-iagc to which you refer was to he iiiKiiiestional^ly of the

dass stated, and while to make it valid it is not necessary that the

ceremony should be jn-rformed by the consul, yet the fact that the

consul is able to attest the fact that the nuirria<re took place will add
to the solemnity of the })roof by which it is hereafter to be sustained.

If the consul's ' ofticiatin<r " at the ceremony tends to relieve any diffi-

culties as to the future British solemnization, there is no reason why
he should not so officiate; and though neither under the act of Con-
gress nor by the princi])les of international law is his officiating

essential, yet you would be right as a matter of abundant caution to

approve of his taking this courst\

*• You are entirely correct in saying that it is the position of this

Department that the rule of the ubiquity of the lex loci celehratio)iis

in marriage applies only to countries in which marriages are by law

monogamous. But great difficulties lie in the way of compliance with

your suggestion that instructions should be issued by this Department
' defining the power of consuls to solemnize marriage where the con-

tracting j)arties are an American and a foreigner.* To this I have to

reply that the marriage of citizens of particular States being, un<ler

the Constitution of the United States, exclusively under the control of

the States in which they are domiciled, no act of Congress and. a

fortiori^ no instruction of this Department can operate to eflfect such

marriage. That the British foreign office has taken the ground that

legislation of this character, even when it rests on the alleged extra-

territoriality of embassies in which such marriages are solemnized,

has not necessarily any efi'ect on the subjects of foreign states, you

correctly state; and the cases to which you refer in which in France

and Switzerland the ubiquitous validity of such ceremonies had been

denied have been already brought to the notice of this Department.

The attitude assumed in France and Switzerland towards British

legislation of this character bears equally on similar legislation or

diplomatic regulation coming from the United States. For the

Department to advise marriages which might thus be declared

invalid would be to expose citizens of the United States to peril in

the most sacred as well as the most important relations.

" You will remember, also, that the difficulties which beset ques-

tions of this class do not relate merely to the marriage ceremonial.

They involve the questitm of matrimonial capacity; as, for instance,

whether to the validity of a uuirriage family consent is essential. On
this topic there is a conflict between local jurisprudences which it is

not within the province of this Department to determine. By the

common law of Christendom, brought with them to this country by

its European settlers, want of family consent did not by itself invali-

date a marriage, however nuich it might expose the parties con-

cerned in the marriage to ecclesiastical censure. But since the time
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wluMi this coinmon law was thus accepted in this country as the basis

of our system several leadiujr European Governments have made
family consent essential to the validity of the marriage of minors;

and by the (Governments this disability is held to adhere to their

minor subjects wherever they may travel. As to the disability at-

tached to a prior marriage alleged to have been dissolved by divorce,

the diversity of legislation is even greater, and the permanency of

disal)ilities of this class has been maintained with peculiar rigor by

those sovereigns by whom it is imposed. Nor. to revert to the dis-

ability caused by the want of permission of home local authorities,

can we forget that statutes of this class are imposed by several

European states as matters of high domestic polity, and that the

l)()sition taken by them is that this polity would lx» overridden if

their sul>jects. by crossing a boundary line, could bind themselves

and their country by marriages solemnized in evasion of its laws.

AVe may deplore this conflict of jurisprudences in a matter of so

great im])ortance and interest as marriage. But it exists; and no

instructions issued by this ])e})artment can validate, in a European

country, marriages in China by domiciled subjects of such European

country when such marriages are by its municipal law invalid.

• I am far from retracting the opinion expressed by me in the

})ersonal instructions issued shortly after I assumed my present duties

that, to the general rule that the h\c fori prevails in determining the

form of marriage, marriages in barbarous or semi-barbarous or

Mohammedan lands form an exception, and that consensual mar-

riages in the last-named countries by citizens of the United States,

or I)V European^, will, if duly authenticated, be regarded as every-

where vali<l. But to this ()j)inion two important qualifications are

to be attached. The first is that these views are expressed as a nuitter

(sf executive advice and not of judicial decision. The second is that

the (juestion of form of marriage is to be separated from that of

capacity to marry, as to which the prevalent view is that the Jex

(lotiii'-'tl'ii prevails. It is not for me to predict what may lx» the

future judicial rulings on this difficult question of the law regulating

matrimonial capacity in cases of mixed marriages in China or in

Mohanniiedan countries. My duty is to point to the questions arising

a> to -uch mai'riages. and to in-truct our diplomatic and consular

repres<>ntatives to advise Americans who desire to contract such mar-

riag<'s to take such precautions as may secure the marriage from

imj)eachment in the country in which is domiciled the party whom
such American |>roj)oses to marry."

Mr. Hnyjinl. S«'c. <.f St.ite. to .Mr. Deiiby. uiin. to China, Dec. 5, 1888, For.

Kel. 188'..», 81.'.
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Mr. Donhy. Fob. (». 1889, iiuulo the following reply:

" In .vonr (lis])atcli, Xo. '.\~~>, of December 5, 1888, relating to the question

of marriage in China, you say: 'I am at a loss to understand why
you shouhl use the term "perform the eeremony " in connection with

the consul."

" I have the honor to state that my authority for this statement will be

found in section .H8(> of the Consular Regulations of 1888. The lan-

guage is this :
' It is held also that, in respect to a consular officer in

such countries [meaning the Eastl the right to perform marriage

is incidental to the judicial ofhce, and consecjuently that he may
solenniize the ceremony if it is the wish of the parties that he

should do so.'

" The tenor of my dispatch, No. 787, of October 10, 1888, is clearly to the

effect that in the case stated I was not to make any official ' I'ecogni-

tion ' whatever, but was simply to expi-ess my opinion that the mar-

riage had before the United States consul was a valid marriage, so

far as the American party was concerned.

"You agree with me that the Aalidity of such a marriage ' being -exclu-

sive sexual union for life ' would be ' in conformity with the great

body of Jndicial authority in the United States.'

" I thontughly apprehend the difficulty which, luuler our form of gov-

ernment, attends the certain deternunation of ciuestions affecting the

validity of marriages. But it is a ' condition and not a theory that

confronts us ' in China. A well-informed lawyer would know gener-

ally what the law governing marriages was. Certainly he could

acquire all the information necessary to enable him to determine, in

almost every case, whether the parties were competent to marry.

Assuming that the ccmditions authorizing the marriage existed, the

(juestion of how to perform the ceremony would alone remain.
" As far as the marriage of Americans is concerned, there is no diffi-

culty whatever. There is in China a large American resident poi)ula-

tion, and marriages between them are frequent. I'sually, in the

presence of the consul, the ceremony is performed 1)y a minister of

the (Jospel, and no one has ever (luestioned its validity, and no court,

I think, ever could, unless some conuuon law or statutory disabilities

existed.

"Questions affecting mixed marriages are different, l)ecauRe the laws

of two jurisdictions nuist be complied with.- The only mode of satis-

fying the consciences of both parties is the one suggested by me, that

is, a double marriage.

"While the executive can not determine legal questions, it can prop-

erly control the conduct of its own officials in matter of procediu'e

relating to marriages as to all otiier subjects. Without defining the

l)()wer of consuls, it occurred to me that it would l)e projier to suggest

to consuls that in case they were satisfied that two parties, one of

American nationalit.v and one foreign, were comi)etent to marry,

they might authorize the ceremony to be performed, i)rovided that the

consuls of both nationalities joined in the performance thereof.

" In the particular case stated, the parties started to Tientsin to lie

married, but finally agreed to disagree, and my work was ' love's labor

lost.'" (For. Kel. 1880, 07.)

As is seen elsewhere (supra, p. 408) . the provision of section :\HC> of the

Consular Regulations of 1888. referred to by Mr. Denby. is supplanted

by section 417 of the Consular Regnlations of 180(;. forltidding wn-

sular officers to solenniize marriages in any <'ase.
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" I doom it proper to report to yon my recent action on a question

of the mode of soIemnizin<r marria<i:es in China between Americans

then^ resident.

" In the case in hand the contract ni^ parties were Dr. B. C.

Atterbnry and Miss M. T. Ijowrie. both citizens of the State of

New York and now residents of IVkin<; enj^aged in mission work
" It was snpposed by Dr. Atterbnry that my presence was all

that was necessary to «rive ' le<^ality/ as he said, to the proposed

marria<re. Fnder article H87 of the Consular Regulations. I deemed

it my duty to say to him that my presence at the ceremony would

have no lepd effect. I showed to him that under article 889, Con-

sular Uetrulations. the minister is not authorized to perform the

ceremony, or to witness it officially, and under article 390 he could

^ive no certificate whatever. I i)ointed out that under article 88(),

Consular Kefrulations. a consul might })erform the ceremony, or it

miofht be jx'rformed in his presence, and he could then issue the

certificate that the Consular lieirulations provide for.

'' As a result of this friendly and nonofficial interview, the weddiuii;

was postponed, and the parties journeyed to Tien-Tsin, to be there

married by or before tlie consul.

" My action provoked some comment. Several cases have occurred

in China wherein the parties were married by a cleriryinan with no

(lovermuent official present. Other cases were cited in which one

of my predecessors attended marriages that were thus solenmized.

It is on this account, and because marriage questions are of the

highest importance, that I bring the matter to your consideration.

It seems plain to me that as a wise precaution, and in order to avoid

any [)ossible future trouble, marriages between Americans in China

^h<)uld be performed in the i)resence of the nearest consul.

" \\'hile entertaining this view. I do not ])retend to say that the

coiu-ts might not liold a marriage valid when the ceremony had

been jx'i'formed by a clergvnian, or even in cases where there was

no ceremony at all. if (*ohal)itation and ])ublic recognition of the

conjugal status existed; nor do I j)retend that I have any official

riglit to dictate to i)arties how they shall be nuirried; but the

minister must be careful that ])arties are not misled by his silence

or his pi-es<'nce at tiie ceremony of marriage."

.Mr. Ih'iiliy. minister to ('liiii:i. to Mr. P.l.iine, See. of State, Anjmst 10,

..V IS'.Mi. F(»r. K»'l. is'.Mi. iitT.

'• T have to acknowledge the receipt of your Xo. 1150 of the lOth

of .Vugust hist, in relation to the subject of your i)resence at the

marriages of .Vmericans in China as atl'ecting the validity of such

marriaires.
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'' Your views on the subject are approved. The statutes of tlie

United States do not provide for the performance of the marriage

ceremony, either by a minister or by a consul. It is provided that

in certain cases the ceremony may be performed in the presence of

the consul; but it is expressly stated in section 383 of the Consular

Kegulations that the statute does not authorize the consular officer to

perform the ceremony. The minister is not clothed with any func-

tions in the matter.

" Such are the statutory provisions. But it has been held by the

Attorney-General of the United States (7 Op., 18) that in non-Chris-

tian or semicivilized countries, in which consular courts are estab-

lished, the right to celebrate marriage is incident to the judicial office;

and. consequently, that consuls in such countries may solemnize the

ceremony if it is the wish of the parties that the}' should do so.

" It is, however, stated in section 386 of the Consular Regulations

that even in such cases it is deemed preferable, where there is a duly

(lualified minister of a religious denomination whose services can be

()l)tained, that the ceremony should be performed by him, and that

the consular officer should confine himself to granting the certificate

elsewhere provided for.

'• The pertinent provisions in regard to this certificate are found in

section 381) of the Consular Kegulations, and in this section it is

stated that the statute ' does not authorize a diplomatic officer to

witness or certify to a nuirriage ceremony jjerformed before him."

" "^'our advice to the ])arties who applied to you was in accordance

with the rules above stated, which should be observed as far as prac-

ticable."

Mr. Blaine. Sef. of State, to Mr. Denby, minister to China, December 10,

lStM>. For. Kel. 18!K>, 2()9.

As seen liercaftcr. infra. § 240. the Consular Regulations of ISO*), section

417. forbid consuls "to solemnize marriages in any case."

In non-Christian or semicivilized countries " the marriage contract

between citizens of the United States is governed by the law of the

(lomicil of the i)arties. Under the Constitution of the United States,

the States have the exclusive power of determining the conditions of

uiarriage and divorce as to persons domiciled within their borders

There is no general Federal statute relating to marriage except R. S

4082, which covers only marriages by pers(ms domiciled in the Dis

trict of Columbia or in the Territories. . . . This law does not ex-

clude modes of solemnization other than that in the presence of a con-

sular officer.*'

Mr. Day, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Craffs, Feb. 2."., 1898. 220 MS. Dom
Let. 0.

Replying to an iniiuiry whether when a marriage had l»een solemnized in

the interior of China by a duly authorized minister of the gospel an(l
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before a number of competent witnesses, and tbeir certificate of such

marriage was scut to the I'nited States consul, the consul could

record in his book *' either the marriage or marriage certificate." tho

Dei)artment of State rei)lied that it would not be competent for the

consul to '• reronl a marrktoc; that is, to officially declare In his

lKX)ks that a marriage has taken place, where the marriage was
not performed in his presence," but that he might, if requested

so to do. record a certificate of marriage sent him by an American

citizen in his consular district, and that subsequently, upon request,

" properly certify that such document had been recorded In the con-

sulate, or give a certified coi)y thereof, under the seal of the consulate.

This, of course, does not involve the certification of the validity of

the marriage." (Mr. Cridler, Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Sims, Jan. 27, 1900, 242 MS. Dom. Let. 428.)

In a dispatcli. Xo. IGO, of Dec. 24, 1878. the consular-general of the

United States at Cairo reported that the vice and
^^^ deputy consul-general had solemnized a marriage

between a British subject and an American Avoman at Alexandria, a

similar ceremony having previously been performed at the British

consulate, in accordance with the requirements of British law. The
consul-general promptly disapproved the action of the vice and

deputy consul-general, and of this disapproval the Department of

State expressed its " unqualified sanction." " It is unnecessary to dis-

cuss." added the Department of State, " in the present instance, the

nature or privileges of the exterritorial character that attaches to the

consulate-general of the United States in Egypt, whatever these may
1)1'. You are right in concluding that in a matter of so grave impor-

tance as a contract of marriage, involving as it may the political,

H)(ial. and moral interests of the parties to the contract, and their

ortsi)iMng. the functions of the principal officer should not be assumed

by a deputy. . . . The custom which 3'on allege to have been

heretofore observed by the consul-general at Alexandria of having

the ceremony i)erformed in the presence of the consul by one of the

ri'sideut American clergymen, he l)eing a priest or minister of the

gosj)el. who would be authorized to solenmize marriages in the Dis-

trict of Cohnubia. meets with the approval of the Dejiartment, and is

moreover in harmony with the general usage of the Christian world

in rehition to tiie sacred character of the ceremony itself."

Mr. Fish. Sec of State, to Mr. lieardsley. consul-general at C'airo, .Tan.

:!(». 1ST4. .MS. Inst. BarlKiry Towers, XV. 17L
"Tile nianiage to which you refer was certainly not legally contracted, as

you will pciccivc from the 27Sth :irticle of the Consular Hegulatlons,

wliicli it is to lie leirretled you sliould have overlooketl. The parties

nuist .-igain lie married either in Egypt or elsewhere pursuant to the

la^v of the land, if it should in any event become necessary to show
th" validity .il' the contnict." (Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Butler,

consul at Alexandria. Oct. .">, 1S71, .MS. lust. Barbary Powers, XV. 02,
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acknowledging Mr. Butler's No. 8(1. of Sept. 1.".. 1871. .Vrticle 278.

Cons. Reg. 1870. rojul : "This act |<)f 18(;(»] docs not authorize the

consul to perform the ceroniony. The consul is forliidden to perform

such ceremony unless he performs it within the precincts of a legation

of the United States, or of a consulate which has hy ti'eaty or custom

the privilege of e.xterritoriality ; or unless he is expressly authorized

to do so by the laws of the country in which he resides.")

" Your Xo. 9f), of September 6, has been received. In this dispatch

3'ou ask the opinion of the Department on your :iction in the case of

the marriage of Jo.seph Amil, a naturalized citizen of tlie United

States, now residing in Alexandria.
" It has recently been decided by this Department that the act

of Congress of June 22, 18G0 (R. S. 4082). as to the mode of solemni-

zation of marriage in foreign lands, applies only to persons domiciled

in the District of Columbia or in the Territories. You are no doubt

aware that the forms of solenniization of marriage will as a rule l>e

held internationally valid, if in accordance with the law of the place

of solemnization; though the converse of this rule, that compliance

with the local law is essential to the validity of the solenniization,

does not hold in semicivilized countries where the law imposes con-

ditions repugnant to the religious convictions of the parties. These

positions, however, it is your function to state merely by way of

advice, and not to impose judicially on the parties. Under these

circumstances the Department approves your advice to the parties of

whom you speak to have their marriage solemnized according to the

civil law in force in EgA'pt. Whether or no any other form of

marriage might not be internationally valid, it is not necessary for

the Department to decide in advance."

Mr. Poller. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cardwell, .igeiit and consul-general

at Cairo. Oct. 2. 188(;. 119 MS. Inst. Consuls. 2r>(».

The ruk' that a marriage, celebrated according to the requirements

of the law of the place where the ceremony is per-

formed, is to be recognized as valid, '' comijletely

applies only to tiie countries of Christendom. In Mohaniiuedan and

other non-Chri.stian countries in which Christians enjoy extratei'i-i-

toriality, or in uncivilized lands like Samoa, where certain foi"-

eign nationalities enjoy the same exemption by treaty, the j)rivileged

foreign residents carry with them their local law, and are sul)je<'i

soleh' to the jurisdiction of tribunals established by their own Gov-

ernments.
•' It follows from this that the custom of Samoa in regard to the

lawful cohal)itation of men and women can not be accepted as a rule

bv which to determine the character of the cohabitation of an Anier-
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iniii citizen with any woman, wlu'thcr native or foreign. The cliar-

acter of snch cohabitation must he decided hy the hiw of the United

States."

Mr. Hives. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sewall, consul-gen. at Apia, April

•_»<). 1SSS, S. K\. Doc. ;'>1, .")() ('(IIS. - sess. .">.

The opinion that in countries where the privilege of extraterri-

toriality i)revails " a valid contract of marriage
|
of an American

citizen
I
may be solenniized and the contract authenticated not only

by an embassador. l)ut by a consul of the United States,'' points out

" one way in which the contract may be evidenced, and while the

I)e])artment is far from saying that it might not be otherwise proved,

yet it is desirable that this mode of authentication should be observed

as far as possible "' in the countries in question.

Mr. Hives, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sewall, cons. jren. at Apia, April 20.

1888. S. Ex. Doc. .'il. r>0 Cons., - sess. r»5, citing oi)inion of dishing,

At.-CJen.. Nov. 4, 18."4. 7 Op. .*W).

(4) MMITATIONS OK DH'LOM ATIO PRIVILEGE.

§ 239.

" Your 24() requests the views of this Department in regard to the

right of dij^lomatic agents of the United States to celebrate mar-

riages between citizens of this Union in foreign countries.

'• The laws of the several States as applicable to the einl contract

of marriage are in many instances so diverse that the Department

could not with ])ropriety express an opinion upon this subject which

would bear the test of law in all the States.

" Kegai-ding the question in the light of a civil contract consum-

mated befoi-e a high functionary of this Government, and within its

jurisdiction,—looking to the exterritoriality of the legations,—and

bearing in mind that the i)ractice referred to obtains in the French

and British legations in foreign countries, the Department does not

hesitate to regai'd the exercise of this function as most expedient, and
in many cases ])ei-hai)s desirable, when circumstances seem to re(iuire

the solemnization of mai'i'iage between Americans residing abroad.
" The validity of such a mai'riage would in the United States de-

pend upon the enactments of the jiarticular State in Avhich the ques-

tion might arise.

''The subject is deemed of sufficient importance to demand further

consideration fi-om the I)e|)artnjent. with reference especially to the

propriety of presenting it to Congress for the purpose of obtaining

such a law as will be of general api)lication within the jurisdiction of

the United States."

Mr. .M.Mny. Sec. of Stale, to Mr. Cl.iy. iiiiii. to IVrii. March :?(», IS."., MS.
Inst. I'cru. X\'. ir.C.
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" The question with regard to foreign ministers is somewhat dif-

ferent, as in the consideration of it it lias been maintained that tliis

power is a (•onse(|iience of the right of extraterritoriality. But, while

this prin(;iple of exemption from the jurisdiction of the country where

a foreign minister is accredited protects his person and his domicil

&v. from all interruption, I do not consider that it necessarily car-

ries with it the |)ower to exercise any authority, civil or criminal.

I do not consider that an ol)ligation contracted at the residence of

the minister of the United States at Paris, contrary to the laws of

France, can become valid when the parties are found in the United

States. The utmost extent to which this principle of extraterri-

toriality can properly be carried, cannot confer upon a foreign min-

ister an authority not necessarily incident to his official position or

which is not gi-anted to him by some law of his own country. It

will scarcely be maintained that the laws of each of the States and

Territories of this Union are operative in the residences of all our min-

isters abroad, whatever may be taken with respect to the laws of the

United States, or to any poi-tion of them. If this be so, it is difficult

to perceive whence a foreign minister derives the power to celebrate

a marriage Avhich shall not only be valid in each of the States, but

which shall be free from any doubts as to the rights conferred by it,

whatever State legislation may exist upon the subject; nor why his

power of interference with marriages stops at their celebration and

does not extend to the dissolution, legislation in both cases being

equallv wanting.
" The expression of these views concerning the power of foreign

ministers is intended to be cautionary and not directory. They are

my personal opinions, and are not to be received as the decision of the

Department.
'' They are communicated because- the course they naturally suggest

may prevent difliculties hereafter. Under the circunistances it will

be obviously expedient to advise parties applying for information, to

have the marriage ceremony performed in the manner, if possible,

retpiired by the law of the country, and thus avoid (juestions which

may be fraught with serious trouble."

Mr. Cass. Sec. of Stiitc, to Mr. Fay, iiiin. to Switzerland, Nov. 12, 1860,

MS. Inst. Switz. I. .sr>.

See (Vrtiticatcs of Law. infra. § 241.

The minister of the United States at St. Petersburg having re-

ported the marriage at the legation, in his presence, of a citizen of

the United States with a lady whose nationality is not stated, the

ceremony being preformed by the pastor of the l^ritish and American

Congregational Church. Mr, Fish said :
" It is desired now to call

your attention to the fact that this marriage was not solenmized in
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accordance with the requirements of tlie laws of the United States in

rehition to such inarria<i;es. [Here follows a quotation of the act of

June 22, 18(»(). vali(latin<^ marriages 'in presence of consular

officers.] A marriage solemnized in accordance with the provisions

of this statute and of the instructions thereunder [Consular Regula-

tions. 1870, Art. XXII. j)aragraphs 275, 27G, 277, 278] will avoid all

doubt as to its recognition in the United States.

"It is not the intention of this instruction to raise any question

as to the validity of 's marriage. Upon that cfuestion the

Department carefully avoids the expression of any opinion.
• I transmit herewith for your information and future guidance

extracts from an instruction of my predecessor. General Cass, in 1860,

to ^Ir. Fay, then minister resident of the United States at Berne."

Mr. Fisli, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jewell, miu. to Russia, June 10, 1874,

MS. Inst. Russia, XV. 455.

A marriage solemnized by the minister of the United States at

Demnark. who was also a minister of the gospel, in his " capacity as

minister of the gospel," of parties who " Avould be legalh' entitled to

marry in the District of Columbia had they been residing there,"

was held to be " not solemnized in accordance with the laws of the

United States in relation to such marriages," though no opinion was

expressed as to whether the marriage was in itself valid.

•Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to Mr. (Cramer. June 19, 1874, MS. Inst. Denniarlv,

XV. lo:*.. Tlie " laws of the United States " meant the act of June 22.

I SCO. K. S. § 40S2. with reference to marriages "in presence of"

consular officers.

'* Your despatch No. 88. of the 2d ultimo, has been received. In

compliance with the wish which it expresses, a full copy of the

instructions of Ueneral Cass to Mr. Fay, of the 12th of November,

18(>0. is herewith transmitted. That instruction, however, is, as you

will see. in the main confined to remarks upon the legality of a mar-

i-iagc by a consul in Switzerland. It also contains observations upon

the light of a (lii)lomatic agent in a foreign country to perform that

ceremony. This (|iiesti<)n. howevei". had not been raised by the des-

patcii of Mr. Fay to which the instruction is intended as an answer.

Tlie matter at issue was merely the legality or illegality of a mar-
riage whicji the consul had j)erformed. No doubt as to its illegality

could 1)0 entertained after the passage of the act of Congress of the

•J'id of June. IsiiO. Foruierly unmarried emigrants to the United

States alxtiit to ('ml)ark at Ilambui-g or Bremen were in the habit of

having that ceremony performed for them by the consul. As this,

was not in accordance with t1ie local law. the |)ractice was complained

of bv the (Jerman (ioNernnient. and those consuls were directed to
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desist from it. The act of 18()0 accordingly only authorizes mar-

riages to take place in the pi-cHerue of consuls, who are officially to

attest the fact. The act confers no authority on a diplomatic agent

to perform that ceremony, and the Department is of the opinion that

he can not lawfully exercise it unless it shall l>e expressly granted.

In forming this opinion, however, the Department has not been gov-

erned l)y tlie reasoning of (ieneral Cass, to the effect that, as a dip-

Jomatic .agent confessedly has no authority to annul a nun-riage, he

has as little to celebrate it. This expression appears to overlook the

fact that marriage is a contract between the parties, and that the

magistrate or clergyman who nuiv perform the ceremony, so called,

IS in point of fact substantially a witness to the contract, whose duty,

however, it is to see that the parties are competent to enter into it.

•• But though the Department ixdieves that, without the authority

of law. a diplomatic agent has no authority himself to p'erform the

ceremony of nuirriage. it is clearly of opinion that the ceremony may
be legally performed between citizens of the United States in the

dwelling or office of such agent by a person competent for such

purpose.
•• The statutes of most of the States of the Union appear to be

silent as to marriages of their citizens in foreign countries.

•• There is a law of Massachusetts, however, which expressly pro-

vides that marriages in a foreign country by a consul or diplomatic

agent of the United States shall be valid in that State, and that a

copy of the record or a certificate from such consul or agent shall be

presumptive evidence of such marriage." As consuls and diplo-

matic agents, however, are suljject to the acts of Congress and the

instructions of this Department, they can not be expected, in such a

matter, to conform to the recpiirements of the legislature of any par-

ticular State. Indeed the Department is under the impression that

as citizens of the respective States when abroad are known as citizens

of the United States only. Congress alone has competent authority

to legislate in regard to their nuirriage in foreign countries so far as

such legislation may l)e comi)atible with the local laws.

'" By inclining to the opinion that a marriage nuiy lawfullv, and

independently of the local law, be solemnized between citizens of

the United States in a legation of the United States in a foreign

country, the Department wouhl, however, expect the diplonuitic agent

so far to exercise supervision over the contract as not to allow it there

to bi' entered into by persons whose incompetency for the |)urpose

is generally recognized, and in particular that he would not coun-

tenance the marriage of a minor without the consent of his or her

])arent or guardian.

aGenei-iil Statutes, 1SG9, sec. 23, p. 531.
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" In your despatch No. (>'2, of the Dtli of April last, yon say that

you had ai)i)ointod a (•K'r<ryniau chaplain to your legation, that he

might solenniize the marriage to which that despatch relates. If,

lunvever, the ecclesiastic had authority to celebrate a marriage any-

where, a sj)ecial one for the occasion adverted to was not necessary.

Indeed, your competency to make such an appointment is at least

(|uestional)le. Not only is no officer with that title allowed to a

legation l)V act of Congress, hut the a})pointment of such an officer,

cMMi for a temporary puri)ose, may'^he regarded as forbidden l)y the

;Wd section of the act of the ISth of August, 1850.

" It nuist be allowed that you are correct in your criticism of the

'iTsth })aragrapli of the Consular Kegulations. A consul has, legally,

no more authority to perform the mai-i'iage ceremony in a legation of

the I'nited States than he has to perform it in his own office.''

Mr. l<1sli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Logan, min. t<T Cliile, Aug. 11), 1874, MS.

Inst. Chile. XVI. 12(>.

"Marriage at legations without regard to the law of the country,

on the ground of extraterritoriality, as it is called, is at best a ques-

tionable j)roceeding, which it may be apprehended would scarcely be

sancti<Mied by the courts of the nation Avhere they were solemnized.

The tendency of oi)inion is believed to be towards narrowing the

imuumities of diplomatic officers and their places of abode to those

limits only which may be indispensable to enable them to discharge

their official duties without molestation or restraint.

''The use of the legation for the marriage of persons, even of the

nationality of the country to which it belongs, can not be said to be

necessary or even convenient for diplomatic purposes.*'

Mr. Fish. See. of State, to Mr. Marsli. min. to Italy, Jan. 11). 1875, For. Kel.

lS7r,. II. 7<;L 7(i2.

This sub.jcct is more fully discussed in an instruction to Mr. Washl)urne,

minister to Frnnce. of Nov. 14. 1874, in which Mr. Fish refers to two
cases in which marriages at legations in I'aris. witliout comi)liance

with the local law. were held by the French courts to l)e invalid. It

was pointed out that while, in these cases, one of the parties to the

marriage was of the same nationality as the legation, the other was
French : hut Mr. Fish declined to accept the conclusion, which was
somewhat pressed upon him, that the validity of the marriage would
have lieeii susti\in(»<l if both the j»arties had been aliens, and of the

same nationality as the legation. (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Washburne. min. to France. For. Hel. 187.5, I. 445.)

"The act of June -I^. 18G0. now incorporated in the Revised Stat-

utes (§ 4082). neither expresses nor implies that a minister shall have

like powers with a consul as regards the authentication of a marriage,

and the performance of a marriage ceremony within the precincts of
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a legation would nHjiiirc the presence of the consul to fulfill the law.

(Personal Instructions, XL

V

III.)

" Unless, therefore, a minister of the United States be required or

authorized by the lex loci where he officially resides to perform the

marriage ceremony he cannot lawfully do so."

Mr. Eviirts. Sec of State, to .Mr. Lof?an, .June 8, 1880, MS. Inst. Cent.

Aui. XIX. 91.

"By the law of nations the forms of soleuniization of a marriage

must be in accordance with the law of the place of soleuniization, and

the only exceptions are when those forms are such as the })arties can

not conscientiously comply with, or when the solemnization is in a

barbarous or semicivilized land. It is true that it is said by some

authorities that a nuirriage in a foreign legation is governed only by

the laws of the country such legation rejjresents, but this is so much a

matter of doubt that the British foreign office has instructed its

diplomatic agents that although such uuirriages, performed in Brit-

ish legations, are valid in (ireat Britain by statute, their validity else-

where can not be assumed. . . . Under these circumstances you very

properly declined to sanction the solemnization of the marriage in

question until you have information that it would be solenniized in

conformity with Belgian law. Whether the marriage as actually

solemnized is valid it is not the province of this Department to decide.

"Questions of private international law as to the past are for the

judiciary; it is as to the future, and this only by way of caution, that

this Department in such matters si:)eaks.'"'

Mr. Bayard, See. of State, to Mr. Tree. .Tune ."i, 18S(;. MS. Inst. Belgium.

II. 429.

See, also, as to the instruetions of the British foreign ottice, Mr. Bayard.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Winchester, niin. to Switzerland, Aug. 15, 1885

;

For. Rel. 1885, 807.

In response to a question whether the marriage of American citi-

zens at the house of the American legation in Antwerp or Berlin.

" according to home foi-m," would be valid, it was stated that the

marriage, if not solemnized in conformity witli the law of the place

of celebration, would not be validated, so far as concerned its effect in

])laces where there was not a statute validating it, by the mere fact of

its having been solemnized at the legation of the country to which

the parties belonged and in accordance with the form held valid in

such country.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ketcham, M. C, .July 2. 1888, For. Rel.

1888, I. 040.

Mr. Bayard added that the question submitted was one ultimately to

be determined by courts of justice under the circumstances of each

particular case, and that it was not his duty to predict what would
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be tlio action of the courts, but to K've such cautions as might induce

American citizens iiroposing to be married abroad to take every step

to give validity to the marriage.

" T hiivo the honor to acknowledge the receipt to-day of your

iiistructioii No. ;')•'>;') of the Tth instant, inclosing a correspondence

between the lion. J. II. Ketcham, of the House of Representatives,

and yourself, i-elative to the validity attaching under certain specified

conditions to marriages of American citizens in foreign countries . . .

" In yoiii- reply you state: 'So far, however, as concerns foreign

countries, r. v.. Helgium or Germany, the question of the validity of

(he solemnization would depend upon their own law', and that law is

understood to incorjiorate the general principle above stated, that a

solemnization of marriage to be valid must be in conformity with

the law of the |)lace of celebration.''

" The |)rinciple stated in the above passage is in entire conformity,

as far as this country is concerned, with statutory provisions, the law

declaring that a marriage within the German Empire can only be

validly concluded before the designated civil official, the ' Standes-

lu'amter.* and imposing a penalty upon any clergyman or other min-

ister of religion who solemnizes a marriage before it has been proven

to him that the marriage has been concluded before the civil official.

•' In order to supply to the Department, in a form convenient for

reference, the pertinent provisions of German law, I transmit here-

with the copies and carefully prepared translations of the statutory

declarations above referred to."

Mr. ("oleman. cliarge at Berlin, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, July 23,

ISKS. For. Hel. t88S. I. (540.

hiiixridl Inir of I'lltriKtri/ (1, If^l'), roncrnii)i(j rhc nuthentication of personal

statii-'^ ami the ronchiftioii of inarr'tarie.

Sk( . 41. AVitliin the domain of the German Empire a marriage can only be

\iili(lly concluded before the " Standesbeamter '" (civil registrar).

Skc. <;7. -V clergyman or any other nunister of religion who undertakes the

religious solenniization of marriage before it has been proven to him that the

marriage lias been concluded before the "Standesbeamter" (civil registrar) is

Iiunisbaidc by fine not e.vceetling 8D0 marks, or by imprisonment of not more
than three mouths.

" It a|)i)ears that a circular had been issued from the British foreign

onice. July .')1. lS;sc.. to the effect that two cases of mixed marriages

between Hritish and Swiss citizens, duly celebrated at her Britaimic

Majesty's embassy at Paris, wherein the customary procedure had
been followed to the hHter. were declared nidi and void in Switzer-

land.

"The procedure iiilherto followed was to obtain, from the repre-

sentative of the foreigner's country, a certificate that the marriage at

the British embassy should be deemed valid by the laws of his nation.
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" The ground on which the said marriages were declared null and

void was that the validity of mixed marriages celebrated at the British

embassy at Paris was not recognized by French law. To meet this

objection, before authorizing any mixed marriage at any legation,

the minister is to require that a previous marriage shall take place

according to the le.c loci, and that a certificate, under the hand of the

representative of the foreigner's nation, shall be obtained, that such a

marriage is recognized as legal and binding by the laws of his

country.
" In a circular of the British foreign office, dated July 14, 1887, the

stipulation that a marriage according to the lex loci shall previously

be celebrated, is modified for a form of marriage that is recognized as

legal and binding by the law of the nation to which the foreigner

belongs.

" If, however, the minister is satisfied that such previous marriage

is impracticable, he may, at discretion, dispense with it, on being fur-

nished with a certificate, under the hand of the representative of the

foreigner's nation, that the mixed marriage, which it is proposed to

celebrate at the British legation, will, of itself, and without any pre-

liminary or other ceremony, be recognized as legal and binding by the

laws of such nation.

"A fair construction of these instructions is that the British min-

ister may allow a mixed marriage to be solemnized at the legation, if a

form of marriage, that is recognized as legal and binding by the law

of the nation to which the foreigner belongs has previously taken

place. In that event the certificate is dispensed with, and ' a recogni-

tion ' of the validity of the previous marriage by the officials of the

foreigner's nation is all that is required."

Mr. Denby, uiin. to China, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, Oct. 19, 1888,

reporting an interview with Sir .John Walshani, British minister at

Pelving. (For. Kel. 1880. 7.'), 7(!-T7.)

"A marriage solemnized in tlie legation of the Ignited States at London
should conform in form to the British law." (Mr. Wharton. Assist.

See. of State, to Mr. Southworth, Jan. 26, 1893, 190 MS. Dom.
Let. 139.)

Two citizens of the United States applied to the American minister

in Nicaragua to marry them on the ground that they were both

Protestants, and that there was no resident of the country authorized

to perform the ceremony except a Catholic clergyman. The Depart-

ment of State declined to authorize the minister to act in the matter,

instructing him that it was essential that marriages of American citi-

zens abroad should be celebrated in accordance with the laws of the

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 33
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(country where the ceremony was performed. Reference was made to

the circidar of February 8,*1S87. For. Rel. 1887, 1133.

Mr. rill. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, luiu. to Nicaragua, Feb. 24,

^S'M : For. Kel. 1804. 447.

'• 177. Statutory provisions relate only to consuls.—The laws of the

Ignited States do not confer on diplomatic officers any power to cele-

brate marria<res. to act as official witnesses of the ceremony of

inarria<re. or to grant certificates of marriage. The statutory pro-

visions relating to the celebration abroad of marriages of citizens of

the United States refer only to consuls, (See Consular Regulations

of 189G, paragraphs 117-122.)

"

Instructions to Diplomatic Ofticors (1807), GO.

'' 182. Ceremony in a legation.—It is not unusual for Americans

abroad to ask permission to have a marriage ceremony performed in

the embassy or legation and in the presence of the diplomatic repre-

sentative. There is no reason why a diplomatic representative should

not comply with this recjuest. But it is proper, at the same time, to

inform the i)arties making the application that, in the opinion of the

Department of State, a ceremony of marriage performed within the

precincts of a legation should, with the above limitations, comply

with the requirements of the laws of the coimtry within which the

legation is situated.

" 183. Preliminary inquiries.—AVhenever an application is made
for the use of a legation for such a purpose, it will be the duty of the

diplonuitic representative to inquire whether the parties may lawfully

marry according to the laws of the coimtry in which the legation is

situated; and whether the proper steps have been taken to enable the

marriage ceremony to be legally performed according to such laws.

If either of these in(iuiries should be answered in the negative, or if

the case does not fall within one of the exceptions above stated (para-

graph 17t)). it will be liis duty to inform the applicants that he can

not permit the ceremony to be [lerformed at the legation, as there may
be grave doubts i-es})ecting its validity.

•• If it is desired in such cases by citizens of the District of Colum-
bia or of the Territories to avail themselves of the provisions of the

statute ( R. S., sec. 40S-J). then the diplomatic representative shoidd

inform them that under the laws of the Ignited States it will be neces-

sary to have tlie neai-est considar officer of the United States present;

and he should give them an opjxirtunity to have such officer present,

if they desire it."

Instructions to Diplomatic Ofticers of the T'nited States, 1807.

The same provisions, with only sliirht verbal differences, may be found
in the Printed Personal Instructions to Diplomatic Agents of the

Unitetl States, lS8o.
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(5) FUNCTIONS OF CONSUI-S.

§240.

" In relation to the celebration of the rites of matrimony between

citizens of the United States residing: in California,
Prohibited to per- ,- i-i ij?--/- ti x

respectnii; which vou ask tor instructions, 1 have to
form ceremony. • */ •

inform yon that there is no law in existence which

authorizes consuls of the United States to perforin the marriage

ceremony. The contract of matrimony is local in its nature, and the

manner in which it shall be entered into is regulated by the laws of

the place. The general principle on this subject, as laid down by

Chancellor Kent, is that 'the lex loci contractu)^ prevails over the

lc\ doTnicilii, as being the safer rule and one dictated by just and

enlightened views of international jurisprudence.' He adds, ' as the

law of marriage is a part of the jn.s (jentiiim, the general rule

undoubtedly is that a marriage valid by the laws of the place where

it is celebrated is valid everywhere.' (Kent's Commentaries, vol. 2,

pp. 91 & 92.)"

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to ^Ir. Larkin, consul at Montery, July

14, 184G, 11 MS. Dispatches to Consuls. 478.

" I desire particularly to call your attention, before entering upon

the discharge of your consular duties, to a practice which I have

learned with great surprise has been countenanced by your prede-

cessor of performing the marriage ceremony between German emi-

grants about to embark for the United States, or of furnishing parties

desiring them with certificates purporting that it is their intention to

emigrate as man and wife.

" The attention of the Department was called to this subject by Mr.

King in his dispatch No. 18, to which you will jilease refer. That

communication was accompanied by a form of certificate of which he

desired the approval of the Department. lie was immediately

informed that there was no law in existence which authorized consuls

of the United States to perform the marriage ceremony ; that the

ccmtract of matrimony is local in its nature, and the manner in which

it shall be entered into regulated by the laws of J:he place; that the

general principle on this subject is that the lex loci contractus pre-

vails over the lex domicilii ; and that, as the law of marriage is a part

of the jus gentium^ the general rule undoubtedly is that a marriage

valid by the law of the place where it is celebrated is valid every-

where. From the i)rinciples here stated it was made clear to him that

the marriage ceremony as solemnized by him was without validity,

and must inevitably lead to a great immorality and licentiousness, as

well as to lay the foundation for vexatious litigation.
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" Since the arrival in this country of Mr. R. Schleiden, the minister

re^^ident from Bremen. I have h'arned from him that Mr. King, not-

withstanding the positive instructions which he had received from

Mr. Wehster. continued the practice of solemnizing marriages, or of

giving what was considered l)v the emigrants as equivalent thereto,

the certificates al)ove named. Such a procedure on the part of an

officer of this (rovernment merits its severest censui^. and had it been

known to the Dei)artment at an earlier period it would have recom-

mended Mr. King's innnediate removal.
•• I have been thus particular in making known to you the views of

the Department on this subject that you may have no difficulty as to

your own course in reference to any application that may be made to

you by (iermans or others for cei'tificates of marriage or intention of

marriage.

'If Mr. King has not left Bremen when you receive this dispatch,

you arc at liberty to read it to him."

3Ir. Marc.v. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilildebrand, consul at Bremen, July 22,

1S.5.H. 17 .MS. Dispatches to Consuls, 28.

" In the statement of fees accompanying your No. 44, I observe several

charges for * certificates of marriage." You will explain without delay

the nature and object of these certificates, whether the parties apply-

ing for them have l)een legally married according to the laws of

Hamburg, and desire to obtain from you. as a L'nited States officer,

an authentication of thiit fact : or, whether the consular certificate

is obtainetl for the i»urpose of ev.iding the laws of Hamburg, or those

of any of the Unitetl States. You are doubtless aware that United

States consuls are not authorized to perform the marriage rite

unles-; in accordance with the laws of the c*ountry in which they

resid<'. and conse<iuentl.v any act of theirs puri)orting to l>e a sole'mn-

izatiun of that contract is without validity, and will lead most

l)roi»ably to great immorality as well as vexatious litigation." (Mr.

Marcy. Sec of State, to Mr. Bromberg. consul at Hamburg, Oct. 25,

IHT,:',. 17 MS. Disp. to Consuls. 12.S.)

Marriage^ celebrated by a consul of the United States in any foreign

country of Christendom, between citizens of the United States, would
have no legal etl'ect here, save in one of the exceptional cases of its

Ix'iiig impossible for the parties to marry by the lew loci. American
con>uls have no such power given them by act of Congress, nor by the

(onniion law (»f marriage as understood in the several States. And
marriage, in the United States, is not a Federal question (save as to

jjlaces under the absolute legislative jurisdiction of the United

States), but one to Ix' determined by the several States.

Cushlng. .\t. (Jen. (1S."4). 7 Op.. IS.

The foregoing opinion was given in response to the following letter:

" I have the lioncpr to enclose licrcwith several desi)atches with various

documents accompanying them relating to a practice which prevails
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to some extent among the I'nited States consuls abroad of marrying

parties, either American citizens or foreigners, who call upon them
for that purpose.

" No regard is paid by the consuls to the forms or the laws relating to

marriage of the coinitry in which they reside. In a recent case at

Havana, the consul read the Kpiscoi)aI service; among the documents

annexed are forms which have been used at Bremen and elsewhere.

I will thank you to inform me if, in your opinion, the contracts of

marriage made under such circumstances would l)e recognized by
^ the courts of the Uiuted States, and if the issue of parties thus mar-

ried coidd iidierit any property, either in this country or abx'oad, be-

longing to their parent.s.

iv" It was stated some time since in the public prints that titles to property

have been contested In consequence of the alleged illegality of the

marriage of one of the parties by a United States consul." (Mr.

Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cushing. At. (ien., Nov. 3, 1854. 4.3 MS.
Dom. Let. 198.)

A consul can not, as consul, solemnize a marriage, whether he be or not a

subject of the foreign government. (Cushing, At. Gen. (18r)5), 7 Og.

342.)

" With respect to the validity of the marriage celebrated by Mr.

Goundie [United States consid at Zurich] . . . , it is a question upon

which this Department can pronounce no authoritative opinion, so far

as the rights of the parties may be involved. When, in matters of

administration, it becomes necessary for a Department to issue in-

structions or to establish regidations with a view to ensure the correct

and uniform execution of duties which are enjoined by law, this must

be dojie with reference to the subject under consideration. The De-

partment necessarily forms and makes known its o})inion upon the

various points connected with its action and j)rescribes the limitations

to be observed or the mode in Avhich the duties required are to be per-

formed. But tliere its right of interference ceases. It is confined to

the i)roceedings of the officer responsible to such Department. But

important subjects of controversy may arise between ])arties involv-

ing the legality or effect of such instructions or regulations, and which

the Department issuing them has no power to adjust and ought not to

attempt it, nor to interfere in any manner with the prosecution of the

claims of persons arising out of the exercise of disputed powqi". Such

cases become the subject of judicial and not of administrative action,

and the questions involved can ojdy l)e authoratively settled by the ju-

dicial tribunals. Rights claimed under alleged marriages niaj^ be

there investigated, upon the demand of any person interested, and the

decision, if involving the validit}^ of the marriage, settles that

question.

" I make these remarks in consequence of the opinion communi-
cated by you to the Fedei-al council upon its application, that the

marriage ceremony performed by the American consul in the case
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of Mr. and ^liss ^vas invalid. From the views pre-

sented in tliis despatch, it is obvious that this Department fully con-

curs with you in the ()j)inion. But it may be that a question may
arise, under that marriage, calling for the decision of courts of

justice in order to determine the rights of the parties. It is desirable

therefore that the Swiss (Jovernment should understand the position

occupied by this Department; that, although it may incidentally

judge of the legality of a marriage so far as the conduct of our dip-

lomatic or consular functionaries is connected with its celebration,

still its views can have no effect whatever, when the rights of parties,

under such marriage, are in controversy. The whole subject then

]:)asses from the administrative authorities to the judicial tribunals.

And therefore, in the event of the institution of proceedings, either

at home or abroad, to test the validity of this marriage, the opinion

of this Department can have no eifect whatever.
•• It affords me pleasure to inform you that I think the advice given

in your note of August 4, 18()0, to Mr. , to have the marriage

again celebrated and agreeably to the law of the place, in order to

obviate difficulty, was wise, and that the course indicated was the

propel" one to adopt."

Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to Mr. Fay, min. to Switz., Nov. 12. 1800, MS.
Inst. Switz. I. 8.").

''A consular officer of the United States is not authorized to per-

form the marriage ceremony in a foreign country of which he is a

resident, unless it is performed Avithin the precincts of a legation

of the United States, or of a consulate, which has by treaty or custom

the privilege of exterritoriality, or unless he is expressly author-

ized to do so by the laws of the country in which he resides; nor are

such officers invested by the laws of the United States with any of the

functions or duties pertaining to ministers of the Gospel.""

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Christensen, Dec. 10, 1872, MS. Notes to

Daiii.sli Loj,'. VI. ;«1.

A " (U'lmty coiisul-seiieral " is not a " consular officer " whose action val-

idates a niarriajie under the act of .Tune 22, 18(»0, R. S. § 4082. (Mr.

, risli. Sec. of.State. to Mr. Reardsley. .Tan. ^0. 1874. MS. Inst. Barhary

l)()\vers. XV. 171.)

An .Vnierican citizen, residing in the Fnited States, can not contract niar-

riajre before an American consul in Italy through iK)wer of attorney.

(Mr. Cridler. Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. (Jiallorenzi, Jan. 15,

llKtl, 2.'.0 MS. Doni. Let. 220.)

" Xo doubt as to its illegality [of a marriage ceremony performed

by a consul] could be entertained after the pa.ssage of the act of

Congress of the "i^nd of June, 18()0. Formerly unmarried emigrants

to the United States about to embark at Hamburg or Bremen were
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in the habit of having that ceremony performed for them by the

consul. As this was not in accordance with the local law. the prac-

tice was complained of by the German (xovernment, and those con-

suls were directed to desist from it. The act of 1860 accordingly

only authorizes marriage to take place in the presence of consuls,

who are officially to attest the fact."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Log.^n, niin. to Chile, .\ug. 19, 1874, MS.
Inst. Clille. XVI. 12(5.

"A United States consul has no authority, under the laws of the

United States, to solemnize marriages, and even if he had such author-

ity it would have, to be exercised in obedience to the laws of the coun-

try in Avhich he is resident as such consul. Consuls do not possess any

extraterritorial privileges in regard to private matters between indi-

viduals. The law provides that a United States consul may be present

and witness the ceremony, and may give to the parties a certificate of

the fact under the consular seal and make a record of it in the archives

of the consulate. A marriage thus celebrated between American citi-

zens in a foreign country, and not in contravention of the laws of such

foreign country, if performed by a minister of the gospel or other per-

son who by the laws of the country in which it takes place is author-

ized to solemnize marriages, and between persons who Avould be com-

petent to marry in the District of Columbia, is held by the laws of the

United States to be valid in the United States."

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kohustamm, Dec. 20, 1883, 149

MS. Dom. Let. 201.

" In your despatch Xo 12G, after stating the laws of Ecuador on the

subject of marriage, you ask whether a marriage solenniized by you

as consul-general, under the circumstances narrated, would be valid

in the United States and other countries than Ecuador. The quota-

tion you give from instructions of this Department of November 20,

1885, to Mr. Hodges exhibits the view of the law in this relation,

which the Department continues .to maintain. ' When the law of the

place of celebration,' I again affirm, ' imposes conditions . . .

repugnant to the conscience of the parties,' then the law of the place

of celebration does not necessarily prevail so as to invalidate every-

where a marriage not solemnized in conformity with such conditions.

This has been held in England to be the case with regard to marriages

of Protestants at Rome, solemnized by Protestant clergymen, and of

marriages in France by Protestant clergymen, at a time when the

local law required celebration by Catholics. In the present case there

is not only this conscientious objecticm which may be entertained by

Protestants to a Catholic ceremonial, but the still more serious objec-

tion which might be made by a Protestant to baptism by a Catholic
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priest, which it seems is in Eciuulor a prerequisite to an Ecuadorian

marriage.
" Such being the case, it wouhl probably be held by the courts of

this country and of England that a consensual marriage in Ecuador by

two citiz.ens of the Ignited States would be valid here, though its

validity might be denied in Ecuador. But the nuirriage of the parties

as described, they not being domiciled in the District of Columbia or

in one of the Territories, would derive nt) force from your officiating

at it as consul-general, though your presence and attestatitm as a wit-

ness might hereafter be of value as attesting the fact of consent. And
it is my duty also to inform you that the Department in giving these

views does not and can not speak judicially. Parties marrying abroad

must do so at their own risk, remembering that the law, especially in

such a question as you now put, is still open to doubts which can be

solved only by judicial action in the concrete case. It is proper at the

same time that you should advise Mr. and Miss that if

they should live together as man and wife in Ecuador without a

ceremonial marriage in conformity to Ecuadorian law, they might

possibly be subjected to prosecution, civil or ecclesiastical, and that in

such case it might not be within the range of the powers of this

Dei)artment to interfere for their relief."

Mr. Rivos. Assist. Set-, of State, to Mr. McGarr. cons. gen. at Guayaquil,

Jan. 7, 1888, 123 MS. In.st. Consuls. r..-)0.

'• I have before me your despatch No. 3. written at Quito on April

13th, 1888. asking whether the Department would disaj^prove of

your officiating at the marriage of two American citizens, in Ecua-

dor, the reason given being that they cannot conscientiously be

married in Ecuador in conformity with Ecuadorian law, such law

prescriliing a Roman Catholic ceremony and prior baptism by a

Catholic priest. As to the validity of a consensual marriage by

American citizens in Ecuador, such marriage not being in conformity

with Px'uadorian law. T have already expressed my views in my
instruction of January 7. 1888. No. 48, which I now reaffirm.

" As to your present specific request I now say that the Department

cannot cx])ress its approval of your 'officiating' as consul general at

a ' consensual ' marriage of the parties in question. Aside from the

f)bjection that your so ' officiating " as ' consul general ' would put

you, in your official cai)acity. more or less in collision with the local

law of P^cuador. there is nothing in the legislative specification of

the functions of consuls, or in the Consular Regulations, which would
authorize such official action on your |)art. In the only statute which

touches this question—a statute which in any view applies only to

persons domiciled in the Territories or in the District of Columbia

—

the idea of conveyance of power to ' officiate ' is excluded by the
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limitation of the act to marriages ' in the presence of ' any consular

officer of the United States. •

'' Under these conditions the Department can issue no instructions

which might be held to recognize in its consular officers any dis-

tinctive power of ' officiating ' at marriages.''

Mr. Rives. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. MclJarr. consul-general at Guaya-
quil, May 8. 1888. 125 MS. Inst. Consuls. 248.

" 417. Consuls not to celebrate.—A consular officer of the United

States has no power to celebrate marriages in a Christian country

between citizens of the United States unless specially authorized by
the laws of the country to do so. In non-Christian countries his au-

thority to perform this rite is not sufficiently well established and de-

fined in the jurisprudence of the United States to justify action upon
it. It is deemed safer to forbid consular officers, and they are hereby

forbidden, to solemnize marriages in any case. (7 Op. Att. Gen.,

23, HO, 31, 342, 346; 1 Halleck, Ch. XI., sec. 14; 1 Bishop, Marriage

and Divorce, 298.)

" 418. May act as witnesses.—A consular officer may, when re-

quested, be an official witness of the ceremony of marriage where one

of the contracting parties is a citizen of the United States. In all

cases of marriage in the presence of a consular officer he shall give to

each of the parties a certificate of such marriage, and shall also send

forthwith a certificate thereof to the Department of State.

" 419. Certificate.—This certificate must be under the official seal

of the consulate, and must give the names of the parties, their ages,

l^laces of birth and residence, the date and place of the marriage, and

must certify that the marriage took place in the presence of the con-

sular officer giving the certificate. (Form Xo. 87.)"

Consular Regulations of the United States. 181)0.

The act of June 22, 1800 (Rev. Stat., § 4082), provides that

" marriages in ])resence of any consular officer of the
Act of I860, R. S. T' i 1 Oi^ ^ • £ '

i I i
,.no« united States in a loreigu country, between persons
4280. .

'^ ...
who would be authorized to marry if residing in the

DistriiCt of Columbia, shall be valid to all intents and purposes, and

shall have the same effect as if solemnized within the United States.

And such consular officers shall, in all cases, give to the parties mar-

ried before them a certificate of such marriage, and shall send another

certificate thereof to the Dej^artment of State, there to be kept; such

certificates shall specify the names of the parties, their ages, places of

birth, and residence."

See "An act to regulate marriages in the District of Columbia," approved

May l.'{. 18!)»). 2!) Stat. 118. liy this statute the consent of parents

or of guardians is required in the case of a male person under twenty-
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one years of a}j;e. and of a female uiuler eighteen years of age who
has not he«Mi previously married. Marriages riiay he eelehrated hy

tlie judge of a court of record or a justice of the peace, or by duly

ordained and authorized ministers; and, where the i)arties belong to

a religious society having no ordained minister, the marriage may be

solemnized by the person appointed and In the manner prescribed by

and i»rac-ticed in such society. Licenses to n»arry are reciuired; but it

is forbidden to issue any to a citizen of a foreign country "until a

minister or consul representing such foreign country in the United

States shall certify that the conditions to the validity of the marriage

of the laws of such country shall have l)een complied with."

As to the form of such a certificate, see Mr. Hoclchill. Acting Sec. of State,

to Viscount (Jough. British charge, Sept. 23, ISIMJ, MS. Notes to Great

Britain. XXIIL 4(n.

" As to the validity of a ntarriaore, celebrated without regard to the

laws of the i)lace. by ministers or consuls of the United States by

virtue of their official functions, I have very decided opinions in

o])|)()siti()n to the existence of any such power; yet I am aware that

there are important considerations in favor of its exercise by foreign

ministers, which are not applicable to consids. There is no law, State

or Federal, conferring such authority upon either, and it must there-

fore 1k' deduced from general considerations and not from positive

legislation, ^^'ith respect to consuls, the questi(m is not only clear

upon general princij)les but it has been settled, so far as it is compe-

tent to settle it by the authority of this Department, as may be seen

by reference to the (ilSth section of the Consular Regulations, promul-

gated November 10th, 1850. It is presumable that when Mr. Ooundie

assumed this ])ower he could not have been aware that its existence

had been thus officially denied.
'' There is no subsefjuent legislation which confers this jurisdiction.

I consider that the 81st section of the act of Congress, passed at its

last session, giving certain judicial powers to ministers and consuls of

the United States in foreign countries, and which declares that mar-

riages celebrated therein in i)resence of any consular officer, between

persons who would be authorized to marry in the District of Colum-

bia, shall have the same force and effect, and shall be valid to all

intents and i)urposes, as if the said marriage had been solenniized

within the T'nited States, provides only for the presence of a consular

officer upon such an occasion. And the provision is no doubt a wise

one,' not only because it furnishes security against fraud, but because

it renders more easy the authentication of such marriages in the

United States. Hut it does not withdraw the celebration of such

marriages from the authoiity of the country where they take place,

nor does it give any power to the consular officer himself to perform

the ceremony. And that |)art of the same section which declares that

such marriages shall have the same ell'ect as if they had been cele-
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brated in the United States must in my opinion be limited to places

and districts over which Congress possesses the power of exclusive

jurisdiction and cannot operate in the respective States."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Fay, iiiin. to Switzerland, Nov. 12, 18<j0,

MS. Inst. Switz. I. 8.5.

'' The purpose of Congress in requiring the presence of a consul

at a nuirriage may have been to secure the testimony of an official

witness of our own to the act, a witness, too, who would be bound

to record the transaction in the arcliives of his consulate and attest

it under his official seal.

'' Though unofficial witnesses might be held competent to testify,

their testimony might not be held available when required. The
parties to the marriage, however, could always produce the consul's

certificate when occasion might call therefor. . . .

" The provisions of our act of 18G0 upon the subject of marriages

abroad are not supposed to have been influenced by the legislation of

any other country. They are understood to have been in the main

designed to correct a practice which prevailed at some points of

nuirriages by consuls without reference to the local law.'*

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsli, niin. to Italy, .Ian. 10, 187.5, For.

Rel. 1875, II. 701. See, also. Mr. Fish to Mr. Washhurn, Nov. 14,

1874. For. Kel. 1875, I. 44.5.

See Mr. Marsh to Mr. Fish, Oct. 12, 1874. For Kel. 1875, II. 7.55.

"(1) In the opinion of the Secretary the act of Congress to which

you refer does not affect marriage of persons domiciled in the par-

ticular States of the Union. Elach of these States is supreme in

its legislation as to all matters relating to the conditions of marriage,

as well as of divorce, within its limits.

"(2) P]ven to marriage abroad of persons domiciled in the District

of Columbia or in the Territories over which Congress has juris-

diction, the presence and attestation of a consular officer is not,

under the act of Congress, necessary. Such marriages, if otherwise

valid in the District of Columbia or in the Territories, would be

valid, although not solenmized before a consular officer. Nor does

the presence of a consular officer by itself give validity to marriages

otherwise invalid.

"(3) It is very questionable whether, even as to marriages of

persons domiciled in the District of Columbia and in the Territories,

the act of Congress has any effect out of those jurisdictions. It

is a principle of international law that the forms of solemnizing mar-

riages must conform to the rules established by the law of the place

of solemnization. No particular sovereign can Avitlidraw from the

operation of that principle the marriages of his subjects when sol-
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enmized abroad. He may say, "In my own dominions these mar-

riages shall l)e valid." but he cannot by such a decree change the rule

of international law in this respect, which is accepted by foreign

nations. In other words, the general position is, that a local law

cannot extraterritorially affect the law of nations. We have applied

this rule to cases where foreign sovereigns have attempted by local

decrees to vary international law in respect to blockade and to j^iracy.

There is no reason why the same rule shoidd not be applied in respect

to marriage, and the British (lovernment in its instructions to its dip-

lomatic agents has been careful to make this distinction. It has told

them that while marriages of British subjects abroad in ambassa-

dors' residences would be valid in the British dominions, they are,

in the opinion of the crown officers, ' not necessarily valid without

the dominions of Her Majesty.' (See Lord Stanley's letter of Feb-

ruary 8. 1S()7. cited in 2 Fraser on Husband and Wife, 2d ed.,

(Edinburgh. 1878). 1312.)

"(4) There is no reason, however, why a consul should not permit

marriages of American citizens, no matter what may be their doui-

icil, to be solenuiized in his presence whenever they desire it. AVhile

he can not either make or unmake such marriage, he gives in his

certificate a memorandum which Avill enable him, when living, to

refresh his memory when called as a witness to the fact of the

marriage, and. after his death, such a memorandum may be admis-

sible as documentary proof of the marriage. The fact, also, that

the marriage took place in his presence would lead to the inference

that it was entered into advisedly."

Mr. Bayard. Sec of State, to Mr. Winchester, inin. to Switzerland, Aug.

1."). 188.'). For. Rel. 188-5, 807. 808.

Wlietlier a marriage solemnized abroad in the presence of a consular

officer of tlie Unitetl States is validated, so far as concerns this coun-

try, under the act of Congress of June 22. 1800. by the fact of the

presence of the consul, de]»ends upon whether the parties are domi-

cilcil in the District of Columl»ia. or in one of the Territories of the

I'liited States. If they are domiciled in one of the States of the

rniiiu the (|uestioii. so far as concerns such State, would depend ui)on

its local law. (Mr. Rayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ketehani, M. C,
.Inly 2. ISSS. For. Itcl. 1S88. I. (^4<i.)

"420. Etl'ect of mai'riage in presence of consul.—It it provided by
statute that " .Marriages in presence of any consular officer of the

I'nited States in a foreign country, between persons who would be

authorized to marry if roiding in the District of Columbia, shall

i)e valid to all intents and |)uri)oses, and shall have the same effect

as if solemnized within tlie Tnited States.' (R. S. sec. 4082.) The
statute does not exclude modes of soleinnizati(m other than that in

presence of a consular ofHcei-. Man-iages abroad, when not in the

presence of a consular officer, if otherwise valid, are not invalidated

•
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by the above statute. The statute does not authorize the consuhir

officer to perform the ceremony, but simply prescribes the legal effect

which will be given to a marriage performed in his presence. In

view of the exclusive authority of the States in such matters, this

statute would probably not be operative outside of the District of

Columbia and the Territories."

Consular Regulations of the United States. 180(!.

This section of the Consular Regulations, 189(5. forms section 178 of

Instructions to the Diplomatic Officers of the Fnitetl StJite.-^. 1897.

It may also be found in the printed Personal Instructions to the

Diplomatic Agents of the United States, 18,s.">. the last sentence of

which, however, reads: "As under the Constitution of the United

States the States have exclusive power of determining the condi-

tions of marriage and divorce as to persons domiciled within their

borders, this statute only covers marriages by persons donnciled in

the Di.stfict of Columbia or in the Territories."

"This statute [of June 22, 18G0, R. S. 4082| is now lield in this Depart-

ment to be unconstitutional, except so far as concerns the District of

Columbia and the Territories." (Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Garland. At. Gen., May VT. 1885. 1.") MS. Dom. Let. 405.)

"It is now held by the Department that the statute in question [R. S.

sec. 4082] operates only as to persons domiciletl in the District of

Columbia or in the Territories." (Mr. Wharton. Assist. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Southworth. .Jan. 20. 189.3. 190 MS. Dom. Let. 139.)

(G) CERTIFICATKS OF LAW.

§241.

" Information has reached the Department that it is the practice

with some of its diplonuitic and consular representa-
Order of Feb. 8, ,• , ,,, j. £ k

•
-i-

tives to issue, at the request ot American citizens pro-

posing to marry abroad, certificates as to the freedom

of such parties from matrimonial disabilities, and as to the law in

the United States regulating the mode of solemnizing marriage.
'• Waiving other objections to certificates of this class, it is enough

now to say that the practice of issuing them is objectionable, because

they may contain erroneous statements which may be productive of

difficulty.

" Diplomatic and consular agents can ordinarily certify in respect

to .he matrimonial disabilities of individuals (e. r/., as to j:)rior mar-

riage, or parental control) upon hearsay only, and therefore unre-

liably.

" In certificates as to the laws in the United States regulating the

solemnization of marriage the possibilities of error are great and

manifest. Of these laws no accurate or reliable summary could be

given. It is essential, for instance, to the validity of a marriage

solemnized in Massachusetts and other New England States, that it
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should be solemnized bj' a local clerg\^man or magistrate after a

license taken out in the office of the town clerk, which is virtually a

publication. In other States
|
it is alleged] it is necessary to the cere-

mony that it should be solemnizevl by a minister of the Gospel. In

most States a marriage by consent, so far as concerns ceremonial

form, is valid ; but even in these States law is frequently undergoing

alteration.

" Serious consequences may ensue from errors made in this relation

in diplomatic or consular certificates. A foreign local official may
solemnize a marriage on such a certificate, but when a question

involving the validity of the marriage arises in a superior court of

law. it may well be decided that such certificate can not prove matters

of fact, nor the law in that particular State, Territory, or District

of the United States in which the parties were domiciled.

" The issue of these certificates is not authorized by statute nor by

the instructions to diplomatic agents or consuls.

" The withholding of such certificates may prevent serious disaster.

If citizens of the United States desire to be married before a foreign

officer who requires information as to their individual status and the

laws of their domicil, the information can be obtained from persons

familiar with the facts, or from experts acquainted with the laws of

such domicil : and in matters involving the validity of marriages

and the legitimac}^ of children, too great trouble in this respect can

not be taken.
"' To the position that it is not competent for diplomatic or consular

officers to state the law of the United States as to marriage, there is,

however, one important exception to which your attention has lx?en

heretofore directed. Throughout the United States is recognized the

l)rincipl(' of international law that a solenmization of marriage valid

1)V the law of the place of solenmization will be regarded as valid

everywhere. Hence, where persons domiciled in any part of the

United States propose to be married in a foreign land, the forms of

solenmization prescribed by the law of the domicil are of consequence

only when the law of such foreign land adopts those forms as

sufficient.

" Nothing in this order is intended to preclude a chief diplomatic

representative of the United States, having obtained })ermission of

the I)('j)artment for that purpose, from certifying as to the law of

any particular jurisdiction in the United States when called upon by

a judicial tribunal, oi* a consul, who is an expert as to such law, from
testifying thereto when called ujion in a court of justice, or from

certifying thereto when excused from testifying in such court."

Mr. r>ayanl. Sec of State, circular to diploinatic and consular otlicers,

Feb. 8, 1887, For. Kel. 18.S7, li:):j.
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ORDERED HY THE SECRETARY.

" It is not competent, without the special authority of this Department, for

diplomatic agents, consuls, or consular agents, to certify officially as to the

.status of persons domiciled in the T'nited States and projwsing to be marrietl

abroad, or as to the law in the Unitetl States, or in any part thereof, relating

to the solemnization of marriages.

" T. F. Bayabd."

'' I have before nie your No. 462, of date of the 18th ultimo, and
note your comment upon a circuhir order lately issued by this Depart-

ment, that ' it is not competent, Avithout special authority of this De-
partment, for diplomatic agents, consuls, or consular agents to certify

officially as to the status of persons domiciled in the United States,

and proposing to be married abroad, or as to the law of the United
States, or any part thereof, relating to the solemnization of marriages.'

"Among the causes which induced this order were statements made
to this Department that not only had the law as to marriage in the

United States been erroneously certified to by its representatives

abroad, but that for such certificates excessive fees had been exacted.

Printed certificates had also been issued by certain United States con-

suls in Europe, which stated, without qualification, that in no part of

the United States are banns, or prior publication, or the assent of

parents, or the j^resence of any particular civic or ecclesiastical official

essential to the due celebration of marriage. I need scarcely say that

such certificates are on their face erroneous.

" Your remark that the practice of granting certificates as to both

status and marriage laws ' has existed at this [your ] consulate for

many 3'ears past,' and, after saying that you recognize ' the propriety '

of the Department carefully inquiring ' into the competency of a con-

sular officer authorized to give certificates of this character,' you pro-

ceed to give reasons why you, from your prior experience and knowl-

edge, and from the books at j^our command, are to be considered as

' competent ' to give such certificates.

" It is evident that you have misapprehended the meaning and ap-

plication of the word ' competent,' as used in the circular order. It

had no bearing upon the individual qualifications of the parties ad-

dressed, nor th'eir capacity as legal experts, but related solely to the

extent of their ofjicial functions and their ofjicial capacity or compe-

tency to perform certain acts. Xo reflection was implied or intended

upon your professional attainments as a lawyer nor your ability to

give reliable opinions in the line of that profession.

'* But, as it is not within the competence of any officer of the execu-

tive branch of this Government to create new law or in any degree to

exercise legislative powers, it is equally outside of executive duty or

power to invade judicial functions and to certify construction of laws.

The stat^is of the parties to a projected marriage may be a matter of
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contestable fact, and equally the legal requisites of marriage in a par-

ticular jurisdiction may l)e a matter of contestable law. To neither

of these is a consul of the United States legally competent to certify.

"' It is proper for this Department and its representatives to advise

citizens of the United States proposing to marry in foreign countries

to comply in all respects with the lex Ion of the solemnization, but it

can not authorize its representatives to certify to disputed or disj^u-

tal)le facts, nor as to the condition of law throughout the United States.

Certificates of such a character having no legal authority could have

no elfect whatever on the judiciary before whom such questions of law

or fact would necessarily come for decision. Many illustrations could

be given of the danger of exposing marriages contracted abroad in re-

liance upon such official certificates to being invalidated by the subse-

quent judgments of courts having jurisdiction of the parties and the

contract.

" The order in question is intended to restrain the official action of

consuls, but in no degree to prohibit unofficial advice and counsel to

individuals, or giving personal opinions or testimony as to laws or

facts with which the consuls themselves may be familiar. The inhi-

bition applies only to official certification of facts or law outside the

scope and function of official duties and powder."

• Mr. Bayard, Sec. of Stato, to Mr. Walker, Apr. 7, 1887, For. Rel. 1887, .35!).

Mr. Walker's No. 402 is printed in the same volume, p. .350.

"This Department has never made any publication, in the nature of a

report or otherwise, of the recpiisites of a valid marriage in the vari-

ous states of Europe. The course of this Department has been to

advi.se citizens of the United States desiring to be married abroad to

comply with the law of the place of the i)erformanco of the marriage

with reference to its celebration. Marriages so celebrated are gener-

ally recognized as valid eveiywhere. To this ride, however, requir-

ing the ceremony to l)e jterfoi'med according to the law of the place

where the mai-riage occurs, there are certain exce[)tions ; as where

the marriage is performed in ji barbarous land, or the law of the

place of celebration imposes conditions impossible of performance or

repugnant t<) the conscience of the parties. Btrt the general rule

applical)ie to civilized countries is that the ceremony must be per-

formed according to the law of the place of performance." (Mr.

Riiyard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hodges, Nov. 20, 1885, 58 MS. Dom.
Let. <;.)

"I have received your Xo. 870, of the 2d ultimo, in which you

request that this I)ei)artnieut reconsider, so far as the legation of the

United States in France is concerned, the recent circular of Feb-

ruary 8 last, instructing the diplonuitic agents, consuls, and consular

agents of the Unite(l States to refrain from certifying officially, with-

out the sj)ecial authority of this Department, as to the status of i)er-

sons domiciled in the United States and proposing to be married
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abroad, or as to the law in the United States, or in any part thereof,

relating to the solemnization of marriages.

" The question to which the circular relates being one of very grave

importance, the Department has given it the most careful considera-

tion before and since the issuance of the circular, and has found no
reason to change the conclusions therein stated, AMiilst always solicit-

ous to aid in every proper way and by all legitimate means citizens of

the United States in foreign lands, the Department is of opinion that

in respect to marriage there are more important considerations than

that of the mere convenience of the contracting parties.

As was said in the circular, ' if citizens of the United States desire

to be married before a foreign officer who requires information as to

their individual status and the laws of their domicil, the information

can be obtained from persons familiar with the facts, or from experts

acquainted with the laws of such domicil; and in matters involving

the validity of marriage and the legitimacy of children, too great

trouble in this respect can not be taken.'

" It appears, however, from your dispatches, as well as from other

sources, that in recent years a practice has sprung up in France and

certain other countries, of diplomatic and consular officers of the

United States giving official certificates not only as to the personal

status of Americans desiring to be married abroad, but as to the law

of their supposed domicil in respect to the forms of solemnization of

marriage.

This arose in France (as you state in your No. 370) from the fact

that it was deemed necessary, under the law. ' for an American

desiring to be married in France to produce an official document

showing when and where he was born, and to furnish evidence that if

he is above age he can marry in the United States without the consent

of his parents, and that publication of banns is onl}^ necessary where

the marriage is solemnized.'

" But all these requisites could, it is supposed, be proved, and before

the practice in question sprang up must have been proved b}' other

evidence tlian the official certificate of a consular or diplomatic officer

of the United States; and although such certification may be the most

convenient form of proof, there are, in the opinion of the Department,

serious objections to its use for the purpose indicated. Aside from

the impropriety of consular or diplomatic officers certifying generally

as to the law in different parts of the United States, such certification

as you describe requires a judgment upon matters of fact. It is

obvious that such a judgment, while it may expedite the i)erformance

of a marriage ceremony, is not conclusive as to the validity of that

ceremony, and is not known to be receivable as evidence by judicial

tribunals before whom the marriage might be called in question.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 34
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Neither is it known to he reeeivahle under the hiws of France by the

French majrist rates: and this doubt is increased by the statements in

your No. 334 that, when the practice of issuing; the certificates in ques-

tion began, they were frecjuently rejected by the French mayors; that

'g;radually. however, the ])ractice established itself, and the Duke
Decazes. minister of foreign affairs, having countenanced and recom-

mended it. although unofficially, it was respected by the French

authorities; but that even now occasionally a new mayor or an

unreasonable subordinate refuses one or more of these papers and

compels thereby the legation to ask the interposition of the higher

authorities.'

"These statements suggest two conclusions: (1) That there is no

law that makes those papers competent evidence in France of what

they purport to prove; (2) that their reception is a matter of grace,

brought about or aided by the unofficial advice of the French minis-

ter of foreign affairs, acting, it may be presumed, on the assurance of

the minister of the United States, that the marriages of Americans

upon such certificates would be valid in the United States.

" It is, as stated in Department's circular of February 8, a prin-

ciple of international law. recognized throughout the United States,

that a solenniization of marriage, valid by the law of the place of

solemnization, will be regarded as valid everywhere.
'' This rule is the i)rincipal safeguard of persons marrying abroad,

nnd when it is relaxed in favor of the law of the domicil of the

parties it is important that the greatest care should be taken to ascer-

tain what that law is, in order that the ceremony maj^ be not only

performed, but performed validly. The Department is not, however,

aware that the law of France in respect to marriage makes any dif-

ference between citizens and foreigners. It was declared at the time

of the preparation of the French codes, in answer to the question of

the First Consul with respect to marriages of foreigners in France:
' Foreigners residing in France are subject to French laws.' (See

article on the international law of marriage, by the late W. B.

Lawrence. 11 Albany Law Journal, 33.) It is true that the French
law may. as to certain elements of personal caj^acity, employ the law

of the domicil as the test of such capacity, but the Department is not

informed that under the French law the requirements of a valid mar-

riage betAvcen foreigners are in any other respect different from those

of a marriage between citizens.

" Now, as to the personal status or capacity of the parties to a pro-

jected nuirriage, there may be both (piestions of contested or contest-

able law and of contested or contestable fact; and to neither of these

is a diplomatic or consular officer of the United States competent to

certify officially. In an instruction to Mr. Fay, minister of the
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United States to Switzerland, under date oi November 12, ISGO, Mr.
Cass said that when ' tlie inquiry is made in Europe how a niarriajje

must be celebrated there, not only to be valid but to carry with it its

proper rigfhts in the United 8talos, iib general answer can l)e given to

the question. The answer must embrace not only the provisions of

the laws of the United States so far as regards the places governed by
those laws, but must embrace also the laws of thirty-three States,

beside the Territories:

" It may be observed that Mr. Cass, while Secretary of State, gave
special attention to the subject of foreign marriages, and it was by his

instructimii which has never been revoked, that an end was put to

the practice of performing marriage ceremonies in legations, in sup-

J)osed conformity with the law of the place of the American domicil

of the parties. So decided was he in the opinion that the Jcx loci

celebrationis should be followed, that on the occasion of the mar-
riage of his own daughter, while he was minister of the United

States at Paris, to the American secretary of legation, he did not

consider the marriage of the parties at his hotel as sufficient, not-

withstanding their extraterritorial immunities, and after taking the

advice of the most eminent French lawyers, obliged the parties to

be married at the mayoralty and to fulfill all the formalities required

of a French citizen by the Code Xapoleon. (11 Alb. L. J. 34.)

'• In your Xo. 334, of December 31 last, you inclosed blank forms

of the certificates which the legation has of late years been issuing.

The first of these states generally that proof having been made to

the legation of certain facts as to the birth of a certain person, it

is given to take the place of an extract from the register of the civil

state. The second certificate states that according to the terms of

the American laws the consent of parents is not necessary to a mar-

riage of persons twenty-one years of age. The third form states

that, according to the American laws, the publications of the mar-

riages of Americans, celebrated in a foreign country, is not required

at the domicil of the parties in the United States.

'* The second of these certificates is regarded as the least open to

objection, and may indeed be regarded in the light of a certificat

de coufi/mc, twenty-one 3'ears being the age of majority and emanci-

pation from parental and other control all over the United States.

'' The first is open to the serious criticism that, while it takes

the form of an official judgment upon questions of fact, it is not

authorized by any law, and while it may expedite the performance

of a marriage ceremony, would not. as has already been remarked,

necessarily be received by any judicial tribunal before whom the mar-

riage might be called in question, as evidence of the facts stated.

The third form of certificate states a general conclusion of law,

which the Department is not competent to authorize. Publication
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of banns is a matter under the regulation of the different States and

Territories, and this Department certainly is not competent to declare

what the law in this relation of those States and Territories either

is or may be ascertained by their judicial courts to be. The danger

of such an attempt is shown b}' Circular Xo. 39, to which you refer

as furnishing reliable information. The requisites of a valid mar-

riage in the ditl'erent States and Territories are sometimes matters

of judicial ascertainment, as well as of statutory enactment. For

example. Circular Xo. 89, in giving the requisites of a valid mar-

riage in Massachusetts. Avholly omits to state what has since been

decided by the supreme judicial court of that Commonwealth, that

a consensual marriage, without the presence of an officiating clergy-

man or magistrate, and to which neither party was a Friend or

Quaker, is invalid (Com. r. Munson, 127 Mass. -159). It has also

recently l)een held in the District of Columbia that a marriage in

the District by consent, without some religious ceremony, is not suf-

ficient to make a valid marriage by the laAv there existing.

'• In a general note to Circular Xo. 39 it is stated that in ' the several

States and Territories penalties are imposed by the statutes for a fail-

ure to comply with the requirements as to license or return of the cer-

tificate; . . . but in none of the States or Territories is the mar-

riage null and void because of a non-compliance with the require-

ments of the statute.'

'• It is, however, understood that by an old statute of Xorth Caro-

lina marriages solemnized without a license first had are null and

void, and the same rule has been held to exist in Tennessee, where

the statute of Xorth Carolina was in force. (Wharton, Conflict of

Laws.
Jj 173. note 1, 2d ed., 1881.) Whether the same rule would be

held to be in force in other places in the United States under the

sjjecial i)r()vision of statutes, it is not within the province of this De-

partment to declare, and can only be conjectured.
*• It is inqjortant to observe that in recent years the tendency of the

courts in the United States has been to require a stricter compliance

than formerly with forms and ceremonies in the solemnization of

marriages. As i)opulation has increased, and the difficulty of com-

plying with forms has been diminished, considerations of convenience

have been given less and less weight. And, on the other hand, there

has been a growing tendency, both in legislation and in judicial

decisions, to place some clieck on inconsiderate and informal alliances.

'• Under these circumstances it would be highly inexpedient for this

Department to undertake to decUire in advance what may be the deci-

sions of the judicial brancli with whom the sole power to decide in

these important matters rests. The function of delivering judgments,

whether orally or in the form of certificates, is wholly judicial, and
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is not under our system confided to the executive branch. The authen-

tication of a statute, or other matter of recoi'd, may be the (hity of an

executive officer, but not to dechire its effect.

" Hohling these views, it would be a breach of duty in this Depart-

ment to authorize its dipk)niatic or considar agents to issue, in matters

which from the nature of things are uncertain, certificates which, if

erroneous, woukl be prochictive of consequences so disastrous as the

illegitimation of marriages, however innocently solemnized, on the

faith of such certificates, and the bastardizing of the issue of such

marriages.

"All these serious responsibilities and dangei's are avoided by the

parties conforming to the lex loci celebrationis.'''

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. MoLane, May 9, 1887, For. Rel, 1887, 205.

Mr. McLaiie's No. o70 is printed in For. Rol. 1887, 287. In his No.

3.34, of Dec. 31, 188G, Mr. McLane said :
" The conditions ivciuired hy

the Frencli hiws for a marriage in France are sui)stantially as

foUows : Each party desiring to marry must produce

—

"(1°) A certificate of birth, issued hy some ci\il authority, written or

translated into French. A certificate of baptism or any paper issued

by a church is not accepted.

"(2°) The written consent of parents or guardian, or a certificate of their

death.

" (3°) Evidence of six months' residence in the commune or ward in

which the marriage is to talve place, from at least one of the two

parties.

"(4°) Publication of bans on two Sundays, and at least during eleven

days at the mayoralty of that comnmne, and if one of the two par-

ties has not there the residence required, publication also at the

mayoralty of his previous residence.

" Very few Americans l)eing able to ctmiply literally with these con-

ditions, the legation sought to relieve them of the embarrassment

by issuing papers which might be accepted as substitutes for those

reciuired by the French authorities.

" With this view three forms of certificates were i)repared in French,

(X)pies of which are herewith inclosed.

"Form No. 1, which is jirinted because very frequently applied for. is

a certificate of birth. It is given upon evidence satisfactory to the

legation; some family record, a certificate of baptism, or, occasion-

ally, the statement under oath of the parties.

" Form No. 2 is a statement that in the United States the consent of the

i)arents is not necessary for the marriage of their children when

they are over age.

" Form No. 3 certifies that publication of bans at the domicile in the

United States of an American marrying abroad is not reciuired.

" In the beginning thes(> substitutes were frequently rejected l>y the

French mayors, and many of our countrymen who had made ar-

rangements to marry in France had to proceed to England or to

Switzerland, where the laws are less exacting, to have their mar-

riage .solenniized. (Jradually. however, the i>ractice established

itself and the Duke Decazes, minister of foreign affairs, having at
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the time e<)untenanoe<l niul roconiniended it, although unofficially, it

was rosi)e't(Hl l».v tiic French authorities and hecanie general. It

hapiH'Us. nevertheless, tiiat occasionally a new mayor or an unreason-

able snhordinate refuses one or more of these papers and compels

thereby the legation to ask the interposition of the higher authori-

ties. It is an instance of this kind which gives occasion to the

present dispatch.

"Originally the certificates alMive mentioned were issued only by this

legation and being given siniply to accommodate our countrymen,

they were and are still issued without charge. Later on the ct)n-

sulate also issued certificates of this kind, sometimes in the identical

form i)rei>ared and adopted by this legation, sometimes in another

form, and generally made some pecuniary charge for them. As
tho.se who were unwilling or unable to pay for these papers could

obtain them gratuitously at the legation. I did not think it advisable

to question either the right of the considate to issue such papers or

the legality and propriety of charging for them, as my pretlecessors

had not done so. Recently the practice has created trouble and em-

barrassment, which obliges me to interfere." (For Rel. 1887, 279,280

et sei].)

The certificates referred to were in the following form

:

FoR.\i No. L

Acte de

No. ,

Acte de

de-

Pcre —
Mere —
le

;\

Paris 188—.

Etat—
rique.

Etats-Unis d'Ame-

Legatiox des Etats-Unis d'Am^rique.

[Extrait des Registres de TEtat Civil.]

No. . Paris, ce — , 188—.

Preuve ayant ete faite a cette Chancellerie que
F legitime de est

le— 188— .a .Etatde .Etats-

Unis d'Ameriqiie: le present certificat a ete

delivrepour tenir lieu d'extrait des registres

de I'Etat Civil.

L'Envoye Extraordinaire et Ministre Plenipo-

tentiaire des Etats-Unis (or the Secretary):

FOKM Xo. 2.

LfXiATION DES 15tATS-I\MS n'AMl^RIQUE,

I'(iri!i. . 188-.

— , citoycn amc'ricain demeurant temporal rement en

— , ii est certific i)ar la presente (pi'au.x termes des

lois anu'ricaines le consetement des jK-re et mere n'est i)oint necessaire pour le

mariage des personnes agees de vingt et un ans accomplis.

(Signed by the minister or the secretary.)

A la itriC're de .M.

France. No. . rue
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Form No. .'?.

Lk(;atio.\ dkh Etats-T'nis d'Am^irique.

Paris, . 188-.

A la i)rir're <!*• M. . citoyeii des Etats-riiis denieurant teinporaireiiieiit il

Paris nw . No. . il est cortitio (lu'au.x teniies des lois ainericaiiies la

piibli<-atioii des iiiarlaj;es des aiiierlcaiiis ceh'-liivs A Tetran^er iiVst jtoint re<iuise

au domicile originel au.x Etats-Uiiis.

(Sijrnod Ity the minister or the secretary.)

" Your No. 408, of the IHth ultimo, has l)oen rocoivod. You therein

examine the various ruliuirs of the Department, so far as acoessibk' to

you, touching the refrularity or propriety of permitting consuls to cer-

tify to, or state for the information of Mhom it may concern, the

announcement found in Mr. l^ayard's circular instruction to diplo-

matic and consular officers of February 8, 1S8T, that " throughout the

United States is recognized the principle of international law that a

solenmization of marriage valid by the law of the place of solemniza-

tion will l)e regarded as valid everywhere.'
•• The language of this instruction appears to be guardedly confined

to the question of the form and manner in which a marriage may be

solemnized under the laws of the State where it is performed. It does

not touch the question of the status of the individuals as a condition to

the validity of the marriage, as to which important exceptions are

found in the legislation of many countries. Consequently your sug-

gestion is confined merely to certifying to the fact that if parties,

citizens of a State or States of this Union, are competent under the

laws thereof to contract matrimony, their marriage abroad according

to the laws of the country of their temporary sojourn v.ould be held

valid as to form in the State or Stiites of which they are citizens.

" The value of such a conditional certification may be doubtful, as

it leaves untouched the essential factor of the question, namely, the

lawful ability of the parties to contract matrimony according to the

statutes of the State or States of their residence. As to this latter

point the rule of the Department prohibiting certification is clear and

necessary.

" There is another reason why a diplomatic or consular officer

should decline to certify as to the legal requisites of marriage in the

Ignited States. The ])ower to make such a certificate is not conferred

on him by the laws of the United States, nor by international law, and

he has no official powers which are not derived from one of these

sources. Therefore, whatever private knowledge a diplomatic or con-

sular officer may have respecting the laws of marriage, he is not

authorized to certify them upon that knowledge. It is not a question

of individual knowledge, but of official competency.
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" I have i^loasure, therefore, in approving? your judgment that it

was proper to decline to advise the making of a certificate, even in

the quoted hmguage of Mr. Bayard's circuhir instruction of F'ebru-

ary 8, 188T."

Mr. Olney. Soo. of State, to Mr. Uunyoii, niiib. to Germany, Deo. 0. 1895,

For. Hel. ISO"), I. .-.:?8.

Section 8!K). Consular Regulations, 1888, provided :
" It is not competent,

without special authority from the Department, for diplomatic agents,

consuls, or consular agents to certify otHcially as to the status of

persons domiciled in the United States and proposing to be married

abroad, or as to the law in the TTnited States or any part thereof

relating to the solenniization of marriage."

The connnercial agent of the Ignited States at Freiburg, in Baden, liaving

certitied " that according to the laws of the United States there is no

impediment to the marriage " of a certain citizen of the United States,

and " that especially he does not need the consent of his parents, and

that the proclamation of the banns of his marriage in Cleveland is

not necessary," Cleveland apparently being considered the American

home of the individual in ([uestion, attention was called to the con-

sul's " violation of the Department's rules." in certifying as to things

"none of which was within his otticial cognizance;" and particular

reference was made to the instruction to Mr. Kunyon of Dec. 9, 1895.

(Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Uhl, amb. to Germany, Nov. 20, 1896,

MS. Inst. Germany, XIX. (584.)

" Consular officers are not competent to certify officially as to

the status and ability to marry of persons domiciled in the United

States and proposing to be married abroad; nor as to the laws of

the United States, or of the States or Territories, touching capacity

for nuirriage or the solemnization thereof. The power to make
a certificate as to the legal requisites in the United States for a valid

marriage abroad is not conferred on consular officers by the laws of

the United States nor by international law, and they have no official

powers which are not derived from any of these sources. Whatever

private knowledge a consular officer may have respecting the laws

of marriage, he is not authorized to certify the same officially."

Sec. 422, Consular Regulations of the ITnited States, 1890.

The word " ability " in the first sentence of this section evidently refers

to the capacity of the parties to contract a marriage.

It is not competent for a diplomatic agent of the United States

abroad to give an authoritative certificate as to the effect of a divorce

granted in the country of his legation.

Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cramer, .Tan. 10, 188.'?. MS. Inst.

Switz. II. Kn.

" Mr. Eustis's dispatch Xo. 500 of the 21st of May last, in relation

to the certification by the embassy or consul-general of the opinions

of American counsel on points of the law of the United States or
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of the several States of the Union, has been carefully considered

with a view to meeting, as far as might be practicable, the incon-

veniences which, as the enclosures to Mr. Eustis's dispatch show,

would be occasioned to Americain citizens residing or being in France

were the custom of giving such certificates suspended.

"A somewhat similar despatch on the same subject, No. 141 of May
22, has also been received from Consul-General Morss.

'' In the practice of the French courts in regard to proof of for-

eign law in cases brought before them, as stated by Mr. Leopold

Goirand in the affidavit attached to Mr. Eustis's dispatch, it appears

to suffice when ' a legal practitioner, duly qualified as such in the

country whose law is to be proved, gives a written oj^inion thereon.

To this opinion must be subjoined a declaration of the ambassador

or consul of his country, stating that the said practitioner is duly

qualified, according to the law of his country, and that consequently

he is competent to deliver the opinion which precedes such certifi-

cate.'

" The form of certificate heretofore employed in the consulate

general, and presumed to be identical Avith that employed in the

embassy, appears to meet these requirements Avith tAvo exceptions.

It is not clearly stated that the qualification of the counsel to deliver

an opinion or attestation in question floAvs from and is solely a

consequence of his membership of a stated bar. but the certificate

appears to be an indei)endent certification of such qualification.

Furthermore, the certificate adds that ' faith is due ' to the counsel's

attestation of the hiAv, Avhich iuA^oh^es virtually, if not in fact, an

independent certification of the embassy or consulate-general that

the counsel's certificate of opinion imports a A^erity. In none of the

enclosures Avith Mr, Eustis's dispatch does it appear that this sup-

plementary certification is required.

" Xn attestation by the competent representatiA'e of the United

States that the counsel is a member of a bur and as such qualified to

render the opinion to Avhich his name is signed necessarily carries

with it an assumption that the paper is giA^en by him in good faith,

and as such entitled to credence as the testimony of an expert. It is,

of course, beyond the official competence of our representatiA'es to

attest the verity of his statements.

" It is furthermore noted that the form of authentication hereto-

fore used describes the attested paper as ' a certificate,' a term usually

applied to the attestation of a fact, Avhile in practice the paper is

an opinion of counsel, and may and frequently does involve the con-

struction and application of the laAV to the case in point. It cannot

Avell be regarded as a simple attested copy of the text of the hiAv,

and it might also be open to question, inasmuch as under our system a

practitioner at the bar is not legally competent to give a certified copy
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of the law of any State as cvidoiice of record before a court, he not

l)ein^ a certifvin«r officer of the State. The same consideration holds

good as regards Federal laws.

"' The Department has not been able to ascertain definitely, either

from the correspondence or froni text-books, what are the require-

ments in French judicial procedure when the application of foreign

law becomes necessary, nor in what character ' proofs of foreign law '

are received and viewed by the courts. There are indications, how-
ever, that foreign law is not considered purel}' as a fact to be proved

by the party who relies upon it as any other facts supporting his

case, but that, when a case turns upon a rule of foreign law, the for-

eign law is judicially recognized and administered as, for the particu-

lar case, a part of the law of the land. In such circumsfeances, the

maxim which rules in native law

—

Jura novit ciina—cannot of

course be assumed, and the court is entitled to the aid of the parties

in obtaining requisite knowledge of the foreign law^ which is to

be ap|)lied. In this view, the so-called ' certificates of law ' which

have been the subject of this correspondence nuiy be considered, not

as evidence proving a fact, but as sources of information to the court,

designed to relieve the judge from laborious inquiry and to j^rotect

him from error which might result from liis unaided investigations.

If it be true that foreign laws are not required in France to l)e proved

as substantive facts, but are required to be made known to the court

for its information and enlightenment merely, the court being the

final judge of what is the law. and at liberty to extend its investiga-

tions beyond the statement or ' }n-oof " of the law furnished hy the

parties, an opi/u'o/i upon any matter of American law, by a person

qualified to render such an opinion, would seem to be as properly

admissible in the courts and as valuable in the way of information

as the • ceiilficdte of lair ' which has been the subject of the Depart-

ment's objection.

•• Being satisfied of the necessity of continuing in some practicable

and legitimate form the custom of attestation of the testimony and

o})inions of counsel which has so long prevailed in France, this

Dei)artm('iit. ui)oii reconsideration of the matter, is prepared to

authorize the use of an amended form of certificate, of which copies

in French and English are appended hereto. You will ascertain

whether this draft form is acceptable to the French judicial authori-

ties, and if it be it may be forthwith substituted for that heretofore

used. If, however, an amendment or alteration be suggested to con-

form to the French re(iuirenients or usage, you will report the same

to the Department for its further consideration. It is hoped, how-

ever, that the form now given will suffice, as it appears to meet all

the essential conditions described in the enclosures to Mr. Eustis's

dispatch.
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•' Unless the Department is mistaken in its conception of the French

law, as above ^iven. tiie proposed form of certificate is more con-

sistent with what the French courts recpiire than the certificate here-

tofore in use. hut it must l)e remembered that the Department has

no reliable information as to what is the French requirement, and

must leave the <|uestion of the sufficiency of the proposed form to

be settled by submission to the proper authorities.

" A similar instruction will be sent to the consul-general in answer

to his later representations on the subject. AVhen the adoption of an

amended form in this or some other equally acceptable shape is

decided upon, you will advise ^Ir. Morss thereof in order that it

may be forthwith adopted in the Ijusiness of the consulate-general.

" I note Mr. Eustis's suggestion that this matter of certification of

the opinions of counsel might be left wholly to the consulate-general,

but I do not see the necessity for such a course, or that there is any

objection to the attestation of the embassy being given in the proper

cases when requested by the parties in interest.'

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Vignaiul. charge at Paris, July 13. 1896,

MS. Inst. France. XXIII. :ni.

Form of certificate, in French and English.

Je soussigne certitie et atteste que Mr. est membre du barreau de la

oour Suiirenie de I'Etat de et qu 'ti ce titre il a qualite pour dellvrer la

consultation ci-dessus.

Paris, le 18—.

(Signature and oflieial title.)

I. "the undersigned, certify and attest that A. B. is a member of the bar

of the supreme court of the State of and that, as such, he is legally

qualified to give the preceding opinion.

(Signature and official title.)

" Referring to the Department's instruction to yon of the 13th

(dtinio. authorizing the use by your embassy and by the consul-gen-

eral of an amended form of " certificates of law,' I have to acknowl-

edge the receipt of your despatch Xo. 551. of the 10th instant, stating

that the French (lovernment is willing to accept the form proposed

with the single substitution of the word " attestation" or ' declaration
'

for the word ' considtation.'

" In reply I have to inform you that this Govermnent accejjts the

amendment 'la declaration.* so that the certificate will read in

French as follows:

*' Je soussigne certifie et atteste tjue Mr. est membre du barreau de

la oour Supreme de I'Ktat de — et qu 'a ce titre il a (jualitc pour delivrer

la declaration ci-dessus.

"Paris, le 18—.
" L. S. (Signature and oincial seal.)
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"The form in the Knjjlish Iniijruaso will reniain unchanged as follows:

" I. the uii(lersijrne<l. ivrtify iiiul attest that A. B. is a member of the bar

of the supreme court of the State of ami that, as such, he is legally

qualititHl to give the preceiling opinion.

Paris, , 18—.

"L. S. (Signature and official title.)"

" Voii are instructed to take the neces.sarv steps to have the

amended form adopted at once."

Mr. Adee. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Vignaud, charge at Paris, Aug. 27,

18SM;, MS. Inst. France. XX 11 1. :«4.

4. Laws of Various .(Vhntries.

(1) AKGE.\TI.\E REPUnLIC.

§ 242.

"As a number of vexatious delays and embarrassments have

occurred here recently among citizens of the United States in refer-

ence to rights of marriage I have deemed it advisable, for personal

infornuition. to transmit to the Department duplicate copies of the

law of matrimony which went into effect in this country April 1,

1889, together with translations of the same, also in duplicate.

" By article 1I> of this law. it is provided that the parties intending

to contract matrimony, at the time of expressing their consent as

required by article 14 of the law, must produce before the public

officer having charge of the respective civil registry the following

papers:
" (1) Certificate of l)irth or baptism.
•• (2) In ca.se of previous marriage, certificate of death of former

spouse.

" (3) A duly legalized copy of the decree annulling any previous

marriage of either j)arty.

" (4) The authentic declaration of the person whose consent is

required by the law. Also, in case the original domicile of either

party is not in the Argentine Kei)ublic. such party must produce a

certificate of his or her civil status in that domicile.
• In case of the non-existence of the certificates required by the

above article U). the facts may be shown under article 21 by other

modes of proof permitted l)v the Argentine civil code." •

Mr. Ilanna. niln. to Arg. Keii.. to .Mr. Hlaine. Sec. of State. May 20, 18vS9,

For. Uci. issit. 7. The translation of the law, which was passetl Nov.

12. ISKS. is printed with the dispatch.

Art. 14 reads :
" Tlu' consent of the contracting parties expressed before

the jtublic oHiccr in charge of the civil register is indispensable for

the existence of matrimony. The act in which any of these requisites

shall be wanting shall not produce any civil effects, even if the parties

acted in gfXKl faith."
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The provisions of article 10 are given above, in the dispatch.

Article 21 reads :
" In case of the non-existence of the certificates

[required by article ID], or when the inscription on the register shall

nave been made under false names or as of jmrents unknown, these
facts may be provetl by the other modes of proof admitted in this

code."

" Referring: to Minister Hanna's No. 285, May 20, 1880, reciting

certain embarrassments to citizens of the United States contemplating
marriage here and inclosing translation of the civil marriage law of
this country of November 12, 1888, I have the honor to invite your
attention to a new enactment herewith inclosed on the subject-matter,

involving certain repeals and amendments whereby it will be seen

that a certificate of birth or baptism, and in case of previous marriage
a certificate of death, are no longer required and that a certificate of
civil status is likewise dispensed with."

Mr. ritldn, niin. to Arg. Rep., to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State. Nov. 20, 1889,

For. Rel. 1889, 18.

A translation of the new law is printed with the dispatch. Article 3

annuls clauses (1). (2). and (4) of article 19, and also article 21, of

the law of Nov. 12, 1888. supra.

(2) BELGIUM.

§ 2-13.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your unnumbered
instruction of February 8 last, addressed to the diplomatic and con-

sular officers of the Ignited States, on the subject of issuing certifi-

cates, at the request of American citizens proposing to marry abroad,

as to the freedom of such parties from matrimonial disabilities, and
as to the law of the United States regulating the mode of solemniz-

ing marriage. I have carefully read the instruction and Avill strictly

guide my official conduct by it.

" It is, perhaps, uot irrelevant in this connection to also refer to

marriages which sometimes take place in the United States between

Belgians and Americans, without observing the provisions of the

Belgian law, the restrictions of Avhich, as in the case of the French

law, attach to the Belgian citizen even in a foreign country. This is

esj)ecially so with regard to obtaining the consent of the parents,

where the Belgian is under twenty-five years of age.

" Several cases have already come under my observation since my
residence here, where the marriage has been repudiated by one of the

parties, it is always the man, because of noncompliance with the Bel-

gian law in obtaining consent of parents. In one of these cases the

marriage has been already declared void, and other cases are now
pending in the courts."

Mr. Tree, niin. to Belgium, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, April 7, 1887,

For. Rel. 1887, 'M.
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A correspondent stated that, in order to enable him to marry ai^

Illinois lady, who was residing in Belgium, the Belgian authorities

demanded an official statement that the statutes of Illinois did hot

require the consent of parents wdiere the parties to a marriage had

reached their majority, nor the publication of banns. The Depart-

ment of State replied that the power to certify as to legal requisites

iji the United States of a marriage celebrated abroad was not con-

ferred on diplomatic or consular officers, either by the laws of the

United States or by international law, and that such officers possessed

no powers not derived from those sources. " Whatever private knowl-

edge a diplomatic or consular officer may have respecting the laws of

marriage, he is not authorized to certify the same officially."

Mr I):i.y. Assist. Sec of State, to Mr. Reed, March 16, 1898, 220 MS. Dom.

Let. 4G8.

(.3) FRANCE.

§ '244.

For the law of France, see Certificates of Law, supra, § 241.

(4) GERMANY.

§ 245.

By article 43 of the Prussian law for the execution of the civil code,

which went into effect Jan. 1, 1900, aliens desiring to marry in Prussia

must present a certificate from a competent magistrate of the country

to which they belong that he does not know of any impediment under

its laws to their marriage, the competency of such magistrate to issue

the certificate to be attested by a diplomatic or consular officer of the

Oerman Empire.

The Department of State informed the (xeuman ambassador at

Washington that it was not advised of any Federal, State, or Terri-

torial law that ])rovided for the issuance by any nuigistrate of such a

certificate.

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to .Mr. voii Ilolloben, (ierman auib., Feb. 21, 1900.

For. Rel. 19<X), 522.

April 20. 1000, the I)ei)artment of State addressed to the governors

of the various States and Territories a circidar letter inquiring

whether the courts issued certificates of competency such as are

required by sec. 2 of the (Jerman imperial marriage code which went

into effect throughout the Empire January 1, 1900, and which pro-

vides that persons desiring to be married in Germany shall produce a

certificate from the projjer authorities of their native or home state

to the effect that such authorities know of no just cause why the
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marriage should not take place. Replies received from more than

half of the States and Territories were to the effect that the courts

did not issue such certificates. Among the States so replying were

Connecticut, New York. Xew Jersey, and Montana.

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to the governor of New York. April 20, 1900. 244

MS. Doui. Lot. 410: Mr. Cridler, Third A.ssist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Mason, consul-jieii. at licrlin. April 2.S, HK)0, 172 MS. Inst. Consuls,

i:i7; Mr. Cridler, Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Chester, June 1.

1900. 172 MS. Inst. Consuls, .>">.

It ai)pears that a similar iirovision is found in the Hungarian- marriage

laws. (Mr. Cridler, Third A!«sist. Sec of State, to Mr. Chester, June

1, 1900, 172 MS. Inst. Consuls, 555.)

(5) ITALY.

§ 246.

" You remark that you had only recently become aware that consuls

of the United States in ItaW had been in the habit of issuing certifi-

cates to meet the requirements of section 103 of the Italian civil code,

which requires a declaration from competent authority that there are

no impediments to a pro])osed marriage. It is probable, how^ever,

that the practice of issuing such certificates has long prevailed, and

the Department sees no objection to them if due inquiry be made as

to the facts before they are issued."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, min. to Italy. Jan. 19, 1875, For.

Kel. 1.S75, II. 7<n.

"' Your dispatch No. 538. of the 19th ultimo, has been received. It

states, in its closing paragraph, that in a case of marriage between

American citizens in Italy, you might advise that a blank in the con-

sular certificate should ))<> filled with the words * laws of the United

States.' This, however. Avould. it is apprehended, not be a judicious

course, and it might j)r()ve to be judicially uutemiable. The only law

of the United Stat(>s on the subject of marriage is that which provides

that all marriages celebi-ated in the presence of a consular officer in a

foreign country between persons who Avould be authorized to marry

if residing in the District of Columbia are valid to all intents and

purposes as if said marriage had been solemnized in the United

.States. The ])hrase ' laws of the United States ' might therefore be

deemed to imply laws of the several States. Now. as the laws of the

several States on the subject of marriage are various, if the certificate

were to say that the marriage was perforuied according to the ' laws

of the United States,' it might be held to be vague and inaccurate.

" The United States statute on the subject of marriages above

referred to (Rev. Stat., ^ 4082) defines those who may be married
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under its provisions, namely, ' persons who would be authorized to

marry if residing in the District of Columbia,' but is silent as to the

jx'rsons who may perform the ceremony. When, however, it speaks

of ' marriajre in a foreijrn country,' it is but reasonable to hold that

to be a marriage, it must be solemnized (in the absence of authority

given l)y the laws of the United States to any other person) by some

person authorized, by the law of the country where the marriage

takes place, to perform that ceremony, or in some mode recognized by

such law.

" In this view it is l>elieved that the blank indicated b}' j'ou in form

of certificate No. 87, in Consular Regidations of September 1, 1874,

.should be filled with the name of the country in which the marriage

takes place, and not refer to the authority of the party performing

the ceremony, as derived from the laws of the United States, which

do not give authority to any person to solemnize marriages. It is not

supposed that actual statutory enactments are essential to give

the authority, but such authority as would seem to exist in Italy foi

the ])erformance of the marriage ceremony by a Protestant priest, as

is inferred from the statement in your dispatch, that ' while there is

no express provision on the point in the Italian code," you are assured

that such a marriage * between Americans would be held legal ' in

Italy.

'* Possibly it would be well to use the word * law," which will cover

unwritten as well as statute law. instead of the word * laws.'
"

Mr. Cadwalader. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, niin. to Italy, Apr.

1."). 1S7.">. For. Rel. 187.""). II. 704.

Mr. Marsh's No. r>o8 is printed in For. Rel. 187.">, II. 7<>4.

•• I inclose herewith copy of a dispatch dated June 1 last, from

Consul-General Alden, touching the obstacles encountered by citizens

of the United States desiring to be married in Italy, growing out of

the refusal of the authorities there to perform the ceremony without

an official certificate from a consul of the United States that no objec-

tion exists to the projected nuirriage under the laws of the American
domicile of the parties.

"The cas<' to which the above-mentioned dispatch of the consul-

general refers was rej^oi'ted in his Xo. I'.V.). of the 4th of May last, cop}^

of which is also inclosed. It api)ears from this dispatch that a Miss

. from Boston. Mass.. but for a long time resident in Rome,
desired to Ih' married there, and that the authorities refused to permit

the ceremony to be iMM-forined without an official certificate from the

consul-general that * there is nothing in the laws or customs of the

United States that would render the marriage invalid.' and the consul-

general requested that he should be authorized by telegraph to give
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such a certificate. To this request the Department replied by tele-

graph as follows:
"

' Certificate suggested by you inadmissible. There is no general

law or custom in United States respecting marriage, and consuls can

not certify officially as to State laws. No objection to your examina-

tion as expert.'

" In reply to this the consul-general informs the Department that

there is no provision in the Italian law for his examination as an

expert ; that the authorities require a certificate of ' nulla of^ta ' from a

consular authority; and that as the Department has forbidden the

general issue of official certificates by consuls of American status and

domiciliary law of American citizens in respect to marriage, it will be

impossible for any American citizen hereafter to be married in Italy,

unless the Italian law is changed or the order of the Department

modified.

" In view of so serious a complication, it is important to know pre-

cisely what are the requirements of the Italian law in respect to the

subject under consideration.

" As the Department is informed, there is not any express provision

of Italian law that requires a consular certificate in marriage cases.

There must be proof of the capacity of the parties under their per-

sonal law, and the certificate of a consul is accepted as sufficient proof,

so far as the celebration of the marriage is concerned, of the non-

existence of any obstacle to the marriage under that law. But the

Department had not supposed that the consular certificate was the

only proof admitted for that purpose, and that the personal law of

foreigners in respect to marriage could not be proved in the same way
as any other matter of foreign law.

" I will thank you to make inquiry concerning this question and

report thereon to the Department. And I herewith inclose for your

information, and in explanation of the views of the Department on

the general subject of the issuance by ministers and consuls of the

United States of official certificates as to the law in this country

respecting marriage, copies of certain correspondence which has

lately taken place."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stallo, rnin. to Italy, July 6, 1887, For.

Rel. 1887, 637.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communi-

cation of the 6th instant. . . .

" Long before the receipt of your communication I had occasion to

examine the questions therein discussed, and found that the Italian

law (section 103 of the civil code) not only did not require the con-

sular certificate which our consuls have been in the habit of issuing,

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 35
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but in terms required the certificate of 'the competent authority of

the phice where the forei<;ner intendinfj to contract marriage here is

domiciled," to the eti'ect that there is no legal obstacle to the marriage

in question. I called the attention of several Italian lawyers, who
came to consult me in behalf of American ladies about to contract

marriage in Italy, to the clear terms of the law, and told them that

the Italian practice of substituting consular certificates for the cer-

tificates called for by the law Avas founded on a total misapprehen-

sion of the relation of consular officers of the United States to the

several States whose legislation and judicial action determined the

matters to be covered by the certificates. One of these lawyers has

recently brought the (Question before the courts, and it has Ix^en

decided that in lieu of the former consular certificate the Italian

authorities must receive the certificate of the competent officer of the

State where the party desiring to be married is domiciled, and, if

there be no officer charged with the duty of issuing such a certificate,

or, if the highest executive officer of the State refuse, on the ground of

incompetency, to issue or cause to be issued such certificate, a certified

copy of the law^ of the State may be received instead. And I have no

doubt that, if necessary, the courts will go further and decide that

proof of the law^ on the subject of marriages in any American State

may be made by experts or in any other manner in Avhich matters of

foreign law are usually proved.

" It is, perhaps, not improper to add that the reasons assigned by

the Department for its recent action seem to me conclusive, and that

the practice, hitherto prevalent in several Eur()})ean states of issuing

consular certificates as to the state of the law in any given American

State was an abuse which it was eminently proper to abolish."

Mr. Stallo. iiiiii. to Italy, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, .July .30, 1887, For.

Rel. 18.87, 0.30.

" Referring to your No. 140. of the 30th of July last, in which you
informed the Department that the law of Italy in relation to the mar-

riage of foreigners in that country requires as evidence of the capac-

ity of the parties—not a considar certificate—but either a certificate

of the competent authority of the State in which the foreigner pro-

posing to marry in Italy is domiciled, or else a certified copy of the

law of such domicile, I inclose herewith, for your information, a

copy of a dispatch just received from the consul-general at Rome, in

which it is stated that the civil tribunal there has lately decided the

proper evidence of matrimonial capacity of foreigners to be such as

you describe.

" It is supposed that this is the decision to which your dispatch

referred, and which, as you say, fully sustains the views of this

Department as to the improi^riety of consular and diplomatic officers
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of the United States issuing such certificates in rehition to matri-

monial capacity as are inliibited by the recent order of the Depart-

ment.''

Mr. Kayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Stallo, min. to Italy, Oct. 22, 1S87, For.

Itel. 1887, 640.

*• I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt from the Department

of State of an instruction numbered 48 and dated July (). 1887. inclos-

ing a copy of a letter dated July 1, 1887. from the Hon. T. F. Bayard,

Secretary of State, to the Hon. E. D. Hayden, showing the Depart-

ment's views as to the issuance by consular officers of certificates of

matrimonial status.

'• Keferring to my dispatch Xo. 143, dated June 1, 1887, I beg to

say that although for many years it has been the custom of the Italian

authorities to require the consular certificate if ^ nulla osta^ as a con-

dition precedent to marriage of an American citizen in Italy, and

although the chief officer of the ' stato civile '—the bureau of the

Roman municipal government having charge of the matters relating

to marriages—repeatedly assured me that the Italian law required

the issuance of such certificate of ' nulla osta ' ' by a consular officer,'

and that he therefore had no discretion in the matter and could not

waive the requirement of such certificate^; and although the same

statement was, as I am informed, repeatedly made by the officer of

the stdto cirile to several American citizens during the past winter

and spring, it has now been decided by the civil tribunal of Rome
that as section 103 of the Italian civil code specifies that as a condi-

tion precedent to the marriage of an American citizen in Italy such

citizen must present a certificate of ' nulla osta ' from the ' competent

authority of the place where the foreigner intending to contract mar-

riage here (?". e., in Italy) is domiciled,' the sfafo e/r/lc has been mis-

taken in its claim that a consul is ' the competent authority ' referred

to in the civil code, and that an American or other foreigner, desiring

to be married in Italy, must present a consular certificate of ' nulla

osta.' As no court will sustain a rule adopted 1)V any municipal

authority which rule is in conflict with the civil code, it follows that

the rule of the .sfato <irUe^ which has hitherto required a consular

certificate of ' nnlln osfa,^ can no longer be enforced here.

" The civil tribunal has further decided that when an American

citizen desires to be nuirried in Italy, such citizens must furnish a

certificate of 'nulla osta^ from the proper officer of the State where

such citizen is domiciled; and that in case no such certificate can be

procured, either because there is no state officer whose i)rovince it is

to issue such certificates or because the chief executive officer of such

State declines to issue such certificate on the ground that lie is not

legally competent to do so, then a certified cop}' of the laws of such
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State relating to the matter in hand may be accepted by the stato

civile in place of a certificate of ' nulla osta.''
"

Mr. Aldoti. eonsul-peneral at Rome, to Mr. Porter, Assist. Sec. of State,

Sept. 27, 1S87, being the dispatch accompanying Mr. liaj'ard's

instruction to Mr. Stallo of Oct. 22, 1887, supra. (For. Rel. 1887,

040, 641.)

(6) PERU.

§ 247.

By a circular of July 31, 1840, the Peruvian Government pro-

hibited the authorities of the country to permit marriages to take

place between alien men and Peruvian women unless such aliens

should inscribe themselves in the civil register, in conformity Avith

the sixth article of the constitution, touching the acquisition of Peru-

vian citizenship. The British charge d'aifaires in Peru, acting under

instructions, made representations in relation to the circular. By a

circular of the ministry of foreign affairs of November 10, 1841, the

jjrohibition was susjiended, subject to the action of Congress. The
object of the prohibition, as stated in the circular of 1841, was to

secure observance of the principle that children born in Peru

were Peruvians for all the purposes specified in the fifth article of

the constitution. This principle, the circular observed, was not

inconsistent with the privilege, which belonged to the children of

aliens, on attaining their majority, " of claiming the citizenship of

their fathers, being considered Peruvians in the meantime for all

purposes whatever." It was stated in the circular that the British

charge d'affaires admitted in his representations the principle "that

the authorities of Peru have a right to dictate the laws that they may
deem proper relative to the marriage of Peruvians Avith foreigners,"

and that his remonstrance against the prohibition of 1840 was based

on considerations of morality and policy. The circular of 1841

directed the authorities to issue the usual licenses for the marriage of

aliens, provided that they should declare in their petitions that they

would not contest the principle of the law of nations by virtue of

which their children born in Peru would be " considered Peruvians

by birth for all purposes whatever," until on attaining their majority

they should claim the nationality of their fathers.

MSS. Department of State.

" Referring to Department's instruction of July 20th last, No. 175,

and to your despatch of October 2()th, No, 834, concerning the regis-

tration of the marriage of foreigners in Peru, I enclose herewith

copy of a letter from the Honorable R. R. ITitt in further relation to

the subject.
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"As you are aware, this Department is interested in seeing, if pos-

sible, the adoption of a marriage law in Peru more consonant with

the general practice of modern nations than that which now prevails,

and is particularly concerned lest the civil rights of American citizens

in that quarter, as in the case alluded to in the enclosed letter, may
Ih' impaired through the deficiency of the existing law. This Gov-
crnnH'iit would be glad to learn that the subject will be revived at

the next session of the Legislature, during the present year, and satis-

factorily disposed of."

Mr. Sherman, Sec. of State, to Mr. McKenzie, uiin. to Peru, March 31,

1897, MS. Inst. Peru, XVIII. 2.3, enclo.sing coi)y of a letter from Mr.

Ilitt, of March 27, 1807.

See Mr. Adee. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilitt, M. C, Dec. 4, 1897, 22.3 MS.
Dom. Let. 087, referring to a civil marriages bill which had passed

the Peruvian Congress, and which then awaited the approval of the

I'resident.

The Government of Peru issued, May 9, 1899, a decree prescribing

a mode of legal proof to be followed by those desiring to marry out-

side the Roman Catholic Church, by availing themselves of the pro-

visions of the civil marriage law of the 23rd of December, 1897.

The law in question legalizes civil marriage when both parties to the

contract are non-Catholics, and Avhen, only one of the parties being

of that church, the ecclesiastical authority refused to perform the

ceremony.

Mr. Dudley, min. to Peru, to Mr. Hay, Sec-, of State, May 24, 1899, For.

Rel. 1899, 590.

The te.xt of the decree is printed with Mr. Dudley's dispatch.

" Our representative has been instructed to use all ijermissible friendly

endeavors to induce the (iovernment of Bolivia to amend its marriage

laws so as to give legal status to the non-Catholic and civil mar-

riages of aliens within its jurisdictioti, and strong hopes are enter-

tained that the Bolivian law in this regard will be brought, as was
that of Peru some years ago, into harmony with the general practice

of modern states." (President McKiuley, annual message, Dec. 5,

181«), For. Rel. 1899. xv.)

In order to satisfy the law of 1897, the mayor may authorize the marriage

if either of the contracting parties declares that he or she never

belonged to the Catholic communion or had separated from it (For.

Kel. IIX):'.. 094.)

As to a decree requiring diplomatic or consular certificates of celibacy

and its revocation, see For. Rel. 1!X>4, 087-092.

(7) BUSSIA.

§248.

Mr. Breckinridge, United States minister at St. Petersburg, trans-

mitted to the Department of State, with his dispatch. No. 378, of

August 27, 189C, an extract sent him by the Russian foreign office
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from the Russian Civil Code, containing the hiw of that country

rehiting to marriage. The extract was as follows:

IJjtrait ilii Code Ciril dc h'ussic (T. X, Ire p.)

Art. 1. Los porsonnos professant la religion (jrthodoxe grecque, quelle que

s«)it leur condition civile, peuvent eontraeter niariage sans deninnder I'autorisa-

ti(tn spccialo dc Tantoritc ou le penuis des coritorjitions ot coniniunautcs, dont

cllcs font partic. Aux nicnies conditions est souniis le niariage d'lni ctr.-mger

dc religion ortliodoxc grcc(iuc avcc luio sujette russe du nirnnc culte.

Art. 12. Le niariage ne pent etre valablenient contracte sans le consenteiuent

lil)re et nmtuel des parties; en conse«iuence il est defendu aux parents et

tuteur de contraindre leurs eufants et miueurs, se trouvant sous tutelle. A.

eontraeter ini niariage contre leur vouloir.

Art. 25. Celui qui desire eontraeter niariage doit donner par eerit ou verbale-

nient au Pretre de sa paroisse, ses nonis. preiionis, qualites ou condition, ainsi

que les nonis. prenonis et condition de la future.

Art. 20. Apres cette coniniunicatlon, il sera procede A Teglise a la publication

des bans trois diinancbes ou jours de fetes consecutifs apres la iness<' ; ensuite

s'efifectue reiKpiete prealable ordonnee suivant les regies prescrites par Tau-

torite ecelesiasticpie et dans les formes voulues.

Art. 27. A la suite de la publication des bans, tons ceux qui auraient eonnais-

panee de quehpies enipeclieinents au inariage sont tenus d'en informer le

Pretre verbalement ou par ecrit inimediatement ou au plus tard lors de la

derniere des trois jiublications precitees.

Art. 'A\. Le niariage entre particuliers doit etre (conjointement avec les

fiancailles) celebre j\ I'eglise en i)reseiice des coiitractants aux joui's et beures

pour cela fixes, devant deux ou trois temoins—le tout conformement aux

regies et rites de I'eglise ortliodoxe grecque. Cbaque union est portee sur les

livres de la paroisse.

Art. G1. II est permis aux personnes professant les diverses communions
cliretiennes de eontraeter en Kussie niariage d'apres les regies et rites de leurs

eglises, sans requerir au prealable le consenteiuent de I'autorite civile, sauf k

observer les prescriptions des lois russes relatives au culte de leur religion.

.\rt. (!,">. Dans tout les cultes cliretiens les niiiriages sont celebres d'apres le

rite de I'eglise il hniuelle appartiennent les coiitractants et par I'eeclesiastique

competent. Xeanmoins ces mariages seroiit valables s'ils out f^te efdebres par

le pretre greco-russe il defaut du cure ou du minlstre de la communion des

coiitractants ; dans ce dernier cas, la celebration ainsi que la dissolution du
niariage ne pourra avoir lieu que d'apres les iTrescriptions et les rites de

I'eglise ortliodoxe grecijue.

.Vrt. '.¥). I>ans cliaijue tribu et peuplade sans en excepter les paiens, le

niariage jient etre contracte d'apres U' culte et les coutumes des coiitractants,

sans intervention de I'autorite administrative on ecclesiastique de I'un des

cultes cliretiens.

.Vrt. 102. La feinnie niariee a nn etninger qui n'est iii au service de Russie

iii naturalise su.jet rnsse, suit la condition et acquiert le domicile du niari. (49

MS. Desp. from Russia.)

Jewish marriages and divorces. jK'rformed and granted by Jewish

rabbis in Russia, are recognized by the Russian law.

For. Rel. 1903, 715.
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(8) SWITZEBLAND.

§ 249.

" Your dispatch of the 9th of Fobruarv, No. 50, has been received.

In that communication you set forth the foUowing facts, namely : that

Anna Maria Suter, a native of the canton of Aargau, in Switzerhmd,

emigrated to the United States, and was married at Philadelphia

on the 2d of January, 1855, to John Iliirlimann, a citizen of the

United States, residing in that city; that she bore a son on the 15th

of March, 1857. Avho was baptized John, and tluit she died on the 29th

of March, 18(')1 : that afterwards the father of the said Anna Maria
Suter died in the canton of Aargau, leaving a fortune, a portion of

which would have fallen to the said Anna Maria, as one of the heirs

of the father, if she were living, or to her legitimate issue if she

were dead; that proceedings at law have been instituted in Switzer-

land by John Hiirlimann, the father of the afore-named child, John,

son of the said Anna Maria, to recover the portion of the estate

before mentioned; and that the legitimacy of the child is denied

under law of the canton of Aargau, upon the ground that the mar-

riage in the United States was celebrated without a compliance with

the preliminaries prescribed by the laws of the canton. The attor-

ne}' for the child requests your intervention, and you solicit

instructions on the subject. . . .

" The law of Switzerland, and in general those of continental

P^urope, while admitting that the law of the place controls as to the

form of marriage, nevertheless holds that in respect to the capacity

of the person to contract marriage the law of the domicil travels with

him. and invalidates the union wherever contracted, if it be against

the law of his domicil.

" It may, however, I think, be successfully maintained that, even

ander the P^uropean jurisdiction in relation to the capacity of the

person to contract marriage, the hona fde establishment of a new

domicil Avith the intention of a permanent residence therein, relieves

the emigrant from the ITonds of his native law."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. IlarriiiKton. luin. to Switzerland. Mar.

21, 1S<)8, Dip. Cor. 18<!8. II. 102.

The I'resident of tlie Federal Council addressed to Mr. Harrington, July

14, 18C>8, the followiiif; note: "The federal council announces that

it has considered the report of the authorities of the canton of

Aargau. dated 20th ultimo, on this aCfair, and now infoi'uis said

authorities that it concurs in their decision, that .John Hiirlimann,

senior, was a citizen of tlie I'nited States ; that his marriage with

Anna Maria Suter was in accordance with the laws of the I'nited

States, and that the male issue of that marriage is considered as

the legitimate descendant of an American citizen : therefore no Swiss

authority can decide the civil status of an American citizen, he-
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cause the laws of the United States, and not those of the canton of

Aargau are to obtain in this matter. The federal council also ob-

serves, that, by virtue of an international treaty still in force

between Switzerland and the United States of America, an American

citizen has the right, in case of successions, to be treated as a Swiss

;

and. therefore, John Iliirliniann. junior, must be treated in the same

manner as if he were the issue of a lawful marriage of Aargovien

citizens. From the alK)ve. the federal c-ouncil judges the refusal

of the conuuunal council of Entfelden to be contrary to the treaty,

and that it ought to he revei-setl, inasmuch as no civil suit for the

succession is intendetl to l>e prosecuted. The federal council has

instructed the authorities of Aargau to make this known to the

heirs, for their guidanc*e. and to reix)rt the result of its intervention

in the affair." (Dip. Cor. 18(J8, II. 197.)

" The authorities of Switzerland have recognized the validity of the

marriage in Philadelphia of a Swiss female to a citizen of the

Unitetl States, although such marriage might, according to the law of

Switzerland, have been deemed void for want of the consent of the

authorities of her native canton." (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mrs.

Sistmayer. Ai)ril 21. 1870, M MS. Dom. Let. 280.)

Mr. Fish again refers, in the same sense, to the case of Hiirlimann in

an instruction to Mr. Jay, minister to Austria-Hungary, July 27,

1871, MS. Inst. Austria, II. 29.

" In my dispatch No. 62, 8th of June, 1886, the Department was

advised that the officers of the efat cicil in Switzerland declined to

accept the circular prepared and is.sued by this legation, by and with

the advice and consent of the Department, concerning marriages of

citizens of the United States in Switzerland as satisfactorily meeting

the requirements of the Swiss law of December, 1874, concerning

the social state, in that it fails to declare the publication of the bans,

as required under the Swiss law, is not demanded by the laws of the

country of origin (citizenship) of the parties. The object of the

circular was to explain the impossibility of there being a literal com-

pliance with that provision of the law concerning the publication

of the bans, owing to the status of the question of marriage in the

United States, and to persuade the officers of the etat cioil that such

literal and technical compliance as to American citizens was not

necessary to insure the substantial intent and purpose of the law, the

unquestioned recognition and validity of the solemnization, if other-

wise according to the law of the country. The whole difficulty

resulted from the confusion of conflicting circulars upon the question

issued by this legation. Mr. Fish cited section 4082, Revised Stat-

utes of the United States, as determining the conditions of marriage

of all citizens of the United States in foreign countries, and gave the

law of the District of Columbia fixing matrimonial capacity. Mr.

Cramer confined his circular to the simple statement ' that a pre^nous

publication in the United States or any State or Territory thereof

of a proposed marriage is not required by the laws thereof,' and
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' that a marriage performed in accordance with the Swiss federal

law of 1874, if performed in the presence of a consular officer of the

United States, will be valid to all intent,' etc. Having serious

doubt as to the correctness of the view taken of the question by Mr.
Fish or Mr. Cramer in their respective circulars, even before the

receipt of instructions from the Department, I had made material

modification of the statements I found to be in use by the legation,

and referred the matter to the better judgment of the Department,

and a form of circular was agreed upon which, it was thought, would
subserve every purpose. It failed to do so, as stated in my disi^atch

of June, 1886. Not feeling justified to make any additional state-

ment, the consuls were instructed that in every case where the etat

civil exacted the declaration that the publication of the bans was
not necessary under the law of the place of citizenship, this state-

ment should be made only after comnumicating with the proper

officer of the State whereof the parties claimed citizenship; and

being thus officially advised of the law, I was not entirely satisfied

on the point of a consular officer certifying to the law of a given

State, even under the conditions above named, and this doubt was

largely due to general views of the main question contained in

previous dispatches from the Department. Therefore my dispatch

of June, 1886, desired the decision of the Department as to the right

or the propriety of a consul giving the certificate indicated. To this

no answer has been received, and the consuls continue to pursue the

course named. Thinking that an appeal to the high federal council

might secure a solution of the trouble, on the 18th of June, 1886, a

note was addressed to that body, setting forth fully the case and

respectfully urging such modification of the law as might be found

practicable. To this note an answer has been received of date Feb-

ruary 1, 1887. A copy of the circular issued by the legation and

heretofore approved by the Department is inclosed.

" The federal council indicates a willingness to instruct the can-

tonal officers to grant the exemptions desired from the provision as

to publication of bans, when assured by the Department of State as

to the exact scope and extent of section 4082, Kevised Statutes, and

that the publication of the bans is not required except in a few States,

and that the failure to publish the bans by citizens of said States,

married outside of said States or in foreign countries, would not

invalidate the solemnization when complying with the law of the

place of celebration. It is eamesth^ hoped the Department may see

its way to satisfy the request of the federal council and put at rest

this vexed question. In dispatch No. 23, November 14, 1885, the

Department indicated Pennsylvania and Connecticut as requiring

previous publication of bans. The secretary of the former State has

advised this legation that it is not necessary."
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Mr. Winchester, min. to Switzerland, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, Feb. 4,

1887, For. Kel. 1887, 1057.

The circular issued by Mr. Winchester, and referred to by him in the fore-

jioinj? dispatch, was as follows:

"Applications are freiiuently made to this legation by the cantonal or

couununal authorities, as well as by private individuals, for certifi-

cates as to the validity of marriages of citizens of the United States

in Switzerland, and these applications are generally coupled with a

re<iuest that the legation should certify that the marriage is valid

according to the laws of the TTnited States, and that it will be re-

cognized as valid by the laws of the State or Territory from which
such citizen comes.

" It is not within the province of this legation either to certify officially

as to the laws of the different jurisdictions in the United States, or

to d<>cide judicially whether any particular marriage is valid or not.

The duty of this legation is confinetl to giving advice.

" It is enacted by a statute of the United Stiites that ' marriages in pres-

ence of any consular officer of the United States, in a foreign country,

between persons who would be authorized to mari'y if residing in the

District of Columbia, shall be valid to all intents and purposes, and
shall have the same effect as if solenniized within the United States.'

As, under the Constitution of the United States, the States have

exclusive power of determining the conditions of marriage and di-

vorce as to ])ersons domiciled within their borders, this statute only

covers marriages by i)ersons domicHed in the District of Columbia

or in the Territories. The general rule of law in the United States,

as well as in European countries, is that a marriage solemnized in

a foreign country according to the laws of that country is valid. This

is the rule as to the ceremony. Matrimonial capacity is generally

determined by the law of the place of domicile of the party in ques-

tion. From what has been said it appears that a marriage solemn-

ized under and in accordance with the Swiss federal law, conceniant

Vctat-cuU, la teiiiie dcs rc(/i,stres qui s'y rapportcut et le mariage, of

December 24. 1874, would generally be valid to all intents and pur-

poses in the United States. By way, however, of precaution, it

would be well to have a consular officer of the United States present

at the ceremony.
" This legation can not undertake to procure certificates as to the laws

of the dilTerent States and Territories. I'ersons desiring such cer-

tificates should apply to the proper officials of such States or Terri-

tories, either directly, or, in the case of Swiss citizens, though the

ollicials of tlieir own country."

This circular, it will be perceived, was based on the provisions of the

Printed Personal. Instructions to Diplomatic Agents of the United

States. 1S8.'». Its form was connnunicated to Mr. Winchester by

the Department of State. (Mr. .Vdee. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Win-

chester, min. to Switz.. .Ian. .",(), 188(i. MS. Inst. Switz. II. 300.)

" Your dispatch No, 07, of the 4th ultimo, in regard to the marriage

of American citizens in Switzerhind, has been received.

" The questions you ask are answered by the Department circuhir of

the Sth ultimo, as to marriage certificates by consuls. The obstacles

which the rules of the Department may put in the way of marriages
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by American citizens in Switzerland may be regretted ; but immeas-

urably more disastrous would it be to countenance the issuing of cer-

tificates which might lead to the solemnization of marriages by Swiss

officials which might afterwards be declared invalid by the court hav-

ing jurisdiction."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Winchester, min. to Switz., March 1,

1887, For. Rel. 1887, 105!).

"This Department does not regard the circular [respecting marriages,

issued by tlie legation at Berne prior to 1851] as a proper one to be

sent out, l)ecause it does not correctly state the law." (Mr. Bayard,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Winchester, min. to Switz.. Dec. 8, 1885, MS.

Inst. Switz. II. 291. A copy of the circular in question accompanied

Mr. Winchester's No. 22, Oct. 26, 1885.)
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I. FOREIGN SOVEREIGNS.

1. Their Persons.

§ 250.

"This perfect equality and absolute independenceof sovereigns, and

this eoninion interest impelling them to mutual intercourse and an

interchange of good offices with each other, have given rise to a class

of cases in Avhich every sovereign is understood to waive the exercise

of a part of that complete, exclusive territorial jurisdiction which has

been .stated to be the attribute of every nation.

"' First. One of these is admitted to be the exemption of the person

of the sovereign from arrest or detention within a foreign ter-

ritory. . . .

" Second. A second case, standing in the same principles with the

first, is the innnunity which all civilized nations allow to foreign min-

isters. ...
'' Third. A third case in which a sovereign is understood to cede

a portion of his territorial jurisdiction is, where he allows the troops

of a foreign prince to pass through his dominions."

Marsliall. C. ,T.. Scliooner Exchange r. McFaddon. 7 Cranch. 137. 138. 139.

See Twiss. Law of Nations (ed. 1801), I. § 158, pp. 228-229; Hall, Int.

Law (4th ed. ). 175.

As to the incapacity of the courts of one country to take jurisdiction of

the official acts of tlie government of another country, see Under-

hill r. Hernandez. 108 C S. 2.50. and supra, § 179.

The subject of tlie iiinnunities of foreign ministers is discussed hereafter.

The Sultan of Johorc came to England incognito, and lived in

London under the name of All)ert Baker. An action was subse-

quenth^ brought against him for breach of promise of marriage, the
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plaintiff alleging that she had known him as Alljert Baker, and

believed that that was his name, and that he had promised to marry

her and had afterwards broken his promise. A motion was made in

l>ehalf of the defendant to stay all proceedings in the action, on the

ground that he was the sovereign of an independent state in the

Malay Peninsula, and that the courts therefore had no jurisdiction

over him. As evidence of his sovereign character there was a letter

written and signed on behalf of the secretary of state for the colonies,

>tating. in answer to an inquiry made by the court, that Johore was

an independent state, and that the defendant was the sovereign ruler

of it. The court held that this letter, sent by the secretary of state

in his official capacity, was in effect a certificate from the Queen and

rendered further inquiry as to the sovereign character of the defend-

ant unnecessary. The character of the defendant as a sovereign

prince being thus established, the court held that he had not forfeited

the priv^ege of exemption from judicial process by coming to Eng-

land and living there under a false name. The judges all concurred

in the view that a foreign sovereign could not be subjected to the

jurisdiction of the court, unless he voluntarily submitted to it, and

that he was not required to elect whether he would submit to the

jurisdiction till the court sought to subject him to its process.

Mighell V. Sultan of .Johore. Court of Appeal, L. K. 1894, Q. B. D., I. 149

;

L. J. 1894, N. S., LXIII. .59.3.

The provision of section 6 of the act of March 3, 1891, which

makes the decree of the circuit court of appeals final where the juris-

diction depends on " the opposite parties '' to the suit " l)eing aliens

and citizens of the United States or citizens of different States,"

does not apply to the case of a foreign sovereign who submits his case

to the courts, such sovereign not being an " alien " or " foreign citi-

zen " within the meaning of the statute.

Colombia v. Cauca Co. (190.3), 190 U. S. 524.

2. Military Forces.

§251.

" Military forces enter the territory of a state in amity with that

to which they belong, either when crossing to and fro between the

main part of their count r\' and an isolated piece of it, or as allies

passing through for the purposes of a campaign, or furnishing garri-

sons for protection. In cases of the former kind, the passage of sol-

diers being frequent, it is usual to conclude conventions, specifying

the line of road to be followed by them, and regulating their transit

so as to make it as little onerous as possible to the population among

whom they are. Under such conventions offenses committed by sol-
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diers against the inhabitants are dealt with by the military author-

ities of the state to which the former belong; and as their general

object in otiier respects is simply regulatory of details, it is not neces-

sary to look upon them as intended in any respect to modify the rights

of jurisdiction possessed by the parties to them respectively. There

can be no question that the concession of jurisdiction over passing

troops to the local authorities would be extremely inconvenient; and

it is believed that the commanders, not only of forces in transit

through a friendly country with which no convention exists, but also

of forces stationed there, assert exclusive jurisdiction in principle in

respect of offenses committed by persons under their command,
though they may be willing as a matter of concession to hand over cul-

prits to the civil j^ower when they have confidence in the courts, and

when their stay is likeh' to be long enough to allow of the case being

watched. The existence of a double jurisdiction in a foreign country

being scarcely compatible with the discipline of an army, it i% evident

that there would be some difficulty in carrying out any other arrange-

ment."'

Hall. Int. Law (4tli ed.), §50, p. 206.

As e.xainples of conventioufs. Hall cites those between Prussia and Hanover

in 181<}. and l)etween Prussia and Brunswick in 1835, De Martens,

Nouv. Rec. IV. .'{21, and Nouv. Rec. Gen. VII. i. 60. See, also, Bar,

Private Int. Law, § 145; Flore. Droit Int. §§513-514; Rivier, Prin-

cipes. I. .3.33.

These authorities, it may bo observed,, refer to organized forces exercising

a right of passage or of >50journ, and not to individuals merely pos-

sessing a military character.

See Tucker v. Alexandroff (1002), 183 U. S. 424; Schoouer Exchange v.

McFaddon, 7 Cranch. 1.39.

A question as to the protection due to a military officer of a for-

eign government was raised in the case of the well-
Individual oflBcers 14.- 1 TirUlTTknown Austrian commander. Marshal Haynau.

and men. _^ /r- •

September 4, ISHO, that officer, accompanied by two

other persons, paid a visit of insj^ection to the brewery of Barclay,

Perkins & Co., in London. Marshal Haynau had been the object

of much execration in some of the English journals on account of

his course as commander of the Austrian forces in Hungary, and

when it became known that he was present, nearly all the laborers

and draymen ran out with hiooms and dirt, shouting " Down with

the Austrian butchei-," and uttering other alarming epithets. The
marshal was soon covered witli dirt, and, perceiving some of the

men about to attack him, he ran into the street to Bank.side, chased

by a mob and Ix^labored with all sorts of weapons. He finally took

refuge in a public house, where he was rescued by the police.* Next

o Annual Register, 1850, p. 110.
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day Baron Roller, the Austrian charge d'affaires, brought the inci-

dent to the notice of the British Government, and he subsequently

reenforced his representations under instructions from Prince

Schwartzenberg, asking for an investigation of the affair, and the

punishment of the guilty parties by a punishment which would
mark their violation of the country's hospitality. Lord Palmerston

expressed regret that an Austrian officer should have been exposed
'' to such outrageous violence and insult," and referred the case to

the home secretary. It appears that Marshal Playnau refused per-

sonally to institute criminal proceedings against the offenders, and
immediately left England. The home secretary declared that this

forbearance threw " insuperable difficulties " in the way of the prose-

cution, since the offenders could not be prosecuted with " a reasonable

prospect of success, in the voluntary absence of the only person

injured, whose testimony is exi:)ected in such cases both by the court

and the jury." The Government therefore declined to institute any
prosecution.

In 1864 the sergeant of the military guard on board an American

vessel, from San Francisco to Panama, while he was ashore at the

latter place, got into an altercation with one of the privates of the

guard, in which the latter was killed. As they both were enlisted

soldiers in the United States Army, the Department of State, at the

solicitation of friends of the sergeant, who was held by the local

authorities at Panama for trial, requested the Colombian minister

in the United States to use his good offices with the government of

Panama, with a view to the surrender of the culprit to the United

States military authorities in California, to be tried there by court

martial. " I am well aware." said Mr. Seward, " that no obligation

rests upon the authorities of Panama, or upon those of the United

States of Colombia, to comply with this request ; nevertheless, if

the matter can be so disposed of, this Government will esteem it a

mark of courtesy on the part of Colombia. ... In the event, how-

ever, that the governor of Panama should consider it incompatible

with his attributes and prerogatives to grant the above request, I

will thank you to urge upon hiui the speedy trial of the accused,

whose friends allege in his defense that he was acting in the dis-

charge of his official duty, at the time the unfortunate occurrence took

place."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Gen. Salgar, Colombian min., March 30,

1865, MS. Notes to Colombia, VI. 182.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 36
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.'5. Vessels ok Wab.

(1) their i'uhlic ciiakacter, and its proof.

§ 252.

The firm of Cramp & Sons, of Philadelphia, entered into a contract

with the Russian (loverninent for the construction of a man-of-war.

She was to be paid for in instalments as the construction proceeded,

but a percenta<;e of each instalment was to be withheld, and final pay-

ment was not to be made till the vessel had been accepted by the Rus-

sian Government, which was at liberty, unless certain requirements as

to draught and speed were met, to reject her. The materials to be used

in her construction were, however, when brought upon the premises

of the contractors, immediately to become the exclusive property of

the Russian ministry of marine. During her construction she was

to be inspected by officials of the Russian Government; and it was

s^tipulated that the Russian flag should be hoisted on the ship, when-

ever desired by the board of inspection, as evidence of the Govern-

ment's exclusive property, and that the Russian ministr}^ of marine

might at an}' time appoint an officer to take possession of ^le ship or

materials, whether finished or unfinished, subject to the contractor's

lien for any part of the value remaining unpaid. With reference to

the legal position of the Aessel after she Avas launched, but while she

was still lying in the stream under construction, and before the Rus-

sian flag had ever been hoisted upon her, the o])inion was expressed

obiter that she was then subject to the local jurisdiction, and that if

any crime had been committed on board of her, it would have been

cognizable in the local courts. But it was intimated that if proceed-

mgs had been taken against her under the mechanic's lien law of the

State, or if a material man had filed a libel in admiralty against her

for coal furnished in testing her engines, or if upon her trial trip she

had negligently come into collision Avith another vessel, whose owner

had instituted a suit against her. the Emperor of Russia might have

claimed for her an immunity fiom local jurisdiction on the ground

that she was the property of a foreign s<nereign.

'I'uckcr r. Alexamlroflf (1!M»2). \K\ V. S. 424, 440, citing The Constitution,

4 r. D. ,30, and the I'arhMnoiit BoIko, 4 P. D. 121).

It was lu'lrt in Tucker v. Alcxandroff that tlie vessel in (luestion at the

time i-(>ferrp<l to was a liussian ship of war within the letter and

spirit of the treaty l>etwe<Mi the T.'nited Stat<'s and Russia of 18.TJ,

Art. IX.. rehitinj^ to tiie recovery of deserters from "ships of war
and merchant vessels."

See the case of Chilean jrnnhoat /'ilroniai/o. infra, § (504.

A Russian cruiser, manned by a crew in the pay of the Russian

Government, and in command of an officer of the Russian navy, is a
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war vessel, within the seal-fishery act, and a protocol of examination

of an offending ship by such cruiser, signed by the officer in command,
is admissible in evidence in an action for condemnation under that

act.

The Minnie v. lieg.. 23 Canada Sup. Ct. 478.

"Mr. Hall, in his treatise upon international law, discussing for-

eign ships as nonterritorial property of a state (section 44), says

that the coimnission under which a commander acts is conclusive of

the public character of a vessel, although such character is usually

evidenced by the flag and pendant which she carries, and if necessary

by firing a gun. ' When in the absence of, or notwithstanding, these

proofs any doubt is entertained as to the legitimateness of her claim,

the statement of the connnander on his word of honor that the vessel

is public is often accepted, but the admission of such statements as

proof is a matter of courtesy,' and ' though attestation by a govern-

ment that a ship belongs to it is final, it does not follow that denial

of public character is equally final ; assumption and repudiation of

responsibility stand upon a different footing.' . . . But it is perti-

nent to notice here that he is speaking of immunities of public vessels

from local jurisdiction, and not of the property of a foreign govern-

ment in such vessels." •

Tucker v. Alexandroff (1902). 18.S U. S. 424, 441-442.

As to the effect of u commission, in cases of neutrality, see Moore, Int.

Arbitrations. I. (>12, G55 : IV. 4135-4144.

(2) KNTKANCE INTO FKIENULY PORTS.

§ 253.

If there be no prohibition, the ports of a friendly nation are con-

sidered as open to the public ships of j^owers with whom it is at peace;

and those vessels are supposed to enter such ports and remain in them

under the protection of the government of the place.

Schooner Excluuige r. McFaddon, 7 Crandi, lU!, 145.

By section G of the act of March 3, 1805, 2 Stat. 339, 342, the Presi-

dent was empowered 1)V proclamation to forbid the entrance within

the United States of any officer of a foreign armed vessel or of the

vessel itself on satisfactory proof that he had coimnitted on the high

seas any trespass or tort, or any spoliation on board any vessel of the

United States, or any unlawful interruption or vexation of trading

vessels actually coming to or going from the United States; and

such officer was declared to be liable to arrest and punishment and

expulsion thereafter if at any time after a proclamation thus made
he should be found within the United States. The existence of the

act was limited to two years.
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Chief Justice Marshall, in the Schooner Exchange v. McFaddon, 7

Cranch, 116, states that the implied license under which men-of-war

enter friendly ports may be withdrawn or qualified. An example of

its limitation may be found in the act of Congress of May 15, 1820,

by which foreign armed vessels were for a period of two years, be-

ginning July 1, 1820, forbidden to enter any harbor in the United

States except Portland, Boston, New London, New York, Phila-

delphia. Norfolk, Smithville (N. C), Charleston, and Mobile, unless

by reason of stress of weather or pursuit of an enemy they were unable

to make one of those ports. In case of entering a port not declared

to be open, the commanding officer of the man-of-war was required

immediately to report his vessel to the collector of the district, stating

the object or causes of his entrance, to take such a position in the

harbor as the collector should assign to him. and to conform himself

to such regulations as the President might have prescribed." By
various nations the conditions under which foreign men-of-war are

permitted to enter and remain in their ports are expressly defined.

An example of such a regulation may be seen in the Austrian ordi-

nance of June 14. 1866.^ By section 2791 of the Revised Statutes of

the United States it is proAnded that '* it shall not he necessary for the

master of any vessel of war, or of any vessel employed by any prince,

or state, as a public packet for the conveyance of letters and dis-

patches, and not permitted by the laws of such prince or state to l^e

employed in the transportation of merchandise, in the way of trade,

to make report and entry."

In 1835, during the excitement concerning the nonexecution of the

treaty l^etween the United States and France of 1831, in relation to

the payment of claims, a French man-of-war arrived at New York.

(On its subsequently being represented Ijv the French charge d'affaires

that certain officers of the ship had been insulted by a crowd in the

street, the United States district attorney was instructed to request

the mayor of the city to '' exercise all the authority he possesses to

prevent any injury or further offence from being committed against

the officers or crew of the vessel alluded to, and to secure to them
while they remain within the limits of the United States the hospi-

table treatment to which they are entitled, and which the American
people are wont to show." Besides, as the charge d'affaires appre-

hended that popular excitement might lead to an attempt against

the vessel herself, the President, while considering such apprehen-

sions to be groundless, caused orders to be given to the commandant
of the Brooklyn Navy-Yard to afford the same protection as if the

ship l)elonged to the United States: and it was suggested that if

a .3 .s^tats. at L. .j97.

6 63 British aud Foreign State I'ai»ers, 1073.
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there should be " the slightest indication of a meditated attack " she

should anchor near the yard, " where the United States have exclusive

jurisdiction and competent force."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Price, U. S. dist. attorney at New York,

Feb. 25, 1835, 27 MS. Dom. Let 237.

" Section 2791 of the Revised Statutes provides that it shall not be

necessary for the master of any (foreign) vessel of war to make
report and entry on arriving in a harbor of the United States; and

Section 5288 of the statutes authorizes the President to employ such

force as may be necessary to compel any foreign vessel to depart the

United States in all cases in which by the law of nations or the trea-

ties of the United States she might not remain within the United

States.

" These ar^ believed to be the only provisions of municipal law, in

this country, on the subject."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Comacho, Venezuelan niin., Dec. 9, 1880,

MS. Notes to Veuez. L 210.

For Austrian regulations concerning foreign men-of-war, see 63 Br. &
For. State Papers, 1073.

Mr. Wallace, consul-general at Melbourne, with his No. 81, July 3, 1891,

enclosed a copy of a proclamation issued by the governor of South

Australia June 18, 1891, in relation to the navigation of the waters

of South Australia by foreign transports and armed vessels. The

proclamation was communicated to the Navy Department, Aug. 14,

1891. (183 MS. Dom. Let. 57.)

For German regulations, see dispatch of Mr. Kasson, min. to Germany,

No. 12. Sept. 17. 1884, 33 MS. Desp. from Germany.

For Netherlands regulations, see dispatch of Mr. Thayer, min at The

Hague, No. 398. April 19, 1893, 33 MS. Desp. from the Netherlands.

Aug. 9, 1884, Mr. Frelinghuysen sent out a circular to the diplomatic

representatives f)f the United States, instructing them to procure, for

the use of the Navy Department, the regulations adopted by the

governments to which they were accredited in relation to the

" entry of foreign ships of war into their iwrts, together with any

-rules in force as to the stay of such vessels in port, their anchorage,

their relations with the customs and quarantine officers, the imposi-

tion upon them of port or other charges, and the employment by them

of local pilots." (MS. Circulars, III. 157.)

February n. 1901, Seiior Blanco, Venezuelan minister of foreign

Incident in Vene- ^ff^irs, addressed to Mr. Loomis, United States min-

zueia, 1901. ister at Caracas, the following note:

" The law of May 15, 1882, numbered 2419 in the national com-

pilation, gives to the head of the Government the power to grant or

not, in his judgment, permission to foreign men-of-war to enter,

for scientific purposes, ports that are not open. Every time that a

war vessel of the United States has made a request of this nature

it has been granted without any difficulty, and not long ago United
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States war vessels were engaged in scientific work in the Cafio of

San Juan and at the bar at the mouth of the Orinoco, but these

vessels had gone through with the legal formality above mentioned,

and this fornuility can not be dispensed with, except in violation of

the well-established principles of international law.

'" By direction of the Supreme Chief of the Republic, I call your

excellency's attention to the aforementioned law for the reason that

this Government has been disagi-eeably surprised to learn that a war

vessel called Scorpion, flying the flag of the United States, had

entered the harbor of Santa Catalina, a port that is not open, and

situated in the Dalla Costa district of the State of Guayana ; that an

officer in uniform went ashore from said war vessel and returned on

board accompanied by a gentleman called Boynton, an employee of

the company Avhich has its agency at said port, and that no explana-

tion was given for this flagrant violation of the usual formalities.

" The grave nature of this act, violating, as it does, the very prin-

ciples on Avhich national sovereignty is based, compels the Supreme
Chief of the Republic to respectfully call the attention of the Gov-

ernment of the United States to this delicate question, and to protest

in the most solemn manner against the action of the man-of-war

Scorpion as opposed to the principles of international law and a

violation of the hiAvs of this Republic." *

On receiving this note Mr. Loomis cabled to his Government that

the Venezuelan Government protested "most strongly against the

presence of the U. S. S. Scorj)ion in the Orinoco River without having

asked })ermission to enter, declaring such presence to be in violation

of Venezuelan as well as international laws," and requested instruc-

tions as to a reply.''

AVith reference to this telegram, Mr. Long, Secretary of the Navy,

made the following memorandum

:

" The records of the Department show that naval vessels have

visited the Orinoco River on a number of occasions. When no sur-

vey has b('(>n undertaken these visits have been wnthout previous

notice, so far as the Department's records show. Two recent cases

of visits to the Orinoco are the visit of the Kearsarge Xoveember 7,

1892. and the visit of the Wilmington, January 28, 1899. The Kear-

sarge cai-ricd on a running survey, without, however, erecting shore

stations. There is no record of any protest or objection from the

Venezuelan Government on the occasion of either of these visits.

" The Navy Department understands the status of the Orinoco

River, in regard to navigation, to be in all respects similar to that

of the Mississippi River. Foreign war vessels pass freely up the

Mississippi River without previous notice to this Government. Our

oFor. Rel. inOl, TA^.

b Id. .141.
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war vessels have done the same in the Orinoco River. In the

Amazon, for instance, the case is understood to be different. This
river, though open to commercial navigation, is not open to war
vessels except on special notice and permission.

" It may be that the minister to Venezuela on his own account, in

the case of the visit of the Wilmington, asked permission or notified

the Government of what was contemplated. If so, this is unknown
to the Navy Department.

" On the occasion of the visit of the Wilmington the Venezuelan

Government marked its acquiescence and gratification in that visit

by desiring to decorate the commanding officer of the vessel with the

Order of Bolivar."

"

The Department of State, replying to IVIr. Loomis's telegram,

stated that the object of the Scorpion^s visit to the Orinoco was to

obtain information; that the visit was in accordance with numerous
precedents and without offensive intention, and that the vessel was
ordered to La Guaira, touching at Cumana, Carupano, and Bar-

celona.''

On February 16, 1901, Mr. Loomis addressed to Senor Blanco the

following note

:

" I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of j^our note of February

9 in which you state that an American war vessel, the Scorpion, had

been seen in the Orinoco River at Santa Catalina and that her pres-

ence there was not in conformity with certain sections of the law of

Venezuela, which, as I gather from your note, provides that foreign

men-of-war shall not enter the Orinoco River for scientific purposes

without first having asked i)ermission of the Chief of the Venezuelan

Government. I was not aware that there was a law in force closing

the Orinoco River to the public vessels of a friendly nation bent on

the peaceful and inoffensive mission of seeking infonnation from its

nationals engaged in lawful business on the banks of that stream.

It is true that when it was desired to do certain scientific Avork for

the benefit of navigation and the shipping of all nations at the bars

of the Orinoco and San Juan rivers, the formal permission of the

Venezuelan Government was asked ; but in these cases it was deemed

necessary to keep a war vessel in Venezuelan waters for many weeks,

and the officers an<l men on these scientific expeditions were at work

in small boats taking many observations and measurements, so it was

only natural that their presence for a long i)eriod, and their activity,

should be explained in the form of asking permission for the per-

formance of the task in question.

oMem. of Feb. i:i, 1001. For. Rel. 19()1. TA2.

'J Mr. Hill, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Loomis, niin. to Venezuela, tel., Feb.

13, 1901, For. llel. 11)01, 541.
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" The Scorpion, as I understand it, recently made a very quick trip

to Santa Catalina and immediately returned to the coast. Her visit

was of course Avholly inoffensive in character and devoid of signifi-

cance in any other sense than the one I have the honor to indicate,

and, as your excellency knows, there are precedents for the informal

visits on the part of war vessels of a friendly nation.

'" I should esteem it a favor if you would be kind enough to furnish

me with a list of the Venezuelan ports, streams, and harbors, con-

cerning which there is a special provision of law respecting the entry

of foreign men-of-war.""

In communicating to his Government, Feb. 23, 1901, a copy of the

foregoing note, Mr. Loomis said :
" In this connection it may be of

interest to the Department to know that when the British gunboat

Alei't went to Ciudad Bolivar last summer to inquire into the facts

concerning the killing of the British consular clerk at that port, Mr.

Grant-Duff, the British charge d'affaires here asked permission from

the Venezuelan Government for the gunboat to go to Ciudad Bolivar.

He reported his action to the foreign office in London and was
promptly informed that what he had done was not at all necessary,

and that in the future permission for English war vessels to navigate

the Orinoco River was not to be asked." ''

February 26, 1901, Sefior Blanco made to the foregoing note the

following answer:
" Referring to your excellency's note of the 16th of the present

month, I am sorry that I did not succeed in explaining with sufficient

clearness in my note of the 9th, No. 208, the spirit of the law of the

15th of May, 1882, regarding the entrance of foreign men-of-war

in the ports of the Republic. I stated that the above-mentioned law
' gives to the liead of the Government the power to grant or not, in

his judgment, permission to foreign men-of-Avar to enter, for scientific

purposes, ports that are not open.' I could not refer in a general

sense to the Orinoco, as Ciudad Bolivar, situated on one of its banks,

is a iK)rt open to foreign commerce, in accordance with tlie provisions

of Law XIV. of the finance code.

" The Scorpion entered Santa Catalina, a port not open to foreign

commerce, whicli constituted a distinct violation of the law, and of

which I spoke to you in the name of the Supreme Chief of the

Republic.

" In a communication of July 1, 1882, the law in question was made
known to all the diplomatic corps resident in Caracas soon after it was

passed by the Congress of the Republic. Said law is the same one

cited by one of my predecessors to your legation in notes of January

«For. liel. 1901, 54.1

6 Id. 542.
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14 and April 20, 1899, and the same law that another of my prede-

cessors referred to in notes of December 19 and December 23, 1899.

" So that when, in the note jorotesting against the act of the Scor-

pion^ mention was made of the law of 1882, it was done with the idea

that attention was being called to a well-known public act, an act

that had been made known to foreign governments, inserted in the

official compilation of laws, and referred to frequently in the corre-

spondence with the representatives of friendly nations. The exist-

ence of said law, and the knowledge of its existence on the part of

other governments, fully justifies and makes obligator}^ in the name
of the sovereignty of the Republic, the protest contained in my note

of the 9th of the present month, and which I hereby confirm by order

of the Chief of the Venezuelan Government.
" In regard to the list of the ports, rivers, and harbors which your

excellency asks for I need only refer to Law XIV. of the finance code,

which specifies the points open to foreign commerce, and these are

the only ones in which foreign men-of-war may enter; and article 3

of said law establishes the only exception, which can only l)e made
effective by means of a special permit from the Chief of the

Republic." «

The law of May 15 (or May 11), 1882, referred to by Senor Blanco, was
published in the Official Gazette of April .30, 1901, as a law still in force. It

provides

:

" Article 1. The ports where foreign men-of-war can enter are only those

open to foreign commerce.

"Art. 2. Foreign men-of-war can not enter the above-mentioned ix)rts except

to the number of three or four, at most, nor can they remain longer than

thirty days.

"Art. 3. When for anj- good reason foreign men-of-war are obliged to enter

a port in a greater number than alcove mentioned, or prolong their stay for more

than thirtj' days, or visit for scientific purposes i)firts tliat are not oi)en. they

must ask special permission from the President of the Republic, who may grant

it or not, in his judgment.

"Art. 4. Foreign men-of-war are subject to all police regulations of the ports,

such as health laws, anchorage regulations, etc.

"Art. 5. In case of any infraction of the foregoing articles the local authori-

ties shall not take any measures against the men-of-war. out of regard for their

extraterritoriality, but the Chief of the National Executive shall l)e immediately

informed and he will proceetl in accordance with international usages.

"Given in the Federal palace of the legislative body, at Caracas, May 11, 1882.

nineteenth year of the Law and twenty-fourth of the Federation." (For. Rel.

1{K)1, 546.)

The following memorandum bj^ Mr. Long, Secretary of the Xavy,

of March 13, 1901, refers to the notes of Senor Blanco and Mr.

Loomis, of Feb. 9 and Feb. 16, supra

:

a For. Rel. 1901, 544.
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•• In the practice of this Department there is a distinct and well-

recognized difference between the visit of a man-of-war and a visit

for * scientific purposes,* such scientific purposes being usually hydro-

graphic and occasionally topographic examination of territorial

waters or shores of a foreign country.

"The Department would ordinarily not order one of its vessels to

any })ort of any country having a recognized government to conduct

surveys or examinations, without having first not only notified that

government of its wish, but having obtained explicit permission for

conducting the survey upon the occasion of the visit.

"On tlie other hand, it would neither send notice nor request per-

mission in case the visit was not undertaken for the purposes of con-

ducting such survey or other similar purpose, unless the waters pro-

posed to be visited were expressly denied to passage of men-of-war by

national decree, as in the case of the Amazon.'' °

In June, 1901, Mr. Russell, charge at Caracas, reported that the

President of Venezuela had made and had " menacingly " repeated a

request for an explanation of the entrance of the U. S. S. Mayflower

into a closed port in the island of Margarita.^

The Department of State replied that the visit of the Mayflower
was in accordance with custom, and that the request made by the

United States to be furnished with a list of closed Venezuelan ports

had not been complied with.^

It seems that a list of the open ports had been furnished to the lega-

tion, but had not at the time reached Washington. By this list the

open ports were La Guaira, Puerto Cabello, Maracaibo, Ciudad
Bolivar, and Cariipano.''

'' Having submitted the question thus raised to the President of the

United States, I have now to express to you my regret
Case of military

.^^ ^j^^, conclusion at which the Spanish Government

has arrived. It seems to me, in effect, to set up,

although unconsciously, a claim that a Spanish ship of war, ad-

mitted by courtesy into a place actually held in military occupation

by the forces of this Government, may disregard existing military

orders, which are issued with a view to the military situation of

that place. This seems, in effect, nothing less than a claim of

Spanish sovereignty over American citizens on board a Spanish ship,

not merely within the civil jurisdiction, but even within the military

lines of the United States, in their own territories. The claim

« For. Rel. IWl. .>i.".. -Ay\.

b For. Rel. 1901, rAl.

<• Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Russell, rharse at Caracas, .Tune 22, 1901, For.

Rel. 1901. 548.

<i For. Rel. 1901. .549-.>m
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thus understood cannot be conceded. I am, therefore, to inform

you that the Government adheres to its former declaration that no
ship of war, of whatever nation, will be expected to carry into or out

from any port of the United States, which is either occupied by their

forces, or is in possession of the insurgents, any person who does not

actually belong to the civil, military, or naval service of the country

whose flag that vessel carries, and especially that such ships of war
shall not, without express leave of the military authorities, carry into

or out of such ports any citizen of the United States. It can be only

on an expected compliance with these terms that any foreign ship of

war can enter ports of the classes I have designated during the con-

tinuance of the present civil war."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tassara. Span, min., July 2, 1863, Dip.

Cor. 1863, II. 915, 916.

As to the entrance of neutral men-of-war into blockaded ports, see the

subject of Blockade.

(3) EXEMPTIONS FROM LOCAL AUTHORITY.

§ 254.

In discussing the status of a foreign man-of-war in a friendly

port, the publicists generally confine themselves to

^^ the question of exemption from the local jurisdiction;

ayd, while they agree that such exemption exists,

they are not altogether in accord as to its extent. In reality the sub-

ject has been somewhat confused by the use of metaphorical expres-

sions and needless analogies.

Cauchy," after observing that an armed squadron is " the immediate

and living representative of sovereignty in that which concerns war,''

says :
" This character follows it in all places : wherever a vessel of

war is stationed, the sovereign is present by his delegates. There is

something here that resembles the inviolability of ambassadors, the

principle of which is derived not from territorial jurisdiction, but

from a sacred pact, tacitly concluded between all the civilized peoples

of the world."

Calvo,^ while affirming the exemption of a foreign man-of war

from the local jurisdiction, says that the connnander of a public ship

may in a sense l)e assimilated to a diplomatic agent accredited to a

foreign court; the commander, and the crew placed under his orders,

to the official and nonofficial personnel of a mission ; and the ship

itself to the house of an embassy or legation ; and that of this assimi-

lation the first result is that the naval vessel and her personnel as

a whole are covered by the fiction of extraterritoriality. In this

"Droit Maritime International, edition 1862, vol. 2. p. 157.

6 Le Droit International. 4th ed., vol. 3, sec. 1550.
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statement, however, he seems to have in mind the case of a ship with

her crew on board, and especially the case of such a ship on the high

seas.

Testa (Le Droit Public International Maritime, traduct. par Bout-

iron. 188('), p. 83 et seq.) says:

" Ships of war. . . . being the })roperty of the state and armed by

it for its own defense, are an emanation of it. Their commanders

and officers are also functionaries of the country, delegates of its

sovereignty, agents of its executive power and, up to a certain point,

of its judicial })ower. On board of a ship of war. everything is sub-

ject to the rules and codes of the country to which the ship belongs,

and it is for that reason that it partakes fully of the independence

of the sovereignty which has authorized it and of which it is the

delegation.

" A difference so marked in its character and objects as that of

ships of war and ships of commerce brings as its consequence

:

" 1. That the nuinner and means of proving their nationality are

different;

'" 2. That the privileges and immunities of each are also dif-

ferent. . . .

" Armed and authorized by the government of an independent

power, commanded by officers, public functionaries who represent,

with the whole crew, the public force, ships of war are. in their per-

sonification, like an emanation of the state and a continuation of its

territory. From this it follows that no individual foreign to the

government has the right to interfere in what goes on on board and

still less to penetrate there by main force.

" It is usual to describe, theoretically, this collection of circum-

stances by the axiom that the ship of war is a portion of the territory

of the nation to which it belongs, enjoying, by consequence, all the

immunities attached to territorial independence. It is this that we
are wont to express by the word extraterritoriality, the actual mean-

ing of which is not truly applicable, but peculiarly describes the

conjunction of privileges, immunities, and rights.

"To justify the use of this expressicm, it suffices to consider that

every ship is a floating habitation, bearing a pojjulation placed under

the protection and sul)mitted to the laws and government of the state.

In the special case of a ship of war, we can add that it is a military

place, a mobile fortress which contains a fraction of the state to which

it belongs, govei-iied by the functionaries, the military and adminis-

trative agents, delegated l)v th(> same state. . . .

" It is a constant rule that, for ships of war, the principle of exter-

ritoriality is always absolute even in the ])orts and territorial waters

of another country, and that such ships remain, as to their interior

and exterior control, subject only to the laws of the state to which they
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belong. With the state in whose waters they may happen to be, they

simply maintain international relations, through the intermediary

of the competent functionaries of the locality. . . .

" It is no less certain that the local sovereign may forbid the en-

trance and mooring of a ship of war and may also exercise surveil-

lance over the ship when he has reason to think its presence dangerous,

or when some legitimate precaution requires or justifies such a

measure. In such case, in order to avoid all difficulty, explanations

ought to be given to the government to which the ship belongs.

" Moreover, the immunity of ships of war does not exempt them
from responsibility for acts of aggression, of violence or of dis-

courtesy which they may commit in the waters of a foreign

nation. That nation always reserves the right of legitimate self-

defense against such acts. Such ships are not exempt from the ob-

servance of sanitary regulations of the ports which they may wish to

enter ; . . . The public and official character of ships of war imposes

on them the obligation to be first in giving an example of the most

scrupulous respect for the ordinances of maritime police, the rules of

the port, and all provisions for the common interest."

Phillimore (International Law, vol. 1, sec. 341), after stating that

ships of war enjoy the privilege of extraterritoriality, says that this

privilege '' is extended, by the reason of the thing, to boats, tenders,

and all aj^purtenances of a ship of war, but it does not cover offenses

against the territorial law committed upon shore, though the com-

manders of vessels are entitled to be apprised of the circumstances

attending and causes justifying the arrest of any one of their crew,

and to secure to them, through the agency of diplomatic or consular

ministers, the administration of justice."

Hall, a publicist of preeminent merit, in the fourth edition of his

treatise on International Law, page 202, states that a public vessel is

exempt from the local jurisdiction, but that her crew and other per-

sons on board are subject to the local law, at least for acts done out-

side of her. The ship must, however, respect the administrative

rules of the port, such as quarantine regulations. At page 205 he

says

:

" The immunities of a vessel of war belong to her as a complete

instrument, made up of vessel and crew, and intended to be used by

the state for specific purposes ; the elements of which she is composed

are not capable of sej)arate use for those purposes ; they consequently

are not exempted from the local jurisdiction. If a ship of war is

abandoned by her crew, she is merely property: if members of her

crew go outside the ship or her tenders or boats, they are liable in

every respect to the territorial jurisdiction. Even the captain is not

considered to be individually exempt in respect of acts not done in

his capacity of agent of his state."
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A writ of habeas corpus may be awarded to bring up an "American
subject " unlawfully detained on board a foreign

Development of <? ,. i i • iij.ii
^

*^
. nian-ot-war. the commander being amenable to the

doctrine. ....
usual jurisdiction of the state where he happens to be,

and not entitled to claim the extraterritoriality Avhich is annexed to a

foreign minister and his domicile.

lii-iulfonl. At. Gen., June, 1794. 1 Op. 47.

See Moore, Int. Arbitrations, IV. 43G4; Phillimore, Int. Law, I. § cccxlvi.

;

Hall, Int. Law (4th ed.), 196.

In the case referred to by Attorney-General Bradford, the authorities at

Newport. K. I., refused to permit the captain of a British sloop of war
to ol)tain provisions till he had discharged six American citizens who
were detained on board. The captain had previously permitted a

deputation sent by the State legislature to go on board the vessel and
make an investigation. It was alleged that the permission was
obtained l)y constraint upon the captain while on shore. The British

minister i)rotestetl against the proceeding as an " unparalleled

"

insult. (Hall, § 54. p. 195.)

A ship of war when in a foreign friendly port is ordinarily

exempt from the jurisdiction of such port.

Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, Brit, min., .luly 23, 1794,

7 MS. Doin. Let. 55.

See Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Romero, May 25, 1882, MS.
Notes to Mexico, VIII. 320.

" The President highly disapproves that a public vessel of war,

behmging to a foreign nation, should be searched by officers of the cus-

toms upon a suspicion of illicit commerce. The propriety of repre-

senting such a suspicion to the consul of that nation, or the com-

mander of the vessel, will not be controverted, this being a course

respectful and customary. A general instruction will be therefore

given to pursue this course, with the view that if it should be ineffec-

tual the Government of the United States may adopt those measures

which the necessity of the case and their rights may require."

Mr. Randolph. Sec. of State, to Mr. Faucliet, French min.. Nov. 17, 1794,

7 MS. I>om. Let. 403, cited in letter of same to same, ,Iune 13, 1795,

8 MS. Doni. Let. 202.

It was advised that criuiinal and civil process might be served on

board a British man-of-war lying Avithin the waters of the United

States. In this relation, reference was made to Art. XXIII. of the

Jay treaty, which provided that " the ships of Avar of each of the con-

tracting parties .shall at all times be hospitably received in the ports

of the other, their officers and crews paying due respect to the laws

and government of the country.'' The Attorney-General observed

that this stipulation was "' conceived to be declaratory of the usage of
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nations," and that '* hospitality, which includes protection," was '* to

be enjoyed upon condition that the laws and government of the coun-

try are respected."

Lee, At-Gen.. 170!), 1 Oi>. S7. See Hall, Int. Law (4tli ed.). VM.

By section 1 of the act of March H, 1805, 2 Stat, im), the judges or

justices of the courts of the United States were empowered to issue

warrants for the arrest of persons charged with treason, felony, mis-

prison of treason or of felony, misdemeanor, l)reach of the peace or

of the revenue laws of the United States, committed within the

United States, who should be on board of any foreigji armed vessel

in United States waters. The warrants were to be directed to the

United States marshals, who were, upon the order of the judges or

justices, to have the aid of any military force in the vicinity if the

posse comitatus should be insufficient to insure the execution of the

process. Commanders of regular troops or of armed vessels of the

United States were also authorized to give aid to the State authori-

ties in similar cases arising under the State laws. By section 7 the

President was required to issue instructions for carrying the act into

effect. Such instructions were issued May 29, 1805, to the United

States marshals, who were directed previously to the execution of

any warrant to make known to the commanding officer of the foreign

vessel of war having the offender on board the nature of the process

with which they were charged, with a request that the offender be

delivered up. If this request should not be complied with they were

to proceed with as much respect and delicacy as the case would admit

of to serve the process in the usual manner and to take the offender

into custody. If opposed by force, they were to report the case to

the Department of State, and unless special grounds existed for sus^

pecting an escape of the offender by the departure of the vessel of

war, or his removal beyond the reach of the warrant, were to take no

steps toward applying the extraordinary force authorized by the law

initil they should receive such further directions as the President

shoidd, on the strength of their report, think proper to give. A full

report of their action on each occasion was to Ix^ made to the Depart-

ment of State. A copy of the circular was communicated to the

governor of each of the several States.

Circulai's. Dept. of State, vol. I. pp. 3, 4.

The leading case, in which the principle of the extraterritoriality

of foreign men-of-war was first formally' established,

„
"^ °

" ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ schooner Exchange^ in 1812. The

opinion in this case was delivered by Chief Justice

Marshall, and in preparing it he was, as he declared, compelled to

explore " an unbeaten path, with few, if any, aids from precedents
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or written law." The facts were that the American schooner Ex-

change, having been captured and confiscated by the French under

the Rambouillet decree, which decree both the Executive and the

Congress of the United States had dechired to constitute a violation

of the law of nations, was converted by the French Government

into a man-of-war, and commissioned under the name of the Balaou.

In this character the vessel came into a port of the United States,

where she was libeled by the original American owners for resti-

tution. In this suit a suggestion was made by the United States,

setting forth the national character of the vessel, and invoking judg-

ment upon the question whether she was subject to the local jurisdic-

tion. This question, having come in due course before the Supreme

Court of the United States, it was held

:

1. That as the jurisdiction of a nation Avithin its own territory is

exclusive and absolute, any restriction upon such jurisdiction must be

derived from the nation's consent.

2. That such consent may be either express or implied, and " may,

in some instances, be tested by common usage, and by common opin-

ion, growing out of that usage."

3. That the equality and independence of sovereigns, and the com-

mon interest impelling them to mutual intercourse and an interchange

of good offices, had given rise to a class of cases in which every sover-

eign was understood to waive the exercise of a part of his complete

territorial jurisdiction: e. g. («) the exemption of the person of a

sovereign from arrest and detention within a foreign territory;

{h) the innnunity allowed to foreign ministers; {c) the immunity

conceded to the troops of a foreign prince which a nation allows to

pass through its territories.

4. That, in the absence of any prohibition, " the ports of a friendly

nation are considered as open to the public ships of all powers with

whom it is at peace, and they are supposed to enter such ports and to

remain in them Avhile allowed to remain, under the protection of the

government of the place."

5. That there is, however, a " clear distinction " to be " drawn
between the rights accorded to private individuals or private trading

vessels, and those accorded to public armed ships which constitute

a part of the military force of the nation ;
" and that, while it is

necessary that the former should be subject to the local jurisdiction,

the situation of a public armed ship is in all respects different. " She
constitutes a part of the military force of her nation; acts under

the immediate and direct command of the sovereign; is employed

by him in national objects. He has many and powerful motives

for preventing those objects from being defeated by the interference

of a foreign state. Such interference cannot take place without

affecting his power and his dignity. The implied license therefore
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under which such vessel enters a friendly port niay reasonably be

construed, and it seems to the court ought to be construed, as con-

taining an exemption from the jurisdiction of the sovereign within

whose territory she claims the rites of hospitality'. . . . AVithout

doubt, the sovereign of the place is capable of destroying this impli-

cation. He may claim and exercise jurisdiction either by employing

force, or by subjecting such vessels to the ordinary tribunals. But
until such jTOwer be exerted in a manner not to be misunderstood,

the sovereign cannot be considered as having imparted to the ordi-

nary tribunals a jurisdiction which it would be a breach of faith

to exercise. Those general statutory provisions therefore which are

descriptive of the ordinary jurisdiction of the judicial tribunals,

which give an individual whose property has Ix^en wrested from
him a right to claim that property in tlie courts of the country in

which it is found, ought not, in the opinion of this court, to be so

construed as to give them jurisdiction in a case in which the sovereign

power has impliedly consented to waive its jurisdiction."

Marshall, C. J., Schooner Exchange v. McFacMon (1812), 7 Cranch, 112.

See the Pizarro v. Matthias, 10 N. Y. Leg. Obser\er, 97.

See.- also, Twiss (ed. 18U1), I. § 158; Blimtschli. § 321: Wharton, Com. on

Am. Law, § 190.

In the case of the British steamer Tartar, oliartered by the T'^nited States

and employed as a transport in the military service, the position was
tal^en that she was entitled while so enii)loyed to be treated in

British ports as the troop-ship of a friendly power and as sncli

exempt from local port regulations affecting the number of passen-

gers which vessels might carry. (Mr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State,

to Mr. Choate, tel., Sept. 1.3, 1899, MS. Inst. Gr. Br. XXXIII. 248.)

Foreign armed vessels, adopting the character of merchant ships

by carrying merchandise, render themselves subject to the revenue

laws.

Wirt, At.-Gen., 1820, 1 Op. 337.

'' Lord Stowell, on being consulted by his Government in 1820,

with reference to the case of an Englishman who took refuge on

board a man-of-war at Callao after escaping from prison, into which

he had been thrown for political reasons, answered the question.

' whether any British subject coming on board one of His Majesty's

ships of war in a foreign port escaping from civil or criminal i:)rocess

in such port, and from the jurisdiction of the state within whose ter-

ritory such port may be situated, is entitled to the protection of the

British flag, and to be deemed as within the Kingdom of (Jrcat

Britain and Ireland,' by saying that he had ' no hesitation in declar-

ing that he knew of no such right of protection belonging to the

British flag, and that he thought such a pretension unfounded in

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 37
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point of principle, injurious to the rights of other countries, and

inconsistent with those of our own;' and added that 'the Spaniards

would not have been chargeable with illegal violence if they had

thought i)roper to employ force in taking ' the person whose case was

under discussion ' out of the British vessel.'
"

Hall, Int. Law (4tli od.), 197, citing Report of Commission on Fugitive

Slaves, p. Ixxvi.

In a suit against certain British naval oflficers for refusing to re-

store some slaves who had escaped in 1815 from the mainland of

P^lorida to their ships, Best, J., in discussing the question of liability,

said :
" I am decidedly of opinion that they were then no longer

slaves. The moment they put their feet on board of a British man-

of-war, not lying within the waters of East Florida (where, un-

doubtedly, the laws of that country would prevail), those persons

who before had been slaves, were free."

J^orbes r. Cochrane (1824) 2 B. & C. 448.

In Seagrove r. Parks (1891), L. K., 1 Q. B. ,">1, it was held that leave to

serve a writ out of the jurisdiction should not be granted in the

case of a naval officer on u British man-of-war which was at the

time of \be apiilication on the high seas, the court saying that " as

long as tvie defendant is on board his ship, he is w'ithin the jurisdic-

tion."

" To national armed ships in the harbor of a foreign power the

doctrine of exterritoriality undoubtedly applies."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dobbin, Sec. of Xavy, April 21, 1856,

4r> MS. Dom. Let. 212.

Ships of war enjoy full rights of extraterritoriality in foreign

))orts and territorial waters.

Therefore a ship of war. or any prize of hers, in command of a

public officer, possesses, in the ports of the United States, the right

of extrateiritoriality and is exempt from the local jurisdiction.

A ])risoner of war on board such a foreign ship of war, or of her

prize, can not b<' released by /u/hea.s rorpus issuing from courts of the

United States or of a |)articular State. " So long as they (the pris-

oners) remained on board that ship, they were in the territory and

jurisdiction of her sovereign. There, the neutral has no right to

meddle with them.'' Should they be taken on shore, they become sub-

ject to the local jurisdiction, or not, according as it may be agreed

between the political authorities of the belligerent and neutral power.

Opinions of Cushing. At. (ien., April 28, 18.5.5, and Sept. (>, 1850, 7 Op. 122,

l.*?!. and 8 Op. 7.3.

" During the war in which Russia was a party on the one side, and Eng-

land, France aud other powers on the other, questions relating to this
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subject arose, some of which were referred l)y my pretlecessor. Mr.
William L. Marcy. to Caleb dishing, escj.. then Attorney-General.

An elaborate opinion of the latter relative to belligerent a.syluni,

bears date the 28th of April, 1855. One of its conclusions is that a
foreign shij) of war. or any prize of hers in connnand of a public

officer, possesses In the i)orts of the United States the rights of extra-

territoriality, and is not subject to local jurisdiction. This view was
repeated in another opinion of Mr. Cushing of the Sth of September,
185fi. which declared that ships of war enjoy the full rights of extra-

territoriality in foreign ports and territorial waters." (Mr. Evarts,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Comacho, Venezuelan miu., Dec. 9, 1880, MS.
Notes to Venez., I. 210.)

In 1871 Rear-Admiral Boggs, U. S. Navy, commanding the Euro-

pean fleet, refused to give up certain persons on board Avho were

charged by the Italian authorities with larceny. Mr. Fish, while

observing that any person attached to a foreign man-of-war was lia-

ble to arrest on shore for an offense there committed, said: " In the

event that a person on board the foreign ship should bo charged with

a crime, for the commission of which he Avould be liable to be given

up, pursuant to an extradition treaty, the commander of the vessel

may give him up if such proof of the charge shoidd be produced as

the treaty may require. In such case, however, it would always be

advisable to consult the nearest minister of the United States. This

was done in this instance, and the decision of Mr. Marsh that the

l^ersons demanded were not liable to be given up, pursuant to the

treaty with Italy, is approved by the Dej^artment."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Counuodore Case, .Jan. 27. 1872, !»2 .MS. Ihnn.

Let. .'522.

January 17, 1879, the United States frigate Constitution went

ashore on the English coast, having on board at the time a cargo of

machinery belonging to private individuals and intended for the

Paris exhibition. She was pulled off by tugs, the owners of oue of

which, being dissatisfied with the auiount of reuiuneration offered

him, brought an action for salvage, and applied for warrants for the

arrest of the ship and cargo. The court refused to issue the Avarrants,

Sir Robert Phillinioro. wlio rendered the decision, saying that " ships

of war belonging to a nation with whom this country is at peace are

exempt from the civil jurisdiction,"

The Constitution. L. U. 4 T. I). :'.!». 45. .January 2t», 187!).

It has been held that while a ship, belonging to a foreign sovereigu,

cannot be arrested as a defendant in an action, yet she uiay, as j^lain-

tiff in an action for damages against another ship for a colli.-iou. be

compelled to give security for damages on a counterclaiui set up by

the defendant.

The Newbattle, L. I{. 10 V. D. :{;'., January i:{, 1885,
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'• Both by the law of nations, and the treaty with France, if a

French privateer brings an enemy's ship into our
aes ion as un-

p^^j.^^^^ which she has taken as prize on the high seas,
QOUlT&I Acts c? ^

the United States, as a nation, have no right to detain

her. or make any inquiry into the circumstances of the capture. But

this exemption from inquiry by our courts of justice in this resj^ect

only belongs to a French pviratet)\ laicfully commissioned
,,
and there-

fore, if a vessel claims that exemption, but does not appear to be duly

entitled to it. it is the express duty of the court, upon application, to

make inquiry, whether she is the vessel she pretends to he^ since her

title to such exemption depends on that eery fact^ Otherwise a

vessel fraudulently pretending to Ije French might defy all inquiry

merely by keeping out of a French port.

Talbot V. Jausoii (1795), 3 Dallas, 133, 159, oplniou of Mr. Justice Iredell.

In June, 1810, a Spanish brig with a cargo of slaves was captured

on the high seas by a French privateer named UEpine. The brig

and cargo were brought to New Orleans, Avhere the Spanish owner

libelled them for restitution on the ground that the L'Ejnne^ even if

duly commissioned, was armed and equijDped at New 'Orleans, and

manned by American citizens, contrary to the law of nations. Held,

Washington. J., delivering the opinion of the court, that the brig

and cargo must be restored. It appeared that, prior to the caj)ture

of the brig, the L'Epine enlisted a crew at New Orleans, in violation

of the act of Congress of June, 1794. Her papers showed that cer-

tain pei'sons, whom she was permitted to take on board as passengers,

were in fact entered on her crew list, with the numl^er of prize shares

to which they were entitled opposite their names, and that advances

were there made to them, agi'eeably to the ordinances of France.

The Alorta r. Moran (1815), 9 Craneh, 359.

" The general rule is undeniable that the trial of captures made on

the high seas, jure heJIi. by a duly commissioned vessel of war,

whether from an enemy or a neutral, l)elongs exclusively to the courts

of that nation to which the captor l^elongs. To this rule there are

exceptions which are as firmly established as the rule itself. If the

capture Ixi made within the territorial limits of a neutral country

into which the prize is brought, or by a privateer which had been

illegally equipped in such neutral country, the prize courts of such

neutral country not only possess the power, but it is their duty, to

restore the property so illegally captured to the owner. This is

necessary to the vindication of their own neutrality."

\Vashiiij,'t<)n. .1.. Tlu" Alerta r. Moran (.Manli lo, 1815), 9 Craneh, 359, 364.
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Tho cases of the Cmsius^^ 3 Dallas, 121, and the Inrinrihle, 1

Wheaton, 238, decide that neither a public vessel of another nation,

nor its officers, are liable to answer in our courts for a capture on the

high seas, but do not touch the question of jurisdiction over her prizes

lying in our jwrts, which extends to libels in rem for restitution

of such prizes made in violation of our neutrality.

The Santissinia Trinidaa. 7 Wheat. 28;^.

See, also, The Gran Para, 7 Wheat. 471 ; and Moore, Int. Arbitrations,

I. 576-578.

The Geneva tribunal, in its award of September 14, 1872, declared

:

" The privilege of exterritoriality accorded to vessels of war has

been admitted into the law of nations, not as an absolute right, but

solely as a proceeding founded on the principle of courtesy and

nuitual deference between different nations, and therefore can never

be appealed to for the protection of acts done in violation of

neutrality."

Moore, Int. Arbitrations, I. G55.

Mr. Bancroft Davis, in his notes to the treaties of the Unitetl States,

says :
" This is in accordance with the settled practice of the United

States." He cites the opinion of Attorney-Cieneral Leo. 1 Op. 87,

(Treaty Volume, 1770-1887, p. 1288.)

Wharton, in his Int. Law Digest. I. § 87, refei-ring to Mr. Davis's state-

ment, says :
" But this pretension was resisted and resented by the

United States when the VhcHnpeake was ' visited ' and searclied by

the Leopanl in 1800, and was withdrawn by the British Government.

See criticism in Creasy's Int. Law, 177 et seq."

It appears, however, that the case of the Chesapeake was one of the

attemi)ted visit and search and hostile attack, within the territorial

waters of tlie United States, or on the high seas just beyond, of an

American man-of-war by a British man-of-war, on the ground that

the fijrmer had among her crew persons who had deserted from the

British tieet, at Norfolk, Virginia.

"As 1 am informed by the Secret-ary of the Treasury, ' the practice

in exempting from duty supplies, etc., for foreign
iipp les.

vessels of war, is governed by section 2982 of tiie

Revised Statutes, and the jirivilege is only extended to vessels of war

of such nations as reciprocate towards vessels of war of the United

States while in the ports of such nations.'
''

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Viscount das Nogueiras, Portuguese min.,

Oct. 21, 1887, For. Kel 1888, II. i:i88-i:{80. See, to the same effect.

Mr. Cadwalader. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Washburn, nun. to France,

Oct. 14. 187(5, MS. Inst. France. XIX. 3J«.

The privilege granted to foreign men-of-war under section 2082,

Revised Statutes, of purchasing .supplies from the public warehouses

duty free when that privilege is reciprocated in the ports of the nation
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to which the vessel belongs, is limited to purchasing in the bonded

warehouses supplies deposited therein pending withdrawal for con-

sumption. The duty referred to from which the supplies so pur-

chased shall be free is the import duty.

(JrijTKs. At.-Gen.. Mairli !», 11H)1, 2:i Op. 418.

The Peruvian minister of foreign affairs, his attention having been

called to the examination by custom-house employees at Callao of

packages of naval stores received " for the use of the American squad-

ron anchored in the bay," expressed regret at the occurrence, and
stated that he had referred the matter to the minister of hacienda,
" for the prevention of a similar abuse and to avoid its repetition in

the future."

Mr. Davis, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Chandler. See. of Navy, Nov. 18,

1884, ir..-} MS. Dom. Let. 232.

" The remission of customs duties on the property of foreign gov-

ernments, as in the case of transshipped or bonded naval stores,

materials of e(juipment and rei)air, consular supplies and the like, is

a matter of usage and good understanding, and this (lovernment,

while always ready to ])romote the freest reciprocity in such regard,

can not complain if, as is actually the case, other governnients should

not concede an equal measure of privilege. It is gratifying to see

that the Mexican jjractice is much the same as our own, and it is

trusted that the late incident may emphasize such friendly under-

standing,"

Mr. Bayard, Sim-, of State, to Mr. Brags, niin. to Mexico, June 21, 1888,

MS. Inst. Mex. XXII. 235. This instruction related to the trnns-

shipnicnt of stores for the V. S. S. Omaha, at Acapuk-o. It refers to

a previous instruction. No. (J7. of June 1>, 1888.

In .May, 18S.~), boilers were admitted free into the United States for the

-Mexican gunboat Independencia. The rule in the United St.ites is

general, and " includes all supplies and stores." (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of

State, to .Mr. Bragg, min. to Mexico, tel., June 8, 1888, MS. Inst. Mex,

XXII. 223.)

(4) POI.ICK REGILATIONS.

S 255,

By a circular of June 14. ISOG, in relation to the admission of

friendly foreign men-of-war into Austrian waters, it is declared that

such vessels " are bound to ol)serve the existing port, sanitary, and

financial regulations in Austrian i)orts, the same as the Imperial-

Royal war ships, and to c()mj)ly with the requisitions of the compe-

tent authorities in these matters."

03 Br. & l-'or. State l'ai)ers, 1073.
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The German regulations touehinj; the treatment of foreign men-of-war
in German ports were sent to the Department of State l»y Mr. Kasson.
min. to Germany, in his No. 12. Sept. 17. 1S84, and were commuui-
catetl to the Navy Dejiartment. (3." MS. Desp. from Germany.)

"Art. 11. That foreign ships and vessels of war shall respect the

existing police, sanitary and fiscal laws and regulations, and shall

further submit to all the rules and regulations of the port, in both

cases to the same extent as is demanded of the national ships and
vessels of war."

Royal decree of Fel). 2, 1898. concerning the admi.ssion of foreign ships

of war into the waters of the Netherlands, endoseil with the dis-

patch of Mr. Thayer, min. to the Netherlands, to Mr. Gresham, Sec.

of State, No. .398, Ai)ril 19. 189.3, 31 MS. Desp. from the Netherlands.

By art. 12 it is provided that any foreign ship or vessel infringing the

regulations may he reciuired to withdraw, and that force may if neces-

sary be used for the purpose: and l)y art. 13 it is provided that the

regulations shall be communicated to the Netherlands pilots, who are

to give all necessary information concerning them to the connuanders

of vessels of war which they are piloting.

" In regard to the payment of the charges for jjilotage at Tahiti,

this Government overrules the objections which were made by Cap-
tain Stanley of the ' Tuscarora." and accepts the instruction of the

authorities of Tahiti."'

Mr. Sewax'd, Sec. of State, to Mr. Berthemy. French min., Nov. 19, 1867,

MS. Notes to French Leg. VIII. 327.

With reference to the United States Fish Commission vessel Gram-
jjus, it was stated by the British minister, in a note of Sept. 15, 1887,

that by the regulations then in force in Newfoundland the public

vessels of foreign governments were liable to compulsory pilotage

dues, but that the authorities were considering a proposal to amend
the regulations so as to recpure the payment of dues only when the

services of })ilots were re(|nested.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Sir L. West. Brit. min.. Sept. 22. 1887, MS.

Notes to (ir. Br. XX. .">45. acknowledging the receipt of the hitter's

note of Sept. !.">. 1887. with a copy of the regulations tlien in force.

See. also, Mr. F.ayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Whitney, Sec. of Navy, Sept.

22. 1887. 1<*>."> MS. Dom. Let. 43;{, with copies of correspondence.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the letter from

your Department, dated the 9th of August last, enclosing for an

expression of this Department's views in the matter, a copy of a

letter from the chief of the Bureau of Navigation of the Navy Depart-

ment, with enclosures, relative to the propriety and feasibility of

issuing an order to naval vessels directing that when pilots are not

employed, local foreign laws requiring the employment of i)ilots are

not to be held to compel the payment of pilotage by public vessels.
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" In reply 1 liavo the honor to say that the hiws of some of our

States require th(> payment of j)ih)tage fees, when pilots are not

employed, and these laws, by their terms, apply to all vessels.

" The (h)ctrine of international law is that all vessels are subject to

the revenue and police regulations, including those in regard to pilot-

age, of the territorial waters which such vessels may enter. In the

statement of the doctrine no exception is made in favor of ijublic

vessels.

" In Secretary Chandler's letter of July I'i, 1884. enclosed in yours,

the statement is made that certain exemptions are allowed by inter-

national law to i)ublic vessels; and in Secretary Frelinghuysen's let-

ter, also enclosed with yours, the same statement is made. Xo author-

ities are cited in supjjort of the proposition, while the doctrine above

mentioned is stated in Lawrence, International Law, i)ages '22'^ and

2*20; Hall. International Law, page 192: Pradier-Fodere, Interna-

tional Law, section 2379.

" The latter says that ' the ports, the roadsteads, the harbors form

a dependency of the national public domain and the ships of foreign

nations are under the obligation to observe rigorously the general and

special regulations in force in the harbors, roadsteads, and ports.'

•• In view of "the foregoing the Department could not advise the

adoi)tion of the rule suggested.*"

Mr. Hill, Acting Sec. of State, to Sec. of the Navy, Oct. C, ISOO, 24f» MS.
Doin. Let. ;««>.

" I have the honor to enclose herewith coi)y of a note dated the 22d

instant, receive*] from the British charge d'affaires at this capital,

in regard to a claim for Sf4~> i)resented to Captain Macalister. of Her

MaJ<'sty's shii) I'artridge, hy the Charleston Pilots' Association. The
I'artridge heing a pnhlic vessel of a foreign nation is. according to

univ«>rsally recognized principles of international law. exempt, even

in onr own ])orts, from the operations of the laws either of the United

States or of any of the States, and the Department ventures to

exi)ress the hope that the Charleston Pilots' Association, on being

reminded of this fact, will withdraw its claim for pilotage fees

against the vessel in (piestion." (Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to the

Governor of South Carolina, Oct. 2r>, 1804, IDJ) MS. Dom. r>et. 244.)

" In res]»onse to the in(piiry whether the statement that ' tiier«' are no reg-

ulations or restrictions i-especting the entran<'e of men-of-war into

ports of the rnit<Ml States ' is still corre<-t, I have to state that, with

the <>xcej)tion of local rules of navigation, and quarantine regulations,

which are e(iually ap]»lical>le to men-of-war and merchant vessels, the

statement referred to is still correct. In this connection your atten-

tion is invited to the Dejiartment's letter of .July 12, 1884, to the hon-

orable the Secretary of St.ite ( Executive Letter Book No. .37, page 284,

et se(i.)." (Mem. of Mr. S. C. Lendy, .ludge-Advocate-General, U. S. N.,

connnunicated by Mr. Soley. Assist. Sec. of Navy, to Mr, Moore, Third

Assist. Sec. of State, .Tuly C., 1801.)
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In October, 1808, the GoiTnan embassy at Washing:ton was advised,

on the strength of a letter from the Treasury Department, that a

German man-of-war, coming to Xew Orleans. La., from Hamburg,
which was not an infected port, would not te detained at quarantine

nor disinfected; but that " the Geiei\ coming from Vera Cruz, which
is a yellow fever infected port, will in all probability l)e disinfected

and detained by the Louisiana quarantine authorities, the Xew
C)rleans quarantine being a State establishment and not under the

direct management of the Federal Government. The governor of

Louisiana has been advised of the facts by this Department and
requested to extend all possible consideration to the Geier."'

Mr. Hay. See. of State, to Baron Speck von Sternburg. Oct. \'^, 1898,

MS. Notes to German Embassy, XII. 20<!.

(5) OFFICERS AND CREWS.

§ 250.

The officers of a vessel of war belonging to a friendly foreign

nation can not set up extraterritoriality when unofficially on shore

in a port in whose harbor their vessel is temporarily moored.

Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilanimond, July 23, 1794, 7 MS. Dom.
Let. 5.^.

" At the time when I had the honor of receiving your letter of 16

October last, concerning a transaction in the port of Marseilles, in

which Captain Gamble of the sloop-of-war Erie^ a public ship in the

service of the United States, was sunnnoned l)efore the tribunal of

connnerce at that port for damage asserted to have been done to the

cable of an English vessel called the Herald., and was alleged to have

prevented the execution of the citation upon him, on board of his own
vessel, that officer being absent from the Lnited States it was thought

due to justice, before I should answer your letter, to wait for his.

report upon the circumstances of the case. That report Avas expected

to be shortly received, having been already required of him, upon a

complaint which had been received at this Department from the

British minister, Mr. Bagot, in behalf of Captain Snowden. the mas-

ter of the British vessel, the cable of which was stated to have been

damaged. Captain CJamble's report has accordingly been received:

from which it appears that the place occupied by the Erie, at the

time when the accident happened, had been assigned to Captain

Gamble, at the time of his arrival in the harbor, by the proper officer

of the port, and without any objection from the master of the English

vessel ; that the damage done to the cable was altogether accidental,

without any intention or fault of Captain Gamble: that the conduct

of the master of the Herald was rude and offensive towards him, and
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that, in (lecliiiin<!; to receive the citation of the tribunal of coninierce,

he had reason to believe that it would be received by the consul of the

United States.

" I am directed to assure you. Sir. that the President has a deep

sense of the respect due by the officers, commanding vessels of war, to

the institutions and authorities of the foreign ports into which they

are received. lie is persuaded at the same time that your (Jovern-

ment will duly ai)preciate the feelings and the sense of duty to his

own flag, of an officer commanding a public vessel of his nation in a

foreign port. The British minister has been informed that the dam-

ages awarded by the decision of the tribunal of commerce to the

master of the Ilcrdhh together with the charges of the suit, will be

paid by this (Jovernment, and it is not doubted that this manifesta-

tion of respect to the decision of the tribunal of commerce of Mar-

seilles will be received by your Sovereign as an evidence of the spirit

of amity and of good harmony Avhich the United States will be on all

occasions earnestly desirous of cultivating with his Government."

Mr. Adniiis. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hyde de Xeuville. Freiicli iiiiii.. .Tmu. 2'1.

ISIS. MS. Notes to For. Legs. II. 27C..

" The declaration made by Mr. Lisboa in his note, dated on the 21st

January last, was not equivalent, as his excellency supj)oses, ' to a

renunciation of the right of the authorities of Brazil " to try and

punish * crimes and infractions of their police regulations,' connnitted

within its territcjry 1)V the sailors, citizens, or subjects of any nation.

That note contains no expression from which such an inference can

be drawn. The (lovernment of the XTnited States never has denied

or disputed this sovereign right of Brazil, On the contrary, its exist-

ence was cheerfully acknowledged by me in the conferences with Mr.

Lisboa wliicii preceded his note.

" It is true that Mr. AVise, in his correspondence with Baron Cayru,

did not at first admit, in its just extent, this established principle of

j)ul)lic law; but in his last note to that gentleman, of the 10th Xovem-

l)er. he has recognized it in the clearest and most explicit mannei".

In it he declares, 'that in respect to the man who drew his knife on

his fellow sailor whilst on shore, he [Mr. AVise] admits to the fullest

extent the jurisilict ion of Brazil.'

" The question is, therefore, at once relieved from the misajjpre-

hension which jx'rvades a great i)art of the instructions to you, that

this (lovernnient has (l(>nied to that of Brazil the sovereign jurisdic-

tion over all persons of whatever nation Avithin its territory."

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Leal, Brazilian charge, August 30,

1S47, S. Ex. Doc. .'*.."). ;!() Cong. 1 sess. l!!». referring to the arrest at

Rio de .Janeiro of a lieutenant and three sailors of the U. S. S.

Saratoga.
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" A young oHicer of the Fmu-li navy tonnnitted an act of disonlor in the

house of a public woman, whitli ho entered foreihly, against her will

;

and, having been arrested by the police, his commander, through the

medium of the charge d'affaires of France, before the prosecution

was begun, solicited his delivery, with the assurance that he would

be corrected on board of his shii). He was immediately given up,

and the charge d'affaires himself thanked the Imperial Government
for tliis act of kindness. A few years since, a marine of the English

squadron was seized by the custom-house guards at Kahia, in a boat

of the brig of war to which he belonged, coming from a merchant
ship, to which he had gone without license from the custom-house;

and. agreealdy to the law. he was confined in a custom-house vessel,

to be kei>t there until he should have paid the fine incurred by him.

The conunander of the brig went on board the vessel and took him
away; but the English connnodore. on being informed of the circum-

stances, inunediately caused the marine to be sent back to the custom-

house vessel, and despatched his next officer, in full uniform, to

make an apology to the ins])ector of the custom-house, alleging that

their officers were ignorant of the provision of the law. and offering

to pay the fine; this ample apology was received, and the fine was
remitted. In 1842. two midshipmen of the sciuadron of Admiral

llugon fought a duel at Naples, in a room of a hotel, and were seized

and tried. The French ambassador requested their discharge ; the

King refused, and the admiral weighed anchor and prepared to go

to sea. The King, however, still refused to deliver them uf), and they

were tried and condemned : after which he pardoned them, and

ordered them given up to the admiral." {Mv. de Souza e Olieveira,

Brazilian min. of for. aff.. to Mr. Leal. Brazilian charge at Washing-

ton. May ;^1. 1S47. S. Ex. Doc. .'{.'>. ;W» Cong. 1 sess. !>-l(».)

June 2"2. 1802, throe officers of the British man-of-war Forte—the

ohaphiin, the lieutenant, and a midshipman—were
Case of the

^uhj^.^.ted bv the <niard at Tijnoa Hill near liio de
"Forte. .

*

.

Janeiro, to what Admiral Warren, of Her Britannic

Majesty's nav_v, denonnced as a " most brutal outrage." There .was,

however, some dispute as to the facts. While it was admitted

that the officers in question were arrested and confined over ni<rht

in the <ruardh()use. then for some hours in the city lockup, and

then in a military i)rison. there was a dispute as to whether their

rank was at first known, and as to whether they were conductin«>:

themselves in an orderly manner when arrested. The liritish (lov-

ernment demanded that the ensign of the guard be '' dismissed," that

the sentry at Tijuca Hill be " adequately pmiished,"' that " an apology

be made by the Brazilian (lovernment '' for the "outrage on British

naval officers," and that the chief of i)olice and the official at the Kio

police station should " receive a public censure." The Brazilian (iov-

ermnent refused all these demands, and the case was afterwards

coupled by Great Britain with that of the plundering of the British

bark Prime of Wales on the coast of Rio Grande do Sul as a justifi-

cation for reprisals. But in the end the case of the Prince of Wales
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was directly settled and the case of the Forte was submitted to the

arbitration of Kin«j: Leoj)old. of Belgian). The arbitrator rendered,

June 18, 18()3. an award in which he held that it was not shown that

in the origin of the ati'air the Brazilian agents had no provocation;

that as the officers in (luestion were not at the time of their arrest

wearing the insignia of their rank, and therefore could not, in a port

freipiented by so many foreigners, expect their bare declaration to be

accepted, they could not at the time of their arrest demand a different

treatment from other persons similarly situated; that though their

treatment might seem severe, measures were taken, when the English

vice-consul declared their position, to assure them proper respect, and

that they were afterwards set at liberty; that the functionary who
released them had them set at liberty as soon as possible, and that in

so doing he was moved '' by the desire to spare these officers the

unpleasant consequences Avhich according to the terms of the laws

would have necessarily followed any further prosecution of the

affair; '' and that, " in the manner in which the laws of Brazil were

aj)plied to the P^nglish officers, there was neither premediation of

offence nor an}^ offence toward the British marine." After this de-

cision the British Government sent Mr. Edward Thornton on a

sjM'cial mission to Brazil to renew diplomatic intercourse.

Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V. 4925-11*28, citing ">:', Rr. & For. State Papers.

inO; r>4 id. HTO, etc.

Though the commander of a foreign man-of-war is not bound to

give up anyone on board, yet '' any person . . . attached to such a

man-of-war, charged with an offence on shore, is liable to arrest

therefor in the country where the offence may have been committed."

y\v. Fish. Sec. of State, to Comiuodore Case, Jan. 27, 1872, 92 MS. Dom.
Let. :'.22.

In the case of Ramsey, a seaman on an American man-of-war, w^ho

was arrested in a Peruvian port, the United States

demanded the prisoner's release, because the authori-

ties had failed to observe the provision of the treaty requiring

American citizens to be lirought before a magistrate or other legal

authority for examination within twenty-four hours after their arrest,

and if not so examined to be forthwith discharged. In Ramsey's

case judicial proceciUngs were instituted five days after his arrest

without examination. But. while demanding Ramsey's release, the

Ignited States declai-ed that its object w'as not to shield him " from

lawful prosecution, but to preserve treaty rights," and that after his

release his rearrest on the same charge and prosecution in accordance

with law and the treaty would not be opposed.

Mr. Sherman. Se<". of State, to Mr. MeKenzie, niin. to Peru, tel., April 2,

1897, MS. Inst. Peru, XVIII. 24.
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January 26, 1884, Mr. Perez, Colombian minister of foreign affuirs,

addressefl to Mr. Scruggs, then minister of the United States at

Bogota, a note in which he state<l that a legal process was pending
before the judge of the district and Department of Panama, on
account of damages causetl to the seedetl land.s of a resident of the

island of Toboquilla by the crew of the U. S. S. Wachu-sett, .January

15, 1881. In order that this i)ro<*ess might follow its legal course,

the minister of foreign affairs, at the instance of the judicial authori-

ties, requested the name of the commander of the Warhusett and the

names of the members of her crew at the time in question. January
29, Mr. Scruggs in reply stated that he would bring the matter to

the attention of his Government, but at the same time remarked
that he was at a loss to understand why the state authorities of

Panama should assume jurisdiction of the commander and crew of

a public vessel of war of a friendly iK)wer, adding that the immunity
of such vessels from the exercise of any civil or criminal jurisdiction,

but that of the sovereign power to which they belonged, was uni-

formly asserted and conceded. He suggestetl that the better course

would be to present a complaint through diplomatic channels.

Mr. Scruggs's note was approved by the Department of State, which

said that the local tribunals might investigate the facts with a view

to asking redress through the international channel, but that the

government to which a public ship belonged, though it should not

withhold consideration of any charge of wrong-doing brought against

the vessel by another government. " may not consent that the foreign

courts sliall assert any manner of jurisdiction over the individuals

concerned." Mr. S<-ruggs was instructed to say that the United

States would consider any duly substantiated charges against the

WacliKKctt for injury to the property or jtersons of citizens or resi-

dents of Colombia, but " that it must courteously decline to take any

step, such as furnishing a list of the officers and crew of the ve.ssel,

which might in advance imi)ort a readiness to commit to the courts

of Colombia any jurisdiction over the acts of its individual servants."

(Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, min. to Colombia,

March 4, 1884, MS. Inst. Colombia, XVII. :iM, acknowledging the

re<-eipt of Mr. Scruggs's No. 135, of Jan. 21), 1884.)

See Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Christiancy, min. to Peru, March 16,

1880, MS. Inst. Peru. XVI. 444.

" In the ports of all countries where foreign men-of-war resort,

when sailors go ashore, become intoxicated and violate police regida-

tions by quarrelin«i: Avith brother sailors—especially where they have

insulted or injured none of the citizens of the country—their officers

are always permitted to seize them and take them on board without

obstruction, unless they have been first apprehended by the police.

This is the custom, founded on courtesy, among all nations."'

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Leal, Brazilian charge. Aug. .30. 1847,

S. Ex. Doc. 35. .30 Cong. 1 sess. 28, 32. This statement was made in

the course of a discussion, growing out of the attempt of Lieutenant

Davis. U. S. S. Siutitixiu. to take back to the ship some deserters at

Rio de Janeiro and the subse<iuent arrest and imprisonment of the

lieutenant and the sailor by the local authorities. The circumstances

of the case were much controverted.
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A midshipman of tlie U. S. S. Mohican^ who had gone ashore at

the port of St. Louis, in Maranham, Brazil, was arrested and taken

before the chief of police for having fired five shots from his pistol

in the streets of the city at one of his boatmen who attempted to

desert. On learning his national and official character, the chief of

police discharged him. but in so doing remarked that "he had acted

very roughly in attempting to shoot a man in the street of Maranham,

showing a disregard for the hiAVs of the country, and he (the chief of

police) trusted that it Avould not occur again." The commander of

the Mohicd)) re(iuested the United States consul at the port to make
a comjdaint to the.])resident of Maranham against the chief of police,

on the ground that the hitter's words constituted a reprimand and

indignity, ort'ensive to the midshipman and to the United States flag.

The president of Maranham called upon the chief of police for an

explanation, and the chief denied having used the language com-

plained of. The consul then presented the case to the United States

minister at Hio, who declined to bring it to the attention of the Brazil-

ian Government, but submitted it to the Department of State. The
Department replied that the act of the midshipman '" in firing a pistol

at a deserter in a street of Maranham was a breach of the peace, offen-

sive to the dignity of Brazil, which the (lovernment of that country

may well expect the United States to disallow and censure. The
complaint of a reprimand, even if it were sustained in point of fact,

is groundless and trivial. The United States are not looking out for

causes of complaint against foreign states. The Secretary of the

Xavy will give instructions in this sense to the commander. You will

make these views known to the Government of Brazil."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Webb, Jan. 23, 18G7, MS. Inst. Brazil,

XVI. 1(>2.

'\^^lile intimating an opinion that if the members of a foreign

military force, to which permission had been giv^en to enter the

United States, or the members of the crew of a foreign man-of-war,

should •• actually desert and scatter themselves through the country,"

their oflicers would not, in the absence of a treaty, be authorized to

call upon the local authorities for their reclamation, the court ob-

served :
" A^\> have no doubt that, under the case above cited, the

foreign officer may exercise his accustomed authority for the mainte-

nance of discii)line. and ))erhaps arrest a deserter dum fervet opus,

and to that extent this country waives its jurisdiction over the for-

eign crew or command."

Tucker c. AlexandroIT ( liMcj), Is:! U. S. 424, 4.'}3.
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4. Othkr I'lBLic Vkssels.

§ 257.

In a case involving: the question of jurisdiction of a civil action

against a Belgian mail packet which had been assimilated, by a

special treaty stipulation, to a man-of-war, the English court of

appeals said

:

"As a consequence of the absolute independence of ever^- sovereign

authority and of the international comity which induces every sover-

eign state to respect the independence of every other sovereign state,

each and every one declines to exercise by means of any of its courts,

any of its territorial jurisdiction over thp person of any sovereign

or ambassador of any other state, or over the public property of any
state which is destined to its public use. or over the property of any
ambassador, though such sovereign, ambassador or property, be

within its territory, and therefore, but for the common agreement,

subject to its jurisdiction."

The Parlemeut Reljro (Feb. 27. 1880). L. R. r^ V. D. 107. 217. See, also,

Rrisgs r. Light-Roats, 11 Allen, 157; the Pizarro, 10 N. Y. Leg.

Obs. 97.

5. Other Piblic I'ropeety.

§ 258.

The judicial authorities, as thus disclosed, uniformly place the

exemption of a foreign man-of-war from the local jurisdiction on

the ground of its being the public i)roperty of a sovereign, engaged

in public business. This principle has been applied to other public

property. In 1878 an attempt was made in the English courts to

prevent by injunction certain persons in England from putting on

board Japanese vessels of war. building in that country, some shells

which were manufactured in Germany and which were to be taken

to Japan. An injunction, having been granted without prejudice

to any question that might be raised, an application was made to

the court on behalf of the Mikado and his envoy extraordinary in

London for permission to remove the shells. This application was

allowed. James, L. J., said :
'' The Mikado of Japan, who is a sov-

ereign prince, bought in (lermany a certain quantity of shells, which

shells were lawfully made in Germany, although they were, as

alleged, made upon the same principle as something which is the sub-

ject of a patent in this country. Those shells were bought by the

Mikado for the purpose of his Government. He brought them into

this country on the way to Japan, and he asks to be allowed to

remove them from this country, that is to say. he asks that ho shall

not, by reason of something Avhich was done between the ])lM;^ti\
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and some other porsons, Iw interfered with in his removal of them

to his own country. Tt seems to me that to refuse him that leave

would be a very danf^erous i)roceeding. If a tribunal of any for-

ei^i country were to deal with the ammunition of a British man-

of-war under those circumstances, or to refuse to permit the captain

of a British man-of-war to remove his amnninition and shells, or

anything else, I think that our country would consider it a very

serious nuitter. and possibly demand reparation." Brett, L. J.,

saitl: "The Mikado has a perfect right to have these goods; no

court in this country can properly prevent him from having goods

which are the public property of his own country." Cotton, L. J.,

said :
" This court has no jurisdiction, and, in my opinion, none of

the courts in this country have any jurisdiction, to interfere with the

proj^erty of a foreign sovereign, more especially with what we call

tlie public jiroperty of the state of which he is sovereign as dis-

tinguished from that which may be his own private property."

Viivassein- r. Krupp. L. K. 1) Cli. Div. :i~A, 354, 359, 3W, July 3, 1878.

An attachment was obtained against the United States of Mexico,

in the courts of the State of Xew York, in respect of certain movable

property of the Mexican Government, with a view to secure by that

means satisfaction for certain claims. Under instructions of the

Attorney-General of the United States, the United States district

attorney at Xew York api)oared. and, calling attention as amicus

curia> to the court's want of jurisdiction, moved that the attachment

be vacated. The motion w^as granted, the court saying that a foreign

state could not be sued without its consent, and that, so far as juris-

diction was concerned, there was no difference between the sovereign

and his property.

Ilassard r. United States of Mexico (1809), 61 N. Y. S. 930, 29 Misc. Rep.

511, 40 App. Div. 023.

A copj' of this opinion was coniniunicatetl by Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Aspiroz, Mex. anil)., Nov. 22, 1899, MS. Notes to Mex. Lej?. X. 503.

It seems that in this case the attachment was servetl on Messrs. J. P.

Morgan & Co., .July 20. 1899. and that they gave a certificate to the

sheriff that there were no assets in their hands. ((Jriggs, At. Gen., to

Sec. of State. Oct. 31. 1899. MS. :Misc. Let. Dec. 1899. Part 3; Mr.

Hamilton, county clerl<. to INIr. .Aloore. Nov. 7. UK)2, MS.)
That no suit can he maintained against the United States or their prop-

erty in a State court, see Stanley r. Schwalhy, 1G2 U. S. 255, 10 S. Ct.

754.

" So far as jurisdiction is concerned, there is no difference between suits

against a sovereign directly and suits against its property." (Ilassard

V. United States of Mexico. 29 Misc. 511. 512, citing Stanley v.

Schwalby, 147 U. S. .-)0S ; United States r. Lee, 100 U. S. 196;

Schooner Exchange r. McFaddon. 7 ('ranch. 110: Manning i\ State

of Nicaragua, 14 How. I'r. 517 ; Beers v. State of Arkansas, 20 How.
527.)
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" This principle [of the exemption of the sovereign] extends so far that a

sovereifiii state, by coming into court as a suitor, does not tlier('i).v

ubandon its sovereignty and sul)ject itself to an aftirniative judgment
uiK)n a counter claim. Peoi)le r. Deiniison. <S4 X. Y. 272; I'nited

State.s (. Eckford, (5 Wall. 4!K)." (Ilassard v. United States of Mex-
ico, 29 Misc. 511. .".12.)

See Valarino r. Thompson, 7 X. Y. .'>7<'». holding, as cited in Ilassard r.

United States^ of Mexico. 2!) Misc. .'")11. that the exemption, since it is

the sovereign's, cannot he waived by his representative, without the

former's assent.

It was suggested that money deposited by a coal dealer in Xew York, with
the Italian consul-general there, as security for the fulfillment of a

contract to sui)[)ly the Italian scjuadron with coal, was not liable to

attachment in the consul-general's hands, at the suit of any private

creditor of the depositor, " so long as the contract renuuns unful-

filled, or at least so long as Italy chooses to assert any rights in

respect to it." Reference was also made to the provision in the

treaty with Italy, touching the inviolability of consulates. (Mr.

Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Xicoll, .June 19, 1893, 192 MS. Dom.
Let. .m5.)

II. EXTRATERRITORIAL JfRISDICTION.

1. Genkral I'rinciples.

§ ^'>'>-

Owing to diversities in laAv, custom, and social habits, the citi-

zens and subjects of nations possessing European civilization enjoy

in countries of non-European civilization, chiefly in the P2ast, an

extensive exemption from the operation of the local law. This

exemption is termed " extraterritoriality." It is generally secured

by treaties and in some instances is altogether based upon them,

and its exercise is usually regulated by the legislation of the countries

to whose citizens or subjects the privilege belongs. Under this sys-

tem jurisdiction is exercised by foreign officials, most frequently the

diplomatic and considar officers, over persons of their own nationality.

See United States Consular Regulations (1S9(;), §§ ()12-()r).'> ; Instructions

to Diplomatic Otticers of the United. States (1897), 82-9;{. §S 2(M)-240.

"By treaties with those countries, consuls have judicial power in civil

or criminal cases, or both, in Borneo, China, .Japan, Korea, Madagas-

car, Muscat, Morocco, Persia, Samoan Islands, Siam, Tripoli. Tunis,

and Turkey." (Cons. Reg. §98.)

Since the foregoing section of the Consular Regulations was written,

extraterritorial jurisdiction lias been abolished by treaty in Japan.

It has ceased in Madagascar, by reason of the annexation of the

island by France. The Samoan Islands have been divided between

the United States and (Jermany. See, as to Tunis. For. Rel. 188.'^.

483; as to Egypt, Richardson. Messages. VII. 2;{8, 277. 31X). 40.3; VIII.

172.

Oct. 30, 189G, Mr. Olney asked that an estimate be submitted to (\)ngress

of $3,000 for the salary of a consul-general at Apia. Samoa, and

II. Doc. 551—vol 2 38
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Nukualofa. Tenjia. it being desired to extend the jurisdiction of this

offic-er over tlie Tonga Islands, in order that he might, at stated inter-

vals, hold court there, in the exercise of the jurisdiction given by the

treaty between the rnittHl States and Tonga, proclaimed Sept. 18,

ISSS. This jurisdiction, said Mr. Olney. had never l>een exercised, and

the faiUuH' t<» «'xercise it had cause<l great inconvenience to American

citizens and nnicli annoyance to the Tongan authorities. (Mr. Olney,

Se<-. of State, to Sec. of Treasury. Oct. :50, ISJM!. 2i;{ MS. Doni. Let.

.")»tl.

)

As to consular jurisdiction in Corea, see Mr. Adee. Acting Sec. of State, to

.Mr. Heard, niin. to Corea. Oct. 27, 181X), MS. Inst. Corea, I. '.)o'S.

For a treaty between the East India Company and the Sultan of Sulu,

.Tan. -JS. ITtn. see TA Br. & For. State Papers. lOnC).

For a colkvtion <tf treaty provisions of the I'liited States in regard to

extraterritorial jurisdiction, see Mo<^)re on Extradition, I. 100, note 5.

See Fiorc. Droit Int. I'nblic. I. :i2rt-7, 408, 418.

'•The treaty also confides miTisnal povrers to the consuls, they

heino; made the exclusive judges of disputes among American citi-

zens. This ])ower is to be considered rather of a mediatory than of

an authoritative character. It is only to be exercised in ca.ses which

will not admit of ixMug delayed until the return of the parties to the

Fnited States, or in cases in which upon such return the courts of

the Ignited States coidd not exercise jurisdiction; and even in such

cases it is to i)e exercised to no greater extent than the occasion may
absolutely require. In all cases where you may be called upon imder

the treaty to decide disputes, you will, with the consent of the

parties, endeavor to obtain the aid of some of yoiu' countrymen, if

any suitable persons of that description are within your consulate.

In yotir proceedings on such occasions, you will take as your guide

the manner of proceedings in like cases in the United States, as far

as circumstances permit. You will also observe those principles

upon which otu- judicial institutions are founded; and will follow

the laws of the Tnited States and the decisions of i^tir courts as far

as they may be known to you. You will make a lirojier record of

your proceedings and will report them to this Depiirtment."

Mr. Forsytii. Sec. of State, to .Mr. Waters, consul for Zanzibar. Muscat.

April 7. is:n;. s MS. Hesp. to Consuls. '.»4. referring to Art. IX. of the

treaty with Muscat. Sept. 21. 18.';;>. which read as follows:

"The President of the Inited States may ajipoint consuls to reside in

the i^orts of the Sultan where the principal connnerce shall l)e car-

ri«'d on. which consuls shall I»e the exclusive judges of all disputes

or suits wherein .Vniericsm citizens shall be engaged with each other.

They shall have iM>wer to receive the property of any American citi-

zen dying within the kingdom, and to send the same to his heirs,

first |»aying all his debts due to the subjects of the Sultan. The said

consuls shall not l>e arrested, nor shall their proi)erty be seized, nor

shall any of their household be arrested, but their persons and prop-
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erty aiul tlioir houses shall be inviolate. Should any consul, how-
ever, conuuit any offence against the laws of the kingdom, complaint
shall be made to the President, who will immediately displace him."'

It is to ho observed that the foregoing instruction antedates by
twelve years the statute of 1848, by which the judicial character of

the consular jurisdiction was expressed and defined.

The judicial functions of ministers and consuls of the I"''nited

States, so far as they exercise such functions, are primarily regulated

by treaties and statutes. The provisions of those treaties and
statutes comprehend the territorial jurisdiction of the countries to

which they apply, including their ports and navigable waters as

well as their lands. The system thus established for the exercise

of jurisdiction over American citizens, by methods different from
those that are prescribed in the United States, is constitutional.

In re Ross (1891), 140 U. S. 453.

" Her Majesty's Government have had under their consideration

a question which has arisen with reference to the Government estab-

lished de facto in the Fijian Islands, namely, whether bevond the

limits of the new state, British subjects, so long as the new state is

not recognized, can be accepted as citizens of it, and exempted from

British jurisdiction in respect of acts done by them or engagements

entered into with them. A reference has been made to the law officers

of the Crown, who have advised Her Majesty's Government that

British subjects beyond the limits of the new state, not yet didy rec-

ognized, should not be accepted as citizens of the new state, nor be

held exempted from British jurisdiction for acts done by them on

British territory or on board ships ' which ought to be luivigated

under the liritish flag." And further that they should not be held

exempt from British jurisdiction for engagements entered into with

them in cases where the validity or construction of such engagements

would i)roperly and in ordinary course be trial)le before a British

tribunal. They are further of opinion that Her Majesty's Govern-

ment may niterfer(> with the acts and engagements of British sub-

jects withi)! Fiji, and may declare certain acts and engagements to

be legal or illegal in the case of British subjects within Fiji."

Earl of Kimberly. colonial secretary, to the governors of Australian colo-

nies. Aug. 14. IKTl.'. rarl. I'ap. C. 98:^, April. 1S74, 22-2.",.

See sec. .'io. act of .Tune 22, 18(>0, investing with judicial functions consuls

and commercial agents of the United States at islands or in countries

not inhai>it<'(l l>y any civilized i)eoi)le. or recognized by any treaty

with the United States. (12 Stat. 72. 78.)

The consular courts of the United States at Honolulu have the ex-

clusive right of determining disputes occurring among the crew of a
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vessel of the United States, under the " favored-n.ition " dause of the

treaty, such a concession havin^j been made to France.

Speed. At Gen., 18«3(5, H Op. 508.

Tn a note to tlie Siamese (Srovernment of October 81, 1899, Mr.
Kin^, Ignited States minister at Bangkok, demanded the return of

the revolver and sword of a citizen of the United States which were
seized and taken from him by a native constable. In the course of

his note Mr. King maintained that the provision in the British treaty

that '' British subjects, their persons, homes, premises, lands, ships, or

property of any kind shall not be seized, injured, or in any way inter-

fered with by the Siamese," applied equally to United States citizens

under the most-faAored-nation clause, and that the entire jurisdiction

over the interests of the United States in Siam belongjed excusively to

the consulate-general of the United States. As the demand w^as not

at first complied with it was renewed, with the result that the Siamese

(lovernment caused the arms to be returned and afterwards wrote a

letter of explanation.

Of the action of the minister, the Department of State expressed

its general approval.

For. Rel. 1809, (;7(M»78. See, also, as to jiu*is(liction in Siam, Mr. Adee,

Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Heard, niin. to Corea, Oct. 27, 1890, MS.
Inst. Corea, I. 858.

As to the right of a British subject in Siam to elect a Siamese, as dis-

tingrnished from a British considar jurisdiction, see London Saturday

Review, March 26, 1887, 443.

In dealing with the subject of extraterritorial juri.sdiction, the fact

should l)e borne in mind that while the system rests, in the Ottoman
dominions, upon ancient custom as well as upon the provisions of

treaties or so-called capitulations, it was established in China and in

Japan V)v the treaties with the western powers, the first being that

concluded l)etween (ireat Britain and China, at the end of the opium

war. in 1842. The importance of this distinction is obvious. It

serves to explain the existence in tlie Ottoman dominions of practices

which were not based upon the stipulations of treaties and which

formed no part of the extraterritorial system as it was established in

China and Jai)an. Of these practices the principal one is that of the

protection granted 1)V the consuls of treaty i)owers to the citizens of

other treaty powers or to the citizens of nontreaty powers, or even to

natives, not by the mere exercise of good offices, but by the assimila-

tion of the per.son ])rotected to the nationality of the protector.

The question whether foreigners who were not citizens or subjects

of treaty powers were entitled to extraterritoriality in Japan, was

decided in the case of the Peruvian bark Maria Laz^ which put into
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Kanagawa under stress of weather in 1872 with a cargo of coolies

from China to Peru. The Japanese authorities claimed and exer-

cised the power to inquire into the situation and condition of the

coolies on board the bark, and released some of them. Against

this action the master protested, and the Peruvian Government,

though not a treaty power, supported his claims, which were at

length referred to the arbitration of the Emperor of Kussia. May
17—29, 1875, the Emperor rendered an award, holding that the

Japanese Government had acted in good faith and within its rights,

and declaring that foreign governments could not, in the absence of

formal treaty stipulations, object to the enforcement by Japan of

measures which were in conformity with their own legislation.

Moore. Int. Arbitrations, V. 5034 ; For. Rel. 187.3, I. 524-553.

The consul of the United States at Canton, having exercised

jurisdiction over a citizen of New Granada (Colombia) in a crimi-

nal matter, the Department of State said that the consul " had no

authority whatever to entertain jurisdiction of the case,'' even with

the concurrent consent of the accused and of the Chinese officials;

that a consular court, being " a tribunal of limited and inferior

jurisdiction," possessed only such powers as were expressly conferred

by acts of Congress in conformity with the provisions of existing

treaties; that the waiver of their authority by the Chinese officials

invested the consul with no additional powers, since he was not an

officer of that Government and could not derive from it any authority

which would validate an official act not warranted by the laws of

the United States or his instructions.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Low, min. to China, Jan. R. 1873, For.

Rel. 1873, I. 1.39.

See, also, Mr. Hale, Asst. Sec. of State, to Mr. Jewell, consul at Canton,

Jan. 8, 1873, 09 MS. Desp. to Consuls, 81.

See, as to the jurisdiction of consular coux'ts, Lawrence's Wheaton
(18f)3), notes 73, 74, Lawrence, com. sur droit int.. IV. chap, ii

;

Wharton, Crini. Law (8th ed.), § 273; In re Stupp, 11 Blatch. 124;

The William Harris, Ware, 307; Schuyler, Am. Dip. 04 et seq.

During the Chinese-Japanese war the diplomatic and consular rep-

resentatives of the United States used their good offices for the pro-

tection of Japanese in China and of Chinese in Japan. In August,

1894. while the war was in progress, two Japanese subjects were, at

the instance of the Chinese authorities, arrested by the French police

in the French concession at Shanghai. The French consul-general

sent the prisoners, who were charged with being spies, to Mr. Jerni-

gan, the United States consul-general. Mr. Jernigan stated that the

rule prevailing at Shanghai was, Avhen a foreigner had no consular

representative, that he waa tried before the mixed court, lie there-
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fore disclaimed any ri^rht to try the prisoners, and asked for instruc-

tions as to what he should do with them, meanwhile granting them

asylum. Instructions were given hy Mr. Gresham. Secretary of State,

to the etl'ect that lending good offices did not invest Japanese in China

with extraterritoriality, and that the legation and consulates should

not 1h» made an asylum for Japanese who violated the local laws or

committed Ixdligerent acts: that protection was to be exercised unoffi-

cially and consistently with neutrality: that the consul-general should

not have received the two Japanese and was not authorized to hold

them, and that the suggestion which had been made that the United

States consuls should act as arbitrators in the matter was not enter-

tained. Reference was also made by Mr. Gresham to the fact that by

the Japanese imperial ordinance of August 4. 1894, declaring that a

state of war existed between China and Japan, it was declared that

Chinese subjects in Japan were wholly subject to the jurisdiction of

the Japanese courts, thus abrogating the provisions of Article XIII.

of the treaty between China and Japan of September 13, 1871. by

which it was provided, in case an offense was committed in the juris-

diction of one of the c(mtracting parties by a subject of the other, that

" when arrested and brought up for trial, the offender, if at a port,

shall lie tried l)v the local authority and the consul together. In the

interior, he shall be tried and dealt with by the local authority, who
will officially communicate the facts of the case to the consul." The
abrogation of this article had. said Mr. (Jresham. necessarily the same

effect in China as in Japan, and the United States could not invest

Jai)anese subjects in China or Chinese subjects in Japan with an

extraterritoriality which they did not possess as subjects of their

own sovereign. In a subsequent instruction Mr. Gresham stated that

the decision in the case of the two suspected Japanese was entirely in

conformity with the Japanese interpretation of the authority and
power of neutral consuls. He stated in conclusion that he would be

glad to see an arrangement made between China and other interested

powers which should define the jurisdictional rights of the foreign

settlement at Shanghai with respect to crimes charged to have been

committed tlierein in time of war. as well as in time of peace. Con-

tinuing, he said :
•' AMiether China would lx» willing to yield her juris-

diction in respect to subjects of a belligerent charged with offenses

against the laws of war. may l)e doui)tful. It is not supposed that any
of the French sul)jects to whom the dispatch of our legation refers as

having been brought Ix'fore the Russian consul at Shanghai for hear-

ing, during the Toiujuin war. were charged with offenses of that

character. However this may Iw. the consuls of the United States in

China, as has Ix'en pointed out in i)rior instructions of the Depart-

ment, have never Ikhmi invested with power to exercise jurisdiction

over the citizens or subjects of another nation.
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" The Department had repeatedly so held, oven in respect to citi-

zens of Switzerland, who have for many years been under the pro-
tection of our ministers and consuls. It may also be noticed that
Hall, in his recent work on Extraterritoriality in the East, adverts
lo the fact that, wliile what is known as the doctrine of assimila-

tion has prevailed in Turkey and certain other countries, the British

orders in council touching consular jurisdiction in China do not

])urport to authorize the exercise of such jurisdiction by British

consuls except in the case of British subjects.*"

Mr. Greshaiii. See. of State, to Mr. Denby. jr.. charge, tel.. Aug. 20, 1894;
same to same. Sept. 18 ami Oct. 30, 1804: ami Mr. (Jresham, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Yang Yii, Chinese legation, Nov. 30, 1804, For. Rel.

1804, 10(), 117, 110, 121, 124.

July 25, 1872, the Department of State, in an instruction to the United
States minister in China, referring to the protection of Swiss citizens

where the Swiss Republic liad no diplomatic or consular officers,

said :
" The protection referred to must necessarily be confined to

the personal and unofficial good offices of such functionaries. Al-

though when exercised to this extent merely, this can properly be

done only with the consent of the Cliinese Government, that consent

must not be allowed to imply an obligation on the part of ii diplo-

matic or consular officer of the United States in that country to

assume criminal or civil jurisdiction over Swiss citizens, or to make
himself or his Government accountable for their acts." (Quoted
in Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, jr., charge. Aug. 29,

1894, For. Kel. 1804. 10(j.)

The chief of police of Chinkiang having arrested and punished

two Chinese employees of Mr. Emery, an American merchant at that

place, " without even notifying the [American] consul or requesting

him to have them turned over to the Chinese officials, a proceeding

flagrantly violating the practice in such cases which has grown up
under the treaties in all the treaty ports,"" the demand of the consul

that the chief of police, who had fled to Soochow, should be required

to return to Chinkiang and apologize to the merchant (in whose

office one of the employees was arrested), and should be punished and

degraded, was approved; and the minister of the United States

at Pekin was instructed, in case the matter was not disposed of

satisfactorily by the local authorities, to bring it to the attention of

the Tsungli Yamen.

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Conger, min. to China. Jan. 8. Feb. 10, and

Feb. 2(i, IfMrt), For. Rel. 10(¥». ;50(!, .300, 401.

The local jiuthorities had expressed their readiness to degrade the

offending official at Soochow. but desired to avoid bringing him to

Chinlciang.

a Mr. Conger, nun. to China, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, Dec. 20, ISOO, Ft)r.

Rel. lOOU, 394.
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A native of Comoro, doinioilod in Zanzibar, died there in the serv-

ice of a citizen of the United States, who coniphiined that the vice-

consul of the United States at Zanzibar refused to take jurisdiction

of the decedent's estate. The Department of State said that if deced-

ent had been a citizen of the United States, domiciled at Zanzibar, it

Avould l)e •• disposed to maintain on the general principles of the

law of nations, that the consul had jurisdiction;" but that the fact

that decedent was in the employ of an American citizen '' did not

confer on him such an American status as will subject his estate to

extraterritorial jurisdiction." It would, hoAvever, be the duty of the

vice-consul to protect, so far as he could, any interest the citizen in

question might have in decedent's estate as a creditor, if that interest

should be in jeopardy by reason of the imperfection of the local

processes of administration.

Mr. Rives. Assist. Sec. of State, to Ml'. Ropes, April 28. 1888, 1(>8 MS.
Doiii. Let. 28!>.

Fur a (liscussioii. without definite foiK-lusion, of the question of asserting

the iii\i<)lal)ility of lejration's servants, natives of tlie country, in

Corea. tlie I >e](artiiu'nt of State saying that there was no case

l)efore it " whicli would nialie it proper to say that it would claim

for our envoys in e.xtraterritorial countries a right to judge such

natives as tlie minister may take into his personal service," see Mr.

Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dinsmore, min. to Korea, Sept. 1(5,

188!». MS. Inst. Korea. I. 20:{.

For a condemnation of the practice of indiscriminate protection which

liad obtained in Madagascar, see Mr. Uhl, .\ssist. Sec. of State, to

Mr. Wetter, consul at Tamatave, Nov. 11), 18JM, 147 MS. Inst

Consuls, (i.

2. Xatioa'amty as a Limitation.

§ •2()0.

Under the system of extraterritoriality the exemption of the

alien from the operation of the local law is not com-

plete, since he is as a rule dependent upon that law

for the redress of injuries, civil or criminal, received at the hands of

natives of the country. For such injuries the native must, as a

rule, be proceeded against in the courts of his sovereign. The juris-

diction of the ministers and consuls usually is limited to proceedings

against i)ersons of tlieir own nationality. In this sense nationality

operates as a limitation upon the jurisdiction ; and in the same way
the nationality of the plaintiil, or even of a witness, may, in certain

contingencies, raise an obstacle to the etl'ective exercise of jurisdiction.

On consideration of their contract with the Egyptian government,

th<' oj^inion was exju-essed lliat Uol. Cornelius Hunt and certain other

citizens of the United States, who had entered the military or naval

service of the Khedive, might be parties as plaintiffs or defendants
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in the United States consular court at Alexandria, but that, if the

aid of the Egyptian government should be necessary to carry into

effect the decision in such a case, no application for such aid should be

made, as it would be at variance with the contracts.

>Ir. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Babbitt, vice-consul-general, Alexandria,

Auk. 1-. 1S73. MS. Inst. Harbary Powers, XV. !.">-).

February 19. 1808. a collision took place between the British

steamer Osaca and the Pacific Mail (American)

steamer Herman^ some miles from the Japanese coast.

The Pacific Mail Steamship Company was sued bv'fore the United

States consular court at Kanagawa for damages, and the consul, with

three assessors, decided that the ships should bear in equal parts the

aggregate loss suffered !)y both. The Pacific Mail Steamship Com-
pany applied to the Department of State to declare the judgment

void, on the ground, among others, that the treaty with Japan in

terms covered only controversies between citizens of the l^'nited

States and Japanese, Mr. E. Peshine Smith, examiner of claims of

the Department of vState, advised that, while this was '* in terms "

true, yet the treaty '' literally construed " was not the only source of

jurisdiction. *' The custom," he said, " of the western powers, sanc-

tioned by the tacit assent of the non-Christian nations in which they

have planted consids, may i)e properly regarded as defining and con-

firming their jurisdiction exercised in cases where there is no express

grant by treaty. ^Miat in the Levant is called tlie rifsfom of the

Franks^ established a considar jurisdiction, which treaties rather

recognized than conferred. . . . AVhen China and Japan became open

to the subjects of the western powers, the latter imported with them

the views and practices in respect to exterritoriality which had been

matured through ages in the Levant. These were recognized in part

by express convention, in part by tacit acquiescence. It was a neces-

sary consequence of the exterritoriality which each western power

asserted in behalf of its own subjects, that it excluded the jurisdiction

of Japan to administer justice to the subject of one Christian power

against the subject of another. ... If by reason of that citizen and

his property being located in Japan we cannot afford that remedy

by our domestic tribunals, and will not allow it to be given by those

of Japan, it becomes our duty to afford it by the only other means,

our consular courts in Japan. It is upon this notion of common
ol)ligation that the western powers have practiced, and the (lovern-

ment of Japan has seen and acquiesced in that practice. I think

this is enough to support the jurisdiction of our consul against the

objection taken by the appellants."'

Mr. Smith, however, considered more formidable the objection that

the collision occurred on the high seas *' beyond the jurisdiction of the
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Empire of Japan." The precise situation was uncertain; and he ex-

pressed the opinion that, if the phice where the collision occurred was
not within the dominions of Japan, an admiralty suit 211 rem could

not be maintained in the consular court. He also expressed the vieAV

that the presence at Kanagawa of an agent of the steamship company
did not make the corporation, whicii had its legal seat in New York,

an inhabitant or sojourner in the consular district so as to give juris-

diction of an action in- personam.

!Mr. Seward, in transmitting Mr. Smith's report to the President,

stated that none of the treaties of Japan with France, Prussia, Por-

tugal, and other western nations, in terms professed to confer juris-

diction on consuls in suits between their countrymen and foreigners

others than Japanese; but that their effect was to render it impossi-

ble for any Christian to obtain justice against another Christian in

Japan, except by the award of the consul of the defendant, so that
'• to prevent a failure of justice it was necessary that each of the

treaty powers should allow its consuls to hear and determine suits

brought against its subjects by the subjects of other friendly nations."

Great Britain did this in express terms, by the order in council of

IMarch 8, 1859: and Japan had acquiesced in the exercise of the

jurisdiction.

Message of President Johnson. Jan. 8, 1869, transmitting to the Senate a

rejiort of Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, of Jan. 2, 18(;!>. S. Ex. Doc. 20,

40 Cong. ;> sess.

With regard to Mr. Smiths statement that " when China and Japan

became ojien to the subjects of the western powers, the hitter

imported with tliem the views and practices in respect to exterri-

toriality which had been matured through ages in the Levant," it

may be pointed out, as an historical fact, that the practice of extra-

territoriality in China and Japan began with and rested upon the

treaties, and did not originate in custom, as it did in the Ottoman
dominions. This distinction has important consequences, and slumld

not be lost sight of. The exercise of jurisdiction by the foreign

consul in Japan over one of his nationals, where the plaintiff also

was an alien but of different uAtionality. seems to have been a logical

deduction from the exemption from local jurisdiction exjtressly

secured by the treaties. If the American, or other foreigner, was
expressly exemjttetl from the hxal jurisdiction where the com-

]»lainant was a .Jajianese. he would schmu u fortiori to have been ex-

empt, iis .Mr. Seward intimated, where the complainant was an

alien.

"Although neither the treaty |of ISSl with Madagascar] nor the statutes

expressly confer jurisdiction \\\km\ the consular c<mrt in case of a

civil i)roceeding by a British or other foreign subject against an

American citizen, yet it is lu-ld that, on general ]>rinciples of inter-

national <omity. our consubir coiu'ts should entertain such suits.

You will find the princijile uiX)n which they are permitted to

exer<-ise jurisdiction in these cast's very fully discussed by Attorney-

General Cushing in the 7th volume of Attorney-General's Reports,
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in giving an opinion on the subject of Unitetl States judicial author-
ity in China." (Mr. Strobd. Third Asst. Sec. of State, to Messrs. But-
ler, Stillnian & Hubbard. .Ian. KJ. 18^, 195 MS. Doui. Let. 1(W.)

By the treaty between tlie Unitetl State.s and Corea, of May 22, 1&S2,

Art. IV., jurisdiction is in terms conferred on I'uitetl States consuLs

only where the dispute is between an American and a Corean and
the former is the defendant : but it has been held that, on general

principles, as well as upon rhe principle that the gi-eater includes

the less, consular jurisdiction extends under the treaty to contro-

versies between citizens of the United States. (Mr. Adee. Acting
Sec. of State, to Mr. Heard, min. to ("orea, Oct. 27. 181M». MS. Inst.

Corea, I. 353. In this case Mr. Heard had refu.se<I the aitplication

of one citizen of the United States for a warrant for the search of

the premises of another American citizen for private pai»ers which
the former believed that the latter had taken. Mr. Heard's action

^
was approved, on the ground that the application, by reason <jf its

incompleteness, did not afford a sufficient gi'ound for the issuance of

the warrant.)

By a British order in council of October 25, 1881, it was provided

that a foreign resident in Japan not of British nationality must, in

order to maintain a civil action in the British consular courts in that

country, first file in the court a -written consent of the competent

authority of his own nation to the jurisdiction of the court, and must,

if the court so required, give satisfactory security for the payment of

costs and the performance of the court's decision. The Department of

State held that the requirement of" the order was " fair and just."

Objection was, however, subsequently made to the order u])on the

ground (1) that the British court might award damages against the

American plaintiff in a claim unconnected with the plaintiff's cause

of action, and (2) that the court might, in ca.se the plaintiff failed to

perform the decision, commit him to a British consular prison. The
Department of State replied that the first objection was met by pro-

vision (e) in section 47 of the order, and that, as to the second objec-

tion, it gave a forced construction to the order. After observing that,

except for contemi)t and to enforce specific orders and decrees in

chancery, imprisonment could not properly be an element of pro-

cedure in civil actions in P^nglish any more than in American courts,

the Department added :
'" You are quite right, I think, in saying that

British subjects resident in Japan can not, except by comity, sue in an

American consular court : the same, of course, must be admitted as to

an American's status toward a British consular court. Now. on this,

as well as other grounds, and in the light of the broad view which

sound policy dictates shoidd be taken of this extraterritorial judicial

system, ... it apjjears to me most desirable that, in its administra-

tion, harmony and comity should l)e cultivated between the difiereut

foreign nationalities, and that niceties and technical views should be
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as far as possible ignored, thereby facilitating that justice to foreign

residents in those countries which the system was intended to secure."

Mr. John Davis, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bingham, min. to Japan, Aug.

11. 1882. For. Rel. 1882. 375, 37G, citing instruction of Mr. Bancroft

Davis. Assist. Sec. of State, to Ck)nsul-Geueral Van Buren, May 9,

1882. and the letter of Mr. Freliughuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Windom, chainnan Com. on For. Kel.. April 29, 1882, S. Mis. Doc. 89.

47 Cong. 1 sess.

With reference to the instruction of Mr. Bancroft Davis, of May 9, 1882,

the instruction to Mr. Bingham makes the following statement:

"Although the instruction referred to was brief, it was, nevertheless,

the result <if careful consideration as Mr. Davis was at that moment
engagetl in examination of the general question of extraterritorlalitj',

and had the whole subject before him."

Provision (c). sec. 47, of the order in council, above referretl to, pro-

vided: "A counterclaim or cross suit can not l>e brought or insti-

tute«l in the court against a jdaintiff. being a foreigner, who has sub-

mitteil to the jurisdiction, by a defendant, except l)y leave of the

court first obtained." (72 Br. & For. State Pai>ers, 1118.)

A suit was V)ronght in the United States consular court at Kanag-
awa. Japan. V)v a firm of Dutch merchants against a firm composed

of citizens of the United States. The defendants pleaded a set-off,

with the result that the consul rendered judgment in favor of the

defendants and against the plaintiffs, the Dutch merchants, to the

amount of nearly $2,000. It was advised that under the treaty

Ijetween the United States and Japan of 1858. and the act of Con-

gress of June 22, 18G0. 12 Stat, 72, Rev. Stat. sec. 4088, an American

consular court in Japan could not render a judgment against a per-

son not a citizen of the United States, and therefore could not enter-

tain the plea of set-off beyond the amount of the claim asserted by

the Dutch plaintiffs.

Sliced, At. Gen., April 21, ISOO, 11 Op. 474.

The United States consul at Kanagawa having fined for contempt

a British subject who. as a witness, refused to answer

certain questions, the British consul, to whom appli-

cation was made for the eiiforceuient of the penalty, refused to require

either the j)ayuient of tlie fine or to impose the alternative of im-

prisonment for nonpayment. It was intimated that if the power

to punish tlu' refractory witness did not l)elong either to the Ameri-

caii or to the British consul, it would remain with the authorities of

Japan.

Mr. F. W. Sewju-d. .Vssist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Fisher, consul at Kanag-

awa, April m, 18W, 43 MS. Desp. to Consuls, 169.
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3. Jurisdiction over Seamen.

§ 261.

" I have the honor to acknowlod<re the receipt of the two notes you
did me the honor to address to me under date of the ^-Ith September,

and the 6th October, in reference to the expediency of some agree-

ment or understanding to the effect that jurisdiction over persons

serving on board of national vessels of war, for offences committed in

Japan, should be assumed by the nation in whose service they are

engaged, in so far as may be possible.

'' I note the substance of your reply, and that Lord Derby has

informed Her Majesty's representatives in China, Japan, and Siam
that the British authorities in those countries should abstain from
interference with British subjects serving on foreign vessels of war;

and, while expressing my thanks for this instruction to Her Majesty's

representatives, which I am inclined to believe will be of advantage

to both countries, I have the honor to inform you that similar instruc-

tions will be issued to representatives of the United States in China,

Japan and Siam, that the authorities of the United States in those

countries should abstain from interference with American citizens

in like manner serving on foreign vessels of war."

Mr.Fish, See. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton, Brit, min., Oct. 7, 1875,

MS. Notes to Great Britain, XVII. 44.

" The attention of this Government on several occasions has been

directed to the question of the exercise of jurisdiction over persons

committing offences within the territory of China and Japan, who
are at the time regularly enrolled and serving on board national ves-

sels of war, or on merchant vessels.

" It is believed that there are no particular provisions in reference

to this question in the several treaties between the foreign powers

and these countries, and an interchange of views thereon has lately

taken place between this Government and that of (ireat Britain.

" The conclusions at which this Government has arrived are as

follows

:

" So far as concerns merchant vessels, while in some respects it

would be desirable that jurisdiction over such offences committed by

seamen serving on American vessels should be exercised by the con-

suls of the United States, it is not deemed advisable to issue any

instructions in relation thereto.

" When, however, such an offender, being a member of the crew of

an American vessel, is a subject or citizen of a country having no

treaty engagement on this question with China or Japan, or where

the consul of the nation to which such person may belong, shall
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tlecline to assume jurisdiction over him for the offence charged against

him, it is the opinion of tliis Department that the consular officers of

the United States may properly assume jurisdiction in the case.

'• In reference to offences committed on shore in China and Japan,

by persons enlisted or serving on board national vessels of war,

jurisdiction in such cases, in the opinion of thii^ Government, should

l)e remitted to the consuls of the country under whose flag the

offender is serving, on the ground, that all persons who have taken

service under a power, are, for the time being, under the jurisdiction

of that power exclusively and amenable to its tribunals,

'• Infornuition has reached this Department that the Government

of Great Britain, entertaining these views, has lately issued instruc-

tions to its authorities in China, Japan and Siam, to abstain from

interference with British subjects serving on United States or other

foreign men-of-war, upon the principle above adverted to, and you

are instructed in like manner to abstain from interference with citi-

zens of the United States serving on board British or other foreign

vessels of war who may be charged with the commission of offences

on shore.

'• It is proper also to add that, in the opinion of this Department,

without questioning the authority of consular officers of the United

States to entertain jurisdiction where offences have been committed

on shore by those serving on national vessels of the United States, it

will Ix' beneficial to the public service that the question of punishment

for the smaller offenses, such as overstaying leave, disorderly con-

duct or drunkenness be remitted to the proper naval authorities, in

cases where the offenders can be tried and punished equally well on

board the vessels to which they belong, or under naval regulations,

and where the j)roper naval authorities may so desire."

Mr. f'adwaliKlor. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Avery, Nov. 2, 1875, MS. Inst

China. II. .S4<:. MS. Circulars. II. 96.

" Tender these provisions [Art. IV. of the treaty "with Japan of

1R,")T. and Art. VI. of the treaty of 1858] no difference can arise.

Under them, clearly, the test of jurisdiction is nationality. An
offense connnitted anywhere in Japan, except on a foreign man-of-

war or within the ])recincts of a foreign legation, which are extra-

territorial, if comuiitted by an English subject resident in Japan is

justicial)le Iw'fore the British courts: if committed by an American
citizen resident in Japan, is justiciable in the consular courts of the

United States.

'• But there is a class of people who are not residents of Japan in

the ordinary accejjtance oi tlie term, and who are not protected by the

extraterritorial character of the vessel on which they serve. They are
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the seamen of the mercantile marine, and they are speciallj^ recognized

by Article IX. of the treaty of 1858, which provides:
" ' When requested by the American consul, the Japanese authorities

will cause the arrest of all deserters and fugitives from justice, receive

in jail all persons held as prisoners by the consul, and giv^e to the con-

sul such assistance as may be required to enable him to enforce the

observance of the laws by theAmericans who are on land, and to main-

tain order among the shipping.'

"And in view of this provision, the Government of the United

States, which authorizes the enrollment in every American merchant

ship of a certain number of seamen who are not citizens, has enacted

in the act providing for the execution of this treaty, as follows:

" 'Jurisdiction in both criminal and civil matters, shall, in all

cases, be exercised and enforced in conformity with the laws of the

United States, which are hereby, so far as is necessary to execute such

treaties, respectively, and so far as they are suitable to carry the same

into effect, extended over all citizens of the United States in those

countries, and over all others to the extent that the terms of the trea-

ties respectively, justify or require.' (Section 488(), Rev. Stat.)

" The position taken by the Government of the United States in this

legislation, under the articles of the treaty, is, that a foreign seaman

duly enrolled on an American merchant vessel, is subject to the laws

and entitled to the protection of the United States to precisely the

same extejit that a native-born seaman Avonld be. during the period of

his service; that although not an American citizen, he is unquestion-

ably an American seaman. ...
" When a foreigjier enters the mercantile marine of any nation and

becomes one of the crew of a vessel having undoubtedly a national

character, he asumes a temj)orary allegiance to the flag under which

he serves, and in return for the protection afforded him becomes sub-

ject to the laws by which that nation, in the exercise of an unques-

tioned authority, governs its vessels and seamen. If, therefore, the

Government of the United States has, by treaty stii)ulation with

Japan, acquired the privilege of administering its own laws upon its

own vessels and in relation to its own seamen in Japanese territory,

then every American vessel and every seaman of its crew are subject

to the jurisdiction which by such treaty has been transferred to the

Government of the United States."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Sir E. Thornton. .Tune :?, 1881. MS. Notes. Gr.

Brit. XVIII. 54.']. A copy of this note accompanied the instruction of

Mr. Bhiine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bingham, min. to Ja])an. .June ;i, 1881,

MS. Inst. .Japan, III. 5.3.

See report of Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to the President. Dec. 10. 1881.

S. Ex. Doe. 21, 47 Cong. 1 sess. 4-.5.

See, also, Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Sir E. Thornton, Brit, min., March 7,

1881, MS. Notes to Gr. Br. XVI II, 457,
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" The indictment, trial, and conviction in the consular court at

Yokohama of John Ross, a merchant seaman on board an American

vessel, have made it necessary for the Government to institute a

careful examination into the nature and methods of this jurisdiction.

" It appeared that Ross was regularly shipped under the flag of

the T"^nited States, but was by birth a British subject. My prede-

cessor felt it his duty to maintain the position that, during his service

as a regularly shipped seaman on board an American merchant vessel,

Ross was subject to the laws of that service, and to the jurisdiction of

the United States consular authorities."

President Arthur, first annual messaiie. 1881.

" Your letter of the 21st instant has been receive<I. It relates to the case

of J. M. Ross, alleged to be a British subject, who. having in 1880

killed a fellow-seaman nanieil Robert Kelly, on the American ship

Bullion, in the hai'bor of Yokohama, was tried by the Unitetl States

consular court there, convictetl, and sentenced to death, which pen-

alty was later commuted by the President to imprisonment for life in

the Albany penitentiary, where Ross is now confined.

" You state that Ross ' wishes to have his case reviewed mainly on the

ground that the court had not jurisdiction of his person, he l)eing

then and now a British subject.'

" The question of jurisdiction in Ross's case has ah'eady had full con-

sideration on two pleas—want of jurisdiction of his person and un-

constitutionality of the form and manner of trial. The latter plea,

being of municipal competence, was before the circuit court of San

Francisco on a writ of habeas corpus, sued out by Ross on reaching

that port, on his way fx'om Yokohama to Albany. April 4, 1881, and

the court dismissed the writ. The constitutionality of the judicial

extraterritorial procedure prescribed by statute under the authority

of the treaty is establishetl. This branch of the question can be

municii)ally tested by being brought before the United States courts

by habeas corpus.

"The i)lea that Ross, being an alien, was beyond the jurisdiction of the

consular c(mrt. was raised by the British Government. . . .

" This Government denied the plea on the admitte<l doctrine that the

sovereign of the ttag of a ship has jurisdiction of crimes committed

by foreigners on such ship on the high seas or in ports where the

courts of the I'nitetl States have jiu'isdiction, and that Ross, being a

duly articled seaman on an American ship, was within the statutory

and treaty jurisdiction of the United States court at Yokohama. If

this i»hase of the <iuestion is to be revived, it can only be presented

by the British Government through the diplomatic channel." (Mr.

Porter. Asst. Sec. of State, to Mr. StimsQU. .Tune 28, 1886. 100 MS.
Dom. Let. .".!>.">.)

Ross's detention was decided to i)e legal in In re Ross (1891). 140 U. S.

4.'>3.

The crime was conunitted on board ship. (Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to

Sir K. Thornton, Brit, min., March 7, 1881, MS. Notes to Gr. Br.

XVIII. 4GT.)
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It is stated in an instruction of Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, to Mr.
Hubbard, niini.ster to Japan. March 21. 1888. that an effort had
lately been made by the Dei>artnient of State to obtain the text of
the decision of Judge Sawyer on the writ of habeas corpus at San
Francisco, and that it was believed that his opinion was not written,

but was merely an oral dismissal of the application for the writ in

chambers. (MS. Inst. Japan, III. 517.) It seems that the object of

the proceedirigs being to have the questions at issue pas.sed upon by
the Supreme Court, counsel for Ross, acting upon the supposition that
no appeal would lie from the decision of the circuit court, decide<l

to withdraw the application for the writ, which was dismissed with
his concurrence. (Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bingham, min.
to Japan. Feb. 7. 1881. MS. Inst. Japan, III. 2H; Mr. Blaine, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Bingham, min. to Japan, April 2.3, 1881. MS. Inst
Japan. III. ;}G.)

In 18D4 Count Mutsu intimatetl that, in case of an offence on a foreign

vessel in Japanese watei-s by a seaman of such vessel, the jurisdiction

of the consul would not be recognized if the seaman was a Japanese
subject or a foreigner subject to Japanese jurisdiction. The question

being hyix)thetical the United States, with the concurrence of the

Japanese Government, declined to discuss it. (Mr. Gresham, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Dun, min. to Japan, Nov. 29, 1894, and Dec. 8, 1894,

MS. Inst. Japan, IV. 220, 228.)

In the case of Ross, supra, the ship Bullion, on which the offence

was committed, was a registered vessel of the United States.

In May. 1886, Peter C. Fiillert, a German subject, was convicted by
the United States consul-general at Yokohama, Japan, of aiding and
assisting Paymaster AVatkins to escape from the U. S. S. Ossipee, at

tliat port. At the time of the offense Fullert was serving as a seaman
on board the Arctic, a foreign-ljuilt vessel owned by a citizen of the

Ignited States and flying the American flag, but not regi.stered,

Fullert having applied for a pardon, the Department of State sub-

mitted to the Attornty-General the question whether he was at the

time of the commission of the offence subject as an American seaman

to the jurisdiction of the United States consul. In its communica-

tion to the Attorney-General the Department stated that this ques-

tion had been submitted to the Solicitor of the Department, and that

he was of opinion that, while the vessel was entitled to fly the

United States flag and to receive the protection of the United States,

she was not. under the statutes establishing the consular courts, "a

A'essel of the United States in such a sense as to make foreign sailors

in that vessel amenable to consular criminal jurisdiction." The
Attorney-General advi.sed that the proceedings against Fullert were

unauthorized and that he should be released. This opinion was

l)roadly based upon the fact that " Fullert was, at the time the alleged

offense was committed, a (jerman subject," the Attorney-General

declaring that the phrase '' citizens of the United States," in section

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 39
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4084, Eevised Statutes, was to be understood " in its legal and ordi-

nary signification, there being nothing in the context to show a differ-

ent intention."

Garland. At. Gen., Nov. 4, 1886, 18 Op. 498.

This opinion, in so far as it signifies that the question of jurisdiction was

determined by the fact that Fullert was a German subject, is super-

seded by the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Ross, the

British subject, who, on the strength of his being a seaman on the

American ship Bullion, was convicted by the United States consul-

general at Kanagawa, Japan, of a murder on board that vessel in the

harbor of Yokohama. (In re Ross. 140 U. S. 453.)

As to jurisdiction over foreign-built but American-owned vessels, and the

seamen thereon, see, for rulings on various questions since Fullert's

case, infra. § 324.

" The judicial authority of the consuls of the United States over

American citizens extends over all persons duly shipped and enrolled

upon the articles of any merchant vessel of the United States, what-

ever be the nationality of such person. And all offences which would

be justiciable by the consular courts of the United States, where the

[jersons so offending are native-born or naturalized citizens of the

Ignited States employed in the merchant service thereof, are equally

justiciable by the same consular courts in the case of seamen of for-

eign nationality. And so likewise as to seamen serving on board

public vessels of the United States who have committed offences on

shore."

United States Consular Regulations (1896), § 629. p. 268, citing In re

Ross, 140 U. S. 45:i.

Acting upon § 72. Cons. Reg. 1888. Mr. Denby, Ignited States minister to

China, decided that the consul at Amoy should decline to try John

Liscom on a charge of honiicide. since Lisconi, though an American

citizen, was second mate of a British schooner, and his victim, a Chi-

nese subject, was a member of the crew. (Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Denby. niin. to China. Oct. 19, 1889. MS. Inst. China, IV. 471.)

See Mr. Bingham, niin. to Japan, to Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State,

Feb. 18, 1885. For. Rel. 1885. 556.

In 1889 the captain of the ship Sea Swallow, flying the English

flag, was killed on board his vessel in Chinese waters by a member of

the crew, a native of the Philippine Islands and a Spanish subject.

The victim was an American. The culprit was arrested and taken

before an English examining magistrate, the Spanish consul being

present at the examination, and was bound over to appear before the

British court at Shanghai to answer a charge of manslaughter. The
court found an indictment and a jury was convened, when the Spani.sh

consul claimed the sole right to hear the case. The trial was post-

poned till the question could be submitted to Sir John Walsham,
British minister at Peking, and Count Llorente, Spanish charge
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d'affaires. The case became the subject of an informal consultation

between Sir John and Mr. Denby, the American minister at Peking.

They agreed that, had the case arisen between England and the

United States, it was settled that the consuls of the two countries

would l)e considered as having jurisdiction of persons duly shipped

and enrolled on the merchant vessels of their respective nations; but

that, in the case of other countries, between which no such agreement

existed, an actual legal basis for the claim of British jurisdiction in

the pending case might not be found to exist. It seems that the

British minister's law officers afterwards advised him that the extra-

territorial jurisdiction allowed by China to foreign powers did not

extend to the flag l)ut must be determined by the nationality of the

defendant, in all cases where the crime was alleged to have been

committed while the ship was in Chinese waters. As there was no

convention, tacit or otherwise, between Spain and England on the

subject, Sir John surrendered the accused to the Spanish consul for

trial.

Mr, Denby, Min. to China, to Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State. No. 997. Nov. S.

1889. 86 MS. Desp. from China.

Mr. Denby, in concluding his report of the case, said :
•'

I simply report

this case without legal comment thereon. Should such a question

arise between the T'nited States and any power but (Jreat Britain. I

would immediately request specific instructions as to how I should

act." (Ibid.)

"A seaman of the Navy who is convicted in a consular court of a

felonious offense (as distinguished from cases of overstaying leave,

disorderly conduct, drunkenness, and other comparatively minor

offenses of which, under the navy regulation of November 2, 1875.

the naval and consular authorities have concurrent jurisdiction)

ceases from the date of such conviction to be in the naval service of

the United States, and should he dealt with thenceforth as a private

individual. Therefore, consular officers should promptly notify the

commanding officer of the vessel on which the man served, or the

commander in charge of the squadron, when any such conviction

occurs, and he in turn will communicate to the consular officer the

action subsequently taken by him under orders of the Navy Depart-

ment."

I'liited States Consular Kegulations. 189(i, sec. tv^O. p. 2t>S.

See circular of .Mr. Rives. Assist. Sec. of State, to V. S. consular officers.

Aug. 2."). 1S.S8. For. Rel. 1888. II. lf>(M. This circular amended that

of Mr. Porter. Assist. Sec. of State, to U. S. consular officers in extra-

territorial countries. .Vug. 19. 1887. in which it was stated that sea-

men of the Navy, convicted of " offences subjecting them to Imprison-

ment," ceased to be in the naval service. The Navy Department con-

sidered that this phrase, by reason of its generality, contravened the

regulation of Nov. 2, 1875, providing for the concurrent jurisdiction
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of the naval and consular authorities as to minor naval offences.

(See Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Sec. of Navy, July 12 and Aug. 25,

1888. K)!) MS. Doni. Let. 146, 479, and Sec. of Navy to Sec. of State,

Aug. 8. 1887, MS. Misc. Let.)

An ordinance wa.s passed in 1896 by the municipal council at Apia
with regard to the arrest and imprisonment of men-of-war's men.

The i)urp()rt of the proposed ordinance Avas to place the offending

sailor in the custody of the commander of his ship, who should pun-

ish all minor infractions of the municipal regulations as he should see

fit. The consuls. Sept. 19, 1896. decided to refer the subject to the

powers, and meanwhile unanimoush' requested " that in case of an

arrest of a man-of-war's man the president of the municipal coun-

cil will at once notify the captain of the man-of-war concerned, and

inform him that if he sends the necessary guard the prisoner will be

handed over."'

It seems that the difficulty began with the arrest of two Ger-

man seamen from a man-of-war on a charge of being drunk and dis-

orderly and damaging property. They were subsequently released

by direction of the (lernum consul, who " assumed all responsibility."

It seems that in two cases in the preceding seven years the municipal

police had arrested sailors from British men-of-war, and that the

men were tried, fined, or acquitted by the nuniicipal magistrate. Mr.

Olney considered the existing ordinance sufficient and opposed the

new ordinance, declaring that he could see no good reason why an

offending man-of-war's man should not be tried and punished by the

duly constituted municipal magistrate for a breach of the peace,

unless a treaty should provide otherAvise.

Mr. OIney. See. of State, to Sir .7. Pauncefote. Brit. aiub.. Jan. 16, 1897,

MS. Notes to (Jr. Br. XXIII. 5;W. See also For. Kel. 1897, 452-45:3,

45<;-4.")9.

The British (iovernnient. however, was inolined to concur with the Ger-

man (Jovernment in tlie matter, aiid Lord Siili.'<hury suggested that

the consuls of the three itowers sliould consult with the new chief

justice of Samoa on the subject, with a view to " settle the question

ill such manner as to avoid disputes, while at the same time securing

the maintenance of order and the proper punishment of offenders."

The Ignited States accepted this suggestion, declaring that it would
" cheerfully assent to any conclusion that maj' be reached after such

conference." (Mr. Sherman. Sec. of State, to Sir J. Pauncefote,

Brit, amb., April 3, 1897, For. Kel. 1897, 460.)
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4. Exercise of Judicial Functions.

(1) legislation of united states.

§ 262.

The first statute of the United States, by which the judicial func-

tions of ministers and consuls of the United States were regulated

and defined, was approved August 11, 1848." A new and more com-

prehensive act was approved June 22. 18()0.* Mr. Cass, as Secretary

of State, May 16, 1860, addresses a letter to J. M. Mason, chairman

of the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate, enclosing a

draft of a bill to amend the act of August 11, 1848, to carry into

eifect the provisions of the treaties of the United States with China
and the Ottoman Porte, giving certain judicial powers to United

States ministers and consuls. " The act of Congress of 1848 . . .

is," says Mr. Cass, " a most important and valuable one. A careful

study of every one of its provisions has impressed me with a renewed

sense of the sagacity and wisdom of the distinguished statesman.

Judge Butler, who is reputed to have been its framer." The enclosed

bill had been submitted to the Solicitor of the Treasury, and advan-

tage had been taken of the views presented in the opinion of the late

Attorney-(Teneral, Mr. Cushing, concerning the judicial powers of

the United States ministers and consuls in China and Turkey.'^

There are amendatory acts of July 28, 1866; -* July 1, 1870; « March

23, 1874;^ and Feb. 1, 1876.^ These enactments are consolidated in

the Revised Statutes of the United States, §§ 4083-4130.

The statutes apply to China, Japan, Siam, Egypt, Madagascar,

Turkey, Persia, Tripoli, Tunis, Morocco, Muscat, and the Samoan
Islands,'' and to any other country with which an appropriate treaty

may be made.' They also authorize consuls and commercial agents

at islands or in countries not inhabited by any civilized people, or

recognized by any treaty with the United States, to hear and deter-

mine civil cases where the debt or damages do not exceed $1,000,

exclusive of costs, and to try and punish offenders where the fine does

not exceed $100 or the imprisonment sixty days.-'

o9 Stat. 276.

M2 Stat. 72.

c Sen. Ex. Doo. 4.S, 'M) Cong., 1 sess.

1 14 Stat. 822.

" ir, Stat. 18.3.

f 18 Stat. 23.

i/IO Stat. 2.

''R. S. §§ 4083-4130; act of .Tunc 14, 1878. 20 Stat. 131.

i R. S. § 4129; act of .Tune 14. 1878, 20 Stat. 131 ; Inst, to Dip. Officers (1897),

82-83.

i R. S. § 4088.
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By the general provisions of the statutes above mentioned the min-

isters and consuls are invested, so far as the treaties allow, with

"judicial authority."" This authority extends in criminal matters

to the trial and punishment of offenses committed by citizens

of the United States: and in civil matters to "all controversies

between citizens of the Ignited States, or others," so far as the treaties

provide.^ The word " minister " means " the person invested with,

and exercising the principal diplomatic functions;" the word
" consul " means '* any person invested by the United States with,

and exercising, the functions of consul-general, vice-consul-general,

consul, or vice-consul." ^ Where there is no '* minister " in either of

the countries mentioned, the judicial duties imposed on that official

'• devolve upon the Secretary of State." '' The jurisdiction of min-

isters in civil matters and also in criminal matters, except in capital

cases for murder, or insurrection, or for offenses amounting to felony,

is appellate only, unless the consular officer is interested either as

party or as witness.''

Jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, is exercised in conformity

(1) with the laws of the United States, and, if they be unsuitable or

deficient. (2) with '"the common law, and the law of equity and

admiralty," and if all these do not furnish " appropriate and suffi-

cient remedies," (8) with " decrees and regulations."' having " the

force of law," which the '* ministers " may make to '' supply such

defects and deficiencies." i The ministers in making decrees and regu-

lations are required to take the advice of such consuls in their respec-

tive countries as may be consulted without prejudicial delay

or inconvenience. The consuls thus consulted are required to

signify their assent or dissent in writing. The minister may then

cause the decree or regulation to be published, together with the opin-

ions of his advisers: if he does so. the decree or regulation becomes

obligatory till it is annulled or modified by Congress; and he is

'required, as speedily as may be after publication, to transmit the

papers to the Secretary of State '' to be laid before Congress for

revision." ^

The consul sitting alone may decide all cases where the fine

a R. S. § 408.3.

6R. S. § 4084. 408."').

c R. S. §4130. Ill the revision of 187.'?-'4 the words " vioe-consul-general"

were omitted, but they were restored in the second edition, of 1878. (Mr. Fish.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Seward, niin. to China, .Tan. 19. 187<i. MS. Inst. China. II.

nC).*?.) See, also. <"onsular Instructions of 18.5.5. § 275, and Ciishiug, At. Gen.,

7 Op. .511.

d R. S. § 4128.

PR. S. §4109.

f R. S. § 4C)86 : Cnshing, At. Gen., 7 Op. .503.

ali. S. §§ 4117-4119.
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imposed does not exceed $500, or the term of imprisonment 90 days ;

"

he is required so to decide where the fine imposed does not exceed $100

or the imprisonment GO days.^ But, if legal perplexities are likely

to arise, or if the punishments are likely to exceed those above speci-

fied, he must summon from one to four, and in capital cases not less

than four, citizens of the United States to sit as associates in the

trial.' If any of the associates differs from the consul the case is

remitted to the minister.'' " Capital cases for murder or insurrection

against the government, ... or for offenses against the public peace

amounting to felony," may be tried by the minister;'' if tried by a

consul, there can be no conviction unless the consul and his associates

all concur in it and the minister approves.^ The minister may
also issue writs to " prevent the citizens of the United States from

enlisting in the military or naval service ... to make "war upon any

foreign power with whom the United States are at peace, or in the

service of one portion of the people against any other portion of

the same people: and he may carry out this power by a resort to such

force belonging to the United States, as maj^ at the time be within

his reach.'' '^

In civil cases the consul sitting alone may render judgment where

the damages demanded do not exceed $500. When the damages

exceed that amount, or the case involves legal perplexities, he must

summon two or three citizens of the United States, " if such are

residing at the port,'' to sit with him as associates in the trial.'' «'

In criminal cases an appeal lies to the minister (1) where the consul

sits with associates and one of them differs from him, and (2) where

the consul sitthig alone imposes a fine of more than $100 or imprison-

ment of more than GO days.'' From the sentences of the minister to

China or Ja])an, whether original or appellate, an appeal lies to the

United States circuit court in California.'

In civil cases an appeal lies to the minister where one of the asso-

ciates differs from the consul.-' In China and Japan an appeal lies

to the minister where the matter in dispute exceeds $500 but not

a R. S. § 4089.

6R. S. § 4105.

c R. S. § 410(3. Though this section refers only to consuls, it is customary for

the minister to summon associates in cases where he has original jurisdiction.

(Inst, to Dip. Officers. 89-00, § 221.)

dR. S. § 41(W.

e R. S. § 409(J.

f R. S. § 4102.

ff R. S. § 4107.

AR. S. §!| 4089. 4091, 4105. 4106.

i R. S. § 4095.

} R. S. § 4108.
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$2,500; whore it exceeds $2,500, an appeal lies to the United States

circuit court in California." WTiere the matter in dispute exceeds

$2,500. a similar ai)peal is allowed from any final judgment of the

minister to China or Japan, given in the exercise of original juris-

diction.''

One Holcomb. a citizen of the United States, was charged with the

arbitrary punishment, by cruel and inhuman tortures, without any

legal proceedings, of a boy in the island of Guap, a barbarous or semi-

civilized country with which the United States had no treaty and

where there was no American consular representative. It was ad-

vised that the case came within section 4088, Revised Statutes, and

that, as there was no regular representative there, the United States

might send out a special commercial agent for the purpose of trying

the accused.

Gnrland. At. Gen., July C, 1885, 18 Op. 210.

" It seems to be well understood that a consul can not take juris-

diction of general consular business beyond the limits of his district

(par. 30. Consular Regulations), and it is apprehended that the same

rule applies to the exercise of judicial functions in the present state

of the law."

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, niin. to China. Feb. 2, 1897, For.

Rel. 1897, 80. 81.

To the same effect is Mr. Bayard. vSec. of State, to Mr. Denby, min. to

China. Jan. 2.'"), 1888. MS. Inst. China, IV. 341.

" If cases arise in which it may appear that the power to punish

for a violation already accomplished is concurrent, residing as well

in your consular court as in the tribunals of this country, you must

be governed by your judgment of the exigencies of the case, and the

probability that justice may be evaded if not administered in the

somewhat unsatisfactory manner which is necessarily incidental to

such exceptional modes of adjudication as are authorized in China

and other partially civilized countries. The rule should be, as we
incline to interpret it, ratlier to decline jurisdiction, except where it

is necessary to prevent a failure of justice."

Mr. F. W. Seward. .Vssist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Wingate, consul at

Swatow. June (5. 18(;(i, 48 MS. Desp. to Consuls, 221.

This instruction, which was written in reply to Mr. Wingate's No. .S6 of~

Feb. 2:'>, 1S<J(). related to the act of Congress to prohibit the coolie

trade. Mr. Wingate was told that he was correct in l)elieving that

the carriage of emigrants between his consulate and Singapore was
within the terms and meaning of the act. It was added, however,

a R. S. S 4()9:{. ft It. S. § 4094.
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tliat Ills judicial authority was tlerivod from tho treaty with China
and tlio act of June '22. ^sm. and that "neither" of tlieni clothed
him " witli any jurisdiction for the trial of crimes committed ui)on

the hijrh seas."

The jurisdiction oriveii to the courts of the United States over of-

fenses connnitted on the hijrh seas (h)es not exclude a consular court

from trying the same offense committed in a port of the country in

which such consular court is established.

In re Ross (1801). 140 V. S. 45.3.

(2) POWER TO MAKE REGULATIONS.

§ 20.3.

It was advised by Mr. Cushin<r that the power to make " decrees

and regulations " enal)led the minister in certain respects to legislate

for citizens of the I'nited States, and served " to provide for many
cases of criminality, which neither Federal statutes nor the common
law would cover."

Opinion of Sept. 10, 1S.">. 7 Op. 40."). .'>(»4.

" Referring to Mr. Williams* despatch Xo. 25 of the 22d of August,

18G8, enclosing copies of a regulation made and published by him,

with the assent, nearly unanimous, of our consuls in China, for the

purpose of giving effect to the prohibition by the Chinese Government
of the use of the ' Straw Shoe Channel ' to steamers navigating the

Yangtze River, I have to state that: This regulation, as a notification

to citizens of the United States of the consequences of disregarding

an order of the Chinese Government, made in the exercise of the

police of its internal waters, is reasonable and necessary for the

security of navigation and is approved.

"The 1th .section of the act of June 22d, 18G0, (12 Stat. 73,) to

which you refer, has for its principal object, to enable our chief diplo-

matic representative to establish such process, pleadings and prac-

tice in the consular courts, as may be necessary to give effect to the

treaties and to the laws of the United States, including the common
law, equity and admiralty. The succeeding section appears to be

intended as an enumeration of the subjects to which the power

granted by the -1th section is applicable. It is certainly judicious to

avoid, as I understand Mr. Williams has avoided, the assertion of a

power in the minister to make that unlawful which was not forbidden

by the laws of the United States or of China. Such a power is legis-

lative, while the act cited purports by its title and the general tenor

of its provisions to confer only judicial power."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to .Mr. lirowne, min. to ("liiiia. Feh. t>. 1S»!0,

MS. Inst. China. II. 40.
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By dispatches of September 19 and October 19, 1870, Mr. De
Long, minister to Japan, transmitted to the Department of State

regidations which he had promulgated, with the assent of the consuls,

for the United States consular courts in Japan." Mr. Fish, who
was then Secretary of State, in acknowledging the receipt of the

dispatches, stated that he should submit the regulations to Con-

gress Avithout assuming for himself the power or the duty of dis-

approving or amending them; but, while he considered that nearly

all the regulations were clearly within the power of the minister to

make and to carry into effect, till Congress should indicate its pleasure

to the contrary, he said that he considered it his duty to call the atten-

tion of Congress to certain provisions which he thought transcended

the authority delegated to the minister, or that delegated to the Sec-

retary of State, in the case of countries to w^iich no minister was

accredited.

In this relation Mr. Fish entered into a full discussion of the min-

ister's power to make decrees and regulations, under sections 5 and 6

of the act of June 22, 1860. He described it as being " confined to

the course of procedure in pursuing judicial remedies, and as not

extending to the creation of new rights or duties in citizens of the

United States, or to the modification of personal rights and obliga-

tions under the existing law ;" and, with regard to the diversities in

the " common law " arising from the complex Federal system in the

United States, he expressed the opinion that " it would be most dis-

creet to allow the anomalous jurisdiction of our consular courts . . .

to find its limits and definition from the practical exigencies of admin-

istration and the acquiescence of the government within whose terri-

tory the jurisdiction is exercised."

Continuing, Mr. Fish said: "A report made to Congress by my
predecessor. Mr. Seward (a copy of which is inclosed), shows that it

has been the habit of this Department to regard the judicial power of

our consular officers in Japan as resting upon the assent of the Gov-

ernment of that Kingdom, whether expressed by formal convention

or by tacit acquiescence in the notorious practice of the consular

courts. In other words, they were esteemed somewhat in the same

light as they would have been if they were constituted by the Mikado
with American citizens as judges, and with all the authority with

which a Japanese tribunal is invested in respect to the native subjects

of Japan, to the extent that our (xovernment will admit a jurisdiction

understood to be extremely arbitrary. They were, so to speak, the

agents of a despotism, only restrained by such safeguards as our own
Government may interpose for the protection of citizens who come

within its sway.

o See S. Mis. Doi-. S!), 47 Cong. 1 sess. 1:^4-178.
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" Between this view and that which would regard our consular

courts as possessing only that authority which has been conferred

upon them in express terms by Congress there is a wide margin.

Congress, informed by Mr. Seward's report before mentioned of

the general views which had obtained in this Department, has not

indicated its dissent or concurrence, except by silence. It is possible

that some future appeal under the fifth and sixth sections of the act

of July 1, 1870, may lead to a judicial determination of the extent

of consular jurisdiction. The communication of your regulations

ma}' have the effect of bringing the whole subject to the consider-

ation of Congress, and produce a clear expression of its views."

The particular provisions or regulations to which Mr. Fish took

exception were: (1) A requirement that all citizens of the United

States be enrolled, on penalty of a fine and forfeiture of the right

to protection. (2) A provision for the attachment of the property

of nonresidents. (3) A regulation establishing certain grounds for

divorce. (4) A definition of the cases in which vessels should be

subject to liens. (5) A rule allowing the testimony of absent per-

sons to be taken and used in criminal cases. (6) A definition of

the degrees of murder, a provision for the perpetual banishment of

persons guilty of felony, and a reference to the " common law " for

the definition of felonies and misdemeanors.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. De Long, niin. to .Japan, Dec. 20, 1870, MS.

Inst. Japan, I. .37H.

In connection with the reference to the " common law," Mr. Fish in-

quired :
" Where are we to loolv for the exposition of the common

law? To the courts of Massachusetts, or to those of Georgia, or to

those of England?"

Mr. Fish enclosed, as containing ;Mr. Seward's report, Jan. 2, ]8()9, S. Ex.

Doc. 20, 40 Cong. .*? sess.

Views, similar to tliose ahove expressed by him, as to the limitation of

the i)ower to mal^e regulations, were again set forth l)y Mr. Fish in

an instruction to Mr. De Eong, Feb. 20. 187:^, For. Kel. 1873. I. .^570.

For the regulations i)roclaimed by Mr. De Long, in 1870. and thei-eafter

criticised by Mr. Fish, as herein set forth, see letter of Mr. Frellng-

huysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Windom, chm. Com. on For. Rel., April

29, 1882, S. Mis. Doc. 89, 47 Cong. 1 sess. 134-178, where they are

given as tlie " regulations in force in the consular coiu-ts of the

United States in Japan." It therefore appears that the regulations

were not disallowed by Congress.

In the same document may be found translations of the French edict of

June, 1778, and the laws of May 28, 1830, and July 8. 18.">2
: the Brit-

ish statute of and 7 Vict. c. 94. and the orders in council of Nov. 30.

1864, and Oct. 25. 1881 ; the regulations in force in the United States

consular coui-ts in China ; the land municipal regulations in Shang-

hai ; the provisions of United States treaties relating to extraterri-

toriality; the draft of an act concerning the exercise of foreign juris-

diction, amendatory of R. S. §§ 4082-4130.
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' I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 324, of the

3d ultimo, in which you present some interesting and important ques-

tions as to the ol)ligat()rv character of Rule XV. of the (Chinese)

Consular Court Regulations of 18G4. That rule is as follows:
"

" Civil actions, based on written promise, contract, or instrument,

must be connnenced within six years after the cause of action accrues;

others, within two.*

"As you correctly state, there are no general statutes of limitations

adopted by Congress as alfecting all civil proceedings in Federal

courts. But it must be remembered that, by section 721 of the

Revised Statutes, Federal courts sitting in a particular State must

adopt the limitations in force in such State, and in this way any gap
in Federal legislation in this respect is filled up. But as the Revised

Statutes contain no provision as to limitations in civil suits which

applies to our consular courts, we have, in such courts, either to fall

back in each case on the general principles of private international

law or to adopt in advance, as was done by Mr. Burlingame, a general

rule of limitation.

" If we revert to the general principles of private international

law, the following distinctions are to be observed:

"As to mode of solemnization of contracts, the rule is, locus regit

actum;

"As to personal capacity, lex domicilii controls;

"As to interpretation, lex loci contractus;

"As to process, lex fon;
"As to mode of performance, lex loci Holutionis^ or the law of the

place of performance.
" In Scudder r. Bank (91 U. S. -1-06), while these distinctions were

in the main adopted, it w as held that statutes of limitation, being mat-

ters of process, are governed by the lex fori. If we assume, in the

present case, that there are no limitations by the lex fori, then assum-

ing, also, that limitations of suit are part of the essence of a claim, we
would revert, if the question be as to the time of payment, to the lex

loci solutionis, or the law of the place of performance.
" But however important these distinctions may be in those of our

foreign consular courts in which the question comes up de novo, they

are of but subordinate interest in China, under the view I take of

Ride XV. of the Consular Court Regulations of IStU. I do not, it is

true, regard this rule as a statute. Not only had Mr. Burlingame no

power to enact a statute, as such, but the language of the rule shows

that it cannot be regarded as a statutory enactment. It limits suits

on even sealed instruments to six years, and on unwritten engage-

ments, no matter how solemn or how strongly evidenced, to two years.

It contains no exception in favoi- of minors or persons under disabil-

ity. It must be regarded, therefoie, not as a statute covering civil
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limitations iu all their bearings, but as an assertion that suits in con-

sular courts in China are to be limited as to time, the limitation to be

adapted to the social and business conditions of the period of suit.

In this way we can explain not only the limitation of two years for

unwritten engaf;enients. which in the then inunature and unsettled

condition of our business in China may have been eminently proper,

but the omission of the exceptions I have noticed above.
" I hold, therefore, that Kule XV. of the Regulations of 1864, while

not to be regarded as having the authority or the fixedness of a stat-

ute, is to be viewed as a rule of court expressing a principle open to

modification by the court that issued it. It stands in the same posi-

tion as do the equity rules adopted b}^ the Supreme Court of the

United States and courts of the several States, not as a statutory man-
date, to remain in force until expressly repealed or modified, but as a

principle and regulation of practice which it is open to the court to

expand or vary as the purposes of justice may require.

"As to the importance of your adopting such a rule there can be no

question. Were there no such limitation required in China. Ameri-

can merchants in China might be harrassed by old debts and stale

demands outlawed in the United States, and their business much
impeded. Aside from this the principle that the right of suit should

be limited as to time, is as essential to public justice as is the principle

that the right of suit should exist at all."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. (if State, to Mr. Deuby, ruin, to China, Apr. 27, 1887,

MS. Inst. China, IV. 203.

By art. 21 of the treaty with China of 1844, and §g 4083. 4086,

408". 4111. and 4117 of the Revised Statutes of the United States,

'• the right to try and punish all citizens of the United States for

crimes committed in China is clearly given bj' treaty to our ministers

and consuls. Our statute passed to carry the treaty provisions into

eft'ect prescribes how the jurisdiction conferred by the treaty shall

be exercised. It is to be exercised in conformity with (1) the laws

of the I'nited States and (2) the common law.

' It being seen that deficiencies might be found to exist in the laws

of the United States and in the connnon law, it was wisely provided

(3) that if the.se laws do not furnish appropriate and sufficient reme-

dies, the ministers shall, by decrees and regulations having the force

of law. supply such defects and deficiencies.

" The power of the minister to make such decrees and regulations

is limited, to furnishing ' sufficient and appropriate remedies."

"

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Donhy, niin. to China. Fel). 2, 1897,

For. Kel. 1897, 80, 81-82, MS. Inst. China, V. 41.^..

In this instruction Mr. Ohiey expressed approval, as falling within the

power of the minister, of a proiKjsed regulation jiroviding that, where

a criminal action was jiending in any consular district in China
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against an American citizen who might be found in another such

district, tlie consul before whom the action was pending might issue

a warrant for tlie arrest of the accused anywhere in China, such

warrant to be visiVd by the consul of the district in which the

accuseti was found, and the accused then to be arrested and trans-

ported for trial to the consular district in which the prosecution was
pending.

See Moore on Extradition, II. 820-824.

The consul-general of the United States at Apia having proposed

to issue a regulation touching mortgages and bills of sale of chattels,

it was held that consular officers were not empowered to pronuilgate

such regulations. It was observed that by section 4128, R, S., in coun-

tries where there is no minister, the judicial duties imposed by law* upon
ministers devolve upon the Secretary of State, and that, as the author-

ity to make regulations was held to be a judicial one, it was believed

that the Secretary of State was the proper officer to exercise it where

there is no minister.

Mr. Rockhill, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Churchill, consul-general at

Apia, Oct. 0, 1806. 1.14 MS. Inst. Consuls, 119.

This instruction referred to a previous one. No. 41, of Aug. 15, 1895, in

which it was held that the consul-general of the United States at

Apia had no power to pronuilgate a regulation concerning the impor-

tation and sale of firearms and ammunition in Samoa. (149 MS.
Inst. Consuls, 200.)

(3) CONDUCT OF PROCEEDINGS.

§ 264.

Replying to the inquiry whether an acting consul can perform

judicial functions in China, the Department of State
Official competency. ..

•
i .

'" There is no such office known to our law as an acting consul and

there is, of course, no authority whatever for the exercise by such per-

son of any consular position as pointed out in your dispatch. Section

41H0 of the Revised Statutes expressly limits the exercise of judi'cial

functions conferred upon consuls by section 4083 to ' persons invested

with, and exercising the functions of consul-general, vice-consul-

general, consid, or vice-consul."

"As l)earing directly ui)on this matter. I would call your attention

to the oi)ini()n of the Attoi"i)ey-(ieneral. rendered under date of May 7,

1891, in response to the following query of this Department:
" Can a j^erson |)laced in charge of a consular office by the incum-

l)ent of the consulate. l)ut without appointment and qualification as

prescribed by the Constitution and laws of the United States, perform

(1) the regular official duties of the post and (2) notarial and other

unofficial services?
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'• The Attorney-General replied

:

'•
' I am unable to see how a person can lawfully execute the duties

of a public office of the United States who has not been clothed with

authority to do so by the appointing power of the United States.

Such a person can not possibly have any virtue in him as a public

officer.'

''As to the second question the Attorney-General held that the value

of such services depends entirely on the fact that the person rendering

them is a consular officer, that the United States would seem to be in

duty bound to protect the public, so far as it may be reasonably

expected to do so. against the exercise of even merely voluntary con-

sular functions by persons not regularly appointed consuls, and that

it therefore clearly concerns the United States that no person shall be

permitted to exercise the office of consul of the United States in any

way who has not been authorized by Congress to do so.'"

Mr. Adee. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, charge d'affaires ad iut. at

Peliing. March 22, 181^>4. For. Rel. 1894, 140, replying to dispatch No.

1802. .Jan. 31, 1894, of Mr. Denby, niin. to China, For, Rel. 1894. 1.39.

See, to the same effect, Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. C. W.
Bradley, jr., Amoy, Nov. 13, 1854, 19 MS. Desp. to Consuls, 422.

In 187.5 the master of an American ship, who had in an affray shot a

Chinese coolie, at Kulung, compromised the matter by paying the

friends of the Chinaman, with the consent of or without objection

from the United States consular agent there, a pecuniary compensa-

tion. Mr. Henderson, United States consul at Amoy. when the con-

sular agent reported the matter to him. doubted the propriety of such

a compromise in case of crime, and suggested that, if another such

case should occur, it should be reporte<l to himself, in order that

the offender might be arrestetl and triefl. To this suggestion objec-

tion was made, it being claimed that the consular agent was himself

a judicial officer, and as such competent to deal with the case. This

claim was disapproved by Mr. G. F. Seward, then minister to China,

and Mr, Seward's view was upheld by the Department of State,

which ruled that the judicial power in question could be exercised

only by " an officer de jure as well as de facto," i. e., an officer author-

ized by the terms of the law to exercise it, ( Mr. Fish, Sec. of State,

to Mr, Seward, min. to China, Jan. 19, 1876, MS. Inst. China, II. 36.3.

>

By the act of .Tune 22, 18(j0. it was provided that the word " consul," in

connection with the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction, should

include the " consul-general, vice-consul-general, consul, or vice-

consul." In the Revised Statutes of 1873. § 41.30, the words " vice-

consul-general " were omitted. The omission was afterwards cor-

•

rected by the act of Congress of Feb. 1. 1876. (Mr. Fish, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Seward, min, to China. Feb. 9, 1876, MS. Inst. China,

II. .368.)

That, as held by Mr. Fish, supra, judicial functions under Title XLVII.

R. S. do not belong to consular agents, see Mr, Evarts, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Bingham, min, to Japan, Jan, 3, 1881, MS. Inst. Japan, III. 23.

Mr. James W. .\llen, who was left in charge of the United States consu-

late at Zanzibar by the former consul, when he vacated his post.
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" had no judicial functions and no authority to sign any instrument

as 'acting judge of the I'nited States consuhir court.'" (Mr. Uhl,

Acting Sec. of State, to Messrs. Warren & Brandeis, April 20, 1894,

19t5 MS. Doui. Let. 5t)4.)

By § 4109, II. S.. where a " consular officer " is " interested, either as

party or witness." the minister has original jurisdiction. This does

not apply to a charge of crime made against the marshal of the con-

sular court, since a jailer or marshal is not considered a consular

officer within the meaning of the statute.

See opinion of Mr. Denby. niin. to China, May 18, 1892, approved by the

Department of St:ite. For. Kel. 1892, li:{, 128, 124.

See, also. Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, min. to China, Jan. 25,

1888, MS. Inst. China, IV. 841.

The guarantees afforded by the Constitution of the United States

in respect of indictment by a grand jury and an

impartial trial by a petit jury apply only to citizens

and others Avithin the United States and do not prohibit procedures

of a different kind in consular courts.

In re Ross, 140 V. S. 45.*^, 4CA (1891), citing Cook r. United States, 138

r. S. 157. 181. " I deem it expedient that a well-devised measure for

the reorganization of tlie extraterritorial courts in oriental countries

should replace the present system, which labors under the disad-

vantage of conil)ining judicial and executive functions in the same
office." (President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 8, 188.5.)

It was stated by Mr. Seward in 18«>4, with reference to the question of

jury trials in China, that the act of August 11, 1848, to carry into

effect the treaty with that country, was drafted either by Governor

Davis, of Massachusetts, or by Judge Butler, of South Carolina.

When, in 18(>(». it was proposed to amend the law, a draft of the new
measure was prepared wholly in the Department of State. This

draft was submitted by Mr. Cass, who was then Secretaiy of State,

to Mr. Ililyer, Solicitor of the Treasury. As thus submitted it con-

tained a section i)roviding for trial by jury in China and Japan. Mr.

Hilyer doubted the exi>ediency of this provision, expressing the opin-

ion that trial by jury in China and Japan would constitute a violation

of the treaties with those countries, which re<iuire<l the trial of citi-

zens of the Fnited States charged with crime to be held by the consul

or some other public functi()nary of the FnitfHl States. The sugges-

tion of Mr. Hilyer was adopted by the Department of State, and the

bill as thus amended was passed by the Senate. In the House of Rep-

resentatives objection was made b.v Mr. Phelps to the section in regard

to marriage, and by .Mr. Branch, of North Carolina, to the absence of a

provision for jury trials. Both those gentlemen, however, afterwards

withdrew their olijectioiis an<l the bill was i>asswl in the precise form
in which it was adopted by the Sen.ite. (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State,

to .Mr. Seward, consul-general at Shanghai, June II, 18G4, 37 MS.
Desp. to consuls, 292.)
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The salary of a person appointed marshal of the United States con-

„ , , «ular court at Shanghai begins from the time of his
Employment of , .

i i .• ,. .

marshals.
entering upon such duties as are preliminary to his

departure for the field of his services after taking
the oath of office and giving the bond prescribed by law.

Bates. At. Gen., 18G2, 10 Op. 250.

'' With respect to marshals or other officers to execute the decrees
of your consular court as well as the other means for performing your
judicial functions, the act of July 14. 1890, only makes specific aj)-

propriation for marshals in China, Japan and Turkey. But the

creation by Congress of judicial authority in foreign countries must
include the means of exercising it, or otherwise justice which it is

sought to secure would fail; and so in countries where no marshal
is provided for by law, it is usual for the consuls in case of necessity

to designate some one to act as a special constable or marshal, re-

porting the expense to the Department, which is allowable out of its

contingent funds. In extraordinary cases, also, the course of con-

suls has been approved in applying to the local authorities to assist

them. In some treaties this is secured as a right, and in any case

it would probably be granted as a favor."

Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Heard, min. to Corea, Oct. 27, 1890,

MS. Inst. Corea, I. 353.

Subjects of a foreign nation may be appointed as marshals of con-

sular courts, and when so appointed they need not take the oath pre-

scribed by sec. 1756, or sec. 1757, Rev. Stat., but should take an oath

similar to the one so prescribed, except as to allegiance.

Knox, At. Gen., Jan. 3, 19(J2, 23 Op. 608.

(4) CIVIL JURISDICTION.

§265.

" The probate of wills has been recognized as a proper subject for

the cognizance of the consular courts. This view
cua 8u - .^ deducible from the act of the 22d of June, 1860
jects.

,^

'

(12 Statutes at Large, page 72), the substance of

which, so far as the jjresent question is involved, you will find em-

braced in sections 4085 and 4088 of the Revised Statutes.

" The practice is found to be of great service in facilitating the

consul in his efforts to i)reserve the effects of the deceased, and has

also the advantage of securing an authentic record of the instrument

which is more or less subject to loss in the course of transmission to

the home of the testator in the United States. The proceedings of

the consul however, are not intended to supersede, nor is it supposed

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 10
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they can in any degree supersede, the requirements of the laws of the

State of which the testator was a resident or where the bulk of his

property may \)o situated as it is w^ell known that it is under the latter

laws the estate must be settled.''

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Woodward, March 15, 1879, 127 MS. Dom.

Let. 193.

As to consular jurisdiction in divorce cases, see Mr. Comanos, acting

consul-general at Cairo, to Mr. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of State,

September 10, 1884. This dispatch enclosed a copy of an order

issued by Mr. S. Wolf, consul-general, February 27, 1882, entertain-

ing an action of Habil Naggiar for divorce a vinculo matrimonii

from his wife."

The American consular courts in Turkey alone have the right to

decide who are the heirs of a deceased American citizen in that

country, including the question of who was his wife.

Mr. Leislinian. min. to Turkey, to Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, No. 59."?, Oct. 0.

1903. enclosing copy of a note of Tewfik Pasha, Turkish minister of

foreign affairs of Oct. 5, 1903, stating that the council of ministers

had decided that it belonged to the jurisdiction of the United

States consulate to determine who was the wife of Leon Manou-
kian, a deceased American citizen. A question of inheritance was
involved. (74 MS. Desp. from Turkey.)

" Your despatch No. 510 of November 12, 1887, has been received

and read with great interest. The novel and important question to

which it relates aj^pears to be completely answered by you, and in

your conclusions the Department entirely concurs. It may be ac-

cepted, therefore, as the opinion of this Department that the powers

of the consular courts over lunatics, are, in this respect, analogous to

those of courts of chancery. Those powers extend to the cu.stody of

the persons and estates of lunatics. A court of chancery may appoint

a committee of the person and a committee of the estate, and may give

directions touching the estate of lunatics. A court of chancery may
appoint a committee of the person and a committee of the estate, and
may give directions touching the expenditure of the funds belonging

to the lunatic for the support and maintenance of himself and those

dependent upon him.
" With the care of j)auper lunatics, courts of chancery of course

can have nothing to do. That is a matter to be gov'erned by such

regulations as each particular community may see fit to make for the

relief of tlieir ])()()r.

''* If. therefore, tiie case should arise of an American citizen in

China becoming insane and having no funds whatever of his own, the

a MSS. Dept. of State.
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question would not have to be dealt with as one affecting the jurisdic-

tion of the consular courts, but as one relating to the care of an
American citizen suffering from a sex^ere bodily disease.

" The Department has in its control no regular fund out of which
the expenses for the maintenance of lunatics, or their transportation

to the United States, could be paid. No appropriation has ever been

made, so far as I am advised, for this purpose, and indeed the ques-

tion seems never to have been suggested. I think, however, in an

extreme case the Department would probably be willing to draw on

the emergency fund for necessary expenses in such an extreme and
obvious case of humanity; but it is unnecessary to anticipate an ev^'nt

which may never occur. Should the necessity of dealing with such a

case arise, consuls must be guided by the facts of the particular case

in affording such relief as may be in their power."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Deuby, min. to China, Jan. 10, 1888, MS.
Inst. China, IV. 339.

Prior to the conclusion of the treaty with Samoa, it was held that

section 80 of the act of June 22, 1860, investing with judicial functions

consuls and commercial agents of the United States at islands or in

countries not inhabited by any civilized ])eople, or recognized by

any treaty with the United States, prescribed and limited the judicial

powers of the American consul at Apia. In this relation, the Depart-

ment of State said :
*' Questions involving the title to land are not

Avithin the jurisdiction of the consul. It is thought, however, that

in the case of a right of possession as between landlord and tenant,

if such a relation exists there, or when two persons are claiming

])ossesH.ion adversely to each other of the same land under a contract

or agreement, the consul might exercise jurisdiction."

Mr. Hunter, Second Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, consul at Apia,

Sept. 3, 1874, 75 MS. Desp. to Consuls. 8!>.

Under sections 408;") and 4127, Revised Statutes, ITnited States

consuls appointed to reside in Morocco and other Barbary States

may entertain civil suits against citizens of the ITnited States there

resident in respect of causes of action which arose elsewhere.

Mr. Adce. Act. Sec. cf State, to Mr. Mathews. <'onsul at Tangier, July 8,

1S!M», i:!4 MS. liLst. Consuls. (T.. citing Cushing. Atty. (ien.. Sept. 10,

1S.")4. 7 Op. .")0!): Scldniore's I'nited States Courts in .Jai)an. 10. 37,

and the practice of the French consular courts in the liarbary

States, as set forth in S. .Misc. Doc. .SO. 47 Cong. 1 sess. 3-5.

As to the question of the jurisdiction of the .Moorish tribunals in cases

relating to legal rights in connection with real property, see Mr.

Wharton, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mathews, cousul-geueral at

Tangier, Dec. 12, 1891, 138 MS. lust. Consuls, 171.
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A consular court is a court of limited jurisdiction, and all the

jurisdictional facts must be alleged in the libel or
ppeas e

pgtitJQj^. otherwise it will be insufficient. In cases
United States. ^

, . . . .

of appeal from the consular and ministerial courts

of China and Japan to the circuit court of the United States for the

district of California, the record on appeal must show an allowance

of the appeal. A citation is necessary, unless the appeal is allowed

in open court, though it may be questioned whether a citation is not

always necessary, if the consular court has once adjourned after

renderintr a decree, there being no terms of such courts.

Steamer Spark r. Lee Choi Chuiu, 1 Sawyer, 713.

See, also. Forbes r. Seaimell, 13 Cal. 242.

" I have received your No. 332, of March 11, 1887, in which you
discuss the appellate jurisdiction of the United States minister to

China.
" I concur with you in the opinion that there is no appeal from a

consular court in China to the United States minister in cases where

the matter in dispute exceeds $2,500; but that the appeal in such

cases is to be to the circuit court for the district of California. This

is in my judgment the proper construction of the statutes. As a

matter of judicial practice, the vesting of appeals in such cases in

the circuit court for the district of California has been accepted by

that court. In the case of The Ping-On, before Sawyer and Hoff-

man, JJ., in March. 1882 ( 7 Sawyer's Rep. 483), the question was
vigorously contested, and it was claimed that sections 4092, 4093,

4094, and 4109. giving jurisdiction, were in this respect annulled

by section 4107. But this position was rejected by Hoffman, J.,

who thus states the law

:

" ' The provisions of sections 4094, 4109 and 4092 clearly indicate

the system Congress intended to adopt.
"'

' In suits for $500 or less, the decision of the consular court is

final, unless the consul sees fit to call in associates and they differ

in opinion. In suits for more than $500 and not more than $2,500

an appeal lies to the minister, whose judgment is final. In suits

for more than $2,500 the appeal lies to the circuit court for the dis-

trict of California, and a similar appeal lies from the final judgment

of the minister in the e.rercise af or'u/'nuiJ JHrisdietion when the

amount involved exceeds $2,500. But this original jurisdiction is

confined to cases where the consul is interested either as party or

witness. It thus appears that Congress has seen fit to withhold,

both from the consular court and from the minister, final jurisdic-

tion in all cases where the matter in dispute exceeds $2,500. exclusive

of costs, and to jirovide in such cases for an appeal to the circuit

court for the district of California.'
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" I hold, therefore, that the right of appeal from the final judg-

ment of consular courts in all cases where the matter in dispute

exceeds $2,500 is in the circuit court for the district of California,

and is, consequently, not in the United States minister."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, min. to China, May 4. 1887,

MS. Inst. China, IV. 267.

In 18f)8 the Pacific Mail Steamship Company asked the Depart-

ment of State to set aside and declare null and void the proceedings

of the United States consul at Kanagawa, Japan, who, sitting with

three assessors, had rendered judgment against the company in an

action for damages for collision, brought by the agents for the owner

and master of the British steamer Osaca. The company had taken

an appeal upon the merits from the judgment of the consul to the

United States minister in Japan, who disallov.ed the appeal for

want of jurisdiction on his part. The Department of State, replying

to the company's protest, said that the United States consuls in

Japan, in exercising judicial authority, acted as judges under a

special law of Congress, which did not direct the President to review

their judgments. The question of jurisdiction was one proper to

be raised before the consul, and he was competent to pronounce upon

it ; and, had the question been so raised, " it might have been thought

proper for the Department of State, vmder the direction of the Presi-

dent, to review his decision upon this point and to affirm the same or

set it aside after obtaining such information concerning facts as

might be obtained from collateral inquiries, and such light upon the

law as the Department could procure by reference to the Attorney-

General of the United States." But, while the act of Congress gave

an appeal in certain cases to the minister in Japan, it made '* no other

provision for correcting errors which may be committed by a con-

sular court. If the proceedings of the consul are absolutely null and

void for want of jurisdiction in the consular court, as the respond-

ents contend, then they probably have their remedy by action against

the consul. The interests of commerce and of international peace

require that judicial proceedings of consuls in Eastern countries

should not be arbitrarily set aside or annulled by Executive interfer-

ence, when there is no ground for a complaint that injustice has been

done, or attempted to be done. The Secretary of State is therefore

of opinion that the petition of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company
in the present case must be disallowed, and the proceedings in the

consular court be allowed to take their regular course."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Irwin. Aug. 18. 1808. 40 MS. Desp. to

Consuls, 468.

In October. 180:5, tlie United States consular court at Taniatave. Mada-

gascar, renderetl judgment in favor of the New Oriental Bank Com-
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jiany. n British corporation, against Mr. George Ropes, an American

citizen. The bank, being dissatisfied with the judgment, sought to

take an appeal from it under the treaty between the United States

and Madagascar of 1881, which provided that api)eals might be

taken to eitlier of the two contracting (Jovcnnnents, at the option

of the i)arty api)ealing, in the manner provided in section 1(5, article

VI. of the treaty. The Deuartment of State lield that the provision

for api)eal tlms referred to rehited only to the trial of controversies

between American citizens or proteges and subjects of Madagascar.

The Department added that by section 4()91, Itevised Statute's, pro-

vision was made for an appeal to the minister from a consular judg-

ment, but that, as there was no minister in Madagascar, it was diffi-

cult to see what the rights of parties were who were dissatisfied with

the decision of the consular court. The Department of State also

referred to section 4128, Revised Statutes, providing that where there

is no minister in the countries in question, the judicial duties which

are imposed upon the minister shall devolve ui)on the Secretary of

Stide. With reference to this section, the Depailment of State said

:

" In only one case has there been any attempt to appeal to the Sec-

retary of State from a consular judgment. There are certainly

grave doubts as to the validity of legislation undertaking to confer

judicial authority on the Secretary of State, and in the case referred

to the Secretiiry did not undertake to act judicially, but after exam-

ination of the record, whicli disclosed the fact that the real defend-

ants in the case had never been notified of the i>roceeding, the consul

was simply instructed that the whole ])roceeding was void." (Mr.

Strobel, Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Butler. Stillman, and

Hubbard. January IG, 1894, 195 MS. Dom. Let. 10(5.)

Mr. Hubbard, United States minister to Tokio, having communi-

cated to the Department of State his opinion, rendered in the minis-

terial (;ourt of the United States of America for Japan, in the case of

The People of the United States of America r. John Kernan, charged

with murder, the Department of State replied that, as the " case can

come before the Department for revision only on application for

pardon, and as such an application can not be made until final judg-

ment." the Department, since the case was remanded for a new trial,

could do no more than express its satisfaction with the ability with

which Mr. Hubbard had discharged his duties.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to the Atty. (Jen.. Dec. 2, 1887, 1(5(5 MS. Dom.
Let. 2.">o, enclosing a copy of Mr. Hubbard's dispatch. No. 398. Oct.

20, 1887.

(T)) CRI.MINAL .rURISDICTION.

§266.

Criminal jurisdiction of United States consular courts being

expressly restricted by section 4084, Revised Statutes,

to offences committed by citizens of the United States

in the countries in which the consuls vested with judicial powers are
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appointed to reside, the consular court of the United States at Tangier

had no jurisdiction of an offence committed in the United States by
a naturalized citizen who afterwards escaped and went to Morocco.

Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to ^Ir. Mathews, consul at Tangier, July 8,

18.90, 134 MS. Inst. Consuls, <5,').

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 156 of the

26th ultimo, in which you report that on the fourth conviction, in the

consular court, of Abraham Amselam, a naturalized citizen of the

United States, of the offence of wife beating, you in your capacity of

judge of that court, had Amselam flogged.
'* Consular court jurisdiction is required by section 4086 of the

Revised Statutes and paragraph 610 of the Consular Regulations to

be conducted in conformity (1) with the statute law of the United

States, where applicable; (2) with the common law, including equity

and admiralty law; (3) with prescribed regulations supplementing

the statute and common law. These supplemental regulations are

prescribed by the minister of the United States, where there is one

in the country; and in Morocco, among other powers, the authority

to prescribe them is executed, in conformity with the provisions of the

treaties and the laws of the United States, by the consul of the United

States resident there (Revised Statutes, section 4127). It has

always been the custom of the Department to supervise with great

care the framing and adoption of these regulations, and your prede-

cessor was instructed on December 9, 1886, to adojit the regulations

prepared for the consular court in the Ottoman Empire, and to con-

duct his consular court proceedings according to law and those regula-

tions. All arbitrary and irregular proceedings were forbidden.
'* Wife heating is not, at common law, a distinctive offence; nor is

it made such by any statute of the ITnited States, or regulation

enforceable in your consular court. By the earlier common-law

authorities, the wife was considered so far under her husband's power

that he might give her moderate correction " ex causa regiminis et

castigationiar but that doctrine is repudiated by all the modern

authorities in this country and in England, so that in the present

state of the common law beating a wife is assault and battery, in like

manner as the beating of any other person would be. There is no

United States statute specially providing a punishment for assault

and battenj on an unofficial person. So we must look to the common
law for the punishment of the ordinary offence.

" This punishment is fine, or imprisonment, or both, and the finding

of sureties to keep the peace. (4th Blackstone. 217; 1 Russell on

Crimes, 1081.) Flogging is prescribed as a punishment in certain

countries, and in some of the States of the Union for certain named
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offences; but these statutes have no application to offences tried in

your court.

*• The offence of Amselam was clearly that of assault and hattery,

sincl the proper punishment was fine or imprisonment, or both, in your

discretion, and the requirement of a bond with security to keep the

peace and be of <r<>od behavior towards the connnunity in general, and

towards his wife in particular. Surety to keep the peace and be of

good behavior is one of the most potent and effective means of

restraining violent and lawless men known to the law. If you had

put Amselam under a peace bond as soon as it appeared that he

needed some constantly operating restraint on his violent impulses

towards his wife, it is thought that the third and fourth repetitions of

his offense would have been prevented."

Mr. Wharton. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lewis, consul at Tangier, Aug. !i,

1889, 131 MS. Inst. Consuls, 31.

Doubt was expressed as to whether the offense of getting up an

expedition with a view simply to exhume a dead body in a foreign

country for the purpose of private gain was indictable under any law

of the United States. This doubt was expressed with reference to

the trial of one Jenkins, before the United States consular court at

Shanghai, the prisoner having been acquitted. It was added that

the evidence on the trial tended to bring the case within section 6 of

the neutrality act of 1819, 3 Stat. 449, under which the accused might

I^erhaps have been more successfully prosecuted.

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Browne, niin. to China. Feb. 5, 1869, MS.
Inst. China. II. 4.5.

'• The obligation of a neutral government to prevent its citizens

from joining in hostile movements against a foreign state is limited

by the extent to which such citizens are under its jurisdiction and by
the munici])al laws applicable to their actions. Hence, a citizen out-

side of such jurisdiction may not be controlled in his free acts; but

what he does is at his own risk and peril. If he offers his services to

a combatant, that is a matter of j)rivate contract, w'hich it may be

equally improjx'r for his own government to forbid or protect; and

such service in legitimate war is not contrary to international law.
'* In China, however, foreign powers have an extraterritorial juris-

diction conferred by treaty. This jurisdiction is in nowise arbitrary,

but is limited l)y laws, and is not preventive but punitory. If a cit-

izen of the United States in China commit an offense against the peace

of China, it is trialde in the consular courts. Section 4102 of the

Revi.sed Statutes provides that ' insurrection or rebellion against the

Government of either of those countries
f/, e., the countries named in

section 4088, whereof China is one], with intent to subvert the same,
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and murder, shall be capital offenses punishable with death,' &e., the

consular court and the niinister to concur in awarding the penalty.

But the simple act of entering into a i)rivate contract to serve either

(•ombatant in open warfare Avould not appear to be triable under this

section ; and, even if it were, this Government would have no rightful

power to forbid such service."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to :Mr. Youiir. niin. to China. Marcli 11, 1885,

MS. Inst. China, IV. 9.

AVith most countries it has been the rule to regard the recovery

of their fugitive subjects, charged with ordinary
Extradition. • • i / 4! ^i ? . . •

i
• •

crimes, as an incident or the extraterritorial juris-

diction exercised through their ministers or consuls. The United

States, however, has not generally sought to enjoy this privilege,

but has, on the other hand, in two cases—those of the Ottoman Em-
pire in 1874 and Japan in 1876—entered into treaties of extradition

with the governments of countries in which citizens of the United

States Avere entitled to extraterritoriality. But there are two cases

in which American citizens have been brought back to the United

States through the enforcement of extraterritorial rights. One of

these is that of John H. Surratt, who was charged with complicity

in the assassination of President Lincoln, and who was arrested at

Alexandria, Egypt, in 1866, and sent to the U'^nited States on an

American man-of-war by Mr. Hale, then United States consul at that

port. His extradition, as Mr. Hale reported, was accepted at Alex-

andria '' as a matter of course." The other case was that of Henry

Myers and J. F. Tunstall, two American citizens who were members

of the crew of the Confederate steamer Sumter. In February, 1862,

while the Sumter lay at (libraltar, Myers and Tunstall embarked on

the French merchant steamer ViUe de Malaga for the purpose of pro-

ceeding to Cadiz, in order to obtain a supply of coal for the Sumter.

The Ville de Malaga having stopped at Tangier, Morocco, they went

ashore, where, with the aid of a Moorish military guard, the United

States consul arrested them and put them in irons, keeping them in

the consulate till the arrival of the U. S. S. Ino, on which he placed

them for transi)ortatioii to the United States. The comuiander of the

Ino afterwards transshipped them to an American merchantman, by

which they were taken to Boston, where they were committed into

military custody in Fort Warren.

As to the general rule, see Moore on Extradition. I. 100, citing W. B.

Lawrence, 15 Alb. L. J. 2;)0; Billot, Traite de I'Extradition. c,, 7.

For the case of Surratt. see Dij). Cor. 18G(>, II. 275-277; id. lSt!7. II. 82.

As to the case of Myers and Tunstall, see Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to

Mr. McMath, consul at Tangier. Ain-il 28. 18G2. Dip, Cor. 18()2. 873.

See the case of J. I). Buckley, Moore on Extradition, 1. 1U5.
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See Mr. Olney. See. of State, to Mr. Denby. min. to China, Feb. -, 1807.

approving a i)roix)setl regulation by the latter for the arrest and

traiKsportation for trial of American citizens who. t)eing ehargetl

with crime in one consular district in China, should be found in

another consular district in that country. (For. Rel. 1897, 80, 81-

82.) See, in this relation, Moore on Extradition, II. 820-824.

In January. 1880, one Cheers, a British subject, who had shipi)ed at New
York as a seaman on the American merchant vessel R. Rohin.^on.

deserted at Yokohama, Japan, and went on board the British man-

of-war Hornet, where, on rejiresenting himself as a deserter from

the British navy, he was held a prisoner. Subsequently the Unitetl

States consul-genei'al issued a warrant for his arrest on the charge

of desertion from the R. Rohiumn and applieti to the British consul

to procure his surrender. The British consul refusetl to comply with

the request on the ground that Cheers had been placed under arrest

in accordance with naval instructions, the commander of the Hornet

stating that he had been dealt with in accordance with the naval

discipline act. The case was directed to he brought to the attention

of the British Government. (Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Hoppin. charge at London, April 19, 1880, MS. Inst. Great Britain,

XXV. 018.)

In the absence of any specific appropriation for the object, the

expense of transferring prisoners, held by the authorities of the

United States in China, from Amoy to Hongkong for trial on a

charge of piracy, is a lawful charge upon the judiciary fund, so

called, being the fund appropriated for defraying " the expenses of

prosecutions for offenses committed against the United States, and

for the safe-keeping of prisoners."

Cushing, At. Gen.. 1853, 6 Op. 59.

It was ad\4sed under the act of August 11. 1848. entitled "An act

to carry into effect certain provisions in the treaties
mpnsonmen

. jj^t^yp^n the l^'nited States and China, and the Otto-

man Porte, giving certain judicial powers to ministers and consuls of

the United States in those countries," that as Congress had not desig-

nated any particular place for the confinement of persons who should

be arrested on charges of crime, it was left to be regulated under the

5th section of the act. or in the absence of any such regulation, to the

discretion of the acting functionary.

Toucey. At. Gen., Jan. 31, 1849. 5 Op. 67.

A sentence of imprisonment imposed in any of the regular [con-

sular] courts of China may be served out in any portion of China, and

not necessarily within the limits of the con.sul's ordinar}' jurisdiction.

Miller. At. Gen.. 1892. 20 Op. 391 : cited in Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to

Mr. Denby. min. to China. Feb. 2. 1897, For. Rel. 1897. 80, 81.
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Capt. L. de R. dii Verge, an American citizen, was convicted in the

United States consular court at Tamatave, Madagascar, of the man-
slaughter of Victor F. Stanwood, United States consular agent at

Andakobe, in the same island. Du Verge was sentenced to pay a fine

and to undergo ten years' imprisonment ; and, as there was no Ameri-

can jail in Madagascar, the consul at Tamatave suggested that he be

sent to the United States. August 3, 1889, the Department of State

submitted the question to the Attorney-General. In so doing, the

Department referred to the case of Mirzan, who. after conviction of

murder at Alexandria, Egypt, before ^Ir. Maynard, United States

minister to Turkey, was brought to the United States and imprisoned

at Albany ; and to the case of Dinkelle, who, after conviction of mur-
der by the United States minister in Japan, was also brought to

Albany, and was afterwards transferred to an asylum where insane

United States prisoners were treated.

Mr. Chapman, Acting Attorney-General, citing with approval the

opinion of Attorney-General Williams, of February 4, 1875, 14 Op.

522, advised that, as there was no statute which authorized the impris-

onment in the United States of a person convicted by a consular court,

the removal of Du Verge to the United States for that purpose would

be unlawful. With reference to the case of Mirzan, who was con-

victed at Alexandria, June 12, 1880, and was sentenced to be hanged

on the 1st of the following October, Mr. Chapman observed that the

President, July 20, 1880, pardoned the convict on condition that he be

imprisoned for life in the United States consular prison at Smyrna, or

in such other prison or prisons in Turkey or the United States as the

President might at any time direct. As to the case of Dinkelle, he

observed that the President, August 6, 1880, pardoned the convict

on condition that he be imprisoned for life in the Albany penitentiary.

It had been held that the President might grant a conditional pardon,

and that the acceptance of the condition by the convict bound the

latter.

Chapman, Acting Atty. Gen., Aug. 14, 1889, 19 Op. 377.

On the validity of a conditional i)ardon, Mr. Chapman cited 18 How. .SO".

For the letter of the Department of State to the Attorney-General, of

August .3, 1889, see 174 MS. Dom. Let. ii4.

For a request for i>ermission to confine an American consular i>risoner at

Tamatave in the French jail, see Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Patenotre, French amb., Feb. 21, 1895, MS. Notes to France, X. 3(59.

June 10, 1890, the Secretary of State wrote to the Attorney-

General that the consul at Tamatave considered the further impris-

onment at that place of Du Verge to be inexpedient; that it was

impossible properly to guard and imprison him there, and that the

Hoova government objected to his remaining. The Secretary of

State therefore asked for an opinion as to whether Du Verge could
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lawfully be removed to the consular prison at Shanghai or Kana-
gawa. The Attorney-Cieneral replied :

" I think the opinion of

Acting Attorney-General Chapman, rendered to your Department

under date of August 14, covers your question. The ophiion is to

the effect that, in the absence of statutory provision, there is no power

in the Executive to change the place of confinement of a prisoner

after sentence; and that the statutory provisions of section 5446 do

not cover this case. In the meantime, however, I have called this

matter to the attention of the Senate Judiciary Committee, and

jisked that an amendment to section 5546 (sic), giving the Attorney-

Cieneral power to change the place of imprisonment in such cases,

be passed."

Mr. Miller. At. Cm., to Sec. of State, June 17. 1890, MSS. Dept. of State.

The Consular Regulations, 189(>, § (!.'}«!, say :
" Consular courts have no

power.. . . to send them [American convicts] to the United States

to serve out their terms of imprisonment." The regulations cite

19 Op. 377.

" 225. The statutes provide that in case of a conviction entailing

the death penalty, it shall be the duty of the minister
emency.

^^^ issue his warrant for the execution of the convict,

appointing the time, place, and manner; but if the minister is sat-

isfied that the ends of public justice demand it, he may from time to

time postpone such execution. If he finds mitigating circumstances

which authorize it, he may submit the case to the President for par-

don.—R. S., sec. 4103.

'* 226. As the provision of section 4103 of the Revised Statutes

stands, it appears to nuike the diplomatic representative the sole

judge of the propriety of extending P^xecutive clemency to the con-

vict. It was probably not the intent of Congress to bar the exercise

of the President's power of pardon at the discretion of a diplomatic

representative: and it would be manifestly improper, as well as of

doul)tful constitutionality, to do so in the })ossible case of conviction

being had before the officer whose duty it is made to execute the sen-

tence. In cases coming under this statutory provision, the Depart-

ment of State deems it advisable that the diplomatic representative

should always regard the ends of public justice as recjuiriug post-

ponement of the execution until the case is reported and copies of the

judgment and testimony are transmitted to the Department of State

and the President's views in the premises have been received."

Inst, to the Dip. OHk-ers of the United States (1897), 91-92. Mr.

Blaine, in a rei)ort to the President of Dec. 19, 1881, discusses the

subject of consular jurisdiction in countries in the East, and advo-

cates the establishment of courts the officers of which shall not

belong to the dijilomatic and consular service. He seemed to enter-

tain doubts as to the eoustitutiouality of the procedure under'
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§§4083-4130. R. S..- l>ut this question is settled by In re Ross. 140

U. S. 453. In tlie course of Ills report lie referred to seven cases of

persons who had l>een capitally sentencetl in the I'nitetl States con-

sular courts : David Williams, claiming to be a Kritish subjec-t.

convicted by Consul-Genera 1 Seward, at Shanjarhai. in 1S<^3. of
" piracy and murder ;" James White, convicted at Shanghai. Nov.

23. 18(k{. of murder : John D. Buckley, claiming to be a British

subject, convicted at Shanghai, in 1864. of umrder; James Webb,
convicted at Nagasaki. 1878. of murder; William Dinkelle, convicted

at Hiogo. 1880. of nmrder; John Ross, convicted at Yokohama. 1881.

of murder ; Stephen Mirzan. convictetl at Smyrna, lS8f). of nmrder.
Williams, after sentence, committed suicide. White escaped.

Buckley was hanged. (Dip. Cor. 1804. III. 302-419.) Webb's sen-

tence was comnmted to imi)risonment for life ; likewise. Dinkelle's.

Ross was pardoned on condition of being imprisoned in the United
States ; and the same course was pursued in the case of Mirzan.

(S. Ex. Doc. 21, 47 Cong. 1 sess.)

See. as to the question of appeal. Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Bingham, min. to Japan. Oct. 7. 1880. MS. Inst. Japan. III. 5.

A prisoner having been condemned to death by a consular court

in Japan, the President commuted his sentence to imprisonment for

life, on condition that lie undergo the imprisonment in the peniten-

tiary at Albany. The condition was accepted, and the prisoner was

brought to the United States, but. while imprisoned at Albany, he

sought to be released by habeas corpus. It was held that the commu-
tation, or conditional pardon, was valid, and that there Avas no ques-

tion as to the binding force of the prisoner's acceptance of it.

In re Ross (1891), 140 V. S. 453, 480.

" The fact that you find no power lodged in the consul to remit any

part of a sentence, or to pardon in any case, doubtless will, as it

should, admonish you of the necessity of wary consideration in ad-

measuring the punishment to the offence. ^Miether the 18th section

of the act of 1860 is applicable to criminal cases after judgment, or

after conviction when judgment is suspended, is so doubtful that no

determination of the question will be hazarded until a necessity shall

arise."

Mr. F. W. Seward. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Wingate, consul at

Swatow, June •>. 18«H». 43 MS. Desp. to Consuls. 221.

5. Exn. OR Suspension, of Privileges.

(1) CHANGE OF SOVEREIGNTY.

§ 26T.

May 4, 1896, the Department of State, at the instance of the French

ambassador at Washington, instructed the consul of the United

States at Tamatave to *' suspend until further instructed exercise
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consular judicial functions in all cases where cooperation of an estab-

lished French court is available for disposition judicial cases affect-

ing American citizens." Instructions were given by the French Gov-

ernment to the French resident-general in Madagascar to give all

facilities to the American consvds for settling the cases brought before

their courts before October 16, 1896, when, according to the state-

ment of the French resident-general, the French courts were to be

opened for business.

Mr. Olnoy. Sec. of State, to Mr. Eustis. amb. to France, Dec. 10, 1896;

Mr. Vignaiul, charge at Paris, to Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, Feb. 18,

1897. inclosing a note from Mr. Ilanotaux, min. of for. afif., of Feb.

14. 1S97 : For. Uel. 1897. 152-15-1.

In 1882 the Department of State expressed the view, with reference to

the proposal of France to extend French judicial tribunals and pro-

cedure to Tunis, that the assent of Congress would be necessary to

enable the United States to renounce its jurisdiction. (Mr. Freling-

huysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. West, Brit. min.. Dec. 2:\ 1882. For. Rel.

1S8.S. 48:3.

)

Congress authorized the President to accept the jurisdiction of the mixed
tribunals in Egjpt, but this change was merely in the nature of an

internal reform, to which, so far as it involved treaty rights, the

assent of the treaty iK)wers was obviously necessary.

By a treaty between the United States and France, signed at Wash-
ington, March 15, 1904, the United States renounced for its consuls

and citizens in Tunis the stipulations of the treaties between the

United States and the Bey of Tunis of August, 1797, and February,

1824, and agreed to claim for them onl}' those rights which belonged

to them in virtue of international law or of treaties between the

United States and France.

For. Rel. 1904, 304.

See. further, as to Tunis, infra, § 282.

By a convention between the Ignited States and Great Britain of

Fel). 25, 1905, the United States agrees to renounce " in the British

protectorate of Zanzibar, and in that part of the mainland domin-

ions of His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar which lies within the

protectorate of British East Africa,"" the extraterritorial rights

secured to the United States by the treaty of Sept. 21, 1833, between

the United States and the Sultan of Muscat, and by the treaty of

July 3, 188(). between the Ignited States and the Sultan of Zanzibar.

The British courts are to exercise the relinquished jurisdiction.

See, further, as to Muscat and Zanzibar, infra, §§ 804, 895.
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(2) LEASED TERBITOBIES IN CHINA.

§ 268.

After the lease of Kiaochow, Port Arthur, and Weihaiwei, to

Germany, Russia, and Great Britain, respectively, the United States

consul at Chefoo, within whose district the three ports lay, made
inquiry of his Government as to the continuance of his extraterritorial

jurisdiction in those places.

Germany occupied Kiaochow on November 14, 1897, and obtained

from China a lease of land there extending for 100 li at high tide, on

the southern and northern sides of Kiaochow Bay, for 99 years, with

the privilege of establishing dock yards and fortifications. It was
declared that China retained her *' sovereignty " over the territory,

but it was to be "governed and administered . . . solely by Ger-

many."

Port Arthur, with Talienwan, was leased as a naval port by Russia

from China in 1898 for a term of 25 years, which might be extended

by mutual agreement. The lease was not to prejudice China's
" sovereignty," but the control of the territory was to be exercised

by one high Russian official.

AVeihaiwei was leased by Great Britain July 1, 1898, for military

purposes so long as Port Arthur should " remain in the occupation

of Russia." The lease comprised the island of Liu Kung and all

the islands in the Bay of AVeihaiwei. and a belt of 10 English miles

along its entire coast. Within the leased territory Great Britain

was to have "sole jurisdiction.""

It appeared that all the members of the diplomatic corps at Peking,

except the Japanese minister, took the view that the ports in question,

during the lease, passed wholly under the jurisdiction of the three

Governments, respectively, and that consuls accredited to China

should not attempt to exercise any jurisdiction in them.^

" The inclosed memorandum . . . will acquaint j'ou with the view

here entertained of the general subject. . . .

"As a corollary to this view, which from your statement appears

to be held by all the powers, with the exception of Japan, the ordinary

consular functions prescribed and defined in the intercourse of the

Christian powers among themselves could obviously not be exercised

within the leased territory by a consul of the United States stationed

in neighboring Chinese territory without some express recognition of

his official character, by exequatur or otherwise, on the part of the

a For. Kel. 1900. .382-.38,5.

6 For. Rel. 1900, 385-386.
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sovereign into whose control the territory has passed by lease for the

time being. This i^oint is not touched upon in your report, and it can

only be inferred that the other Western powers will be found to enter-

tain substantially the same view. If you find them to be of a similar

opinion, you will, as by direction of the Secretary of State, inform

Mr. Goodnow that, upon investigation made and consideration given

to the subject, the United States consuls in districts adjacent to the

foreign leased territories are to be instructed that they have no author-

ity to exercise extraterritorial consular jurisdiction or to perform

ordinary nonjudicial consular acts within the leased territory under

their present Chinese exequaturs."

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Conger, niin. to China, Feb. 3, 1900, For.

Rel. 1900, 386, MS. Inst. China, VI. 50.

The meuiorauduiu above referred to, after citing the provisions in the

treaties l)et\veen tlie United States and Cliina in relation to extra-

territorial jurisdiction, said

:

" By the leases made by the Chinese Government of Weihaiwei, Kiaochow,
and Port Arthur, to Great Britain, Germany, and Russia, respec-

tively, the jurisdiction of China over the territories leased is relin-

quished during the terms of the leases.

" In the case of Weihaiwei, leased to Great Britain, it is expressly pro-

vided that ' within the territbry leased Great Britain shall have sole

jurisdiction.'

" In the lease of Kiaochow to Germany, it is provided that China shall

have no voice in the government or administration of the leased

territory, but that it shall be fforenird and administered during the

tcJiole term of the lease by Germany; that Germany is at liberty to

enact any regulation she desires for the government of the territory.

Chinese subjects are allowed to live in the territory leased, under

the protection of the German authorities, and there carry on their

business as long as they conduct themselves as law-abiding citizens.

Provision is made for the surrender to the Chinese authorities of

fugitive Chinese criminals taking refuge in the leased territory. The
Chinese authorities are not at liberty to send agents into the leased

territory to make arrests. The lease declares that China ' retains

her sorereitjnty over this territory.'

" In the lease of Port Arthur to Russia it is provided that the control of

all military forces, as well as of the ciril officials in the territory,

shall be vested in one high Russian otHcial ; that all Chinese military

forces shall l)e withdrawn; that the Chinese inhabitants may remain

or go. as they choose; that if they remain, any Chinese charged with

a criminal offense shall be handed over to the nearest Chinese offi-

cial to be dealt with. (Mr. Conger says that the Russian legation

informs him that this last provision is not correctly translated, and

that, construing it in connection with article 8 of the treaty of 1800.

the Russian (iovernment has the right and does try Chinese for

crimes committed against Russians.) This lease is expressly

declared on the understanding that it ' shall not prejudice China's

sovereignty over this territory.'

" As it is expressly stipulated in the leases that China retains sovereignty

over the territory leased, it could doubtless be asserted that such
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territory is still Chinese territory and that the provisions of our
treaties with China granting consular jurisdiction are still applicable
therein. But in view of the express relinquishment of jurisdiction

by China. I infer that the reservation of sovereignty is merely
intended to cut off i)ossible future claims of the lessees that the
sovereignty of the ten-itory is itermanently vested in them. The
Intention and effect of the.se leases appear to me to have been the
relinquishment by China, during the term of the leases, and the con-

ferring upon the foreign power in each case of all jurisdiction over
the territory. Such relinquishment would seem, also, to involve the
loss by the I'nited States of its right tj exercise consular jurisdiction

in the territories leasetl. And. as Mr. Conger suggests, as these

territories have practically i)assed froni the control of an uncivilized

people to civilizetl, there would seem to be no substantial reason for

continuing to exercise such jurisdiction." (Mem. of Mr. Van Dyne,
Assistant Solicitor. For. Rel. 1900, 387, 388-389.)

In a subsequent dispatch Mr. Conger, while observing that the

leased territory in every case Avas small, reported that judicial pro-

cedure according to civilized methods had been e.stablished there;

that the British Government was preparing to establish consulates at

Kiaochow and Talienwan ; and that he had instructed Mr. Goodnow,

the consul-general at Shanghai, " to inform the United States consuls

in China that they have no authority to exercise extraterritorial con-

sular jurisdiction, or to perform ordinary nonjudicial consular acts

within the leased territory under their present exequaturs."'

For. Rel. 1900. .389-390.

The ambassadors of the United States to Germany. Great Britain,

and Russia were instructed to arrange with the (xovernments to which

they were accredited for the recognition of the competency of the

most available consul to exercise ordinary consular functions in the

leased territories.

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Conger, min. to China. May 22, 1900, For.

Rel. 1900. .3J)0; MS. Inst. China. VI. 77.

Jan. 30. 1903, the Russian (iovernment announced that it would admit

foreign consuls to Dalny (Talienwan). I)ut that they would have no

rights beyond those accorded to them throughout Russian territorj-.

(For. Rel. 1903, 8-1-85, 708.)

(3) EFFECT OF MARTIAL LAW.

§ 2()9.

"' I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch Xo. 1.5.5. of the

25th of May last, with which you transmit a copy of a law on the

.state of siege recently passed by the Ottoman Parliament. The law

authorizes the Sultan, and. under certain specified circumstances, the

military commanders to proclaim a state of siege and prescribes the

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 11
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iiiamior in whit-h it shall bo enforced. Under its provisions Con-

stantinople has been proclaimed to be in a state of siege. No official

notice has been oiven to the foreign missions, and nothing has

occurred to present any question for practical decision.

" The consul-general in a despatch to you requests your opinion as

to hoAv far the law on the state of siege would under the plea of mili-

tary necessity be allowed to overrule Article IV. of the treaty of 1830,

and you refer the question to the Department for decision.

" Martial law is generally supposed to supersede all other law, all

statutes and all treaties. The military commander who enforces it is

not expected to and does not regard the civil law of his own country

when it conflicts with what he is pleased to regard as martial law, and

which is simply his own will, and it can not be expected that he will

pay nuich greater respect to the treaties of his Government than to its

laws. But every American citizen in a foreign land is entitled at all

times to the protection accorded to him by our treaty stipulations

with that country in which he may be residing. The fact that that

country is at war Avith another foreign power does not affect his status

so long as the United States retains its peaceful relations with the two

powers.
" In view of the above state of facts, should any attempt be made

to apply any provision of martial law in conflict with any stipula-

tion of our treaty with the Ottoman Empire to an American citizen

residing in Turkey, our re|)resentatives will be expected to interpose

Avith the ]:)roper authorities in favor of their countrymen, and to

demand that all treaty stii)ulations be strictly observed in the con-

sideration and decision of the case. All cases arising under the law

will be at once reported to the Department."'

Mr. F. W. Seward. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Maynanl. .Juno 2(i. 1877,

MS. Inst. Turkey. III. 2.")1.

" Your desi:>atch No. 1-24. of the 14th June last, has been received.

You therein report the bombardment of I'amatave by the French on

the 10th of that month, and your sul)sequent notification by the

French naval commander that the occupation of the city by the forces

of the Re|)ul)lic has put an end to your functions as the consul of the

I'nited States accredited to the Hovas (Tovernment. It further ap-

pears that the town has been ])r()claime(l in a state of siege under the

French law. and that the customs aiul other public business are ad-

ministered I)y the French authorities. In this state of things you ask

for instructions as to your duties and the (lis])osition to be made of the

archives and ])roi)erty in your care.

'• In reply I have to instruct you that while the temporary suspen-

sion of ITovas authority in Tamatave and its replacement by French

military control may interrupt your relations with the Hovas Govern-
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ment, it does not annul your relations with the United States Ciovern-

ment, which maintains you at the port of Tamatave for the representa-

tive protection of any interests of citizens of the United States who
may Ix^ found there. You will, therefore, remain at Tamatave for

the present and continue your charge of the archives and property
of the consulate Avithout interruption. You will inform the French
authorities that under the circumstances in which you are placed you
will in conformity with their order suspend the exercise of represent-

ative consular functions in Tamatave towards the Hovas Govern-
ment awaiting the instructions which j'our own Government may give

you after it has fully considered the situation. You will, however,
add that the temporary intermission of your relations with the Mada-
gascan authorities in Tamatave does not exempt you from the moral
obligation as a representative of the Government of the United States

to use your good offices for the protection of American citizens and

l)roperty Avithin 3'our jurisdictional limits, and that in case anything

should occur calling for your intervention you will feel it your duty

to address yourself to Avhatever authority may be in responsible ad-

'ministrative control of the port."

Mr. Frelingliuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. AYbltney, acting U. S. consul at

Tamatave. Aug. 28, 188.3, 108 MS. Inst. Consuls, 18.5.

On a report that the German consul at Apia had declared war

against Mataafa, an aspirant to the kingship of Samoa who had

been in hostile collision with a squad of German marines, the min-

ister of the United States at Berlin was instructed to say that

his (Tovernment assumed that ** the (lerman officials in Samoa would

be instructed carefully to refrain from interference with Ameri-

can citizens and i)roperty there, since no declaration of martial law

could extend German jurisdiction so as to include control of American

citizens in Samoa. Such a pretension could not be recognized or

conceded by this Government.""

The German (xovernment replied that when war was declared

against Mataafa the commander of the German squadron issued a

proclamation by which foreigners residing in Samoa were sub-

jected to martial law; that while "international law would, to a

certain extent, not prevent such a measure,'" yet Prince Bismarck

thought that the military authority had gone too far in the pres-

ent instance: and that the commander had been instructed to with-

draw the part of his proclamation relating to foreigners.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Pondleton. niin. to Germany, tel.. .Tan.

31, 188!); Count Arco-Valley, (ierman niin.. to Mr. Itay.ird. Sec. of

State, Feb. 1, 1880: II. Ex. Doc. 119, .".0 Cong. 2 sess. 2. .3.

Smilar assurances were spontaneously given to Great Britain. (Lon-

don Times, March 13, 1889.)
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With regard to the foregoing: instances, it may be pointed out that

the instruction of Mr. F. W. Seward to Mr. Maynard, in 1877, re-

lated to the question of a government's assuming within its own terri-

tory, by a j)rochimation of martial law, jurisdiction over the citizens

of a friendly government to whom it had by treaty conceded the

privilege of extraterritoriality. In the case of Madagascar in 1883,

and of Samoa in 1889, where martial law was proclaimed in the

extraterritorial country by a civilized power, the opinions of the

Department of State appear to be contradictory.

It will be observed that in the well-considered case of John L.

Waller, in Madagascar in 1895, the jurisdiction of the French author-

ities, under their proclamation of martial law, was admitted with

i-egard to the acts with which "Waller was charged, which were

offences against the laws of Avar. (See For. Rel. 1895, I. 251; and

supra, § 196.)

6. China.

(1) establishment of extraterbitobial privileges,

§ 270.

Mr. Cushing. in a dispatch of Sept. 29, 1844. written by him as

commissioner to China, discusses the question of extraterritoriality.

After explaining the customary origin of consular jurisdiction in

Mohanmiedan countries, he states that China had asserted complete

jurisdiction over all persons within the territory and waters of the

Empire. When crimes had been committed there by foreigners other

than Portuguese, the Government had never failed to assert its juris-

diction to seize the accused if accessible on land, and to demand his

surrender if on board of a ship. The claim of surrender had some-

times been successfully resisted, and sometimes acquiesced in. In

1780 a French seaman, who killed a Portuguese seaman in one of the

b.ongs of Canton, was delivered up to the local authorities, by whom
lie was tried, convicted, and executed. In 1784- the gunner of an

English merchant ship. who. in firing a salute, had killed a Chinese,

was given up and executed. Other cases had occurred affecting one

European government or another. In only one case of surrender had

the United States been involved—in 1821 an Italian named Terra-

nova, a seaman on the American ship Einily, who had caused the

death of a Chinese boatwoman alongside the vessel at Whampoa,
was surrendered and strangled. The Chinese enforced a reluctant

submission on the part of the foreign residents in such cases by stop-

ping or threatening to stop all trade. Captain Elliott, of the British

navy, liowever, at an early stage of the controversy lietween his Gov-

ernment and that of China, refused to give up some English sailors

who were charged with homicide.
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Mr. Cu.shing, coiur. to China, to Mr. Calhoun, Sec. of State. Sept. 2t>. 1844,

S. Ex. Doc. 5S. 2,s Conji. 2 ses-s. 4.

By Art. XIII. of the general regulations established under the treaty
of peace between Great Britain and China of Aug. 29, 1842, pro-

vision was made for the adjustment of complaints of Chinese against
British subjects, and vice versa, and it was stipulatetl as follows:
" Regarding the punishment of English criminals, the English Gov-
ernment will enact the laws necessary to attain that end, and the
consul will be empowered to put them in force : and regarding the
punishment of Chinese criminals, these will be tried and punished by
their own laws, in the way providetl for by the correspondence which
took place at Nanking, after the concluding of the peace." (30 Br. &
For. State Papers, 389, 393, 398. 401-402.)

The treaty concluded by Mr. Cushing in 1844 secured for citizens of the

T'nited States privileges similar to those which Great Britain had
thus, as the result of the war. obtained for British subjects. See
Articles XXL, XXV., etc.

In his report upon his negotiations, Mr. Cushing stated that in his

opinion jurisdiction over citizens of the United States should be

allowed only to Christian states, since they alone acknowle<lge

the system of international law : and that in the second place, he

found that Great Britain had stipulated for the exemption of her

subjects from Chinese jurisdiction. (Dispatch of Mr. Cushing, Sept.

29, 1844, S. Ex. Doc. 58, 28 Cong. 2 sess. 4.)

As to the question of establishing mixed tribunals in China, for the trial

of cases involving Chinese and foreigners, see reports of Mr. Geo. F.

Seward, min. to China, For. Rel. 1879, 220, 221, 229; For. Rel. 1880,

145, 210, 214. 242. 249. 273.

(2) UMTEU STATES TREATIES.

§ 271.

By the treaty between the United States and China, conduded July

3, 1844, it was provided (Art. XXI.) that -'citizens of the United

States who may commit any crime in China shall be subject to be tried

and punished only by the consul, or other public functionary of the

United States, thereto authorized, according to the laws of the United

States;" and (Art. XXV,) that "all questions in regard to rights,

whether of property or person, arising between citizens of the United

States in China, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of aiul regulated

by the authorities of their own (lovernment."

Mr. Cushing, the negotiator of the treaty, afterwards advised, as

Attorney-General, that, under the articles just (juoted, citizens of

the United States in China enjoyed complete rights of extraterrito-

riality, and were answerable to no authortiy but that of the United

States." Attorney-General Black, prior to the act of June 2*2. 1S()0,

advised that the judicial authority of the connnissioner was restricted

to the five ports mentioned in the treaty of 1844.^

"Cushing. .Vt. (Jen., 18.".. 7 Oi.. 49."i.

''Black. .\t. Gen.. IS-'O. 9. Op. 294.
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Before the j^assage of the act of 1848, the minister of the United

States was instructed, in cases of a<>gravated crimes by citizens of the

United States, to send the accused to the United States for triah"

In a civil controversy between a Chinese and an American, the

authorities of the two Ciovernments are to have concerted action.

Controversies occurring in China between citizens of the United

States and subjects of any other (Christian) government, are to be

regulated by the treaties existing between the United States and such

governments, respectively.

Cusbing, At. den., Sept. 19, ISHH, 7 Op. 405.

Although not required by the treaty with China, the United States,

in 1877. gave a general expression of approval to " the reconnnenda-

tion of the presence of consular officers of their own nationality in the

criminal trial of Chinese where the sufferer is a foreigner, and of

allowing a Chinese officer to be present at the trial of foreigners

where a CMiinese is the sufferer."

:Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Seward, miii. to China, Feb. 14, 1877, MS.
Inst, f'bina. II. 4(VA.

" I have received your Xos. 9 and 15, of October 8 and IG, 1885,

relative to the suit of Lo Chin Lu for damages alleged to have been

sustained by the sinking of his charcoal boat which collided with a

United States vessel the Annie.
" So far as concerns the conflicting interpretation of the treaty of

1858, on the subject of the dei)osit of court fees, as set forth by your-

self, the Department concurs Avith the conclusions reached in your

despatch of October IGth last.

"As regards the conflict between the treaty of 1858 and that of

1880, there can be no question that the latter, being more recent, is to

prevail. If there be a question between either treaty and subsequent

(^hinese legislation, the Department's opinion is that, internation-

ally, such legislation cannot affect treaty obligations. I therefore

affirm your suggestion that " in cases in which an American is sued

by a Chinese subject, the United States consul shall invite the proper

official of tlie plaintiff's nationality to sit with him at the hearing

to watch the proceedings, to present and examine and cross-examine

witnesses, and to protest, if he pleases, in detail.'''

Mr. B.iyanl, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Denhy, niin. to ("bina, De<-. 12, 1885, MS.
Inst. China, IV. KU.

''The prohil)ition of Art. II. of the treaty of 1880 not only covers

tlie importation, transportation, purchase, or .sale of opium by Amer-

« Mr. Kuchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. X. II. Everett, min. to China, April 15,

1S45. MS. Inst. China. I. l!7.
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ican citizens in China. l)ut extends also to vessels owned In- such citi-

zens, whether employed bv themselves or by others in the opium
trade. . . . The enforcement of the ]irohibition. as to American citi-

zens in China, is expressly dependent upon ' appropriate le^rislation
'

on the part of the United States. It is only such legislation that

consuls of the United States in China can enforce judicially.

Tn the absence of such legislation, it is, to say the least, doubtful

whether a consul could lawfully interfere to prevent an American
citizen from doing an act not in itself contrary to international law

or the domestic law of China. If. however, the contemplated em-

ployment of the .Vjnerican-owned premises by a British subject be

ojjposed by China, and the lease sought to be prevented by the author-

ities of the latter, the consul would be justified in withholding his

approval from the sub-lease.'"

Mr. Bayard. See. of State, to Mr. Denhy. iiiiu. to Chiiiii, May 14, 1S86, MS.
Inst. China. IV. l.!.").

See, also, same to same, .Time 7, ISSS, For. Rel. 1888, 1. ;U0.

(Ti) REGULATIONS.

§ 272.

The commissioner to China, having been empowered by the act of

1848 to make, with the advice of the consuls, •"regulations'* for the

carrying into effect of the extraterritorial clauses of the treaty of

1844, action was taken as follows: See messages of the President,

Feb. 25, and July 15, 1856, transmitting regulations promulgated by

Mr. McLane, S. Ex. Docs. 32 and 02, M Cong. 1 sess. ; message of Dec.

12, 185(;, with regulations by ]Mr. Parker, S. Ex. Doc. 6 and H. Ex.

Doc. 11, 34 Cong. 3 sess. ; message of Dec. 10, 1857, with further regu-

lations by Mr. Parker, II. Ex. Doc. 9, 35 Cong. 1 sess. ;
" message of

Dec. 27, 1858, with regulations by Mr. Reed, S. Ex. Doc. 11 and H.

Ex. Doc. 21, 35 Cong. 2 sess.; dispatch of Mr. Burlingame of Nov.

9, 18G4, with further regulations, and Mr. Seward's reply. Dip. Cor.

18(')5, II. 413, 437; land regulations at Shanghai, 1806, Dip. Cor. 1867,

I. 429, and S. Mis. Doc. 89, 47 Cong. 1 sess. 179.

For regulations in force in China in 1882, see S. Mis. Doc. 89, 47

C'on"g. 1 sess. 69.

For regulations agreed on in 1868 for the joint investigation of cus-

toms cases, see S. Ex. Doc. 19, 40 Cong. 3 sess., and Dip. Cor. 1868,

I. 527.

a The Senate i)asse(l a resolution to the effect that these regulations needed

no revision. (Cong. (Jlobe, :'.5 Cong. 1 sess. 1203, 1555.)
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(4) SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL ORDINANCES.

§273.

" I have received your Xo. 240 of the 12th of November last, touch-

ing the proposed revision of the nninicipal regulations and by-laws

of Shanghai, and offering certain pertinent points for the considera-

tion of the Department.
" It appears that by the municipal charter of Shanghai every for-

eigner owning land of the value of at least r>00 taels, or occupjdng a

house of an assessed rental value of not less than 250 taels, is a mem-
ber of Avhat is called the ' municipal body,' and is entitled to vote at

all nninicipal elections. The ' municipal body ' elect at stated times a

municipal council, consisting of not more than nine members, who
have the power to make regulations for the government of the muni-

cipality, subject to the approval of the consuls and foreign ministers,

or a majority of them, and of the rate payers at a special meeting.
" In the proposed revision it is insisted by the municipality, in

respect to any by-law that may hereafter be passed, that ' an}' such

additional or substituted by-law, oi" alteration or repeal of a by-law,

shall be binding when approved by the treaty consuls and the intend-

ant of circuit, or by a majority of them ; but the representatives of the

treaty powers may, at any time within six months of the date of such

approval, annul any such additional or substituted by-law, or altera-

tion or repeal of a by-law.'
'• Your opinion as to this proposed ordinance is in entire accord

with that of the Department, that it would reverse the proper order

of things and be highly inexpedient to put in force, without the ap-

proval of the foreign ministers, a by-law which they might, in the

exercise of an acknowledged power, subsequently disapprove and

disallow. This would be in fact the substitution of a power of annul-

ment for the power of veto which the foreign ministers now possess,

and would diminish the extraterritorial innnunities which citizens of

the ITnited States in Shanghai at present enjoy.

"The question which you suggest as to the authority of the consul-

general at Shanghai to enforce the ordinances of the municipality

against citizens of the T'nited States is not without difficulty. Under
section 40S() of the Revised Statutes of the United States, consuls of

the United States in China are empowered to exercise criminal and

civil jui'isdiction in conformity with the laws of the United States.

It is provided, however, that when those laws are not adapted to the

object, or are deficient in the provisions necessary to furnish suitable

remedies, the common law and the law of equity and aduiiralty shall

be extended to the persons withiu the consul's jurisdiction; and if

neither the common law [nor the law] of equity or admiralty, nor the
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statutes of the United States, furnish appropriate remedies the minis-

ters in the countries, respectively, to which the statute applies shall,

by decrees and regulations which shall have the force of law, supply
such defects and deficiencies.

" The last clause, in respect to decrees and regulations, has been con-

strued by the Department to confer upon the ministers in question the

power to regulate the course of jjrocedure and the forms of judicial

remedies rather than any general legislative power for the definition

of offenses and the imposition of penalties for their commission. It

is true that opinion has been divided on this point. Mr. Attorney-

General Cushing held that. the power given to the commissioner of

the United States in China to make ' decrees and regulations ' which
should have the force of law gave him the power to legislate in certain

respects for citizens of the United States in China, and ' to provide

for many cases of criminality which neither Federal statutes nor the

common law would cover.' (7 Op. 504, 505.) The disposition, how-
ever, of this Department has been to restrict the legislative power of

the minister to the regulation of the forms and course of judicial pro-

cedure, it not being regarded as desirable or proper to authorize the

exercise of so great a power, while it was oo much in doubt, as that

of criminal legislation.

" But the ordinances of the municipality of Shanghai, although de-

pendent for their operation as to citizens of the United States upon
the approval of the minister of this Government in China, are con-

ceived to present in one aspect a different question from that of the

power of the minister of the United States as to criminal legislation.

The municipality of Shanghai is understood to have been organized

by the voluntary action of the foreign residents [of certain nationali-

ties], or such of [those residents] as Avere owners or renters of land,

for the purpose of exercising such local powers for the preservation

of the order and morals of the community as are usually enjoyed by

municipal bodies. In the United States, where government is reduced

to a legal system, these powers of local police rest on charters granted

by the supreme legislative authority of the State; but it is not diffi-

cult to conceive of a case in which a community outside of any general

system of law might organize a government and adopt rules and regu-

lations which would be recognized as valid on the ground of the right

of self-preservation, which is inherent in people everyw'here.

" In this light may be regarded the municipal ordinances of Shang-

hai. The foreign settlement not being subject to the laws of China,

and the legal systems of the respective foreign powers represented

there being not only dissimilar tnter w% but insufficient to meet the

local needs, it became necessary for the local residents interested in the

preservation of peace and order to supply the deficiency.
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" American citizens residing in Shanghai enjo}^, in common with

other persons composing the foreign settlement, all the rights, privi-

leges, and protection whicli the municipal government affords; and

as they go there voluntarily, and presumi)tively for the advancement

of their ])ersonal interests, they may reasonably be held to oljserve

such jjolice regulations as are not inconsistent with their rights under

the laws of the United States. It is true that this reasoning is not

conclusive as to the strict legal authority of the consul-general of the

United States to enforce such regulations; but, taken in connection

with the fact that at present American citizens in Shanghai are not

subject to any judicial control except that of the consul-general of

the United States, it affords a basis upon which his enforcement of

the municipal regulations may be justified.

" It is important to observe that the jurisdiction of consuls of the

United States in China is very extensive, including not only the

administration of the laws of the United States, and the law of equity

and admiralty, but also of the common law. The consular courts

have, therefore, what the courts of the United States generally have

not^—connnon-law jurisdiction in criminal cases. It is true that this

jurisdiction is difficult, indeed incapable, of exact definition, but it

implies the i)ower to enforce rules Avhich are not to be found on the

statute book of the United States, and which can be ascertained only

by the aj)pIication of the general principles of the common law to

special cases and conditions. In respect to matters of local police, a

fair measure and definition of the law may be found in the regulations

adoi)ted l)y the municipality in aid of and supplementary to the gen-

eral juridical systems of the foreign powers. Such a process, while

maintaining the peace and order of the community, tends to con-

solidate the local administration of law.

'• The Department is, however, of opinion that all difficulties would

be removed if the treaty powers would adhere to the plan suggested in

your dispatch of organizing a municipal court to administer the regu-

lations of the nuniicipal body. This course would be advantageous,

both to the 'municipality and to the treaty powers. It would relieve

the consular representatives of the latt^n* from the performance of

an embarrassing duty, and would secure a uniform and equal admin-

istration of the nninicipal laws."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, min. to China, Mar. 7, 1887, MS.
Inst. China, IV. Ii44.

See. also. Mr. Bayard. Soc. of State, to Mi\ Denl)y, inin. to China, Sept.

22, 1887. MS. Inst. China. IV. 307: Mr. Rives. Act. Sec. of State, to

Mr. Deuby, min. to China, Nov. 12, 1888, MS. Inst. China, IV. 407.
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(5) PREVENTION OF OPIUM TRADE.

§ 274.

By Article II. of the treaty between the United States and China
of October 5. 1880, the contracting parties agreed to restrain their
citizens and subjects from engaging in the opium trade, and to

adopt appropriate legishition to that end. By section 3 of the act
of February 23, 1887, passed by Congress to carry this article into

effect, provision v.as made for the forfeiture by the consular courts
of the United States, for the benefit of the Emperor of China, of
opium dealt in by citizens of the United States in China contrary
to the provisions of the section which forbade such citizens to import
opium into any of the open ports of China, or to transport it from
one open port to another, or to bny or sell it in any such port. The
Chinese minister at Washington protested against the provision as

to forfeiture on the ground that it constituted " an interference with
the regulations of the customs and the right of local self-government

of China."

The Government of the United States, recognizing the principle on
which the protest was based, held that the act of February 23, 1887,

should be so construed as not to violate the distinction which had
l)een established between the punishment of offenses and the adminis-

tration of the customs. The distinction, said the Department of

State, between mere confiscation cases under the revenue laws and
penal charges against individuals was fully recognized in the rules

of 1868, Diplomatic Correspondence, 18G8, I. 527, which provided

(rule fi) that, when the act of which a merchant at any port was

accused was not one involving the confiscation of ship or cargo, but

was one which by treaty or regulation was punishable by fine, the

commissioner of customs should report the case to the superintendent

of customs and at the same time cause a complaint to be entered in

the consular court. The consul was then to fix a day for trial, at

which the commissioner was to appear either personally or by deputy

and conduct the case for the prosecution. AVhen the treaty or regu-

lations affixed a specific fine for the offense the consul was, on con-

viction, to give judgment for that amount, the power of mitigating

the sentence resting with the superintendent and the commissioner.

If the defendant was acquitted and the commissioner did not demur

to the decision, the shi])s or goods, if any were under seizure, were

at once to be released, and the circumstances of the case to be com-

municated to the superintendent. " So far as the act of February

23 relates to the forfeiture of oj^ium, it may.'' said the Dejiartment of

State, "be regarded as contemi)lating a course of jirocedurc not in-

consistent with that provided for in the above rule. The right of
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the Chinese (Tovernineiit to seize and confiscate contraband goods

remains muiuestioned and unimpaired. AVhen, however, a citizen

of the United States is arrested for importing or dealing in opium
contrary to the law. he is to be tried for the offense in the proper

consular court, and, if convicted, the confiscation of the opium, if

any. fountl in his possession, and illegally imported or dealt in, to

the use of the Emperor of China, would be an incident of his sen-

tence: and the confiscated property would accordingly be delivered

to the Chinese authorities. But if the defendant should be acquitted,

this would not necessarily imply a release of the opium, which might

be subject to confiscation, notwithstanding that the person charged

with importing, or transporting, or buying or selling it may have

l)een found guiltless of that charge; and in such case, the goods

would be dealt with in accordance with the rules in force and here-

tofore observed by the two Governments in respect to forfeiture of

goods for violation of the Chinese customs laws.'"

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby. min. to China, June 25, 1887,

For. Rel. 1887. 225-226; same to same, July 1, 1887, id. 231. For

tlie act of Feb. 2.3, 1887, and the correspondence with the Chinese

minister at Wasliinjrton, see For. Rel. 1887, 2.37-243.

See, also, Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby. min. to China, June 7,

1888. For. Kel. 1888, I. 310.

As to the British trade with China in opium, see For. Rel. 1887, 182.

For an additional article, concludetl at London, July 18. 1885. to the

agreement l)et\veen Great Britain and China, signed at Chefoo, Sept.

13. 1870. relating to the tax on opium in China, see For. Rel 1887, 187.

(6) MIXED COURT AT SHANGHAI.

§ 275.

At Shanghai, according to the custom in time of peace, foreigners

who are subjects of a power having no treaty with China, and who
therefore do not enjoy the privileges of extraterritoriality, are, when
arrested for crime, tried by the '"mixed court," that is, by a Chinese

magistrate sitting with a foreign " assessor." On the French con-

cession this assessor is always a French consular officer. On the

Anglo-American settlement an English assessor sits with the Chinese

official on Mondays, Wednesdays, and P^'ridays; an American assessor

on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and a (ierman assessor on Saturday.s.

Before this tribunal are also brought all Chinese charged with crimes

or misdemeanors in the settlement, and senteuce is rendered by the

Chinese and foreign officials acting together. Precedents on which

to found a practice in time of war seem to be lacking; but it appears

that during the Franco-Chinese war. when Russia used her good

offices for the protection of the French in China, French subjects

iirrested at Shanghai were actually brought before the Russian consul
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for hearing. It is stated that China made no effort to interfere with
them.

Mr. Denby, jr.. charge d'affaires at Peking, to Mr. Greshain. Sec. of State.
Sept. 1. 1894. For. Rel. 1894. 108. 109.

When, in 1868, the rules were proinulgatetl by the Chinese Government
for the establishment of the mixed court at Shanghai, Mr. Seward
said :

" That we might not, at some time, have a consul at Shanghai,
is not regarded as a contingency proI)able or a reason satisfactory

enough for derogating from the privilege of e.xtraterritoriality

secured to us by the treaty. The third .section of the act of Congress
of the 22nd of .Tune. 1860. provides for such cases by giving jurisdic-

tion to the consul at the port where or nearest to which the cause of
action might arise.

" It is consequently deemed advisable that you should inform the Chinese
minister for foreign affairs that this Government can not consent to

the trial of a complaint, civil or criminal, otherwise than in the con-

sular courts of the United States. In cases, however, where a Chi-

nese subject may be plaintiff, we have no objection to the presence

of an officer of that Government as an assessor, but the decision must
be made by the consul alone, as in the case where the American
assessors unite with him in the trial." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Browne, Feb. 18, 1869, MS. Inst. China, II. 50.)

In the practice of the " mixed court " at Shanghai, where foreign

assessors sit Avith native magistrates, extreme severity of pimishment,

though it should be discountenanced, " may, unhappily, form part of

the regular administration of justice in punishment of crime according

to the Chinese lawsf but. with respect to the use of torture to extract

testimony. '' the case is vastly different. Such methods should not be

recognized or sanctioned by any civilized povrer; and. if they are

practiced, no proper means should be spared to check the abuse,

through the influence of the foreign assessors, who can not be

expected to lend themselves knowingly to the procedure.''

:Mr. Hay. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Angell. min. to China. Aug. 16. 1880,

For. Kel. 1880, 292.

Dr. Wharton, in a note to the foregoing instruction, said :
" The question

here involved is one of great difficulty. In England and in the Unitetl

States a witness who refuses to testify is imprisonetl until this

refusal is withdrawn, but in China our consular courts nave no

means of enforcing an order of indefinite imprisonment, and to hand

the contumacious witness over to a Chinese prison would be to hand

him over to torture, of which Chinese prison discipline largely con-

sists. Yet. without the power of compelling the giving of testimony,

no court of justice can be efficiently conducted. It must be conceded

that a consul can not direct a witne.ss to be tortured, either by his

own direct order or through the agency of Chinese officials. Yet. if

he does not exercise sucli i>ower, whether a witness shall testify at

all. or what limit is to be imposed on his testimony, will \n\ve to be

determined by himself." (Int. Law Dig. I. § 12."), p. 810.)
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7. Japan.

(1) police powers.

§ 276.

'' I am not prepared, without further reflection, to assume tlie broad

irround that the (iovernment of Japan is bound to aHow our citizens

to conduct at the open ports any business which is hiwful by the laws

of the United States, or even any and every business which may be

hiwful by the laws of all other civilized nations. A country having

what we regard as an imperfect civilization may, for that very rea-

son, find it necessary to establish and maintain police regulations in

tlie interest of internal order touching with more or less severity upon

trade of various kinds which this country and the Avestern powers

generally deem it safe to leave untrammeled."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. De Long, niiii. to Japan, May 11, 1871. MS.
Inst. Japan. I. 424.

As to distinctive features of the political system of Japan, see Mr. Fish,

St'c. of State, to Mr. De Long. May 2(). 1871. MS. Inst. Japan, I. 433.

" Foreigners in Japan, as in any other country, are subject to its

jurisdiction, except so far as it is limited by express or tacit conven-

tion. All that has been sought by the Christian powers is to with-

draw their subjects from the operation of such laws as conflict with

our ideas of civilization and humanity, and to keep the power of try-

ing and punishing in the hands of their own representatives. It is

proi)er. therefore, for the latter, when they find a Japanese regula-

tion, not found, in our case, in the statutes or the common law, to

acquaint their countrymen with the fact of such recognition, and

that it will be enforced according to our methods and in our tribunals.

Tliis, combining the sajiction of the two Governments, avoids, on the

one hand, the assertion of the absolute immunity of our citizens from

any Japanese regulation, however reasonal)le and necessary, and, on

the other hand, of an unqualified legislative power in our diplomatic

and consular representatives—a })osition which it seems judicious to

maintain until Congress shall act on the subject."'

Mr. Fisli. Sec. of Stat<'. to Mr. De Long. niin. to .Tai)an. May 1*1. 1871. MS.
Inst. Japan. I. 44.'?.

" It seems to me within the legitimate police powers of the Govern-

ment of Japan to prohibit their subjects from asseml^ling to bet uj)on

the ])rices of sta})le commodities which the sham seller does not intend

to deliver nor the buyer to take into possession. The circumstance

that an American citizen presides over the mock auction or furnishes

the building where it takes place does not impair that power."

Mr. Hunter. Acting St'c. of State, to Mr. De Long, min. to Japan, July 1,

1871. MS. Inst. Japan. I. 4r>:',.
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" Your action reported in your No. 120(5 of November ir>tli last, in

answer to an inquiry of the Japanese Government, in view of cer-

tain unjustifiable strictures of a portion of the press on that Govern-
ment, that it had. in your opinion, clearly a ri^ht to apply its press

laws and to punish all infractions thereof, whether by forei*rners or
Ja|)anese. is hereby approved.''

Mr. Evjirts. Set-, of State, to Mr. liingliaui. niin. to Jainui, Jan. :i, 1881, MS.
lust. Japan. III. L'L'.

(2) MUMCIl'AI. OFFICE AT YOKOHAMA.

g 277.

By an arranofement between the forei^rn representatives and the

Japanese Government in ISfn. an office, to be called the municipal

office, was formed tmder the Japanese Governinent at Yokohama,
and placed in charge of a foreign director, who was to be " subordi-

nate to the governor of Kanagawa," under whose authority he was to

see to the repair, cleanliness, and efficiency of all the streets and
drains in the foreign settlement of Yokohama, and. in the name of

the governor of Kanagawa, to prosecute foreigners before their own
authorities for nuisances or any infringement of police order. Land
rents payable by foreigners were also to be collected by the diiTctor

on account of the governor of Kanagawa. The foreign consuls

agreed to limit the number of licenses issued by them to their respec-

tive citizens or subjects for the sale of liquors or the keeping of houses

of entertainment in the foreign settlement or within the port of

Kanagawa. The flapanese (lovernment agreed to make arrangements

for the safe storage at reasonable rates of explosives imported into

Kanagawa. and it was stipulated that the necessary steps should be

taken to i)revent foreigners from using any other j)laces for the stor-

age of such sul)stances. The United States legation observed that in

this arrangement "the ])rincii)le of exterritoriality has been care-

fully preserved, and that the citizens of the United States are in

all cases of offense ameiuible oidy to the jurisdiction of our own
authorities."

Mr. Van VaIkonl)ur;rli. cliar^c'-. to Mr. Seward. Sec of State. Nov. 1<>,

18<!7, Dip. Cor. ISCT. II. 7:5.

This arranjreinent was tliscnsstHl in the eorresixindenee l)Otweon Jai)an

and I'eru in lS7."i in tlie case of the Maria Luz. The reruvian min-

ister at Tol<io eited it as an instance in wliich foreifrtiers who were

not citizens or snl)jects of treaty powers secured in Japan some meas-

ure of exemption from the local law. The Japanese (iovernment

denied tliat the arranireiwent had such an effect. (For. I'.el. 187:>,

I. (!i:{.)

As to game laws in Japan. s<"e For. IJel. 1S71. .")8»): For. Kel. 1874, 037,

(345, <;.>}; For. Uel. 187.";, II. 773, 77U; For. Rel. 1870, 300.
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As to harbor rejruljitioiis at Yokohama, see For. Rel. 1878, 48H.

Concerning land regnlations at Nagasaki, see For. Rel. 1875, II. 798, 802.

As to regulations c-oncerning the sale of opium to foreigners, see For.

Rel. 1879. (•>C)9.

For regiilations for the licensing of pilots and their approval by the

United States legation, see For. Rel. 1879, <il7.

For correspondence concerning ipiarantine regulations in Japan and their

enforcement, see For. Rel. 1879, 657, (5(35, 670 ; For. Rel. 1880, 679.

(3) MUNICIPAL ORDINANCES AT NAGASAKI.

§278.

A municipal council was formed at Nagasaki, Japan, composed

of foreign consuls and prominent foreigners of different national-

ities residing in the " foreign quarter." The council owed its

e.xistence to the voluntary action of the " land renters " among the

foreign population, and regulations or ordinances were made by the

council for general police purposes, including the licensing of public

houses and places of entertainment. The question was raised by

the United States legation in Japan whether actions could be main-

tained in the United States consuls' courts against xVmerican citizens

for penalties for nonobservance of these municipal ordinances.

Mr. Fish, who was then Secretary of State, while affirming the

position he had always taken as to the limitations upon the power

of the minister to make regulations (a power not belonging under

the statutes to consuls), said that he conceived the question of the

municipal ordinances to be different. He likened the ordinances in

question to those made by municipal corporations in the United

States for the preservation of the peace, morals, and good order of

the community. Tt was true, he observed, that in the United States

the municipal authorities acted under charters granted by the

supreme legislative power of the State; but instances, he said, were

not wanting "" in whifli similar powers have been exercised by

inchoate connnunities suddenly formed within the jurisdiction of

the United States, and who, for the time being, finding themselves

situate<l outside of any organized State or Territory, have been led

by the dictates of prudence and necessity to form themselves into

a voluntary j^olitical organization, frame codes of laws for the

])res('rvation of order and good government and the protection of

the lives and property of the individuals comj)osing such communi-

ties, and to establish tribunals for the administration and enforcement

of such laws:"' and the laws so enacted and administered had, so

far as was known, been sanctioned by the Executive and the courts.

Whether the ordinances in (|uesti()n weiv made by the foreign resi-

dents in the exercise of a power conferred upon them by the Jap-
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anese Goveriiinent in the concession, or whether, in the absence of

such a direct grant, they were tacitly sanctioned by that Government,

it would, said Mr. Fish, seem to follow that they should be accepted

as '' the nuinicipal law of the connnunity," and as such their observ-

ance might be enforced by proceedings in the consular courts.

American citizens, in common with the other foreign residents,

enjoyed, said Mr. Fish, all the rights and privileges of such residents,

and shared in the common protection ati'orded to persons and prop-

erty resulting from ordinances of the character of those in question,

and while they received the benefits of a regulated police they should

not be free from charges for its support or from its control. In con-

clusion, however, it was observed that, in view of the imperfect

information of the Department as to the source and origin of the

powers claimed by the municipal council, it was not intended to

ffive definite and final instructions till further information should

be obtained.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bingham, iiiin. to Japan, Jan. 20, 1876,

For Rel. 187(5, 3-50; S. Mis. Doc. 89, 47 Cong. 1 sess. 197.

For the municipal regulations in the foreign quarter of Shanghai, China,

see S. Mis. Doc. 89, 47 Cong. 1 sess. 188-197.

(4) EXPULSION OF CONVICTS.

§ 279.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch of the 21st of

June last, No. 58.

"The seventh article of the treaty with Japan, of 1858 (12 Stat.

1057). provides that certain persons convicted of felony, or twice con-

victed of misdemeanor, shall lose their right of permanent residence

in Japan, and the Japanese authorities may require them to leave the

country. Our consular authorities are to determine a reasonable

time for the convict to settle his affairs, not exceeding one year.

When that time shall expire, the convict becomes an outlaw, not

entitled to any of the benefits of our treaties with Japan. Such a

state of circumstances, however, if known, will be apt to induce the

convict to avoid the position in which the treaty between the two

countries will have placed him. If he persists in remaining, the

Government can not protect him against the consequences of his own

determination.
" Consular courts have arrogated to themselves the power of han-

ishing American convicts to the United States, and, as in the instance

reported by you, to China. This is a form of punishment not known

to our law, and if it has been overlooked, it has not been approved by

this Department.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 42
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'' The principles upon Avliich we resist the deportation of foreign

criminals to the Ignited States,- and which may well estop lis from

sending American criminals to China, do not appear to afford any

reason why we should not bring home, for punishment, our citizens

who have been guilty of crime upon the high seas, or in countries

where we reserve the jurisdiction for trial and punishment to our own
tribunals."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. De Long, min. to Japan, Sept. 10, 1870, MS.
Inst. Japan, I. 354.

"American consuls can in no case refuse jiu'isdiction over American citi-

zens." (For. Rel. 1894, 377, citing For. Rel. 1879, 098.)

"The Departnjent has eonsequently disapproved sentences of deportation

whenever they have been pronounced by consuls of this Government

as being a mode of punishment not recognized in this country."

(Mr. I'ayson. Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Van Buren, Nov. 23,

1878. For. Uel. 1879, (>97.) It appears, however, that the Depart-

ment of State, in an instruction of April 1C>, 1873, approved the sen-

tence of the consular court that John Rogers should " be imprisoned

at hard lai)or for the term of one year and that he forfeit his right

of residence in Japan." (For. Rel. 1894, 378.)

Where a person expelled by Japan under Art. VII. supra, returned to

that country without permission, he remained subject to the consular

jurisdiction, both civil and criminal. Japan might again exercise

her right under the ti'eaty to expel him, but so long as she refrained

from doing so the treaty provisions as to consular jurisdiction ap-

plied no less to him than to other American citizens. (Mr. Uhl, Act.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Abercrombie. June 22. 1894. For. Rel. 1894, 390.)

"The expulsion [under Art. VII.. supra] can neither be decreed nor

executed by our consul. ... I infer from your dispatch that Lake
has been arrested and is now confined under your order for refusing

to leave the country. . . . Lake's expulsion must be effecte<l bj- the

Japanese authorities and they can not call upon you to assist in

accomplishing it. You should therefore release him and abstain from

all ])articipation or interference in the proceedings which those

authorities may take for his eximlsion. except to see that he is not

subject(Hl by them to harsh treatment further than may be necessary

to compel him to depart." (Mr. Strobel. Third Assist. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Abercrombie. consul at Nagasaki, Feb. 1(), 1894, 144 MS. Inst.

Consuls, 388.)

(5) WAREIIOrSK REGULATIONS.

§ 280.

In the summer of 1S9S Mr. P2dward T^ake. a citizen of the United

States, comi)lained of tlie action of the Jajjanese customs officials at

Nagasaki in refusing him the ])rivilege of transshipping 800 sacks of

Vmerican flour to his vessel, called the Ad rent are. He had sought

tliC privilege under an export entry in which he stated that the desti-

nation of the Adrcntnre was "' uncertain.'' He subsequently made
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another oiitry in which, in phico of the word " uncertain,'" he inserted

the word " Chefoo and ports." It appeared that the vessel had been

lying at Nagasaki for some years and was used as a storeship under

the cover of export clearances. The Japanese authorities at length

declined to repeat the privilege unless the vessel should actually clear,

maintaining that otherwise the customs regulations would be evaded

and that the (lovernment would be deprived of warehouse charges.

The minister of the United States at Tokio held that the case was not

one for diplomatic interference, unless an intention should be shown

to cause the vessel to sail within a reasonable time and a clearance

should be applied for for that purpose. The Department of State

approved this decision, saying: "The enactment of suitable ware-

house regulations by Japan is obviously a right enjoyed in common
with all commercial nations, and its refusal to sanction a proceeding

in clear evasion of such regulations, inasmuch as Lake & Company's

evasion appears to have been to transship to a vessel lying in port

goods with the intention not of clearing or shipping, but of making

use of her as a storeship, does not call for any protest on the part of

this Government."

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buck, iiiin. to Japan, Oct. 8, 1898, For. Rel.

1898, 432.

(6) ABOLITION OF EXTRATERRITORIALITY.

§281.

By article 24 of the treaty of commerce and navigation between

France and Japan, signed at Paris, August 4, 189G, it was provided

that the treaty should not take effect in less than three years after

its signature. Consequently, the treaty could not become operative

before August 4, 1899. which was eighteen days after the date (July

17) fixed for the going into effect of the American and other

revised treaties. In this way it appeared that French citizens would,

from July 17 to August 4, enjoy by virtue of the most-favored-nation

clause all the rights of other foreigners under the new treaties in

matters of commerce and navigation, and besides extraterritoriality

and freedom from taxation under the old treaties. As article 18

of the treaty between the United States and Japan, of November 22,

1894, provided that on July 17, 1899, consular jurisdiction should

"absolutely and without notice cease and determine," and as articles

2 and 14 of the same treaty guaranteeing most-favored-nation treat-

ment related only to matters of conunerce and navigation, the T'nited

States held that a claim for continuance of American consular juris-

diction up to August 4 could not be maintained, but that American

citizens were entitled to all privileges of trade and navigation that

would be enjoyed by French citizens from July 17 to August 4.
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Mr. Hay. Set-, of State, to Mr. Herod, charge d'affaires. April 25, 1899,

For. Rel. 1S1«). 4«i8.

It api)ear.s that tlie Austro-IIungarlan like tlie French treaty did not go

into operation till August 4. while all the othei^s took effect on

July IT. (Mr. Buck. uiin. to .Japan, to ^Ir. Hay, See. of State,

.Tune 17. 18!>0, For. Rel. 1899. 4('.8.)

For rescripts and instructions issue<l hy the Enii>eror of .Japan and the

ministers of state resi>ecting the oi>eration of the new treaties,

together with the comments of the vernacular press on the same
subject, see Mr. Ruck. min. to Jajiau, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State,

July 7. 1899, For. Rel. 1899, 469-47fi.

For a notification issueil hy the U. S. legation to American citizens

in Japan on the going into effect of the new treaties, see Mr. Buck,

min. to Japan, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, July 11, 1899, For. Rel.

1899. 476.

" The closing year has witnessetl a decided strengthening of Japan's

relations to other states. The development of her independent

judicial and administrative functions under the treaties which

took effect July 17, 1899, has proceeded without international fric-

tion, showing the comi^etence of the Japanese to hold a foremost

place among modern i>eoples." (I'resideut McKinley, annual mes-

sage. Dec. .3. 1990.)

American vessels (of the Pacific Mail S. S. Co.) "are amenable to Jap-

anese law to the same extent that a Japanese merchant vessel

would be amenable to American law in American waters." (Mr.

Cridler. Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Gowey, Sept. 5, 1899,

169 MS. lu.st. Consuls, 18-5.)

" The treaty of commerce and navigation l)etween the United States

and Japan on November '2*2, 1894. took effect in accordance with the

terms of its XlXth Article on the 17th of July last, simultaneously

Avith the enforcement of like treaties with the other powers, except

P'rance. whose convention did not go into operation until August 4th,

the United States being, however, granted up to that date all the priv-

ileges and rights accorded to French citizens under the old French

treaty. By this notable conventional reform Japan's position as a

fully independent sovereign power is assured, control being gained of

taxation, customs revenues, judicial administration, coasting trade,

and all otlier domestic functions of government, and foreign extra-

territorial rights being renounced.
*• Conjprehensive codes of civil and criminal procedure according to

western methods, public instruction, patents and copyrights, munici-

pal administration, including jurisdiction over the former foreign

settlements, customs tariffs and procedure, public health, and other

administrative measures have been proclaimed. The working of the

new system has given rise to no material complaints on the part of the

American citizens or interests, a circumstance which attests the ripe

consideration with which the change has l)een prepared.''

President McKinley. annual message. Dec. .">. 1899.
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See. also, I're.sideut Cleveland, annual niesssjges of 1894 and 1895.

Concerning consular jul'isdiction as it formerly existed in .Japan, sec a

pamphlet entitled " Extraterritoriality," by Eli T. Sheppard. L1..H..

formerly of the Uulteil States consular service in that country.

Mr. (Jresham, Secretary of State, in a letter to Mr. Chambers. Dec. 18.

18J>4, 2(X) MS. Dom. Let. 9, enclosed, unsealed, for transmission to Mr.

C. P. Huntington, "a letter this day addressed to him in rei)ly to his

of the 12th instant. ... in regard to the claim of the .Japanese (}ov-

ernment to assert jurisdiction over foreign seamen for offences com-

mitted within the Empire." The letter to Mr. Huntington does not

appear to have been recorded. Referring to the case of two persons

claiming to be American citizens, who, on reiwrts that they were on

their way to China to render important aid to that Government in

its war with Japan, were arrested and forcibly removed from the

French steamer Sydney by the Japanese naval authorities at Kobe,

Mr. Gresham said :
" Your No. VX\ rei)orts that these men were

released on i>arole on November 12th not to engage in warlike service

against Japan, nor to go to China during the present war, and that

each was presented with yen 500 to pay their expenses to the United

States. The generous treatment of these men by the Japanese Gov-

ernment is regarded as a strilving proof of magnanimity no less than

of implied friendliness to the country of which they claimed citizen-

ship." (Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dun, min. to Japan, Dec*.

20, 1894, MS. Inst. Japan, IV. 231.)

8. MOBOCCO AND OTHER BaBBABY PoWEBS.

§ 282.

" By treaties with those countries, consuls have judicial powers in

civil or criminal cases, or both, in . . . Morocco, . . . Tripoli, Tuni.s.''

U. S. Consular Regulations, § 9.*^, p. 8G. See, however, as to Tunis, sujn-a,

§ 2«T, and infra, § 78(!.

" The provisions of Title XLVII. of the Revised Statutes extend

also to Tripoli, Tunis, Morocco, ... so far as the same can be exer-

cised under the provisions of the treaties with those countries and in

accordance with the usages of the countries in their intercourse with

the Franks or other Christian nations.—R. S., .sec. 4127."

U. S. Consular Regulations, § Glo, p. 2G;i.

" In Tunis, Morocco, and Tripoli, citizens of the United States com-

mitino; murder or lu)micide upon a subject of those powers are to be

tried by a mixed court, at which the consul is to ' assist.'
"

Mr. Bancroft Davis, Notes, Treaty Vol. (177G-1887), 128:^.

See Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. McCauley, Sept. 27. 1849, :\rs. Inst.

Barbary Powers, XIX. 109; Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Payne, March 20. 1^51, MS. Inst. Barbary Powers. XIX. 129.

See, also, Cushing, At.-Gen.. Oct. 23, 1855, 7 Op. 5G5.

As to Morocco, see, particularly. Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. McMath,

consul at Tangier, April 28, 1862, Dip. Cor. 1862, 873.
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Doc. 10. 1882. tlie House of Representatives, at the instance of Mr. Fre-

liufrliuysen. tlien Secretary of Statei passetl a joint resolution to

autli()rize the rresideiit. in case a system for the administration of

justice sliould he estahlislied in Tunis by the Frencli Government,

xnider which adequate protection would he furnished to citizens of the

United States, to issue a proclamation declaring that the extraterri-

torial jurisdiction of the United States in that country had termi-

nated. (For. Kel. 1883, 483.) This resolution was afterwards, on

at least one occasion, referred to as the " joint resolution of Congress,

December 11). 1882." (Mr. TThl, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. (Tiapelie,

vice-consul at Tunis, Nov. 21, 1894, 147 MS. Inst. Consuls, 21.) It

does not appear, liowever, to have been acted uiwn by the Senate,

though, after passing the House, it was sent to that body. The
United States vice-consul at Tunis was instructed to report on the

situation there in 180(;. (Mr. Roclvhill. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Chapelie. Oct. 10, 1890, 154 MS. Inst. Consuls, 140.)

9. Turkey,

(1) origin and extent of extraterritoriality.

§ 283.

" The imdispnted portion of the fourth article of the treaty of 1830

with the Ottoman Porte provides for the supervision of the American

dragoman in the hearing of all litigations and disputes arising

between the subjects of the Sublime Porte and citizens of the United

States.

'' It is not in dispute that the usages observed towards other Franks

are to V)e observed toward citizens of the United States. These

usages are believed to be the following:
'' 1. Turkish tribunals for questions between subjects of the Porte

and foreign Christians.

" 2. Consular coui-ts for the business of each nation of foreign

Christians.

" 3. Trial of questions between foreign Christians of different

nations in the consular court of the defendant's nation.

" 4. Mixed tribunals of Turkish magistrates and foreign Chris-

tians at length substituted in part for cases between Turks and foreign

Christians.

" 5. Finally, for causes between foreign Christians, the substitu-

tiou at length of mixed tribunals in place of the separate courts; this

arrangement introduced at first by the legations of Austria, Great

Britain. France, and Kussia. and then tacitly acceded to by the lega-

tions of other foreigu Christians."

Mr. .7. C. B. Davis. Treaty Notes. T^. S. Treaty Volume (177G-1887), 1280-

128.3: Instructions to the Dip. Officers of the United States (1897),

84-85.
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This statement is foumkHl on tlio ()i)inion of ("ushing, At. (ieii.. Oct. 23,

1S."». 7 Op. .")().">.

Attorn«\v-(;eneriil Black, in l!S.")i>. advised that, nnder the treaty of l&iO

with 'i'nrkey and the act of Congress of Aug. 11, 1848. United States

consuls in Turkey had judicial powers only in criminal cases. (!)

Op. 29<J.)

See. however. Art. I. of the convention of Feh. 2."». 18(;2. and Dainese r.

Male. 01 U. S. i:',.

" Since .lune "», 1884. the Ottoman (Jovernment has treated the convention

of 18r.2 as uo longer operative." ( l. S. Treaty Vol. (IT7C.-1887).

1372.) The United States claimed that the treaty was not duly ter-

minated. (Inst, to Dip. Officers of the U. S.. § 212. p. .S5.)

As to the question whether the c(jn.sular courts have jurisdiction as to

any real estate in Turkey, see Mr. Hunter. Second Assistant Secre-

tary of State, to Mr. .lohnsou, consul-general at Beirut, Oct. 27, 18«i8,

52 MS. Desp. to Consuls. 4t!.

For reports on judicial functions of consuls, see 8 MS. Rei)ort Book. Dept.

of State. 07. 238. SCO. 300. 480.

As to appeals from consular courts, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Senator

Cameron, chm. Com. ou For. Uel.. April 21, 1874, 11 MS. Kejtort

Book, 489, enclosing coijy of a despatch from Mr. Bingham, min. to

Jai)au, No. 38. Jan. 8. 1874, 27 MS. Desp. from Japan.

The def«nclant, when consul-general of the United States in Eg^'pt,

in 1864, issued an attachment against the goods of the plaintift' there

situate. Pluntiff. and the persons at whose suit the attachment was

issued, were otizens of the United States and not residents or sojourn-

ers in the Turkish dominions. For this act the plaintiff brought suit

in this countr; to recover the value of the goods attached. The
defendant pleai^ed his official character, and. as incident thereto,

claimed jurisdict'on to entertain the suit in which the attachment was

issued. It was hdd that the plea was defective for not setting forth

the laws or usage? of Turkey upcuA which, by the treaty and act of

Congress conferring the jurisdiction, the latter was made to depend,

and which alone wadd show its precise extent, and that it embraced

the case in (piestion.

Dainese r. Hale. 9. U. S. 13. The court said that the most-favored-nation

clause of the tieaty between the United States and Turkey of Feb. 2."),

18(52, secured o United States consuls in Turkey, even if the

treaty of 1830 lid not. the same privileges of juri.><diction. civil and

criminal, as the -onsuls of other Christian nations enjoyed, and that

the act of Congress of June 22, 18r»(». established the necessary regu-

lations for the extrcise of such jurisdiction : but that, as the consu-

lar jurisdiction wa:, in terms, only such as was allowed by the laws

of Turkey, or by it; usages in its intercourse with other Christian

nations, those laws )r usages must be shown in order to prove the

precise extent of tht jurisdiction. The iKiint of the decision seems

to be that it was assinied that the rule that foreign laws must be

proved as facts was aiplicable to the case before the court.
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" Citizens of the United States owning real property in Turkey are,

under the real estate protocol of 11th of August, 1874, as proclaimed

by the President October 29, 1874, and in accordance with the terms

of Article II. of the imperial rescript of 7 Sepher, 1284 (June 10.

1867), placed upon terms of equality with Ottoman subjects 'in all

things that concern their landed property,' and are expressly excluded

from availing ' themselves of their personal nationality except under

the reserve of the immunities attached to their persons and their

movable goods according to the treaties.' (U. S. Stats., vol. 18, part

3. p. 853.)
"

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Straus, niin. to Turkey, March 17, 1888,

For. Rel. 1888, II. 1568, 1509.

" In all times, foreigners have always been attended in judicial matters by

their consular authorities. This tutelary and indisi)ensable rvle has

always been applied in an absolute manner.
" In 1860 only, when the Porte granted to foreigners the right to lold real

estate, the protocol annexed to the law of the 7th Sepher introduced

a slight derogation to that rule. It was a kind of concession that

the i)owers thought well to make to the Ottoman Government. That

was an eri'or to be regretted, inasmuch as the law of Sepler did not

give any great advantages to foreigners, as it grants eqinl rights to

the Ottomans, as well as foreigners, on all questions eoicerning real

property." (Memorandum of the dragomans to the chiefs of mis-

sions, For. Rel. 1892, 545, 546.)

" Another question which has recently occasionei controversy

arises from the action of Turkish officials in arbitrarily examining

the baggage, personal effects, and correspondence of Americans with-

out any adequate reason or even excuse further than that some sort

of conspiracy was supposed to exist among Armtiiians against the

Ottoman rule. The pursuance of such a course under the alleged

conditions is clearly unjustifiable. Such a systen of investigation

could only rationally be carried on when the coiiitry or district has

by public decree been placed under martial law. Mere suspicions of

a conspiracy among native subjects can in no sense form sufficient

ground for violating personal privileges and jiroperty of foreigners

during a time of peace.

" In several recent instances, our citizens peaceably traveling from
one point to another, under regular and forual teskereh (travel per-

mit), have suffered the indignity of arrest aixl search, their books and

papers being taken from them for so-called" examination.' It would

be a mere quibble, a trifling with the righ:s of the alien, to pretend,

as the local authorities seem in some cases :o have attempted, that this

is not such a domiciliary search as the cat:)itulations contemplate and

permit only on lawful process and aftu* notification to the consul

charged with the I'esident's protection. The rights of domicile spring
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from and are but a material manifestation of the rif^lits of the indi-

vidual—^the one can not he respected and the other assailed."

Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, min. to Turkey, Nov. 29, 1892,

For. Rel. 1892, cm. 012.

See. specifieaUy, the case of Mr. W. W. Mead, P'or. Rel. 1892, GOl, 613.

December 2, 1894, the Ottoman police, under the protection of the

acting governor, entered the residence of ^Ir. Lee, an American citi-

zen at Marash, searched his house, examined the contents of a box
which had come from the United States, and then took the empty
box to the government house, although the acting governor had been

informed that the box was examined at Alcxandretta. The Turkish

authorities did not report the search to the nearest American consul,

or observe any of the proper legal formalities, nor was the search

made for a cause specified in the protocol. It was alleged that this

act involved a violation of the right of domicile in at least four par-

ticulars; (1) the entrance of the police upon the premises without

permission; (2) the remaining of the police on the premises for

several hours and until after nightfall; (3) the course of the acting

governor who, when Mr. Lee protested, sent other officers to enter the

house and examine the box: and (4) the seizure of the box by those

officers against Mr. Lee's protest. The minister of the United States

at Constantinople on his own motion demanded the removal of the

acting governor, and the minister of foreign affairs " dictated a note

to the grand vizier "' expressing the opinion that this should be

done. The action of the American minister was approved. The
offending officials were reprimanded and measures were adopted by

the Porte to prevent the further molestation of Americans resident

at Marash.

For. Rel. 189."). II. 12.-)2-125.5.

" Another incident has served to attract notice : On the night of the

4th of August last the premi-ses of Dr. Christie, principal of St.

Paul's Institute, at Tarsus, who was spending the sunnner months at

the neighboring village of Xamroun, were invaded by an armed mob,

obviously collected in pursuance of a preconcerted plan, and an out-

rageous attack made on a defenseless native servant of Dr. (^hristie

and on some students of the institute who were then at Xamroun.

The authors of this brutal attack were abundantly identified, and

through the prompt intervention of the United States consul at

Beirut and the consular agent at Mersine. the nearest port, a numl>er

of arrests were made. Notwithstanding the peremptory demands of

the United States minister for simple justice, the assailants, when

taken before the local judge at Tarsus, were released. So grave did

this miscarriage of justice appear that an early occasion was taken
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to send the MarhleJtead to Mersine to investigate the incident and

lend all proper moral aid to the consular representatives of the

United States in i)ressing for due redress. Their efforts to this end

were most cordially seconded by the mutessarif (prefect) of Mersine,

and on October :28 last the accused, to the number of eight, were

brought to trial at Tarsus and convicted upon the evidence, subse-

quently confessing their guilt. Having established his rights, and in

view of the dismissal of the Tarsus judge who had conducted the pre-

liminary incjuest, and a promise to degrade the inconfipetent mudir of

Namroun, Dr. Christie interceded with the court for clemency to the

individual culprits, upon whom light sentences of imprisonment were

passed.

'• The signal rebuke administered in high places where responsi-

bility really existed and was abused, coupled with the establishment

of the important principle that American domicile in Turkey may
not be violated with impunity, renders the conclusion of this incident

satisfactory.''

Report of Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to the President, Dec. 19, 189.5, S. Doc.

:«, r)4 Cong, 1 sess. 4. Also For. Kel. 1895, 11. 125G, 1258, 1271-1292

1352, 1355.

See, also, Mavroyeni Bey, Turkish niin.. to Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, Dee.

21, 1895, For. Rel. 189.5, II. 1413. 1414.

In a dispatch of November 21, 1895, Mr. Terrell, United States

minister at Constantinople, expressed the hope that xVdmiral Sel-

fridge, U. S. Xavy, then in Turkish waters, had been instructed to

inform the Turkish functionaries with whom he might have official

intercourse, that his force would not be used to protect revolutionists

bearing American passports in entering Turkey from Cyprus. Mr.

Terrell expressed the belief that all his efforts to protect missionaries

would be in vain if the Turks should be led to believe that the United

States naval force was aiding revolutionary schemes, and added :
" I

presume that under article 4090, Revi.sed Statutes of the United

States, I could call upon the admiral to enforce an order to prevent

the entry of our naturalized citizens as armed revolutionists into Tur-

key if an emergency should arise requiring it."

Mr. Olney, Secretary of State, Deceml)er 13, 1895, replied :
" Ad-

miral has been telegraphed to cooperate heartily with you and enforce

all writs issued by you to i)revent any entry into Turkey of natural-

ized citizens as armed revolutionists under provisions of section

cited,"

For. Rel. 189.5, IT. 1.344-134.5, 1391.

In January. 1895, an American citizen named Stupe, of German
birth, was killed in Constantinople by an insane Turk. The assassin
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was tried and sentenced to death, the dragoman of the consulate-

general of the United States l)eing present at the trial. This sentence

was reversed by the court Of cassation. At this proceeding the drago-

man was not ])resent, no notice of it having been connnunicated to

him. The American minister protested against it as a disregard of

treaty stipulations, maintaining that the right to have a dragoman
present in such cases would be futile unless he should also be in

attendance when the case was reexamined in the appellate court. On
a new trial the defendant was sentenced to fifteen years imprisonment.

" In view of the gratifying circtnnstance that His Majesty the

Sultan had, of his own initiative and very soon after the killing,

accorded a life pension of 1,"200 piastres (about $525) to the widow
of the murdered man, no occasion for further pressing this particular

case was perceived. This Government will, however, insist upon its

right to be represented by the presence of its dragoman at every stage

of all criminal proceedings against an Ottoman subject where an

i\jnerican citizen has been injured.''

Report of Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to the Tresident, Dec. 19, 1S95, S. Doc.

3.3, 54 Cong. 1 sess. ; For. Kel. 1895, II. 125(i, 1259, 1292-1295.

See, for comnieiits on the action of the Porte in this case, the note of

Mavroyeni Bey, Turkisli minister ;it Washington, to Mr. Ohiey, Secre-

tary of State, Dec. 21, 1895, For. Rel. 1895, II. 1413, 1414.

" \Ye think, looking at the whole of this case, that so far as the

Ottoman (irovernment is concerned, it is sufficiently shown that they

have acquiesced in allowing to the British Government a jurisdiction,

whatsoever be its peculiar kind, between British subjects and the

subjects of other Christian states. It appears to ns that the course

was this : That at first, from the total difference of religions habits

and feelings, it was necessary to withdraw as far as practicable

British subjects from the native courts; then in the progress of time

commerce increasing, and various nations having the same interest

in abstaining from resort to the tribunals of Mussulmans, etc.,

reconrse was had to consular conrts; and by degrees the system

became general. Of all this the Government of the Ottoman Porte

must have been cognizant, and their long acquiescence proves consent.

The principles are fully e.xidained in the celebrated judgment of Lord

Stowell in the case of 'The Indian Chief (3 C. Rob. 28), to which

we have very recently referred (Advocate-General of Bengal r. Ranet'

Surnomoye Dossee, 2 Moore's P. C. 22, 00).

" Though the Ottoman Porte could give and hias given to the

Christian powers of Europe authority to administer justice to their

own subjects, according to their own laws, it neither has professed

to give nor could give to one such power any jurisdiction over the sub-

jects of another power. But it has left those powers at liberty to deal
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Avith each other as they may think fit, and if the subjects of one coun-

try desire to resort to the tribunals of another, there can be no objec-

tion to their doing so with the consent of their own sovereign and

that of the soAereign to whose tribunals they resort. There is no com-

l)ulsory power in an English court in Turkey over any but English

subjects; but a Russian or any other foreigner may, if he pleases,

voluntarily resort to it Avitli the consent of his sovereign, and thereby

submit himself to its jurisdiction."

Papayanni v. Russian Steam Navigation Co. (1863), 2 Moore's P. C. C,
N. S. IGl, 182-18i: This was a case arising out of damage by a colli-

sion between vessels off the island of Marmora. Appellants were
British subjects, whose vessel was libelled by the respondent in the

British consular court at Constantinople. A counterclaim was made
and two judgments were rendered ; and from these an appeal was
taken, on a protest by the appellants (defendants below), against

the jurisdiction of the court.

See, further, as to the jurisdiction of consular courts, 1 Beale's Cases on
the Conflict of Laws, 92-1)4.

2. Akt. IV.. Treaty of 1830.

§284.

" Various attempts were made prior to 1830 to negotiate a treay of

amity and commerce with the Ottoman Porte."

^ . , ., These efforts began in 1817. before which time
Davis and Adee.

.
®

.

American commerce in Turkish dominions had been
' under the protection of the English Levant Company, for w^hose

protection a consulate duty, averaging one and one-fourth per cent,

on the value of cargoes inward and outward, was paid.' ^ On the

Tith of September, 1829, full power was conferred upon Commodore
Biddle. in command of the Mediterranean Squadron, David Offley,

consul at Smyrna, and Charles Rhind, of Philadelphia, jointly and

severally, to conclude a treaty. They were instructed to make a com-

mercial treaty upon the most -favored-nation basis,*^ and they were re-

ferred to previous negotiations l)y Offley, in which he had been in-

structed to ' be careful to provide that the translation shall be cor-

rect, and such as will be received on both sides as of the same import.'''

'' Rhind made a great mystery of leaving America. He sailed at

night in a j)acket for (jribraltar, where he joined Biddle, and they

proceeded together to Smyrna ; but when Offley came on board in that

port he informed them that it ' was perfe'ctly well known in Smyrna
that they were conmiissioners.'

« H. Ex. Doc. 250, Treas. Dept.. and 303 State Dept., 22 Cong. 1 sess.

«- Offley to Van Buren. .June 7. laW, MS. Negotiations with Turkey, 1817-1831.

c n. Ex. Doc. 250, Treas. Dept., 22 Cong. 1 sess. 69-73.

<i Id. 65.
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" Rhind expressed his disappointment. It was then a<rrepd that he
should go alone to Constantinople and commence the negotiations,

while his colleagues waited at Smyrna. He proceeded there and pre-

sented his letters of credence. After these ceremonies were over he
submitted a draft of a treaty to the Reis Eifendi « (which appears to

have been in French, in which tongue the negotiation was conducted |.

Some days later he was shown the Turkish text of a treaty, and was
told by the Reis Effendi that it was ' drawn up in strict conformity
with the one which I had submitted," '' and on the 7th of May the

treaty of 1830 was signed, the Turkish text being signed by the Reis

Eifendi, as it had been prepared by him, and the French text being

signed by Rhind after examination and comparing it with the Turk-
ish. A secret and separate article was also signed at the same time

respecting the building of ships and purchase of ship timber in the

United States. Rhind then dispatched a special messenger to sum-
mon his colleagues to Constantinople.

" When they arrived, and were made acquainted with the separate

article, they disapproved of the latter ; but rather than lose the treaty

they signed both the treaty and the separate article in French and in-

formed the Secretary of State of the reasons for their course.'" This

caused a great breach between them and Rhind.
" The Senate approved the treaty itself, but rejected the separate

article. David Porter was then commissioned as charge d'affaires,

and was empowered to exchange the ratifications of the treaty and to

explain the rejection of the separate article. AMien he arrived in

Constantinople he was met with complaints at the rejection of the

separate article by the Senate. Then he reports that a discussion was

had * on the return of the translation made at Washington, instead

of the one signed at Constantinople.' '^ It appears from the archives

of the Department of State that four translations were sent to Amer-

ica— (1) an J^nglish translation from the original Turkish, not veri-

fied; (2) a French translation from the original Turkish, verified by

Navoni, the American dragoman: (3) a French translation in black

ink, with annotations in red ink, [which from internal evidence

appears to be su})stantially the original draft text submitted by

Rhind to the Reis Effendi]
; (4) another English translati(m, made

from the French. The translation which went before the Senate and

was acted on by that body was neither of these. No French version

appears to have l^een transmitted to the Senate with the Turkish

text, but a new English version, which, from internal evidence as

« Id. 89.

6 Id. 93.

f- Id. 95: Commodore Biddle to Mr. Van Rnren, Soo. of Stato. May ^A and

June 2, 18.30, MS. Negotiations with Turkey. 1817-1831.

d Porter's dispatch, No. 22. Sept. 2r), 1831. 2 MS. Desp. from Turkey.
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well as from the tradition of the Department, may be assumed to

have Immmi made in the I)ei)artment of State, mainly from the French

vt'r>i()n No. -i. Whether this !)e so or not, it is certain that the

French tianshition siirned hy BicUUe and his colleagues was not the

ver-ion which was snhmitted to the Senate, and which, after ratifica-

tion, was otlered in e.\chan<re at Constantinople.

••|Thci-e arc three En<rlish translati(ms of the treaty in the Depart-

ment of State, each dirterin«r sli^rhtly from the other, all in the hand-

writimr of two clerks of the office. One is written in a 'large bold

hand." antl the other two are written in a smaller style of chirography

and i)y a ditlerent clerk. On the Dth of December, 1830, the Presi-

dent sent the treaty to the Senate. In his message transmitting it,

which in fact bears the date of the 10th. he says:

" • The French versions herewith transmitted, and accompanied by

coi)ies and English translations of the same, are transcripts of the

oriLnnal translations fiom the Turkish, signed by the commissioners

of the United States, and delivered to the (jovernment of the Sublime

Porte. The pai)er in Turkish is the original, signed by the Turkish

jilenipotentiary. and delivered by him to the American cominis-

sioner>: of this, a translation into the English language, made at the

Department of State, and ludieved to be correct, is likewise trans-

mitted.*

•• 'I'he Senate ordered the papers to be printed in confidence." The
confi<lential document, as printed, consists of the President's mes-

sage: a French translation of the treaty and of the Separate and
Secret Article: and an English translation of the same. The French

ti-an>lation, as printed, conforms to the one verified by Navoni.

\\"\\\\ the message was transmitted to the Senate a copy of the

Engli-h translation, written in the 'large bold hand,' and this

appeal-- in the confidential document as the English translation.

This "V'.V of the English tran>lation was not acted upon bv the Sen-

ile. l)iit on the l<)lh of Di'ceniber the (>i'i(/iii(i1 of one of the other

two Eii^rli.l, tran-lations wa> |)resented to the Senate unaccompanied
1>\ a (•(•niimmication. and printed in confidence.* This was the

Eni:li~h ii-;i!i-!ation. which i-eceived the consideration of the Senate
Mild iM.t with II- ;ip|)ro\Ml. It was returned to the President with
ihc liiiki-h i.xt. :iiid ilii- particular paper and the Turkish text

fnrni pail ..f th-' Piv-idrnt"- i-at ification. which bears date of Feb-
ruary •_'. 1^:',1. It iiin-i. theivfore. be considered the official English
tran-hitioii ..f the tr.nty. ;i- nooih.-r translation, either in the English
or Erench hinguaL'-c-. ;icr,,iiipaiiie- that instrument, and it received
liie ap|)roval of the S.nat.-. Th,. ;,,t of ratification as signed by the
PivHdent i- written in the • large Kohl hand." The President's proc-

'•' >^- • "lif. 1 »iH-.. i),M-. ;i, i,s;!0.

'- s. yi,\\\\ I »,,<•.. i),.e. iG. i,s:io.
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laniation of the treaty, dated February 4, 1832, is written in the same

handwriting as the English translation which is attached to the rati-

fication of the President.
I

" Porter met the difficulty by signing a paper in Turkish of Avhich

he returned to AVashington the following as a translation :
' Some

expressions in the French translation of the Turkish instrument ex-

changed between the plenipotentiaries of the two contracting parties,

and which contains the articles of the treaty of commerce concluded

betAveen the Sublime Porte and the Ignited States of America, not

being perfectly in accordance with the Turkish original, a circum-

stance purely the effect of translation, and the Government of the

United States being satisfied with the Turkish treaty, and having

accepted it without the reserve of any word; therefore, on every

occasion the above instrument shall be strictly observed, and if, here-

after, any discussion should arise between the contracting parties,

the said instrument shall be consulted by me and by my successors

to remove doubts."

"

"This was received at the Department of State on the 5th of Decem-

ber, 1831, and there is no evidence that the act was disapproved. An
item was inserted in the appropriation bill to enable the President to

carry out the provisions of the treaty. Porter's dispatches were

2:)laced at the service of the Committee of Foreign Affairs of the

House,* the subject of the appropriation was discussed in the House,*^

and the appropriation was passed.**

'* Xo question arose respecting the differences between the versions

until 1808. when the Turks claimed jurisdiction over two American

citizens arrested and imprisoned by the Turkish authorities in Syria,

for alleged offenses against the Ottoman Government. This claim

of jurisdiction over American citizens was resisted by E. Joy Morris,

the American minister, who referred to that part of the 4th article

of the treaty of 1830 which provides that * even when they may have

committed some offense, they shall not be arrested and put in prison

by the local authorities; but they shall be tried by their minister or

consul, and punished according to their offense.' The minister for

foreign affairs replied that the translation was incorrect; that the

words * they shall te tried by their minister or consul, and punished

according to their offense,' and the words ' they are not to be ar-

rested,' were not to be found in the Turkish text ; and he cited Por-

ter's declaration in support of his claim that the Turkish text should

be accepted as the standard. Morris then, under instructions, secured,

through the Russian ambassador, translations to be made from the

« rortor's No. 22, Sept. 20. 18.31, 2 MS. Desp. from Turkey,
i II. Ex. Doc. .303, 22 Cong. 1 sess.

c Debates. 218G-2198.

^4 Stat. 513.
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Turkish text in Constantinople by the first dragoman of the Prussian

legation, hy the first and second dragonuins of the Russian embassy,

and by two former dragomans of the Russian embassy, and sent them

to the I)ei)artment of State. In no one of these were found the words

objected to by the minister for foreign affairs, nor any equivalent,

[although all agree in guaranteeing immunity from arrest for crime

by the Turkish authorities and the application of punishment

through the instrumentality of the minister or consul].

" Mr. Fish then instructed Morris that the President had ' deter-

mined to submit the facts to the consideration of the Senate, and

await its resolution before inaugurating any diplomatic action.'

This was done," [but without modification or authoritative inter-

pretation of the text by that body.]

'*| The discussion as to the true meaning of the Turkisk text, assum-

ing it to be the accei)ted standard, has since continued, and is still

pending. The Turkish Government has controverted the assertion

of jurisdiction by the United States minister and consuls over Amer-
icans charged with crime in Turkey in several cases, notably with

regard to the seaman Kelly, avIio in 1877 was tried by the consul at

Smyrna on the charge of murdering a native Turk, and acquitted.

The Turkish Government adheres to the allegation that the words

defining jurisdictional rights in the premises, which appear in the

English version, are ' not to be found ' in the Turkish text. Mean-
while, the Department of State has accumulated a number of addi-

tional translations from the Turkish, made by high authority in such

matters, without encountering one in which some form does not

appear of distinct admission of the intervention of the minister or

consuls to inflict, administer, or apply the punishment due to the

crime proven. It is to be observed in this relation that in J 838 a

treaty was concluded between the Ottoman Porte and Belgium,

signed in parallel Turkish and French texts, between which no dis-

crepancy is alleged ; and that the French text of article 4 of that

treaty is identical, as to extraterritorial jurisdiction over citizens,

with the disputed text of our treaty with Turkey, concluded eight

years earlier. The same provision also occurs in a still later treaty

between Turkey and Portugal.]"

Mr. .7. C. B. Davis, Treaty Notes, with supplementary notes, denoted by

braclcets. by Mr. Adee. Second Assistant Secretary of State, Treaty

Vol. (177(M887). l.Sn,S-1371.

For the Turkish caititulations. see reports of Edward A. Van Dyck,

consular clerk. President's messages of April 0. 1881, S. Ex. Doc. 3,

special sess.. and Feb. 2. 1882, S. Ex. Doc. 87, 47 Cong. 1 sess.

See D. DcmC'triadcs. Adniinistration of .Justice in the Levant, Juridical

Review, IIL 145.

« S. Conf. E, 41 Cong. 2 sess.
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As to the policy of tlie powers in consulting concerning matters touching

the capitulations, see circular Instruction of Mr. Frelinghuyseu, Sec.

of State, to United States ministers at Paris, Berlin, London, Rome,

St. Petersburg, and Vienna. May 15, 1882, 3 MS. Circular.s, 17.

See, also. Mr. Wallace, min. to Turkey, to Mr. Frelinghuyseu, Sec. of

State. No. 87, April 17, 1882, .38 MS. Desp. from Turkey ; Mr. Hoff-

man, charge at St. I'etersburg, to Mr. Frelinghuyseu, Sec. of State,

No. 2.3.'], June 15, 1882, 3G MS. Desp. from Russia.

Fohniarv 1. 1852, Mr. F. Dainese, at one time United States consul

at Constantinople, communicated to Mr. Webster,
Report of Mr Dai-

^^.^ j^^^^^ Secretary of State, a sketch of the
nese, 1852. ,.. . /.••"^•ik x-.-

administration of justice in the Ottoman Empire.

The laws, he said, were administered by a body of judges called

" cadis," Avith whom were connected interpreters of the law called

"muftis." Besides the court of the cadi, each district, county, or

province had a council called " medsliss," composed of the cadi,

mufti, and certain representatives of the people, and presided over

l)y the chief executive officer of the place. The formation of the

medsliss dated from 1839. There was another mixed court in the

principal commercial towns called the " tidjaret," with exclusively

commercial jurisdiction. So far as American citizens were con-

cerned, Mr. Dainese stated that the treaty of 1830, being rather

imperfect, merely enabled the United States to invoke the privileges

granted to European powers by the express terms of their capitula-

tions, as well as the right of being treated on the most-favored-nation

footing. During the last three years of his administration of the

consulate at Constantinople, he had met with no difficulty in the

application of these two rules. Mr. Dainese further stated that civil

cases between Europeans and Turks, tried before either of the courts

he had mentioned, when attended by the projjer official representative

of the foreign party, vrero definitely decided, and the awards were

subject to prompt execution : but that they were of no validity if

made in the absence of an official functionary. Commenting further,

he said

:

" In criminal cases between Turks and foreigners, which are tried

before the council of police, if tlie award be adverse to the latter, they

are not sjibject to its execution in Turkey, but are sent, together with

the documents relative to the case, to their respective governments
for disposal.

" Civil and criminal cases arising between Europeans of the same
or different nationalities residing in Turkey, are out of the jurisdic-

tion of either of the above courts. Civil controversies are either

arranged by arbitrators chosen by the parties themselves, or tried be-

fore juries appointed by their respective consuls. Coiners of base coin

are subject to the local laws, no matter what nation they belong to.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2- 13
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'* These juries are composed of three members, and are selected from

the mercantile classes. Their awards are submitted to the consuls,

and when sanctioned ac(iiiire le<ral vitality.

" This Is ol)viously the worst system ever devised; most of the con-

suls, in their -^election of juries, and in their power of approvin<j: or

dissentiuir fi'oni their aAvai'd. possess the power of entirely controllinjj

the case, and the weaker party becomes frequently the victim of the

grossest injustice. The French, Greek, Dutch, and some others,

have the riirht of appwl to the courts of their respective countries, if

dvfoKhinU: but if claimants, they have no redress, as the juries are

always appointed by the consuls of the defendants; of course under

such a system a fair and equitable adjustment of litijrated cases can

not be hoped for.

*' Criminal cases amono- Europeans are only examined before the

constds of the defendants, but no European consul in Turkey has

authority to try them; and delinquents, together with the proceedings

and proofs of the ])rocess, are sent to the country of the offenders,

where the matter is ti'ied and the punishment inflicted.

" I am happy to add, that the act of Congress of 1848, conferring

criminal jurisdiction on American consuls in the Turkish dominions,

has not been called for as yet in Constantinople.''

II. Ex. Doc. 82. a4 Cong. 8 sess. 189, 192-10.3. It ai)pears hy papers in

this (locuinent that Mr. Dainese had resided many years in Constan-

tinople; that, as early as 183.3, he was employed there as a clerk in

an Knj^lish mercantile firm, the head of which was at the time in

charge of the American consulate. (195.)

A copy of Mr. Cushing's opinion of Oct. 23, 1855 (7 Op. 565). on

consular jurisdiction in Turkey, having been placed
^^°^

".oc-r"^ ill the hands of iVIr. John P. Brown, then United
Brown, 1857. . '

States consul-general at Constantino})le, for many
years in the service of the United States in Turkey, Mr. Brown i)ro-

ceeded to furnish the information which, as he said, the Attorne\^-

(ieneral " seems to have needed '' in preparing his opinion. In the

course of his dispatch, Mr. Brown said:
'• 1st. All treaties between foreign powers and the Sublime Porte

grant jurisdiction to the latter in both civil and criminal cases, when
either of the jiarties, j)laintiti' or defendant, is an Ottoman subject.

To meet this it has of late years established a police court for crim-

inal and a board of trade for commercial suits at this capital, the

latter com])osed of Ottoman and foreign merchants, and presided

over by the minister of commerce or his assistant. In this board or

court the American legation is rejjresented by two members, both

merchants. Messrs. A. Azarian, a naturalized United States citizen,

and E. Varncla, a protege of the legation. As the treaty stipulates
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that all suits tried in Ottoman courts, in which one of the parties is a

citizen of the United States ' shall not be heard or judgment pro-

nounced unless the American dragoman be present,' I found it very

necessary and useful to have the American interests represented in

the board of commerce, and suggested to the minister resident the

propriety of appointing the aforementioned merchants. Without the

presence of an American in the board. T, as dragonum. not being

allowed to act as a member, was often exposed to lose the suit in

which I was interested. This court issues judgments against or in

favor of all foreigners, but does not put them into execution. All the

foreign legations claim the right to execute them upon their own sub-

jects. A code of commerce is now being drawn uj) for this court,

based upon the French code. The dragomen are su imposed onh^ to

act as the interpreters of the citizens or subjects of their nations, yet

they may exercise considerable influence over the members, require

an adherence to certain rules of procedure, and even claim the right

to arrest their 'judgments' until they can lay the case before their

minister.

" On the occurrence of a civil suit decreed by the minister of for-

eign affairs for trial before this court, the petition of the Ottoman or

• fakrii ' (official note) of the foreign legation on which it is based,

is always given in charge of an employe of his bureau called a

• ^lubashir." whose business it is to cite and accompany the parties at

the trial. He calls at the legation or consulate of the foreigner to

request it to cite him before the court. This is ' the usage observed

towards other Franks ' alluded to in the fourth article of the treaty.

If the i)laintiff be an Ottoman subject, his petition against the for-

eigner, which he presents to the minister of foreign affairs, is always

conveyed by the ' Mul)ashir * to the dragoman, who makes a transla-

tion of it for the information of his minister or consul, and the

defendant.
" ^d. The honorable Attorney-(ieneral was under a misapprehen-

sion when he stated in his opinion " that Americans committing crime

in Turkey nre to be tried by their minister or consul: ' for all for-

eigners are tried for the commission of crime, whenever their plain-

tiffs are Ottoman subjects, by the Ottoman courts only, ' in the pres-

ence of the American dragoman.' For this })urpose the Sublime

Porte has established a police court under the minister of police or

his assistant, and there are no foreigners among its members. Its

decisions arc executed by itself in ordinary cases, yot, in capital ones,

or even when the criminal is condemned to a long imprisonment, it

makes him over if so required, to his own legation to be sent to his

country for punishment.
•• The Porte endeavors to extend this system to its large cities and

to its provinces generally. In the latter, the ' local government,'
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as it styles that of its ijovcrnors. is coniiiosod of a medjilis or pro-

vincial couiK-il. for the trial of both civil and criminal cases, and for

the former trials foreitrn merchants are admitted. There also the

' j)resence of the American dragoman ' is required, who, if the place

has an American consul, is generally a native linguist, temporarily

employed by the latter.

" Hd. Jurisdiction is allowed by the Sublime Porte to the Ameri-

can minister and consuls in all cases, civil and criminal, occurring

between citizens of the United States and these and other foreigners.

It is wholly averse to the exercise of any interference in these cases,

and it refused positively to interfere between the Americans and Aus-

trians, in the serious atfair which occurred in Smyrna, respecting

Martze Koszta. This usage towards Franks is rigidly observed in

all parts of Turkey.
" The exact language of the 4th article of the treaty, to Avhich the

lionorable Attorney-Oeneral alludes. I thus interpret

:

'•
' AVhen suits occur between subjects and rajahs of the Sublime

Porte, and subjects of the American (xovernment, these shall not be

heard and judged except in the presence of the dragoman (of the

latter). Whenever those (occurring in the provinces of the Ottoman
empire) amount to as nnich as 500 piastres they shall lie referred to

the capital, where they shall be tried according to justice and equity.

AMien American subjects are occupied with their own atfairs of trade,

and no crime has been jiroven against them, they shall not cause-

lessly be ujolested ; and even when their guilt has been proven, the

judges and executive officers shall not imprison them, but, in the same

manner which is observed towards other foreigners, they shall be

punished (i. e. the judgment l)e executed upon them) by their own
minister or consul.*

" In the Turkish original the word ' tried ' by their minister or

consul certinnly does not exist, and the language used refers to the

carrying into execution of the punishment deemed necessary for the

American criminal.

"The treaty states that 'even when they (Americans) may have

connnitted .'-ome otT'ence, they shall not be arrested or })ut in prison

by the local authorities." The correct language of the original as

aforeshown. is ' imjirisoned " or detained in prison, which is con-

sistent with the ])ractice or usage observed towards all foreigners

generally, whom the jiolice arrest and put in prison on a criminal

accusation from Ottoman subjects, but give notice of the fact to the

projM'r legation, with tlu> i('(|iies( that one of its di-agomen may be

j)resent at the trial. I should here add that the police will also

always arrest a foreigner who is accused of crime, on the demand of

another foreigner, but sends the accused innnediately to his own con-

sul for trial.
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" I believe I have shown that, forasmuch as the Sublime Porte is

concerned, it refuses to exercise any jurisdiction of a civil or criminal

nature in suits arising exclusively among foreigners in Turkey It

leaves it to foreign governments represented in Turkey, to adopt

whatever systems they may deem most expedient for the settlement

of suits arising amongst their own subjects. On this point all have

the same rights and liberty of choice. Consequently some have

adopted codes for the trial of their own subjects, and established con-

sular tribunals, composed only of their own subjects and proteges

and presided over l)y their consuls. Whenever the plaintiff is the

subject of another foreign government, the suit, if a civil one, is

referred to a ' mixed commission ' of arbitration, composed of two

members for the defendant and one for the plaintiff. An appeal

may be had under some of the consulates or chancellaries to the min-

ister, who generally decrees a retrial before a similar commission of

appeal, whilst in others, as in the French, provision is made for an

appeal to the 'Court of Aix;' and in the Austrian to a court at

Trieste.

'' This system of mixed commissions among the foreign legations

and consulates in Turkey has become a kind of lex loci. I have

heretofore conformed to it in the trial of suits between American

citizens and proteges, or these and other foreign subjects, and it

would be a source of much satisfaction to me to be apprised by an
' opinion ' of the Hon. Attorney-Oeneral whether or not my con-

formance to it renders the * judgment ' of the commission approved

of by me valid or legal, and whether I could carry it into execution

here"?

•• In connection with the preceding I wonld respectfully beg your

indulgence while I add the following remarks on the results of the

exterritoriality thus enjoyed by citizens of the United States in

Turkey.
" Not only are American consuls there called upon to carry the

sentences of Turkish tribunals into execution on American citizens,

but also to execute those of their own finding. The Ottoman Gov-
ernment is averse to allowing foreign criminals to be confined in its

])risons where, by the 'usage' observed, they are fed at its expense.

I am compelled, on account of there being no American consular

prison here, to confine Americans whom I have had to sentence in

the wretched prison of the police department, the filthiness of which

exposes the criminal to dangerous diseases. There are no public

hospitals here in which American citizens can be placed, and I have

l.'een compelled to (lei)end upon the goodness of the Prussian hospital

for admittance for suffering Americans.
" Most of the foreign legations here possess a prison and a hospital,

and some have a house connected with the latter, for boarding dis-
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tressod seamen or indigent subjects, especially the British, French,

ajul American.
" As the relations between the United States and Turkey are

aiuuially being extended, particularly with Constantinople, the

former will before many years be compelled to provide a prison,

and perhaps a hospital for their citizens. One prison would suffice

for the greater part of the empire, to which Americans sentenced by

their consuls to an imprisonment of some months' duration might be

sent. vSo uiuch has already been written to the Department on the

subject of civil consular jurisdiction in Turkey, that T beg to believe

it is only a sense of duty which has induced me to trouble it again."

Mr. Hrown, consul-general at Constantinople, to Mr. Cass, Sec. of State,

Aug. 1, 1857. H. Ex. Doc. 68, H5 Cong. 2 sess. (M.

Mv. Brown accompanied Commodore Porter to Constantinople as acting

midshipman in 1830. As the United States was then obliged to rely

on a foreign interpreter. Mr. Brown, on Commodore Porter's advice,

established himself at Constantinople for the purpose of acquiring

oriental languages. After five years' study he was appointed drago-

man (interpreter) to the United States legation. "In the Viu-ious

grades of dragoman, secretary of legation, and acting consul and

chargC' d'affaires, he faithfully served the Ignited States from the year

1.S."'5 until near the close of 1872, the period of his death." (Mr. Mor-

gan, Com. on For. Aff., .Tan. 21, lS7a, II. Report 40, 42 Cong. 3 sess.)

Feb. 24, 18.")8, Mr. Brown made a return of civil and criminal suits in

llie consulate during 18,^7. adding: "Besides these, other suits, both

civil and criminal, have occurred in 1857 between T'nited States

citizens and Ottoman subjects, which, according to the stipulations

of the treaty, were tried in my i)resence as dragoman of the legation,

in the police court, jind board of trade (Tidjaret)." (H. Ex. Doc. «)8,

Cong. 2 sess. (;•>.)

See, also, Mr. Willijims. min. to Turkey, to Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, Nov,

17. 1858. II. Ex. Doc. ()8. 35 Cong. 2 sess. (ilt.

Under the act of Congress of 1848, now superseded, to carry into effect

certain provisions in the treaties between the United States and Tur-

key, giving certain judicial i)owers to ministers and consuls, there

being no designation of a particular place for the confinement of

prisoners, such place is left for regulation under section five of the

Jict, or to the discretion of the acting functionary. (Toucey, At. Gen.,

lS4!t, 5 Op. (>7.)

"The I)('i)ai'tment has duly considered your several despatches,

calling attention to the discrepancies alleged to exist
Views of Mr. Cass, , , ^, rr ,

• i , , ^ ,, , , -.i xi
,oca between the J urkish text ot the treatv with the

Sublime Porte of May, 1830, and the English trans-

lation thereof, and suggesting the negotiation of a new instrument

as the proper means of avoiding the difficulties to which such a

variation in the two versions may give rise.

'" Without going into a history of the circumstances that attended

(he negotiation of the treaty in (piestion, which are no doubt familiar
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to you, and adniittino; that the English version is a somewhat imper-

fect rendering of the Turkish text, I feel constrained upon reflection

to express my belief that the true meaning and intent of the instru-

ment may be deduced either from the English text or from its Turk-

ish counterpart, and that any fair attempt to harmonize the two

would not necessarily be unsuccessful.

'' It would be well therefore to endeavor to obtain from the Tur-

kish Government a formal recognition of the correctnesss of our

interpretation of the provisions of the existing treaty. In the event

of this not being jDracti cable, the propriety of negotiating a new
convention, b}' which all misunderstanding might be avoided, would

appear to be unquestionable.

" It is evident that Mr. Porter, the charge d'affaires at Constan-

tinople, in agreeing that, to remove doubts in regard to the true

meaning of the treaty, the Turkish text should alone be consulted

in any discussion which might arise between the contracting parties,

did so under the conviction that there was no essential disagreement

between the Turkish and French versions—that the difference was

in words only, not in substance. The ' codicil ' itself, as it is termed,

speaks of the want of accord between them as being * purely the

effect of translation,' and asserts that the Government of the United

States is ' fully satisfied Avith the treaty, and has accepted it, without

the reserve of any word." Mr. Porter was well aAvare of the con-

struction which had been put upon the treaty by the United States,

at the period of its ratification, and it is not likely that the ratifica-

tions would have been exchanged by him if he had not had sufficient

reasons for believing that the stipulations were fairly conveyed in

the English text. Those parts of the treaty respecting the true inter-

pretation of which it was apprehended doubts might arise, were

fully dwelt upon in Mr. Porter's instructions, and were no doubt

discussed by him with the plenipotentiary of the Porte before the

exchange was made.
•' Under the circumstances, it is deemed proper that you should

call the attention of the Ottoman Government to the discrepancies

adverted to in your Xo. 21, and urge the necessity of a distinct and

clear understanding between the two Governments in regard to the

terms of the treaty. Should you fail to elicit a satisfactory reply,

the Department will, upon the receipt of your despatch communicat-

ing the result of 3'our efforts, lose no time in instructing you further

upon the subject."

Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to Mr. Williaiiis, ini;i. to Turkey, July 18, 1859,

MS. Inst. Turkey, II. 1.
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" The correct meaning of the fourth article of the treaty of 1830,

l)etween the United kStates and Turkey, has for some
Position of Mr.

^^^^^^^ under consideration here. The vari-
Fish, 1869. ' .,,,-, • • 1 i. 1

ous transhitions of the lurkish original of that

article made at Constantinople and in this country have been care-

fully (•()mi)ared, and the conclusion arrived at is that the P^nglish

version. ui)on the faith of which the treaty was ratified by the

Senate and the President of the United States, is erroneous. Accord-

ing to that version a citizen of the United States who may have

committed a misdemeanor or a crime in Turkey against a Turk, or

jigainst the I'urkish (jrovernment, can not be arrested even on mesne

process, or imprisoned by the local authorities, and if tried therefor,

this must be by the United States minister or consul.

" Considering the virtual impunity which such a stipulation as this

bestows upon evil-disjjosed citizens of the United States, in that coun-

try, it is unaccountable that no more serious distrust of the accuracy

of the translation should have been entertained than the archives of

the Department disclo.se.

" The history of that translation appears to be as follows:

" Mr. Charles Ehind. who as a special agent of the United States,

proceeded to Turkey in 1S29, for the puri)ose of negotiating the treaty,

employed, on arriving at Constantinople, one Xavoni as his drago-

man. A French version of the Turkish by this Navoni, and another

in the same language by another hand, accomj^anied the original

treaty sent hither by Mr. Rhind. It is presumed that neither of the^^e

versions was entirely satisfactory to Mr. Van Buren, then Secretary

of State, for, i)ursiiant to his direction, Mr. William B. Hodgson, then

cmphned in the Department, and afterwards its oificial translator,

made another translation, which purports to have been from the

original Turkish. It is, however, obvious on inspection that Mr.

Hodgson's translation is not from the Turkish original, but seems to

be compoinided from the two French versions above referred to, both

of which err, as alleged by the Turkish Government, and as the other

translations recently made plainly show.
'' If reasonable weight be allowed to the objection of the Turkish

(iovernment that it could not have been, and was not their intention

to have placed United States citizens, offenders in Turkey, on a more

favorable footing than citizens or subjects of other countries, it is

obvious that this objection is decidedly at variance with the English

version of the 4th article of our ti(':ity as apj)roved by the Senate,

and proclaimed by the I'resident of the United States. The English

translation of the 7th article has alo l)i';'ii i)r()iiounced defective by

that (iovernment, as its correspondciicc with your predecessor, Com-
modore Porter, will show.
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"Ambiguities and inaccuracies of this character respecting such

important instruments are to be deplored; every proper etfort should

be made to avoid them, and when brought to light they should be cor-

rected.

" The President can not take it upon himself to determine whether

the Senate would or would not have advised and consented to the rati-

fication of the treaty had it been understood in the sense which we are

now satisfied that it bears, nor is he disposed, without the advice of the

Senate, either to pronudgate a new and correct translation or to ask

the Government of Turkey to enter into a new treaty, conforming to

the English version which was proclaimed by President Jackson. He
has therefore determined to submit the facts to the consideration of

the Senate and await its resolution before inaugurating any diplo-

matic action. You are instructed in the meantime to avoid, and to

direct our consular officers to avoid, making any issue the maintaining

of which depends upon the English versions of the 4th and 7th articles

of the treaty which is contained in our statutes, or drawing in ques-

tion the construction which the Government of Turkey puts upon the

original document.''

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, Oct. 10. lS(iO, .MS. Inst. Turkey. II.

2<>2.

July 25, 1870, Mr. Farnian. agent and consul-general at Cairo, called the

attention of the Dei)artnient of State to the fact that his berat from the

Porte contained the following clause :
" Citizens of the United States

quietly pursuing their commerce and not being charged or convicted

with any crime or offense, shall not be molested ; and if they have

conunitted any offense thej- shall be put in prison by the local author-

ities, but thej- will be punished with the cooperation of the consul-

general, following in that respect the usage in force toward other

Franlvs." No copies of the berats issued to Mr. Farman's predecessors

had been sent to the De])artment of State, and he was informed that

whether the attention of Turkey would be called to the clause in ques-

tion would depend on the practice that liad previously prevailed with

regard to its insertion. Meanwhile, he was to govern himself by Mr.

Fish's instructions to Mr. Morris, supra. (Mr. Cadwalader, Act. Sec.

of State, to Mr. Farman. Aug. 25, 187('.. MS. Inst. Egypt, XVI. 41.)

In 1877 tlu> United States consul at Smyrna tried and acquitted a

seaman named Kellv, of the V. S. S. VdJuIaJia, who
Caseof Kelly, 1877.

, i .i li i £ r^ i
• i iwas charged Avitli tlie nnirder or a lurkisn sub-

ject. This case caused a renewal of the discussion between the

United States and Turkey as to the interpretation of Article IV.

of the treaty of 1830. In a note of December 8, 1877, to the

Turkish minister at AVashington, Mr. Evarts stated that, in order

that the discussion of the subject might be approached in perfect

good faith, he had " no hesitation in confirming the conclusion "

reached by Mr. Fish, October 19, 18()0, " that the English version,
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ii.pon the faith of which the treaty was ratified by the Senate and the

President of the United States, is erroneous." Mr. Evarts main-

tained, however, that the English version substantially reproduced
•" the purposes of the American plenipotentiaries," which were con-

curred in by the Senate and the President, as well as " the original

version in the French tongue, signed first by Mr. Rhind, and after-

wards by Commodore Biddle and Mr. Offley, and delivered to the

(iiovernment of the Porte in exchange for the official Turkish version C
and he also contended that there was no just ground to doubt that the

English version, as ratified by the Senate and the President, repre-

sented " the current usage towards foreigners accused of crime in

Turkey."

Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Aristarehi Bey, Turkish min.. Dee. 8. 1877.

MS. Notes to Turkey. I. 197, answering a note of Aristachi Bey, of

October 10, 1877.

'" Referring to the correspondence heretofore exchanged between

your legation and the Department of State, and to the conferences

which we have held, concerning the case of the seaman Kelly, who
was tried by the United States consul at the port of Smyrna. I have

now the honor to acquaint v'ou with the sincere desire of this Govern-

ment to put an end in an amicable manner to the long-pending dis-

cussion.

*• T am directed in the first place bv the President to admit, on the

part of the (Jovernment of the United States, that the United States

are bound by the Turkish text of the treaty of 1830, which was signed

in that text alone. I make this admission the more cheerfully in

view of your repeated assurances, in the name of your Government,

that not only shall the true intent of that text be observed, but also

that the citizens of the United States within Ottoman jurisdiction

shall have tlu> treatment accorded to the citizens or subjects of the

most favored nation either by treaty or by virtue of existing local

laws or customs.
" In the next j)lace. with regard to the case of the al)Ove mentioned

seaman Patrick Kelly, who. being accused of the conunission of a

homicide at Smyrna, was ti'ied and released by the consul of the

United States. I have the honor to state that without admitting any

express or imjilied obligation in the premises, and without presently

passing upon the true English equivalent of the Turkish text in the

article involved, and upon the assurances tendered by you that the

act of Kelly has reduced a Turkish family to penury and distress,

the (Tovernnicnt of the United States is prepared to spontaneously

offer the sum of twelve liundre<l dollars ($1,200), money of the United

States, for the relief of this suffering family.
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'' Doubting not that your Government will regard all source of

difference on this point as ended by such a course, I embrace this

gratifying opportunity to renew to you," etc.

Mr. Evarts, S'>c. of State, to Aristarchi Bey, Turkish min.. May 14, 1880,

MS. Notes to Turkey. I. 251.

See. also, same to same. .luiie 20, 1880, id. I. 2.53.

The discussion of Article IV. of the treaty of 1830 was continued in

the case of Stephen P. Mirzan, an alleged citizen of
irzanscase,

.

^j^^ United States, who murdered Alexander Dahan,

a distinguished lawyer, in the streets of Alexandria. Egypt. July 17,

1879. It appears that Mirzan and Dahan had an altercation in the

street and finally came to blows, Mirzan striking Dahan. The latter

ran away, fleeing through a bookstore, closely pursued by Mr. Mirzan,

who, as Dahan passed out of one of the doors, shot him through the

back of the head, the ball coming out through the forehead. Dahan
died instantly. He was a subject of Turkey. Mirzan was tried at

Alexandria before Mr. Maynard, then United States minister to

Turkey, and was convicted June 12, 1880, of murder , in the first

degree and sentenced to be hanged October 1, 1880.

President Hayes, July 29, 1880, commuted his sentence to imprison-

ment for life. (See supra, § 266, p. 635.)

August 3, 1882, President Arthur directed that he be brought to

Albany to serve out the remainder of his sentence in the penitentiary

at that place.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Garland, Att. Gen., June 10, 188.5, 150

MS. Dom. Let. 15.

For the notification of the commutation of Mirzan's sentence by President

Hayes, see Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Farman. consul-general

at Cairo. Sept. 7, 1880, MS. Inst. Egypt, XVI. 200.

The question whether Mirzan should be tried before the consul-general of

the United States at Cairo was fully considered by the Department of

State. By the last clause of sec. 22 of the act of June 22, 1800. it

was provided that if at any time there should be no minister in

either of the countries therein mentioned, the judicial duties imposed

upon him by the act should devolve upon the consul-general or con-

sul residing at the capital of the country. This provision was not

incorporated into the Revised Statutes, and was therefore excluded

from consideration. The conclusion was reached that Egypt could

not Ik' deemed, for the purposes of the Revised Statutes, sees. 4083-

4130. an independent country, but must be held to be a part of the

Ottoman Empire, at the capital of which the United States main-

tained a diplomatic representative. In capital cases the statute, it

was observed, invested the minister with original jurisdiction concur-

rently with the consul, and that when the trial was held in the

consular court the defendant had a right of appeal to the minister.

In view of the gravity of the offence with which Mirzan stood

charged, and the probability that in the case of conviction before the
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consul:!!- fdurt ho would ask for a now trial l>efore the minister, it

was decided that the trial should be held before the minister In the

fii-st instance, and Mr. .Maynard was accordingly instructed to proceed

to Alexandria and hold it. (Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Fannan,
consul-f:eneral. March Hi, 1880, MS. Inst. Egypt. XVI. 101.)

As to the refusal of the l>ei)artnient of State to issue to Mirzan a passiwrt

in 1S1X>. after his liberation, on finding that he was apparently natu-

ralized in the Fnited States after only three ye:trs' resid.iice. see Mr.

Wharton. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Mirzan. July 30. 1890, 178 MS.
Dom. Let. 4."'>S.

•• The Tiiipci-ial Ottoman legation lias repeatedly been under the

nece.ssity of making representations to the Depart-

"^^^^o^rr^i ooo ment of State in relation to the jurisdiction wliich is

assumed by the Ignited States consuls in Turkey over

American citizens who have been guilty of crimes or misdemeanors

connnitted within the terrritory of the P^mpire. to the exclusion of

all intervention on the part of the Ottoman authorities, and that not

only in cases in which the injured party is a foreign subject, but also

in those in which such party in an Ottoman subject.

"The Sublime Porte has always opposed this view of the United

States, which is based upon an erroneous translation of Article IV. of

the treaty of 1880.

" Without wishing. Mr. Secretary of State, to enter upon a minute

discussi(m of this question, which has already formed the subject of

much correspondence between the two Governments. I will say that

Article IV. of the said treaty does not create an exceptional ref/h/w in

Favor of American citizens.

•' The expression found therein ' following the usage observed

towards (other) Franks." can leave no doubt on this head.
• It clearly shows that neither more nor less Avas granted to Ameri-

can citizens than was granted to the subjects of other powers. I beg.

hioicover. to remind you that according to the declaration of Mr.

Poi-tcr. then representative of the United States in Turkey (which

declaration has never been disavowed), the Turkish text of the

tieaty of IS.'U) is the only one that is binding, and as that document

says. • In case any dispute shall arise between the two contracting

parties, the said instrument (?'. e., the Tm'kish text) shall be the only

one according to which the difficulty shall 1k' settled.' It was not

until the year 1SC)8 that Mr. E. Joy Morris, then United States min-

ister at Constantinople, raised this (piestion of jurisdiction, basing

his action on the English translation of the Turkish text of Article

IV. of the treaty of ls:50.

"The ca.se in which he did so was that of two Americans. Romer
and Lamar, who had been concerned in an atiray in Syria.

"There are in that translatitm entire phrases which are wanting in

the Turkish text, which is. I repeat, the only one that is binding.
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" A long discussion between the two Governments followed, and

Mr. Morris, by order of the Department of State, had new transla-

tions of Article IV. made at Constantinople, by six dragomans who
were attached to various embassies there. According to the admission

of the Department of State not one of those translations contains

any phrases or words that would grant to the representatives of the

United States the right of jurisdiction which we contest. In view

of these facts. Mr. Fish, who was at that time Secretary of State,

laid the question before the Senate, as appears from a dispatch

addressed by him to Mr. Morris. Sixteen years have elapsed since

then, and notwithstanding the reiterated efforts made l)y the Sublime

Porte, both here and at Constantinople, no decision, so far as I am
aware, has been reached by that body on this subject.

" The United States Government, yielding to evidence, finally

adhered, it is true, in principle, to the view taken of this question by

the Sublime Porte. It will be sufficient for me to quote in this connec-

tion the declaration made by Mr. Evarts, then Secretary of State, to

my predecessor, in the name of His Excellency the President :
' I am

directed,' wrote the Hon. Mr. Evarts, May 14, 1880, 'by the Presi-

dent to admit, on the part of the Government of the United States,

that the United States are bound by the Turkish text of the treaty of

1880, which was signed in that text above.' [Mr. Evarts's note says

ill that text alone.]
"

' I make this admission the more cheerfully in view of your

repeated assurances, in the name of your Government, that not only

hhall the true extent ' [Mr. Evarts's note says intetit] ' of that text be

observed, but also that the citizens of the United States, within

Ottoman jurisdiction, shall have the treatment accorded to the citi-

zens or subjects of the most favored nations ' [Mr. Evarts wrote

nation'] ' either by treaty or by virtue of existing local laws or

customs.'

"Aristarchi Bey took note of this declaration, and. in his reply to

the honorable Secretary of State, gave the most positive assurances

that citizens of the United States should enjoy, in Turkey, the same

privileges and immunities as citizens of other countries. Notwith-

standing these declarations, which ought to have put an end to the

<lirt'erence existing between the two countries, the Washington

Cabinet thought proper once more to remit the examination of this

matter to Constantinople, as stated bv the Hon. Bancroft Davis,

then Acting Secretary of State, to Aristarchi Bey, under date of

December 80, 1881. You were also pleased to assure him, Mr. Sec-

retary of State, that the necessary instructions had been forwarded

to the representative of the United States in Turkey, to enable him
to settle this difference. No settlement has, however, been reached.

" In the meantime, cases of crimes and misdemeanors continue to
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occui- ill tho Empire, and frequently give rise to differences of opinion

iuul to difficulties between the Ottoman authorities and the American

consulates, to the great detriment of the regular course of justice.

" Thus, (juite recently, the United States consul at Beirut posi-

tively refused to receive and forward to its destination a sunnnons

issued by the ])ublic prosecutor, which cited an xlmerican missionary

of Saida to appear, he having been guilty of a violation of law.

" In calling your serious attention, Mr. Secretary of State, to this

fact, I beg you. by order of my (xovernment, to be pleased to hasten

the settlement of this question of jurisdiction, which has remained

so long in abeyance.
'• To sum up, the Sublime Porte can not make, in criminal cases,

any exception in favor of American citizens; it guarantees to them,

however, all privileges and immunities that have been heretofore

and that are now enjoyed by the subjects of other powers. I am
authorized to give you, on this point, Mr. Secretary of State, the most

formal and explicit assurances, without either hesitation or reti-

cence. My Government feels every confidence in the sentiments of

;'(iuity and justice which actuate the AVashington Cabinet, and it

ho])es that the dilference which has for so many years existed between

I he two countries on this point Avill. through your conciliatory spirit.

be definitely terminated.*'

TevHk raslin. Turkish inin.. to Mr. Freliugbuysen, Sec. of State. April U<>,

1884, For. Rel. 1885, 890.

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

'i()th ultimo concerning the true interpretation of article 4 of the

treaty of 1S80. between the United States and the Ottoman Porte, in

so far as it concerns the treatment of American citizens accused of

crime in Turkey.
•• It ai)pears to be your desire to avoid the extended discussion of

details which lias attended this question for several years past, and

treat it in its most practical aspects. To that end you confine your

repi-esentations to certain elementary considerations which, if I right-

fully undeistand your note, you regard as conclusive in themselves

and as rightly sufficient to have closed the c(mtroversy before now,

inider the instructions given to the United States minister at Con-

stantinople to examine and settle the facts.

"This Department is eciually desirous to avoid traveling anew the

path of previous aigument. The matter seems to it to be one readily

restricted to precise limits within which it might have been deter-

mined at any time in the past fifty years if your (lovernment had

met the I'eal issue l)v a |)ositive statement of the precise meaning of

the Turkish text of the fourth article in dispute.
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" A part of your argument appears to rest, permit me to sa}^ on a

fallacious assumption. You go back to Mr. Porter's declaration in

1831, that the Turkish text should be the standard in case of doubt

as to the meaning of the treaty, and you next quote (with some verbal

inaccuracies) the words of Mr. Evarts in his note of May 14, 1880, as

follows :
' I am directed by the President to admit, on the part of the

Government of the United States, that the United States are bound

by the Turkish text of the treaty of 1830, which w^as signed in that

text alone. I make this admission the more cheerfully in view of

your repeated assurances in the name of your Government that not

only shall the true intent of that text be observed, but also that the

citizens of the United States w^ithin Ottoman jurisdiction shall have

the treatment accorded to the citizens or subjects of the most favored

nation, either by treaty or by virtue of existing local law^s or customs,'

both of which you take as showing that ' the United States Govern-

ment, yielding to evidence, finally adhered, it is true, in principle to

the view taken of this question by the Sublime Porte.' You surely

do not Avish to be understood as claiming that an admission of the

Turkish text as the standard is equivalent to a blind acceptance of

the interpretation which the Porte may see fit to give to that text,

where the language itself is ambiguous. As Mr. Bancroft Davis,

then Acting Secretary of State, had the honor to inform Aristarchi

Bey on the 30th of December, 1881—
" ' The President has not intimated a purpose of yielding to the

Ottoman construction of the treaty of 1830, or of abandoning in any

way what he regards as the just rights of the United States.'

" The simple question is now, and ahvays has been, what was the

meaning of the treaty of 1830? In other words, what did it stipulate

for American citizens in Turkey in 1830?
" You are doubtless familiar with the precedent correspondence,

and will therefore recall without difficulty the many occasions on

which this Government has asked that of Turkey to furnish an intel-

ligible paraphrase of the disputed article, and to explain what was the

usage toward other Franks in 1830. Not the slightest attempt to

enlighten this Government on those two all-important points has

been nuide.
'

" The treaty was negotiated, as you are aAvare, in the P^rench

tongue. The commissioners agreed upon a text in French, embracing

certain stipulations. The reports of the negotiations which accom-

panied the text showed the occasion for those stipulations and their

nature. With regard to the clause in dispute, forbidding the arrest

and imprisonment of American citizens by the local judges, and

leaving to their ministers or consuls the poAver to punish them, as in

the case of other Franks, the negotiators remarked that this clause
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was not nhvays strictly observed in the case of other Franks; that

the Turkish authorities in 1830 frequently arrested Franks, who were

thereupon demanded and obtained with difficulty by the foreign min-

isters. There s(>ems to have been no doubt in their minds as to the

extent of the stipulated privilege. The French text, so agreed upon,

was accepted by the Turkish negotiators, and the American negotia-

tors were thereupon furnished by the Turks with a version in the

Turkish language, which they were assured was a faithful equivalent

of the French text agreed upon.
" If, under these circumstances, the effect of translation was to

(K'casion differences l)etween the two texts, it would seem to be due to

translation from French into Turkish. However this may be, they

could have been verbal merely, for to suppose that, under the assur-

ance of equivalence, a Turkish text Avas submitted radically different

from the French text agreed upon, would be to impute something very

like bad faith to the Turkish negotiators—an imputation Avhich this

Govermnent has no desire to make.
'" The Turkish Government denies absolutely the existence in the

Turkish text of certain phrases found in the English text. It says

:

'' 'The words '"' they shall he tried hy their minister or co7is\il and

punished according to their offense " no more exist in the text than

the words '' they shall not he arrested^ '

" Omit these words and the remaining text becomes utterly mean-

ingless. Nothing whatever is stipulated save the usage observed

toward other Franks. This must be more than ' merely the effect of

translation.'

'• This Department possesses twenty or more translations from the

original Turkish text, made by eminent scholars and impartial ex-

perts. All these versions, without exception, contain phrases closely

following those which the Porte says do not exist at all, and all,

despite wide verbal differences (merely the effect of translation), agree

in sti])ulating that no American citizen shall be imprisoned in a Turk-

ish prison, but shall be punished through the instrumentality of his

minister or consul.

"The inference is irresistible that something of the nature of an

extraterritorial ])rivilege was stipulated, and that the words on which

your (ioxcriuucnt lays such stress
—'following in this respect the

usage observed towards other Franks '—are simply explanatory. They
refer merely, by way of illustration, to a well-known sta^te of things

existing in 18:50. when, as Mr. Rhind shows, all the foreign ministers

successfully resisted the occasional mistaken effort of a Turkish officer

to arrest Frankish subjects. They do not contain by limitation the

whole of the concession.

" Moreover, this explanatory clause as to the treatment of other

Franks was clearly not intended, in 18:50. to subject American citizens
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for the future to -whatever changes might thereafter supervene in the

Turkish treatment of other Franks. The stipuhition was meant to

rest on a solid basis, not on a clehisive quicksand, shifting with each

varying provision of Turkish hiw. This is evident when we remem-

ber that in 18;i0 there Avere no tribunals to which foreigners were

amenable, and that the system of jurisprudence to which the Porte

claims that American citizens are to be subjected originated long after

the treaty of 1830.

*' The Turkish ground as to the judicial treatment of P^ranks changes

every year. One example will suffice. In the past correspondence

the Porte and its representative here have repeated with the nu)st sol-

enui asseverations the assurance that the treaty in the Turkish text

distinctly reserved to our ministers and consuls the sole right to

/til prison American citizens even in pursuance of a Turkish judgment

whose validity we have denied, and yet, recently, an American citizen.

Dr. Pflauni, has suffered imprisonment in a Turkish prison by virtue

of a Turkish judicial sentence.

" I may recognize a desire on the part of the Porte to bring the

treatment of all Franks under the provisions of its recent judicial

legislation; but this desire is limited in its effects by treaty rights.

It would appear to be the intention of the Porte to eliminate from the

last part of article 4 of the treaty of 1830 all that enunciates any

specific privilege, and leave only a vague favored-nation clause,

whereby American citizens shall receive the most favorable treatment

which for the time being ma}^ be accorded to any other Frank. This

is a very nai-row result. We are willing to regard the phrase touching

the treatment of other Franks as having some of the quality of a

most favored-nation clause; that is, if any other Franks have a more
favored treatment than that specifically stijiulated in our treaty, an

Amei'ican citizen might rightly claim such extension of favor. But

it is not ill itself a most favored-nation clause, nor does it stand alone,

independent of the specific stipulations of the article in which it is

found.

•'In evei'v aspect of the case there aiv two vital consideriitioiis:

First, the true meaning of the t<'xt of the treaty, and, secondly, the

treatment of Franks in 1S30. when the ti'eaty was signed. As to both

of these our efforts to obtain a distinct declaration from the Porte

lia\(' failed. Our last attempt to obtain the needed light on the

subject has l)eeu completely ignored. An instruction, Xo. 44, of

March 3, 188"2. was sent to Mr. Wallace, summarizing the whole situ-

ation in the fi'ankest spii-it and with the sole desire to put an end to

this controversy. On the 21)th of October, 1882, Mr. Wallace com-

municated a copy of that dispatch to his excellency Said Pasha, the

Porte's minister for foreign affairs. Xo answer has been made. As

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 44
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I infer from yovir note of April 20, 1884, that you are not even aAvare

of the existence of my connnunication of March 3, 1882, I send you a

co|)V (hereof for your information, omitting the inclosures, which, as

yon will see. are of record in your legation.

"•
I w rite you this from a courteous desire that you may fully com-

l)rehend the situation, not with any purpose of transferring the dis-

cussion l)ack to Washington for speculative and impractical discus-

sion. As I said in my note to Aristarchi Bey, of August- 29, 1882,

(leneral AA'aliace is in a j^osition, under the instructions heretofore

sent to him. to res])()nd to any proposal or argument which his excel-

lency the minister for foreign affairs may see fit to address to him.'
''

Mr. Fivlinjrliuysoii. Sec. of State, to Tevflk Pasha, Turkish niin.. May iJl,

1S84, For. Rel. 1885, 892.

See, also, Mr. Frellnghuyseii, Sec. of State, to Mr. Heap, May 31, 1884,

and Sept. 18, 1881, MS. Inst. Turkey. IV. 143, 17(3.

'• I have had the honor to receive the note which you Avere pleased

to address to me on the 31st of ]May last relative to the interpretation

of Article IV. of the treaty of 1830.

" This (|uestion. which has been kept so long in abeyance, has been

the subject of so numy controversies, both here and at Constantinople,

that another detailed examination of it would, as you are pleased

to remark, have no practical result, especially since you have decided,

.as you are ])Ieased to inform me, again to transfer the discussion of

this matter to Constantinople. Nevertheless, the regard and the con-

sideration which T entertain for all communications from the dis-

tinguished head of the Department of State, compel me to endeavor

lo re])ly to some, at least, of the arguments contained in the afore-

said note.

•• The whole (juestion on which we are unal)le to agree is, you say,

' the exact meaning of the treaty of 1830. In other words, what did

I hat treat V stipulate for American citizens in Turkey in 1830? ' You
.u\i\:

• • -Vithough this (iovernment has repeatedly requested that of

'I'urkey to furnish an intelligible paraphrase of the disi)uted article,

no attempt to enlighten this Government on this all-important point

has been made."

" "^'oii will permit me. Mr. Secretary of State, to appeal to youi-

recollection on this sul»ject. As long ago as 1S()S Ali Pasha informed

Mr. Edwai-d Joy Morii^. th(> representative of the United States at

Constantino])le. how the Sul)lime Porte interpreted this article. AVe

lia\-e always maintained the same interpretation, as is shown by the

voluminous corresj)ondence which has taken place on this subject.

Aristarchi Bey. moreovei-. at the request of one of your predecessors,

transmitted to the Department of State a French translation of the
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article in question, which was made here, and for which he was di-

rectly responsible. You will therefore be pleased to admit, Mr. Secre-

tary^ of State, that the Imperial (iovernment does not deserve the

charge that ' it has done nothing to enlighten that of the United

States on this all-important point.'

" As to the definition of privileges that were enjoyed in Turkey by

the subjects of foreign powers in 1830, which definition you say you

have asked us in vain to furnish, I will take the liberty of stating that

this is an entirely new requirement, which seems to me to have been

formulated for the first time. An examination of the correspond-

ence shows that, in 1880, Mr. Blaine, then Secretary of State, in

his negotiations with my predecessor, was disposed to consider as

sufficient a declaration on our part to the effect that American citi-

zens should enjoy the usage and privileges granted to other nations.

This declaration we did not hesitate to make. You now ask us to

s])ecifv the nature of the privileges that were granted by us to for-

eigners in 1830. This request appears to me singularly to complicate

the question. By the treaty of 1830 the Sublime Porte simply

])romised to allow citizens of this Republic to enjoy the privileges

granted to other Franks, and to treat them in all respects on the same

footing with the latter. Now, the privileges granted to foreigners

by the capitulations can not represent an absolute and immutable

-tate of things, and one never susceptible of any variation. The
usage may be modified according to the progress of the times, or

accoi-ding to the mutual consent of the parties; from which it is

evident that if any change were to take place in the status of for-

eigners in general. Americans Avould have to submit to the common
law. and could claim no special privilege beyond what was enjoyed

by other foreigners. It would therefore be practically useless to

inquire. Mr. Secretary of State, as you suggest, what privileges were

''•ranted to foreigners in 1830.

" In the instructions given by the United States Government to its

])lenipotentuiries charged with the negotiation of the treaty of 1830,

it is expressly enjoined upon them (see Notes upon the Foreign

Treaties of the United States, page 1060, revised edition, 1873,) to

conclude a treaty upon the most-fovored-nation basis. In other

words, the United States instructed their negotiators to secure for

-Vmerican citizens the same usage that was granted by the Sublime

Porte to other Franks at that time. The following. Mr, Secretary

of State, was the status of Franks in Turkey in respect to criminal

uuitters. according to the text of the capitulations then in force:
''

' If a Frank commit a murder or other crime, the authorities

shall take cognizance thereof, but the judges and officers shall not pro-

ceed to do so save in the presence of the ambassador, the consuls, or

their substitutes.'
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•• This is tho rule by which tho Sublime Porte has always been

<»-ui(led in cases of crimes Or misdemeanors committed by foreign sub-

jects or citizens residinir in Turkey. Americans, I repeat, cannot

claim exceptional usage: the expression found in Article IV. of the

treaty of 1S:^(). viz. " following the usage observed towards other

P^ranks.' cannot leave the slightest doubt on this head; it condu-

sivelv proves that nothing more was granted to citizens of this Ke-

public than to the subjects of other powers.

"As to the ()j)inion. which is also enunciated for the first time, that

the treaty was negotiated in French, and that the Turkish text was

but a translation for which the Ottoman ministers were res])onsible,

it is lefuted by the American documents themselves. I will take the

liberty. Mr. Secretary of State, to quote in support of this assertion,

the following passage from the ' Notes upon the Foreign Treaties of-

the United States.* ])age lOGl

:

•"lie []\Ir. Rhind] submitted a draft of a treaty to the Keis

Effendi. Some days later he was shown the Turkish text of a treaty,

and was told by the Reis Effendi that it was drawn up in strict con-

formity with the one which he had submitted, and on the Tth of

May the treaty was signed, the Turkish text being signed by the Reis

Effendi. as it had been prepared by him, and the French text being

signed liy Rhind after examination and comparing it irith the Turlc-

ish:

•• Lower down on the same page are found the following words:
•• • It appears from the archives of the Department of State that

four translations were sent to America: (1) An P]nglish translati(m

from the original Turkish, not verified; (2) a French translation

from the original Turkish, verified by Xavoni, the American drago-

man; (3) another French translation in black ink, with annotations

in red ink: (4) another English translation, made from the French.

Xo French vc^rsion appears to have been transmitted to the Senate

with the Turkish text.'

" Do not these (flotations, tlie number of which might easily lie in-

creased, most clearly prove that th(^ Turkish text is the original, and

that the English and French versions are merely translations, which

were xcritied by the American delegates? The imputation, therefore,

of a certain degree of bad faith on the part of the Ottoman negoti-

ators, would l)e. to say the least, undeserved. I am glad to see, more-

(ver. that you are pleased to declare that the I"!nited States Govern-

ment desires to make no such im|)utation.
•* The De|)artment of State has. you say, more than twenty trans-

lations of the original Turkish text, made by competent and impar-

tial jK'rsons. All these versions, you add. without exception, agree

in stipulating, notwithstanding certain differences of expression

resulting from translation, that ' no American citizen shall be impris-
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oned in a Turkish prison but shall be punished through the instru-

mentality of his minister or consul.'

" The Sublime Porte has ahvavs maintained that the words
' arrested and tried ' are not found in the Turkish text of the fourth

article of the treaty of 1880. It is now glad to find that they are not

in the translations of that article w^hich the Department of State has

caused to be made. Their omission, moreover, does not render the

rest of the article ' utterly meaningless.' Your own quotation is the

best proof of this.

''As to the assertion that previously to 1830 there were no Ottoman
courts to which foreigners were amenable, it seems to me to be a mis-

take as to fact which you will, I doubt not, Mr. Secretary of State,

hasten to admit, when the true state of the case shall be better known
to you. Foreigners charged with the commission of any crime were

then tried by a cadi, in presence of their consul or his representative,

as appears from the very text of the capitulations. That magistrate

has now been superseded by a court composed of several judges; but,

although the form of the tribunal has changed, its jurisdiction

remains the same; that has not deprived foreigners of the privilege

of the presence of their consul or dragoman, which is secured to them
by the capitulations.

• To sum up, Mr. Secretary of State, the Imperial Government, for

rhe foregoing reasons, can do nothing more than fulfill the promise

which it has so often made, viz, to accord to American citizens, in

penal cases, the usage, privileges, and guarantees that are enjoyed by

other foreigners. The treaty of 1830, if the official and original text

in the Turkish language be taken as the standard, stipulated for noth-

ing more in their favor. On this basis alone will the Sublime Porte

negotiate the case arising with the United States legation.

•• You are pleased to inform me, in conclusion, that you addressed

a dispatch to the United States minister at Constantinople on the 3d

of March, 1882, giving him the necessary instructions to bring this

controversy to a dose. On the 20th of October, 1882, General AA^al-

lace sent a copy of that dispatch to his excellency Assim Pasha, min-

ister of foreign affairs; to this comnuinication you say that no reply

has been received. In this connection you will permit me to inform

you that the Sublime I*orte. anticipating, as it were, the step about to

be taken by the I)ej)artment of State, addre.ssed a note to the United

States legation. July G, 1882, more than a month before it received

General AVallace's connnunication, stating that it would be glad to

discuss the final settlement of this matter wnth the representative of

the Ignited States. As I have reason to suppose, from the note which

you did me th'' honor to address to me on the 31st of ^lay, that you

are not aware of the existence of the communication which thus ema-
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nated from our luiiiistrv of forciiru affairs. I herewith transmit to you

a copy of it.

" In com-hision. I earnestly he<>: you, Mr. Secretary of State, by

order of my (iovernment, to be pleased to instruct the United States

le«ration at Constantinople to enter without delay into negotiations

with the Sublime Porte with a view to the final settlement of this

question, which has been a subject of discussion for so many years,

and which threatens to last for an indefinite period, to the great detri-

ment of the Avell-recognized interests of both coimtries."

Tevfik Pasha. Turkish nilii.. to Mr. Frelingheysen, Sec. of State. Nov. 2ti.

18M. For. Kol. 188r>. 898.

The iiulosure is as follows :

"
I aui compelled to recur to the disagi'eeuient that exists hetween the Sul)-

liine I'orte aud the I'nitetl States (Joveriuuent in reference to the

interpretation of Article IV. of the treaty of 18:{(), conclude<l between

the two countries.

" According to the Washington Cabinet, American consuls in the Empire

have the right of jurisdiction over American citizens who are guilty

of crimes or misdemeanors, to the exclusion of any intervention on

the part of the Ottoman authorities, not only in cases in which the

victim is a foreign subject, but also in those in which the injured

jtarty is an Ottoman subject.

"This intrepretation. which tends to sanction a mode of procedure at

variance with the practice observe<l towards all other foreigners,

without exception, can in no wise he acc-epte«i.

" It can have arisen from nothing but an error in translation or a nusappre-

hension. The Imperial (iovernment can by n(» means grant to citi-

zens of the Tnited States a usage different from that which is

accorded to other foreigners residing in the Empire.

"This (luestion has been much discus.sed. both here and at Washington.

Aristarchi Bey informed me. shortly before he left Washington, that

the Secretary of State had told him that he had sent you instructions

to enter into connnunication with the Sublime Porte with a view to

the settlement of this agreement.
" I think it jtroper for me to notify you that I shall be hai>py to enter into

negotiations for the final settlement of this matter." (Said Pasha,

min. of for. aff.. to Mr. Wallace, min. to Turkey. .July (J. 1882, For.

Kel. 188."), !»01.)

Sec. ;ils<). .Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Tevfik PaslRi, Turkish nun.. Sept.

IS. IKSC: Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mavroyeni Bey. Turkish nun.,

Dec. •_".». 1888; same to same, Feb. 28, 188J); Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State,

to MavroyeiH Bey, Turkish min.. Feb. 2."), 1800; same to same, March
in. 1800: MS. Notes to Turkish Leg. I. 4C,1. 400. 402. 522. 528.

*' I herewith transmit a copy of a note from the minister of Turkey
at this capital, of X(>vemi)er -iC). 1884, in regard to the disputed inter-

pretation of the fourth article of the treaty of 18.30. between the

rnitetl States and Turkey. I have merely said in reply that a copy

of this note would be sent to you for your information in the examina-

tion of the matter under the instructions which have already been
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given to you. What the Department desires now is a full report from

you upon the subject.

•'• You will observe from a perusal of Tevfik Pasha's note that the

ground is now changed, and that the words " arrested and tried * are tlie

only ones which are regarded as wanting in the Turkish text. These

are not in juxtaposition in the English text.

' Tevfik's collocation of these words in one phrase is somewhat mis-

leading. The words are in two diiferent clauses:

" * (a) They shall not be arrested and put in prison by the local

authorities, and
" ' (b) They shall be tried by their minister or consul and punished.'

" It is not denied that the prohibition against imprisonment by the

local authorities exists, and it is not logical to insist on the omission of

' arrest ' without which no imprisonment would be possiljle. And
all the versions agree that our citizens are to be punished according to

their otfense only through the instrumentality of their ministers and

consuls. How such instrumentality can award and inflict punishment

in accordance with the otfense, if the necessary stage of judicial ascer-

tainment is omitted, does not appear.

" TJie citation by Tevfik Pasha establishes the very fact he attempts

to refute, that Rhind's negotiations were in French, and that the

Turkish text submitted to him by the Reis Effendi was said to be th(»

exact equivalent of the text agreed upon in French. I may here

properly advert, then, to our view that the words • following in this

respect the usage ol^served towards other F'ranks " is merely explana-

tory of the specific treatment there accorded and defined in the article,

and is not to l)e deemed as the essential clause subjecting the treatment

of American citizens to all the changes it might thereafter undergo.

''As for the state of jurisdiction in 1830 Tevfik Pasha's statement is

restricted, and not Ijorne out by a historical examination of the facts.

The distinguished publicist, Pradier-F'odere, than whom there is no

higher authority, in a paper contributed to the Revue de Droit Inter-

national et de IjCgislation Comparee in 1869 (torn. I) sums up the

])rocedure under the capitulations as follows (p. 120) :

" • L'inviolabilite du domicile et dans le cas de flagrant delit, la

defense aux autorites locales d'arreter dans une maison europeenne,

meme un indigene coupable, sans Tassistance d'un officier du consulat

ou de I'ambassade; le droit pour les nationaux des pays de Toccident

(F etre jugh par leurs ambassadeurs ou leurs consuls dans toutes leurs

contestations civiles ou criminelles, et Tautorisation pour les autorites

ottomanes de pretf^r main-forte aux agents diplomatiques et aux con-

•suls pour assurer Texecution des sentences rendues.'

" Or in P^nglish. as follows

:

•• • The inviolability of domicil, and in the case of flagrante delicto^

the local autliorities to be forl)idden to make an arrest in a European
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house even of a irnilty native. Avithoiit the help of an officer of the

consulate or embassy: the riirht of citizens of nations of the West to

be judged by their ambassadors or consuls in their ciA'il or criminal

^itigations and the authority to be given to Ottoman officials to assist

diplomatic agents and consuls in securing the execution of pronounced

sentences.'

" So far as the Turkish position may be inferred from what has

been said heretofore, it implies contention for four alternate stages of

procedure, viz

:

'•
{(() The Turks to arref<t (which is expressly forbidden by the

capitulations).

'•
(//) The minister to imprhon..

" {() The Turks to try the accused in the presence of their minister

or consul (but without the latter exercising any of the 'instrumen-

tality ' which the treaty of 1830 admittedly reserves to them) ; and

"(d) The minister or consul to 'punish' in accordance with the

otfense (although all instrumentality in fixing a punishment in

accordance with the offense is denied to the minister or consul).

•• Nothing could better show the incongruity of the Turkish claim

than this fornndation of their i)osition after some tAventy years of

discussion.

" Under the circumstances, therefore, I can only reiterate the oft-

repeaied assertion of this (irovernment, that it is still without any

intelligible and congruous English or French version which the Sub-

lime Porte admits as correctly interpreting the Turkish text. Cer-

tainly none can be deduced from Tevfik Pasha's present note.

"' Your report is awaited before further instructing you in the

premises."

Mr. Frolinglmyson. Roc. of State, to Mr. Wallace, min. to Turkey, Jan. 22.

ISS.-). For Kt'l. ISS.-). S27: .MS. Inst. Turkey. IV. 2(»."..

Tn January. 18S8, Hercules A. Proios, a naturalized citizen of the

United States, was arrested in southern Kussia on a

r('(juest of the Turkish (xovernment for his extradi-

tion on the charge of embezzling public moneys. The local consular

re|)resentative of the United States intervened, and Proios Avas ulti-

mately seiu to the Russian consid-general in Constantinojjle, Avho

turned iiim over to the consul-general of the United States, with the

statement that charges would be nuide against him by the Turkish
(iovernment. The Turkish (lovernment, however, in <'onsequence

of the (juestion as to art. 4 of the treaty of 1830, declined to prosecute

(he case before the United States consul-general, and Proios Avas

discharged.

For. Itei. 1S.S.S. IT. 140.". 14(t(;. l.-.i;',, l.-,,S2. ir.S,*{. ir>88, 10(J3, 1G07.
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" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your Xos. 168, 174, 178, and

Ourdjian's case, 1^^*' ^^ *^^^' ^'^^^^ '"^^^^ ^^^^^ '^^ October and the 5th and

18 9 0; Mr. 18th of November, respectively, in rehition to the

Blaine's offer. arrest, by the Ottoman authorities, of Sirope Gurd-

jiaii. a naturalized citizen of the United States of Turkish origin, his

subsequent delivery over to the consul-general of the United States,

and the demands since made by the Porte for his production before

the Turkish tribunals.

• The fact>- in regard to Mr. Gurdjian. as ascertained by you and

reported in your dispatches, are that he was born at Ca^sarea. in Asia

Minor, on the l-^tli of September, 1848, and in 1805 came to the United

States. From that time until 1872 he resided in the State of Xew
Hampshire as a student. He then entered Bowdoin College, where,

in 1877. he was graduated. On the 3d of March, 1874, he was ad-

mitted to citizenship of the United States before the United States

district court for the district of Massachusetts.

" In 1878 a project was formed in this country for founding a

university near Constantinople, and Mr. Gurdjian was invested with

power by a board, comprising a number of prominent citizens of the

United States, to proceed to Turkey and enter into negotiations for

the purchase of land and the obtainment of an imperial irade for the

estaljlishment of the school. It is stated that, with a view to facili-

tate the accomplishment of the plan. Aristarchi Bey. then Turkish

minister at this capital, furnished Mr. Gurdjian with letters to high

Ottoman authorities.

• On reaching Constantinople ^Ir. Gurdjian was registered at the

Ignited States consulate-general as an American citizen. His pass-

port is No. 10427. issued on November 8. 1878. by Mr. Evarts, then

Secretary of State. After remaining in that city for more than a

year, he returned, in 1880, to this country. In 1881, however, he went

again to Turkey, where he has since resided. The university project

was not successful, and Mr. Gurdjian, who had acquired some knowl-

edge of geology, chemistry, and other sciences, embarked in coal-

mining enterprises and also worked as chemist and photographer in

Turkey.
" At 8 o'clock on the evening of Wednesday, the 15th of October

last, an agent of the secret police of Pera. accompanied by two

gendarmes, presented hiuiself at the house of Mr. (irurdjian and

ordered him to accompany them to the neighboring police station.

Mr. (lurdjian alleged his American nationality, and said that when
they wanted him they should address the American authorities.

The police officer replied that in case he resisted he would be com-

pelled to remove him by force, and Mr. (lurdjian was obliged to sub-

mit. It is stated that he was not allowed time to jjet his boots or
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change his olothos, but was forcvd away, lialf chid, to the police sta-

tion, where (juestions were achhvssed to him respecting his name, sur-

name, and his j)ast nationality. lie again showed his passport, and

was then taken to the nuitaserifate of (xalata Serai.

•• The same fornudities were gone through with before the mnta-

serifate, Mr. (Jurdjian again exhibiting his passport. He was then

sent with two gendarmes, followed by the police agent, to the central

police station in Stamboul. where, after submitting to summary inter-

rogation before the superior official, he once more produced his pass-

poi-t. He was then thrown into a dungeon, where he passed the night.

At J) in the morning he was again brought before the superior officer,

who, after having made new inquiries as to his nationality, said that

those who had arrested him had make a mistake, and directed that he

be forthwith escorted to the United States consulate. He was ac(;ord-

ingly sent to the consulate. At the same time a citation w^as, on the

l()th of October, addressed to the consul-general for the appearance

of (lurdjian, accompanied by the consular dragoman, before the

council of police at Stamboul.
• On being informed of these facts, you at once addressed a note,

on the iTth of October, to the Turkish minister of foreign affairs,

from which may be quoted the following passages:
••

" 'I'he legation can not see its way to permitting the appearance of

an American citizen before the Ottoman police authorities without

having lii'st been furnished with a statement of the reasons for which

he may be sununoned. and in this case, in addition to such statement,

ample satisfaction for the conduct of the ])olice is an indis})ensable

pi-eliminary to the apj)earance of .Sirope Gurdjian.
•• • ^'our excellency, I am persuaded, will agree with me that the

occurrence of such an event in the capital itself, without being fol-

lowed by swift and exemplary punishment of those responsible for

the ai'rest and false imprisonment of an American citizen, and in s])ite

of the most sacred clause of the capitulations and treaties, is of itself

a fact of exceeding gravity. AVith all possible good disposition with

wjiich this abuse by the police may be considered, a mistake can not

be admittecl as sufficient excuse, inasnnich as since the conquest of

Constantinople it is a fact known to all that the domicile of a for-

eigner is inviolal)le and may not be entered save in the presence of

his consul or the consul's dej)uty. Therefore, if those charged with

the pul)lic seciii'ity during the night at the stations of Hendek, at the

mutaserifate of (ialata. and at the central station in Stamboul are not

sufficiently instructed in theii- duties and their rights your excellency

will concede that such a state of affairs is indeed to be lamented.
" • The legation i> constraine(l. thei'cfore. to protest in the most vig-

orous language and in the mo>t formal nuunier against such intoleral)le

infringement of the primitive civil rights of the individual, and to
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demand tli.it His Majesty's Government take steps for the immediate

punishment of the offenders and for securing reparation to the victim

commensurate with the enormity of the injury inflicted upon him.'

'' To this note a reply was made on the 22d of the same month. In

his reply the minister of foreign affairs expresses regret that the sub-

ordinate agent of the police should have effected the arrest without

demanding the presence of the consular representatives of the United

States, but alleges that this omission arose from the authorities being

ignorant that thev had to do with an American citizen, and that the

name of the person arrested was not of a nature to enlighten them.

The minister further said

:

"
' I'our excellency will nevertheless do us this justice to recognize

that as soon as informed of his character (as American citizen) the

superior authorities delivered him to his consulate. Measures having

been taken to prevent a repetition of similar mistakes, I allow myself

to hope that your excellency will, on your part, be pleased to give

orders that Seroj^e Gurdjian may be brought before the police author-

ities whenever he may be required.'

" On the 28th of October you replied to this note, dissenting from

the view that what was done was satisfactorily explained as a

mistake, Mr. Gurdjian having exhibited his passport. You further

observed that no statement of the reasons why the consulate had been

asked to produce Mr. Gurdjian had been furnished. And you

informed his excellency that the punishment of those who may have

been responsible for the outrage was a matter for consideration

before the question of Mr. Gurdjian's further appearance. Replying

on the oth of November, the minister of foreign affairs states that the

cj'ime of which Mr. Gurdjian is accused consists in his participating

in a revolutionary connnittee, the seal of which he is charged to have

made. With this statement, the minister of foreign affairs renews

his request that orders be issued for bringing Gurdjian before the

police authorities whenever his presence shall be required. The
minister further said: 'As to the agent guilty of having committed

the irregular acts referred to by the legation, he will not fail from

being punished.'

" In consequence of the demands of the Ottoman authorities for the

production of Mr. Gurdjian you telegraphed to the Department to

ascertain whether he ought to be produced. The Dei^artment replied

that it could not authorize you to produce Mr. Gurdjian to the Turk-

ish authorities and instructed you to report the facts fully by mail.

It was after.the sending of this telegram that your reports of the case

were received.

" In your last dispatch. No. 186, of the 18th of November, you

inform the Department that on the forenoon of that day the vice-

consul-general called on you with a summons from the police authori-
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ties requiring liim to produce Mr. Gurdjian for examination on the

following day. The vice-consul was accompanied by Mr. Dongian,

a nalurali/ed citizen of the United vStates, recently from this country,

who staled that he had. at Mr. (jrurdjian's request, called on him and

prescribed for him; that he found him in a very deplorable state,

surt'ering from heart and spinal trouble and nervous prostration.

The doctor expressed the opinion that it would be impossible for Mr.

(lurdjian to leave his bed for several weeks, and that, even w^ere he

out of Turkey and free from mental anxiety, he would require two

months to rally from the shock he had received. You instructed the

vice-consul-general not to produce Mr. Gurdjian without further

orders from the legation.

" In concluding your last dispatch you observe that you have

treated (jurdjiau as being innocent of any connection wuth the pro-

ceedings of the Armenian committee, as well as innocent of the charge

of cutting the seal. Mr. Gurdjian still maintains his innocence;

nevertheless, he now makes an admission that the engraving of the

seal was done in his room by another man.
'• In a letter written on the 3d of November to the vice-consul-

general ]SIr. (lurdjian, slill maintaining ignorance of the real cause

of his arrest, suggested that a Masonic design which hung upon his

wall may have excited suspicion. In a letter, however, addressed to

you on the 13th of November, just ten days later, he makes a full

statement as to the engraving of the seal, though professing igno-

rance as to the character of the seal and the purpose for which it was

engraved. But it appears that the seal was actually engraved in his

room.
•• It is not Avithin the province of the Department, nor would it be

pro])er for the Dei)artment under the present circumstances, to com-

ment u))<)ii the latest letter of Mr. Gurdjian and express an opinion

as to the truth of the various statements on the ground either of con-

sistency or of probability. But while made nearly a month after his

arrest, they relate to matters that occurred prior to that time and dis-

close knowledge which was in his possession from the beginning of

his diilicidties and of which the legation might at once have i>een

informed.
" In |)roceeding to the consideration of the legal aspects of the case,

the Department desiivs to express its high appreciation of your con-

duct throughout the whole transaction. Your representations to the

Turkish (iovermnent have been characterized by a clear appreciation

of the (juestions at issue and by a just determination to insist up(m

proper reparation at the hands of the Ottoman authorities. And
they have had the etl'ect of oI)taining an expression of regret for the

wrong done and a promise of punishment of the offenders.
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" Apart from the consideration of jurisdiction, your refusal to

order the production of Mr. Gurdjian before the Ottoman tribunals

is amply justified by his physical condition. Especially is this so

when that condition is the result of the illegal and violent action of

the Turkish authorities. In view, howevei*, of the probable recovery

of Mr. Gurdjian from the effects of the shock he has received, it is

necessary to consider what the duty of this Government would be in

that event.

" You are aware of the controversy that the Ottoman Porte has

raised in regard to the fourth article of the treaty of 1880. Accord

ing to the English version of that article, as published among the

treaties of the United States, the disputed provision reads as follows:

" ' Citizens of the United States of America quietly pursuing their

connnerce, and not being charged or convicted of any crime or offense,

shall not be molested, and even when they may have committed some

offense they shall not be arrested and put in prison by the local

authorities, but they shall be tried by their minister or consul and

punished according to their offense, following in this respect the

usage observed toward other P'ranks.'

" This text was proclaimed in 1832, and it stood without objection

on the part of the Turkish Government until 1868, a period of more

than thirty-five years. In that year the Turkish Government de-

clared, in respect to a case then pending before the minister of the

United States in Constantinople, that the English text was not an

accurate reproduction of the Turkish, which was admitted to be the

standard, and that according to the latter the minister and consuls

did not possess the right to try. Thereupon this Government ob-

tained a large number of translations of the Turkish text, by which

it appeared that while the English text published by this Gov'ern-

ment was not an exact literal translation of the Turkish original, it

preserved its tenor and substance. The accuracy of these transla-

tions not being admitted by the Ottoman Government, the Govern-

ment of the United States invited it to submit a correct translation,

in order that there might, if possible, be an undisputed basis of dis-

cussion. Such a translation was never furnished until the 24th of

August, 1888, when Mavroyeni Bey, by authority of his Government,

presented the following translation in French:
"

' Les citoyens Americains vaquant paisiblement aux affaires de

leur commerce ne seront point molestes sans motif tant qu'ils n'auront

pas commis quelque delit on quelque faute; meme en cas de

culpabilite, ils ne seront pas emprisonnes par les juges et les agents

de la surete, mais ils seront punis par les soins de leur ministre et

consul 51 rinstar de ce qui se j^ratique a I'egard des autres Francs.*

" 'American citizens peaceably attending to matters of commerce

shall not be molested without cause so long as they shall not have
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coinmitted any offense or fault. Even in case of culpability they

shall not be imprisoned by the judges and police agents, but they

shall be punished through the agency of their ministers and consuls,

according to the practice observed in regard to other Franks.'

"Aftei- sul)mitting his Fiench transJation, Mavro\^eni Bey ad-

dressed several notes to this Department, in which he advanced the

contention that since the treaty did not say ' they shall be tried and

punished * instead of ' they shall be punished,' the right to try be-

longed to the Porte. This Government replied on the 25th of

February that the right to try was involved in and incident to the

right to punish, and that the P^nglish version of the article, which

had stood unchallenged for so many years, merely expressed the

obvious meaning of the Turkish text of the treaty as officially trans-

lated by that Government. As a measure, however, of concession to

a friendly power, I offered to yield the right of trial and to accept

the treatment accorded to certain Euro})ean powers, under which

the case is tried by local authorities, the dragoman of the legation

being 23resent. It was, however, discovered that this contention

would settle nothing, since the Turkish minister at once proceeded

to contest our right to punish. His position on this subject, as I

stated in a note to him of the 25th of February last, was based

ui)on two grounds—one inside the treaty and the other outside of

it, which did not appear to be consistent. One was that if the treaty

gave the right to punish it granted inadvertently more than was

nitended to be given. To state this argiiment seemed to me to

answer it, for if the treaty gives the right it is futile to argue that

the right does not exist. The minister also argued that the treaty

did not give the right, contending that the express concession of

it in the words, ' they shall not be imprisoned by the judges and

police agents, but they shall be punished through the agency of

the minister and consul,' was restricted by the clause, " according

to the practice observed in regard to other Franks.' This contention

was based by the minister upon the statement that in 1880 the minis-

ters and consuls of the Franks did not exercise the right to punish

unless • al)usively.' The information in the possession of the De-

j)artnieiit led to the conclusion that at that time they habitually

exercised the light to try and punish as a matter of connnon usag«\

It was also ()i)sei've(l that the })rovisions both as to trial and j)unish-

ment in the English version of the treaty with the United States

were repeated in later treaties concluded by the Porte with Belgium
and Portugal. The P'rench text, however, of these treaties is con-

tested l)v the Ottoman Ciovernment.
" But. apart from the historical questions and conventional pro-

visions which the Turkish Government contested. I pointed out the

impossibility of limiting, by an executive interpretation given to a
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general and subsidiary clause, a clearly expressed and unequivocal

stipulation. ' Even in case of culpability,' the stipulation reads,

'they (American citizens) shall not be imprisoned by the judges

or police agents, but they shall l^e punished through the agency of

their ministers and consuls;' the right to punish, as thus stated,

being at once forbidden to the Porte and secured to the ministers

and consuls of the United States. But T proposed, as a means of

ending controversy, while expressly conceding the right to try, to

permit the re^t of the article to stand without interpretation and to

be enforced by this Government should occasion arise. This propo-

sition was declined. To my note of the 25th of February the Turkish

minister replied on the 28th of the same month. But after careful

consideration of his reply, I was unable to perceive that it con-

tributed anything to the solution of the controversy, or that it met

the arguments advanced by this Government. The minister inquired

whether it was not evident that I must admit, above all and after

all, that what the United States secured by the treaty of 1830, even

as regarded the right to punish, was not more than was claimed by

other Franks at that time. I did not find myself either required or

able to make such an admission. The intent of the treaty seemed to

me to be so clear and explicit as not to admit of reasonable contro-

versy, and I was consequently compelled to decline to put upon it

an interpretation which the language did not admit of, and thus to

substitute by executive agreement a new treaty for that which actu-

ally exists. The posture into which the negotiation was brought

by the extraordinary contentions of the Turkish minister was

described in nn' note to him of the 25th of February as follows:

" ' Sincerely, therefore, as I desire to settle the long-pending con-

troversy now under consideration, I find myself wholly unable to

meet your views. I could not, even were I so disposed, first yield

everything that can be made the subject of comprehensible contro-

versy, and then enter upon a discussion as to whether I shall main-

tain what can not by any conceivable method of reasoning be denied.'
'' To my last note of the 15th of March of the same year no reply

was made, probably for the reason that I had clearly indicated

that it would be useless to attempt to continue the discussion upon
the lines on which the minister had sought to conduct it.

• For the reasons above stated, this Government is unable to com-

j)ly with the i-ecpiest of the Turkish minister of foreign affairs for

the production ofMr. (iurdjian before the Ottoman tribunals.

" It remains therefore to consider what course the Government
of the United States, exercising its rights and performing its obliga-

lions under the treaty, ought to pursue in disposing of the complaint

made against Mr. Gurdjian. In adopting legislation to give effect

to the extraterritorial rights of the United States in certain countries
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C'onfH'ess dill not fail to provide for the punishment of oflFenses

apiinst the <xovernnients of those countries. Such a provision was

obviously essential: for. as our citizens were not to be subject to

the local jurisdiction, it was necessary for this Government to take

coofnizancc of jK)ssil)le offenses against the local governments. Hence

it was provided by the act of June '22. 18(>0. section 24, which is now
embodied in section 4()1»0 of the Revised Statutes, that ' Capital cases

for murtler and insurrection against the (iovernment of either of

the countries hereinl)efore mentioned, by citizens of the United

States, or for offenses against the j)ublic peace amounting to felony

under the laws of the United States may l)e tried lx>fore the minister

of the United States in the country where the offense is committed,

if allowed jurisdiction.'

" By section lo of the same act. now embodied in section 4102 of

the Revised Statutes, it was provided that * insurrection or rebellion

against the (Iovernment of either of these countries, with intent to

subvert the same, and murder, shall be capital offenses, punishable

with death."

" These provisions sufficiently illustrate the purpose of the legisla-

tion of Congress in respect to offenses against the local government.

The duty of enforcing this legislation rests upon the Government of

tile I'nited States, both as a matter of conventional obligation and

as a mattter of obedience to our own laws. To have left the pun-

ishment of offenses against the local government unprovided for

would have left that government exposed and defenseless against the

machinations of foreign residents. On the other hand, to have

conceded the trial and punishment of such offenses to the local tri-

bunals would liave l)een. in effect, to deprive our citizens, upon the

mere allegation of offense and without trial, of their right of extra-

territoriality and to abandon them to the local tribiuials on charges

the nio-t likely to excite passion and i)rejudice. and therefore most

!ial)le to al)ii>e. For thes<' reasons the Govermnent of the United

State- in the fulfillment of its ol)ligations. assumed the duty of pun-

i-liing its citizens for offenses against the goverinnents of the coun-

trie- in wjiicli the right of extraterritoriality was exercised.
•• Such being the law it will be your duty to receive the complaints

of the Turki>li (iovernment against Mr. Gurdjian and any evidence

t^iat may 1h' >ul)niitt<Ml iu support of these complaints with a view

to his trial l)y you as the minister of the United States, clothed by
act of Congres- with judicial functions in such cases. "\Miile it is

the duty of tlie l)ej)artnient to give you these general instructions in

regard to the discharge of y(»ur functions, it wotdd l)e improper for

it to undertake to interfere with or influence your judicial judgment.

For that reason it has abstained, as you have already perceived, from
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expressing any opinion as to the effect of the admissions made to you

by Mr. Gurdjian in his letter of the 13th of November. For the

same reason, as well as for the reason that the information now
before it is defective, the Department is unable to give you specific

instructions in regard to the formulation of charges, if, upon exam-

ination of the evidence submitted to you, you should be of opinion

that Mr. Ourdjian ought to be put upon his trial.

" If upon further investigation you should be of opinion that the

facts presented do not constitute a violation of any specific statutory

provision, but that Mr. Gurdjian has been guilty of culpable acts

affecting the Ottoman Government, for the punishment of which our

legislation is defective, it will be necessary to inform him that the

protection of the United States can not be extended so as to enable

him to continue his residence in the Ottoman dominions.
" The policy of the Government of the United States is to deal with

other governments fairly and honorably, and to abstain from inter-

ference in their domestic politics. It can not countenance a different

course of conduct on the part of its citizens. It can not admit that

a person who has come to the United States and secured admission

to citizenship and then returned to the country of his origin may be

permitted to abuse his privileges as an American citizen by taking

part in the political affairs or plotting against the government of

the country with wdiich he has declared the severance of his political

connection.

" These ol)servations are not made upon the supposition that they

will 1)0 found to be applicable to the case of Mr. Gurdjian. It is

lio])ed that the suspicions that have been raised against him will be

found to be destitute of foundation; but it is proper and indeed

necessary, in view of the questions which have been created, that this

Department should furnish you, as minister of the United States,

with clear and precise instructions as to the principles which must
guide this Government and its ministers, and control the conduct of

its citizens, in countries in which they enjoy the rights of extrater-

ritoriality.''

Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hirsch. min. to Turkey, No. 142, Dec.

22, 1890, For. Rel. 1900, 915; MS. Inst Turkey, V. 176. See, also,

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mavroyeni Bey, Turkish min., Jan. 16,

1891, MS. Notes to Turkey, I. 536.

See Mr. Day. See. of State, to Mr. Straus, min. to Turkey. Sept. 13. 1898,

:MS. Inst. Turkey. VII. 274.

It appears that Mr. Blaine's offer of Feb. 25. 1890, in reality represented

the usajre toward othei* Franks, as reported by Mr. Brown in 1857,

supra.

II. Doc. 551—vol 2 45
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''Althoufrli the treaty |with Turkey of 1830, Art. IV-l in terms

<rives to the ministers and consuls authority and
Keport r. -

p^^^y^,,. ^^y j)unish American offenders and absohitely

exchides their imprisonment by the Turkish authori-

ties, the Ottoman Government, while admitting to this extent the

English i-endei-ing of the treaty, has on frequent occasions assumed

to imj)rison citizens of the United States on criminal charges and

denied the right of the agents of this Government to effect their

])unishment. A fruitful source of such assertion of authority is

found in the case of persons of Armenian origin naturalized in the

United States and returning within the territorial jurisdiction of

Turkey under circumstances suggesting their complicity in the revo-

lutionary schemes alleged to be rife in Asia Minor.
" Holding, as it nuist and should, that no distinction can exist

under the statutes of the United States between native and natural-

ized citizens, so that it is as clearly the right and duty of this Gov-

ernment to extend the full measure of its protection to the one as to

the other, and finding neither in the treaty nor in our jurisdictional

legislation any distinction as to the character of the criminal offense

charged—but on the contrary seeing that by our laws our ministers

and consuls have express jurisdiction over charges of insun-ection

and rebellion when committed in the foreign country by American

citizens as well as over lesser offenses of a similar character—this

Government is unable to forego its right in the premises and can

not relinquish jurisdiction over any citizen, even though after nat-

uralization he return to his native land and identify himself with its

political conspirations. The right to try and punish our citizens

(onnnitting offenses in Turkey has been so imiformily and ably

upheld by the successive Secretaries of State since contention on the

subject was first broached in 1862, that no diminution of -our claim

can l)e considered at this important juncture. Consecpiently, the

Unit<'d States minister at Constantinople has been instructed to claim

all rights under the fourth article of the treaty of 1880, and to offer

to try any American citizen charged with insurrection, rebellion, sedi-

tion, oi' like offense, or, in the event of such offer being refused, to

demand the release of the accused. Inasmuch, however, as this

Government does not contest the paramount right of a sovereign

state to exclude or depoi-t for adequate cause, and in a proper manner,

aliens whose resort to its territories may be pernicious to the safety

of the State, the release of such persons upon condition of their leav-

ing the country is not gainsaid.

" To illustrate the treatment of this class of cases and the results,

three instances of recent date are in ])oint.

" On July 1, 1895. Krekor Arakelian, son of John Arakelian, a

citizen of the United States, residing in Fresno, Cal., was arrested,
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in company with some 150 others, at Marsovan, on the ground, as

was asserted, of complicity in the assassination of one Garabet Agha
Kouyounijan by Armenian rcYolutionists. Krekor Arakelian was

a mere youth, a student in Anatolia College at Marsovan, bearing a

passport issued by the United States legation in Turkey, and his

imprisonment appeared to be on the merest suspicion. The consul

at Sivas intervened in his behalf, and the minister at Constantinople

made energetic representations to the Porte against the detention of a

citizen of the United States on a criminal charge. On the 21st of

August Mr. Terrell telegraphed to the Department that he had been

informed by the Porte that Arakelian had been released upon a

decree dismissing the charge against him. He went to Constanti-

nople, and, on being notified by the police that his presence in the

Empire was objectionable and that the authorities viewed him with

suspicion on account of compromising documents which had been

found in his possession, he quitted the country early in September.
" On or about September G, 1895, ^lardiros Mooradian, a native of

Armenia, naturalized as a citizen of the United States at Lynn,

Mass., on December 21, 1894, and bearing a State Department pass-

port issued five days later, was arrested on landing at Constanti-

nople, on suspicion of being a revolutionary emissary. In his

possession were forty-one letters and papers in the Armenian lan-

guage, indicating his representative connection with the Hentzak, or

Huntchaguist Society, a secret organization of Armenians in

England and the United States. After several days' confinement,

^looradian was released under surveillance, and the incriminating

papers were delivered to the United States minister for translation

and examination. No otl'ense appeared chargeable against him
except on account of his relation to the revolutionary Huntchaguists,

and, in the absence of proof of any overt act committed in Turkish

territory, the minister demanded his instant liberty on the ground

that his imprisonment was unauthorized, whereupon Mooradian was

surrendered to the legation, ' to be kept from correspondence ' imtil

he could be sent out of the country. A disposition on the part of

the minister for foreign affairs to assert jurisdiction over Mooradian

on the plea that he was still an Ottoman subject, because not having

obtained the Sultan's consent to his naturalization abroad, was

promptly met by Mr. Terrell and was not afterwards insisted upon.

"As the telegraphed conditions of Mooradian's surrender seemed

to imph' his deportation through the agency of the representative of

the United States, the minister was instructed by telegraph that he

might send the man away with his free assent, but that otherw^ise

forcible deportation could only be performed by Turkish authority.

It was then learned that Mooradian had gladly accepted the oppor-

tunity to depart, and had been sent, in company with the cavass of
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the legation, on board a steamer sailing for Athens on the 9th of Sep-

tember. This action was construed by the Department as merely indi-

cating that the minister thereby sought to satisfy himself of Moora-

dian's dei)artur(> in good faith, but without constraint of any kind.

" More j)r()tracte(l discussion than in the two foregoing instances

attended the case of Melcoun (luedjian, which assumed importance

as a test and precedent.

" In August last 7 men were arrested in the vilayet of Haleb

(Aleppo) and taken to the provincial capital charged, it appears,

with belonging to a party of 28 armed revolutionists who had lately

come from Cyprus, landing by stealth near the mouth of the Orontes.

Among them was a young man named Melcoun Guedjian, natural-

ized in Boston, December 28, 181)4. and a resident at the time of Lynn,

Mass., Avho bore a United States passport, issued early in January

last, and ui)on whose person was found a sum of £800 in money,

alleged by him to be for the relief of the poor, together with compro-

mising papers. He is said to have admitted more than three years'

membership of the Iluntchaguist revolutionary society, and the cir-

cumstances under which he was arrested were, on his own showing,

not entirely free from suspicion. Having clandestinely landed from

a touching vessel, at Iskanderoun (Alexandretta), through bribery

of a local boatman, he set out for the interior, and shortly afterwards

was set upon and robbed by a large band of men. Being on horse-

back, he escaped to the mountains. A night or two later his horse

was stolen, whereupon he made his way to Antioch and lodged a

complaint against his assailants, presenting himself as an English-

num. Upon inquiry, in the presence of the British vice-consul, the

facts of his case were elicited and his arrest and removal to Aleppo

followed, where he was held for trial upon an indictment charging

seditious acts. Th(^ United States consular agent at Aleppo was

denied access to the prisoner, and his application to the vali to in-

spect (iuedjian's passport was refused. On September 12 lie was

convicted by a Turkish court, no notice having bet'n given to the con-

sular agent, and without the presence of the dragoman of the agency.

A sentence of imprisonment for one hundred and one years was

imposed.
•• Upon learning of this proceeding, the minister demanded the

facts in the case in order that he might ascertain whether by any act

of armed resistance to Turkish authority Guedjian had forfeited his

right to ])rotection as an American citizen. While such a test might,

perhaps, be morally ai)j)licable to the worthiness of an individual's

claim to bona fide conservation of allegiance to the country of adop-

tion and respect to its laws, it could not operate to absolve him from

its lawful jurisdiction. Mr. Terrell was accordingly instructed, Sep-
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tember 26, 1895, that under our statutes consuls have extraterritorial

jurisdiction over citizens accused of insurrection or rebellion against

Turke}', or of a less offense of a similar character; that Guedjian's

act seemed to have been political conspiracy with enemies of Turkey

in England; that his trial by a Turkish court without notice to the

consul at Beirut or the consular agent at Aleppo was in violation of

international right, and should be annulled; that his transfer to Con-

stantinople should be asked ; and that if accused of insurrection or

rebellion committed in Turkish dominion, the minister or the consul

should insist upon trying him. The minister presented these de-

mands to the Porte on the 28th of September.
" The grand vizier issued repeated orders to the vali of Aleppo to

send Guedjian to Constantinople, which the local authority failed to

obey, while continuing to deny the consular agents access to the pris-

oner. Under date of October 28 Mr. Terrell peremptorily demanded
that his repeated protests should be answered, and that the offending

vali should be dismissed, intimating that in case no favorable response

were promptly made he would be under the necessity of reporting to

this Government his inability to obtain -justice from that of Turkey,

and asking authority to demand his passport. A more satisfactory

treatment of this and other vexatiously delayed cases ensued and

assurances of Guedjian's removal to Constantinople were obtained.

The minister, under the Department's reiterated instructions, con-

tinued to press for the delivery of Guedjian to him for trial. On
December 3 he telegraphed that Guedjian had been delivered to him,

and that the vali of Aleppo had been removed from office, thus clos-

ing the incident. The Department is not yet advised whether the

Porte has consented to Guedjian's trial by our minister, or whether,

as in Mooradian's case, it requires him to quit the country."

Reiwi-t of Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to the President, Dec. 19, 1895, S.

Doc. 8:i, .54 Cons. 1 sess. 5; For. Rel. 1895. II. 1250. 1259-1262.

For correspondence as to the case of Arakelian, see For. Rel. 1895. II.

1295-i:',00: of Mooradian. id. l.SOO-1304; of Guedjian. id. 1.304 et seq.

See Mr. Olney. Sec of State, to Mr. Terrell, ruin, to Turkey, tel., Feb. 16,

1897, MS. Inst. Turkey, VII. 33.

" Your excellency likewise refers in the aforesaid report to Article

TV. of the treaty of 1830. That article has given rise to a controversy

which the Sublime Porte is very desirous to settle. Mr. Blaine has

thus far been the only Secretary of State who has proposed a method of

settlement. By his notes of February 25 and March 15, 1890, he con-

ceded to the Sublime Porte the right to try offenders, provided that

the Sublime Porte would concede the right to punish them to the

American authorities. Mr. Blaine made this concession to us, as he

wrote, ' rather as an act of deference to a friendly Government than
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because I was convinced of tlie correctness of its contentions.' The

contention of the Sublime Porte is set forth at length in my two notes

to Mr. liavanl of January 10. 1880. Mr. Bayard did not reply to

(hose notes until the 28th of February of that year—that is to say, a

few days before he was succeeded by Mr. Blaine as Secretary of State.

The two notes of March '2."). 1889. which T wrote to Mr. Blaine in

reply to Mr. Bayard's note of February 28, 1889, have not yet l)een

answered. Still, as I have already remarked, Mr. Blaine made the

concession referred to. rather as an act of deference to a friendly Gov-

ernment, as he said. and. as I add, of justice also. The Sublime

Porte then reasoned and still reasons as follows: The United States

did not secure, and did not even think of securing, more than other

Franks in 18:W. Xow, the only text that is binding upon the two

(iovernnients is, according to their solemn admission, the Turkish

text of the treaty of 1830. In that text no mention is made of the

right to try offenders. Consequently, this right to try belongs to

Turkey, for it is a sovereign right which no independent government

can abandon otherwise than by an express and formal declaration,

such as does not exist in Article IV. of the treaty in question. As,

according to the text of the treaty, Turkey has the right to try

offenders, she must likewise necessarily have the right to punish them,

since one involves the other.

*• The last i^nase of the Turkish text of Article IV. does, it is true,

contain certain words which, taken by themselves, seem to be at

variance with this assertion. These words are, however, themselves

in flagrant o[)position to the following words of the article: ' F'ol-

lowing. in this respect, the usage observed toward other Franks.'

The necessary consequence is that there is an error, as regards the

right to punish, in the wording of the final portion of Article IV.

of the treaty of 1830. There is an error because there is a contradic-

tion of terms, and it is this very error that we ask the United

States (iovernment to acknowledge. The Sublime Porte is true to

its engagements, which consist of granting to you. in connection with

this (|uestion of jurisdiction, everything that it now grants and that

it granted in lN30 to "other Franks.' There is thus. I still hope, a

p()ssil)ility of a full understanding l^etween the two friendly Govern-
ments in relation to a controversy which, stripped of its cumlx^rsomc

and useless acce>s()ries. seems to nie, after all, to be free from any
insurniountal)le difficulty."

Mavroyciii I'.cy. 'rurkisli inin.. to Mr. Oliiey. Sec. of State, Dec. 21, 180."),

For. Uel. lSl>r., 11. 14i:j, 1414.
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" The imperial ministry of foreign affairs has the honor once more

to draw the attention of the legation of the United

"i900-i9or
° States of America to the long-pending question of

the prosecution of American citizens guilty of

offenses in the Empire against the persons or the property of Otto-

mans; in other words, to the controversy arising from the interpreta-

tion of article 4 of the treaty of 1830.

" The imperial ministry does not wish to repeat the arguments it

has already adduced to justify its own point of view. It has stated

and developed them so many times in the official correspondence

already exchanged that it considers it really useless to repeat them

here.

'' The imperial ministry limits itself to recalling the fact that the

Turkish text of the above-mentioned treaty differs very much in its sub-

stance from the French draft; that it does full justice to the indisput-

able sovereign rights of the territorial jurisdictions; that it limits the

privileges to be granted to American citizens solely to the most-

favored-nation clause, Avhich, moreover, is likewise provided to some

extent in the said French text ; that finally, after many discussions, it

has been acknowledged that the Turkish text alone must be binding,

for the reason that it was formally recognized as the only authentic

one by the charge d'affaires of the United States at the time of the

exchange of ratifications of the said act of 1830.

'• The imperial ministry thinks it its duty to remark as a supple-

mentary ' considering ' (preamble) that the Washington Cabinet

assented to the Ottoman point of view—that is to say, to the right of

the courts of the Empire to try mixed cases between natives and

Americans—by signing the protocol annexed to the law" of the 7th

Sefer 1-284:. granting to foreigners the right to hold real estate in

Turkey.
" This protocol provides, in fact, that ' in localities more distant

than nine hours* travel from the residence of the consular agent for-

eigners shall be tried without the assistance of the consular delegate

by the council of elders . . . and by the tribunal of the Caza,

both in actions not involving more than 1,000 piasters and for offenses

entailing a fine of not more than 500 piasters. Foreigners shall have

in every case the right of appeal to the tribunal of the Sandjak

against judgments rendered as above stated, and the appeal shall be

carried up and tried with the assistance of the consul in conformity

with the treaties.'

" This text, by establishing for the localities more than nine houi-s

distant from a consular residence, an exception to the rule of the

dragoman's assistance and by expressly prescribing the system of

appeal in these suits, admits the competency of the Ottoman jurisdic-

tion over ^Vmericans guilty of reprehensible acts toward Ottoman sub-
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jects. In fact, if appeals in the case of suits arising at a place more

than nine hours distant are to be tried before the Ottoman tribunal

with consular assistance, a fortiori, it must be the same for suits to be

tried in first instance in places where there is a consulate, with this

difference: That the court trying them would be one of the first

degree.

" Now. the United States Government signed this protocol without

making any reservation, maintaining its claims based upon the inter-

j)retati()n it gives to article 4 of the treaty of 1830. It therefore con-

sented to allowing its citizens to be tried by the territorial authorities in

their relations with the natives, and, furthermore, it tacitly admitted

that the treaty does not involve a special extension or interpretation,

but simply the most-favored-nation clause.

•• The imperial ministry remarks with regret that the present con-

troversy has had the effect of causing a serious disturbance of public

order in the Empire. Every time that an American citizen commits

a crime or offense he is assured of impunity. The consulate claims

the right of trying him. The local judicial authorities plead their

rights ; and the guilt}^ party, taking advantage of this disagreement,

remains perfectly at ease, free from uneasiness with regard to the

proceedings instituted against him, and this to the great detriment

of the public tranquillity and peace. It is but right, then, to inquire

if this state of things, so little in harmony with the requirements of

justice, is to continue indefinitely for the sole reason that the United

States Government does not consent to abandon a view which is not

only debatable, but which is seriously and fundamentally contro-

verted.

'' If in former times this question was of hardly any importance,

by reason of the small number of Americans residing in the Empire,

to-day it is quite different, their number having increased to such

an extent that the failure to punish their criminal acts can no longer

be regarded as an inconvenience that can be overlooked. Complaints

are freiiiieiitly l)r<)ught to the imperial ministry from the compe-

tent authorities of the capital and the provinces tending to show
that Anierican culprits escape public prosecution through the refusal

of the United States consulates to assist the territorial jurisdictions

in the same n)anner as those of the other powers.
" The Sublime Porte does not need to state at length the inevitable

effects of a situation which permits the greatest impjmity and free

circulation in the Empire to a number of persons charged in the

courts with crimes or offenses and which situation of itself is a

sufficient reason for denouncing such a defective agreement. The
Porte calls attention to the fact that, if it has not made use of its

i-ight to expel from the Empire offenders of this kind, it is because
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it desired and still desires to see this question settled by frank and

final agreements between the two Governments.
" Already, in the course of the negotiations going on at "Washing-

ton, the secretary of state for foreign affairs proposed a compromise

by which the right of the Ottoman courts to try cases would be placed

beyond dispute, provided the rights of the consulates to inflict the

penalty were recognized. This proposition, which is partially in

accordance with the Ottoman view as to the prosecution and convic-

tion of American offenders, considerably reduced the scope of the

controversy, and the Sublime Porte cherishes the hope that the

most-favored-nation treatment, which it wants to apply in the prem-

ises to American citizens will be appreciated to its full value by the

United States Government, and on this ground the imperial ministry

begs the legation to kindly examine this question anew, Avith due

consideration for the territorial rights which are at stake with regard

to its citizens enjoying the hospitality of the territory of the Empire,

and to help to end a dispute which the Sublime Porte is desirous of

settling on an equitable basis, as one of the last messages of the

President of the United States likewise appeared to direct."

Note verbale, Turkish ministry of foreign affairs to the legation of the

Tlnited States, Dec. 26, 1899, For. Rel. 1900, 909.

Tlie ministry of foreign affairs again drew the attention of the legation

to the subject by notes of April 26, 19(^)0, and Jan. 2, 1901. enclosing

with the latter a list of twelve American citizens, who, as it was
alleged, had escaped prosecution for misdemeanors. (For. Rel. 19CX),

911-914.)

The communications of the Porte were answered by the Department of

State March 16, 1901, by an instruction given below.

" T have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatches Nos. 162,

215, and 322, dated, respectively, February 6, 1900, May 29, 1900, and

February 13, 1901, on the subject of the controversy between the Gov-

ernment of the United States and the Ottoman Government respect-

ing the true interpretation of Article IV. of the treat}' of 1830.

'' Inasmuch as the question of the interpretation of that article has

been the subject of voluminous correspondence between the two (xov-

ernments, I inclose herewith a copy of an instruction. No. 142, dated

December 22, 1890, from Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch, in which the ques-

tion is elaborately sununed up. There is nothing that has since been

adduced by the Porte which is not already fully answered by the facts

and arguments develojjed in the said instruction. It is there shown

that the basis on which the argument of the Porte is built is largely

characterized by error of fallacious assumption, and that the super-

structure of said argument is wanting in solid foundation.
'' In addition to the foregoing observations, it has not escaped the

attention of the Poi'te that the extraterritorial right in question also
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belongs to the Ignited States in virtue of the most-favored-nation

chiuse of the treaty. This riofht was given, in all the breadth of its

assertion bv this (Jovernnient. l)y the Ottoman Porte to Belgium by
Article VIII. of the treaty signed August 8. 1838, and reaffirmed by
Article I. of the treaty between those States signed February 1, 18G2.

The same right was granted to Portugal in Article VIII, of its treaty

with the Porte, signed in the French and Portuguese languages at

London. March '20. 1848. and fully confirmed by Article I. of the

treaty signed in the Portuguese language at Paris, February 28, 1868.
•• In the last two treaties there appears to be no question of the

reading or interpretation of any Turkish text, and the lucidity of the

French text leaves no possible doubt as to the nature and extent of the

right conceded, and that that right is adhered to in all its extent by

the (Jovernments of Belgium and Portugal the Government of the

United States has not the slightest doubt.

" These considerations seem to fortify and render impregnable the

position of this Government as stated in Mr. Blaine's instruction to

Mr. Ilirsch."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Grisconi. chargt' at Constantinople, March
10, 19(J1, For. Rel. liKH), 914.

(3) PRACTICE OF F.UROPEAN POWERS.

§ 285.

By a circular instruction dated January 14, 1891, Mr. Blaine

directed the ministers of the United States at various courts in

Furope to ascertain the rules maintained by the governments to

which they were respectively accredited in relation to the trial and

punishment of their citizens or subjects in Turkey.

Mr. Grant, minister to An.stria-Hungary, March 8, 1891,° enclosed a

memorandum of the Imperial-Roval foreign office of
Austria-Hungary.

pp,,,.„.„.^. ^q^ jgcji, .^J^ich read as'follows:

Tlio troaty of foninierce and navigation c-onchuled on .July 27, 1718, at Pas-

sarowitz. with tlie Ottoman Empire, and tlie Husso-Turiiish treaty of com-

merce of .Tune l(»th. 17s:',. provide that Austro-Hunjiary has jurisdiction for

criminal acts comniitted l>y its suhjects in Turkey.

This rule has an exception when a crime has l>een c*onunitted ajrainst a Turkish

sul»je<t. or when Turkish interests have heen injured, or when the perjK'trators

was ai»i»relieniled /// flni/nniti l>y the Turkish authorities.

In these cases the trial and punishment is left to the Turkish authorities.

Otlierwise the .Vustro-IIunjrariaii consular othcers decide castas as courts of first

instance, and in second and last instance the I. and R. emhassy at Con.stanti-

nople.

o'M MS. Desji. from .Vustriu.
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Climes committed by Austro-ITungarian subjects in Turliey will be investi-

gated at first by the consular officers, and the trial and passing of sentence is

part of the competent courts at home.

As far as the material right is concerned, according to which the consular

ofl^cers will proceed, the criminal Uiir of 1S52 will be applied for subjects of

Austria, and the criiniiuil hiir of JS7S for subjects of Hungary.

Special legal provisions concerning jurisdiction over Austro-Hungarian sub-

jects in Turkey do not exist.

Mr. Phelps, minister to Berlin, with his No. 288, of February 18.

1891," enclosed copy of a note of Baron von Rotenhan,
ermany.

^^ ^j^^ German foreign office, of February 13, 1891,

reading as follows:

Pursuant to the capitulations, as to which, for Prussia and the German Empire,

are to be chiefly considered the i>rovisions of the treaty of amity between
Prussia and Turkey of March '22 (old style). 17<;i, as also, by virtue of the most-

favored-nation clause, the other treaties concluded by Turkey, as well as in

accordance with the customai'y rights based on the capitulations, the German
consular oHicials. in common with those of other nations, are entitled to exercise

penal jurisdiction over persons enjoying their protection with respect to all

punishable acts by which neither the public interest nor a Turkish i-ubject is

injuriously affected.

The i)enal character of tlie act is determined l)y the general penal provisions

which obtain in Germany and the procedure by ])aragraphs 21 to 42 of the law,

(if which a copy is enclosed, of July 10, 1S71), concerning consular jurisdiction,

and of the instruction of September l(t. 1870, issued thereunder, as well as by

the code of i>enal procedure of the German Empire of Fel)ruary 1. 1877

(Imperial Laws, page 253 and following, which is also enclosed.)

Conflicting opinions exist as to the question of jurisdiction when the punish-

al»le act is of a generally dangerous character or a Turkish subject is thereby

injured. The I'russo-Turkish capitulations contain no expressed provision on

this point. Pur.suant. however, to the usage which obtains, the Turkisli authori-

ties generally conduct the examination and consular jurisdiction intervenes

only when the offender is not called to account by tlie Turkish authorities.

This Turkish penal jurisdiction may not, however, be practiced until after

previous notification to, and except with tlie cooperation of, the German consular

representative.

Nor does the right, accorded l)y custom to the Turkish authorities, of arresting

foreigners caught in the act of connnitting a crime, relea.><e the former from

the duty of notifying tlie consular representative.

While tlie undersigned ]>ern)its himself to refer, as resjiects the principle

underlying the subject, to tlie book of F. Martens, concerning consular matters

and consular jurisdiction in tlie Orient, he avails himself, etc.

Mr. Lincohi. minister to P^ngland, inclosed with his Xo. 401, of

February G, 1891,'' a note from Lord Salisbury of
Great Britain. y ",,-, iof\i t i? iiJanuary M, 1891, reading as toliows:

Her Majesty the Queen (as you are doubtless already aware) possesses extra-

territorial jurisdiction over British subjects in the Ottoman dominions. This

« 51 MS. Desp. from Germany.
6 1(;7 ^IS. Desp. from Great Britain.
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Jurisdiction is now exerciseil by Her Majesty ur.der the " foreign jurisdiction

act, 1890," a copy of which I have the honour to enclose, as well as under

certain orders in «tuncil. havinjr reference to the Ottoman dominions, passed

under the authority of previous enactments with regard to foreign jurisdiction,

s{>ecititHl in tlie third s<he<lule to the act of 18tK». as being rei>eale<l by that act,

in whirh. however, their principal provisions have been consolidatetl.

The principal of these orders in c-<juncil is the Ottoman order in c-oiuicil of

Ih'<-eniber 11'. IS":', (a cojiy of which is al.st) endoseil), I'art XI. of which deals

more i>;irti<ulariy with criminal authority and procetlure.

With regard to the second paragraph of your letter. I have the honour to

inform you that (1) all crimes connnitted by one British subject against

.•mother, or all criminal charges brought against one British subject by another

in the Ottom.m dominions, are ex<-lusively justiciable by Her Majesty's c-onsular

auth(irities in these dominions.

C'l All criminal charges brought by a British subject against a Turkish

subject, or by a Turkish subject against a British subject in the Ottoman
dominions, are justiciable by the Turkish tribunals and acc-ording to Turkish

law: liut the presence of a dragoman from the British consulate is necessary

to the validity of such proceetlings. and if (at any rate in Constantinoi»le)

the dragom.an refuses to sign the sentence, it c.ni only be carrietl into effect

after negotiations between the higher authorities ol the two countries.

(8) Criminal charges where foreigners, other than Turkish subjects. ar«

conceriKHl with British sul>jects are justiciable by the tribunal of the accu-sed's

nationality.

There are also certain limit;ttions upon the power of the Turkish police to

arrest British subjects without the jtresence of the British consular authorities;

but it appears to me unnecessary for the i»resent purix)se to do more than men-

tion the existence of such limitations in practice, as they do not affect the

actual incidence of Turkish jurisdiction in the cases mentionetL

The act of Parliament and order in c-ouncil al>ove referred to are the salient

documents with reference to this matter, and iheir provisions may probably

be considere<l as containing the principal rulati and regulations adopted by

Her .Majesty's (iovernujent in respec-t to the adn)inistration of criminal juris-

diction in Turkey.

I have, however, also the honour to forward herewith a copy of a, book entitled

"British Consular .lurisdiction in the East." The author. Mr. Tarring, is a

memlMT of the English bar. who holds the ai»iH»intment of a.'isistant judge of

Iler Maj»'sty"s supreme consular court for the Levant, and his book c-ontains

Munli v.ilu.ilile sui>plem«Mit;iry information on the whole question.

Mr. Porter, minister to Italy, enclosed ^vith his Xo. 19'2 of May 4.

ls;>l.« copy of a paniplilet furnished him bv the for-
Italy. . .... .'

eiufii oHice on the jurisdiction of Italian consuls in

the |)ort- of the Levant. This pamphlet, translated, reads as follows:

Italians in TurUcy. iii<e .ill other foreigners, enjoy the privilege of being gov-

enuHl l<y the i.iws i.f liicir own country. This is due to the old capitulations

(the French one of 174n and the Sardinian one of 182:{ In-ing especially mem-
orable) which were gr.inted to the Euroi>ean jtowers at different times by the

Sublime Porti'. .-md which iiave been maintaine<l in fon-e in all treaties sub-

s^Mjuently «-oncln(l«Hl. in which are confirme<l the ancient i>rivileges and imnnmi-

al.'4 MS. Desp. from Italy,
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ties contained in the capitulations and sanctioned by constant custom." The
same capitulations may be invoked by every state for the principle established

in the East, that every nation is entitled to be treated as the most favored

nation, which principle is expressly recognized in the commercial treaty of July

10th, 18G1. between Italy and Turkey.

Royal consuls and consular courts, composed of the consul or the person act-

ing in his stead, who is the presiding officer, and of two judges, chosen at the

beginning of each year from among the residents of the consular district, and
Itreferably from among the Italians (arts. 65-69 of the consular law), exercise

penal jurisdiction in the East over Italians residing in the consular district,

and enforce the laws of Italy, i. e.. the penal code and the code of procedure, the

consular law of .lanuary 28th. 1866. together with the regulatif)ns thereunto

ai)pended, and the code and the regulations of the merchant marine (October

24th, 1877: November 20th. 1879).

It may be stated, as a general principle, that Italians have the right in the

East (1) to be tried by their own consuls either in penal cases pending among
them, or in cases in which foreign subjects of another nationality are interested

as parties; (2) to have a guarantee of the attendance of the consular dragoman
in penal cases for crimes committed against natives, although the judgment is

reserved for the local judge.

Coming down to particulars, it is to be observed that, according to the Italian

consular law of 1866, it i>elougs to the consul, as sole judge, to take cognizance

of unlawful acts committed by Italians in the district of the consulate, or on

board of merchant vessels carrying the Italian flag, to the consular courts (col-

legial courts) to take cognizance of crimes, ... to the courts of assize at Genoa
and Ancona to take cognizance of crimes . . . (arts. 105, 111, 114 of the afore-

said consular law).

After the provisions contained in the new penal code, which, no longer admit-

ting the division of criminal acts into crimes, misdemeanors, and infractions of

law, classifies them as infractions of law and misdemeanors (French contra vcn-

tioim ct (lei its), the competence of consuls, of consular courts, and of the courts

of assize of Genoa and Ancona nuist be ulteriorly determined and logically

divided. The draft of a modification of articles 112, 11,3, and 114 of the con-

sular law is still undergoing examination and is couched in the following lan-

guage, which, most probably, will receive but slight modifications.

The consul is to be the judge

:

" I. 1st, of crimes for which the law provides the penalty of imprisomnent

(reclusion) or detention for a term not exceeding three months, or confinement

for a term not exceeding one year, or a fine, either separate or conjointly with

one of the aforesaid i)enalties, not exceeding one thousand lire:

" 2nd. of the infractions of law provided for in the penal code

;

" .3d, of infractions of law provided for in special laws, for which is provided

« Capitulation of the Republic of Venice, 1454.

Treaty of peace concluded by the Republic of Venice at Passarowitz .July 21st,

1718.

Capitulation of the royal court of Naples. 1740.

Treaty of amity and commerce concluded by Sardinia October 25th, 1823.

Treaty of amity and commerce concluded bj' the Grand Duchy of Tuscany

February 12th. 1833.

Treaty of commerce and navigation concluded by the King of Sardinia Sep-

tember 2, 18.39. (Rat. 1840.)

Treaty of commerce and navigation concluded by Italy July 10th, 1861.
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a i)onalt.v restrictive of personal libertj- for not more than two j-ears, or a pecu-

niary i»enalt.v not e.\cee<lin;r two tlionsiuul lire.

"II. It would be the duty of the consular court to try offenses not within the

coui|)eten(e of the consul and of the court of assizes of Rome.

"III. It would, moreover, be a prerogative of this court to take cognizance of

misdemeanors for which the law provides the penalty of imprisonment with

hard labor, or some other iwnalty restrictive of i>ersonal liberty for not less than

five or nioiv than ten years.
•• Siionld the offense l)e fraudulent bankruptcy, for which provision is made

in art. S(>1 of the connnercial code, the aforesaid court would be competent to

take cognizance thereof only in the gravest cases.

• No apiteal is allowed from sentences of consuls and consular courts whereby

a penalty has been indicted restrictive of personal liberty for not more than

five days, or whereby a fine has been imiwsed the amount of which does not

exceed one hundre<l and fifty lii*e.

" Appeals from other sentences of consuls or consular courts shall be taken,

respectively, to the tribunals and courts of (Jenoa and xVncona as provideti in

art. 10.") of the consular law. Yet on this point, also, some modifications must
l>e introduced."

Consular jiuMsdiction extends : 1st. to all unlawful acts Committed by

Italians against Italians or other foreigners: 2nd, to those c-ommitteti on board

of merchant vessels carrying the It.ilian flag (art. 113 of tlie consular law).

It does not. however, extend to those connnitted outside of the Ottoman
territory by Italians who have taken refuge in Turkey.

As to the other i)oint. it is i»roper to ol)serve that, if the offenders are of

different nationalities, each of them is to be trie<l by tlie consular officer of his

own nation. If. however, the injuretl party is a sul)ject of the Sultan, the

Ottoman judicial .luthorities are to try the offender, even though he be a

foreigner, but he shall have the privilege of being attended by the dragoman
of his consulate.

Some modern capitulations, sucii as, for instance, the Sweilish capitulation

of 1737 (art. Si the Kelgian capitulation of 1838 (art. 8) and that concluded

with the I'nited States in 18.30 (art. 4) are worded in such a manner as to lead

to the ((inclusion that consuls (of those countries) in the Ottoman Empire have

the right to try all crimes committed by their countrymen against any subject

of that Empire or of another jxjwer. Hut this right, as regards offen.ses com-

mitted against Ottoman subjects, is not. in practice, recognized by the I'orte.

Nay. a recent circular sought to claim that the local courts were competent

even in i>cn.ii cases between citizens of another nationality.

This claim, however. Iieing in manifest contradictiim with the aforesaid

capitulations, and also with the practice hitherto observe<l, has been rejected

in toto botii liy the (Jovernment of the King and by tliose of the other jHjwers

interested.

Turkisii coin"ts are. however, competent to take cognizance of offenses against

til!' Ottoman St.itc .md of those coiniected with the c(mnterfeiting of coin, no

matter what iiiay \>v tiic nationality of the guilty parties, who. even in this case,

are to enjoy tiic liciictit of tlic attendance of the dragoman of their ctmsulate.

As to the second jioint. it is well to l)ear in nund. the principle that royal

(i. e.. Italian) vessels, although they are in the territorial waters of the Otto-

man En)pire. are but .i coiitinu.ition of the territory of the State, and, as such,

are governed i>y the l:iws of the St:ite.

In accordance with this princiitle. if the offense is committed on board of a

vessel carrying the Italian llag, by a person nut belonging to the crew, the guilty
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party is surrendered to the competent consular officer, or to the local Govern-

ment, through the agency of the royal consulate, according as he is a foreigner

or an Ottoman suhject.

If an Italian citizen has committed an offense, and sought refuge on board

of a foreign vessel, his surrender must be demanded of the consulate of the

nation to which such vessel belongs, and he is to be tried by his consulate or

sent to Italy, according as the offense was committed in Ottoman territory or

elsewhere.

If an Ottoman subject takes refuge on board of an Italian vessel, he is to be

surrendered by the royal consul to the local authorities, after a formal demand
has been made dii)loniatically by the Sublime I'orte.

If a person belonging to the crew of an Italian vessel takes refuge on board

thereof, after having committetl a crime or offense on land, he shall be tried by

his own consulate. He is, however, to be surrendered to the local authorities,

if an Ottoman subject is concerned.

As to competence in the case of crimes committed in their own country or

elsewhere by Italians who have subsequently taken refuge in Turkey, it is

proiier to remark that the extradition of such persons should, as a matter of

strict legality, be solicited from the Ottoman Government. Nevertheless, con-

stant custom and jurisjjrudonce authorize Italian consuls to avail themselves,

even in this ca.se, of the privileges granted by the capitulations, and to cause

such persons to be arrestetl and sent back to their own country.

The c-onsular guards (cavasses) make the arrest, assisted, if necessary, by the

local police.

For the same reason, however. Italian consuls cannot act in the case of such

offenses as refusal to do military duty; desertion, or the printing and publica-

tion of objectionable matter, because these offenses are of a i)olitical or (piasi-

political nature, and are conscijuently not confeniplated in extradition treaties,

much less in the capitulations.

A consul in the East performs the duties of an examining judge, has the right

of high police (art. 12 of the consular law), and, consecpiently, tl.e right to expel

Italians by means of a consular decree, which may be recpiested by the local

(Joverument (Sardinian instructions of 1859: art. IW of the Sardinian law;

art. 171! of the consular law).

It is doubtful whether a consul has the right of admonition.

The domicile of Italian subjects is inviolable. ;ind the local authorities can

not enter it unless the consul is present, except in the cases mentioned in the

protocol api»ended to the law of Sefer Tth. 1284 (18(>7). This protocol, which

wa.s accepted by Italy on the 11 2;> of March, 187.'i, grants to foreigners the right

to own real estate in Turkey, and contains, with respect to penal matters some
modifications as regards tlie inviolability of the domicile of foreigner!; in locali-

ties distant nine hours or more from the residence of the consular officer, in

cases of murder, arson, counterfeiting of coin, etc.

Diplomati<" officers enjoy everywhere, and with all the more reason in the

Levant, the privilege <if exterritoriality, and are. consequently, not subject

cither to local or consular jienal jurisdiction.

Consular officers, m(»re()ver. by constant cu.stom. enjoy the same privileges in

the East that are enjoyed by (lii)loniatic officers in respect to i)enal jurisdiction.

Proteges by accjuired right and inotcf/rs by right of office (dragomans, c-onsu-

lar guards, etc.) are specified in the Ottoman regulations concerning foreign

consulates of Sefer '2'M. 1280 (18(55) [and] are on the same footing as Italian

c'tizens as regards jtenal jurisdiction.

It is to be observed, finally, that an Italian citizen who has accepted a govern-
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mental oHk-e in Turkey, or !ias enlisteil in the Turkish army, with the i)ermisslon

of his (Jovernment, is to enjoy all privileges granted t)y the capitulations,

fxeei>t as regards the i)erformanfe of his ofHcial or military duties.

As to Italian t-onsular jurisdiction in penal eases in other parts of the Levant,

outside of Turkey i»roper. it is to l»e observetl that the principle " actor scuuHitr

fDnuii ni " constantly prevaiknl in Egypt until 1874, in which year a judicial

reform was introduced, the provisions of which have been extendetl every five

years up to the present time.

The courts establisheil by the reform in Egypt do not, however, exercise ix»nal

jurisdiction, which, except in the case of certain infractions connected with the

administration of justice, and of offenses done to the magistrates themselves lii

their functions or on the occasion thereof, and in the case of police penalties, is

still reservetl to the cijnsular authorities.

The protocol of February 12. 1ST3, which was signed by Italy, England,

France, and Turkey, extendetl to Tripolitaiiia (Tripoli'.'), the system which is

in force in the other provinces of the Ottoman Empire.

In the regency of Tmiis, subsequently to the French occui)ation in 1881, the

Franco-Italian protocol of January 24th, 1884, providetl that consular juris-

diction should be susi)ende<l, and that jurisdiction should be exercisetl l)y the

French n)agistrates. In all other resi)ects. Tunis still remains a country of

ca|titidations. inasnuich as all the rights and privileges granted to Italian citi-

zens by the treaty of istis between Tunis and Italy were expressly contirmeil and

maintaintnl in the said protocol.

It was, moreover, agretnl that all innuunities and privileges that were ex-

]>ressly guaranteed by the capitulations and exi.sting treaties and by usage,

should suffer no restrictions save those that were strictly necessary for the

administration of justice.

Italian consuls therefore still retain the right of high ]>olice in Tiniis. and, as

a conse<iuence. the right to expel those under their authority, and to arrest

Italian subjects who have committed crimes and taken refuge in the regency.

As to maritime penal jurisdiction, the French court is comid'tent to try

offenses conunitted on board of national vessels, when such offenses have dis-

turbtnl the tranciuillity of the ix)rt, whenever local subjects or i)ersons not

belonging to the crew are concerned.

In Bosnia, Herzegovina, and in the island of Cyprus, Italian consular juris-

diction must also be cohsidere<l suspended; in the two first-named prov-

in<(^ in view of their occupation by Austria, and in Cyprus in view of its occu-

pation l)y (ireat Britain.

Such is not the case in Bulgaria, where, owing to art. S of the treaty of Berlin

of ISTS. the capitulations are still in force.

In Eastern Koumelia, which forms de facto a part of Bulgaria, and is gov-

erned by the organic statute of April 14, 1870. which statute was accepted by

the iKiwers that signed the treaty of Berlin, all privileges and immunities that

are enjoye<l by foreigners in Turkey are still maintainetl. (Art. 20, org.

Stat. K. O.)

Mr. Thayer, niiiiistor to the Netherlands, enclosed with his No.

•il!s. of March 10. 1801.« a translation of a note from

the Dutch foreign office, of March 3. 1891, reading

as follows:

In reply to your favor of January 2t;th last. I have the honor to state that the

power of Dutch consular functionaries in matters criminal in all foreign

o29 MS. Desp. from the Netherlands.
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countries, including Turkey, is regulated by the law of July 25, 1871, herewith

enclosed, together with the modifications of the same, which have been since

adopted. (See otticial report of laws of 1887, No. 138.)

In virtue of Article I. of this law, a copy of which you will find enclosed,

jurisdiction in relation to matters that are prohibitive is vested in consular

oHicials. they being sitecially charged with this duty by royal decree.

Acting thus in a judicial capacity, either alone or aided by two assistants, as

the law of the case re<iuires (see arts. 20, 34, 36. and 43), the consular official

tries and determines all punishable offences committetl in his district by Dutch
subjects, or those living under Dutch i)rotection (see art. 9), excepting such cases

as are indicated in article 23, which come under the jurisdiction of the legal

authorities of Amsterdam or Batavia.

Articles 83 to 153, inclusive, supplemented as far as necessary by those

provisions of the Netherlands code, which relate to penal matters, have refer-

ence to the mode of prosecution ; while arts. 22, 22", 22^ 23, and 27 treat of the

penalities and their mode of execution.

Inasnmch as it is not the purpose of the said law to confer jurisdiction, but to

regulate its exercise, it follows that consular jurisdiction can only be exercised

within the limits of treaties and custom.

In following the precedents established by custom in criminal matters, it is

necessary to distinguish whether the offence made punishable is against an

Ottoman subject or the Ottoman Empire, or whether it is an offence against a

foreigner.

It is in the case of a foreigner only that the consular official has the right of

adjudication. In the former case it is agreed that the territorial tribunals are

competent.

I take the liberty, Mr. Minister, of enclosing a copy of the " Instructions con-

cerning births, deaths, and marriages, issued to the Dutch consuls in the year

189<J," which contains, on pages 148 to IGl of the English rendering, a trans-

lation of articles 1 to 47 of the aforementioned law. and on pages 102 to 175 the

royal decree promulgated iu virtue of Article I. of the said law.

Mr. Batcheller, minister to Portugal, enclosed with his Xo. 18 of

March 8, 1891," a translation of a note of the Portu-
or ^ga

. giiese foreign office of Feb. 14, 1891, reading as fol-

lows:

In reply to the note which V. Sr. was pleasetl to address to me on the 20th of

last month, it is my duty to inform you of what Portuguese legislation pre-

scril)es with relation to the trial of the subjects of His Majesty domiciled in

Turkey.

The law which establishes the powers of consuls of Portugal is the consular

regulation of the 2(! November, 1857, and the annexed provisions which are pub-

lished in a volume of which I have the honor to send you a copy.

As, however, this regulation is deficient, especially in the part relating to the

power of consuls to try I'ortuguese subjects in civil or criminal cases in those

countries, the principle has been adopted of following the rules laid down by

other nations, adapting them, as far as practicable, to our own laws. This,

however, gives rise to obvious evils, and therefore one of my predecessors ap-

pointed a connnission charged with the revision and codification of the consular

legislation. One of the members of said commission at once proceeded to pre-

o30 MS. Desp. from Portugal.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 46
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pare a draft for the regiilation of civil and criminal jurisdiction to be exer-

cised by consuls in non-Christian countries, and this draft was distributed

among the Portuguese consular officers in said countries, in order that they might

suggest such moilifications as they might think proper before said regulations

were enforciMl. Having given this explanation, I consider Y. E.'s note is an-

swered, and I have only to add that the subjects of His Most Faithful Majesty

are tried by the courts of their own nation, and. when our law is not specific,

according to the form of proceedings adopted by other nations in analogous cases.

Mr. Washburn, minister to Switzerland, enclosed with his No. 31,

of Jan. 81, 1891," a copy of a note of the federal
wi zer a

. clepartment of foreign aflfairs, of Jan. 28, 1891, in

which it was stated that, as the relations of Switzerland with the

Porte were not regulated by the capitulations, and as Switzerland

had no representative in the Ottoman Empire, Swiss citizens were

at liberty to place themselves under the protection of other powers,

and were considered to be subjects to the jurisdiction, both civil

and criminal, of the protecting state.

AVith his No. 43, of March 13. 1891,'' Mr. Washburn enclosed a

further note from the department of foreign affairs of the 10th of

the month. In this note there wjis the following statement:

As a general rule, the Swiss inhabiting the seaports of the Levant are placed

under the protection of the United States of America, of France or of Germany.

France and (iermany do not admit, so far as we know, the criminal jurisdiction

of the Ottoman courts over their subjects ; hence these two i)owers could not

recognize tiie same in the case of the Swiss whom they protect, the latter being

considered in all respects as natives. But should these powers or others who
protect the Swiss in Turkey consent to regard as exceptions to this principle

cases in which the crime is one committed against a Turk, we could not claim

a different treatment for the Swiss protected by them.

(4) MIXED COURTS IN EGYPT.

§ 286.

" The Ottoman Government and that of Eg^'pt have latterly

shown a disposition to relieve foreign consuls of the judicial powers

which heretofore they have exercised in the Turkish dominions,

by organizing other tribunals. As Congress, however, has by law

|)r<)vi(le(l for the discharge of judicial functions by consuls of the

United States in that quarter under the treaty of 1830, I have not

felt at liberty formally to accept the proposed change without the

as.sent of Congress, whose decision upon the subject, at as early a

period as may be convenient, is earnestly requested."

President (Jrant. anmuil message. Dec. 1. ISTH. Richardson's Messages,

VII. 2:',H.

"21 MS. Desp. from Switzerland.
t> 28 MS. Desp. from Switzerland.
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'' In 1876, as the result of negotiations between the Ottoman and

Egyptian Governments and the various Christian powers having rep-

resentatives at Cairo, certain courts were created in Egypt for the

trial of mixed civil causes arising between persons of different foreign

nationalities and suits of foreigners against natives, the Egyptian

Government and members of the Khedival family. These mixed tri-

bunals in civil matters, within their exclusive jurisdiction, superseded

the consular courts. A mixed tribunal consists of five judges, three

of whom are foreigners and two natives. The foreign judges are

appointed by the Khedive on the recommendation of the great powers,

each of which is represented by from one to three judges. There are

several tribunals of original jurisdiction (first instance) and a court

of appeals at Alexandria."* The United States is represented in the

court of appeals at Alexandria, court of first instance at Cairo, and

court of first instance at Alexandria. These judges are appointed

for a term of five years and are paid by the Egyptian Government

at the rate of 40,000 francs per year, with an allowance of three

months' pay for expense of voyage and installation. At the expira-

tion of the five years' service an additional one year's salary is

allowed. In case of death one year's salary is allowed to the widow

and children, the same allowance being received by any judges who
may be incapacitated by sickness.

" I have also the honor to call your attention to the act authorizing

' the President to accept for citizens of the United States the jurisdic-

tion of certain tribunals in the Ottoman dominions and Egypt, estab-

lished or to be established under the authority of the Sublime Porte

and of the Government of Egypt.' (U. S. Statutes at Large, vol. 18,

part 8, chap. 62, page 23, and the proclamation of the President

issued in conformity -therewith; U. S. Statutes at Large, vol. 19,

p. 662.)"

Mr. Porter, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Tucker, Feb. 8, 1886, 159 MS. Dom.
Let. 11.

The act of Congress above referi'ecl to was approved March 23, 1874 ; the

I'residenfs proclamation was issued March 27, 1876. (Richardson's

Messages, VII. .SIX).)

For the act constituting the mixed courts, see GO Br. and For. State

Papers. .")n8.

For a suggestion that provision might be made for referring certain

" pending claims " against Egypt to the mixed tribunals, see Mr. Fish,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Farman, Jan. 2.5, 1877, MS. Inst. Egypt, XVI. 58.

Such jurisdiction in bankruptcy as the American consular courts in

Egyi)t exercised under the act of Congress of June 22. 1860, was, by

the act of 1874 and the President's proclamation thereunder, trans-

« There were three courts of first instance, each consisting of foiu* foreign

and three native judges. The court of ai)peal was comiX)sed of seven foreign

and four native judges. {(Hj Brit, and For. State Papers, 593.)
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ferrwl to tho mixotl tribunals. " If. on the other hand, the Egyptian

goverinnent desires for these tribunals, in matters of bankruptcy,

other or furtlier jurisdiction than was veste<l in the consular courts,

it will be necessary to obtain a further act of Congress." (Mr. Fish,

Se«^-. of State, to Farnian, agent. &c.. at Cairo. Feb. 27, 1877. MS.

Inst. Eg.vi)t. XVI. fA.)

This view was controverte<l by Mr. Farnian : and the Department of

State, while expressing nonagreement with him. said: "The sub-

.iect will be reserveil for such futm'e consideration as ma.v be neces-

sary, and. in the meantime, you will be governetl by the instructions

heretofore issuetl." ( Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Farman. July

i:?. 1S77. MS. Inst. Egypt. XVI. SO.)

As to certain projiosed changes in the mixed tribunals, see Mr. Hay,

Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Drummond. British charge, Oct. 26, 1880,

For. Kel. 188(). 527.

On the (>xi)ir:irion of the first quinquennial period of the mixed tribunals,

their existence was prolonged l)y decrees of .Jan. 6, 1881, and Jan. 28,

1882, each of which decreed an extension of a year. The United

States assenteil to these decrees, as well as to a later one declaring

a further prolongation till Feb. 1, 1888. " with the same understand-

ing now as on previous occasions, that the representation of the

Unitetl States on the international courts is to continue undiminished

and unalteretl during the term of such extension, unless tlie projwsed

joint revision of the codes can !)e S(X)ner carried out." (Mr. Fre-

linghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. I'omeroy. agent, etc.. at Cairo. Dec.

13. 1S.S2. MS. Inst. Egypt. XVI. 2.S,S.

)

See. also. Mr. Freylinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Count d'Arschot, May 1(5.

1SS4. MS. Notes to Belgian Leg.. VII. :^^K

As to further prolongation of the existence of the mixed tribunals, see

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cardwell. agent. «S:c.. at Cairo. Jan. 18

and Jan. 30. 1889, 128 MS. Inst. Consuls. 30(5. 474 ; Mr. Gresham. Sec.

of State, to Mr. I'enfield. agent. &c., at Cairo. Nov. 9. 1893, 143 MS.
Inst. Consuls. 4r>4, and dispatdies from Mr. Harrison, agent. &c.. at

Cairo. No. 14. Jan. 5. 1898.; No. 10. Jan. 27. 1898; No. 2o. Feb. 11,

189S: No. :'>:\. March 24. 1898: 29 MS. Des*p. from Egj-pt ; No. 41,

Ai>ril 2:?. 1S98: No. 44. April 29. 1898: 30 MS. Desp. from Egj-pt.

As to the •iiti)ointment and tenure of judges, see Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec.

of Stale, to Mr. Kinsman. Nov. 8. 1884. 153 MS. Dom. Let. 155;

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cardwell. agent. &c., at Cairo. Nov.

2(». 1,SS5. MS. Inst. Egypt. XVI. 424; same to same. Jan. 30, 1889. 128

MS. Inst. Consuls. 474. The nomination and choice of judges l)elong

to tile l-^gyptian (Joveriiment. on condition of employing onl.v persons

having the ajtproval and authorization of their (iovernment ; and
the Egyptian (Joveriunent reserves to itself the right to designate,

according to the ntnessities of the service, the seats to which the

judges will be assigne<l. conformably to the desire exi)res.sed by tlie

court of apjK'als. in order to place on a footing of e<iuality the three

mixed courts of first instance. (Note of Egyptian minister of for-

eign affairs. Feb. 11. l,si»4. enclosed with the dispatch of Mr. I'enfield,

agent. &c.. at Cairo. No. 51. Felt. 17. 18!>4. 28 MS. Desp. from Egj-pt.

See. al.so. 00 Br. & I'or. State Papers. .59:}.)

As to a proposal to create a court of complaints, to decide questions of

jurisdiction between the native and the mixed tribunals, see Mr.
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Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Penfield. agent. &c.. at Cairo. Nov. 9,

1893, 143 MS. Inst. Consuls, 454.

Concerning the regulation of the expropriation of property for public uses,

see Mr. Strol)el. Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. I'enfiekl, agent,

&c.. at Cairo. Nov. 22, 1893, 143 MS. Inst. Consuls. 540.

The establishment of the mixed courts' was the result of an international

conmiissiou which met in Cairo in 18<i9. A similar commission met

there in 1884. and upon its reconnnendation amendments were made
to the ai'ticles of the uiixetl codes, relating to mortgages, bills of ex-

change, promissory notes, and the .seizure and sale of real estate

to pay judgments on mortgages. A third commission assembled in

1890 and adjournetl subject to the call of its president, nothing hav-

ing resulted from its deliberations. (Letter of Judge S. P. Tuck,

.Tan. 21, 1898, accompanying the dispatch of Mr. Harrison, agent, &c.,

at Cairo, No. 1(5, .Ian. 27, 1898. 29 MS. Desi). from Egyi)t.)

Yet another international commission was constituted in 1898. for the

purpose of considering certain amendments, proposed by the Egyp-

tian Government, of articles 11 and 9. Title I. of the regulations.

The Egyptian Government, in a circular of Nov. 15, 1897, complained

that, under art. 11. the niixetl courts had undertaken to decide uiK)n

the validity of measures adopted by the Government with the ap-

proval of the debt fund, and proposed that the jurisdiction in such

matters should be expressly limited to actions brought by the debt

fund against the Government for the alleged violation of the inter-

national arrangement under which the Interests of creditors of Egj-pt

were placed. The circular also maintained that, under art. 9. the

competence of the mixed courts was to be determined by the nation-

ality of the plaintiff, and not by the character of the interests repre-

sented by him f and in this relation complaint was made that the

c-ourts had assumed jurisdiction where the parties were natives, on

the ground that some foreign interest was at stake, as in the case of

an Egyptian company or corporation in which foreigners were inter-

ested, and that they had also held that a native might select a for-

eigner as his agent to bring an action against another native. It

seems that the courts had consistently held themselves competent

where a " mixed interest " was involveil, or where the rights of some
one not an Egyptian would be aflfectetl by the decision, and that the

custom of a native choosing a foreign agent to bring his suit had

arisen out of the preference shown for the mixed tribunals. For

discussions of these and other questions brought before the inter-

nation.-il commission of 1898, see the following MS. dispatches of Mr.

Harrison, agent and consul-general at Cairo: No. 14, Jan. 5. 1898;

No. 1(». Jan. 27, 1898, enclosing letters of Judges Keiley and Tuck

;

No. 25, Feb. 11, 1898; No. 3.3, March 24, 1898; No. 41, April 2.3, 1898;

No. 44. April 29. 1898. supra.

As to matters to be dealt with by the mixed tribunals, see also 81 Br. &
For. State l'ai>ers. 578.

As to the reorganization of native tribunals, see 83 Br. & For. State

Pai)ers. 808.

The regulations authorized the use only of the French. Italian, and native

languages in the mixed courts. (GG Br. & For. State Paixrs. 595.)

A proposal having been made in 1883 to extend the jurisdiction of

the mixed courts to criminal matters, the Department of State took
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the ground that the President, having exercised his power under the

act of 1874. had exhausted it; and that. '* as our right of extraterri-

torial jurisdiction flows from our treaty engagements with the Otto-

man Government, it being set aside so far as Egypt is concerned

might require special negotiation with the Sublime Porte, and would

certainly require the assent of Congress to enable the President to

accept the criminal jurisdiction of the mixed tribunals in like manner

as wlien the civil jurisdiction of those courts was established.""

While disclaiming any intention to modify or overrule this deci-

sion, the Department of State in 1889, without any action by Con-

gress or Presidential proclamation, assented to the exercise by the

mixed tribunals of " simple police '' jurisdiction. In explanation

of this action, the Solicitor of the Department of State said :
'' It

is true that ' police * courts sometimes exercise criminal jurisdiction;

and that the line between police offences and ' criminal ' offences is

one which it is not easy, as a matter of elementary definition, to dra\N

.

In view of the prior history of these courts, however. I am of opinion

that the words ' simple police.* as here used, are to be interpreted as

meaning 'preventive police;' and as excluding such police jurisdic-

tion as carries with it the power to punish crime by fine or imprison-

ment. Tliis view is to be considered in connection with the fact that

the Egyptian 'code civil,' adopted in 1875, contains a provision (in

article 10. page 27) that ' Les poursuites pour contraventions de

simple police sont soumises a la jurisdiction des nouveaux tribu-

neaux *
( the prosecutions for violations of simple police are referred

to the new tribunals). The word 'simple' here is to be taken as

part of a complete code, in which it is used to distinguish the terms
' contraventions de simple i)olice

' from crimes elsewhere made pun-

ishable. The use of the word contraventions goes to strengthen this

position. In Erench law, offenses which are the subject of criminal

jurisdiction are called 'crimes' or 'debts.' The avoidance of the

words, in the present case, indicates an exclusion of these contraven-

tions from the category of ofi'ences subject to criminal jurisdiction.

And an additional argument to the same effect is to be drawn from
the fact that in the Egyptian system the civil and the criminal codes

are distinct, and the j)rovision before us is placed in the firil code^

A telegram was accordingly sent to the agent and consul-general of

the United States at Cairo, accepting the jurisdiction of the mixed
tribunals in matters of '' simple police." with the declaration that it

o Mr. Frelinghuysen. See. of State, to Mr. Pomeroy, agent, etc., at Cairo. Aug.

20, 188.3, MS. Inst. FJgypt. XVI. 317. See, also, Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State,

to Baron van Alphen. Sept. 11, 188.3, MS. Notes to the Netherlands. VIII. 103;

Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. West, Brit, min., Oct. 23. 1883, MS.
Notes to Great Britain, XIX. 362 ; Mr. Rives, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Card-

well, agent, etc., at Cairo, Jan. 28, 1889, 128 MS. Inst. Consula. 460.
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was understood to mean preventive police jurisdiction, and not to

include authority corporally to punish crime. It was conceived that

the proclamation of March 27, 1876, vested this right in the mixed

tribunals, so that no new proclamation was necessary.'*

10. Practice of Protection.

(1) policy of the united states.

§ 287.

" Some misunderstanding having arisen at the consulates on the

coast of Africa in relation to the extent of the protection which ought

to be afforded to individuals under the flag of the United States, I am
instructed by the President to inform you that such protection is to

be afforded to none but American citizens, and the persons actually in

the service of the consul, and not to them, if they have been guilty of

any crime involving a breach of the peace, proved to the satisfaction

of the consul, and for which he can not inflict a punishment satisfac-

tory to the Government."

Mr. Livingston, Sec. of State, to the consuls at Tangier, Tripoli, and
Tunis, April 20, 1&.33. 4 MS. Despatches to Consuls, 50.

" I was well aware of the custom of the representatives of Chris-

tian powers in the Barbary States to extend the protection of their

flags over many individuals who are not citizens of their respective

countries, and who can not be properly considered as officials, such as

brokers, interpreters, &c. But Avhilst I deem it the duty of our con-

suls to protect American citizens, and necessary and useful official

persons connected with their consulates, they ought scrupulously and

carefully to abstain from all interference in behalf of individuals

who are neither citizens nor have any rightful claim to our protection,

and the more especially when such protection is likely to bring the

American consul into any kind of conflict with the rights and pre-

rogatives of the rei)rosentatives of friendly powers."

Mr. Clayton, Soc. tif State, to Mr. McCauley, consul at Alexandria, Jan.

14, 1850, MS. Inst. Barb. Powers, XIV. 115.

a Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cardwell, agent, etc., at Cairo, Jan. 30,

1889, 128 MS. Inst. Consuls, 474, enclosing an opinion of Dr. Wharton, Solicitor,

of Jan. 28, 1889. See, also, same to same, Jan. 18, 1889, 128 MS. Inst. Consuls,

3GG, as to the general question of changes in the organization and jurisdiction

of the mixed tribunals, Mr. Bayard saying: "While expressing sympathy with

the proposals of the Khedive's government and willingness to join in any reform-

atory scheme for the organization and control of the mixed courts which may
rationally commend itself to the acceptance of all, it becomes proper to reserve

a formal and definitive acceptance of the result until the final agreement Is

before us."
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" By the laws of Turkey and other eastern nations, the consulates

therein may receive under their protection strangers and sojourners

whose religion and social manners do not assimilate with the religion

and manners of those countries. The persons thus received become

thereby invested with the nationality of the protecting consulate.

These consulates, and other P^uropean establishments in the East, are

in the constant habit of opening their doors for the reception of such

innuites. who are received irrespective of the country of their birth

or allegiance. It is not uncommon for them to have a large number
of such proteges. Int^^rnational law recognizes and sanctions the

rights accjuiesced [acquired] by this connection. ' In the law of

nations as to Europe, the rule is, that men take their national char-

acter from the general character of the country in which they reside;

and this rule applies equally to America. But in Asia and Africa

an immiscible character is kept up, and Europeans trading under

the protection of a factory take their national character from the

establishment under which they live and trade. ... (1 Kents Com.
78-9.) The Lords of Appeal in the High Court of Admiralty in

England decided, in 1784, that a merchant carrying on trade at

Smyrna, under the protection of a Dutch consul, was to be considered

a Dutchman as to his national character. CWheaton's Int. Law,
384, 3 Rob. Adm. Reports, 12.)"

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hulsemann, Austrian charge, Sept. 26,

1853, in Koszta's case, H. Ex. Doc. 1, 33 Cong. 1 sess. 44-45.

" The practice that has Hitherto prevailed among our representa-

tives in the Barbary States of extending their protection to the sub-

jects of the government where they reside or even to foreigners not

clothed with our nationalitj^ to screen them from prosecution for

offences, or to place them beyond the reach of the laws as applicable

to others differently situated, is an abuse that, in the judgment of

this Department, ought to be corrected.

" The late Consul Macauley was fully instructed on this subject

when he went to Egypt, and I refer you to the despatch addressed to

him on the 14th of January, 1850. . . .

" That such a custom, so much abused, should ever have existed is

a source of regret : l)ecause it is the obvious policy of the United

States to avoid and to compel its agents abroad to avoid, as far as

possible, all connection and interference with the affairs of citizens of

other countries. But the evil nuist be remedied with as little delay

as i)ossible. It nuiy not be easy nor politic to get rid of it suddenly,

so far as relates to souje of the individuals who are now under pro-

tection, although not in the service of the consulate, and who may
have rendered services to this (irovernment or its agents in Barbary

on former occasions. It might be harsh and unjust to withdraw
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from such persons the protection they have hitherto deservedly

enjoyed, so long; as they continue to deport themselves with propriety

and to furnish no cause of complaint to the authorities of the coun-

try. But you will take care that no employes or proteges of this

character not entitled to the protection of the United States, be taken

into the service in future without the express and special consent and
sanction of this Department."

Mr. Marcy, See. of State, to Mr. De Leon, consul at Alexandria, Dee. 28,

18;">3, MS. Inst. Barbary Powers, XIV. 157. Cited with approval in

Mr. Seward. See. of State, to Mr. Hale, consul at Alexandria, Dec.

11, 18()G, MS. Inst. Barbary I»owers. XIV. M^2.

" This Government will not consent that its consuls in Turkey shall

be denied any privileges in regard to protecting persons not citizens

of the United States which may be enjoyed by the consuls of other

nations who have no special treaty stipulations on the subject. If

custom in Turkey gives to foreign consuls the right of protecting even

Ottoman subjects, it is presumed that this right is limited to such

persons as may be absolutely necessary for the discharge of the con-

sular functions, and must have originated and be tolerated on account

of the difficulty of obtaining persons, not subjects of the Porte, suffi-

ciently acquainted with the oriental languages. It is obvious, how-

ever, that it is the duty of the consul to exercise this privilege with

discretion, and not to employ any person for the purpose of screening

him from prosecution for offenses against the laws of the country or

any one known to be reasonably objectionable to the Government."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. De Letni, Aug. 10, 18.54, MS. Inst. Barb

Powers, XIV. 105.

See, also, Mr. Davis. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Beardsley. March .31

1873, MS. Inst. Barbary Powers, XV. 129.

Soliman Gharbi, who claimed to be a lineal descendant of Ahmet
Pacha Caramalli, of Tripoli, addressed to the President of the United

States a petition expressing apprehensions as to the safety of his

person and property in Alexandria, and asking that the American

consul there be instructed to afford him all the protection which could

be extended in his behalf. A declaration of' intention by the peti-

tioner, dated at New York, July 20, 1858, accompanied the petition.

Air. Cass, in writing to the consul, said :
" This Government cannot

extend to Mr. Gharbi such i)rotection as it is bound to afford to its

own citizens residing under foreign jurisdictions; . . . yet under the

circumstances of the case, and especially in view of the position once

occupied towards the (lovernment of the United States by his alleged

ancestor, it is deemed proper to commend Mr. Gharbi to your good

offices, and to request you—after you shall have satisfied yourself

that ... he has given no just cause of complaint to the authori-
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ties of the viceroyalty—to grant him such protection as may be

aufhorized by hiw and by the regulations of the Department. In

tliis. you will of course be careful not to transcend the authority

given to consular officers of the United States in the East, by the 28th

chapter of the regulations referred to, which prescribes the issuing,

to aliens under consular protection, of a simple certificate ' that the

person to whom it is given is cared for and received under the pro-

tection of the Government whose agent has granted it.' You are

aware that this authority to protect aliens has not always been used

with discretion, and that, in consequence of its abuse, the Department

has. without entirely forbidding it, discountenanced its exercise as far

as possible. It is, indeed, questionable whether the regulation which

admits it is consistent with the act of August 18, 1856, in relation to

the granting of passports and certificates. The Department hopes

that you may be able, without committing your Government to a

defence of the rights of Mr. Gharbi in case of their being invaded, to

secure him and his family against further molestation, so long as

their conduct is not justly obnoxious to censure."'

Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to Mr. De Leon, consul at Alexandria, No. 17,

Aug. 18, 1858, .MS. Inst. Barbary States, XIV. 200.

The practice of protection being " liable to abuse and one that

ought to be abolished," none but citizens of the United States with

passports from the Department of State, or persons who, being citi-

j'.ens. were certainly known to be entitled to receive passports from

the officials of the United States abroad, '" have properly any right to

protection from our legations and consulates."

Mr. ("!iss. Sec. of State, to Mr. Williams, niin. to Turkey, Feb. 20, 1858,

MS. lust. Turkey. I. 408.

In 1801 ^Vlr. Seward, replying to an inquiry whether a person,

alien born, but who had taken the initiatory steps towards becoming

a citizen of the United States, could, during a contemplated visit to

Alexandiia. Egyj^t. ])lace himself under the protection of the United

States consul-general there, stated that, in consequence of the abuse of

the j)iactic(' of extending consular protection to aliens, the consular

officers of the United States in Turkey and other Eastern nations

had of late years been instructed "" to exercise their right in this

lespect with much caution.'" The degree of protection, if any, which

it might be proper to afford to the person in question, it w'ould be for

the consul-general to determine without special instructions.

Mr. Seward. Sec of State, to Mr. Koelker, Sept. 9, 18G1, 55 MS. Dom.
Let. 53.
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" You are therefore instructed to issue no more tezkerahs, or cer-

tificates of protection, except to the individuals actually and neces-

sarily employed in the consulate, or in your personal service."

Mr. Hunter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Wippei'uiann. consul at Galatz,

April 28, ISiiH. H4 MS. Desp. to Consuls, 19(3.
'

In May, 1863, the United States consul at Galatz was instructed to

inform all so-called proteges who had been nominally placed under

American protection within his jurisdiction that it had been done

without proper authority and contrary to the instructions of the

President, and, consequently, that they were not regarded by the

Department of State as American proteges nor as anywise entitled

to American protection. It was added that the number of proteges

must not be extended beyond the persons " absolutely necessary for

tlie discharge of the consular functions " or in the consul's personal

service.

Mr. F. W. Seward. Assist. Sec. of State, to M. Wippeinnann. consul at

Galatz. May 2. 18G.S, :54 MS. Desp. to Consuls, 201.

" Henceforward you will grant no protection to any person whom-
soever not actually a citizen of the United States by birth or complete

naturalization, or to any other person not actually employed in the

consulate."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hale, consul-general at Alexandria,

Oct. 3, 1864, MS. Inst. Barbary Powers, XIV. 287.

Mr. Hale's action, in granting protection to " the blacks brought by Miss

Finnic from some iwint on the White Nile." was approved " as

exceptional, but not to be drawn into precedent." (Mr. Seward,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Hale, Oct. .31, 1865, MS. Inst. Barbary I»owers,

XIV. .307.)

With regard to a " blind Hungarian boy." whom Mr. Hale had made a

" temporary exception " to the rule, Mr. Hale was instructed to lay

the niatter l)efore the Austrian consul-general, "and express a hope

that he will find it expedient to relieve the Fnited States consulate

from the charge, while securing protection and kindness to the

orphan." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hale, May 11. 1867,

MS. Inst. Barbary Powers. XIV. 342.)

In a later instruction Mr. Seward complained of the "want of apprecia-

tion" shown by Mr. Hale, and the "signal disregard" exhibited by

some of his i)rede<essors, of the Deiiartment's views and instructions

on the subject of itrotection, as well as of the difficulty which the

Department had encountered in obtaining information concerning pro-

tected persons. Referring to the instruction of Oct. 3, 1864, supra. Mr.

Seward said :
" This direction seems to be too clear and positive to

re(iuire any interpretation, and certainly does not warrant the con-

tinuance of protection to the forty persons to whom you refer. The
Department has no information of the names of those pei'sons. the

length of time during which thej have had the protection of the

consulate, or the reasons for which this was originally granted. You
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have moTitioiiod sonio of those particulars in only one case, that of

the son of a Iluniiarian bandmaster, who, you say. is blind, and

to whom one of your i)redecessors, an American missionary, is a

guardian. However stronj^ly such a case may appeal to sympathy, a

feelinsr of tliat kind should not, in the judiE?nient of the Department,

be allowtHl to decide so important a question of international law

and ofticial propriety. The Ihinjiarian is a subject of Austria, and

it is the duty of tlie Austrian consul to take him under his protec-

tion, so far as the orders of his own Government may warrant. It

does not appear, however, that any application has ever been made to

that functionai-y upon the subject. It is consequently exjiected that

you will carry into full effect the instruction al)ove referred to.

The Department would, however, like to be furnished with the details

which have been indicated in regard to the persons who are now
l)rotected by the consulate. You will comnuuiicate the substance of

this instruction to the other consulates in Egy|)t, and inform them
that it is expected they will he governed by it. Similar information,

however, in regard to the i)ersons whom they have hitherto pro-

tected would also be acceptable." (Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Hale. Dec. 11. ISCtJ. MS. Inst. Barbary I'owers. XIV. .332.)

" Your dispatch. Number IH!. of the 28th ultimo, has been received. The
discovery of which it gives information, that the orphan boy hith-

erto supiKjsed to be Hungarian is, in point of fact, of Polish

parentage, is conceive<l to imj)art a new asjtect to his case. He
will, until further instructions shall have been received, be retained

under the protection of the Tnited States." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Hale. July 23, 18tJ7, MS. Inst. Barbary Powers,

XIV. 34.-..)

The necessity '* wFiich usually exists of employing in subordinate

positions in the East persons Avho are accpiainted with the languages

of that (juarter may justify a '-elaxation of the restriction [as to

extending j)rotecti<)n to any hut citizens of the United States] in

their favor, but only so long as they nuiy be so employed."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hale, consul-general at Alexandria,

Dec. 11. l.SdC. MS. Inst. Barbary Powers. XIV. 332.

Protection of a local dragoman does not extend bej'ond his term of

service. (.Mr. I'ld. Act. Sec. of State, to Mrs. Chamlian, April 11,

lS!t.-,. liOl MS. Dom. Let. 471.)

'• Abus(>s which have iieretofore occurred in granting protection

from the h)cal autliorities in eastern (countries, and esj)ecially in the

Turkish dominions, to i)ersons who, in the opinion of this Depart-

ment, had no claim thereto, render it advisabh> that the legations

and consuhites in that ([narter shouhl. once in si.x months, report the

number, names, and occupations of the persons to whom, during the

six months |)i-ece(nng, such ])r()tection uuiy have been given or by

whom it may hav<' been claimed. You will so report accordingly

immediately uiK)n tlie i-eceipt of this circular, in regard to the

at . Such report will in futui'e be expected to be made
at the beginning of e\ery .January and July.
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" It is believed that sound policy dictates the utmost scrutiny and

caution in extending the protection of this Government to any per-

sons abroad who may not be citizens of the United States. Should

that policy be adopted and scrupulously adhered to. those to whom
protection may really be due may expect it to be efficient."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, Circular No. S, May 1, 1871, MS. Circulars, I.

4:5!); For. Kel. 1871, 24.

The diplomatic representative of Greece at Constantinople having,

by direction of his Government, asked the United States legation

that the American consul at Tunis might be authorized to a.ssume

the protection of the interests of Greek subjects at Tunis till the

Greek Government should definitely appoint a consul there, the

United States consul at Tunis was authorized to protect Greek sub-

jects, and in so doing to be governed by the restrictions imposed in

circular No. 11, June IG, 1871, in relation to the protection of Swiss

citizens.

Mr. Bancroft Davis. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Heap, consul at Tunis,

July 11, 1871. MS. Inst. Barbary Powers. XV. 4.m
For the circular of June 10, 1871, see For. Kel. 1871, 28; infra, § (i~A.

" Your despatch Xo. 110, of the 25th ultimo, has been received. It

is accompanied by a petition of the Cosmopolitan Workingmen's

Association of Alexandria, addressed to this Department, requesting

the protection of this Government. While we may feel flattered by

the complimentary terms in which the petition speaks of the Govern-

ment of the United States, it is, as you are aware, the policy of that

Government to abstain from protecting any others than its own citi-

zens in foreign countries, excepting only such foreigners as may be in

its diplomatic or consular service in other than Christian countries.

This Dej^artment sees no reason to make the case of the association

adverted to an exception to the rule. You will, however, make known
this decision in a way which may be the least likely to give offence."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Butler, consul at Alexandria, July 22, 1872,

MS. Inst. Barbary Powers, XV. 8(J.

In 1876 the consul of the United States at Tunis reported that two

citizens of Switzerland had applied for the protection of the consulate,

basing their claim on the instructions given by the United States in

1871 for the protection of citizens of Switzerland by United States

diplomatic and consular representatives. The persons in question

had previously been under (irennan protection, but the German consul-

general had, on account of their bad reputation and questionable pro-

ceedings, notified the Tunisian Government that they Avere no longer

under his care. The United States consul refused to take them under
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his protection, and his action was approved, the character and ante-

cedents of the persons in question appearing to justify such refusal.

Mr. Fish. See. of State, to Mr. Cubisol. vice-consul at Tunis, .Tune 27. 1870,

MS. Inst. Barbary Powers. XV. 479.

See. liowever. Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Heap, vice-consul at Tunis,

Oct. 12, 1877, id. 484, where instructions were Riven for the i)rotection

of one of the persons in (luestion. apparently without knowledjre or

consideration of what had been statetl in the corresi)oudence with the

previous vice-consul.

Tlie Pasha of Tripoli having objected to the protection by the

United States consulate of subjects of Morocco and the Soudan

residing in Tripolitan territory, the consul was instructed that the

practice had not only not been sanctioned by the Department of

State, but that it had " on several occasions been virtually prohibited,

especially by the circular Xo. S of the 1st of May, 1871." The
Department, after remarking that the practice was '* totally at vari-

ance with general j)ublic law, a canon of which is that a government

shall be supreme within its own jurisdiction,"' stated that the rules

and limitations to be observed in attending to the interests of persons

not citizens of the United States were set forth in the circulars No.

11, June IC), 1871. and Xo. 15. Dec. IT), 1871, relative to the protec-

tion of Swiss citizens, in which both the request of the Swiss Gov-

ernment and the consent of the government of the country in Avhich

the Swiss citizens might reside were deemed essential. Both these

conditions were Avanting in the case of the Africans patronized by

the consulate at Tripoli. The consul was, therefore, instructed to

inform the Pasha that he was not authorized longer to give the

protection of which complaint had been made.

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jones, consul at Tripoli, Nov. 16, 1876,

MS. Inst. Barbary Powers. XV. .")89. Set- infra. § (>.j4.

With i-eference to Mr. Jones' statement that it had been customary, under

the capitulations, for consuls in Tripoli to exercise their discretion

in protecting others than their own countrymen, Mr. Fish remarked
that the treaties of the United States were silent on the subject;

that it " was not deeme<l necessary that equality in the alleged priv-

ilege of protecting others than citizens of this country should be

secured to the ministers and consuls of the T'nited States in the

Ottoman dominions;" and that, when it was considered "what the

obligations of this (Jovermnent would be in case its jirotection should

be violatcil. prudence obviously dictates that it should not be exer-

cised or authorized."

Circular No. 11. .Tune H;, 1871, in relation to Swiss citizens, is given, in

For. Uci. 1S71. 2S: Circular No. 1."), Dec. \'). 1871. in For. Rel. 1872, r».

The protection by the United States in Turkey of persons not

American citizens " has usually been regarded as inexpedient, except

in so far as it may be extended to persons actually in the service of
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the diplomatic or consular officers of the United States. The Govern-

ment prefers in these matters to act in accordance with the spirit of

the law, which provides that a passport should be issued to a citizen

only."

Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Aristarclii Bey, Turkish min., Feb. 14, 1878.

MS. Notes to Turkey. I. 209.

To the same effect, see Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mathews, consul

at Tangier. Feb. 27. 1878. MS. Inst. Barbary Powers. XV. :i51.

" Foreigners in the employ of the United States consulates and

their agencies fin Turkey] have a right to the protection of the United

States in all matters pertaining to their office and personal safety, but

not in regard to their commercial affairs and private business, for

protection in which they must look to the representatives of the nation

of which they are citizens."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cox, min. to Turkey. Nov. (5, 1885, MS.
Inst. Turkey. IV. 305.

L., an alien by birth, was, when six years of age, brought to the

United States. He left at the age of seventeen.' and after 1854 resided

continuously in Jerusalem, with the exception of fifteen days in

March, 1890, when he visited the United States for the purpose of

obtaining a certificate of naturalization. It was held that his natu-

ralization was fraudulent, and that he was not entitled to be placed

on the list of citizen proteges.

Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Wallace, consul at Jerusalem, July 9,

1895, 149 MS. Inst. Consuls, 2(j.

" In Eastern countries, and especially in the Turkish dominions,

protection, in accordance with local custom, may be given to aliens

actually in discharge of official duties under the direction of consular

officers or employed in their domestic service. Where consular pro-

tection is regulated by treaty, it must conform strictly to the pro-

visions of the treaty. Xo instrument in the nature of a passport

should be issued to aliens thus protected, but when necessary a cer-

tificate may be given setting forth their relation and duties in con-

nection with the consulate. Consuls will report to the Department

of State on the 1st of January and July of each year the names and

occupations of all aliens to whom, during the six months preceding,

such protection may have been given, or by whom it may have been

claimed."

U. S. Consular Regulations, 189r,. § 173, p. TO.

In February, 1899, instructions were sent to the consulate-general in

Siam to transmit to the Department of State a list of all persons

registered there, with a statement of the grounds of registration, and
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thereafter to send such a list on »June 80 and December 31 in each

year; to restrict servants" certificates of registration to persons

actually servants or employees of American citizens; to register no

Chinese i)erson claiming to be a citizen of the United Staters by

naturalization: to register no Chinese person claiming to be a citizen

of the Fnited States by birth till the evidence of such birth should

have been submitted to the Department, and to charge no fee either

for the registration of American citizens or for the certificate of

registration.

Mr. t'ridlor. Tliird Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kinix. min. resid. and con-

sul-Ken.. Feb. 9, 1800. 1(55 MS. Inst. Consuls, .~>0.").

The minister of the I'nited States at St. Petersburg was instructed in-

formally to exi)lain. in i)rivate conver.^ation with the minister of

foreign affairs, "the circinnstances under which [the] <iuasi i>ro-

tet-tion [extended by the T'nited States minister and consul-general

in Siam] to a lUissian subject was withdrawn, and intimate our

readiness to use our good offices, if needed, on behalf of any worthy

Rusian. including" the one in question. (Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Hunt, min. to Russia, March 29, 1883, MS. Inst.

Russia, XVI. 341.)

(2) OTTOMAN DOMINIONS.

§ 288.

In reply to an inquiry as to the protection to be given by the United

States consulate at Constantinople to citizens of

Switzerland there residing, the Department of State

said that it understood that the Turkish (iovernment required every

citizen of foreign l)irth residing in Constantinople to be under the

nominal protection of the foreign representatives, and that such pro-

tection had been afforded by them, both to citizens of their respective

countries and to others who had no immediate representative near the

Turkish (iovernment. '' In conformity to this custom," said the

Department of vState, '' the Department perceives no impropriety in

your e.xtending to citizens of the Swiss Republic .such friendly offices

as you can afford consistently with your duties to the Government by

which you are accredited. It is of course understood that the Depart-

ment can incur no expense for such nominal protection, nor be held

responsil)le for the conduct of those who thus desire its temporar}'^

coui.tenance."

Mr. \Vei)ster. Sec-, of State, to Mr. Dainese, consul at Constantinople,

April 0. l,S.->2. 14 .MS. Desp. to Consuls. 283.

The privilege of protection '• may in special cases and for a limited

period be extended to foreigners, and even to Turki-sh subjects who
become official ' employees.' so long as they remain attached to the

legation and consulates. The custom, it is understood, had its origin
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in the difficulty of finding American citizens skilled in the languages

of the East, and the right should therefore be confined solely to

employees indispensably necessary to our representatives. It is to

be used with caution in all cases, and does not intend or tolerate the

employment of persons in order to shelter them from justice or

such as may be justly obnoxious to the government within whose

jurisdiction the right is exercised.''

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Williams, min. to Turkey, Feb. 20, 1858,

MS. Inst. Turkey, I. 408.

" Upon the policy which leads several of the great European
powers to take under their protection certain religious sects in

Turkey, I do not deem it necessary to express an opinion, but it is one

certainly in which we can never participate. This Government
undertakes to protect neither Protestant nor Catholic, neither Greek

nor Armenian, but only American citizens; and this Department can

not but think that, if the person or the property of any American

citizen had been imperiled, you would have occupied higher and

stronger ground in appealing for the necessary protection for a citizen

of the United States in that character alone, than in confounding him
in a general protection afforded to any sect whatever."

Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to Mr. Williams, min. to Turkey, Oct. 22, 1860,

MS. Inst. Turkey, II. 27.

" The President hears with surprise and regret rumors of abuses of

the privilege of granting i^rotections committed by persons vicari-

ously exercising consular functions in behalf of this Government
within His Imperial Majesty's dominions. Recent improvements

of administration present some grounds for believing that that privi-

lege might now be relinquished without serious prejudice to the

interests of the United States. It is not supposed, however, that

in the event of either a radical change of administration, or of the

occurrence of religious or other domestic disturbances in the capital

or the provinces, the right of granting protections as heretofore exer-

cised would be found indispensable to the safety of citizens sojourn-

ing in Turkey. In view of these opposing considerations the Presi-

dent has determined that you may announce to the minister for

foreign affairs that the power of the ministers and of consuls to grant

protection will, until further notice, be restricted so as to allow them

to is.sue only to persons in the actual service of the United States.

This restriction will not be deemed to have any bearing upon pass-

ports to American citizens granted by this Department or other

proper authority."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, min. to Turkey, Sept. 19, 18C4,

MS. Inst. Turkey. II. 112.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 47
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'' You will extend the protection of the United States only to per-

sons who are either native-born or naturalized citizens of the United

States. In case of naturalization the proceeding must not consist

merely in a preliminary declaration of intention, but 'must show a

judicial j)rocess fully complete and ended before the proper courts,

and in conformity with the provisions of the laws of the United

States. '\\'henever the naturalization papers presented are either

manifestly fraudulent or well suspected of being fraudulent, you

will refuse to extend protection upon them until the case shall have

been examined here. When the person who demands protection

claims it upon the ground simply that he is the child of a person

who has been naturalized in the United States, you will look into

the circumstances and see whether the claimant has, by relinquishing

his residence in the United States, or by returning to Turkey or any

other foreign country, practically waived his legally acquired but

provisional title as an American citizen. You will in no case inter-

pose in behalf of a person whose objects appear to be immoral or

illegal or frivolous or whose title to United States citizenship is

not clear and absolute. On the contrary, in such doubtful cases you

will refer yourself to this Department for special instructions."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, niin. to Turkey, Aug. 21, 18()8,

MS. Inst. Turkey, II. 223.

The Department of State in 1872 declined to except a Syrian mer-

chant at Beirut from " the rule which for som.e time past has been

adopted, restricting the protection of this Government to persons in

the Turkish dominions, other than citizens of the United States, to

those foreigners who may be in the actual service of our diplomatic

and consular officers in that quarter.*'

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Xicliols. May 11, 1872, 94 MS. Doiii. Let. 102.

Protection should always be extended to the bona fide property of

citizens of the United States in the Ottoman dominions, so far as the

treaty and laws will permit. "The Department, however, cannot

approve of any ])rotection to the business interests of an Ottoman
subject, merely because he may allege that he is the agent or partner

of a citizen of the United States. Those interests must be left to the

jurisdiction of the Ottoman authorities only.''

Mi-. Fisli. See. of State, to Mr. Boker, min. to Turkey. No. 60, Nov. 15.

1872. MS. Inst. Turkey. II. 447. In this instruction Mr. Fish declared

tliat the opinion, expressed i)y Philip Francis, British consul-general

at Constantinople, that " if a firm trading in Turkey consists of a

British suhject and an Ottoman suhject, it would be properly held

that the firm had no right to British protection." should "be adopted

as the |>olicy of tlic I'liitcd States on the same point."

See. also. .Mr. Fish. Sec of State, to Mr. Boker, min. to Turkey, No. 47,

Oct. 4, 1872. MS. Inst Turkey. II. 427.
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" The status of foreigners in Turj^ey depending, as I have observed,

on ancient usage, while not clearly defined, is to a certain extent

determined by the capitulations or treaties between the Porte and

various nations. The earliest of these, with the Italian Republics,

Genoa and Venice, was concluded in 1453. The most important are

those concluded by France in 1740 and by England at various times

from 167.5 to 1809, which are in force at the present day and which

have served as a model for the succeding treaties with other nations.

As these various capitulations acted rather to recognize and confirm

existing rights than to create especial privileges, it Avas inevitable that

in the course of centuries the policy of autonomous extraterritoriality

should be ex})anded, and that rights and privileges, born of the inher-

ent prerogatives of non-^Iussulmans and acquiesced in by long and

continuous usage, should become vested rights, sanctioned by the

Ottoman power and indefeasible l)y any act of the Turkish sovereign.

It may. thus, not always be practicable to point to the origin of any

particular privilege in a solemn covenant, or in a special grant or

recognition thereof at any particular time. They have become massed

into a concrete assemblage of rights, not readily admitting of classi-

fication or definition, but constituting a body of laws and customs

resting on usage and having for their fundamental principle the

incontrovertible inheritance of non-Mussulmans under ^lussulman

rule to the fullest autonomy in all that separates them from the

Moslem faith and code.

" In 1856 the important firman known as the Hatti-Humayoun
sought to generalize the concessions of extraterritoriality in the

various capitulati(ms and the privileges and rights of aliens which

had grown inseparal)ly upon the ancient conventions. Even this broad

generalization proving insufficient to cover the whole ground of alien

right, a still ampler declaration was embodied in the treaty of Berlin,

July 13, 1878, as follows

:

" 'Article LXXII. The Sublime Porte having expressed the

intention to maintain the principle of religious liberty and give it the

widest scope, the contracting parties take notice of this spontaneous

declaration.
"

' In no part of the Ottoman Empire shall difference of religion

be alleged against any person as a ground for exclusion or incapacity

as regards the discharge of civil and political rights, admission to the

public employments, functions and honors, or the exercise of the

various professions and industries.
'*

' All persons shall be admitted, without distinction of religion, to

give evidence l)efore the tribunals.

" ' The freedom and outward exercise of all forms of worship are

assured to all, and no hindrance shall be offered either to the hierarch-
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ical organiziitions of the various communions or to their relations with

their spiritual chiefs.

" • P^cclesiastics. pilgrims, and monks of all nationalities traveling

in Turkey in Europe, or in Turkey in Asia, shall enjoy the same

rights, advantages, and privileges.

•• * The right of official protection by the diplomatic and consular

agents of the powers in Turkey is recognized both as regards the

above-mentioned persons and their religious, charitable and other

establishments in the holy places and elsewhere.'

•• The tendency is thus seen to have been toward generalization from

the details of the capitulations to a wider recognition of the inaliena-

ble riglits and prerogatives of non-Mussulmans and aliens in Turkey,

as developed by a slow but steady process of accretion and consolida-

tion, continuing to the present day, and not, in the nature of things,

admitting of arrest or reversal."

Mr. Foster. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, niin. to Turkey, Nov. 29, 1892.

For. Uel. 1802, ()09, HIO. citing Mr. Bayard. Sec of State, to Mr. Straus,

.Vpril 2(». ISST. For. Kel. 1887. lol>4, and Mr. Blaine. Sec. of State, to

Mr. Ilirscli. Dec. 14. 1891. For. Rel. 1892. .">27.

As to a proposal of the I'orte to modify the law reKulatinc the procedure

to be followetl in civil and penal matters toward foreigners living in

places distant more than nine hours from a consular residence, see

For. Rel. 1892, .545-547, 554.

Proceedings were instituted in the local courts at Jerusalem

against Assad Kassas, a native guard employed by
a ive emp oyees

^j^^^ United States consulate, in relation to the pos-
of consulates.

. . . .
*^

session of a house which he occupied and which he

claimed to have inherited from his mother. He ignored the sum-

mons of the court, and after ^Ir. Gillam. the United States consul,

had refused to comply with a request to order him to vacate, a decree

of dispossession was entered and he Avas forcibly evicted. It was not

stated whetlier the suit was brought before or after Kassas entered

the service of the consulate, nor did it appear to have interfered with

the performance of his duties. It s(»emed to have concerned only

his status as the owner or claimant of real property under the laws

of Turkey. Under the circumstances, the Department of State did
" not feel justified in instructing Mr. Gillam that real estate held

by Ottoman subjects is taken out of Turkish jurisdiction when they

become yassakdjis. or guards, in consulates." But as the case was
novel and the precise (|uestion did not appear to have been raised

before, the legation at Constantinople was instructed to ascertain

the position of the Ottoman (rovernment on the subject, as well as

what privileges in such matters were conceded to other Frankish

powers.
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Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Strau.s, min. to Turkey, March 17,

1888. For. Rel. 1888. II. 1568.

In the course of this Instiiiction, Mr. Bayard observed that citizens of

the United States in Turliey were, under the real-estate protocol of

Aug. 11, 1874. as proclaimed by the President Oct. 29, 1874. and
under the terms of imperial rescript of 7 Sefer, 1284 (June 10,

1867). placed on an equal footing with Ottoman subjects "in all

things that concern their landed property." and were expressly

excluded from availing " themselves of their personal nationality

except under the reserve of the immunities attached to their persons

and their movable goods according to the treaties." (18 Stats, part

3. p. 853.) The 11th article of the rcglement of 23 Sefer. 1280

(Aug. 9, 1863). touching foreign consulates, was. as stated in the

explanatory circular to the governors-general, intended to prevent

the employes of consulates receiving other or greater protection out-

side of their actual official duties than any other proteges or than

foreigners. (Van Dyck's Capitulations, part 1, p. 98.) The United

States, said Mr. Bayard, had never been disposed to claim excessive

or unusual immunities for natives employed in any capacity in its

legations and consulates abroad. (Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to

Mr. Morris, min. to Turkey, Dec. 23, 1867, MS. Inst. Turkey, II. 202.)

In several recent instances, where the foreign servant of a legation

had been claimed to be liable for military duty, as at Madrid in 1874

and at Berlin in 1879, the ground of complaint had been that the

service of the mission was interrupted by the abrupt action of

the authorities, rather than any right to withdraw a native from his

national subjection. Continuing, Mr. Bayard said

:

" The customary usage of Turkey in regard to the withdrawal of Ottoman
subjects by foreign service from their national jurisdiction, as set

forth in the consular rdylcment of 1863, appears to be in harmony
with the foregoing principles. Article I. prescribes the number of

privileged native Turkish subjects to be so employed, the number of

yassakdjis (cavasses, janissaries, or guards) allowed at a consulate

being three, with privilege of increase of the number by mutual

understanding.
" 'Art. I. Consuls are to give notice of the ai)pointment of yassakdjis to

to the vali. or governor-general of the i)rovince. and obtain his

recognition. (Ai't. 4.)'

" The protection of privilege<l emj^loyes is defined as ' individual and

attached to their functions.' The service of yassakdjis counts for

five yeai-s as army service, and they cannot lie withdrawn from the

consular service for active or reserve military duty. Privileged em-

ployes shall enjoy all the innnunities accorded by the capitulations,

but their estates shall pay the land tax. (Art. 5.)

"The i)rivilege lasts only during 'effective actual service." and the

proteges are shielded from all prosec-ution. having origin in the

services which the consulate may have received from them. They
are not to pay. din-ing their protection, any but real-estate tax. or

those burdens to which foreigners are subjected. (Art. 11.)

Native servants of consuls, not of the eiunnerated privileged

classes, have no right to protection, liut even these are not to be

proceeded against or arrestetl save with timely notice to the consul.

(Art. 12. See Van Dyck's Capitulations, pt. 1. p. 96.) . . . Article
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50 of tho Froncli t-apituliitions of 1740 appears to he in point. It

provl»l«>s that

—

"
' For tho security of tlie dwellings of tlie consuls, permission is

granttMl to ai)poiiit the janissaries solioited by them, and these

janissaries shall be protected by the odtobachies and other com-

mandants."
" So. too. with article 128 of the P^nglish capitulations of 1075, which

provides that the ambassadors and consuls may take into their serv-

ice any janissary or interpreter they please."

An action was brought against G. Costa, dragoman of the United

States consular agency at Salonica, Turkey, for 11,000 piasters

alleged to be due on his endorsement of a promissory note. The Turk-

ish court summoned Mr. Costa through the consular agency, thus rec-

ognizing his official relation, and the consular agent, in conformity

with law and custom, sent a second dragoman and two assessors to

attend the trial. The president of the court, ho'\^:^ver. refused to

permit them to attend. Mv. Costa thereupon withdrew, by way of

protest, and judgment was rendered against him in his absence. The
consular agent refused to accept the judgment and returned it to the

court, with the statement that he shoidd refer the ca.se to the United

States legation. AVhen the legation brought the case to the attention

of the Turkish Government, the latter at first intimated that as Mr.

Costa was an Ottoman subject he was, under art. 9 of the regula-

tions for foreign consulates, under Ottoman jurisdiction in respect

of his private affairs, and that the suit in question must therefore be

judged without consular intervention. This view the legation con-

troverted. It appears that by art. 1 of the " reglement " of 18(53, in

relation to foreign consulates, the consulates may have a certain num-
Ix'r of natives as privileged employees (employes privilegees) , the
'• privilege " aj)parently referring to the innnunity belonging to the

consular suite, and by art. a the same immunities are assured to tem-

porary as to permanent employees. These immunities are explained

and coulirmed l)y the "'circidaire aux gouverneurs-generaux,"' which

is appended to the reglement, and which expressly assures to the tem-

porary i)roteges a judicial ])rocedure confornuible to the ancient

treaties, in the presence of the consid or of his representatives (con-

fonneiucnt aux anciens traites. en j^resence du consul on de son del-

egi"'')- Sucli is the right of the "'employe privilegee," of which the

dragoman is an exain})le. Art. of the '' reglement '' indeed provides

that Ottoman sul)jects in the service of forc/r/n Kuhjects shall be amen-

able to Ottoman jurisdiction in respect of their private affairs. But

this seems only to render clearer the privilege of the dragoman, Avho

is in the service, not of a foreign subject, but of a foreign govern-

ment.
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The Department of State, in acknowledging the report of the dis-

cussion, said

:

"' Upon careful examination of the Ottoman ' reglement ' of 1863

and of the ' circulaire aux gouverneurs-generaux ' referred to by you,

the Department concurs in the view taken and most ably presented

bj' you, and approves your action in the case. As you state that you

have heard of no further proceedings being instituted against the

dragoman it may be inferred that your interpretation of the law^ is

accepted by the Ottoman Government."'

Mr. Daj-, Sec. of State, to Mr. Angell, min. to Turkey, June 24, 1898, For.

Rel. 1898. 1112; Mr. Angell, min. to Turkey, to Mr. Day, Sec. of State,

May 31, 1898. enclosing copy of a note to Tewflk Pasha, min. of for.

aff., April 23, 1898, For. Rel. 1898, 1109, 1110.

December 10, 1899, the Turkish court at Magnesia, a place BO miles

distant from Smyrna, placed under sequestration some licorice root,

which was said to be the property of Avedis S. Avedikian, third

dragoman to the United States consulate at Smyrna, and which was

stored at Magnesia in a building rented by him. The seizure having

been made without notice to the consul at Smyrna, the latter requested

the governor to order the release of the goods. Subsequently the

consul received from the court at ^lagnesia a summons addressed to

Mr. Avedikian, notifying him of the seizure of his property and

citing him to appear for trial. Several days later, the governor hav-

ing declined to give orders to the court, the consul sent to Magnesia

his cavass, who broke the seals upon the building in which the licorice

root was sequestered and entered into possession. Two days later

the cavass was arrested by soldiers acting under the governor's orders,

his arms were taken from him, and he was sent back in custody to

Smyrna, where, after four hours' further detention, he was released.

The United States legation at Constantinople represented to the

Porte—
1. That. Magnesia being easily within the jurisdiction of the con-

sul at Smyrna, the action of the court in proceeding without notice

to him to sequester the property of the dragoman was in contraven-

tion of established treaty rights.

2. That the forcible entry by Ottoman soldiers of a building leased

by the dragoman constituted an unlawful invasion of an American

domicile.

3. That the arrest of the cavass was a violation of treaty rights and

a grave affront.

The legation therefore demanded

—

1. That telegraphic orders be sent for the removal of the seques-

tration, so that the judicial proceedings, including, if necessary, a
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sequestration, might bo instituted in the proper way, witn the assist-

ance of tlie consul.

2. That the building leased by Avedikian be evacuated and given

over to the lessee.

3. That telegraphic orders be given for the return of the arms of

the cavass to the consul.

The Porte assented to these demands, and effect was given to them.

While the foregoing case was pending the consul at SmjTua re-

])orte(l that the court at Magnesia had illegally ordered the seizure of

more American goods, that two employees of Avedikian had been

arrested, and that Turkish soldiers had been sent into the country to

prevent him from purchasing goods. The version of the affair given

by the Turkish governor was that Avedikian had attempted to seize

licorice root belonging to an English merchant named Forbes; that,

the seizure being resisted, Avedikian's employees beat Forbes's work-

men, and wounded the mouktar of the village of Elgi ; and that, hav-

ing thus taken possession of the goods by force, they were arrested b}'

order of the subgovernor.

Mr. Griscom, United States charge d'affaires ad interim at Con-

stantinople, observed, in his report of this incident, the full details

of which he did not possess, that the title to the licorice root clearly

was a matter for the Turkish courts, and that, if Avedikian had acted

in an arbitrary and illegal manner, he would not be protected by

the legation; and he added:
•• In my dispatch to the Department, No. 144, of the 8th instant,

I had the honor to submit to the Department the question of the

protection to be given dragomans of consulates in the transaction

of their private mercantile business. The incident, reported by

Consul Lane, of the arrest of Avedikian's employees is an illus-

tration of the difliculties Avhich will surround the situation should

the United States (xovernment determine to protect the dragomans.

On the other hand it is perhaps well to point out that if the honorary

dragomans attached to the many consulates are deprived of the

jjrotection which they are supposed hitherto to have enjoyed, they

will in all probability no longer continue to serve the United States

Government without pay.

"Assistant Secretary of State Porter, in an instruction. No. 170,

of May 8. 1885. to the consul-general at Constantinople, laid it

down in a j)ositive manner that the dragomans were not entitled

to protection except ii' the discharge of their official functions and
at the place of their consulate. This decision is not known to the

dragomans, nor is it a matter of common knowledge throughout

the consular service."

Mr. Griscom. chars*' "it Constantinople, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, No.

144, Jan. 8. IJKH) ; No. 148, Jan. 13, 1900; No. 164, Feb. 9, 1900;
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For. Rel. 1900. 921. 927. 928-9.30. 931-932. In submitting, in liis

No. 144, the question of tlie protection to be given to the dragomans
of consulates. Mr. Grlsconi requested instructions. As new instruc-

tions were not sent, his subsequent citation of the instructions of

Mr. Porter, No. 170, May 8, 1885, is specially to be noted.

The Turkish minister of foreign affairs, in a note of February

13, 1890, referring to the provisions of Article V. of tlie regulations

concerning foreign consulates, stated that the Sublime Porte, acqui-

escing in the desire expressed by most of the foreign missions, had
decided to call for military service only dragomans and cavasses

who might in future enter the service of consulates, thus excusing

from that obligation Mussulmans already employed. Christian em-

ployes must, without distinction, pay the exoneration tax which

fell to their share. It w^as added that, in order to prevent misunder-

standing, the provincial authorities had been instructed, whenever

they w^ere notified of the appointment of a cavass, officially to

acquaint the interested consulate with his exact situation in regard

to military service.

Enclosure with Mr. Hirsch, min. to Turkey, to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State,

Feb. 1.1. 1890. For. Rel. 1890. 742.

For a discussion, without definite conclusion, as to the right to a mixed

trial in Turlcey of a civil suit in which a consular dragoman may
be a party, see Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hirsch, min. to

Turkey, March 20, 1890, MS. Inst. Turkey, V. 111. citing Van

Dyck's report on the Ottoman Capitulations, Appendix XV., p. 117.

With reference to the status of native teachers in American

institutions in Turkey, Dr. Herrick, of Anatolia Col-
ion as na-

Iq^q jj^ 1802, inquired whether the United States

would accept the college's assurance as to the loyally

of its teachers and guard it against injustice and injury in their

persons. He made the inquiry with particular reference to the case

of a person who w^as described as a young Armenian educated in the

United States. The Department of State replied that there was no

way by which the Government of the United States could intervene

as sponsor for the loyalty of an Ottoman subject to his own Govern-

ment, nor could it ask the Ottoman Government to accept as conclu-

sive the personal assurances of an individual Turkish subject as to

his loyalty. As an individual owing allegiance to the Ottoman
authority, the representatives of the United States could not '' inter-

pose to screen him from any charge of violation of law duly preferred

against him." But the Department added that, in the light of the

undoubted right of any legitimate American enterprise in Turkey to

prosecute its work by the usual and lawful channels of native service,

any action by the Turkish authorities aiming to disturb or stop the
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operations of the institution by harassing its employees might very

properly give rise to remonstrance.

Mr. Wharton. Act. St'c of State, to Mr. Hirsc-h, uiin. to 'I'urkey, May 25,

1802. For. Kel. ISDii. .".70.

Certain native Armenian teachers in the American college at

Aintab having been arrested by the Ottoman authorities on a charge

of sedition, the minister of the United States at Constantinople, on

being advised of the facts, informed the grand vizier that, as the

presence of the native teachers was necessary to the success of the

colleges in which they were employed, their arrest could be justified

only on prima facie proof of guilt, raid asked that, before they were

imprisoned without bail, the evidence should be submitted to him,

in order that he might judge whether a prima facie case against

them existed." The Department of State replied: "While you will

protest against capricious or unreasonable arrest of such persons, as

occasion requires, you will not insist [that] the Government . . . shall

agree in advance that it will not arrest its own subjects for violating

its own laws without your consent." '' The minister afterwards

reported that, in such cases, by order of the Porte, an official repre-

sentative of the United States woidd be allowed to be present at each

step of the proceedings in order to satisfy himself of their fairness;

and that, by this concession, the possibility seemed to be precluded

of capricious and groundless arrests of native teachers with a view

to hamper or break up the work in the colleges.'"

" Your dispatch. No. 757. of the ftth of January last, has had due

'•ousideration.

•• You therein rei)ort that a large proportion of the claims filed by

the iiijuied missionaries at Marash consists of claims for injury to

native stiulents. })reacliers. ajid tejichers whose nationality is not

stated.

"On general j)rincii)les of international law a government can not

be held accountable to a foreign govermnent for injuries suffered by

its own citizens or sMl)jects. The relation of native teachers to the

administration of the American schools in Turkey has led this

I)ej)aitiii('iit. on previous occasions, to instruct you that the operations

of the schools are not to be wantotdy interferred with by mole.station

of the native instruments they may legitimately employ in their

teachings: and that interfei-ence with such native teachers on frivo-

lous and vexatious grounds should call for remonstrance and pre-

vention.

For. Hoi. l.S!>4. 742.

'' Mr. (ircshaiii. Sec of Stato. to .Mr. Torrell. iiiiii. to Turkey, tel.. Oct. 29, 1894,

For. Kel. 1S!>4. 74.'..

c For. liel. 1804. 74.'.. 74r,-740.
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" Should the destroyed property of native teachers not have been

merely j)ersonal belongings, but actual and necessary adjuncts to the

operation of the American schools in which they were employed,

indemnity of that character and to that extent only might be properly

asked. It is not, however, thought that any appreciable amount of

claims can be due on this limited account, inasnnich as the usual appli-

ances for the educational work conducted by our citizens would nec-

essarily be the property of the missions Avhich direct them.

•*As to the native scholars attending the school, the foregoing prin-

ciple does not seem applicable."

Mr. Oluey, Sec. of State, to Mr. Terrell, min. to Turke5% March 6, 1896,

For. Rel. 1890, 882.

(3) MOKOCCO.

§ 289.

"All Christian nations refuse to the Government of Morocco any

right, power, or control Avhatever, in any circumstances, over the per-

sons or property of Christians, or Franks, as they are called, visiting

or residing in that Empire. . . . Every citizen of the United States

is required, when in Morocco, to seek from the consul and have a

certificate showing that he is under the consul's protection. Failing

to obtain this he has no right by law to remain there.''

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. McMath, April 28. 18G2, MS. Inst.

Barbary I'owers, XIV. 24."'>.

With reference to Hebrews in Morocco who were not citizens of the

Ignited States. Mr. Evarts said that they nuist apiily for protection

to the representatives of their respective governments, and that no

oflicial interposition in l)ehalf of IsraeliiCs who were Moorish sub-

jects conld l»e sanctioned. Imt that there niijiht be cases in which

hnnianity wonld dictate a disregard of teclniicalities if the consid's

personal infiuence wonld sliield them from ojipression. (Mr. Evarts,

Sec. of State, to Mr. .Mathews, consid at Tangier, March 20. 1878. MS.
Inst. Uarliary Towers, XV. '\7t'A. See, also. Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Marcns. March 10. ISS."). l.-)4 MS. Dom. Let. 422.)

For a request for an explanation of the jtrotection of persons who were

described as '" .agents of American citizens." see Mr. Evarrs. Sec. of

State, to Ml-. Mathews, consul at Tangier, Dec. 7, 1877, MS. Inst.

Barbary Bowers. XV. 848.

With regard to Moorish sub.iects naturalized in the United States, who
might return to Morocco, the consul was instructed to claim for them
under the treaty of 18.30 the same privileges and innnunities as

might be enjoyed by citizens or subjects of any other iK)wer who also

might have been natives of Morocco, mdess the government to which

they owed allegiance sljould have a treaty of naturalization with the

Emperor, the I'nited States having no sucli treat.v. (Mr. Evarts, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Mathews, consul at Tangier, Dec. 7, 1877, MS. Inst.

Barbary I'owers, X\'. .•148.)
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With reference to the su}i{;estion that an exception should be made in

Morocco, on irrounds <tf coniniercial interest, to tlie rule which re-

stricted the protection of aliens in Mohammedan countries to persons

actually in the service of diplomatic and consular orticers, Mr. Evarts,

in rei)ly. referred to the i>rovisioii of the statutes of the United States

forhiddinj: tlie fxrantinj.' of passports to persons other than citizens of

the Fnited States. He observeil that a written protection from the

consul would he to all intents and i)urposes a passi)ort. and suggested

that if it should be found expedient to depart from the rule in

Morocco, the attention of Congress might be invited to the subject.

(Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Mathews, consul at Tangier. Feb.

27. 1S7S. MS. Inst. liarbary Towers, XV. .-{.".I.)

Subse(iu(>ntly. however. Mr. Evarts took the ground that Moorish agents

emiiloyed by citizens of the United States in the sea jmrts of Morocco
to do business in the interior might, since their services were essen-

tial to such busines.s, be placed under the protection of the United

States and granted safe-conducts. (Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Mathews, consul at Tangier. May 27. 1878, MS. Inst. Barbary Powers,

XV. 357.)

With reference to the case of Mr. Benzacar, a Moorish subject, who
Avas (hily appointed and recognized as United States consular agent

at Saffi. Morocco. Mr. Fish said that the protection of the United

States, so far as it might be requisite to enable him to "' discharge his

official duties," would be given, but that the Department of State

could not authorize " any further official interference for the redress

of grievances Avhich he nuiy have suffered with reference to his pri-

vate business or })roperty in Morocco.''

Mr. Fish. S<>c. of State, to Mr. Mathews, consul at Tangier, Oct. 2, 1872,

.MS. Inst. P.arltary Powers. XV. :)()*).

The fact that a fugitive slave in Tangier takes refuge in the house

of an American citizen in that place does not entitle him as a right to

make any claim on the Government of the United States for

j)r()tection.

.Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mathews, Mar. 15, 1877, MS. Inst. Barb.

Powers. XV. :'>40.

Mai'ch l(j. IftTT. a meeting of the foreign representatives at Tangier

took i)lace at the house of the JSloorish minister for foreign affairs

with ivfeience to the (|uestion of protection. The British minister

at Tangier, in a report on the meeting, stated that the practice of

giving })rotection to Moorish sul)jects, particularly by exempting

them from the payment of taxes, had given rise to grave abuses,

and that the evil was a growing one, more especially on the part of

foreign officers representing countries which had no trade and few

residents in ^lorocco. Tiie foreign representatives at Tangier seemed

generally to concur in this view. Further meetings were held, and
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the greater part of the demands put forward by the Moorish Gov-
ernment for the reformation of the system were agreed to, but some

important questions were left undecided on account of the objections

made by France, Italy, Portugal, and Brazil. The Spanish Gov-

ernment subsequently took the initiative in bringing about a con-

ference on the subject at Madrid. The minister of the United States

to Spain was authorized to take part in the conference. He was
instructed that the United States was cordially in favor of the adopt-

tion. by common consent, of an equitable rule which should do away
with the excessive and injurious exercise of protection of natives

which had grown up under the shadow of treaty stipulations and

native usage, and which was represented as burdensome to the Moor-

ish exchequer and unjust to the (xovernment, but that due regard

must be paid to the proper maintenance and security of consular

establishments and to the necessary employment of natives as guards,

interpreters, and servants, and in such capacity as might be essential

to the proper representation and protection of foreign commercial

interests.

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Fairchild, miii. to Spain, March 12,

1880, MS. Inst. Spain, XVIII. 441; extracts. For. Rel. 1880, 893.

The conference at Madrid resulted in the conclusion, July 3, 1880,

qf a convention betAveen the United States, Germany, Austria, Bel-

gium, Denmark, Spain, France, Cireat Britain, Italy, Morocco, the

Netherlands, Portugal, and Sweden and Norway for the establish-

ment of the right of protection in Morocco on a fixed and uniform

basis.

By this convention the protected persons, or proteges, are divided

into three clases:

1. Native employees of legations and consulates. (A,rts. li.-

VII.)

2. Native factors, brokers, or agents {senisarf^, in Arabic) employed

by foreign merchants carrying on the import or export trade on

a large scale, for their biisiness atfairs. (Art. X.)

3. Natives, not exceeding 12 in number, protected for exceptional

services to the protecting power. (Art. XVI.)

Unless for exceptional reasons, there is no necessity for issuing

certificates of jirotection to persons falling within the first class,

since the names of all official employees of the consulate-general and

of the agencies thereunder are required by Art. VII. to bo certified

to the minister of foreign affairs and to the local authorities, so

that their official status is well known and understood.

Art. XIV. provides: "The mediation of interpreters, native secre-

taries or soldiers of the different legations or consulates, when per-
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sons who are not under the protection of the legation or consulate

are concerned, shall lx» aihnitted only when they are the bearers of a

document sifrned l)y the head of a mission or by the consular author-

ity."

In the ver.-ion of this article given in 22 Stat. 823: Consular Regu-

hitions. isss. p. 830: Consuhir Rt^gulations. 189(). p. 617, and else-

where, the word " not " is omitted, thus making the article errone-

ously read " persons who are under the protection," instead of " per-

sons who are not under the protection."

Mr. C'ridler. Thinl Assist. 8ec. of State, to Mr. Partridge, consul-general

at Tangier. .June 7. 18!)S. 1<;2 MS. Inst. Consuls. 222, a'.-knowletiging

tlie receipt of Mr. Partridge's No. ."»<). of May 19. ISS^S. and citing the

following paiKM's : Mr. Mathews, consul at Tangier, to the Depart-

niiMit of State. No. 407. March 24. 188.3. and the Department's reply,

No. 2:i"i. April :MK 188;i. and Mr. Mathews" No. r.02. May 28. IHS-S.

For regulations franie<l by the Department of State for the guidance of

American consular officers in Morocco in the exercise of protection

mider the convention of ISSo. see Mr. I'orter. A.ssist. Sec. of State,

to -Mr. Mathews, consul at Tangier. Dec. !>. 1880, llvt MS. Inst.

(Visuls. c>8S.

As to a conference at Madrid, in 188S. to consider alleged abuses of

]iroiection under the existing treaties, see For. Kel. 188'n. II. KV4!)

;

and as to the conference of 188o. 71 Br. & For. State Papers. 764. 814.

For the agreement between Morocc-o and Friin<-e of August ID, 18(>i,

(•<»n(erning the i>rotection of native brokers, see 0«J Br. & For. State

P:!l>ers, 7;^.

The mere fact that a i>erson at one time servetl .is a clerk to a United

States consulate or consular agency is not held to constitute a signal

or exceptional service under Art. XVI. of the c-onvention of 1880.

(Mr. Uhl. .\ssist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Benzaquen. Feb. 11. 189(J, 207

MS. I>om. Let. <«.">.)

Mr. Barclay, consul-general at Tangier, in his No. 1»4. June 22. 189."». fur-

nished' a detailetl list of United States jtroteges and semsars in

Morocco, as well as certain Information concerning them re(iuested by

instruction No. 4«>. May 21. 189.~». (20 Consular Letters from Tan-

irier. t

For a review of this list, with important directions as to the conduct of

tlie consulate in such matters, see Mr. Kockhill, Third Assist. Se<-. of

State, to Mr. Barclay, consul-general at Tangier. No. .">2. Aug. 29,

|8;c>. 149 MJ<. Inst. Consuls. 3.S4. In the case of a naturalized Ameri-

can resident in Morocco ai)plying for a pass]K>rt or any other jirotec't-

ive document. Mr. Barclay was dire<-ted that he " must call not only

for the i>r<iductioii of his certificate of naturalization, but examine
him under oatli (oatli being taken with the Koran for a Mohamme-
dan and the Sefcr for a Jew) as to the facts of his residence in the

T'nited States an<l c<imjiliance with all the re<|uirements of our laws;

also as tr» his intention of returning to the country af his adop-

tion, etc."

See. further, as tf» the perscjns i)rotectefl by the c-onsulate. Mr. Uhl. .\ssist.

Sec. of State, to Mr. Barclay, No. 61. Dec. 7, 1895, 150 MS. Inst. Con-
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suls, 370 ; Mr. Rockhill, Assist. Sec. of State, to 'Sir. Burke, consul-

Ken, at Tangier, No. 33, Nov. 7, 189G, 154 MS. Inst. Consuls. 334.

" No certificate of protection can ... be issued by tbe consul-general fat

Tangier] luitil the right of the person claiming it has been fully estab-

lished to the satisfiiction of the Department, which then instructs the

consul-general to furnish the applicant with a certificate." (Mr.

Olney, Sec. of State, to Baron Fava, Ital. amb., Jan. 29, 1896, MS.
Notes to Italy. IX. 78.)

*' I have to apprise you in coiuiection with the Department's letter to you
of .Julj- 14. last, of the receipt of a letter from the Secretary of the

Navy, of the 9th instiint. covering copies of the correspondence be-

teween Mr. Felix A. Mathews, United States consul at Tangier, and
Rear-Admiral Earl English, commanding the European Squadron, by

which it appears that Admiral English, on the 20th ultimo, who vis-

ited Tangier in his flagship Lancaster, made a formal demand upon
the Moorish Government for the immediate release of your two
native agents imprisoned at Fez ; the inmiediate return of all pi'op-

erty belonging to your firm and unjustly taken by the governor of

Ducalla. and for the dismissal and punishment of tlie said governor

for having violated treaty obligations in the person of those agents."

(Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Roosevelt and Howland, March
11, 1885, 154 MS. Dom. Let. 439.)

(4) CONSULAR JURISDICTION.

§ 290.

In 1849 Mr. Daniel S. Macauley, United States consul at Alex-

andria, entertained and decided the case of Fargion against Halfor.
" His proceedings in that ca.se were disapproved on the ground that

he had no i-ightful jurisdiction because neither of the parties was a

citizen of the United States, though the defendant, Halfor, was noni-

inall}' Avhat is called a broker to the consulate."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hale, consul-general at Alexandria, Dec.

11, 18G6. MS. Inst. Barbary Towers, XIV. 332.

The British minister at Washington having expressed the opinion

that British consular officers Avere entitled, under the treaty between

(Ireat Britain and Morocco of December 9, 1856, to exercise jurisdic-

tion, both civil and criminal, over Mr. Scott, the interpreter of the

American consulate at Tangier, who was admitted to be a British sub-

ject, the Department of State replied that it failed to find in that

treaty any foundation for the claim of such jurisdiction. The treaty,

it was true, said the Dejiartment of State, gave to British consular

officers '* ample jurisdiction over British subjects in Morocco gener-

ally, but certainly no treaty to which the United States are not a party

can rightfully extend such jurisdiction over any foreigner whom they

may think proper to employ in their consulate. Furthermore, Mr.

Scott cannot properly be said to be within British jurisdiction, because
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he is in the service of an officer of the United States accredited to the

Emjxn'or of Morocco, and who, as such, according to the usage of that

country, is entitled to privileges of exterritoriality, one of which is the

exemption of his servants, including his interpreter, from any other

jurisdiction than his own.'" With the statement that it w^as likely

that the United States, if the case were reversed, would never claim

jurisdiction over an American citizen in British service, the Depart-

ment of State expressed the hope that Her Majesty's (lovernment

would, upon further consideration, " acknowledge the reasonableness

of our objections to their claim to jurisdiction o'er Mr. Scott."

Mr. Fish, Soc. of Stute, to Sir Edward Thornton, British min,, April 5,

1872, MS. Notes to Great Britain, XV. 466, in reply to a note of Sir

Edward Thornton of April 3, 1872.

In 1873 the United States consul at Smyrna was instructed that the

Department of State, in authorizing the diplomatic and consular offi-

cers of the United States, by circulars No. 11, of June 16, and No. 15,

of December 15, 1871, to extend protection to Swiss citizens in certain

cases, had not contemplated that those citizens were to be registered

as entitled to the same protection as citizens of the United States; but

that the j)urpose of the circulars was to allow the good offices of min-

isters and consuls to be employed in any particular case in which a

Swiss citizen might suppose himself to have been aggrieved.

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sniithers, consvil at Smyrna, Dec. 18, 1873,

72 MS. Desp. to Consuls. ,534.

For tlie circulars of .Tune 1(! and Deo. 1.5, 1871, above referred to, see For.

Kel. 1871. 28; and For. Kel. 1872. .5. See infra, § ()54.

In July, 1888, two Swiss citizens, -brothers, named Sigmund Bena-

rio and Theodor Benario, applied to Mr. Cardwell, United States

agent and consul-general at Cairo, for protection. They had pre-

viously been under (ierman protection, but withdrew from it on

account of misunderstandings with the German consul at Alexandria.

Mr. Cardwell gave them a certificate of protection. They were after-

wards accused of swindling certain merchants of (jermany, and the

riiitcd States consular agent at Alexandria was requested to issue an

order for their arrest. Mr. CardAvell advised the consular agent

not to issue such an order till evidence was submitted to him show-

ing the authority of the person making the complaint and also estab-

lishing the grounds of it prima facie. Mr. Cardwell having sought

the instructions of the Department of State, the Department replied

that it did not clearly apjx'ar what was the nature of the complaint

against the Benarios, whether it Avas sought to punish them crimi-

nally for the crime of '" swindling," or whether it was desired to obtain

substantially a writ of ne exeat in a civil suit to recover money. If
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the proceedings contemplated were civil in their nature, it would

seem clear that he had no jurisdiction, since by the act for the organi-

zation of mixed courts the jurisdiction of those tribunals extended

to suits, in civil and commercial matters, between natives and for-

eigners and between foreigners of different nationality. But, assum-

ing that a criminal prosecution was intended, the Department ob-

served that two important questions wer.e to be considered, (1) that

of the protection accorded in Egypt to foreigners who had no diplo-

matic or consular representative, and (2) that of the exercise of juris-

diction. As to the first question, the Department referred to the

special case of citizens of Switzerland, as explained in Foreign Rela-

tions 1887, page 1074, and stated that, as protection had already been

granted to the Benarios, the Department would not direct it to be

withdrawn. As to the second question, the Department said that

it would seem plain that Mr. Cardwell could not properly assume

jurisdiction " of a criminal complaint against persons not citizens

of the United States without the consent of their government."'

Mr. Rives. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cardwell, ageut and consul-general

at Cairo, No. 151, Oct. 13, 1888, 127 MS. Inst. Consuls, 24G.

After the foregoing instruction in the case of the Benario brothers

was sent, a statement of the matter was presented to the Swiss Gov-

ernment, When the answer of that Government was received Mr.

Cardwell was instructed that it removed " any objection to exercising

criminal jurisdiction over the persons in question," but that any

criminal proceedings instituted against them must be conducted in

accordance with the rules applied to citizens of the United States.

It then seemed probable, however, that the case had been otherwise

disposed of.

Mr. Rives. Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cardwell. No. 167, Feb. 2, 1889,

128 MS. Inst. Consuls. 52,3, referring to instruction No. 151 of Oct. 13,

1888.

In 1890 the Deiiartment of State, while stating that there was no arrange-

ment between the United States and any of the Spanish American

states under which the protection of the former was extended to the

citizens of the latter in Turkey or in Egypt, and that, if a request for

such protection were made by any of those states, the decision of the

Government of the United States thereon " would be made known to

its agents in those countries [Turkey and Egypt] by appropriate cir-

culars," said :
" I am not unaware that the usage of the Government of

Turkey and, under its suzerainty, of that of Egypt, following the an-

cient capitulations, recognize the right of any alien to place himself

under whatsoever foreign protection he will, independently of his

own natural allegiance, and that when the fact is established, he is

regarded as though in fact a citizen or subject of the protecting state.

This fact was brought out in the case of the Benario brothers, in

1888, as reported in Mr. Cardwell's dispatches Nos. 245, 246, and 247.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 48
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However this doctrine may be viewed by the European states whose
rights in tlie Ottoman dominions flow from their common capitula-

tions, it seems to the Government of the United States that this

concession on the part of Turkey cannot constrain us to treat an

alien on the footing of our treaties as a citizen, nor constrain the

government of the individual to respect his voluntary choice of

another protection than that flowing from his natural allegiance."

(Mr. Adee. Second Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr. Grant, vice and

deputy consul-general at Cairo, No. 56. Oct. 22, 1890, 134 MS. Inst.

Consuls. 505.)

" Referring to previous correspondence concerning the case of the

Benario brothers in Egypt, I have the honor to acknowledge the

receipt of your note of the 3d ultimo, in which you inform me of the

action of the Swiss Federal council in delegating to the American
consular court in Egypt the right that would belong to the Swiss

courts to try the Benario brothers for the acts with which they are

charged.

" In reply I have the honor to inform you that the consul of the

United States at Cairo has been informed of the removal of the objec-

tion to his exercising criminal jurisdiction over the persons in ques-

tion. The consul has been instructed in the same connection that any

proceedings entertained against the Benario brothers must be con-

ducted in accordance with the rules applied to citizens of the United

vStates. and must not assume the form of a vexatious, inquisitorial

process."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. de Claparetle, Swiss min., Feb. 5, 1889,

MS. Notes to Switzerland, I. 211.

In 1890 the governor of Cairo, Egypt, requested the United States

consuhite-general at that place to assume jurisdiction of a charge

against Doctor Arciniega of injuring a native while driving in the

streets. The governor having described him as '' an American," the

consulate-general sunnnoned Doctor Arciniega to appear for verifica-

tion of his papers and registration. On appearing. Doctor Arciniega

declared that he was a citizen of Peru, but had been under the pro-

tection of the consuhite-general for some months. Whether this,

allegation was borne out by the records was not stated; but the

consulate-general informed him that it coidd give him no protection

without the consent of the United States, but Avould do what it could

for him without going l)eyond the instructions of the Department of

State. No. lol, October 13, 1888. in the case of the Benario brothers.

The consulate-general therefore took Doctor Arciniega *s voluntary''

statement denying the charge against him and communicated it to the

governor of Cairo. T\w I)ei)artment of State, in approving the con-

sul's unofficial aid to an unrepresented foreigner, remarked that the

case differed from that of the Benarios^ ** in that the latter, as Swiss
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citizens, were under a formal protection asked bj^ the Swiss Govern-

ment, accorded by our own under certain limitations, and recognized

by the Khedivial government. . . . The request of the alien's gov-

ernment is necessary in the first instance to validate the protection

;

but even when this is of record it has been held, as in the case of the

Benario brothers, that the express consent of the alien's government

is necessary to permit jurisdiction of anj' crime with which he may
be charged. By reference to the Department's instructions. No. 167,

to Mr. Cardwell, under date of February 2, 1889, you will see that the

Swiss Government, upon being consulted, removed by its reply any

objection to the exercise by our agent of criminal jurisdiction over

the two Benarios. ... I have unofficially conferred with the minis-

ter of Peru in this city, and he is unable to state the policy of his Gov-

ernment in regard to the friendly protection of Peruvians by the

agents of other states, in countries where Peru maintains no repre-

sentation. . . . The statutes of the United States contemplate the

cases of American citizens only ; and the authority and provision for

the punishment of an alien under an indirect privilege of extraterrito-

riality is open to grave question. This aspect of the case may, how-

ever, be left for consideration should the emergency arise."

Mr. Adee, Second Assist. See. of State, to Mr. Grant, vice and deputy

consul-general at Cairo, Oct. 22, 1890, 134 MS. Inst. Consuls, 598.

The Swiss minister of foreign affairs, in a note of January 28, 1891,

referring to the subject of jurisdiction over Swiss citizens in criminal

matters in Turkey, stated that, as the relations of Switzerland with

the Sublime Porte were not regulated by the regime of the capitula-

tions, Switzerland had no representative in the Ottoman Empire, so

that Swiss citizens there were entirely at liberty " to choose the

power under whose jDrotection they may wish to place themselves.

Consequently, we admit, without reserve, that protected Switzers in

Turkey are subject to the consular jurisdiction, both civil and crim-

inal, of the state which protects them."

Mr. Washburn, min. to Switzerland, to Mr. Rlalno. Sec. of State. No. .'U,

.January ol, 1891. 27 MS. iX'si). from Switzerland, endosinj; copy

of a note from Mr. Droz, Swiss min. of for. aff., of Jan. 28, 1891.

III. QUESTIOXSI OF ASYLUM.

1. The " Right of Asylum."

§ 291.

No legal term in common use is perhaps so lacking in uniformity

and accuracy of definition as the " right of asylum." The word
asylum has in its legal relations become to a great extent metaphorical.
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In its original sense it was highly descriptive. It was applied to priv-

ileged places, devoted to special uses, among which was that of shelter

for the fugitive. These places were by positive law" or by superstition

{)n)tected from invasion, and in reality they formed sanctuaries. If

the fugitive could reach one of them, he was safe from pursuit. He
had clothed himself with a right to protection which could not be

violated. It was the right of asylum.

This right was the natural product of the conditions under which

it arose. The inspiration of the ancient criminal law was the princi-

2)le of vengeance. Whether i)ronounced by the head of a family or of

a tribe, sitting in judgment upon an injury inflicted on one of its

members, or l)y a ])riest, as the mouthpiece of an offended deity, the

sentence was imposed as an act of revenge. The right of private ven-

geance was fully recognized. " Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by

man shall his blood be shed," was a law that imported at once the

expiatory character of punishment and the righteousness of indi-

vidual retaliation. The slayer was pursued by the avenger of blood,

and if overtaken was summarily killed. It is not strange that under

systems based so entirely upon the le,v talionw^ sentiments of religion

and hunumity, as well as of justice, should have suggested means of

escape from undiscriminating violence. Hunted by the avenger, the

transgressor, as a fugitive and a suppliant, found shelter at the foot

of the altar, and oftentimes obtained there remission of his sin. But

even if he was not j)ermitted by an act of sacrifice or of supplication

to atone for his otfence. he was at least entitled to the benefit of miti-

gating circumstances and to an opportunity to establish their exist-

ence. These various motives i)rompted the institution of places of

refuge. From temples of the gods and other places which it was

sacrilege to violate, the right of asylum as an obstacle to violence was

extended to cities, islands, and other portions of territory .« It

existed in Egypt, in (ireece, and indeed, in all the ancient world. In

these places of refuge the foi-eigner was received as well as the natiye.

"' These six cities," reads the law given to the Levites, " shall be a

refuge, both for the children of Israel and for the stranger and for

the sojourner among them: that every one that killeth any person

unawares may flee thither." ''

As superstition declined and private vengeance was displaced by

the regulated action of judicial tribunals, these places of refuge

o Hcriiard do rExtradition. vol. i, p. 11.

& Nunihers xxxv. 1.". By a docroc of the council of Toledo, it was declared

that immunity should ho onjoyod hy him who took refuge in the church, and
that he who trespassed within a circuit of .*]0 paces should l)e excommunicated
and also he i»iniished hy tin; Kinjj, with whose approval the decree was estah-

lished. (Padre Florez, Kspafia Lagada. :{d Ed. Madrid, 1859, Vol. VI., p. 212,

12th council of Toledo, A. D. l»J, .Jan. 9. Canon 10.)
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ceased to exist; but all the ideas with which the practice of asylum

was identified did not perish with them. From having been so long

accorded, hospitality and protection had come to be regarded as the

fugitive's privilege, and in the end each separate state became a

refuge for offenders against the laws of other nations." But the term
" right of asylum," though still used in this relation, gradually lost its

ancient fitness. As the administration of justice improved, and the

distrust of foreigners abated through familiarity of intercourse and
the perception of common social interests, nations came to understand

their rights and duties better, and the notion that protection Avas a

right belonging to the fugitive disappeared. In its place Avas estab-

lished the right of the state either to extradite or to expel any oifender

who comes within its jurisdiction.^ In this relation the so-called

right of asylum is simply the right of the government either to

grant or to withhold the privilege of residence within its territories.

But this right is to be exercised by the government in the light of its

own interests, and of its obligations as a representative of social order.

The right, therefore, is coupled with the duty, amply acknowledged

by the multiplication of extradition treaties, to abstain from asserting

the sovereign power for the purpose of shielding individuals charged

with crime from trial by the competent judicial authorities. The
right of sovereignty is conserved in determining the conditions and

limitations under which the fugitive is to be delivered up.

In joining legations and consulates in the discussion it is not

intended to imply that consulates are commonly invested with the

immunities which attach to the residence of a diplomatic officer.

Since the immunities of legations are, as will hereafter be maintained,

intended to secure the personal independence of public ministers, they

do not ordinarily belong to the offices of consuls, who, by the prin-

ciples of international law, are not exempt from the local jurisdic-

tion. As illustrations of this distinction, I may refer to the consular

convention between the United States and New (iranada of 1850,

the fifth article of which provides that consuls shall not enjoy in

either country the innnunities granted to public agents accredited in

a diplomatic character. They may exercise certain special privileges,

such as placing the arms of their country or other insignia of office

over the consular door; '"but," it is further stipulated, "those

insignia shall not be considered as importing a right of asylum, nor

as placing the house or its inhabitants beyond the authority of the

magistrates who may think proper to search them."

o Moore on Extradition, vol. i, § 5.

6 This right has been affirmed in the United States by tlie higliest jndicial

authority. Ker r. Illinois. 119 U. S. 43(5 ; In re Augelo de (Jiaeoino, 12 Blatch-

ford, 391. See, generally, Moore on Extradition, vol. i, §§ 80, 203.
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To the same effect is the fourth article of the consular convention

of 1855 between the United States and thie Netherlands; and article

G of the convention of May 23, 1878, between the same countries,

stipulates for the inviolability of the consular archives, but not for

that of the dwelling or office. By the thirty-fifth article of the treaty

between the United States and Salvador of December 0, 1870, it

is declared that " the contracting Republics recognize no diplomatic

character in consuls, for which reason they will not enjoy in either

country the immunities granted to public agents accredited in that

character."

Nevertheless, consuls, as the representatives of foreign govern-

ments, are entitled to special respect and consideration. In some

instances they are clothed with a diplomatic character, and are then

entitled to diplomatic privilegas. In countries where they exercise

judicial power, as in barbarous or certain non-Christian lands, they

are regarded as endowing with extraterritoriality the place where

their flag is planted." Not infrequently consular offices are made
inviolable by express agreement. The treaty with the German
Empire of December 11, 1871, stipulates that the local authorities

shall not on any pretext invade the consular office or dwelling,

" except in the case of the pursuit for crime." By the second article

of the treaty between the United States and France of November

14, 1788, it was provided that " they [consuls] shall place over

the outward door of their house the arms of their sovereign," which

according to former usage imported inviolability. By the third

article of the treaty between the same countries of February 23, 1853,

it is stipulated that " consular offices and dwellings shall be invio-

lable. The local authorities shall not invade them under any pre-

text." The same stipulation is found in the treaties of the United

States with Belgium of December 5, 1808, and March 9, 1880: with

Italy, of February 8. 18()8, and May 8, 1878; with Iloumania, of June

17, 1881; and with Servia. of October 14, 1881. It is true that in

every one of these instances of specific agreement, there is a stipula-

tion, innnediately following those just quoted, that " in no case shall

those offices or dwellings be used as places of asylum." A dis-

tinction is thus clearly marked between the inviolability of the office

or dwelling, and its use as a shelter for fugitives from justice. But
this distinction is not peculiar to consulates. It merely signifies

that the princii)le of inviolability is not without its limitations and

is not incapable of abuse. By the seventh article of the treaty

between the United States and Persia of December 13, 1856, it is

provided that '" the diplomatic agent or consuls of the United States

« Wharton's Conuuentaries on Law. § 170; Lawrence's Wheaton, notes 73, 74;

7 Opinions of the Attorney-General, 342, 495 ; 8 id. 380.
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shall not protect, secretly or publicly, the subjects of the Persian

Government." It is also a fact that in countries in which asylum

imder foreign flags is practiced, consulates are sometimes used for

that purpose, though not so frequently as legations. Without, there-

fore, intending to predicate diplomatic inmiunities of the consular

office or dwelling, it has been thought proper to include even excep-

tional cases of asylum by referring to consulates as well as to lega-

tions; although, in the discussion of the principles that govern the

subject, the argument will be confined to the privileges of diplomatic

agents and the immunities of their offices or dwellings.

2. Early Diplomatic PRI^^LEGES and theib Decadence.

§292.

There is every reason to believe that soon after the establishment

of permanent embassies in the fifteenth century the dwellings of

public ministers became resorts for persons fleeing either from
violence or from legal prosecution. The abolition of cities of refuge

and the decline of reverence for sacred places having left the fugi-

tive without a sanctuary, he naturally sought shelter under the im-

munities of the public minister. At one time those immunities

attained the most exaggerated proportions. They included not only

the extraterritoriality of the minister and his suite, but also that of

his dwelling or hotel and of other buildings over which he placed

the arms of his sovereign." In some instances ambassadors of a

thrifty turn realized enormous profits by hiring and granting their

protection to houses which they then sublet to malefactors.* In

various places, as at Madrid, Venice, and Rome, there existed what
was known as the freedom of the ward or quarter {franchise des

quartiers, as it was commonly called), by which the immunity
attaching to the minister's house was extended to the quarter of the

city in which the house was situated. At Frankfort-on-the-Main,

where foreigners were not permitted to stay during the election and

coronation of the Emperor, it was customary at such times for

ambassadors, by placing the arms of their sovereigns in conspicuous

places, to take under their protection, as temporary resorts, whole

districts, which Avere in that manner exempted from the jurisdiction

of the local authorities and even from taxes.*^ Not only were officers

of justice excluded from the exercise of their functions within the

privileged quarters, but it also appears that in some places the am-

a Embassies and Foreign Courts (London, 1885), 3.3G; Martens. Guide Diplo-

matique. §§ .33, 34.

6 Lorimer's Institutes. 2.")0.

c Embassies and Foreign Courts, 337.
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bassador's permission was i-eqiiisite in order that such officers might

even traverse tliese quarters bearing the badges of their authority.

Thus, in 1080 the Marquis de Villars, ambassador of France at

Madrid, demanded and obtained satisfaction from the Spanish Gov-

ernment because the mayor of the city, accompanied by his bailiffs,

traversed his quarter without permission. The Government, how-

ever, did not yiekl to the ambassador's demand without a protest,

since nine years previously, in 1671, the King of Spain had declared

that he was resolved to treat the ambassadors of each prince as those

of Spain were treated at such prince's court ; and no freedom of the

ward was accorded in Paris." In 1684 the Spanish Government

notified all the ambassadors that for the future the exclusion of the

local jurisdiction should apply only to their houses.''

The immunity allowed to the ambassador's house and the quarter

in which it was situated was also extended to his carriage. In 1655

the Marquis de Fontenay, French ambassador at Rome, granted

asylum to certain Neapolitan exiles and rebels; but, being unwilling

to incur the expense of keeping them, he sought to send them back to

Naples by water. As they were proceeding in the coach of the am-

bassador to the place of embarkation, seventeen of them were cap-

tured by the Pope's guard and taken to prison. The ambassador had

an audience of the Pope, and demanded the release of the captives

and reparation for the affront. In the prolonged controversy that

followed, the Pope complained of the protection granted by the am-
bassador to profligates and whatsoever was criminal in the ecclesias-

tical state, and contended that the privileges of ambassadors ought,

not to extend so far. The ambassador answered that it did not

appear tliat he had harbored any of the Pope's subjects, but only some

Neapolitans whom he might lawfully protect against the persecu-

tions of the Spaniards. It was finally agreed that the Pope should

release those whom the ambassador should name, and that the Papal

nuncio at Paris " should regulate with the King the reparation the

ambassador demanded on aerovnt of the violence that had been done
to his coachy Here, as Wicquefort says, "'all the advantage was on

the ambassador's side, since the Pope, by surrendering the prisoners,

tacitly owned he had done better not to have arrested them, and that

he had made a noise for nothing." ''

The gross abuse of the freedom of the quarter as a shelter for crimi-

nals of all descriptions resulted in attempts to abolish it. The effort

of the King of Spain to suj^press it has already been referred to. In

the latter part of the seventeenth century Pope Innocent XI. resolved

a Martens. Causes Colebres (ed. of 1.S.58). Vol. I. p. ,S40.

6 Wildniaii's Int. Law. 11*7 et seq. ; Hynkershoek, Foro Legatoruni. xxi.

c Wicquefort's Embassador, Digby's ed. U72. 273.
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not to receive any ambassador who would not renounce the privilege."

In consequence it. was given up by the Polish ambassador in 1680, by

the Spanish in 1682, and by the English in 1686.^* Early in the year

1687, the Due d'Estrees, ambassador of France, having died, the Pope,

before another minister was sent, occupied the Farnese palace, which

was the seat of the French embassy, proclaimed the abolition of the

freedom of the quarter and gave the French court notice of the fact,

as well as of the renunciation of the privilege by other powers.

Louis XIV., however, then King of France, announced with his cus-

tomary arrogance that his Crown should never be ruled by the

example of others; that God had established it for an example and

guide to others, and that he had resolved, so long as he reigned, never

to let it be deprived of any of its rights. Accordingly he sent another

ambassador, Lavardin, with an armed force of seven hundred men to

maintain the privilege. The Pope answered him by a bull of excom-

munication and the quarrel continued till 1693, when it was adjusted

by a compromise.''

Notwithstanding its unreasonable character and pernicious effects,

the franchise des quartiers seems to have survived for a long time

in spite of the efforts to suppress it. In 1759 the French minister

at Genoa would not permit the local police to pass his hotel ;
'^ and

as late as 1822 it was stated that at Rome certain legations, as those

of France and Spain, still enjoyed a certain freedom of the quarter,

which was carried so far that the Spanish ambassador would not

permit police supervision in the neighborhood of his legation, except

by guards attached to the mission.^

How, it may be asked, did such an exaggerated privilege come to

prevail? The causes are manifold. It must be remembered that

in the times when the privilege arose, the idea of territorial sover-

eignty—of the absolute jurisdiction of the state within its domin-

ions—had not been fully realized. During a large part of what w^e

usually term modern history sovereignty was not associated with

dominion over the earth. ^ Even the fuedal system, which linked

personal duties to the ownership of land, did not establish this

association, though it may have contributed to its growth. But

with the successful termination of the long struggle against the idea

of universal dominion and with the limitation of peoples to definite

a Martin, Ilistoire de France, Vol. IX., p. 78.

6 Embassies and Foreign Courts, H37.

<• Martens, Causes Celebx'es, Vol. I. p. .343 et seq.

d Embassies and Foreign Courts, 'XM\ et seq.

^Martens, Manuel Diplomatique, § 30.

/ Maine, Ancient Law, 103.
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regions, the conception of territorial sovereignty and exclusive juris-

diction was gradually wrought out. The incompleteness of its reali

zation in times comparatively recent is abundantly shown by various

international conventions in which states have imposed servitudes

upon their territories. Thus by the treaty of Utrecht of 1718,

fishing rights were res-erved to French subjects in territory ceded

under that convention by France to England; and by the treaty of

peace between the United States and Great Britain of 1783, follow-

ing the precedent set by the treaty of Utrecht, similar rights were

secured to American fishermen in British territory. As a further

result of the imperfect conception of territorial sovereignty, we find

jurisdiction parcelled out into various hands. Besides the courts

under the control of the sovereign prince, there were tribunals admin-

istered independently by lesser authorities and by ecclesiastics. These

administrators of law, with the symbols of their authority in their

coat of arms, which they placed above the doors of their palaces,

shared with the monarch the exercise of jurisdiction. Even in insu-

lar England there were civil courts and ecclesiastical tribunals that

subtracted something from the supremacy of the general law of the

land."

That the imperfect conception of the state's supreme and exclusive

jurisdiction bears a causal relationship to the enjoyment of inordinate

privileges by diplomatic agents is more than probable. If the free-

dom of the quarter ever existed in Paris writers on that subject fail

to disclose the fact ; and it was in France that the power of the

National Government was first and most completely established over

the ruins of median'al privilege. The authority of the Crown scarcely

surpassed that of the Parliament of Paris, with its politico-legal

functions, and along with the growth of royal power there was devel-

oped a systematic jurisprudence, displacing the prerogatives of the

nobles and the ecclesiastics.'' But in the general absence of a convic-

tion of the absolute sovereignty of the state within its dominions, it

was an easy thing for persons endowed with exceptional immunities to

exclude the exercise of local jurisdiction; and it is a remarkable fact

that when the inordinate privileges of ambassadors came to be a sub-

ject of comj)laint the ground of objection was not so much that they

infringed ui)()n the rightful authority of the government as that their

exercise had fostered an abuse that menaced the public safety. As
the rei)resentative of a sovereign prince or of the sovereign pontiff, the

ambassador or nuncio bore a character at once privileged and invio-

lable.'' The coat of arms of his sovereign, which he placed above the

a Blackstone's Couini.. l)ook 1, 117; book .3. <J3.

6 Ilallain. MiddU' Ajres. Vol. I. p. 24l.> et se.i.

'^ " It is on this account," says Wicquefort. "that in several courts of Europe

the embassadors set up the arms of their master over the gate of their palace;
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portal of his dwelling," not only guaranteed him freedom from moles-

tation, but also imported authority. It was held that the ambassador

had a right '" to do justice in his own house, upon those who depend

on him." ^ In 1003 the Marquis de Rosny, afterward Iniown as the

Due de Sully, who was sent by Henry IV. to England as special

ambassador to compliment James I. on his accession to the throne,

condemned one of his suite to death for killing an Englishman in a

brawl, and invited the mayor of London to send officers to execute the

sentence. The mayor took charge of the culprit and was preparing

for his execution when the Comte de Beaumont-Harley, ordinary

ambassador of France, who opposed the sentence, procured a pardon

from James and gave the offender his freedom. But while Henry
IV., desiring not to mar the present good feeling, took no action in

the matter, his council and all France condemned the irregularity of

the ordinary ambassador's procedure. Nor is it at all likely that

James would have ventured to interfere if the culprit had not pre-

viously been delivered into the custody of an English magistrate.

As has been observed, the first opposition to exaggerated ambassa-

dorial pretensions was occasioned by their abuse. AVhile evidence

of this fact is found in the controversy between the Pope and the

Marquis de Fontenay, which has already been narrated, further

confirmation of it is afforded by a case that occurred still earlier. In

1540 the Venetian Republic sent an ambassador to Constantinople

to conclude a peace. The Porte, having discovered what the envoy

was authorized to concede, made large demands, a considerable

part of which were secured. Subsequently it was found that the

ambassador's instructions had been betrayed to the Porte by cer-

tain Venetian officials who were in the pay of France. On learning

that they had been detected, these officials fled to the palace of the

French ambassador, who granted them asylum. The Council of

Ten, however, of whom one of the culprits was secretary, holding

that there was no asylum for high treason, demanded their surrender,

and being unable to obtain it planted two pieces of cannon before

the ambassador's palace and compelled their delivery by force.

Francis I, then King of France, when he heard of this transaction.

and almost everywhere they have a chair of state, which denotes the presence of

tlie master of tlie house. At the Congress of Westphalia, the houses of the

embassadors and ])lenipotentiaries were known by the arms of the sovereigns

whom they rei)resented ; not only those of crowned heads, of repul)lics and of the

electors, but also those of the princes of Germany and Italy. The embassadors

of the United I'rovinces, writing to the States (Jeneral, do not fail to date their

letters. 'From the House of Their High Mightinesses,' not so much because

they defray the expenses of the embassy, and pay the rent of the house, as chiefly

because it is their rein'esentative that lodges there." (!'. 2(>(t.

)

a Martens, Guide Diplomatique (Paris, 1866), § 29, note; Wicquefort, 266.

6 Wicquefort, 260.
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was SO incensed that he refused for two months to give audience

to the Venetian ambassador. When at hist an audience was granted

and the King asked the ambassador what lie would do if he were

treated as had been the ambassador of France, the Venetian replied:

" Sire, if rebellious subjects of Your Majesty had sought refuge in

my hoiLse. I would have delivered them up to the judges; and if I

had done otherwise. I should have lieen severely punished by my
Republic." The pertinency of this answer was, under the circum-

stances, so complete that the King was pacified."

The opposition to exaggerated privileges which grew out of their

abuse was strengthened and endowed with purpose by the growth

of the idea of territorial sovereignty and the coincident develop-

ment of a regular and orderly administration of justice, based upon

law. This movement is marked by the advent of the publicists

—

those learned and jihilosophical writers on the laws of nature and

of nations, who endeavored to reduce the intercourse of states to

a system founded upon absolute independence and equality. Of
these, (irotius. though not the first, is conceded to be the foremost

example. His famous work. De Jure Belli ae Paeis, published in

l()'2iS. is generally regarded as laying the foundation of the modern

science of intei'national law. and, if for no other cause, would be

entitled to that distinction by virtue of the influence it has exerted.

Grotius. arguing upon the reason of the matter, declared that

whether the amiiassador had jurisdiction over his family and suite,

or whether his house was to be an asylum for all who took refuge

there, depended upon the concession of the sovereign near whom
he resided, since it was not a ])art of the law of nations. '' A century

later, in 17'21, Cornelius von Bynkershoek issued his great treatise,

/)/' Foro L('(i<itorHiii tdiu in ('((iisa Cieili qnam ('riminali, a mas-

terly exposition of the rights of legation, in Avliich he declared

that the privilege of asylum was so preposterous that Quintilian

himself could not give coloi- to it.*" The privileges which the law

of nations conferred upon ambassadors were, he maintained, founded

upon the nec(>ssity of jirotecting them in the exercise of their func-

tions, an end to the attainment of which the obstruction of justice

by granting an asylum to criminals was in nowise requisite; and

he cited with approval a demand made by the States General for

the surrender of an offender who had taken refuge in the house of

the Entrlish resident.

o Martens, Causes (VlC-hn's, Vol I, causes di verses, §1; Blackwood's Maga-

zine, vol. cxvi. J). .'U'.t.

f> Ipse auteiu lejratus an jiuMsdiftionem liabeat in familiam suam. et an jus

asyli in donio sua i)ro quil»usvis eo eonfufiientilms, ex concessione {lendet ejus

apud quern agit. Istud eniui juris gentium non est. Grotius, II. 18, viii.

«• Chap. XXL; cited by Wildnian. Int. Law, § 127, and many other publicists.
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It should be remembered, however, that these publicists, while theii-

argumeut goes further, spoke in the presence of the gross abuses

which have already been described; and^although the justice of the

complaint against those abuses was acknowledged, as shown by the

partial abatement of the freedom of the quarter and its associated

pretensions, nations did not readily abandon the claim of asylum,

which in the general estimation was identified with the immunity

belonging to the ambassadorial residence.

In 172(') the famous Duke of Ripperda, minister of finance and for-

eign aifairs to Philip V. of Spain, Ix'coming apprehensive as to his

security, sought asylum in the house of the British ambassador at

Madrid. It appears that Ripperda came iniinvited to the British

embassy, after having been refused asylum at the Dutch, and that he

was permitted to remain at the former only after assuring the British

ambassador that he was not in disgrace (he had been dismissed from

office on a pension) or charged with crime. Subsequently the ambas-

sador had an audience of the King and was assured that the duke

might remain in the embassy, it being understood that he was not to

be permitted to escape and that some soldiers would be placed about

the embassy as a precaution against any attempts in that direction.

The Spanish Government, however, subsequently becoming alarmed

at the discovery that the duke had taken with him important papers,

submitted to the council of Castile the question whether he might

not be seized. The council of Castile answered in the affirmative,

holding that it would " operate to the subversion and utter ruin [of

sovereigns] if persons who had been intrusted with the finances, the

power and the secrets of the state, were, when guilty of violating the

duties of their office, alloAved to take shelter under a privilege which

had been granted to the houses of ambassadors in favor of only ordi-

nary offenders."'

In conformity with this view, the Spanish Government sent officers

to seize the duke. This was done without previously communicating

to the ambassador the resolution of the Council of Castile and

demanding Ripperda's surrender. The ambassador submitted to

avoid disturbance. The relations between England and Spain were

already exceedingly strained, and the seizure of Ripperda, though not

the cause of the sul)sequent hostilities between the two countries, was

resented in England. The burden, however, of the British Govern-

ment's complaint was the summary and forcible termination, without

notice, of the asylum to which the King had consented, the Duke of

Newcastle, then Secretary of State, expressly saying that, without

deciding whether the ambassador had or had not the right to protect

RipjM'rda, an opi)ortunity should under the circumstances have

been afforded for his surrender before resort was had to an act of

force. Vattel, however, affirms, in respect of the opinion of the Co\m-
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cil of Castile, that " nothing could be said on this topic with greater

truth and judgment;'* and Philliniore declares "that Spain was not

guilty of any violation of international law.'""

In 1747 a merchant named Si)ringer, a native of Russia domiciled

in Stockholm, was convicted before a special commission as an accom-

plice in the crime of high treason. On the evening of the day on

which he was to have been sentenced he escaped from prison in dis-

guise and, on pretence of being an English courier, gained admission

to the hotel of the English ambassador. Colonel (ruideckens. On the

refusal of the ambassador to surrender him, the Swedish Government

surrounded the hotel with troops, searched all who entered it, and

caused the minister's carriage to be followed by a guard. In conse-

(luence, (luideckens surrendered the culprit under protest, but subse-

quently, under instructions of his (xovernment, demanded redress.

Eailing to obtain it, he left Stockholm suddenly, by order of his King,

without taking formal leave; and as the Swedish Government
responded by ordering its ambassador away from London in the same

manner, diplomatic relations were for the time suspended.*

3. Survivals of Asylum in Europe.

§ 2<)3.

By too readily inferring that the views of Grotius and Bynker-

shoek were immediately atlmitted in the practice of states and that

tlie more recent cases of invasiou of diplomatic asylum to which I

have adve'"ted mark its termination, many writers have been led to

assert in terms too ,;weeping and absolute that the right to grant such

asylum has long since ceased to be recognized in European coun-

tries.'^ It has, indeed, generally disappeared ; but there seems to be

« Vattel. 4!)4 ot seq. ; Martens, Causes Celi'^bres, Vol. I., cause vi. ; Phillimore,

Vol. II. cciv. ; London Law Magazino and Review, Nov. 1801, p. 93.

6 Martens. Causes (Y'lebres. Vol. II.. cause iv. IMiiliniore, Vol. II., ccv., says:

"It seems clear that the conduct of Sweden was in accordance with the i)rin-

ciples of international law."

'"The following are examples: "In modern times the ambassadorial right of

a.sylum, which gsive rise to so many abuses, is abolished in all Euroi)ean states
"

(Embassies and Forei};n Courts ( 1<S.")5), .'W8). At the same time the author adds:
"

-V difference is. however, made between offences against the state and private

crimes." Hall. Int. Law. :'>d ed. ISOO. ]). 179. says: " In Europe, however, it has

been conii)letely established tliat the house of a diplomatic agent gives no protec-

tion either to ordinary criminals, or to persons accused of crimes against the

state." But he adds in a footnote that asylum was " revived " in Spain " for a

considerai»le time." Woolsey, Int. Law, C»th ed., §92. p. 1.'}9. goes still further,

and says that "the usjige. if we are not deceived, was never general throughout

Europe, and even where it obtained, as in Rome and Madrid, was sometimes

opposed and violated by the government." See Hall, Int. Law, 4th ed., p. 190,

note 1.
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ample evidence that its decline was slow and not infrequently inter-

rupted. Vattel, who was a diplomatist as well as a publicist, doubt-

less wrote in reference to existing practices; and in his great treatise,

published in 1758, while inveighing against a minister's taking advan-

tage of his immunities in order " to afford shelter and protection to

tlie enemies of the prince and to malefactors of every kind, and thus

screen them from the punishments which they have deserved," he

said

:

I grant, indeed, that when there is question only of certain ordinary trans-

gressions, and these committed by persons who often prove to be rather unfor-

tunate than criminal, or whose punishment is of no great importance to the

peace of society, the house of an ambassador may well serve as an asylum for

such offenders ; and it is better that the sovereign should suffer them to escape,

than expose the ambassador to frequent molestation under pretense of a searcJi

after them, and thus involve the state in any difficulty which might arise from

such proceedings."

G. F. de Martens, the eminent German publicist and councillor, in

his Precis^ published in Gottingen in 1789, and republished there in

1821, the year of his death, declared (§4) that asylum was still

allowed for private crimes, though it was universally admitted that

persons accused of crimes of state might be seized, if not given up.''

It was not until 1815 that asylum was abolished at Rome, and then

an exception was made as to persons charged with misdemeanors.'^

That the decline of asylum was gradual is not strange. Diplo-

macy is always tenacious of its privileges. But apart from this fact,

the recurrence of conditions resembling those in which the practice

of asylum earlier found its justification has occasioned its revival at

certain times and places, for the purpose of shielding fugitives from

naked violence. In even a broader form than this it has appeared in

Europe in the last half century, though neither public opinion nor

diplomatic usage would now tolerate its systematic employment, as

in former times, for the purpose of obstructing the course of justice

or of fostering political conspiracies.

In the revolution in Greece in 18(52 a refuge was granted both in

legations and in consulates to those in danger of their lives,'' During
the persecution of the Jews in Moldavia, Wallachia, and Servia in

1867, under cover of the laws relating to vagabondage, the British

consul at Galatz made it known that in case of need a refuge could be

found in the British consulate.*' It is true that both Greece and the

Danubian principalities were more or less under foreign tutelage,

a Book IV. ch. ix. sec. 118. Also cited by Felice, Legons (1830), vol. ii,

p. TiiV,) et se«i.

6 .\lso cited by Poison. Law of Nations, § 32.

c Wildman. International Law. § 127. et seq.

<J.58 British and Foreign State Papers, 1009 et seq.

e 62 id. 689.
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though surely not so far as to enable foreign powers to control the

authorities. But it is in Spain that the practice of asylum in Europe

has been most recent and most extensive. For more than a decade

prior to 1850 the country was in a chronic state of revolution. In

1841 the Chevalier d'Alborgo, charge d'affaires of Denmark in

Madrid, received into his dwelling the principal persons who had been

engaged in a consjjiracy to seize the Queen in her palace and overturn

the government of (ieneral P^spartero. In 1843 the Marquis of Casa

Irujo, afterward Duke of Sotomayor, who had fallen into disfavor,

found shelter under the roof of the same diplomatist: as also did

Senor Salamanca, who, it has been alleged, corresponded from his

asylum with (ieneral Narvaez and provided that officer Avith funds to

pay the insurgent foi-ces under his connnand. In 184(), when those

whom he had served had come into power, M. d'Alborgo was made a

Spanish noble with the unequivoci'l title of Baron del Asilo. On the

2Gth"of March, 1848, a new insurrection broke out, attended with the

utmost confusion, to which the extraordinary measures of the Govern-

ment contributed not a little. xVll the guarantees of the constitution

were suspended; a council of war was substituted for the civil

tribunals; promiscuous arrests were made; leading generals of the

Progressist party were banished without trial, and the streets of

]\Iadrid were made the scene of hostilities." While these events were

occurring, the houses of the foreign ministers were filled with refu-

gees. On the 15th of April the Duke of Sotomayor instructed Senor

Isturiz, tlie Spanish minister in London, to ask for the recall of Mr.

l^ulwcr on the gi-ound that he had directed " all his efforts and the

influence of his official position "' against the (jovernment to which he

was accredited. As a convincing proof of this, it was alleged that

his house at that moment served as a refuge for men implicated in

the attempt against the (iovernment, and that " from that asylum

they continue their machinations in concert Avith those without, in

order to disturb anew the i)ul)lic order and tran(]uillity of this capi-

tal."' On May 3 this charge was brought by the Duke of Sotomayor

to the attention of Sir Henry Bulwer, in the course of a conversation

in which, according to the official report of the latter, the duke " con-

fessed it was customary in this country to give asylum to persons

pursued for i)()litical offences; that all Spanish governments have

allowed this and all' foreign agents have practiced it, but that this

custom had its limits."

o Foreigners <lid not escape violence. Among those who suffered was an

inoffensive English Quaker, who was shot down by a soldier because, when chal-

lenged, he was unable, from stuttering, instantly to reply. In reporting this case

to the Duke of Sotomayor, then minister of foreign affairs. Mr. Henry Bulwer,

the British minister, lugultriously observed : "Another Englishman has been

killed, simjjly because he had an impediment in his speech."
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Sir Henry denied the charge of protecting conspiracy and declared

that he had but one person in his house—'" a person," he said, " whom
his family had begged me to keep, in order that he might not mix
liimself up further in revolutionary schemes, which he had given me
his word not to do." In concluding his report of the conversation.

Sir Henry says: "I then asked him [the duke] whether he would

relieve me from the disagreeable position of still retaining in my
liouse the person, whom \sir] I had admitted to him was there, by

giving me a passport for the said individual. He said he thought he

might : but liaving since told me that he could not furnish the said

jjassport imtil some further time had elapsed, the gentleman in ques-

tion, on my communicating to him what had taken place, left my
house."

A few days after this conversation the Duke of Sotomayor sent

officers out to search for Seiior Salamanca, his former partner in asy-

lum, who, in the rapid shiftings of partisanship, had arrayed himself

in opposition to the government of his associate in the revolution of

1843. The first house visited was that of M. d'Alborgo, still charge

d'affaires of Denmark, whose Spanish title seems on this occasion to

have operated to his disadvantage. For, says Sir Henry Bulwer,
'• the police, under M. d'Alborgo's protest, enter the house of M,

Alborgo, Baron del Asilo, and search every corner in it ; in contradic-

tion, I believe, to the immemorial custom in Spain, which has seen

no similar instance, save the celebrated one of the Duke of Ripperda,

and in contradiction to the recent recognition of an usage which it

might have l^een well to tolerate, but not to reward.'' As Seiior Sala-

manca was not found in the Danish legation, the search was extended

to the dwelling of M. d'Alborgo's neighbor, the charge d'affaires of

Belgium. Here entry was refused to the police, but on receiving a

communication from the Duke of Sotomayor. the charge d'affaires

assured the chief of police on his honor that the fugitive was not in

the legation. "A strong force, however, of the police of the Ronda
have surrounded the Belgian legation all yesterday and to-day,'' says

Sir Henry Bulwer. in concluding his narrative.

On ^lay 17, 18-18, the British minister Avas given his passports, but

not because he had assumed to grant asylum. The complaint, not

that he had used, but that he had abused that privilege was only one

of many, in large measure groundless, employed to cover the fact,

wliich Sir Henry appreciated, that he was being made a scapegoat for

Lord Palmerston. by whose direction he had communicated to the

Duke of Sotomayor certain officious criticisms and suggestions which

the latter indignantly resented. On June 3 the Spanish mihister in

London communicated to the British (iovernment, from the Duke of

Sotomayor. papers containing six different reasons for Sir Henry's

H. Doc. 551—vol -2 19
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(lisinissiil. ()iu> of tlicsi' was that the latter had afforded protection

"to many of the iiulivichials most conspicuous in the conspiracy of

the •2<>th. shchcrin<r thcui in his house, and allowing them to connnuni-

cate from thence with the enemies of the government." Lord Palm-

erstoii. besides denying the truth of the charge, said:

It is :i(linitt«Hl l>y Sir Henry liuhver that he conformeil, on the occasion of

tlie insurre<tion of tlie l*c.th of March at Madrid, to the custom which has loiii^

been estalilished in that city, and according to which the houses of foreign

ministers have been always oj)en to afford sanctuary to political offenders

luitil they mifiht he able to find the means of leavinj; the country. . . . Her
Majesty's (Jovenunent are (luite ready to acknowledge that such a practice is in

itself and in i>rincii)le objectionable: but while it continues to exist, a foreign

nunister could not witliout discredit to himself and to his government refuse to

comply with it : and I must l)e allowed to remark that Her Majesty's Govern-

ment scarcely expected to find obje<'tions to that practice proceeding from

(JeuiTal Narvaez. the Duke of Sotniayor and yourself. With regard to your-

self. I need not remind you that the Earl of Clarendon, then Mr. Villiers. and
British minister at Madrid, was able in l<s.'i(> to enjoy the great pleasure and

the heartfelt satisfaction of affording you. when in danger, a temporary

rece|)tion under the dii)lomatic protection of hisVoof: and that he was after-

wards so fortunate as to contril)ute to your permanent safety by facilitating

your removal from thence into Portugal.

His lordshi[) also adverted to the protection of the Duke of Soto-

mayor hy the Danish charge; in 184H. and to the duke's subsequent

recognition of that service; and. after reviewing the five other

causes of complaint and pronouncing them to Ix' insufficient, he

informed Senor Isturiz that Her Majesty coidd no longer contiinie

to receive him, and that he Avonld '' probably think it expedient to

return to Madrid."—a suggestion which the minister immediately

adopted."

Nor was the granting of asylum at Madrid unknown after the

incidents just narrated. In the revolutionary ])eriod of 1805-75,

which, in respect of disorder and violence, reproduced the decade

of 1S40-50. the ])ractice was resumed. In 1873, after the abdication

of .Vmadeus. Marshal Serrano, who had taken an active part in

])lacing that prince on the throne, was hunted by a mob. He fled

from house to house, but at last repaiivd to the abode of the British

minister. Mi'. Layard, who subse(iuently disguised him and accom-

j)anie<l him by rail to Santander, where he embarked on a steamer

for St. Jean de Lu/.''

'• 'J'he right of asylum, l)y which I now refer to the so-called right

of a j)olitical refugee to imnnniity and j)rotection within a foreign

legation or consulate, is belie\ed to lun'e no good reason for its con-

tinuance, to be mischievous in its tendencies, and to tend to political

disorder.

'iHritlsli and Foreign State Tapers, vol. :',S. ]»ii. 028-1050.

6 Annual Register. 1.S7:{. p. 2li<;,
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" These views have been fretjueiitly expressed, and, while this Gov-

eriinient is not able of itself to do away with the practice in foreign

conntries, it has not failed, on appropriate occasion, to deprecate

its existence and to instruct its representatives to avoid committing

this (lovernment thereto.

• Upon a recent occasion, occurring in the island of Hayti, Avhere, as

rei)resented to this Department, the asylum was forced upon the min-

ister, the Department found it necessary to give a renewed and

emphatic expression to these views.

'* Such being the case, it is deemed fortunate that Mr. Castro Avas

not compelled to avail himself of the offer you had made."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. ( usliiiij:, iiiiii. to Spain, Oct. 1, 1875, MS.
Inst. Spain, XYII. 811.

" The frequency of resort in Spain to the legations for refuge, and

the fact mentioned by you that nobody there disputes the claim of

asylmn, but that it has become, as it were, the common law of the

land, may be accounted for by the prevalence of ' conspiracy as a

means of changing a cal)inet or a government.' and the continued tol-

erance of the usage is an encouragement of this tendency to con-

spiracy.

" It is an annoyance and embarrassment, probably, to the ministers

whose legations are thus used, but certainly to the governments of

those ministers, and. as facilitating and encouraging chronic con-

sj)iracy and reliellion. it is wrong to the government and to the peo-

ple where it is practiced—a wrong to the people, even though the

ministry of the time may not remonstrate, looking to the possibility

of finding a convenient shelter when their own day of reckoning and

of flight may come.''

Mr. Fish, See. of State, to Mr. ("ushinjr. niin. to Spain, Oct. H, 1S75, MS.
Inst. Spain. XVII. :}17.

Th(« fore^oins instruction related to the case of Colonel Borregnero. who.

heinj; " api)rehensive of persecution l)y the authorities on account of

his jtolitical o]>inion.s." sought asylum in the legation, though no

charges were at the time i»ending against him. " In what sense, if

in any." said Mr. Fish, " this may make a difference from the case

of one already the object of i)ursuit. it is not necessary now to con-

sider. It is satisfactory to know that the legation is relieved of

the presence of a refugn*. and it is hoped th;it the occasion may not

again .Mrise when tliere shall he any necessity of reporting one's

presence."

See Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to Mr. Taylor, min. to Spain. Feb. li.". 1S!)7,

MS. Inst. Si)ain. XXII. liOO, enclosing a copy of a note to the (ierman

aml>assa(lor at Washington of Feb. 24. 1807.

'* Your (lesj)atch Xo. 34(5 of the 8th ultimo, in relation to the

alleged forcible entry of the United States consular agency at

Latakia, by a Turkish soldier, has been received and considered. . . .
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" I can not sec that thciv was a violation of tho sanctity of the con-

.-uhir oflicc oi- archives hy tlie soldier, or an intention on his ])art to

violate either. The ci'iniinal court of first instance at Latakia con-

victed the soldier and sentenced him to six months" imprisonment, the

court of ai)i)eals at Damascus reversed that decision and discharged

liim. On readinij the oj^inion or decision of the latter court, I must

say that the reasons jrivi'ii there connnend themselves to approval,

Avhether looked at in the light of national justice or viewed from a

legal standpoint. The evidence against the soldier fails in my
opinion to show any intent to force an entrance into the consulate,

nnich less to violate its sanctity. It is only bv a very technical con-

struction of the law that he could be* said to have entered in that

manner. He followed closely into that building a Turkish subject

whom he was connnaiided to arrest and who was seeking to escape

from him ; the consular premises are sacred, and when they are vio-

lated this (lovernment will be ready to vindicate the consul's right to

possess them unmolested, but such premises are never to be made an

asylum for offenders fleeing from justice or seeking to avoid arrest,

especially when such persons are citizens or subjects of the country

in which the consulate is situated. The point that no notice of the

appeal was given to the consul is very technical, and it is doubtful

whether in this case it is tenable; in most cases when a party gets

notice of the initial j^roceedings—court of first instance in this case

—

and api)ears. he is bound to take notice of every succeeding step in

the trial. In this case the Latakia court stated, in rendering the

judgment, that it was given with right of api)eal. Your note verbale

to the im|)erial ministry was. under the circumstances, warranted.

Contenting yourself with the general views so well expressed in that

note you will not pursue the matter further."

Mr. Freliutrliuyseii. See. of State, to Mi\ Wallace, iiiin. to Turkey, April

10. 1.S.K4. MS. Inst. Turkey. IV. 12."..

Thouirh the privileROs of asylum in Mohannnertan states, as well as in

South America, are more liberally dispensed than in the^ leading

European states, they should in all cases be carefully puardeil. (Mr.

Clayton. Sec. of State, to Mr. McC'auley. May 31. 1840, MS. Inst.

Karhary Powers. XIV. 101 ; Mr. Clayton. Sec. of State, to Mr. Gaines,

Oct. .•'.. 1S4'.i. id. 112; Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Do Loon.

Dec. -j:'.. IS.").-., id. l.~>7.

1

'• Your attention is drawn to the statement in Mr. Madden's report

that Mr. Seferiades had taken refuge in our Smyrna consulate. You
should clearly ascertain whether he is held by Mr. Madden in his

judicial cai)acity. or is sim})ly his protected guest in his consular

cai)acity. This Government does not sanction the so-called right of

asylum, even as to the admittedly extraterritorial precincts of an
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envoy's dwelling, and it does not recognize it in respect to a

consulate."

Mr. Gresbaui, Sec. of State, to Mr. Terrell, min. to Turkey, July 11, 1894,

For. Rel. 733, llio, referring to the report of Mr. Madden, U. S. con-

sul at Smyrna, Turkey, as to the case of Mr. Seferiades, a naturalized

citizen of the United states, who was accused of involuntary man-
slaughter.

It may have l)een observed that in the cases which have been found

in Europe .since the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the claim

to grant asylum has assumed a new aspect. Formerly it was in

regard to common crimes that the privilege was conceded, while in

respect to political offences the right was denounced and violated.

Now, asylum for common offenders is no longer heard of; it is for

political refugees that it is claimed and tolerated. This fact possesses

a manifold significance. It marks, in the first place, the growth of

the idea of justice through the administration of law; in the second

place, and partly as the result of that growth, it denotes the subsi-

dence of asylum, both in principle and in practice ; lastly, it shows an

abrasion of former political conceptions. The judicial trial of com-

mon crimes having been secured, the obstruction of the ordinary

course of law was conceded to be inadmissible. But in politics a new
principle appeared, to introduce temporary confusion. The prin-

ciple of liberty, enforced by the exercise of " the right of revolution,"

threw societ}' into a violent ferment, in which the political offender, if

not extolled as a hero, was regarded as falling within VattePs cate-

gory' of " persons who often prove to be rather unfortunate than

criminal." It was because of this change in popular ideas, and not

i>y a perversion of his language, that political offenders were to some

extent accorded the benefit of his opinion that for unfortunates " the

house of an ambassador may well serve as an asylum," and that it

was better to " suffer them to escape, than expose the ambassador to

frequent molestation under pretence of a search after them, and thus

involve the state in any difficulty which might arise from such pro-

ceedings." If any evidence were needed, in addition to that afforded

by state papers, of the effect upon diplomatic asylum, wherever it

has survived, of the development of criminal administration and the

change in political conceptions, we might refer to the cognate fact

that political offenders, who in former times were almost the only

persons delivered up, are to-day exempt from the system of extradi-

tion that enmeshes the common criminal." Experience, however, has

taught that opposition to government may represent the spirit of

anarchy rather than of liberty; that revolution can as readily destroy

republics as monarchies; that elective magistrates, constitutional

" Moore on Extradition, Vol. I. § 205.
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rulers, and horeilitarv (lesi)ots may alike fall by the hand of the

assassin. Though the United States, instructed by its own tragedies,

has not been alone in adhering to the principle that persons who mur-

der or attempt to murder the head of the state or members of his

family are not to be treated as political offenders," it has shown its

rei)ugnance to disorder by condemning, more emphatically perhaps

than any other nation, the concession of diplomatic asylum to revolu-

tionists, and by refusing, so far as seemed practicable, to grant it.

Its attitude on this subject has been most frequently defined in the

case of American nations.

4. DiPTX)xiATic Asylum in Intkrxational Law.

§ 204.

It is nniversally admitted that the rights and immunities of a public

minister are intended to secure his independence in the discharge

of his functions as the representative of a foreign government. In

order that he may act with ])erfect freedom, he and his suite are

exempt from the local law. This exemption is called extraterri-

toriality, as if the minister and his suite were in contemplation of law

to i)e regarded as being outside of the territory in which they reside.^

In order further to insure the freedom and indejiendence of the diplo-

matic agent, it is held that his domicile is not subject to the visitation

of the ordinary officers of the revenne and the police.'" This exemp-

tion constitutes what is called the inviolability of the diplomatic

residence. By a confusion of ideas, this inviolability is often re-

ferred to as extraterritoriality, and in consequence writers have fre-

quently been led to state that a minister's domicile is foreign territory

and in no wise subject to the local law. Among publicists of modern
authoi'ity Lorimer stands preeminent for the jiositiA'eness with which

he asserts this theorv. ''An English ambassador," he declares, " with

" Mocirr (.11 Extr.-ulition, I. § LH)S ; Treaty with Bcljiiuiu. .Tune i:'., 1SS2, art. iv;

witli Luxciiilnirjr. Oct. I'D, 1SS:>. art. iv. Theso treaties were ('(niclmlcHl wiiile tlie

iinpn'ssioii made l)y tlie assassination of (Jarfiehl was still fresh. After the as-

sassination of Lincoln and the disclosure of the i»lot to nnirder his cabinet, the

FnittHl States ajtplied to foreijrn governments to jrive up any of the malefactors

who mi;:ht find refujre within their jurisdictions, and .Tohn II. Surratt, one of

tho.se charfred with comi'li^'ity. was captured and hrouuht back from Alexandria,

K«y|»t. Moore on E.xtradition. I. S 'JOS. note 4. See, also, infra. § (!04.

^ Lorimer's Institutes, I. 24!>. This writer states, however, that if a diplo-

>natic i)erson jturcliase ]»roperty or encase in speculation, he becomes in respect

to such transactions amenal)le to the local law. Fiore maintains the e.xcep-

tional view that a public minister is answerable to the local law for his crimi-

nal acts. Droit Int. I'eiial, § '2'2 et s<>i|.

' Writers are generally in ;iccord on tliis point. For a case in the United

States, see Fnited States r. .leflers. 4 ('ranch ('. (". 704.
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his family and his suite, whilst abroad in the public service, is domi-

ciled in England, and his house is English ground.'' This statement

would carry great Aveight. if the learned author did not reject its

consequences by declaring that a legation cannot be used as an

asylum, unless for the minister and his family and suite. This, how-

ever, can scarcely be called asylum, since the individuals themselves

are personally exempt from arrest. But if an English legation be

English groinid, why is it that it cannot be used as an asylum to the

same extent as any other British territory? In reality, when writers

have referred to the extraterritorialit}^ of a minister's domicile, they

have employed the term looseh'^ and figuratively, and have either

expressly or impliedly rejected the theory- that such domicile is ac-

tually extraterritorial or that it is a part of the territory of the

state which the minister represents.

Foelix says that the house of a public minister " enjoys an entire

freedom, in that it is not accessible to the officers of justice of the

country : It is considered as being outside of the territory, as well as

the person of the minister." " Xevertheless, he states that nations do
not recognize " the right of asylum in the hotel of a foreign minister "

or the " freedom of the quarter of the city in which his hotel is '' or

" the exemj)tion of the latter from taxes which apply to immovable

property." '' Vattel regards "' the house of an ambassador " simply

as " independent of the ordinary jurisdiction," since '' no magistrate,

justice of the peace, or other subordinate officer, is in any case entitled

to enter it by his own authority, or to send any of his peoj)le to enter

it, unless on occasions of urgent necessity, when the public welfare is

threatened with imminent danger which admits of no delay." The
case should, he maintains, rather be submitted to the sovereign of the

country, to whom it pertains to decide how far the claims of the

ambassador are to be respected.'" As has been seen, Vattel entirely

approved the action of the Spanish Government in the case of llip-

perda. The same opinion is expressed by the Spanish jurisconsult,

Riquelnie.'' and by Phillimore.' Bello also states that if the minister

abuses his immunity by affording asylum to the enemies of the gov-

ernment, the sovereign ma5' have the house of the minister surrounded,

and may even take the accused by force. '^ In accord with this view

oTraitr du Droit Int. Prlvi', vol. i, p. 417.

^ Il)icl.

c Vattel. Chitty's ed., Rk. IV. cb. ix. p. 495.

'' Elciiientos do I)«>reclio I'l'iltlico Internacional (ed. 187.5), 480-4S1.

< riiilliniore says that on " this valuable and necessary innuunity " of the min-

ister's residence from tbe visitation of "the ordinary officers of justice or

revenue," there was " at one time grafted the monstrous and unnecessary alnise

of what was called the right of asylum." Vol. II. p. 241, cclv.

/ Principios de Derecho Internacional (ed. ISSP,), 332, 381, nota II. II.
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are G. F. de Martens." Baron C. F. de Martens,'' Kliiber,'" Heffter."^

Pinheiro-Ferreira.'^ Bluntschli.' Biirlamaqui,^ Eschbach,* Wicque-

fort,' AVildman.' AA^iolsey.^ lialleck.' and AMieaton."' Field cities on

the question P\^lix and Helfter." Twiss refers to the " fiction of extra-

territoriality." and says that an ambassador's house cannot be con-

verted into an asylum." He ap])roves Bynkershoek's statement " that

all the privile<^es of ambassadors have one and the same object in

view, namely, to enable them to discharge the duties of their office

without impediment or restraint." Of the same opinion is Manning,

who also speaks of the " fiction " of extraterritoriality.^ Pradier-

Fodere holds the same view as C. F. de ^lartens, though he states

that the question of asylum is still agitated in South America/' Bar

maintains that '* the rights of extraterritoriality which ambassadors

enjoy do not import that their houses are to be treated as if they were

really beyond the territory, but merely as protecting the person of the

ambassador from the jurisdiction of the state and its criminal law."''

Calvo holds that " in the midst of civil disturbances " a minister's

dwelling can and ought tv offer an assured refuge " to political per-

sons whom danger to life forces on the moment to take refuge there."

To this extent he maintains that asylum has been respected in P^u-

rope as well as in America, but he dix^s not advocate the theory of

extraterritoriality, and he lays down the following limitations of the

inviolability of a minister's domicile:

The tlwelliiiij: of a i)ul)lic luiiiister is inviolable in so far as it affects things

indispensalie to his oftit-ial service and to tlie free and regular exercise of his

functions : hut whenever the c-onduct or the imprudent attitude of a diplomatic

agent imts in ])eril the peace of the state, violates or tends to elude the laws of

the country, hy c-onverting. for example, the legation into a refuge for criminals

or into a haliitation of conspiracy against the established government, the privi-

lege of inviolability of domicile disappears, and the offended state is fully war-

oCf. Political Science Quarterly for March. 1892, p. 35.

i-ld., 1.. '27,.

<• Droit des (iens, § 208.

d Droit Int. Pul)lic, § 212.

'('onrs do Droit Tublic. Vol. IT. p. 19.5.

/ Droit Int. ("odifie, 200.

.(/Principles, etc.. Nugents ed.. Vol. II. p. .iTl.

A Introdnction (Jcnt'rale i\ I'Etude du Droit, p. 9<1.

' Embassadors. Digby's ed.. p. 200.

i International Law. 127.

f^ International Law, § 92.

' International Law. Vol. I. p. 29.".

"» Elements of International Law. Lawrence's ed.. 180.3. p. 417.

n Int. Code. 143.

" Law of Nations. I.. Time of Peace. § 21S.

p<"omm. on tl)e Law of Nations. Anios's ed., p. 112.

'/("ours. etc.. i>p. 70-70.

r Int. Law. 5 1.54.
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ranted in refusiiij? to the dwelling of the agent tlie benefit of an immunity wliidi

reason and justice cease to sustain."

As affecting the question of extraterritoriality, it may be observed

that it is sometimes stated that a diplomatic agent possesses the power

to administer justice upon those attached to his legation or belonging

to his suite. Felice thought that an ambassador might exercise such

jurisdiction, but not to the extent of executing infamous or capital

punishments, which was an attribute of "territorial suj^remacy."''

AVheaton and Twiss cite Vattel and the older writers, who state that,

a minister may exercise criminal as well as civil jurisdiction over

those attached to his embassy, but they also say that the modern usage

is to send such persons home for trial.'' Heffter states the law as it

exists at the present day, when he says that it is only in Turkey and

other non-Christian states that foreign ministers are invested with the

right to decide upon disputes among their countrymen or even among
the members of their suites. This view is entirely accepted by Law-
rence, who, in his invahiable edition of Wheaton, says that the propo-

sition in the latter's text '' seems to have i)een transferred from one

elementary treatise to another without due examination." ''

The inadmissibility of the theory of the extraterritoriality of a

diplomatic residence is further shown by the state of the law touch-

ing nuirriages celebrated in such a liabitation. The general rule is

that the validity of a marriage ceremony is determined by the law of

The i)lace at which the ceremony is celebrated—the lex loci ceJchva-

fion/.s. Since it is often difficult for persons temporarily sojourning

in a country to comply with the forms imposed by that law. foreign-

ers have often betaken themselves to their respective legations and

procured the performance of the ceremony there in accordance with

the forms prevalent in their own country, without observance of the

requirements of the law of the country in which they may happen

to be. How far such a ceremony may be valid in the country to

which the parties belong, is a question determinable by the law of

that country. But it is conceded that the international validity of

such a ceremony is at least doubtful, and it has been decided in

France that foreigners can not evade the law of that country by

such an expedient.*' When Mr. Cass was Secretary of State of the

"Droit International, 4th ed.. § 1.")21.

'> Le(.ons. vol. ii. pp. ."».)."). .")(i.

'• Abdy's Kent. ed. lS(Ui. ]>. 1:52.

<* Lawrence's Wheaton, ed. 18G."J, note 133. See also Wharton's Conun. on Law.

§ 107, where authorities are cited under the proiwsition that a minister's extra-

territoriality " no longer gives, ... as was once supjwsed to he the case, the

power to execute i)enal disciidine uix)n his subordinates."

'' Lorimer's Institutes, 2.")!, citing Fraser, Husband and Wife, WA. II. ]>p.

1312, 1529; Journal du Droit International Prive, ISIX), j). 8U8,
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rnitoil States he issued instruct ions, which have never been rovokod,

inhibitin*; thi' performance of inaiTia<>:e ceremonies in legations of

(he United States." He doiil)tless was led to take this step by an

investigation he made of the subject on the occasion of the marriage

of his daughter, while he was minister to France, to the American

secretarv of legation. After consulting the most eminent French law-

yers. Mr. Cass obliged the parties, notwithstanding their jjcrsonal

immunities, to be married at the mayoralty and to fulfil all the

re(iuirements of the Code Napoleon.''

The unsoundness of the idea of extraterritoriality is further shown

by the enforcement of the local law in respect to criminal offences

connnitted by nondipkmiatic persons in the hotel of a public minister.

When Xitchencotf. a Kussian subject, connnitted a murderous assault

on M. de Balsh in the house of the Russian ambassador in Paris, he

was ti"ied by the Fi-ench coui'ts and sentenced to imprisonmeiit for life.

The Russian (lovermnent having claimed that he should be given

up for trial in Russia, the court of cassation decided on appeal that

" the fiction of the law of nations, accoi'ding to which the house of an

ambassador is re])uted to be a continuation of the territory of his

sovereign, only j)rotects diplomatic agents and their servants, and

does not exclude the jurisdiction of French courts in case of a crime

committed in such a locality by a ])erM)n not belonging to the embassy,

even although he is a sul)ject of the nation from which the ambassador
is accredited." '

Had Nitchencoff been given up. he could have been tried under the

laws of Russia as a Russian subject, without reference to the par-

ticular ])lace in which the offence was committed. Tjct us suppose,

however, that the crime had been connnitted by a citizen of the United

States in the I)ritish l(>gation at Washington. If that legation be
'• English ground." the laws of the United States do not extend over it,

and, with a few excei)ti<)ns, they do not ))rovide for the punishment of

offences connnitted by American citizens on foreign soil. Xor could

the culprit have been sent to England, since there is no law or treaty

to warrant it. He wotdd thei-efoi-e have been exempt from ])iuiish-

ment.

A Frenchman who had l)een discharged from the service of the

Spanish ambassadoi- at liei-Jin was arrested there on a charge of

assault upon another servant of the ambassador. To this charge he
niade a i)lea that the a>sault was connnitted in a foreign embassy,
and that upon the i)riii(i|)l(« of •extraterritoriality" the local courts

had no jurisdiction. It wa- held, however, that the courts had juris-

" For. Kci. l^ST. L'T!!.

'' .Vll):uiy I.;i\v .founinl. XI. .:4.

'• Solic. .louninl, X. '<*;. Xovciiihi'i- IS. 1S<!.").
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diction, and the case was proceeded Avith accordingly. This decision

followed the precedent in II. Strafsenat (criminal division) of the

Imperial supreme court at Ijcipzig. November 2(>. 1880, which is

reported in volume 8 (1881) of the " Entscheidungen des Reichs-

gerichts in Strafsachen." In that case, in which the question was

raised as to whether a naturalized American citizen of German
origin coidd be punished by the (lerman authorities for making a

false affidavit before the secretary of the American legation in Berlin,

it was held that " the house of the envoy accredited to the domestic

govermnent was not to be considered foreign territory, and that con-

sequently a crime committed in such a house must be considered as

having been connnitted in the country itself, and the criminal, even

when a foreigner, is under German jurisdiction, as, although the

house of an envoy is in accordance with international law exterri-

torial, this fiction in modern interpretation goes no further than is

necessary to insure the personal inviolability of the envoy and his

suite." "

Since the practice of asylum is not sanctioned by international law,

it can be defended only on the ground of the consent of the state

Avithin whose jurisdiction it is sought to be maintained. This view

has been accepted by the Government of the United States in its

Instructions to Diplomatic Officers of the United States, which read

as follows

:

I'ar. 4!). Iniinniiity from local jurisdiction extends to a diplomatic repre-

sentative's dwelling house and goods and the archives of the mission. These

can not be entered, searched, or detaiffWTunder process of local law or by the

local authorities.

I'ar. .")(). The i)rivilege of imnuuiity from local jurisdiction does not embrace

the right of asylum for itersons outside of a representative's diplomatic or

personal household.

I'ar. ."il. In .some countries, where frequent insurrections occur and conse-

quent instability of government exists, the practice of extraterritorial asylum

has become so firndy established that it is often invoked by unsuccessful

insurgents and is practically recognized by the local government, to the extent

even of resi»ecting the ])remises tif a consulate in which such fugitives may
take refuge. This (iovernnient d(i(>s not sanction the usage, and enjoins upon

its representatives in such countries the avoidance of all pretexts for its exer-

cise. While indisposed to direct its rei)resentatives to deny tenq)orary shelter

to any i)ers(in whose life may be threatened by mob violence, it deems it proper

to instruct them that it will not countenance them in any attempt knowiuijrly

to harbor offenders against the laws from the pursuit of the legitimate agents

of justice.

" As to asylum, the United States does not claim such a right under

international law and discourages the practice even in countries

where it has l^ecome a local usage, as in certain Spanish-Auierican

oMr. Jackson, charge, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, July, o, 1899, For. Kel.

1899, 318.
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States. Xothin«; in vour dispatchos suggests that the local usage so

exists in respect to other foreign legations and consulates in Persia

as to justify, by parity of custom, a resort by your legation to this

vicious practice <^)f sheltering an alleged offender against the local

laws, if indeed this man be such an offender. You state no political

or criminal charges against him; and the action of the authorities in

restoring him to possession of his property excludes any supposition

that such charges now exist. As far as shown, he seems to be merely

a civil litigant api)ealing to Persian law for recovery of certain pri-

vate debts. ... I am . . . indisposed to countenance an exceptional

claim of ' asylum; ' and, indeed, I do not regard the term as perti-

nent to the circumstances you narrate.

" I am unable to see in what way the good understanding Avhich I

am glad to believe Persia desires to maintain equally with the United

States, is to 1k' subserved by your continuing to shelter this person,

especially when assurances have been furnished, unaccompanied by

any conditions as to his nationality, that he is permitted and aided to

return unmolested to his home, with recognition of his property

rights. The sooner you end this anonuilous and very objectionable

situation, by causing Hajie Seyyah to take up his residence elsewhere

than under your official roof, the better it will ho from every point of

view.

' I am quite unable to sanction your subterfuge of employing him
as a nominal servant of the legation. Whatever rights your repre-

sentative office may possess in regard to the freedom of official de-

pendents from molestation while performing necessary service, must

be assi'rted in good faith to connnand due respect."'

Mr. (Jroshani. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sperry, niin. to Persia, May 17, 1893,

For. Uel. l.S<«. 498.

Ilajic Soyyah sought the protection of the legation as a citizen of the

T lilted States. The facts as to his claim of citizenship are fully

stated ill the foregoing instruction, in the coui'se of which Mr.

(ireshain said: ".Ml the circumstances of his case suggest a merely

colorahh' ac(iuisition of American citizenship for the purpose of

evading tlie ohligations of his original Persian allegiance, and were

lie an apiilicaiit for a jiassport as a citizen of the United States you

would l>e unhesitatingly iiistru<ted to decline its issuance."

" T am in receij)! of your No. 118 of the 12th ultimo, inclosing cor-

res|)onden<'e relating to renewed ])ersecution of Jews at Ilamadan and

the forcible removal of a man who had taken refuge in the house of

the Kev. James Ilawkes. an American missionary at that place.

'• A^'ith regard to the invasion of Mr. Ilawkes's premises by the Per-

sian atithorities and the forcible arrest of a fugitive therein, it is

regretted that this act shoidd have been brought about by an unten-
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able assertion of asylum for a Persian subject. This Government

does not claim that its official agents have the right to afford asylum.
" By the seventh article of the treaty of 185G between the United

States and Persia, it is stipulated that

—

" The diplomatic agent or consuls of the United States shall not protect,

secretly or publicly, the subjects of the I'ersian Government, and they shall

never suffer a departure from the principles here laid down and agreed to

by mutual consent.

•• The domiciliary rights of citizens of the United States in Persia

may not be expanded to embrace the protection i)y them of Persian

subjects, when .such protection is explicitly disclaimed by the Govern-

ment of the United States, and when its assertion by their diplomatic

and considar representatives is positively inhibited.''

Mr. Gresham. Sec. of State, to Mr. Tyler, min. to Persia, Aug. 18, 1894,

For. Rel. 1894. 497.

See, also, id. 506.

5. Asylum in America.

In the United States, where the supremacy of the local law is rigor-

ously maintained, diplomatic asylum has never existed. In an opin-

ion given as early as 1794 the Attorney-General remarked that the

house of a foreign minister could not be made an asylum for a guilty,

nor. it was apprehended, a prison for an innocent one; and that,

although the minister's house be exempt from the ordinary jurisdic-

tion of the country, yet. in such cases. " recour.se would be had to the

interposition of the extraordinary powers of the state." " But,

with the exception of the United States, it is believed that

examples of diplomatic asylum may be found in substantially all

independent American states. In the countries that were formerly

Spanish colonies, the practice may be said to have been inherited;

and in some of them it has been so far extended as to include; even

persons resting under civil and connnercial responsibilities.^

(1) BOLIVIA.

§ 295.

In 1874 an attempt at revolution, aided by a mutiny in the army,

brought up the question of asylum in Bolivia. As many as thirty

Bolivian citizens applied to Mr. Reynolds, mini.ster of the United

States, for protection against the action of their (iovernment. To
all applicants he replied that '' for criminal offences against the laws

of the country, the American flag could afford no protection *'
; and

that " for offences purely political," he " felt assured that the Govern-

a Bradford, At.-Gen., .Tune 24. 1794, 1 Op. 47-48.

fiAlbertini, Derecho Diplomatico en sus Aplicaciones a las Republicas Sud-

Americanas. 151-152.
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nicnt and llio administration of Prosidont Frias would not molest

tlu> i)artii's implicated."* " It has been," he said. '* common for the

defeated i)arty in any revolution " in Bolivia to seek ** protection

under forei<rn fla<rs."" and especially " under the flag" of the legation

of the United States. Consecjuently he had extended protection to

onlv two persons, named Criale.s and Poso, both of whom had filed

statements to the effect that they were *' not engaged, directly or indi-

rectly, with arms in the mutiny"; and that they apprehended moles-

tation l)ecause of false reports made to the (lovernment by their per-

sonal enemies. Subsequently the minister for foreign affairs informed

Mr. Pevnolds t'hat there Avere no charges of crime, against either of the

refugees, but that the (lovernment wished him to know that Poso once

before " took refuge under the flag of the United States during the

time that ^Ir. Markbreit was American minister, and at the same time

was in conspiracy against the lawful (lOvernment of Bolivia"; and

that he was again attempting to do the same thing, by "communicating

with outside parties to the injury of the Government." ^Ir. Reynolds

resj)onded that if further acts of that character were alleged, he

would notify Stilor Poso that he could no longer enjoy the protection

of the legation. This i"es{)onse the minister for foreign affairs

accepted as '• completely and highly satisfactory."

Mr. Kcynolds. iiiiii. to liolivia, to Mr. Fisli. Soc. of State. Fel>. 20. IST."*.

For. Uel. l.ST.".. I. S2.

Oil .March "Jo. 1S7.">. Mr. Uoynolds roportoil another atteini»t at revohition,

in wliiih tlic Coveriniient pahico at La Taz was partially hurned.

Hoiurrinjr to the siihjoct on A))ril 7. he said: " I have refused asylum

in this h'j:ati<in to all persons enj^ajitHl in the hurning of the palace

liuildinir. . . . I was inipellod to make this decision from the fact that,

had they succ»'eded in th«'ir attempt to completely destroy the building

by fire and set match to the majiazine of powder, the United States

would have had no leiiation-room in La Paz. if indeed any 'minister

resident ' li\ iiii:. The further fact that the (lOvernment of Bolivia

could ri;:litfully demand them as criminals, to be tried by the courts

of the country for incendiarism and murder, was a serious obstacle

to my receivin;r them in asylum." (For. liel. IST.j. I. 84. 89.)

•• Your despatch of the -irSth of March last. No. 58, has l)een re-

ceived. It is accompanied by a correspondence between you and the

Bolivian minister for foreign affaii's, resjx'cting the entry of soldiers

into the iiouse of one Poso. a Bolivian citizen, to whom you had

thought i)ro])er to grant an asyhun in the legation.

"In rei)ly I have to state that, however (juestionable under the pub-

lic law and contrary to the |)olicy of this (jovernment may be the

making of the legations of the United States abroad shields for polit-

ical refugees, the right of the government to which ministers may be

acci-edited to cause tiie |)rivate (hvejlings of such refugees to be ex-

aniine<l at its [)leasure can still le~s 1)'.> objected to. It is consequently
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re<rrette(l that you should have deemed yourself warranted to call

that ri<rht into question at La Paz. as you appear to have done in your

note to Mr. Baptista of the 10th of March last.*'

Mr. Cadwalader. Act. S<k-. of State, to Mr. Iteyiiolds. .June Ki. 187."). MS.
Inst. Bolivia. I. 211.

For Mr. Reynolds's No. .jS, of March 2S, 1S7.J, see For. Uel. 187.5, I. 87.

" Your despatch No. 82, of the 8jl ultimo, has been received. In

reply T have to state that it is not conceived that the general rule of

the law of nations, which forbids a diplomatic representative to ex-

tend what is called the right of asylum to persons at the place of his

abode, makes any exception in the case of foreigners. The refuge,

therefore, which you granted to Mr. D. Poso, who, you say, is a citi-

zen of the Argentine Republic and not of Bolivia, may be regarded

as no more countenanced by public law than if he had been a native

and citizen of the republic, to the government of which you are

accredited."

Mr. Fisli. Sec. of State, to Mr. Reynolds, uiin. to Bolivia, Sept. 15, 1875,

MS. Inst. Bolivia. I. 217.

In October. 1(S75. a Bolivian named Suariz ran into the United

States legation at La Paz. and finding that Mr. Keynolds. the min-

ister, was absent, awaited his return. When Mr. Reynolds arrived.

Suariz informed him that he desired protection, since there could be

no accusation against him of a criminal character, though he might

be charged with political oti'ences on the 20th of the i)receding March.

The police officer knew nothing as to the charges, having received

only verbal orders to arrest Suariz and take him to police headquar-

ters. Mr. Reynolds declined to grant asylum, and advised Suariz to

respond to any charges against him. Mr. Fish, then Secretary of

vState, approved the minister's course, saying that it had been " the

universal i)ractice
'*

of the United States '• to discountenance the

granting of asylum l)y its diplomatic and consular officers." The
])ractice. he said, was "believed to have no good reason for continu-

ance, to be uiischievous in its tendencies, and to tend to political dis-

order:" and the government of the United Stales, while " not able of

itself to do away with the practice." had "not failed on appropriate

occasions to deprecate its existence and to in.struct its representatives

to avoid conunitting it thereto:" for the practice must necessarily

j)r()ve " a cause of annoyance aud eml)arrassment to the minister, and

tend to bring about questions of a vexatious and troublesome natiu'e,"

which it was desirable for both (xovernments to avoid.

Mr. Fish. Sec of State, to .Mr. Keynolds, niin. to Bolivia. Dec. :{. 1875,

For. Kel. 187G, 18.
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Ill Docember. 1808, Mr. Hridfjnian, the minister of the United

States at La Paz. (hvw up a set of rules which were accepted and

si<rned by his Hrazilian an<l French colleagues, in relation to the

reivption and treatment of refugees seeking asylum at the legations

during the insurrection then existing. "The idea in South America

is." said ^Ir. Biidgnian. " deeply rooted, among the popidace at

least, that a foreign legation is legally a refuge for all sorts of

criminals, who may remain in safety from lawful or unlawful pur-

suit."" The rules were as folloAvs:

KvtM-y piTsun askiiiij asylum must bo received first in the outer or waiting

room of tlio lejiation. and tliere state his name, official capacity, if any. resi-

dence, and reasons for deniandinj; refufie ; also if his life is threatened by mob
violence or is in active danger from any attack.

If. accordiiifr to the joint rules laid down by the c<mnnittee comi)osetl of the

Brazilian. American, and French ministers, he shall be adjudged eligible for

protection, he must subscribe to the following rules in writing:

First. To agree that the authorities shall be at once notified of his place of

refuge.

Second. To hold no connnunication witli any outside person, and to receive

no visitors except by i»ermission of the authority (pioted al)ove.

Third. To agree not to leave the legation without permission of the resi-

dent minister.

Fourth. To hold himself as virtually the prisoner-guest of the minister in

whose legation he is.

Fifth. To agree to peaceably yield himself to the proper authorities when sd

demanded by them and requested by his host.

Sixth. To (piictly depart when so i*e(iuested by the minister, should tlie au-

thorities not demand his person after a reasonable time has elapsed.

Kdw.vrdo Lisbo.\.

(Jeorge II. Briogm.\n.

C DE CONTONLY.

L.\ I'AZ. r.oi.iviA. Ihcciiibcr .!1, ISUS.

(2) CE.VTRAI. AMERICAN ST.\TES.

§ 290.

In Mav. 1870. Mr. Corbett. British minister in Guatemala, gav^e

asylum to one Granadas. who was eluding prosecu-

tion for rel)ellion and whom Mr. Hudson, the minis-

ter of the I'nited States, had refused to shield. On hearing that

(iranadas was in tlie British legation, the minister of foreign rela-

tions iiK|uire(l of Mr. ("oi-bett whether it was tiMie. Mr. Corbett

declined to answei-. holding that " according to international u.sages
"

no one had a right to ask '• any explanations" as to what occurred

".within tlie house of Her Britannic Majesty's representatives." The
minister of foreiirn i-elations. while admittinjr "the doctrine of

"Mr. Bridgman. niin. to I'.olivia. to Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, Dec-. 24, 1898, For.

Kel. 189S, 171.
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inimiinity, as . . . taught by the practice of enlightened nations,"

declined to accept Mr. Corbett's contention, since it might wholly

defeat the action of justice and " establish the most complete imnnni-

ity for abuses committed within the habitation of a foreign agent."'

^Meanwhile, soldiers were stationed about the ]3ritish minister's

dwelling, with orders to arrest (Jranadas, if he attempted to escape.

Xor were they withdrawn till, by the acceptance of conditions offered

by the Government, Oranadas obtained permission to leave the coun-

try. Not long afterward the British minister Avent away on leave,

and as his going w^as popularly attributed to the Granadas incident,

the Guatemala Government at his instance pronounced the surmise

to be groundless.

Three months after his departure from the British legation

(Jranadas and another revolutionist appeared on the Guatemalan

border with five hundred men and stirryd up an insurrection which

resulted in the overthrow of the Government. During the attendant

connnotion the protection of the legation of the United States was

extended to all parties and all nationalities. " The authorities," said

Mr. Hudson, '' have in no instance objected to my action, but ap-

proved my course and claimed the protection of the legition. . . .

Humanity called for the part I bore, and where there was so much
to be justly apj)rehended, I believed my conduct Avould be excused,

if not fully warranted, in acting in that behalf."

To these rei)resentations the I)ei)artment of State responded:
'' The efforts which you have made for the general protection of life

and property, during the recent hostilities in (luatemala, meet with

the approval of this Department."'

Mr. .1. ('. li. Davis, Acting Sec. cf State, to :\Ir. Hudson, luin. to (Jiiate-

niala, Sept. C, ISTl, For. Kol. ISTl, 541'.

See, also, Mr. Hudson, niin. to Guatemala, to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, May
18, 1870, and Aug. :',!, 1870, For. Kel. 1870, 44:i, 44().

" The documents published last month in the Diario Oficial Avill

have apprised you that as several soldiers were passing in front of the

Mexican legation in Guatemala city in charge of a prisoner the latter

escaj)ed and penetrated into the zaguan of the edifice, whither, -with

-

(uit asking permission, his custodians followed him and whence they

forcibly dragged him out. The minister of Mexico, as soon as

informed of the occurrence, lodged a i)rotest, as was his duty, demand-
ing satisfaction for the outrage and the chastisement of the guilty

l)arties. The Government of Guatemala ordered an investigation and,

without doubt misinformed as to what had transpired, declined at

first to acced(> to these demands, though expressing regret at the inci-

dent. Mindful of the sentiments of fraternity which have always

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 50
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animated us in our relations with (luatemala. the Government was

loath to jro to extremes in the manifestations of its displeasure and

merely took care to instruct its diplomatic representative to press his

demands, seein<r that the testimony of Aarious persons who had been

eyewitnesses of the occurrence left no doubt that an outrage had been

connnitted. It is gratifying to me to inform you that this conduct,

marked by both firmness and prudence, produced the desired result,

seeing that the (lovermnent of (luatemala gave satisfaction to the

(lovernment of Mexico by yielding to its demands, which involved an

ex{)ression of regret at what had occurred and the punishment of the

person who proved to have been directly guilty."

Message of I'resideiit Diaz to the Mexican Congress, Sept. Ki, 1904, For.

Rel. 1004, 48S.

A consul of the United States in Nicaragua has no right, as such,
•' under the law of nations to make his dwelling an

icaragua.
asylum for persons charged with crimes or offenses

against that (Tovernment."

Mr. INlarcy. Sec ot State, to Mr. Wheeler, min. to Xicaragua, May 11, 1855,

MS. Inst. Am. States. XV. 2:i(>.

" I have received your Xo. -i'i of the 12th idtimo, concerning the

report of another revolutionary outbreak at Leon. Nicaragua, and

your declination to give asylum to a synii)athizer of the revolutionists,

one Jesus Tlernandez. to whom you announced that the chief aim of

your mission in Nicaragua Avas to look after the interests of American

citizens, and next to courteously decline mixing up Avitli the j^olitical

a flairs of any other pe()j)le.

" The Department cordially ap])roA'es that sentiment. The A'iews of

this Government averse to so-called (lij)loniatic asylum in derogation

of the regular and sui)renie i)OAvers of a state are too Avell known to

need repetition, especially as you appear to fully understand your

duty in the i)remises.*"

Mr. (Jri'sliani. Sec of State, to Mr. Baker, min. to Nicaragua, Aug. 15,

ISO:?. For. Rel. 1.S0;{. 212.

In the revolution in Salvador in 1871, the depcsed President,

Ducnas. found refuge Avith General Torbert, minister

of I he United States. The ncAv Government imme-
diately placed a guard about the legation and demanded that the

fugitive be surrendered foi- trial, promising that his life should be

spared. (leneral Torbert. " having." as he declared, " due respect for

the sovereignty of the state." with the concurrence of Sehor Duenas,

accepted the guai'antee of his life and delivered him to the agents

of the Government, deferring to this transaction, Mr. Fish, then
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Secretary of State, sent General Torbert a copy of certain instruc-

tions to Mr. Bassett, minister to Hayti, of December 16, 1869, and

said :
" Having, however, whether for sufficient reasons or otherwise,

granted refuge to Mr. Duehas, you thereby incurred an obligation

which, it might be said, more or less implicated the honor of this

Government in its exact fulfilment. It appears that Mr. Duefias

assented to his own surrender. This assent, however, may be

regarded as so imjwrtant an element in the case that it would have

l)een preferable if it had been given in writing. This would have

made it a matter of record, which might have been used in possible

contingencies to refute a charge that the surrender Avas contrary to

the wishes of the refugee.*'

In April, 1872, charges against Seiior Dueiias were presented to

the Congress for various malfeasances in office, including the embez-

zlement and misappropriation of funds, usurpation of office, and

nepotism, and for assassination in unlawfully causing ex-President

Barrios to be shot. The Senate, after investigation, remitted the

charges to the ordinary tribunals, and it w^as surmised that the trial

might end in a death sentence. Mr. Fish, on being so informed,

instructed the legation in that event to express to the Government
the expectation that the pledge given to General Torbert Avould be

observed. This contingency did not arise. On July 22 the prisoner

was sent under guard to La Libertad eii route for Panama, the

Government having taken his bond with five sureties in $10,000

each that he would not return to Salvador within four years without

the permission of the authorities, and having required '' the hypoth-

ecation of all his large estate to abide the result of the civil procedures

against him.-'

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Torbert. min. to Salvador. May 18, 1871,

For. Rel. 1871. 095; .Air. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Biddle, min. to

Salvador, May 24, 1872, For. Rel. 1872, 536.

(3) CHILE.

§297.

" The propriety of your granting an asylum to Colonel Arteaga

Avill depend upon circumstances Avhich are at present unknoAvn to

the Dei^artment. If there should be any precedent shoAving that the

Chilean GoA-ernment had previously acquiesced in such a proceeding

on the part of the diplomatic representative of any foreign nation at

Santiago, it could not justly complain of our course, unless formal

notice should have jireviously been given that it Avould not in future

tolerate the exercise of the right. Inasmuch, hoAVCA'Cr, as the right

itself is more than doubtful under the public hiAV, and as a formal de-

mand had been made upon you for the ofi'ender, if he should still be
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your triu'^t wlicn this roaches you. it is deemed advisable that you

shouhl inform him that your house can no longer sxreen him from

prosecution."*

.Mr. Wclistrr. St'c. of State, to Mr. Peyton, iiiiii. to Chile, .July 2, 18.51. MS.

Inst. Chile. XV. !M).

•"The Department is in receipt this morning of your despatches

numbered ^^7 «*c :^8. . . . The difficulty with Mr. Trevitt. our consul at

Valparaiso, is deeply to he regretted. While it is quite true that his

house could not rightly l)e made an asylum for political otfenders. it

is equally true that the soldiery. Avho entered it -without orders and

hefore any demand for the refugees had Ixxmi made, deserve reproof

itnd pmiishment. Their conduct also seems to have Ix'en unjustifi-

ably insolent and violent. It is (pnte i)robable that, in a frank inter-

view with the minister of foreign affairs, you may l>e able to arrange

this matter satisfactorily. You may give the Chilean (lovernment

fully to luiderstand that the consul claims no right and will exercise

none to interfere in the local concerns of the country, and as the diffi-

culty at the consul's residence seems to have Ix^en somewhat the result

of misiippreliension or accident, his execpuitur may well l)e restored,

ajid strict in(|inrv made into the conduct of the Chilean officers in

order that they may be pro})erly dealt with. It is not doubted that

after mutual explanations in the interview I have suggested a spirit

of harmony and comj)r()mise will readily lead to a l)asis of adjustment

which will embrace the restoration of Mr. Trevitt's exequatur upon

term> j)erfectly satisfactory to the Ignited iStates and the Chilean

(ioveriunent."

Mr. ("ass. Sec. of State, to Mr. Kifrlor. niin. to Chile. May 2, ia59. MS.
Inst. Chile. XV. Kvi.

•• Since the instruction of :2d May was addressed to you, your com-

munication of l.")th April has reached the Department. In that dis-

patcli you state that the English consul at Talcahuano had recently

given a-ylum to a certain number of refugees under circumstances

similar to those mider which Ccmsid Trevitt acted at Valparaiso.

l)ut that the Chilean (lOvernment had manifested no dissatisfaction

with his conduct, while, on the same groimds. it withdrew the

exeqiuitur of our consid. The Dej^artment is also informed that the

jjractice on the part of consuls of extending asylmn to political

refugees i> almost generally permitted in the Pacific republics and

in none more fre<]uently than in Chile. If this be so. the existence

of such an usage, taken in connection with the statement you make
in regard to the English consid. would go far to induce this Govern-

ment to re<^|uire the re-toration of Mr. Trevitt's exequatur. You have

doubtless informed yourself with careful accuracy upon this point,
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and if voiir information leads to the conviction that our consul has

l)een singled out as a mark for the disapprobation of the Chilean

Government for followin<>; a j)recedent generally established, you will

express the dissatisfaction of this Government with the course pur-

sued by Chile, and the expectation that Mr. Trevitt's exequatur will

be restored to him."

Mr. C'as^s. Sec. of Stnto. t,o Mv. Hijjler. iiiin. to Chile. .Iiiiie 17. ISa!*. :MS.

Inst. Chile. XV. If.T.

'* Your despatches to No. 40, niclusive, have been received. In

this last dispatch, you inform me that the Chilean Government

declines the friendly arrangement in reference to Mr. Trevitt which

was proposed in my note of 17 June and refuses to restore to that

officer his exequatur. The President has heard of this determination

Avith surprise and regret. . . . vSurely, the case was not one wdiich

required, on the part of Chile, any very stringent adherence to its

previous action. ... It Avas.a case, simply, where a few persons had
taken refuge in the house of a consul, and had been afterwards sur-

rendered, upon the demand of the proper authorities. In the first

instance, undoubtedly, the house had l)een rudely and illegally vio-

lated, by an officer who had no orders to justify his conduct, and wdio

well deserved to be rebuked and ^Junished. The entrance of a band

of soldiers into fhe domicil of an American consul, without warrant

of law, and only by the authority of force, Avas well calculated to

excite the indignation which it did elicit, and to provoke the resist-

ance which it occasioned, on the part of those fearless persons by

whom the house Avas occupied. When, hoAvcA'er, a proper demand
Avas afterAvards made for the surrender of the refugees, by a legally

authorized officer, they Avere taken from the house Avithout opposi-

tion. This is Avhat Avas fairly to haA^e been expected from an Ameri-

can officer. Kesistance to aggression and obedience to hiAV are

equally characteristic of citizens of the United States. The Chilean

(lovernment had no cause to complain, therefore, of Avhat had

occurred. Its authority had been i-esj)ected, and the refugees had

been secured. No reason is perceiA'ed, therefore, Avhy it Avas thought

necessary that ]Mr. Trevitt's exequatur should be AvithdraAvn, except

the suspicion suggested that he disliked the Chilean CiOA'ernment, and

claime"d the right to make his house an asylum for political offenders.

This suspicion, hoAveA'er, Avas met by your full assurances that Mr.

Trevitt Avas friendly to the GoA'ernment and that he made no claim

AvhatcA'er to the right of asylum. Chile, I repeat, therefore, had
nothing to comi)lain of. This Government, lioAveA^er, had a right to

demand a full investigation into the conduct of the officer (Ramirez)

Avho violated the dAvelling of Mr. Trevitt Avithout orders, and a dis-

claimer of his conduct by the Chilean Government together Avith
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the just pimishniont of tho offender. In proposing to waive this

right, and consenting that with the retnrn of Mr. Trevitt's exequatur

the whole transaction shouhl he aHowed to rest withont further

inquiry, the President feU that he was giving renewed evidence of

his friendly disposition towards the Government of Chile, from which

he confidently anticipated an equally friendly response. In this he

has been deeply disai)pointed. . . .

'' You will transmit a copy of this dispatch to the Chilean minister

of foreign affairs, and, in thus j)resenting to him again the case of Mr.

Trevitt, vou will assure him at the same time of the sincere satisfac-

tion with which this Oovernment Avould learn that the Government of

Chile had found itself at liberty to restore his exequatur to that officer.

If that Government shall persist, however, in declining to do this,

another consul will forthwith be appointed. But, in that event, you

will demand an immediate inquiry into the circumstances under

which INIr. Trevitt's house was violated on the 2d of March, and will

insist upon the prompt punishment of the parties who shall be found

to have been guilty of wrong on that occasion."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bigler, min. to Chile, Aug. 10, 1859, MS.
Inst. Chile, XV. 170.

" Altho' the determination of the Chilean Government, communi-

cated in your No. ()3 of 80th November last^ not to restore Mr. Tre-

vitt's exequatur, has occasioned both surprise and dissatisfaction to

the President, in view of the amicable spirit of compromise displayed

by this Government in its proposition of the 2d May last, and which

was substantially renewed in the despatch to you of 16th August,

still, as Chile has an unquestionable right to assume that position,

this Government will press its views upon that point no fui'ther. We
have, however, the right to insist upon the most searching investiga-

tion of the conduct of those functionaries Avhose violence Ave were will-

ing to overlook, had Chile responded to our request in a becoming

spirit. Since she has decided differently we will presH our alterna-

tive."

Mr. (";iss. Sec. of Stfito. to Mr. liiglor, luin. to Ciiile, Fohruary 4, 18GU, MS.
iTist. Chile. XV. 1S8.

'* In respect to ^Ir. Trevitt, this Government has yielded, you are

aware, to the wishes of Chile, so far as to transfer that officer to

Callao, and to supply his j)lace in Valparaiso. There Avere circum-

stances, however, attending the entrance of the Chilean soldiers into

his dwelling on the 2d March, 1859, and in reference to their con-

duct on that occasion, which still demand explanation, and this can

not be refused by the Chilean authorities without an utter disregard

of those friendly relations which now exist between the two countries.
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You will, therefore, respectfully insist that a suitable investigation

shall be had of this whole subject, in order that the necessary measures

may be taken to punish the offenders on that occasion. This is the

more necessary because there are some conflicting statements in rela-

tion to the occurence."

Mr. Cass, .See. of State, to Mr. Bigler, min. to Chile, May 1, 18r>(», MS.
Inst. Chile, XV. IIX).

During the summer of 1891, while the civil war growing out of

the disj)ute between President Balmaceda' and the Chilean Congress

was raging, Mr. Egan, minister of the Ignited States at Santiago,

afforded asylum to Seiiors Augustin Pxlwards and Eduardo Matte,

prominent Congressionalists. on the ground, as he stated, that there

Avas reason to apprehend that their lives were in danger. Subse-

quently Seiior Edwards was given a safe-conduct and went to Callao,

leaving Senor Matte in the legation. A few days later an unofficial

intimation was conveyed to ^Ir. Egan through the dean of the diplo-

matic corps that the President was much annoyed at the granting of

a:^ylum to Congressionalists, and that if they did not leave immedi-

ately the legations might be searched, that of the United States being

particularly mentioned. On hearing of this threat, Mr. Egan called

at the ministry of foreign relations and stated that, while he was pre-

pared to discuss the question of asylum in a friendly spirit, his lega-

tion could not be searched but by force, and that he would himself

shoot the first man who attempted to enter it for that purpose.

On the following day he received from the President an assurance

that there was no intention to search any of the legations, '" and above

all that of the United States."

On the 21st of August the army of Balmaceda was routed at Vina

del Mar; and the excitement and confusion which that event occa-

sioned in Santiago culminated after the dispersion of his forces at

l*lacillas on the 28th. Ilis resignation on the 29th Avas followed by

the demoralization of the militarv and police forces, and the houses

of some of his prominent ])artisans were attacked. Towards even-

ing, however, order was restored and all danger of further trouble

seemed to vanish. Meanwhile many persons had sought refuge in

the houses of the foreign ministers.

House Ex. Doc. !»t. ~<^1 Con>?. 1 se.ss. pt. 1, pp. (U—70.

No trouble occurred till the 22d of September, when the Chilean

Government, alleging that the refugees and their friends were abus-

ing the privilege of asylum, began to police the American and the

Spanish legation. At that time there were nineteen refugees in the

former and five in the latter; and on the first three davs of the sur-
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veillance many persons Aveiv interfered with in enterin<j or in leaving

the buikling^s. Mr. Egan protested against the course of the Govern-

ment, contending that its action was without i)recedent and violative

of the rights of the legation. Senor ^latta. the Chilean minister for

foreign a flairs, declined to consider the protests. Nevertheless, after

Sej)teml)er -i.") the strictness of the surveillance was relaxed, though

for several days in the latter part of Decemlwr it was again closely

enforced, esjjecially about the Spanish legation.

•• Mr. Egan states that all officials of the late (rovernment (includ-

ing the ministers, senators, members of Congress, and judges) would

be prosecuted criminally. This had been resolved l)v the Govern-

ment. Seven ministers and twelve other refugees are in the legation.

Intimation has been given Mr. Egan that he was expected to ter-

minate the asylum and send the refugees out to be prosecuted. To
do so would l>e to sacrifice their lives, and Mr. Egan has taken stand

that he will permit them to go out of legation only under pi'oper safe-

conduct to neutral territory. On acount of Itdta. and other ques-

tions, bitter feeling is being fomented by (iovernment supi)orters

against Americans. Secret jjolice surround the legation with orders

to arrest strangers visiting it. Two of Mr. Pagan's servants had been

arrested and were now in prison. Against this disresjK'ct to the lega-

tion Mr. P^gan addressed a firm protest to the minister for foreign

affairs."

Mr. Egan. min. to Chile, to Mr. Blaine. Set-, of State, t«'l., Sept. 24, ISIU,

For. Kel. 1801, IOC.

" Mr. Egan states that no reply had yet been received to his protest.

During the last two days twenty persons, some of whom were Ameri-

cans, had been arrested for entering the legation, and others had been

])revented fi'om entering by warning of the police. All this is in-

tended to force him to drive out refugees, which, he states, he will not

do without insti'uctions. He has addressed a secoiul note to the min-

ister for foreign ati'airs i-e(|uesting |an explanation of] such \ery

exti'aordinary. unjustifiable, and otl'ensive conduct, which is strongly

c<mdennied by a large nuijority of the serious public men."'

Mr. Egan. niin. Id ('liih\ to .Mr. Klaine. Sec. of State, tel., Sept. '!'>, ISitl.

For. Itel. l.Si)l, ICO.

• ^Ir. Wharton instructs Mr. Egan. by direction of the President,

to insist firndy that the res])ect and inviolability due to the minister of

the United States and to the legation buildings, including free access,

shall be given and observed, fully and promptly. Ijy the Chilean

authorities. The Govermnent of the Ignited States is prepared to

consider in a friendly spirit the (|uestion as to whether asylum has

under the circumstances been properly given to the persons now at
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the legation when the facts are more fully before it; but it can not

allow to pass without a firm protest the evidence of disrespect towards

its minister which Mr. P^gan reported. It is expected that this protest

will be folloAved bv prompt action on the part of the authorities of

Chile. The Department expects to be fully advised of the progress

of events."

:Mr. Wharton, Act. See. of State, to Mr. Kguii. inin. to Chilo. tol.. Sept. 20,

IS91, For. Kel. 1801. Km.

" Mr. Egan is instructed to report to the Department the names of

the refugees in his legation and the offices they have filled, the crimes

they are accused of, and whether process from any regular tribunal

has issued against them. He is also directed to report the conduct of

the ministers of other countries, whether persons have taken refuge

in their legations, and, if so, the action of the Chilean (irovernment

respecting them; and to promptly and fully inform the Department

of all facts."

Mr. \Vbarton, Act. Sec. of State, to l\lv. Egau. luin. to f'bile, tel., Sept. 26,

1891, For. Rel. 1891, 107.

" Mr. Egan states that in a note sent him the minister for foreign

affairs refuses safe-conduct or peruiission to refugees to leave the

country, and maintains the correctness of all that has been done by

the authorities. The minister for foreign affairs also repeats the

unfounded and absurd charges of the refugees conspiring in the

United States legation. Since Saturday the trouble to the legation

had ceased, and no more arrests had been made."

Mr. Egan. min. to ('bile, to Mr. Blaine, See. of State, tel., Sept. 30. 1891,

For. Rel. 1891, 177.

" Mr. Egan is informed that the President desires to establish and

maintain the most friendly relations with Chile, but the right of

asylum having been tacitly, if not expressly, allowed to other foreign

legations, and having been exercised by our minister with the old

(iovernment in the interest and for the safety of the adherents, of

the party now in power, the President can not but regard the ap])li-

cation of another rule, accompanic'd by acts of disrespect to our lega-

tion, as the manifestation of a most unfriendly spirit. Mr. Egan is

instructed to furnish a copy of this to the minister for foreign affairs

and to take the utmost precaution to prevent any abuse of the privi-

lege of asylum by those to whom he has extended it : their intercourse

with outside persons, whether by person or by letter, should i)e under

his supervision and limited to the most necessary and innocent mat-

ters. The discussion and adjustment of the matter would probably
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be much facilitated were there an authorized agent of Chile at Wash-
ington."

Mr. Wlmrton. Act. Sec. (»f State, to Mr. Egan. uiin. to Chile, tel., Oct. 1,

1S!»1. For. Kel. 1801. 177.

" Mr. Egan is instructed to inform the Department, by cable, of the

essential parts of notes from the foreign office, and to keep it fully

advised as to the facts respecting his legation and those of other Gov-

ernments. He is to report fully by nuiil (sending copies of all cor-

respondence) all instances of disrespect to the legations and all

incidents of arrests of Americans."

Mr. Wharton. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Egan, niin. to Chile, tel.. Oct. 1,

1801, For. Hel. 1801, 178.

'• Mr. Egan .states that he to-day read to the minister for foreign

affairs the Department's telegram of October 1: that the minister

rej)lied that his (iovernment fully recognized the views therein

expressed, and assured Mr. P^gan that there was no intention of dis-

respect to the legation. The minister claims the right to take meas-

ures outside the legation to frustrate cons])iracy. or attempts at

con.spiracy. on the part of the refugees, which he still charges is

taking place. He stated that the order to arrest applied only to

those against whom there might i)e legitimate grounds for suspicion,

and denied that there could have been any order to arrest all persons

visiting legation. The statement of police officers must therefore

have l)een based on misunderstanding. He will investigate this

point, and reply in answering Mr. Egan's note of the 1st of October.

All correspondence will be forwarded by first mail. Mr. Egan is

certain there has not been and will not be any abuse of asylum, and
will carry out Dei)artment*s in.structions to prevent any. His desire

is to obtain safe-conduct for i-efugees out of the country."

Mr. Egan. niin. to Chile, to Mr. Wharton. Act. Sw. of State, tel., Oct. 3,

IS'.d. For. Hel. 1801. 178.

" Mr. Egan is instructed to furnish to the Department full details

as to the number of refugees in other legations now and since the

overthrow of lialnuiceda. the crimes of which the refugees are or

were accused, whether any such refugees have been given safe-

conducts, and the treatment by the Chilean authorities of the lega-

tions offering asylinn."

Mr. Wharton. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Egan. uiiu. to Chile, tel., Oct. 26,

18'.tl, For. Kel. 18'.il. 170.

'•Mr. Egan acknowledges receipt of Air. "\Miarton's telegram of the

Gth instant, and states that 80 persons sought refuge in his legation

after the overthrow of the lialmaceda (Iovernment: about the same

number in the Spanish legation, y in the Brazilian, 5 in the French,
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several in the Uruguayan, 2 in the German, and 1 in the English.

Balmaceda sought refuge in the Argentine. All these have gone

out except 15 in his own legation, 1 in the (xernian. and 5 in the

Spanish. From the 28d to the i^oth September, when the arrests were

made at his legation, several arrests Avere also made of visitors to

ihe Spanish legation. No protest, however, was made, owing to the

fact that the new minister having recently arrived had not then been

officially received. The other legations were not molested. Spanish

minister is seeking safe-conduct for refugees in his legation, and will

act in entire harmony with Mr. Egan. All acts of the late Govern-

ment since the 1st of January last, including the election and proceed-

ings of Congress, have been decreed by the present Government

rinconstitutional, and the refugees are charged with crime in having

acted without constitutional authority in their several positions. The
refugee in the English legation, having promised to go home and

remain there, has been permitted to go. Others have been allowed

out on bonds to submit themselves to the tribunal. Those in the

Spanish and United States legations would be subjected to heavy

penalties, and in some cases death. No one has been granted a safe-

conduct to leave the country. The press of Buenos Ayres and Monte-

video contain extremely strong articles against the attitude of the

(lovernment towards the supporters of Balmaceda. Mr. Egan's note

of the 1st instant has not yet been replied to by the minister for

foreign affairs."

Mr. Esan, min. to Chile, to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, tel., Oct. 8, 1891, For.

Kel. 1891, 184.

It appears that, on the subsidence of the first excitement, many of the ref-

ugees left the lej^ations. some seeking; concealment elsewhere and
others giving bond to ajjpear before the trilmnals. Such was the

course pursued by the refugees in the Brazilian and French legations.

The refugee in the English legation went out immediately to his own
house, promising to remain there. Balmaceda connnitted suicide in

the Argentine legation on the 19th of Seittember. One refugee. Gen.

V;iles(iuez. ex-minister of war, remained in the German legation, but,

encouraged by the (Jerman minister, he proposed to give himself up
as soon as he had recovered from the effects of an accident from

which he was suffering. In none of these instances was a safe-

conduct granted. (For. Kel. 1891, 171. 18.V188.)

In a dispatch of August 81, 1891, Mr. Egan stated that "the only lega-

tion which closed its doors and denied asylum was that of England,

which refused to admit a single person." (For. Kel. 1891, 15(3.)

In a telegram of Sejtt. 27 he stated that two i)ersons entered tlu'

British legation. (For. Kel. 1891, KkS.) In a dispatch of Sept. 29 he

stated that "one or two" got in "across the roof" of a neighboring

house that was being searched. (F(n-. Kel. 1891. 171.) In his tele-

gram of Oct. 8 he stated, as has been seen, that there was one.

The original statement seems, howe\er, to have been correct, in so far

as it represented the policy of the British legation. (For. Kel. 1891,

184.)
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•' Mr. Egaii statos that tho foroio-n oflico, in its reply to his repre-

sentations, says that the instructions to the intendente authorized

tlie arrest of no one except upon well-founded suspicion of being

a<rents of illegal attempts on the part of refugees and on the public

streets away fi-oni the legation, and that access to the legation should

have been entirely free. Minister for foreign aifairs deplores all

errors connnitted by police agents against any ])ersons not properly

>ubject to suspicion, and avers that no vexation was intended to the

legation. He considers that, since a decree Avas issued on the 14th

September by the Provisional (lovernment, submitting sui)porters

of the late (Jovernment to the tribunals, it AA'ould be an nnjustitiable

irregularity to grant safe-conduct. AA'ere it possible to do so, he says,

Avithout disrespect to the hiAv, the interest of the country, or the

])restige of the (Government, it Avould be giA^en as a proof of amity

toAvards the legation. In replying, Mr. P^gan Avill cite important

instances in Avhich Chile strongly adA'ocated safe-conduct under sim-

ilar circumstances."

Mr. Kii-.iu. mill, to Cliile. to Mr. P.Iaiiie. See. of State, tel.. Oct. 18. 1891,

For. Hel. iS'.tl. 1S4.

'• ]Mr. Egan reports that he has again solicited safe-conduct for the

refugees in his legation, and had cited in his note to the minister for

foreign atl'airs the case in Avhich the Chilean minister for foreign

affairs, in July, ISOG, instructed the Chilean minister at Lima to

insist ui)on the safe-conduct of refugees then in the scA'eral legations

in that city. Those refugees Avere transj)orted on board ships at Cal-

lao under the i)rotection of the foreign ministers. Mr. Egan also

cited the case of the approval of the Chilean delegates to the South

American Congress held in Montevideo in December, 188(S, of a reso-

lution recognizing the right of asylum accompanied by the right of

safe-conduct. The decree of Sej)tember 14, Mr. Egan argues in his

note, can not abrogate international usage repeatedly api)roved by

the ChiU'an Kepiiblic. and api)lies only to persons Avithin the })owers

of Chilean ( iovernment. Accoi-ding to i)recedent and as a logical

conse(|uence of the ivcognition of the right of asylum. Chilean (ioa'-

ernment should grant safe-conduct, which it is entirely at liberty to

do. A fa\()iable i('i)ly is hoped for."

Mr. i;.-;m. niiii. to ("hile. to .Air. Hlaine. Sec. of State, tel., Oct. IT, 1891,

For. IW\. IS'.n. IS.-.. Sec. also. id. 18.V188.

In (liscussiiij^ the (luestioii of safe-conducts, Mr. Egan and Senor Matta

set forth their views as to the legal foundations and limitations of

asylum. They l)oth acceitted the extraterritoriality of a minister's

domicile. i»ut while Senor Matta deduced from that notion nierely

the i-ight to grant asylum. Mr. Egan jiushed it further. Senor Matta
argued that safe-coiidutts might have heen and might be given, not

in virtue of any right on the part of a legation to demand tbem, but
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"of the courtesy, convenience and will " of the government, and with

dne consideration for its own laws and interests; and he maintained

that safe-condncts could not be granted for men who, as was the

case with the refugees in question, had been snbmitted to the tribu-

nals. Mv. Kgan replied that his house was " an integral part of the

United States," and that " without the will and permission " of that

Government, Chile " could not consider " as subject to her " judicial

action " persons " who. from every point of view," were " beyond its

jurisdiction ;
" and he added that as Sefior Matta had recognized that

safe-conducts had been and might be given " as acts of courtesy and

at the spontaneous will of the government," he c(mld not be surprised

if the United States should " interpret as an act of but slight cour-

tesy and consideration " the refusal of the Chilian Government now
to grant them " in accordance with the respect due to the invariable

practice and international policy of Chili."

It is obvious that ^Ir. Egan's assertion of the privilege of extraterritorial-

ity was very sweeping. If the refugees had actually been within

the territory of the United States they would still have been subject

to the judicial action of Chile, for the escape of an alleged offender

to a foreign coimtry does not affect the right to make charges, issue

warrants, and find indictments against him. Without the exercise of

this right the whole system of extradition would fall to the ground.

A fugitive offender may even be tried in coiitiiDiaciaiii without let

or hindrance from any quarter. The trial and conviction of General

Boulanger by the Senate of France while he was a fugitive in

England may be cited as one of many examples of such a proceeding.

As to the precedents cited by Mr. Egan to show the " invariable prac-

tice and international policy " of Chile, it may be observed that the

first was the instructions given to the Chilean minister at Lima on

.Tnly It. l.S(i(*.. to the effect that the legation might " concede asylum to

political refugees for the time necessary to enable them to leave the

country," and that " the diplomatic agent should \nit himself in

accord with the minister of foreign affairs ... in order to send

the refugees to a foreign covmtry under the necessary guarantees."

While this is fiir from saying that safe-conducts may be demanded
as of right. ]Mr. Egan was in error as to the circumstances luider

which the instructions were given and employed, since he states

as the " result of the negotiations on that occasion, the refugees in

the several legations were permitted to go out of the country." The
instructions were given in i-efei'ence to the discussion which was

to take place at Lima, in conse<iuence of the concession of asylum

by the French legation to certain refugees, in ISO."). The discussion

took place in January. 18(57. and the denunciation of the practice

(if asylum by the I'eruvian Government, the ac(|uiescent attitude

of the diplomatic corps, and the express repudiation of the j)ractice

by the United States render the occasion conspicuous for the denial

of any legal right to protect political offenders. (Infra, § ."(K!.

)

The only other case cited by Mr. Egan as a precedent was the vote cast

by the Chilean delegate in the Montevideo Conference of 1S8,S in

favor of a resolution to include in a proi)osed treaty of internation.-il

penal law a clause establishing the right to grant asylum to political

offenders, as well as the right to require safe-condncts. The pro-

ceedings of the conference show that the resolution was based on

the assumi)tion of the extraterritoriality of a minister's domicile.
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jind for tliiit ronson followiHl the aiialofjies of extradition; that

it was not a(loi>ted as a declaration of suhsistinjjc hnv, but that

it was reconnnended as a means of avoidinj; dilliculties, by making
that a matter of duty wliicli had formerly been a matter of courtesy.

(.Vctas de las Sesiones. lUienos Ayres. 1889, pp. 1<)4-106.) The
treaty was sul»se(iuently I)r;)Uf:lit before the International American
Conference in Washiiifrton, and the conunittee to which it was re-

ferrcul reconnnended that it l>e adoi)ted by the Latin-American

nations. Mr. Alfonso, delegate from Chile, opposed the recommen-
dation on the ground that his (iovernment had rejected the treaty,

and he even voted against the reconnnendation subsequently adopted

that the Latin-American nations " study "
it.

See. further. For. Hel. 1801. l!)."). lOti. 107, 220-230, 2H,o-236.

On January *.), 1S92, Mr. Egan escorted two refugees to Valparaiso

aiul put them on board the I'nited States man-of-war YorJdowh. On
the 13th he and the vSpanish and Italian ministers disposed of seven

refugees in the same manner—five from tlie American and two from

the S])anish legation. These were all that remained. The refugees

were transported on the YorJctoirn to Callao, Senor Pereira. who had

succeeded Senor Matta in the foreign office, refusing to guarantee

their secnritv on private vessels calling at Chilean ports; and he

expressed displeasure at the ministers' accompanying them, appar-

ently being averse to the display of any sign of diplomatic authority

in the matter. AVith the departure of the refugees, the police were

removed from about the diplomatic residences.

Mr. Egan, luin. to Chile, to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, tel.. Jan. 17, 1801,

II. Ex. Doc. 01, .-)2 Cong. 1 sess. 101. See, also, pi). :«(i-337.

April S. 1898. after unsuccessful attempts at an uprising in the pre-

ceding December and January, a renewed attempt was made by Bal-

macedists. at Santiago, to produce a revolution. The leaders in the

movement. ex-Col. Fuentes and Senor Blanlot-Holley, who were also

under prosecution for j)articipation in the previous afl'airs, were re-

ceived by Mr. Egan as refugees at the American legation. Mr. Egan
justified'their reception on the ground that their lives were in immi-

nent danger, and stated that the Chilean (lovernment regarded his

action as >trictly correct: and he asked that (lOvernment for a safe-

conduct foi- the refugees. The Chilean legation at Washington, how-
ever, denied that the refugees were entitled to asylum: asserted that

tiieii- object was " nnu'der and robbery," and demaiuled that they be

surreiid<'red. Mi*. Egan. in resi)()nse to a telegraphic request for

inforuiation. reported that their delivery had not been demanded of

the legation: that the (Jovernment objected to giving them a safe-

coiidiict only i»ecaii>e of their partici})ation in the occurrences of

l)ecemi)('r and January, and that the indictment against them charged

them with sedition and mutiny and asked for the death j^enalty in

connection with the events of l)eceml)er. He added that large re-
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Avards had been offered for their apprehension, and that " if asyhnn

had been refused, abnost certain death woukl have been the conse-

quence under the prevaiHng excitement, the pobce being, according

to positive information, under orders to shoot if the refugees made
the slightest otter to resist arrest." (For. Rel. 1893, 217, 218, 219.)

Mr. Gresham replied: "" JNIr. Egan is not authorized to protect

Chileans against police officers whose duty it is to arrest them for

violation of the laws of their country, which his telegrams, as read at

the I)ej)artment, show that he is doing. He instructs him to cease

sheltering them if the Chilean Government demands the refugees on

a criminal charge, and if such charge was pending against them be-

fore they engaged in the disturbance of the 8th, or in insurrection.""

Mr. Egan requested further instructions, saying that " sedition,

including riot, mutiny, or insurrection in connection w^ith the attempt

made on December 11," Avas the only charge brought against the

refugees prior to the insurrection of the 8th of April, and that there

was " no charge against them as common criminals." He inquired

whether he should '* withdraw protection if that charge is made the

basis of a demand for their surrender, and wdiether he should not ask,

in that event, for guarantees that their lives will be safe and that

violence will not be done to them, and put it as a condition that no

trial shall take place for their share in the attempted insurrection of

the Sth." He further rei)orted that the refugees had presented to him

:i ])etition, setting forth that elforts were being made to compel a mili-

tary court to proceed with their trial, although it had declared itself

incompetent to do so; praying that protection be continued to them
" until an impartial trial may be had after a subsidence of public

feeling; " and requesting that, in the event of this being denied,

they ' be restored to the position they Avere in before coming to the

legation, by a Avithdrawal of the police force from the legation's sur-

roundings, and being freed from surveillance for some four hours or

any reasonable length of time." ^

Mr. Gresham answered that the Chilean charge d'affaires at Wash-
ington had " requested the surrender of the refugees, Avho will be

tried by a civil court, and given assurance that they Avill, on leaving

the legation, be i)rotected against violence;"* and instructed Mr. Egan
" to require them to leave the legation accordingly, but to give timely

notice to the Chilean Govei'unient that protection is expected to be

afforded as promised before withdrawing the shelter theretofore

accorded." "

oMr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Egan, inin. to Chile, tol., April 15, 180:i,

For. Rol. ISO.*?, 210.

h For. lU'l. ISiKi, 220.

'' Mr. (Jroshaiu, Sec. of Slate, to Mr. Egan, niin. to Chile. April IS, ISO.S, For.

Rel. 1893, 221.
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On Jv<'(Mvin<r those instructions, Mr. lOgan acquainted the refugees

and the (Jovernnient witli tlieir purport. Three hours hiter, in the

evening. Col. Fuentes was arrested as he left the legation, in com-

pany with a lady and disguised by a false heard, although " a second

lady and a gentleman who accompanied her were not detained by the

police.** Mr. Blanlot-IIolley escaped. Mr, Egan was at the moment
absent from the legation."

'•The v<'xatious (juestion of so-called legation asylum for offenders

against the state and its laws was presented anew in Chile by the

unauthorized action of the late United States minister in receiving

into his official residence two persons who had just failed in an

attenii)t at revolution and against Avhom criminal charges were pend-

ing growing out of a former abortive disturbance. The doctrine

of asylum as applied to this case is not sanctioned by the best prece-

dents and, when allowed, tends to encourage sedition and strife.

Under no circiunstancc's can the representatives of this Government
be permitted, under the ill-defined fiction of extraterritoriality, to

interi-uj)t tiie administrati(m of criminal justice in the countries to

which they are accredited. A temperate demand having been made
by the Chilean (rovernment for the correction of this conducet in the

instance nuMitioned, the minister was instructed no longer to harbor

the offenders.**

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 4, 1893, For. Rel. 1893, iv.

(4) COLOMBIA.

§ 298.

" Your despatch Xo. 116, of the 14th ultimo, has been received.

The insurrrection in the Colombian States, to which it refers, is much
to l)e deplored. Your refusal to accept the invitation of the minister

from Wnezuela to a conference upon that subject is approved.
"• It is noticed that you granted (ieneral Salgar temporary asylum

in your legation. Though we should much regret any harm which

might happen to that gentleman, neither he nor any other person

shoidd as a matter of course expect to be received as refugees in the

legation of the United States. The right of asylum is denied by

public law. and though occasions for claiming it have been frequent

in other countries of this hemisphere, it is believed that in no instance

has asylum been granted with the approval of this Government,"

Mr. Hunter. Act. Sec of State, to Mr. Scruggs, niin. to Colombia. Sept.

11. IS".. -MS. Inst. Colonihla. XVII. 2.

*' Your dispatch, Xo. 104, of the S^d of February last is received,

and your reply of the 21st February to the minister of foreign affairs

" For. Uel. 18!):}, 221-222.
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on the subject of rights of legations is noticed, inasmuch as in it you

take up certain positions Avhich this Department cannot maintain or

approve.
" It appears that the correspondence between yourself and the

Colombian foreign office arose from the refusal of a certain Seilor

Uribe, a wealthy Colombian citizen, to pay his war contributions,

which led to an order for his arrest, and then to his being rescued and

concealed by the minister of the Argentine Republic under the

assumed right of asylum of his legation. This right the Colombian

authorities appear to have respected; but the minister of foreign

atfairs addressed a circular note, a copy of which you inclose, to the

representatives of foreign powers, protesting against the right of

asylum of foreign legations for the enemies of the Republic, and inti-

mating that, in spite of past toleration of it, the Government might

feel itself under the necessity of claiming the surrender of individuals

who had taken refuge in the residences of ministers, and ' of whom
the legitinuite authority may for any motive whatever be in search.'

" In reply to this you inform the minister of foreign affairs, as you

state, ' upon your own responsibility before having had the opportu-

nity to refer it to your Government,' that a public minister ' is

entitled to all the privileges annexed by the laAv of nations to his public

character, and among these entire and absolute exemption from local

jurisdiction; also that civil and criminal jurisdiction over those

attached to his legation rests with the minister exclusively, to be exer-

cised by him according to the laws, regulations, and instructions of

his own Government, and above all that his house cannot be invaded

by order of either the civil or military authorities of the local govern-

ment, no matter how apparent the necessity therefor.' . . .

" These renuirks at any time would require to be materially quali-

fied. . . . The works on international law do not sustain the unquali-

fied right of asylum, and the Spanish law forbids it altogether. . . .

The exercise of criminal and civil jurisdiction by a minister is ])rac-

tically a dead custom. . . . There is, it is true, a function of ministerial

and consular extraterritorial jurisdiction attaching to representatives

of Christian powers in certain non-Christian countries, as specified in

section 4083 and following sections of the Revised kStatutes, but that

function is derived from treaties ad hoc^ and is exercised and limited

by means of laws passed to carry those treaties into effect. We cannot

demand from other governments any more privileges for our diplo-

matic agents than are accorded by us to their agents here; and the

laws of the United States do not confer such jurisdiction as you have

claimed on ministers, as a class, in the absence of a right to do so

acquired by a treaty, and still less could civil and criminal jurisdic-

tion be exercised by a foreign minister in the' United States, as you

state, ' under the regulations and instructions of his own Government.'

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 51
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" In notes 128 and 129 to section 226, Part III., of AVheaton's Inter-

national Law (Dana's edition. 18()()), Mr. Dana discusses the whole

subject exhaustively, and verv properly remarks that the subject of

diplomatic innnunity of person and place has been obscured by the

use of the ])hrase 'extraterritoriality;' that treating this figure of

speech as a fact, and reasoning logically from it. have led to results

of an unsatisfactory and not practical character; that the phrase

should be treated as a figure of speech and not as a fact from which

inferences can be drawn. The whole subject, he says, depends upon

the principle—the convenience of nations; nations necessarily agree

that the functions of ambassadors must be performed with freedom,

and the ultimate test is whether the exercise of the municipal author-

ity in (piestion is an unreasonable interference with that freedom.

The Department of State long ago laid down the position of this

Government as regards civil or criminal jurisdiction in a letter to

Mr. Fay, United States minister at Berne, of the 12th November,

1860; in the above sense and as regards the right of aslyum, in an

instruction of Air. Fish to Mr. Bassett. at Hayti, dated 4th of June,

1875. (See Foreign Relations for 1875, p. 701.)"

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, niin. to Colombia, June 16,

1885. For. Rel. 1885, 214.

See, also. Mr. Scruggs, uiiu. to Colombia, to Mr. R.-iyard. Sec. of State,

Sept. ;{, 18.S5, For. Rel. l.S.S.">, 218.

It seems that Senor Uribe left the house of the Argentine minister secretly,

and went to some place unknown to the public or to the diplomatic

corps.

(5) ECUADOB.

§ 299.

'• I have received j^our dispatch No. 29, of the 1st instant, in which

you rejiort the collapse of the titular government at Quito and the

dispersion of its members in anticipation of the occupation of the

capital by the successful revolutionary forces of General Alfaro.
" I note your statement that the family of the late minister of war

came to your residence on the 17th of August seeking shelter, and that,

at the date you write, they were still inmates of your house. You add
that (Jeneral Savasti himself joined them on the following night, and

still remains your guest, (juite ill. The shelter thus given by you to

one of the prominent members of the overturned government, and as

it appears similarly granted by other foreign representatives to the

families of members of the late government, does not a})pear up to the

time of writing to have been of the nature of asylum, as the word is

properly understood by international authorities, there having been

ap|)arently no national or municipal government in the capital.

Shelter under such circumstances was a mere act of humanity, un-
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accompanied by any assumption of extraterritorial prerogatives by

you, or interference with any rights of legitimate government or

sovereignty. This is quite distinct from the so-called right of asy-

lum, which can logically only be exercised in disparagement of the

rights of the sovereign power by withdrawing an accused subject

from its rightful authority. The practice of this kind of asylum

is not a right derived from positive law or custom ; it is not sanc-

tioned by international law, and can only find excuse when tacitly

invited and consented to by the state within whose jurisdiction it

may be practiced.

' The (lovernment of the United States has constantly declined to

be bound by such questionable titles to accept its exercise, and has

on many occasions and in positive terms condemned the usage and

discouraged resort thereto by its representatives. In 1875, to select

one among several examples, Mr. Fish instructed ]Mr. Cushing, then

minister to Madrid, that ' The right of asylum, by which I now
refer to the so-called right of a political refugee to immunity and

protection within a foreign legation or consulate, is believed to have

no good reason for its continuance, to be mischievous in its tendencies,

and to tend to })olitical disorder. These views have been frequently

expressed, and, while this Government is not able of itself to do away
with the practice in foreign countries, it has not failed on appropriate

occasion to deprecate its existence and to instruct its representatives

to avoid committing this Governuieiit thereto.'

" In 1884, answering a request of the German Government for the

views of the I'nited States as to the propriety of restricting the

exercise of asylum in Ilayti to the citizens or subjects of the shelter-

ing state, Mr. Frelinghuysen vii-ot,*: " While indisposed from obvious

motives of connnon humanity to direct its agents to deny temporaiy

shelter to any unfortunate threatened with mob violence, it has been

deemed proper to instruct them that it (the Ignited States Govern-

ment) will not countenance them in any attempt to knowingly harbor

offenders against the laws from the pursuit of the legitimate agents

of justice.'

" Your concluding re(iuest for instructions is presumed to relate to

this incident of the shelter given by you to General Savasti and

family. The foregoing citations will have sufficiently indicated the

uniform ride of this Government to discountenance asylum in every

form and to enjoin u|)on its agents the exercise of the utmost care to

avoid any imputation of abuse in granting such shelter. It may be

tolerated as an act of humanity when the hospitality afforded d<3es not

go beyond sheltering the individual from lawlessness. It mi!y not be

tolerated should it be sought to remove a subject beyond the reach of

the law to the disparagement of the sovereign authority of the state.

" Sections 46, 47, and 48 of the Department's printed i^ereonal
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iiistrui-tions rrlatc in ti'inis to the cxteiisioii of asyliiin to unsuccessful

insurgents and conspirators. It seonis to he very generally supposed

that the case of a nu'nih;'r of an overturned titular government is

different : and so it may he until the empire of the law is restored

and the successful revolution estahlishes itself in turn as the rightfid

government competent to administer law and justice in orderly i)roc-

ess. Until that ha])pens the humane accordance of shelter from

lawlessness may he justifiahle; hut when the authority of the state

is reestahlished upon an orderly footing, no disparagement of its

]>owers under the mistaken fiction of extraterritoriality can be coun-

tenanci'd on the part of the rejiresentatives of this Government."

Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Tillman, luin. to Ecuador, Sept. 25, 1895,

I'or. Uel. 1S'.»5, I. 245.

As to asylum in Ecuador, see dispatches of Mr. llassaurek, minister to

Ecuador, to Mr. Seward. No. i:'.T. July 20 1.SC»4. and No. U'A, June IG,

lSti5. 7 MS. Des]). from Ecuador.

^larch 1>. ISDC). Senor ]\Iontalvo, Ecuadorian minister for foreign

affairs, asked permission of !Mr. Tillman, I'liited States minister at

Quito, to enter the lower ])art of the building, in which the latter re-

sided, and arrest a Colonel Hidalgo, who was alleged to be a conspir-

iitor against the Government. It appeared that Mr. Tillman rented

an a])artment on the main floor of the building, but that the rooms

below and in the rear, in some of which Golonel Hidalgo lived, formed

no pait of his (piarters. while all the rooms opened on a court, to

which there was a common entrance from the street. Mr. Tillman

disclaimed any control over the entrance, as well as over the rooms not

rented by him: but. when the officers came to make the arrest, he, at

the re(iuest of Golonel Hidalgo, " tendered '' the hitter's ** surrender "

to them, and <)l)taine(l for him a promise of kind treatment ajid a fair

ti-ial. On being advised of the incident, the Department of State in-

structed Mr. Tillman that it was not seen how there could have been

any occasion for asking his jjermission to make the arrest, " unless

on the absurd assumption that a minister's residential immunities

einl)race the entire edifice of which he may have rented a part; " that

the re(|uest for ]H'rmission to search other i)arts of the building than

those occupied by him, and to pass for that purpose through the com-
mon avenue of access, })lace(l him in the false ])osition of a consejiting

party, a jxjsition which was not improved by his "'kindly interven-

tion" in the manner above stated; and that it would be proper for

him to say to the minister of fon'ign affairs that he was resj)()nsible

oidy for such i)art of the i)remises as he actually rented and occupied

for i-esidence and offices, and that, while he would neither invite nor

tolerate abuse of his individual habitation as a refuge for evil doers

cr suspects, he could not pennit, even by remote implication, any in-
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ferenre that lio was to be regarded as accountable with respect to other

])arts of the buikling, or to be called upon to consent to the exercise of

legitimate authority therein by the constituted Government."

By a subsequent dispatch it appeared that Colonel Hidalgo, on the

evening of his arrest, entered, by permission of a servant, Mr. Till-

man's kitchen, and invoked, as a personal favor, Mr. Tillman's good

offices to shield him from punishment by '' cold baths."' Connnenting

further on the case, Mr. Tillman said: '' So general is the misunder-

standing of the so-called right of asylum that a thief or a deserter

from the army or an assassin considers himself safe if he can secure

admission by force or fraud or (lece])tion into a building or grounds

occupied by a foreign minister, and even lawyers and men of wealth

and intelligence regard a refusal to receive them when pursued by

Government officials for political offenses as a great discourtesy and

contrary to the law of asylum in South America, and this opinion is

so general that the Government itself is cautious not to seem to vio-

late public opinion, however ignorant ajid uninformed and on how-

ever little of reason and hiAv it is founded." ^

January IG, 1899, Mr. Sampson, United States minister at Quito,

reported that the revolution then going on in Ecuador had assumed

threatening pro])ortions, and that trenches had btn^n dug and barri-

cades thrown up on all streets leading to the palace. Under these

circumstances the minister of foreign relations had inquired of him
whether, " if the unexpected should happen and the Government

should be defeated," he would *' give as^dum to the Vice-President

(acting President in the absence of l*resident Alfaro in (xuayaquil)

and all the members of the cabinet, with tlieii" families, and the chiefs

of the army." On Mr. Sampson's giving an affirmative reply, the

minister of foreign relations returned thanks and ex[)ressed " full

confidence " in the " Stai's and Stripes." Subsequently, however, the

insurgents withdrew and retreated.''

In acknowledging the receipt of Mr. Sampson's dispatch, the De-

partment of State called his attention to i)ar. 51 of the Printed Per-

sonal Instructions, and to the precedents in AVharton's Digest, vol. 1,

sec. 104, '' in discouragement of the practice of granting the so-called

' asylum.' " ''

Mr. Sampson replied that, in promising asylum if need be to the

chief officials of the (Jovermnent, he had consulted par. 51 of the Per-

o Mr. Olney, Sih-. of State, to ^Ir. Tillniiiii, iniii. to Ecuador, April 4, ISOn,

For. Kol. ]S!)(k li:',.

ft Mi: Tillnuui. luin. to I'k-uador, to Mr. Olnoy, Sec. of State, May 1(5, ISitC, For.

Kel. 18!)(i, 114.

c For. liel. 1809, 250.

<i Mr. May, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sampson, niiii. to Ecuador, Feb. L*7, 180'.), For.

Uel. 1899, 250.
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soiial Instructions, and the Foreign Relations for 1895; that the for-

mer referred to " unsuccessful insurgents " and " offenders against

the laws," and the latter to i)ersons who had assumed office by revolu-

tion. In the present instance, however, he had offered asylum to the

regularly elected officers of government, so recognized for years, from
possible outrage at the hands of '* offenders against the laws," virtu-

ally " cutthroats " and " outlaws." Had the latter succeeded, their

success would have been temporary, since if they had not fled Presi-

dent Alfaro would have dislodged them and reestablished his Govern-

ment, and the concession of asylum '' would have saved from death

the legitimate heads of the Government until such a time as they

could again assinne the functions of their respective offices.""

In its answer the Department of State, while quoting Mr. Olney's

statement, in the case of (leneral Savasti, the minister of war of the

overthrown Ecuadorian (Jovermnent, that "the case of a member of

an overturned titular government" might be "different" from

that of a revolutionist, '" until the emi)ire of law is restored, and the

successful revolution establishes itself in turn as the rightful govern-

ment, coujpetent to administer law and justice in orderly process,"

said: "A general rule, in the abstract, can not be laid down for the

inflexible guidance of the diplomatic representatives of this Govern-

ment in according shelter to those requesting it. But certain limi-

tations to such grant are recognized. It should not, in any case, take

the form of a direct or indirect intervention in the internecine con-

flicts of a foreign country, with a view to the assistance of any of the

contending factions, whether acting as iiisurgents or as representing

the titular government.
" I therefore regret that I am unable to approve the promise of

shelter made by you to the members of the titular government before

the emergency had actually arisen for decision as to whether the

circumstances then existing would justify or make it permissible;

and esi)ecially am I unable to approve the apparent ground or motive

of the i)r()mise, that you would have saved from death the legitimate

heads of the Government ' until such a time as they would again

assume the functions of their resi)ective offices.'

" The (iovernment of the United States remains a passive spectator

of such conflicts, unless its own interests or the interests of its citi-

zens are involved; and I conceive that it might lead to great abuse-

in the grant of such shelter, which is afforded only from motives of

liunuinity. if assurances were given in advance to the leaders of either

of the contending factions that they might cany the conflict to what-

ever extremes, with the knowledge that at last they should enjoy

" Mr. SMiiipson. niin. to Ecuador, to Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, April 10, 1899, For

Rel. 1899. 2o7.
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immunity in the protection of this Government, yet such might be

construed as the practical effect of the assurance given in this case.

I am therefore constrained to withhokl my approval of the assur-

ances given at the time and under the circumstances stated in your

dispatches and as understood by the Department."

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Saiiii)Son. iniii. to Ecuador, June 5, 3899,

For. Rel. 1899, 2.")7-2r)9 ; MS. Inst. Ecuador, I. 571.

(C) HAYTI AM) SANTO DOMIXGO.

§ 300.

In Hayti and Santo Domingo both legations and consulates have.

Ijeen used as asylums for persons engaged in the disturbances that so

often occur in those countries.

•' 1. Consuls may harbor political refugees, but as the law of

nations confers upon them no right to do this, and as the treaty

between the United States and Hayti is silent upon the subject, no

sufficient cause of complaint would arise if refugees so harbored were

to be taken by the local authorities from the consular abode."

Mr. Hunter, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Peck, Oct. 4, 18<).^, MS. Inst.

Hayti, I. 02.

In a despatch of May 8, 1868, Mr. Hollister, then minister of the

United States at Port au Prince, describes the disorders attending

the return to that city of President Salnave at the head of his army,

after an encounter with insurgents. The city, he said, was in a state

of " consternation,'"' and his dwelling was filled with '* refugees—men,

Avomen. and children—to the number of one hundred and fifty."

Mobs roamed the streets, as they had done for two weeks, firing their

nuiskets promiscuously. In conclusion he said: "I beg instructions

in relation to the receiving of refugees. It does more mischief here

than it does good, and is really, as it is practised, little more than

offering a jiremium for factious disturbances and a bid for .sedition.

The three charges here are ready to reconnnend the discontinuance of

this much-abused custom if our (iovernment is ready to take the step."

On May 28 Mr. Seward replied as follows :
" The right of a foreign

legation to afford an asylum to political refugees is not recognized

\)y the law of nations as applicable to civilized or constitutionally

organized states. It is a practice, however, which, from the necessity

of the case, is exercised to a greater or less extent by every civilized

state in regard to barbarous or semibarbarous countries. The revo-

lutionary condition seemed to become chronic in many of the South

American nations after they had achieved their independence, and the

United States, as well as the European nations, recognized and main-

tained the right of as3'lum in their intercourse with those republics.
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We have, however, .constantly employed our influence, for several

years to meliorate and improve the political situation in these repub-

lics, with an earnest desire to relinquish the right of asylum there.

In the year 18()7 we formally relinquished and renounced that right

in the Kepuhlic of Peru. This (xovernment has also largely modified

the exercise ()f that right among some of the oriental nations.

'' Thus we are j)rej)are(l to accept the opinion you have deliberately

expressed that it is no longer expedient to practice the right of

asylum in the llaytian Republic. Nevertheless, we should not be

willing to relinquish the right abruptly, and in the midst of the

iinarchy which seems to be now prevailing in Hayti, in the absence of

matured convictions on your part. Nor do we think it expedient

that it should be renounced by the United States legation any sooner

or in any greater degree than it is renounced by the legations of the

other important neutral powers. With these reservations, the sub-

ject is confidently left to your own discreet judgment."

.Mr. Scwiird. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilollister, niin. to Ilayti, May 28, 1868,

Dip. Cor. 18(iS, II. ;?58.

Mr. IloUister's dispatcli is in the same voliiiue, j). ^~A.

On June 21) Mr. Ilollister reported that, owing to the breaking out

of disease in tlu> legation. President Salnave had as a " sanitary

measure '" agreed to the safe (le])artm'e of the women and children,

and had permitted all the men to be put on board a merchant vessel

for Xew York, except (ieneral Ronuui and six others, who with the

consent of the l*resident remained under the diplomatic roof. On
this report Mr. Seward observed: '' I see no reason to censure or dis-

approve of youi" i)r()ceedings mentioned, by which you obtained relief

from the excessive incuml)rance of refugees. The i)roceeding is in

harmony with the instructions you have received from this Depart-

ment,, and with the settled i)olicy of the United States. ... In all

cases the exercise of the right
|
of asylum] should be attended as far

as possible with delicacy towards the state concerned, and with for-

bearance from all ai)|)earance of ai-rogance and dictation."

Mr. Sesvanl. Sec. of State, to Mr. Ilollister, iiiin. to Ilayti, .Tuly 18, 1808,

nij). ("or. is(js, II. :!(;o.

" Your dispatch No. '20, of the 20th ultimo, has been received. It

rei)resents that in conseciueiice of the apprehended triinnph of the

armed opposition to the existing (iovernment in Hajii, the foreign

consulates, and even the legation of the United States, had been

sought as asylums for ])ersons and pi-oi)ei-ty. Occasions for this

have of late years frecjuently arisen in the in(lei)endent states of this

iiemisi)here, but the ])r()ceeding has never been sanctioned l\v the

Department, which, however, ai)]H'eciates those impulses of humanity
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which make it difficult to reject such appeals for refuge. The expe-

diency of granting an asylum in such cases, especially by consuls,

is more than questionable, and the obligation to take that course has

no foundation in public law, however in Hayti or elsewhere it may
be tolerated and customary. While you are not required to expel

those who may have sought refuge in the legation, you will give them

to understand that your Government can not on that account assume

any responsibility for them, and especially can not sanction any

resistance by you to their arrest by the authorities for the time being."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, luin. to Ilayti. Dee. 10. 18()9, For.

Rel. 1871, G95.

A copy of this instmction was inclosed by Mr. Fish. May 18, 1871, to

Mr. Torbert, minister to Salvador, ibid.

See, also, Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett. uiin. to Ilayti, J'eb. 4,

1870, MS. Inst. Ilayti. I. 180.

In March, 1875, the British minister in Ilayti granted asylum to General

Laniothe. whom the national constituent assembly had taken steps to

prosecute for luifaithfidness in office as minister of the interior and

of foreign affairs under the administration of President Saget. It

was finally arranged that he should return to his home on giving

security for any smns he might have misappropriated, the Govern-

ment guaranteeing him against any irregular proceedings. Subse-

quently, on the receipt <if a summons from a criminal tribunal not

possessing jurisdiction of the case. General Lamothe returned to the

British legation. i)ut he again resumed his liberty on an- assurance

given by President Domingue to the British minister that the irreg-

ular procee<lings would be discontinued. In this transaction the

British minister had the cooi)eration of Mr. Bassett. the minister of

the United States. (For. Uel. 1875, II. r>82.)

On re<-eiving Mr. liassetfs report of the case, the Dei)artment of State

said: "The Deitartnx'ut regrets to notice that you have assentetl to

doctrines on the sui>je(-t [of asylum] which are believed to be in

themselves untenable and which may be regarded as at variance

with the instructions to you of the lOth of December, 1869." (Mr.

Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, min. to Hayti, May 3, 1875, MS.
Inst. Ilayti. II. 48.)

Tn March, 18T2, Mr. Jastram, vice commercial agent of the United

States at St. Marc, Hayti, afforded asylum to General Batra-

villc, who was pursued for ])roclaiming an insurrection. The chief

of the department demanded that the fugitive be given up, and when
the demand was refused, sent troops to arrest him. At the consular

office a fracas ensued, and the troops not only searched the office and

arrested the (icneral. l)ut they also seized Mr. Jastram and took him

through the public streets with many demonstrations of violence.

From this *' undignified position," as he termed it, IMr. Jastram was

rescued through the intervention of the French vice-consul. ^Ir.

Bassett, in accordance with the instrutions of December IG 1869,

declined to make anv claim on account of the arrest of General Batra-
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ville. l)iit he ohtaimnl an expression of re«ifret from the Haytian Gov-

ernment for the indijjnity to the consul and a promise of future-

])rotec-tion to consuhir ofHeers. He also dennuided the punishment

of the otiicer at the liead of the offending troops; but the (iovernment

met this (U>mand to ^Ir. Bassett's entire satisfaction by assuring him
that it would not fail to censure or punish that officer, if he had not
^ paid, in his own person, the last tribute to nature." Mr. Hale, Acting

Secretary of State, congratulated Mr. Bassett that the case had been

"adjusted ui)on a basis compatible with the honor of both (lovern-

ments."

"

In April. IST'i, the British vice-consul at Cape Haytian caused

great excitement by receiving political offenders and refusing to

give tiiem up. The liritish and American consular representatives

at (ionaives pursued the same course, and the authorities stationed

guards about their offices. Ultinuitely the refugees were delivered to

Haytian agents, by whom they were embarked.'' But in March, 1873,

the authorities of Santo Domingo took from the British consulate at

Puerto Plata, in that Kepublic, by force and against the consul's

protest, three Dominicans who had sought asylum there after heading

an armed demonstration against the cession of Sanuina Bay to the

United States. Mr. St. John, British minister at Port au Prince and

charge (Taffaires at Santo Domingo, immediately demanded their

release and. with the intervention of a British num-of-war, compelled

the Dominican authorities to give up the jirisoners, censure the officers

concerned in their arrest, and salute the British flag.*^ On the 1st

of August Earl (Jranville, on learning the facts, instructed Mr. St.

John to inform the (iovernment of Santo Domingo, as well as all Her
Majesty's consular officers there, that the British (lovermnent had

determined to abandon the practice of receiving political refugees in

its consulates in that Kepubli(;,''

" The inununities of an ambassador are not of a personal character.

They belong to the government of which he is the representative. It

is to be regi-etted. therefore, that you treated the invasion of your

house and the ai'rest therein of your servants as a personal offense, to

be atoned for by the sinii)le release of the persons arrested, and a

jjrivate note ex])ressive of regivt.

"This act. esjx'cially when regarded in connection with a recent

invasion of the conunercial agency at St. Marc, and other acts of dis-

respect, and of neglect of diplonuitic and international courtesies, is

significant of an intent which should have elicited fi-om you a more

« For. Hel. ISTli, 2(U-L'84.

''For. IW\. )HT2. 1>70 ; IST.-.. I. 4(ir»-4T:i

'Fur. Rcl. IST.'i. I. 4c,o-i(;;{.

<i For. I{el. 1.S74. r)S4.
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emphatic j)rotest than your unofficial communication to the Secretary

of State, and a demand for more decided redress than that which you

were content to accept.''

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, min. to Hayti, March 2V>. 187:'..

For. Rel. 187:^, I. 4.59.

"It is preferred tliat there should be no stipulation [in a proposed con-

sular convention] allowing the right of asylum to consular officers in

Hayti. This is not a right conceded even to regular diplomatic agents

by the law of nations and its exercise by consuls as a right is

regarded as inadmissible. Serious inconvenience has hei'etofore'

been exi)erienced by us from the granting' of asylum by consular

officers. The violation of such a right would be a grave offence

which ought to be at once resented. To do this the President, under

oiu' system of government, would be powerless in the recess of Con-

gress, and even if in session their certainty in proniiitly conferring the

necessary authority sliould not be taken for granted." (Mr. BMsh,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, min. to Hayti. June 7, 1873. MS. Inst.

Hayti. II. 1.)

" Your dispatches, numbered 364 and 365, of the 8th and 10th

ultimo, respectively, have been received. They relate to the recent

disturbances at Port au Prince, and to persons who have sought an

asylum in the legation. It is regretted that you deemed yourself

justified by an impulse of humanity to grant such an asylum. You
have repeatedly been instructed that such a practice has no basis in

public law, and, so far as this (Government is concerned, is believed

to be contrary to all sound policy. The course of the diplomatic

representatives of other countries in receiving political refugees upon

such occasions is not deemed sufficient to warrant this Government

in sanctioning a similar step on the part of the representatives of the

United States. Among other objections to granting such an asylum

it may be reuuirked that that act obviously tends so far to incite

conspiracies against governments, that if persons charged with

oifenses can be sure of Ix'ing screened in a foreign legation from

arrest the}^ will be much more apt to attempt the overthrow of

authority than if such a place of refuge were not open to them.
'• Mr. Preston has been here by order of his (lovernment to ask

that you may be directed to set at large the refugees who have sought

your protection. I answered him, however, that though it might

have l)eon preferable that you should not have received those persons,

it was not deemed expedient to comply with his request. I added

that if his (iovernment would apply to you for them, in order that

thev might be tried, you would be authorized to give them up, pro-

vided the (lOvernment gives you its assurance that no punishment
shall result from the trial, but that, if convicted, the parties will be

allowed, without molestation, to leave the country. If. too, the per-

sons who are with you should themselves or through you offer to
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surreiulor to the authorities on the same condition, and should it be

acceptal)U>. you will dismiss them."

Mr. Fish. Sw. of State, to Mr. Bas.-<ett. min. to Hayti. .Tune 4. 187.'>, For.

Kel. 1.S7.J. II. 701.

The ca.se here referretl to originated in a decree of May 1, 187.">. by wiiich

President Doiuingue assuuieil extraordinary powers and ordered the

banishment of forty-four i)ersou.s whom he charged with conspiracy

against the Government. In the execution of tliis decree he sent out

scjuads of trooi)s to make arrests. Many pei*sons were seiztnl and

some were shot down in tlie streets. Ex-ministers Pierre and Brice,

who forcibly i-esisted arrest, were besieged and Ivilletl in tlieir houses,

and in tlie fnsilade of tlie soldiery the British and Spanish consulates

were tireil into. Simultaneously a company of troops was sent to

take Boisrond Canal, charged with l>eing the chief c*onspirator. who
was at his home near La t'oup. With four c*ompanions, two of whom
were kilknl in the struggle, he fsnight his way to La Coup, and from

thence escapeil to the country house of Mr. Bassett, where he arrivetl

with his surviving companions eai"ly in the morning of May .3. There

were already at Mr. Bassetfs house three i>ersons, named Alerte,

lacinthe. and Mode, who were included in the decree of l)anishment.

On the 2d of May President Domingue issued another decree, declar-

ing that, as Boisrond Canal had answeretl a legal requisition by

recourse to arms, he and " all iiis followers " were put outside the

pale of the law. When Mr. P.assett went to his office in Port au

Prince on the .3^1 of May he received a note from Mr. Excellent,

secretary for foreign affairs, stating that the (Jovernment had betMi

infornie<l that there were certain rebels in his house and asking for

a list of them. This was followed by another note specifically solicit-

ing the surrender of Mode, lacinthe. and Alerte. Mr. P.assett

refuse<l to ft^mi>ly with either of these requests, on the groiuid that

it had iteen the iniiform practice in Hayti to furnish a list of refugees

only with a view to their releaso (.r embarkation.

When Mr. Bassett returne<l to his home on the .'id he found it sur-

roundetl by large ninnl>ers of disorderly troops who stopi)ed ujt the

avenues of approach and prevented the free egress and ingress of

himself and his family, besides creating ai»prehensions of i»t>rsonal vio-

lence. On the following morning, when .^^^tting out for his oHice. he

was stoiti>ed bj' some of these men. who seize<l the bridle of his horse,

drew their weaiK>ns, and use<i insolent language. One of his servants

also was stopinxl and rudely treate<l while returning from market.

Mr. Bassett asked that the trooi»s be "at once r(>tired from such near

vicinity " to his house, and that those who had j)articipate«I in the

jirocccdings comidaineil of be brought to a .sense of resixinsibility.

Mr. Excellent expresse<l regret at the disresjHH-tful acts complained

of, and assured Mr. Bassett th.'it orders had l>een given to the agents

of the Government to observe proi»er respM-t towards him. and to i^er-

mit those attached to his suite to come and go with freedom and

secin-ity. lie did not refer to the re^juest for the removal of the

troops to .*i greater distance. Two weeks later Alerte. lacinthe,

and Mode, together with one of the <-ompanions of Boisrond Canal,

were i»ermitttHl to emitark. and only the latter and his younger
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brother remained in tlie legation. Two persons who were in the

house of the British minister were also allowed to depart.

In reporting these May incidents to his Government, Mr. Bassett defended

his coneession of asylum on the gi1)und that it was necessary to pre-

vent the refugees from being shot down. Moreover, he said that the

(iovernment of Ilayti, besides uniformly coinitenancing the practice

of asylum, had once or twice refused to assent to its discontinuance,

and that lately it had arrested negotiations for a consular convention

with the Ignited States by refusing to forbid the practice even in infe-

rior consular offices. He also stated that in February, 3870, he had

been instructed by Mr. PMsh that since the custom was tolerated in

Ilayti by the other great powei"s, the Department of State was not

disposed " to place the representative of the United States in an

invidious position by positively forbidding him to continue the prac-

tice ;" and in this relation Mr. Bassett said that the British minister

had received a connniinication from the Earl of Derby approving his

action in granting asylum to the persons under his roof. (For. Rel.

1875, II. 080-701. The instruction of 1870, to which Mr. Bassett

referred, was that of Feb. 4, 1870, MS. Inst. Hayti, I. 180. See Mr.

Hunter. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, min. to Hayti, Aug. 20,

187.""), For. Rel. 1875, II. 720.)

Mr. Bassett subsecjuently reported that on ,7une 23 his lordship again

wrote to tlie minister and, while ai)proving his action in regard to

the refugees in question, said :
" You should, however, endeavor to

arrange for their quitting Ilayti." Mr. Bassett reported that the Brit-

ish minister, Major Stuart, when informing the minister for foreign

affairs of the contents of Lord Derby's first instructions, said: " Now,

Mr. Minister, I wish it distinctly understood that from this day for-

ward I shall receive and protect, as I may judge best, in my legation

any and every person who may apply for my protection. This I wish

your (Jovernment to understand well." (For. Rel. 1875. II. 001. 724.)

See Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Preston. Ilaytian min., June 29, 1875,

For. Rel. 1875, II. 738; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to :Mr. Bassett, min.

to Ilayti. .Inly 1. 1875, For. Rel. 1875, II. 708.

Before Mr. Bassett received Mr. F'ish's instruction of the 4th of

June, a new device was adopted to obtain the dismissal of the refugees

whom he was sheltering. In order to worry him into compliance,

the bands of armed men who overran his grounds began to spend the

night in shouting, so that it was impossible for anyone in the house

to sleej). On the 'iOth of June Mr. Bassett addressed a note to the

minister of foreign atfairs, Mr. Excellent, saying that while he did

not dispute the right of the Government " to exercise its own rightful

measures of police within its own jurisdiction," such measures ought

to be enforced " in such a way as not to become a marked trespass

upon the rights and immunities of foreign ministers." The com-

l)laint made by IVIr. Bassett Avas brought to the attention of Mr.

Preston, the Ilaytian minister in Washington, by Mr. Cadwalader,

Acting Secretary of State, August G, in the following terms :
" It
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can not he believed that these annoyances are instigated by the Hay-

tian (n)vernment. and perhaps' it may not be aware that they are

practised. However this may be, it is expected that they will at

once l)e discontinued. If this exj)ectation should be disappointed,

it will be re<2:arded as an unfriendly proceeding on the part of the

llavtian (iovcrnment. Indeed, the demonstrations adverted to and

Jill the circumstances make it advisable, in the opinion of the Presi-

dent, that a United States man-of-war should visit Port an Prince." «

It was not, however, till September 7 that Mr. Hunter, Acting

Secretary of State, informed j\Ir. Bassett that it had been determined

to send a man-of-war to Port au Prince with a view to his " protec-

tion from insult." '' This determination was reached after the receipt

on the '2d of the month of dispatches from Mr. liassett saying that

the annoyances of which he had complained were increasing. He
also stated that the Government had resorted to the expedient, of

trying the refugees in the legations par contumace and had con-

demned several to death.

"

Meanwhile negotiations Avere drawing to a close in AVashington.

Adhering to the proposition connnunicated by Mr. Fish to Mr.

Bassett in the instructions of June 4, the Department of State, while

acknowledging Hayti's right to try the fugitives, maintained that

the asylum granted them should be inviolable " so long as it should

generally be tolerated^" and that, if convicted, they should be allowed

of their oAvn accord to leave the country.'' When this proposition

was made to Mr. Preston, coupled with a requirement that the fugi-

tives should be furnished w^ith passports, he declined to recommend it

to this (lovernment, insisting that they should be delivered to and

embarked by agents of that (lOvernment, though Mr. Bassett might

accom])any them.'' On September 27 the following agreement was

concluded

:

It is mutually agreed between Ilainllton Fish. Secretary of State, and Stephen

rn'stnii. K. ]•]. and .M. 1*. of Hayti. that certain political rcfuficcs who. for some
time |)ast. have had an asyhun in the residence of Mr. Bassett. the niiinster

resi(UMit of the Unite<l States at Tort au I'rince. shall receive from the Haytian

(JovcrnuK'nt a full anniesty for all offences up to the time of their departiu'e

from the island; that .Mr. Bassett shall give them up; that they shall be placed

on lioard a vessel bound to some other country; that on their way to the vessel

they shall be escorted by a Haytian military force, and that Mr. Bassett may
also accomi)any them to the vessel. It is to be understood, however, that the

a Mr. Cadwalader. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. I'reston, Haytian min. Aug. 6,

187'). For. Hel. 187.'>. II. 7:5!). See. also, same to same, Aug. 17, 187r). id. 741,

6 For. Rel, 1875, II. T2H.

<• For. Hel. 1X7."). II. 71.").

<* .Mr. Cadwalader. .\ct. Sec. of State, to Mr. Pi*eston, Haytian min., Aug. 17,

1875, For. Rel. 1875. II. 7-11.

p Mr. Preston. Haytian min., to Mr. Cadwalader, Act. Sec. of State, Aug, 26,

1875, For. Rel. 1875. II, 742.
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said refugees, or any of them, shall not return to Ilayti without the permission

of the Government of the Republic.

Hamilton Fihh.

Secretari/ of State.

Stephkn Preston.

E. E. and il. P. of Hayti.n

On the 2d of October. President Domingue issued a decree coniniut-

ing the scMitence of the refugees to banishment for life, and on Octo-

l)er 5 they Avere embarked by Haytian officers, accompanied by Mr.

Bassett and the French charge '(Voffaires. On the same day the

guard was withdrawn from Mr. Bassett's grounds.'' A few weeks

later Mr. Preston submitted to Mr. Fish a series of propositions in

relation to the practice of asylum in Hayti. These propositions were

to the effect that asylum should never be granted to common crimi-

nals: that it should be accorded to "political offenders only in excep-

tional cases." and that in those cases the refugees should, if the Ha}'-

tian (xovernment insisted, at once l)e delivered up to justice, though
" the minister who had granted the asylum might still use his influ-

ence to secure, shoidd there be any reason to do so, an ultimate commu-
tation of the penalty." Mr. Fish replied that while " some, at least,"

of these propositions appeared to be " fair enough." the (irovernment

of the United States was not " by itself, and indejiendently of all

others, disposed to absolutely prohibit " its representatives from

granting asylum in every case in which an application for it might

be made, and that until an understanding could be reached with other

powers it would be better to treat each case on its merits than be
" fettered in advance by rules which may be found not to be practi-

cally applicable or useful."'

In April. 1876, the (irovernment of President Domingue was over-

thrown and he fled to the French legation, whence he escaped on a

French man-of-war to St. Thomas. His unpopular minister, Ra-

meau. was killed, by a mob in the street, while on his way with the

P'rench and Spanish ministers to the former's dwelling. Next day

Boisrond Canal and other exiles, v.ho had been directing the revo-

lution from Jamaica, landed at Port au Prince, and a provi-

« For. Ilel. IS"), II. 748. It is noticealtle that in the representations of the

Department of State there is no denial of tiie Ilaytian (Jovernment's right to

prevent. l)y measures of police, the escape of the refugees, or connnunication

with them, during their sojourn in the legation. This is clearly shown by Mr.

Cadwalader's statement that it could not he supposed that the " annoyances "

described l)y Mr, Bassett were instigated l)y the Ilaytian (iovermnent, which had
caused the house to be guardetl. Mr. Bassett had admitted the right of i)<)lice.

6 For. Rel. 187.">. II. (kS2-748.

'•Mr Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Preston, Ilaytian min., Dec. 11, 1875. For.

Uel. 1870, :)44. See, in the same volume, p. 3:58, Mr. Preston's note of Oct.

L'.j, 187.J.
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sioiial goviTiiiiu'iit was set iij) with Hoisroiul Canal at the head." In

July he was duly installed as President, with every sifjn of fjreat

I)()|)ularity.'' Xeveilheless, in the following year we find Mr. liassett

ooninu'utinji: upon the unpatriotic character of certain uprisings in

the island;' and in March, IST-S. his successor, Mr. Lungston, an-

nounced that Port an Prince was in a iitate of revolution, stirred up

durin<r the absence of the president by General Tanis, his "'special

and trusted friend and adviser."'' When the president returned and

the insurrection was put down, (ieneral Tanis and some of his asso-

ciates fled to the Liberian minister's; three took refuge in the Ameri-

can legation; others yet found asylum in the legations of France and

(ireat Britain and in the Peruvian consulate. The diplomatic corps

determined not to deliver uj) anyone in a legation or a consulate.

I'heir action on this subject, said Mr. Langston. " was unanimous and

emphatic." Under these circumstances the (iovernment abandoned

punitory proceedings against the refugees, and designated agents to

ivceive them and convey them to their embarkation. On this inci-

dent ^Ir. Langston observes

:

Tliis seems to be the natural eiuliiig of Ilaytlan revolutionary attempts. If

tliey succeed, the administration of the Government is changed; if they fail,

their leadei*s and a few of the more (•((nspicuous followers are exiled. Oeea-

sioiially some more unfortunate one is shot i»y the mob. It cannot he denied

that a.sylum. as furnislu'd in the legations ;ind consulates located in this He-

public, is in very important senses oi).jectionnble. It is surprising to witness

the re;idin('ss and assurance with wliich a defeated rev()lutii>nst appn)aches

the door of such i)laces, demanding, as a matter of right, admission and protec-

tion. And before the revolutionary attempt is made, when the i»r()bal)ilitie.s of

success and defeat are being calculated, this i)rotection in ca.se of defeat is

regardetl and accounted as sure, and by this means, refuge and escape are

sought and gained. Exile is regarded as the oidy jtossible infliction; and this,

tempen'd by that sort of care which residts from diplomatic and consular in-

terest and assistance. Such interest and assistance always tend, too, to

dignify while they encourage revolutionary efforts. Antagonisms, also, as

between foreign governments and that whose overthrow is attempted, imder

s>icli circumstances are (juite inevitable, e.specially if the latter is earnest and
decided in its i»ur])ose to deal vigorously and severely with the rebellious.^

In June, 1871), another insurrection broke out at Port au Prince,

(ieneral Francois, secretary of war and marine, whom Mr. Langston

(lescril)ed as " the most honorable and faithful num " in Ilayti, was

killed while charging the insurgents, who were put. down only after

considerable loss of life on both sides. Much projxM'ty was destroyed,

including several ])ublic buildings, with all their records. The
defeated leaders of the insurrection fled by the dozen to the foreign

legations and consulates, which emptied their revolutionary contetits

"For. Kcl. ISTC. :;2.">, 3.31.

'' Id. ;'.:'..').

Tor. Hel. 1S77. :U7.

Tor. Hel. I.STS, 4.31.

pFor. Hel. 18TS, 131^44.
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at night, and without Government military escort, chiefly into the

British man-of-war Boxer.'^ On the 17th of July President Canal

resigned t.nd left the country, his course doubtless being influenced

by insurrectionary movements in the north of the island.'' Among
the members of the provisional government then set up, we find

General Lamothe, who was translated from the " central revolution-

ary committee," and who had been protected by the British minister

in 1875, when ])rosecuted by the government of President Domingue.

General Salomon, who w^as soon elected to the Presidency, enjoyed

asylum in the Peruvian consulate after the insurrection of March,
1878.*^ Less fortunate, however, was General Bazelais. He was the

leader of the unsuccessful outbreak at Port au Prince in June, 1879,

and was among those who Avere granted asylum and who Avere subse-

quently embarked on the Boxer. When President Canal resigned,

Bazelais proposed to come ashore and accept the Presidency, but his

former associates were found to be resolutely opposed to him. On
the 1st of August he was transferred from the Boxer to a German
steamer, from Avhich he landed at Gonaives, where he started another

insurrection. Defeated by the forces of the provisional government,

he fled to Jeremie and found refuge in the French consulate, from

which he escaped to Jamaica.*^

On August G, 1870, Mr, Evarts, then Secretary of State, wrote to

Mr. Langston as follows: " If the so-called ' right of asylum ' (which

this Govermnent has never been tenacious in claiming for its officers

abroad) is to continue to exist as a quasi rule of public law, in commu-
nities where the cons])irators of to-day may be the government of

to-morrow, it should at least be so exercised as to afford no ground of

complaint on the score of aiding and comforting rebellion by conniv-

ing at communication between the refugees in asylum and their asso-

ciates Avho are, it may be, engaged in hostilities against the existing

government. It is evident that asylum would be as intolerable as

reprehensible, were not the refugees supposed to be kept out of mis-

chief as well as out of danger." ^

President Salomon Avas driven from Hayti in 1888, and Avhile he

was esca])ing on a foreign man-of-war the places just occupied by his

enemies in the legations and consulates were quickly filled by his

partisans. His tenure of power had been unusually long and had

been marked by remorseless determination in i:)utting down insurrec-

" For. Kol. 1870. r>(;4. 5(>9.

6 For. Rel. 1879, 572.

c For. Uel. 1878, 4.30.

^For. Kel. 1879, .'")(M-.".S2.

<' Mr. Eviirts, See. of State, to ]Mr. Lanj^ston, niin. to Hayti, Auj?. (>, 1879, For.

Kol. 1879, .".82.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 52
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tioiis which the exiles, ria diplomatica^ in Jamaica and other neigh-

boring ishinds kept inciting. Most serious of all these outbreaks was

that started at Jacmel in 1883 by the same (jeneral Bazelais whose

career as a revolutionist protected by the legations has already been

sketched. On that occasion President Salomon directly charged in

the presence of the diplomatic corps that the responsibility for the

insurrection rested with the British consul at Jacmel. who had per-

mitted the conspirators to make his consulate their base of operations

while enjoying asylum there."

" This Government is well aware that the practice of extraterri-

torial asylum in Hayti has become so deeply established as to be prac-

tically recognized by whatever government may be in power, even to

respecting the premises of a consulate, as well as a legation. This

Government does not sanction the usage, and enjoins upon its repre-

sentatives in Hayti the avoidance of all pretexts for its exercise.

While indisposed from obvious motives of common humanity to

direct its agents to deny temporary shelter to any unfortunates threat-

ened with mob violence, it is proper to instruct them that it will not

countenance them in any attempt to knowingly harbor oifenders

against the laws from the pursuit of the legitimate agents of justice."

Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. LaiiRston, iiiin. to Hayti. Dee. 15,

188.3. MS. Inst. Hayti. II. 'Ml.

See. also, Mr. Frelinphuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Langstoii, min. to

Hayti, Feb. 15, 1884, MS. Inst. Hayti, II. 384.

" The Government of the United States does not chi'mi for its lega-

tions abroad any extraterritorial privileges of aslyum. and conse-

quently makes no such rhiim in respect of consular offices, or private

i-esidences of American citizens, or American merchant vessels in port.

If, as a custom, in any country, the practice of asylum prevails, and is

tacitly or explicitly recognized by the local authorities in respect of

legations, consulates, private dwellings, or vessels. of another nation-

ality, the exercise of the consuetudinary privilege by Americans could

not be deemed exceptional: and if. under any circumstances, refugees

find their way to places of shelter under the American flag, or in the

domicile of American citizens, we should certaiidy expect such privi-

leges as would be accorded were the like shelter under the flag or

domicile of another power. But we claim no right or privilege of

asylum: on the contrary, we discountenance it, especially Avhen it

may tend to ol)struct the direct operation of law and justice."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, niin. to Hayti. Nov. 7. 188.5.

For. Rel. 1880. ."..m

In October. ISSS. Mr. (ioutier. consnl of the Fnited States at Cape Hay-
tian, instructed his consular agents, that in the revolution then pend-

o For. Rel. 1883, 591.
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iug thej- were not to receive iH)litical refugees, and that if they did,

they "would in that case have forfeited all claims to the support"

of their (Jovernuient. Mr. Uives. Assistant Secretary of State,

reaffirming the views expressed hy Mr. Bayard, corrected Mr.

Goutier's statement in the following language: "We do not regard

extraterritorial a.sylum, either in a legation or a consulate, as a right

to be claimed under international law. We do not sanction or invite

the exercise of asylmn in those countries where it actually exists as

a usage, but in such ca.ses we recognize and admit its existence, and
should circumstances l>ring al>out the uninvited resort of a political

refugee for shelter to a consulate or legation of the T'nited States.

we shoidd expect equal toleration and privilege in this regard with

that allowed by such local usage to any other consulate or legation.

. . . Only the reported facts of an actual case arising ctiuld enable-

the Department to determine whether an abuse of the local usage

had been connnitted." (Mr. Rives, Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Goutier, Oct. 31, 1888, For. Rel. ISas. I. 938.)

The instruction of Mr. Rives is quoted and affirmed in Mr. Rlaine, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Durham, min. to Ilayti, Jan. 2S. 1S02, For. Rel. 1892, .347.

" So far as the general question of asylum is concerned, there

appears to be no occasion to add to the Department's instructions on

this subject heretofore. In the particular instance reported by your

No. 45, it is considered fortunate that you found it convenient to

answer Mv. Firmin's note as you did, assurin": him that no refu^rws

were with you, and that no one had applied to you for asylum. This

negative reply in nowi.se prejudices your course under the Depart-

ment's previous instructions. Your competency to furnish, at the

I'equest of the minister of foreign affairs, a list of fugitives imder your

protection charged with offenses against the common law during the

last civil strife in the country, and not covered by the amnesty of

November 15, 1889, is not apparent. It would involve the exercise

on your part of a discrimination or judicial function not pertaining

to your position as the representative of this Government; for it is

not at all clear that, even if it were proper for you to furnish such a

list, you Avould find it practicable to ascertain justly who might and

who might not be e.xcluded from benefits of the amnesty in question,

or. for that matter, any other amnesty or discriminative provision

of defense."

Mr. Rlaine. Sec. of State, to Mr. Douglass, min. to Ilayti, March 27, 1890,

For. Rel. 1890, .")23.

See, also, Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Durham, min. to Hayti, .Jan.

28. 1892, For. Rel. 1892, .347.

''This (lovernment's uniform and emphatic discouragement of the

practice of political asylum has been made known to your legation

l)y repeated instructions. No right to protect such persons, by har-

boring them or withdrawing them from the territorial jurisdiction
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of their sovoreijjn, is or can be claiined on behalf of the diplomatic

agencies of this (iovernnient. It was proper for you to notify the

forei<rn oflice of the fact of Mr. I)ahl<::ren Lindor's uninvited resort to

your legation, but your recjuest for the * usual courtesy ' to j)erniit you

to place him on board some outgoing vessel is not understood. If the

departure of this or any other Ilaytian subject is voluntarily per-

mitted by his (iovernnient, no propriety in your intervention to put

him on board an outgoing vessel is discernible. If the Haytian (iov-

ernnient should exercise its evident right to refuse you such permis-

sion, you would be placed in a wholly indefensible position. The
' usual courtesy ' of which you speak aj^pears to be only another name
for the i)ractice of that form of alien ])rotection of the citizens or

subjects of the state which this (iovernnient condemns. Whatever
the result of your recjuest, you should at once notify Mr. Dahlgren

Lindor that you can no longer extend to him your personal hospital-

ity. You can most certainly, under your standing instructions,

accord him nothing more."'

yiv. Oliicy, Si'c. (pf state, to Mr. Sinytlu', iiiin. to Haiti, Feb. IS, ISJK), For.

Koi. i,s'.k;. ;5si.

In 1890 one Duvivier. who Avas said to be implicated in a plot to

overthrow the Ilaytian (lovernment, was ordered to be arrested, and
some soldiers were sent out to seize him. While fleeing from them he

reached the United States legation and ran inside the door, where he

was followed and taken by force. ]Mr. Powell. United States minister

at Port au Prince, demanded his return to the legation, and this

demand was complied with. Subsequently two other i)ersons sought

asylum in the legation. (leneral Uicero FraiKjois, a military officer

under the previous (xov'ernment. and Seneque Pierre, an ex-member of

the senate.

In response to a telegram from Mr. Powell for instructions as to the

Duvivier case, the Department of State said: "" If newspaper tele-

grams correctly state Duvivier case, your remonstrance against viola-

tion and demand for refugee's return were rightly made. lie should

be sheltered against all but strictly regular legal ])rocess. Should lie

or any other refugee be demanded on regular warrant, you should

decline judicial service upon legation, saying you can only re(H)gnize

a re(|uest made through minister of foreign affairs. If such recpiest

be made, refer it to this Dei)artnient for instructions."

Mr. Xih'v. \vt. St'c. of state, to Mr. rowell. iiiiu. to Haiti, tol., .Vns. 3,

180I>, F(»r. Uci. IS!)!). :!S0 : sec. jilso. on tiic saiiio i»af,'e, a formal

<losi»atcli of llic same date from Mr. Adee to Mr. Powell, amplifying

the fnreiroiiiu: views, id. ."'SO.

In August. 181)1). Mr. Powell, United States minister at Port au

Prince, telegraphed that the Ilaytian Government had decreed that
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air refugees then in the legation at Port an Prince should leave the

country by the first steamer. At that time there were three refugees,

all citizens of Ilayti. in the legation.

The Department of State on the 17th of August replied that if any

Ilaytian sheltered in the legation was " amenable to regular justice on

a charge of crime or offense," he should be notified that he could no

longer be sheltered against the order of expulsion; that the Ilaytian

(Tovernment had the right to expel its own citizens, and that they

could not be shielded merely as guests; that shelter might l)e extended

to persons under reasonable apprehension of lawless violence, but

that the legation could not harbor an accused offender against Haytian

law.

.Mr. PoAvell subsequently stated that the ITaytians in question were

not charged with any crime, but were merely arrested as promoters of

discontent, in order that the prevailing apprehensions of disorder

might be quieted ; and that those who had sought the protection of

the legation would leave by the next German steamer on August 22

for St. Thomas and thence to Kingston. With reference to this state-

ment ^Ir. ITay, on the 2d of September, said :
*' It is a right of sover-

eignty, more or less regulated by the constitution or law of the state,

to expel from the national territory any citizens or subjects whose

presence may be deemed to imperil the public good. The men in

question apj)ear from your statements to have been political suspects

in this sense, and as such to have taken refuge in your dwelling to

escape pursuit. On several occasions in the past your ])redecessors

have exceeded tlieir legitimate rights and functions in demanding

and obtaining for this class of persons, natives of the country, per-

mission to (fuit the territory unmolested—a practice which the De-

partment has uniformly condennied. Tn this instance the Haytian

Govermnent seems to have anticipated some such demand on the part

of the foreign representatives, and to have either ordered or per-

mitted— it is not clear which—the departure of the refugees."

The refugees were retained awhile at the request of the Haytian
Government, and arrangements were made by the legati<m for their

departure by a French steamer for Cuba on the ()th of September.

With reference to this arrangement the Department of State said:
" The Department's previous instructions will show that it was here

held that the order of exj)ulsion was not executable by the minister

of the United States. My telegram of the iTth of August Avas

explicit in directing Mr. Powell to inform the refugees that he could

not protect them against the order of expulsion. By this was meant
that ^Ir. ]*owell should withdraw his protection and request the

refugees to leave his premises. It was certaiidy not intended that

he should see that they left the country by the first ship, or make
arrangements for their departure, or become in any way respon-ible
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for their deportation. ... It is hoped that Mr. Powell will lie able

to make the attitude of the United States in this regard clear to the

Government of Hayti. and to remove any impression . . . that it was

any part of the duty of the minister of the United States in that

country to participate in the execution of the order of expulsion."

Mr. Adot\ Acting' Soc of State, to Mr. Powell, iniii. to Ilayti. tel. Aug.

17. \sm. For. lU'l. 189JX .^S«; : Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Powell,

Sept. 1. 1««>. 1(1. :iS8: same to same. No. :\m, Sept. 2, 1899. id. 389;

Mr. Adee. Actinji Sec. of State, to Mr. Terres. charge. Sept, 15, 1899,

For. Rel. 1899, 392.

" I have received your dispatch No. 151, of the Santo Domingo

series, dated August 14. in which you report your refusal of solicited

asylum to a Dominican who thereby sought to escape proceedings in

extradition upon the demand of the Government of Santo Domingo

in virtue of a secret treaty with Hayti for the mutual surrender of

political disturbers.

" The reasons leading to your decision appear to have rested mainly

on the assumption that the applicant was in fact a conspirator

against the peace of Santo Domingo, and might seek to conduct or

consummate plots against that Government while enjoying immunity

from arrest. You contrast his case with those of the Haytians

recently sheltered by you, the latter having l^een so far as you know
not conspirators. l)ut innocent.

'• The Department does not think it necessary to discuss the reasons

assigned l)v you for your action in this incident further than to ques-

tion your capacity to judge of the guilt or iiuiocence of persons

applying to you for shelter, and to make your individual impression

on this point the l)asis of your action in your character as the rep-

resentative of a friendly Govermnent.
*' Your course may. however. in-o])erly be approved, not for the

reasons given by you. but because it is not shown there existed such

circumstances of danger from lawless violence as makes it sometimes

permissil)le to alford shelter."

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Powell. charg«'' d'affaires to Santo Domingo,
Nf). !Hi, Sept. 2. 1899, P\)r. Uel. 1899, 2."»4 : MS. Inst. Ilayti. IV. 175.

In his No. <;.") of Nov. 11, 1899, Mr. Powell reported an invasion of the

premises of Mr. liattiste, dejmty rnite<l States consul at Port au
Prince, by the chief of police and an armed force. It swuis that the

entire s^piare on which the deputy consurs house was situated, was
being searched for a thief, who was supi)osed to be hiding in that

quarter. An aiiplication was made to the legation for leave to

search the deputy consul's house, but, l>efore an answer was received,

the arme<l fone in question arrivwl, liroke down the yard fence, and
" alarmingly invaded " the premises. The Department of State

instrnct(Ml Mr. Powell that the inununities of the office of deputy
consul did " not include so-called asylum for i>ersons charged with

violating the law," and that " no objection could be seeu to effecting
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tlie proposed search after notification, and with the sanction and. if

necessary, the fnll assistance of the officers of the legation ;
" but that

he should inii)ress iipon the minister of foreign affairs " the obvious

circumstance that no time was allowed to the legation to respond

in the desired sense," aud should express the hope that he might not

again be called on to c6mplaiu of " such offensive disregard of the

consideration and official amenities due to the representative agents

of the I'nited States at Port au Prince or indeetl anywhere else

within Ilaytian juinsdiction." Mr. Powell was also to insist that, as

Mr. Battiste's fence had been broken down, any injury done to his

property should be made good. (Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr.

Powell, min. to Haytl, Nov. 27, 1899, For. Rel. 1899, 407; MS. Inst.

Hayti, IV. 195.)

February 1, 1904, Mr. Villain, American vice-commercial-agent at

Samana, was requested by the delegate of the Dominican Government

at that place to deliver up the former governor, who had taken

refuge in Mr. Villain's office against the persecution of his political

opponent^. Mr. Villain refused to give him up on grounds of

humanity, threats of shooting political prisoners being prevalent.

The delegate of the Government then invaded Mr. Villain's house

with an armed force, and took away the refugee against Mr. Villain's

protest. The Italian consulate was also raided, and eleven refugees

were taken out and sent to prison. President Morales, whose fol-

lowers were in control at Samana, explained that he did not take the

refugee from the commercial agency, but from Mr. Villain's country

house, for the entry of which he took all legal measures. Mr.

Villain stated, however, that he had temporarily established his oifice

in his house. The (Tovernment of the United States instructed the

legation at Santo Domingo City to say that under the custom pre-

vailing in the Dominican Republic military authorities were not

justified in invading consular offices and capturing refugees, and to

nuike proper representations in the case.

For. Rel. 19<>4. 28C.-2S8.

Mr. Hay, Secretary of State, in an instruction to Mr. Powell, charge

d'affaires at Santo Domingo City, No 221, February 17, 1JK)4, said:

" While the vice-commercial-agent was perhaps ovei'zealous he was
probably justified, under the peculiar custom which prevails in the

Dominican Republic, in extending shelter to the refugee." In this

relation, Mr. Hay cited a similar case arising in Hayti, as reported

in For. Rel. 187:?, I. 47:5. (For. Rel. 1904. 288.)

"When the government of President AA\)s y Gil in Santo Domingo
fell in 1903, the ex-President took refuge in the house of Mr. Gosling,

the British vice-consul at Santo Domingo City. On Mr. Gosling's

re(juest, a guard was furnished him from the U. S. S. Neirporf, and

the American diplomatic representative assisted in arranging for

General Gil's escort to the wharf on his departure for Porto Rico.

For. Rel. 1904, 327.
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(7) MEXICO.

§ 301.

In Jamiiirv, 1S77. cluriutr tlie revolution which resulted in the ele-

vation of (ieneral Diaz to the Presidency of Mexico, (len. F. O.

Arce, an o})ponent of Diaz, upon the occupation of Mazatlan by the

forces of the latter, took refuge in the American consulate, A few

days afterwards, the consul informed the commander of the Diaz

forces. Colonel Ramirez, that General Arce was under the protection

of the consulate, whereupon the colonel gave assurance that the con-

sulate would be respected. On February 20, Mr. J. W. Foster, then

minister of the United States at the City of Mexico, learning that

(ieneral Arce had taken refuge in the consulate and that there was

a possibility of trouble with the military authorities growing out of

the fact, wrote as follows: " It is to be borne in mind that the con-

sulate does not possess the right of extraterritoriality, and that while

it is an act of humanity to i)rotect defenceless persons from mob vio-

lence and hasty revenge, during the transition of governments, it is

advisable to avoid giving pernument protection to political refugees,

and thus prevent coiiHicts with the local authorities."

It turned out that l)efore these instructions were written a body of

armed men had. in the absence of the consul and withovit his knowl-

edge and consent, taken (Ieneral Arce from the consulate, and that

Colonel Ramirez, upon the complaint of the consul, had promised to

restore (ieneral Arce and punish the officr making the arrest. But
as the captive was not returned, and no steps were taken toward rep-

aration, Mr. Foster j)resented the facts to the minister for foreign

affairs, who subsequently informed him that instructions had b;'en

sent to the military commandant at Mazatlan to make a report of the

affair, and assured him " that the (lovernment would not fail to pun-

ish any oflicer who should be found wanting in courtesy to the consul

or to his flag.' The case does not appear again, and it is probable

that nothing more was done: indeed, l)(»fore the matter was presented

to the minister for foreign affairs, (ieneral Arce called upon Mr.

Foster, having arrived in the City of Mexico under his parole to

report as a prisont'r to President Diaz."

(S> I'ARAfUAV.

^ :'>02.

Under the rule of F. S. Lojiez in Paraguay, the years 1807 and 1808

j)resent a scene of exceptional disoi'der, aggravated by a war waged

against that country by the allied forces of Brazil, the Argentine

" .Mr. Foster, inin. ti> .Mexk-o. to Mr. Evart.s. Sec. of State, March 23. 1877, For.

liel. 1S77. .'in8-4<K).
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Republic, and Veiiancio Flores, the invader of Uruguaj\ On Octo-

ber 14. 1867, Mr. Washburn, then minister of the United States at

Asuncion, apprehending that Lopez might order the city to be evacu-

ated, said: "Shoukl the evacuation of the town be ordered . . .
,

it is uncertain whether the foreigners will or wnll not be permitted to

remain. If they are not, I apj^rehend that many will ask admission

to my premises and request protection, which it would be hard to

refuse and might be embarrassing to grant. As against the enemy,

however, I have not hesitated to say that this legation will give what-

ever protection it can to whosoever, save notorious criminals, may
resort to it in time of danger.''

Replying on Januarj^ 14, 1868, Mr. Seward, then Secretary of

State, said :
" Your intention to afford an asylum in the legation to

those who may resort to it, save notorious criminals, as far as it can

be done without compromising your neutral character or that of your

country, is approved.'*

"

On the approach of the Brazilian fleet in F'ebrnary the evacuation

of the city was ordered. Mr. Washburn, however, refused to leave,

and many persons applied to him for shelter. Numbers were turned

away, but he received about thirty of various nationalities, among
whom were two Americans named Manlove and Bliss and an English-

man named Masterman. On P'ebruarv 22 Mr. Washburn informed

the minister of foreign relations that the critical condition of affairs

in and near the capital had rendered it necessary for him to take into

his •' service "" several persons in addition to those previously con-

nected with the legation, at the same time transmitting a list of all

those then " employed " by him.'' On this list were Manlove and Bliss.

To this communication the minister of foreign relations replied on

the following day. Adverting to the fact that the city had been

transformed into a military post, subject to the orders of its com-

mander, he declined to recognize ^lanlove and Bliss as members of

the legation. In order to " avoid unpleasant incidents " they might,

he said, renuiin in the legation building; but they could not be allowed

to go out, lest they might be arrested by the guards, who had '• orders

not to let any persons but public officials go about." '^ On the 24th of

February Mr. AVashburn Avrote another note, saying that he had
omitted to specify Masterman as one of the persons attached to the

legation and including his name with those previously transmitted.''

This note, however, was not delivered till the 4th of the ensuing

April.'' On the 8d of March Manlove, while riding on horseback

n Mr. Seward. So<-. of State, to Mr. Washburn, min. to Paraguay. .Ian. 14, 18G8,

Dii). Cor. 18(«, II. t!.">2.

^Dip. Cor. IStiS. II. »r>8.

<-I)ip. Tor. 18(iS. II. <;.->9.

d Ibid.

fDip. Cor. 1808, II. (jt;5.
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tliroMfrh the streets of Asuncion, was arrested for a breacli of military

re<riilations. hut escaped after a violent colloquy with the authorities.

A few days later he was again arrested on the street for another viola-

tion of nnlitary regulations and held as a prisoner. Mr, Washburn

denumdt'd his release, hut when the authorities refused to grant it,

discontiinied the discussion and referred the correspondence to his

Government, at the same time declaring that the arrest of Manlove

ap])eared to he "a great aifront "' to the legation, "if not a direct

violation of its rights.'"" Xo representations on the subject, how-

ever, appear to have been made by the Department of State.''

On the 'iOth of June the minister of foreign relations officially

inquired of Mr, AVashburn whether Senhor Leite Pereira, a Portu-

guese subject, was in the legation, and if so, why he remained there,

lie also requested a list of all persons who, without belonging to the

legation, were sheltered in it.*^ Mr. Washburn, while disclaiming

any "' obligation, except as a matter of courtesy," to respond to

incjuiries pertaining " to the internal affairs " of the legation, stated

that Incite Pereira. who had formerly acted as consul of the King

of Portugal, came to the legation with his wife on the Kith of June
" in the quality of guests,'' though he added :

" Of his motives in

coming here I am not further informed than that they are founded

on the re])resentations of Mr. C^il)erville, at present in charge of the

French consulate." Mr. Washburn also furnished a list of twenty-

eight persons of various nationalities in the legation, not mentioned

"Dip. Coi-. l,S(iS. II. ().")7. CIS. or)0-(5or>.

f'Thc cinuiiistances luuler which Maiilovo was admitted to the legation of the

United States by a man of such high character as Mr. Washhnrn forcibly illus-

trate the liai)ility of asyhnn to abuse. According to Mr. Washl)urn, Manlove

was an adventurer who. after serving in the army of the Confederacy in the

civil war in the United States, made his way to the scene of conflict in South

America, where he succetnled by a ruse in getting through the lint^s of the allies

and sought service under Lopez. His design, which was made known to Mr.

Washburn iicfon' it was presented to Lopez, was to obtain from the latter blank

comniissinns duly signed and executed, and, returning with them to the United

States, to fit out cruisers to prey ujmju the conmierce of Brazil as the Alabama
and other Confederate ci-uisers obtaintMl in England had pr<>yed upon the com-

merce of the United States. As this jjrojected violation of the neutrality laws

of the I'nited States was connnunicated to him in confidence. Mr. Washlmrn,
while discouiaging it as not likely to succeed, thought he should abstain from

revealing it. Lopez, when the plan was presented to him, locked Manlove up
as a spy and dclii>erated several weeks on having him shot; but in the end he

was released and bis exi)enses were paid to Asuncion. When the order was
issued to evacuate the city. Maidove was. it would seem, without justifiable

cause and most unfortunat<'ly, received into the legation of. the TTnited States,

which Mr. Washl)urn declared to be "for the time TTnited States territory."

(Washburn's History of Paraguay. Vol. II. pp. 21C.-22.'{.)

'Dip. Cor. ISCnS. II. 72(j.
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in his note of February 24 as belonging to it." On June 27 the

minister of foreign relations wrote that Leite Pereira was " sheltered

in the legation of the United States in contravention of all govern-

mental regulations," and asked that, as he was " accused '' and must
" appear before the proper tribunal," he be delivered to the police

officer who would present himself at the legation two hours after

the delivery of the note.'' When the officer appeared, Mr. Washburn
refused to comply with the minister's request, but promised to

answer his note on the following day. In his answer, dated June 28,

Mr. Washburn, arguing upon the immunities of legations and citing

the statement of Vattel that for persons charged with " ordinary

transgressions," and often " rather unfortunate than criminal,'' the

house of an ambassador might well serve as an asylum, said :
"' Under

such circumstances I most respectfully request that the specific

charges against Mr. Leite Pereira may be made known to me, when,

if they shall be of the grave character that shall require it, he will

be advised that this legation can no longer give him an asylum."'^

On July 11 the minister of foreign relations addressed to Mr.

Washburn an extended review of the correspondence and of the

circumstances out of which it arose. In answer to Mr. AVashburn's

quotation from Vattel, he cites a subsequent passage of the same

writer, in which it is declared that " it belongs to the sovereign to

decide, on occasion, how far the right of asylum. Avhich an ambassador

claims as belonging to his house, is to be respected ; and if the ques-

tion relates to an offender Avhose arrest or punishment is of great

importance to the state, the prince is not to be withheld by the

consideration of a privilege which was never granted for the detri-

ment and ruin of states." "*

It was in view of this passage, the minister said, that he had

requested that " Leite Pereira should be placed in the hands of

justice." He also referred to the fact that the motive originally

assigned for permitting the legation to be usetl as an asylum, was

the approach of the Brazilian fleet, and that it was " nearly five

months since the two hostile vessels appeared and were momentarily

in the port of Asuncion." " Since that time," he continued, "" dis-

agreeable circumstances have occurred between this ministry and the

legation of your excellency through the ])rovocations given by your

refugees, and, nevertheless, not one of them has left that residence

in fulfilment of the orders of the Government, and on the contrary,

"Dip. Cor. 18(58. II. 72()-727.

6 Dip. Cor. 1808, II. 727.

c Mr. Washburn, niln. to Paraguay, to Senor Benitez, niin. of for. aff.. .Tune 28

1868. Dip. Cor. 18r>8. II. 728. citing Vattel. hoolv iv.. c. 9, sec. 118.

<i Senor Benitez. niin. of for. aff.. to Mr. Washburn, U. S. min., July 11, IS'JS,

Dip. Cor. 18G8, II. 7oO, citing Vattel, book iv., c. 9, sec. 118.
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others aro rcccivi'd. as is j)r()V(Hl by your notes. . . . Laying aside,

then, the (juestion of the residence of your excellency in Asuncion,

where thei-e are no objects of diplomatic attention," I proceed to state

to you that the ostensible motive of the asylum <;iven by the Amer-
ican leiration havin<!: ceased, that asylum nnist also cease, especially

since it has begim to seriously affect the military regulations of the

])()st and the most j^recise orders of the (iovernment. ... In atten-

tion to what has been stated, T request you will please dismiss from
your hotel to-morrow, before sunset, the said Leite Pereira, as well as

all the other individuals who, not belonging to the legation, are at

present in it. some as guests and others in other capacities, as your

excellency expresses it."

When the demand of the minister of foreign relations was made
known in the legation, all to whom it was intended to apply went

away, except Bliss and Masterman. On July 18 the minister of for-

eign ri^lations asked that they, too, be dismissed, since ther were
'• accused of crimes not less grave than the others whose dismissal

"'

had been I'equired.'' Mr. Washburn declined to dismiss them, on the

ground that he would be abdicating his functions and rights as min-

ister if he acknowledged that the (lOvernment might ask for the sur-

render of pei'sons whom he considered as members of his legation.

He said that Masterman had come to reside in the legation as a med-
ical attendant in the preceding September, and that when the list of

February 24 of persons belonging to the legation was transmitted to

the (iovernment on the 4th of the ensuing A])ril, no objection w'as

made to his inclusion in it. As to Bliss, who was included in the list

of February 22 as well as in that of February 24, it was admitted that

the (iovernment had j)romptly refused, on the 2Hd of that month, to

recognize him as belonging to the legation, and had announced that

he nuist confine^ himself to the legation premises, since he would be

liable to ai'rest if found outside of them. " For the last three months,"

said Mr. Washburn, Bliss had scrupulously observed this injunc-

tion, and. l)esides, had been of great assistance to him in his official

duties.'' It seems that Bliss, who possessed considerable knowledge of

languages, was a roving literary hack, and that both he and Master-

man had been to some extent in the em])loy of the Government before

they took up their residence in the legation.'' The minister of foreign

i-elations, alleging that the two men were implicated in a conspiracy

against the (iovernment and were sheltered as criminals, refused to

i-ecognize Mr. Washburn's claims in regard to them, and demanded

iheir expulsion or delivei-y/ Mi". Washburn still refused to yield,

a The note of the iniiiistcr of forcijin relations is dated at Luque, wliere the

fJoveriniiout then was.

''Dip. Cor. ISCkS, II. 740. ,

'Dii). Cor. ISCS. II. 741.

dDip. Cor. isas. II. 74r>. 8:'.!.

eDip. Cor. 18<'.8, II. 742-740.
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though he promised, as they were charged with hokling coiniminica-

tion with persons outside, to keep them as close prisoners in the lega-

tion till he could send them out of the country, or till such time as the

Government should not object to their being set at liberty. Under
these circumstances the}' were not disturbed in the legation." But
they were seized while accompanying Mr. Washburn to the United

States man-of-war Wa,s/), in order to depart with him out of the

country.''

On September 2(), 1808, Mr. AVashburn, who had resigned and
was then on his way to the United States, sent to the Department of

State from Buenos Ayres a despatch in which, besides describing

the deplorable condition of affairs in Paraguay, he said: "Lopez
pretended, some three or four months ago, to have discovered some

sort of a conspiracy, and after arresting almost all the foreigners,

demanded of me that I should deliver up to the tribunals those

who had sought asylum in ni}' house at the time the Brazilian

fleet went to Asuncion in February last. To defend these men and

save them '' from the clutches of Lopez, I had a correspondence with

the (Tovernment long enough to make a volume of diplomatic de-

spatches. It was all in vain, however. They all had to go; though

none, excej)t Bliss and Masterman, were taken by force.""

Owing to the situation in Paraguay, this despatch of September

26 conveyed to the Department of State the first report from Mr.

Washburn as to the affairs of his legation since the 17th of the

preceding April. Apart from describing liliss and Masterman as

" members '' of the legation, all the information it afforded as to

their seizure and the abandonment of the legation by other indi-

viduals, was that contained in the })assage above quoted. The corre-

spondence to which it refers and from which the narrative of those

incidents has been derived was transmitted with a despatch from

Buenos Ayres, October 5. 18(')8. On the 18th of November, the des-

patch of September 2(). but not that of October 5, having been re-

ceived at Washington, Rear-Admiral Davis was ordered to Paraguay

to take such measures as might be found necessary '' to prevent

violence to the lives and property of American citizens there, and,

in the exercise of a sound discretion, to demand and obtain prompt

redress for any extreme insult or violence that may have been

arbitrarily connnitted against the flag of the United States or

their citizens." '^

"Dip. Cor. ISCS, II. 745-81.^).

6 Dip. Cor. 1S<'»8. II. (>70, 82(5.

' In writini; tliis account, Mr. Washl)urn ovidently ovt'rloolved the case of

Iit'it(» rcroira, who was received into the legation June 10, 1808.

rfDip. Cor. 1808, II. 08i).
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Ill a letter to the Secretary of the Navy, preceding the issuance

of this order. Mr. Seward says: '* Mr. Washburn's despatch conclu-

sively shows that tlie situation of all foreigners, including United

States citizens, at Asuncion, is greatly imperilled, and that, especially,

Porter C. Bliss and (leorge F. Masternian, United States citizens,"

lately in some way connected with the United States legation, have

suffered personal violence and have perhaps been murdered." At

the same time Mr. Seward stated that the merits of the contro-

versy could not be understood until the correspondence should have

been received; and it was for this reason that the admiral was in-

vested with such general discretion. ''

When Admiral Davis sailed from Buenos Ayres for Asuncion he

took with him (Jeneral Martin T. McMahon. Mr. AVashburn's succes-

sor, who had set out for his post in September. In a despatch dated

on the United States flagship lIV/.s/;, off Angostuni Batteries, Para-

guay. December 11, 1868, General McMahon reports what had trans-

pired. Immediately on arriving off the Batteries on the third of

Deceml)er. Admiral Davis addressed a note to President Lopez, stating

that the American minister was on board, and saying: ""As an indis-

pensal)le preliminary step to the presentation by General McMahon to

your excellency of his credential letter. I have to recpiest that Messrs.

Bliss and Masterman. the persons arrested and detained in Asuncion

while under the protection and attached to the legation of the previous

T'nited States minister, be restored to the authority of the T'nited

States flag." In an interview with the admiral held on shore later in

the day. President Lopez urged that Bliss and Masterman were guilty

of serious crimes and were not members in good faith of the ITnited

States legation, and that they were then actually undergoing trial;

nevertheless, confiding in the justice of the American Government,

he said he would deliver them up. though he requested the admiral to

withdraw his assertion that they were under the protection of and

attached to the legation, lest it might seem that the point had been

conceded. (h\ the 4th of December the admiral withdrew his first

note and substituted another, in which he omitted all reference to the

American minister and merely requested the delivery of the prisoners

as " individuals." without reference to their status. On thest^ terms

IMiss and Masterman were, after further correspondence intended by

the (Tovernmeiit of Paraguay to save all its contentions, surrendered

with expressions of amity on both sides.''

It is remarkable, as affecting l)oth the practice of asylum and the

ex|iediency of giving it countenance, that, while it was the principal

source of Mr. Washburn *s difficulties, neither the instructions of Mr.

a As has l)een seen, it turned out that Masternian was an Englishman.
6 Dip. Cor. ISCkS. II. iiHl.

c Dip. Cor. 1868, II. 091-696.
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Seward nor the subsequent correspondence complain of the refusal of

the Paraguaj'an Government to permit its continuance, though among
those who were forced to abandon the legation were several American

citizens. It was only in behalf of Bliss and Masterman, the one an

American and the other an Englishman, who were not arrested in

the legation but outside of it, that redress was asked by Admiral

Davis; and in their case the claim of official connection with the lega-

tion, whether rightly or wrongly alleged, carried with it the asseition

of the personal immunity which the diplomatic character generally

confers. It may also be observed that from the time Leite Pereira

came to the legation it was closely policed, probably fifty men, as Mr.

AVashburn stated, being kept on guard day and night."

(9) PERU.

§ 303.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches to No. 180,

inclusive. Those numbered 170, 177. and 180 refer particularly to

events of a serious character that had occurred within the precincts of

the consulate at Tumbez, involving, to a certain degree, as you have

ju-esumed, the rights of the consul and the dignity of this Govern-

ment. From the despatch referred to, the following facts are

gathered

:

"A Peruvian citizen, Don Domingo Elias (who had been impris-

oned by his Government for incendiary publications against the Pres-

ident, but who was subsequently released), taking advantage of the

hostile relations with Bolivia, enlisted a party of followers in support

of his revolutionary schemes, and on the morning of the 21 October

approached Tumbez with the object of attacking the city. Having
entered the town the party was passing in front of the United States

consulate, when it was attacked by the national guard and in a very

l)rief time defeated. Don Domingo and nine others then took refuge

in the consulate, whither they were pursued by the soldiers of the

guard, and fired upon, with the effect of killing one of the followei's

of Elias, and endangering the lives of the consul's famih' and of many
women and children who had taken refuge there. At length the

firing ceased, and the house was surrounded by a guard, in spite of

which, however, Don Domingo escaped on the night of the 22d.

" Dip. Cor. 18(». II. 8.^'}. ^34. See Davis, Life of Cbarles Henry Davis, Rear-

Adinlral, .321-.330.

See. also. Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. McMaliou. niin. to Paraguay. .Tan.

23. 18(5!). MS. Inst. Paraguay. I. 18«i ; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. McMahon,
min to Paraguay. Sopt. 2. 1800. MS. Inst. Paraguay. I. 143. Both these instruc-

tions express general api)rovul of Mr. McMahon's course.
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" It further a|)[n';ns that on the "JiUli Octobor Senor Beiiavides, the

governor of tho provinco, arrived at Tumhez; that he sent for Consul

Oakford. anil (hiring the interview which foHowed treated him in a

most insulting manner: demanding the surrender of Don Domingo

and threatening, in case of his refusing c()m])liance. to seiul him to

]jima in irons; dechwing that the comanchmte of the town should

have battered the consulate to the gromid, with many other equally

gi-oss and violent I'emarks, uttered in the presence of a crowd, with

the evident intention of uuiking the insult as public as possible, Sub-

se({uently the govei'uor moderated his tone, and reiterated his demand
for the delivery of the refugees and their arms. The consul agreed

lo deliver the latter, but refused to suri-ender the former. Upon his

return to his house, he was followed by the comandante, to whom
were delivered the arms of tiie insurgents. At a second visit on the

same day. the conmndante demanded the men; this was refused.

AVithin an hour or two the governor sent a written and peremptory

demand for them, to which the consul replied as he had already done.

'•After receiving this rej)ly the comandante appeared at the con-

sulate with a number of soldiers and said, in behalf of the governor,

that he had come to take the men by force, and, the consul having

stated that he could not resist as he had not the means of doing so, the

i-efugees were taken by the officers and dragged from the consulate.

" In view of these outrageous proceedings you deemed it proper to

demand, as you did by a note to the minister of foreign affairs of

of the nth December, in substance:
"

1. That the authorities at Tumbez should go officially to the house

of the consul and publicly apologize to him for the attack on his resi-

dence of the '21st October, and
"

J*. That (lOvernorBenavides should also publicly apologize for his

insult to the consul, and that he should be removed from office, and

that such other satisfaction should be rendered as this (xovernment

might i-e(|uire. To these demands the minister has replied that Don
Domingo and his followers fired from the consulate upon the authori-

ties, and that the consul had allowed his house to be used as a fort,

and these allegations are sustained by the testimony of Don Isadore

Klias (a brothei- of Don Domingo) and Don Manuel Quintana, both

of whom were of the ])arty of refugees, and whose declarations were

taken subse<|uent]y to their delivery to the Peruvian authorities.

The minister's note closes by expressing the hoi)e that the Govei-nment

of the Fnited States will disapprove of the conduct of the consul, and
chai'ge him to abstain IVoni simihir acts, while it will recommend to

the governor that he should use less violent language in his interviews

Avith the consul.
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" You have determined not to accept this as a satisfactory arrange-

ment of the ditferences at issue; and at the date of your last despatch

intended to announce this determination to the minister.
'* The Department does not concur in the view you have taken of

this affair.

" Neither the hiw of nations nor the stipuhitions of our treaty with

Peru recognizes the right of consuls to afford protection to those

w^ho have rendered themselves obnoxious to the authority of the gov-

ernment under which they dwell. And in a case so flagrant as that

noAv under consideration it nuiy be doubted Avhether even a high

diplomatic functionary would be justified in casting the protection

of his flag around those who were engaged in the commission of the

highest crime recognized among civilized nations. It can not be

questioned that the object of Don Domingo's band was rebellion and
revolution. His character, as delineated in your 159, appears to be

that of an active, ambitious and unscrujiulous aspirant for power,

'ro attain his end, it appears that in 1844 * he seized ujwn the Govern-

ment,' and his subsequent career seems to indicate a determination

to subvert the existing order of affairs, with a view to his own eleva-

tion. But recently released from prison, to which he had been con-

signed for his incendiary ])ublications, he endeavors to enlist an

armed force to effect the accomplishment of his i)lans. There could

be no doubt, therefore, as to the intention of himself and his fol-

lowers. That their approach was expected and that it Mas regarded

with terror by the helpless inhabitants of the town is proven by the

fact stated by Consul Oakford, that his house was filled with women
and children who had sought safety there. Had there been any

doubt of the guilty intention of D(m Domingo and his followers, the

sympathies of the consul might with some reason have been enlisted

in their behalf. Had they been unarmed men (juietly traversing the

streets and suddenly attacked by cruel and brutal soldiers, it would

have been the dictate of a ])roni])t and generous humanity to offer

them an asylum, at all risks. But this Department sees no ground

of the character adverted to to justify Consul Oakford's mistaken

use of official prerogatives to screen the disturbers of peace from the

necessary consequences of their acts.

'* The defeated party, having sought protection in the consulate,

were followed and fired upon by the soldiers of the town. At this

point there is a marked discre])ancy between ]Mr. Oakford's statement

and that of Mr. James Houghton, whose affirmation before Consul

Ringgold is the only account of the affair concurring generally in

that of Mr. Oakford, with which the Department is furnished. The

consul says that, as the party of Don Domingo entered his house, he

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 53
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took from every man his arms, which he noticed were loaded, and

removed the caps from the locks; therefore it is impossible that any

shots should have been tired from those in his house upon the soldiers

in the street. This statement of the consul is directly at variance

with the declaration of the Peruvian refugees to which the minister

of f()rei«rn atlairs has referred. It ditfers also from the testimony

of Mr. IIou<>^ht()n, who, on the other hand, alleges that he was in the

consulate on the morning of the 2()th October, six days after the

insurgents entered it, and he ' saw the consul enter his house fol-

lowed by the governor of the town, and several Peruvian officers

armed—that the governor demanded of the consul certain arms sup-

posed to have belonged to several persons then under the protection

of the United States consul. The cousid then re^inested these per-

sons to (teJirer up their ornis^ lehirh they did, and the officers then

left the house with said arms."'

" lUit, waiving for a moment the question as to the consul's right

to afford protection to the defeated insurgents, after the heat of tfJe

engagement, it was his duty to deliver them to the Peruvian author-

ities ui)()n demand. He was not the proper judge of their case;

their offence was not against the laws of the United States, but

against those of Peru, and to the properly recognized officers of that

Republic they should have been surrendered. He says he feared

they would l)e taken out and summarily shot. Such an apprehension

on his part would have justified him in making every pr()i)er effort

as an individual, in averting their fate; it would even have sanc-

tioned his exertions to secure, if it had been possible, the pledge of

the governor that they should not be harshly dealt with; but it did

not justify him in stepping between the offended laws of Peru and the

due administration of justice by the constituted authorities of a

friendly goveriunent.
•• The nuleness and insults addressed by Governor Benavides to

the consul were inexcusable and ought to be atoned for; it is not

sur|)rising. however, that he should have been betrayed into an in-

temperate warmth of language by the interference of Consul Oak-

ford in the discharge of duties with which he had been entrusted,

and for which he and not the consul was accountal)le.

" Tile sul)se(|uent course of the governor, in sending to the con-

sulate and ai'resting the insurgents, can not be condemned by this

(lovernmeiit. Tlie national flag was not insulted, nor the national

dignity aH'ecte(| by this proceeding. The former had been unwar-

rantably used: under the treaty it would and should have protected

the property of the consulate, and the pei-sons and j)roperty of Ameri-

can citizens, but in this case no such ])lea for its use can be presented.

The Government of the United States would not permit such an

al)use of a foreign flag by a foreign consul to be made with impunity.
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" The conduct of the consul is regarded by tliis Department as

censurable in the highest degree, tending, if not disavowed by this

Government, to impair our friendly relations with Peru, and estab-

lishing a precedent \vhi<-h would inevitably lead to consequences of a

disastrous nature on the recurrence of similar events.

" You are instructed therefore to connnunicate to the minister of

foreign relations the disapproval of this Government of Consul

Oakford's course."

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Clay, iiiiii. to I'eru. Jan. 24, 1854, MS.
Inst. Tern. XV. IL'G.

January 23, 1855, the Government of Peru, which had been installed

by revolution on the 5th of the month, addressed to the diplomatic

corps a circular containing a decree to the effect that "' the ex-generals

and all the refugees in the legations or on the foreign vessels '' should
*' leave the Republic for the Isthmus of Panama, or go by that route.''

The minister of the United States replied that as foreign legations

were " entirely extraterritorial," and as the Government of Peru had

no jurisdiction either over them or over foreign vessels of Avar lying-

in her ports, he presumed that the object of the circular "' was to

notify the Peruvian citizens in asylum in this legation that they

should prepare to leave the Republic." and was not intended " to

affect or in any manner diminish the privileges secured to the under-

signed 1)V the law of nations." " The British minister, '* as an act

of pure courtesy," wrote that " the only refugee in the legation of

Her Britamiic Majesty was General Echenique, who left on yester-

day's steamer: " but he also commented upon the " unbecoming tone

of connnand " that pervaded the circular, and declared that he did
" not admit that the provisional government of Peru "' had " the

right to issue orders on subjects which concern Her Britannic Maj-

esty's legation, or the commanders of her Avar Aessels." Of the same

])urport Avas the reply of the French minister, Avho, hoAve\'er, further

informed his excellency that he should ask him " at the proper time,"

to giA'e the refugees in the French legation a sum of money sufficient

" to take them abroad " and a '* passport Avithout designation.'' The
minister of Brazil. Avhile dei)loring that "' the necessity should exist in

Peru of having recourse to the exercise of the right of asylum estab-

lished in times Avhen misfortune had need of cAery species of guar-

antees against the barbarity of the middle ages," declined, Avithout

consulting his CioAernment, to enter into a discussion of the right in

question, which had been *" officially recognized and constantly re-

spected by all the goA'ernments " in Peru since its independence. If

the present Government, he continued, desired to introduce changes,

a Lawrence's Wheaton (186.3), note 137.
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ho. would coininuiiicato tlio fact to his (lovernment ; meanwhile, he

was obliged to infonn his excelleiicv '* that, whatever be these

changes, thev can not take effect without the previous accord of the

whole diplomatic body, which enjoys them as an acquired right; as

it does not seem conformable to the laws of equity that the present

refugees should be treated with greater severity than their predeces-

sors in misfortune/* He therefore declined, as his colleagues had

done, to give his refugees the directions contained in the decree."

Ten years later the question of asylum arose again in Peru. In

May. IMOo, (ieneral Canseco, then engaged in an attempt to over-

throw the government of (ieneral Pezet, was sheltered in the house

of Mr. llobinson, the American minister. The Peruvian Government

having protested against this act, the dij)lomatic corps agreed on the

following points: (1) That apart from inhibitions in their instruc-

tions or in conventional stipulations, there were limits to the privi-

lege of asylum which the prudence of diplomatic agents ought to

counsel; (2) that the diplomatic cori)s adopted the instructions given

by Brazil to its minister, according to which asylum was to l)e con-

ceded with the greatest reserve, and only for such time as was nec-

essary in order that the fugitive should secure his safety in another

manner—-an end Avhich it was the duty of the diplonuitic agent to da
all in his })()wer to accomplish. It was also agreed that these rules,

which, in the absence of authoritative instructions, were ado[)ted

])rovisionally, should apply only to offences properly called political.

The Peruvian (lovernment declined to accept these conclusions, ob-

jecting with great force that, as they left everything to the discretion

of the diplomatic agent, they afforded no solution of the difficulty

then existing.''

In the following October a new minister of the Ignited States, Mr.

A. P. Ilovey, set out for Peru, with instructions to recognize only the

government of (ieneral Pezet. and if, Avhen he arrived at the Peru-

vian capital, he found the revolutionary })arty in power there, to re-

l)<)rt the facts and await further diivctions.'' On the Oth of Novem-
ber, a few days before Mr.-IIovey's arrival at Liuui. (ieneraJ Canseco,

who seems to have had a safe deliverance from the American legation,

caj)tured the city and assumed control, only to be displaced in three

weeks by Colonel Prado, who, at the instigation of certain officers of

the army, was proclaimed dictator.'' When defeated at Lima, Gen-
eral Pezet, with some of his ministers, fled to Callao and escaped on

foreign men-of-wai-.'' Four of liis cabinet, however, sought asylum

a P.ello. ed. ISS:?. II. Note HIT, pp. ,3r'.2. '{81.

6 Pnidior-Fo»l('iv, ('ours do Droit Diplomatique, II. 79.

cDip. Cor. 180(>, part 2. p. ()17.

d Id. 021.

e Id. G18.
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in the French legation, where they remained unmolested till near the

close of December. On the lOth of that month the central court

decreed their arrest on charges of peculation, conspiracy, and treason,

and the Government subsequently requested ^I. Vion, consul of France

and fJiarge (Pafaires ad interim^ to deliver them up, which he refused

to do. • Admitting that the privilege of asylum had been abused, he

declared that its benefits " amply compensated for a fault inspired

by the sentiments of humanity." "

On December 20. 1805. Mr. Hovey informed his Government that

several applications for asylum had been made to him by Peruvian

citizens charged with crime against the ilepublic. and that he had

refused to grant them.'' He added : "A different practice has pre-

vailed in Peru, and the houses of foreign ministers have become little

less than the abode of criminals who flee from the vengeance of the

law. It seems to me that this practice is highly censurable and leads

to very evil conse(iuences. ... I have refused to recognize the doc-

trine of asylum as practised in this country, until I am otherwise

directed by the Department of State."*"

The receipt of ^Ir. Hovey's despatch was acknowledged without

comment, and upon this implied approval he acted till his position

was expressl}' sanctioned.''

In consequence of Peru's war Avith Spain, the discussion thus

begun was interrupted for more than a year. But on January 15,

ISOT. a conference of the diplomatic corps was held, at the summons
and luuler the presidency of the minister of foreign affairs, Sefior

Pacheco. All the nieml)ers of the corps were present but Mr. Hovey,

who, though unable to attend, cm the same day connnunicated his

views to Senor Pacheco in writing, as follows:

I believe that I'erii is entitled to all the rights and privileges of a Christian

nation, and as such should he placed precisely in the i)osition of the United

States, France. England, and other Christian countries, and that the doctrine

of asylum can not he properly claimed or enforced here unle.ss it lie to shield

persons from the violence of a mol). As soon as a legal charge of crime is

made, whether political or not. I hold it to be the duty of the minister in whose

legation the offending party has taken refuge to deliver him up to the legal

authorities demanding his arrest. . . . Notwithstanding this view, if the Gov-

ernment of Peru should feel disposed to concede greater privileges to others. I,

as the representative of my fJoveriunent. would expect to be entitled to the

same i»rivileges granted them. In conclusion. I would briefl.v say. while I

have the honor to represent my country, I shall claim no right here that my
Government would not accord to the representative of Peru in Washington.^

a Pradier-Fodere. Cours, II. 80 et seq.

6 He cited as authority for his action; Wheaton, § 18, p. 41(5; Woolsey, Int.

Law. § 92 b; Poison. Law of Nations. § .31.

c Dii). Cor. ISCC. i»art 2, p. 024.

dDip. Cor. ISMC). part 2. (!2(» ; Id. 1807, part 2, 72G.

eDip. Cor. 1807, Part II, p. 738.
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At the conforonoo Sonor Pachoco presented this ooiiimiinication

and, argnin<2r that " the right of asylum was introduced in Spanish

America on th«> pretext of a pretended humanity," asked that it

shoukl be abolished. M. E. V. de Ix'sseps, charfi:e d'affaires of France,

replied that the meeting Avas called to consider the regulation of the

right, and that he was not empowered to discuss its abolition. The

conference then broke up. The instriicticms of M. de 1^'sseps. which

j)rocee(led from M. Drouyn de Lhuy^. French minister of foreign

allairs, were to the effect that since the right of asylum only facili-

tated the (lei)arture from the country of men who could not remain

in it without peril both to themselves and to the government, it was

too conformable to the sentiments of himianity for France to forego

it ; esjxH-ially as it appeared by the agreement of the diplomatic corps

at Lima of May. 18(55," in which the European and a majority of the

American representatives concurred, that the right was generally

aihnitted in America, if exercised within the limits of prudence and

good faith.''

On the 'ilst of January the diplomatic corps held a meeting to

consider what further steps should be taken l)efore conferring again

with the Peruvian Government. At this meeting Mr. Hovey pro-

posed the following resoluti(ms:

1. The (liplouiatic Ixxty Iu'H' asst'iubled rosolve that they, and each of them,

jointly jinil severally, acknowledge and I'eco.ijnize IVru as a Christian nation.

li. As each Christian nation shoidd. by international law. he entitled to all of

the rif^hts properly claimed hy others, therefore

—

Resolved: That I'eru is entitled

to the same rights and privileges, througii lier diplomatic agents abroad, that

we, as representatives near the Government of I'eru, are respectively entitled to

have, and that we can not in justice claim more than our respective Governments
accord to the reprt'sentatives of Peru.

:*.. Rrsolreil. therefore. That we recognize the law of nations, as relating to

the (inestion of asylum, to l)e the same as practised in the T'nited States, and in

England, France, and other Christian nations of Kuroi»e.

The diplomatic corps did not acrej)t these resolutions, but in

reporting the fact to the Dejjartment of State Mr. Hovey made a

statement which is so significant that it is worth while to quote the

following passage:

I do not believe that the history of Peru can furnish a single example where
the innoci'nt have been shielded by asylum ; nearly all the cases of which I

have he.ird are those ai»plying strictly to citizens of Peru charged with <"on-

s|iiracy or treason. One case, that of Ca|»tain Carwell. an Englishman. tin-ne<l

ui>on the point of his contempt of court in an order made for the delivery of

property. Refusing to oliey the warrant of the court, he tied for protection to

the P^nglish legation, from whence, after eleven months, he made his escape,

still refusing to obey the orders of the court, and taking with him the property

" Supra, p. .h;j(;.

«- Pradier-Fodere. Cours. II, Tr>-8.3.
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in dispute. Another case, which tivinspired shortly hefore my arrival, was that

of Genei-al Canseco, Vice-President of the Repiihlic, charged with conspiracy

against the Government ; he remainetl in the legation of the United States some
three or four months, where he was in daily conmmnication with his coconspira-

tors. At length he agreed with I'resident Pezet to exile himself to Chile uiwn
The payment of one year's salary : he I'eceived the pay. was permitted to depart,

landed in two days upon the coast of Peru, and a few weeks afterward.-?

returned with an invading army to the walls of Lima. The third case involves

the question now pending hetween France and Peru. ... As no person arrested

by the Government ui)on any charge has as yet suffered the extreme penalty, it

is apparent that the plea of cruelty or barbarity can not be sustainetl as the

cause for giving asylum. Peruvians were dealing with Peruvians, and should,

in my opinion, have been left to their own laws and courts. The practice of giv-

ing asylum has been and still is a prolific source of revolutions in and the insta-

bility of the South American republics. ... If there should be a single

unfriendly minister to the Government here (and there always is), his legation

at once becomes the asylum and Tieadquarters for the conspirators against the

Government. ... In my opinion, that man will prove a benefactor to South

America who breaks down this ancient relic of barbarism and aids in bringing

the guilty to the quick i>unishment of the laws against which they may have

offended. ... It need not be feared . that the innocent would suffer; these

I)eoide are peculiarly mild in their punishments, and crime is not as common in

Lima (excepting conspiracy) as it is in Europe or in the United States. Since

I have resided here not a single execution has taken place, although five or six

several attempts have been made to revolutionize the Government or kill the

I'resident."

" I observe that , . . you have taken these positions, viz, : That

Peru is entitled to all the rights and privileges of a Christian nation,

and as such should be placed precisely in the position of the United

States, P'rance, England and other Christian countries, and that the

doctrine of asylum cannot be proper!}' claimed or enforced in Peru,

unless it l>e in exceptional cases recognized by the universal law of

nations; that as soon as a legal charge of crime is made, whether

jjolitical or not, you hold it to be the duty of the minister in whose

legation an offending party has taken refuge to leave him without

interference to the authorities demanding his arrest. Again, that

you claim no diplomatic power or right in Peru that your Govern-

ment does not accord to the representative of Peru at AVashington.
•' These positions are altogether approved."

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hovey, min. to Peru, Feb. 2.~>, 1S07,

Dip. Cor. 1S()7, II. 70.% 704.

On the 2!tth of .lanuary another conference with the Peruvian Govern-

ment, was held, Senor Pacheco presiding. There were also present

a Dip. Cor. 1807, part 2, pp. 73(>. 7.'i7. As an example of the " more than Chris-

tian charity " of the"l'eruvians in their i)olitical contests, Mr. Ilovey transmitted

to Mr. Seward, June 28, 1807, a law of the Congress ordering the remains of

Grand Marshal Uamon Castill;!, who died on the 30th of May while at the head

of a rebellion against the Goverinnent, to be brought to Lima and deposited in a

mausoleum of marble for which 10,000 soles were appropriatetl. (Id. 771.)
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Mr. Hovoy : Mr. ISarton. .ictiiij: cliiirge d'affaires of Creat Britain;

M. do F.o.sseps. charjii'' d'affaires of France; Signor Cavalehini. min-

ister resident of Italy; Mr. Eldridge. charge d'affaires of Hawaii;

Senur lii'navente. envoy <if Bolivia; Senor Martinez, envoy of Chile;

Senlior \ andiajren, minister resident of Braxil. Senhor S'arnhagen

saiil he wiinld not (onteiid that asylum was a right, nor would he

discriminate lietween American and European nations. But as a

dililomatic a.irent in Europe, he had ol)serve«l that asylum had heen

graiiteil in revolutionary periods in Spain. Italy, and Portugal, and

even in France during the revolution of 1S48. probahly with the

effect of ]treventing acts of inhumanity. A declaration abolishing

it would destroy diplomatic inviolal)ility. which would also be

endangered by denying asylum in a special case. Serious questions

might sometimes arise between foreign ministers and the secretary

of foreign affairs, depending on the more or less c-onciliatory char-

acter of the latter. He thought, therefore, that asylum should be

maintained as a practice in order tf> avoid greater difficulties.

Senor Martinez, acting under the instructions of his Government,

abstained from discussing principles and limited himself to the con-

sideration of asylum as a humane usage, which had its origin in

political agitations that excited the passions. It had frequently

happened tliat when those who had been in asylum wei-e leaving it

to occupy high stations, those who had been in power were obligetl

to seek shelter under the diplomatic roof. Nevertheless, the Govern-

ment of Chile, though convinced that the practice of asylum had been

abused and that it caused inipleasant discussions with foreign nnn-

isters. had deenunl it advisalde not to abolish the custom altogether,

but to regulate it l>y fixed principles and confine it to certain cases,

particularly to those in which the life of the refugee was endangered.

M. de Lessi'ps said that it was necessary before all things to save the

principles of inviolability and extraterritoriality. If it was intendetl

to deny the principle of inviolability and admit the ix)ssibility of

violence against the house of a minister, he did not feel authorizetl

fi> t'nter into the discussion."

Senor Betiavente was authorizetl to concur in the regidation of asylum,

but not in its abolition. lie said that, .according to the assertions of

M.M. V.irnhagen. Cavalehini. and de Lesseps, the practice was known
in Spain. Portugal, and Italy, and that Signor Cavalehini knew of a

case of temjiorary asyhun in the I'nited States during the civil war.

Mr. Ilovey rei>liiHl that the practice did not exist in the I'nite<l States,

and that if a case had occurred and the (iovernment had demandetl

the delivery of the transgres.sor, he would have been given up. If a

si»ecial custom had existed in Peru, it coidd be a subject of discussion

between the (Jovernment of the country and the foreign ministers; hut

« It is obvious that the argument presented by Senhor Varnhagen and M. de

Le.s.seps involved a confusion of ideas. This is suggeste<l later by Senor

I'acheco. and has heretofore b«>en demonstrated in the discussion of gen-

eral principles. There is no logical connection between the exemption of the

lutuse of a minister from violence and the concession to him of a right to

protect offenders against the demands of the lawful authorities. The confu-

sion on this subject, as has beretofor*' Iwhmi explained, arises from a misc-oucep-

tion of the origin and nature of the immunities of diplomatic residences.
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In order that a custom might acquire the force of law, it must have

existetl for a long time and without controversy. The diplomatic

corps had no right to create new rules of international law.

Senor Pacheeo did not regard the ideas expressed hy Sefior Martinez

as incompatible with the position of the Peruvian Government,

which admitted asylum in the case of danger of death, as a rule of

international law. Kut if the (iovernment demanded the delivery

of a i)erson indicted for a crime, he should be given up.

Mr. Barton suggested ; "After sentence."

Senor I'acheco rei)lied that the accused should be surrendered for trial.

As to the argument that the abolition of asylum would impair the im-

nmnities of foi'oign ministers, Senor Pachec-o observed that if this

were so he would be forcetl to believe that in coinitries where there

was no asylum diplomatic innnunities did not exist. Repudiating

also the alleged obligations of humanity, he invoked the testimony of

all present that no act of violence had ever been committed in Peru

to justify such an argument, and he referred besides to the penal

legislation of the country, in which capital punishment was limited

to certain cases of murder. lie had been happy to hear the declara-

tion of Senhor Yarnhagen that asylum was not a right, but he could

not accept his observation as to questions possibly arising from the

lack of a conciliatory disposition on the part of the secretary of for-

eign affairs. A ciuestion of principle could not be solved by consider-

ing per.^onal traits, and if there happened to be an obstinate foreign

secretary there might l)e a foreign minister equally obstinate.

M. de Lesseps said he had not expected that the conference would result

in placing the members in diffei'ent positions, and he hopetl that,

without reference to principles, they would, in deference to public

opinion, come to an agreement. For liimself. he would accept a

decision l)ased on the instructions of the minister of Chile, the ideas

of Senhor Yarnhagen, his own instructions^ or the ideas which Senor

Pacheeo himself might express in writing after mature consideration.

Senor Pacheeo said that he had been studying tlie subject for. more than

a year. lie was about to read a memorandum containing the con-

clusions of his Government, when, owing to the lateness of the hour,

it was suggested that the document should he sent to the dean of the

diplomatic corps. The conference was then adjourned.

In this memorandum, which was duly transmitted on the 1st of Fel)ruary,

Senor Pacheeo ably sustains, both by argument and the citation of

authorities, the views presented by him in the conference. Moreover,

he for(il)ly remarks that although the fre(iuency of changes and com-

motions in South America has been alleged as an excuse for aslymn,

those who have engaged in them, conscious that to-morrow they may
be treated according to the measure of their own conduct, have gener-

ally abstained from acts of cruelty or ferocity which sometimes

occur in lands where, because the government is more stable, the

attenqit to overthrow it generally lasts longer and excites greater

vindictiveness. Nevertheless asylum had, said Sefior Pacheeo, been

granted in Peru, not only to those in possible danger of losing their

lives, t)ut also to all classes of persons ; to those terrified by fancied

persecutions ; to those against whom judgments had been pronounced

by the legal authorities ; and to those who wished to rid themselves

of obligations purely civil. Such a practice, which put a veto ppon
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the administration of justico, constituted a refusal to reoosjnize the

sovereignty and in(h'i)enden(e of tlie nation and injured its Ijighest

rights. In <-onclnsion Senor Pacheeo made the following dechiratious :

" 1. That the I'ernvian (iovernment will not hereafter recognize diplo-

matic asylum as it has heen practised up to the present time in Peru,

hut solely witliin the limits assigned to it i)y the law of nations, which
are suflicient to solve the exceptional cases which might arise in

this matter.

"2. That, as dii>lomatic asyhnn exists in the states of South America,

and therefore the legations of Peru in those states enjoy its exercise,

Peru renounces on her part the right of her legation in such states

to the said privileges, and denies the same to the legations of such

states in Peru." "

Against these declarations there does not appear to have heen any protest.

The ministers of Chile and Brazil, while reserving any (juestion that

might he raised. referr(Hl the matter to their (Jovernments ; hut the

former stated that he was not aware of the existence in Chile of

"anything extraordinary or excei)tional " to affect "the modern
law of nations in the matter of asyhun." Mr. Flovey formally

accepted the Peruvian declarations, and afterward conununicated

to the (iovernment a general order of the admiral conunanding the

squadron of the United States in the Pacific, accepting tlie conclu-

sions of the memorandum and ai)plying them to his vessels.^ On
May :{(>. lS(i7. the Penivian minister in LondoTi reiM)rted that Lord
Stanley, then secretary of state for foreign affairs, having read the

memorandum, had conciu'red in the views of the Peruvian (iovern-

ment. His lordship remarked that if any Fenian? were to take

refuge in an emhassy in London, it would he ridiculous to sui)pose

that the British Government would have no right to reclaim them.

The right of aslyum had, he said, heen greatly ahusetl, and he hoi)ed

that it would be limited and finally done away with altogether."

(10) VE.NKZUELA.

§304.

" That Yoiir mansion, as well as th(^ house of other foroisfn lega-

tions in Caracas, shonhl have been eniphm'tl, during a period of popu-

hir e.xcitenient and ahirnu as a tenii)orary asyhini for the weak or

tlie timid ^^ ho might have deemed their lives in jeopardy from law-

less outrage, can nowhere he regarded either with surprise or regret,

« Dij). Cor. ISCT. part ii. pj). 7.'il>-74r>.

''TIh' text of tliis order is not given hy Mr. Ilovey. But he communicates

to Mr. Seward, without dissent, the version of it given hy the minister of for-

eign relations in his rei)ort to the Peruvian Congress, which is as follows:

"The admiral says that asylum had not heen granted to this time, except from

motives of humanity : i>ut as in his opinion that practice had only existed

through the tolerance of the Peruvian (iovernment. that (iovernment formally

repudiating it. the vessels of w.-ii' of the United States ought to conform fully

and in gcwxl faith to the wishes of the Peruvian (ioverimieut in a matter which

exclusively concerns it and its suhjects." (Id. 751).) ,

'' Dip. Cor. 1807, part ii, i). 77u.
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and it is gratifying to perceive that its employmenl for this purpose

is not complained of in either of the notes addressed to you by the

minister of foreign affairs for the (jovernment of Venezuela, of which

you have forwarded copies to this Department. The extent, how-

ever, to which this })rotection may be justly carried must Ije deter-

mined by the minister himself, under the exigencies of each par-

ticular case, and with reference to the established principles of the

law of nations. A minister in a foreign country is regarded by the

public law ah independent of the local jurisdiction within which he

resides, and responsible for any offenses he may commit only to his

own Government. The same i^eculiar character belongs, also, to

his suite, his family, and the members of his household, and in what-

ever relates to himself or to them is extended even to the mansion

which he occupies. Whether its asylum can be violated under any

circumstances, it is unnecessary, on this occasion, to inquire; but

there is no doubt whatever that, if it can be rightfully entered at all

without the consent of its occupant, it can only be so entered in conse-

quence of an order emanating from the supreme authority of the

country in which the minister resides, and for which it will be held

responsible by his Government. For the established doctrine on this

subject, I refer you to VattePs Law of Nations, chapter 9, section 118;

to Martens' Manuel Diplomatique, chapter 3, sect. 31 ; and to Wheat-

on's Elements of International Law, p. 174-184.''

Mr. Buchanan. Sec. of State, to Mr. Shields, niin. to Venezuela, March

22, 1848, MS. Inst. Venezuc*la, L <)0.

See Mr. Calhoun, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wise, niin. to Brazil, .July 18, 1844.

MS. Inst. Brazil, XV. 10(>.

In 1858 a controversy arose in Venezuela with regard to the grant-

ing of asylum by the French charge to General Monagas, who had

then lately been forced to abandon the Presidency of Venezuela, In

order to consider the situation thus created, Sefior Urrutia, Venezue-

lan minister of foreign relations, invited the diplomatic corps to a con-

ference, which was held on the SGth of March. Besides Senor Urrutia,

there were present the diplomatic representatives of the United States,

France, Great Britain, Spain, Brazil, and the Netherlands. Seiior

Urrutia })r()po.sed as a necessary basis of discussion that General Mona-

gas should be placed at the disposal of the Government, and after

some debate a protocol was drawn up and signed by all present. By
this protocol it was agreed that General Monagas should, in writing,

place himself at the disposal of the Government, at the same time

promising that he would not oppose the progi'ess of the revolution;

that this declaration should be transmitted by the charge d'affaires

of France to the Venezuelan Government, whose members pledged

their Avord that General Monagas should not be subjected to trial or
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Ill any way molostod. but that he shonhl bo treated with decorum and

respect ; that he should l)e acconipanied to his house by the governor

(>f the province, and that the French minister or any other member of

the diph)niatic corps desiring so to do might go with them; that there

should be in the house two respectable persons appointed by the

(lovernment to see that the (Jeneral was well treated and not sub-

jected to insult : that his wife and one of his sons should be allowed to

jiccomi)aiiy him, and that his other children, the members of the dip-

lomatic corps, aiul all persons not inspiring the Government with dis-

trust might come and go as they jjleased; that the Venezuelan (xov-

crnmeut would be responsible for his safety while he remained in his

dwelling, and that at the expiration of his stay, which was to be as

brief as possible, he should be given a safe-conduct for himself and

his family to go to a foreign country, where they were to remain as

long as was necessary for the ])eace of Venezuela. The diplomatic

corps individually and collectively pledged their word to make every

effort within tlic sj)here of their monil acilon^ in order that the prom-

ises made by (ieneral ^lonagas in his letter of submission might be

effective.

(ieneral Monagas wrote his submission, but the Government of

Venezuela, while abst.iining from any act of violence, repudiated the

protocol and compelled Senor Urrutia to resign. On April 21, Seiior

Toro. his successor, informed the members of the diplomatic corps,

(1) that the (iovernment of Venezuela considered the cooi)eration of

the foreign representatives in the case as merely an exercise of their

good offices, and the signing of the protocol by them as only a

solemn testimonial of the promise made to General Monagas by

Senor I'rrutia: (2) that the (iovernment did not consider the foreign

representatives as parties to that promise, or believe that they intended

to interfere in the domestic affairs of Venezuela, which could not be

tolerated. Mr. Eames, the minister of the United States, replied

that this declaration contained an exact definition of the significance

and character of the paper, which bound only the honor and good

faith of the (lOvernment : and his opinion was concurred in by the

representatives of Brazil and tfie Netherlands. The charge d'affaires

of Spain said that the dij)l()iiiatic corps had been called in as " inter-

cessor, mediator, witness, and then as a ])arty in a certain manner and
to ii certain <'xtent." though he disclaimed any purpose to intervene in

Venezuehin affairs.

On the 10th and ir)th of April. Mr. Levraud and Mr. Bingham, the

representatives of France and (Jreat Britain, who seem at the time to

have lived in the same building, complained that their dwellings had

been violated, and suspended diplomatic relations. It seems that the

^ enezuelan Government had re(|uired the delivery of two persons

called Gutierrez and Giusepi>e, whom the French representative was
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l^rotoctin^, and had also, for reasons which it deemed sufficient, pre-

vented the departure of (reneral Monagas, though the promise in re-

gard to his safety was kept." Senor Toro defended the action of the

Government. He chiimed for Venezuehi the same rights that were

accorded to governments in Europe, and asserted the rule laid down
by Baron C. F. de Martens, that if a minister grants as3dum to per-

sons prosecuted for crimes or offences, the Government may not only

surrounded his hotel to prevent the escape of the culprits, but if the

minister refuses to give them up on the solicitation of the competent

authority, may also take them by force.'' On the 5th of ^May the com-

manders of certain French and British ships of war assumed to

demand reparation, which the Venezuelan Government refused to

grant.^ The difficulty Avas adjusted by negotiation.*^

G. Asylum in Vesskls.

(1) SHIPS OF WAK.

§305.

It is generally stated that a ship of war is not subject to the local

jurisdiction in a foreign port.*^ This exemption is by some writers

maintained to l>e so absolute as to amount to extraterrioriality.^

a Other grievances also were alleged. Mr. Bingham complained of having

been burnt in effigy, an act which Senor Toro sought to explain by saying that It

occurred on the day of the Feast of the Resurrection, when it was customary

in Catholic countries as a pastime to hang ui) and burn something early in the

morning in commemoration of the' treacherous disciple.

^ (Juide Diplomatique, (ieffcken's ed. S 2J>.

<• Seijas, El Derecho Internacional IIis[)ano-Aniericano, II. 78-!>4.

<J In his message to the Congress, April 12, 18(>0, the Vice-l'residont of Venezuela

says: "This incident, the account of which will be presented by the minister for

foreign affairs, happily terminated in a manner satisfactory to our national

dignity, and gave rise to certain negotiations which will be duly made known to

you in the report from that department. It is but justice to make honorable

allusion here to the Licentiate .Jose St. .Jago Rodriguez, to whom was confided

in Paris the special mission of explaining to the French Government the true

character of the proceedings adopted by the executive power relative to M.

Levraud. . . . Subsecpiently the friendly relations between both countries . . .

have definitely recovered the genuine cordiality of former times." (.~)1 Br. and

For. St. Pap. l.'>0."). ) How long dii)lomatic relations between (Jreat Britain and

Venezuela remained in suspense, I am not informed. It appears, however, that

a Postal Convention between the two countries was signed by the British minis-

ter at Caracas, May 1, ISftl i~>2 id. 944.) The message of the Vice-President

of Venezuela refers to the disturbance of relations with France, but not with

England.
<" Levi, Int. Law, 114; Wheaton's Elements, part 12. ch. 2, § It."); Ferguson,

Int, Law, §112; CalVo, § l.j.m

/ Cauchy. Le Droit Maritime Int., 157; Halleck, Int. Law. Baker's ed., I. ITG;

Creasy's First Platform, 193.
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Ortohin." Maine,'' aiul Testa ' treat the suiiviider of refugees on a

man-of-war as an act of extradition. Calvo, wliile saying that such

a vessel is exempt from the civil and criminal jurisdiction, declares

that the privilege can not he invoked to cover acts contrary to the law

of nations, such as attacks against the safety of the state or violence

against individuals.'' Sir Travers Twiss and Bar, both of whom deny

the extraterritoriality of a di})lomatic residence, hold that if fugitives

he admitted on board of a man-of-war they can not be taken out by

the local authorities by force, against the will of the connnander. In

the case of a man-of-war. Bar maintains that extraterritoriality is

inherent in the thing itself,^ and the same view is expressed by Twiss.^

In supi)ort of this contention the latter cites, among other things, the

oj)inion of Chief Justice Marshall in the case of the schooner

Kj'<h(in(jc\^ an American vessel which was seized and condemned by

the French Government under the unlawful Rambouillet decree, and
converted into a man-of-war called the Huhiou. The vessel having

subsequently come within the jurisdiction of the Ignited States, the

original owner brought suit to recover jjossession of his property.

jNIarshall. delivering the opinion of the court, held that the action

could not be maintained. He said that a j^ublic armed ship consti-

tuted a part of the military force of her nation, acted under the

innnediate connnand of her sovereign, and was employed by him in

national objects. That sovereign had many and ])owerful motives

for preventing those objects from being defeated by the interference

of a foreign state, and such interference could not take place without

affecting his i)ower and dignity. The implied license, therefore,

under which a man-of-war entered a friendly port might be construed

as containing an exemption from the jurisdiction of the sovereign

within whose territory she claimed the rights of hospitality; and

nations had not in jiractice asserted their jurisdiction over the public

armed ships of a foreign sovereign entering a port open for .their

reception. These statements seem to l)e most cogent as apj^lied to the

attempt to determine the title of the French Government to a man-of-

war in a civil action, but they do not import the absolute extraterri-

toriality of a public vessel. In the case of the Haut'iHXihnu Trinidad^

Mr. Justice Story cited the case of the E,rrh<in(/e as authority for the

proposition that the exemption of public ships from the local jurisdic-

" Dii). <1e hi Mor. I. •JCT.

6 Int. Law, !tl.

' Lo Droit rul)lic Int. .Maritime (I'aris. ISSO).

rf§ 1 .">.".<;.

f Int. Law. § l,-»4.

/Law of Nations, I.. §1*;."); Law Maj^azine anil Review^ 4th series, Vol. I.,

p. 20L
9 7 ('ranch, lie,.

A 7 Wheaton, 283. :i.j2-3.-)3.
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tion was not an absolute right. Ijiit a rule of comity and convenience,

arising from tlie j)resmne(l consent or license of nations, " that foreign

public ships coming into their ports, and demeaning themselves ac-

cording to law. and in a friendly manner, shall be exemjit from the

local jurisdiction." Attorney-Cieneral Bradford in 1794 advised that

a writ of liaheaH corpus might l>e awarded to bring up an American
citizen uidawfully detained on a foreign shi}) of war," In 1799 Attor-

ney-(ieneral Ij«'e held that criminal and civil process might be served

on a British man-of-war, though he laid special stress on a treaty stip-

ulation then in force between the United States and Great Britain, that
•• the ships of war of each of the contracting parties shall at all times

be hospitably received in the ports of the other, their oificers and
crews paying due respect to the laws and government of the coun-

try." '' Attorney-General Gushing accepted the doctrine of extrater-

ritoriality.'^ On the other hand, Sir AVilliam Scott advised the

British Government that the authorities of a foreign country would

not be chargeable with illegal violence if they employed force to take

a fugitive out of a British man-of-war;"* and it was held by the

Geneva Tribunal in 1872 that as the privilege of extraterritoriality

accorded to vessels of war had been admitted into the law of nations,

not as an absolute right, " but solely as a proceeding founded on the

principle of courtesy and mutual deference between different nations.*'

it could " never be appealed to for the protection of acts done in

violation of neutrality.'' ^

But, whatever may be said as to the extraterritoriality of ships of

war, it is doubtless a universal custom to accord them a general

exemption from the local jurisdiction: f and for the reason that such

an exemption is accorded, it is held that considerations of propriety

and good faith require the commanders of such ships to abstain from

abusing the hospitality of the port in which they may be by making
their vessels an asylum for offenders against the law. The question

whether this rule should l)e applied to slaves has given rise to much
discussion. On December 5, 1875. the. British admirality issued to

the commanders of Her Majesty's ships of war the following instruc-

tions:

Within the territorial waters of a foreign state, you are l)Ound, by the comity

of nations, while maintaining the proper exemption of your ship from local

jurisdiction, not to allow lior to l>eoome a shelter for those who would be

chargeable with a violation of the law of the place. If. therefore, while your

ship is within the territorial waters of a state where slavery exists, a person

professing or appearing to be a fugitive slave seeks admission into your ship,

you will not admit him, unless his life would be in manifest danger if he were

not received on b(Kird. Should you, in order to save him from this danger.

a 1 Oi). At. Gen. 47.

6 1 Id. 87, 89.

<•- Id. 112: 8 id. 7.3.

d Ilalleck. note by Baker. I. 176.

<" Moore. Int. Arbitrations, I. 0.55.

1 Phillimore. Int. Law, Vol. I. cccxliv.
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receive him, you oiiglit not. after tlio (hiiif^or is i>ast. to i»enuit him to continue

on board; hut you will not entertain any lU-niand for his surrender, or enter

into examination as to his status."

The issuance of these instructions led to the appointment of a royal

eomniission to consider whether the rules laid down abridged the

rifrhts of nieu-of-war. The connnission differed as to the theory of

extraterritoriality, which was maintained by Sir Tv. Phillimore,

Mr. M. Bernard, and Sir Henry Maine, and denied by Lord Chief

Justice C'ockburn. Mr. Justice Archibald. Mr. Thesiger. Q. C. Sir

II. T. Holland, Mr. Fitz-James Stephen, and Mr. Rothery. They
all. however, concurred in a report that, whichever view i)revailed,

the fugitive should. not be given up where the result of surrendering

him would be to ex[)ose him to cruel usage.'' By the treaty between

the United State-s and Algiers of September 5, 1795, it was pro-

\ ided that if slaves of the regency should make their escape to ships

of war of the I'nited States, they should innnediately be returned.''

By the treaty between those countries of 1810 it was provided that if

Christians, captives in Algiers, should escape or take refuge on such

ships, they should not be reijuired l)ack again.'' The treaty between

the United States and Tunis of HOT provided for the return of fugi-

liv«' slaves by American men-of-war.^ but the treaty of IS'i-t stipu-

lated that slaves escaping or taking refuge on such vessels should be

free. On the other hand, in the treaty with Madagascar of 1881, it

is j)rovided that Malagasy subjects shall not be permitted to embark
on United States vessels Avithout a passjxjrt from the native (lovern-

ment.'^ and the institution of slavery in that comitry is explicitly

recognized." I>y the general act of Brussels of July 2. ISIX). for the

suppression of the African slave trade, it is provided (Art. XXVIII.)

" lit; Rrit. and For. State Pa])ers. 802.

'' Kcjiort of K(»y;il Commission on Fngitive Slaves. 1,S7<"': Maine's Int. Law.
SS; .Journal of .Juris] trudence. Vol. XX. pp. 188, 414. .Mr. Justice Stephen

states that he joined in the rcpctrt itccausi- he regardtxl it "as a proposal that

the liritish n;ition should dcliln'rately take in this matter the course which it

reirards as just and ex])edient. altlioujrh it is oiiiK»stHl to international law as

it stands, and .liins at^its improvement." He maintains that the fundamental

jirineiples of international law, when consistently ap]>lied. re(|uire the com-

mandinj: ofhcers of ships of war in foreiirn territorial waters "to refuse pro-

tection in all cases whatever to those who break the local law. and to deliver

up. on a lawfid demand, jxilitical refufr(H»s. the victims of relifjious i)ersecution,

and slaves who have icceived or expect from their owners the treatment which

a vicious I-rute wmild experience from a cruel master."' (History of the

Criminal Law. II. ,"»T. r»8.)

' Art. XI.

''Art. XIV.

'Art. VI.

f Art. VII. par. 2.

i' Art. III. Stipulations sjiecificaily applicable to fugitive slaves are not infre-

quently found in treaties. (Ueix)rt of Uoyal Commission on Fugitive Slaves,

1876.)
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that ain^ slave taking refuge on a ship of war of one of the signatory

powers shall be *' immediately and definitively set free," but that

such freedom " shall not withdraw him from the competent juris-

diction if he has been guilty of any crime or otfence at common law."

During the disorders at Naples in 1849, Lord Palmerston said that

while it "would not be right to receive and harbor on board of a

(British ship-of-war any person flying from justice on a criminal

charge or who was escaping from the sentence of a court of law,''

yet a British man-of-war had always been regarded as a safe place

of refuge for j^ersons fleeing " from persecution on account of their

political conduct or opinions," Avhether the refugee "" was escaping

from the arbitrary acts of a monarchial government or from the law-

less violence of a revolutionary committee."" In August of the pre-

ceding year the Duke of Parma, whose life was threatened, was em-

barked at Civita Vecchia on the British man-of-war Hecate^' and in

the same month the British admiral ordered H. M. S. Bulldog to the

same port to receive the Pope, should commotions render it desirable

for His Holiness to seek refuge on board. '^ During the revolution in

Greece in 18G2, King Otho and his Queen were afforded protection

on the British frigate Srylhu^ while a member of the cabinet and his

family were received on the Queeiu and several persons were sheltered

on the French man-of-war Zenohie. The instructions given by Vice-

Admiral Sir William Martin on that occasion to the commanders of

British ships of war declared that their duty was " limited to the pro-

tection of the lives and property of British subjects and to affording

protection to any refugees whom you may be informed by Her Maj-

esty's minister would be in danger of their lives without such protec-

tion." ^ Under these instructions the reception of refugees by the

British connnanders Mas carefully restricted.^

In April. 1S:U, Captain Sloat, of the United States man-of-war

St. Louis, afforded temporary shelter from mob violence to the Vice-

President of Peru and General ]Miller. with the concurrence of the

Government of Peru and with the understanding that they should

not remain on board longer than was necessary for their protection

from such violence.^' In 18G2, while the city of Xew Orleans was
occupied by the forces of the United States, three Spanish men-of-

war (hen in that i)ort received on board a large number of passengers

for Cuba, among whom were many citizens of the United States who,

under the orders then in force, were not permitted to leave the city

a 50 Hr. and For. State Papers, 803. •

Ml Id. 1:^1(5.

<-41 Hr. and For. State Papiers, 1324.

d.")S Id. 1034.

c Id. U)'il.

f Id. 1087.

oU. E.v. Doc. 272, 22 Cong. 1 sess.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 54
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without passes. (Jeneral Butler, the officer in command, chiimed the

right to search the vessels " for criminals other than rebels," and
after much difficulty he obtained the privilenfe of searching two of

the ships. In consequence of this occurrence, he prohibited the entry

of Spanish men-of-war above the forts till further orders from the

AVar Department. Mr. Seward, while recommending to the Secre-

tary* of War the suspension of the prohibition pending explanations

from the Spanish Government, made urgent representations to the

Spanish minister. The Spanish Government, after considering the

subject, defended the action of its naval officers, on the ground that

asylum at least for political otfenders might be granted on men-of-

war. Mr. Seward refused to concede this claim, saying that the

United States adhered to its former declaration that no ship of war
of any nation would be expected to carry into or out from any port

of the United States which was either occupied by their forces or in

the possession of the insurgents, any person who did not actually

belong to the civil, militar}% or naval service of the country whose

flag the vessel carried, and especially that ships of war should not,

without express leave of the military iiuthorities, carry into or out

of such ports any citizen of the United States. It was only, said

Mr. Seward, on an expected compliance with these terms that any

foreign ship of war could enter a port in military occupation during

the civil war."

During the Avar in Paraguay in 1860, Mr. AVashburn, minister of

the United States at Asuncion, suggested to Commander Crosby, of

the United States man-of-war ShamoMn, then in Paraguayan waters,

that peace might sooner take place if " a certain distinguished person

in Paraguay,'- meaning President Lopez, could find a safe means of

escape from the country on that vessel. Commander Crosby replied

that he could exercise no discretion in the matter, since the Admiral

had given him positive orders not to bring away President Lopez or

any other Paraguayan. AVhen Mr, Washburn brought the subject to

the attention of his Government, with an intimation that he himself

should be invested with discretion in the case, Mr. Seward answered

as follows

:

The President sanctions the direction which was given by Admiral Godon to

Commander Crosby. . . . This Government owes it to the belligerents, as well

as to its own dignity, to abstain from everything which could be. or even ajipear

to be, a departnre from neutrality in the unhai)py contest which is going on be-

tween I'araguay and her allied enemies. Yon will be expected to conform your

proceedings rigidly to the principles of noninterference,"

"Dip. Cor. i-sas. II. ni.j.

6 Dip. Cor. 18C.<), Part II. pp. CA\-i)Vl; 1807, Part II. p. 705. In November,
186."i, a sailor l>elonging to the T'nited States man-of-war .James Adgcr, who was
watching some stores belonging to the ship on one of the piers at Aspinwall

(Colon), in Colombia, killed a British subject named Holmes, who was tres-
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" This Department approves of the conduct of that officer in refus-

ing to give up the men charged with larceny, to whom his dispatch

refers. A man-of-war of one country in the port of another is, dur-

ing her stay, to be regarded as a part of the country to which she

belongs. As such, her commander may exercise his discretion as to

whom he may admit on board. This right extends even to a refusal

to see a ministerial officer of the law in the foreign port, or to recog-

nize an application to give up a man on board who may have com-

mitted an offense on shore. Any person, however, attached to such

a man-of-war, charged with an offense on shore, is liable to arrest

therefor in the country Avhere the offense may have been committed.
'" In the event that a person on board the foreign ship shoidd he

charged with a crime for the commission of which he would be liable

to be given up, pursuant to an extradition treaty, the commander of

the vessel miiy give him up if such proof of the charge should be pro-

duced as the treaty may require. In such case, however, it would

always be advisable to consult the nearest minister of the United

States. This was done in this instance, and the decision of Mr. Marsh
that the persons demanded were not liable to be given up pursuant to

the treaty with Italy, is approved by the Department."

Mr. Fish, Set-, of State, to Mr. Case, Jan. 27, 1872, 92 MS. Dom. Let. 322,

During the civil war in Chili in 1891 the Secretary of the Navy
of the United States gave, in respect to the reception of refugees, the

following instructions

:

In reference to the granting of asylum, your ships will not, of course, be made
a refuge for criminals. In the case of persons other than criminals, they will

afford shelter wherever it maj- be needed, to Americans firet of all, and to others,

including political refugees, as far as the claims of humanity may require and
the service uiwn which you are engaged will permit.

The obligation to receive i)olitical refugees and to afford them an asj-lum is,

in general, one of pure humanity. It should not be continued beyond the urgent

necessities of the situation, and should in no case become the means wherebj'

the plans of contending factions or their leaders are facilitated. You are not

to invite or encourage such refugees to come on Iward your ship, but, should

they apply to you. your action will be governed by considerations of humanity

and the exigencies of the service upon which you are engaged. When, however,

a political refugee has embarked, in the territory of a third i)ower, on board an

American ship as a passenger for purjxjses of innocent transit, and it appears

passing on the pier. The consul of tiie Unitetl States, to whom the local authori-

ties applietl to se<-ure the surrender of the sailor, refused to intervene for that

purpose, and he was carried away. Mr. Seward, replying to the representations

of the Colombian minister, said that the United States did not sanction the

omission to give the mariner up for trial, and that, if the case had been season-

ably made known, an order for his delivery would have been issued, if it could

have been done pi"operIy under the circumstances. (Dip. Cor. 1800, Part III. pp.

01)0-507; Part I. pp. 21.5-218; Dip. Cor. 1807, Part 11. p. 818.)
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uiK)n the entry of such ship into the territorial waters that his life is in danger,

it is your duty to extend to him an offer of asyhnn.a

Diirinor the disorders iniinediately following the downfall of Bal-

macoda the British shi])s rofiistMl to receive any refugees. The
French ships, which lay far out from the shore, did not receive any.

The Bahnacedist President-elect, Senor Claudio Vicuna, and Admiral

Viel, found refuge on the (lernian man-of-war Leipzig. September

4 the United States man-of-war Baltimore sailed for Peru with nine-

teen refugees, part of whom had been sheltered by her and the rest by

the flagship iSan Franciseo. The new government was formally rec-

ognized by the United States September 5.'' Admiral Brown sailed

in the S(ui Franei-seo from Valparaiso for Callao September 14, tak-

ing with him " two prominent Chilean refuges." ''

The instructions given by the Secretary of the Navy in 1891, as

above quoted, were substantially incorporated into the United States

Navy Kegulations of 1893.

"The (Jovernment of Salvador having been overthrown by an

abrupt popular outbreak, certain of its military and civil officers,

while hotly pursued by infuriated insurgents, sought refuge on board

the United States war ship Beiinrnf/fott, then lying in a Salvadorean

port. Although the practice of asylum is not favored by this Gov-

ernment, yet in view of the imminent peril which threatened the

fugitives, and solely from considerations of humanity, they Avere

afforded shelter by our naval connnander, and when afterwards

denuinded under our treaty of extradition with Salvaflor for trial on

charges of nnirder, arson, and robbery, I directed that such of them

as had not voluntarily left the ship be conveyed to one of our

nearest ports where a hearing could be had before a judicial officer

in compliance with the terms of the treaty. On their arrival at San
Francisco such a proceeding was promptly instituted before the

United States district judge, who held that the acts constituting the

alleged offenses were political, and discharged all the accused except

one C'ienfuegos, who was held for an attempt to murder. There-

upon I was constrained to direct his release, for the reason that an

attempt to nuirder was not one of the crimes charged against hin)

"Mr. Tracy, Sec. of Navy, to liear-Aduiiral Brown, March 2t;, l.S!»l, II. Ex.

Doc. 01, '>'2 CouK. 1 f>ess. '24~j. The last clau.se in tliese instructions oi)viously

was suggested hy the case of Barrundia, in the preceding year. In that ease

Mr. Tracy, as Secretary of the Navy, censured Commander Iteiter, of the U. S. S.

Rutif/cr, for failing to offer Harrundia an asylum when he learned that the

Guatemalan authorities would endeavor to ari'est Barrundia on the Pacific Mail

steamer on whidi he was a pas.senger.

bll. Kx. Doc. 1)1, 52 Ccmg. 1 sess. 71,

c II. Ex. Doc. 01, u2 Cong. 1 sess. 280.
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and upon which his surrender to the Salvadorean authorities had

been demanded."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 3, 1894.

In the case thus referred to, Commander Thomas of the U. S. S. Ben-

ninyton, rec*eived on board his ship, which was then lying at La Liber-

tad, in Salvador, seventeen refugees, among whom were General

Antonio Ezeta and other military <jfficers of the government of Carlos

Ezeta, which had just been overthrown. See the case of the Salva-

doi-ean Refugees, by J. B. Moore, the American Law Review, Jan.-

Feb., 1895, p. 1.

One of the results of the case of the Salvadorean refugees was that

the Secretary of the Xavy, August 15, 1894, substitute*! for article 287

of the Xavy Regulations of 1898 (see art. 288 of Regulations of 1896)

the following paragraph

:

The right of asylum for political or other refugees has no foundation in inter-

national law. In countries, however, where frequent insurrections occur, and

constant instability of government exists, local usage sanctions the granting of

asylum, but even in the watei*s of such countries officers should refuse all appli-

cations for asylum except when required by the interests of humanity in extreme

or exceptional cases, such as the pursuit of a refugee by a mob. Officers must
not directly or indirectly invite refugees to accept asylum.

March 15, 1894, the Portuguese legation at Rio de Janeiro advised

the Brazilian Government that on the morning of the 13th " a

numerous group of insurgents'- (apparenth^ -193), who had for

months been in arms in Rio de Janeiro Bay, had gone aboard the

Portuguese men-of-war Mindello and Alfonso de Alhiiquerque and

begged for refuge and asylum, which was conceded to them, " accord-

ing to the provisions of international law, and to the principles of

humanity generally recognized by civilized nations." " The Bra-

zilian Government replied that it was acquainted with the circum-

stance, and, while recognizing the humane sentiments of the Portu-

guese officials, was obliged " to demand the delivery of those indi-

viduals, whom it considers as criminals, and who are not in circum-

stances to receive the protection extended to them." '^ The Portu-

guese officials having refused to comply with this demand, the

Brazilian Government caused it to be presented to the Government

of Portugal, at the same time declaring that the " rebels were declared

pirates by decree of October," that they did not represent any part of

])olitical opinion, and that they should be surrendered for submission

to the competent tribunals for crimes, depredations and robbery.''

a For. Rel. 1804. 05-00. It seems that the Portuguese vice-admiral. Castilho,

was under instructions to act with regard to asylum only in concert with the

commanders of other foreign vessels ; but the other foreign men-of-war rec-eived

no refugees. (For. Rel. 1804, 513.)

& For. Rel. 1804, GO.
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The decree referred to was issued October 10, 1893. The Portuguese

minister of foreign affairs declined to comply with the demand and

stated that he considered the refugees as political criminals; but he

offered to act ui)on the same rule as the connnanders of other ships

which had given asylum to insurgents. The Brazilian Government
answered that there were no rel>els on the ships of other nations, and

that it could not admit that another sovereignty could be opposed to

its own in the port of the capital of the Republic. March IG, 1894,

the Brazilian minister of foreign affairs, having heard that the

Alfonso dc Albuquerque had taken on board all the refugees and was

about to sail, requested the Portuguese charge d'affaires to order her

departure to be delayed until the pending question should be decided.

I'he Portuguese charge d'affaires replied that the commander in chief

of the MindeUo was responsible for the guarding of the refugees and

Avould not land them on foreign soil until the final decision of the

diplonuitic question, and, while affirming the right of the ships to

proceed to any point as the convenience of the service might require,

requested the commander of the M'mdeUo temporarily to delay sail-

ing." It was subsequently agreed that the ships should for hygienic

reasons leave the port for three or four days. The Portuguese ships,

however, proceeded to Buenos Ayres, where questions arose with the

Argentine Government, both because of the recapture of some of the

refugees who had escaped, and because of the demand of the Argen-

tine Government that all refugees should land in order to undergo

quarantine. The Portuguese Government took the ground that it

would not allow the landing of the refugees except on Portuguese

soil, it being committed to this with the Brazilian Government. Sub-

sequently the yellow fever broke out aboard, and the Argentine Gov-

ernment re(iuired the ships either to land the refugees or go to sea.

The Portuguese Government thereupon ordered the ships to leave

the ])<)rt and await outside a ship which had l)een chartered to conv^ey

the refugees to the island of Assumption, whence they could be trans-

ported to Portugal. In reality large numbers of the refugees escaped

at Buenos Ayres, including Admiral Saldanha da Gama, the head of

the insurrection.'' The Brazilian Government recalled its minister

from Lisbon and sent the Portuguese charge d'affaires at Rio his

passports, thus suspending diplonuitic relations. A misunderstand-

ing seems to have occurred as to the terms on which the Portuguese

ships left Rio, the Brazilian Government alleging that it was agreed

that they should leave port for three or four days and that the Portu-

guese charge d'affaires connnitted himself for their return. The
Portuguese Government stated that this promise had been made with-

out authority."

a For. Hoi. 1804, <;7. & For. Kel. 1804, .'.14, TATy. c For. Rel. 1894, G8-71.
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AMiik the controversy was pending, the British ambassador at

Washington, under instructions from his Government, inquired

whether the United States woukl join Great Britain in a friendly

suggestion to the Government of Brazil to accept an offer of the

Portuguese Government to land the refugees somewhere be3^ond the

jurisdiction of Brazil, and there detain them till the fate of the insur-

rection should be known, when their right to asylum under the cir-

cumstances could be determined. The President, after full consid-

eration, declined to join in the suggestion. A substantially similar

request was received from the Government of Italy, through the

American minister at Rio, and another from the Portuguese Govern-

ment directly, through its minister at Washington. Both requests

were declined."

President Cleveland, in his annual message of Dec. 3, 1894, said:

" Our firm attitude of neutrality was maintained to the end. The
insurgents received no encouragement of eventual asylum from our

commanders."

^larch 1(), 1895, the Brazilian minister at AVashington stated that

diplomatic relations between Brazil and Portugal had been restored.^

(2) MERCHANT VESSELS.

§ 306.

Apart from acts affecting their internal order and discipline and

not disturbing the peace of the port, merchant vessels, as a rule, enjoy

no exemption from the local jurisdiction. It is therefore generally

laid down that they can not grant asylum.^

It has been suggested by Ortolan that a fugitive offender who,

merely as a passenger in transit from one country to another, enters

o Mr. (Jresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bayard, amb. at London, April 0, 1894,

For. Rel. 1804, 278. With reference to various reix)rts that appeared in the

I)ress. Sir Edward Grey, parliamentary undersecretary of state for foreign

affairs, May 4. 181)4. said :
" The action of Her Majesty's representative at Rio,

and of the British naval officers, was directed solely to protect British commerce,

and to i)reserve complete impartiality diuMng the recent disturbances. Any
statement that the British officials joined in any attempt to I'estore the mon-

archy, or in any way to change the political situation, is absolutely untrue."

(For. Rel. 1894, 279.)

6 It was stated in the press Oct. 21, 1900, that the Dutch war ship Oelderland,

with President Kriiger as a passenger, sailed from TiOurenco JIarquez on the

preceding day. It seems that the ex-President was accompanied on board the

ship by " the exalted Portuguese officials " of the place, and that before sailing

he assured the governor on his honor that he would go direct to Holland, calling

only at Marseilles. (N. Y. Sim, Oct. 22, 1900.)

c De Cussy. Phases et Causes Celebres, I. 87 ; .Journal du Droit Int. Prive,

1890, 643; Alex. Porter Morse, in 42 Albany Law Journal (Nov. 1, 1890), 345:

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mizner, min. to Cent. Am., Nov. 18 1890, For.

Rel. 1890, 123 ; Wildenhus's case, 120 U. S. 1, 18.
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the territorial limits of a third country, should not be seized in the

latter country." The exception thus suggested is discussed in cases

in the next section. It would seem to be strictly confined to the cir-

cumstances stated, and not to have been intended to apply to a per-

son merely l)ecause he is in transit in the ])hysical sense, as where he

enters another port of the country in which he embarked.

xn 1840 the French packet boat VOceans which made regular voy-

ages l)etween Marseilles, the coast of Spain, and (Jibraltar, received

on board, at her anchorage at Valencia, M. Sotelo, a Spanish ex-min-

ister, who was under prosecution for political offences. The vessel,

having put to sea without knowledge of the numlx»r and personality

of the passengers who had embarked, entered the port of Alicante,

where, during the customs and jjolice inspection, M. Sotelo was
recognized, seized, taken ashore, and imprisoned. The captain of

UOceun protested against what he described as a violation of his

flag, and in vain demanded that his passenger be set at lil)erty,

invoking at the same time the right of asylum and the principle of

extraterritoriality.

Diplomatic communications on the subject which were exchanged

between the (iovernments of France and Spain established it in the

clearest manner that the conduct of the authorities of Alicante was
aiK)ve reproach: that no injury was done to the flag, since the acts in

question pertained to an ordinary merchant ship and to a high

measure of police executed inside the port : that M. Sotelo, surrep-

titiously embarked at Valencia, a Spanish port, could have been

regularly seized and arrested on UOcean at another port of the same

country; and, finally, that the fact that she had been on the high seas

a certain time before entering Alicante could not alter the nature of

the act done at the place of departure, and proved at the place of

arrival, under the dominion of the same laws and of the same terri-

torial legislation.

Crtlvo, Droit International, 4th eil., I. 509.

See, also. Snow. Cases on Int. Law, 147-150 ; Snow, Lectures on Int.

Law, ed. by Stockton. 40-41.

Complaint was made of the arrest by the British authorities in

Ireland of a Mr. McManus, on the American ves.sel X. O. Clime.

As there was no allegation that the arrest took place on the high seas,

it was presumed that it was made in British waters. If the arrest

Avas made in British territorial waters, the United States, said the

I)e])artment of State, had "' no right to demand redress, either under

the law of nations or by virtue of any treaty existing between the

two countries. In case an American citizen charged with a crime in

the city of Xew^ York should seek an asylum in a British merchant

o Diplomatie tie la Mer. I. 304.
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vessel, our authorities, I presume, would not hesitate to arrest him on

board of such vessel whilst she remained within waters under our

exclusive and absolute jurisdiction. In such a case the flag of Great

Britain would afford no protection against the process of the law."

Mr. Buehivnan, See. of State, to Mr. .Jordan, .Tan. 2.3, 1849, 37 MS. Dom.

Let. 98.

" Your despatch No. 446, of the 10th April last, in relation to an

attempted arrest by the Government authorities of Hayti, of passen-

gers on a French mail steamer, has been received.

" In reply I have to say it is the opinion of this Government that,

without a special relinquishment of its rights by treaty, the Haytian

Government has jurisdiction over all persons within its territorial

limits, including passengers by mail steamers. A different doctrine,

if carried into practice, woidd operate inconveniently to this Govern-

ment."

Mr. Fish, See. of State, to Mr. Bassett, niin. to Ilayti, May 27, 187G, MS.

Inst. Hayti, II. 79.

" Your dispatch Xo. 44, of the I7th October last, in reference to

the escape of a supposed revolutionist on board of a French bark, is

received.

" It Avould be impossible to give you any instructions, as you

request, Avith a vieAv to the possibility of such a case happening on an

American vessel. As you say that the case in point is without prece-

dent, the probabilities of your being called upon to decide one of the

same kind would seem to be remote. Without questioning the pro-

priety of the action or judgment of the French minister in refusing

to give up the refugee, I may say that international law does not

recognize the right of asylum of foreign legations in any country, and

that according to American principles of law a merchant vessel in

port is under the authority of the local laws and officials, and that

neither a consulate nor a legation would have anything to say in

regard to a supposed criminal being taken from a ship. If the per-

son claimed were a foreigner accused of a crime included in extradi-

tion treaties, the question as to rights and duties of consular or dip-

lomatic officials would be different. The action of the local authori-

ties and the foreign agents would seem to place this matter on a false

extradition basis, which might lead to troublesome complications. It

is hoped that no other unpleasant occurrence of the kind may occur,

though, in case there should, the Department has no doubt that your

good judgment will enable you to deal with the emergency prudently

and wisely."

Mr. Bayard. See. of State, to Mr. Thompson, niin. to Ilayti, Nov. 3, 1885,

For. Rel. 1.S85, 542.
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"Mr. Goiitier [United States consul at Cape Haytian] next refers

to the case of the insurfrent who took refuge on the French bark

Panatna, and says that witli the Department's instructions in view

he would have been niuch perplexed had the vessel been American,

for. says lie. ' it would have been my duty to allow the authorities

to 2:0 on board and arrest that Haytian insurg:ent.' And Mr.

(loutier fjoes on to argue that if any other power claims the right

of asylum in a given case, the United States could not forego a similar

claim without loss of prestige.

'•As we understand the case of the Panama^ the local authorities

applied to the consul for permission to go on board and take the fugi-

tive. In a case which recently arose in Cuba, where application was

made to a consul to order the delivery of a person then on board an

American vessel in port, who was accused of common crimes, and

where the consul, after examining the charge against the person,

ordered the captain to deliver him up, this Department held that the

consul had no authorit}^ to order such surrender.

'• The application made to the consul converted a proceeding,

which otherwise concerned only the domestic administration of jus-

tice, into a sort of jjroceeding in extradition, for which no authority

is found in treaty or international law. The consul had no judicial

function, and could not assume the character, for the nonce, of an

examining nuigistrate, passing upon the evidence submitted and

granting or Avithholding surrender in his discretion in tt^rritory not

within the jurisdiction of the United States. He simply had no

power, authority or discretion, either to decree a surrender, or to

resist, the ordinary operation of municipal justice within its own
jurisdiction.

" Had Mr. (loutier's supposed case occurred, had the insurgent

gone on board an American vessel in port and the like application

])een made to the American consul, it would have been his duty to

decline to take upon himself the extraneous responsibility of order-

ing or aiding, in his official capacity, the surrender of the fugitive.

His function in the premises would have been confined to watching

that all due forms of arrest, on a judicial warrant, were observed, and

that no arl)itrarv, unlawful or forcible invasion of the vessel occurred,

especially in the case of ])olitical refugees.

" It does not seem ])ertinent to the present instruction to discuss

the ethics of humanity, to which Mr. Goutier adverts. Section 48 of

the Department's lately issued personal instructions to its diplo-

matic agents abroad is abundant evidence that the principles of com-
mon humanity, where arbitrary pursuit of merely political offenders

is concerned, have not been overlooked in its ruling."

Mr. Hiiyard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Tlionii)soii. uiiii. to Ilayti, Nov. 7. 1885,

MS. Inst. Ilayti. II. r>2.'5 : extraets printed in For. Rel. 1880, 530.
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" It is laid down by the publicists, as a general rule, that the pri-

vate vessels of a nation, as contradistinguished from its men-of-war,

are. on entering the ports of another nation, not exempt from the

local jurisdiction. At the same time it is stated that this rule is not

absolute and unlimited, but that it is subject to important qualifica-

tions, both general and special. The vessels of a nation on the high

seas are commonly spoken of as a part of its territory, and this charac-

ter is not destroyed by their entrance into the port of another nation,

although by such entrance they may, to a great extent, also become

subject to another jurisdiction. [Here follows a citation of Mr. Web-
ster's note to Lord Ashburton in the case of the Creole^ Webster's

Works, VI. 300, 307.]

" These principles were recently applied by the Supreme Court of

the United States in the case of Wildenhus. In that case a murder
was committed on board of a Belgian vessel in the port of Jersey City,

in the State of Xew Jersey. The Belgian Government claimed exclu-

sive jurisdiction of the offense under its treaty with the United

States. The Supreme Court did not admit this claim, but, holding

that the treaty was merely declaratory of the law of nations, said

:

" The principle which governs the whole matter is this : Disorders which dis-

turb only the peace of the ship or those on board are to be dealt with exclu-

sively by the sovereignty of the home of the ship ; but those which disturb the

public peace may be suppressed, and if need be the offenders punished by the

proper authorities of the local jurisdiction. It may not be easy at all times to

determine to which of the two jurisdictions a particular act of disorder belongs.

Much will imdoubtedly depend on the attending circumstances of the particular

case, but all must concede that felonious homicide is a .subject for the local juris-

diction, and that if the proper authorities are proceeding with the case in a

regular way the consul has no right to interfere to prevent it. (Wildenhus's

case. 120 U. S.. 1. 18.) ...

" Such, then, is the general rule and such are its general limitations.

In this relation it may be observed that Calvo states the rule as

follows

:

" To sum up, as regards merchant vessels, for all crimes or offenses committetl

bj' seamen, either on board or ashoi'e. against foreigners, or in such a way as to

disturb public order or to affect the interests of the country in whose waters the

vessel is at anchor, as well as for mattei's in which the parties interested ask of

their own accord the aid and support of the local authorities, the police of the

country have an absolute right to pursue the guilty party even on board of the

vessel to which he belongs, if he has succeeded in taking refuge there, i)rovided

in this latter case they come to an understanding with the consul of the nation

interested. (Calvo. Le Droit international, 4th ed., section 471.)

" In ordinary cases of arrest of criminals under legal process

such concurrent action or permission has been the general practice

among the Spanish-American countries, and there are many recent

instances in which it has been observed. I am unaware of any

reported case where the arrest was made or the demand enforced in
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the evont of a refusal on the part of a representative of the nation

to which the vessel l)elongecl to act concurrently or to grant the per-

mission sought.
'* But the rule is also subject to special exceptions, resting upon

consent and secured either by express compacts or by custiom. This

principle is so clearly enunciated by Chief Justice Marshall that I

will (juote that great jurist's statement of it, which is as follows:

" This consciil may Ito either expressed or implied. In the latter ease it is less

detenuiiiate. exjtosed more to the uncertainties of construction, hnt, if under-

stood, not less obligatory. The world hein^ composed of distinct sovereignities,

I)Ossessing eqnal rij^hts and eqnal independence, whose nnitnal benefit is pro-

moted by intciconi'se with each other and by an interchange of tliose good

oftices which hnmanity dictates and its wants require, all sovereigns have con-

sented to a I'tlaxation in i)ractice, in cases under peculiar circuTnstances, of

that absolute and conq)lete jurisdiction within their respective territories

which sovereignty confers. This consent may, in some instances, be tested by

common usage and by connnon opinion growing out of that usage. (Case of

the schooner Ii.rch(iii(/c. 7 Craneh, IIG.

)

"As an ilhistration of the exceptions that prevail in some places, I

may cite the recent case of the British steamer Charles Morand, on

which the first officer was, in July, 1889, killed by a sailor, one Peter

Lynch, while the steamer was lying in the port of Manzanillo, in

the island of Cuba. Notwithstanding the gravity of the offense,

the local authorities declined to take jurisdiction of it, and the

offender was l)r()ught to tlie city of New York, where he was arrested

with a view to extradition. The case was duly examined by judicial

authority and the prisoner committed to wait the action of the Execu-

tive, upon whose warrant he was subsequently delivered up to be

tried in England for the murder charged to have been committed on

the British steamer in the port of Manzanillo.
" The general principles and the exceptions governing the subject

under consideration have so far been discussed in relation to common
crimes. . . . Political offenses have been treated by publicists as con-

stituting a separate class and as demanding a different consideration

and treatment from ordinary crimes; and, because of their special

character, they have also been the subject, in many instances and

in many places, of a very considerable abatement of jurisdictional

claims. In ])r()()f of this fact it is pertinent to consult the ' common
usage ' and the ' common o})ini()n growing out of that usage,' to which

Chief Justice Mai-shall referred as evidence of that national consent,

which may make the law for a ])articular place or for j^articular

countries, and which, as he din-lared in another part of his opinion,

can not l)e ' suddenly and without i)revi<)us notice ' withdrawn by a

nation without a violation of its faith.

" The records of this Dei)artment afford several comparatively

recent instances of the arrest of alleged offenders on American ves-
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sels in Spanish-American ports. In these cases the consular or diplo-

matic officer has invariably been applied to for his consent, and proof

has been furnished in authentic legal form of the crime alleged.

AMiere there has been ground for the suspicion that the application

bore a political complexion, ample proof has been adduced that the

offenses charged Avere ordinary in their character. This fact has

been made the basis of the request for the consent of the foreign

representative to the arrest, and the Department is not informed of

any case in which the arrest has been made when the representative

of the United States withheld his consent or the demand wore a polit-

ical aspect.

"An illustration of the course pursued in respect to an ordinary

crime is found in the case of Leopoldo Olivella, who, being accused

of murder at Matanzas, in the island of Cuba, in 1880, fled to the

United States. Some months later he took passage at Xew York
under an assumed name on the American steamship City of AlexancMa

for Vera Cruz, in Mexico, Havana being a regular port of call. The
Cuban authorities, learning of his departure from New York, applied

to the consul-general at Havana for a letter to the captain of the

steamer directing him to surrender Olivella to the chief of police.

The consul-general telegraphed to the Department, which, in reply-

ing, did not authorize the surrender, but confined itself to instructing

him to secure to the accused all the treaty rights to which he might be

found to be entitled. While the steamer lay in port the consul-

general went on board, followed by the chiefs of police of Havana and

Matanzas, who were provided with a regular warrant of arrest and

accompanied by witnesses to the fugitive's identity. After interroga-

tion and complete identification, Olivella consented to go ashore, stipu-

lating, however, that legal steps should be taken by the superior

authorities of the island ' to demand his extradition from the Govern-

ment of the United States to the end that the said Government may
.give its decision on this point.' xV certificate of the proceeding, em-

bracing this stipulation, was accordingly drawn ujd and signed by the

accused and by the several officers present, and the Spanish minister

sul)sequently presented it to the Department of State, with the evi-

dence in the case, including the indictment and warrant of arrest, in

order that this (Jovernment might be ' fully satisfied with the for-

nuilities which have been observed in the matter of the arrest of

Olivella.'

'' The course pursued in a case having a political aspect and the

recognition of that aspect as of substantial importance may be illus-

trated by the case of Emilio Nufiez during the late insurrection in the

island of Cuba. Nunez, who is said to have taken part in an insur-

gent raid near Sagua, escaped to the United States, where he declared
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his intention to become a citizen. In 1884 he returned to Sagua as

one of the crew of an American vessel, remaining; on board while in

the port. The actin<r consul of the United States at Sagua was

applied to bv the chief of police for authority to take Nunez from the

vessel. The acting consul asked instructions of the consul-general at

Havana, and (Jeneral Badeau replied authorizing the surrender if the

charge was criminal, not political. When information was sought on

this point, evidence was produced by the acting consul that Nunez w^as

charged before the regidar courts with various crimes, ' among others,

assassination and robbery, as a bandit, of Don Amando Denis, at San
Diego del Valle, and is therefore a criminal, and not a political

offender.' Thereupon the acting consul gave his written consent to

the surrender. It was afterwards disclosed that Nunez had been

amnestied by the governor of the province and permitted to leave

the island after the process on account of murder had been instituted,

and he was subsequently released without formal trial. In this

instance it is clear that the instructions of the consul-general assumed

to impose upon the acting consul at Sagua the function of ascertain-

ing the charge and basing his consent on proof of its non-political

character, and this condition was acquiesced in by the Cuban authori-

ties.''

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mizner, mln. to Cent. Am., Nov, 18, 1890,

For. Rel. 1890, 123, 133-130.

" Your dispatch No. 2575, dated August 22, 1895, has been received. It

encloses a letter from the captain of the port of Ilabana in the

following language: 'The indivi<lual named Antolino Pujol y Moll,

son of Peter and Antonia, having been connnanded to appear before

the dei»artnient of Carthagena. and his kinsfolks having manifested

that he is shipped on board of one of the steamers that run between

this port and the I'nited States, I beg you to order to have him

stopped in case he is engaged in any of the steamers dispatched by

that consulate of your worthy charge, luid remitted to this cora-

mandancy ; ti'usting you will advise Uic accordingly.'

" You refer this request to the Department for instructions in view of

the lack of authority in your office to comply with the captain of the

lK)rfs rccpiest.

" Your assunii»tion that you have no authority to surrender a person on

board of an American vessel in Cuban waters accused of an offence

against the laws of Cuba is correct. If the local authorities pro-

ceed on board the vessel while it remains in the foreign port and take

the man into custody, the consul should report the facts and leave

the matter to the Dejtartment for such action as it may deem j)roper.

" It has be<Mi the i>ractice of the local authorities in Spanish-American

ports to ask the consent of the consul or other representative of the

United States at the i)ort before making arrests in American vessels,

and it is presumed that the letter of the captain of the jtort was
written in deference to this practice. It is customary to accompany

the application by a specification and proof of the charges upon which

the arrest is sought. If the consul is satisfied that the person sought
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is wantetl to answer for an ordlnarj- criminal offence as distin-

guished from a political offence, he may inform the authorities that

he will not opimse the taking of the accused person from the vessel.

" You will find the precedents applicable to arrests of this character col-

lectetl and discussed in an instruction of November 18, 189(>, to Mr.

Mizner. our minister to Guatemala, which is printed in the Foreign

Relations for 1890 on pages 123 and following. . . .

" The arrest of offenders on American vessels in Cuban jjorts cannot be

brought within the terms of our extradition treaty with Spain nor

assimilated to extradition proceedings. The practice above de-

scribed is one that has grown up and been acquiesceil in as a matter

of comity. The vessel is within Cuban jurisdiction, but the local

authorities i-efrain from going on board to make an arrest without

the consent of the consul. Where there is no reason to object, the

consul informs the authorities that he will make no opposition to the

arrest ; where the offence is iKjlitlcal or there is reason to object to

the proceeding the consul informs the authorities that he will pi*o-

test against their proposed action and rei)ort it to his Government.

Neither the consul nor the master has authority to surrender the

person sought. They can simplj- refrain from objecting.

" The facts are not given in the captain of the port's letter with any

degree of fullness. Ujxjn a full disclosure of the facts you will be

able to act in accordance with these instructions. Your answer is

not enclosed, but it is presumed that you informed the captain of the

port that you had no authority to ' stop ' the man as reriuested, if

by stoj)page, as is probable, arrest and surrender to the local authori-

ties is meant." (Mr. Rockhill, Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Mr.

\Villiams, consul-general at Havana, Sept. 5, 1895, 149 MS. Inst.

Consuls, 4.33.)

In August, 1892, during a revolution in Venezuela, General Urda-
neta forcibly removed from the American steamship Caracas^ at

Puerto Cabello, six Venezuelan passengers who had embarked at La
Guayra for Curasao. Mr. Scruggs, then minister of the United

States at Caracas, requested the Government to interpose its author-

ity, or, in default of authority, General Urdaneta being apparently a

revolutionary leader, to employ its good offices to effect the prisoners'

immediate release. Notes were afterwards exchanged in which Dr.

Urbaneja, the Venezuelan minister of foreign affairs, besides intimat-

ing that it would l)e necessary to investigate the facts, observed that

if the acts alleged had l)een committed " against individuals whom
the Government of Venezuela considers as hostile," all ships, except

foreign men-of-war and merchant vessels having on board " sover-

eigns or chiefs of foreign countries," entering Venezuelan waters

became subject to the jurisdiction of the country so long as they

remained there; while Mr. Scruggs replied that, although private

vessels were " not exempt from local juri.sdiction," the rule was sub-

ject to " important qualifications, both general and special," and that

the jurisdiction of a nation over its vessels was not lost by their
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entrance into the port of another nation, though it was not neces-

sarily exclusive.

Mr. ScruKj^s. luiii. to Venezuela, to Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, Aug. 29, 1892,

For. Uel. 1892, G15-<J18. See, also, 619-620.

" Your action in the premises and your note of the 19th ultimo to

Dr. Urbaneju, then minister for foreign affairs, seem in the main
to have been discreet and proper. It is observed that your note

follows, in general outline, the precedents of the recent Barrundia

episode in (juatemala, so far as they appeared to you to be applicable

to the present case. There are, however, certain changed conditions

in the Puerto Cabello incident which should be borne in mind in any
future proceedings.

'* The relation of Gen. Urdaneta to the party at the time in power,

at Caracas, is not clearly understood, but it is believed to have been

one of independent insurrection in the interest of the establishment

of a so-called western league of five Venezuelan States. Having
gained tenqjorary possession of Puerto Cabello, he seems to have

made use of his arbitrary military power to invade a foreign mail

steamer in transit and to remove, by force, certain passengers who
had lawfully embarked at another port of Venezuela, and against

whom no hnvful charge existed.

" It would be impossible for this Government to acquiesce in the

arbitrary and forcible violation of its. flag by a merely military

power, without due and regular warrant of law and not in conformity

with the ordinary course of justice, even though such force were

exercised by the titular and responsible government of the country

with which this (lovernment maintains friendly relations. The
defiance of international rights and the hostile violation of the flag

are more conspicuously indefensil)le, from every point of view,

when connnitted by an irresponsible military chief, representing no

recognized government and using brute force in furtherance of

an insurrectionary movement. ...
'• Should the six passengers still be held by Urdaneta, the com-

manders of the L^nited States war ships would be fully warranted

in demanding their unconditional surrender, and, if refused, in back-

ing up the demand by all necessary force.

" Should they, however, in the shifting fortunes of war, fall into

the hands of any faction opposed to Urdaneta, and still be held

prisoners, it is probable that the right of this Government to have

them replaced inuler its flag would be ])romptly and cheerfully recog-

nized upon request. This presumption would amount to full assur-

ance should they be rei)ossessed by a responsible national authority,

and in such case you will ask their return.

" The commanders of the United States naval vessels will be
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furnished with a copy of this instruction, and will govern themselves

accordingly.-'

Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, min. to Venezuela, Sept. 8,

1892, For. Rel. 1892, 623.

The Venezuelan Government, Sept. 17, 1892, published a disavowal of

the act of Gen. I'rdaneta, stating that the passengers in question
" had passi)orts duly signed for Curasao," and that " as the arrest

was executed without ortlers from the National Executive, officials

in all parts of the Republic are hereby directed to give to the

above-mentioned citizens, wherever they may find them, every neces-

sary facility to continxie on their journey uninterrupted." (For. Rel.

1892, 627.) Oct. 18, 1892, Mr. Scruggs reix)rted that the remnant
of Gen. Urdaneta's forces had dispersed, and that Urdaneta him-

self had fled to Trinidad. (Id. 636.)

" Mr. Thompson reports that a Portuguese merchant vessel which

was sailing out of the harbor on the previous day with 91 rebels on

board was twice fired upon by the Government and stopped, the

refugees being captured."

Mr. Thompson, min. to Brazil, to Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, March 17,

1894, For. Rel. 1893, 140. See, also, id. 139, 142.

(3) PASSENGERS IN TRANSIT.

§307.

" I have laid before the Earl of Aberdeen Sir J. Barrow's letter of

the 9th instant, from Avhich it appears that the Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty wish to know what line of conduct should be pur-

sued by the commanders of the hired vessels which convey the mails

between this country and the Peninsula, if it should happen that the

authorities of Vigo should attempt to remove from any of these ves-

sels a Spanish subject who may have embarked at Lisbon, being pro-

vided with a Portugese passport, countersigned by the British,

French, and Belgian legations at Lisbon.
'* In answer to the above inquiry, I am directed by Lord Aberdeen

to acquaint you, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of

the Admiralt}', that there is no stipulation in the existing treaties

between this country and Spain which can be deemed sufficient to

debar the Spanish Government from exercising the right which, in

his lordship's opinion, appertains to that Government of claiming

its own subjects when the}' may be found in a Spanish port as pas-

sengers on board vessels hired to convey the mails between this coun-

try and the Peninsula."'

Opinion of Ix)rd Aberdeen, communicated by Viscount Canning to the

secretary of the Admiraltj-, March 20, 1844, Report of Royal Com-

mission on Fugitive Slaves. 154; cited by Snow, Cases on Int. Law,

148.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 55
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In February, 1(S(»'2, two American citizens, Henry Myers and J. F.

Tunstall, inenilK»rs of the crew of the Confederate steamer Sumter^

then lying at (iibrahar, embarked at that port on the French mer-

chant steamer VUIc de Muhiga for the purpose of proceeding to

Cadiz, in order to obtain a supply of coal for the Sumter. The Ville

de Malaga^ having called at Tangier, Morocco, Myers and Tunstall

went ashore. The I'nited States consul aj^plied to the Moorish Gov-

ernment for a military guard and with its aid arrested the two so-

journers while they were in the street and conveyed them to the con-

sulate, where they were kept in irons till the arrival of the U. S. S.

l}^<^^ when. Avith the aid of another guard, furnished on application

of the consul to the Moorish authorities, they were transferred in

irons to that Aessel. The connnander of the lno afterwards trans-

shij)ped them to an American merchantman, on which they were

brouglit to the United States. In April, 1802, they arrived at Bos-

ton, where they were committed to military custody at Fort Warren.

The French Government, *' in a very friendly and courteous manner,"

asked the Government of the United States to consider whether the

prisoners while on shore at Tangier Avere not to be considered con-

structively as still on board the V'dJe de Malaga, and therefore en-

titled to the protection of the French flag. The Department of State

answered this question in the negative.

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. McMatli, consul at Tangier, April 28,

18G2, I>ip. for. 1802, 873-877.

On December 10. 1878, the Brazilian mail steamer Cvyaha, com-

manded by an honorary lieutenant in the Brazilian navy, and subsi-

dized l)y the Imperial Government for the transportation of its corre-

spondence from the j)rovince of Matto (irosso and its legation in Para-

guay, arrived at Buenos Ayres, in the Argentine Republic, on a voyage

from Asuncion to Kio. On board was one Kivarola, a native of the

Argentine Kejiublic and formerly in its military service, Avho had

afterwards entered the army of Paraguay. He had embarked on the

Ciij/tdxi at Asuncion with his Paraguayan commission and a permit

to leave the country, and his passage was paid to Montevideo by the

Paraguayan (Jovernment. Shortly after the arrival of the steamer at

Buenos Ayres an officer of the port went on board and demanded
that he be allowed to arrest Rivarola as a ])olitical offender. In c(m-

sequence of the refusal of tiie caj)tain to acquiesce, the steamer Avas

detained, and the Brazilian minister Avas informed that the Cuyahi

could not lea\(' tlie port unless Pivarola Avas surrendered. The Bra-

zilian minister jn-otested against the detention of the steamer, aixl

the Argentine authorities "as a matter of courtesy" permitted ler

to proceed, laying special stress, just as the Brazilian minister hul

done, on the fact tlmt Rivarola was in the service of the Paragua^jan
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Government and that the steamer was transporting correspondence of

the Brazilian Government. The latter Government subsequently pro-

j)osed that the treatment of vessels in transit should be regulated by

agreement, in order to avoid the possibility of conflicts—a proposition

in which the Argentine Government concurred.

Mr. Shannon, min. to Brazil, to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, No. 140, Dec. 24,

1873, 40 MS. Desp. from Brazil.

Mr. Pitkin, min. to Arg. Rep., to Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, March 16,

1891, enclosing a translation of the Brazilian-Argentine correspond-

once, made from the Argentine Memoria de Relaciones Exteriores,

1874. pp. 720-7;?8. (29 MS. Desp. from Arg. Rep.)

See the postal convention between France and Great Britain of September

24, 1850. by which it is provided that " vessels chartered or subsidized

by government." when employed in the service regulated by the treaty,

shall be " considered and treated as vessels of war," and that pas-

sengers admitted on board such vessels who do not think fit to land

shall not under any pretext be removed from on board, be liable to

any search, or be subjected to the formality of a visa of their pass-

ports. (Hertslet's Treaties, Vol. X. pp. 108, 110. A similar pro-

vision was in the earlier convention of April 3, 1843 ; id. Vol. VI.

p. 349.)

" I have to acknowdedge the receipt of your No. 31G, of the 10th

tdtimo, in which you inclose copies of the correspond-

ence between the legation at Guatemala and Mr.

Leavitt, the United States consul at Managiui, respecting the case of

Jose Dolores Gomez [(jamez], and request more definite instructions

for such cases.

'' It appears that Mr. Gomez, who is said to be a political fugitive

from Nicaragua, voluntarily took passage at kSan Jose de Guatemala

for Punta Arenas, Costa Rica, on board the Pacific Mail steamship

Ilombwax, with the knowledge that the vessel woidd enter en route

the port of San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua.

''The (lovernment of Nicaragua upon leaning this fact ordered

the connnandant of the j^ort of San Juan del Sur to arrest Gomez
upon the arrival of the Ilonduras at that port.

" The minister for foreign affairs of Nicaragua informed Mr.

Leavitt. United States consul at Managua, of the action of the Gov-

ornment by a telegram. ... It appears that before Mr. Leavitt

had an opportunity to act upon this request [to telegraph the captain

of the Iloiuhii'dx to support the connnandant in executing the order],

you telegraphed him as follows: 'Reported here arrest of a transit

pissenger bound to Panama on board steamer Honduras at San Juan

dd Sur. Sa}' respectfully to Nicaraguan minister of foreign affairs

tint our Government never has consented and never will consent to

tht arrest and removal from an American vessel, in a foreign port, of

^i\\ passenger in transit, much less if offence is political,'
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^ It appears that Mr. Leavitt declined to comply with the request

of the minister of foreign affairs, and followed your instructions by

submitting a copy in writing to the minister.

" From the brief outline given by the consul of the subsequent pro-

ceedings, it appears that the (jovernment authorities at San Juan del

Sur, upon the arrival of the Honduras at that port, requested the cap-

tain to deliver up Mr. Gomez. This he declined to do, and set sail

without proper clearance papers.
'' The consul reports that for these offenses the captain has been

tried by the Nicaraguan Government and found guilty, and although

he has not been able to learn the nature of the sentence, he is con-

vinced, fi-om the present attitude of the Government, that the sen-

tence will be executed in case of the return of the captain or the ves-

sel within the jurisdiction of the Government of Nicaragua.

'•As the nature and character of the proceedings against the cap-

tain of the IIoudHvas are not known to this Department, a full and

detailed report should be made as early as practicable. It is clear

that Mr. (jomez voluntarily entered the jurisdiction of a country

whose laws he had violated.

' Under the circumstances it was plainly the duty of the captain of

the Honduras to deliver him up to the local authorities upon their

request.

" It may be safely affirmed that when a merchant vessel of one

country visits the ports of another for the purposes of trade, it owes

temporary allegiance and is amenable to the jurisdiction of that

country, and is subject to the laws which govern the port it visits so

long as it renuiins, unless it is otherwise provided by treaty.

"Any exemption or innnunity from local jurisdiction must be

derived from the consent of that country. No such exemption is made
in the treaty of connnerce and navigation concluded between this

country and Nicaragua on the 21st day of June, 1807.""

Mr. P.ayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, min. to Cent. Am.. March 12, 1885,

MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XVIII. 4SS. This instruction is also printed in

For. Itel. l.SS.">, 82, where, however, the following sentence is omitted:
" Under the circumstances, it was plainly the duty of the captain of

tlie Iloiidiinis to deliver him up to the local authorities upon their

reciucst." This sentence will be found in Mizner's report on the

Rarnnidia case. For. Hel. 1800, lOG. 107. The name of the fugitive

was Gamez, not Gomez.

It appears that the foregoing case of Gamez was not judicially

ended till 1892, and that the information received by Mr. Leavitt,

United States consul at Managua, in February, 1885, as to the result

of Captain McCrae's trial, was erroneous. A similar error appeirs

in the special report of Seiior Anguiano, minister for foreign affsirs

of Guatemala, bearing the date of March 31, 1890, on the Barmn-
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dia case, in which he states that Captain McCrae was " declared

guilty by default."

The facts appear to be as follows:

By article 177 of the penal code of Nicaragua, the crime of " want
of respect for the authorities " is committed by those who " openly

resist or disobey " them. An information was filed in the criminal

court of first instance, at Rivas, charging Captajn McCrae with this

offence. Sentence was rendered Feb. 9, 1885. The court held (1)

that the " open resistance or disobedience " to authority, which

was essential to the crime in question, was not " clearly shown,"

because, while it was true that Captain McCrae did not comply with

the command of the comandante, it was also true that the obligation

to do so " did not exist, or at least is doubtful," and still more so in

the form in which the demand was made, " since, although the ship

from which such delivery was demanded is a merchant ship, and ships

of this class, according to the general principles of international law,

are subject to the local jurisdiction, this subjection is not absolute

according to those same principles, but limited to crimes, as well as to

offences falling within the jurisdiction of the police and committed

on board of said ship;" (2) that the fact that Sehor Gamez took

passage on the steamer '* from one of the ports of the other republics

of Central America," rendered the obligation to deliver him up " still

more doubtful . . . , because,when certain cases have arisen analogous

to the one under consideration among nations more civilized than our

own, it has been alleged, as a reason to justify the delivery, that both

the embarking of the passenger, as well as his delivery, must be

made in national Avaters;" (3) that Senor Gamez, as appeared by

papers before the court, was accused, not of common crimes, but of

political offences, under a decree of Sept. 9, 188-1, and that "'
it is a

doctrine universally accepted in the works of writers on international

law that if indeed merchant vessels are subject to the local jurisdic-

tion as regards persons accused of common crimes, they are always

exempt from that jurisdiction as regards those accused of political

offences, all of which relieves the captain from the obligation of

making the delivery demanded of him; " (4) that, while govern-

ments have made little difficulty in stipulating '' for the extradition,

from places which enjoy extraterritorialit\% of those accused of com-

mon crimes," yet something more is always required than " a simple

verbal order," and, besides, Seiior Gamez was " not a person accused

of common crimes; " (5) that Captain McCrae 's noncompliance with

the comandante's order that he come ashore was excused by the fact

that the object for which his presence was required was not expressed,

no one being obliged to appear before the authorities except for a

justifiable and stated cause; (6) that the departure of the Honduras

before the lapse of the 24 hours did not constitute a crime, but fur-
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iiished, if anything, onlj' a ground for a civil action; (7) that in

view of these considerations, and of the doctrines hiid down by vari-

ous writers, the charge of disrespect was not established. The court

so adjudged, at the same time sending the sentence for consultation

to the supreme court at Granada. The judgment of this court was

not pronounced till April, 1892. when the sentence below was

approved, without statement of reasons.

Mr. Shannon, uiin. to Cent. Am., to Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, Oct. 13,

181)2. For. Rel. 1892, 45-49.

The court at Rlvas cited, in its sentence, Bello. I'rincipios de Derecho

Internacional. Paris, 1882, Cap. IV.. No. 8, pp. 72-73. to the effect

tliat, while the local courts have general cognizance of offenses

committed on merchant ships in territorial waters, yet they do not,

in the case of a foreign ship, have jurisdiction of acts not i)rohihited

by the local law, or of breaches of regulation and discipline committed

on shipboard by members of the crew ; and Calvo, Derecho Interna-

cional, Paris, 1868, part 1, Cap. V., sec. 200. pp. 316-317, where it is

stated that the right of the local authorities to seize criminals who
have sought refuge on merchant vessels does not exist unless such

vessels are within the waters of the state, and where, with reference

to the case of the Spanish political offender Senor Sotelo, who, hav-

ing embarked on the French merchant vessel IjOcean, at Valencia,

Spain, was arrested at Alicante, it is stated that " if the vessel had

received Sefior Sottlo at a point where there was no violation of the

laws of any state, and where it could l)e considered as a part of

French territory, the authorities of Alicante would not have been

able rightfully to arrest the said Sefior Sotelo."

To the writers cited by the court, Mr. Shannon added, in his dispatch, a

passage from Ri(iuelme. Elementos de Derecho Publico Internacional,

Madrid. 1849. Cap. X.. pp. 249-2.51, where it is stated that if a refu-

gee sliould enter a foreign merchant ship " while on the high seas or

in the port of another state, although the vessel may be going to a

IX)rt of the nation to which the refugee l)elongs. the extradition will

not take idace, because in gi-anting such asylum there is no infringe-

ment of the laws of the country in which the ship is."

A correspondent having inquired whether, if he should take pas-

sage at New York for Mexico in an American jjassenger boat, which

stopped for a '* few hours " at Havana, he would receive " energetic

protection " from the Department of State in case his arrest should

be attempted by the authorities of that city during the stay of the

vessel in port, the Department replied :
" While I am far from saj'ing

that an arrest by Cuban authorities of an American citizen, in an

American passenger vessel, transiently in a Cuban port, the charge

being a i)olitical offense, would be looked upon with indifference bj

this Department, yet I wouhl advise you not to put yourself in a situ-

ation where you wouhl be exposed to such an arrest."

.Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Carrasco, July 16, 1886, 161 MS. Dom.
Let. 9.
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" The killing: of (leneral Barrimdia on board the Pacific Mail

steamer Aeapitleo, while anchored in transit in the
Barrandia's case. .i!o t'i/^^ i i ii i!i

port ot r>an Jose de Ciuatemala, demanded caretul

inquiry. Having failed in a revolutionary attempt to invade (xuate-

mala from Mexican territory. General Barrundia took passage at

Acapulco for Panama. The consent of the representatives of the

United States was sought to eifect his seizure, first at Champerico,

where the steamer touched, and afterwards at San Jose. The captain

of the steamer refused to give up his passenger without a written

order from the United States minister; the latter furnished the de-

sired letter, stipulating, as the condition of his action, that General

Barrundia's life should be spared and that he should be tried only for

offenses growing out of his insurrectionary movements. This letter

was produced to the captain of the Acapulco by the military com-

mander at San 'Jose, as his warrant to take the passenger from the

steamer. General Barrundia resisted capture and was killed. It

being evident that the minister, Mr. Mizner, had exceeded the bounds

of his authority in intervening, in compliance with the demands of

the Guatemalan authorities, to authorize and effect, in violation of

precedent, the seizure on a vessel of the United States of a passenger

in transit charged with political offenses, in order that he might be

tried for such offenses under what was described as martial law, I was

constrained to disavow Mr. Mizner's act and recall him from his post."

President Ilarrison, annual message. Dec. 1, 1890. The case of Bar-

rundia, referred to in the foregoing passage, has heen niucli discussed.

In these discussions the precise gi'ound of Mr. Mizner's recall, as

stated hy I'resident Ilarrison, has often heen lost sight of. It seems

to he assumed that Mr. Mizner was censured for his failure to assert

a right of asylum, hut this is hardly accurate. President Ilarrison,

it is true, speaks of Barrundia's seizure as having heen made " in

violation of precedent," referring, of course, to what had heen the

practice in Central America. But he also states that when the

Guatemalan authorities went on hoard the Acapulco to seize Bar-

rundia, they read Mr. Mizner's letter authorizing that step as their

warrant ; and it was for " intervening " " to authorize and effect

"

the seizure that Mr. Mizner was recalled.

When Mr. Mizner made his first report of the case hy telegraph, the

Department of State replietl that " Barrundia entered the jurisdic-

tion of (Juatemala at his own risk, and it was for the (iuatemalan

authorities to assume jurisdiction at their own responsihility and

risk ; that the Department regretted his having advised or consented

to the surrender, particularly as violation of the ordinary laws of

Guatemala was not charged, and as the only allegation was that

he was to he treated as an enemy under martial law." (Mr. Whar-

ton, Act. Sec. of State, to ^Ir. Mizner, min. to Cent. Am.. Sept. 2. 1890,

For. Rel. 1890, 90.)

As to CJeneral Barrundia's revolutionary movements in 1888-1890 and

his reported efforts to raise an expedition in Mexico against the

Government of Guatemala, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr.
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Bragg, min. to MexMco. Feb. 27, 1889, MS. Inst. Mexico, XXII. 303,

referring to Mr. Bragg's No. 188 of Dec. 15, 1888; Mr. Bayard, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Wliitehouse, charge, Dec. 15, 1888, MS. Inst. Mex.

XXII. 325. referring to Mr. Wliitehouse's No. 207. of Dec. (>, 1888;

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ryan, min. to Mexico, Feb. 10, 1890,

MS. Inst. Mex. XXII. 526, enclosing copy of a dispatch fi'om Mr.

Mizner. No. 0(5, of Jan. 20, 1890; Mr. Wharton, Act. Sec. of State,

to Mr. Ryan, min. to Mexico, tel., Aug. 7, 1890, MS. Inst. Mex, XXII.
001.

" In September, 1884, ... an oral request was made by Senor

Cruz, then minister for foreign affairs, of Mr. H. Remsen "NMiite-

house, the consul-general of the United States, looking to his con-

currence in the proposed detention of two men, Modesto Huerte and

Francisco Ruiz Sandoval, who were alleged to have taken an active

part in a then recent insurrection on the Mexican frontier, and who
were passengers in transit on the Pacific Mail steamer Clyde^ then

lying in the port of San Jose. Mr. ^Miitehouse, with commendable
discretion, answered Senor Cruz in writing that he did not consider

himself authorized to act in the matter; and the arrest was not

effected.

"A still later case is that of Gomez [Gamez], in Nicaragua, to

which you advert as more than justifying your course in respect to

General Barrundia. I have carefully examined that case, and am
compelled to entertain a very different impression. . . .

" Mr. Bayard, then Secretary of State, in his instruction to Mr.

Hall, No. 226 of March 12, 1885, after reviewing the facts so far as

known and adverting to the incompleteness of the information as

to the proceeding against the captain, said :
' Under the circum-

stance.s, it was plainly the duty of the captain of the Honduras to

deliver him (Gomez) u]) to the local authorities upon their request.'

" By this, I take it, Mr. Bayard expressed his opinion that the

captain, being within the local jurisdiction of a foreign state, might

not resist the orderly application of its law to a passenger on board

his ship. There is no suggestion that it was the duty of the United

States minister to intervene by concurrence or express consent to

effect the arrest, either with or without conditions as to the nature

of the proceedings against the accused or the penalty to be inflicted.

I have yet to find in the records of this Department the faintest

trace of any instruction to that end or the slightest warrant for the

assumption by any diplomatic or consular representative of authority

so to act. It should also be noticed that Mr. Bayard discussed the

situation simply from the point of view of the absolute jurisdiction

of the country in which the port lies. . . . But between the general

doctrine as l)roadly laid down by my predecessor in office and 3^oiir

action in respect to General Barrundia's seizure there is an impassi-
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ble space. I am aware that it may be said that after all j'ou merely

advised the captain of his duty. But the captain did not simply

seek adrire. In his telegram from Champerico he says that on his

arrival at San Jose he will place himself * under the orders of the

American minister." He again telegraphed to you later from Cham-
perico that he was ' awaiting your instructions,' and that at San Jose

he expected 'your written orders.' In' his last telegram to you, dis-

patched from San Jose on arriving at that port on the evening of

August 27, he categoricalh' inquires :
' Shall I deliver General Bar-

rundia to the authorities here? If so, please send me a letter with

your signature to that effect.'

" There is not here the slightest suggestion that Captain Pitts pro-

posed to act otherwise than by your orders and under your responsi-

bility. It was under these circumstances that you wrote the letter

which became, in the hands of a Guatemalan official, the pretext of

the attempted seizure of General Barrundia.
'• I have adduced ample evidence to show that in respect to political

offenders a very considerable and important exception has in prac-

tice been made in Spanish-American countries to the general rule as

to the exercise of jurisdiction over foreign vessels. The same excep-

tion is also found to exist there in the case of asylum in foreign

legations. . . . The causes that have operated to foster the mainte-

nance of an asylum for political offenders in legations have con-

tributed, perhaps even more powerfully, to secure a place of refuge

for them on foreign vessels. In the first place, their presence on the

latter, whether they are simph' fleeing from pursuit or are in transit

from one foreign country to another, being connected with the pur-

pose of immediate departure, does not so directly tend to fan and

perpetuate the popular frenzy as the spectacle of immunity without

flight. In the second place, the principle means of communication

between the countries of Spanish America is by water, and it has

been a matter of conunon interest tq permit such communication to

be undisturbed by political events. These considerations peculiarly

apply to the vessels of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, which for

many years have been the principal vehicles of transportation,

especially for passengers, between several of those countries. Plying

between San Francisco and Panama as terminal points, they call at

various Central American ports, halting as long as may be necessary

to unship and ship cargo, and lying at anchor for that purpose some

distance from the shore. While it is true that, being in the ports of

the country, the mere circumstance that they are not fastened to a

wharf or brought close inshore does not exempt them from the local

jurisdiction, yet it is proper to be taken into account as an explana-

tion of the fact that considerations of convenience and interest have
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hetMi more important and actual than the question of public order

and tranquillit}'.

" It is not doubted that in the many years durin<j which the vessels

of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company have plied between San Fran-

cisco and Panama they have carried scores and hundreds of persons

who have lx»en concerned in political broils and insurrectionary move-

ments in the countries at whose ports they call. Yet the Department

is not informed of a single instance in which the peace of the vessel

has been disturbed by the seizure of a person on board for any political

cause. So far as the Department is able to ascertain, it is the com-

mon opinion that such a right of seizure is not asserted or supposed

to exist. This is the ' common opinion " of ^^hich Chief Justice

Marshall spoke as evidence of that * common usage ' which deter-

mines the law. No better evidence of that opinion could be adduced

than the instances which have been disclosed, and with them we may
include that of General Barrundia himself, of political fugitives who
have gone on board of those vessels knowing that they would call at

ports in Avhich their lives would be sacrificed if they went on shore.
'" I have said that no better evidence than this fact could be

adduced. There is, however, one other circumstance that may be

regarded as still more significant, and that is the conduct of the

Guatemalan authorities on this particular occasion. To place this

in its true light it is only necessary briefly to summarize the various

steps taken by them up to the time of the attempted seizure, as

follows

:

"(1) The communication of the commandant at Champerico to the

consular agent of the United States at that place, informing him that

the Government of (juatemala intended to seize General Barrundia

and requesting him to lend his aid so that the general might be

delivered up.

"(2) The reference in this same communication to the extradition

treaty, which was said to apply to the case.

''(8) The telegram of Mr. Hosmer to the consular agent at Cham-
perico on the '2i){\\ of August, placing the right of seizure on the

ground that the (Jovernment of Guatemala could search foreign ves-

sels in her own waters for persons suspected of hostility ' in time

of war.'

'•(4) The repetition of this telegram to the captain of the AcapuLco

at the request of the President of (juatemala.

"(5) The refusal of the captain of the Acapulro, accustomed to

ply in those waters, to surrender his passenger, and his notification

that he placed himself under the orders of the United States minister.

"((>) The omission of the authorities at Cham])erico. in the face

of this refusal, although they had the full sanction of the consul-

general of the United States, to make the seizure at that place.
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"(7) The assertion in the letter of the minister of foreign relations

to Mr. Hosnier of a right to search foreign vessels in territorial waters

z?i time of war and capture those suspected of being hostile.

"(8) The reference in the same letter to the contract with the com-

pany as the basis of a right to search and capture.

"(9) The guaranty given to you by the President and secretary

of foreign relations on the night of the 2Cth of August that the life

of General Barrundia should be spared and that his prosecution

should be limited to certain offenses.

"(10) The reference in your telegram to Captain Pitts of the 27th

of August, after your conference with the President and minister of

foreign relations, to the right to arrest a person on a neutral ship in

time of war.

"(11) Your letter of the same date to the minister of foreign rela-

tions affirming that position and asking guaranties for the treatment

of General Barrundia.

"(12) The reply of the minister of foreign relations, who seems

to shift his ground by an allusion to " common crimes,'' but still bases

his assertion of the right to seize on the doctrines of contraband,

which apply only to a state of war, and gives the guaranties which

you requested.

" To these twelve evidences may be added the terms in which Sefior

Anguiano rejected Commander Reiter's proposition, referring again

to a state of war and the exercise of belligerent rights, as well as to

the alleged existence of ' martial law.'

" It is no exaggieration to say that these various and unquestionable

facts are not compatible with any other theory than that the authori-

ties of (Guatemala knew that they were suddenly and without notice

violating an established usage. If they had felt that they were acting

within their acknowledged right, it would have been unnecessary to

appeal to the doctrine of contraband, which was applicable solely to

a state of war which had ceased to exifet, and which would not, upon

the facts then known, have been applicable to General Barrundia,

even if war had been flagrant. It is proper to notice that you

observed the incongruity of the (luatemalan position as to General

Barrundia's status, but, unfortunately, you did not take a stand

against it. You observed in your letter to Senor Anguiano of the

27th of August that the case was ' an unusual one, taken in connection

with the peace which was practically concluded last night, and of

which a general amnesty was a part.' The case was, indeed, most

unusual ; for if General Barrundia was in the service of the enemy, he

came within the amnesty: if he was not in that service, he could not

have been treated as contraband. So that on the one or the other

horn of the dilemma the Guatemalan demand must fall.
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'• Om> other foatuiv of the case yet remains to be considered, that

is, your coniniiinication to Coniniander Reiter. of the United States

steamship luiiu/cr, and your faihire to avail yourself of the presence

of that vessel. As has already been shown, you sent him two tele-

grams which you failed to report to thivS Department. The occasion

of your sending the first one does not appear; but it was sent before

the arrival of the Acapiilco, and seems to have been intended to facili-

tate rather than discourage the design of (luatemala to seize General

Barrundia at San Jose. Upon the receipt of this telegram, Com-
mander Reiter went ashore and telegraphed to you, suggesting that, as

peace was declared, you should ask the (lovernment to j)ermit the

United States steamship J'/wti.s to take (ieneral Barrundia from the

steamer then in sight and carry him back to the port of Acapulco, in

Mexico. Your second telegram, Avhich Avas in reply to this, informed

Commander Reiter of the rejection of this offer b}' the Government of

Guatemala and stated that you had ' advised ' Captain Pitts to

deliver his passenger to that Government. The naval force of the

United States in those waters thus became an acquiescent spectator

of events, although a merchant vessel of the United States was then

lying under the muzzle of guns manned by men who, as you state you

had every reason to believe, were prepared to resort to any act of vio-

lence, ' even,' as Seiior Anguiano has since declared to you, ' to sinking

the ship, notwithstanding it might have involved a conflict with our

two war vessels then and there j)resent.'
''

Mr. RIaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mizuer, niin. to Cent. Am., Nov. 18, 1890,

For. Rel. 1890. 12.S. 1.3G-141.

Mr. .Mizner's defense is published in For. Kel. 18!X), 144. In the course of

it, lie said :

"To tlie statenuMit of tlie President tliat tlie attempted arrest was in vio-

lation of precedent, permit me to say, with all due respect, that I con-

sidered tlie law correctly laid down by your immediate predecessor,

Mr. P>ayard, when he said: 'It is dear that Mr. (Jomez voluntarily

entered the jurisdiction of the country whose laws he had violated.

Under the circumstances, it was plainly the duty of the captain of

the Honduras to deliver him up to the local authorities upon their

request.'

"Gomez was a citizen of and a political offender against the laws of

Nicaraj^ua. No charj^e of other crimes l)einf? niade aj^alnst him. the

captain of the steamer on which he entered the local waters had

made no request upon anyone concerning; him, yet Mr. Bayard said

'it was i»laiidy the duty of the captain to give him up to the local

authorities.' V ..

"Barrundia was a citizen and a political offender against the laws

of Guatemala. Besides ijeing indicted for c«)mnion crimes, he volun-

tarily came into the jurisdiction of Guatemala on the merchant

steamer .lc«/*»/co. The autliorities sought to arrest him; the cap-

tain of the ship aslvcd me to instru<'t him; I advised him as follows:

' If your sliij) is within 1 league of the territory of Guatemala and
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you have on board General Barrundia, it becomes your duty, under

the law of nations, to deliver hiui to the authorities of Guatemala

uix)n their demand.'
" If there is any difference between the two cas-es. it is in favor of the

right of Guatemala to have made the arrest on the ground of his being

both a political and connnon-crimes offender, and sustains nie in

giving the advice, as it was earnestly sought by the master of the

Acupulco; while in the Gomez case the captain of the Honduras was
silent.

"The details in both the Gomez and Barrundia cases were to have been

left to the respective captains and local consuls, as it would be impos-

sible for a minister, being hundreds of miles away, to give personal

attention to such arrests.

" In the President's first annual message to Congress it was said that
' diplomacy should be frank and free from intrigue.* thereby imply-

ing it had not been so in the past ; if. as nuist be concetle(^l, Guate-

mala had the undoubted right to arrest Barrundia. would it have

been ' frank ' to have thrown any obstacles in the way of the exer-

cise of that right? On the contrax'y, would it not have been

'intrigue" to have abetted the captain of the Acapulco In evading

elementary international law, as we exercise the right to arrest all

kinds of offenders on foreign merchant ships when in our ports?

"On the 4th of .July last Captain Pitts permitted the authorities of Sal-

vador to ari'est Sefior Delgado, the minister of foreign relations of

that Republic, and take him against his will from the steamer

Acapulco, as per affidavit sent you. It would seem that the same
privilege should have been extended to Guatemala.

" These republics have in the most emphatic manner, in banquets and
written connnunications. thanked me for our good offices in making
peace, in which the people, ahnost en ma.sse. have joined.

" The entire diplomatic corps in Central America, excepting the repre-

sentative from Mexico, have in writing indorsed my course in the

Barrundia case.

" Believing that under all the circumstances I acted in strict accord-

ance with the law of nations, and being absolutely certain of the

rectitude of my own intentions, I submit my action and unprece-

dented treatment to the considerate judgment of my countrymen."

Early in August, 1891, the authorities at La Union, Salvador,

demanded the surrender, by the American steamer City of Panama,

of General Letona, a passenger from Corinto, Nicaragua, to San Jose,

Guatemala. The agent of the steamshij) company stated that he was

demanded as a political criminal; the Salvadorian Government

stated that he was demanded for common crimes. The officers of the

ship declined to comply with the demand, and the authorities of the

port refused to clear her. After waiting twenty-seven hours in port,

she sailed without a clejirance. On this ground she was, on her

arrival at La Libertad, Salvador, detained by the authorities and

declared to be confiscated. The Salvadorian Government complained,

diplomatically, of the course of the officers of the ship. On the other

hand, the minister of the United States in Salvador was instructed to
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protest against any " arbitrary actions " of tho authorities, and to

report all the facts. The steamer, although served with notice of con-

fiscation, Avas after some delay permitted to proceed to San Jose,

Guatemala, where all her passengers were landed. It seems that the

master of the steamer omitted to call at Acajutla, having heard that

(leneral Ezeta would l)e there, with an armed force, to arrest General

liCtona and four other political refugees on board. The minister of

the ITnited States at San Salvador was instructed that the President

of the United States desired an assurance that the steamer would not

be detained when she made her return trip; that it was expected that

the (lovernment of Salvador would allow time for full inquiry, and

that " the sovereignty of Salvador will at the same time be shown due

respect." The Salvadorian (iovernment replied that the steamer

would not be detained longer than usual, and that ft)r any unlawful

detention indenmity would be made, but that the c(mfiscatiou pro-

ceedings would continue to a termination, and that the United States

would be informed of the decision when it was reached. By the Sal-

vadorian law the penalty of leaving port without a clearance is

confiscation.

Mr. Wlijirton. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Pacheco, iiiin. to Cent. Am.. Aug.

10. Aug. 13. Aug. 2S. Sept. 4. Sept. 14. 1,S!)1. For. Hel. 1891. t!S, (59-74,

7tV-Sl.

In May. 189.S, during a revolution in Nicaragua, a Krupp breech-

loading gun, carrying a HO-pound shell, was trained against the

Pacific Mail steamer jSan Jose when entering the port of Corinto,

Nicaragua, and the same thing occurred on the following day on the

entrance of the Pacific ^Nlail steamer ('^'f>/ of Neir Yorl^^ although the

local government had been notified that the United States minister to

Nicaragua was on board. An officer held the firing lanyard in his

hand, so that an accident might have caused the discharge of the gun
and possibly the sinking of the ship, which was at 'close range. The
motive of the act seems to have been the sui)posed need of adoj)ting

" extra precautions," owing to the fact that each vessel had called at

the port of San Juan del Sur, then occupied by revolutionists, A\ho, it

was apprehended, might have sent an expedition against Corinto.

The minister of the United States in Nicaragua was instructed to inti-

mate to the (iovernment " that demonstrations of this character are

contrary to the precejits of international law and humanity, and to

express the confident hope that they will not be permitted to recur in

a Nicaraguan port."

Mr. Greshain. Sec. of State, to Mr. Baker, niin. to Nicaragua. Aug. 18,

1S9.S, For. Kel. \m\\. 2.\\\.

Assurances were given tliat tlie offence would not be repeated. (For.

Kel. 1893, 214.)
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Dr. Policarpo Bonilla, a native of Honduras, took passage on the

American steamer Costa Rica at Corinto, Nicaragua,

November 4, 1893. for San Jose, Guatemala. The
Costa Rica arrived at Amapala, Honduras, early in the morning on

the following day. During the afternoon an official in uniform

came on board and delivered to the master a letter, signed by the

captain of the port and demanding the surrender of Dr. Bonilla,

on the ground that he had been '' sentenced by the courts of the

Republic." Coupled with the demand was an assurance that his

life would be guaranteed, and a statement that merchant vessels,

according to the laws of the United States and of Honduras, " do

not enjoy the imnuinities which they claim in waters of foreign

countries, they being wholly subject to the laws of the foreign

country in whose waters they happen to be." « The master replied

in writing: "After consultation with the minister of the United

States now on board my vessel. I beg to state that your demand
can not be complied with." The captain of the port protested,

" disclaiming all responsibilities for whatever may occur in con-

.sequence of such refusal ;
" but, later in the day, clearance papers

were issued to the steamer. At three o'clock on the morning of the

(•th of November, a boat came alongside with an official bearing a

communication from the captain of the port, which renewed the

demand for Bonilla's surrender and stated that, if the steamer

weighed anchor without firs-t delivering him up. she would be fired

on. The master orally replied that he would answer in half an hour,

and immediately proceeded to get underway. As he was getting

out of the harbor several cannon shots were fired at the steamer from

the shore, but none of them took effect, although one fell about 100

feet astern, l)etween the Conta Rica and the Citij of Panama^ another

American steamer which was anchored in the port. There were on

the ('osta R'tca at the time, besides G'2 members of the crew, 74 pas-

sengers, including Mr. Baker, U. S. minister to Nicaragua, and his

family. Dr. Bonilla stated that he was engaged in a revolution in

Honduras two years previously, but that the Congress had since

granted an amnesty to the participants, and that he had become a

member of the Congress at Managua. Nicaragua. On being advised

by a telegram from Mr. Baker " that American steamer Costa Rica^

on which he was a passenger, was fired upon at Ama])ala after clear-

ance because the captain refused, on demand, to give up Bonilla,

a Honduran. also a passenger," the Department of State, by direction

of the President, instructed the American minister to Honduras to

" protest against this wanton and illegal act; " and, it aj^pearing that

he had inquired of the Honduran Government whether it had author-

o For. Rel. 1893, 161.
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ized the firing, he was instructed to " protest without delay, . . .

and demand disavowal and apology, whether President authorized

firing or not." " These instructions were carried out. The minister

of foreign affairs of Honduras, by instruction of the President of the

Republic, answered :
" This Government has already disavowed and

does so now the acts referred to, not having caused them nor ever

having had the least intention of causing any offence to the (jovern-

ment of the United States, with w^hich the President always wishes

to preserve the best relations. This Government became aware with

great pain of such an unfortunate incident, whose details I hastened

to transmit by telegraph to you on the 6th instant. As regards the

satisfaction, it Avould be desirable before offering it to know the terms

in which you ask it.'" The minister of the United States was

instructed to reply: "The President accepts these frank expressions

of disavowal and regi-et as sufficient and will waive further formal

apology in the interest of friendly feeling.'' ''

" I have given attention to your letter of the 13th instant, in which

you refer to the recent firing upon your steamer Costa Rica in the

Honduranian port of Amapala, and repeat the suggestion contained in

jour letter of November 11, 1893, that a definite polic}^ in respect to

surrendering accused criminals when claimed by tho local authorities

in a port of call be outlined for the guidance of your commanders.
" It is not practicable to lay down a general fixed rule applicable to

the varying conditions in such cases. As a comprehensive principle,

it is well established in international law that a merchant vessel in a

foreign port is within the local jurisdiction of the country with

respect to offenses or offenders against the laws thereof, and that an

orderly demand for surrender of a person accused of crime by due

process of law, with exhibition of a warrant of arrest in the hands of

the regularly accredited officers of the law, may not be disregarded nor

lesisted by the master of the ship. On the same voyage when the

Amapala incident occurred, Capt. Dow appears to have acted on

this princi])le in allowing the arrest at other ports, on proper judicial

warrant, of two or three other passengers accused of crime. That the

passenger may have come on board at the port where the demand is

a Mr. Greshani, Seo. of State, to Mr. Young, niin. to Honduras, Nov. 7 and Nov.

Kt. lSO:i. For. Kel. 1893, 154.

f> Mr. (Jreshain. Sec. of State, to Mr. Young, niin. to Honduras, tel., Nov. 12,

1893, For. Uel. 1893, Km. On the arrival of the Costa Rica at Acajutla, in

Salvador, November 8, 1893, Connnander Lyons, U. S. S. Alliance, appointed

under artioie 1720, IT. S. Naval Regulations of 1893, a board of three naval

offieers to i)ro<'eed on board the CoHta Rica and request her connnanding officer,

and. with his concurrence, other.s who had personal knowledge of the incident

at Amapala, to make a statement under aflirmation concerning it. The com-
mission held the inquiry and made a report. (For. lie}, J893, lo8, 163.)
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made, or at another port of the same country, is immaterial to the

right of local jurisdiction.

"Arbitrary attempts to capture a passenger by force, without regu-

lar judicial process, in a port of call, may call for disavowal when, as

in the present case at Amapala, the resort to violence endangers the

lives of innocent men and the property of a friendly nation.

Whether, if force be threatened, the master of the vessel is justified

in putting in jeopardy, by his resistance, the interests committed to his

care, must be largely a question for his discretion. It is readily con-

ceivable that the consequences of futile resistance to overi^owering

force may be such as to make the resistance itself unwarrantable.

"The so-called doctrine of asylum having no recognized appli-

cation to merchant vessels in port, it follows that a shipmaster can

found no exercise of his discretion on the character of the offense

charged. There can be no analogy to proceedings in extradition

when he permits a passenger to be arrested by the arm of the law. He
is not competent to determine whether the offense is one justifying sur-

render, or whether the evidence in the case is sufficient to warrant

arrest and commitment for trial, or to impose conditions upon the

arrest. His function is passive merely, being confined to permitting

the regular agents of the law, on exhibition of lawful warrant, to

make the arrest. The diplomatic and consular representatives of the

United States in the country nuiking the demand are as incompetent

(o order surrender by way of quasi-extradition as the shipmaster is to

actively deliver the accused. This was established in the celebrated

liarrundia case by the disavowal and rebuke of Minister Mizner's

action, in giving to the Guatemalan authorities an order for the sur-

render of the accused.

" If it were generally understood that the masters of American

merchantmen are to permit the orderly operation of the law in ports

of call, as regards persons on board accused of crime committed in the

country to which the j^ort pertains, it is probable on the one hand that

occasions of arrest would be less often invited by the act of the accused

in taking passage with a view to securing supposed asylum, and on the

other hand that the regular resort to justice would replace the reck-

less and offensive resort to arbitrary force against an unarmed ship

which, when threatened or committed, has in more than one instance

constrained urgent remonstrance on the part of this Government."

Mr. Greshani, Sec. of State, to Mr. Huntington, Dec. 30, 1893, For. Ilel.

1894, 290; 194 MS. Doni. Let. 078. Enclosed, Jan. 31, 1894. to Mr.

Young, niin. to Guataniala and Honduras, For. Rel. 1894, 297.

This letter is (juoted in an instruction to Mr. Dawson, vice-consul at San
Salvador, in relation to the arrest of General Bustaniente, on a

Pacific Mail steamer, at Libertad. in 1895. On being requested to tel-

egraph the facts, Mr. Dawson replied :
" Bustamente arrested Libertad

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 56
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waters. Captain .Tohnstoiio delivered him voluntarily, article 24, eon-

tract (Jovernnient, Pacific Mail. Consul consented. No force employed.

No protest entered." Mr. Dawson was informed that this telegram

did not fully answer the Department's incpiiry, the object of which

was to asc(ii"tain whether the arrest was made " by regular process of

law, under a judicial warrant . . . issued by a court of competent

jurisdiction." or whether the prisoner was "taken off the ship by mil-

itary force, being sin'rendered by the captain of the shij) with the

consent of the consul." (Mr. Uockhill, JM Assist. Sec of State, to

Mr. Dawson, Sept. 21, 1895, 149 MS. Inst. Consuls, 573.)

The letter to Mr. Huntington was communicated by Mr. Gi'esham, Sec-

retary of State, to Mr. Baker, United States minister to Nicaragua,

Jan. :n, 1894. March 22, 1898, Mr. Sherman, Secretary of State,

instructed Mr. Merry, Mr. Baker's successor, that he was to be

guided by it. (MS. Inst. Cent. Am. XXI. 290.)

As to tlie case of Moritz Stern, a citizen of the United States, taken from a

Chilean i)assenger steamer at (iuayaquil, in Ecuador, see Mr, Uhl,

Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Strobel, min. to Ecuador, May 23 and Sept.

14, 1894, MS. Inst. Ecuador, I. 432, 436, acknowledging the receipt

of disi)atches. Stern was held in custody. The Department of

State expressed itself as "well satisfied" with Mr. Strobel's "efforts

to secure a speedy disjiosition of Stern's case in the court."

Nov. d. 1892, the authorities at La Guayra, Venezuela, by order of

the minister of hacienda, demanded of the master of

the American steamer Philadelphia the surrender of

Pedro Vicente ]\Iijares. a Venezuelan citizen, who had embarked at

the Dutch port of Curacao for New York. No charge of violation by

Mijares of the ordinary law of the country was made; he was de-

manded simply as " an enemy of the Government," and the demand
was made Orally. He was not a military man, nor did it appear that

he was in the service of any enemies of the Government. The civil

war had ended a month Ijefore, and there had since been no proclama-

tion of martial law in any part of the Republic. The master declined

to surrender his passenger, and the customs authorities refused to

clear the vessel or to return her register. She was thereupon cleared

by the United States consul, acting under the instructions of Mr.

Scruggs (then American minister to Venezuela). When it became
known at Caracas that the steamer had been cleared by the consul and

would sail. Dr. Rojas, minister of foreign all'airs, and Dr. Seijas, legal

adviser of the ministry, called on Mr. Scruggs and requested him to

order the master lo deliver Mijares up. " I courteously but firmly

declined to do this." wrote Mr. Scruggs, " and before they left suc-

ceeded in convincing them that the captain had acted quite jjroperly

in the premises. They denied the truth of the rejwrt (then current)

that an order had been issued to fire ui)on the Philadelphia, should

she attemjit to leave Avith Mijares on board. . . . The Philadelphia

sailed next day (the lOtli), but without her register, ... I have
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received the assurance of Dr. Rojas that the papers and other papers

. , . will be delivered to the consul before the ship returns." «

Proceedings were then begun in the courts of Venezuela against

the Philadelphia^ under the revenue laws, for sailing without a clear-

ance from the custom-house. They resulted, Dec. 2, 1892, in the

imposition, by the national judge of finance, at La Guayra, of a fine

of 10,000 bolivars (about $2,000) on the master. This judgment

having come in the regular course before the high Federal court for

revision, that tribunal, Jan. 12, 1893, reversed it for irregularities

in procedure, and ordered a new trial. April 7, 1893, the judicial

jjroceedings were ended by the chief of the executive power, who,
'"" considering the peculiarity of the circumstances of the case and that

the said [steamship] line has always shown itself strictly observant

of its duties."' granted, with the advice of his cabinet, a pardon to

the steamship and her master.''

The case of thirty-three men who were expelled from Xicaraguan

territory for being implicated in an insurrection, and who, it was

apprehended, might attempt to reenter Xicaraguan jurisdiction, did

not come within the principle of either the Barrundia case or the

Gamez case; and if, Avhen they were attempting to land, they were

arrested hy the judicial authority on a merchant ship in port, their

release or delivery to an American naval commander could not be

claimed, but he would be obliged to limit his action to the exercise

of good offices so far as possible, in conjunction with the consular

representative of the United States, to secure for them fair and open

process of law with every opportunity of defence, and, if convicted,

leniency of treatment.

Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to See. of Navy, July 15, 1899, 2.38 MS. Dom.
Let. 487, eiK'losing a copy of an instruction to tlie United States

consul at San Juan del Norte, No. 115, May 13, 1899.

" Mr. Scruggs, niin. to Venezuela, to Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, Nov. 18, 1892,

For. Kel. 1802. »)37.

f> Mr. Partridge, niin. to Venezuela, to Mr. Gresbam, Sec. of State, April 11,

1893, For. liel. 1893, 722-724.
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Case of the Antelope, 1825.

Treaty of (ihent and subsequent discussions.

Act of 1820 and subsequent negotiations.

Tlie (piintuple treaty.

Webster-Ashburton treaty.

British renunciation of visit and search, 1858.

Senate resolution, lS."j8.

Convention with Great Britain, 1862.

General act of Brussels. 1890.

3. Piracy.

( 1 ) Nature of the offence. § 311.

Definitions.

Legislation and decisions.

Kidnapped persons.

Hostile enterprises—case of the Virginius.

(2) Judicial proceeding.s. § 312.

(3) Salvage. § 31.3.

(4) Cajitures by privateers. § 314.

.Tustified by belligerent commission.

Abuse or invalidity of conunission.

Question as to nationality of crew,

rnconiiiiissioned cruisers.

4. Self-defense. S 31.").

Case of the Deerhound.

Case of the Virginius.

Case of the Mary Lowell.

5. Question of hot pursuit. § 316.
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III. Claim of Impressment.

1. Its assertion and denial. § 317.

2. Case of Chesapeake and Leopard. § 318.

3. War of 1812. § 319.

4. Subsequent correspondenoe. § 320.

IV. Nationality OF Vessels.

1. Evidence of the flag. § 321.

2. Registry. § 322.

3. American-owned foreign-built vessels.

(1) Right of protection. § 323.

(2) Jurisdiction. § 324.

4. Passports and sea letters. § 325.

5. Arming of merchant vessels. § 326.

6. Officers. § 327.

7. Loss of right to protection. § 328.

V. Vessels Controlled by Insurgents.

1. Cases and opinions. 177r>-18G0. § 329.

2. Civil war cases. § 330.

3. Cases and Opinions. 1865-1884. § 331.

4. Colombian insurrection. 1885. § 332.

5. Revolution in Chile. 1891. § 333.

6. Naval revolt in Brazil. 1893-94. § 334.

7. Cases and opinions, 1899-1902. S 335.

I. THE TERM " HIGH SEAS."

§ 308.

" The term ' high seas,' as used by legislative bodies, the courts, and

text writers, has been constrned to express a widely different meaning.

As used to define the jurisdiction of admiralty courts, it is held to

mean the waters of the ocean exterior to low-water mark. As used

in international law, to fix the limits of the open ocean, upon which

all peoples possess common rights, the ' great highway of nations,* it

has been held to mean only so much of the ocean as is exterior to a

line running parallel with the shore and some distance therefrom,

commonly such distance as can be defended by artillery upon the

shore, and therefore a cannon shot o* a marine league (three nautical

or four statute miles)."

Second court of commissioners of Alabama claims. Stetson v. United

States, No. 3993, class 1, Moore, Int. Arbitrations. IV. 4332, 4335.

It was hold in this case that section 5 of the act of June 5, 1882, which

directed the examination of claims resulting from damage done on

the " high seas ' by Confederate cruisers, although the loss or damage
occurred " within 4 miles of the shore," did not embrace claims for

losses inflicted in the territorial waters of the United States,

whether such waters lay within a, line drawn 4 statute miles from

the shore of the open sea, or within bays which, although more than

3 nautical or 4 statute miles in width, were to be considered as

subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States.
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For a further discussion bj- the same tribunal of the meaning of the

term " high seas " in the act of 1882, see the case of the ship John H.
Jnrris. Moore. Int. Arbitrations. V. 4<)T7.

As to wiiat constituted a " Confederate cruiser " in the sense of the act, see

Moore. Int. Arbitrations. V. 4(>73.

As to the extent ot territorial waters, see. supra, §§ 144-153.

II. FREEDOM OF THE SEAS.

1. Prohibition of Visit and Skarch in Time of Peace.

§ 309.

" Xo nation can exercise a right of visitation and search upon the

common and unappropriated parts of the sea, save
Judicial decisions. , ^i i n- ^ i • 9?

only on the belligerent claim.

Lord Stowell, in the case of Le liOuis. 2 Dodson. 210, 24."), adopted by Mr.

Cass. Sec. of State, in instructions to Mr. Dallas, min. to England,

June 30, 1858. MS. Inst. (iv. Bv. XVII. 115.

See. as to the fur-seal fisheries in liering Sea, supra, §§ 172, 173.

As to the abandonment by Great Britain, as the result of the peace of

Amiens, of the honor exacted from the Dutch to the British flag in

the " narrow seas," including the British and St. George's Channel, see

Hansard. XXXVI. (1S02).721.

For correspondence l)etween the United S.tates and Great Britain as to

the protection of cattlemen on the ships of the two nations, see For.

Rel. 1895, I. 728-730: 1896, 293-298.

For correspondence between the same countries as to fires on board cotton

ship.s. see For. Rel. 1895, I. 736 ; 1896, 310-316.

The right of search is a strictly belligerent right.

The Antelope. 10 Wheat. 66; The Mariaima Flora. 11 Wheat. 1.

See, in the same sense, Mr Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Borie. Sec. of Navy,

May 18, 1869. 81 xMS. Dom. Let. 124 ; supra, I. 193. § 67.

Ships of Avar sailing under the authority of their government, in-

structed to arrest pirates and other public offenders, nuiy approach

vessels at sea to ascertain their character.

A ship under such circumstances is not bound to lie by and await

approach, but she has no right to fire at an approaching cruiser upon

:i mere conjecture that she is a ])irate, especially if her own conduct

lias invited the approach; and, if this be d<me, the cruiser may law-

fully repel force by force and capture her.

The comnumder of a cruiser leaving fairly exercised his discretion,

in judging Avhether an attack on him was piratical, can not be held

responsible in damages for having come to a conclusion which subse-

quent judicial investigation shows to have been incorrect.

The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheat. 1.
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On May Ifi, 1811, an encounter took place l^etween the United States

^ ., , , frifjate President and the British sloop of war Little
Incidents and dec- '^ '

larations 1811- ^»'''^ ii^'^i* Cai^e Charles. Only one i)erson was

1872: "Presi- wounded on the Pre.sii1ent^ though her ri^ginjr was
dent" and "Lit- injured. On the L'tttte Belt there were thirteen killed
tie Belt."

.jj^^j .^ mnnber wounded. Courts of inquiry were held

in both countries, with conflicting results.

The British Government took the ground that the shot fired by the

President, for the purpose of hailing, was a hostile attack, and was to

be returned as such. On the other hand, it was maintained by Mr.

Monroe, Secretary of State, in a note to Mr. Foster. British minister,

October 11, 1811, " that Commodore Kodgers [of the President] pur-

sued a vessel, which had at first pursued him, and hailed her as soon

as he approached within suitable distance, are circumstances Avhich

can be of no avail to Captain Bingham [of the Little Belt]. The

United States have a right to know^ the national character of the

armed ships which hover on their coast, and whether they visit it

with friendly or illicit views; it is a right insejjarable from the

sovereignty of every independent state, and intimately connected with

their tranquillity and peace. . . . For these reasons the conduct of

Commodore Rodgers, in approaching the IJttle Belt, to make the

necessary inquiries, and excliange a friendly salute, was strictly

correct.""

A number of witnesses examined before the court of inquiry in the

United States concurred in testifying that the IJttle Belt did not

display her colors until it was too dark to distinguish them, and that

the first shot was fired by her and was returned by a single gun, and

that the general fire was commenced by the Little Belt. It was also

proved that when the fire of the Little Belt was silenced, Connnodore

Rodgers exerted himself to save her from further injury. The find-

ings of the court were in accordance with the evidence.

Mr. Monroe. Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, Brit. min.. Oct. 11, 1811, Am.
State Papers, For. Kel. III. 470.

For the proceedings of the court of inciiiiry in the United States, see id.

477.

" The convention with Russia will, I presume, be very satisfactory

to the nation. It consists of six articles. By the first

,00.. it is stipulated that the citizens and subjects of the
Kussia, 1824. •11.

two parties shall not be disturbed in navigating the

great Pacific Ocean nor in landing on the coast (at points which are

not already occupied) for the purpose of commerce with the natives,

under the following restrictions: Article 2. That the citizens of the

United States shall not land at any point where there is a Russian

establishment without permission from the governor or coniman-
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dant, reciprocated as to Russians in our favor, 3. No establishment

shall he formed by citizens of the United States, nor under their

authority, on the northwest coast of America, nor in the adjacent

islands, north of 54° 40' north latitude; nor by Russians south of

that latitude. 4. For ten years from the signature of the treaty the

vessels of the two powers and of their citizens and subjects may recip-

rocally frequent, without impediment, the interior seas, gulfs, har-

bors, and creeks on the coast to fish and trade with the natives. 5.

From this privilege of trade are excepted spirituous liquors, arms,

swords, powder, and munitions of wnr of every kind. Both powers

agree to give effect to this provision, it being stipulated that the ves-

sels of neither shall visit or detain the vessels of the other, by the

seizure of merchandise or any measure of force, which may be en-

gaged in this commerce; the high contracting parties reserving to

themselves the right to fix and inflict the penalties on any breaches of

the article. The sixth requires that the ratifications be exchanged in

ten months from its signature.

'• By this convention the claim to the ' mare clausimi ' is given up,

a very high northern latitude is established for our boundarj^ with

Russia, and our trade Avith the Indians placed for ten years on a per-

fectly free footing, and after that terrn left open for negotiation.

The British (xovernnient had, at our suggestion, agreed to treat in

concert with us on both topics, the navigation and boundaries, includ-

ing the trade with the Indians, but on seeing that passage in the mes-

sage which discountenanced the idea of further colonization on this

continent, declined it, on the presumption that it would give olfense

to Russia, a reason which was comnuinicated by Mr. Bagot to the

Russian Government and also to Mr. Middleton. By entering into

the negotiation with us singly, and conceding to us these points,

especially that relating to navigation, the Emperor has shown great

respect for the United States. England will, of course, have a simi-

lar stipulation in favor of the free navigaticm of the Pacific, but we
shall have the credit of having taken the lead in the aifair. I think,

also, that the event derives additional importance from the considera-

tion that the treaty has been concluded since the receipt at Petersburg

of the message at the opening of the last session of Congress, which
expressed sentiments in regard to our principles and hemisphere

adverse to those entertained by the Holy Alliance.''

President Monroe to Mr. Madison, Aug. 2, 1824, Madison MSS. Library

of Congress.

" The Oovernments of Great Britain and France have issued orders

to their naval commanders on the West India station
British-French or- , .ij- • ^ ,iit ci

J » n V to prevent, bv lorce it necessary, the landmg ot ad-
ders as to Caba. i . .' > &

venturers from any nation on the island of Cuba
with hostile intent. The copy of a memorandum of a conv^ersation
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on this- subject between the charge d'affaires of Her Britannic

Majesty and the Acting Secretary of State and of a subsequent note

of the former to the Department of State are herewith submitted,

together with a copy of a note of the Acting Secretary of State to the

minister of the French Kepublic and of the reply of the hitter on

the same subject. These papers will acquaint you with the grounds

of this interposition of the two leading connnercial powers of Europe,

and with the apprehensions, which this (lovernment could not fail

to entertain, that such interposition, if carried into effect, might

lead to abuses in derogation of the maritime rights of the United

States. The maritime rights of the United States are founded on a

firm, secure, and well-defined basis; they stand upon the ground of

national independence and public law, and will be maintained in

all their full and just extent. The principle which this Government

has heretofore solemnly announced it still adheres to, and will main-

tain under all circumstances and at all hazards. That principle is

that in every regularly documented merchant vessel the crew who
navigate it and those on board of it will find their protection in the

flag which is over them. Xo American ship can be allowed to be

visited or searched for the purpose of ascertaining the character of

individuals on board, nor can there be allowed any watch by the

vessels of any foreign nation over American vessels on the coasts of

the United States or the seas adjacent thereto. It will be seen by

the last communication from the British charge d'affaires to the De-

partment of State, that he is authorized to assure the Secretary of

State that every care will be taken that in executing the preventive

measures against the expeditions which the United States Govern-

ment itself has denounced as not being entitled to the "protection of

any government no interference shall take place with the lawful

commerce of any nation.

'' In addition to the correspondence on this subject herewith sub-

mitted, official information has been received at the Department of

State of assurances by the French Government that in the orders

given to the French naval forces they were expressly instructed, in

any operations they might engage in, to respect the flag of the

United States wherever it might appear, and to commit no act of

hostility upon any vessel or armament under its protection."

President Fillmore, second annual message, Dec. 2, 1851 (Mr. Webster,

Sec. of State). Richardson's Messages and Papers of the Presidents,

V. 117. See. in this relation. Mr. Dallas, min. to England, to Mr.

Cass. Sec. of State. June 11, 1858, 2 Dallas' Letters from London. 28.

" There is no question in regard to our international relations which

has within a recent period been more fully discussed than that respect-

ing the limits to the right of visitation and search. This is a belliger-

ent right, and no nation which is not engaged in hostilities can have
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any pretense to exercise it upon the open sea. The established doc-

trine upon this subject is " that the right of visitation and search of

vessels, armed or unarmed, navigating the high seas in time of j)eace,

does not belong to the public shij)s of any nation. This right is strictly

a belligerent right, allowed by the general consent of nations in time

of war. and limited to those occasions.' The undersigned avails him-

self of the autliority and language of a distinguished writer on inter-

national law :
* ^ye again repeat, that it is impossible to. show a single

passage of any institutional writer on public law, or the judgment of

any court by which that law is administered, either in Europe or

America, which will justify the exercise of such a right on the high

seas in time of peace independent of special compact. The right of

seizure for a breach of the revenue laws or laws of trade and naviga-

tion of a particular country, is quite different. The utmost length to

which the exercise of this right on the high seas has ever been carried,

in resi)ect to the vessels of another nation, has l)een to justify seizing

them within the territorial jurisdiction of the state against whose

laws they oil'end, diid pursuing them, in case of flight beyond that

limit, arresting them on the ocean, and bringing them in for adjudi-

cation before the tribunals of that state. " This, however," suggests

the Supreme Court of the United States, in the case before quoted of

the M((ri<inna Flora, '' has never been supposed to draw after it any

right of visitation or search. The party, in such case, seizes at his

peril. If he establishes the forfeiture, he is justified."
'

" This is not peculiarly an American doctrine; it has the sanction of

the soundest expositors of international law. Upon the ocean, in

time of peace, that is, among nations not in war, all are entirely

equal. ...
" The most distinguished judge that ever presided over the British

high court of admiralty has expressed himself ch'arly and emphatic-

ally on the subject of the right of visit and search, and declared ' that

no authority can be found which gives any right of ri-vtation or inter-

rtiptioii over the vessels or navigation of other states on the high seas,

except what the right of war gives to belligerents against neutrals.'

"

:Mr. Marcy. S(>c. of State, to Mr. ("ucto. Span, niiii., March 28, 1855:

Report of Sec. of Navy. March 10. l.Sr)(t. S. Ex. Doe. 1, 35 Cong.

si)eciiil sess. 4.

Tliis note referred to the visitation and search hy the Spanish cruiser

FcnoloiKi. on the hi^ii seas, of tlie American mail steamer /v7 Dorado,

while the latter was on her regular route hetween Aspinwall and New
Orleans.

With reference to tliis case, Mr. Dobhin issued the following instruction:

" I . . . call your attention chiefly to the recent firing into the mail

steamer HI Dorado, and subjecting that vessel to delay, visitation,

and search. This act is regarded as an exercise of i)ower which the

llnitcHl States have ever tirndy refused to recognize, and to which

they will never submit. In the absence of u decluratiou of war,
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which alone helongs to Congress, our officers in command of ships of

war would have no right to pursue and retaliate for such an act.

But, if present when the offence is perpetrated upon a vessel right-

fully bearing the flag of our country, the otticer would be regardeil as

derelict in his duty if he did not promptly interi>ose, relieve the

arrested American ships, prevent the exercise of this assumed right

of visitation or search, and repel the interference by force." (Mr.

Dobbin, Sec. of Navy, to Capt. Crabbe, U. S. S. Jamefstowii, April 3,

18.")."). S. Ex. Doc. 1. 35 Cong, special sess. 7-8.)

See. to the same effect. Mr. Dobbin to Connnodore McCauley, April 10,

1855. id. 2-4.

" The Spanish Government claims the right to search or detain foreign

vessels In its own territorial waters for the purix)se of a.scertaining

their character, but it is not understood that it meets this case with

a positive declaration that the El Dorado was within its territorial

waters.

" The United States will never concede that, in the thoroughfares of

commerce between Cape San Antonio and Yucatan, or between the

Key of Florida and the Cuban coast, the territorial waters of Spain

extend beyond cannon shot or a marine league. Considering the vast

amount of property transported over those thoroughfares it is of the

greatest imi)ortance to the interests of commerce that the extent of

Spanish jurisdiction in these two straits should be accurately under-

stood." (Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Escalante. Span, min.,

Oct. 29, 18.55, MS. Notes to Spain. VII. (J7.)

"The coiir.se pursued by your Government in offering an adequate

compensation for the interruption of the voyage of
Case of the " Dor-

^j^^ Dorcds C. Yeaton [by the Peruvian armed vessel

7^umhes], and its acceptance by the captain in satis-

faction of the injury, has withdrawn the question of damages on

account of that occurrence from the existing controversy; but the

boarding of the Dorcas C. Yedtoii by the Peruvian vessel of war pre-

sents very grave considerations for the interposition of this Govern-

ment. The American vessel was sailing upon the high seas, under

the flag of her country, when she was approached by the Peruvian

vessel of war, which, to adopt the expression used by you, ' made the

usual signal for her to heave to,' or, in other words, fired a gun to

indicate to the unarmed ship that she must stop and await the

pleasure of the armed one.

'"Before proceeding to examine the facts, it is necessary to lay

down the principle of immunity which protects the vessels of every

independent power upon the ocean from search or seizure by another

power. In a recent correspondence with Lord Napier, the minister

of Her Britannic Majesty to the United States, I had occasion to

investigate this subject, and to make known the views of the United

States in relation to it, and their determination not to submit to the

detention and search of their vessels in time of peace under any

pretext whatever. . . .
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" AMiile informing me that you deem it unnecessary ' to discuss or

put forward the right of visitation,' you remark that in a conversation

you had with me, I stated ' there were cases in which a national vessel

might be justified in visiting a merchant vessel on the high seas, and

that the Government of the United States would not in such cases

make a formal reclamation,' and that I had put a case illustrative of

this position applicable to the circumstances of the. r/zm-^es. . . . By
adverting to the extracts of the letter to Lord Napier, which accom-

pany this communication, j^ou w'ill perceive at once that I do not

occupy the position you assign to me. I claim a total immunity for

the vessels of the United States ' upon the common and unappropri-

ated parts of the ocean,' to use the expression of Lord Stowell, in time

of peace, under all circumstances. There is no case in which a forci-

ble entrance into them can be justified by another power. That is,

there is no case in which such entry is a lawful act. It may be an

excusable one under peculiar circumstances, of entrance and of con-

duct, which might well induce the aggrieved party to renounce all

claim for reparation ; as, for instance, if a piratical vessel were known
to be cruising in certain latitudes, and a national armed ship should

fall in with a vessel sailing in those regions, and answering the de-

scription given of the pirate, the visitation of a peaceable merchant-

man in such a case, with a view to ascertain her true character, would
give no reasonable cause of offence to the nation to which she might

belong, and whose flag she carried.

'' But if I understand correctly the position you take in behalf of

your Government respecting the detention of the Dorcas C. Yeaton,

it is unnecessary for me to discuss the general question of the claim of

visitation, except to express the dissent of the United States from

the principles in relation to it which you have Jaid down. That being

done, I have to observe that the question of private injury having been

removed by the action of Peru, if the entrance into the American

vessel were a jDeaceable one, without violence or menace, the United

States have no demand to make of the Government of your country,

either in satisfaction of the act or for the punishment of the officer

by whose orders it was committed. There is conflicting testimony as

to the precise circumstances which occurred, but there is no version of

them wliich attributes any offensive character to the transaction. As-

suming, therefore, that such are the views of your Government, and

the use of force on this occasion being denied and disavowed on its

behalf, the United States have no longer any cause of complaint

against the Government of Peru for this detention of one of their

vessels."

Mr. Cass. Sec. of State, to Mr. Osiua, Peruvian min., May 22, 1858, 50

Br. & For. State Papers, 1146, 1147-1148, 1148-1149.
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" In the despatch of Lord John Russell, I perceive he refers to the Amer-

ican flag as if it were contended that that national ensign afforded

protection to the vessel bearing it. I beg you to assure his lordship

that this country advances no such pretension. The immunity of

a vessel upon the ocean depends upon her national character, to be

ascertained, if contested, by her pai^rs, and, if need be, by other

circumstances, but not by the flag under which she sails. If a foreign

cruLser boards a vessel with American colors, and she proves not to

belong to this country, we have no right to complain of her exami-

nation or captui'e; but if the par)ers justify an assumption of the

flag, and she is actually an American vessel, then a trespass has

been committed by such cruiser, for which the government to which it

belongs is responsible ; and the act itself will be more or less con-

demnable as the circumstances leading to it are of a character to

justify .suspicion or to repel it, and as the conduct of the boarding

party is more or less offensive or injurious." (Mr. Cass, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Dallas, min. to England, Oct. 27, 1860, H. Ex. Doc. 7,

36 Cong. 2 sess. 505.)

July 27, 1858, Captain Jarvis, of the U. S. S. Savannah^ was in-

structed to proceed to San Juan del Norte, in Nicaragua. He was

directed at all times to afford protection to the citizens of the United

States and their propert3% and, if occasion should arise, to " protect

any vessel of the United States from search or detention on the high

seas by the armed ships of any other power."

Mr. Toucey, Sec. of Navy, to Captain Jarvis, July 27, 1858, S. Ex. Doc.

29, 36 Cong. 1 sess. 2.

March 6, 1860, two vessels, apparently men-of-war. but without

any colors flying, appeared at anchor off Antigua,

, „. ,, a small place about 14 miles north of Vera Cruz,
eral Miramon. '

\

At that time the contest was still going on in Mexico

between the constitutional government of President Jaurez at Vera

Cruz and the Miramon government, which occupied the capital,

and a number of American men-of-war lay off Vera Cruz under

instructions to afford protection to the persons and property of

American citizens. The two vessels above mentioned, after lying at

anchor for some time, got under way and proceeded to the south-

ward and eastward, paying no attention to the flags of the men-of-

war nor to those of the castle, from which a gun was fired to attract

their attention. Taking no notice of signals, they proceeded to

Anton Lizardo, where they came to anchor. Under the circum-

stances Captain Jarvis, of the U. S. S. Savannah^ in command of

the American naval forces, deemed it to be his duty to ascertain who
they were, and he instructed Commander Turner, U. S. S. Saratoga^

to obtain the desired information. As the wnnd was ahead. Com-
mander Turner made use of two small American steamers, called

the Indianola and Wave, to take the Saratoga in tow, and, placing
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on each of these vessels a detachment of men and marines, he pro-

ceeded to Anton Lizardo. On arriving there and after the tow

was cast off the small steamers hailed and reported that the larger

of the two vessels was under way and endeavoring to escape. Com-
mander Turner ordered them to pursue and, if possible, to board

it, so that he might communicate with the senior officer, and at the

same time fired a shot ahead to bring the vessel to. When, however,

the small steamers got close by, the vessel opened a fire of guns and

musketry uiK)n them, and it was reported that at the same time the

other and smaller vessel was slipping her cable. Commander Turner

believing the latter to be acting in complicity with and under the or-

ders of the larger vessel, and being apprehensive that it might go to

the hitter's assistance and oblige him to recall the small steamers or to

witness their capture and destruction, gave it a broadside. It then ran

up the Spanish flag. Meanwhile the larger vessel was hotly engaged

with the two small steamers, by which it was run aground and cap-

tured. It turned out that this vessel was the General Miramon^ com-

manded by Captain Marin, and that the smaller vessel was the Ma7'-

quis of Havana^ a Spanish ship Avhich was employed by Captain

Marin as a tender to transport stores and munitions of war. Cap-

tain Marin subsequently stated to Commander Turner that when he

observed the American ships entering the harbor he informed his

crew that he believed them to be American men-of-war and forbade

the men to fire, but that he had found it impossible to control the crew,

which was composed of new and undisciplined men of various nation-

alities. Comnumder Turner stated, however, that during the action

he heard Captain Marin calling on the men to board with him.

Captain Jarvis in his report of the incident approved the action of

Commander Turner, saying that he and the officers under him de-

served " great credit for their promptness in defending their flag."

Captain Jarvis stated that he should send the captured vessel to New
Orleans as soon as possible, to be delivered to the Ignited States mar-

shal. The opinion of the Government of the United States was ex-

pressed by Mr. Toucey, Secretary of the Xavy, as follows: " Upon the

facts stated in these reports [of Captain Jarvis and Commander
Turner

I

the Department aj)proves of the conduct of both those gal-

lant officers, and of the officers and men under their command.'"

Special niossafjo of President Buchanan. March 20. 18()0, transmitting

to the Senate, in response to a resohition of the 21st of the same

month, papers in relation to the capture of two Mexican war steamers

by a naval force of the United States. (S. Ex. Doc. 29, 36 Cong.

1 sess.

)

" The Captain-Cxeneral of Cuba, about May last, issued a proclama-

tion authorizing search to be made of vessels on the high seas.
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Immediate remonstrance was made against this, whereupon the

Captain-General issued a new proclamation limiting the right of

search to vessels of the United States so far as authorized under the

treaty of 1795. This proclamation, however, was immediately

withdrawn."

President Grant, annual message, Deo. 6, 1809. Richardson's Messages

and PaiKM-s of the Presidents. VII. 32.

See. as to these decrees. Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1021-1022; S. Ex.

Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 12.

In January. 1872. the " serious attention " of the Spanish minister

at Washington was called to a report of the Ignited States consul at

Nassau, that the steamship Florida^ a regularly documented vessel of

the United State.s, while on her way to New York from Nassau, was
followed by the Spanish gunboat I)esciihr-'Hlo)\ and. when three miles

at sea, was twice fired at, first with a blank shot and then Avith solid

shot, and when brought to was boarded by an officer from the

Descuhiidor. who, after an e.xamination. allowed her to proceed. The
Government of the United States, it was declared, " denies the right

of the crui.sers of any foreign power to search ves.sels of the United

States on the high seas in time of peace." It was presumed, said the

Department of State, that the proceedings of the Descuhridor were

not in accordance with orders, that the officer who committed the

act would be made sensible of the displeasure of his Government,

and that " a proper apology " would be made " for so flagrant a

violation of the maritime rights of the United States.'' It was added

that a similar act was not long previously committed by another

Spanish man-of-war soon after the departure of the Florida from St.

Thomas,

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Roberts, Spanish luin., Jan. 13, 1872, MS.
Notes to Span. Leg. IX. 62.

October 31. 1873, the steamer Virf/hiius, flying the American flag

and having an American register, was, after an eight

• -. ,o^o
" hours" chase, overtaken and captured bv the Spanish

gimus, 1873. '

.

'

man-of-war Tornado. The pursuit began and ended

on the high seas. The Virginius was taken to Santiago de Cuba,

where, after a summary trial by court-martial, ostensibly on a charge

of piracy, fifty-three of her officers, crew, and other per.sons on board,

embracing Americans, British subjects, and Cubans, were condemned

to death and shot. The rest were held as prisoners. The British

man-of-war Xiohe, which arrived at Santiago November 8. 1873,

demanded that no further executions of British subjects should take

place till the case should have been investigated by higher powers.

The charge of piracy apjjears to have been based upon the fact tliat
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the vessel was engaged, in the service of Cuban insurgents, in convey-

ing arms, ammunition, and men to aid the insurrection in Cuba.

November 14, 1878. Mr. Fish, who was then Secretary of State, tele-

graphed to (ieneral Sickles, United States minister at Madrid, as

follows :
" Unless abundant reparation shall have been voluntarily

tendered, you will denuind the restoration of the Virginius, and the

release and delivery to the United States of the persons captured

on her who have not already been massacred, and that the flag of the

United States be saluted in the port of Santiago, and the signal pun-

ishment of the officials who were concerned in the capture of the

vessel and the execution of the passengers and crew." In case satis-

factory reparation was not assured within twelve days. General

Sickles was to close the legation and leave Madrid."

November 18, 1873, Admiral Polo, then Spanish minister at Wash-
ington, connnunicated to Mr. Fish a telegram from the Spanish min-

ister of state, declaring that the Spanish Government was '"' resolved

to abide by the principles of justice, to observe international law, to

punish all those who shall have made themselves liable to punish-

ment, regardless of their station; to ask reparation for offences that

may have been done against us, and in our turn to make due repara-

tion if right and our own conviction should so advise us."' The
Spanish Ciovernment, however, asked for time to ascertain the facts,

alleging that a " conspiracy '" had been " discovered in Cuba, which

was to have acted in concert with the arrival of the vessel, which

had already, on former occasions, landed supplies of war and filibus-

tering expeditions, and, on this very occasion, had not her papers in

order." ^

" Protocol of the conference held at the Department of State^ at

Washinf/fon, on the 29th of Xoremher, 1873, between Hamilton

Fish, Secretary/ of State, and Rear-Admiral Don Jose Polo dc

Bernahe, enroy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of

Spaiyt.

" The undersigned, having met for the purpose of entering into a

definitive agreement respecting the case of the steamer Virginias,

which, while under the flag of the United States, was on the 31st of

October last, captured on the high seas by the Spanish man-of-war

Tornado, have reached the following conclusions:
'" Spain, on her part, stijiulates to restore forthwith the vessel

referred to, and the survivors of her i:)assengei"s and crew, and on the

2r)th day of December next to salute the flag of the United States.

a Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Gen. Sickles, niin. to Spain, tel., Nov. 14, 1873,

H. Ex. Doc. .30, 4.3 Cong. 1 sess. 29. See, also. For. Ilel. 1874, 923-1117.

6 H. Ex. Doe. 30, 43 Cong. 1 sess. 73.
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If, however, before that date Spain should prove to the satisfaction

of the Government of the United States that the Virginius was not

entitled to carry the flag of the United States, and was carrying it at

the time of her capture without right and improperly, the salute will

be spontaneously dispensed with, as in such case not being necessarily

requirable; but the United States will expect, in such case, a dis-

claimer of intent of indignity to its flag in the act which was com-

mitted.

" Furthermore, if on or before the 25th day of December, 1873, it

shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the United States that

the Virginius did not rightfully carry the American flag, and was not

entitled to American papers, the United States will institute inquiry,

and adopt legal proceedings against the vessel, if it be found that

she has violated any law of the United States, and against any of the

persons who may appear to have been guilty of illegal acts in connec-

tion therewith ; it being understood that Spain will proceed, accord-

ing to the second proposition made to General Sickles, and communi-

cated in his telegram read to Admiral Polo on the 27th instant, to

investigate the conduct of those of her authorities who have infringed

Spanish laws or treaty obligations, and will arraign them before com-

petent courts and inflict punishment on those who may have offended.

" Other reciprocal reclamations to be the subject of consideration

and arrangement between the tAvo Governments; and, in case of no

agi'eement, to be the subject of arbitration, if the constitutionrJ assent

of the Senate of the United States be given thereto.

" It is further stipulated that the time, manner, and place for the

surrender of the Virginius^ and the survivors of those who were on

board of her at the time of her captiH'e, and also the time, manner,

iand place for the salute to the flag of the United States, if there

should be occasion for such salute, shall be subject to arrangement

between the undersigned within the next two days.

" Hamilton Fish.
" Jose Polo de Berxabe."

The text of this protocol may be found in H. Ex. Doc. 30, 43 Coig. 1 sess.

81 ; 63 Br. & For. State Papers, 1872-73, .389.

For the agreement entered into, Dec. 8, 1873, as to the details mentioned

in the last paragraph of the protocol, see H. Ex. Doc. 30, 43 Cong.

1 sess. 84.

As to the trial of General Burriel, see President's message, Jan. 21, 1876,

II. Ex. Doc. 00, 44 Cong. 1 sess.

" It is a well-established principle, asserted by the United States

from the beginning of their national independence, recognized by

Great Britain and other nuiritime powers, and stated by the Senate

in a resolution passed unanimously on the 16th of June, 1858, that

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 57
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'American vessels on the lii^h seas in time of peace, bearing the Amer-
ican flag, remain under the jurisdiction of the country to which they

belong, and therefore any visitation, molestation, or detention of such

vessels by force, or by the exhibition of force, on the part of a foreign

power is in derogation of the sovereignty of the United States.'

" In accordance with this principle, the restoration of the Virginius

and the surrender of the survivors of her passengers and crew, and a

due reparation to the flag, and the punishment of the authorities who
had been guilty of the illegal acts of violence, were demanded. The
Spanish Government has recognized the justice of the demand, and

has arranged for the immediate delivery of the vessel, and for the sur-

render of the survivors of the passengers and crew, and for a salute to

the flag, and for proceedings looking to the punishment of those who
may be proved to have been guilty of illegal acts of violence toward

citizens of the United States, and also toward indenniifying those

who may be shown to be entitled to indemnity.''

President Grant, annual message, Dec. 1. 1873. (Richardson's Messages

and Papers of the I'residents. VII. 241.) See infra, p. 94G.

A copy of the protocol of Nov. 29 accompanied the message.

The Attorney-General, in an opinion mentioned in President Grant's

special message of January 5, IST-l, infra, found that the American
citizen in whose name as owner the Virginius was registered made, as

required by law, an oath that there was '" no subject or citizen of any

foreign prince or state, directly or indirectly, by way of trust, confi-

dence, or otherwise, interested in such ship or vessel, or in the profits

or issues thereof "; that this oath was false, as the vessel was then the

property of certain Cuban residents of Xew York, who furnished the

funds for her purchase; that the American citizen who commanded
the vessel when she left Xew York was cognizant of the facts; that

various other persons on board testified to the same effect, stating that

one of the Cuban owners navigated and controlled the vessel and

treated it in all respects as if it were his property; that there were

no sureties on the bond given by the ostensible owner and commander,

though the law required it: that there was no insurance on the vessel,

and that, when it left Xew York, the principal Cubans who took pas-

sage did not eml)ark at the Avharf, but went on board by a tug after

the vessel had left X"ew York. The Attorney-General therefore held

that the registration was " a fraud upon the navigation laws of the

United States " ; but he added :

" Assuming the question to be what appears to conform to the

intent of the protocol, whether or not the Virginius, at the time of

her capture, had a right, as against the Ignited States, to carry the

American flag, I am of the opinion that she had no such right, be-

cause she had not been registered according to law; but I am also
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of the opinion that she was as much exempt from interference on

the high seas by another power, on that ground, as though she had

been lawfully registered. Spain no doubt has a right to capture a

vessel with an American register and carrying the American flag,

found in her own waters, assisting, or endeavoring to assist the insur-

rection in Cuba, but she has no right to capture such a vessel on the

high seas upon an apprehension that, in violation of the neutrality or

navigation laws of the United States, she was on her way to assist

said rebellion. Spain may defend her territory and people from the

hostile attack of what is. or appears to be, an American vessel, but

she has no jurisdiction whatever over the question as to whether or

not such vessel is on the high seas in violation of any law of the

United States. Spain cannot rightfully raise that question as to the

Virginius, but the United States may, and, as I understand the pro-

tocol, they have agreed to do it; and, governed by that agreement,

and without admitting that Spain would otherwise have any interest

in the question, I decide that the Virginius at the time of her capture

was without right and improperly carrying the American flag."

Williams, At. Gen., Doc. 17, 1873, 14 Op. 310; For. Rel. 1874, 1113; H. Ex.

Doc. 30, 43 Cong. 1 sess. 208.

" By direction of the President, I have the honor to inclose here-

with a copy of this opinion and decision of the Attorney-General.
" The President directs me further to say that the conditions having

thus been reached, on which, according to the protocol of the 29th of

November last, the salute to the flag of the United States is to be

spontaneoush'^ dispensed with, he desires that you will give the neces-

sary orders and instruct the proper officers to notify the authorities

of Santiago de Cuba of that fact, in time to carry out the intent and

spirit of the agreement between the two Governments."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Robeson, Sec. of Navy, Dec. 17, 1873,

II. Ex. Doc. 30, 43 Cong. 1 sess. 210; For. Kel. 1874, 1115, 1116.

" Spain having admitted (as could not be seriously questioned)

that a regularly documented vessel of the United States is subject on

the high seas in time of peace only to the police jurisdiction of the

power from which it receives its papers, it seemed to the President

that the United States should not refuse to concede to her the right

to adduce proof to show that the Virginius was not rightfully carry-

ing our flag. "When the question of national honor was adjusted, it

also seemed that there Avas a peculiar proj^riety in our consenting to

an arbitration on a question of pecuniary damages."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adee. charge at Madrid. Dec. 31, 1873,

H. Ex Doc. 30, 43 Cong. 1 sess. 69, 70 ; For, Rel. 1874, 976.
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'• On the 2(>th day of Septeniher. 1870, the VirginmH was registered

in the custom-house at New York as the property of a citizen of the

United States, he having first made oath, as re(|uired by law, that he

was ' the true and only owner of the said vessel, and that there was no

subject or citizen of any foreign prince or state, directly or indirectly,

by way of trust, confidence, or otherwise, interested therein.'

" Having complied with the requisites of the statute in that behalf,

she cleared in the usual way for the port of Cura^'ao, and on or about

the 4tli day of October. 1870. sailed for that port. It is not disputed

that she made the voyage according to her clearance, nor that, from

that day to this, she has not returned within the territorial jurisdic-

tion of the Ignited States. It is also understood that she preserved

her American papers, and that when within foreign ports she made
the practice of putting forth a claim to American nationality, which

was recognized by the authorities at such ports.

" When, therefore, she left the port of Kingston, in October last,

under the flag of the United States, she would appear to have had, as

ugainst all powers except the United States, the right to fly that flag,

and to claim its protection, as enjoyed by all regularly documented

vessels registered as part of our commercial marine.

" No state of war existed, conferring u]3on a maritime power t^ie

right to molest and detain upon the high seas a documented vessel;

and it can not be pretended that the Virginiufi had placed herself

without the pale of all law by acts of piracy against the human race.

" If her papers Avere irregular or fraudulent, the oifense was one

against the laws of the United States, justiciable only in their

tribunals.

" When, therefore, it became known that the Yirginius had been

captured on the high seas by a Spanish man-of-war; that the Amer-
can flag had been hauled down by the captors: that the vessel had
been carried to a Spanish port; and that Spanish tribunals were

taking jurisdiction over the persons of those found on her, and exer-

cising that jurisdiction upon American citizens, not only in viola-

tion of the rules of international law, but in contravention of the

provisions of the treaty of 1795, I directed a demand to be made
upon Spain for the restoration of the vessel, and for the return of

the survivors to the protection of the United States, for a salute to

the flag, and for the ])unishment of the offending parties.

" The principles upon which these demands rested could not be

seriously questioned, but it was suggested by the Spanish Govern-,

ment that there were gi-ave doubts whether the Virginius was entitled

to the character given her by her papers; and that therefore it might

be proper for the United States, after the surrender of the vessel and

the survivors, to dispense with the salute to the flag, should such fact

be established to their satisfaction.
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" This seemed to be reasonable and just. I therefore assented to

it, on the assurance that Spain would then declare that no insult to

the flag of the United States had been intended.

" I also authorized an agreement to be made that, should it be

shown to the satisfaction of this Government that the Virginius was
improperly bearing the flag, proceedings should be instituted in our

courts for the punishment of the offense committed against the'

United States. On her part Spain undertook to proceed against

those who had ofi^ended the sovereignty of the United States, or who
hid violated their treaty rights.

" The surrender of the vessel and the survivors to the jurisdiction

of the tribunals of the United States was an admission of the princi-

ples upon which our demands had been founded, I therefore had no

hesitation in agreeing to the arrangement finally made between the

two Governments—an arrangement which was moderate and just,

and calculated to cement the good relations which have so long

existed between Spain and the' United States.

" Under this agreement the Virginius^ with the American flag

fl^ang, Avas delivered to the Navy of the United States at Bahia

Honda, in the island of Cuba, on the 16th ultimo. She was in an

unseaworthy condition. In the passage to New York she encoun-

tered one of the most tempestuous of our winter storms. At the risk

of their lives the officers and crew placed in charge of her attempted

to keep her afloat. Their efforts were unavailing and she sank off

Cape Fear. The prisoners who survived the massacres Avere surren-

dered at Santiago de Cuba on the 18th ultimo, and reached the port

of NeAv York in safety.

'" The evidence submitted on the part of Spain to establish the

fact that the Vir'ginius at the time of her capture Avas improperly

bearing the flag of the United States is transmitted herewith,

together Avith the opinion of the Attorney-General thereon, and a

copy of the note of the Spanish minister, expressing, on behalf of his

Government, a disclaimer of an intent of indignity to the flag of the

United States."

I'resident Grant, special message, Jan. 5. 1874, IT. Ex. Doc. 30, 43 Cong.

1 sess. 1.

As to the character and previous career of the Virf/inius see II. Ex. Doe.

30, 43 Cong. 1 sess. 8.">-145.

For the report of a United States naA^al board of inquiry on the sinking

of the Virf/inius, see For. Rel. 1875, II. 1148.

" This Department has received despatches from the consuls of the

United States at Puerto Cabello and Curasao, relative to a regularly

documented steamer of the United States, named the ' Virginius

'

or ' Virgin,' whose proceedings in that quarter do not appear to be

of an exclusiA-ely coumiercial character. That vessel is reported to

have even been charged with piracy in the courts of Curagao,

although from the particulars of the charge contained in the des-
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patches adverted to. it is not deemed liliely that it will be sustained.

Still, under the circinnstances. I am directed by the President to

inform you that it is thought to be advisable, especially in view of

the continuance of the civil war in \'enezuela, and the supposed con-

nei-tion of the ' Virginius ' or ' Virgin ' with one of the parties to

that war, that a vessel of the North Atlantic Squadron should visit

Curagao and ports of Venezuela. It is believed that the mere pres-

ence of such a vessel would tend to prevent injuries upon the persons

and pro])erty of citizens of the Unite<l States as well as irregularities

by the steamer adverted to." (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Robe-

son, Sec. of Navy, Dec. 17, 1S70, 87 MS. Dom. Let. 294.)

" In March last an arrangement was made, through Mr. Gushing,

our minister in Madrid, with the Spanish Government, for the pay-

ment by the hitter to the United States of the sum of $80,000 in

coin, for the purpose of the relief of the families or persons of

the ship's company and certain passengers of the Virginius. This

sum was to have been paid in three installments at two months

each. It is due to the Spanish Government that I should state that

the payments were fully and spontaneously anticipated by that Gov-

ernment, and that the whole amount Avas paid within but a few days

more than two months from the date of the agreement, a copy of

which is herewith transmitted. In pursuance of the terms of the

adju.stment I have directed the distribution of the amount among
the parties entitled thereto, including the ship's company and such

of the passengers as were American citizens. Payments are made
accordingly, on the application by the parties entitled thereto."

President Grant, seventh annual message, Dec. 7, 1875. (Richardson's

Messages and Papers of the Presidents, VII. 330.)

As to the amount and distribution of the indemnity, see President's

message, Nov. 15, 1877, 11. Ex. Doc. 15, 45 Cong. 1 sess.

For further corresix)ndence, see President's mess;xge, March 29, 1878,

II. Ex. Doc. 72, 45 Cong. 2 sess.

For a confidential circular. April 24, 1874. enclosing correspondence with

the Spanish minister at Washington, see MS. Inst. Arg. Rep. XVI. G6.

As to the question of a claim by Spain for the loss of the steamer, see

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cushing, min. to Spain, tel., March 1,

1875, MS. In.st. Spain, XVII. 197.

" In 1870, the Virginius^ a vessel registered as the property of an

American citizen, but in fact belonging to certain Cuban insurgent

leaders, set sail from New York as an American ship, and after

making sundry voyages for insurgent objects, found herself at

Kingston in the first-mentioned year [1873]. There she took on

board some men intended to be landed in Cuba, and after also ship-

ping a quantity of fresh hands, who were ignorant of the true desti-

nation of the vessel, set sail ostensibly for Limon Bay in Costa Rica.

While on her way to Cuba, but upon the open sea, she was chased by
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and surrendered to the Spanish vessel, the Tornado. She was taken

into Santiago de Cuba, and the greater part of those on board, in-

ckiding several British subjects shipi:)ed in Jamaica, were shot by

order of the general commanding the place. AVhen the Virginius

was captured she was undoubtedly engaged in an illegal expedition,

but she had conunitted no act of piracy, she was sailing under the flag

of the Ignited States and with American papers, she offered no resist-

ance, and was in fact unfitted both for offence and defence by the

character of her equipment. Although therefore the Spanish authori-

ties had ample reason for watching her, for seizing her if she en-

tered the Cuban territorial waters, and possibly even for precau-

tionary seizure upon the high seas, no excuse existed for regarding the

vessel and crew as piratical at the moment of capture. Had they

even been seized while in the act of landing the passengers the business

in which they would have been engaged would not have amounted to

piracy. The element of violence would have been wanting. Inva-

sion is in itself an act of violence. But an invasion does not take

place when a hundred men land in a country without means of seri-

ously defending themselves, and when their only immediate object

is to join their fellow-rebels quietly and without observation. The
British Government demanded and obtained compensation for the

families of the British subjects who were executed. In their corre-

spondence with the Government of Spain they did not complain of

the seizure of the vessel, or of the detention of the passengers and

crew, but argued that after this had been effected ' no pretence of

inuninent necessity of self-defence could be alleged, and it was the

duty of the Spanish authorities to prosecute the offenders in proper

form of law, and to have instituted regular proceedings on a definite

charge before the execution of the prisoners; ' maintaining further

that had this been done it would have been found that ' there was no

charge either known to the law of nations or to any municipal law,

under which jx'rsons in the situation of the British crew of the

Vh'f/hiiifs could have been justifiably condemned to death.' "

Ilall. International Law. 4th ed. 278-279. See infra, pp. 907, 980.

On August 11, 1880, Mr. Evarts instructed the minister of the

United States at Madrid to bring to the attention of
Incidents of 1880- ,1 u • \ r^ j. i.i. £ j.- 1

the Spanish Government, as a matter of exceptional

gravity, four then recent instances of visitation and

search of American merchant vessels by armed cruisers of Spain on

the high seas off the eastern coast of Cuba. The first was that of

the schooner Etiiel A. Mei'rtff, which, on May 30, 1880, while on a

voyage from Jamaica to the United States with a cargo of fruit, was

obliged to come to by a Spanish cruiser, which, after firing a blank
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shot, sent a solid shot through her rigging. The schooner was
boarded by a Spanish officer, who, after searching her, permitted

her to proceed on her course. Her distance at the time from the

Spanish coast was said to be between six and seven nautical miles.

The next case was that of the schooner Eunice F. Newcomh^ of

Wellrteet, Mass. The circumstances were altogether similar to those

of the i)receding case.

The third case was that of the American schooner George Wash-
ington. July 5, 1880, while on a voyage from the United States to

Januiica for fruit, she was boarded when about 15 miles distant

from Cape Maysi by a boat's crew from a Spanish cruiser, supposed

to be tlie Blasco de Garay. Her papers were examined, her hold

searched, and her crew inspected ; she was then permitted to proceed

without explanation of the cause of her detention.

The fourth case was that of the schooner Ilattie Ilmlxell., of New
York. July G, 1880, while on a voyage from New York to Colombia

with a general cargo, she was chased and compelled to heave to, when
about 8*2 miles from Cape Maysi, by the Spanish cruiser Blmeo de

Garay. She was searched and her papers examined and was then

permitted to proceed.

AMien the search of the Etliel A. Mefritt was first reported through

the i)ress, the Spanish Government quickly disavowed the act and

gave an assurance that, if the firing had taken place as reported, it

was contrary to the express orders and wish of the Spanish Govern-

ment; and, as the identity of the Spanish cruiser was uncertain, the

United States, conjecturing that the proceeding might have been
'• the work of some piratical craft," sent the U. S. S. Tennessee to

Cuban waters to make an investigation. The commander of the

Tennessee learned that the search of the Ethel A. Merritt and Eunice

P. Xewcomh was admitted by the Spanish authorities at Santiago

de Cuba, the explanation given by them being that the guardia costas

were not permitted to cruise "' at a greater distance than six miles

from the Cuban shore," and that the schooners when boarded were

not more than two or three miles from the Cuban coast. The
reported search of the George Washington and Ilattie Haskell was

not admitted.

Mr. Evarts stated that the cases appeared to involve " an unwonted

exercise of a right of search in time of peace, and to a greater extent

than the existing treaty of 1795, between the two nations, in its

eighteenth article, permits it to be exercised even in time of recog-

nized public war, that article permitting visitation only, with inspec-

tion of the vessel's sea-letters, and not search." The interferences in

question did not, he observed, even take the form of a revenue for-

mality performed by the revenue vessels of Spain, but bore " most

unequivocal features of belligerent searches made by the war vessels
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of Spain." He doubted whether, under color of revenue investiga-

tion, power could be invoked within the marine league " in time of

peace to justif}^ the interference of Spanish cruisers with the lawful

commerce of nations passing along a public maritime highway, in a

regular course of navigation which brings them near the Cuban
coast, though not bound to its ports.'' The ships of a friendly nation

were not, he declared, to be driven out of their proper course into

adverse winds and currents " to avoid the offensive exercise of a right

which is allowed only to the exigencies of a state of war, and to avert

the imminent risk of armed attack and of discourtesy to the flag

they bear. And it needs no argument to show that the exercise of

any such asserted right upon commercial vessels, on the high seas,

in time of peace, is inconsistent with the maintenance of even the

most ordinary semblance of friendly relations between the nation

which thus conducts itself and that whose merchant vessels are

exposed to systematic detention and search by armed force.

" I have made use of the terms ' systematic detention and search

'

advisedly, for although I am loath to believe that the Government of

His Majesty has determined upon the adoption of a course towards

the vessels of the United States, in or near the jurisdictional waters

of Spain, which can only imply a standing menace to the integrity

and honor of my country and its flag, yet the occurrence in quick

succession of four such grave acts of offensive search of our peaceful

traders, after so long an interval of repose since this question was
last raised in the case of the American whalers on the southern coast

of Cuba," cannot but make me apprehensive that the Government of

Spain, or the superior authority of Cuba, in pursuance of the dis-

cretionary power it is understood to possess, may have taken up a

new line of action, and one wholly inconsistent with those relations

between the two countries which both their reciprocal interests and
duties require should be maintained unbroken.

'• It is my profound hope that such apprehensions on my part may
be found to be baseless. But in view of the length of time which has

elapsed since the first of these occurrences was known to the public

here and in Spain, of the anxiety which the minister of state expressed

to you in the matter of the telegraphic inquiries made by him of the

Cubnn authorities, and of the immediate report of the early cases to

Uie admiral at Havana, which is said to have been made, I cannot

but express my surprise and regret that the Spanish Government
should not of itself have hastened to make some explanation of the

incidents calculated to allay the anxiety of a friendly power, whose
just susceptibilities as respects the safety of its commerce and the

honor of its flag are so well known to the Spanish Government.

o See the cases of the Ellen Rizpah, Rising Sun, and E(hcard Lee, infra, p. 913.
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'• I do not undertake, now, either a full exposition of the doctrine

of this Government on the subject of the maritime jurisdiction of

states over circumjacent waters, nor a particular inquiry, as to the

diverse views, in some sense, which have been brought forward,

heretofore, in the discussion between Spain and the United States on

the subject of jurisdiction over Cuban waters.

" I desire, however, that the position heretofore more than once

distinctly taken by this Government, in its diplomatic correspondence

with Spain, shall be understood by you and firmly adhered to in any

intercourse you may have in the pending situation with the Spanish

minister of foreign affairs. This Government never has recognized

and never will recognize any pretense or exercise of sovereignty on

the part of Spain beyond the belt of a league from the Cuban coast

over the commerce of this country in time of peace. This rule of the

law of nations we consider too firmly established to be drawn into

debate, and any dominion over the sea outside of this limit will be

resisted with the same firmness as if such dominion were asserted in

mid-ocean.
" The revenue regulations of a country framed and adopted under

the motive and to the end of protecting trade Avith its ports against

smuggling and other frauds which operate upon vessels bound to

such ports have, without due consideration, been allowed to play a

part in the discussions between Spain and the United States on the

extent of maritime dominion accorded by the law of nations A\diich

does not belong to them. In this light are to be regarded the royal

decrees which it has been claimed by the Spanish Government had for

more than a hundred years established tAvo leagues as the measure

of maritime jurisdiction, asserted and exercised by the Spanish croAvn,

both ill peninsular and colonial Avaters. Of this character, obviously,

arc tho regulations of our rcAamue system in force since 1799, Avhicli

not only alloAV but enjoin visitation of A'essels bound to our ports

Avithin four leagues from land, Avhich, in her diplomatic correspond-

ence Avitli this GoA'ernment, Spain has much insisted on as equivalent

to its oAvn dominion as asserted off its coasts, except that our authority

was exerted at tAvice the distance from land.

"But the distinction betAveen dominion OA'er the sea, carrying a

right of visit and search of all A'essels found Avithin such dominion,

and fiscal or revenue regulations of commerce, A'essels and cargoes

engaged in trade as alloAved Avith our ports to a reasonable range of

approach to such jiorts, needs only to be pointed out to be fully appre-

ciated. EA'ery nation has full jurisdiction of commerce Avitli itself,

until by treaty stipulations it has parted Avith some portion of this full

control. In this jurisdiction is easily included a requirement that

vessels seeking our ports, in trade, shall be subject to such visitation
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and inspection as the exigencies of our revenue may demand, in the

judgment of this Government, for the protection of the revenues and

the adequate administration of the customs service. This is not

dominion over the sea where these vessels are visited, but dominion

over this commerce with us, its vehicles and cargoes, even while at sea.

It carries no assertion of dominion, territorial and m invitum, but

over voluntary trade in progress and by its own election, submissive

to our regulations of it. even in its approaches to our coasts and while

still outside of our territorial dominion."
" You will observe, therefore, that the American vessels which have

been interfered with thus unwarrantably were not engaged in trade

with Cuba, and were in no degree subject to any surveillance or visita-

tion of revenue regulation. The acts complained of, if, indeed, as our

proofs seem to make clear, without the league accorded as territorial

by the law of nations, have no support whatever from the principle of

commercial regulation which I have explained. Spain had no juris-

diction over the waters in which our vessels were found, no jurisdic-

tion over the trade in which they were engaged; and no warrant

under the law of nations, to Avhich alone these vessels in this commerce

were subject, can be found for their arrest by the Spanish gunboats.
" As the offense against the rights of our commerce and the freedom

of our flag, which we complain of in those four instances, is substan-

tive, it is not necessary for me now to insist upon the form and

manner of these visitations and searches as elements or aggravations

of this offense. It cannot, however, escape notice that each transac-

tion has unequivocal features of the exercise of direct sovereignty, and

by mere force, as if by territorial and armed dominion over the sea

which was the scene of the transactions. These were gunboats, a part

of the naval power of Spain, under the threat of their armaments and

by the presence of adequate armed force boarding these vessels, com-

pelling submission ; their action was neither more nor less than such

as it would have been under a belligerent right on the high seas in

time of war.

" In manner and form, then, as well as in substance, the power to

which our connnerce was obliged to succumb was not of commercial

regulation or revenue inspection, or by any of the instruments

emploved in pre\'entive or protective service with which commerce is

familiar.

" Unless some face shall be put upon these disturbances of our

peaceful and honest commerce in one of the most important thorough-

fares which I can not anticipate, this Government will look to Spain

for a prompt and ready apology for their occurrence, a distinct assur-

ance against their repetition, and such an indenmity to the owners of

" See supra, § 1.^1.
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those several vessels as will satisfy them for the past and guarantee

our commerce against renewed interruption by engaging the interest

of Spain in restraint of rash or ignorant infractions, by subordinate

agents of its power, of our rights upon the seas."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. FairehiUl. niin. to Spain, Aug. 11, 1880,

For. Hel. 188(). 022.

In reply to an incpiiry concerning the case of tlie George Washington, the

Department of State, in 1885, said

:

" The latest conuuunication on the suhject, appears, to be an instruction

to Mr. Ilanilin. then minister to Spain, datetl January 14, 1882, in

which it was left to his discretion, whether to pursue the subject

further. This instruction alUukxl to the discrepancies above men-

tioned as seemingly hopeless ; and the absence of further action in

the matter on Mr. Hamlin's part, seems to indicate that he could

not find a sufficiently stable basis on which to press the subject

uiK)n the eontinuetl attention of His Catholic Majesty's Government.
" On reviewing the correspondence it appears to me that while the state-

ments are doubtless honest, tlie element of discrepancy and the

diverse \ iew respecting jurisdiction entertained on both i)arts leave

little ground to encourage further representation." (Mr. Bayard,

Sec. of State, to Mr. King, Oct. 12, 1885, 157 MS. Dom. Let. 342.)

The right of search can not be exercised in time of peace; nor is it

any excuse that the search was attempted in the port of a third

sovereign who makes no complaint of the outrage.

Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Asta-Buruaga, Mar. .'}, 1881, MS. Notes

to Chili, VI. 259.

" This Department is informed that on the 8th instant the United

States mail steamship Allian^'a, on her homeward

^^1^5
^**^ voyage from Colon to New York, when 6 miles from

the coast of Cuba, off Cape Maysi, was repeatedly

fired upon by a Spanish gunboat, with solid shot, which, fortunately,

fell short. The Windward Passage, where this occuiTed, is the

natural and usual highway for vessels plying between ports of the

Ignited States and the Caribbean Sea. Through it several regular

lines of American mail and conunercial steamers pass weekly within

sight of Cape Maysi. They are well known, and their voyage em-

braces no Cuban port of call. Forcible interference with them can

not be claimed as a belligerent act, whether they j^ass within 8 miles

of the Cul^in coast or not, and can imder no circumstances be tol-

erated when no state of war exists. This Government will expect

prompt disavowal of the unauthorized act and due expression of

regret on the part of Spain, and it must insist that immediate and

positive orders be given to Spanish naval commanders not to interfere

with legitimate American commerce passing through thai channel,

and prohibiting all acts wantonly imperiling life and property law-
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fully under the flag of the United States. You will communicate

this to the minister for foreign aflfairs, and urge importance of

prompt and satisfactory response."

Mr. Greshani, Sec. of State, to Mr. Taylor, min. to Spain, tel., March 14,

ISn.-j, For. Rel. 189.5, II. 1177.

This telegram was read by Mr. Taylor to the minister of foreign affairs.

(For. Rel. 1895, II. 1178.)

" Sufficient information is still wanting to authorize a reply as

precise and concrete as the Government of His Majesty sincerely

desires, but I am pleased to assure you at once that it is not its pur-

pose, and never has been, to put obstacles or obstructions of any kind

in the way of the legitimate commerce of the United States. With
this feeling and without prejudice to the exercise of the right which

belongs to us in our maritime zone, opportune instructions have been

sent to the commanders of the ships of His Majesty, first by tele-

graph, and afterwards at greater length by mail.

" I shall have the honor to supplement this note as soon as I shall

receive the report which has been ordered to be drawn up as rap-

idly as possible at Havana for the purpose of investigating the affair

with the AUianga^ and which my colleague the minister for the colo-

nies expects to receive very soon. The Cabinet at Washington may
be sure that if the commander of the Venadito, believing to act

within his rights, should have committed an error, His Majesty's

Government shall regret it sincerely, and shall proceed respecting

the said connnander in the form and manner which the case requires."

Duke of Tetuan, min. of state, to Mr. Taylor, U. S. min., April 9, 1895,

For. Rel. 189.5, II. 1181. At p. 1180 will be found a telegram of Mr.

Taylor, communicating the contents of this note to the Department of

State.

"A month having elapsed since you communicated to the Spanish

Government the representations of this Government touching the

firing upon the Allianga on the high sea off Cape Maysi while inno-

cently sailing under the American flag, the President deprecates

further delay in responding to our just expectations. This Govern-

ment has given due weight to the serious situation in Spain and Cuba,

but the evidence appears to so clearly establish that the act com-

plained of was indefensible, if not wanton, that delay is not underr

stood."

Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Taylor, min. to Spain, tel., April IG,

1895, For. Rel. 1895, II. 11S2 ; communicated to minister of state, ibid.

"As I had the honor to tell you in my note of the 9th instant, I pro-

posed to supplement it as soon as the report called for was received,
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which, having started from Havana by mail on the 30th ultimo, is

expected at Madrid every day. The fact that my colleague of marine

has transmitted to me a telegram from the commander-general of that

station, which has been received in my department to-day, enables me,

however, to recognize that when the Venadito fired upon the Allianga

the latter was, in fact, outside of the jurisdictional zone of Spain, and

that therefore, recognizing ^hat fact, the official accidentally in charge

of the conunand of the Spanish ship at that time committed an error

undoubtedly involuntary.

" When His Majesty's Government shall be able to understand the

event in all its details from the study of the report Avhich will shortly

arrive, as I have already said, it will examine the conduct of the offi-

cial who then commanded the Venadito^ in order to proceed as it shall

be fit, as His Majesty's Government has promised. It can not but

lament an occurrence so contrary to the sentiments which animate

it—as it has said on various occasions—not to interfere with or hinder

under any pretext the legitimate commerce of the United States."

Duke of Tetuan. iiiin. of state, to Mr. Taylor, United States min., April

18, 1895, For. Kel. 1895, II. 1183.

" The Government of His Majesty considers it its duty to inform

your excellency, as another proof of its sincerity, that by the reports

received in this ministry the fact is proven that when the official com-

manding the Venadito^ during the absence of the commander, fired

upon the Allianga with the sole purpose of stopping her, and having

special care not to hit the American steamer, the latter was outside of

the jurisdictional zone of Spain. There was, therefore, an error,

though certainly involuntary, and no one laments it more than the

Government of His Majesty, whose purpose never was to set obstacles

or hindrances to the legitimate commerce of the United States and

much less to give the slightest offense to the flag of a friendly power.

"As I have already told yoiu- excellency, instruciions have been sent

to the conmuinders of the shi})s of the nav'y in order to avoid the repe-

tition of events similar to that now in question, which is disavowed

by the Government of His Majesty.
" In order to remove any doubts which might arise if certain wholly

unfounded rumors should be taken as true, I take pleasure in assuring

you that when the incident of the Allianga took place the commander
was not on board, but only the second chief, Senor Ibarra, who has

been removed to another ])ost of the same grade.

" I shall not coMclude this note, Mr. Minister, without expressing

my hope that the United States will fiiul in the preceding spontaneous

manifestations one more proof of the interest which Sj^ain takes in

all that relates to the great American Republic, and of the warm
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desire which animates the Government of His Majesty to contribute,

for its part, to the definite and most satisfactory termination of this

affair."

Duke of Tetuaii. min. of state, to Mr. Taylor, U. S. min.. May 16, 1895,

For. Rel. 1895, II. 1184

" I have laid before the President the note of his excellency the

minister of state, of the IGth ultimo, conveying the disavowal by His

Majesty's Government of the act of the temporary^mmander of the

Venadito in firing upon the AJlianga and the assurance that instruc-

tions have been sent to Spanish naval commanders in order to avoid

the repetition of any such occurrence.

" I am directed by the President to instruct you that, without con-

ceding that the exact location of the Allianga at the time the shot was

fired can be considered a controlling circumstance, this communica-

tion of His Majesty's Government is accepted as a sufficient and satis-

factory explanation of the incident.

" You will add an expression of the President's high appreciation

of the friendly tenor of the Duke of Tetuan's note."

Mr. Uhl, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Taylor, min. to Spain, June 5, 1895,

For. Rel. 1895, II. 1185.

" Cuba is again gravely disturbed. . . One notable instance of

interference by Spain with passing American ships has occurred.

On March 8 last the Allianga^ while bound from Colon to New York,

and following the customary track for vessels near the Cuban shore,

but outside the three-mile limit, was fired upon by a Spanish gun-

boat. Protest was promptly made by the United States against this

act as not being justified by a state of war, nor permissible in respect

of ves.sels on the usual paths of commerce, nor tolerable in view of

the wanton peril occasioned to innocent life and property. The
act was disavowed, with full expression of regret, and assurance of

nonrecurrence of such just cause of complaint, while the offending

officer was relieved of his command."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 2, 1895. (For. Rel. 1895,

I. xxxii, xx.Kiii.)

In April. 1896, a representation was made to the Spanish minister

at Washington concerning the firing upon, detention,

,•***! ./,, ,o«V and search by two Spanish gunboats, on the 16th
ham Todd," 1896. •{

, ,. T » •

of the preceding month, of the American schooner

William Toihh which was alleged to have been at the time off the

Isle of Pines on the high seas, six or seven miles from land. A
request was accordingly made for such a settlement of the case, " con-
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forma bly to the recent precedent of the Allian^a incident, as the

dignity of the United States and tiie rights of its citizens require.""

Tlie Spanish (iovernnient, after investigating the case, replied that

when the schooner was observed she was summoned by a blank shot

to show her colors; that, as there was delay in hoisting the flag, the

cannon was again loaded with powder only, which went off acci-

dentally ; that, as there was a suspicion that the flag then raised was
not the true one, a boatswain and several seamen were sent on board

to make an examination; and that the whole transaction took place

within three miles of the shore. It was therefore maintained that

the AUkiH{'a case was not in point. The Spanish Government, it

Avas observed. "• admitted in that case that the American vessel was
outside of Spanish waters, and in view of that fact, and as was
required by law, it disavowed the course pursued by the Conde de

Vcnadito. The contrary is now the case. The American schooner

William Todd was within those waters, and consequently the course

pursued by the gunboat Antonio Lopez was strictly in harmony
with the principles of international law. . . The instructions. .'

.

issued to the commanders of Spanish vessels are so clear and explicit

that if the commander of the Antonio Lopez had violated them he

would have been called to account." The hope was expressed that

these explanations would be accepted, and the correspondence was
ended.^

The brig Thomas of llarana, flying the American flag, entered

Eights of cruiser *^^^ P'^'f't of Havana. Her papers were presented to

of ship's own the United States consul, who, perceiving them to be

nation. fraudulent, advised the commander of the U. S. S.

Ontario, then in port, to seize and detain her. This advice having

been acted upon, a correspondence ensued' between the captain-general

of Cuba and the consul concerning the violation of the jurisdictional

rights of Spain. The correspondence ended in the captain-general's

amical)ly consenting to the brig's continued detention. On the

strength of this fact it was advised that the detention, so far as it

concerned the brig and her master, was lawful. " Suppose," it was
asked, " the Spanish authorities had given their consent to the seizure

l)ef()re it was made: then, what legal rights would have been violated?

None, that 1 can perceive, more than if the seizure had been made on

the high seas . . . That a public vessel of the United States has the

a Air. Olney. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dupuy de Lome, Span, min., April 11, 1896,

and April 17. 181M;. For. Rel. ISiH]. cm. 01)7, (M)8.

6.Mr. Dupuy de LAnie. Si»an. iiiin.. to Mr. Olney. Sec. of State, June 24, 1896;

Mr. Olney. Sec. oT State, to Mr. Dupuy de Lome. Span, niin., July 18, 1896;

Mr, I)ui)uy de I.<-.nie. Span, min., to Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, July 24, 1896:

For. Rel. 1596, 60J:^702.
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right, on the high seas, to detain a merchant vessel of the United

States, and to take possession of it, and retain that possession until

the government can act upon the subject, where there is just cause to

believe that such merchant vessel is engaged in an illicit trade for-

bidden by the laws of Congress, I presume no doubt can be

entertained."'

Grundy, At.-Gen., Jan. 12, 1839, 3 Op. 405.

In 1877, while the " Ten Years' War " was still going on in Cuba,

the United States presented to Spain a complaint
Mode of visit. i ^ ^ • t -j. j.j!j.i j. £and claim for indemnity on account or the acts of

Spanish officials in respect of the American w^haling schooners Ellen

Rizpah and Rising Sun. The Ellen Rizpah^ while engaged in a

whaling voyage, was overhauled when off the South Keys, which are

uninhabited, and lie about 20 miles from the coast of Cuba, by a small

Spanish armed vessel, and the master and mate were held prisoners for

four days and subjected to ill treatment. The place apparently was
considered as being within territorial waters. Not long afterwards

the Rising Sun was fired upon and brought to near the same place.

She was detained five days, till a Spanish gunboat arrived and

searched her. Not long previously it was reported that the Ameri-

can whaling schooner Edward Lee was fired upon and chased near

the same place by a Spanish gunboat. The United States asked

that measures be at once adopted to put an end to such causes of

complaint, and suggested to that end " an earnest and faithful observ-

ance of the stipulations of the eighteenth article of the treaty of

1795."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lowell, min. to Spain, Nov. 13, 1877, For.

Rel. 1878, 769. See, also, For. Rel. 1877, 525-531.

In the case of the Ellen Rizpah and Rising Sun, Spain paid an indemnity

of $10,000. (For Rel. 1878, 779, 784, 786.) See, also, Mr. Evarts,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Crapo, May 31, and June 3, 1879, 128 MS. Dom.
Let. 303, 324.

The case of tlie Edward Lee seems to have been dropped for want of

evidence. (Mr. Hunter, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Lowell, min. to

Spain, Jan. 6, 1880, MS. Inst. Spain, XVIII. 419.)

Art. XVIII. of the treaty of 1795, referred to by Mr. Evarts, reads as

follows :

" If the ships of ttie said subjects, iieople, or inhabitants, of either of

the parties shall be met with, either sailing along the coasts [or] on

the high seas, bj' anj- ship of war of the other, or by any privateer,

the said ship of war or privateer, for the avoiding of any disorder,

shall remain out of cannon-shot, and may send their boats aboard

the merchant-ship, which they shall so meet with, and may enter

her to the number of two or three men only, to whom the master or

commander of such ship or vessel shall exhibit his passports, con-

cerning the proi)erty of the ship, made out according to the form

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 58
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inserted in this present treaty ; and the ship, when she shall have

shewed such passports, shall be free and at liberty to pursue her

voyage, so as it shall not be lawful to molest or give her chase in

any manner, or force her to (piit her intended course."

As to the firing upon the American schooner Carrie A. Buckniau in Stinto

Domingo in 1880. see Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson,

mill, to Ilayti, Sept. 9, 1889, MS. Inst. Ilayti. III. 79; Mr. Hlaine,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Douglass, March 12, 1890, and Jan. 20, 1891,

id. 120. ICO.

" The usual mode of doing this [bringing to a vessel] is by hailing,

if near enough: or by signaling; or, if too far away for the successful

use of either the speaking trumpet or the flag signals, to fire a semonce

or warning gun, not at the vessel, but with blank cartridge or in the

air {soit a poudre soit a houlet perdu). It is only Avhen these signals

are disregarded that justification for the employment of force, or the

semblance of force, may be claimed. In such a case it is usual to fire

a second shot, across the vessel's bow, before firing directly at her."

Mr. Adee. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, Sept. 9, 1889, MS. Inst.

Hayti. III. 79, in I'elation to the firing on the American schooner, Car-

rie A. Buckmau, by the Dominican war vessel El Presidente, at San
Domingo.

2. Slave Trade.

§ 310.

The question of visit and search has been much discussed in con-

nection with efforts to suppress the African slave
English prize doc- ^^.^^^ j^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ j^^ ^^ ^^^^^^| .^ -^^^ ^^ ^,.^.^

trine, 1810-1813. ^ '^

and search in such cases on the theory that the trade

constituted a violation of the law of nations, for which, as in the case

of piracy, the offender might be seized on the high seas by the cruiser

of any power. This theory was not accepted; but, while rejecting it,

the British courts, in the early part of the nineteenth century, took

the ground that, where a foreign vessel was captured on the high seas

and was afterwards proceeded against in the British courts as a prize,

the fact that she was engaged in the slave trade, if the act was for-

bidden by the laws of her own country as well as by those of Great

Britain, Avould defeat a claim to restitution.

This doctrine was applied in the ca.se of The A7nedie, 1 Acton, 240,

decided by the Lords Commissioners of Appeal, March 17, 1810. The
case came up on an appeal from the sentence of the vice admiralty

court of Tortolo, condemning the vessel, which was an xVmerican ship,

and her cargo of slaves, as engaged in an illegal trade, from Bonny,

on the coast of Africa, to Matanzas in Cuba. The United States had

prohibited the slave trade after 1807, and it was alleged that the mas-
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ter, under instructibns from the owner of the vessel, proceeded to

Matanzas, being unable to reach Charleston, S. C, before Jan, 1,

1808. The first reason assigned by the captor for the condemnation

Avas that the ship Avas proceeding to a port of a colony belonging to

His Britannic Majesty's enemies, contrary to the order in council of

Nov. 11, 1807. Tlie second reason was that the voyage was contrary

to the laws of the United States, and that, although this might not be

a substantive ground of condemnation, yet it ought to exclude the

claimant from any relaxation of the laws of war.

kSir W. Grant considered that the evidence showed that the vessel

was at the time of her capture " employed in carrying slaves from the

coast of Africa to a Spanish colon3\" The claimant was engaged, too,

in a traffic forbidden by the law of the United States and declared

by English law to be contrary to justice and humanity. "As the case

now stands, we think," said Sir W. Grant, " that no claimant can be

heard in an application to a court of prize for the restoration of the

human beings he carried unjustly to another country for the purpose

of disposing of them as slaves. . . . The claimant does not bring

himself Avithin the protection of the law of his own country; he

appears to haA^e been acting in direct violation of that laAV, Avhich

admits of no right of property such as he claims. Ours is express and

satisfactory upon the subject. A^Hiere, therefore, there is no right

established to carry on this trade, no claim to restitution of this prop-

erty can be admitted."

The sentence beloAv Avas affirmed,'Condemning the ship and cargo as

lawful prize.

The next case AA'as that of The Fortuna^ 1 Dodson, 81, decided

March 12, 1811, in the high court of admiralty. This A'essel also was
American, and Avas taken Avhile on a voyage to Havana Avith slaves.

In deciding the case. Sir William Scott said:

" It has been established by recent decisions of the Supreme Court

that the Court of Prize, though properly a court jjurely of the laAV of

nations, has a right to notice the municipal hiAV of this country in the

case of a British Aessel Avhich, in the course of a prize proceeding,

appears to luiA'e been trading in violation of that hnv, and to reject a

claim for her on that account. That principle has been incorporated

into the prize hnv of this country AAithin the last tAventy years, and

seems noAv fully incorporated. A late decision, in the case of the

Amedic, seems to haA^e gone the length of establishing a principle,

that any trade contrary to the general hiAv of nations, although not

tending to or accompanied Avith any infraction of the belligerent

rights of that country, Avhose tribunals are called upon to consider it,

may subject the vessel employed in that trade to confiscation. . . .

HoAv far that judgment has been universally concurred in and ap-
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proved, it is not for me to inquire, . . . because the decisions of that

Court bind authoritatively the judicial conscience of this."

In the case of The Diana, 1 Dodson, 95, decided May 21, 1813, Sir

W. Scott held, the vessel being Swedish, that the property of for-

eigners, engaged in the slave trade under the sanction of the laws of

their own country, should he respected.

The foregoing cases all occurred during the Napoleonic wars, while

the exercise, by Great Britain and the other parties

to the conflict, of the belligerent right of visit and

search was flagrant. Soon after the reestablishment

of peace, however, there came before the court of admiralty the case

of Le Louis, 2 Dodson, 210. The vessel was French, and she was cap-

tured at sea by a British cruiser early in 1816. The case was decided

by Sir William Scott in the following year. He held that, as the

" right of visitation '' in the pending case had been " exercised in time

of peace,"' it could be " legalized " only " upon the ground that the cap-

tured vessel is to be taken legally as a pirate," unless some " new
ground " shoidd be assumed for supporting a right which had been
" distinctly admitted not to exist generally in time of peace." The
right, however, Avherever it had existed, had, he affirmed, " existed

upon the ground of repelling injury, and as a measure of self-defense."

No practice had carried it farther; and, although the slave trade was

forbidden by the law of France as well as by that of pjugland, he held

that, as it did not constitute piracy by law of nations, the seizure was

illegal.

In the case of Madrazo r. Willes, 3 Barn. & Aid. 353, decided Jailu-

ary 24, 1820, an action Avas brought by a Spaniard
*"

"-rrrfj
^^^^ Hgalust a BHtisli officer for damages for the seizure

of a ship and cargo of slaves. Abbott, C. J.,

declared that he was satisfied that the words of 58 Geo. III.,

c. 30, in relation to the slave trade, could " only be taken to be

applicable to Brifi.s/i subjects." He therefore held the verdict be-

low right, which awarded the plaintiff £21,180, being £3,000 for dete-

rioration of the ship's stores and goods, and £18,180 for the supposed

jjrofit of the cargo of slaves, Bayley, J., concurring, said :
" It is true,

that if this were a trade contrary to the law of nations, a foreigner

could not maintain this action. But it is not; and as a Spaniard can

not W considered as lx)und by the acts of the British legislature pro-

hibiting this trade, it would be unjust to deprive him of a remedy for

the wrong which he has sustained." Ilolroyd, J., likewise concurred.

Best, J., also concurring, said :
" If a ship be acting contrary to the

general law of nations, she is thereby subject to confiscation; but it is

impossible to say that the slave trade is contrary to what may be

called the common law of nations. . . .. Spain has reserved to her-
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self a right of carrying it on in that part of the world where this

transaction occurred. . . . These principles are confirmed by the

decisions of the Court of Admiralty, and also by a judgment of Sir

William Grant, pronounced at the Cock-pit. The cases to which I

allude are, the For'tuna, the Donna Marianna, and the Diana, in the

Court of Admiralty; and the Amedie, before the. Priv}^ Council.

These cases establish this rule, that ships, which belong to countries

that have prohibited the slave trade, are liable to capture and con-

demnation, if found employed in such trade; but that the subjects of

countries which permit the prosecution of this trade, can not be

interrupted while carrying it on. It is clear, from these authorities,

that the slave trade is not condemned by the general law of nations."

It may be observed that, in this citation of the cases of the Amedie,

Fortuna, and Diana, which was not essential to the decision of the

case before him, Mr. Justice Best does not advert to the distinction

drawn by Sir W. Scott, in the case of Le Louis, between captures

made in war, when the exercise of visitation and search by belliger-

ents is lawful, and seizures in time of peace, when no such general

right exists.

Referring to the cases of The Amedie, 1 Acton, 240; The Fortuna, 1

Case of the "Ante- Dodson, 81, and The Diana, 1 Dodson, 95, Chief Jus-

lope." tice Marshall observed that the principle common to

these cases was, that the legality of the capture of a vessel engaged

in the slave trade depended on the law of the country to which the

vessel belonged. If that law gave its sancticm to the trade, restitution

would bo decreed ; if that law prohibited it, the vessel and cargo

would be condemned as good prize. The whole subject, continued

Chief Justice Marshall, came on afterwards to be considered in the

Louis, 2 Dodson, 238, and the opinion of Sir William Scott in that

case " demonstrates the attention he had bestowed upon it, and gives

full assurance that it may be considered as settling the law in the case

of the British Courts of Admiralty as far as it goes. . . . Sir William

Scott, in explicit terms, lays down the broad principle that the right

of search -is confined to a state of war. It is a right sti'ictly belligerent

in its character, which can never be exercised by a nation at peace,

except against professed i)irates, who are the enemies of the human
race. The act of trading in slaves, however detestable, was not, he

said, . . . jjiracy. . . . No principle of general law is more univer-

sally acknowledged, than the perfect equality of nations, . . . Each
legislates for itself, but its legislation can operate on itself alone. . . .

As no nation can prescribe a rule for others, none can make a law

of nations; and this traffic remains lawful to those whose governments

have not forbidden it. ... If it be neither repugnant to the law of
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nations, nor piracy, it is almost superfluous to say in this Court, that

the right of bringing in for adjudication in time of peace, even where

the vessel belongs to a nation which has prohibited the trade, can not

exist. The courts of no country execute the penal laws of another;

and the course of the American government on the subject of visita-

tion and search, would decide any case in which that right had been

exercised by an American cruiser, on the vessel of a foreign nation,

not violating our municipal laws, against the captors.

" It follows, that a foreign vessel engaged in the African slave

trade, captured on the high seas in time of peace, by an American

cruiser, and brought in for adjudication, would l)e restored."

Mai-shall. C. J., The Antelope (182i3). 10 Wheat. 6G, 11G-12S.

By Article X. of the treaty of peace l^etween the United States and

Treaty of Ghent, Oreat Britain, signed at Ghent, December 24, 1814,

and subsequent it was declared that as the traffic in slaves was irrec-

discussions. onciliable with the principles of humanity and jus-

tice, the contracting parties would use their best endeavors to promote

its entire abolition.

The ministers of the United States in London, in 1818, were

instructed to say to the British Government :
" That the admission of

a right in the officers of foreign ships of war to enter and search the

vessels of the United States, in time of peace, under any circumstances

whatever, would meet with vmiversal repugnance in the public opin-

ion of this country ; that there would be no prospect of a ratification,

by advice and consent of the Senate, to any stipulation of that nature;

that the search by foreign officers, even in time of war, is so obnoxious

to the feelings and recollections of this country, that nothing could

reconcile them to the extension of it, however qualified or restricted,

to a time of peace; and that it would l3e viewed in a still more aggra-

vated light if. as in the treaty with the Netherlands, connected with a

formal admission that even vesi^^ls under convoy o*f ships of war of

their own nation should be liable to search by the ships of war of

.another.''

Mr. Adams, Sec of State, to Messrs. Gallatin and Rush, Nov. 2, ISIS, Am.
State Pajiers, For. Kel. V. 72, 7.3.

The opiM>nents of the slave trade " were introducing, and had already

obtained the consent of Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands to a

new princii)le of the law of nations more formidable to human liberty

than the slave trade itself—a right of the commanders of armed ves-

sels of one nation to visit and search the merchant vessels of another

in time of peace." (Mr. ,J. Q. Adams, April 29. 1819, as reported in 4

Memoirs <if J. Q. Adams. ?,r,4.)

As to seizure on suspicion of being concerned in the slave trade. " he (Lord

Castlereagh) added, that no i>eculiar structure or previous appear-

ances in the vessel searched, no presence of irons, or other presump-
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tions of criminal intention—nothing but the actual finding of slaves

on board was ever to 'uithorlze a seizui'e or detention." (Mr. Rush,

minister at London, to Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, Apr. 15, 1818, 22

MS. Despatches, Gr. Brit. See to the same effect, Rush's Memoranda
of a Residence at the Court of London, 212.)

The principles by which the United States was guided, in respect

of measures for the abolition of the slave trade, were

^°?ir A
^"^"^

"^''^ ^"'"^^^ ^^^ ^^^' '^''^'" Q"i"cy Adams in reply to a

proposal of the British Government, inviting the

United States to accede to certain regulations which were exem-

plified by the treaties of Great Britain with Spain, Portugal, and

the Xetherlaiids. In accordance with this plan, it appeared, said

Mr. Adams, that citizens of the United States would be liable " in

time of peace to have their vessels searched and with their persons

seized and carried away by the naval officers of a foreign powder,

subjected to the decision of a tribunal in a foreign land, without

benefit of the intervention of a jury of accusation or of a jury of

'

trial, by a court of judges and umpires half of whom w^ould be

foreigners and all irresponsible to the supreme authorities of the

United States." The Government of the United States objected to

this mode of procedure, as violative of the safeguards of individual

liberty. AVith regard to the question of visitation and search, Mr.

Adams said :
" The United States had very recently issued from a

war with Great Britain, principally waged in resistance to a practice

of searching neutral merchant vessels for men in time of war, exer-

cised by (ireat Britain, as the United States deem, in violation of.;

the law of nations. A proposal involving the exercise in time of

peace of this same practice of search, though for different purpose's,

could not be acceded to by the American Government consistently

with their principles. Inadmissible as, under any circumstances

whatever, they must have deemed this right of search to be, it was, in,

one of the treaties to the stipulation of which their accession was in-

vited, presented under an aspect of peculiar import, authorizing its

exercise in the case even of vessels under the convoy of a ship of war
of their own nation. . . . There appeared to the American Govern-

ment to be no conceivable combination of circumstances which could,

render the pi'ovision of this stipulation necessary or proper. . . . Of,

the right of uuitual search it is clear that its efficiency depends alto-

gether upon its universal adoption. So long as it shall be declined by.

any one maritime state, however inconsiderable, its adoption by all

others would leave it altogether ineffectual. Without adverting to

the strong repugnance which has been manifested to it by other mari;

time states of the first rank, it is scarcely to be expected that anj'

j)rincii)le so liable to misapplication and abuse can obtain, as an
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innovation upon the law of nations, the universal concurrence of all

maritime powers. The expedient proposed on the part of the United

States of keeping cruisers of their own constantly upon the coast

where the traffic is carried on, with instructions to coojierate by g^ood

offices and by the mutual communication of information with the

cruisers of other powers stationed and instructed to the attainment

of the same end. appears in its own nature as well as to experience

so far as it has abided that test, better adapted to the suppression of

the traffic than that of the British Government, which makes the

officers of one nation the executors of the laws of another."

Mr. Adam.s, Sec. of Sate, to Mr. Stratford Canning. British luin., Aug.

15, 1821, MS. Notes to For. Leg. III. 22.

In May, 1821, Lieutenant Stockton, U. S. S. Alligator, captured off

the coast of Africa four French vessels, Ld Jenne Evgenie, La
Matilde, La Jitlie, and VEliza. The seizures were made on suspicion

that the vessels, which were alleged to be engaged in the slave trade,

were American and not French, and were committing an abuse of

the American flag. They were brought to the United States and

were libelled at Boston under the slave-trade acts. The French min-

ister having demanded their restitution, and having presented

jiroofs that they were really and exclusively the property of French

subjects, the President directed the United States district attorney

to suggest to the court that they should be delivered up, and the court,

conformably to the suggestion, adjudged that they be delivered to

the French consul, together with the evidence of participation in the

slave trade, in order that they might be sent for trial to the tribunals

of their own .sovereign. In acquainting the French minister with

this disposition of the cases, Mr. Adams, who was then Secretary of

State, said :
" The Government of the United States has never

asserted, but has invariably disclaimed, the pretension of a right

to authorize the search by the officers of the United States in time

of peace of foreign vessels upon the high seas, without their juris-

diction. . . . Instructions have (since the restitution of the vessels

in question) been issued from the Department of the Xavy to the

officers of the United States, charged with the duty of carrying into

effect the laws for the suppresion of the slave trade, to forl)ear all

examination or visitation of i.ny vessel bearing a flag of any other

nation than that of this Union. It is presumed that these measures

will satisfy your (iovernment ... as to the disclaimer by the United

States of all pretension to a right of search, in time of peace, of the

vessels of any other nations. nf)t having violated their laws."

Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hyde de Xeuville, Frencli inin., Feb. 22,

1822, MS. Notes to For. Leg. III. 50. See, also, Mr. Adams, Sec. of
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State, to Mr. Blake, U. S. dist. atty. at Boston. Nov. 13, 1821, and

Jan. 22, 1822, 19 MS. Dom. Let. 19<;, 245.

Claims for indemnity were made by the French Government in behalf

of each of the four vessels. (H. Ex. Doc. 147, 22 Cong. 2 sess. 191,

196, 201, 20G.) These claims were disposed of by Art. IIL of the

convention between the United States and France of July 4, 1831,

under which the sum of 1,500,000 francs was paid to France in satis-

faction of all claims, including those for unlawful seizures, captures,

and detentions of French vessels and cargoes.

" In the treaties of Great Britain with Spain, Portugal, and the

Netherlands for the suppression of the slave trade, heretofore com-

municated, with the invitation to the United States to enter into

similar engagements, three principles were involved, to neither of

which the Government of the United States felt itself at liberty to

accede. The first was the mutual concession of the right of search

and capture, in time of peace, over merchant vessels on the coast of

Africa. The second was the exercise of that right, even over vessels

under convoy of the public officers of their own nation ; and the third

was the trial of the captured vessels by mixed commissions in colonial

settlements under no subordination to the ordinary judicial tribunals

of the country to which the party brought before them for trial

should belong. In the course of the correspondence relating to

these proposals it has been suggested that a substitute for the trial

by mixed commissions might be agreed to, and in your letter of the

8th of April an expectation is authorized that an arrangement for the

adjudication of the vessels detained might leave them to be disposed

of in the ordinary wa}^ by the sentence of a court of admiralty in the

country of the captor, or place them under the jurisdiction of a

similar court in the country to which they belonged; to the former

alternative of which you anticipate the unhesitating admission of

the United States in consideration of the aggravated nature of the

crime as acknowledged by their laws, which would be thus submitted

to a foreign jurisdiction. But it was precisely because the jurisdic-

tion was foreign that the objection was taken to the trial by mixed

commissions; and if it transcended the constitutional authority of

the Government of the United States to subject the persons, property,

and reputation of their citizens to the decisions of a court partly

composed of their own countrymen, it might seem needless to remark

that the constitutional objection could not diminish in proportion as

its cause should increase, or that the power incompetent to make
American citizens amenable to a court consisting one-half of for-

eigners, should be adequate to place their liberty, their fortune, and

their fame at the disposal of tribunals entirely foreign. I would fur-

ther remark that the sentence of a court of admiralty in the country
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of the captor is not the ordinary icay by which the merchant vessels

of one nation, taken on the liijzh seas by the officers of another, are

tried in time of ])eace. There is, in the ordinary way, no right what-

ever existing to take, to search, or even to board them; and I take

this occasion to express the great satisfaction with which we have

seen this principle solemnly recognized by the recent decision of a

British court of admiralty. . . .

" In the objections heretofore disclosed to the concession desired, of

the mntnal and qualified right of search, the principal stress was laid

upon the repugnance which such a concession would meet in the pub-

lic feeling of this country, and of those to whom its interests are

intrusted in the department of its Government, the sanction of which

is required for the ratification of treaties. The irritating tendency

of the practice of search, and the inequalities of its probable opera-

tion, were slightly noticed and have been contested in argument or

met by propositions of possible palliations or remedies for anticipated

abuses in your letter. But the source and foundation of all these

objections was, in our former correspondence, scarcely mentioned,

and never discussed. They consist in the nature of the right of

search at sea, which, as recognized or tolerated by the usage of

nations, is a right exclusively of w(ir^ never exercised but by an out-

rage upon the rights of peace.''''

Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stratford Canning, Brit luin. June 24,

l,S2.'i, MS. Notes to For. Leg. III. 141. See, also, Mr. Adams. See. of

State, to Mr. llusli, min. to England, June 24, 1823, Am. State Papers,

For. Rel. V. ;i:«.

As to diseus.sious of Mr. J. Q. Adams on right of search with Mr. Stratford

Canning, see 5, J. Q. Adams's Mem. 181, 182, 192, 2.'{2.

The corres[)ondence from 1818 to 1825, in reference to the slave trade and
the right of search, will he found in Am. State Papers, For. Ilel. V.

C)!>-8(), !MM)7, 108-127, 140, 3ir>-a51t, ()29, 782.

By the act of Congress of May 15, 1820, 3 Stat. (500, Rev. Stat. §§

Act of 1820 and '"^375, 587(), slave trading was declared to be piracy and

subsequent ne- to be punishable with death. This act was general in

gotiations. its language, and was designed to enable the United

States to join in the movement then (m foot to assimilate the slave

trade to piracy, both in the measure of its punishment and the

method of its repression. Tliis movement, however, did not succeed,

owing to the opposition to ()})ening the way to the establishment of the

j)ractice of visitation and search in time of peace.

"At the close of the last session of Congress a resolution was

adopted, almost unanimously, by the House of Representatives, ' that

the President of the United States be requested to enter upon, and tO;

])rosecute from time to time, such negotiations with the several mari-
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time powers of Europe and America as he may deem expedient for

the etfectual abolition of the African shive trade, and its ultimate

denunciation as piracy, under the laws of nations, by the consent of

the civilized world.'

" In pursuance of this resolution, instructions for carrying it into

effect have been given to the ministers of the United States destined

to the Republics of Colombia and of Buenos Ayres, and to the several

ministers of the United States in Europe.

"As a negotiation for cooperation to effect the suppression of the

African slave trade had already been connnenced with Great Britain,

a special instructicm upon the subject has been forwarded to Mr. Rush,

together with a full power, and a draft of a convention, to be pro-

posed, in substance, to the British Government, and which he is

authorized to conclude.

"A necessary preliminary to the conclusion of this proposed con-

vention, should it meet the assent of the British Government, w^ill be

the enactment of a statute declaring the crime of African slave trad-

ing piracy by the British law. In that event, it is proposed, bj'

proper cooperation, that the influence of the two powers should be

exerted to obtain the consent of other nations to the general outlawry

of this traffic as piracy. In the meantime, to give at once effect^ to the

concert of both nations, it is proposed that the armed vessels of both,

duly authorized and iiistructed^ shall have power to capture the

slave-trading vessels which may assume the flag of either^ and, if not

of their own nation, to deliver over the captured slave trader to the

officers or tribunals of his ow'n country for trial and adjudication.

"This principle is essential, as connected with that of constituting

the traffic piracy by the law of nations, So long as the offence was

considered as of inferior magnitude, the Constitution of the United

States forbade the submission of it, when charged upon their citizens,

to any foreign tribunal; and when the crime and the punishment are

aggravated to involve the life of the accused, it affords but a more
imperative inducement for securing to him the benefit of a trial by his

countrymen and his peers,

" It appears that, at the conferences of Verona, the proposition was

made by the British Government that the slave trade should be recog-

iiizcd and proclaimed as piracy by the law of nations. We have,

therefore, reason to hope that the proposal now made to them on the

part of the United States will be favorably considered by them. In

that case, further connnunications on the subject with other Govern-

ments will ensue.

"In the meantime, to fulfill the intentions of the House of Repre-

sentatives in relation to the Netherlands, you will communicate to

their Government a copy of the resolution, together with copies of the
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laws of the United States prohibiting the slave trade, with particular

notice of the two sections of the act of 15th May, 1820, by which, the

crime of being concerned in the African slave trade, when committed

by citizens of the United States, is declared to be and is made punish-

able as for piracy. And you will announce the readiness of the Amer-
ican Government ... to enter upon a negotiation for the purpose of

carrying into effect the object of the resolution of the House of Rep-

resentatives, namely, the denunciation of the African slave trade as

piracy by the law of nations."

Mr. Adams. Se<'. of State, to Mr. A. H. Everett, charge d'affaires to the

Netherhinds, Aug. 8, 1823, Am. State Pap. For. Rel. V. 3.38; MS. Inst.

U. S. Mln. X. 92. See, to the same effect. Mr. Adams, See. of State,

to :Mr. Dearhorn. min. to Portugal. Aug. 14, 1823, MS. Inst. U. States

Min. X. 1(X> ; extract printed in Am. State Pap. For. Kel. V. 338. See,

also, for correspondence of the United States with Buenos Ayres.

Colombia, France. Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, and Spain, 11 Br.

& For. State Papers, 739-7.59.

March 13, 1824, after long negotiations, a convention was concluded

between the United States and Great Britain for the
Failare of proposed <. , i i £ i . i /t<i*^ *^ suppression or the Atrican slave trade. Ihe conven-

arrangements.
. .

tion was signed at London by Mr. Rush on the part

of the United States, and by Messrs. Hu.skisson and Stratford Can-

ning on the part of Great Britain. By Article I. the cruisers of the

contracting parties were to have the right, in order to accomplish the

objects of the convention, to visit and search each other's vessels " on

the coasts of Africa, of America, and of the West Indies." By Ar-

licle VII. it Avas stipulated that the captain and crew^ of a captured

vessel should be proceeded against as pirates, except that they should

be sent for trial to the courts of their own country. When the con-

vention was submitted to the United States Senate, that body, on

May 21, 1824, by a vote of 36 to 2, amended it by providing thr.t

either party should be free to denounce it at any time on six montli s'

notice. May 22 the convention was further amended by striking out

of Article I. the words " of America," as well as in certain other par-

ticulars.

Am. St. Pap. For. Rel. V. 319-.322, 3ni-.3r>2. See, also, id. 344, 489, 58.'>.

" The convention between the United States and Great Britain for

the suppression of the African slave trade is herewith transmitted to

you, with the ratification on the part of the United States, under cer-

tain modifications and exceptions, annexed as conditions to the advice

and consent of the Senate to its ratification.

" The participation of the Senate of the United States in the final

conclusion of all treaties, to which they are parties, is already well
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known to the British Government ; and the novelty of the principles

established by the convention, as well as their importance, and the

requisite assent of two-thirds of the Senators present to the final con-

clusion of every part of the ratified treaty, will explain the causes of

its ratification under this form. It will be seen that the great and

essential principles which form the basis of the compact are admitted,

to their full extent, in the ratified part of the convention. The sec-

ond article, and the portion of the seventh which it is proposed to

expunge, are unessential to the plan, and were not included in the

project of convention transmitted to you from hence. They appear,

indeed, to be, so far as concerned the United States, altogether inop-

erative, since they could not confer the power of capturing slave

traders under the flag of a third party—a power not claimed either by

the United States or Great Britain, unless by treaty, and the United

States having no such treaty with any other power. It is presumed

that the bearing of those articles was exclusively upon the flags of

those other nations with which Great Britain has already treaties

for the suppression of the slave trade, and that, Avhile they give an

effective power to the officers of Great Britain, they conferred none

upon those of the United States.

" The exception of the coast of America from the seas upon which

the mutual power of capturing the vessels under the flag of either

party may be exercised, had reference, in the views of the Senate,

doubtless, to the coast of the United States. On no part of that coast,

unless within the Gulf of Mexico, is there any probability that slave-

trading vessels will ever be found. The necessity for the exercise of

the authority to capture is, therefore, no greater than it would be upon
the coast of Europe. In South America, the only coast to which slave

traders may be hereafter expected to resort, is that of Brazil, from

which it is to be hoped they will shortly be expelled by the laws of the

country.

" The limitation by which each party is left at liberty to renounce

the convention, l)v six months' notice to the other, may, perhaps, be

useful in reconciling other nations to the adoption of its provisions.

If the principles of the convention are to be permanently maintained,

this limitation must undoubtedly be abandoned; and when the public

mind shall have been familiarized to the practical operation of the

system, it is not doubted that this reservation will, on all sides, be

readily given up.

" In giving these explanations to the British Government, you will

state that the President was fully prepared to have ratified the con-

vention without alteration as it had been signed by you. He is aware

that the conditional ratification leaves the British Government at lib-

erty to concur therein or to decline the ratification altogether, but he
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will not disguise the wish that, such as it is, it may receive the sanc-

tion of Great Britain and be carried into effect. When the concur-

rence of both Governments has been at length obtained, by exertions

so long and so anxiously continued, to principles so important and for

purposes of so high and honorable a character, it would prove a severe

disappointment to the friends of freedom and of humanity if all pros-

pect of effective concert between the two nations for the extirpation of

this disgrace to civilized man should be lost by differences of senti-

ment, in all probability transient, upon unessential details."

Mr. Adums, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hush, min. to lOiigland, May 29, 1824,

Am. St. Pap. For. Rel. V. 362.

As to this propose<l treaty, see the reniarkahle statement of Mr. Adams
in the House, April 14, 1842, Schuyler's Am. Dip. 247 ; Cong. Globe,

27 Cong. 2 sess. 424. See Moore's American Diplomacy, 75-77.

" I have the honor to inform 3'ou that Mr. Secretary Canning has

given me to understand, in an interview Avhich I have this day had
with him, that this Government finds itself unable to accede to the

convention for the suppression of the slave trade, with the alterations

and modifications that have been annexed to its ratification (m the

part of the United States. He said that none of these alterations or

modifications would have formed insuperable bars to the con.sent of

Great Britain, except that which had expunged the word America

from the first article, but that this was considered insuperable. . . .

" The reasons which INIr. Canning assigned for this determination

on the part of Great Britain I forbear to state, as he has promised to

address a communication in writing to me upon the subject, where

they will be seen more accurately and at large; but to guard against

any delay in my receiving that communication, I have thought it

right not to lose any time in thus apprising j'ou, for the President's

information, of the result."

Mr. Rush, min. to England, to Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, Aug. 0, 1824,

Am. State I»ap. For. Rel. V. IMU.

Mr. Rush, Aug. .30, 1824, enclosed to Mr. Adams a copy of Canning's

promised communication, which l>ore date Aug. 27. (Am. State Pap.

For. Rel. V. 3('»4.)

" The United States having on the 10th day of December, 1824.

concluded a convention with the Kepul)Iic of Colombia, for the same

object of more effectually suppressing the slave trade, which was free

from the ol)jectiou of extending the (lualified right of search to the

American coasts, this latter convention was submitted, during the

last session, to the consideration of the Senate. And that body, in

the exercise of its constitutional participation of the treaty making
power, has deemed it inexpedient to advise and consent to the ratifi-

cation of the Colombian convention. From this decision the infer-
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ence was irresistible, that even if the British and American Govern-

ments coukl come to an ajjreement to exchide from the operation of

the proposed convention between them the American coasts, it would

be still unacceptable to the Senate. Under these circumstances, the

further continuation of the negotiation seems entirely useless; and I

accordingly addressed a note to Mr. Addington, on the 6th day of

April, 1825 (of w^hich a copy, together with a copy of his answer to

it, accompanies these instructions), informing him that the President

declined treating any longer upon that subject."

Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, niiii. to England, May 10, 182.5, MS.
In.st. V. States Min. X. ;U4.

For the text of the convention witli Colombia, and a note of its rejection

by the Senate on March J), ISi-T), see Am. State Pap. For. Rel. V.

733-735.

For correspondence (>nd reports concerning the negotiations for the sup-

pression of the slave trade, 1818-1825, see Am. State Pap. For. Rel.

V. 09-80, 90-120, 140-141, 315-347, 353-355, 359-308, 029, 782.

In 1833 and 1834 the governments of France and Great Britain,

Continued opposi- through their ministers at Washington, sought the

tion to visit and adhesion of the United States to the convention be-

search. tween those powers of Xovember 30, 1831, and the

supplementary convention of March 22, 1833, for the suppression of

the African slave trade. The United States replied that the conven-

tions in question were, in the opinion of the President, open to the

objections which were on former occasions " deemed insuperable ;

"

but that, if he had had any doubt on the subject, it would have been

removed by the statement of the British minister, in a note of Decem-
ber 25. 1833, that in the act of accession it would be necessary "that

the right of search should be extended to the coasts of the United

States." This, it was declared, would have led the President, " under

any circumstances, altogether to decline " the invitation.

Mr. McLane, Sec. of State, to Mr. Vaughan, Brit, niin., March 24, 18.34,

MS. Notes to For. Leg. V. 191.

See, in the same sense, Mr. Forsyth, Sec, of State, to Mr. Serurier, French

min., Oct. 4. 1834, MS. Notes to French Leg. ^'I. 3.

" If, in the treaties concluded between Great Britain and other

powers, the latter have thought fit, for the attainment of a particular

object, to surrender to British cruisers certain rights and authority

not recognized by maritime law, the officers charged with the execu-

tion of those treaties must bear in mind that their operation cannot

give a right to interfere in any manner with the flag of nations not

parties to them. The United States not being such a party, vessels

legally sailing under their flag can in no case be called upon to submit

to the operation of said treaties
5
and it behooves their Government to
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protect and sustain its citizens in every justifiable effort to resist all

attempts to subject them to the rules therein established, or to any

consequent deductions therefrom. . . .

" The President has been advised that, on frequent occasions, ths

fla^ of the United States, as well as those of other nations, has been

fraudulently used by subjects of other countries to cover illicit com-

merce, and elude the jxursuit of British and other cruisers employed

in the suppression of the African slave trade; and that a pretext has

thereby been afforded for boarding, visiting, and interrupting vessels

bearing the American flag. The several complaints to which the sub-

ject has given rise should convince Her Majesty's Government of the

great abuse to which the practice is liable, and make it sensible of the

propriety of its immediate discontinuance. It is a matter of regret

that this practice has not already been abandoned. The President, on

learning the abuses which had grown out of it, and with a view to

do away with every cause for its longer continuance, having now
directed the establishment of a competent naval force to cruise along

those parts of the African coast which American vessels are in the

habit of visiting in the pursuit of their lawful commerce, and where

it is alleged that the slave trade has been carried on under an illegal

use of the flag of the United States, has a right to expect that positive

instructions will be given to all Her Majesty's officers to forbear from
boarding or visiting vessels under the American flag."

Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stevensori, min. to England, July 8,

1840, H. Ex. Doc. 115, 2G Cong. 2 sess. 30, 40.

This document contains a large mass of papers and correspondence in

relation to seizures and searches of American vessels on the coast of

Africa.

In December, 1841, the representatives of England, France, Prussia,

Russia, and Austria signed at London a treaty for the

T^^^
°^ * suppression of the slave trade. The cruisers of each

nation were accorded the right to detain and search

vessels belonging to any of the others, should the vessel " on reasona-

ble grounds be suspected of being engaged in the traffic in slaves."

February 1, 184'2, General Cass, who was then minister to France,

published in Paris a pamphlet inveighing against the treaty on the

ground of its tendency towards the reestablishment of the practice of

visitation and search. The pamphlet was entitled " An Examination

of the Question, now in Discussion, between the American and British

Governments, concerning the Right of Search." February 13, 1842,

General Cass also addressed to M. Guizot, then minister of foreign

affairs, a protest against the quintuple treaty. The French Govern-

ment refused to ratify the treaty, but in 1845 agreed to maintain an
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effective fleet on the African coast, as the United States had done

under the Webster-Ashburton treaty.

McLaughlin. I^wis Cass (American Statesmen Series), 176-184.

" The President directs me to say, that he approves your letter [to

M. Guizot, of February 13, 1842], and Avarmly conunends the motives

which animated you in presenting it. Ttie whole subject- is now
Ix^fore us here, or will be shortly, as Lord Ashburton arrived last even-

ing; and, without intending to intimate at present what modes of set-

tling this point of difference with England will be proposed, you may
receive two ])ropositions as certain

:

" 1st. That, in the absence of treaty stipulations, the United States

will maintain the immunity of merchant vessels on the seas to the

fullest extent which the law of nations authorizes.

" 2d. That, if the Government of the United States, animated by a

sincere desire to put an end to the African slave trade, shall be

induced to enter into treaty stipulations for that purpose with any

foreign power, those stipulations will be such as shall be strictly lim-

ited to their true and single object, such as shall not be embarrassing

to innocent commerce, and such, especialW, as shall neither imply any

inequality, nor can tend in any way to establish such inequality, in

their practical operations."

Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cass, min. to France, Apr. 5, 1842, 6

Webster's Works, 343. 345 ; MS. Inst. France, XIV. 272.

" Two essays, "An Inquiry into the Validity of the British Claim

to a Right of Visitation and Search, of American Vessels susj^ected

to be engaged in the African Slave Trade,' by Mr. ^^^leaton, liondon,

1842: and ' P^xamen de la Question aujourd'hui pendante entre le

Gouvernement des Etats Unis et celui de la Grande Bretagne, con-

cemant le Droit de Visite ' (ascribed to Hon. Lewis Cass, then Minis-

ter to France), Paris, 1842, with the letter of General Cass to M.

Guizot, dated 13th February, 1842, and which was in the nature of a

protest against the Quintuple Treaty of 20th December, 1811. are

understood to have had no little influence in preventing the ratifica-

tion of that treaty by the Government of France.

" The publications referred to received, as it were, an official sanc-

tion from Mr. Legare, on his assuming the seals of the State Depart-

ment. In his earliest instructions he said :
' I avail myself of the first

opportunity afforded by our new official relations, to express to you

my hearty satisfaction at the part you took, with General Cass, in

the discussion of the "' right of search,"' and the manner you acquitted

Lvourself of it. I read your pamphlet with entire assent. It is due

o the civilization of the age, and the power of opinion, even over the

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 59
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most arbitrary governments, that every encroachment on the rights

of nations should become the subject of immediate censure and denun-

ciation. One great object of permanent missions is to establish a

censorship of this kind, and to render by means of it the appeals of

the injured to the sympathies of mankind, through diplomatic organs,

at once more easy, more direct, and more effective.' (Mr. Legare to

Mr. AMieaton. June 9, 1843. State Department MSS.) "

Lawrence's Wheaton (1863), 202, 26.3.

By Article VIII. of the Webster-Ashburton treaty of August 9,

1842, the contracting parties agreed each to maintain
Webster - Ashbur- j.\ k ^ • ± xn • j. i u j. £.on the African coast a suincient squadron to enforce,

ton treaty.
. „ . .

separately and respectively, their laws and obliga-

tions for the suppression of the slave trade. The two squadrons were

to be " independent " of each other, but the two Governments were to

give such instructions as would enable their forces effectually to act

in concert and cooperation.

By article IX. of the same treaty, the contracting parties agreed to

unite in representations to other powers with respect to the propriety

and duty of closing all existing slave markets at once and forever.

President Tyler's message of Aug. 11, 1842, as written by Mr. Webster,

transmitting the treaty to the Senate, may be found, together with

the text of the treaty and much correspondence, in 6 Webster's

Works, 347 et seq.

" It is known that, in December last, a treaty was signed in London

by the representatives o*f England, France, Russia, Prussia, and Aus-

tria, having for its professed object a strong and united effort of the

five powers to put an end to the traffic [the slave trade]. This treaty

was not officially communicated to the Government of the United

States, but its provisions and stipulations are supposed to be accu-

rately known to the public. It is understood to be not yet ratified

on the part of France.

" No application or request has Iwen made to this Government to

become a party to this treaty; but the course it might take in regard

to it has excited no small degree of attention and discussion in

Europe, as the principle upon which it is founded, and the stipula-

tions which it contains, have caused warm animadversions and great

political excitement.

" In my message at the commencement of the present session of

Congress, I endeavored to state the principles which this Government
supports respecting the right of search :\nd the immunity of flags.

Desirous of maintaining those principles fully, at the same time tha<

existing obligations should be fulfilled, I have thought it most con-

sistent with the honor and dignity of the country, that it should exe-
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cute its own laws, and perform its own obligations, by its own means
and its own power. The examination or visitation of the merchant
vessels of (me nation by the cruisers of another, for any purpose except

those known and acknowledged by the law of nations, under whatever

restraints or regulations it may take place, may lead to dangerous

results. It is far better, by other means, to supersede any supposed

necessity, or any motive, for such examination or visit. Interference

with a merchant vessel by an armed cruiser is always a delicate pro-

ceeding, apt to touch the i)oint of national honor, as well as to affect

the interests of individuals. It has been thought, therefore, expedi-

ent, not only in accordance with the stipulations of the treaty of

Ghent, but at the same time as removing all pretext on the part of

others for violating the immunities of the American flag upon the

seas, as they exist and are defined by the law of nations, to enter into

the articles now submitted to the Senate.

" The treaty which I now submit to you proposes no alteration,

mitigation, or modification of the rules of the law of nations. It pro-

vides simply that each of the two Governments shall maintain on the

coast of Africa a sufficient squadron to enforce, separately and respec-

tively, the laws, rights, and obligations of the two countries for the

suj^pression of the slave trade."

President Tyler's message, Aug. 11, 1842, transmitting the Webster-

Asliburton treaty of Aug. 9 to the Senate, H Wel)ster's Works, .35.3.

A copy of tlie treaty was sent l)y Mr. Webster to General Cass, with com-

ments on the slave-trade stipuhitions, Aug. 29, 1842. (G Webster's

Worlvs, 3G7; MS. Inst. France, XIV. 278.)

Mr. Cass having criticised the clauses of the AVebster-Ashburton

treaty in relation to the prevention of the slave trade, not because 'it

admitted a right of search, but because the abandonment of that pre-

tension was not made " a previous condition to any conventional

arrangement upon the general subject," Mr. Webster replied

:

" Inasmuclr as the treat}^ gives no color or pretext whatever to any

right of searching our ships, a declaration against such a right would

have been no more suitable to this treaty than a declaration against

the right of sacking our towns in time of peace, or any other outrage.

" The rights of merchant vessels of the United States on the high

seas, as understood by this Government, have been clearly and fully

asserted. xVs asserted, they will be maintained; nor would a declara-

tion such as you propose have increased its resolution or its ability

in this respect. The Government of the United States relies on its

own i)ower, and on the effective support of the people, to assert suc-

cessfully all the rights of all its citizens on the sea as well as on the

land ; and it asks respect for these rights not as a boon or favor from

any nation. The President's message, most certainly, is a clear declar-
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ation of what the country iindorstands to be its rights, and his deter-

mination to maintain them, not a mere promise to negotiate for tliese

rights, or to endeavor to bring other powers into an acknowledgment

of them, either express or implied."

Mr. Wt'l)ster. Sec. of State, to Mr. Cass, late min. to Frtiuee, Dec. 20, 1842,

t; Webster's Works. 881, 388.

See, also, same to same, Nov. 14, 1842, id. 300.

''After the reception of the President's message [of December,

184*2 1 in Enghind, Lord Aberdeen, on the 18th of January, 1843, ad-

dressed a dispatch to Mr. Fox, still British minister here, and directed

him to read it to Mr. Webster. . . . Tt took notice of that part of the

President's message which related to the right of search, and denied

that any concession on this point had been made by Great Britain in

the late negotiations. . . . Mr. Fox Avas informed by Mr. Webster

that an answer to this dispatch would be made in due time through

Mr. Everett."

2 Curtis's IJfe of Webster, 140 et seq., where the debates in I'arliament on

this topic are given.

" In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives

of the 22(1 instant, requesting me to communicate to the House
' whatever correspondence or communication may have been received

from the British Government respecting the President's construction

of th(^. late British treaty concluded at Washington, as it concerns an

alleged right to visit American vessels," I herewith transmit a report

made to me by the Secretary of State.

" I have also thought proper to communicate copies of Lord Aber-

deen's letter of the 20th December, 1841, to Mr. Everett, Mr. Everett's

letter of the 23d December in reply thereto, and extracts from several

letters of Mr. Everett to the Secretary of State.

" I can not forego the expression of my regret at the aj^parent pur-

port of a part of Lord Aberdeen's dispatch to Mr. Fox. I had

cherished the hope that all possibility of misunderstanding as to the

true construction of the 8th article of the treaty lately concluded

between Great Britain and the United States was j^recluded by the

plain and well-weighed language in which it is expressed. The
desire of both Governments is to put an end as speedil}'^ as possible

to the slave trade ; and that desire, I need scarcely add, is as strongly

and as sincerely felt by the United States as it can be by Great

Britain. Yet it nuist not be forgotten that the trade, though now
universal!}^ reprobated, Avas, up to a late period, j^rosecuted by all who
chose to engage in it; and there were unfortunately but very few

Christian powers whose subjects were not permitted and even encour-

aged to share in the profits of what was regarded as a perfectly
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legitimate commerce. It originated at a period long before the

United States had become independent, and was carried on within

our borders, in opposition to the most earnest remonstrances and

expostulations of some of the colonies in which it was most actively

l>rosecuted. Those engaged in it were as little liable to inquiry or

interruption as any others. Its character, thus fixed by common

consent and general practice, could only be changed by the positive

assent of each and every nation, expressed either in the form of

municipal law or conventional arrangement. The United States led

the way in efforts to suppress it. They claimed no right to dictate to

others, but they resolved, without waiting for the cooperation of

other ]:)Owers, to prohibit it to their own citizens, and to visit its per-

petration by them with condign punishment. I may safely affirm

that it never occurred to this Government that any new maritime

right accrued to it from the position it had thus assumed in regard

to the slave trade. If, before our laws for its suppression, the flag of

every nation might traverse the ocean unquestioned by our cruisers,

this freedom w^as not, in our opinion, in the least abridged by our

municipal legislation.

"Any other doctrine, it is plain, wx)uld subject to an arbitrary and

ever-varying system of maritime police, adopted at w^ill by the great

naval power for the time being, the trade of the world in any places

or in any articles wdiich such power Uiight see fit to prohibit to its

own subjects or citizens. A principle of this kind could scarcely be

acknowledged, without subjecting couimerce to the risk of constant

and harassing vexations.

" The attempt to justify such a pretension from the right to visit and

detain ships upon reasonable suspicion of liiracy would deservedly be

exposed to universal condemnation, since it would be an attempt to

convert an established rule of maritime law, incorporated as a prin-

ciple into the international code by the consent of all nations, into a

rule and principle adopted by a single nation, and enforced only by its

assumed authority. To seize and detain a ship upon suspicion of

piracy, with probable cause and in good faith, affords no just ground

either for complaint on the part of the nation whose flag she bears, or

claim of indemnity on the part of the owner. The universal law sanc-

tions, and the common good requires, the existence of such a rule.

The right, under such circumstances, not only to visit and detain, but

to search a ship, is a perfect right, and involves neither responsibility

nor indenniity. But, with this single exception, no aiation has, in

time of peace, any authority to detain the ships of another upon the

high seas, on any i)retext whatever, beyond the limits of her terri-

torial jurisdiction. And such, I am happy to find, is substantially

the doctrine of Great Britain herself, in her most recent official dec-
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larations, and even in those now communicated to the House. These

dechu-ations may well lead us to doubt whether the apparent differ-

ence between the two (loverninents is not rather one of definition

than of principle. Not only is the right of search, properly so called,

disclaimed by (ireat Britain, but even that of mere visit and inquiry

is asserted with (inalifications inconsistent with the idea of a perfect

right.

" In the dispatch of Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Everett of the 20th of

December, 1841, as also in that just received by the British minister

in this country, made to Mr. Fox, his lordship declares that if, in spite

of all the i)recaution which shall be used to prevent such occurrences,

an American ship, by reason of any visit or detention by a British

cruiser, ' should suffer loss and injury, it would be followed by

prompt and amj^le remuneration ;
' and in order to make more mani-

fest her intentions in this respect, Lord Aberdeen, in the dispatch

of the 20th December, makes known to Mr. P^verett the nature of the

instructions giveji to the British cruisers. These are such as, if faith-

fully observed, would enable the British Government to approximate

the standard of a fair indemnity. That Government has in several

cases fulfilled her promises in this particular, by making adequate

reparation for danuige done to our connnerce. It seems obvious to re-

mark, that a right which is only to be exercised under such restrictions

and precautions, and risk, in case of any assignable damage, to be fol-

lowed by the consequences of a trespass, can scarcely be considered

anything more than a privilege asked for, and either conceded or

withheld, on the usual principles of international comity.
" The princijiles laid down in Lord .Vberdeen's dispatches, and the

assurances of indemnity therein held out, although the utmost reliance

was placed on the good faith of the British Government, were not re-

garded by the Executive as a sufficient security against the abuses

which Lord Aberdeen admitted might arise in even the most cautious

and moderate exercise of their new maritime police ; and therefore, in

my message at the opening of the last session, I set forth the views en-

tertained by the Executive on this subject, and substantially affirmed

both our inclination and ability to enforce our own laws, protect our

flag from abuse, and accjuit ourselves of all our duties and obligations

(>ji the high seas. In view of these assertions, the treaty of Washing-
ton was negotiated, and, upon consultation with the British nego-

tiator as to the (luantum of force necessary to be employed in order

to attain theso objects, the result to which the most deliberate estimate

led was embodied in the eighth article of the treaty.

'' Such were my views at the time of negotiating that treaty, and
such, in my opinion, is its j)lain and fair interpretation. I regarded

the eighth article as removing all possible pretext, on the ground of

mere necessity, to visit and detain our ships upon the African coast
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because of any alleged abuse of our flag by slave traders of other

nations. We had taken upon ourselves the burden of preventing

any such abuse, by stipulating to furnish an armed force regarded

by both the high contracting parties as sufficient to accomplish that

object.

" Denying, as we did and do, all color of right to exercise an}^ such

general police over the flags of independent nations, we did not de-

mand of (Jreat Britain any formal renunciation of her pretension;

still less had we the idea of yielding anything ourselves in that

respect. We chose to make a practical settlement of the question.

This we owed to what we had already done upon this subject. The
honor of the country called for it; the honor of its flag demanded
that it should not be used by others to cover an iniquitous traffic.

This Government, I am very sure, has both the inclination and the

ability to do this; and, if need be, it will not content itself with a fleet

of eighty guns, but, sooner than any foreign (irovernment shall exercise

the province of executing its laws and fulfilling its obligations, the

highest of which is to protect its flag alike from abuse or insult, it

would, I doubt not, put in requisition for that purpose its whole naval

power. The purpose of this Government is faithfully to fulfil the

treaty on its part, and it will not permit itself to doubt that Great

Britain will comply with it on hers. In this way, peace will best be

jjreserved, and the most amicable relations maintained between the

two countries."

President Tyler, message of Feb. 27, 184.S, House Ex. Doe. 192, 27 Cong.

.3 sess.

" The eighth and ninth articles of the treaty of W^ashington con-

stitute a nuitual stipulation for concerted efforts to abolish the

African slave trade. The stipulation, it may be admitted, has no

other effects on the pretensions of either party than this: Great

Britain had claimed as a right that which this Government could not

admit to be a t'igjit, and, in the exercise of a just and proper spirit

of amity, a mode was resorted to which might render unnecessary

both the assertion and the denial of such claim.
•" There jn-obably are those who think that what Lord Aberdeen

calls a T'ight of visit, and which he attempts to distinguish from the

right of search, ought to have been expressly acknowledged by the

Government of the United States. At the same time, there are those

on the other side who think that the formal surrender of such right

of visit should have been demanded by the United States as a

precedent condition to the negotiation for treaty stipulations on the

subject of the African slave trade. But the treaty neither asserts

the claim in terms, nor denies the claim in terms; it neither formally

insists upon it, nor formally renounces it. . . .
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" The British Government, then, supposes that the right of visit

and the right of search are essentially distinct in their nature, and

that this difference is well known and generally acknowledged; that

the dirt'erence l)etween thoni consists in their ditl'erent objects and

purposes: one, the visit, having for its object nothing but to ascer-

tain the nationality of the vessel; the other, the search, by an in-

quisition, not only into the nationality of the vessel, but the nature

and object of her voyage, and the true ownership of her cargo.

^ The Government of the United States, on the other hand, main-

tains that there is no such well-known and acknowledged, nor,

indeed, any broad and generic ditference between what has been

usually called visit, and what has been usually called search; that

the right of visit, to be effectual, must come, in the end, to include

search ; and thus to exercise, in peace, an authority which the law

of nations only allows in times of war. If such well-known dis-

tniction exists, where are the proofs of it ? WTiat writers of authority

on public law, what adjudications in courts of admiralty, what

public treaties, recognize it? No such recognition has presented

itself to the Government of the United States; but, on the contrary,

it understands that public writers, courts of law, and solemn treaties

have, for two centuries, used the words ' visit ' and ' search ' in the

same sense. What Great Britain and the United States mean by the

' right of search,* in its broadest sense, is called by continental writers

and jurists by no other name than the ' right of visit.' Visit, there-

fore, as it has been understood, implies not only a right to inquire into

the national character, but to detain the vessel, to stop the progress

of the voyage, to examine papers, to decide on their regularity and

authenticity, and to make inquisition on board for enemy's property,

and into the business which the vessel is engaged in. In other words,

it describes the entire right of belligerent visitation and search. Such

a right is justly disclaimed by the British Government in time of

peace. They, nevertheless, insist on a right which they denominate a

right of visit, and by that word describe the claim which they assert.

It is proper, and due to the importance and delicacy of the questions

involved, to take care that, in discussing them, both governments

understand the terms which may be used in the same sense. If,

intleed. it should 1h' manifest that the difference between the parties

is only verbal, it might 1k' hoped that no harm would be done; but the

Government of the United States thinks itself not justly chargeable

with excessive jealousy, or with too great scrupulosity in the use of

words, in insisting on its opinion that there is no such distinction as

the British Government maintains between visit and search; and that

there is no right to visit in time of peace, except in the execution of

revenue laws or other municipal regulations, in which cases the right

is usually exercised near the coast, or within the marine league, or
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where the vessel is justly suspected of violating the law of nations

by })iratical aggression; but, wherever exercised, it is a right of

search, . . .

"As we understand the general and settled rules of j^ublic law, in

respect to ships of war sailing under the authority of their Govern-

ment, ' to arrest pirates and other public offenders,' there is no reason

why they may not approach an}' vessels descried at sea for the pur-

pose of ascertaining their real characters. Such a right of approach

seems indispensable for the fair and discreet exercise of their author-

ity ; and the use of it can not be justh^ deemed indicative of any design

to insult or injure those they approach, or to impede them in their

lawful commerce. On the other hand, it is as clear that no ship

is, under such circumstances, boinid to lie by or wait the approach

of any other ship. She is at full liberty to pursue her voyage in her

own way, and to use all necessary precautions to avoid any suspected

sinister enterprise or hostile attack. Her right to the free use of

the ocean is as perfect as that of any other ship. An entire equality

is presumed to exist. She has a right to consult her own safety, but

at the same time she must take care not to violate the rights of others.

She may use any precautions dictated by the prudence or fears of her

officers, either as to delay, or the progress or course of her voyage;

but she is not at liberty to inflict injuries upon other innocent parties

simply because of conjectural dangers.

" But if the vessel thus approached attempts to avoid the vessel ap-

proaching, or does not comply with her commander's order to send

him her papers for his inspection, nor consent to be visited or detained,

what is next to be done ? Is force to be used ? And if force be used,

may that force be lawfully repelled? These questions lead at once to

the elemental principle, the essence of the British claim. Suppose the

merchant vessel l)e, in truth, ar^ American vessel engaged in lawful

connnerce, and that she does not choose to be detained. Supjjose she

resists the visit. AMiat is the consequence ? In all cases in which the

belligerent right of visit exists, resistance to the exercise of that right

is regarded as just cause of condemnation, both of vessel and cargo.

Is that penalty, or what other j^enalty, to be incin-red by resistance to

visit in time of peace? Or suppose that force be met by force, gun
returned for gun, and the commander of the cruiser, or some of his

seamen, be killed; what description of offense will have been com-

mitted ? It would be said, in behalf of the connnander of the cruiser,

that he mistook the vessel for a vessel of England, Brazil, or Portu-

gal ; but does this mistake of his take away from the American ves-

sel the right of self-defense? The writei's of authority declare it to

be a principle of natural law, that the privilege of self-defense exists

against an assailant who mistakes the object of his attack for another

whom he had a right to assail.
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" Lord Al3crdoen can not fail to see, therefore, what serious conse-

(luenees might ensue, if it were to l)e admitted that this claim to visit,

in time of j)eaoe, liowever limited or defined, should he permitted to

exist as a strict matter of right; for if it exist as a right, it must be

followed by corresponding duties and obligations, and the failure to

fulfil those duties would naturally draw penal consequences after it,

till ere long it would become, in truth, little less, or little other, than

tlu' belligerent right of search.

•" If visit or visitation be not accompanied by search, it will be in

most cases merely idle. A sight of papers may be demanded, and

papers nuiy be produced. But it is known that slave traders carry

false i)apers and different sets of i)apers. A search for other papers,

then, must be made where suspicion justifies it, or else the whole pro-

ceeding would be nugatory. In suspicious cases, the language and

general apixnirance of the crew are among the means of ascertaining

the national character of the vessel. The cargo on board, also, often

indicates the country from which she comes. Her log-books, showing

tlie ])revious course and events of her voyage, her internal fitting up

and equipment, are all evidences for her, or against her, on her alle-

gation of character. These matters, it is obvious, can only be ascer-

tained by rigorous search. . . .

" On the whole, the Government of the United Stales, while it has

not conceded a mutual right of visit or search, as has been done by

the parties to the quintuple treaty of December, 1841. does not admit

that, by the law and practice of nations, there is any such thing as a

right of visit, distinguished by well-known rules and definitions

from the right of search.

" It does not admit that visit of American merchant vessels by

British cruisers is founded on any right, notwithstanding the cruiser

may suppose such vessel to be British, Brazilian, or Portuguese.

We can not but see that the detention and examination of American

vessels by British cruisers has already led to consequences, and fear

that, if contimied, it would still lead to further consequences, highly

injurious to the lawful commerce of the United States.

"At the same time, the (lovernment of the United States fully

admits that its flag can give no immunity to pirates, nor to any other

than to regularly documented American vessels. It was upon this

view of the whole case, and with a firm conviction of the truth of

these sentiments, that it cheerfully assumed the duties contained in

the treaty of Washington : in the hope that thereby causes of diffi-

culty and difference might be altogether removed, and that the two

powers might be enabled to act concurrently, cordialh^, and effectu-

ally for the suppression of a traffic which both regard as a reproach

upon the civilization of the age, and at war with every principle of

humanity and every Christian sentiment. , , ,
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" Both houses of Congress, with a remarkable degree of unanimity,

have made express provisions for carrjang into effect the eighth arti-

cle of the treaty. An American sfiuadron will innnediately proceed

to the coast of Africa. Instructions for its commander are in the

course of preparation, and copies will be furnished to the British

(lovernment; and the President confidently believes, that the cordial

concurrence of the two governments in the mode agreed on will be

more effectual than any efforts yet made for the suppresion of the

slave trade.''

Mr. Webster, See. of State, to Mr. Everett, min. to England. March 28.

1,84.'?. () Webster's Works, .331, 3.32, 3:35, .3.38. .341, 342.

On April 27, 1843. Mr. Everett wrote to Mr. Webster that he had read

to Lord Aberdeen the instructions from which exti'acts are given

above, and that Lord Aberdeen had said tliat " he did not l^now that

he should wish to alter a word ; that he concurred with you in the

pi'oposition that there is no sueh distinction as that between a right

of search and a right of visit." (2 Curtis's Life of Webster, 1(55.)

" The views of Mr. Webster on this (juestion are fully sustained by the

best writers on public law in America and Europe. Chancellor

Kent says most emphatically that the right of visitation and search
' is strictly and exclusively a war right, and does not rightfully exist

in time of peace, unless conceded by treaty.' He, however, concedes

the right of approach (as described by the Supreme Court of the

United States in the Marianna Flora) for the sole purpose of ascer-

taining the real national character of the vessel sailing under sus-

picious circumstances. With I'espect to the right of risit in time of

peace, claimed by the English Government. Mr. Wheaton defied the

British admiralty lawyers ' to show a single passage of any insti-

tutional writer on public law, or the judgment of any court by which
that law is admlnisteretl, either in Europe or America, which will

justify the exercise of such a right on the high seas in time of

jieace.' . . .
' The distinction now set uj), between a right of visi-

tation and a right of search, is nowhere alluded to by any public

jurist, as being founded on the law of nations. The technical term

of visitation and search, used by the lOnglish civilians, is exactly

synonymous with the droit de risite of the continental civilians.

The right of seizure for a breach of the revenue laws, or laws of

trade and navigation, of a particular nation, is (luite different. The
utmost length to which the exercise of this right on the high seas

has ever been carried, in resi)ect to the vessels of another nation, has

been to justify seizing them within the territorial jurisdiction of

the state against whose laws they offend, and pursuing them, in

case of flight, seizing them upon the ocean, and bringing them in

for adjudication l>efore the tribunals of that state. This, however,

says the Supreme Court of the United States in the case, of the Mari-

anna Flora, has never been supposeil to draw after it any right of

visitation or search. The party, in such case, seizes at his peril.

If he establishes the forfeiture he is justified.' Mr. .Justice Story,

delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court, in the case of the

Marianna Flora, says, that the right of visitation and search does

not belong, in time of peace, to the public ships of any nation.
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' This right is strictly a belligerent right, allowed by the general

consent of nations in time of war, and limited to those occasions.'

* ri)on the ocejin. then, in time of peace, all iK)ssess an entire equal-

ity. It is the coiiinion highway of all. appropriated to the use of

all, and no one can vindicate to himself a superior exclusive pre-

rogative there. Every ship sails there witli the unquestionable

right of pursuing her own lawful business without interruption.' "

(2 Halleck's Int. Law. Baker's e<l., (1878) 270-271.)

Wharton, in a note in his International Law Digest, III. § 327, referring

to the (luestion of visit and search, said

:

" It is said that this prerogative is essential to clear the seas of pirates.

But the prerogative is an impertinent intrusion on the privacy of

individuals as well as on the territory of the state whose domains

^

are thus invaded ; and the evil of sustaining such a prerogative is

far greater than the evil of permitting a pirate for a few hours to

carry a sinudated flag. Pirates, in the present condition of the seas,

have been very rarely arrested when setting uj) this simulation.

They are now, in the few cases in which they appear, readily tracked

by other means ; and the fact that in some instances they are caught

when carrying a false flag no more sustains the right of genei'al

search of merchant shipping than would the fact that conspiratoi-s

sometimes cari*y false papers justify the police in seizing every busi-

ness man whom they meet and searching his correspondence. In the

very rare cases in which an apparent pirate is seize<l and searched

on the high seas under a mistake, the vessel being a merchant ship,

the defence nuist be, not prerogative, but necessity, only to be justi-

fied on the grounds on which is justified an assault made on apparent

l»ut luireal cause. (See to tliis effect Gessner, 12th ed., 303; Kalten-

born, Seerecht. II. .350; Wheat, Right of Visitation, London, 1842.

See to the contrary Phill., III. 147, 148; Heffter, 1(>4; Calvo, II. 65G.)

Ortolan holds that the function is to be exercised at the risk of the

visiting cruiser as an extra-legal prerogative. (Ortolan, III. 258.)

"It may be added tliat basing the riglit to search a vessel on the as.siunp-

tion of piracy is a petitio itrincipil, eqiiivalent to saying tliat the vessel

is to b«! searched l)ecause she is a pirate, when it is for the purpose

of deterndinng whether she is a jiirate that she is .searched. The
searching, as is the case on issuing a search warrant in our ordinary

criminal practice, should be at the risk of the party searching, and

only on i)robable cause first shown, not for the purpose of inquiring

whether there is probable cause. The right of British cruisers to

search a foreign vessel for Britisli sailors was claimed l)y the British

(Jovernment i)rior to the war of 1812 between (Jreat Britain and the

Tnited States. The right was not al)andoned by Great Britain at

(Jhent. l>ut it has never since been exercised. It is now virtually

surrendered. (1 Wheat. Int. Law, 737.) 'I can not think,' says

Sir U. Phillimore (3 Phill., 1871>, 445), 'that the claim of Great

Britain was founded on international law. In my opinion it was

not.' The right to visit and search on certain conditions has fre-

quently, it should be addetl, been given by treaty, in which case it is

detenniiKHl by the linntations imposed by the contracting states.

(See specifications in (iessner, 12th ed.. .305.) At tlie same time we
nuist remember that indei)endent of the right of search, a ship,

whether public or privat<>. has a right to approach another on the

high seas, if it can, and to hail or speak it, and require it to show
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Its colors, the approaching ship first showing its own. (Ortolan,

Reg. Int. et Dip. de la Mer, 23.3, &c. ; Field's Int. Code, § 62.)"

" Our late treaty provides that each country shall keep a naval

force of a specified size on the coast of Africa, with the obvious view

to remove all occasion for any trespass by the one upon the other. We
have proceeded to execute our part of that stipulation, by sending to

that coast four vessels carrying more than eighty guns, a force alto-

gether sufficient to watch over American commerce, and to enforce the

laws of the United States in relation to the slave trade. There can

not, therefore, be any pretense in future for any interference by the

cruisers of P^ngland with our flag. Of course, it is not probable that

there will be any further occasions for reclamations on that ground,

except in such flagrant cases as will leave no room for dispute or

doubts. With such a foundation for lasting harmony between the

two countries, at least so far as this dangerous and exciting subject is

concerned, it would seem to be an obvious dictate of prudence, as well

as of propriety, to remove, as speedily as possible, all existing causes

of complaint arising from the same source. Nothing would contrib-

ute more than this to a good understanding between the two Govern-

ments and their people."

Mr. Upshur, Sec. of State, to Mr. Everett, Aug. 8, 1843, MS. Inst. Gr.

Brit. XV. 10(>.

In the Brit, and For. St. Pap. for lS43-'44, vol. 32, 433, 'jOo, are given the

following documents in respect to the right of search : Lord Aber-

deen to Lord Ashburton, Feb. 8. 1842 ; Lord Ashburton to Lord Aber-

deen, May 12. 1842, containing report of United States naval offi-

cers as to slave trade ; Mr. Fox to Lord Aberdeen, Mar. 4, 1843

;

message of the President of Feb. 28, 1843, as to right of search ; Mr.

Webster (Sec. of State) to the President, Feb., 18^3; Mr. Everett

(London) to Mr. Webster, Dec. 28, 1841 ; same to same, Dec. 31,

1841 : Mr. Webster to Mr. Everett, Jan. 29, 1842.

President Fillmore's message of .July 30, 18.50. as to cases of then recent

stoppage and search of American vessels by British men-of-war is in

Senate Ex. Doc. 66, 31 Cong. 1 sess.

" The forcible visitation of vessels upon the ocean is prohibited by

British renuncia- ^'^^ ^'^^^' "^ nations, in time of peace, and this exemp-

tion of visit and tion from foreign jurisdiction is now recognized

search, 1858. by Great Britain, and, it is believed, by all other

commercial powers, even if the exercise of a right of visit Avere

essential to the suppression of the slave trade. . . . But there is

just reason to believe that the value of a right of visitation, as a

means of putting an end to this traffic, has been greatly overrated.

The object of such visitation is to ascertain the national character of

the vessel. If found to belong to the same nation as the cruiser mak-
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ing the visit, and violating its laws, she may be seized. If belonging

to another nation she must be released, in whatever employment she

may be engaged, unless indeed she has become a pirate, in which case

she is liable to be captured b}' the naval force of any civilized power.

If the United States maintained that by carrying their flag at her

mast-head any vessel l)ecame thereby entitled to the immunity which

belongs to American vessels, they might well be reproached w^ith

assuming a j)osition which would go far toward shielding crimes

upon the ocean from punishment. But they advance no such pre-

tension, while they concede that if, in the honest examination of a

vessel sailing under American colors, but accompanied by strongly

marked susj)icious circumstances, a mistake is made, and she is found

to be entitled to the flag she bears, but no injury is committed and

the conduct of the boarding party is irreproachable, no government

would be likely to make a case thus exceptional in its character a

subject of serious reclamation. . . .

" The police over their own vessels being a right inherent in all

independent states, each of them is responsible to the public opinion

of the world for its faithful preservation, as it is responsible for

the execution of any other duty. The measures it will adopt, must

depend u[)on its oAvn judgment, and whether these are efficient or

inefficient no other nation has a right of interference; and the same

principles are applicable to territorial jurisdiction. Good laws it

is the duty of every (tovernment to provide, and also to make suit-

able provision for their just administration. But because offenders

sometimes escape, nations are not therefore disposed to admit any

participation in the execution of these law^s, even though such a

measure might insure their more faithful execution."

Mr. C'asf*, Soe. of State, to Mr. Dallas, niin. to P^ngland, Feb. 23, 1S59,

MS. Inst. (iv. Br. XVII. 1.50.

See, also, same to same, March 31, 18(50, II. Ex. Doc. 7, 30 Cong. 2 sess.

40f»; Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, Br. min., April 3, 1860,

II. Ex. Doc. 7, 3() Cong. 2 sess. 414; Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Count

(le Sartiges. French min., Jan. 25, 1859, MS. Notes to French I.,eg.

VII. 8. The last-mentioned note relates to ;i memorandum with

ri'fereace to the fiuestion of verifying the national character of mer-

chant vessels on the high seas.

In a long note of April 10, 1858, addressed to Lord Napier, then

British minister at AVashington, in relation to measures for the

suppression of the slave trade, Mr. Cass adverted to a statement

of his lordship to the effect that the employment by a vessel of the

American flag did " not ])rotect the slaver from visit, but exoner-

ates her from search." The distinction thus taken betAveen " the

right of visitation and the riglit of search, between an entry for
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the purpose of examining into the national character of a vessel and

an entry for the purpose of examining into the objects of her

voyage." could not, said Mr. Cass, " be justly maintained upon

any recognized principle of the law of nations. . . . The United

States deny the right of the cruisers of any other power whatever,

for any purpose whatever, to enter their vessels by force in time of

peace. . . . No change of name can change the illegal character of

the assumption. Search, or visit, it is equally an assault upon the

independence of nations."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Lord Napier, British min.. April 10. 1858,

S. Ex. Doc. 49. .'>.") Cong. 1 sess. 42, 47, 48. Concerning reports as

to the detention and search of American vessels by British cruisers

in the Gulf of Mexico and the adjacent seas, see Mr. Cass, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Dallas, min. to England, May 18, 1858, MS. Inst.

Great Britain, XVII. 105: same to same, July 1, 1858, id. 119.

Mr. Cass's note to Lord Napier of April 10, 1858, may also be found in

50 Br. and For. State Papers, 707.

" Her Majesty's Government recognize as sound those principles

of international law^ w^hich have been laid down by General Cass

in his note of the 10th of April to your lordship, principles which

he supports by the authority of Lord Stowell and the Duke of

Wellington, and Her Majesty's Government are also aware that

nothing in their treaty of 1842 with the United States supersedes that

law.
'• Her Majesty's Government, however, think it most indispensa^

ble to civilization and the police of the high seas, that there should

exist, practically, a limited power of verifying the nationality of

vessels suspected, on good grounds, of carrying false colors. . . .

" General Cass observes, that ' a merchant vessel upon the high

seas is j^rotected by her national character. He who forcibly enters

her, does so upon his own responsibility. Undoubtedly, if a vessel

assumes a national character to which she is not entitled, and is sail-

ing under false colors, she can not be protected by this assumption

of a nationality to which she has no claim. As the identity of a j^er-

son must be determined by the officer bearing a process for his

arrest, and determined at the risk of such officer, so must the

national identity of a vessel be determined, at the like hazard to

him who, doubting the flag she displays, searches her to ascertain

her true character. There, no doubt, may be circumstances which

would go far to modify the complaints a nation would have a right

to make for such a violation of its sovereigjity. If the boarding officer

had just grounds for suspicion, and deported himself with propriety

in the performance of his task, doing no injury, and peaceably

retiring when satisfied of his error, no nation would make such an

act the subject of serious reclamation.'
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" Her Majesty's Government agree entirely in this view of the

case, and the question tlierefore becomes one solely of discretion on
the part of the acting officer. It appears to Her Majesty's Govern-

ment that it is one extremely dangerous to entrust, and onerous to

bear; and that an exact definition of what each respective state would
permit, for verifying nationality, and thereby securing general trade

against piracy, should be agreed upon between Great Britain and

the United States, and clearly embodied in their instructions of

their naval commanders."

Lord Malniesbury, British foreign secretary, to Lord Napier, British

mill, at Washington, June 11, 1858, 50 Brit. & For. State Papers

(185!)-18(50), 737, 738-7,39.

It should be observed, with reference to Lord Malinesbury's remarli

that tlie (piestion l)ecame " one solely of discretion on the part of

the acting officer," that the passage quoted by his lordship from

Genera! Cass's note of April 10, 1858, is (lualified in that note by the

following important statement: "It is one thiny to do a deed avow-

edly Ulcf/at, and excuse it by the attending eircumstances ; and it is

another and (/uite a different thing to claim a right of action, and

the right also of determining when, and hoiv, and to what extent,

.it shall he exercised. And this is no barren distinction, so far as

the interest of this country is involved, but it is closely connected

icith an object dear to the American people—the freedom of their

citizens upon the great highway of the world." (50 Br. & For.

State Papers, 716. The italics are the editor's.)

" In addition to the satisfactory assurances, which your correspond-

ence contains, of the views of the British Government, it gives me
pleasure to be able to inform you that this Department, by the direc-

tions of Lord Malniesbury, has been furnished by Lord Napier with

the copy of a letter addressed to his lordship by Lord Malniesbury

and dated the 11th instant, in which the same purposes are avowed

and the same principles recognized as reported in your dispatch of

the 8th instant. . . .

" The President desires you would express to Lord Malniesbury his

gratification at this satisfactory termination of the controversy which

has given so much trouble to our respective Governments, concerning

the claim of a right in behalf of a British cruiser in time of peace to

search or visit American merchant vessels upon the ocean. Her
Britannic Majesty's Government has disclaimed that pretension and

recognized the principles of international law laid down in the letter

from this Department to Lord Napier of the 10th of April last, and

which had been maintained by distinguished British statesmen and

especially by that eminent jurist Lord Stowell, who said emphatic-

ally, while deciding a case judicially before him, that ' no nation can

exercise a right of visitation and search upon the common and unap-

propriated parts of the ocean, except from the belligerent claim.'

"
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Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dallas, min. to England, June 30, 1858,

MS. Inst. Great Britain, XVII. 115.

Mr. Cass went on to say that the President was desirous to prevent

the fraudulent assumption of the United States flag and that, while

he entertained a strong conviction that the occasional abuse of the

flag of an}- nation was an evil far less to be deprecated than would

be the establishment of a pretension incompatible with the freedom

of the seas, he was ready to receive any propositions which the

British Govenunent might feel disposed to make to prevent the

false employment of national colors.

As reported in the London Times of June 18, 1858, Lord Malmesbury,

referring in the House of Lords to measures adopted for the sup-

pression of the slave trade, stated that the United States had " pos-

itively, categorically, and constantly " refusetl to admit any dis-

tinction between visit and search, and that the doctrine laid down
by the United States was adopted by other countries. Lord Malmes-

bury addetl that " he had admitted the international law as laid

down by the American minister for foreign affairs, though not,

of course, without being fortified by the opinions of the law officers

of the Crown." (H. Ex. Doc. 7, 36 Cong. 2 sess. 104, 105.)

July 4, 1858, Mr. Dallas, at a dinner of Americans in London, said

:

" Visit and search in regard to American vessels on the high seas in

time of peace is finally ended." Referring to this statement. Lord

Lyndhurst, July 26, 1858, speaking in the House of Lords, said

:

" Many persons . . . appear to think that . . . we have surrendered

a most valuable and important right. The answer which I make to

that is, that we have surrendered no right, for that, in point of fact,

no right such as that which is contended for has ever existed. We
have, my lords, abandoned the assumption of a right, and in doing

so we have, I think, acted justly, prudently and wisely." Lord

Malmesbury. referring to this statement, said :
" It is with great

pleasure that we have heard the views of my noble and learned

friend on this important subject, because they conform precisely

to the opinion of the law officers of the Crown, whom we thought

it our duty to consult before we sent answer to the communica-

tions we received fi'om the American Government. When we i*e-

ceived General Cass' communication . . . we immediately consulted

the law officers of the Crown, and they unanimously asserted that

the international law in relation to this question was precisely as

it has been just described by my noble and learned friend. Upon
that opinion Her Majesty's Government at once acted, and we frankly

confessed that we have no legal claim to the right of visit and of

search which has hitherto been assumed." (Fur Seal Arbitration,

Vol. XIII. .326-329.)

Prasidont Buchanan, in his annual message of Dec. 6, 18.58. said :
" I am

gratified to inform you that the long-i)ending controversy between the

two Governments in relation to the question of visitation and search

has been amicably adjusted." Richardson's Messages, V. 507. See

also. President Buchanan's annual message of Dec. 3, 1860. Id. 640.

For a mass of correspondence with regard to the cases of vessels sus-

pected of being engaged in the slave trade, see special message of

President Buchanan, Dec. 5, 1860. II. Ex. Doc. 7, 36 Cong. 2 sess.

See, also, H. Ex. Doc. 11, 35 Cong. 2 sess.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 60
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See Lawrence's Visitation and Search, Boston, 1858; Wharton's Com. on

Am. Law. S 1!»4; ."i Philliniore's Int. Law (3d ed.), 522; 2 Ilalleok's

Int. Law. 3rd etl. by Baker. 24fi. 247, where it is shown that Sir R.

Philliniore's assertion that "the right of visit in time of peace, for

tJir purpoxr of (iscertnining the nationality of a vessel, is a part, in-

deed, hnt a very small part, of the belligerent right of visit and

search," is foniuled on a misconception of the words of Bynkershoek

and Kent, to which it appeals. See, also, Edinburgh Rev. for Oct.,

1807. Vol. XI. 14.

June 1(), 1858, the United vStates Senate, in consequence of reports

as to orders given to British and French cruisers to
Senate resolution, •,

-i i i ^ i ^ -xi
1858

^'^*^ '^ search vessels as suspected slavers in the

Gulf of Mexico and adjacent waters, unanimously

adopted a resolution declaring " that American vessels on the high

seas, in time of peace, bearing the American flag, remain under the

jurisdiction of the country to which they belong, and therefore any

visitation, molestation, or detention of such vessels by force, or by

the exhibition of force, on the part of a foreign power, is in deroga-

tion of the sovereignty of the United States." Mr. Cass, when
transmitting a copy of this resolution to the American legation in

London, declared that it expressed the universal sentiment of the

American people, and added :
'" The immunity of their merchant

vessels upon the high seas will be steadily maintained by the United

States under all circumstances, as an attribute of their sovereignty

never to be abandoned, whatever sacrifices its protection may require.''

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dallas, min. to England, June 17, 1858,

H. Ex. Doc. 7, 30 Cong. 2 sess. 07.

For the text of the resolution, and Mr. Fish's comments thereon, see For.

Rel. 1874, 963. See, also, supra, pp. 897-898.

April 7, 18G2, a treaty between the United States and Great Britain

Convention with ^^'^^ concluded at Washington, by which the contract-

Great Britain, iug parties agreed that their naval vessels, which
1862. should be provided with special instructions for the

])urpose, might visit such merchant vessels of the two nations as

should upon reasonable grounds be suspected of being engaged in the

African slave trade, or of having been fitted out for that purpose, or

of having during the voyage been engaged in such trade, and detain

and send them in for trial. For purposes of trial, it was agreed that

three mixed courts of justice, formed of an equal number of indi-

viduals of the two nations, should be establi.shed respectively at Sierra

Leone, Cape of Good Hope, and New York. On each of these courts

eacii Government was to appoint a judge and an arbitrator. It was

stipulated that the reciprocal right of search and detention should

l)e exercised only within the distance of 200 miles from the coast of

Africa, and to the southward of the 32nd parallel of north latitude,
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and within 30 leagues from the coast of Cuba. By an additional

article of February 17, 18G3, this reciprocal right was extended to

waters within 30 leagues of the islands of Madagascar, Porto Rico,

and Santo Domingo. By an additional convention, concluded June

3, 1870, the mixed courts were abolished, and it was provided that the

jurisdiction previously exercised by them should be committed to the

courts of one or the other of the high contracting parties. American
vessels detained by British cruisers were to be sent to New York or

Key West, whichever should be the more accessible, or were to be

handed over to a United States cruiser, while British vessels detained

by United States cruisers were to be sent to the most accessible British

colony, or handed over to a British cruiser.

Treaty Volume (177(1-1887), 4.54, 466, 472.

For correspondence as to the treaty of April 7, 1862, see Dip. Cor. 1862,

65, 141, 158, 164, 181, 185, 289, 473, 509, 513 ; Dip. Cor. 18(53, I. 413,

443; Dip. Cor. 1864, I. 733; II. 60, 638, 645; Dip. Cor. 18()5, II. 173,

174, 190, 193 ; Dip. Cor. 1866, I. 31, 109 ; For. Rel. 1879, 415, 431.

September 16. 1870, Mr. Fish instructed Mr. Truman Smith, at Sierra

Leone, if there was no unfinished business before the court, to close

it up and send an inventory of the papers and other property belong-

ing to the United States to the Department of State. Should there

be any unfinished business, he was to report upon it to the Depart-

ment, and, when it should have been disposed of, to close up the court,

in conformity with the provisions of the treaty of June 3, 1870, and

forward an inventory. (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smith, Sept.

16. 1870, 86 MS. Dom. Let. 326.)

A substantially similar letter was sent to Mr. Cephas Bralnerd, one of the

arbitrators at New York, and Mr. Benjamin Pringle, at Cape Town,

Africa.

A parcel of papers relating to these mixed courts is in the custody of the

Department of State.

See, in relation to the treaty of April 7, 1862, Schuyler's American Diplo-

macy. 2(J3. 2(U ; Moore's American Diplomacy, 78.

Wharton, in his International Law Digest (§327), says: "It is a serious

objection to the treaty that it extends this right of search to our own
coast, the Keys of Florida being within thirty leagues from Point

Yeacos or Matanzas. It appears from a letter of Mr. Perry, minister

at Madrid. (U. S. Dip. Cor. 1862, 509), that the Spanish minister

expressed surprise that the United States ' after combating the prin-

ciple so long,' ' should have yielded now a right so exceedingly liable

to be abused in practice'; and this surprise may still be expressed

elsewhere than in Spain."

See, however, Mr. Seward's defense. Dip. Cor. 1862, 473.

The convention of April 7, 1862, is severely criticised In a pamphlet

entitled "The Diplomatic Year: Being a Review of Mr. Sewai'd's

Foreign Correspondence of 18(52. By a Northern Man. Phila-

delphia : 18(53." The author of this pamphlet was Mr. William B.

Reed.

As to overtures made by the United States to the Government of Egypt,

looking to the conclusion of a convention between the two countries
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for the suppression of the African slave trade, see Mr. F. W. Seward,

Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Farman, agent and consul-general at

Cairo, Aug. 10. 1870. MS. Inst. Egypt. XVI. 140, acknowledging re-

ceipt of Mr. Fannan's No. 297, of May 1, 1879.

Persons trading to the west coast of Africa, on which coast two kinds of

c-onnneree are carried on—one (the regular trade) lawful, the other

(the slave trade) criminal—should keep their oi>erations so clear

and distinct in their character as to repel the imputation of a purpose

to engage in the latter. (The Slavers, 2 Wall. 350.)

'" Mr. Machado's claim, as will be seen from this review, has two

distinct relations. The first is for the affront to the flag of the United

States which his two vessels bore. No foreign sovereign had then the

right in time of peace to visit and search a vessel bearing that flag,

nnless in the single instance of piracy shown beyond reasonable doubt.

At the very time Mr. Machado's vessels were thus arrested. Great

Britain had been urging on us to give her this privilege in respect to

American ships supposed to be slavers; but this proposition was per-

emptorily repelled. This very fact made the arrest in the.se partic-

ular cases an outrage which this Government was bound to resent.

It is true that in 1862, under peculiar circumstances, a treaty with

Great Britain granting this right on the basis of reciprocity was duly

ratified and proclaimed ; but this treaty has, in consequence of the

cessation of the slave trade, practically ceased to operate; and visita-

tion and search, in time of peace, of American vessels by British

cruisers, except on the ground of piracy, was in 1854 and 1857, and

still is, regarded by us as an offense requiring apology and indemnity.

It is due to the British Government to say that, when called upon for

an explanation, it expressed its regrets at the occurrences in question,

tendered an apology, punished the offending officer, and agreed to pay

such compensation to Mr. Machado as would, under the circum-

stances, be suitable. That Government then offered to arbitrate, as

has been seen, in case of inability to agree upon the amount of

damages."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Sawyer and Sixwner. Apr. 19, 1880,

1.")9 MS. Doni. Let. r>,j8.

This letter refers to the cases of the ves.sels Thoviaa Watfioii. and Mar}/

Yarncy, concerning which more or less correspondence will be found

in H. Ex. Doc. 7, 3(5 Cong. 2 sess. The claim was settled for $20,000.

By the (ieneral Act signed at Brussels July 2, 1890, to which the

Ignited States is a partv, for the repression of the
General Act of Brns- . j. • i , -, ,',,

. • .• j? ^.i

seis 1890
African slave trade, and the restriction of the impor-

tation and sale of firearms, ammunition, and spiritu-

ous liquors within a certain part of the African continent, the signa-

tory powers recognize the desirableness of taking steps in common
for the more effective repression of the slave trade in the maritime
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zone in which it still exists. Article XXI. declares thaL " this zone

extends, on the one hand, between the coasts of the Indian Ocean
(those of the Persian Gulf and of the Red Sea included), from Beloo-

chistan to Cape Tangalane (Quiliniane) ; and, on the other hand, a

conventional line which first follows the meridian from Tangalane

till it intersects the 2r)th degree of South latitude ; it is then merged
in this parallel, then passes round the Island of Madagascar by the

east, keeping 20 miles off the east and north shore, till it intersects

the meridian at Cape Ambre. From this point the limit of the zone

is determined by an oblique line, which extends to the coast of Beloo-

chistan, passing 20 miles off Cape Ras-el-Had." Such of the signa-

tory^ powers as shall have contracted among themselves conventions

for the suppression of the slave trade agree to restrict the clauses of

those conventions concerning the reciprocal right of visit, of search,

and of seizure of vessels at sea to the above-mentioned zone, and to

limit the right to vessels of less than 500 tons. All the signatory

powers engage to adopt measures to prevent the unlawful use of their

flag, as well as the transportation of slaves on vessels authorized to

fly it. Information is to be exchanged, calculated to lead to the dis-

covery of persons taking part in operations connected with the slave

trade. The signatory powers also engage to exercise a strict sur-

veillance over native vessels authorized to carry their flag, in the zone

above mentioned, and over commercial operations carried on by such

vessels.

By Articles XLII.-XLIX. rules are laid down with regard to the

stopping of suspected vessels. The officers in command of war ves-

sels of any of the signatory powers are authorized to examine the

papers of any vessel of less than 500 tons, Avhen it is found navigating

in the above-mentioned zone, and when they have reason to believe

that it is engaged in the slave trade or is guilty of the fraudulent

use of a flag. It is stated, however, that this does not imply a change

in the existing state of things as regards jurisdiction in territorial

waters. In order that the ship's papers may be examined, she may be

stopped and a naval officer in uniform sent on board, who is to act

" with all possible consideration and moderation." The examina-

tion or search of the cargo can take place only in the case of vessels

sailing under the flags of powers that hav^e concluded special conven-

tions, and in conformity with the stipulations of such conventions.

The commander of the detaining man-of-war is required fully and

promptly to report his action, and if he is convinced that an act con-

nected Avith the slave trade has been committed on board during the

voyage, or that irrefutable proofs exist against the captain, or fitter-

out, for accusing him of fraudulent use of the flag, or fraud, or parti-

cipation in the slave trade, he is to conduct the arrested vessels to the
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nearest port of the zone where there is a competent magistrate of the

power whose flag has be«n used. A suspected vessel may also be

turned over to a cruiser of its own nation if the latter consents to take

charge of it.

For })urp()sos of investigation and trial, each signatory power

engages to appoint in the zone in question territorial or consular

authorities, or special delegates, competent to deal with the cases

covered by the coiivention. Such a magistrate, when an arrested

vessel is turned over to him, must proceed to make a full investiga-

tion according to the laws of his own country, in the presence of an

officer belonging to the foreign cruiser. If it is proved that a flag

has been fraudently used, the arrested vessel is to remain at the dis-

posal of the captor. (Art. LI.) If the examination shows an act

connected with the slave trade, proved by the presence on board of

slaves destined for sale, or any other offense connected with the slave

trade for which provision is made by special convention, the vessel

and cargo are to remain sequestrated in charge of the magistrate.

The ca])tain and crew are then to be turned over for trial to the

tribunal of the nation whose flag they used (Arts. LIV.-LVII.),

and the slaves are to be set at liberty as soon as judgment has been

pronounced. Damages are to be allowed where a vessel has been

illegally arrested. (Arts. LIII., LVIII.)

For the acceptance by the United States of the invitation of Belgium

and Great Britain to attend the conference at Brussels, see Mr.

Adee. Acting Sec. of State, to ^Ir. Le Ghait, Belg. min., Sept 21, 1889,

MS. Tiotes to Belg. Leg. VII. 47.'i. In expressing the acceptance of

the invitation, Mr. Adee said :
" This Government will always extend

its moral aid in behalf of so philanthropic a cause and would, in the

judgment of the President, gladly aid by the use of naval force to

prevent the exportation of slaves from Africa. The invasion of

Africa with a military force in conjunction with Euroj)ean jxjwers

who have territorial i)ossessions or protectoral interests on that

continent j)resents a different question, and the President is unwill-

ing to commit the (Jovernment to such a course of action. In tiie

judgment of the President, the United States should refrain from

territorial acquisition in the Eastern Hemisphere, and from inter-

ference with the internal affairs thereof. With this explicit under-

standing, the Government of the United States will be rei)resented

by a delegate in the conference."

As to the ((uestion of the exchange of ratifications of the (Jeneral Act,

and particularly as to a i)rotocol assenting to the pi'ovisional reserva-

tion by France of her ratification of certain articles of the act rela-

tive to the right of search of vessels suspected of being slavers, see

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Le Ghait. Belgian min., Dec. 31,

1S91. MS. Notes to Belg. Leg. VII. 540.

The United States embodied in its ratification a resolution of the Senate,

comprising a declaration of the neutral and non-participant attitude

of the United States with respect to any i)ossible questions of terri-

torial or protective rights in tlie African continent, witliin tlie effect-
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ive sphere of operations of the General Act (Mr. Blaine, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Le Ghait, Belgian min., Jan. 20, 1892, MS. Notes to

Belg. Leg. VII. 542.)

As to legislation to carry into effect certain provisions of the General

Act. see Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Le Ghait, Belgian min.,

Nov. 12, 1892, and Feb. 6, 189.3, MS. Notes to Belg. Leg. VII. 570, 578.

See. also, in this relation, supra, §§ 228. 229.

As to the Philafrican Liberator's League, and its wish to cooperate

with the parties to the General Act of Brussels, see Mr. Sherman,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Caruth, min. to Portugal, May 3, 1897, MS.
Inst. Portugal. XVI. 102.

" Having been invited by Belgium to participate in a congress, held at

Brussels, to revise the provisions of the general act of July 2, 18iX),

for the repression of the African slave trade, to which the United

States was a signatory party, this Government preferred not to be

rei>resented l>y a plenipotentiary, but reserved the right of accession

to the result. Notable changes wei'e made, those especially concern-

ing this country being in the line of the increased restriction of the

deleterious trade in spirituous liquors with the native tribes, which

this Government has from the outset urgently advocated. The
amended general act will be laid before the Senate, with a view to

its advice and consent." (President McKinley, annual message, Dec.

5, 1899, For. Rel. p. xiv.)

The amended General Act was concluded June 8. 1890. The Senate

advised and consented to the adhesion of the United States, Dec. 14,

1900. and it was proclaimed Feb. 6, 1901. See, in this relation, supra,

§§ 228, 229.

S. Piracy.

(1) NATURE OF THE OFFENCE.

§ 311.

In considering the subject of piracy, as affecting the exercise of

authority or jurisdiction on the high seas, the distinc-

tion shoukl always be borne in mind between piracy

by law of nations, to which the present discussion relates, and mere

statutory piracy. For the punishment of piracy by law of nations,

express provision is indeed usually made by statute; but munic-

ipal legislation sometimes also denounces as piracy acts which do

not fall within that category, in the sense of international law.

An example of such legi.slation is furnished by the statutes of the

United States, passed for the suppression of the slave trade." Munici-

pal laws of this kind are enforceable only within the ordinary limits

of national jurisdiction.'^ With regard to piracy by law of nations,

the case is different. The offense, in its jurisdictional aspects, is siii

generis. Though statutes may provide for its punishment, it is an

a Supra, § 310.

6 Le Louis, 2 Dodson, 210; The Antelope, 10 Wheat. 6(J; supra, §§ 200-202.
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offense against the law of nations; and as the scene of the pirate's

operations is the high seas, which it is not the special right or duty

of any nation to police, he is denied the protection of the flag which

he may carry, and is treated as an outlaw, whom any nation may in

the interest of all capture and punish,

" § 124. Pirates being the common enemies of all mankind, and all

nations having an equal interest in their apprehension and punish-

ment, they may be lawfully captured on the high seas by the armed
vessel of any particular state, and brought within its territorial juris-

diction, for trial in its tribunals.

'' This proposition, however, must be confined to piracy as defined

by the law of nations, and can not be extended to offenses which are

made pirac}^ by municipal legislation. Piracy, under the law of

nations, may be tried and punished in the courts of justice of any

nation, by whomsoever and wheresoever committed; but piracy

created by municipal statute can only be tried by that state within

whose territorial jurisdiction, and on board of whose vessels, the

offense thus created was committed. There are certain acts which are

considered piracy by the internal laws of a state, to which the law

of nations does not attach the same signification. It is not by force

of the international law that those who commit these acts are tried

and punished, but in consequence of special laws which assimilate

them to pirates, and which can only be applied by the state which

has enacted them, and then with reference to its own subjects, and in

places within its own jurisdiction. The crimes of murder and rob-

bery, committed by foreigners on board of a foreign vessel, on the

high seas, are not justiciable in the tribunals of another country than

that to which the vessel belongs; but if committed on board of a

vessel not at the time belonging, in fact as well as right, to any for-

eign power or its subjects, but in possession of a crew acting in de-

fiance of all law, and acknowledging obedience to no flag whatsoever,

these crimes may be punished as piracy under the law of nations, in

the courts of any nation having custody of the offenders."

Wheaton's Elements, Dana's ed., 193 et seq. Wbeaton cites, as sus-

taining his views, the cases of United States r. Klintock, 5 Wheat.

144, and United States r. Pirates, 5 Wheat. 184.

Mr. Dana (Dana's Wheaton, 193, note 83) adds the following to Mr.

Wheaton's definition of piracy :

" It must i>e admitte<l. that the attempted definitions of piracy are unsat-

isfactory ; some l)eing too wide, and some too narrow. The author's

description, rather than definition, is perhaps the most adequate.

Some writers, and even judges, seem to have treated the phrase

hOKiiK huniutii f/oicris as if it were a definition of piracy. Dr.

Tindal (Howell's State Trials, xii, 1271-1272, note), in the case of the

privateers of James II., reports this ix)int as made and overruled;
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and says, ' It is neither a definition nor as much as a description

of u pirate, but a rlietorical invective.' It is true, that a pirate jure

ycntium can be seized and tried by any nation. irresi)ective of his

national character, or of that of the vessel on board which, against

which, or from whicli, the act was done. The reason of that must be

;

that the act is one over which all nations have equal jurisdiction.

This can result only from the fact, that it is committed where all

have a common, and no nation an exclusive, jurisdiction— /. e.. upon

the high seas ; and, if on board ship, and by her own crew, then

the ship nmst be one in which no national authority reigns. The
criminal may have committed but one crime, and intended but one,

and that against a vessel of a particular nation ; yet, if done on the

high seas, under certain circumstances hei'eafter to be referred to,

he may be seizetl and tried by any nation. In such case, it can not

be necessary to satisfy the court affirmatively, as a fact, that he had
a purpose to plunder vessels of all nations, or vessels irrespective of

nationality ; nor would the court be driven to an artificial presump-

tion of law. contrary to the facts in the case, that such general hos-

tile purpose existed.

" On the other hand, that is too wide a definition which would embrace
all acts of plunder and violence, in degree sufficient to constitute

piracy, simply because done on the high seas. As every crime may be

committed at sea, piracj- might thus be extended to the whole crimi-

nal code. If an act of robbery or murder were committed upon one of

the passengers or crew by another in a vessel at sea, the vessel being

at the time and continuing under lawful authority, and the offender

were secured and confined by the master of the vessel, to be taken

home for trial,—this state of things would not authorize seizui'e and
trial by any nation that chose to interfere, or within whose limits the

offender might afterwards be found."

An exposition of the statutes of the United States in relation to piracy is

given in the opinion of Mr. E. Peshine Smith, law officer of the De-

partment, January 6, 1871, communicated by Mr. Fish, Sec of State,

to Mr. Mazel, January 6, 1871. (MS. Notes to the Netherlands, VII.

18G.)

A pirate is one who, without legal authority from any state, attacks

a ship with intention to appropriate what belongs to it. The pirate

is a sea brigand. He has no right to any flag and is justiciable by all.

A ship which navigates without a flag or which, on being summoned
to do so, does not show its flag, exposes itself to the suspicion of piracy.

Doubtful cases sometimes j^resent themselves, in which the question

arises whether a ship is a pirate. Some of these have acquired a

certain notoriety. Thus in 1873 the Virginius, navigating without

right under the Amercan flag, was engaged in transporting arms and

munitions of war for the Cuban insurgents, but was not committing

any acts of brigandage. The Spaniards arrested her on the high seas

and executed some of the crew—wrongfidly, for she was not a pirate.

Yet again, in the same year occurred the case of the Vittona and her

tender Vigilante. Those vessels, which were seized by Spanish insur-

gents, sailed without a flag and committed depredations. The Ger-
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man rear-admiral was right in seizing them. He did not, however,

punish the members of the crew as pirates, but confined himself to

j)reventing them from j)hindering to the prejudice of (rerman inter-

ests. Finally, another case is that of the IJuascar (1878), which was

on just grounds considered a pirate by the English admiral.

Rivier, Prineipes dii Droit des Gens, I. 249.

For Mr. Jefferson's report of Dec. 30, 1700, as to the expediency of em-

ploying forcible measures for the supi)ression of Algerine piracy, see

Am. State Papers, For. Rel. I. 104.

As to piratical states, see supra, § 3; Phillimore, 3rd ed. I. 488.

The first legislation of the United States on the subject of piracy

was that embraced in the Crimes Act of April 30,

.^.
. 1790. This legislation, as read in the text, has some-

decisions.
.

times been sujjposed to have conferred on the courts

of the United States a jurisdiction far more extensive than that

which they have actually derived from it. Section 8 of the act pro-

vides " that if any person or persons shall commit upon the high seas,

or in any river, haven, basin or bay, out of the jurisdiction of any par-

ticular State, murder or robbery, or any other offense, which, if

committed within the body of a county, would by the laws of the

United States be punishable with death: or if any captain or mariner

of any ship or other vessel, shall piratically and feloniously run

away with such ship or vessel, or any goods or merchandise to the

value of fifty dollars, or yield u}) such ship or vessel voluntarily to

any pirate; or if any seaman shall lay violent hands upon his com-

mander, thereby to hinder and prevent his fighting in defense of his

ship or goods committed to his trust, or shall make a revolt in the

ship; every such offender shall be deemed, taken and adjudged to be

a pirate and felon, and being thereof convicted, shall suffer death

;

and the trial of crimes committed on the high seas, or in any place

out of the jurisdiction of any particular State, shall be in the district

where the offender is apprehended, or into which he may first be

brought." (1 Stat. 113-114.)

Under this section several cases have been adjudicated by the

Supreme Court. The first was that of Palmer and others, decided

in 181S. This case was certified from the circuit court of the United

States for the district of Massachusetts, on a division of opinion

between Mr. Justice Story and Judge Davis. The defendants were

charged in the indictment with having committed a robbery on the

high seas on a vessel belonging to persons unknown. There was no

allegation that the defendants were citizens of the United States, two

of them being described merely as " late of Boston," in the State of

Massachusetts, and the other " as late of Xewburyport," in the same

State; and the goods were alleged to have been, at the time the
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defendants boarded the vessel and seized them, in the custody of
" certain jxn-sons. being mariners, subjects of the King of Spain."

One of the questions certified from the circuit court was as follow*?:

'* Whether the crime of robbery, committed by persons who are

not citizens of the United States, on the high seas, on board of any

ship or vessel, belonging exclusively to the subjects of any foreign

state or sovereignty, or upon the person of any subject of any foreign

state or sovereignty, not on board of any ship or vessel belonging

to any citizen or citizens of the United States, be a robbery or piracy,

within the true intent and meaning of the said eighth section of the act

of Congress aforesaid, and of which the circuit court of the United

States hath cognizance, to hear, tr3% determine, and punish the

same? "

In response to this question, Chief Justice Marshall, who delivered

the opinion of the Supreme Court, said

:

'' The question, whether this act extends further than to American

citizens, or to persons on board American vessels, or to offenses com-

mitted against citizens of the United States, is not without its difficul-

ties. . . . The words of the section are in terms of unlimited extent.

The words ' any person or persons,' are ]>road enough to comprehend

every human being. But general words must not only be limited to

cases within the jurisdiction of the state, but also to those objects to

which the legislature intended to apply them. . . . The court is of

opinion that the crime of robbery, committed by a person on the high

seas, on board of any ship or vassel belonging exclusively to subjects

of a foreign state, on persons within a vcvssel belonging exclusively

to subjects of a foreign state, is not a piracy within the true intent

and meaning of the act for the punishment of certain crimes against

the United States."

United States r. Palmer (1818), 3 Wheat. GIO.

Although the offence charged in this case was robbery on the high

seas, the Chief Justice, to sustain the limitation placed in the opinion

on the words " any person or i^rsons." as employetl in the 8th sec-

tion of the act of 1790, discussed the other provisions of the section

as follows

:

"But these words [any person or persons] must be limitetl in some
degree, and the intent of the legislature will determine the extent of

this limitation. For this intent we must examine the law. The suc-

ceetling member of the sentence commences with the words, ' if any
captain or mariner of any ship or other vessel, shall piratically run

away with such ship or vessel, or any goods or merchandise, to the

value of fifty dollars, or yield up such ship or vessel voluntarily to

any pirate.'

" The words ' any captain, or mariner of any ship or other vessel,' compre-

hend all cai)tains and mariners, as entirely as the words ' any person

or i)ersons.' comprehend the whole human race. Yet it would be

difficult to believe that the legislature intended to punish the captain
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or mariner of a foreign ship, who should run away with such shiji,

and dispose of her in a foreign port, or who should steal any goods

from such ship to the value of fifty dollars, or who should deliver her

up to a pirate when Jie might have defended her. or even according

to previous arrangement. The third memher of the sentence also

begins with the general words ' any seaman.' But it can not be sup-

posed that the legislature intended to punish a seaman on board a

ship sailing under a foreign tlag. under the jurisdiction of a foreign

government, who should lay Aiolent hands upon his commander, or

make a revolt in the ship. These are offenses against the nation,

under whose flag the vessel sails, and within whose particular juris-

diction all on board the vessel are. I^•ery nation provides for such

offenses the punishment its own policy may dictate ; and no general

words of a statute ought to be construed to embrace them when com-

mitted by foreigners against a foreign government.
" That the general words of the two latter members of this sentence are

to be restricted to offenses committed on board the vessels of the

United States, furnishes strong reason for believing that the legis-

lature intended to impose the same restriction on the general words

used in the first member of that sentence."

The question of robbery on the high seas, under sec. 8 of the act

of 1790, was again before the Supreme Court, in Klintock's case, in

1820. It was contended, in behalf of the defendant, that the section

did not, under the ruling in Palmer's case, apply to an American cit-

izen entering on board a foreign vessel exclusively owned by for-

eigners and committing piracy thereon. With reference to this

contention, Chief Justice Marshall, reviewing the decision in Pal-

mer's case, said

:

" Upon the most deliberate reconsideration of that subject, the

Court is satisfied, that general piracy, or nuirder, or robbery, com-

mitted in the places d&scribed in the 8th section, by persons on board

of a vessel not at the time belonging to the subjects of any foreign

power, but in possession of a crew acting in defiance of all law, and

acknowledging obedience to no government whatever, is within the

true meaning of this act, and is punishable in the Courts of the United

States. Pers<ms of this description are proper objects for the penal

code of all nations; and we think that the general words of the act

of Congress applying to all persons whatsoever, though they ought

not to be so construed as to extend to persons under the acknowledged

authority of a foreign state, ought to be so construed as to compre-

hend those who acknowledge the authority of no state. Those gen-

eral terms ought not to be applied to offences connnitted against the

particular sovereignty of a foreign power; but we think they ought

to be applied to offenses committed against all nations, including the

United States, by persons who by common consent are equally

amenable to the laws of all nations."

United States r. Kliutock (1820), ". Wheat. 144, 152.
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The result of these two cases—Palmer's and Klintock's—is that while

general piracy was punishable under the 8th section of the act of

1790, and while in such case proof as to the nationality of the offend-

er, or as to the origin of the vessel on which he sailed, was imma-

terial, a pirate Ijeing amenable to the jurisdiction of all nations alike,

yet, where the offense chargetl under the section was not piratical in

the general sense, but only by force of the statute, such averments

must be made and such evidence produced as to the national charac-

ter of the vessel on which the offense was committed, as would ordi-

narily give the courts of the United States jurisdiction. Such was
the view announced by the Supreme Court in subsequent decisions.

In United States v. Pirates, 5 Wheaton, 184, the court, while fully

recognizing the decision in Palmer's case, said that " when embarked
on a piratical cruise, every individual becomes equally punishable

under the law of 1790, whatever may be his national character, or

whatever may have been that of the vessel in which he sailed, or of

the vessel attacked."

In the case of United States r. Holmes, 5 Wheaton, 412, decided, as was
also that of the Pirates, in 1820, the Supreme Court, speaking through

Mr. Justice Washington, laid down, as the result of the preceding

cases, the following rules

:

" If it [the offense] be committed on board of a foreign vessel by a citi-

zen of the United States, or on board of a vessel of the United States

by a foreigner, the offender is to be considered, pro hac vice, and in

respect to this subject, as belonging to the nation under whose flag

he sails. If it be committed either by a citizen or a foreigner, on

board of a piratical vessel, the offense is equally cognizable by the

courts of the United States, under the above-mentioned law."

It is to be observed that Mr. Justice Washington was a member of the

Supreme Court at and prior to the time of the decision of Palmer's

case, in February, 1818, as well as during the period intervening

between that decision and the case of Holmes, his opinion in which

has just been quoted ; and in that intervening period, in April, 1818,

just after the decision in Palmer's case, he had occasion to consider

that decision, and the true construction of the 8th section of the act

of 1790, in the circuit court of the United States for the State of

Pennsylvania, in the case of United States v. Howard, 3 Wash. C. C,
340. Referring to Palmer's case, he said

:

" It was, upon the whole, decided, that a i'ol»bery, committed by any person

on the high seas, on board of a ship belonging exclusively to a foreign

state, or to the subjects thereof, or upon the person of a subject of a

foreign state, in a vessel belonging exclusively to subjects of a for-

eign state, is not piracy, within the true intent and meaning of the 8th

section of that law. Although the offense of robbery is the only one

stated in this decision ; that being the only offense referred to in the

question which was adjourned to the Supreme Court
;
yet there can

be no doubt but that all the other acts of piracy, enumerated in that

section, are Included within the same principle."

It appears 1)y this opinion, as well as by the opinion of Chief Justice Mar-

shall in Klintock's case, as above quoted, that the Supreme Court

when the judgment in Palmer's case was rendered, understood it to

decide not only that the general words employed in the act of 1790 in

reference to statutory piracy must be restricted so as to apply only
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to offenses committe<l on boai-d of American vessels on the blRh seas,

but also that the Stb section of the act did not include piracy by the

law of nations, and therefore did not give the courts of the United

States jurisdiction to punish it. We have seen that in Klintock's

case, as well as in the other cases cited above from the decisions of

the Supreme Court, it was subsequently held that that section did

confer such jurisdiction ; for, as it provided for the punishment of

any person or persons for murder or robbery on the high seas, and as
" tlie i)irate is a man who satisfies bis personal greed or his personal

vengeance by robbery or nuirder in places beyond the jnrisdictiou

of a state," « it was well held in the case of Klintock and of the

Pirates, that piracy by the law of nations was punishable under the

terms of the section. It is, however, worthy of notice that in March,

1819, after Palmer's case was decided. Congress passed a temporary

act, which was subsequently renewed and made permanent, and is

now substantially embodied in section 5308 Revised Statutes of the

I'nited States, expressly conferring on the courts of the United States

jurisdiction of " piracy, as defined by the law of nations."

No attempt was made to remove or correct the limitation placed by the

Supreme Court on the general words of the act of 1790, so far as they

related to statutory piracy. And although, as has been seen, the

court itself, in 1820, in the cases of Klintock, the Pirates, and Holmes,

held that the 8th section of the act of 1790, under which the indict-

ments in those cases were framed, covered piracy by the law of

nations, and was not repealed by the act of 1819, yet it never was
intimated that the previous decision respecting municipal piracy,

under the act of 1790. was wrong. Indeed, in the case of Holmes,

the latest of the cases cited, we observe in the opinion of the court a

decided affirmation of the view expressed by the Chief Justice in

Palmer's case, that the question of jurisdiction of acts of municipal

piracy would be determined by the flag of the vessel on which the

offense was connnitted. " If it ["the offense 1 be committed," said the

court in Ilohnes's case, "on board of a foreign vessel by a citizen of

the United States, or on board of a vessel of the United States by a

foreigner, the offender is to be considered pro hoc vice, and in respect

to this subject, as belonging to the nation under whose flag he sails."

This principle was recognized by Congress in the act of the 3d of

March, 1825, entitled, "An act more effectually to provide for the

piniisbment of certain crimes against the Unite<l States, and for

other purposes," by which many of the provisions of different sections

of the act of 1790 were replaced, as well as in the act of March 3,

1835, which, in substituting provisions for the punishment of revolt

on shipboard, in place of those contained in the 8th section of the act

of 1790, expressly restricted the jurisdiction of the courts to acts

committed by " one or moi'e of the crew of any American ship or

vessel."

Questions were raised whother the words " out of the jurisdiction of

any particuhir State," in section 8 of the act of April 80, 1790, rehit-

" Hall's Int. Law, 4th ed. 2(58 et seq. While piracy has been defined as robbery

on the high seas, the more recent jurists hold that the depredation need not be

lucri causa. Whart. Cr. L.. § 18(50; Ileffter. Volkerrecht. § 104; Broglle, Sur la

piraterie, III. 335 ; Wheatou's Int. Law, § 123, Dana's ed., p. 195,
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ing to the punishment of piracy, included foreign as well as domestic

states, and whether a vessel at anchor in a road was not a vessel on the

high seas, as charged in the indictment. As to the first question, the

court held that the words quoted must be construed to mean " out of

any one of the United States," although it was remarked that the

reason was " not easy to imagine.'" On the second point, it was held

that a vessel in an open road might be found by a jury to be on the

high seas, even though it was within the jurisdictional limits of a

foreign state, since " those limits, though neutral to war, are not

neutral to crimes."

United States v. Pirates (1820), 5 Wheat. 184, 200.

John Palmer, Thomas Wilson, and Barney Calloghan were indicted

in the circuit court of the United States at Boston, under section 8 of

the act of April 30, 1790, for piratically and feloniously taking certain

property from a Spanish vessel on the high seas. The facts in the

case are very imperfectly stated. It was brought before the Supreme
Court on a certificate of division of opinion between Mr. Justice

Story and Judge Davis. Some of the questions certified by the circuit

court related to the rights of a colony which had proclaimed its inde-

pendence and was asserting it by force of arms. These questions the

Supreme Court did not decide, since it held that the crime of robbery,

committed by a person on the high seas, on a foreign vessel, and on the

persons therein, was not a piracy within the true intent and meaning

of the section under consideration.

United States v. Palmer (1818), 3 Wheat. 610.

Ralph Klintock, a citizen of the United States, was indicted in the

United States circuit court at Richmond for piracy committed on a

Danish vessel called the Norherg. Klintock sailed as first lieutenant

on a vessel called the Young Spartan^ which Avas owned outside the

United States and which cruised under a commission from Aury,

styling himself Brigadier of the Mexican Republic and Generalissimo

of the Floridas. The officers of the Young Spartan secreted Sjoanish

papers on board the Norherg^ and then claimed her as a Spanish

vessel. They left her company on an island off the coast of Cuba,

and took the vessel herself to Savannah, Ga., where, personating the

Danish captain and crew, they entered her as a Danish vessel. The
Supreme Court, Chief Justice Marshall delivering the opinion,

stated that, so far as it could take any cognizance of the fact, Aury
could have no power either as Brigadier of the Mexican Republic,

of whose existence the court knew nothing, or as Generalissimo of the

Floridas, a })rovince in the possession of Spain, to issue commissions

to authorize private or public vessels to make captures at sea, but

that, whether a person acting with good faith under such a commis-
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t«ion might or might not l)e giiilty of piracy, the judges were all of

opinion that the commission could not justify what was done in the

pending case. The whole transaction taken together demonstrated,

said the court, that the Xorherg " was not captured jure helli, but

seized and carried into Savannah animo furandi. It was not a

lx>lligerent capture, but a robbery on the high seas. And although

the fraud practiced on the Dane may not of itself constitute piracy,

yet it is an ingredient in the transaction which has no tendency to

mitigate the character of the offence."

United States r. Klintock (1820), o Wheat. 144.

KlinttH'k was ultimately pardoned. (Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Morel. U. S. marshal at Savannah, April 5, April 10. June 9, 1820, 18

MS. Dom. Let. 20, 2.3, 72 ; to Mr. Meigs, M. C, April 29, 1820, id. 41

;

to Mrs. Klintock. .June 20, 1820, 10 MS. Dom. Let. t«.)

As to the circumstances under which the 'Sorhcry entered Savannah, and
the disappearance of certain papers in the case, see Mr. Adams, Sec.

of State, to Mr. Habersham, U. S. dist. attorney at Savannah, Oct.

31, 1820, 18 MS. Dom. Let. 166.

" I have received j'our letter of the 10th instant, and should take

great satisfaction in furnishing you with any evidence in this Depart-

ment, and any facility within its competency, for obtaining evidence

from elsewhere which might tend to show the innocence or to exten-

uate the guilt of the prisoners with the defence of whose cause you
have been charged.

" You are aware, I presume, that in December 1817 General Aury
surrendered, to officers of the United States, Amelia Island, in the

professed character of Commander in Chief of the Republic of the

Floridas, and that on the 12th of December of that year he addressed

a letter to the honorable assembly of representatives of that imagi-

luiry republic, stating to them that his authority for exercising bel-

ligerent ])owers was derived only from a minister plenipotentiary of

a Congress of Mexico, not then existing. See Niles's Register, vol.

13, p. 850.

'' In the 12th volume of Wait's State Papers, page 424, you will

find all the authorities and commis.sions, under which the agent of

General Aurv at this place on the 7th of February 1818 alleged that

he was authorized to act.

" In Niles's Register, vol. 15, p. 90, there is a proclamation by Louis

Aury, ' commander-in-chief of the forces that have opened their cam-

paign upon New Granada, in the name of the confederated Republics

of Buenos Ayres and Chile.' It is dated at his headquarters in the

Island of Providence and St. Catalina, the 10th day of July, 1818,

9th, which 9th, as I take it, means the 9th year of the independence

of Venezuela dating from its first declaration.

" This was but a few days more than six months after he had sur-
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rendered Amelia Island to Col. Bankhead. But he had no commis-

sion or authority either from Buenos Ayres or Chile.

'' I believe that he never had authority from any government to

issue commissions: but that, from the revolutionary government of

New Granada, while it lasted, he had a commission authorizing him
to exercise belligerent rights. That he had no authority from the

Governments of Buenos Ayres or of Chile, when at Amelia Island,

was explicitly declared by the principal authorities of those republics

to the commissioners of the United States nearly about the same time

while he was issuing the above mentioned proclamation in the name
of the confederated republics at Old Providence.

" Whether he has ever been commissioned by the Republic of

Colombia I do not know, but I have no doubt that his commission to

the Snake, in the name of the United Republics of Buenos Ayres and

Chile, was unauthorized by them.
'' I have thought it due as well in candor to you, as with reference

to the United States in whose behalf your clients have been prose-

cuted, and to those unfortunate men themselves, to answer your

enquiries explicitly, and to inform you of what is known to this Gov-

ernment concerning Aury and his proceedings. If Aury has ever had

at any time authority from any of the South American govern-

ments, which could even color a commission issued by him to exercise

belligerent rights, it can have l>een from no other than the Rej^ublic

of Colombia. A minister from the United States to that republic

will probably soon be dispatched: and any testimony which you may
desire to obtain, which can serve the cause of the prisoners, may be

without difficulty procured through him. Instructions to that effect

will l^ given him, should you have the goodness to inform me that

you wish it. In that case. I shall request you to transmit to me the

inquiries to which you would propose that he should direct his

attention."

Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Aylwin & Spooner, of Boston,

March 19, 1823, 20 MS. Dom. Let. 139.

Thomas Smith was found guilty by special verdict in the United

States circuit court for Virginia of the crime of piracy, on the fol-

lowing facts : In March, 1819, Smith and others, forming part of the

crew of a privateer called the Creollo, commissioned by the govern-

ment of Buenos Ayres, mutinied in the port of Margaritta, and leav-

ing the vessel seized another privateer called the Iiresistible, lying in

that port, commissioned by the government of Artigas. They then

proceeded to sea in the /rresistihle without any documents or commis-

sion whatever, and in April, 1819, on the high seas, plundered and

robbed a Spanish vessel. The circuit court certified the case to the

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 Gl
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Supreme Court on a division of opinion as to whether the acts of

which the defendants were found guilty were ])unishable as piracy

under the act of Con<rress of March 8, 1S19. The Supreme Court,

Mr. Justice Stoi'v deliverin|i: the opinion, defined the oifense of piracy

as " robbery, or forcible depredations upon the sea, animo furandi^''

and held that as the defendant and his associates were at the time of

couHnittin": the ort'ense " freebooters upon the sea, not under the

acknowledged authority, or deriving protection from the flag or com-

mission of any government," they were undoubtedly guilty of piracy.

United States r. Smith (1820). 5 Wheat. ir)3. See n note to this case

hy Mr. Jnstice Story, in wliich various definitions of piracy are eol-

locted from writers on the civil law, the law of nations, maritime law,

and the common law.

Thomas Smith. James Thomas (alias .Tames West), Stephen Sidney. .John

Green, Isiiac Sales (a man of color). Peter Johnson (a man of color),

and Daniel Livingston were pardoned. (Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Pegram, U. S. marshal at Dinwiddle Court House, Va., Jan. 23,

1822, 19 MS. Dom. Let. 247.)

John Furlong, alia^^ Hobson, a liritish subject, Avas indicted in the

United States circuit court at Savannah for piracy. It appeared that

the j^iratical vessel was American and was run away with by the

master and crew, who committed depredations (m an P^nglish vessel.

Benjamin Brailsford and James (xrifRn were indicted in the United

States circuit court at Charleston for piracy. The (juestion was

raised whether an American citizen, fitting out a vessel in an Ameri-

can port to cruise against a power at peace with the United States,

was protected by a conunission from a belligerent from punishment

for any offence committed against American vessels.

David Bowers and Henry Mathews were indicted in the United

States circuit court at Savannah for a piratical robbery connnitted on

an American ship. They were i^art of the crew of the privateer

Loxme^ which was conmiissioned by Buenos Ayres and connnanded by

Captain Almeida. There was no ])roof that the Lotthe was American-

owned. In October, 181S, her crew rose and, ])utting the officers out

of the ship, proceeded on a piratical cruise in which they committed

a robbery on the American vessel ^l-sm, then at anchor in an open

roadstead at the island of Bonavista. At that time the name New
York had been painted on the stern of the Louise,, and the person who
was commanding her asserted himself and the vessel to be American.

The same persons, David Bowers and Henry Mathews, were also

indicted for piracy, consisting in a robbery committed on board the

British ship Sir Thoman Hardi/ on the high .seas.

In the foregoing cases it Avas held that, so fur as any question was

involved of the national character of the prisoners or of the vessels,

the moment the latter were taken from their officers " and j)roceeded
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on a piratical cruise, the crew lost all claim to national character, and

whether citizens or foreigners,"' became equally punishable.

United States r. IMrates (1820), 5 AVheat. 184.

It appears that Bowers and Mathews were pardoned. (Mr. .\dams. Sec.

of State, to Mr. Habersham, U. S. dist. atty. at Savannah, April 4,

1820, and to Mr. Morel, U. S. marshal, Ai)ril 5 and 10, and June 0,

1820, 18 MS. Dom. Let. 19, 20, 2.3, 72.)

Benjamin Brailsford and .James Griffin (alias John Jones) were reprieved,

hut. as t<j their associates, George Clarke and Henry Roberts, alias

De Wolf, it was said that the President would allow them to be

executed. (Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Waring. U. S. marshal

at Charleston. April .3, 1820, 18 MS. Dom. Let. 1*5.) It was after-

wards decided to iiardon Brailsford and Griffin on the charge of

piracy, on their being sentenced on certain indictments for mis-

prision of felony, to which they had pleaded guilty. (Mr. Adams,
Sec. of State, to Judge Drayton. April If), 1820. 18 MS. Dom. Let. 25.)

A pamphlet entitled " Particulars of the IMracies committed." etc.. by the

Loh/.sc and Mary, was published, apparently in the form of an

ai)i)eal to Congress. (Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Parker, U. S.

dist. attorney at Charleston, June 24. 1820, 18 MS. Dom. Let. 8.5. See.

also. Mr. Bailey to Mr. Wheaton. June 24, 1820, ibid.)

The following persons, convicted of piracy, were reprieved : John Jackson

(alias Daniel Redding), Isaac Alister, William Murphey, Thomas
O'Brien (Mr. .\dams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bentalou. U. S. marshal

at Baltimore, April 1 and June 0, 1820, 18 MS. Dom. Let. 17, 7.3) ;

Peter Morel, Charles Dickenson. Louis Pierre. Gervin Canchal, .John

McGee, Louis Philip, .John Cousins. Ephraim Tompkins, Isaac

Tillot, Thomas Tomson. Lawrence I'agas, Joseph Vallert, Juan

Raynor. Julien Seddoner. William McClure. (Mr. Adams. Sec. of

State, to :Mr. Nicholson, V. S. marshal at New Orleans, April 3, 1820,

and June 10, 1820, IS MS. Dom. Let. ^S, 73.)

Pardons were issued in the following cases: John Trickhart (Mr..

Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Nicholas, U. S. marshal at New
Orleans, June 10. 1820. 18 MS. Dom. Let. 74) ; Samuel Pool and

Francis Ogilsbie (Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Stanard, U. S.

dist. atty. at Richmond, and to Mr. Moore, U. S. marshal. June 10,

1820. 18 MS. Dom. Let. 74) ; Jacques Lacroix. Michael Lebrequet,

James Louis Roney. Juan Raynor (Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to

Mr. Nicholson. Oct. 20, 1820, 18 MS. Dom. Let. 165) ; Luke Jackson,

a man of color (Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Moore, U. S.

marshal at Richmond, Oct. 26, 1820, 18 MS. Dom. Let. 164) ;

Charles Waver. (Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bentalou, U. S.

marshal at Baltimore, Oct. 26, 1820, 18 MS. Dom. Let 165.)

Death warrants were issued in the following cases : John Desfarge and
Robert Johnson (Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Nicholson. V. S.

marshal at New Orleans, April 17 and June 10. 1820, 18 MS. Dom.
Let. 27. 73) ; John F. Ferguson and Israel Denny. (Mr. Adams,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Bentalou, April 1, 1820. 18 MS. Dom. Let. 17.)

"William Holmes, Thomas Warrington, alias Warren Fawcett, and

Edward Rosemaine were indicted in the United States circuit court

at Boston for piracy. The facts appear to be that a vessel, appar-
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ently Spanish, was captured by two protended Buenos Ayrcan pri-

vateers. A ])rize crew was put on board the captured vessel, and

among the crew were the prisoners, one of whom was a citizen of the

ITnited States, the rest being foreigners. They subsequently threw

overboard the prize master and drowned him. It did not appear

by any legal ])roof that the privateers had commissions from Buenos

Ayres or any documents from that government, or were ever rec-

ognized as ships of that nation or of its subjects. The prisoners were

convicted, and on motion for a new trial, the judges differing, certain

questions were certified to the Supreme Court, one of which was

whether the court had jurisdiction of the offence charged, if the vessel

on which it was committed had at the time no real national character,

but was possessed and held by pirates, or by persons not lawfully

sailing under the flag or entitled to the protection of any government,

and whether the burden of proof as to national character rested on

the United States or on the prisoners. It was held that if the offence

was committed on board of a piratical vessel it was cognizable by

the United States, and that the burden of proof as to national char-

acter rested on the prisoners.

United Stales r. Holmes et al. (1820), 5 Wheat. 412.

In this t-ase the President, after consulting tlie Attorney-General, declined

to exercise clemency. (Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Prince, U. S.

marshal at Boston, :May 25, 1820. 18 MS. Dom. Let. 5<J.

'

Under the 4th section of the act of March 3, 1819, any piratical

aggression subjects the vessel to forfeiture, though not made lucri

cmisa, and though the owners were entirely innocent and the vessel

was armed for a lawful purpose and sailed on a lawful voyage."

But not every hostile attack in time of peace is piratical. It may \je

by mistake, or in necessary self-defence, or to repel a supposed medi-

tated attack by pirates. If it is justifiable no blame attaches.* The
aggression must be a fii'sf aggression, unprovoked l\v any previous act

of hostility or menace from the other side.*' Probable cause is a

sufficient excuse for a capture for piratical aggression.**

The charge d^affaire^s of Portugal having requested the imme-

diate discharge of a Portuguese vessel which had been captured by

Captain Stockton, U. S. S. Allegator, and sent in to Boston, on the

ground that the capture was made in consequence of an attack by the

Portuguese vessel under an erroneous impression that the Allegator

was a South American privateer, the district attorney of the United

a United States v. Brig Malek Adhcl, 2 How. 210.

6 The Marianna Flora. 11 Wheat. 1.

c Black, At. Oen., 1S(KX Oi). 4.">.

dThe Marianna Flora, 11 Wheat. 1 ; The Palmyra, 12 Wheat. 1.
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States at Boston was instructed that it was the desire of the Presi-

dent, if the circumstances were found to be as stated, that the vessel

should be restored to her captain, upon terms as easy and indulgent as

might be compatible with the law.

Mr. Adnnis, Sec. of State, to INIr. Blake, Jan. 4, 1822, m MS. Dom. Let. 231,

A merchant A'essel whose subordinate crew rise in revolt, and, after

killing the captain, make depredations on other shipping, is a pirate

by the hiw of nations.

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Starkweather, Sept. 18, 1854, MS. Inst.

Chile. XV. 107.

As to proceetlings by ITnited States consuls in foreign ports in cases of

piracy, mutiny, or any other offense against the United States, see

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Committee on Claims, Mar, 4, 1846,

(5 MS. Report Rook. 172.

Wliere a portion of the crew of the steamer Edgar Stewart forcibly

displaced the master from command and took possession of the vessel,

it was advised that this did not constitute the otfense of piracy, but of

mutiny ; that, for the latter offense, the parties charged are liable to

be tried and punished under the laws of the United States, and that

they may be tried therefor in any district into which they are first

brought.

Hill, Assistant At. Gen. (1872), 14 Op. 589.

It is not statutory piracy for the captain of a vessel, to whom the

vessel and cargo have been consigned with instructions to proceed to

the Pacific and there sell vessel and cargo and remit the proceeds to

the owners, to fail to remit such proceeds after having made sale ac-

cording to instructions ; and his arrest on such a charge would be false

imprisonment.

Wirt, At. Gen. (1825), 2 Op. 10.

A mere intention or even pre^^aration to commit piracy is not piracy.

Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Calderon de la Barca, July 0, 1850,

MS. Notes to Spain, VI. 209,

A French vessel with kidnapped Africans on board was captured

by pirates, aiul from them recaptured by an American
Kidnapped persons. " , ,, i--. ^ *i' t ii

vessel and l)rought into port. A demand made by
the Frencli minister for the restoration of the Africans was held to be

well founded.

Wirt, At. Gen. (1822), 1 Op. 534.

Under the 0th article of the treaty of 1795, between the United

States and Spain, providing for the restoration of property rescued
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from pirates and robbers on the hig:h seas, it is necessary to show:

(1) That what is chiinuMl falls within the description of vessel or

merchandise: (2) that it has been rescued on the high seas from
pirates and robbers; (3) that the asserted proprietors are the true

proprietors.

Under this article negroes lawfully held as slaves and subject to

sale under the laws of Spain, on board a Sj^anish vessel, may be

deemed merchandise; but native Africans, unlawfully kidnapped

and imi)orte(l into a Spanish colony contrary to the laws of Spain,

as in this case, are not merchandise; nor can any person show that he

is entitled to them as their proprietor, nor are they pirates and rob-

bers, if they rise and kill the master and take possession of^he vessel

to regain their liberty.

United States r. The Ainlstad, 1.5 Tet. 518.

" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches Xos. 129

and 132, dated resj:)ectively December 5th and 18th, both of which

relate to the bark Cayalte, at Hakodadi. These documents tend to

prove that the officers and crew of the vessel were Peruvians, and

that, though the flag of the ITnited States had been assumed with a

view to protect the bark from belligerent capture during the war
between Peru and Spain, the real owners were the captain, Avho is

stated to have l)een a Portuguese, and Don Julian Zara Condigui

(called by one of the witnesses Calandine), as to whom there is no

proof or suggestion that they were citizens of the ITnited States.

The presumption is that the use of our flag was a fraud and abuse to

which this Government can give no effect.

" In respect to the suggestion of Admiral Rowan, that ' there is

reason to believe that these coolies are guilty of piracy under the law

of nations,' I have to say that the evidence goes to show that their

object in capturing the vessel was not robbery and plunder, nor did

they manifest or appear to have contenii)lated that general hostility

which enters into the definition of the crime. The motive, according

to all the evidence, was to eifect their return to their native land.

We may adopt, I think, the language of the Supreme Court of the

United States, when delivering its ojjinion upon a somewhat similar

case: ' We may lament the dreadful acts by which they asserted their

liberty and took possession of the Amhtdd and endeavored to regain

their native country; but they can not be deemed pirates or robbers

in the sense of the law of nations.' (15 Peters R. 594.)"

Mr. Seward. See. of State, to Mr. Van Valkenbiu'g, niin. to Japan, Feb. 19,

1809. MS. Inst. .Japan. I. .'?10.

See Attorney-General v. Kwok-a-Sing (1873), L. R. 5 P. C. 179.
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In October. 1873, the steamer Virginius cleared from Kingston, in

Hostile enter- Jamaica, for Port Linion, Costa Rica. After putting

prises— Case of to sea, she headed for the southeastern coast of Cuba.

the "Virginius." October 31, 1873, when about six miles from that coast,

she was sighted and chased by the Spanish man-of-war Tornado.

She turned and steamed back toward Jamaica, but, after an eight

hours' chase, was captured by the Tornado while still on the high seas.

Tlie Virginius had on board a quantity of arms and ammunition and

a company of 155 persons, 53 of whom composed the crew, while the

rest were denominated passengers. Among those on board were four

officeis in the Cuban insurgent army. The Virginius when captured

carried the American flag and had an American register, though it

was afterwards determined that she was not entitled to either. She

was taken by the Tornado to Santiago de Cuba, where, after summary
trial by a court-martial. 53 of the prisoners were shot. Further

executions were prevented by the appearance of foreign men-of-war.

Nineteen of the persons executed were British subjects. On account

of these the British (xovernment demimded and obtained an indem-

nity. The United States also obtained a sum in settlement of the

claims which it had presented " in regard to the persons of the officers,

crew, and passengers," excluding the British subjects who had been

indemnified. The passengers included only six American citizens.

The ground on which the imprisonment and execution of the

persons on I'oard was justified was that of piracy. The Virginius

was described in various Spanish documents as having a " piratical

character " and as being engaged in " piratical acts." The United

States, on the other hand, maintained that, while it was competent

for a state to apply the term '• piracy," by its municipal laws, to

various offences other than those deemed piracy by law of nations, it

could not. by applying the epithet to such offences, subject them to

the penalties to which j)iracy by law of nations was liable. As to

what constituted piracy by law of nations, the United States said that

the definitio?! given by Wheaton, as explained by his commentator,

Dana, would prolnibly be recognized by the courts of all civilized

powers. In this relation the United States said: " Wheaton defines

this crime ' to be the offence of depredating on the seas without being

authorized by any sovereign state, or with commissions from differ-

ent sovereigns at war with each other; ' and Dana, in his note upon
this definition, says ' to constitute piracy jure gentium, it is necessary,

first, tliat the offence be adequate in degree—for instance, robbery,

destruction by fire, or other injury to persons or property—must be

connnitted on the high seas and not within the territorial jurisdiction

of any nation; and. second, that the offenders, at the time of the com-

mission of the act, should be in fact free from lawful authority, or
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should have made themselves so by their deed, or, as Sir L Jenkins

says, " out of the protection of all laws and privileges," or, in the

words of the Due de Broglie, " qui n 'a ni feu ni lieu ;
" in short, they

must be in the predicament of outlaws.'

"

Mr. P'ish. Seo. of State, to Admiral Polo, Spanish min., April 18, 1874,

For. Rol. 187."), II. 1178, 1182. See supra, p. 805; infra, p. 980.

See, also. Admiral Polo, Spanish min., to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, Dec.

.SO, 187;i; For. K'el. 187.5, II. 1154.

March 24. 18(JJ), Cajitaiu-General Dulco issued a decree declaring that

vessels captured in Spanish waters, or on the high seas near the

island of Cuba, having on lH)ard men, arms and munitions of war,

etc., should be considered as enemies and be treated as " pirates " in

accordance with the ordinances of the navy, and that all persons

captured in such vessels would, without regard to numbers, immedi-

ately be executed. The United States at the time protested against

this decree as constituting a violation of public law and treaties and

asked that it be recalled, or that such instructions be given as would
prevent '* its illegal application to citizens of the United States or

their property." (Moore. Int. Arbitrations, II. 1022, citing Mr. Fish,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Lopez Roberts, Spanish min., April 3, 1869, S. Ex.

Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 12. See. also, For. Uel. 187.5, II. 1181.)

By an agreement concluded at Madrid. February 27, 1875, the

Spanish Government engaged to pay to the United States the sum
of $80,000 in coin as an equitable and friendly settlement of " the

reclamations presented by the Government of the United States, in

consequence of what occurred at Santiago de Cuba, in regard to the

persons of the officers, crew, and passengers of the steamer Virf/inius,

it being understood that from these reclamations are to be excluded,

in so far as respects the ship's company, all individuals indemnified

as British subjects, and, Avith respect to passengers, including only

six American citizens." The United States engaged to accept the

money in satisfaction of all claims for personal indemnity which had

been advanced against the Spanish Government and to distribute it

among the families or parties interested, in the form and manner
which it might judge most equitable, without being obliged to give

any account of the distribution to the Spanish Government.

For. Rel. 187.5. II. 1250.

The payment netted the sum of .$77,797.44.

" It is not competent for Spain, by declaring that to be piracy

which is not jiiracy under the definitions of international law, to ex-

tend the penalties of that crime, or the jurisdiction of its courts as to

piracy, to the subjects of other nations, or to incorporate in any way
its own municipal definition of the crime of piracy into the law of

nations to any degree beyond the definition established by interna-

tional law."

Mr. Davis. Com. on For. Rel.. .Inly 14, 1897, Competitor case, S. Rep.

377, 55 Cong. 1 sess. 5.
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(2) JUDICIAL PROSECUTION.

§ 312.

If the prize be a pirate, the officers and crew are to be prosecuted

in the circuit court of the United States, without respect to the

nation to which each individual may belong. If it be regularly com-

missioned as a ship of war, the officers and crew are to be detained

as prisoners, except such as are citizens of the United States, who
are to be tried for treason." Prosecutions for piracy committed out-

side the jurisdiction of any particular State should take place in the

district where the offender is apprehended, or into which he may be

first brought.'' The same rule aj^plies to prosecutions under the act

of March 3, 1819, for the punishment of piratical aggressions.'^

The ship called Sans Coulette, otherwise called the Unicorn^

equipped in the United States, manned chiefly by citizens thereof,

and commanded by Capt. Peter Marshall, was proceeded against by

the French authorities in the court of admiralty at Port de Paix, in

San Domingo, as a pirate. Marshall and his crew were sentenced to

imprisonment for their irregular and piratical conduct, and the ship

was confiscated. " The goods and effects plundered by Marshall and

his crew from the America and Pallas^ American vessels, were ordered

to be sold for the use of the Republic, saving and reserving the rights

of the owners in case they should make any lawfid claims." The
American owners of the goods were advised that the j^roper way to

recover their property would be to give a power of attorney to some

person to demand and receive it of the administration at Port de

Paix. The proceedings against the vessel and Captain Marshall were

printed in a pamphlet.

Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Capt. Shallcross, Nov. 9, 1795, 9 MS. Dom.
Let. 13; Mr. Picliering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Caines, Nov. 16. 1795, 9

MS. Dom. Let. 15.

William Talbot and Edward Ballard, when tried for piracy at Charleston,

S. C, were on trial by jury acquitted. (Mr. Randolph, Sec. of

State, to Mr. Van Berckel, Dutch min.. Jan. 5, 1795, 8 MS. Dom.
Let. 35.)

On information from the French minister that 38 seamen, citizens

of the United States, had been sent by the governor of Martinique to

be delivered to the civil authorities of the United States on a charge

of piracy, and that the vessel to which they were committed had
arrived at Philadelphia, the district attorney of the United States in

o Lee, At. Gen., 1798, 1 Op. 85.

& Rush, At. Gen.. 1815, 1 Op. 185.

c Taney, At. Gen., 1833, 2 Op. 559.
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ihat city was instructed to take such measures as might be warranted

by law for having the men arrested and brought to trial.

Mr. Adams. Soc of State, to Mr. Ingersoll, May 7, 1821, 19 MS. Doni.

Let. 7.

As to the ease of the French ship Calypm. captured Nov. 1, 1824, while on

her way from St. Domingo, hy i)irates. from whom she was recap-

tiu'ed on the Cuban coast by the Englisli sloop Lion and the American

corvette Tcrrici\ see II. Ex. Doc. 147. 22 Cong. 2 sess. 191, 195, 201, 205.

(.'}) SALVAGE.

§ 313.

By the general maritime law, the recaptors of American vessels

from pirates are entitled to salvage, the rate resting in the discretion

of the court; and by the same law, as well as by the act of March 3,

1800, national vessels of the United States, rescuing the ships of

friendly powers, are entitled to salvage. By analogy to the act of

March 3, 1800, the rate of salvage to which the recaptors of an Ameri-

can vessel from pirates are entitled is one-sixth of the vessel and cargo,

or, if the vessel was armed after her capture, one-half of the ves.s(5l

and one-sixth of the cargo. But, if the vessel had been long in the

hands of pirates and used as their own, a higher rate of salvage

sliould be allowed than if she were recaptured in the moment of her

capture, having just struck, and the crew being still capable oi

resistance."

(4) CAPTURKS BY PRIVATEEBS

§ 314.

War having been recognized by the Government of the United

States to exist between Spain and her colonies, a
us 1 e y e ig-

^..^p|^^jj.^j ^f .^ Spanish vessel and cargo by a privateer
erent commission. ^

.
.

^
.

0,71
commissioned by the province of Carthagena, while

it had an organized government and was at war with Spain, was held

not to be within the jurisdiction of the courts of the United States,

either by the general law of nations or by the treaty with Spain,

which stipulated for restitution in ca.ses of piracy and captures in

violation of our neutralit3% this being neither.

The Xeustra Sefiora de la Caridad, 4 Wheat. 497.

See to the same effect, as to Buenos Ayres, The Santlssima -Trinidad,

7 Wheat. 2S:!.

The fact tliat a vessel cruising under the commission of a new govern-

ment not acknowledged by the I'nited States is employed by sUch

government may be established l)y parol evidence, without proving

the seal to such commission. (The Estrella, 4 Wheat. 298.)

oW^irt, At. Gen. (1822). 1 Op. 584.
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Privateers of powers recognized as belligerents are not pirates by

the law of nations.

Clifford. J.. Ford r. Surpet. J)" U. S. 018, citing Dole and Another v. Mer-

chants' :Mutuiil Marino Ins. Co., (5 Allen. (Mass.) 373; Planters' Bank
r. Union Rank, 10 Wall. 40r, ; it. s. r. Baker, 5 Blatch. 0; Fifleld v.

Ins. Co. of I'enn.. 47 Pa. St. 10(t, and other cases.

Piracy is defined by the law of nations to be a forcible depredation

upon properly on the high seas, AA'ithont lawful authority, done animo

furandi; that is, as defined, in this relation, in a spirit and inten-

tion of universal hostility. A pirate is said to be one who roves the

sea in an armed vessel, without any commission from any sovereign

state, on his own authority, and for the purpose of seizing by force

and appropriating to himself, without discrimination, every vessel

he may meet.

In a state of war between two nations a commission to a private

armed vessel from either of the belligerents affords a defense, accord-

ing to the law of nations, in the courts of the enemy, against a charge

of robbery or piracy on the high seas of which it might be guilty in

the absence of such authority.

United States r. Baker, .5 Blatch. 11-13.

A non-connnissioned cruiser may seize for the henefit of the government.

(Carrington v. Merchants' Ins. Co., S Pet. 40.5.)

Where an American vessel commissioned with a letter of marque

Abuse or invalid- "'^^^'^ reprisal has been sold to foreigners, and the

ity, of commis- new owners are found cruising with the same com-
sion. mander, with the same letter and under the Ameri-

can flag, and there is good reason to suppose that the commission of

the letter of marque has been intentionally transferred, it is such an

abuse of the commission as will warrant a suit on the bond.

Rush. At. Gen. (1814), 1 Op. 179.

During the civil war, the existence of which had been recognized

by the United States, between Texas and Mexico, a Texan armed
schooner cajDtured an American merchantman on the ground that

she was laden with provisions, stores, and munitions of war for

tlie Mexican army. It was held that the capture could not be deemed
an act of piracy unless it should appear that the principal actors

in it were citizens of the United States, in which case they might

be indicted for piracy under the 9th section of the crimes act of the

30th of April, 1790, which declares " that if any citizen shall com-

mit any piracy or robbery, or any act of hostility, against the United

States, or any citizen thereof, u])on the high seas, under color of any

commission from any foreign prince or state, or on pretense of au-
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thority from any person, such offender shall, notwithstanding the

pretense of any such authority, be deemed, adjudged, and taken to be

a pirate, felon, and robber, and, on being thereof convicted, shall

suffer death."

Butler, At. Gen., 1830, 3 Op. 120.

Ill this oi)iiiion Mr. Bntlor laid down the foUowin,? jiropositions

:

When a civil war bro.-iks out in a foreijrn nation, and part of snch

nation erects a distinct and sejiarate Rovernment, and the Unite<l

States, though they do not acknowledge the indeiiendence of the

new government, do yet recognize the existence of a civil war,

our courts have uniformly regarded such party as a belligerent

nation in regard to acts done jure helli.

Such acts may be unlawful when measured by the laws of nations

or by treaty stipulations ; the individuals concerned in them may
be treated as trespassers, and the nation to which they belong may
be held resiwnsible by the United States, but the parties concerned

are not treated as pirates.

Persons, however, acting under a commission from one of the bellig-

erents, who make a captui'e, ostensibly in the right of war, but

really with the desiign of robbery, are guilty of piracy.

" The issuing of letters of marque and reprisal is an act of high

sovereign authority. Under the Constitution of the United States

this power is intrusted alone to Congress. A declaration of war,

without a special provision for the purpose, contained in the act, does

not confer upon the President this authority. Whenever civilized

governments resort to this expedient to annoy their enemies, they

adopt the regulations and restrictions necessary to prevent or punish

abuses almost necessarily arising from the grant to private individ-

uals of the authority to make war upon the ocean. Responsible se-

curities are required in such cases from the commanders of privateers,

to prevent them from abusing their high trust. By means such as

these the rights of the citizens and subjects of the power granting the

commission, as well as those of neutrals, are maintained, and the

rights of war. according to the practice of civilized nations, are se-

cured even to the enemy. These i)recautions are necessary to prevent

such commissions from falling into the hands of freebooters, slave

traders, and ])irates prepared to violate all laws, human and divine,

in the pursuit of plunder.

" What, then, must be thought of a government, in the nineteenth

century, which, disregarding all its high duties, sends its agents

abroad with hundreds of blank commissions to privateers, to be sold

to all the wretches upon earth, base enough to make the purchase?

The high prerogatives of sovereign power are thus transferred to

the lowest agent, who is authorized to fill up the blank in the com-

mission, by inserting the name of the commander of the privateer.
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Well clicl the President observe, in his last annual message to Con-

gress, that. ' as the preliminaries required by the practice of civilized

nations for commissioning privateers, and regulating their conduct,

appear not to have been observed, and as these commissions are in

blank, to be filled up with the names of citizens and subjects of all

nations who may be willing to purchase them, the whole proceeding

can only be construed as an invitation to all the freebooters upon

earth, who are willing to pay for the privilege, to cruise against

American commerce.' . . .

" This Government can not recognize the lawful existence of Mexi-

can privateers in the Mediterranean. Those assuming this name
have not received their commissions in Mexico, but in friendly coun-

tries, where to grant or to accept them was a violation of neutral

rights; they do not belong to Mexican citizens, and their crews are

composed chiefly of Spanish subjects, who, by the act of accepting

such commissions, become pirates. These corsairs take to the seas,

under color of commissions issued in blank and filled up in a Spanish

port by some inferior agent, from vrhom they have purchased the

privilege to plunder American vessels. Among their crews will be

found pirates, slave traders, and "freebooters of almost every countr}^

except Mexico herself, ready to prey upon the commerce of all nations,

when this can be done with impunity. The character and the inter-

ests of all Christendom require that they should not receive the

countenance of any civilized nation.

" Our vessels of war in the Mediterranean will be ordered to seize

and send home for trial as pirates, under the treaty of 1795 and the

act of March 3, 1847. all Spanish subjects who have accepted and

acted under such Mexican commissions."

Mr. Buchanan. See. of State, to Mr. Saunders, June 13, 1847, MS. Inst.

Spain, XIV. 224.

" The Palmyra was taken for acts of piratical aggression and

depredation upon a vessel of the United States, and upon the prop-

erty of their citizens. Acts of piratical aggression and depredation

may be committed by vessels having lawful commissions as pri-

vateers, and many such had been committed by the Palmyra. The
act of robber}^ from the Coquette was in every respect piratical;

for it was committed while the privateer was under the Venezu-

elan flag, and under that flag she had fired upon the Coquette and

brought her to. It was piratical therefore, not only as depreda-

tion of the property by the boat's crew, who took it away, but as

aggression under the sanction of the captain of the privateer, who
was exercising belligerent rights under false colors. To combat

under any other flag than that of the nation by which she is com-
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missioned by the laws of nations subjects a vessel though lawfully

commissioned to seizure and condemnation as a pirate; (see Valm's

Ordonnance de la ^larine, vol. 2, p. 289) and although the decree of

the district judge ordered the restitution of the vessel to her captain

because it held him to have been lawfully commissioned, neither did

the law of nations re(iuire, nor would the hnv of the United States per-

mit, that men brought within the jurisdiction of the court and charged

with piratical depredations lipon citizens of the United States, should

be discharged and turned over to a foreign tribunal for trial, as was

demanded by Mr. Anduaga. They had been brought within the juris-

diction of the court, not by the exercise of any right of search, but as

j)art of the crew of a vessel which had committed j)iratical depreda-

tions and aggressions upon vessels and citizens of the United States.

The district court, adjudging the connnission of the privateers to have

been lawful, and considering the gun fired under the Venezuelan flag

to bring the Coquette to, though wrongful and uuAvarrantable, as not

amounting rigorously to that conduct which would have been com-

plete piracy, discharged the captain and portion of the crew which

had not been guilty of the robbery of the Coquette^ but reserved for

trial the individuals charged with that act ".

Mr. Adams, S«^('. of State, to Mr. Nelson, iiiin. to Spain, April 28, 182:?.

MS. Inst. r. States Ministers, IX. 183, 213-214.

The liritish position that American citizens employed on French

Question as to na- pi'ivateers ill the war with revolutionary France w^ere

tionaiity of pirates, is in conflict with settled principles of inter-

crew, national law.

Mr. Randolph. Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, Oct. 23, 179-i, 7 MS. Dom.
Let. :;g2.

The French decree of June G, 1S03, " importing that every privateer

of which two-thii'ds of the crew should not be natives of England, or

subjects of a power the enemy of France, shall l>e considered a pirate,"

is in contravention of the law of nations.

Mr. Madison. Sec. of State, report of .Tan. 2,5, 1800, 1.5 MS. Dom. Let. 70.

" The act of Congress of the last session to protect the commerce of

the United States and punish the crime of piracy, referred to in your

note of the i)th ult., has two objects—one to protect the property of

the citizens of tlie United States from firatical aggressions, and the

other to provide for the punishment of foreigners, guilty of the crime

of ])iracy as defined by the law of nations, who may be taken on the

high seas and brought within the jurisdiction of the United States.

The question what aggression will in any individual case be deemed
piratical is, by the nature of our institutions, to be determined by the
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judicial department of the Government. The executive govern-

ment recognizes no commissions issued by foreign agents here, for any

armed vessel, whether fitted out here or elsewhere, but if such commis-

sions have been issued, whether any aggressions committed under

color of them would or would not be piratical is a question in no wise

affected by the above-mentioned act of Congress, and its decision is

strictW within the province of the tribunals before whom it may be

brought to issue. The same observation may be applied to all other

questions suggested in your note. The act of Congress to wiiich you

refer has made no change in the laws, municipal or international,

upon any of the points to which your queries are directed, neither can

the executive administration consider it as having any bearing upon

those questions. In these respects the law remains as it was before the

passage of the act. It was not the intention of Congress to discrimi-

nate between the pretentions of the several provinces in- South Amer-
ica asserting their independence by w^ar or to determine which of them

were competent and which were not to exercise the ordinary rights of

belligerent powers. Of the several classes of commissions enumerated

by you, some are not known by this Government to exist, the validity

of others may depend upon the time when they were issued, or other

circumstances on which no decision can be formed by anticipation. It

is, however, distinctly to be observed, that no example is known of any

nation that has ever classed among pirates an armed vessel, merely

for not having a captain and two-thirds or oven half its crew natives

of the country or government granting the commission."

Mr. Adams. See. of State, to the Chev. Onis, Span, min., April 7, 1819, MS.

Notes to Foreign Legations, II. 355.

" With regard to the ideas suggested in your note of 22d of March of

a common agreement to be adopted by all governments, or by several

in amity with each other, to consider as a pirate every privateer with

a commission delivered with blanks left for the names, unlimited in

point of time, or whose captain, and at least half of its crew, should not

be natives of the country under whose flag the privateer shall be navi-

gated, I would submit to your enlightened consideration that, inde-

pendently of the question whether all or any of the nations of Europe
are prepared to agree upon such a mutual stipulation, there might be

great difficulty to the admission of the principle in the code of the

United States. By the laws of nations the punishment denounced

against the crime of piracy is capital ; a severity which, by the institu-

tions of the United States, is confined to very few crimes of the most

atrocious character. It would scarcely be compatible with the senti-

ments prevailing in this nation to extend that heaviest of all penalties

to offenses the malignity of which might be so different in degree
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according to the various circiiinstances under which they might be

perpetrated."

Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. de Neuville. French min.. Apr. 15, 1819,

MS. Notes. For. Leg. II. 356.

" Thursday, J/«r^A 16, 185J^.

" Called at the Foreign Office by the invitation of Lord Clarendon.

He presented nie a printed treaty in blank, which he proposed should

be executed by (rreat Britain. France and the United States. The
chief object of it was that all captains of privateers and their crews

should be considered and punished as pirates, who, being subjects or

citizens of one of the three nations who were neutral, should cruise

against either of the others when belligerent. The object undoubt-

edlv was to prevent Americans from taking service in Russian priva-

teers during the present war. We had much conversation on the sub-

ject, which I do not mean to repeat, this memorandum being merely

intended to refresh my own memory. His lordship had before him
a list of the different treaties between the United States and other

nations on this subject.

*' I was somewhat taken by surprise, though I stated my objec-

tions pretty clearly to siich a treaty. Not having done justice to the

subject in my own opinion, I requested and obtained an interview for

the next day, when I stated them more fully and clearly. The heads

were as follows

:

" 1. It would be a violation of our neutrality in the war to agree

with France and England that American citizens who served on board

Russian privateers should be punished as pirates. To prevent this,

Russia should become a party to the treaty, which, under existing cir-

cumstances, was impossible.

" 2. Our treaties only embraced a person of either nation who
should take commissions as privateers, and did not extend to the crew.

Sailors were a thoughtless race, and it w ould be cruel and unjust to

punish them as pirates for taking such service, when they often might

do it from want and necessity.

" 3. The British law claims all who are born as British subjects to

be British subjects forever. We naturalize them and protect them as

American citizens. If the treaty were concluded, and a British

cruiser should capture a Russian privateer with a naturalized Irish-

man on board, what would be the consequence? The British law

could not punish him as an American citizen under the treaty, because

it would regard him as a British subject. It might hang him for high

treason ; and such an event would produce a collision between the

two countries. The old and dangerous question would then be pre-

sented in one of its worst asjjects.

''•4. Whilst such a treaty might be justly executed by such nations
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as Great Britain and the United States, would it be just, wise or hu-

mane to agree that their saik)rs who took service on board a privateer

should be summarily tried and executed as pirates by several powers

which could be named?
" 5. Cut bono should Great Britain make such a treat}' with France

during the existing war. If no neutral power should enter into it

with them, it could have no effect during its continuance.
" G. The time might possibly come when Great Britain, in a war

with the despotisms of Europe, might find it to be exceedingly to her

interest to employ American sailors on board her privateers, and such

a treaty would render this impossible. Why should she unnecessarily

bind her hands?
" 7. The objections of the United States to enter into entangling

alliances with Europeans nations.

" 8. By the law of nations, as expounded both in British and Amer-
ican courts, a commission to a privateer, regularly issued by a bellig-

erent nation, protects both the captain and the crew from punishment

as pirates. Would the different commercial nations of the earth be

willing to change this law as you propose, especially in regard to the

crew? Would it be proper to do so in regard to the latter?

"After I had stated these objections at some length on Frida}', the

I7th of March, Lord Clarendon observed that when some of them

were stated the day before, they had struck him with so much force

after reflection, that he had come to the office from the House of Lords

at night and written them down and sent them to Sir James Graham.
In his own opinion the treaty ought not to be concluded, and if the

cabinet came to this conclusion the affair should drop, and I agreed I

would not write to the Department on the subject. If otherwise, and

the treaty should be presented to the Government of the United

States, then I was to report our conversation.''

MeinoraiKluiii of Mr. Buchanan, minister at London, 2 Curtis' Buchanan,

128.

An American citizen, fitting out a vessel in a port of the United

States to cruise against a power with which the United States are at

peace, is not protected, b}^ a commission from a belligerent, from

punishment for any offense conmiitted by him against vessels of the

United States.

United States v. Pirates, 5 Wheat. 184,

Citizens of the United States are forbidden by statute to take part in

the equipment or manning of privateers to act against nations at

peace with tlie United States. (Act of .June 14, 1797, 1 Stat, 520, and

April 20, 1818, ."^ Stat. 447. 448.) Treaties maldng privateering under

such circumstances piracy have been negotiated with England, France,

the Netherlands, Prussia, Spain, and Sweden,

H, Doc, 551—vol 2 62
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It is no defense to an indictment against a citizen of the United

States, for statutory piracy, for taking a privateer commission from

foreign insurgents not recognized by us as belligerents, that the depre-

dations charged were under the color of such commission.

Wirt. At. (ien. (IMS), 1 Op. 240. 251.

'' The (Tovernment of the United States is prohibited by the laws of

the Union from recognizing as a lawful Colombian privateer any

vessel commanded, officered, and manned chiefly by citizens of this

Union."

Mr. Adams. Sec. of State, to Mr. Anderson. Jiuie 20, 1824, MS. Inst.

r. vStiitos Ministers, X. IS::.

See thf acts of .Tnne 14. 1707. and April 20, ISIS, forbidding citizens of tlie

United States from taking jiart in the equipment or manning of

privateers to act against the propert.v of citizens of countries with

which the United States are at peace.

September 20, 1854, a treaty of amity and commerce, which was not

afterwards ratified, was concluded between the United States and

Venezuela, at Caracas. By art. 25 it was provided that, whenever

one of the contracting j^arties should be engaged in war with another

state, no citizen of the other contracting party should accept a com-

mission or letter of maniue for the purpose of hostilities against the

former, under pain of being considered a pirate. Mr. Marcy, while

approving the treaty in every other particular, expressed the opinion

that this clause invaded the ** constitutional prerogative '' of Congress.
" As the Constitution.*" said Mr. Marcy, " reserves to Congress the

right to define piracy, this clause may be regarded as an assumption

of power not granted to the Plxecutive." He returned the treaty to

the American minister at (^'aracas, and instructed him to explain to

the Venezuelan (irovernment this objection; and, if the Venezuelan

Government adverted to the fact that a similar clause stood in several

of the United States' existing treaties, he was to convey the assurance

that the United States would endeavor to obtain a modification of

them.

Mr. Marc.v. Sec. of State, to Mr. Eames, min. to Venezuela. Dec. 9, 1854,

MS. Inst. Vencz. I. 115.

The Constitution of the United States provides that Congress shall have

power to "define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the

high seas." (Mr. Marc.v. Sec. of State, to Mr. Aspuru, Venez. min.,

Nov. 15, 1854. MS. Notes to Venez. I. 35.)

" On the sea all the subjects of one belligerent are the enemies of all

the subjects of the other, and entitled to do all such
Uncommissioned , -icii. xiin- ^

acts as war lustihes l)etween the belligerent powers
cruisers. •'

. . .

themselves. Hence, whilst there may be impediments

in the way of a private unconnnissioned ship retaining the captures
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it may make, or disposing of them in any way it may please, those

impediments arise from the enactments of municipal law, and are not

imposed by international law. which in no wa}' affects this question.

But. secondly, if a private shij) belonging to one of the belligerents

attack and capture the vessel of a neutral power, without a commis-

sion of war, the case is widely different; here the attacking vessel

may be treated as a pirate by the vessel attacked, or by any vessel

coming to her aid."

Abdy's Kent (1878). 227. '

That a iion-conmiissioncd cruisor may seize for the benefit of the Govern-

ment, see CaxTiugton v. Merchants' Ins. Co., 8 Pet. 495.

4. Self-defense.

§ 315.

In June, 1873, tlie Spanish minister at London called the attention

of the British Government to the steam yacht Deer-
' hound, then at Plymouth, which was suspected of

being engaged in an attempt to convey arms to Spain

for the use of the Carlists. The Deerhound was .registered in the

name of Colonel Stuart, a British subject, who was said to be secre-

tary of the Carlist committee in London. The British Government,

after consulting the law officers of the Crown, declared that it could

not interfere in the matter. Late in July, the British consul at Bay-

onne reported that the Deerliomid had called at that port, and, after

obtaining a supply of coal, had again put to sea, and that the Spanish

consul there had stated that she had previously taken in a supply

of arms and ammunition at Havre, and had delivered them to the

Carlists on the coast of Spain. August 13 the Deerhound was seized

off the French coast by the Spanish cruiser Buena Venturu, and, with

her crew, ^vas taken to San Sebastian. She had on board at the time

a considerable quantity of muskets and cartridges. The British

minister at Madrid was instructed by Earl Granville to press the

S])anisli Goverimient to give orders for the surrender of the vessel

and the release of her crcAV, and to say that the immediate release of

the crew was indispensable. The Spanish Government at first

refused to release the vessel unless she was acquitted by a prize court.

The British Government, on the other hand, declined to recognize

the competency of a prize court in the matter, declaring that it could

not adniit "that legal jurisdiction can be assumed by the Spanish

(Government over a British shij) which, in time of peace, has been

seized on the high seas by a public ship of Spain." The Spanish

Goverinnent gave orders for the immediate release of the crew and

the placing of the vessel at the disposal of her captain, but subse-

quently stated that the vessel was released " because of her having
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been captured in neutral waters," and under the supposition that the

British Government wouhl impose on tlie owner the penalty he had
incurred by his irre<2:ular proceedings. The British Government
declined to present an}' claims for personal indemnity to the Spanish

Government, on the ground, as Earl Granville declared, that persons

who were engaged in such enterprises as that in question were '" not

entitled to the interference of Her Majesty's Government on their

l^ehalf in order to obtain compensation, either for })ersonal loss or

jjersonal inconvenience to which they may have been subjected."

<^)n the other hand. Colonel Stuart was requested to pay without delay

to the chief clerk of the British foreign office a sum of money
advanced to him by the British vice-consul at P^errol on account of

ITer Majesty's Government, in order to enable the Deerhound and her

crew to proceed to a British port, which sum Colonel Stuart had

undertaken to pay on demand.

Go Br. & For. State Papers (1878-1874). 508-527.

For a reference to this ease, see General Sickles, min. to Spain, to Mr.

Fish. Sec. of State, Nov. 12, 187:}, II. Ex. Doc. 30, 43 Cong. 1 sess. 24

;

For. Rel. 1874, 030. Also, :Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Admiral Polo,

Spanish niin., April 18, 1874. For. Rel. 1875, II. 1191-1192.

In a note to Mr. Fish, February 2, 1874, Admiral Polo, in the course

of an extended discussion of the various questions
Case of the "Vir- involved in the case of the Vfrgirtius, cited Phillimore

ginius.
^^ ^j^^ effect that international law considers the right

of self-preservation paramount to that of territorial inviolability, and

Avhere they conflict justifies the maintenance of the former at the

expense of the latter. Admiral Polo applied this doctrine to the case

of a vessel transporting a hostile expedition or military supplies to

insurgents. In reply, Mr. Fish said :.

'' The learned minister of Spain seeks to maintain, by a citation

from an eminent English publicist, that this right of transportation

may be subordinated by the necessities of self-preservation in the

government which is contending with an insurrection. It is not

necessary for the undersigned to assent to or to deny the justice of

this proposition in the extreme case and with the great limitations

stated by Sir R. Phillimore. But the acute intelligence of Admiral
Polo can not fail to perceive that the supposed act of self-preserva-

tion is none the less an act of war because alleged to be done in self-

defense; and the undersigned can not permit himself to assume

that Spain maintains that such an invasion of the territory of another

power as Phillimore refers to would confer upon the courts or mili-

tary authorities of the invading nation the right to try and condemn,

for alleged crimes, persons who might be captured on neutral soil.

In the case of the Vlrylnius, had Spain, after her caj^ture by the
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Tornado, restored her and her passengers and crew to the United

States, to be dealt with according to their laws, the appropriateness

of the citation from the British publicist would appear to be more
manifest/'

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Admiral Polo, Sp:-nish min., April 18, 1874,

For. liel. 1875, II. 1178, 1192.

The statement here made by Mr. Fish is highly significant. By the fuller

account heretofore given (sui)ra. §§ 3(J0, 311) of the case of the Viv-

giniiis, it appears that the demands of the United States for repara-

tion were based chiefly upon the ground that the action of the Span-

ish authorities was unjustifiable in respect of (1) the charge of piracy

and (2) the summary executions. See supra, pp. 895, 967.

" It may happen, as in a rebellion, that a hostile expedition may be

surreptitiously fitted out in a friendly country, without the fault of

the officials, and that a ve.ssel is on its way to land troops and arms for

aid in a civil war. In such a case self-defense authorizes search, and
possibly seizure, whether such a vessel is found on the high seas or

within the waters of the injured state. Of this the case of the Vir-

ffinivfi, Avhich is in some respects like that of the Caroline, is perhaps

the most noticeable illustration in recent times. . , . The summary
and informal process, the cruel execution of persons belonging to the

crew, even of mariners and cabin boys, met with the just indignation

of the world ; but in addition to this, unless the Virginius can be

shown to be a piratical vessel, the mode of trial was a violation of

article 7 of our treaty of 1795 with Spain, which secures a regular

trial, the use of solicitors, agents, etc., and their free access to the sub-

jects or citizens of the one party arrested for offenses committed

within the jurisdiction of the other. ...
" The reasoning and opinion of the Attorney-General are examined

by Mr. R. H. Dana, the editor of ' ^Mieaton,' in a Boston journal, of

January 0, 1874. In brief, he takes the unassailable position that

actual ownership by a person belonging to a state, places a ship on the

high seas under the jurisdiction of that state. The Virginius, owned
really by Spaniards, was really under Spanish jurisdiction; and ' the

register of a foreign nation is not, and by the law of nations is not

recognized as being, a national voucher and guaranty of national

character to all the world.' ' Nations having cause to arrest a vessel,

would go l)ehind such a document to ascertain the jurisdictional fact

which gives character to the document, and not the document to the

fact.' ' Even a genuine passport, which is an assertion of national

character, is not conclusive between nations on a question of right to

arrest.' And if the Attorney-General thinks that Spain has no juris-

diction to inquire into violations of our laws, that the question,

whether or not the register was fraudulently obtained, was a matter

of our law and for our decision, it may be replied that, granting this
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to he true, the fact does not touch the question of juri-.diction, which

depends on ownersnij^. All that can fairly be said is, that while the

nation of the owners has a r\<r\\t to arrest, the ostensible ownership

appearing on the re^jister fraudulently obtained, would suggest delay

and sequestration of the vessel until the facts could be established.

We add that the flag is no protection without a right to use it, and

that every nation—for purposes of jurisdiction over vessels of its sub-

jects at sea, as well as for other reasons—has a right to decide by its

ships of war whether its own vessels are not wearing a foreign flag.

*' But the Spanish captain who took the Virgmius supposed it to be

a veritable American vessel, making an attemjjt to land men and instru-

ments of war, in order to assist the insurrection in Cuba. ^Miat was

his duty in the premises? It was to defend the coasts of Cuba, to

the best of his ability, against a vessel which was known to be under

the control of the insurgents, for which he had been on the lookout,

and against which the only effectual security was capture on the high

seas. Of course such self-defense on the part of Spain involved a

risk, like that which was involved in the case of the Caroline, where,

as was mentioned in the text, Mr. AVebster admitted that self-defense

was in extreme cases justifiable, although it might lie beyond the

ordinary course of international law. . . . An eminent lawyer, Mr.

George T. Curtis, examined the subject at large in ' The Case of the

Viir/iirif/s, considered with Keference to the Law of Self-defense,'

and justifies the capture on the same ground.''

Woolsey, Intornatiounl Law, § 214.

"A countrj' the peace of which is threatened by persons on board

vessels sailing under the flag of another state may in an emergency

search and capture such vessels and arrest the persons on board, not-

withstanding that as a general rule there is no right of visiting and

seizing vessels of a friendly power in time of peace upon the seas. . . .

Whether the danger was sufiicient to justify the seizure of the vessel

I

Vi/y/i/iii/s\ at the moment when it was etl'ected may, to say the least,

be doubtful; but assuming urgent danger to have existed, was its-

capture in other respects i)ei"niissible, and had the Spanish authorities

a right to iMinish insurgent subjects taken on board? The United

States maintained that the fact that the Virginius was prima facie

an American vessel was (Plough to protect her from interference of

any kind outside territorial waters. [Here the opinion of Attorney-

General Williams, su])ra. >j 30t), is quoted.] In taking up this posi-

tion the United States in effect denied the right of doing any acts of

self-protection upon the high seas in time of peace in excess of ordi-

nary peace rights. In the end, however, the question between it and

the Spanish Government was settled on the ground that the shij) was

not duly invested with an American national character, according to
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the requirements of the municipal law of the United States, so that

much of what the hitter country had contended for was surrendered.

. . . The English Government . . . became mixed up in the affair

through the presence of Englishmen on board the Virginius as part of

the crew. In demanding reparation for the death of some of them who
were executed it does * not take the ground of complaining of the seiz-

ure of the Virginius, nor of the detention of the passengers and crew.

. . . Much may be excused.' it was added with reference to their

deaths, ' in acts done under the expectation of instant damage in self-

defense by a nation as well as an individual. But after the capture of

the Virginius and the detention of the crew was effected, no pretense

of imminent necessity of self-defense could be alleged.' It is clear

from this language that the mere capture of the vessel was an act

which the British (xovernment did not look upon as being improper,

supposing an imminent necessity of self-defense to exist."

Hall, Int. Law, 4th ed.. 287-290.

Early in 1869 the American brig Mary Lowell cleared from New
York for Vera Cruz, Mexico, with a cargo of arms

ase e ary
^^^^ munitions of war. March 15, 1869, she was cap-

Lowell. ^
tured off Ragged Island, one of the Bahamas, by the

Spanish man-of-war Andeluza. She was immediately taken to

Havana, where with her cargo she was condemned as lawful prize.

When her capture first became known the (lovernment of the United

States, acting upon information that it Avas effected in British

waters, stated that it would look to Great Britain for indemnifica-

tion for the losses of the owner and charterer in consequence of the

illegal seizure. The British Government, however, did not find that

the charge of seizure in British waters was made out : and a claim

for damages was afterwards presented to the mixed commission

under the arbitral agreement between the United States and Spain

of February 11-12, 1871. The umpire. Baron Blanc, on June 9,

18T9, dismissed the claims, on the ground that, even assuming that

for the purposes of the controversy the capture of the brig and cargo

by a Spanish force on the high seas was unauthorized by inter-

national law, yet, as the cargo consisted of arms and military sup-

plies for the Cuban insurgents, and as the brig was either wilfully or

negligently allowed to fall into the hands of persons actively inter-

ested in })romoting the insurrection, " the claimants forfeited their

right to the protection of the American flag, and are estopped from

asserting any of the privileges of lawful intercourse in times of

peace and 'a\\\ title to individual benefit of indenniity as against

the acts of the Spanish authorities done in self-defense."

The advocate for the United States moved for a rehearing on the

ground that the decision as to the right of self-defence was erroneous
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and destructive of the freedom of the seas, as well as on other

grounds.

The umpire denied the motion, and in so doing elaborated his

decision. He found, as matter of fact, that the cargo was shipped

on the brig for delivery even by illegal means to the Cuban insur-

gents; that, even if her destination to Vera Cruz was not origi-

nally simulated, she was abandoned at the Bahamas by her captain

and crew, who alleged unwillingness to participate in a descent on

the Cuban coast ; that she was then taken command of by one of a

body of men organized as a military company, which had come from

Florida with the owner of the brig himself in another one of his

vessels; and that, at the time of her capture, the brig was in the

possession and under the control of the insurgents.

On these facts the umpire found, as matter of law, that the brig

and her cargo were at the time of their capture being used in an

unlawful enterprise, outside the conditions of lawful intercourse in

time of peace ; that this illegality was of such a character " as to

carry with it forfeiture of the protection of the United States flag

and as to subject the property to such eventual action as might be

•deemed proper by the United States and by Spain according to the

mutual rights and duties of the two governments; " that the abnor-

mal situation of the owner and charterer, with reference to the United

States as well as to Spain, could not be covered by the alleged infrac-

tion of international law in the capture of the brig and her cargo by

the Spanish forces, and that they were therefore estopped from

claiming indemnity for the consequences of their unlawful venture.

The umpire declared, however, that he applied this rule of estoppel

only to private claims, and that he did not deem it necessary to

determine the respective rights of Spain and the United States with

regard to the capture.

For a fuller account of this case, see Moore, International Arbitrations,

III. 2772-2777. See, also, S. Ex. Doc. 108, 41 Cong. 2 sess.

This case was referred to in the discussions of the capture of the Vir-

fliniuH. With regard to it Mr. Fish said: "The undersigned would
be at a loss to understand why reference is made to her [the Mary
Lotcell], were it not that Admiral Polo makes I'eference to the fact

that a claim against Spain growing out of an illegal seizure of this

vessel is now pending before a judicial tribunal in Washington, and

attempts to prejudge the case. The United States having agreed to

submit that question to arbitration, the undersigned declines to enter

upon a diplomatic discussion of it." (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to

Admiral Polo. Spanish min., April 18, 1874, For. Kel. 1875, II. 1193.)

The subsequent decision, which is given above, was treated as disposing

of the case.
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5. Question of Hot Pursuit.

§ 316.

With regard to the question of hot pursuit, it may be observed that

a vessel may bring herself constructively within territorial waters by

carrying on operations there by means of boats. Thus in the case of

the British Columbian sealing schooner Araunah, which was seized

under Russian authority in 1888 in Bering Sea, the master alleged

that she was at the time of her seizure six miles from the nearest land.

The captors alleged that she was nearer. It appeared, however, that

her crew were carrying on their operations in canoes between the

schooner and the land, and it w^as affirmed that two of the canoes were

within half a mile of the shore. With reference to these facts, Lord
Salisbury said Her Majesty's Government were "of opinion that,

even if the Araunah . . . was herself outside the three-mile terri-

torial limit, the fact that she was, by means of her boats, carrying on

fishing within Russian waters without the prescribed license war-

ranted her seizure and confiscation."

Blue Book "Russia No. 1 (1890)," cited in Moore, Int. Arbitrations,

I. 824-825.

The same principle was laid down by Lord Stowell with regard to a cap-

ture made in territorial waters by a vessel lying outside, by means of

boats sent inside.

" For a crime committed in port a vessel may be chased into the

high seas and there arrested, without a suspicion that territorial

rights have been violated, while to chase a criminal across the borders

and seize him on foreign soil is a gross offense against sovereignty."

Woolsey, Int. Law, § 58.

In 1891, during the civil war in Chile, the leaders of the Congres-

sional party, which had not been accorded belligerent rights, sent to

the United States an armed transport, called the Itata, for the pur-

pose of receiving and conveying to Iquique, where the insurgents had

their headquarters, a cargo of arms and munitions of war. The
/tata was subsequently seized at San Diego, California, under process

of the United States courts, on a charge of violation of the neu-

trality laws. While in the custody of a person wdio had been left in

charge of her by the United States marshal, the Itata, against the

protest of the person in charge, got up steam and departed. The
marshal's keeper was put ashore and the Itata then proceeded to

San Clemente Island, within the jurisdiction of the United States,

where, after receiving a cargo of arms and ammunition wdiich had

been sent by another vessel from San Francisco, she proceeded to

Iquique, under the convoy of the Chilean cruiser Esmeralda, then in
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the service of the Congressional party. When information was

received of the escape of the Itata^ orders were given to the U. S. S.

Charleston and the U. S. S. Omaha to go in search of her, and if she

was found at sea to seize her and bring her into port. If she was
convoyed by a Chilean Avar vessel, the circumstances of the escape

were to be explained and a demand made for her restoration to the

possession of the United States; if this demand was refused, it was

to be enforced if practicable. The Itata arrived, however, at Iquique

without being intercepted ; but before hfer arrival there the Congres-

sional authorities expressed disapproval of what had been done and

voluntarily promised to restore her to the possession of the United

States, together with the arms and ammunition taken on board " in

San Diego." When it was ascertained that the arms and ammunition

had been taken on board not at San Diego but at San Clemente

Island, the Congressional authorities expressed a desire to retain them,

but as they were taken on board within the jurisdiction of the United

States, Rear-Admiral McCann, U. S. N., who was then in command
of tlie United States naval forces in Chilean waters, declined to accept

the suggestion, and the vessel, though no demand for her surrender

Iiad been made, was given up together with her cargo.

For the orders to the Charleston and the Omaha, see Mr. Tracy, Sec. of

Navy, to Capt. Kemey. U. S. S. Charleston, May 8, 1891, H. Ex. Doc.

91, 52 Cong. 1 sess. 250.

Other correspondence in rehition to the case will he found in the same
document, 250-270 ; and in For. Rel. 1891, 122, 132. 310, 317, 321. 322.

As to the delivery of the Itata and her cargo, see Rear-Admlral McCaini

to Mr. Tracy, Sec. of Navy, June 13, 1891, II. Ex. Doc. 91, 52 Cong.

1 sess. 207-270; also the testimony of Rear-Admiral Brown, U. S. N.,

quoted in decision No. 21, The South American Steamship Co. r.

The United States, No. 18, United States and Chilean Claims Com-
mission under the convention of May 24, 1897. For the proceedings

of the United States and Chilean Claims Commission in the case of

the Itata, luider convention (jf August 7, 1892, see Moore, Int. Arbi-

trations, III. .3007-3071.

For the proceedings on the charge of violation of the neutrality laws

of the United States, see United States r. Trumbull (1891), 48 Fed.

Rep. 99.

The case of the Itata is discussed in President Harrison's annual mes-

sage of Dec. 9, 1891. It is statetl in this message that it would have

been " inconsistent with the dignity and self-respect of this Govern-

ment not to have insisted that the Itata should be returned to San

Diego to al)ide the judgment of the court ;
" but the question of pur-

suit on the high seas is uot specially discussed.
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III. CLAIM OF IMPRESSMENT.

1. Its Assektion anu Denial.

§317.

Great Britain at one time claimed the right to impress into her

navy British seamen found on board the vessels of other nations

on the high seas. This claim was asserted, not as a peace-right, nor

yet as an independent Avar-right, l)ut as an incident of the admitted

belligerent right of visit and search. While exercising this right,

the British commander might, so it was claimed, take from the

neutral vessel any persons on board who were recognized as

British seamen. The fact that the claim was asserted in this

form seems to have possessed no significance, except as a tacit

acknowledgement that it did not itself rest on any text of the

law of nations; nor did the question of form modify its prac-

tical operation. The ill-feeling engendered by the assertion of the

claim was, besides, greatly intensified by the coincident enforce-

ment of the rule of indelible allegiance, under which a person once

a British subject might, although he had acquired the citizenship

of another country, still be " recognized '' as a British seaman and

be impressed accordingly. The claim of impressment seems at the

present day to possess, however, even if it has never been formally re-

nounced, only an historic interest as a phase of the struggle for the es-

tablishment of the principle of the freedom of the seas. This great

principle, (ireat Britain now fully recognizes and maintains; she also

permits the exi)atriation of her subjects, and acknowledges the quali-

fied nationality derived by seflmen from their service; and, in the

case of Mason and Slidell, she impliedly affirmed that the taking

of persons from a neutral vessel, under cover of the belligerent

right of visit and search, could not be justified b}^ a claim to their

allegiance.

" It will be remembered that it was never claimed that the offi-

cer of a British man-of-war could enter a neutral vessel for the pur-

pose of searching for seamen. In the declaration of the Prince

Kegent in January, 1813, in reference to the causes of the American

war, it is said :
' His Eoyal Highness can never admit, that, in the

exercise of the undoubted and hitherto undisputed right of search-

ing neutral merchant vessels in time of war, the impressment of

British seamen, when found therein, can be deemed any violation

of a neutral flag. Neither can he admit that the taking such sea-

men from on board such vessels can be considered by any neutral

state as a hostile measure, or a justifiable cause of war.' "

LuwriMice. A'isitation and Search, 13; 1 Br. and For. State I'apers, 1508,

1518.
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'' It will be expedient that you take proper opportunities, in the

meantime, of conferring with the minister on this subject [impress-

ment], in order to form some arrangement for the protection of

our seamen on those occasions. AVe entirely reject the mode which

was the subject of a conversation betw^een Mr. Morris and him, which

was that our seamen should always carry about them certificates

of their citizonshij); this is a condition never yet submitted to by

any nation; one with which seamen would never have the precau-

tion to complv. The casualties of their calling would expose them

to the constant destruction or loss of this paper evidence, and thus

the British Government would be armed with legal authority to

impress the whole of our seamen. The simplest rule will be that the

vessel being American shall be evidence that the seamen on board

her are such. If they apprehend that our vessels might thus become

asylums for the fugitives of their own nation from impress gangs,

the number of men to be protected by a vessel may be limited by her

tonnage, and one or two officers only be permitted to enter the vessel

in order to examine the nimibers aboard ; but no press gang should

be allowed ever to go on board an American vessel till after it shall

be found that there are more than their stipulated number on board,

nor till after the master shall have refused to deliver the supernu-

meraries (to be named by himself) to the press officer who has come

on board for that purpose ; and even then the American consul should

be called in. In order to urge a settlement of this point before a new
occasion may arise, it may not be amiss to draw their attention to the

peculiar irritation excited on the last occasion, and the difficulty of

avoiding our making immediate reprisals on their seamen here. You
will be so good as to communicate to me what shall pass on this sub-

ject, and it may he made an article of convention to be entered into

either there or here."

Mr. .Jefferson. Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinokney, inin. to England. .Tune 11,

1792, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers. I. 171.

" You are desired to persevere till you obtain a regulation to guard

our vessels from having their hands impressed, and to inhibit the

British navy officers from taking them under the pretext of their

being British subjects. There appears but one practicable rule, that

the V'cssel l)eing American, shall be conclusive evidence that the hands

are so, to a certain number proportioned to her tonnage."

Mr. .TefftM-son. Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckno.v. niin. to England, May 7,

171K{. MS. Inst. IT. States Min. I. 27S.

" Your information that we are not likely to obtain any protection

for our seamen in British ports, or against British officers on the high

seas, is of a serious nature indeed; it contrasts remarkably with the
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multiplied applications we are receiving from the British minister

here for jH'otection to their seamen, vessels, and property within our

ports and bays, which we are complying with, with the most exact

justice."'

Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinekney, min. to England, June 4,

1793, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, I. 286.

•' The insufferable practice of the British ships of war, in impress-

ing American seamen from American ships, has constantly engaged

my attention, as often as I have obtained any proofs. It still occupies

the Government. Mr. Meade's note, though extremely defective in

solemnity and explicitness, is the first piece of testimony in any

shape, which I have been able to procure, relative to the seizure of

passengers from our ships. The subject is under consideration, and
what the law of nations will permit to be done, will not be omitted."

Mr. Randolph. Sec. of State, to the Governor of Virginia, May 20, 1795,

8 MS. Dom. Let. 197.

" With regard to the insult on our flag, it will readily occur that

the right of searching and stripping public vessels of war of their

hands, if it exists at all, must be reciprocal; and it need not be asked

whether a British naval commander would submit to it ; neither will

ours. But if such search for and taking away of seamen were at all

admissible in practice, it should be in our favor; because American

seamen are generally on board British ships only by impressments;

Avhereas the British seamen to be found in the armed vessels of the

I'nited States are all volunteers. And you will recollect that the

British Government have made a distinction l)etween volunteer and

impressed Americans, releasing the latter when their citizenship was

proved, but detaining the former although they had entered and

taken the bounty only in consequence of a previous irnpressment.^''

Mr. I'ickerlufi. Sec. of State, to Mr. King, min. to England, Jan. 8, 1799,

MS. Inst. r. States Ministers. V 49.

See. also, same to same. June 14. 1799. ibid.

For a report of Mr. Pickering. Sec. of State, Feb. 28, 1797, on impress-

ments, see Am. State Papers, For. Rel. I. 701.

" The impressment of our seamen is an injury of very serious mag-

nitude, which deeply affects the feelings and the honor of the nation.

" This valuable class of men is composed of natives and foreigners,

who engage voluntarily in our service.

'• No right has been as.serted to impress the natives of America.

Yet they are impressed, they are dragged on board British ships of

war with the evidence of citizenship in their hands, and forced by

violence there to serve until conclusive testimonials of their birth can

be obtained. These must most generally be sought for on this side of
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the Atlantic. In the inoantinio. acknowledged violence is practiced

on a free citizen of the United States, by compelling him to engage

and to continne in foi-eign service. Although the Lords of the Admi-
ralty uniformly direct their discharge on the production of this tes-

timony, yet many must perish unrelieved, and all are detained a con-

siderable time in lawless and injurious confinement. ...
" The case of British subjects, whether naturalized or not, is more

questionable; but the right even to impress them is denied. The prac-

tice of the British Government itself may certainly, in a controversy

with that Government, be relied on. The privileges it claims and
exercises ought to be c(mceded to others. To deny this, would be to

deny the equality of nations, and to make it a question of power and
not of right.

''If the practice of the British Government may be quoted, that

practice is to nuiintain and defend in their sea service all those of any

nation who have voluntarily engaged in it, or who, according to their

laws, have become British subjects.

"Alien seamen, not British subjects, engaged in our merchant serv-

ice, ought to be equally exempt with citizens from impressments: we
have a right to engage them, and have a right to, -and interest in,

their persons, to the extent of the service conti-acted to be performed.

Britain has no pretext of right to their persons or to their service.

To tear them, then, from our {possession, is at the same time an insult

and an injury. It is an act of violence for which there exists no

palliative.''

Mr. Marshall, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, iiiiii. to England. Sept. 20,

18(K). Am. State l^apers. For. Kel. II. 48.'), MS. Inst. U. States Min-

isters. V. 3(J7.

In an instruction of Mr. Madison. Sec. of State, to Mr. Monroe, min. to

England. Jan. 5. 1S()4. the claim of imiiressnicnt is fully discussed.

(MS. Inst. IT. States Ministers, VI. 101; Am. State Papers, For. Rel.

II. 730: III. 81.)

For lists of American sejuiien imi)ressed into British ships, see Am. State

I'ap. For. Rel. II. 777: IV. nti.

See, as to the practice of impressment. .lolrn .\dams' Works, II. 226, 528;

III. 503; VIII. 450. 451. 453, 455. 050; IX. 312, :«0 : X. 207.

Mr. King, at the close of his mission to England, in 1804, entered

into an infoi'uial agreement with Lord St. Vincent, first lord of the

admiralty, that neither nation should for the period of five years

take seamen from the ships of the other on the high seas. AVhen,

however, this agreement was submitted to the ministry, it was re-

turned with the (lualification that it should not ai)])ly to the seas

innnediately washing Great Bi-ilain. which, it was alleged, had always

been considered under British dominion. As this, in Mr. King's

opinion, would be an admission of the right of impressment in those

waters, he gave up the project entirely.
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5 Hiklreth's Hist. U. S., 535. See Adams' Hist, of the V. S. II. 358.

By (Jouveriieur Morris the surrender to the British (Joveriiiuent of iiu-

pressuient was urged, as liis Hfe by Sparks sliows. with muoh \)er-

sisteney. But as to how far Gouverneur Morris, after liis abandon-

ment of his French mission, became a representative of the British

Government, see 1 J. Q. Adams's Mem. 149, 204, 215.

" On tlie impressment of our seamen our remonstrances liave never been

intermitted. A hope existed at one moment of an arrangement which

might have been submitted to, Imt it soon passed away, and the

practice, tliough relaxed at times in the distant seas, has been con-

stantly i>ursued in those in our neighljorhood. The grounds on

which tlie reclamations on this subject have been urged will appear

in an extract from instructions t© our minister at London now com-

municated." (President Jefferson, Special Message, Jan. 17, 1806,

Richardson's Messages, I. 395.)

Ill 1800 Messrs. Monroe and Pinkney, the latter having been joined

with the former in the mission to London, were instructed to make
the express prohibition of the practice of impressment a condition

precedent not only to the conclusion of any treaty but also to the non-

enforcement by the United States of the Xon-importation Act against

Great Britain. After a protracted negotiation the American nego-

tiators wrote home that they had found it necessary, in order to make
a treaty, to abandon the subject of impressments and accept, instead

of a formal article on the subject, a note pledging the British Govern-

ment to exercise the greatest care not to impress American citizens

and to afford redress should injury be inflicted while impressing

British seamen. Under this arrangement a treaty was signed Dec. 1,

180(j, containing no clause as to impressments. President Jefferson

refused to submit the treaty to the Senate.

A(lau)s' Hist, of the United States, III. 400, 408-411, 413, 431.

For the instructions to Monroe and IMnkney, signed by ;Mr. Madison as

Secretary of State, May 17, 1800, see Am. State Papers, For. Rel. III.

119. See Mr. Madison to Messrs. :Monroe and Pinkney, Feb. 3, 1807,

and other correspondenc-e concerning the treaty, in the same volume

;

also, Jefferson's works (ed. 1854), V. 52, 63.

As to the i-easons of Messrs. Monroe and Pinkney for signing the treaty,

see letter to Mr. Madison, April 22. 1807, and a draft of a private

letter to Mr. Jefferson, June, 1807 : Monroe MSS. Library of Con-

gress. See, also. Am. State I'apers. For. Rel. III. 197, 200.

For returns of British impressments, reported by Mr. Madison, Sec. of

State, March 2, 1808, see Am. State Papers, For. Rel. III. 36.

2. Case of " Chesapeake " and " Leopard."

§ 318.

Early in 1807 a British squadron lay within the caj^es of the Ches-

5(peake Bay watching for some French frigates which had taken

refuge at Annapolis. One or more of the British ships lay occasion-
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ally in Hampton Roads, or came to the navy-yard at Gosport for nec-

essary rei)airs. Desertions were numerous—even the American ships

of war had much difficuhy from loss of men—and on March 7 a boat's

crew of the Britisli <;un sloop Halifax made off and escaped to Nor-

folk. The connnander of the Halifax, hearing that these men had

enlisted on the American frigate Chesapeake, complained to the Brit-

ish consul and sought to recover them, but without success. One of

them was named Jenkin Ratford, an Englishman. The British min-

ister at Washington also made complaint that three deserters from

the MelampuH had enlisted on the Chesapeake. On inquiry it was

ascertained that the three men in question, one of whom was a negro,

were on board the Chesapeake, but that they were native Americans

who had been impressed by the Melampus. Their nationality being

admitted, the answer as to them was final ; but the fact was over-

looked that Ratford was on board the Chesapeake, under the name of

Wilson.

The grievances of the British ships having been reported to Ad-
miral Berkeley, at Halifax, he issued, June 1, 1807, without waiting

for authority from England, a circular order to all the ships under

his command, reciting the desertions from the British ships in the

Chesapeake and the refusal of the authorities, civil and naval, to give

the deserters up, and directing the commanders of the British ships,

•' in case of meeting with the American frigate Chesapeake at sea,

and without the limits of the United States, to show the captain of

her this order, and to recjuire to search his ship for the deserters from

the before-mentioned
|
British] ships, and to proceed and search for

the same; and if a similar demand should be made by the American,

he is to be permitted to search for any deserters from their service,

according to the customs and usage of civilized nations on terms of

peace and amity with each other."

This order was sent to the Chesapeake Bay by the frigate Leopard,

commanded by Captain S. I*. Humphreys. The Leopard arrived at

Lynnhaven June 21. The frigate Chesapeake, commanded by Com-
modore Barron, was then lying in Hampton Roads, under orders for

the Mediterranean. On the morning of June 22 she got under way.

The Leopard also stood out to sea. About half-past three in the

afternoon, l)()th ships being eight or ten miles southeast by east of

Cape Henry, the Leopard rounded to and hailed, saying that she had

dispatches for the commodore. As British ships on distant stations

not infrequently sent dispatches by the courtesy of American officers,

the request implied no hostile purpose, and Commodore Barron an-

swered the hail and heaved to. Shortly afterwards a lieutenant from

the L^eopard came on board. He was shown to the commodore's

cabin, where he delivered to Commodore Barron a note from Captain
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Iluniphrevs. enclosing a copy of Admiral Berkeley's order, and

o.\pressin<r the hope that the matter might be " adjusted " in such a

manner that "the iiarmony subsisting between the two countries may
leniain undisturl>ed."" The Mchunpa-s was not mentioned in Admiral

Berkeley's order as one of the British ships from which men had

(le-crted. though other ships were specified. Connnodore Barron,

however, explained to the lieutenant the circumstances relating to

the three men from the Mchini i>u,s, and then wrote to Cai)tain Hum-
|)hrevs a reply, stating that he had on board no such men as were

(lescril)ed ; that he had ordered the recruiting officers not to enter any

ileserters from British ships; that he was also instructed not to per-

mit the crew of his ship to l)e mustered by any but their own officers;

and that he was disposed to preserve harmony, and hoped this answer

would prove satisfactory. The lieutenant immediately returned to

the Lcopavd, and a few minutes later Captain Humphreys, edging

nearer, hailed and cried: *' Commodore Barron, you nuist be aware of

the necessity I am under of complying with the orders of my com-

mander in chief." The (.']ie.s(ipe(iJ\-c was not ready for action, but

Connnodore Barron gave orders to clear the guns and prepare for

battle. Before the gunner got to his magazine he heard the first shot

from the Leopard, and as he entered the magazine the Leopanl fired

ii broadside. The crew of the Cliempeake were just beginning to

clear the deck. In fifteen minutes the Leopard fired three broadsides

without return. Commodore Barron, though wounded in the first

bn+adside, kept the deck: but as his ship was badly damaged and prac-

tically helpless, after the third broadside he ordered the flag to be

struck. As it touched the tafi'rail a gun, discharged by means of a

live coal l)rought by a lieutenant in his fingers from the galle}', sent

a shot into the L.copard. Three men on the Chesapeake were killed,

while eight were severely and ten slightly wounded.

Officei's fi'om the Leopard came on board the Chexapeahc and mus-

tei-ed the shij)"s company. They selected the three Americans who-

hiul deserted from the MeTamptis. and Avere therefore not included in

Admiral Berkeley's order. After a search they dragged Katford out

of a coal-hole. These four men were taken out and the two ships

went their ways, Captain Humphreys declining to receive the Ches-

apeake as a prize. The four prisoners were carried to Halifax,

where they were court-martialed. Katford was sentenced to be

hanged, and the sentence was executed. The three Americans were

condennied each to receive, as deserters, five hundred lashes; but the

sentence Avas not cai-ried out. and they remained in prison.

The outbreak of poi)ular feeling j)roduced by the attack on the

Chesapeake '" made the month of July, 1807, a moment without a par-

allel in American history since the battle of Lexington.'' Its only

H. Doc. T).-)!—vol -l
<•):>,
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result, however, in international law, was the establishment of the

exemption of men-of-war from the claim of impressment. July 2,

]*resi(lent Jefferson issued a proclamation requiring all armed British

vessels to depart from American Avaters, and. in case they failed to do

^o, forbidding intercourse with them. Instructions were sent to Mr.

^lonroe, in London, to demand that the attack on the Chesapeake

should he disavowed; that the men taken from her should be

restored, and the offenders ])unished; that a special mission should be

sent to America to announce the reparation, and that the practice of

impressment from merchant vessels should b;^' abandoned. Before

these instructions arrived. Canning, on receiving news of the affair,

disavowed " the jiretension of a right to search ships of war in the

national service of any state for deserters.'' He subsequently declined

to consider, as part of the reparation, the abolition of impressment

from merchant vessels; and when, in December. 1807, Mr. G. H. Rose

was sent as minister to the United States to settle the case of the

Chesapeake, he Avas instructed to re<juire the revocation of the Presi-

tlent's ])roclannition of July 2 as a condition of entering upon nego-

tiations, Admiral Berkeley having already been disavowed and
recalled. This demand was refused, and the case remained without

formal adjustment.

The forofioins account is fondensed from Mr. Henry Adams' History of

the I'nittHl States. IV. l-."»4. 178-19!). Sw. also. Mahan's Sea Power
in its Kehitions to tlie War of 1812. I. l.-)r)-l(;8.

For Canning's disavowal of a right of impressment from men-of-war, see

Ciinning to Monroe, Aug. .'}, 1807. Am. State Papers, For. Rel. III.

188.

For the instruetions to Monroe, see Madison to Monroe. .July (>. 1807, Am.
State Papers. For. Hel. III. 183.

For Canning's instructions to Rose, Oct. 24. 1807, taken from the MS.

P.ritish Archives, see Adams' History, IV. 178-188. See, also, the

Declaration of the I'rince Regent. Jan. 9, 1813. as to the war of 1812,

1 Br. and For. State Papers, l.")19.

For a rei>ort to the House of Rei)re.sentatives on the case of the Oirxa-

jtcakc, hy a eonunittee to whom it was referred, see Am. State Papers,

For. Rel. III. C.

For the conclusions of tlu' court of inquiry on the conduct of Commodore
liarron. see Am. State PajK'rs, For. Rel. III. 22. See. also. Adams'

Hist. IV. 20-24.

As to the case of the V. S. sloop of war Hitltiiiiorc, see Life of Pickering.

III. 339 et se<i.

3. AVAR OF 1812.

§ 319.

In his message to Congress of June 1. 181*2, recommending a decla-

ration of war against England, President Madison mentioned as

causes of complaint imj)ressments. the violation of the American

coasts, the practice of paper blockades, and the orders in council.
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See Adams" Hist, of the United States, VI. 11<;-118, 134, 222.

As to tlie negotiations touching impressments, see Ingersoll's Hist, of tlie

Late War, 1 series, I. 80.

On impressment as a cause of the war of 1812. see speecli of T. Piclvcring,

Life of Picliering, IV. 230, 242.

It was stated hy Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, July 1(5, 1811, to Mr. Foster,

British minister at Washington, tliat "no order liad heen given by

the (Government for tlie recovery by force of any citizen so impressed

[froni American vessels] from any Rritish ship of war." This state-

ment was substantially repeated by Mr. Monroe in u note of Sept. 14,

1811. (Am. St. Papers, For. Hel. III. 472, 470.)

The claim of right by British men-of-war to search American ves-

sels for British seamen, and to impress them when so found, though

one of the causes of the war of 1812, was not formally surrendered

by the treaty of Ghent. The Government of the United States did

not insist on such surrender as a sine qua non. The instructions by

the Secretar}" of State of October 4, 1814. when the fall of Xapoleon

left the United States the sole power with whom Great Britain was

.p.t war, gave the commissioners authority, '' should you find it imprac-

ticable to make an arrangement more conformable to the instructions

originally given, to agree to the status quo ante helium as the basis

of negotiation." It was added, however, after a clause guarding the

fisheries, "' nor is anything to be done which would give a sanction to

the British claim of impressment on board our vessels."' The treaty

as executed contained no provision on the subject : but the claim was

never afterwards asserted or exercised by Great Britain.

Mr. Bancroft Davis. Treaty Notes, Treaty Vol. ( 1 77(>-1887 ) , 1.327-1328.

See Mr. Crawford to Mr. Clay, June 10, 1814, Colton's Cor. of Clay,

34 et sec].

** I see by several papers that a very unfair play is going on with respect

to the inipublished residue of the dispatches fi'om Ghent. It is given

out that the suppression was the act of the Republicans in the Sen-

ate, and that an article prohibiting impressment was rejected by the

British commissioners in a manner involving an abandonment of the

Anu-rican doctrine. The fact is, that tlie vote against publication

was f<miided on the report of Mr. King, etc.. and that the rejection

of the American proposition as to impressment was followed by a

protest, neutralizing at least the proceeding on that subject." (Mr.

Madison, President, to Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State (unofficial), Apr. 4,

1815, Monroe Papers, Libraiy of Congress.)

•• I sincerely congratulate you on the i)eace, and more especially on

the e<-lat with which the war was closed. The affair of Xew Orleans

was fraught with useful lessons to ourselves, our enemies, and our

friends, and will powerfully influence our future relations with the

nations of P>urope. It will show them we mean to take no part in

their wars, and count no odds when engaged in our own. I presume

that, having spared to the pride of England her formal acknowledg-
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moiit of the atrocity of iiiii)i'('ssiiu'iit in an article of tlic treaty, she

-will concur in a con\cntion for r('lin.(iuishin<i- it. AVithout this she

must understand tiiat the ])rcs('nt is hut a truci', determinable on the

first act of impivssment of an American citizeii connnit'-^d by an

(tllicer of liei>. Would it not be better that this convention should be

i: sejjai'ate act. nnconn(>cted with any treaty of commerce, and made
iin indispensable preliminary to all other treaty. If blended with a

treaty of conunerce, she will make it tlie price of injurious conces-

sion^;."'

Ml'. .IctrersoM to I'n^sideiit Madison, MiU'cl) li:>. ISl.";. .Tefferson's Works,

VI. 4.".:'..

" If tlu'V (the I'.ritish (JoviMMiiiieiit ) refuse to settle it (iinpressineut), the

first American impressed sliould i»e a di'claration of war. Tlie depre-

(hilions on oni' miTchanls I would hear with .^reat ])atience, as it is

their desire. They make themselves whole by insurances, very much
done in Kn^land. If tlie conseiiuently iiu-rea.sed iirice falls on the

consumer, it still costs him less than a war, and still operates as a

lireminm to our own manufactures. The other itoint, therefore, heiug

settled, I should he slow to wrath on this." (I^Ir. .leffersori to Mr.

Monroe, Se<'. of State, .July lo, ISl."*, ]\Ionroe I'apers, Library of Con-

gress. )

4. SinSKQlKNT ("OKKKSrONDKNCi:.

" Peace having happily taken place between the United States and

(Jreat liritain, it is desirable to guard against incidents, which during

periods of war in Europe, might tend to interrupt it : and, it is

believed, in i)articular, that the navigation of American vessels exclu-

sively by American seamen, either natives or such as are already nat-

lu'alized, would not only conduce to the attainment of that object, but

also to increase the number of our seamen, and conseciuently to render

our conunerce aiul navigation inde])endent of the service of foreign-

ers, who might be I'ecalled by their govermnents under circumstances

the most inconvenient to the United States. I reconunend the subject,

therefore, to the consideration of Congress; and, in deciding upon it, I

am persuaded that they will sufliciently estimate the j)olicy of mani-

festing to the worhl a desire on all occasions, to culti\ate harmony
with other nations by any reasonable accoinnuxlations, which do not

impair the enjoyment of any of the essential rights of a free and inde-

pendent pe()])le. 'J'he example on the ])art of the American govern-

ment will merit, and may be expected to receive, a recij^rocal attention

from all the friendly jiowei-s of Kuroi)(\""

Message of I'residont Madison, Feb. 2."'), IMIT), •> Waifs St. I'ap- ('-'^^ ed.)

438.
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'• The permanency of peace between the two countries is utterly

meonipatible with the resumption of the practice of impressing men
from our vessels on the high seas."

Mr. Adams, St'c. (f Stato. to Messrs. (lallatin ami Rush, ministers to

Eiifrlaiid. Nov. -2. ISIS. Am. State Pap. For. Uel. IV. 809, MS. lu.st.

r. States Ministers. VI 11. LCI.

See. also. Hush's Memoranda (2d ed. | MOT. 'AK\.

For oorresi)ondenee in l.S"J<;-2T, see 14 P.r. & For. State Papers. 831

et se<|.

'' Rusli, according to his instruction, made two successive proposals

to the British (rovernment uj)on impressment—one the 18th of April

and the other the '20th of June last. The first was- to restrict recipro-

cally the naturalization of sailors, the other was totally to exclude

each other's seamen from the respective services, whether in public or

in merchant vessels, Avith a positive stipulation against the impress-

ment of men in any case. The Briti.sh Government, in the first in-

stance, rejected both, but afterwards, on the IHth of August, Castle-

reagh intimated to Ru.sh, as a suggestion of his own, upon which he

had not consulted the other members of the cal)inet. that the second

j)roposition might be accepted with two modifications—one, that

either party may withdraw from the engagement of the stipulation

after three or six months" notice, as in the agreement concerning

annaments on the Lakes; the other, that if a British officer, after

entering an American vessel for purjjoses admitted to be lawful,

should find a seaman there whom he should suspect to be English, he

.-hould be authorized to make a record or proces verbal of the fact,

that it may be brought to the knowledge of the American Govern-

ment, though not to take the man. The deliberation of this day was,

whether Messrs. Gallatin and Ivusli should l)e instructed to agree to

these modifications or not. Strong objections were urged against

them both, particularly by Mr. Calhoun. Mr. Crawford inclined

to accede to them both, and the President [Monroe] inclined to the

same. Mr. Wirt, without expressing himself very decidedly, thought

like the President. My own greatest objections were against the pro-

posal as made by ourselves, to which I have always been utterly

axcrse. thinking it an illiberal engagement. . . . As. however,

we made the proposal, Ave must abide by it, if accepted; but its own
character may justly make us scrupulous against accepting any modi-
fications which render it still more exceptionable." . . . On the

next day " the ({uestion upon Lord Ca.stlereagh's proposed modifica-

tions to our proposal for abolishing imi)ressment from our vessels on

the high seas was again resumed, and argued Avith nuich earnestness

—

CraAvford and Wirt adhering to their opinions, Calhoun and I to our.s.

The President ultimately found a middle term, upon which he con-
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eluded, after expressino; his reo:ret that he was obliged to decide be-

tween us, equally divided in opinion as we were. He determined to re-

ject the second modification ; first, because it implied that the boarding

officer should have the power of mustering the crew of an American

vessel and passing them individually under his inspection; and,

secondly, because it implied a suspicion that we should not faithfully

and sincerely carry our oAvn laws into execution."*' ... '' He w'as

convinced that if the British Government once brought themselves

to conti-act the engagement not to take men from our ships, though

it should be onlv for a .year, they Avould never resort to the practice

again".

4 J. Q. Adams's ^Memoirs. 140-140.

"As little foundation is there for the inference drawn by Mr.

Anduaga from the decree of the district judge admiting the Pal-

fni/i'd to have been lawfully commissioned as a privateer, but detain-

ing for trial the portion of her crew charged with the robbery from

the Co(piett(\ that it sanctions the right of search against which the

United States have so long and so constantly protested. For in the

first place the United States have never disputed the belligerent right

of search, as recognized and universally ])racticed conformably to

the laws of nations. They have disputed the right of belligerents,

under colour of the right of search for contraband of Avar, to seize

and carry away men, at the discretion of the boarding officer, without

trial and without appeal ; men, not as contraband of war or belonging

to the enemy, but as subjects, real or pretended, of the belligerent

himself, and to be used by him against his enemy. It is the fraudu-

lent abuse of the right of search for purposes never recognized or

admitted by the laws of nations; purposes in their practical operation

of the deepest oppression and most crying injustice, that the United

States have resisted and will resist, and which Avarns them against

assenting to the extension in time of [x^ace, of a right which experi-

ence has shown to l)e liable to such gross perversion in time of war."

Mr. Adiinis. Sec. of State, to Mr. Nelson, miii. to Spain. Aitrll 28, 182:5, MS.

Inst. r. States Min. IX. 18."'., 212.

Tn reference to certain alleged instances of impressment in 1828,

Mr. Clay, Secretary of State, in a letter of January 2(5, 1829, to Mr.

Bari)our, minister to England, said: '' If these proceedings have liad

the sanction of the I>ritish Ciovernment, you will inform it that the

American Government can not tolerate them ; that, if persisted in, they

will be opposed by the United States; and that the British Govern-

ment must be answerable foi* all the consequences, whatever they may
be. which may flow from ])er.~everance in a practice utterly irrecon-

cilable with the sovereign rights of the United States, If these pro-
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ceedings have taken place without the sanction of the British Govern-

ment, you will demand the punishment of the several British naval

officers at whose instance they occurred, and the innnediate adoption

of efficacious measures to guard the navigation of the United States

against the occurrence of similar irregularities."

Mr. ("lay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Rarbour. inin. to England, .Tan. 20, 1829,

MS. Inst. V. States Ministers. XII. ISO.

As to certain eases of impressment subsequent to the treaty of Ghent, see

House Doe. 50, 19 Cong. 2 sess. ; Am. St. Pap. For. Kel. VI. .''.CS.

" The pretension set up by the British commander of his right to

interfere" [in impressing from a United States vessel] "because the

.seamen claimed to be British is altogether inadmissible. It is under-

stood that, in time of peace. British seamen are free, under their own
laws, to engage in the foreign merchant service: but if it were other-

wise, and if such service were forbidden by the laws of P^ngland. it

can never l)e admitted that the commander of a British ship-of-war

has authority to enforce the municipal law of Great Britain on board

a foreign vessel, and within a foreign jurisdiction."

Mr. Forsytb. Sec. of State, to Mr. Vail. July .''.I, l.S:U. MS. Inst. Or. Brit.

XIV. 170.

Seamen on l>oar(l vessels of tbe Fnited States are protected l)y their flag

from impressment, whether in foreign i)orts or on the high seas. (Mr.

Forsyth. Sec. of State, to Mr. Stevenson. .Ian. 20, 18.37, MS. Inst. Gr.

Br. XIV. 2.",4.)

The question of impressment was the subject of an exchange of

notes between Mr. Webster and Lord Ashburton, in the negotiations

leading up to the conclusion of the treaty of August 9. 1842. In this

correspondence Mr. AVebster announced that the American Govern-

ment was " prepared to say that the practice of impressing seamen

from American vessels can not hereafter be allowed to take place;
"

that the practice was founded on principles which the United States

(lid not recognize, and was " invariably attended by consequences so

unjust, so injurious, and of such formidable magnitude, as can not be

submitted to.'* and that *' in future in every regularly documented

American merchant ship the crew who navigate it will find their pro-

tection in the flag which is over them."

Lord Ashburton replied that he had '" much reason to hope that a

satisfactory arrangement " respecting the question might be made,
"' so as to set at rest all apprehension and anxiet}."

Mr. Wel)ster. Sec. of State, to Lord .\shburton, Brit. min.. Aug. 8, 1842;

Lord Ashburton to Mr. Webster. Aug. 9. 1842, Wel»ster's Works, VI.

.318, .320.

See, also, Curtis s Life of Webster, II. 124.
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'• P2vorv morcliant vossol on tho seas is rifjhtfully considered as part

of the territory of the counti-v to which it beh)n<;s. The entry, there-

fore, into snch vesseh heino- nentral. by a helliircrent. is an act of force,

and is, pr'nim fiic'ic. a wron*;. a tresj)ass, which can be justified only

when (h)ne for some purpose aUowed to form a sufficient justification

by the hiw of nations. But a Hritisli cruiser enters an American mer-

chant vessel in order to take therefrom supposed British subjects;

oiierinir no justification, therefor, under the law of nations, but claim-

inir the ri<rht under the law of England resj)ectin«): the King's preroi;-

ative. This can not be defended. En^jlish soil, English territory,

English jurisdiction, is the appropriate sphere for the operation of

English law. The ocean is the si)here of the law of nations; and any

merchant vessel on the seas is by that law under the protection of the

laws of her own nation, and may claim immunity, unless in cases in

which that law allows her to be entered or visited."

Mr. Webster. Sec of State, to I.ord Ashlmrtoii. Aiis. S, 1S42. G AVel)ster's

AVorks. ;ilS, ;{2o.

" The impressment of seamen from merchant vessels of this coun-

try by British cruisers, although not practiced in time of peace, and

therefore not at present a jjroductive cause of ditfeivnce and irrita-

tion, has. nevertheless, hitherto been so prominent a topic of con-

troversy, and is so likely to bring on renewed contentions at the first

breaking out of a IOuroi)ean war. that it has been thought the part

of wisdom now to take it into serious and earnest consideration.

The letter from the Secretary of State to the British minister ex-

plains the grounds which the government has assumed, and the prin-

ciples which it means lo uphold. Eor the defense of these grounds,

and the maintenance of these })rinciples. the most perfect reliance is

placed on the intelligence of the American peojjle. and on their firm-

ness and {patriotism, in whatever touches the honor of the country,

or its great and essential iiitei-est.''

I'resideiit Tyler's message, transniittiiii,' the Treaty of Wasliin<;ton to the

Senate, Au^'. 11. 1X42. C, W<'hster"s Works. 'XliS.

''All that the Eederal States (Jovernment can urge is that we did

much the same thing ourselves l)efore the war of 1812, when we

stopped American ships and took out of them seamen whom we
claimed as Bi-itish. In point of fact it was not the same thing, for

we merely asserted, on the i)art of the Crown, a right to the services of

our own sailors; we imj^uted to the shii)s in which those sailors might

be found no breach of neutrality, and conseijuently we had no right

to take them befoi-e a Bri/,i' Court, and therv'fore, if the right was

to be exercised at all. it was necessary that it should be exercised

by our naval officers. But we do not undertake to justify all our
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nets half a century ag:o. The hnv of impressment has been abol-

ished, and it is very certain that during the last fifty years nothing of

the kind has been attempted or even imagined by England. The law

of nations is deduced from the actual practice of nations, and as we
during our last war (though sorely in need of sailors) did not revive

our claim to take our sailors out of American ships, the claim must be

held to haA'e been conclusively abandoned."

The (niiirtorly Koview. .Tan. ISCJ. art. .8, vol. Ill, p. 2(>0, in relation to the

case of The Trriif.

*• The truth is that this practice [of impressment] never rested upon

any principle of the law of nations at all, but upon a principle of

municipal law at variance with the law of nations. That principle

was the doctrine of the inalienable allegiance of subjects to their sov-

ereign. . . . The inference was that the sovereign had a municipal

right to claim the persons and services of his subjects wherever they

could be found, and that, in particular, seamen were not protected by

a neutral flag and had no right to serve a neutral power without the

King's license. . . . He might therefore take them, under the old

municipal theory of allegiance, wherever they could be found. But

by the modern conceptions of the law of nations territorial ijidepend-

ence is the more powerful principle of the two. AVithin the territo-

rial limits or under the flag of another state, every foreign sover-

eignty becomes subject. . . . B}' the law of prize, a captor has no

property in a captured vessel or her cargo until the rightfulness of

the seizure has been decided by a court administering the law of

nations; but as the seizure of British seamen in foreign shij)s on their

allegiance to King (ireorge was a municipal right aiivl not a right

under the law of nations, it was never brought before the courts of

admiralty at all. They had no jurisdiction in the matter."

Edinlturjrh Ileviow, .Tan. 1S<;2. art. 10, vol. 115, p. 271.

" But, though Earl Russell, in his note of the 3d of December, 1861,

in making the deinand for the liberation of the Commissioners, places

it on no specific ground, ]Mr. Seward might l)e deemed fully justified

by M. Thouvenel's reference, in his dispatch to the Erench minister

at Washington, of the same date, to the jnvviously declared senti-

ments of the American (lovernment, and by the approbation with

which the intei'vention based on that statement was received in Lon-

don, to infer fi-om the British denumd not only an assimilation to the

continental law of contraband, subsequently adoi)ted b}' them in

terms, but as a conse(|uence thereof, an abandonment of any ]ireten-

sion to take i)ersons, whether English subjects or others, from neuti-al

vessels, on any pretext whatever, not within the conceded exception of

military persons in the actual service of the enemy."

I^awroncc's Whoaton (l.S(!:>), 217, 218, on the case of Tin- Trent.
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IV. .Y.l770V.l/,/7r O/' VKSRELS.

1. Kvii)K.\( K OK THE Flag.

§ 321.

A national flair i-^ prinxi facie evidonce. on tho hio^h seas, that the

nationality of the ship oarrvinfj it corresponds to that of the flajr.

It is true that when there is pr()l)able jrround to believe that the flag-

is assumed for i)iratieal ])urposes, this will excuse the arrest and

search of the vessel. But unless there he such probable cause the

vessel must be assumed by foreign cruisers to be entitled to carry the

flag she flies.

'•
§ 420. Maritime nations are free to fix the conditions on which

they will i-ecognize the nationality of foreign vessels in waters

dependent u])on their own territory; but the mutual interests of

nations require that those conditions should not be of such a nature

as to interfei-(> with fre(>dom of commerce and of navigation.

" In all cases the vessel should be furnished with proof of its

nationality by means of authentic documents, or of certain distinctive

signs which enable one to tell at first sight to what nation it belongs.

" § 427. The flag is the visible sign of the national character of a

ship. I^ach state has its own colors, under which its nationals sail

and which can not be used without its permission.

" The assumption of the flag of a foreign state without its authori-

zation is considered as a violation of international law, as a device

both fraudulent and injurious to the honor of such state. Both the

state whose flag is wrongfully used and that in regard to which the

use of the false flag is made have the right to demand the punishment

of the guilty persons and, according to circumstances, to punish them

themselves. . . .

•'
i^ 42S. The flag alone does not suffice to prove the nationality of

th(^ ship: it offers too great facilities for abuse and usurpations. In

order to have a more certain means of control, maritime nations have

agi-eed that evei-y merchant ship must be provided with pa})ers or

sea letters, which the ca})tain is bound to produce whenever it is

legitimately required. The ship's papers most usually consist of an

act indicating the signal of the ship, its dimensions, its liame, the

details of its construction; the act authorizing the vessel to bear the

national flag: a ci'ew list mentioning the names and nationality of the

sailors; and a bill of sale or of })r()perty and a passport or patent of

navigation."

C.-ilvo, Droit Int. (.'tli (><!.), I. SS 42(;-420.

" It is the ])rovince of each country to determine for itself the con-

ditions for the use of its flag upon its vessels, and the United States'
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rule is that vessels hona fde owned l)v citizens of the United States

are entitled, when abroad, to carry the flag of the United K%tates

irrespective of the question of the papers they may have on board."

Mr. Bayard, Soo. of State, to Mr. Tree, inin. to Relsiimi, Doc. 10. 18S7,

For. Rel. ISSS. I. 27, 28.

" With reference to your note of the 14th ultimo, inquirinc; whether

it would be possible for this (rovernment to ado])t any nu'asures for

j>reventin<; vessels sold to and owned by American citizens from con-

tinuing to sail under the British flag, I have the honor to inform you

that the Secretary of the Treasury, to whom the matter was referred,

reports that there does not seem to be any legislation of the United

States bearing upon the subject, and that in the absence of such legis-

lation it would not be practicable for the executive or judicial branch

of this Government to intervene with a view to the prevention of

transactions of the character mentioned in your note."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Sir L. S. S. West, Brit, niin., March *'., 1888,

For. Hcl. I. 780-7!>0.

It having been stated that tlie Norwegian steamship Gylle)\ char-

tered by an American company and engaged in the regular carrying

trade between Galveston, Cuba, Porto Itico. and other West India

Islands, was, in August, 189('>, after leaving Cienfuegos. and at a point

10 miles from the Cuban coast, fired on with solid shot by a Spanish

man-of-war, and afterwards boarded by armed forces, })resumably

in search of contraband of war, the Department of State said: ''The

vessel being under the Norwegian flag, this (lovernment could not

make the incident a subject of diplomatic complaint. In inter-

national law the flag covers the cargo, even if the vessel be under

charter to citizens or sul)jects of another nation."

Mr. Olney, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Keyinersliottcr, Oct. 24, ]80(), 2i:i MS,
Doiii. Let. .'584.

2. HrtiisTKY.

"Registered vessels, which by sale (this is understood to mean a

voluntary sale made by the American owner) become the property of

foreigners, can never afterwards be registered, even tho' they should

be again transferred to their former owners, oi- any other Ameri(uin

citizen. This is exi)ressly prohibited by the act of 2Tth of June,

171)7. liut registered vessels which, having been seized or captured

and condennied, become the pr()i)erty of foreigners, are not in those

cases absolutely dis(jualified from being registered anew, the . . . act

declaring that if the owner or owners, at the time of seizure or caj)-

ture, shall regain a |)r()i)erty in such vessels, by [)urchase or otherwise,
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they shall not be debarred from claiming and receiving new registers

for tile same, as they might or could have done if that act had not

l)een passed."

Circular of the Comptroller of the Treasury, Sept. 10. 180.3, transmitted

i)y Mr. Madison. See. of State, to TT. S. consuls and commercial agents,

Oct. 1. ISO.'i, 1 MS. Dcsp. to Consuls, IS."). 1S(>.

A contract in fraud of the positive laws and public policy of the

United States, which exclude an alien from having any interest in

an American registered vessel, by way of trust, confidence, or other-

wise, will not be enforced.

Duncansou r. .McLurc nS04). supron)c court of Pennsylvania. 4 Dallas,

;'.08 ; overruling Murgatroyd r. Crawford, :> Dallas. 4!)1.

It was held that an American-registered vessel partly sold while at

sea by her American owners to other Americans did not forfeit her

j)rivileges as a registered vessel and become liable to alien dues,

though the language of section 14 of the registry act might, if literally

construed, work such a result. To require a new registration imme-

diately after a sale under such circumstances would be to require an

impossibility, since, under the registry act, it is necessary in order to

obtain a new register to produce the old one, which the vessel is

required to carry. It could not have been the intention of Congress

to penalize the sale of a shij) at sea.

^Villing r. T'nited States (1804). 4 Dallas, .374. and appendix, xxxiv. See,

to the same effect. United States r. Willings (1807). 4 Cranch, 48.

The benefit of the i-egistrv of an American vessel is lost to the owner

during his residence in a foreign country, but upon his return fo this

country the disability ceases; nor does the fact that during the foreign

residence of the owner the vessel carried a foreign flag work any

divestiture of title, nor render the disability perpetual.

\Virt. At. (Jen. ( ISl'l ). 1 Op. .".I'M

When an American vessel is sold abroad to an American citizen, not

only the required bill of sale, reciting at length the certificate of

registry, but also her legist er and other papers should accompany

her, to be delivei-ed u}) only upon her return to the United States, on

application being made for her to be registered anew.

Mr. ("aliionn. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dorr, consul at Valparaiso, Feh. 20,

184".. 11 MS. Desit. to Consuls, .344.

See. also. Mr. rpshur. Set-, of State, to Mr. Edwards, consul .it Buenos

Ayres. Dec. II), 184:'.. 11 MS. Desp. to Consuls, l^S.

Section 14 of the act of Deceuiber 31, 1792, wiiich provided that

where a registered vessel was sold, in whole or in part, to a citizen of
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tlic Fiiitod States, her former registry shoukl be delivered up and a

new reiristry obtained, seemed not to have eontemphited the sale of

American vessels beyond the limits of tlie United States. But,

l)et\veen the years 1702 and 1<S03. in consequence of the wars between

European powers, growing out of the French Ivevolution, tlie Ignited

States liad. to a considerable extent, l^ecome the carriers for the

whole world. Under these circumstances. Congress deemed it neces-

sary to provide e.\})ressly for the sale of American vessels to American

citizens in all foreign countries; and by section 8 of the act of March
2, 1803, it was declared that where a registered vessel outside the

United States was transferred, in whole or in i)art, to a citizen of the

United States, such vessel. •' on her first arrival in the United States

thereafter." should 1k' entitled to all the privileges of a vessel of the

United States. This act did not require the vessel to return inmie-

diately after the sale, but recognized her, whenever she might return,

as an American vessel. It was not intended to confer on consuls of

the United States the power to decide whether an American citizen,

who had lawfully purchased such a vessel in a foreign country, should

or should not be compelled to send her innnediately to the United

States. The citizen, by such purchase, acquired rights which could

not be divested l)y any officer of the (Government, and the bill of sale,

properly authenticated and reciting at length the original certificate

of registry, became the substitute on board the vessel for that certifi-

cate until her '• first arrival in the United States thereafter."

Mr. lUuhanan, 8ec. of State, to Mr. Parks, consul at Kio de .Tauoiro,

.May 2(;, 1847, 13 MS. Desp. to Consuls. 1.

Mr. liuchanan stated in the course of his instructions that, as the ques-

tion from its natiire partly helonjred to the Tn'asury I>epartment. he

had consulted the head of that Department, who concurred with him

in the opinions which he had e.\i)ressed.

See. to the same effect, circular of the Comptroller of the Treasury, Sept.

10. iso.i. transmitted hy Mr. Madison. Sec. of State, to ITnited States

consuls and conmiercial agents, Oct. 1, 1803, 1 MS. Desp. to Consuls,

18.". cited snpni.

" It is the opinion of this Department that by virtue of the act of

Congress of June 17. 1S()4 (Stat, at Large, vol. 18, i)age 134), which,

speaking of licensed and enrolled vessels, enacts that ' such boat,

sloop or vessel shall be in every other resj)ect liable to the rules, regu-

lations and penalties now in force relating to registered and licensed

A-essels,' such vessels are placed on the same footing as registered

vessels in the matter of their duties and liabilities to consular super-

vision and the ])ayment of consular, fees."

Mr. ,1. C. P.. Davis. Assistant Sec, to Mr. Dart, <'onsul at Montreal, Oct.

•_'2. ]8(i!». ,V) MS. Desp. to Consuls, 52:'..

A vessel constructed of materials bought and made abroad, though

they are put together in the United States, is not "' built " in the
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United States in the sense of section IK52, Revised Statutes, as inter-

preted by the Treasury I)ei)artinent, :uid is not entitled to an Ameri-
can reirister.

Mr. Fi-cliii^'liu\ sni. Sec of State, to Mr. Stevens, iiiiii. to Sweden & Nor-
way. Nov. -S.'k ISS-J. MS. Inst. S\v. iSj Nor. XV. 70.

The cei'tiHcate of a vessel's re<>istrv and proof that she carried the

American llaa' establish a })rima facie case of })roper registry under

the laws of the Tnited States and of the nationality of the vessel and
her owners.

St. flair r. liiited States (1S94), l."i4 U. S. l.'U, 151.

The Scljtio. a foreign-built steamship purchased by the Navy
Department for use in the war with Spain, and subsequently sold

to and owned by an Anierican citizen, is not entitled to registry

under the laws of the United States.

The regulation of connuerce and navigation being entirely within

the control of Congress, there is no ttuthority for an Executive

I)ej)artment to make oi' enforce rules or regulations relative to the

registry of vessels or kindrecl matters connected with stich subjects.

(Jri.trus, Atty. (Jen.. Auu'. 11, IS!)!). 21' Op. nilC.

The captain of the })ort of Manila had no authority to issue a ])ro-

visiona.l register to a foreign-built vessel owned by an American

citizen.

Mr. Adcc. Second .Vssistant Sec. of State, to Mr. Moseley, jr., No. 22, Oct.

21. 1S!)I», IC!) MS. Inst. Consuls, .")20.

Under section 4i;>-!. K<'\ ised Statutes, a vessel lawfully condemned

and sold as prize of war to an American citizen is entitled to an

American registry, and this right is not lost by the subse(iiient

reversal of the decree of condenmation by the Supreme Court of the

United States.

Criir^'s. .\t. (Jen. (Feb. 17. 1!t0(t). 2:! Op. 2!). distin^uisliinf; this case from

that involved in the opinion of I )eceniher 14, 1840, .'i Op. ()0(>.

Section i> of the act of Ai)ril 12. 11)00 (:U Stat. 70), providing for

the nationalization of all vessels oAvned by the inhabitants of Porto

liico on Aj)ril 11. 1S*)9, place's such vessels on the same footing as

other .Vmerican vessels and confers upon them the benefits of the act

of June 2r), 1884. in r(\aard to constdar sei'vices.

(;rij,'j,'s. At. (Jen. (March •",, l!i(ll), 2:! Op. 414.
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A P)r!tish vessel ^()iii<r from San Francisco to Guam is not subject

to the penalties provided in section 4347, Revised Statutes, as amended.

Decision No. 14, I)ei»ju-tiiieiit of roiumerce niid Labor. March 14. 1!K)4.

based on an opinion of Knox. At. CJon.. .Marcli 10. UM)4.

3. A.MKK1CA.\-0\V.\K1) FoRKICN-lilir.T VKSSKLS.

(1) I!I(;HT OK I'KOTECTION.

ij 323.

•• The persons and property <xf our citizens are entitled to the pro-

lection of our government in all places where they may lawfully go.

No laws forbid a merchant to buy, own, and use a foreH/n-hxllt vessel.

She is, then, his lawful property, and entitled to the i)rotection of bis

nation whenever he is lawfully usinof her.

'• The laws, indeed, for the encoura<rement of shipbuilding, have

given to home-built vessels the exclusive ])rivilege of being registered

and paving lighter duties. To this privilege, therefore, the foreign-

built vessel, though owned al home, does not i)retend. But the laws

have not said that they withdraw their })rotection from the foreign-

built vessel. To this protection, then, she retains her title, notwith-

standing the preference given to the home-built vessel as to duties. It

would be hard, indeed, because the law has given one valuable right

to home-built vessels, to infer that it had taken away all rights from

those foreign built."

Opinion of Mr. .lefferson. Sec. of State. May :'.. 1703. 7 .Jeff. Worlcs, (•.24.

''As our citizens are free to purchase and use forei(/n-hu'dt vessels^

and these like all their other lawful property are entitled to the pro-

tection of their government, passports will be issued to them as freely

as to Jiome-hii'dt vessels. This is strictly within our treaties, the letter

of which as well as their spirit authorizes passports to all vessels

helonginc/ to citizens of the United States. Our laws, indeed, indulge

home-hvUt ves.sels with the payment of lower tonnage, and to evidence

their right to this, i)ermit them alone to take out registers from our

own offices: but they do not exclude foreign-built vessels owned by
our citizens from any other right.*'

Mr. .Jefferson. Sec. of State, to Mr. I'incl<ney. inin to England, May 7, 1793,

MS. Inst. T'. States Ministers. I. 27S.

'• The laAvs do not authorize vessels engaged in a foreign voyage to

be navigated as vessels of the United States without a register, nor do

they recognize as such vessels Avhich belong wholly or in part to

citizens of the United States who usually reside in a foreign country,
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unless thov 1m' coiisiils, or airciUs for and |)ai*(n(>rs in a house of trade

consisting of citizens of and actually carrvin<j^ on trade in the United

States."'

•Ml'. Forsytli. i^*'" • •'' State, to Mr. Sh<HMnak«M-. consul at ^latanzas, .Tune 0,

is:!(;. s MS. I>t's|i. to Con.suls. lot;.

S(H'. also, .Mr. Ipsliur. Sec. of State, to Mr. Edwards, coiismI at liucnos

.Vyres, iH'c. 1I». lS4:i, 11 Dcs]). to Consuls. I'.tS.

*•• The statutes of the United States recopiize the following classe.s

of sea-^oiiiir vessels. luiniidy :

••
1. Ships built in the United States, wholly OAvned by citizens

(hereof. enii)l()ved in forei<rn commerce, which are entitled to be reg-

istered, and as such to enjoy all the rights and privileges conferred

by any law on ships of the United States. (Act of December 81,

lTOi>. 1 Stat, at L. -2X7.

)

" Such a ship, of course, loses her privileges as a registered ship,

in being sold to a foreigner, and is thereafter treated forever as

foreign-l)uilt. even though she be purchased back l>y the original

owner or any other citizen of the rnited States. (See Opinion of

March ir>. 1854, r////c, 8S8.)

•• '2. Vessels built in the I'nited States, and wholly owned by citi-

zens thereof, emi)loyed in the coasting trade or fisheries, which are

entitled to be enrolled and licensed as such, and to enjoy all the priv-

ileges, in their particular employment, conferred by law on vessels

of the Ignited States. (Act of Fel)ruary 18, 1793, 1 Stat, at L. 805.)

" 8. Shi})s l)uilt in the United States, but owned wholly or in part

by foreigners, which are entitled to be recorded, but not in general to

be registered, or enrolled, and licensed. (Act of l)eceml)er 81, 179'2,

" 4. Ships not built in the United States, but owned by citizens

thereof: of which more in the sequel.

• 5. Ships built otit of the United States and not owned l)y citi-

zens thereof.

" (). Sjx'cial provisions exist, in regard to the steamboats belonging

to companies engaged in the transportation of ocean" mails, as well

as in regard to those navigating the bays and rivers of the country;

which j)rovisions relax the registry or enrollment laws, so as to admit

ownership, luider certain regiUations, of persons not citizens of the

United States.

•'The registry and enrollment statutes of the United States are in

imitation of those of (ire:it Britain /// jxni UHiferia, and for the same

objects, namely, to promote the construction and ownership of ships

in the country, and to facilitate the execution of local or public law.

They are classified with reference to the business they may pursue;

their character is authenticated: tiiid they enjoy various advantages,
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from which other vessels are wholly excluded, or to which these are

partially admitted, according to the interests and policy of the Gov-

ernment. (Abbott on Shipping, p. 58.)

" It is with vessels of the fourth of the above classes, that we have

more immediate concern.

" It is observable, in the first place, that there is nothing in the

i-tatutes to re(jinre a vessel to be registered or enrolled. She is

entitled to registry or enrollment, under certain circumstances, and,

receiving it, she thereupon is admitted to certain duties and obliga-

tions. But, if owned by a citizen of the United States, she is Ameri-

cjin property, and possessed of all the general rights of any property

of an American.
" Secondly, the register or enrollment, or other custom-house docu-

ment, such as sea-letter, is prima facie evidence only, as to the owner-

ship of a ship, in some cases, but conclusive in none. The law even

concedes the possibility of the register or enrollment existing in the

name of one person, whilst the property is really in another. Prop-

erty in a shii3 is a matter in jxiis^ to be proved as fact by competent

testimony like an}^ other fact. (United States i\ Pirates, 5 Wheaton,

J 87, 109; United States r. Amedy, 11 Wheaton, 100; United States

r. Jones, 3 AVash. C. C. K. SOO^Taggart /•. Loring, 16 Mass. 33G;

Wendover r. Hogeboom, 7 Johnson, 308; Bass o. Steele, 3 Wash.

C. C. R. 381 ; Leonard r. Huntington, 15 Johnson, 208 ; Ligon v. New
Orleans Navigation Company, 7 Martin's R. (N. S.) G78; Brooks v.

Bondsey, 17 Pickering, 111.) . . .

" This Government has not, as yet, followed the example of that of

Great Britain, so far as to admit foreign-built vessels to registry; but

such vessels may be hnvfully owned by Americans.
" Ui)on full consideration, therefore, of all the relations of the sub-

ject, there remains no doubt, in my mind, as to the right of a citizen

of the United States to purchase a foreign ship of a belligerent

power, and this, anywhere, at home or abroad, in a belligerent port,

or a neutral i)()rt. or even upon the high seas, provided the purchase

be made hoiia fdc, and the property be passed absolutely and with-

out reserve; and the sbip so purchased becomes entitled to bear the

flag and receive the protection of the United States."

Mr. Cushing, At. Gen. (Aug. 7. 1854), G Op. (U5S, (Kt7-0r)2.

" In the opinion of this Department a foreign vessel, if purchased

in good faitli by a citizen of the United States, and by him taken

into possession, becomes American property, and is entitled to pro-

lection as such, although a special act of Congress would be necessary

to enable her to obtain a register.

U. Doc. 551—vol 2 01
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" In the case of a fradulent sale, or fictitious transfer, no property,

of course, can pass, and the sale might be disregarded or set aside

should it ever become the subject of legal investigation. In every

case the parties interested must assume the risk of such an

investigation."

Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cobb, Sec. of Treasury, June 13, 1859,

50 MS. Doin. Let. .''.ST.

" I acknowledge the receipt of your despatch number 40, of Janu-

ary 20th, in relation to the transfer, actual or nominal, of Greek vessels

to citizens of the United States, with an apparent view to the employ-

ment of such vessels under the American flag, in commerce with

Turkish i)orts, which would be closed to them under the Greek flag.

Your suggestions in respect to the cautious scrutiny with which the

good faith of such transactions should be examined, and the impro-

priety of giving any sanction to transactions having for their object

the contravening a public measure instituted by a government with

which the United States are at peace, are approved.
'' In reply to the ap2)lication, for instructions, of our consul at the

Pirteus, my predecessor on the 20th ultimo directed his attention to

the provisions of the act of Congress of June 28th, ISOl: (13 Stat.

201, 202) 'that officers of vessels of the United States shall in all

cases be citizens of the United States; ' also to section 8 of the act of

March 3, 1813 (2 Stat. 810), imposing upon the owner of a vessel a

penalty of $500 for each person unlawfully employed in any one

voyage. A compliance with the provisions in regard to officers

appears to Ix? essential to entitle the shij) to the character of a vessel

of the United States. Certainly the absence of such officers is a

very significant indication not likely to be overlooked by belligerents

exercising the right of visit and examination, or other parties inter-

ested in testing the hona fides of the ostensible character of the ship.

" It is proper that I should also direct your attention to the first

and .second sections of the act of December 31, 1702. (1 Stat. 285.)

The first provides that registered vessels and no otJwr (except those

duly qualified for carrying on the coasting trade or fisheries) shall

be denominated and deemed vessels of the United State.s, entitled to

the benefit and privileges api)ertaining to such ships or ves.sels.

The second denies a register to vessels of foreign build, ' if owned in

whole or in part by any citizen of the United States who usually

lesides in a foreign country, during the continuance of such residence,

unless such citizen be in the capacity of a consul of the United States

or an agent for, and a partner in some house of trade consisting of

citizens of the said States actually carrying on trade Avithin the said

States.' These i)rovisions evince the jealous care of Congress to dis-
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criminate between vessels merely owned by citizens and those which

are entitled to the national character of ' vessels of the United

States.' Such property is entitled, in a certain sense, to the protec-

tion of this (xovernment, as in case of arbitrary seizure; but this is

something quite different from the vessels being entitled to the

pririleges which foreign nations have, by treaty or otherwise,

accorded to vessels of the United States having the requisite docu-

ments to establish their national character.

" The regulations of the Treasury Department, in respect to the

authentication of the ownership of foreign-built vessels in certain

cases, by collectors of the customs, which have been followed by this

Department in its instructions to consuls, have this distinction

clearly in view. It concerns the good faith of this Government and

its exemption from embarrassing complications that citizens apply-

ing for the authentication of their purchase of unregistered vessels

should be made distinctly aware of the limited effect of such a

document."

Mr. Washburne, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tuckerniau, niin. to Greece, March
8, 1869, MS. Inst. Greece, I. 15.

" The i^rovisions of the navigation laws are commercial in their

character, and intended mainly for the protection of American com-

merce and property upon the high seas. The vessel in question is a

British-built vessel, had a British register, and, upon the facts as

they appear before me, has now been sold to an American citizen and

is his property. By the sale to an American citizen she has for-

feited her British registry, as I understand the British law upon that

subject.

.

" The inquiry is, therefore : Is a foreign-built vessel, owned entirely

by American citizens, and having no foreign registry, entitled to

carry the American flag?

" I am of opinion that such vessel is entitled to carry the American

flag, and in this way to assert her own nationality and her claim upon

the American Government for protection.

" The haste in Avhich I am required to answer this question pre-

vents me from entering into any reasoning on the subject. I refer,

however, to an opinion of Attorney-General Gushing upon the sub-

ject ((*) Op. (538) , and also to an opinion of Mr. Beaman, of this

Department, approved by Attorney-General Akerman January 5,

1872."

Devens, At. Gen., June 19, 1880, 10 Op. 5.*?3.

The oi)inion of Mr. Beaman, approved by Attorney-General Akerman,

Jan. .5, 1872, was Riven by Mr. Beanmn in his official capacity as

Examiner of Glaims, or Solicitoi', for the Department of State, a

post which he then held. The opinion is as follows

:
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" 1 have the honor to state to you that I have carefully considered the

questions presented for your opinion hy Hon. Hamilton Fish, Secre-

tary of State, in his letter to you of the 2()th of November last, which

letter was referred hy yt)U to me, with the direction that I slunild pre-

pare an opinion on the same, and I hej; to report the following as my
opinion

:

"The first (piestion submitted by the Secretary of State is as follows:

" Is a foreign-built vessel, not a registered vessel of the United States,

but wholly owned by citizens of the I'nited States, entitled to bear

the Hag of the United States

V

"And to this (juestion my answer is yes.

" I do not find that any statute law of the United States in any way de-

clares what vessels shall or what vessels shall not carry tlie flag of

the United States; but the so-called navigation laws declare, to speak

generally, that only vessels built in the United States and owned by

citizens of the United States can be registered as vessels of the United

States, and further, that no other than registered vessels shall be de-

nominated and deemed ships or vessels of the United States, entitled

to the benefits and privileges appertaining to such ships or vessels.

(See act of 31st Dec, 1792. 1 Stat. L. p. 287.)

"The benefits and privileges reserved by the act above cited to reg-

isteretl vessels of the United States do not. in my opinion, restrict the

right to carry the flag of the United States, but refer particularly to

certain connnercial benefits and privileges which, by the various law.s

of the United States, are given to registered vessels of the United

States ; that is, to vessels built in the United States, in order that

sliii)building in the United States may be encouraged.
" While the navigation laws give such commercial i)rivileges to vessels

built in the United States, they in no way forbid citizens of the

United States to own vessels built in other countries, nor is the pro-

tection of the United States in any way denied to such foreign-built

vessels if they are owned by citizens of the United States.

" So held Mr. Uushing, in 1854 (0 Op. (;38), and so held Mr. Talbot, Act-

ing Attorney-General, on August 31. 1870. (See opinion, not printed.)

The (juestion submitted to Mr. Cushing by Mx'. Marc.v, referred

directly to the right of a foreign-built vessel owned by citizens of the

United States to carry the flag of the United States, and Mr. Cushing

replied: ' Upon full consideration, therefore, of all the relations of the

subject, there remains no doubt in my mind as to the right of a citi-

zen of the I'nited States to purchase a foreign ship of a {•ellig'erent

power, and this anywhere, at home or abroad, in a belligerent port or a

neutral port, or even upon the high seas, provided the purchase be

made botia fide, and the property be passed absolutely and without

reserve, and the ship so i»urchased becomes entitled to bear the Hag
and receive tiie protection of the I'nited States.'

" Mr. Cushing's opinion is in terms limited to vessels purchased from

belligerents, but if foreign-built vessels so i)urchased by citizens of the

United States are entithnl to the protection of the United States, still

more are vessels purchased from foreign nations in time of peace enti-

tled to such protection.

"You will notice that Mr. Uushing directly answers the first question of

Mr. Fish, for he declares that the ship so purchased becomes entitled

to ])ear the flag of the United States, and I should now simply refer

to this opinion as an answer to the (luestion submitted by Mr. Fish

had not Mr. Talbot in a certain way dissented therefrom.
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" In answor to questions submitted to him l).v Mr. Creswell, Postmaster-

(Jeneral. Mr. Talbot says: '
I have no hesitation in giving my opinion

that this class of property, namely, vessels once foreign and now
owntHl by citizens of the United States, are, in the words of your

question, entitled to the protection of the Government of this country ;

the word i)rotection here being used in its primitive sense, and sig-

nifying protection from depredation or injury by foreign govern-

ments or i)owers.' So far he agrees with Mr. Cushing, but farther

on he says: 'I refrain from expressing concurrence with ^Ir. Cush-

hig's opinion that such ves.sels are entitled to bear the flag of the

United States. While it might be true in a certain sense, yet I hesi-

tate to assent to it as a truth having practical force. I doubt the pro-

priety of declaring a vessel entitled to bear the flag of a nation when
she can have on board no document known to international law as

witn«>ssing tliat title, and I api)rehend belligei'ent cruisers upon the

sea and i)rize courts upon the shore would give effect to this doubt.'

" Thus Mr. Talbot agrees with Mr. Cushing that any ship owned by

citizens of the United States is entitled to the jn-otection of the

United States, but while Mr. C'xishing would give to any such ship

the right to carry the flag of the United States, ]\Ir. Talliot hesitates

to give the right to carry that flag to any ship not registered, that is,

to si)eak generally, to any foreign-built ship. Mr. Cushing regards

the bill of sale as the true evidence of American ownership, the one

best known to international law, while Mr. Talbot regards the

i-cgistci- as the only document I'ecognized l)y prize courts.

" I can not think tiiat Mr. Talbot was right. A flag is but the outward
symbol which a shij) carries to show her nationality, and this nation-

ality is recognized by the law of nations as determined by the

nationality of her owners. A ship's flag, therefore, should properly

correspond with her actual ownershij). Frequently in prize courts

(piestioiis :irise as to the ownership of a ccTtain vessel, but when that

(piesllDU is deti'rmined the nationality of the ship is determined

and the court i)ractica]!y say. this vessel is owned by citizens of a

certain country, she is entitled to the protection of that country, she

should carry the flag (^f that country, and must be condennied or

released as tlie jiropcM'ty of citizens of that country.

"The court may examine various jiapers and witnesses to ascertain the

true ownershiit. and when there is a register that document may be

among these papers. I)ut in the words of Lord Stowell. * a bill of sale

is the proi)er title to which the maritime courts of all countries woidd

look. It is the universal instrument of the transfer of ships in the

usage of all maritime countries." (The Sisters, o C. Kob. 155; see .*{

Kent's Com. l.'JO.)

" The flag, then, the outward symbol of ownershii), should i)roperly corre-

spond -with the I)ill of sale, the universal instrument of the actual

ownership of a vessel.

" So has the flag come to i)e regarded as the outward symbol of nationality

that even in solemn treaties it is spoken of as if it were the con-

ilusive evidence of such nationality, and in this way the word flag is

used in the rules laid down in the declaration of Paris, for example:

"The 2d article i)rovides that the neutral flag (Ir ixivilloii iirutre) covers

enemy's goods, with the exception of contraband of war.

"And again, tlie third article provides that neutral goods, with the ex-

ception of contra biind of war, are not liable to capture under the

enemy's flag (nous ixnilloii cnn'cnil).
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"These rules release neutral j;;ooils in an enemy's ship in certain cases,

but still the ship may be condemned because she carries the enemy's

flag, that is, because she is owned by citizens of an enemy's country,

and this iri-espective of the fact that she was built in another

country.

" If, then, vessels must be protected and may be condemned because they

are owned by citizens of the United States, certainly they must not.

except by express statute, be held as forbidden to carry the flag of

the TTnited States, which is but the sign they show to eive notice that

they are entitled to that protection. Without doubt Congress could

have forbidden any foreign-built ship to carry the flag of the United

States. l)ut it has not done so. Previous to 1854, the registry laws of

Great Britain were very similar to those of tlie United States, but the

courts of Great Britain held that though a foreign-built ship could

not be entitled to a Britisli register, yet if wholly owned by British

subjects such a ship was entitled to British protection. (See cases

cited by Mr. Gushing.)

"By the act of 17 and 18 Victoria, ch. 104 (Aug. 10, 1854), all ships,

wherever built, became entitled to receive a British register, provided

they were owned by subjects of Great Britain. Formerly a British

register was an evidence that a ship was built and owned in Great

Britain ; now a British register is simply evidence that a ship is

owned in Great Britain and is. as it were, l)ut confirmatory evidence

of the bill of sale. Formerly a f()reign-l)uilt sliip could not be regis-

tered as a British ship, but was entitled to the protection of the Brit-

ish flag, provided she was owned by British subjects. Now every

vessel ow-ned by British subjects can have a British register, and the

statute denies the right to use the British flag to any vessel which

does not have a British register, that is, which does not have the

otticial evidence that she is owned by British subjects.

"While the British registry law has changed, the United States law

remains the same. The British law gives no exclusive privileges

to vessels built in Great Britain, but denies the right to carry its

flag to any ves.sel not having an official register as the evidence of her

British ownership, while the United States does not deny its flag or

protection to any vessel owned by citizens of the United States, but

restricts the privileges and benefits of its connnerce to those vessels

which carry an otticial register as the evidence that they were built

and owned in the United States. A British-built vessel, owned by

citizens of the Ignited States, can not be registered either in Great

Britain or in the T'nited States; she can not carry the British flag;

she is entitled to the protection of the United States ; the flag of the

T'nited States is but the outward sign that she is entitled to that pro-

tection ; no statutes forbid her to carry that flag, and without such

exi)ress statute I can not think that right should be denied her.

" Under the present laws, in my opinif)n, any vessel wholly owned by citi-

zens of the United States is entitled to carry the flag of the T'nited

States.

" I am aware that this opinion might, under existing laws, if generally

acted upon, be the soiu'ce of some embarrassment, for the United

States may be called upon to ])rote<-t a vessel carrying its flag without

possessing any otticial evidence that such vessel is entitled to that

l»r()tection ; but still more ('ml)arrassment would jieem to me to result

from the opinion of Mr. Talbot, should the United States be called
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upon to protect a vessel ownetl by citizens of the T'nited States

tl)ougIi sailing under a foreign flag.

* I pass on to consider the sec-ond question proiX)sed by Mr. Fish, which is

as follows

:

" ' Which of the below-mentioned acts of Congress are applicable to for-

eign-i)uilt vessels which are not registered vessels of the United

States, but which are wholly owned by citizens of the United States?

'"Act of 2Sth February. 18(».'{; 2 Stat. L.. 20.'}, particularly the 2d and M
sections. (See Consular Regulations 1870. 212.)

'"Act of 20th .July, 1840; 5 Stat. L.. 394. (See Consular Regulations

1870, 217.)

"'Act of 2!>tli .Inly. 18.">0; .') Stat. L.. 140. section :\. (See Consular Regu-

lations 1870. 222.)

"'Act of August 18. 18.">«; ; 11 Stat. L., ."»2. particularly the .sections 2") to

28, inclusive. (See Consular Regulations 1870, 230.;

"'Act of August 5, 18«>1: 12 Stat. L.. 31.5. (See Consular Regulations

1870, 2.54.)

"'Act of February 10. 1802; 12 Stat. L.. .340. (See Consular Regulations

1870,255.)

"'Act of April 29, 18<>4 ; 13 Stat. L., 01. (See Consular Regulations 1870,

2«>2.)

" 'Act of .June 28. 1804 ; 13 Stat. L.. 201. (See Consular Regulations 1870,

2(;4.)

"'Act of .June 29. 1870; 10 Stat. L., 109. (See Consular Regulations

1870, 271.)'

"This second inquiry of Mr. Fish refers in the first place to the 2d and

3d sections of the act of 28th February, 1803!

"The 1st section of this act provides what shall be done by the master of

any vessel lK>und on a foreign voyage before a clearance be granted

to her. and what he sliall do on his arrival at the first port of the

United States.

" The 2d section makes it the duty of every master or commander of a

shij) or vessel belonging to citizens of the I'nited States, who shall

sail from any i>ort of the United States, on his arrival at a foreign

port, to derx)sit his register, .sea-letter, etc.. with the c-onsul, which

register, sea-letter, etc.. it shall be the duty of the consul to deliver

to such master or connnander on his i)roducing to him a clearance

from the proi)er officer of the port where the ship or vessel may be.

( " The .3d section i)rovi(les that whenever a ship or vessel belonging to a

citizen of the United States shall be sold in a foreign country and
her company di.scharged. or when a seaman or mariner, a citizen of

the United States, shall, with his own consent, be di.schargetl in a for-

eign country. tbre«> months' pay over and above the wages which may
then be due to all mariners or seamen on board who may be desig-

nated as citiz<'ns of the United States shall be paid to the Unite<l

States consul by the master or connnander of that vessel.

" In 1831 sonu> (piestion arose as to whether the act of 1803 (particularly

the first three sections thereof) was applicable to the mercantile

marine of a foreign luition or people on which American seamen were

employed or in which .Vmerican citizens were interested as owners.

"The matter being referred to Mr. Berrien, he wrote to the Secretary of

State (2 ()\}. 448), that in his opinion this act was confined ' to vessels

owned by citizens cf the T'nited States and constituting a part of her

mercantile marine by sailing umler her flag.'
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" In terms this opinion of Mr. Rerrion would niako these sections (quoting

Mr. Fish) ' appHoable to vessels which are not registered vessels of

the I'nited States." but which are wholly owned by citizens of the

United States, for, if my opinion before given is correct, such

vessels may sail under the flag of the Unite<l States and so, in a cer-

tain sense, constitute part of her mercantile marine.
" It is not probable, however, that Mr. Berrien particularly considered the

(juestion as to whether any foreign-built vessel could carry the flag of

the United States, but he evidently was of the opinion that the act of

1803 was confined to vessels that had a United States register, for he

interpreted the same according to the terms of the 1st and 2d sections

thei'eof, which sections are evidently confined to vessels that have a

I'nited States register. Therefore, while Mr. Berrien confined this act

in terms to vessels constituting a part of the mercantile marine of the

United States by sailing under her flag, it is evident from the argu-

ment he used that so far as he considered the question he regarded

the words ' constituting a part of her mercantile marine by sailing

under her flag.' as synonymous with the words ' having a United

States register.'

" Mr. Berrien must therefore be held to have construed tliis act as not

properly applicable to any vessels that did not have a United States

register, and as therefore not applicable to the class of vessels

described in the 2d question of Mr. Fish.

" Nor do the 2d and 3d sections of this act seem to me to be applicable to

the class of vessels described by Mr. Fish, for although, in my opin-

ion, sucli vessels j'.re entitled to carry the flag of the United States,

yet tlie 2d section clearly applies only to registered vessels, and

though the 3d section, if standing alone, might be considered as

applicable to vessels owned by citizens of the United States whether

registered or not. yet when taken in connection with the first two sec-

tions of tlie act, I think this third section is more properly to be con-

strued as applicable only to registered vessels of the United States,

and tlierefore as not apjilicaltle to foi-eign-built vessels which are not

registei'ed vessels of the United States.

(^*' The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish refers, in the second place, to the act of 20th

Jul.v, 1840, which act relates particularly to the shipping and dis-

charge of seamen and to the duties of consuls in relation thereto.

This act is in fact in extension of, and supplementary to, tlie act of

28th February, 1803. already considered, and must be construed like

that act as not applicable to the class of vessels described by Mr.

Fish, but only to registei'ed vessels of the United States.

"The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish refers, in the third place, to the Gth section

of the act of 29th July, 1850, wliich section is but an amendment to

tlie 12tli section of the act of 20th July, 184(), already considered, and

does not alter the construction I have alread.y put upon that act.

" The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish refers, in the fourth place, to sections 25

to 28, inclusive, of the act of 18th of August, 1850, which act is the

general act of that date, to regulate the dii)loniatic and consular sys-

tems of the I'nited States, and as far as sections 25 to 28, inclusive,

are concerned is in amendment of the acts of 1803 and 1840, already

considered, and like them must be construed as not aiiplicable to the

class of vessels described by Mr. Fish.

" The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish, in the fifth place, refers to the act of 5th of

August, 1801, which act declares that American vessels running regu-
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hirly by weekly or montliy trips, or otherwise, to or between foreign

ports sliall not be required to pay fees to consuls for more than four

trips in a year, anything in the law or regulations respecting consu-

lar fees to the contrarj- notwithstanding.
" In the several acts alreadj- considered vessels having a register of the

I'nitetl States are generally described as 'vessels of the United

States.' and in this act of August, 18(>1, the words 'American vessels'

;ire used in the same sense, as appears from the connection of this

act witli the earlier acts already considered.

" The words 'American vessels ' and the words " vessels of the United

States ' are in the statutes used interchangeably and perhaps some-

what loosely, and they were so used in the act submitted to Mr. Tal-

bot for his opinion as above stated, but he was unable to give any

meaning to the words 'American vessel ' which did not imply that'

they meant a vessel having a United States register, and so the same
words must be construed in the act of August 5. 18051.

" The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fisli, in the sixth place, refers to the act of the

19th of Februiry, 1S(>2, which in exact terms is particularly applica-

ble to vessels registered, enrolled, or licensed within tlie United

States, the act being entitled 'An act to prohibit the coolie trade by

American citizens in American vessels.'

" The 2d Inquiry of Mr. Fish, in the seventh place, refers to the act of

the 29th of April, 1864, which act is entitled 'An act to provide for the

collection of hospital dues from vessels of the United States sold or

transferred in foreign ports or waters,' and must be construed, like the

acts of 1803 and 1840, relating to the same subject and already consid-

ered, as applicable only to registered vessels of the United States.

" The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish refers, in the eighth place, to the act of

28th of June, 18G4, which act repeals that portion of 'An act for the

regulation of seamen on board the public and private vessels of the

United States,' approved the 3d of March, 1813, which made it not

lawful to employ on boai-d any of the public or private vessels of the

Ignited States any person or persons, except citizens of the United

States, etc. This act, under the construction already given to the

words ' vessels of the United States,' is only applicable to registered

vessels of the United States.

" The 2d inquiry of ^Ir. Fish, in the last place, refers to the act of June

29,- 1870, which act provides that from the master or owners of

every vessel of the United States arriving from a foreign port, or of

registered vessels employed in the coasting trade, the sum of forty

cents per ton shall be collected by the collectors of customs at the

ports of the United States, and for each and every seaman who shall

have been employed on said vessel since she last entered at any port

of the T'nited States, etc.

" This act in terms so distinctly relates to registered vessels of the

United States that it seems to confirm all the constructions I have put

uiM)n the acts previously considered, viz, that like this act they are

only applicable to ' vessels of the United States,' or 'American ves-

sels ;
' that is, to registered vessels of the United States.

" I then arrive at this conclusion, that any vessel wholly owned by

citizens of the United States is entitled to the protection of the United

States, and can carry the flag of the United States, biit that none of the

acts, or parts of acts, referred to by Mr. Fish are applicable to any

vessel tliat does not have a United States register.
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"If this conclusion is right, a vessel owned by citizens of the United

States, but not built in the United States, though entitled to its pro-

tection, would yet be under no relation thereto or to its consuls, from

which that vessel, in a certain way, would be compelled to bear part

of the cost of that protection by the payment of the fees due imder

existing statutes from registered vessels to the collectors, the consids,

and divers other officers of the I'nited States, but she would sail the

ocean tlying the flag of the United States, entitled to demand i)rotec-

tion from the Xavy and the consids of the Unitetl States, but yet with-

out any official papers on board from officers of the United States

which would present prima facie and official evidence that she was en-

titled to carry that flag and to receive that protection.

" While I have been unable to arrive at any other conclusion than

al)ove stated. I have not failed to see the difficulties that might arise

if luider existing statutes the citizens of the United States should en-

gage in foreign connuerce in foreign-built ships, and I judge that the

SecTetary of State contemplated that the existing laws might be de-

fective when he asked for your official opinion, so that, ' if necessary,

Congi-ess may at the coming session be called on to pass further legis-

lation in the matter.'

"As I interpret the existing statutes, they seem to me to be defective.

These defects, however, though existing for now many years, have

only recently, by the great connnercial changes that have taken

place, come to be ai)i)arent and of considerable magnitude.

"The navigation act of 171)2, on which all the acts hereinbefore con-

sidered are based, was enacted when United States citizens were

engaged in no conunerce which did not contemplate a voyage from

and to a part of the United States. At that time England had prac-

tically closed her domestic and export conunerce to vessels not built

and owned in (Jreat Britain. Under these circumstances Congress

made laws which practically closed the domestic and expoi't com-

merce of the United States to any but registered vessels of the

United States, and genenilly enacted that no vessels should be regis-

tered as vessels of the UnitetT States except they were built in the

United States.

" This legislation was doubtless intended to prevent, and did practi

cally prevent, citizens of the United States from owning vessels not

built in the United States, but it so prevented them, not by express

enactment to that effect, but from the fact that in such vessels

TTnited States citizens c-ould not in consecpience of that .-ict carry on

any conunerce with the United States, and no other commerce was
open to them.

" To-day, however, the situation has changed, though the Ignited States

law remains the same.
" England opens her jtorts to the vessels of all nations, but of greater

importance than this, China iind Japan and other nations present a

new field for connneix-e.

" Meanwhile the exjiense of building vessels in the United States has

greatly increased ; it is now possible, i)racticable, and profitable for

citizens of the United States to carry on conunerce particularly in the

Pacific Ocean in vessels owned by them, but which vessels have no

need to come to bi-ing freight to or to export it from the ports of the

United States.
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" Under these circmnstances the hnvs of the Unitetl States cease to be

effective to prevent citizens of the Unitetl States from owning ves-

sels which are liuilt out of the United States and are not I'egisteretl in

the United States, and it does not seem to me strange, then, to find

thai." the hiws of the United States have not as yet fixed any duties

uiK)n the owners of these vessels which never come to the United

States, and so never have ne<^l of an American register to give them

the i)rivileges of the domestic and export -onunerce of the United

States. If such vessels should come to the United States they must

bear all the burdens i)laced upon foreign Vf-ssels, and, knowing this,

tliey I'emain engaged in foreign connnerce. entitled to the protection

of the United States, but under no special relations to the consuls of

the United States.

" Congress under these circumstances should, in my judgment, either

forI)id any vessel to carry the flag of the United States which is not a

registered vessel of the United States, or should provide for the giving

of some official certificate to vessels wholly owned by citizens of the

T'nited States wherever baiit- and should fix the status of such ves-

sel-; in foreign i)orts and before the consu's of the United States.

"I quote from Mr. Cushing (0 Op. G53) : 'The question of what par-

ticular document, if any, shall be issued from the Treasury or' State

Department to a foreign-buik ship lawfully owned by a citizen of the

I'nited States in the absence of any special legislation on the subject,

seems to me a proper one for the consideration of the Exf'cutive and

of Congress.'

"Commenting on these words of Mr. Cushing. Mr. Talbot, says: 'That

is, of the law-making power. Congress might iindoul^tedly authorize

the issuing of such papers, but as it was at the date of Mr. Cush-

ing's opinion so is it now. Congress has not conferred the authority in

question.'

" Since Mr. Talbot's opinion Congress has passed no further legislation

on this matter, and the want of some legislation is still felt.

" What that legislation should l>e is to a great extent a question of policy.

" Should Congress think best to prevent the citizens of the I'nited States

from engaging in commerce, even between foreign countries, except

in vessels built in the United States, it can practically do so by

enacting that no vessel shall be entitled to c-arry the flag of the United

States unless under existing laws she is a registered, enrolled, or

licensed ve.ssel of the Unitetl States.

" On the other hand, should Congress while reserving the domestic

connnerce of the United States to vessels Imilt in the United States

think it wise to allow the citizens of the United States in any vessels

owned b.v them to compete for the profits of foreign commerce, it can

do so by some enactment which shall furnish the means by which

an oflicial certificate of .\merican ownership can be given to a vessel

wholly owned by citizens of the United States and by which a vessel

with such a certificate, her owners, charterers, officers, and crew

shall be declared subje<-t to the same duties and entitle<l to the same
privileges in foreign countries and before a consul of the United

States that they would be subject or entitled to were the.v duly

registered vessels of the United States.

" In the same enactment Congress might also provide that no ves.sel

except a dul.v registereil vessel of the United States, or a vessel

IM)ssessiug a proi)er certificate that she was wholly owneil by citizens
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of the United States, should be entitled to carry the flag of the

United States." (Enclosure with letter of Attorney General Akerman
to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, Jan. 8, 187?, Misc. Letters, November,

1872, Part I.)

Febriiar}^ 22, 1875, the British minister at Washington presented

a request that, ^vith a vieAv to prevent the use of unseaworthy ships,

the consuhir officers of the United States in Great Britain shoukl be

instructed to communicate ^vith the Board of Trade whenever a

British vessel was about to be transferred to the flag of their country,

in order that a survey of such vessel might be made bj?^ the govern-

ment surveyor. The Department of State replied

:

'' The statutes of the United States have not given the privilege

of carrying the American flag to any ships except those duly regis-

tered or enrolled. It is understood that foreign-built vessels (except

under circumstances rarely occurring) are not entitled to registry or

enrollment, and the consuls of the United States in Great Britain,

as Avell as elsewhere, are already instructed that no register, enroll-

ment, license, or any other marine document prescribed by the laws

of the United States, can be lawfully issued by a consular officer to

vessels which are sold and purchased at a foreign port, whether

such vessels are American or foreign built, ^^^lile this Government

appreciates the importance of the prevention of the use of unsea-

worthy ships, the necessity of instructions such as are requested is

not apparent."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Sir Edward Thornton, British min., March 1,

1875, For. Rel. 1875, I. 05.^, 0.54.

May 20, 1875, Mr. J. L. Cadwalader, Assistant Secretary of State,

by a circular instruction, in which it was said that there was under-

stood to be " a considerable number of vessels in foreign contries, and

especially in the East, regularly carry [ing] the American flag without

being documented or registered in accordance with the laws of the

United States," directed the United States consuls to communicate

to the Department of State full information in regard to such vessels

and their treatment.

MS. Circulars, II. 07.

"WTiile the consular regulations state that foreign-built vessels pur-

chased and wholly owned by citizens of the United States, whether

purchased of belligerents or neutrals during a Avar to which the

United States is not a party, or in peace of foreign owners, are

entitled to the protection and flag of the United States as the property

of American citizens, the same regulations require that the purchase
•' should have been in good faith. The purpose of the authority
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to consnls in the matter obviously was to enable citizens of the United

States residinjj; abroad to buy foreign-built vessels for lawful trade."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to ^Ir. Marsh, inin. to Italy, Jan. 29, 1877, MS.
Inst. Italy, II. 11.

April 5, 1879, the Peruvian foreign office, in view of the outbreak

of war with Chile, inquired (1) as to what conditions must be com-

plied with in order that a merchant vessel might be considered as

belonging to the United States, and (2) under what conditions a for-

eign vessel might in good faith legally use the United States flag.

The United States legation at Lima, April 7, 1870, in reply to the

first inquiry, quoted section -4131, Revised Statutes, by which regis-

tered vessels alone are " deemed vessels of the United States," entitled

to all the benefits pertaining to such vessels. In response to the second

inquiry, the legation quoted section 4132, Revised Statutes, which

provides that " vessels built within the United States, and belonging

wholly to citizens thereof, and vessels which may be captured in war
by citizens of the United States, and lawfully condemned as prize, or

which may be adjudged to be forfeited for a breach of the laws of

the United States, being wholly owned by citizens, and no others, may
be registered." On the strength of this section, the legation stated

that there was '' no law that permits foreign vessels to use the Ameri-

can flag." With regard to these responses, Mr. Evarts, who was then

Secretary of State, observed that the first one appeared to be in con-

formity with the provisions of the Revised Statutes. As to the

second, he said that it was correct as far as it went, but that the lega-

tion might have added " that there is no i^rohibition " of the use of

the American flag by a foreign vessel beyond the jurisdiction of the

United States, or any penalty provided therefor. Continuing, he

said: " You are aware that the consular regulations provide for the

purchase of foreign vessels abroad by citizens, and (section 220) that

if such purchase is in good faith it entitles the vessel to protection as

the lawful property of a citizen of the United States. The practice

of making such purchases has advantageously been pursued from the

origin of this government. There may have been instances in which

it has been al)used by collusion between a consul and the parties to

the sale. If, however, circumstances justify on the part of that officer

an opinion that the sale was honest, and that the vessel has really

become the property of a citizen, she may properly fly the flag of the

owner's country as an indication of her ownership, and as an emblem

of his nationality."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to INIr. Christiancy, niin. to Tern, May S, 1879,

For. Rel. 1879, 874.

For the dispatch to whicli this instruction was a reply, see For. Kel. 1879,

8G5-8(3(J.
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In a further instruction to Mr. Cliristiancy, of June 20, 1879, Mr. Evarts

somewhat ehihorated the foregoing views. In this insti'uction he

said

:

" It may have heen the intention of Congress when it prescribed the

national Mag. that it should be used only by vessels of the United

States, as defined by law. No .such intention, however, is expressed

in any statute. As a citizen is not prohibittHl from jjurchasing and

employing abroad a foreign-built ship, when such i)urchase is made
in good faith, there is no reason why he should not fly the flag of his

country as an indication of ownership. This is frequently and con-

stantly done, especially in Chinese and other Eastern waters. It also

appears from Mr. Osborn's letter to you that there are American

vessels of foreign build frequenting Chilean ports, which were bought

years ago. The right of these vessels to display the flag of the

United States will not be questioned by this Department, and prob-

ably would be respected by any court of admiralty." (Mr. Evarts,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Christiancy, min. to Peru, June 20, 1879, For.

Kel. 1879, 884. 885.)

For a correspondence between Mr. Christiancy and Mr. Osborn, see For.

Kel. 1879, 877-879.

See. also, for a further elaboration of the same views, Mr. Evarts, Sec.

of State, to ilr. Christiancy, min. to Peru, Dec. 26, 1879. In this

instrnction Mr. Evarts said :
" The duty of the consul, in reference to

these transactions, is clearly enough indicated in Article XVII. of the

Consular Regulations. He is forbidden by law to grant any marine

document or certificate of ownership, but he may properly make
I'ecord of the bill of sale in his office, authenticate its execution, and

deliver to the purchaser a certificate to that effect, and also certify

that the owner is a citizen of the United States. A considerable

discretion and responsibility rest upon consuls in regard to deter-

mining the good faith of such transactions." (For. Rel. 1879, 895-

89G.)

Aif instruction similar to that sent to Mr. Christiancy, December 26,

1879, was sent to Mr. Osborn. minister to Chile. The substance of

previous instructions was also sent to Mr. Osborn.
' See Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Osborn, min. to Chile, June 9, 1879,

For. Rel. 1879, 177.

The action of the legation at Lima, in challenging the right of the Itata,

a vessel said to have been bought by Henry L. Stevens, an American

citizen resident in Chile, from a Chilean corporation, to fly the Amer-

ican flag, was approved mider the circumstances of the case. (For.

Rel. 1879, 801, 807, 890-897.)

" Inquiries liavo from time to time beon addressed to the Depart-

ment by considar officers in regard to the legal status, rights, and

liabilities of foreign-built vessels purchased abroad and wholly

owned by citizens of the United States. A recent instance of this

kind, brought to the attention of the Department by the consul at

Panama, in regard to the steamship Honduras, suggests the pro-

j)riety of a general instruction on the questions involved in that case.

The vessel in question Avas built at Liverjjool in 1871, and upon her

arrival in Panama, in September last (1870), was sold by her foreign
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owner to tlie Panama Railroad Company; soon after the railroad

company sold the vessel to the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
both of these companies bein^ American corporations. The Pacific

Mail again sold the vessel to the Panama Railroad Company, which

latter company now runs the steamer between Panama and the port

of ChamiK'rico. Guatemala, in the common interest of both companies.

Upon the facts the consul asked instruction upon two points:
'• First. ' Is such a vessel recpiired to pay tonnage dues, as required

by law of registered American vessels?
'

•' Second. ' Is her crew to be shipped and discharged, in accordance

with the law and regulations applicable to the crews of regularly

registered or enrolled American vessels?
'

" The existing regidations of the Treasury in regard to this class

of vessels, and bearing especially upon the points under consideration,

are found in Chapter IV. of the Regulations of 1874 of the Depart-

ment. . . .

'* The rulings and instructions of this Department have been in

general accord with the . . . provisions of the Treasury Regulations.

It is therefore concluded that foreign-built vessels purchased abroad

and wholly owned by citizens of the United States, and plying in

foreign waters, are to be considered subject to the exaction and pay-

ment of tonnage dues in the same manner as regularly registered or

enrolled American vessels, and consuls are expected and required to

collect such dues. In the case of vessels running regularly, by weekly

or monthly trips, or otherwise, as is the case with the Honduras^ the

tonnage dues are required by law to be paid only for four trips a

year, and this payment, in accordance with the former riding of the

Department, is to be made either at the principal port of departure

or that of final destination of the vessel, and on the first four trips in

the calendar year.

• In regard to the second question, namely, whether the crews are

to be shipped and discharged before the consul, as in the case of regis-

tered or enrolled vessels, it is found that in many instances the crews

of such vessels are made up largely of men Avho are not citizens of the

United States, and who have not acquired the character of American

seamen within the meaning of the law, by service on a registered

vessel of the United States. As to these, when they ship at a foreign

port. Avhether under contract to be discharged at another foreign

port or not. extra wages are not to be demanded on their account, nor

are they entitled to relief as destitute American seamen under the

laws providing for such relief. Seamen of this character, therefore,

serving on the vessels referred to, under a contract not made in the

United States, are not considered to be within the jurisdictional cog-

nizance of the consul as to their contracts of shipment and discharge.

But seamen engaging on this class of vessels who are citizens of the
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United States, and f()r(M<rneis Avho have acquired the character of

American seamen, ^vithin the meaning of the hiw, by service on regis-

tered or enroHed American vessels, and still claim and maintain that

character, are to be shipped and discharged before the consul in the

same manner as that provided by law and regulation for the ship-

ment and discharge of American seamen of registered or enrolled

American vessels. And this class of mariners, being entitled to relief

as destitute American seamen, when found under the conditions

essential to such i-elief, are entitled to have collected extra wages on
their account when discharged at a foreign port under the conditions

prescribed by law, for the denuind and collection of the three months'
extra wages."

Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to V. S. consuls, c-ircular, Feb. 18, ISSO, For. Rel.

1,S80, 1 ; MS. Circulars, II. 45.1.

" I have received and read with care your number 501, of the ith

ultimo, detailing the transfer of the Chinese Merchants Steam Navi-

gation Company's vessels to the American flag, July 31 last. The
transaction appears to have been discreetly arranged, and the appro-

priateness of the vessels in question reverting under the flag which

they first bore before the line jjassed under Chinese control is

a2:)parent.'"

Mr. Frcliiijrliu.vsen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Young, Oct. SA, 18,Si, MS. Inst.

China, III. GG2.

This 'instruction refers to the sale, during the French-Chinese war then

pending, of certain Chinese vessels to Russell & Co., citizens of the

TTnited States.

An examination of Mr. Young's dispatch No. 501. and of the voluminous

pa])ers thereto attached, gives no indication that these vessels or any

of them were Imilt in the United States, or registered as such.

" The recent purchase by citizens of the United States of a large

trading fleet heretofore under the Chinese flag has considerably en-

hanced our commercial importance in the East. In view of the large

number of vessels built or purchased by American citizens in other

countries and exclusively em|)l()yed in legitimate traffic between for-

eign ports under the recognized protection of our flag, it might be well

to provide a uniform rule for their registration and documentation,

so that the ho/to fde projjcrty rights of our citizens therein shall be

duly evidenced and [)roperly guarded."

I'rcsident Arthur. Fourth Annual Message, Dec. 1, 1884. (For. Rel.

1884, iv.)

In a disitatch from Mr. Smithers. then in charge of the American lega-

tion at I'eking. to the Secretary of State, No. 58, dated August 28,

1885, it is stated that the vessels had been resold to a Chinese com-

pany. The closing paragraph of this dispatch is as follows :
" In

this couuection, I may veuuirk that Mr. Drummoud, au English bar-
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rister-at-law at Shanghai, who was the counsel of the Chinese com-

|)any at the time the transfer took phiee to Russell & Co., has recently

stated, over his own signature, that the sale of the ships was a yter-

fectly honorable transaction, and that there was no ol)ligation of any

kind on the part of the Russells to return them to the Chinese. The

fact is, as I have been credibly informed, after the refusal of the

Chinese Government to continue the rice subsidy to the American

firm, the property was not only unremunerative but would have

prove<l disastrous to the holders." (MSS. Dept. of State.)

As to this resale, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smithers, Apr. 20,

1885, For. Rel. 1885, 170.

Foreign-built vessels owned by citizens of the United States are

not within the provisions of the act of June 26, 1884, forbidding the

collection of fees by consular officers from American ves.sels.

Garland, At. Gen.. July 20, 1.885, 13 Op. 2'M, following Brewster, At. Gen.,

Feb, 5, 1885, 18 Op. 111.

For an api)lication of this opinion in the case of the steamship Honduras,

at Panama, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lane, Sept. 24, 1885,

157 MS. Dom. Let. 20a

" I have no hesitation in saying that vessels owned by citizens of

the United States, but foreign built, are entitled to carry the flag of

the United States, and to obtain, in cases of vessels purchased

abroad, the certificate specified in section 340 of the Consular Regu-

lations [of 1881]. . . . Vessels of this class, it is true, can not enter

our ]>orts. not being duly registered under the navigation act. But

there is no reason why they should not engage in foreign trade, and

when in this trade carry the flag and enjoy the i^rotection of the

United States."

Opinion of Dr. Wharton, Solicitor of the Department of State. Nov. 30,

1885. MSS. Dept. of State. In printing this opinion in his Int. Law
Digest Dr. Wharton substituted, for the words " can not enter our

ports." the phrase " can not have in our ports the privileges given

by statute to registered vessels."

'* ^y-A^ the Ai'rtir such a vessel [a vessel of the United States, entitled

to carry the flag] ? It is conceded that she was not registered as

such, and that she could not have been so registered, as her master

was not a citizen of the United States and she was built abroad. On
the other hand, she was owned by a citizen of the United States, and
she belongs to a numerous class of vessels navigating the waters of

Japan. China, and the Xorth Pacific, which, carrying the flag of the

United States, owned by citizens of the United States, and augment-

ing largely, if indirectly, the resources of the United States, are not

registered as Ignited States ves.sels. It has been ruled more than once

by me, following in this a long line of precedents in this Department,

H. Doc. r».-)l— vol -2—()5
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that such vessels, so OAvned. and thus carrying the flag of the United

States, are entitled to the protection of the United States, and that the

ITnited States will permit no foreign nation to question the regu-

larity of the papers of such vessels, assuming that they are owned by

citizens of the United States, and are, without molestation to others,

traversing the high seas. A marked illustration of this may be cited

in the case of an otter and seal hunting vessel, the Diana., a vessel built

in a foreign ship-yard, commanded by a German captain, but owned
by a citizen of the United States. The Diana., when engaged in her

particular business on the North Pacific, was attacked when in the

neighborhood of the Copper Island (Medoi) by Russian residents of

that island. This Department at once demanded redress from Rus-

sia, and the position was taken, in instructions to Mr. Hunt, August

18, 1882, that, as the Diana., though built abroad and commanded by

a German subject, Avas sold to a citizen of the United States ' in vir-

tue of a regular bill of sale, executed and acknowledged before the

United States consul-general at Kanagawa on the 21st of April,

1881,' and as the consul-general, 'in conformity with the United

States law, and with the regulations of this Department, certified

the bill of sale, thus evidencing the American ownership of the vessel,

and giving her the right to fly the United States flag,' she was entitled

to the protection of the Government of the United States. This

position I now reaffirm in reference to the Arctic.''^

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Garland, At. Gen.. Oct. 20, 188<!. 1<>1 MS.
Doni. Let. (>70. See, in the same sense, Mr. Bayard, See. of State,

to INIr. West. Brit, min., April 9, 1886, MS. Notes to Gr. Br. XX. 22.3.'

The instruction of Aug. 18, 1882. in the case of the Diauu, was signed by

Mr. Jolni Davis, Acting Secretary of State. See, also, as to the case

of the DUtna. Mr. .J. Davis. Act. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bingham, min. to

Japan, Aug. 21, 1882; Mr. Frelinghuysen. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bing-

ham, Nov. 20, 1882, MS. Inst. Japan, III. 133, 150. Jan. 12, 1884, Mr.

Frelinghuysen instructed Mr. Hunt to i-efrain from further pressing

the claim, on the ground of a want of merit in the complaint. (MS.

Inst. Russia, XVI. 378.)

See. as to the steamer Henry Reed, on the Congo River. Mr. Bayard. Sec.

of State, to Mr. Tree, min. to Belgium, March 9, 1888, MS. Inst. Bel-

gium, II. 481.

The following opinion in respect to the privileges of foreign-

built non-registered vessels owned by citizens of the
Opinion of Morton ^Jnited States was given in April, 1887, to Dr. Fran-

cis AVharton, by Morton P. Henry, esq., of the Phila-

delphia bar, author of a treatise on Admiralty Jurisdiction and
Procedure

:
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THE RKI^\TION OF FOKEIGN-BUII.T VESSELS WHOLLY OWNED BY AMERICAN CITIZENS

TO THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES.

The publif-ation of the International Law Digest of the United States, edited

by Dr. Wharton of the Department of State, calls attention to the subject of

this article, which at the time of the Euroi)ean wars under the Directorj- and

Consulate became a matter of grave c-onsideration by the United States, and in

the near future may again rise into imr)ortance.

It must Ik? taken for granted that in regard to foreign nations the iwlitical

department of the I'nitetl States has declared that all vessels owned exclusively

by citizens of the T'nited States are American proi)erty. and are coveretl by the

protection of the American Hag. in any question in which neutrality is involved,

without regar<l to the origin of the vessels; and the courts hold that a warranty

*>f the American nationality of such vessels is fulfilled by American ownership

independently of registry as a vessel of the United States.

Such vessel proi)erty is also by statutes of the Uniteil States entitled to docu-

ments from the Government of the United States to enable the owners of such

vessels to claim American protection (Rev. Stat.. §§4190, 4308) : and such ves-

sels were exemi)ted by statute from the payment of the same light dues as wei'e

imposed ui)on foreign vessels. (Rev. Stat., §4220.)

The importance of this last section consists in this : It repeats the provisions

of the act of March .3, 180."). the title of which reads, "An act to junend an act

for imiKJsing^ more .si)ecific duties on the imjMjrtation of certain articles, and also

lor levying and collecting light money on foreign ships or vessels, and for other

l)urposes."

The act to which this was an amendment was passed in the previous year,

1804. the sixth section of which imiK)sed "a duty of fifty cents per ton on all

ships or vessels not of the I'nitrd States, which after the aforesaid 30th day of

June next may enter the jtorts of the United States." (Rev. Stat.. § 422.5.)

The act of 1805 was intended to relieve vessels owned by Americans from the

provisions of this act. and place them on the same footing as vessels of Amer-
ican origin as well as of American ownership, and also to provide the docu-

mentarj' evidence of such American ownership to obtain the Itenefit of exemption.

The act of 180.5 did not create American nationality for such foreign-built

\essels. When the act of 1804 was pas.sed. the words vessels of the United

Htatrx had received a recognized meaning which designated vessels built in the

Unitetl States and belonging wholly to citizens thereof (Rev. Stat.. §§4131,

41321. which, as use<l in the act of 1804. impose<l upon all other vessels, whether
foreign or American, higher duties than on vessels of the United States. This

act placed these vessels as to light dues in the same position as registered

vessels.

The American character of such ves.sels is also recognized in § 4308, Rev. Stat,

in the words of the act of March 2. 1803. " Every unregistered vessel owned by

a citizen of the United States and sailing with a sea-letter, going to any foreign

c-ountry. shall. Itefore she departs from the United States, at the request of the

master, be furnished by the colle<'tor of the district where such vessel may be

with a passport, for which the master shall be subject to the miles and con-

ditions prescribed for vessels of the United States.'*

The title of the act of March 2. 1803. exi)lains itself; it is a supplement to an

act passe<I in ITltO re<iuiring passjKjrts to be furnished by the collector to vessels

bound on a foreign voyage which restricte<l the granting of such passports to

such .American vessels as were registered'or eiu"(»lled. Registry and enrollment

was. by the act of 1702. confined to vessels built as well as owned in the United

States, and such vessels obtainetl i>eculiar privileges not given to ves.sels of
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foroijrn nations nor to Ainorioan vessels of foi'eign orijrin. (Act of Decenilx;r

.•n. 1702. Rev. Stat. §§ 41:^1. 4132.)

The distinction In^tween " ves.sels of the United States " and vessels " owned
by citizens of the Fnited States " had not been observed in the wording of an

act i)assed on 2Sth Febrnary. a few days previous to the passage of this sup-

plement of March 2. ISO:? (R. S. § 4300). It reqnired "every master of a ves.sel

belonging t» a cilizrii of ihc I'nitcd States who shall sail from any i)ort of the

United States, shall, on his arrival at a foreign port, deposit his register, se;i-

letter, and Mediterranean passport with the consul," whose duty it is, on the

master itroducing a clearance from the proper officer of the port where he may
be. to deliver to the master all of his papers, if such master has complied with

the jn'ovisions of law relating to the discharge of seamen in a foreign country,

and to the i)ayment of the fees of consnlar officers. The same act imiwsed

a penalty on the master for not doing so. But as the sea-letter and Mediter-

ranean passport referred to in this act under the statute of 170G could be

obtained only by " vessels of the United States," and as the act of 28th Febru-

;iry, 1S03. recognized the right of ves,sels other than the vessels of the United

States to obtain documents certifying to the nationality of their owners, so as

to identify such vessels as American property, the act of March 2. 180.'?. was
innnediately j)assed reiiuiring the collectors of the ports, on the request of the

masters of " iiiirct/iNtcrcd rrxKcla oirnrd hi/ a citizen of the United States and
yailiufj irith a sea-letter," to furnish such vessel with a passport, " for which

the master shall be subject to the rules and conditions prescribed for vessels of

the United States." . . .

It therefore is certain that the GovernnK>nt lias from an early period recog-

nized that American i)roi>erty afloat in form of a shi]) was entitled, as well as

cargo, to protection, without reference to the nuuiicipal law of the country

which had i)ut certain disal)ilities. in the foreign and coastwise trade, on this

class of vessels, but which it is a mistake to suppose is wholly excluded from

either the foreign or coastwise ti-ade of the I'nited States.

The views of Mr. .Tefferson, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Madison, and Mr. Dallas as to

the national character of such vessels will be found in the . . . Digest of the

International Law of the United States (supra, p. 1007; infra, pp. 1049-1053,

1050).

On the outbreak of the war l)etween Russia and France and England. Mr.

C'ushing, then l)eing the Attorney-General of the T'nited States, at the reipiest

of the liritish minister, put in writing the view his Government had adopted

(t! Op. <«S; supra, p. 1008).

He took the ground which has since been followed by succeeding Attorneys-

General, that citizens of the United States could lawfully pui'chase ships, the

property of subjects of either of the belligerent powers ; could lawfully employ

and sail them under the flag of the. United States: and that such vessels

which had become in good faith the property of citizens of the United States,

would lose their character Jis enemies' property and become neutral as regards

eith<>r of the belligerents, and that the question as to tiie disabilities which the

municipal rules of the government of the owners might imiwse on such vessels

did not concern other nations nor aflect their nationalitj'.

lie only expresswl views i)reviously adopted by his Government. He sus-

tained them, however, with his usual consummate ability; they have never

iteen departed from. His |Hisition has been reiteriited by succeeding Secretaries

of State, iind similar opinions have been given by other Attorneys-Cieneral.

The Iransfcr <tf the Chinese merchant fleet to American citizens, who jtlaced

the vessels under the flag of flic United States during the l.-ite hostilities

between China and France, was not (luestioned by the Government of France,
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nor do the vossols appear to have l>een molested, although the position takeu by

the iriiit«il States was tfjiitested i»y France during the Russian war on the

ground that enemy-built vessels <-an not be made neutral after hostilities break

out. (3 Wharton's Dig. Int. Law. 522: infra, § 1188.)

So far as the international side of the (luestiou is concerned the position of

such vessels is fixed.

Although the right of such vessels to carry the flag of the United States has

been discussed in two late papers, there could hardly be occasion for such a

question. A ves-sel's flag is only its signal to other vessels at sea.

The national bunting displayed is a connnunication to other vessels of the

nationality of her owner, as her other signals are used to convey the name of the

privat*' owner, or of the line to which the vessel belongs.

There is no statute which authorizes "vessels of the United States" to carry

a flag. The absence of a statute is unmeaning. There is no statute requiring

any vessel to do so. Yet the right to carry a flag is recognized in the laws of

war, and the al)use of the flag may procure the condemnation of a vessel.

The Treasury regulations, article 0.3, which declares such vessels entitled to

the protection of the authorities and flag of the United States, recognizes

the rights of these vessels to carry it.

The word " flag." when used either in public or private international law, in

maritime subjects, designates the nationality of the vessel, arising from owner-

ship, and the " law of the flag " is that which ascertains when a transaction is

governe<l by the law of the country where the owner of the vessel resides,

under which the master holds his authority to bind the vessel t)r its owner, or

which governs the internal di.scipline of a ship or its liability to others. Expres-

sions also have been use<l at times, with some looseness, in the maritime law,

in which a vessel is spoken of as having a personality of its own, in refer-

ence to its liability in ron. independently of that of its owners. Such expres-

sions are usetl by way of illustration, not of definition, and in this respect a

vessel does not differ from other kinds of property ; even real estate may in

the same manner be considered as offending or guilty as well as indebted.

These expressions are used, however, with regard to an entirely different

subject. A vessel as a subject of nationality is not considered a personality

any more than any other cliattel, and can not have any other nationality

impressed <m it excei)t that arising from ownership. The place in which a

vessel is built does not give it nationality any more than the place of origin

affects that of its cargo. It is the residence of the owner which stamps alike

the vessel and its cargo with its national character.

President Woolsey writes as follows :

" It is unsafe, then, to argue on the assumption that ships are altogether

territory, as will appear, i>erhaps, when we come to consider the laws of mari-

time warfare. On the other hand, private ships have certain qualities resem-

bling those of territory: (I) As against their crews on the high seas; for the

territorial or munuii)al law accompanies them as long as they are beyond the

reach of other law. or until they come within the lK)unds of some other jurisdic-

tion. (2) As against foreigners who are excluded on the high seas from any

act of sovereignty over them, just as if they were a part of the soil of their

country. I'ublic vessels stand on higher ground : they are not only public

proi)erty. built or bought by the (iovernment, but they are, as it were, floating

barracks, a part of the public organism, and represent the national dignity,

and on these accounts, even in foreign ports, are exempt from the local

jurisdiction.

" In both cases, however, it is on account of the crew rather than of the ship

itself that they have any territorial qualities. Take the crew away, let the
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abandonod hulk be met at sea : it now bofouios property and nothing more."

(Woolsey Int. Law. S ^A.)

While these views of the distinguished author are not exact in making the

national character of the vessel depend on that of its crew or inhabitants, it

correctly illustrates the position that the nationality of the vessel is derivetl

from the personal relation of the individuals who own it ; because a member
of the crew in this way becomes nationalized temi>orarily by inhabiting the

vessel, in the same manner as a foreigner obtains or loses a qualified nation-

ality by domicil or residence in the enemy's ccmntry. For this reason the

right to registry is suspended by the residence abroad of the American owner

of a ves.sel of the United States. (Rev. Stat. 4188.) Mr. Wirt, the Attorney-

General, decided that the right to nationality of such ves.sels was not lost but

only suspended, and that the vessel could be registered anew on the return of

its owner to the United States, although the vessel had been placed, while the

owner resided abroad, under the French tlag. (1 Op. 393.)

The class of vessels owned by citizens of the United States which are called

undocumented vessels is recognized in the regulations of the Treasury Depart-

ment as a part of the mercantile marine of the United States, although not

coming within the statutory definition of " vessels of the United States.''

The provisions of these regulations are contained in articles 93, 94, 95, 96, 97

of the general regulations under the customs and navigation laws of the United

States.

These articles recognize the right of such vessel to use the flag of the United

States ; authorize the collectors to record the bill of sale of such a vessel, to

authenticate its validity, to certify to its authenticity and to the citizenship of

the owners, and make such authentication prima facie proof of good faith.

A form of certificate is prei>ared authenticating the sale, and before granting

such certificate the tonnage of the vessel is to be ascertained and inserted in

the description of the vessel in the certificate.

A separate record is kept of these vessels, and in the tonnage returns they are

reported in a separate column under the head, " Foreign-built vessels owned in

the United States."

This review of the legislation in regard to luidoeumented vessels, and the

action of the Departments in the construction of the navigation laws, is believed

to be suHicient to estiiblish not only the nationality of the vessels, but their

recognition as a part of the mercantile marine of the United States, The con-

struction of the laws by the proper Department, when long established and
uniform, is binding upon the coiu'ts except in cases of very clear mistake. The
same \ iew of the national character of such vessels has been taken by the

De])artment of State, the Treasury Dei>artment. and successive Attorneys-

CJeneral.

These vessels are therefore a part of the mercantile marine of the United

States under certain disabilities in regard to the trade of the United States.

Wluit these disjil)ilities are and what law governs these vessels on the high

seas has not been fully settled.

In construing the navigation laws of the United States in reference to a

vessel's disabilities by reason of not being a " vessel of the United States."

that is to say a vessel built in tlie United States, it is to be kept in mind that

these laws in their inception were not a part of a protective system; they were

intended to place foreign vessels. esi)ecially those of England, under the same
disabilities as the laws of England placed our own.

As the Americans could build shii)s cheaper than the English, the American
shipbuilders did not reiiuire the protection given to the British shipbuilder.

(Keeves' Law of Shipping, 428, 429.)
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The English, to preserve the carrying trade of the world to their own vessels,

limited the trade to England by foreign vessels to the importation of wares the

product or growth of the country of the vessel, the master and three-fourths of

the crew being of the same country or place. It excluded such foreign vessels

from carrying between England and her colonies, and to encourage shipbuilding

again.st American competition it confined the trade carried on by British vessels,

by its registry laws, to vessels of British origin. (Reeves' Law of Shipping,

244. See also Lecky's England in the 18th Century, vol. 2, p. 9.)

The navigation laws passed in 1792 were based upon the English laws then

existing. The measui'es were retaliatory. We confined the benefits of registry

for the foreign trade and enrollment for the coastwise trade of the United

States to ves.sels of American origin, designating them by law as vessels of the

United States.

In addition to this, in the early acts regulating importations into the United

States, in imitation of the English act, discriminating duties were imposed in

favor of iniix)rtations in American vessels, and subsequently, in 1817, the right

to import into the United States was confined to " vessels of the United States
"

and such foreign vessels as trGly and wholly belonged to the citizens or subjects

of that country of which the goods are the growth, production, or manufacture.

(Rev. Stat. s. 2497.) The same act, as well as the previous acts discriminating

in favor of vessels of the United States, provided that this restriction as to

imix>rtation in foreign vessels should cease as to vessels of any nation which did

not maintain a similar regulation against vessels of the United States.

This restrictive legislation as to importation in foreign vessels has been abro-

gated by treaties with the principal European nations.

But with the reason of the thing ceasing, the restriction still remains as to

vessels ownetl by American citizens but not registered, including not only vessels

of foreign origin but also vessels of American origin or construction wliich have

become denationalized by a sale to a foreigner, and whose ownership has by a

repurchase become again American. These last vessels still retain all the dis-

abilities imposed by the original legislation and can not be again registered. (6

Op. .38.3.) These vessels are in the anomalous position that while when owned
by foreigners they can import the merchandise and products of all countries

into the United States, the same vessels if owned by Americans, and placed

under the American flag, are excluded from the same trade they could enter

into if owned by foreigners.

The denationalized vessel of American origin when owned by foreigners

paid tonnage dues of 30 cents per ton, while the same vessel if owned by an

American citizen paid 50 cents. (Rev. Stat. s. 4219.) On the other hand, this

latter class of vessels had the advantage over foreign vessels of being exempted

from the payment of light dues. (Rev. Stat. s. 4226.) Tonnage dues, however,

are now payal)Ie at a uniform rate on all vessels entered from foreign ports, not

to exceed .30 cents per annum. (23 Stat. L. 57.)

In reference to the foreign trade, the disability extends only to importation

in such vessels. There is no statute which will prevent such vessels from com-

ing in ballast to the United States, or with passengers, and it can obtain a

clearance with cargo.

The statutes already quoted, especially the act of March 2, 1803, recognizes

the right to clear for foreign countries with cargoes.

They are admitted also into the coasting trade of the United States from

which foreign vessels are excluded (R. S. s. 4.347) upon the payment of tonnage

dues from which enrolled vessels are exempt. (Opinion of Nelson, Atty. Gen.

4 Op. 189.) By this opinion its privileges are confined to the trade in domestic

merchandise and products other than distilled spirits, and it pays on each entry
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the same tonnage duties chargeable on foreign vessels. If found with foreign

goods or distilled spirits on board the vessel Is subject to forfeiture. (It. S.

s. 4371.)

The construction of the Treasury Department as to the position of such ves-

sels in relation to the foreign and coasting trade of the United States Is found
in a letter of the Treasury Department to the collector of Machias, Maine, dated
May 2, 1872

:

" I reply that if the Certificate Form No. 27. art. 9G, part i, Rev. Reg., has
been indorsed on the bill of sale of the vessel, you can clear her for St. John's,

N. B., as desired. But she can not legally import goods, wares, or merchandise
from foreign ports, and she would.be subjected in the coasting trade to disabili-

ties and exactions from which documented vessels of the United States are

exempted."

The law governing vessels, the character of which we are now discussing in

their relation to the laws of the United States, has been the subject of an opin-

ion addressed by the examiner of claims to Mr. Fish, the Secretary of State (3

Wharton's Digest Int. Law, § 410, i). (>79; supra, p. 1012), which was approved

by the Attorney-General. Mr. Akerman. Possibly the attention of the latter

was not attracted to the full extent to which that opinion went.

The question asked was as to the duties of American consuls in relation to this

class of vessels, inider the various acts of Congress relating to the deposit of

l)apers with the consuls, and the shipment and discharge of seamen, and whether
certain acts referred to applied to such vessels.

The result of the opinion was that none of the acts of Congress referred to by

the Secretary of State applied to these undocumented vessels—in the following

words

:

" I then arrive at the conclusion that any vessel wholly owned by citizens of

the United States is entitled to the protection of the United States, and can

carry the tiag of the United States, but that none of the acts, or parts of acts,

referred to by Mr. Fish are applicable to any vessel that does not have a United

States register.

" If this conclusion is right, a vessel owned by citizens of the United States,

but not built in the United States, though entitled to its protection, would yet be

under no relation thereto, or to its consuls, from which that vessel, in a certain

way, would be compelled to bear part of the cost of that protection by the pay-

ment of the fees due under existing statutes from registered vessels to the col-

lectors, tlie consuls, and divers other officers of the United States, but she would

sail the ocean flying the flag of the United States, entitled to demand protection

from the Navy and the consuls of the Ignited States, but yet without any official

papers on board from officers of the United States which would present prima

facie and (»flici;il evidence that she was entitled to carry that flag and to receive

that, protection."

It is to be regretted tliat such conclusions wei'e approved by the law depart-

ment of the Government, for if the same reasoning were followed in the con-

struction of otlier statutes as is ai>plied to those referred to for consideration,

there would Ite no law governing the relation of crews nor means of enforcing

the internal discipline of such shii)s ; no power to pvuiish desertion, or to ])rotect

the seamen from cruel treatment, or to release tliem on the fulfillment of their

engiigement. It is only in exceptional cases that courts will take cognizance of

((uestions in relation to seamen and the internal discipline of foreign vessels.

Of crimes connuitted on the high seas other than piracy there is no jurisdiction

except in the tribunals of the country to which the vessel belongs, and a serious

question would arise by what tribunals crimes could be punished on board

of Mucli ships, which happily, however, has been otherwise disposed of by

adjudication.
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As every ship carries with it tlie territorial law of the oounti*y of its owner-

ship, no other nation can or will interfere with its internal affairs at sea, or even

in i)ort, unless the i)eace of the port is disturb^tl. It is >;enerally only at the

request of a consul of the vessel's nation that the authorities of another nation

will take jurisdiction of disputes between the mariners. They are reluctant to

do so. Seamen of any nationality are considered in the law as seamen of the

nation to which the vessel belongs in the same way as a foreigner subjects him-

self to the law of his domicil without regard to his actual citizenship.

It would seem to be indisputable that if the laws of the United States do not

follow these vessels as a part of its territory the laws of no other nation can

attach, and an anamoly is presente<l of proi)erty recognized as American without

any law governing it except a guarantee of neutrality against l>elligerents.

Such a position is not supported by adjudications which will be referred to.

nor by the opinion of Mr. Berrien, the Attorney-General, citetl by the examiner of

claims in his report to the Secretary of State, as to the construction of the pro-

visions of the act of 28th February. 1803 (1 Op. 8-3), which were held to be inap-

plicable " to the mercantile marine of a foreign nation or people, although

American seamen may be employed on board their vessels and American citizens

may l>e interested in them as owners. It belongs to such foreign nation or

people to govern its own marine by regulations, which the master and mariners

who sail under the flag of such nation or people are bound to observe, and to

tchich they must look for proteetion."

The clause citetl is inconsistent with the inference drawn by the examiner of

the State Department, that protection was to be denied to American seamen
sailing in a vessel carrying their own flag, as they could have none from any

nation whose flag the vessel was not entitled to carry.

The comments of Mr. Berrien, Attorney-General, on the first three sections of

the act under his consideration are not suggestive that he had in view their

effect on any other class of vessels than foreign vessels.

The question to be answered was whether the first section of the act of 1803
" requiring a crew-list to be furnished bj- the master to the collector before clear-

ance for a foreign ix)rt." could be construed to apply to foreign vessels as well

as American vessels.

He refers to the other sections of the same act only to show that they could

have no application to foreign vessels. They are as follows

:

The second section of the act of 18(^)3 which u)ade it the duty of every master

or commander of a ship or vessel belonging to citizens of the United States to

dei)Osit his register, sea-letter, and Mediterranean passport with the consul—in

terms this section covers such undocumented vessels.

The third section of the same act under consideration relating to the con.sular

protection of seamen on board of vessels sold abroad or discharged without their

consent, refers in its words to those of " a ship or vessel belonging to a citizen

of the United States."

The fourth section provides for the mariners or seamen of the United States

who may be found destitute " within the consular di-stricts," and requires all

Note.—The expressions used by Justice Nelson in delivering the opinion in

White's Bank r. Smith. 7 Wallace, 6~m, <S0, that vessels not brought within the

registry and enrollment acts " are of no more value as American vessels than

the wood and iron out of which they are constructed." and of Mr. .Justice Miller

in Badger v. (iutierez. Ill U. S. 73<>, 737. that a ves.sel of the United States with-

out having the proi)er documents on board " in a foreign jurisdiction, or on the

high seas, can claim no rights as an American vessel," were not involved or

necessary to the decision of either case.
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masters of vessels belonging to citizens of the Ignited States and boniul to some
port of the same " to receive such mariners on board their vessels at the request

of the consul."

There !s nothing in these two last sections to suggest that the undocumented

vessels and their crews are outside of consular supervision and protection, and

none of them, except the first section, q^n have any bearing ui)on foreign vessels

;

or to intimate that Mr. Berrien, when using language which distinctly says

that the sections of the act of 1803 were confined to vessels wholly owned by

citizens of the I'nited States and constituting a part of her nieivantile marine

by sailing under her fiag. was not aware that foreign-built vessels had been

allowetl to sail under the fiag of the United States, as a competent knowledge

of the position of his Government in relation to such vessels and the legislation

befor^ referred to should be attributed to the highest law ofi3cer of the Gov-

eriunent.

The conclusions that such undocumented vessels have the national character

of American vessels, and yet are not regulated by the system of laws enacted to

enforce discipline and to protect seamen on board of such vessels is not sup-

ported by his opinion and can not be accepted unless the legislation of the

United States in positive terms excludes such vessels and their inhabitants from

the operation of the laws governing other vessels of this nature. If these con-

clusions are correct these vessels are beyond the reach of all criminal process

for offenses committed on the high seas. The judicial department, however,

has not adopted this view. .Judge Betts decided that an indictment for a revolt

" by one or more of the crew of anj- American ship or vessel " under the second

section of the act of March 3, 18.35. Rev. Stat., § 5J'.59. could be sustained by

proof of American ownership, and that it was not in any way at issue whether

the vessel was entitled to the privileges of an American bottom under our reve-

nue laws. (U. S. V. Seagrist, 4 Blatch. 420.) Judge Woodbury held the same
way in U. S. r. Peterson. 1 Wood & M. 305.

Judge Story's decision in U. S. v. Rogers, 3 Sumner, 342, " that the offense of

revolt by one of the crew of an American vessel, on the high seas, was not pun-

ishable under the act of 18.35 when committed on board of a registered vessel

of the United States engaged in the whale fisheries, because the vessel had not

been licensed and enrolled for that trade, and the voyage wa's unlawful." was
followed by Thompson. Ch. J., in U. S. r. Jenkins. 1 N. Y. Leg. Obs., 344. with-

out any approval, and for the sake of uniformity until reversed. It does not

militate with the decision of Judge Betts or of Judge Woodbury, which applied

to revolts on American vessels engaged in a lawful trade.

The system of laws called the navigation laws, like the criminal laws, must
be intei'preted as effective on all classes of vessels which come within the rea-

son for enacting any laws at all on such subject. The use of particular words
does not necessarily affect the construction of such statutes. Take the case

of The Mohawk, reported in 3 Wallace. 550, where the provisions of the act of

1792. forfeiting a vessel " if any certificate of registry or record shall be fraudu-

lently or knowingly used for any ship or vessel not then actually entitled to

the benefit hereof," were held to apply to a vessel enrolled and not registered

navigating the Lakes, although vessels enrolled in tile coasting trade are not

subject to forfeiture for such a cause, for the reason that an enrollment in

the lake trade, in which tlie voyages are partly foreign and partly coastwise,

is equivalent to a registi-y for the foreign trade to which the forfeiture applied.

It will be found that in some of the statutes referred to in the opinion given

to the Department of State words are used which include these vessels as well

as " registered vessels." •
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Thus in the act referred to. of r)th August. 18<>1 (12 Stat. L. 315), providing

that " American vessels running regularly. &c'.. to or between foreign ports shiill

not be required to i)ay fees to consuls for more than four trips in a year,"

includes such vessels.

This statute natui'ally applies to this class of vessels whose trade is most

generally between foreign ports, in which trade they are under no disabilities

and it also must be read in connection with the statute of 1S03 before referred

to. rccpiiring these vessels to deposit their passports with the American consids

and in terms to comply with the laws regulating the discharge of seamen and

consular fees.

The words "American vessel " as a warranty of national character have been

decided to be fulfilled by Kent, Ch. J., in Barker r. The Phoenix Ins. Co., 8

Johns II. .307, by a vessel wholly owned by American citizens, althougli not

registered as a vessel of the Ignited States, and the same decision was arrived

at by Tilghman. C'h. J., in Griffith r. The Ins. Co., 5 Bin. 464; and the term

American vessel, as used in the statute of March 8. 1885. applies to an offense

connnitted on l)oard of an American-owned vessel although not registered as a

vessel of tlie I'nited States.

So also the second section of the act of February 19, 1862, referred to, entitled

".\n act to prohibit the coolie trade by American citizens in American vessels,"

12 Stat. L. 840, embraces such undocumented vessels under the terms " any

ship or vessel, steamship or steam vessel belonging in whole or in part to citi-

zens of the United States, or registered, enrolled, or licensed within tlie same
or any port thei'eof "—the word or must be used in the disjunctive, because a

vessel owned only in part by a citizen of tlie United States can not l)e regis-

tered or enrolled as a vessel of the United States.

For the same reason, in the fifth section of the same act extending the pro-

visions of the i)assenger acts " to all vessels owned in whole or in part l)y citi-

zens of the United States and registered, enrolled, or licensed within the same,"

the word " and " must also be read in the disjunctive.

In the laws referred to in the opinion, except the two last, it can be found

according to the canons of construction that these vessels come within some of

the provisions of tlie statutes.

One of the strongest arguments that can be urged against including these

vessels in the mercantile marine of the United States is in the fact that the law

does not recjuire tlie officers of such vessels to be American citizens, as iif the

case of registered vessels. (Kev. Stat. § 4181.) Whether this has been from

inadvertence, or because the exclusion of such vessel • from some of the i)rivi-

leges of vessels of the United States was a reason sufficient for relaxing the

policy of confining the command of such vessel to our own citizens, will not over-

ride the plain intent of legislation, if it can be discovered. Whether a master

is a citizen or a foreigner, his nationality while his employment is in an Ameri-

can vessel necessarily subjects him, like a merchant domiciled in the TTnited

States, to the law of his vessel's flag. The reasons for excluding foreignei"s

from the command of vessels of the United States is one of municipal policy, to

encourage American citizens to enter into the merchant service, by retaining for

them the command of vessels of the United States and exclude competition liy

foreigners in this calling, and are not founded on sentiment or national exclu-

siveness. Foreigners have .served with di.stinction in high commands in the

military service of the United States, and could equally well be trusted with

that of merchant vessels but for the policy of reserving such position for Ameri-

can citizens.
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In oxaminiiiK tlio various onactnionts rolating to merchant seamen collected

in tlie Uovised Statutes it will l»e found that some of the sections apply only to

" vessels of tlu' I'nited States," while in others they may he Interpreted to apply

equally to undocumented vessels, and in the latest legislation, section 4582 of

the Revised Statutes, reading :
" Whenever a vessel helonging to a citizen of the

United States is sold in a foreign country, and her company discharged, or

when a seaman or citizen of the United States is with his own consent discharged

in a foreign country," has heen amended hy the act of June 20, 1884, section 5,

so as to apply only to " a vessel of the United States sold in a foreign country

and her comi)any dischai'ged." (23 Stat. L. 54.)

There seems to he a reason for amending this section in this manner, hecause

the original section required payment of three months' extra wages to a seaman

discharged with his own consent in a foreign port from such an inidocumented

vessel, the nature of whose employment requires generally the shipment and

discharge of its seamen to he made in a foreign port. The extra wages to be

paid on the sale of a vessel, and the discharge of her crew, is now only payal)le

to the seamen of that class of vessels whose crews were originally shipj)ed in the

United States, and whose voyages habitually ended there.

By section 7 of the same act (28 Stat. Jj. .">.''>). section 4578, Rev. Stats., which

required masters of vessels belonging to citizens of the United States and bound

to some port of the same, to take on board destitute seamen, is amended in cer-

tain particulars, and its provisions are confined to " masters of vessels of the

United States bound to ports of the same." No reason can be assigned for this

change unless, perhaps, as the voyages of such vessels seldom extend to ports

of the United States it may not liave been thought expedient to include them in

its provisions. However this may be, this change in the description of vessels

included in both these sections is noticeable in an act which, in the second,

third, and fourth sections, relating to the discharge of seamen before <;onsuls in

foreign ports; in the sixth section, relating to the duty of consular officers; in

the fourth section, relating to the slop chest ; and in the twelfth section, abolish-

ing consular fees, the same definition is not used, and the wording used applies

equally to undocinnented and registered vessels.

These views were prepared with regard to circumstances which might have

occasioned a large number of foreign vessels to seek American ownership. If

the views herein expressed are not correct, the evils attending belligerent char-

acteu might be less than that of neutrality attached to the ownership of a class

of vessels placed outside the regulation of the laws thought necessary for the

protection of the crews and owners of all other vessels of the same nationality

on the high seas and in foreign ports.

Such vessels might become free lances in case of war, being protected by

the United States and under no subordination to its laws. If the opinion

referretl to is adopted as that of the Department of State it would give other

nations, who nuist regard it as the official declaration of that Department of the

Government, occasion for argument that protection as neutral property can not be

claimed for such vessels, as the United States refuses to consider them a part of

its territorial jurisdiction for the operation of its laws," as was mistakenly sui)-

posed to be the case Ity the English court in the case of Baring v. Claggett

(33 B. & P. 201). A claim that such vessels are national for the purposes of

neutrality, while in no respect a part of the commercial marine or controlled

as to the acts of its owners and crew by the laws of the nation whose flag it

carries, would be one very difficult to maintain as a part of the public law of the

world.

Wharton's Int. Law Digest (2nd ed.) III. 993.
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'• Ships or vessels of the United States are the creations of the legis-

lation of Congress. None can be denominated such,

Judicial decisions. OF be entitled to the benefits or privileges thereof,

except those registered or enrolled according to the

act of September 1. 1789, and those which, after the last day of

March. 1793, shall be registered or enrolled in pursuance of the act

of 31st December, 1792, and must be wholly owned by a citizen, or

citizens of the United States, and to be commanded by a citizen of the

same. (1 Stat. 287.)

" And none can be registered or enrolled unless built within the

United States before or after the 4th of July, 1776, and belonging

wholly to a citizen, or citizens of the United States ; or not built within

said States, but on the IGth of May, 1789, belonging, and thence con-

tinuing to lx.4ong, to a citizen or citizens thereof; or ships or vessels

captured from the enemy, in war, by a citizen, and lawfully con-

demned as prize, or adjudged to be forfeited for a breach of the laws

of the United States, and being wholly owned by a citizen or citizens

thereof. (1 Stat. § 2, 288.)
'• Ships or vessels not brought within these provisions of the acts

of Congress, and not entitled to the benefits and privileges thereunto

belonging, are of no more value as American vessels than the wood
and iron out of which they are constructed. Their substantial if

not entire value consists in their right to the character of national

vessels, and to have the protection of the national flag floating at

their mast's head.
" Congress having created, as it were, this species of property, and

conferred ui^on it its chief value under the power giA-en in the Con-

stitution to regulate commerce, we perceive no reason for entertaining

any serious doubt but that this power may be extended to the security

and protection of the rights and title of all persons dealing therein.

The judicial mind seems to have generally taken this direction."

Nelson, J. White's Bank v. Smith, 7 Wall. G5.5-6.50. See supra, p. 1033,

note.

The iM>lnt deoided in this case was that under the act of .July 29. 1850,

the recording of a mortgage in the office of a collector of the vessel's

home port has the effect, irrespective of State legislation, of giving

the mortgagee a preference over a suhsecjuent purcliaser or mort-

gagee. It was further held that the home port of the vessel is the

port in wliich the hill of sale, mortgage, etc., should be recorded.

By the act of March 1, 1817, 3 Stat. 351, the importation of goods

into the United States was prohibited, except (1) in vessels of the

United States, and (2) in vessels belonging wholly to citizens of the

country in Avhich the goods were produced, or from which they were

most usually first shipped for transportation; but it was provided

that the prohibition should not extend to the vessels of any nation

which had not adopted a similar prohibition. It was held that a
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vessel built in Canada, but owned by citizens of the United States

and loaded with Canadian products, could not be regarded either as

a vessel of the United States or as a foreign vessel belonging to citi-

zens of the country of which the cargo was the product, and that she

was therefore subject to forfeiture under the act. The owners sought

to avail themselves of the proviso, on the ground that neither Great

Britain nor Canada had adopted a similar prohibition; but the court

answered that, as the vessel produced no register, or certificate, or doc-

ument of any kind to show that she was a British ship, she was not

entitled to that character. The fact that she was foreign built did

not })rove it ; proof even that she was built in Great Britain would

not establish it. The documents a vessel carried furnished, said the

court, " the only evidence of her nationality." The vessel in question

was " entirely destitute " of documents; and there was nothing there-

fore to bring her within the proviso.

The Merritt, 17 Wall. 582, 585.

July 24, 1895, the Department of State enclosed to the Attorney-

General a copy of a dispatch from the United States consul at Havre,

No. 118, June 25. 1895, in which the consul reported his action in

intervening, '* by nnitual consent of master and seamen," and on

their invitation, and discharging certain dissatisfied members of the

crew of the pleasure yacht Barraronta^ a foreign-built vessel owned
by a citizen of the United States. The Department, referring to a

decision of the First Comptroller made August 29, 1894 (Decisions of

the First Comptroller, 1893-185)4, ])p. 309-315), stated that it would

have no hesitation in approving the action of the consul if the yacht

were a registered American vessel, but that it was unwilling to

assume the responsibility of determining the status of a foreign-built

yacht. The Attorney-General declined to give an opinion on the

question, on the ground that, as the consu^ had exercised no consular

authority, but had, in effect, acted as arbitrator by consent of parties,

no question arising out of his action was then pending in the admin-

istration of the Department of State.

Mr. Adee, Act. Sec. of State, to Attorney-General. .Tilly 24. 1895, 20.S MS.
Doni. Let. 518; Harmon, At. Gen., July 20, 189.5. 21 Op. 201-203,

"Article XX.

—

Americnn or foreign built vessels transferred

abroad to citizens of the United States.

" 341. Right to acquire 'property in foreign ships.—The right of

citizens of tlie United States to ac(juire property in
onsu ar egn a

foreign shi|)s has been held to be a natural right,
tions, 1896.

-, ^ e •

independent of statut(u-y law, and such property is

as much entitled to protection by the United States as any other

property of a citizen of the United States.
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""342. Treasury regulations—sea letters.—The existing general

regulations of the Treasury Department under the customs and nav-

igation hiws (Customs Regulations, 1892) recognize the right of

property in vessels of this character and declare them to be entitled

to the protection of the authorities and to the flag of the United

vStates, although no register, enrollment, license, or other marine doc-

ument prescribed by the laws of the United States can lawfully be

issued to such vessels whether they are American or foreign built.

The former practice of issuing sea letters in the case of the purchase

abroad of American or foreign vessels by citizens of the United

States is no longer authorized. Nevertheless, though the issuing of

sea letters to such ships is not now authorized, yet there would seem

to be no good reason upon the face of our present legislation why the

Department of State should not resume the practice, in case the

United States should be a neutral in a war between maritime powers,

if it should deem such letters more protective in their character than

consular or customs certificates of sale.

" 343. Record of hill of sale., certificate., etc.—In view" of existing

regulations, and to enable the owners of a vessel so situated to pro-

tect their rights, if molested or questioned, a consular officer, though

forbidden by law to grant any marine document or certificate of

ownership, may lawfully make record of the bill of sale in his office,

authenticate its execution, and deliver to the purchaser a certificate

to that effect; certifying, also, that the owner is a citizen of the

United States. Before granting such a certificate the consular

officer will require the tonnage of the vessel to be duly ascertained in

pursuance of law and insert the same in the description of the vessel

in his certificate. (Form No. 35.) These facts thus authenticated,

if the transfer is in good faith, entitle the vessel to protection as the

lawful property of a citizen of the United States; and the authenti-

cation of the bill of sale and of citizenship will be prima facie proof

of such good faith.

"' 344. ConsuVs responsibility.—The authority of a consular officer

to authenticate the transfer of a foreign vessel is wide in its effects

and imposes great responsibility in making him, in the first instance

at least, the sole judge of the good faith of the transaction. The
question of the honesty and good faith of such a sale rises into the

gravest imj^ortance in the event of a war between two or more
powers in which the Government of the United States is a neutral.

In such a war experience justifies the expectation that the citizens or

subjects of one or more of the belligerents will seek to protect their

shipping by a transfer to a neutral flag. In some instances this may
honestly be done; but the sales of the vessels of belligerents in appre-

hension of or in time of war are always and properly liable to sus-

picion, and they justify the strictest inquiry on the part of the
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belli^orent who may thorohv have l>eon defrauded of his right to

capture the enemy's property. The acceptance of the pretended

ownershi}) of a vessel under these circumstances may be very profit-

able: and the temptation to abuse his trust in such a case to which a

consular officer is subjected may l>e too great for persons of ordinary

integi-ity. discermnent. and firmness to withstand. Instances are not

wanting in which citizens of the United States who were wholly

incapable, from their previous well-known condition and pursuits,

of making such a purchase have appeared as owners under sales of

this character and have sought for them the i^rotection of the Gov-

ernment.
" 845. Careful hn'o^tif/ation enjoined.—^\i is the duty of a consular

officer to use all available means, especially (hiring the existence of a

war to which this Government is not a party, to satisfy himself that

the sale of a vessel is made in good faith and without a fraudulent

intent. A considerable discretion and responsibility rest upon him
in the determination of the good faith of such transactions. It is not

to be concluded that all such sales, even in time of peace, are honest

and free from collusion or fraud. It is the duty of the consular officer

to notice all circumstances that throw doul)t on the good faith of the

transaction or point to its fictitious character, and, if he is satisfied

in this respect, to refuse to grant his certificate. On the other hand,

he is not permitted to regard the mere fact of the sale of a vessel to a

citizen of the Tnited States as any evidence of fraud. The presump-

tion nuist be otherwise, and. in the absence of any indication of dis-

honesty, a sale in the regular way, with the usual business formalities,

is to be regarded as made in good faith.

" .'UO. Coiifente, irhen to he ixxnefJ.—When a considar officer shall

have satisfied himstdf, after the investigation with which he is

charged, that the sale of a vessel is not fictitious and is made in good

faith, and that the purchaser is a citizen of the United States, it is

his duty, when requested, to record the l)ill of sale in the consulate,

and to deliver the original to the purchaser, with his certificate

annexed thereto, acording to Form No. 35. A copy of the bill of

'^ale. together with any other papers belonging to the transfer, and of

the consular certificate should be sent without delay to the Depart-

ment of State, with a report of the facts and circumstances of the

transaction.

'• 847. Rh/Jit to fy the fufj.—The privilege of carrying the flag of

the Ignited States is mider the regulation of Congress, and it may have

been the intention of that body that it should Ix^ used (mly by regu-

larly documented vessels. Xo such intention, however, is found in

any statute. And as a citizen is not prohibited from purchasing and

employing abroad a foreign ship, it is regarded as reasonable and
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proi^cr that he should be permitted to fly the flag of his country as

an indication of ownership and for the due protection of his prop-

erty. The practice of carrying the flag by such vessels is now estab-

lished. The right to do so will not be questioned, and it is probable

that it would be respected by the courts.

" 348. Disahilities of foreign-built vessels.—It should be under-

stood that foreign-built vessels not registered, enrolled, or licensed

under the laws of the United States, although wholly owned by citi-

zens thereof, can not legally import goods, wares, or merchandise

from foreign ports, and are not alloAved in the coasting trade.

—

R. S.

sees. 2Jt97, JfSll. \

" 349. Forfeiture and tonnage duties.—On arrival from a foreign

port undocumented foreign-built vessels, if laden with goods, wares,

or merchandise, may, with their cargoes, be subjected to forfeiture.

—

R. S. see, 2497; see Tariff act of 1894, sec. 15. If in ballast only, or

with passengers without cargo, they will be subject to a discriminating

tonnage duty.

—

R. S., sec. 4'21'^i: 19 Stat. L.., 250. When in foreign

ports they are also subject to tonnage and other consular fees from

which regularly documented vessels are exempt. For instructions re-

f-pecting the shipment and discharge and relief of seamen on vessels of

this character, and the collection of extra Avages, consular officers are

referred to the sev^eral articles on these subjects."'

Consular Regulations, 189r,. §§ 341-;U0, pp. 132-130.

These sections are reprinted in the Report of the Coniniissioner of Navi-

gation for 1JM)1. p. 417.

In the Report of the Commissioner of Navigation for 1902, pp. 412—415,

may he found lists of (1) foreign-huilt steamers owned by Americans

and sailing under the American Hag. (2) foreign-built steamships

owned by the War Depiii'tment, (3) foreign-built steamships owned
by the Navy Dei)artmeiit, and (4) foreign-built steam vessels ad-

mitted to American registration. The list of foreign-built steam ves-

sels under the American Hag by consular regulation contains 11

vessels, G of which were purchased at Shanghai in July and August,

1900, and 2 at Liverpool in December and .January, 1901. Three were

steam yachts, 1 of which was bought in Scotland in December, 1900,

and 2 in England in .January and May. 1901.

For vessels under the protection of the American Hag in the Philippine

Islands, see Report of the Commissioner of Navigation for 19(.)2. p. 219.

" No recent amendment has been made of the regulations embodied

in the Consular Regulations, 1896, relating to the rights of American-

owned foreign-built vessels. , . . For a short time it has been the

practice of this Bureau to award signal letters to such vessels on appli-

cation when such action is considered to be for the material conven-

ience of the private persons concerned."

H. Doc, 001—vol 2 66
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Mr. Chauibprlnin. Coinmr. of Navigation, to Mr. Moore, April 17, 1003, MS.

With the foregoing; letter there was enclosed a copy of a letter of Mr.

Chamberlain to Mr. Goodnow, United States consul-general at Shang-

hai, in relation to the application of A. E. Knights for signal letters

and ollicial numbers for the foreign-built and American-owned steam

vessels Chi Yuen, Too .Yoh, Tnishun, Poochi. and Kiraiifj Chi. Mr.

Chamberlain transmitted assignments of signal letters, but stated

that official numbers could not be awarded under existing legislation.

Mr Goodnow was requested to satisfy himself, at the time the letters

were delivered, that "the owner or owners of the vessels shall be

citizens of the United States, and that they and the vessels are duly

recorded, as provided by the Consular Regulations."

Concerning vessels under the distinctive signal and coasting i>ermit of

Cuba, during the occui)ation of the island by the United States, see

thv' following pai)ers:

Circular of the Department of Slate, .Tune 1, 1899, with an annexed cir-

cular of the War Department of May 2.3, 1899, regulating the clear-

ance of such vessels for foreign ports or ports in the United States.

(MS. Circulars, V.)

Circular of the Department State, July 11, 1899, with an annexed circular

of the War Department oi .Tune IG, 1899, stating that such vessels

were permitted to fly the American flag above the distinctive signal

solely for the purpose of indicating that the Government of the

United States, pursuant to treaty, had assumed and would discharge

the obligations that might, under international law, result from the

fact of the occupation of Cuba for the protection of life and property;

and that the i-ights and privileges of such vessels as to entry, clear-

ance, dues, and charges, in foreign ports and in ports of the United

States, would be determined by the laws of the country in which the

port might be situated, (MS. Circulars, V.)

As to the construction of the foi'egoing circulars in certain cases, see Mr.

Hay, Sec. of State, to Sec. of War, July 22, 1899, 288 -MS. Dom. Let.

613 ; Mr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State, to Sec. of War, Aug. 20, 1900, 247

MS. Dom, Let. 24G.

As to pilotage dues of American and Cuban vessels, and of vessels of the

French Trans-Atlantic Company at Havana, see Mr. Hay, Sec. of

State, to Mr. C.ambon, I^rench amb„ Feb. 0, 1900, MS. Notes to

French Leg. XL 14.

Seamen of Cuban vessels were not, because such vessels were permitted

to fly the American flag under the order of June IG, 1899, entitled

to relief as American seamen. (Mr. Cridler, Third. Assist. Sec. of

State, to Mr. Maxwell. April 17, 1900, 172 MS. Inst. Consuls, 71).

By the act of February 10, 1900, Congress provided that Cuban vessels,

documented by officers of the United States, should be entitled to the

riglits and privileges of vessels of the most favored nation. By sec-

tion 4228, Revised Statutes, the President may ])y proclamation sus-

pend discaamiiiating duties on vessels of a foreign country whose
government satisfies him that no discriminations are imposed by it

on Ainerican vessels. The customs officers of Cuba, on the ii'.augura-

tion of their independent government. May 20, 1902, at once witiidrew

marine docauneiits issued to Cul)an vessels by American officers and
sultstituted Cul>an dfxaiments. but the necessary notice of the absence

of any discrimination on American vessels was not simultaneously
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given to the Initod States. Notice was afterwards sent, but before

it was reeeive<l vessels arriving in the rniteJ States with Cuban

marine documents were sul)jeetetl to the dis<'riniinating tax of a

dollar a ton. in addition to the usual rates. The imposition of this

tax. though at the time re<iuiretl by the law, was considered a hard-

ship, and Congress was asked to refund the amount collected. (Re-

IK)rt of Mr. ChandK>rlain. Comnir. of Navigation (1902), 20.)

(2) JURISDICTION.

§ 324.

In United States /•. Roorers. 3 Sumner, 342 (1838). it may be in-

fened from Judg:e Story's opinion that a ship without proper munici-

])al papers is not an "American vessel " under the statute of March 3,

1S3."). Rev. Stat., g 5359, making revoH indictable. (S. P., United

States /•. Jenkins. 1 X. Y. T^g. Obs.. 344.) But in United Slates r.

Peterson. 1 Wood, and M. 305 (1846), it was held by Judge Wood-
bury tliat an indictment in such case could be sustained on proof

that tlie vessel was owned by American citizens and sailed from

an American port. And in United States i\ Seagrist, 4 Blatchf.

420 (1800). it was held that proof of American ownership alone

was sufficient. .

" The objection that no documentarv proof, such

as a bill of sale or registry. Avas put in. establishing the national

charactei" of the vessel, can not avail the defendants. The mas-

ter testified that she was owned in this city, by American citizens,

and it was only necessary for the prosecution to prove that she was

American property, to support the indictment. It was not. in any

way. an issue, on the trial, whether she was entitled to the privileges

of an American l)ottom. under our revenue laws. The only fact

involved Avas whether she was American property, and of this there

can be no doubt. (3 Kent's Com. 130. 132, 150.)"

Retts. .1.. rnited States v. Seagrist, 4 Blatchf. 421.

In May, 1880, Peter C. Fullert, a German subject, was convicted by

the T'nited States consul-general, at Yokohama. Japan, of aiding and

assisting Paymaster Watkins to escape from the U. S. S. Ossipee at

that j)ort. At the time of the offense Fullert was serving as a seaman

on l)oard the Arrt'tc. a foreign-built vessel owned by a citizen of the

United States and flying the American flag, but not registered. Ful-

lert liaving applied for a pardon, the Department of State submitted

to the Attorney-General the question whether he Avas, at the time of

tile commission of the oftVn.se, subject as an American seaman to the

jurisdiction of the United States consul. In its communication to

the Attoriiey-( General the Department stated that tliis question had

been sul)mitted to the Solicitor of the Department, and that he was of

opinion that, while the vessel was entitled to fly the United States
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flag and to receive the protection of the United States, she was not,

under the statutes esttiblishing the consular courts, " a vessel of the

United States in such a sense as to make foreign sailors in that vessel

amenable to consular criminal jurisdiction." The Attorney-General

advised that the proceedings against Fullert were unauthorized, and

that he should he released. This opinion was broadly based upon

the fact that " Fullert was, at the time the alleged offense was com-

mitted, a German subject." the Attorney-General declaring that the

phrase " citizens of the United States " in section 4084, Revised Stat-

utes, Avas to be understood '' in its legal and ordinary signification,

there being nothing in the context to show a different intention."

Garland. At. Gen.. Nov. 4. 188(». 18 Op. 408. in answer to Mr. Bayard, Sec.

of State, to >n-. Garland. At. Gen., Oct. 20, 1886, 161 MS. Doni. I^t.

670. 673.

Tills opinion, in so far as it signifies that the question of jurisdiction was
deterniine<l by the mere fact that Fullert was a German sui).ie(t, is

superseded by the decision of the Supr«'nie Court in the case of Ross,

the British sul>ject. who, on the strength of his being a seaman on the

American registered ship Bullion, was convicted by the T'nited States

consul-general at Kanagawa, .Tapan. of a murder on boiird that vessel

in the harbor of Yokohama. (In re Ross. 140 U. S. 453.)

Should it be held that vessels, American owned but not registered,

are not to be considered by the United States as '' a part of its

territorial jurisdiction for the operation of its laws, as was mistakenly

supposed to be the case by the P^nglish court in the case of Baring v.

Claggett (8.^ B. & P. 201)." ground might l)e given for the argument

that such vessels are not entitled to protection as neutral American

property. "A claim that such vessels are national for the purposes

of neutrality, while in no respect a part of the commercial marine or

controlled as to the acts of its oAvners and crew by the laws of the

nation whose flag it carries, would be one very difficult to maintain as

a part of the public law of the world."

Opinion of Morton 1*. Henry, esq., author of a work on Admiralty .Turis-

diction and Procedure, given to Dr. Francis Wharton, April. 1887,

Wharton's Int. Law Digest. III. 1003. and supra, p. 1026 et seq.

" One of the first subjects that attracts attention in these regulations

is the position assigned to foreign-built, but American-owned, ves.sels.

Until the act of December 31. 171)2 (Rev. Stat., J< 4131), which defined

what should Ix' deemed vessels of the United States, all vessels carry-

ing the flag and entitled to the protection of the United States were

vessels of the United States. That act restricted the definition, and

confined it to vessels only which should be registered pursuant to

law. etc. Consequently, after the act of 1792, a class of vessels carry-

ing the flag, and entitled to the protection of the United States,
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roiild no longer l)e deemed vessels of the United States, nor enjoy the

IxMK'iit.s and privileges conferred on this latter class of vessels. Nev-

ertheless, they Avere American-owned vessels, subject to many dis-

abilities, and the objects, likewise, by subsequent legislation, of

certain privileges.

*• This was. and is. the status of foreign-built, but American-owned,

vessels. The question is whether, when an act of Congress speaks

of American vessels it means to include all vessels entitled to carry

the flag and to receive the protection of the United States; or does

it mean to exclude all but regularly documented vessels? The latter

is the generally received construction of all such acts, and the con-

struction adopted in the old edition of the Consular Regulations.

But such construction at once encounters a serious practical difficulty.

IIow can consuls exercise any jurisdiction over such vessels? How
can the crimes act apply to the seamen on board of them ? Obviously

this difficulty has been overcome by the assumption that protection

and amenability are correlative terms. And that when the protection

is accorded, and the right to carry the flag is conceded, amenability

to the law of the flag follows."

Letter of Mr. Henry P^landers. of the Philadelphia bar, to Mr. Bayard,

Sec. of State, April 30, 1887. transmitting the text of the revised

Consular Regulations of 1888. (MS. Misc. Letters, April, 1887,

Part II.)

Offenses eoniniittetl on British-ownetl. but unregistered, vessels on the

high seas, are cognizable by the British courts, although such vessels

are not entitled to clearance from British ix)rts as British ships, or

to any benefits, privileges, advantages, or protection usually enjoyed

by British ships, or to use the British flag, or assume the British

national character. Merchant Shipping Act. 17 & 18 Vict, c. 104,

sec-s. 19, lOG ; R. r. Seberg, 11 Cox's C. C. 520.

4. Passports and Sea-Letters.

§325.

" The title to a ship, acquired by purchase, passes by writing. A
bill of sale is the true and i)roper muniment of title to a ship, and one

which the maritime courts of all luitions will look for, and, in their

oidinarv jiractice. recjuire. In Scotland, a written conveyance of

pi'operty in ships has, by custom, become essential: and, in England,

it is made ai)soIutely necessary by statute, with regard to British sub-

jects. Possessi(m of a ship, and acts of ownership, will, in this, as in

other cases of jjroperty. be ])resumptive evidence of title, without the

aid of documentary proof, and will stand good until that presiunption

be destroyed l)y contrary proof; and a sale and delivery of a ship,

without any bill of sale, writing, or instrument, will be good at law,

as between the parties."
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.". Kent Com. i;5(). citing 'I'lic Sisters. .1 (*. Rob. 1;"); 1 Mason. i;W;

Wfstoii /. r»'Uiiiiiiaii. 1 id. .>(>«;; l! id. 43r» ; Ohl r. Eagle Ins. Co.,

4 id. oJM); Code dc Coinnioivc. art. 11).5; Hobortson r. French, 4

East, i;{0: Sutton r. Buck. 2 Taunt. 802; Taggard r. Loring, 1(5 Mass.

'XMt ; Wendover r. Ilogebooni, 7 .Johns. .'iOS ; liixby v. Franklin Ins.

^ Co.. S Pick. 8(i ; Abbott on shipijing. 5th Am. ed., 11.3; The Amelia,

(i Wall. IS. :iO: Hice r. McLarren. 42 Me. 157, 100; McMah(»n r.

D.-ividson. 12 Minn. 857. .80!). 870; The Active, Olcott, 280; Fontaine r.

Beers. 10 Ala. 722.

As to the policy of the navigation laws, see Reeve's Hist, of Law of Ship-

l)ing; 8 Kent Com. 1.89; Bates's American Navigation (Houghton,

Mitliin & Co.).

" No sea-letter or other documeiit certifying or j^roving any vessel

to be the property of a citizen of the United States shall be issued,

excejit to vessels duly registered, or enrolled and licensed as vessels

of the United States, or to vessels which shall be wholly owned by

citizens of the United States, and furnished with or entitled to sea-

letters or other custom-house docmnents." [Act Mar. 26, 1810.]

U. S. Rev. Stat, § 4190.

It is not competent for one sovereign to determine as to the munic-

ipal regularity or adequacy of the ship's papers issued by another

sovereign. It is enough if such papers are in the shape of a protec-

tion or passport, and emanate from the sovereign of the owners of the

ship, or from one of his subalterns.

Kaltenborn, (Jrundsatze des praktischen Europiiischen Seerechts, Berlin,

1851, §§ 45 et seq. ; Lewis Das Deutsche Seerecht. Leipsic, 1877, I. 14,

Wharton's Law Diet. (London. 1888), quoting 1 Marsh, on Ins., c. 9, s. 6,

speaks of passports, sea briefs, and sea letters as papers " required

by the law of nations to be on board neutral ships."

" TJfe passport, sea hi'ief, sea letter^ or pass.—This is a certificate

granted by authority of the neutral state, giving permission to the

master of the ship to proceed on the voyage proposed, and declaring

that while on such voyage the ship is under the protection of the

neutral state. (The Vigilanfia (179<S), 1 C. Rob. 18; the Yreede

Sholfi/x (1804), n (\ Koi). 5. 11.) It is indispensable to the safety of

a neutral ship (1 Marshall Ins. 410, citing Hiibner de la Saisie des

Baliments neutres, pt. ii, chap. 3, s. 10. vol. i, 242) ; nor is any vessel

permitted to disown the national character therein ascribed to her.

The Vigilanfia (1798). 1 C. Rob. 18. This does not apply to the

goods; the Vrouw EJ'tzaheth (1808). 5 C. Kob. 2; the Vreede kcholtys,

ibid. T) n."

Arnould's Marine Ins. (IJH)l). II. § 001.

"On entend par lettre marine la passe de mer." (Ortolan, Regies de la

Mer, I. 195.)
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"If WO look to the origin of the mercantile flag, it woiiW appear

to he a regulation (ff the municipal law of individual states, and not

to he, an institution of the general maritime law. The passport or

sea-letter, as the case may be, is the formal voucher of the ship's

national character. The passport purports to be a requisition on the

part of the government of a state to suffer the vessel to pass freely

with her company, passengers, goods, and merchandise, without any
hindrance, seizure, or molestation, as being owned by citizens or sub-

jects of such state. ' The first paper,' says Sir W. Scott, ' which
we usually look for, as proof of property, is the pass.' The same
learned judge elsewhere observes, ' It is a knowm and well-established

rule with respect to a vessel, that if she is navigating under the pass

of a foreign country, she is considered as bearing the national char-

acter of that nation under whose pass she sails. She makes a part

of its navigation, and is in every respect liable to be considered as a

vessel of that country.' The pass or sea-letter was, until very recent

times, indispensable for the security of a neutral ship from molesta-

tion by belligerent cruisers, and it was the onh' paper to which any
respect was paid by the corsairs of the Barbary States, as warranting

the vessel to be within the protection of their respective treaty en-

gagements with the European powers. If a vessel be furnished with

a pass or sea-letter, it is immaterial whether she has any mercantile

flag on board or not. The latter by itself is not a criterion of the

national character of the owners of the vessel.'"

Twiss, Law of Nations, as to war (2cl ed. ), 172.

To this passage is appended the following note

:

"The hest account of the passport is given by D'Abreu (part I, c. 2),

who justly observes that it covers sometimes the cargo as well as

the ship, but that it invariably names the ship, its build, the captain,

and his residence. D'Abre^i also gives an account of the sea-letter,

which he describes as being in the same form as the pass. The
difference between them would seem to consist in this, that whilst

the pass is issued in the name of a sovereign power or state, the sea-

letter is issued in the name of the civil authorities of the port from

which the vessel is fitted out. The form of a sea-letter is annexed

to the Treaty of the Pyrenees (A. D. 1659), under which it was pro-

vided that free ships should make free goods. It is termed ' litene

salvi conductus.' and the force and effect of it is thus described in

the XVIIth article of the treaty itself: ' Ex quibus non solum desuis

mercibus imi)ositis. sed etiam de loco domicilii et habitationis. ut et

de nomine tam Domini et magistri navis, quam navigii ipsius constare

queat : (luo per duo ha>cce media coguoscatur, an merces vehant de

Contrchutide. et sufflcienter tam de qualitate quam de Domino et

magistro dicti navigii constet. His literis salvi conductus et certifi-

cationibus plena fides hebebitur.' In the Treaty of Copenhagen con-

cluded 11 July, 1670, between Great Britain and Denmark, the sea-

letter is termed a certificate; and it is provided that the ships of

either confederate shall carry letters of passport and a certificate,

of which the forms are set forth in the l)ody of the treaty. This sea-

letter or certificate extended to the cargo."
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D'Abreu (Tratatlo Juridico-Polititt). sobre I'ressas do Mai\ 1st ed. 174C),

to whom Twiss thus refei-s. euuiuerates (p. <8 et seq.) nine docu-

ments that ought to be fouud ou board a merchant ship on the high

seas, as follows

:

1. El passaix)rte (the passi>ort).

2. Las letras de mar (sea-letters).

3. El libro derrotero (the book of charts).

4. La c-ertificacion 6 patente de sanldad (the bill of health).

r». La i)ertenencia del uavio (l)ill of sale or certificate of ownership).

(». El libro de sobordo (manifest).

7. La carta-partida (the charter-party).

8. El concK-imiento (the bill of lading).

9. La factura (the invoice).

'• El ]>rimer instrumento con que debe navegar todo navio mercantil. es

el passai)orte. y no es otra cosa. que una licencia de el soberauo,

del capitan. 6 duefio del navio. para que este navegue. el qual se

concede, unas veces iK)r tiempo limitado, y otras sin limitacion : Se

nombra en el el puerto a donde es el destino, y se refieren i)or mayor

las mercadurias. que conduce : bien, que otras veces. ui se seiiala

tiempo. ni lugar. ni carga : i>ero siempre el capitan. y navio. .v la

naturaleza. domicilio. 6 residencia de aquel.

" Este instrumento es tan iirecisso y necessario para la navegacion, que

el navio. que se hallAre sin el. puede ser legitimamente apressado

;

como consta del Artfculo (5 de la Ordinanza de Corso. en estas

terminos :
' Han de ser de buena pressa totlos los navios i>erte-

necientes a enemigos, y los maudados i>or piratas cosarios. y otra

gente. (pie corriere la mar sin Despacho de algun Princii>e. ni

Estado Soberauo.' Cuya disiK)sicion <-onforma mucho con lo que

observaban los Romanes en los jiassaiwrtes de que usaban. para

comerciar libre. y seguraniente. y iiue registraban solamente los

agcutcx in rebus: (2) porque sin los Despaches. que Uamaban
'Ercctioncx o Tnictuioriax' (3) no se podia conducir cosa alguna

:

y aiHique algunos Interiiretes al Codigo son de sentir. que estos

Despachos eran con los que se assistia A los Correos. para que les

diesseu los Caballos nec-essarios a su viage ; y otros los entienden de

los <pie se libraban a los ministros. para el carruage. y utensilios.

que se les mandaba dar en sus jornadas, no tenemos duda en que

dichos Despachos. del»en extenderst^ a los passaportes dados para el

c-omercio de las mercaderias ; (4) fuera de que en qualquiera inteli-

gencia. que se les (piiera dAr. es constante. <iue quanto se comer-

ciare. ha de ser ajustado A las ordene-s. y Despachos. que previenen

las I^yes : de suerte. que los efectos que se encontraren en navios

mercantiles. que navagaran sin pa.ssajmrte, ban de ser de buena I're.'^sa.

" El segundo instrumento es. las I>etras de Mar. iK»r las <piales debe

constar. no s<»lamente de la carga del navio. sino tambien de el

lugar de su habitacion. residencia. y nombre. assi del maestre, y
patrr»n. como del navio niismo. i»ara que de este modo se i>ueda

reconiM-er. si lleva njercaderias de c-ontravaudo. a cuyas I^etras de

Mar se delie diir entera fee y cre<lito. Este instrumento lo creemos

tambien absoluta. »'• indisj>ensablemente necesario i)ara la navega-

cion. jnies el con Articuk) 17 de Tratado de los IMrineos. despues de

e<|uil»ararlo con los pas.saiK)rtes. proviene que se lleye: y al fin de

dicho Tratado, se encuentra su formulario. (lue es el siguieute

:
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" 'A lodos l(»s «iiu' las presentes vieren miestros los regidores, coiisules,

y uiagistrados de la villa de , liazeuios saber a qiiieu tocare,

(jue X . niaestre del uavio , pareeio ante nos. y debaxo

de juranieiito solenine declaro, que el iiavlo, llaniado N , de i)orte

de toneladas. pooo luas. 6 iiienos, del qual es niaestre al presente,

es navio franco's: y deseando nosotros. que dieho inaestre de navio

sea ayudado en sus uegocios, pedlnios en general, y en particular S,

todas las i)ei*sonas, que encontraren dieho navio, y a todos los lugares

donde llegare con sus niercaderfas, tengan por agradable de adniitirle

favorableniente, tratarle bien, y recibirle en sus puertos, bahias, y
doniinios, 6 j>erniitirle fuera en sus riveras, mediante el paganiento

de derecbos de peage, y los denias acostunibrados. dexandole navegar,

passar, fretiuentar, y negociar alii, 6 en qualesquiei'a otras partes,

que le pareciere a proi)osito, cosa que nosotros reconocereuios grata-

niente. en fee de lo qual havemos flrniado las presentes. y selladolas

con el sello de nuestra villa.' Aunque el Articulo de los Pirineos

arriba citado, prescribe indispensablemente, que todo navio mercantil,

que navegue, trayga las Letras de Mar, no creenios. sin embargo, que

I)or la falta de este instruniento, deba reputarse el navio pou de

buena Pressa. sienq)re que trayga el passaporte de su Soberano, pues

equivale este en substancia a las I>etras de Mar."

By a resolution of Congress of Feb. 12, 1788, it was required, as

a condition of the issuance of a sea letter, that it should be made to

appear to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, by oath or affirmation, or

by such other evidence as should by him be deemed satisfactory, that

tlie vessel was commanded by officers, citizens of the United States.

An affidavit that one of the officers was an American, but without

definite information as to the rest, Avas held to be insufficient.

Mr. Jefferson. Sec-, for For. Aff., to Mr. Joy, March 31, 17(^)0, 4 MS. Am.
Let. V2\.

" The arrangement taken with respect to sea letters was, that they

should be delivered to the collectors of the customs at every port of

the United States as the persons who might the most conveniently

countersign and deliver them out, and for this purpose, that they

should be sent from my office to the commissioner of the revenue to be

distiibuted, as being particularly within his department. Under-

standing that several vessels Avere waiting yesterday at this port, I

took the liberty of troubling you with the jiassports directly without

sending them through the connnissioner of revenue. He is now sup-

l)lied with a number and will hereafter be kept in a state of supply.

With resj)ect to the fee it is not within my province to decide any-

thing. A moderate fee seems reasonable, and whether any law pro-

hibits the taking it is a question which it belongs to the gentlemen of

the law to decide, at least till the meeting of Congress, when this

article may be placed regularly on the fee bill."

Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Delaney, collector of the port of Phila-

delphia, April 30. 1793, H MS. Doni. Let. 97.
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" It lias hocii (lotci'iuiiK'd to issue passports to all vessels belonging

wholly to American citizens, whether home or foreign built; to

endeavor to give them only to those which are bona fde our own; to

prevent all collusion, the prevalence of which might draw rigorous

examinations and embarrassments on the vessels truly ours, and, as a

means to i)revent such collusion and its ill effects, to grant passports

only to vessels Avithin the ports of the United States, where they and
their destinations will be under the eye of our own officers. Mr. Coxe
will be pleased to give directions accordingly to the collectors of the

customs in the different ports when he shall distribute the passports

to them."

Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tench Coxe, Comr. of the Kevenne,

May 3, 1793, 5 MS. Dom. Let. 99.

'" It being necessary, in the present state of Avar among the principal

European powers, that all ships and vessels, belonging to citizens of

the United States, should be furnished, as soon as possible, with sea-

letters, for their more perfect identification and security, you will find

within the inclosure, ten copies of tAVO seA'eral documents of that kind,

signed by the President of the I'^nited States, and countersigned by

the Secretary of the Department of State, Avhich have been receiA^ed

from that Department, for the purpose of being transmitted to the

seA'eral custom-houses. One of each of these letters is to be deliA-ered

to every ship or vessel being actually and bona fide the property of

one or njore citizens of the United States, after the captain shall liaA'e

duly made oath to the effect, and according ij the tenor of the certifi-

cate, printed under that Avhich is in Dutch and English, the substance

and purport of Avhich oath is comprised in the 10th, 11th, r2th, 13th,

14th and loth lines of the said printed certificate. To this the cap-

tain is to be duly sAvorn, before some officer qualified to administer

oaths. . . . The certificate is then to be signed by the magistrate; and

the public seal (or if he has no public one. his private seal) is to be

affixed. The blanks are to be filled up both in the English and Dutch

c()i)ies of the sea-letter, by the collector, and in both the English and

Dutch copies of the certificate, by the magistrate or judge. . . .

'' You Avill acknowledge the receijjt of all the sea-letters you shall

receiA'e from time to time, and you Avill keep a record thereof, and of

your disposition of them, slunving the names of the A'essels (Avith

their masters and owners) for which they Avere issued, the ports of the

United States to Avhich the vessels shall belong, the date at Avhich you

issue them, the officer before whom the captain shall be sAvorn, the

l)urdens oi- tonnage of the Aessels. and the ladings on board of them.
" Of these you Avill be pleased to make an abstract by Avay of return,

up to the last day of every revenue quarter, and to transmit the same
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to this office, with a note of the sea-letters received and issued during

such (juarter, and of the <iuantity remaining on hand.

" These documents being of great importance to the United States,

not only as they regard the benefits to be derived from the state of

peace by the owners, navigators, and builders of ships, but also as they

affect the importation of our supplies, and the exportation of our

produce, at peace charges, you will execute the business in relation to

them with proportionate circumspection and care."

Mr. Ilauiilton, Sec. of Treasury, to Mr. Lamb, collector of customs for

New York, Maj' 13, 1793, cited in Sleght v. Hartshorne, 2 Johns.

N. Y. 534.

Ill the case of Sleght v. Hartshorne the court held that the sea-letter

referred to in the United States statutes was a certificate of owner-

shij), granted to unregistereil vessels, belonging to citizens of the

United States, and that a passport was to be granted to a vessel

owned by a citizen and sailing under a sea letter.

" I send you the forms of the passports given here—the one in

three columns is that now used, the other having been soon discon-

tinued. It is determined that they shall be given in our own ports

only, and to serve but for one voyage. It has also been determined

that they shall be given to all vessels bona fide owned by American

citizens whoUi/, whether built here or not. Our property, whether in

the form of vessels, cargoes, or anything else, has a right to pass

tlie seas untouched by any nation, by the law of nations; and no one

has a right to ask where a vessel was built, but where is she owned?
To the security which the law of nations gives to such vessels against

all nations are added particular stipulations with three of the bellig-

erent powers. Had it not been in our power to enlarge our national

stock of shipping suddenly in the present exigency, a great propor-

tion of our produce must have remained on our hands for want of the

means of transportation to market. At this time, indeed, a great

j)rop()rtion is in that predicament. The most rigorous measures will

be taken to prevent any vessel not wholly and bona fide owned by

American citizens from obtaining our passports. It is much our

interest to prevent the competition of other nations from taking from

us the benefits we have a right to expect from the neutrality of our

flag: and I think we may be very sure that few, if any, will be

fraudulently ol)tained within our i)orts."

Mr. .It'fforson. Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, min. to France, .Tune 13, 1793,

MS. Int. U. States Ministers, I. 288.

See. also. Mr. .Jefferson. Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckney, niiu. to England,

May 7, 1793, MS. Inst. U. States Ministers, I. 278.

" Many ()l)jections lie to the issuing of passes by foreign agents to

our vessels. In the case of a foreign consul at Boston, who officiously
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undertook to do it. the thin<!: was forl)iddoii. Were some of our ves-

sels to have lliesi' |)as.st's. the want of them might subject others to

doubts and obstack's in their voyagas. The pernjission to grant these

passes might lead to the most dangerous abuses, and the passports

which we grant to our own vessels are perfectly sufficient. Xo
instance has occurred, as far as we know, of our passports having been

disrespected. The vessel^ of ours taken hitherto were such as had left

our States Ix^fore a knowledge of the war had reached us, and conse-

quently before we had begun to issue passports.''

Mr. .Jefferson. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bentalou. .June 25. 179.3. .5 MS. Doni.

Let. 171.

•• T have this day received your letter of the 22d ult. The case of

the sloop IlopcstUJ. Capt. Andrew Bent, of New York, arrived at New
Orleans for the purpose of trade, ought not to have produced any

difficulty on the part of the intendant. The object of the sea letter

recjuired by our treaty with Spain is to enable the armed vessels of

Spain, now that she is at war. to distinguish American from other

ves.sels. that the former, on the exhibition of the sea letter, may be

suffered to pass. If destitute of a sea letter, an American vessel

may he captured and carried into a .Spanish port for examination,

but then the American vessel has a right not only in reason, but by

the very words of the treaty, to adduce other proof of the ])roperty.

The words are " legal satisfaction of their property by testimony en-

tirely e(juivalent.* This testimony may l)e the register, the clearance,

jind any other documents under the signature and seal of the custom-

house officer of the United States; and if required, the oral testimony

of the master, mate and crew of the vessel may l)e given. But unless

the official documents are justly suspected as Ijeing counterfeits, they

ought to Ik' admitted, as the cqniraJeut texthnony. without the aid of

witnesses. Now the authenticity of the register and clearance of

the sloop IIojK'stUl may be readily ascertained by a comparison with

the official paj)ers from the same custom-house in the United States

from which the IloprxtiU was cleared.

' 'J'he meaning of the treaty is so plain on this ]>oint. I can not but

express some surprise that the intendaut should ai)ix'al to the seven-

teenth article for the source and support of his doubt and objection.

The question will j)robal)ly be decided l>efore this letter reaches you:

but if a contiscation should ensue, the nuister of the vessel will doubt-

less appeal from so ill-founded a judgment."

Mr. rickering. Sec. of State, to Mr. IIulinRs. May 18. 1700. MS. Inst. U.

States Ministers. V. 1.•',:;.

•• The midtiplied al)uses of the certificates which the consuls of

the United .States were, by the instructions of the 1st of August, 1801,
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autlioi-izod to give in the case of foreign vessels, purchased by a citi-

zen of the United States, notwithstanding the precautions taken

against them, have led to the conclusion that a discontinuance of the

certificates altogether is the only eifectual remedy. You will there-

fore forbear to grant any certificate whatever relative to such pur-

chases, except to those who may satisfy you that the purchase was

made without knowing this alteration in your instructions. Accord-

ingh^ you will publicly advertise, that you are restrained from issu-

ing certificates in such cases, with the sole exception just mentioned;

and also from allowing the exception itself, after the expiration of

two months from the date of the advertisement."

Mr. Miulison. See. of State, to U. S. consuls and commercial agents, cir

cular, undated, MS. Circulars, I. 6.

" It is the usage for American vessels to take sea-letters, in voyages

to Europe : but to the AVest Indies, and coastwise, they most generally

sail with a certificate only."'

Raddift' and Hoffman, arguendo, in Sleght r. Khinelander, 1 Johns. 198.

' In Marshall (p. 817) a distinction is made between a passport

and a sea-letter. The former is defined to be a permission from a

neutral state to a master of a ship, to proceed on the voyage proposed,

and usually contains his name and residence, the name, description

and destination of the ship, with such other matters as the practice of

the place requires. This document he describes as essentially neces-

sary for the safety of every ship. . . .

" It has been the policy of the United States, in common with other

commercial nations, to encourage their own ships. Our navigation

act enumerates and describes certain vessels, and emphatically denom-
inates them ships or resseU of the United States. Their distinguish-

ing characteristics are, that they are built, owned and commanded by
citizens of this country. They are registered with the collector, and

are entitled to a certificate, called a register. This register is of itself

considered a competent document, to prove the ship American; and
would, in most cases, serve as a sufficient protection against capture.

But cases occur, wherein this register is not granted to vessels owned
hy citizens of the United States. The principal case is where the

vessel is built out of the country. In such case, the collector can not

grant a register: l)ut it being proper and necessary, that the owner
should have some document to protect his property against the

rapacity of cruisers on the ocean, and to establish his neutrality, a

fornuda has been devised and is granted, called a certificate of owner-

ship. . . . Hence arises the division of vessels owned by citizens,

into two classes, vessels of the United States, or registered vessels, and
vessels l^elonging to the citizens of the United States, certificated but

not registered. The owners of the latter description of vessels, con-
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sidorinof this certificate of ownership as a sufficient shield for neutral

property, denominated it a sea-letter; and it may have obtained that

appellation at the time our first navigation act was passed, which was

in the year 1780. some years before the letter from the Secretary of

the Treasury, set forth in the bill of exceptions, was written. This

term was. at a subsequent period, ingrafted into our statute book, as I

shall presently show.

" In the year 1793, when a general war was kindled in Europe, the

President of the United States, in order that our vessels might enjoy

the l>enefits stipulated by treaties, and he generally protected against

the depredations of the belligerents, ordered documents to be fur-

nished from the custom-houses, to all ships and vessels helonging to

ritisen.'i of the Ignited States. This document is denominated, in the

letter of the Secretary of the Treasur}^, a sea-letter, and is the formula

of the passport adopted in the treaties, and was given to certificated,

as well as registered, vessels. This was a mere executive regulation,

unauthorized by any existing statute, and so it continued, until the 1st

of June, 1706. when an act was passed, directing the Secretary of State

to prej^are a form which, when aj^jiroved of by the President, should

be deemed the form of a passport for ships and vessels of the United

States. The form adopted was the same as descriljed in the treaties.

It was so constructed, in order that we might have the l^enefit of those

treaties. The passports exhibited by the plaintiffs were issued sub-

sequent to 1700: and, although conformable to the formulas prescribed

in the treaties, they emanated from this statute. And here two re-

markable circumstances occurred ; the term sea-letter in the treaties

was dropped in the statute, and the word passport adopted ; and the

passport was only authorized to be granted to registered vessels.

This must have been considered as a negation of the right of the

executive, heretofore exercised, of granting passports to certificated

vessels. Hence the certificate of American ownership being their

only guard, this certificate was, emphatically, denominated their sea-

letter, or protection.

" The case before us occurred in the year 1798, two years after the

passing of the statute, authorizing the granting of passports only to

registered ships. Inconveniences having Ix'en sustained from this

discrimination, and certificated ships being thus deprived of so impor-

tant a document, a law was passed on the 2d day of March. 1803, and

directing, that every unregistered ship or vessel, owned by a citizen or

citizens of the United States, and sailing with a sea-letter, going to

any foreign country, should be furnished with a passport, prescribed

in the former act. for shijjs and vess<»ls of the United States, This

statute is one of the oidy two that contain the term sea-letter, and

that it is used here in the sense of a certificate of ownership cannot be

doubted. A passport is to be granted tg u vessel owned by a citizen.
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sailing with a sea-letter. The passport authorized by a former

statute is precisely the same with the sea-letter or passport of the

treaties. If. then, by the term sea-letter in this statute, is intended

the sea-letter or passport of the treaty, the provision is superfluous

and idle, because it provides for what already exists; and changing

the terms to the construction insisted on by the defendants, the statute

would read thus: 'That every unregistered ship, sailing with a sea-

letter, and owned by a citizen of the United States, shall be furnished

with a sea-letter," that is, provided Avith what it already possessed.

The only way to escape from this absurdity, is to adopt a certificate

of ownership as the true and legitimate sea-letter. But this is not all.

Another statute was passed on the 14th day of April, 1802, where the

word sea-letter is used precisely' in the sense now contended for. This

statute declares, that ' the second section of the act to retain a further

sum or di'awback, for the expenses incident to the allowance and pay-

ment thereof, and in lieu of stamp duties on debentures,' shall not be

deemed to operate on unregistered ships or vessels, owned by citizens

of the United States, at the time of passing the said act, in those cases

Avhere such ship or vessel, at that time, possessed a sea-letter, or other

regular document, issued from a custom-house of the United States,

proving such a ship or vessel to be American property. This provi-

sion is intended to operate in favor of unregistered vessels, owned by

citizens. And the term sea-letter is used as synonymous with a regu-

lar document issued by a custom-house of the United States, to certifi-

cated vessels.

" T consider, therefore, the term sea-letter, although variously

understood on former occasions, yet is now adoj^ted, naturalized and
legitimated in our statute book, and its meaning perfectly defined, in

the sense contended for by the jilaintifFs. Though mentioned in cer-

tain treaties as synonymous with passports; yet, by statutes subse-

quently created, the term passport is exclusively used, and the word
sea-letter transferred and attached to a different idea. The court

ought, therefore, to have decided, that the legal technical sea-letter,

contemplated by the supreme legislature, and spoken of in our stat-

utes, was the certificate of ownership, granted to unregistered vessels,

belonging to citizens of the United States."

Sleglit r. Hartshorne, 2 Johns. (N. Y.), 531,54.3, Clinton, Senator, giving

opinion of majority of court.

See rushing. At. Gen., Aug. 7, 1854. 6 Op. 6.38. 047-649 ; supra, p. 1008.

" The insurance was upon ' The good American ship, called the Rod-

man.'' These words amount to a warranty that the ship was Amer-

ican, according to the settled construction of the phi'ase. both in this

and in the English courts. (1 Johns. Cas., 341 : 2 iohL. 1(>8: 3 Bos. &
Pull., 201, 506, 510, 514, 531 : 6 East's Rep., 382.) A warranty that

the property is American, undo\ibtedly means that it is not ouly so
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in fact, but that it shall be c-lothed with the re<|uisite evidence of its

American character, for the pur})ose of j)rotection, and in reference to

the law of nations, under the sanction of which the voyage in question

was to be conducted. (1 Johns. Cas., 8(»5; 2 ibid., l-iS.) It w^as

proved that the shi}) was owned bv the plaintiff, and that he was an

American citizen: and from the case we are to conclude, that the ship

had all the pa[>ers recpiisite for an American vessel, except an Amer-
ican register. . . . Was the want of a register a breach of the war-

lanty i At the time the policy was underwritten, there were two

kinds of American vessels, the one registered, and the other unregis-

tered and carrying a sea-letter, or an official certificate of ownership,

and both kintls were recognized by law, as American vessels, though

the former was entitled to higher privileges under the laws of Con-

gress. (() Laws V. S,. 7'2.) But, in reference to the law of nations,

and to security upon the high seas, both species of vessels were

equally entitled to i)rotection as American property. There was no

use in re(juiring a register for any ol)ject within the purview of the

warranty. The want of it did not enhance the risk. * It is a known
and established rule," says Sir William Scott, in the case of the Vigi-

htnt}<( (1 Rob.. IKV). • that if a vessel is navigating under the pass of

a foreign country, she is considered as bearing the national character

of that nation under whose pass she sails: she makes a part of its

navigation, and is in every respect liable to be considered as a vessel

of that country." AA'hat was said by Lord Alvanlev in Baring v.

Claggett (>] Bos. ct Pull.. 201) is not applicable, nor does it affect this

doctrine. He considered that the warranty of a ship to be American

required an American register, under our navigation act and the

French treaty, and that the privilege of carrying the American flag,

as a safe-conduct among Ijelligerent powers, was to be denied to all

ships not sailing under a compliance with that act. The act he referred

to was passed in 1702 (2 Laws T'. S., 131), and declared that none but

legistered vessels should be deemed vessels of the United States enti-

tled to the benefits and privileges appertaining to such vessels. He
was not then apprised of the distinction between registered and un-

registered vessels, and of the legislative recognition of the latter as

American vessels, entitled to privileges in port, as such, under the act

of 1S02. The act of lTi>2. to which he referred, seems, by its terms,

to have left unregistered vessels as alien vessels, and without the pro-

tection of the United States. AVhether that was, or was not, the con-

dition of such vessels at that time, is not now a material inquiry, since

the vessel in question, at the time of the warranty, was not only

American property in fact, but entitled, by her sea-letter, under our

law. and under the law of nations, to the immunities of the American

flag. This was equivalent to what was termed by Sir William Scott
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a national pass, and so it was considered in the Court of Errors, in the

case of Sleght v. Hartshorne (2 Johns. Rep., 531)."

Kent. Ch. J.. Barker /;. Phcenlx Ins. Co., 8 Johns. Rep. .307. .319.

See, to the same effect, Griffith v. Ins. Co. (1813), 5 Binney, 464, 466, et

seq. ; infra.

The construction of a warranty, in a policy of insurance on a ves-

sel, turned upon the question whether an unregistered, but American-

owned, vessel sailing under a sea letter was entitled to the protection

of the United States. The court referred to the letter of Hamilton,

supra, to the collectors of customs. May 13, 1793, in which he men-

tioned the necessity of furnishing " all ships and vessels belonging to

citizen.s of the United States^ with sea-letters^ for their more perfect

identification and security;'' and, after quoting this passage, the

court said

:

" This letter was accompanied with sea letters according to the

form prescribed by the government, and not materially different

from that which had been used in the Revolutionary war. It is

under the hand of the President, and seal of the United States, coun-

tersigned by the Secretary of State, and contains the name and bur-

then* of the vessel, with the nature of her cargo, the name of her mas-

ter and the voyage on which she is bound, with permission to depart

and proceed on the voyage. It contains also a declaration that oath

has l)een made by the master, proving the vessel to be the property of

citizens of the United States only. Underneath the signature of the

Secivtary of State, is a certificate signed by the collector of the port

from whence the ves.sel sails, that oath has been made before him by

the master, that the said vessel is owned by citizens of the United

States only. This certificate is addressed to all foreign kings and
potentates, and prays that the said master may be received and
treated with kindness and friendship, etc. This sea letter being

furnished to all vessels, registered or unregistered, belonging to citi-

zens of the United States, afforded the same protection to both. It

was a passport within the meaning of our treaties with France,

Spain. Holland, etc., nor have we. any reason to suppose that its

efficacy was called in question by either of them. Lord Alvanley

ai)pears, therefore, to have been mistaken, when he said in the case of

Baring, etc., /•. Claggett (3 Bos. & Pull., 213), that our unregistered

\-ess('ls were not jn-otected from capture by our treaty with France.

It is true that by the registering act of the 31st of December, 1792, it

is declared that none other than registered vessels ' should be denomi-

nated and deemed vessels of the Ignited States, entitled to the benefits

and privileges appertaining to such vessels.' But those benefits and
privileges were of a municipal nature, with which foreign powers

had no concern. On the 1st of June, 1796, an act was passed direct-

ing the Secretary of vState. with the approbation of the President, to

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 G7
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prepare a form of passport for ships and vessels of the United States

going to foreign countries. And by a siippk^nent to this act, passed

the 2d of March, 1808, every unregistered ship or vessel, owned by

citizens of the United States, and sailing with a sea letter, going to

any foreign country, is entitled to one of the passports created by

the original law. Hence it has been concluded by the counsel for the

defendants, that unregistered vessels were unprovided with a pass-

port during the interval between the passing of the acts of June,

1796, and March, 1S0;5; that they carried in fact nothing but a certifi-

cate of ownership, which obtained in connnon parlance the name of a

sea letter, but did not operate as a passport. But in this I think they

are mistaken. During all that period, sea letters (which were pass-

ports) were granted to unregistered vessels, and the passports under

the act of June, 1T9(), were Avhat are connnonly called Mediterranean

passports, rendered necessary by our treaty with the Dey of Algiers,

on the r)th of September, 1795, by the fourth article of which, eighteen

months were allowed for furnishing the ships of the United States

with pass])orts. The sea letters which operated as passports among
the European nations, are printed in the P^nglish, French, Spanish

and Dutch languages. I'ut the Mediterranean passports are in the

English language only, ornamented Avith an engraving, and indented

at the top, so that the Algerines might easily distinguish them by the

eye, and by an examination of the indented part. Mr. Dallas's argu-

ment has throAvn light u])on the subject of passports and sea-letters."

'Pilfihman. C. .7., in Griffith r. Ins. Co. of North America (18i;}), 5 Binn.

(Ta.), 404. 4GG et seq.

See. in a simihir sense. Barker r. Phoenix Ins. Co.. 8 .lohns. Kep. 307, 310.

Form of Moditerra iicoii ;>« v.s/yor/ //;. x.s'c in the Deintrtment of State

irlieii Mr. •fcfferxoii iv(if< Secret (tr if.

(Cut of full-risged sliip, and under It view of a harbor.]

By thk Prksiuent of the United States of America.

To all persons whom these may concern:

Suffer tlie , master or commander, of the burthen of

tons or thereabouts, mounted with guns, navigated with

men. to i)ass with her company, passengers, goods, and merchan-

dise, without any hindrance, seizure, or molestation, the said

appearing by gfKjd testimony to belong to one or more of the citizens

of the Ignited States, and to him or them only.

Given under my hand and the seal of the United States of

America, the day of , in the year of our Lord thousand

Innidreil and .

By the President

:

Number —

.

,

Secretary of State.

State of .

District of . ^ ^ .

Countersigned by
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^fr. Dallas, as Secretary of the Treasiuy, P'ebruary 25, 1815, in a

circular to collectors of customs mentioned, as documents carried by

American vessels, the following:
" 1. I'he certificate of registry.—This document is created by our

own laws, and l)eIongs, exclusively, to vessels American built and

owned—or such particular vessels as are expressly adopted by the

registering act. It is an instrument which the vessel must carry, in

order to entitle her to the privileges of a vessel of the United States.

" '2. The sea-letter.—This document is an instrument of the mari-

time laws of nations, and under the denomination of a passport, as

Avell as of a sea-letter, treaties sometimes require it to be carried by

the merchant vessels belonging to the contracting parties. It is an

instrument which gives no privilege as to duties of import; but sim-

ply declares the Ainerican ownership, and recommends the vessel

to the comity of nations. Vessels are under no legal obligation to

carry a sea-letter: and. indeed, it is onfy necessary for neutral ves-

sels, in a time of war.
" :^. The Mediterranean passport.—This instrument, having been

described under the general denomination of ' passport^ in some of

the acts of Congress, has been occasionally confounded with the sea-

letter, which has also been denominated a passport. The form was

introduced soon after the treaty with Algiers, which called for the

instrument: and it is intended as a protection for American vessels

against the Barbary powers."

This letter is quoted in Jacobson's Sea Laws, 08. in a note l»y the editor,

William Friek.

Mr. Friek. in the note in question, expresses the opinion that the pass-

port and sea-letter were essentially the same, beinpf intended to pro\e

the nationality of the vessel and protect the cargo from belligerents,

while the certificate of property differed from it in deriving its import-

ance from the usage of the custom-house alone, not being prescribed

by any law. lie thinks that the confusion as to passports and sea-

letters arose as follows : Under the treaties of the United States with

France. Holland. Spain, the terms were used synonymously, and

relnted solely to the ves.sel. Congress probably referretl to the paper,

thus indiscriminately called a passjwrt or sea-letter, in directing the

Secretary of State, by the act of 1790, to prepare a form of " pass-

port " for American ships ; and this supjwsition is confirmed by

the fact that the Secretary, in transmitting the papers to the custom-

houses, called them sea-letters. In the act of 1803, however, says

Mr. Friek, " uiu-egistered vessels sailing with a sea letter, are

directed to be furnished on a[)plication with a passport. The word,

when used in this statute, means, as we conceive, a Mediterranean

pass, a paper entirely of domestic creation, and differing essentially

from those papers required to be on board by the general law of

nations. The object of the law of 1803, then, becomes manifest, viz,

to extend to vessels foreign built, but owned in this countrj-, the

benefit of being protected under a Mediterranean pas.si)ort. But the
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use of the same word to exjiress in the tirst act a sea-letter, and in

the seeond a Mediterranean pass has created the obscurity which
lias prevailed upon this subject."

The records of the Department of State contain numerous refer-

ences to the Mediterranean passport. Aug. 1, 1797, Mr. Pickering,

as Secretary of State, sent to the l*resident eiglity such passports for

his signature." May 14, ISO'2, Mr. P^dward Savage was requested to

prepare and furnish a thousand Mediterranean passports, of which
two hunch'ed were said to he '" immediately requisite." They were all

to be of the " old impression."" '' A thousand more were soon ordered.'^

Five hundred were ordered in 180S, and one thousand in 1811.'* In

1811 a new plate was made, but, as it differed "in several particu-

lars " from the old, it was " thought that the immediate substitu-

tion of it might expose seamen and trade of the United States in the

Mediterranean to very material hazard ;
" and " a supply of a small

number, say two or three hundred," Avas ordered from the old plate.*'

Subsequently, Col. Lear, the United States consul at Algiers, was in-

structed to notify the Regency of !\ change in the form of the

Mediterranean passport, and Avas furnished with " two or three hiui-

dred tops of the new passports, ... to be distributed amongst the

Barbary States conformably with the projected alteration." But,

till it was known that those States had been duly advised of the

change, and that their cruisers had been furnished ""with the tops"

of the new passports, it was deemed prudent to use the old.^

It having been reported that an American vessel had been seized

l)y the Spanish authorities at Valparaiso because she had no .sea letter,

the matter Avas called to the attention of the Spanish minister at

Washington. It Avas stated that the A'essel in question and numerous

other vessels Avliich had gone on A'oyages to the Pacific had before

sailing applied to the Treasury Department for the sea letters specified

by Article XYII. of the treaty betAveen the United States and Spain

of October 27, 1705. The applications Avere duly considered, and, a

general peace having taken place, it Avas concluded that such a docu-

ment Avas not necessar}^ and the Treasury therefore declined to issue

any. Under these circumstances the Spanish minister Avas requested

to interpose his good offices for the discharge of the A^essel in question

« 10 MS. Doui. Let. 102.

6 Mr. Breut, chief clerk, to Mr. Savage, May 14, 1802, 14 MS. Doni, Let. 12;

same to same. Feb. 2.1, 180.3, id. 1.31, states that Mr. Savage had then furnished

1,007 in all.

'' Mr. lirent. chief clerk, to Mr. Savage. April 25. 180.3, 14 MS. Dom. Let. 150.

-' .Mr. Brent, chief clerk, to Col. Win. Duane. Aug. 9, 1808, and June 27, 1811,

15 MS. Dom. Let. .304. and 10 id. 28.

<-Mr. Brent, chief clerk, to Col. Duane. .July .30. 1811, 10 MS. Dom. Let. 29.

/ Mr. Brent, chief clerk, to Col. Duane, June 12, 1812, 10 MS. Dom. Let. 60.
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and of any other vessels which might have been seized for the same

cause.

Mr. Monroe. See. of State, to the Chev. de Onis, Spanish min., July 2,

181G, MS. Notes to For. Leg. II. 153.

It was stated, in 1845, that a sea letter could legally be granted

only to a registered vessel, and that sea letters were at that time
•• only granted to vessels trading beyond the Capes of Good Hope and

Horn." Where, therefore, a vessel was found with a sea-letter but

without a register, instructions were given to the consul at Valpa-

raiso, if she should again visit that port, to take possession of her

sea letter and cancel it.

Mr. Calhoun. Sec. of State, to Mr. Dorr, consul at Valparaiso, Feb. 26.

1845, 11 MS. Desp. to Consuls, 344.

" There is no authorit}^ in law warranting an American minister

in China ' to grant sea letters or any documents of a like character to

foreign vessels purchased by Americans residing in China, designed

to be used in the coasting trade of that country.' "

Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Davis. Feb. 17, 1849, MS. Inst.

China, I. 59.

'• The law of nations does not require a register or any other par-

ticular paper as expressive of the ship's national character. Laws
describing the kind of papers vessels must carry are considered as

regulations purely local and municipal, for purposes of public policy,

and vary in different countries. As evidence that the vessel has

changed owners, the bill of sale is required by the practice of mari-

time courts, and is generally satisfactory. Sir William Scott says:

'A bill of sale is the proper title to which the maritime courts of all

countries would look. It is the universal instrument of transfer of

sliips in the usage of all maritime countries.'

"

Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, Feb. 19, 1856, MS. Inst.

France, XV. 321.

How is the nationality of a foreign-built vessel, American owned,

but unregistered, to be established?

"Ordinarily the nationality of sea-going vessels of the United

States is shown by the possession of a regist'^r, enrolment or license,

but neither of these documents can, under the laws of the United

States, be issued to a vessel of the class under consideration. It had
I Mien the practice, however, from an early period in the history of

ilie United States up to the year 1855, for collectors of customs to

furnish to American owners of foreign-built vessels, on due proof of

citizenship and of ownership, a certificate of property^ so-called, by
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which the facts of such citizenship and ownership were formally rec-

o<i:nizecl and authenticated.

" In conunon with sea-letters and other documents verifying the

proprietary interest, they stood principally upon the provisions of

treaties or the general law of nations (Abbott on Shipping, p. 317,

note) ; were given by officers of the customs under a supposed general

power to certify any facts made to appear to them in relation to ships

and merchandise, and were practically regarded as equivalent to a sea-

letter (2 Johns. R. 548), These certificates were in use as early as

1798. and received the formal sanction of this Department by circu-

lars dated respectively Februar}' 25, 1815, and July 31, 1821.

" But in October. 1855, the Attorney-General, in reply to the question

what document should be given to such vessels, communicated to the

Secretary of the Treasury certain views which led to a modification

of the form of certificate then in use (7 Op. 538).
'• This modification consisted in certifying not the fact of ownership

as before, but that the eridence of that fact had been examined and

recorded in the office of the collector. The form of certificate as

thus modified was embodied in the general Regulations of the Depart-

ment issued in 1857 (article 70), has been in use ever since, and is

retained in the Revised Regulations pronmlgated January 30, 1869,

part first, article 96. It constitutes prima facie evidence of owner-

ship, and as such indicates the nationality of the vessel, but is not

c()nchi!<ire any more than is a register, enrolment or license, all of

which are documents resting upon local or municipal as distinguished

from general or international law.

"• If the i)urchase be made hona fide and the property be passed

al^solutely and without reserve, the ship so purchased becomes entitled

' to hear the f<((j and receive the protection of the United States ' (6

Op. 652) ; l)ut this right may be questioned and must then be estab-

lished by actual proof, not by presunq)tive evidence, the only charac-

ter whicli can be claimed for the certificate here referred to."

Oi>en letter addressed by Mr. Boutwell, See. of Treasury, to Mr. Wash-
buriie. mill, to France. May 23, 1871. and at the same time trans-

mitted l)y copy to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State. (MS. Misc. Letters, May,
ISTI. Tart II.)

See. in tliis relation, circular of Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to U. S. Consuls,

\\'h. IS, IKSo. For. Rel. 1880, 1; MS. Circulars, II. 4.55.

See. also, a letter of Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Boutwell, Sec. of

Ti'eas.. March s. 1ST2. approving;, with certain suggestions of amend-

ment, a draft of " a hill to provide for the registration of foreign-

huilt vessels owned by citizens of the United States." (93 MS. Dom.
Let. 88.)

" Adverting to former correspondence upon the subject, I have the

honor to inform you that, a supply of ' sea letters' having now been
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received from the printer, one hundred copies have been forwarded

to your address to-day in a separate package for the use of your

Department."

Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Sherman, Sec. of Treas., Nov. 8, 1880,

!.'{."> MS. Doni. Let. 141.

'•Art. 14. Marine documents consist of certificates of registry and

enrohnent, and licenses. R. S. 4312 and 4319.

''Art. 1.5. In addition to these, sea-letters and passports for vessels

may be issued through collectors, on application, to registered vessels

(ugaged in the foreign trade by sea, as an additional protection and

evidence of nationality. They are to be in all cases surrendered with

the certificate of registry at the expiration of the voyage. R. S., 4306

and 4307.

""Art 93, P'oreign-built or denationalized vessels purchased and

wholly owned by citizens of the United States, whether purchased of

belligerents or neutrals during a war to which the United States are

not a i)arty, or in peace, of foreign owners, are entitled to the protec-

tion of the authorities and flag of the United States, as the property

of American citizens, although no register, enrolment, license, or

other nuirine document, prescribed by the laW'S of the United States,

can be lawfully issued to such vessels.

"Art. 94. To enable, however, the owners of a vessel so circum-

stanced, to protect their rights, if molested or questioned, the collector

of the customs, though forbidden by law^ to grant an}^ marine docu-

ment, may lawfully make record of the bill of sale in his office,

authenticate its validity in form and substance, and deliver to the

owner a certificate to that effect, certifying, also, that the owner is a

citizen of the United States.

" These facts, thus authenticated, if the transfer was in good faith,

entitle the vessel to protection as the lawful property of a citizen of

the United States; and the authentication of the bill of sale and of

citizenship will be prima facie proof of such good faith."

Treasury Regulations, 1884.

"As far as the records of the Department of State show, it w^as

the usage of the (lovernment to issue what were called ' Mediter-

ranean letters.' a form of which is hereunto annext-d. These let-

ters were based, not on registry, but on alleged ownership by citizens

of the United States, and authorized the vessels to wdiich they were

granted to sail under the flag of the United States. Subsequently,

what were called ' sea letters ' were issued, a form of one of which is

annexed.
" These letters, granted to vessels which are foreign built, and

therefore not entitled to registry under our navigation laws, are well
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known in maritime practice. We find, for instance, in Bouvier's

Law Dictionary, the following statement:
•*

' Sea letter, or sea brief (mar. law), is a document which should

be found on board of every neutral ship. It specifies the nature and

quantity of the cargo, the place from whence it comes, and its desti-

nation. Chit. Law of Nat., 197.'

" Revised Statutes, section 4190, clearly leaves this practice undis-

turbed. This section, whose history is given by Mr. Gushing in an

opinion to be presently quoted, is as follows:

" ' Xo sea letter or other document certifying or proving any vessel

to be the property of a citizen of the United States shall be issued,

except to vessels duly registered or enrolled and licensed as vessels of

the United States, or to vessels lohich shall he icholly owned hy citi-

zens of the United States, and furnished with or entitled to sea letters

or other custom-house documents.' . , .

'* By a series of treaties the international authority of sea letters

and of passports of the character in question is recognized. ... It

must be remembered that those treaties are not only, from their

nature, declaratory of international law, but are as much a part

of the supreme municipal law of the United States as are its statutes.

And it also must be remembered that the term ' sea letter,' as used in

these treaties, was accepted, so far as the United States w^as concerned,

in the sense, which with us it always bore, of a passport to a vessel

owned by citizens of the United States, irrespective of the question of

registry. ... I have no hesitation in saying that vessels owned by
citizens of the United States, but foreign built, are entitled to carry

the flag of the United States, and to obtain, in cases of vessels pur-

chased abroad, the certificate specified in section 340 of the Consular

Regulations above quoted. Vessels of this class, it is true, can not

enter our ports, not being duly registered under the navigation act; "

but there is no reason why the}" should not engage in foreign trade,

and when in this trade carry the flag and enjoy the protection of the

United States. It was under sea letters or similar letters, based not

on our registration la\N's but on the principle of the law of nations,

that ships owned by citizens of a country are entitled to the flag and

protection of that country, that a large part of the carrying trade of

the world w^as done, during the Napoleonic wars, under the flag of the

United States, nor was the rightfulness of this title and this protec-

tion ever questioned by England during those bitter and terrible strug-

gles, when she questioned almost every other maritime right we pos-

sessed. The English courts, as well as the courts of the continent of

o In printing this opinion in his Int. Law Digest, Dr. Wharton made this clause

read " can not have in our ports the privileges given by statute to registered

vessels."
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P^iirope. united in the principle, since then asserted by us on more than

one important occasion, that while municipal laws expanding or con-

tracting the law of nations, bind mmiicipally, they do not bind inter-

nationally, and that while a nation may municipally impose pecul-

iarly stringent rules on its own subjects, it does not, so far as con-

cerns its own liability, bind its subjects to observe those rules in their

dealings with foreigners or with foreign states. But it is not neces-

sary to invoke this principle for the determination of the present

issue. [I hold that even by our own legislation, documents of the

character specified in section 340 of the Consular Regulations, and in

section 94 of the Treasury Regulations, can be granted to vessels owned

by citizens of the United States entitling them to fly the United States

flag, and to receive the protection of the United States. And I see

no reason, imder our present legislation, why. in case of the United

States being a neutral during a war between maritime powers, this

Department should not resume the practice of issuing sea letters to

fureign-built ships owned by citizens of the United States; though

>-uch sea letters might not confer on the vessels holding them any

immunities beyond those conferred in similar cases at present by con-

sular or customs certificates of sale."]

Opinion of Dr. Wharton, Solicitor of Department of State and Examiner
of Claims, Nov. 30, 1885, MS. Opinions of Solicitors. XIX. 22. This

opinion is endorsed, " Not acted on."

The last two sentenc-es of the foregoing opinion, enclosed in brackets are

printed above, not as found in the MS. opinion, but as published by

Dr. Wharton in his Int. Law Digest, evidently with modific-ations by

himself. The concluding part of the opinion, as it is found in the

rec-ord. reads as follows

:

" I hold that even by our own legislation sea letters, or in their place

docomients of the charac-ter si>ecified in section 340 of the Con.sular

Regulations, can be granted to vessels owned by citizens of the

l'nite<l States entitling them to fly the United States flag; and that

this c« instruction is confimied. not only by the presumption in favor

of freedom which prevails in cases of doubt, but by an almost un-

broken line of rulings in this department, and in the Department of

Justic-e. As, however, the question is one of great importance, I

resjiectfully ask that copies of this opinion be sent to the Treasury
Department and to the Department of Justice, and that the opinion

of those Departments be asked on the question submitted.
" In President Arthur's last message he made the following propositions to

Congress in this connection :

" * The recent purc-hase by citizens of the United States of a large trading

fleet heretofore under the Chinese flag has considerably enhanced
our commercial importanc-e in the east In view of the large number
of vessels built or purchased by American citizens in other countries

and exclusively employed in legitimate traflic between ports under the

recognized protection of our flag, it might be well to provide a uni-

form rule for their registration and documentation, so that the bona

fiilr propert>' rights of our citizens therein shall be duly evidenced

and properly guarded.'
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" This reconinieudatioii, assuming, as it does, the legality of sea letters,

and of consular ct'rtific-ntes of ownership, may well be repeated and

could be safely carried out.

" Whether it is desirable to go further than this, and to define the author-

ity to issue such letters and certificates, I beg leave with much sub-

mission to doubt. At present the whole matter is under the control

of the Executive ; and the best that legislation in this respect could

do would be to confirm the practice now existing and constantly acted

on by which consuls give certificates of ownership on due proof to

citi/xnis of the TTnited States purchasing foreign built vessels in for-

eign ports. No legislation, also, is required to authorize the Depart-

ment of State to issue sea letters in the form in which they wex'e

issued from the beginning of our government down to the present day.

But one thing at least is clear. If we permit this prerogative of sov-

ereignty, given to the Executive not only by our statutes but by the

law of nations, to fall into disuse, we not only expose American ships

on the high seas to depredations which we will be unable to check or

punish, but we surrender the opportunity of absorbing, in case of a

European war, the carrying trade of the belligerents, and we would

subject by doing so, the commerce of the world, so far as concerns

such belligerents, to almost total stoppage. In a war, at least, in

which England is concerned, we are almost the only nation that could

talvO up such carrying trade ; and if we should take it up adequately

so as to retain it, this must be by foreign-built vessels owned and.

manned by ourselves."

Sec. 340 of the Consvilar Regulations of 1881, above referred to, is the

same as sec. ,34.3 of the Cons. Regulations of 189G, sui)ra.

The treaties referred to by Dr. Wharton in his opinion are those of the

United States with the following countries : Algiers, 1795, Art. VIII.

;

1815, Art. VII. ; Argentine Confederation, 1853, Art. VII. ; Belgium,

1858, Art. X., repeated in Art. IX. of the treaty of 1875 ; Bolivia, 1858,

Arts, v., XXII. ; Brazil, 1828, Arts. IV., XXI. ; Chile, 1832, Art. XIX.

;

Colombia, 1824, Art. XIX.; Dominican Republic, 1867, Arts. VIII.,

XVI. ; Ecuador, 1839, Art. V., XXII. ; France, 1778, Art. XXX. ; 1800,

Art. XVII. ; Guatemala, 1849, Art. XXI. ; Hanover, 1840, Art. II. ; 1846,

Art. V. ; Ilanseatic Republics, 1827, Art. IV. ; Hayti, 1804, Art. XXIII.

;

Italy, 1871. XVII.; Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 1847, Art. V.; Mexico,

1831. Art. XXIII. ; Mwocco, 1836, Art. IV. ; Netherlands, 1782, Art.

X.; 1839, Art. IV.; New Granada, 1846, Art. XXII.; Ottoman
Empire, 1862, Art. X. ; Paraguay, 1859, Art. VII. ; Peru, 1851, Art.

XXVIII. ; Prussia, 1785, Art. XIV. ; 1799, Art. XIV. ; San Salvador,

1870, Art. XXII. ; Spain, 1795, Art. XVII. ; Sweden, 1783, Art. XI.

;

Two Sicilies, 1855, Art. IX.; Tripoli, 1796, Art. IV.; Tunis, 1797,

Art. IV. ; Venezuela, 1836, Arts. V., XXII. ; 1860, Art. XVI.

" Although the act [of March 2, 1803] speaks of a sea letter and a

passport, it is difficult to ascertain the difference between the two
documents. In various treaties the words passport and sea letter

are used as synonyms.
" The word passport appears to have been adopted with reference

to the requirement of such a document for vessels bound to the

Mediterranean, under the treaties with the Barbary Powers, certify-
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ing to the nationality of vessels owned by Americans. The Depart-

ment of State, before the passage of this act, had adopted a certifica-

tion of the American ownership of all American vessels, other than

re<^istered vessels, for the securit}^ of such vessels in the wars then

pending in Europe, by reason of which the Americans, as neutrals,

were enjoying a large part of the carrying trade.
'' On May 13, 1793, Mr. Hamilton enclosed to the collector of the

port of Xew York forms of sea letters to be furnished for the identifi-

cation and security of all ships and vessels belonging to citizens of

the United States, and Mr. Jefferson, the Secretary of State, in a

letter to Mr. Morris, our minister in France, under date of June 13

in the same year, enclosed copies, which he terms forms of passport^

in which he says: ' It is determined that they shall be given in our

own ports only, and to serve but for one voyage. It has also been de-

termined that they shall be given to all vessels bona fide owned by

American citizens wholly, whether built here or not.'

" The vessels not registered furnished with such documents appear

to have been called ' sea-letter vessels,' as distinguished from regis-

tered vessels of the United States. The ambiguity as to the meaning

of the word passport arises from the statute of 1803 requiring pass-

ports to be issued to all vessels owned by American citizens sailing

with a sea letter, and is not satisfactorily explained in the opinion

in Sleght >\ Hartshorne (2 Johns. R. 531-543). Chief Justice Tilgh-

man, of Pennsylvania, however, in his opinion delivered in Griffith v.

The Ins. Co. (5 Binn. 464), says that the sea letter issued under

the authority .of the President in 1793 was a passport within the

meaning of our treaties with France, Spain, Holland, etc., and that

the passport mentioned in the acts of 1796 and of 1803 was a document

required by our treaty with the Dey of Algiers of the 5th of Sep-

tember, 1795, by the fourth article of which eighteen months were

allowed for furnishing the ships of the United States with passports.

The sea letters, which operated as passports among the European

nations, he says, were printed in English, French, Spanish, and

Dutch, while the Mediterranean passport was in the English lan-

guage only, with an engraving, and indented at the top, so as to be

easily distinguished by the eye by an examination of the indented

part, of which a counterpart was furnished the Algerine cruisers.

The chief justice accepted the view (as to the nature of these docu-

ments) of the Hon. A. J. Dallas, one of the counsel in the cause, Avho

afterwards, as the Secretary of the Treasury, adopted this distinc-

tion between the sea-letter and the passport, in a circular to the

collectors of the ports of the United States in 1815. The view that

the word passport is to be confined to a Mediterranean pass under

the treaties with the Barbary Powers is confirmed by Reeve's History

of the Law of Shipping, 424, and the American document called a
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passport, of Avhich the commencement is given in Baring v. Claggett

(3 B. & P., 202), corresponds with that of the sea letter prepared

during the administration of President Garfield. The sea letter

would appear to be a certificate of nationality and distinct from the

formal document called for by a treaty with that particular naval

power.
" Congress also, in 1803 (Rev. Stat., §4191), passed an act impos-

ing a penalty on any person who should make, utter, or publish any
false sea letter, Mediterranean passport, or certificate of registry, or

who should avail himself of the same.
" This act recognizes the sea letter and Mediterranean passport as

a certificate of national character similarly wjth the registry required

by vessels of the United States, and later on, in 1825, an act was
passed (Rev. Stat., § 5423) making it criminal to forge or alter as

well such pass or passport and sea letter as a certificate of enrollment

or registry.

" These acts sufficiently indicate that Congress has recognized the

national character of undocumented vessels owned by American

citizens, and has provided for their identification as vessels of the

nationality of the owners.
" To what vessels sea letters should be issued, and the character

of the document, Avas also defined by the subsequent act of 26th

March, 1810. (Rev. Stat., § 4190.)

" It provides, ' No sea letter or other document certifying or prov-

ing ajiy vessel to be the property of a citizen of the United States

shall be issued except to vessels duly registered oi: enrolled and

licensed as vessels of the United States or to vessels which shall be

wholly owned by citizens of the United States, and furnished with or

entitled to sea letters or other custom-house documents.'

"

Opinion of Morton P. Henry, esq. (of the Philadelphia bar, and author

of a treatise on Admiralty Jurisdiction and Procedure), given to

Dr. Francis Wharton, April, 1887, and printed in Wharton's Digest

(2nd ed.) III. 994; also printed supra, p. 1026.

" In accordance with the request contained in your letter of the

28th ultimo, I enclose to you herewith a special passport for the

American schooner Sarah W. Hunt, which it is hoped will be of use

to her in her sealing and trading voyage to the South Seas."

Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Irsch, April 22, 1889, 172 MS. Dom.
Let. 556.

The passport was as follows

:

United States of Amebica, Department of State.

To all whom it may concern : Know ye that the American schooner
" Sarah W. Hunt," whereo'f James W. Budington, a citizen of the

United States, is master, is bound from Stonington, one of the sea-

ports of this country, to the South Seas on a sealing and trading

voyage

;
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Whereof I request all whom it may concern not to give or to suffer to

be given to her any hindrance or molestation, but on the contrary

to afford her every aid and facility she may need in the prosecution

of her voyage, and to permit said schooner, captain, and crew to pur-

sue their calling unmolested within the law, and to aid and give

them such privileges as are accorded to the vessels and citizens or

subjects of the most favoretl nations.

In testimony whereof, I, James G. Blaine. Secretary of State of the

United States of America, have hereunto set my hand and caused the

seal of the Department of State to be aflixetl. at Washington, this

20th day of April. A. D. 1889, and of the Independence of the United

States of America the one hundred and thirteenth.

[seal.] James G. Blaine.

In the case of the sale to an American company' of the Corean

.schooner Kyeng 11.^ renamed Janice, the consular officer who acted in

the matter was instructed that in giving in future the certificate

(Form Xo. 35) referred to in § 343 of the Consular Regulations of

18i)(), he might, if for any reason he deemed it desirable, attach

thereto a statement quoting §§ 341-347 of the Consular Regulations,

as to the right to acquire property in foreign ships and to fly the

United States flag on such vessels.

Mr. Cridler, Third Assi.st. Sec. of State, to Mr. Allen, consul-general at

Seoul. May 1. 1900. 172 MS. Inst. Consuls, 230.

The commander in chief of the United States naval force on the Asiatic

station was instructed to recall and cancel a provisional register

which he had granted to the Yiksaiig and other foreign vessels.

Mr. Cridler. Third Assist. Sec. of State, to Sec. of War, July 7, 1899,

2.'W MS. Dom. Let. 3G8.

" It is to be understood that every ves.sel of the United States, which
is afloat, is bound to have with her from the officers of her home port,

either a register or an enrolment. The former is used when she is

engaged in a foreign voyage or trade, and the latter when she is

engaged in domestic connnerce. usually called the coasting trade.

If found afloat, whether by steam or sail, without one or the other of

these, and without the right one with reference to the trade she is

engaged in, or the place where she is found, she is entitled to no pro-

tection under the laws of the United States, and is liable to seizure

for such violation of the law. and in a foreign jurisdiction or on the

high seas, can claim no rights as an American vessel."

Miller. J.. Badger r. Gutierez. Ill U. S. 730, 737. See supra, p. 10.33, note.

In this case it is held that a collector who detains a ship's papers, when
the ship is not under seizure, and when her papers are not deposited

with him for the piu'poses of entry and clearance, subjects himself

to an action for damages.
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5. Arming of Merchant Vessels.

§ 326.

" In .answer to your request for an expression of opinion in regard

to Mr. Ogden's question whether a vessel which he is said to be fitting

out for a trading voyage to the South Sea Islands, can carry two guns

and other arms for protection and defense against the natives. I am
not aware of any international prohibition or of an}" treaty provision

which would prevent a vessel trading amid the groups of islands of

the South Sea from carrying a couple of guns and arms for the proper

and necessary protection of the vessel against violence on the part of

lawless or partially civilized communities, or of the piratical crews

which are represented to occasionally frequent those waters, provid-

ing always that the vessel carrying such guns and arms itself be on a

lawful voyage and be engaged in none other than peaceful commerce,

and that such guns and arms loe intended and be used solely for the

purpose of defense and of self-protection."

Mr. Fish. See. of State, to Mr. Morrill. Feb. 8. 1877, 117 Dom. Let. 54.

" A copy of your No. 23, of the 10th instant, in regard to the case

of the American schooner Wafer Witch, which arrived in Haytian
waters with two cannon and sixty pounds of powder on board, hav-

ing been transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury, that official

has replied to your enquiry whether sailing vessels of the United

States are allowed to carry any armament as ship's stores, or other-

wise, that the laws do not forbid the carrying of articles of the

character mentioned, provided there shall be no violation of Chapter

LXVII. of the Kevised Statutes."

Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sinythe, min. to Hayti, Jan. 31, 1894,

For. Rel. 1894, .3.37, MS. Inst. Hayti, III. 37.",.

Chap. LXVII., R. S., embracing §§ .5281-5291, relates to neutrality. Sec.

5289 reads as follows :

" Sec. 5289. The owners or consignees of every armed vessel sailing out

of the ports of the United States, belonging wholly or in part to citi-

zens thereof, shall, before clearing out the same, give bond to the

Unitetl States, with sufficient sureties, in double the amount of the

value of the vessel and cargo on lx)ard, including her armament,
conditioned that the vessel shall not be employed by such owners to

cruise or commit hostilities against the subjec-ts, citizens, or property

of any foreign jirince or state, or of any colony, district, or people,

with whom the I'nited States are at peace."

It shoiild also l>e borne in mind that a merchant vessel using arms for

acts of destruction on the high seas, unless duly commissioned for

the purpose, may exiwse herself to a charge of piracy.

The law does not prohibit armed vessels belonging to citizens of the

United States from sailing out of our ports ; it only requires the own-
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ei-s to give security that such vessels shall not be employed by them to

commit hostilities against foreign powers at peace with the United

States.

United States v. Quincy, 6 Pet. 445.

The seizure by France of an American merchantman, and her con-

demnation, can not be justified by the fact that she was armed for

defensive purposes.

Gushing r. United States, 22 Ct. CI. 1 ; Hooper v. United States, 22 Ct. CI.

408.

6. Officers.

§ 327.

" In my opinion the command of American vessels should be con-

fined to American citizens."

Mr. .Jay. Sec. for For. Aff., to the Gov. of Virginia. Dee. 17, 1787, 3 MS.
Am. Let. 308. See supra, pp. 1035, 1043-1044, 1049.

A tax on a vessel employing as mate an alien, imposed under sec-

tion 4219, Revised Statutes, which provides that a vessel any officer

of which shall not be "' a citizen of the United States," shall pay a

tax of 50 cents a ton, should not be remitted because such alien had

duly declared his intention to become a citizen of the United States

and had for more than three years continuously served on board

American merchant vessels, if he had never actually been admitted to

citizenship.

Harmon, At. Gen. (Sept. 15, 1890), 21 Op. 412.

7. Loss OF Right to Protection.

§ 328.

" I think it proper to meet cases which it appears from your dis-

patch are likely to arise, although you have not distinctly presented

them. An American register of a vessel will not entitle its owner,

even though he be |a] citizen resident here, to especial exemption from

tlie oi)eration of the laws of New Granada, if the vessel, instead of

being employed in general commerce, is applied to the purposes of

internal trade and navigation in New Granada for an indefinite

period and without a pui-pose of returning her to our own waters or

employing her in our own national commerce."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Burton, No. 12, Jan. 16, 1862, MS. Inst.

Colombia, XVI. 20.

Referring to an application made by Mr. Henry Schuber, a citizen

of the United States, to the Colombian Government for a license to
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run a steamboat coastwise on the I^acific coast of that country, Mr.

Seward observed that it was solely within the competence of the

Colombian Government to determine when and on what conditions

a vessel of foreign build and foreign ownership should be allowed to

engage in its coastwise trade, and that he was not aware of any law of

the United States by which an American vessel, "in consequence of

its employment in a foreign coasting trade forfeits the privileges

attaching to its registry when it shall again resume a course of navi-

gation under the laws of this country." Mr. Seward added, however,

that Mr. Schuber should be informed " that, when a citizen of the

United States, domiciled in a foreign country, engages in a regular

coasting business generally forbidden to our vessels, in virtue of an

exceptional license from the government of such country, he will be

regarded, although such government may permit him to sail the vessel

under our flag, as having elected to put it under the exclusive protec-

tion of the government whose license it bears and into whose commer-
cial marine it is adopted, and to have waived any claim to the protec-

tion of this Government for his vessel while thus employed."

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sullivan, inin. to Colombia, Dec. 4,

1867, MS. Inst. Colombia, XVI. 257.

It appears that Mr. Schuber obtained the license which he sought

and placed in the Colombian coasting trade a steamer called the Mon-
tij(K which belonged to himself and his brother, who traded at Pan-

ama under the firm name of II. Schuber & Brother. In April, 1871,

the steamer, while on a voyage from the port of David to the city of

Panama, was seized by revolutionists, with whom the Colombian

Government afterwards made an arrangement by which they were

granted anmesty for their acts. The Government of the United

States on becoming acquainted with the facts instructed the American

minister at Bogota to bring the case to the notice of the Colombian

Government, and a claim for damages was afterwards presented

through the American legation to that Government. This claim was

referred to arbitration, and an award was made in favor of the claim-

ants for $33,401. Among the defences made by Colombia were (1)

that the Schubers were domiciled in that country, and (2) that the

steamer when seized w^as sailing under a coasting license. With
regard to the first point, the umpire found {a) that the claimants,

though they had been engaged in business at Panama since 1849, were

not domiciled in Colombia, and {h) that, even if they were so domi-

ciled, the " United States would still have the right, under certain

circumstances, to extend to them its protection." As to the second

point, the umpire held that the coasting license, under which the vessel

was permitted to sail under the flag of the United States, was legal,

and that, even if it was legally defective, the Colombian Government
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had impliedly waived the defect and could not set it up as an answer

to the claim for compensation.

Case of the Montijo, agreement between the United States and Colombia,

of August 17, 1874, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, II. 1421-1447.

See. as to the case of tlie American steamer Atrato, Mr. Blaine, Sec. of

State, to Sec. of Treas., June 7, 1889, 173 MS. Dom. Let. 313.

" I acknowledge the receipt of your despatch (No. 14) of the 18th

ultimo, enclosing the translation of a note from the secretary of state

for foreign affairs of Hayti, in which he states that the American

steamer Citi/ of Port au Prince was violently interdicted from enter-

ing the port of Gonaives by two war steamers in the service of rebels.

Vou add your own statement that the American vessel before named
is employed as a transport in the service of the Haytian Government,

and is often freighted with munitions of war [and] sent from port to

])ort under the control of that Government. The secretary for for-

eign affairs, in his note, mentions the fact that his colleague, the

secretary for war and marine, was on board the American vessel at

the time of its alleged exclusion from the port of Gonaives and fur-

ni.shed the information which is communicated by that note.

" The general views of this Government in respect to the vessels

in the service of the Haytian insurgents and to their operations were

connnunicated to you in my instructions (No. 11) of the 14th instant,

to which you are referred. It is only necessary to add that a vessel

of the United States entering into the service of a foreign power as

an auxiliary to military or naval operations must be regarded as

relying exclusively upon the protection of that powder, and abjuring,

while such emploj'ment continues, any claim to the protection of this

(xovernment. You will furnish Mr. Archier with a copy of this

despatch."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, min. to Hayti, No. 12, Sept. 15,

18(39, MS. Inst. Hayti, I. 154. See supra, pp. 1085-1086.

" I acknowledge the receipt of your despatch (No. 23) of Novem-
ber 1, 1869, enclosing copies of correspondence growing out of the

notice of Her Britannic Majesty's legation of an intention to hold

the American steam tug Aspinwall, and its owners, responsible for

any losses that may be incurred by the owners of the British schooner

Express, which had been captured by the Haytian Government, in

consequence of the schooner's being taken in tow by the tug while

the latter was in the employment of the Haytian Government.
" This occurrence confirms the propriety of my instruction to you

(No. 12) of September 15th, 1809, because it is a second exempli-

fication growing out of the same transaction of the embarrassments

to which this Government would subject itself, if it admitted that

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 68
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till American vessel which luis been voluntarily put into the service

of a foreign government as an auxiliary to military or naval oper-

ations, could retain any right to our protection for the vessel, cargo,

ship's company or passengers.
'"• The United States having in no wise directed or countenanced

the entry of the tug Asjyinv'all into the service of the Haytian Gov-

ernment, will not concern themselves about any eventualities which

may result from such service, but will leave the owners to such

responsibility, if any, as the British Government may deem itself

authorized to insist upon, and to such indemnification as the Haytian

Government may feel itself bound to give."

Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, niin. to Hayti, No. 23, Dec. 7, 1869,

MS. Inst. Hayti, I. ICO.

March 3, 1885, the Colombian minister to the United States com-

nn.nicated to the Department of State a copy of a telegram from the

authorities of Panama, reporting that the steam tug Game Cock^

belonging to the Panama Railroad Company, had been captured by

the insurgents. The Colombian minister requested that the naval

connnanders of the United States should be suitably instructed in

the premises, A rej^ort Avas afterwards received from the command-
ing oflicer of the U. S. S. Galena., at Colon, to the effect that the Game
Cock was not owned by citizens of the United States, but was French

property, belonging to the Panama Canal Company ; that at the time

of her capture she was doing harbor duty temporarily for the rail-

road company: and that she was under the flag of Colombia. The
Department of' State held that such temporary employment in the

service of an American corporation could not entail upon the United

States any obligation such as might exist with respect to a ves.sel

owned by citizens of the United States and sailing under the Amer-

ican flag.

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Becerra, Colombian niin., April S. 1885,

For. Itol. 1885, 24!).

It beiiifr snl)se(iuently ascertained that the G(i)nr Cock was the property

of the Panama Railroad (''omi>any. Commander Willis, V. S. S.

Yaiitic, seized her on Aujrnst (!, 188.5. and turned her over to the com-

pany. (Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Messrs. Barlow et al., Aug.

22, 1885, 150 MS. Dom. Let. Gil.)

The protection of the Ignited States having been requested for cer-

tain vessels navigating the internal waters of Colombia, a report was

subsequently received to the effect that they were for the moment in

the service of insurgents against the titular government, imder an

agreement the terms of which seemed to repel the supposition of

coercion, and that but little stock of the company by which the ves-
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sels were owned was held by citizens of the United States. Under

these circumstances it was stated that, if the request for protection

was further pressed, the Department of State would be pleased to

learn

:

'•
1. Whether the stock is for the most part held by American citi-

zens or aliens.

*' 2. AVhether the officers of the company are American citizens.

•* 8. Whether the vessels fly the United States or the Colombian

fla^r. and what registry they carry.

•" 4. Does the Colombian concession to the company recognize or

require the American nationality of the vessels."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hood, July 6, 1885, 156 MS. Dom. Let.

184.

The steamship Bolirm\ American owned and built, but undocu-

mented, having finished a term of service under the Venezuelan

(iovernment and flag, desired to resume American colors and pro-

tection. The opinion was expressed that the vessel, being American

owned, was entitled to claim protection as American property, pro-

vided that she was not ''in the service of a foreign government;"

but that, if it was desired to obtain for her all the privileges of a

'• vessel of the United States," documentation in the district including

her liome port was necessary, and would appear to be practicable, if

her tenipf)rarv service under the Venezuelan flag was not attended

with loss of her American ownership.

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Sec. of Treas., Sept. 14, 1888, 169 MS. Dom.
Let. 671.

It having been stated that the American registered steamer Pizatti

was 'chartered in Honduras by the President of the Republic for use

against rel)els who were in possession of the harbors of La Ceiba and
Trujillo. and was granted for the time being permission to fly the

Ilonduranean flag, the Treasury Department expressed the opinion

that, as the case was not covered by section 4135, Revised Statutes,

relating to vessels " authorized to sail under a foreign flag, and to

have the i)r()tection of any foreign government during the existence

of the rebellion." neither the vessel, nor her owners or master, had
incurred any penalty or disability under the statutes of the United
States, Nevertheless, it is very desirable that American vessels

should avoid all interference in local conflicts in foreign countries,

and rigidly preserve their neutral character.

Mr. Foster. Sec. of State, to Mr. Scrupgs. min. to Venezuela. Sept. 30,

18!)2. For. Kel. 1892. (527. 62(m;21 : Mr. Foster, Sec. of State, to .Mr.

I'aclioco. niin. to Honduras. Sept. 27, 1892, For. Rel. 189.3. 149-1.'>2.

Information was subsequently received by the Department of State tend
ing to show that preparation was made in the United States for
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participation by tlio stoanior and ber officers in tbe struggle; and

tlie minister of tiie Fnited States in Honduras was instructed to

inform tbe (Jovernment tbat sucli an allegation would " very mate-

rially modify" tbe oi)inion previously expressed. (Mr. (Jresham,

Sec. of State, to Mr. Young, min. to Honduras, May 6, 189.'i, For. Rel.

180;}, ]r>l.) Tbe Pizatti was afterwards lii)elled at New Orleans

under § ".283, R. S., for violation of tbe neutrality laws. (For. Rel.

1893, 1.52.)

V. VES^StJLK COyTROLLKl) HY IXSIffGHXTS.

1. Cases a.nd Opinions. 177(i-18(50.

§329.

By the British statute of 17 George III., cli. 9, in 1777, after reciting

that whereas a rebellion and war have been openly and traitorously

levied and carried on in certain of His Majesty's colonies and planta-

tions in America, and " acts of treason and piracy have been com-

mitted on the high seas, and upon the ships and goods of his Majesty's

subjects, and many persons have been seized and taken, who are ex-

pressly charged or strongly suspected of such treasons and felonies,

and many more such persons may be hereafter so seized and taken;

and whereas such persons have been, or may be brought into this

kingdom, and into other parts of his Majesty's dominions, and it may
be inconvenient in many such cases to proceed forthwith to the trial

of such criminals, and at the same time of evil example to suffer them

to go at large;"' it was enacted that all such persons (describing them)

may " be detained in safe custody, without bail or main-prize, until

the first day of January, one thousand seven hundred and seventy-

eight ; and that no judge or justice of peace shall bail or try any such

person or persons without order from his Majesty's most honoin*able

privy council.'' before that time. (81 Pickering's Statutes, 312, con-

tinued annually l)v successive reenactments till the end of the war.

Id. vol. 32, 1. 175:" vol. 33, 3. 183: vol. 34, 1.)

Lawrence's Wiieaton (1863), 249.

The operation of tbis act was confined mainly to American privateers-

men c-aptured by Britisb cruisers. None, bowever. were executed as

pirates under tbis statute, and all were ultimately excbanged or

released.

Three British vessels were captured in 1779 by the Alliance^

Captain Landais, of the squadron under John Paid
The Bergen Prizes, -r -, • i • ^ t> • x-' iJones, and carried into IJergen, in Norway, where, on

the demand of the British minister, they were seized by the Danish

Government and restored to their owners on the ground that, as

Denmark had not acknowledged the independence of the Ignited

States, the prizes could not be considered as lawful. In a note to
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M. Bernstorf, the Danish minister for foreign affairs, of December

22. 1779, Franklin asked that the order of restoration be repealed, or

that if it had been executed the value of the prizes, which was esti-

mated at £50,000, should be j)aid by Denmark to the United States.

M. Rernstorf answered evasively, though in substance he pleaded

duress as an excuse for the order, which had been carried into effect.

In 1787 Congress instructed Jefferson, Avho was then minister of

the United States at Paris, to make a representation on the subject to

the King of Denmark ; and Jefferson authorized Jones to pursue the

claim at Cojienhagen. Nothing, however, was accomplished, and in

180(') Congress j^assed an act appropriating $4,000 to Landais as prize

money on account of the captures. In 1812 Mr. Monroe as Secretary

of State addressed an inquiiy in regard to the claim to Mr. Pedersen,

then Danish charge d'affaires at Washington, who replied ihat his

government never had considered the claim as legal, and that it now
regarded it as superannuated and abandoned. Subsequently the mat-

ter was several times brought to the attention of Congi'ess. In 1848,

li<)we\ er. the Secretary of the Treasury was authorized to pay to the

legal re])resentatives of Jones, and of the officers, seamen, and marines,

their just proportions of the value of the prizes, adjusting their

claims on principles of justice and equity, after deducting from

Landais' share the sum he had received under the act of 1806.

With reference to this case, Mr. Wheaton, in 1843, after remarking

that Denmark, during the war of the American Revolution, " remained

passive," neither acknowledging the independence of the United

States nor allying herself with either party, so that she was "bound
to all the duties of impartial neutrality,'' except so far as they might

have been modified by her treaty obligations to Great Britain, said:

•' This was not the case of an ordinary revolt in the bosom of a

state, which has not yet assumed the character of a civil war, such as

entitles both the contending parties to the rights of war in respect to

each other, and to foreign nations. In the year 1779, the United

States constituted a confederation of States, sovereign de facto ^ and

engaged in war with (ireat Britain, in which the rights of war Avere

acknowledged by the parent country. . . . The United States were

associated, in the war against Great Britain, with two of the great

powers of Euroijc—France and Spain: both of which had acknowl-

edged their independence, whilst the former had concluded with them
a treaty of intimate alliance. . . . The only reason said to have been

alleged by the Danish (lovernment for rescuing these prizes from the

possession of the American captors in order to deliver them up to the

original British ownei-s, was, that Denmark had not yet acknowledged

the independence of the United States. But the question is not

whether she had acknowledged the independence of the United States,

but whether such a state of war actually existed between the United
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States and Great Britain as made it the duty of all nations professing

to be neutral to respect the just exercise of the rights of war of both.

Denmark nnist either have considered the United States as lawful

belligerents, or as pirates incapable of acquiring any of the rights of

just war."

Mr. Wheaton, niin. to Prussia, to Mr. Upshur, Sec. of State, Aug. 23, 184.S,

II. Ex. i:>of. 2(>4, 28 Cong. 1 sess. 4, (5.

It may ho remarked that Mr. Wheaton's assumption that the United

States in 1779 were in enjoyment of belligerent rights is not invali-

dated by his inaccurate account of the situation as it then existed.

Spain, whose entrance into war with Great Britain took place only

in .June, 1779, can not be classed with France as a power with which

the United States were " associated " in the conflict, especially as

Si)ain declined to recognize the independence of the United States.

Her recognition was not given till after the close of the conflict, nor

was her well-known repugnance to the idea of colonial independence

inexplicable. See, in this relation. Count de Florida Blanca's official

invitation to dinner, left at Mr. .Jay's house, March 30, 1782, and the

subseiiuent explanation that it was a " mistake," but that Mr. Jay

might come "as a private gentleman." (Wharton, Dip. Cor. Am.
Kev. V. 373-377.) See Moore's American Diplomacy, 17-19.

For the act of March 21, 1848, appropriating money for the jmyment of

the Bergen claims, see 9 Stat. 214.

See, also, Lawrence's Wheaton, 3d ed., note U>, p. 41.

See, further, us to the Bergen claims, Moore, Int. Arbitrations, V. 4572.

" I have been informed by Mr. Acosta, charge d'affaires of New
Granada, that General Belluche, who is a partisan of the party in

arms against the constitutional Government of Venezuela, has two

armed vessels, Baltimore clippers, cruising on the Venezuelan coast

betAveen Maracaibo and Cumana. As his party is on the eve of ex-

tinction, he may be disposed to prey upon the commerce of all na-

tions, and as no government exists that will be responsible for his

conduct it is proper that our naval force in that quarter should have

ail eye upon his movements,''

Mr. I'orsyth, Sec. of State, to Sec. of Navy, Jan. 4, 1836, 28 MS. Dom.
Let. 187.

Although it has been doubted whether a mere body of rebellious

men can claim all the rights of a separate power on the high seas,

without absolute or (}ualified recognition from foreign governments,

there is no authority for a (h)ubt that the parties to a civil war have

the right to conduct it with all the incidents of lawful war within the

territory to which they both belong.

Black, At.-Geu. (l8r.S), 9 Up. 140.
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2. Civil War Cases.

§ 330.

" If it were necessary, on the part of the Government, to bring the

crime charged in the present case, against the prison-

ers within this definition of robbery and piracy, as

known to the common law of nations, there would be great difficulty

in so doing upon the evidence, and, perhaps, upon the counts in the

indictment—certainly, upon the evidence. For that shows, if any-

thing, an intent to depredate upon the vessels and property of one

nation only—the United States—which falls far short of the spirit

and intent, as we have seen, that are said to constitute essential

elements of the crime."

Nelson. .J., in United States r. Baker (1801). .5 Blatchf. 0, 12; Trial of the

Officers of the Savannah. .371.

See Woolsey, Int. Law (ed. 1874). Api*. 3, p. 447.

A contrary view was taken by Judges Grier and Cadw^alader in

Smith's case, in Philadelphia in 18()'2, when a convic-

tion took place, but there was no sentence, and the

prisoners were transferred to military control as prisoners of war,

and not as pirates.

The following statement as to the latter case is made by Mr. Ash-

ton, one of the counsel for the prosecution

:

Washington. .January 26, 1886.

I think that there was no motion made for a new trial in the piracy cases

—

certainly none was ever argued. After the conviction of the prisoners a State

guestion arose as to what should be done with them. The Confederate Gov-

ernment, it was understood, threatened retaliation if they were harmed. The
Attorney-General, Mr. Bates, was in favor of their being duly sentenced, but

Mr. Seward thought that they should be exchanged as prisoners of war. and
his advice prevailed with the President; and my recollection is that the dis-

trict attorney and marshal were instructed, in letters written by Mr. Seward,

to turn the men over to the military custody of the Government. Mr. Seward

was somewhat in the habit at that time of directing the marshals and district

attorneys, a practice that Mr. Bates always resented when his attention was
called to it, and afterwards succeeded in correcting. At any rate we were

instructed to release the prisoners from civil custody, but how to do that was
the question. .ludge Cadwalader. in consultation with me on the subject, sug-

gested—you know how fertile he was in suggestion—that the men bo brought

into court on a writ of habeas coypnii, and that each should be asked to say

whether he preferred to remain in his present civil custody or to be remanded

to the military custody from whence he came. I adopted this suggestion, a

writ was issued, the men were brought into court, and each was asked the

above question by the court. It was, of course, answered as we supposed it

would be; and an order was made by the court for the delivery of the men,

by the marshal of the district, to the military custody of the Government. In

that way we got rid of our white elephants. My re<^-ol lection is that Judge

Grier was rather in favor of letting the law take its course in the cases, and
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that he would have sentenced the men if I had asked for judgment. Judge

Cadwalader, though believing the men had been rightly convicted, wa.s satis-

fied to let them go in the way I have mentioned.

I believe that there is a report of Smith's case in the Law Libi'ary of Con-

gress, but I suppose what I have mentioned is not contained in it.

November K). 1863, the American merchant vessel Joseph L. Gerrity

sailed from Matamoras, Mexico, for New York, with
Case of the "Jo-

.j ^.j^.tro of cotton. On the following nigfht, six per-
seph L. Oerrity."

i i i , i f w %- \ ^

sons, who had taken passage tor New lork, seized

the ship in the name of the Confederate Government, and a few days

afterwards the}^ set the captain and a part of the crew adrift in a

small boat. Fonr of the culprits having been found in Liverpool,

Mr. Adams, United States minister at London, February 15, 1864,

demanded their extradition on a charge of piracy. The case

was finally disposed of May 24, 1864, by the court of Queen's

Bench, on a writ of habeas forpus. The court agreed that, if

their belligerent character could be established, the charge must fail,

but no evidence was produced to show that the j)risoners were acting

under the authority of the Confederate Government. In the end,

however, this question became imimportant, since the case went off

on the point that the acts charged, if piracy at all. were piracy 'jure

gentium, and not piracy under the treaty of August 9, 1842, which

the court held to mean piracy by municipal statute.

In re Tivnan. ."> Rest & S. G45 ; Dip. Cor. 18«>4, II. 30 et seq.

December 5, 1863, the United States merchant steamer Chesapeake

sailed from New York for Portland, Me., with a
Case of the general cargo and sixteen male passengers. Decem-

" Chesapeake." *= ^ ^p • .

ber 7, at half-past one in the morning, when the

steamer was off Cape Cod, the passengers surprised the watch,

murdered the second mate, seized the captain and crew, and took

possession of the steamer in the name of the Confederate Gov-

ernment, hoisting as a sign thereof the Confederate flag. The
Government of the United States, on hearing of the seizure, sent

gunboats in pursuit of the vessel, aud on December 17 one of them

found her in Sambro Harbor. Nova Scotia, about to be deserted by

her captors and flying a signal of distress. The gunboat took pos-

session of the vessel and of certain of the crew, ami carried her into

Halifax and delivered her over to the Canadian authorities, Mr.

Seward demanded of the British Government the surrender of the

Chesapeahe^s captors on charges of murder and piracy. The names
of the persons included in the demand Avere Braine, Parr, Locke,

Collins, Robinson, and Wade. Meauwhile. the United States consul

at St. John, New Brunswick, hearing that three of the alleged
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])i rates, Collins, McKealy, and Seeley, were in that province, obtained

a warrant for their arrest. When brought before a magistrate for

examination, they claimed that their acts were of a belligerent

character, but that, if they constituted piracy, it was piracy jure

(i('nt'iiu)t^ and therefore not within the treaty of 1842. The magis-

trate connnitted them for surrender, and a writ of habeas r-orpus

was obtained from Judge llitchie of the Supreme Court of New
Hrunswick, who discharged the prisoners, on the ground among
others that piracy jure gentium was justiciable by the courts of

New Brunswick and was not within the treaty, thus avoiding the

()olitical aspects of the case. P^tforts subsequently were made to

secure either the surrender or the trial of the prisoners, but nothing

appears to have come of the proceedings.

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, British niin., Deo. 20, 1863,

Di|). Cor. 1804, IL 407.
•

For a fuller iind more minute history of the case, see Moore on Extradi-

tion, L ruo-;3i9.

In Xoveml)er, 1S()4. the United States demanded the extradition

from Canada of Bennet G. Burley on charges of

piracy, robbery, and assault with intent to commit
nuirder on the American merchant steamer Philo Parsons^ on Lake
Pa-ie, September IJ), 1804. It appeared that Burley had taken passage

on the steamer, and that afterwards, when she was in American
waters not far from the Ohio shore, he took forcible possession

of her with the aid of certain persons for whom he had procured

passage. Burk>y and his associates, when they took possession of

the steamer, professed to act in behalf of the Confederate gov-

ernment, running up the Confederate flag and declaring their

pnri)ose to seize the United States war vessel Michigan^ then in

the lake, and to release some Confederate prisoners on Johnson's

Island. Burley, though a British subject by birth, had been in the

Confederate service, and on his examination he jjroduced a connnis-

sioii as acting master in the Confederate navy, signed at Richmond,

Sej^tember 11, 18(53, on which there was an endorsement, dated at

Ilichmond. December 22, 18(54, in the form of a proclamation of Pre^s-

ident Davis, declaring that the enterprise of Burley Avas a belligerent

expedition, ordered and undertaken under the authority of the Con-

federate government and for Avhich that govennnent assumed respon-

sibility. Burley was connnitted for surrender on the charge of

robbery, lie then obtained a Avrit of habeas corpus, and his case was

argued before Chief Justice Draper and Mr. Justice Hagarty, of the

Canadian (ijueen's Bench, and Chief Justice Richards and Mr. Justice

Wilson, of the connnoji pleas. Chief Justice Draper took the ground

that, conceding that the prisoner was an officer in the Confederate
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service, the manifesto which had been put forward to shield him not

only did not permit but even forbade any violation of neutral terri-

tory. Burley's associates were taken on board, by arrangement, at

Canadian ports, and the expedition in which he was engaged was thus

embarked from neutral territory and was deprived of the character of

lawful liostility. Under these circumstances. Chief Justice Draper

was of opinion that, as the acts taken by themselves established a

prima facie case of robbery, the matters of defence which were alleged

were proper to be submitted to a jury in the jurisdiction where the

offence was committed. Chief Justice Richards took substantialh^

the same ground, and cited the observation of Lord Chief Justice

Cockburn in the case of Tivnan, that there must be an honest inten-

tion to assist a belligerent and that persons could not protect them-

selves from the consequences of acts really piratical merely by assum-

ing the character of belligerents. Justices Hagarty and Wilson con-

curred in these opinions; and Burley was accordingly surrendered on

the charge of robbery. He was tried before Judge Fitch, in Ohio.

The court held that his acts were belligerent and not committed animo

fi(t'(indi. The jury disagreed, and Burley, who was released on small

bail, left and did not reappear.

Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, British min., Nov. 29, 1864,

Dip. Cor. 18(^4. IL 813 et seq. ; The Extradition of Bennet G. Burley,

Parliamentary Papers. North America. No. 3 (1870). For a fuller

statement of the foregoing case, see Moore on Extradition, I. 319-321.

In an opinion given in this case, Oct. 10. 1864, Attorney-General Bates

intimated that Lake Erie was in the legal sense a " sea," so that

I)iracy might be committed on it, although, in view of the opposite

opinions held by many, he advised that the question be not raised.

(11 Op. 114.)

It has since been held that the Great Lakes are, in matters of criminal

jurisdiction, to be considered as seas. (United States r. Rodgers

(1893), 1.".0 U. S. 249.)

Although it has always been asserted in official records that Burley de-

parted wiiile out on bail, the statement has lately been made, on the

authority of the sheriff who had him in custody, that he escaped

from jail. It ai)i)ears that Burlej', who was a native of Scotland,

afterwards became, inider the name of '* Burleigh," a famous war
corresix>ndent, on the staff of the Lon<lon Daily Telegraph. See an

interesting article entitled " Burleigh—and. .Tohnson's Island," in

the .\merican Magazine of History. .May and June, 1905, by Fred-

erick .1. She])ard. esq., of Buffalo. N. Y.

The question whether Captain Semmes, of the Alabama, should be

prosecuted for piracy was discussed in the Atlantic Monthly for July

and August, 187'2, by Mr. Bolles, Avho was the Solicitor of the Xavy
Department, and to whom this (juestion was referred. This article

states at the outset that " By establishing a blockade of Confederate

ports, our Government had recognized the Confederates as belliger-
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• 'iits, if not as a belligerent state, and had thus confessed that Con-

federate officers and men, military or naval, could not be treated as

pirates or guerrillas, so long as they obeyed the laws of war; that the

<anie recognition was made when cartels for exchange of prisoners

were established between the Federal and Confederate authorities;

iiiid. above all, when the Federal PLxecutive, after the courts had

declared Confederate privateersnien to be pirates, had deliberately

set aside those judgments, and admitted the captured and condemned
officers and men of the Savannah and the Jeff Davis to exchange as

prisoners of war."

The conclusion is as follows

:

" It is evident that, after it had been, as it soon was, resolved that

neither treason nor jjiracy should be charged against Semmes before

a military or naval tribunal, and that his methods of capturing,

' plundering,' and destroying vessels should not be treated as offenses

against public law and duty, but that he should be dealt with as a

belligerent naval officer, bound to obey the laws of war and entitled

to their protection, it was needless to inquire where or by whom the

Alabama Avas built, numned, armed, or connnissioned ; or whether a

government without an open port can legitimately own or employ a

naval force. These inquiries, however interesting or important they

might be in other connections, were of no sort of interest or import-

ance as elements of a trial for violating the laws of war in the con-

duct of a cruiser sul)ject to those laws, and protected by them.
" In this way the field and the duty of inquiry were reduced to the

two subjects of cruelty to prisoners and perfjdy towards Captain Win-
slow and the power he represented."

These articles by Mr. Bolles are commented on by Sir A. Cockburn,

in his opinion in the Geneva tribunal, and in 2 Bullock's Secret

Service Conf. States, 116 et seq.

The " Confederate Government," owing to the disabilities to which

its privateers were exposed in foreign ports, discontinued pri-

vateering, and its cruisers " claimed the rights of public ships of

war. and were commanded by officers commissioned by the Confed-

erate States."

Mr. W. B. Lawrence, in N. Am. Rev., July, 1878, 21, ,31, citing 22 Solicitor's

.Journal. r)2.'{.

As to the status of Confederate cruisers in foreign ports, see report of

Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, April 26, 1862, H. Ex. Doc. 104, 37 Cong.

2 sess.
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3. Cases and Opinions. 1865-1884.

§ 331.

May 31, 18G5, the steamer Washington, was seized in Ecuador by
insuigeiits, who with her aid captured the Ecuadorian

Case of the ^y.jj. vessel Guayas. The Government of Ecuador
^ ^' by a decree dechired the parties to be pirates, subject

to capture by any foreign man-of-war, even in Ecuadorian waters.

The American minister, on the request of the Ecuadorian Govern-

ment, gave notice of the decree to the commander of the United

States naval forces on the Pacific station.

See Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hassaurek, niin. to Ecuador, Sept.

in, 1865, MS. Inst. Ecuador, I. 175.

July 10, 18C9, Mr. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy, instructed

Commander E. K. Owen, U. S. S. Seminole, to pro-

„_
J

, „ ceed without delay to Samana Bay in Santo Domingo
and ascertain whether a steamer was there named the

Telegraph {Telegrafo), under the command of one Luperon, or offi-

cers of his. Mr. Robeson said that the vessel had been " interfering

with American conunerce, and sailing on the high seas without legal

authority." Connnander Owen was directed to seize her and bring

her" into the port of Baltimore. If he should not find the vessel in

Samana Bay, he Avas to search for her along the coast till he found

her.«

General Babcock stated before a committee of the Senate that the

Telegrafo was alleged to be a pirate and had overhauled a vessel

carrying the American flag; that hhe first sailed under the American
flag, and then hoisted the flag of Venezuela, under which she

a])peared l)efore the toAvn of Puerto Plata and demanded its sur-

render; that the people refused to surrender and fired at her, where-

upon she fired some shots into the town ; that she then went around to

Samana Bay under the Dominican flag, and after remaining there

some days went to Barahona, where she landed her guns and munitions

of war.''

July 31. 18G0, Commander Owen reported from St. Thomas his

arrival from Samana Bay. The Telegrafo. then called the Restora-

oione, was in the hands of the British Government and had been sold

to an English subject. Xo evidence had been gathered that the

vessel had interferred with American citizens or commerce. On the

4th of August Connnander Owen reported that he had decided to

let the matter rest between the British and Dominican Governments."

«' S. Reix 2.34, 41 Cong. 2 sess. .",8. See, also, S. Ex. Doc. 34, 41 Cong. 3 sess. 5.

& S. Rep. 2.34, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 39.

c S. Ex. Doc. 34, 41 Cong. 3 sess. 6, 7.
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" I acknowledge the receipt of your despatch (Xo. 13) of the 13th

Vessels employed "Itiuio, ill which you enclose a copy of a note ad-

by Haytian in- dressed by the secretary for foreign affairs of Hayti

surgents. to the several members of the diplomatic corps ac-

credited to his Government, and relating to the armed steamers

formerly called the Q^ial-er City and the Florida now in the service

of insurgents against the Government of Hayti. The secretary for

foreign affairs, after reciting the fact that those insurgents have not

been recognized by this or any other government as entitled to bel-

ligerent rights, declares that the vessels which form the subject of

his communication can not be considered according to the spirit of

international maritime law otherwise than real pirates, which it is

the duty of every regular navigator to pursue for the purpose of

sinking or capturing them. He further states it to be an object of

his communication to obtain from each one of the vessels of the re-

spective nations, to whose representatives it was addressed, an ade-

quate and efficacious cooperation in maintaining for the marine of the

civilized world the security of the seas and to guarantee the protection

of ])rivate property.

" The good understanding which this Government earnestly desires

to maintain with that of Hayti requires that this communication

should receive a frank and explicit reph'.

" You will, therefore, say to the secretary for foreign affairs

:

" 1. That we do not dispute the right of the Government of Hayti

to treat the officers and creAv of the Qnaher City and Florida [vessels

in the service of insurgents against Hayti] as pirates for all intents

and purposes. How they are to be regarded by their own legitimate

Government is a question of municipal law into which we have no

occasion, if we had the right, to enter.

" 2. That this Government is not aware of any reason which would
j-equire or justify it in looking upon the vessels named in a different

light from any other vessels employed in the service of the insurgents.
•' 3. That regarding them simply as armed cruisers of insurgents

not yet acknowledged by this Government to have attained belligerent

rights, it is competent to the United States to deny and resist the ex-

v^rcise by those vessels or any other agents of the rebellion of the privi-

leges which attend maritime war, in respect to our citizens or their

])roperty entitled to our protection. We may or may not, at our

option, as justice or policy may require, treat them as pirates in the

absolute and unqualified sense, or we may, as the circumstances of any

actual case shall suggest, waive, the extreme right and recognize, where

facts warrant it, an actual intent on the part of the individual offend-

ers, not to depredate in a criminal sense and for private gain, but to

capture and destroy jure hclli. It is sufficient for the present purpose

that the United States will not admit any commission or authority
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proceeding from rebels as a justification or excuse for injury to per-

sons or property entitled to the protection of this Government. They
will not tolerate the search or stopping by cruisers in the rebel service

of vessels of the United States, nor any other act which is only privi-

leged by recognized belligerency.

" 4. While asserting the right to capture and destroy the vessels in

question, and others of similar character, if any aggression upon per-

sons or propert}^ entitled to the protection of this Government shall

reconmiend such action, Ave can not admit the existence of any obliga-

tion to do so in the interest of Hayti or of the general security of

commerce.
" Xo facts have l)een presented to this Government to create a belief

that the operations of the vessels in question have been with a view

to plunder or had any other than a political object. That object is

hostile to a government with which the United States have main-

tained a friendship that it requires no fresh manifestation to evince.

We deem it most decorous to leave it to that Government to deal with

the hostile vessels as it may find expedient, reserving the consideration

of our action in respect to them till some offence, actual or appre-

hended, to the United States shall render it imperative.

- " You may read this dispatch to the secretary of foreign affairs

and leave a coj^y of it with him if he desires it."

Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, luiii. to Ilayti, No. 11, Sept. 14,

1869, MS. Inst. Hayti, I. 150. See supra, p. 1073.

The crew of a Peruvian monitor, the Huasear, anchored at Callao,

revolted on May 6, 1877, and declared for the insur-

,,„ ,^, gent Government of Pierola. The HuaHcar pro-
Huascar, . . .

^

ceeded to sea without opposition from other Peru-

vian vessels in the harbor. On May 8 the titular Government of

Peru issued a decree calling the Tluascar crew " rebels," and author-

izing her capture. The Huascar then stopped several British ves-

sels, taking out of one of them two officers Avho were going to Peru

to enter Government service. The British admiral on those coasts

being advised of these proceedings, and also of the seizure of certain

lighters of coal belonging to British subjects, sent the Shah, a British

cruiser, to sea to seize the Huascar. An engagement took place,

which Avas only j^artially successful, the Tluascar ultimately eluding

her assailant. The Huascar subsequently surrendered to Peru, and

Peru claimed indenuiity from Great Britain for the conduct of the

British admiral. The law officers of the Crown, on tjie question

being referred to them, hekl that as the Huascar was sailing under no

national flag, and Avas an irresponsible depredating cruiser, approA^ed

the conduct of the admiral. When the question came up before the

House of Commons, the attorney-general maintained that the
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Iliiaxcar was a rover committing depredations on foreign shipping.

It would have been otherwise, he conceded, if there had been an exist-

ing rebellion entitled to the rights of belligerency.

1 Ilalleck's Int. Law, note (8rd ed. by Baker), 447. See criticism in 1

Calvo, 5th ed., §.504. p. 592.

" The expedient of declaring a revolted national vessel to be a
• pirate ' has often been resorted to among the Spanish-American

countries in times of civil tumult, and on late occasions in Europe.

At the time of the Murcian rising, in 1873, the insurgents at Carta-

gena seized the Spanish ironclads in harbor and cruised with them
along the coast, connnitting hostilities. The Spanish (xovernment

proclaimed the vessels pirates and invited their capture by any

nation. A (iernian naval commander then in the Mediterranean did

i>i fact capture one of the revolted ships and claimed it as a (jerman

l>rize, but his act was disavowed. The rule is, simply, that a

• pirate ' is the natural enemy of all men, to be repressed by any, and

wherever found, while a revolted vessel is the enemy only of the

[)o\ver against which it acts. While it may lie outlawed so far as the

outlawing state is concerned, no foreign state is bound to resj^ect or

execute such outlawry to the extent of treating the vessel as a public

enemy of mankind. Treason is not piracy, and the attitude of for-

eign governments toward the offender may be negative merely so

far as demanded by a proper observance of the principle of neu-

trality."

Mr. Frelinghuyscn, Sec. of State, to Mr. Langston, min. to Hayti, Dec. 15,

1883, For. Kel. 1884. 25)7.

4. Colombian Inslrrection, 1885.

§ 332.

Early in 1885 the tug Game Cock and certain other steam vessels

Iwlonging to the United Magdalena Steam Naviga-
Case of the "Game

^j^^j^ Company, an American corporation, and plying

on the Magdalena River, in Columbia, were taken

possession of for hostile use by General Gaitan, one of the leaders in

the insurrecti(m then going on against the titular government of

that country.

April 21, 1885, Dr. Francis "Wliarton, then Solicitor of the Depart-

ment of State, made a report in which he said :
" When vessels- be-

longing to citizens of the United States have been seized and are now
navigated on the high seas by persons not representing any govern-

ment or belligerent i:)ower recognized by the United States, such

vessels may be captured and rescued by their owners, or by United

States cruisers acting for such owners; and all force which is neces-

sary for such i)urpose may be used to make the capture effectual."
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May 18, 1885, Doctor Wharton, on the submission of further facts,

made an additional report, in Avhich, after affirming the position he

had previously taken, he advised that a suitable instruction be sent

to the United States minister at Bogota, and that the papers be

immediately forwarded to the Secretary of the Xavy "with the

request that the vessels thus unlawfully seized and now possessed by

the insurgents Ix? retaken when on the high seas by any force the

United States may be able to use for that purpose. . . . The crews

manning these vessels can not be regarded b}"^ this Government as

pirates. But, while this is the case, and while it may be conceded

that vessels seized by them on the high seas are seized, under claim of

right, yet, vessels belonging to citizens of the United States so seized

by them may be rescued by our cruisers acting for the owners of such

vessels in the same way that we coidd reclaim vessels derelict on the

high seas."

These reports were approved, and a request was made to the Secre-

tary of the Xavy that '' proper instructions l>e immediately issued to

the commander of the naval authorities in Colombia for the recap-

ture, when on the high seas, by any force the United States may be

able to use for that purpose, of the vessels of the Magdalena Steam
Navigation Company thus unlawfully seized and possessed by the

insurgents."

Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, May 19, 1885, For. Rel. 1885,

211-214. See. also, Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hood, May 16,

188.J. 1.5.J MS. I^oni. Let. -40.3.

For the retjuest to the Secretary of the Navj' for the issuance of the in-

structions above indicated, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Whitney, See. of Navy, May 10, 188.5, 155 MS. Dom. Let. 421.

Witli reference to a statement subsecinently made that the insurgents

were using the steamers by agreement and giving compensation there-

for, Mr. Bayard said :
" If. as stated, the steamers are used in virtue

of some understanding witli the insurgents, tliey can not be regarded

as stolen property liable to recovery. The Secretary of the Navy will,

however, l)e requested to have this i>oint carefully investigated by the

Admiral before taking action." (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr.

Hood. May 27, 18.S5. I.".."* MS. Dom. Let. 507.)

As to the seizure of the Game Cock bj- the revolutionists, see a dispatch

from the United States consul at Colon, No. 31, March 7, 1885, copy

of which was enclosetl by Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Whitney,

Sec. of Navy, March 21, 1885, 154 MS. Dom. Let. 540.

Early in ]May, 1885, Mr. Becerra, Colombian minister at Washington,

infornietl the Department of State that I'restan. the insurgent leader

who had Inu'iied Colon, had with his forces escaped from that place

and got ])ossessi<)n of or stolen two or three vessels on which he had

placed guns, and that he might seek to destroy Cartagena or might

even return to harass the Isthmus anew. Mr. Becerra made no

statement respecting the nationality of the vessels which Pi'estan

was i-eported to have seized, but, in view of the ix)ssibillty that they

might be " the property of citizens of the United States and may have
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been wrongfully taken by force," it was suggested that instructions

l)e given to the Uniteti States naval officers on the coast " to ascertain

the facts of the case, and act acc*ordingly under existing instructions

to the end of restoring such property to the lawful American owners

from whom it may have been stolen if that fact positively api>ear."

(Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Whitney, Sec. of Navy, May 4,

18.S5. 155 MS. I>om. Let. 2^3.)

" There is reason, however, to l)elieve that some of the vessels employed in

the attack on Cartagena, and in patrolling that part of the coast now
in the hands of the insurgents, are the property of citizens of the

Unitetl States and were wronfully seized in the Magdalena Rivei", and

at Barranquilla by the insurgents. Our right in resi^ect to any such

vessels is wholly independent of the situation assumetl to be created

by the deci-ee of the Colombian Government [declaring such vessels

to be pirates], for such property, stolen from its lawful American

owners by men whom we do not rec-ognize as representing any gov-

ernment, and who are denounced as insurgents by the only govern-

ment known to us there, could be recovered by force when on the

high .seas by its legitimate ownei-s or by parties acting for them,

without the intervention of any admiralty process. Such a rescue

by or for the lawful owner of private property from an unlawful

taker is i>ermissible under any view." (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Whitney. Sec. of Navy. April 15. 1885. 155 MS. Dom. Let. 101.)

In Kebruiiry. 1890. Mr. ^lerry. the American minister in Nicaragua,

declined to request the commander of the United States naval forces

in Central American waters to seize the Nicaragua steamer San
Jacinto. The Department of State, after remarking that sufficient

facts were not shown to justify the intervention of the United States

naval forces, addetl : "It does not appear that the San Jacinto is

American property, unlawfully seized by the insurgents. If it

were, it could be recaptured for the benefit of its lawful owners on

the hiffh seas by our naval force. See Mr. Bayard's instruction to

Mr. Scruggs, May 19. 1885. Foreign Relations. 1885, page 211."

(Mr. Hay. Sec. of State, to Mr. Merry, No. 197, March 3, 1899, MS.
Inst. Cent. Am. XXI. 427.)

'• The (ToverniiK'iit of the United States can not regard as piratical

vessels manned bv parties in arms against the Gov-
Discussions with ernment of the United States of Colombia, when

om la,
such vessels are passing to and from ports held by

snch insurgents, or even when attacking ports in the possession of

the National (iovernment. In the late civil war, the United States

at an early period of the struggle surrendered the position that

those manning the Confederate cruisers were pirates under interna-

tional law. The I'nited States of Colombia can not, sooner or later,

do otherwise than accept the same view. But, however this may
be. no neutral power can acquiesce in the position now taken by

the Colombian Government.. "Whatever may be the demerits of the

vessels in the power of the insurgents, or whatever may be the status

of those manning them under the municipal law of Colombia, if

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 69
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they be brought by the act of the National Government within the

operation of that law, there can be no question that such vessels,

when engaged as above stated, are not, by the law of nations, pirates;

nor can they he regarded as pirates by the United States.

" The status of purpoxe or of employment^ which the Government

of Colombia seeks to create against such vessels by decreeing them to

be pirates, is. of course, wholly distinct from the inherent status as

foat'nxj property. On this latter point we are not as yet adequately

informed. The commanders of the naval vessels of the United

States on the Colombian coast have, however, been told that if con-

clusive proof be shown that any vessels belonging to citizens of the

United States have been unlawfully taken from them, the recovery of

such i^roperty by the owners, or by others acting in their behalf, to

the end of its restoration to their legitimate control, is warrantable.

Such a right is inherent, depending wholly upon the circumstances

of the case, and can not be derived from or limited by any municipal

decree of the Colombian Government like that which you now bring

to my notice."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Becerra. Colombian ruin.. April 24. 1885,

For. Rel. 188.5. 254. 257.

When the Colombian minister at Washington again advanced the claim,

in 1900. that the vessels then controlled by insurgents against his

Government were, " according to the pi'ovisions of international law,

subject to tlie same conditions as jiiratical vessels." the Department

of State replied by quoting the passage given above. (Mr. Hay. Sec.

of State, to Senor Marquez, Colombian min., Aug. 1, 1900, For. Rel.

1900. 405.)

" I can assure you. My. Secretary of State, and I will even add that

there is evidence of this at the Department of State, that all those ves-

sels, with the single exception of the General Cordova^ Avhich is the

property of the nation, have come into the possession of the insur-

gents through the commission of acts of robbery identical in their

nature and the means whereby they Avere committed with those which

are characterized as piracy by American law (section 5370 Revised

Statutes of the United States), and for whose perpetrators the pen-

alty of death is provided.
•• The Game Cock, which is now known among the insurgents as

llie General Gaitan, belonged, for a time, at least, to the Panama Rail-

way Company, and was forcibly removed from the Bay of Colon and

taken to Cartagena by Benjamin Ruiz, one of the most active accom

plices of the outlaw I'edro Prestan.

" The Gamaclio RoJdan. another of the vessels in the service of the

insurgents, belongs, if I am not mistaken, to an English company,

the Atlas Line, which, in the prosecution of maritime trade, navigates

the Cartagena channel. This vessel was likewise forcibly taken
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from the service in which it was engaged and from the control of its

Lawful owners by Ricardo Gaitan, one of the ringleaders of the insur-

gents, and is now in the mouth of the channel—that is to say. in one

of the localities mentioned in the aforesaid section 5370 of the Revised

Statutes.

" It is. moreover, a matter of public notoriety that the outlaw

Prestan. after his flight from the city of Colon, which he had invaded,

took forcible possession of Portobello, and of one or more large ves-

sels, on board of which, together with many of his followers, he

repaired to Cartagena, where he is now co-operating in the siege and

ju'rhaps in the ruin of that historic city.

•• In view of these facts, and their nature being compared with the

principles on which, in the present case. American law is based, I am
unable to see how it could be maintained that a flotilla thus constituted

( and whose officers and men are. if not all, at least in great part, the

same who connnitted those acts of depredation and violence) deserves

to W considered as a mere instrument of war of a political insurrec-

tion. If this opinion were to prevail, being supported by so high an

authority as the American (iovernment, it would be difficult to see to

what a wretched extreme of insecurity and abandonment the interests

of connnerce and of civilization in general would be reduced on the

coasts of those countries which, like Colombia, owing to their trust-

ing, perhaps, too implicitly in peace and in the elements which are

fostered by it. have no permanent forces sufficiently strong to prevent

crime, because it is evident that then all that the captors of defense-

less merchant vessels would have to do. in order to .secure impunity,

would be to cover the latter, when once in their hands, with the flag

of the same country, and declare Avar against the constituted

authorities.

•• It will be urged that the repression and punishment of such out-

rages are matters to be attended to by the authorities of the country

in which they are connnitted. to which it is eas}^ to reply, first, that

the state most directly injured thereby can with great difficulty pre-

vent them, much less j^unish them in time.

•• The j)owerlessness which occasioned them is equally great, or still

great<>r. to effect their punishment.
•* If the crime can be connnitted owing to the lack of vessels, it is

evident that, owing to the same lack, the consequences of the depre-

dation may be indefinitely delayed. And then the violation of inter-

national law. to the detriment of other nations, which, in such cases,

is what constitutes the crime of piracy, naturally widens the jurisdic-

tion of the judges who are to punish it. All civilized nations not

only may, but ought, the case arising, to exercise that jurisdiction

thus amplified, and with it their own right of self-preservation and

self-defense.
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" I am not invarc that there is a single precedent in the history of

the complicated enforcement of the rules of international law

whereby the doctrine is established that merchant vessels which have

l^een forcibly removed from the service in which they were engaged,

by threats against the lives of their captains and crews, bj^ surprise,

and in bays, roadsteads, or mouths of rivers, * or in any river where

the sea ebbs and floAvs,' as the American statute says, can be made to

constitute a regular force, worthy of the resjject, not only of neutrals,

but even of the very nations whose subjects or citizens have been the

victims of such act of violence. In support of the opposite argument,

1 can cite many authoritative examples, among which the most perti-

nent is doubtless that of the Magellan pirates (see Phillimore), the

law in which case was laid down by the P^nglish Judge Lushington.

Certain individuals rose in arms, in the year 1851, against the author-

ity of the regular Government of Chili, captured in the Strait of

Magellan (which at that time had not been declared neutral by Chili)

the Eliza Cornish, an English, and the Florida, an American vessel,

and, after nmrdering one of the two captains, they placed both ves-

sels in the service of their cause, hoisting the Chilian flag over them.

The (lovernment of that Republic (as does now that of Colombia)

declared the said vessels to be pirates, and Admiral Moreby, who Avas

then in command of the British naval station in those Avaters, ordered

them to be pursued as such, and sent the Virago, a British man-of-

Avar, for that purpose. The action of this A^essel Avas so energetic

that both A essels Avere speedily recaptured, and the leader of the band

of insurgents and his accomplices, haA'ing been apprehended, AA'ere

turned over to the Chilian courts, and Avere subsequently tried and

punished as pirates.

" ' I am of opinion." said Judge Lushington, in the final decision

pronounced by him in this case. * that the persons Avho did these acts

were guilty of piracy. ... It has been said that these acts Avere not

connnitted on the high seas, and, therefore, this murder and robbery

not properly or legally piratical. But in this case the ships Avere car-

ried away and navigated by the very same persons Avho originally

seized them [just as in the Colombian case]. I consider the possession

at sea to haAc beeji a piratical possession, and the carrying aAvay the

ships on the high seas to haA'e been piratical acts."

" The agreement of the facts and the nature of the doctrine estab-

lished could not be more striking; I mean the agreement of the facts

Avith those of the origin of the A'essels that are noAv making Avar upon
the inhabitants of the Colombian coast, and the agreement of the doc-

trine aboA^e established Avith the fundamental principles of American
laAv on the subject of piracy.

"The manner in Avhich the aforesaid A'essels Avere converted into

instruments of Avar in the service of the insurgents having been suf-
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ficiently elucidated, it remains to examine the character subsequently

assumed by the forces of those insurgents which are now operating

against Cartagena.
'• It is well known that the incendiary of Colon, at the head of about

seventy of his accomplices, arrived in that port on board of the ves-

sels captured by him at Portobello, and that a command was at once

given to him among the forces of the insurgents, who, by this fact

alone, lose any title that they otherwise might have had to considera-

tion as representatives of an armed political movement. This is true,

because, by associating with such men, and, what is even more seri-

ous, by giving a superior military command to their depraved leader,

and with it the means of committing at Cartagena a crime equal to

that committed at Colon, those insurgents declared by implication,

though none the less positively, that they accepted the responsibility

and consequently the disgrace of that act of vandalism, thereby pur-

suing a different course from that of the insurgent leader at Panama,

who at least tried to extenuate his own guilt by stipulating (although

unnecessarily and although he had no right to do so) for the jjimish-

ment of his lieutenant.

' The territory which was partially laid waste by the torch of

Prestan and his accomplices is, to a great extent, neutral territory,

free to all nations, and open to their commerce and their people; in

a word, it is the means possessed by those nations for communica-

tion between two hemispheres, and there the interests of the civiliza-

tion of the present day have met, as it were, on common ground, in

order that they may be mutually benefited and harmonized. For
these numerous reasons it is proper to ask how those same nations

and those same interests which were savagely attacked on the Isthmus

of Panama by Prestan and his accomplices can respect that leader,

his auxiliaries of yesterday and his upholders of to-day, now that the

scene of his action has changed; how the United States Xavy, which

was. to a certain extent, a victim of the outrages and felonious acts

of that outlaw, after having cooperated, in the name of its Govern-

ment and in fulfillment of a treaty, in checking him at Colon, is now
to resjject him at Cartagena, considering him and his vessels as

regular forces of an insurrectionary movement. The English ad-

miral who recaptured the Eliza Cornish and the Flonda^ also took

Cambiaso, the leader of the insurrection and the captor of those ves-

sels, and it is certain that, if he had succeeded in escaping, and joined

the partizans of his cause in any other part of the country, that mere
change of locality would have affected neither the right by which

the British officer so opportunely acted nor the principle on which

he thus acted."

Mr. Becerra, Colombian min., to Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, May 14, 1885,

For. Uel. 1885, 204. 265.
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" The principle upon which I based my note of April 24 was, gener-

ally, that there can not be paper piracy with international effects and

obligations any more than there can be a paper hlockade of effective

character. In the one case as in the other no force or effect can be com-

municated by a nnniicipal decree which is not inherent in the case

itself, and I felt constrained to announce to you that this (lovernnient

could not deem itself bound in any manner by such a decree, either as

entailing any international obligation or as conferring upon it any

derived jurisdiction in the premises. The position seemed so self-

evident and is so abundantly supported by authority that I deemed it

quite unnecessary to enter into argumeiit or collation of precedents to

sustain the simple announcement.
" It would seem, however, that you have misunderstood that an-

nouncement, and you now seek to controvert it on the assumption that

it recognizes the vessels mentioned in the Colombian decree as legiti-

mate belligerents, thereby divesting them of whatever inherent pirat-

ical character they may possess. Your argmnent, and the precedent

of the Magellan pirates adduced by you, aim to show that vessels of

this character, even though ostensibly in the service of a hostile insur-

rection, may be tainted with piracy to a degree to bring them within

the jurisdiction of a foreign state whose forces may have captured

them on the high seas.

" This position I am not disposed to deny, but I then did feel bound
to deny, and do so still, that a municipal decree of a sovereign can

communicate to a single vessel, or in comprehensive terms to a class

of vessels, a character of piracy which they may not already possess

under the circumstances surrounding each particular vessel, or that a

foreign sovereign can derive or exercise any power, obligation, or

jurisdiction in virtue of such a municipal decree which it does not

already possess in the nature of the case under the law of nations.

Were any foreign government to exercise such right or jurisdiction in

the case of a vessel found committing acts in themselves piratical, a

decree of this character could only, by the widest stretch, be deemed
an acquiescence in and voluntary confirmation of the power and right

so exercised by the law of nations. It could not be held to confer

the right to capture and judge an actual pirate any more than, assum-

ing the contrary position by way of hypothesis, it could deny or

assume to annul that right in a given case.

" I find the general dictum, of modern authority in this relation so

well summed up by Calvo—whose impartiality as a jurist has never

been questioned^—that I cite his observations thereon in full

:

" ' Has a government a fundamental right to declare pirates and to

punish with death rebels who sail the seas in order to capture prop-

erty belonging to subjects or citizens remaining faithful to the estab-

lished power? To solve this question, it is unnecessary to take into
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account the number and the situation of the rebels with respect to the

government they attack, and the extent, organization and material

forces of the insurrection.

" ' In principle, and so long as no more is proposed than the over-

throw of the established power—the substitution of one government

for another—rebellion is a political crime pertaining exclusively to

the internal public law of each nation; its criminal character, and the

civil or military jurisdiction under which it should be, depend, there-

fore, on the special domestic laws governing the matter. The gov-

ernment whose existence is set at stake by the rebellion is free and

sovereign to proceed against and repress in its own way, by the

forces at its command, attacks which may be leveled against it, hut it

is not suffir-ient for it to attach to the act the qualification of piracy to

cauHc such a rebellion to be transformed ipso facto, in the eyes of

foreign states, into a cnme against the law of nations, and to become

punishable as such. So true is this, that the c(5lintry wherein has

broken out a rebellion, which by its* strength and duration assumes

the character of a civil war, may from its own point of view, and to

suit its own convenience, behold only acts of pirac}^ in operations

which other countries, aloof from the contest, may consider and
i-espect as belligerent acts."' (Calvo, Droit International, 2d ed., 1870,

I. 81)0.

)

"A striking instance of the application of this principle occurred in

Spain in 1878. An insurrection broke out in the province of Murcia,

and the navy-yard at Cartagena was seized. The vessels found there,

among them powerful ironclads, were manned and sent to cruise

along the Mediterranean coast against the power of the established

Government, to whom they belonged, and by whom they had been

purchased or built. The president of the executive power by decree

proclaimed those vessels to be pirates, and invited their capture as

lawful prize, by any power, whereupon the commander of a German
ironclad captured one of the revolted vessels in the Mediterranean.

It was adjudged by the German admiralty court that the captured

vessel was not good prize, because not a pirate under the law of

nations, and that the German commander could derive no power or

warrant from the municipal decree of the Spanish Government.
" The case of the Magellan pirates, to which you refer, was ad-

judged on its merits to have been one of piracy per se, as is, indeed,

abundantly evident from the facts narrated in Phillimore's summary,
which you follow. Of the vessels seized by the mutinous convicts,

one was British, the other American. The British admiral, Moresby,

was not claimed to have acted in virtue of or in obedience to any
decree of the Chilian Government, such as that to which you refer.

He needed no such authority under the law of nations, nor could he

have derived an iota of authoritv from such Chilian decree in the
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absence of international authoritv. In respect of the British vessel,

the Elha Cornish^ he undoubtedly exercised the right of recovery of

stolen property, which, as I explained to you in my note of April 24,

is an inherent right, apart from the international-law right to capture

an actiial })irate. liosti^ /n/fnani generis. Had I deemed that the plain

ground taken by the United States Government required elucidation

or fortification by recorded precedent, I would have taken the case of

the Magellan ])irates as the nearest and aptest at hand, and I would

have appended to it the following additional quotation from Calvo,

which follows the passage above cited

:

'* 'As for isolated revolts, in a certain sense individual acts, and

leading to predatory acts on the high seas committed under a flag

which is not recognized as belonging to a constituted and sovereign

state, it is evident that they fully involve assimilation with piracy

and repression as a crime against the law of nations. {Op. cit. 1,

?91.)'

•• It is to the class of crimes thus described by Calvo that the fifty-

three hundred and seventieth section of the Revised Statutes of the

United States, cited by you, refers.

'• It is evident, however, that the piratical character of such acts,

and the consequent jurisdiction of any sovereign power in respect

thereof, must depend on the circumstances of the individual case, and

can not be derived from such a municipal enactment as the decree of

the Colombian Government now under our consideration.

" That the Cirovernment of the United States fully comprehends its

international-law dutv in the premises is shown by the tenor of the

instructions recently sent to its naval officers in the Caribbean Sea.

Under those orders a vessel, the Ambrose Light., has been captured by

one of our cruisers, and is now on its way to the United States for

submission to the judgment of the courts. The responsibility accru-

irig to our naval commanders under those instructions requires the

reasonable ascertainment of the fact of piratical seizure or of the

commission of piratical acts under the law of nations, in the case of

each vessel. . . .

'• ITnder all the circumstances, I am constrained to reaffim the posi-

tion heretofore announced on behalf of this Government, that the

Colombian decree declaring certain vessels in the service of the insur-

gents to be })irates can not be recognized by the United States as im-

porting international eff'ects."

Mr. Ba> anl. Sec. of Stnte. to Mr. Becerra, Colombian niin., .Tune 15, 188.5,

For. Kel. 188.5. 272. 27.3.

In a letter to the Sec-retary of the Navy. April 15, 1885, it is stated that

the incident of tho Spani.^+li iron-elad>< is relatod in despatches from

Connnodore V. II. Wells, V. S. S. ShciiainloaJi. who was on the Med-

iterreau coast at the time. The letter contains the following state-
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nieut :
" Certain Spanish iron-clads. then captured by the insur-

gents and sent out by them to hostilize the loyal towns on the coast,

were de<lare<l pirates i»y the Government of the Republic, and their

capture invited. A (Jerman iron-clad, the Friederich-Karl. took one

of the revolted vessels. The (ierman courts refused to declare the

vessels lawful prize, and the Imperial Government disavowed the

act of its commander and punished him. Under similar circum-

stances now. it is quite certain that no prize court of the United

States could legitimatize the taking of one of the so-called piratical

insurgent ves.sels of Colombia engaged in the attack on Cartagena;

and any naval connnander of the United States who might do such

an itct (except in self-defense if piratically attacked) would thereby

directly intervene in the domestic strife in Colombia, which would

be unauthorized." (Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Whitney, Sec.

of Navy. April 1.",. 1885. l.>5 MS. Dom. Let. 101.)

'* In paragraph 18 of the twentieth chapter of the regulations for

the government of the Navy, occurs the folloAving clause

:

" • If any vessel shall be taken acting as a vessel of war or a pri-

vateer without having a proper commission so to act, the oiRcers and

crew shall be considered as pirates and treated accordingly.'
•' It is stated that it was under this clause that the capture, by the

United States vessel Alliance., of the Ambrose Light., a cruiser com-

missioned by the insurrectionary party now possessing the ports of the

United States of Colombia was justified.

" It is j)roper for me to state that, in the view of this Department,

two conditions are essential to constitute piracy.

" (!)• As piracy is 'robbery on the high seas' there must, to con-

stitute it, be the animus furandi.

{'>) There must be hostility to .seafaring vessels irrespective of

uationalit}'. This position was taken and. I believe, without dis-

pute, by Judge Nelson, in the case of certain Confederate privateer's

men, tried in New York, in 18C1, where he told the jury that ' if it

were necessary, on the part of the Government, to bring the crime

charged ' ' against the prisoners within the definition of robbery and

juracy, as known to the common law of nations, there would be great

difficulty in so doing, perhaps upon the counts, certainly upon the

evidence. For that shows, if anything, an intent to depredate upon

the vessels and property of one nation only, the United States, which

falls far short of the spirit and intent that are said to constitute

essential elements of the crime.'

•' I beg to submit to your consideration how far the qrticle above

quoted conflicts with the view as just expressed."

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Sec. of Navy, July 14, 1885, 156 MS. Dom.
Let. 091.

'' Pending these occurrences a question of much importance was
jU-esented by decrees of the Colombian Government, proclaiming the
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closure of certain ports then in the hands of the insurgents, and de-

claring vessels held by the revolutionists to be piratical and liable to

capture by any power. To neither of these propositions could the

United States assent. An etfective closure of ports not in the pos-

session of the government, but held by hostile partisans, could not

be recognized ; neither could the vessels of insurgents against the

legitimate sovereignty be deemed hosfes Jmmani generis within the

precepts of international law, whatever might be the definition and

penalty of their acts under the municipal law of the state against

whose authority they were in revolt. The denial by this Government

of the Colombian propositions did not, however, imply the admission

of a belligerent status on the part of the insurgents."

President Cleveland, annual message, Dec. 8, 1885. For. Rel. 1885, v.

That vessels sent from foreign ports by insurgents having no ports of their

own are pirates is argued by Mr. Seward. Sec. of State, to Mr. Day-

ton, Nov. 21, 180.8, Dip. Cor. 1803, II. 784, in relation to the eases of

the Confederate cruisers Florida and Georgia.

April 24, 1885, Commander Clarke, of the U. S. S. Alliance., seized

on the high seas, in the Caribbean Sea, about 20 miles
Case of the "Am- westward of Cartagena, in Colombia, the brigantine

ig
. Amljrose Light. The brigantine, when first sighted,

was flying a strange flag, namely, a red cross on a white ground, but

she afterwards exhibited the Colombian flag. On examination it was

found that she had on board a number of armed soldiers, one cannon,

and a considerable quantity of shot, shells and ammunition. She bore

a commission from the governor of the province of Barranquilla,

State of Bolivar, Colombia, where an insurrection then prevailed,

purporting to authorize her to " navigate as a Colombian A^essel-of-

war in the Avaters touching the coast of this republic, in the Atlantic

ocean." Commander Clarke, considering this commission to be

irregular, sent the brigantine to New York for adjudication, and a

libel was filed to procure her condemnation as a pirate. The proof

showed that she was owned by one of the military leaders of the

insurgents at Barranquilla, and that she was " engaged upon a hostile

expedition against Cartagena, and designed to assist in the blockade

and siege of that port by the rebels." It appears that she had left

Sabanilla April 20, bound for Baru, near Cartagena, where the sol-

diers on l)oard were disembarked, and that her instructions w^ere "to

fight any Colombian vessel " not showing the Avhite flag Avith a red

cross. It is stated that the proofs " did not shoAV that any other

depredations or hostilities Avere intended by the vessel than such as

might be incident to the struggle betAveen the insurgents and the

government of Colombia, and to the so-called blockade and siege of

Cartagena ;
" but the statement that the brigantine, when seized, was
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engaged in conveying soldiers to Barn, near Cartagena, seems suffi-

ciently to show that she was not then engaged in an actual attempt to

blockade the latter port. It was held that there was probable cause

for tlie seizure, but that the vessel should not be condemned, there

having been, as the court maintained, an implied recognition by the

United States of the belligerency of the Colombian insurgents.

With reference to the question of piracy, the court. Brown, J., took

the ground "that the liability of the vessel to seizure, as piratical,

turns wholly upon the question whether the insurgents had or had

not obtained any previous recognition of belligerent rights, either

from their own government or from the political or executive depart-

ment of any other nation: and that, in the absence of recognition by

any government whatever, the tribunals of other nations must hold

such expediti(ms as this to be technically piratical; . . . that . . .

insurgents that send out vessels of war are, in legal contempla-

tion, merely combinations of ])rivate persons engaged in unlawful

depredations on the high seas; that they are civilly and criminally

i-esp()nsil)le in the tril)unals for all their acts of violence; that in

blockading })orts which all nations are entitled to enter, they attack

tlie rights of all mankind, and menace with destruction the lives and

])roperty of all who resist their unlawful acts; that such acts are

tlierefore piratical, and entitle the ships and tribunals of every nation

whose interests are attacked or menaced, to suppress, at their discre-

tion, such uiuiutliorized warfare by the seizure and confiscation of

tlie vessels engaged in it." In conclusion, the court held that, in the

absence of any recognition of rebel belligerency or of an existing

state of war in Colombia, the commission of the Ambrose Light as a

vessel of war was, in international law, unauthorized and void; that

her seizure as a pirate was technically authorized by the law of

luitions; but that the implied recognition which was held to have been

given of an existing state of war prevented condemnation, and that,

as the seizure was lawful at the time, the release of the vessel should

be ordered on i)ayment of the disbursements of the proceeding.

The Ambrose Light (1885), 25 Fed. Uep. 408.

" He [Judge Brown] holds that the capture [of the Ambrose Light] at the

time thereof was proper, but that by the letter of Mr. Bayard to Mr.

Becerra of April 24. in which Mr. Bayard refused to admit that the

ports held by the insurgents could be closed to commerce by a decree

of the established government without an efficient blockade, and that

this Government would not treat as pirates vessels and their crews
engaged in operations against the established government, the United
States had impliedly recognized a state of war and had given to the

de facto goveriuuent belligerent rights. ... As the terms of the

note . . . evidently do not justify the inference of Judge Brown that

this Government had even impliedly recognized the de facto govern-

ment named as possessed of belligerent rights. I have the honor to

enclose herewith a copy of observations in the premises, mado by
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the law officer of the Department, tlie propriety of which appears to

me very clear." (Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Garland. Atty.:

Gen., July 15, 1885. 15(> MS. Dom. Let 203. See, also, a subsequent

letter of Mr. INirter. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Garland, in the same
sense, .Tan. 5. 1880, 158 MS. Dom. Let. 850; Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State,

to Mr. Garland. Feb. 25, 1880. 151) MS. Dom. Let. 103.)

"' AMien we are notified, as we were in the present case, by a foreigfn

so^'ereign that an armed insurrection is in existence within his

domains, the fact is one of which we are bound to take notice. We
can not, it is true, give such insurgents hospitality in our ports; nor

do we release their titular sovereign, as we would do in case we
recognized their belligerency, from responsibility for their acts. But
Avhile such is the case, we respond to such an announcement by apply-

ing to him and to them the rule of non-intervention in foreign disturb-

ances on which our whole system of extraterritorial policy rests. . . .

We recognize foreign insurgency by refusing to send our military

and naval forces to attack its armies or its fleets, and by refusing

to deliver up those concerned in it Avhen they take refuge on our

shores.

" We say in such cases to the titular government, whether it be

despotic or liberal, ' We can not intervene to fight your battles,

either on land or at sea ; neither will we surrender political fugitives

who have escaped from you to our ships or our shores.' But a recog-

nition of foreign belligerency is a very different thing. It is never

determined on until an insurrection has obtained permanency, and
stands on something like settled parity with the government it assails.

Such a recognition is announced by a proclamation of neutrality, and
is followed by placing insurgent and titular governments on the

same terms of access to the ports of the sovereign by whom the procla-

mation has been issued. Hence while in very many cases we have

recognized foreign insurgencies, we have never recognized such insur-

gencies as belligerent until they have shown themselves, by long and
enduring exhibition of strength, to be on something like a parity

Avith the state against which they revolt. The government of the

United States unquestionably recognized the insurgency of the forces

arrayed in April last against the Columbian titular government.

But it expressly declares that it did not recognize their helUger-

enc-y. . . .

" I wish now to inquire what is the definition of piracy to be drawn
from those who may really be considered standard authors in interna-

tional law. It so happens that I have before me letters on this topic

from Mr. Fiore. professor of international law at Naples; from Mr.
Westlake; from M. Martens, professor of international law at St.

Petersburg; from Baron de Xeumann, professor of international law
at Vienna, and member of the Austrian House of Peers; and from
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M. Calvo, Argentine minister at Berlin. These gentlemen are all of

them authors of high standing in international law, and are leading

members of the Institute of International Law, in which I have the

honor to be one of their associates. I sent them the note of Mr.

Bayard to Mr. Becerra shortly after it was made public, and as

is not unusual among the members of the institute, some of them

were good enough to favor me with replies, written, I need scarcely

say. some time before Judge Brown's decision was made known. In

these replies the distinctions taken in Mr. Bayard's note are unequiv-

ooally sustained. From M. Calvo's letter of June 5 last (and I

believe I could cite no higher authority) I quote the following:
'*

' The government, the tranquillit}^ and the existence of which are

imperilled by rebellion, is sovereign, as no one denies, in punishing

and repelling by all the forces it possesses the attacks directed against

it : but it does not suffice that it should attach to these attacks the

title of piracy, in order that the rebellion should be transformed, ipso

facto, as regards foreign states, into a crime against the law of

nations, punishable as such; these states can. at most, look on these

acts as those of belligerents, especially if the rebellion is prolonged,

assumes a serious form, and partakes clearly of the character of civil

war. If the rebel ships do not limit themselves to attacking the

government or the forces of the government against which they have

rebelled, but commit acts of hostility or of damage against the ships

of other nations, these nations have then the right to obtain direct

satisfaction by seizing them and inflicting the customary punishment

on them, in conformity with the law of nations, or indirect, by hand-

ing them over to the government whose allegiance they have thrown

off by rebellion. It is then from this government that the reparation

is to be expected, which we have the right to ask for the wrong done,

or the injury experienced. The note of Mr. Bayard of April 24,

1885. is one precedent more in favor of the liberal doctrines which

are becoming more and more pronounced regarding the important

question of blockade, and the diminution of the rights of belligerents

in reference to those of neutrals, and to the liberty of intercourse and

of navigation: and a tribute is due to the (xovernment of Washing-

ton that it has constantly and faithfully taken the side of progress

in this i-c-pect whenever it has found an opportunity.' . . .

•• The works of the authors of which I speak are of the highest

rank among such standards, and . . , the letters of the authors are

the best interpreters of what their works say. But I pass these to take

up two other authorities whom I select, because they undertake

ratiier to give the sense of international jurists as a body rather than

their own distinctive views.
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" The first is Holzendorff in his Encyklopadie der Rechtswissen-

schaft, a work of singular accuracy and fulhiess. In this work we
have the following:

'" 'See-rai(7) (piraterie. piracy), ein Verbrechen, bestehend in dem
rauberish gewaltsamen Angriff gegen Handelsschiffe auf hoher See.'

Translating literally, this makes ' sea-robbery," and the very title is

significant, to consist in a forcible attack for purposes of robbeiy

on merchant vessels on the high seas. He goes on to say that the

offense is a crime by the law of nations ; that the ' sea-robber ' is

hostis humani generis^ who may be tried in any state into Avhich he

may be brought, and when caught in the act, may be forthwith

killed by the captor.

"Among the admirable qualities of the late Sir R. Phillimore not

the least distinguished Avas the patient impartiality with which he

collected the sense of that branch of the profession of which for years

he was the leading English representative. And Sir R. Phillimore

(1 Int. Law, 411) gives the following definition: 'Piracy,' he says,

' is an assault upon vessels navigated on the high seas committed

animo furcmdi., whether the robbery or forcible depredation be

effected or not, and whether or not it be accompanied by murder or

personal injury.' He proceeds to quote Judge Story's statement in

U. S. >\ Smith (5 Wheat. 163), that ' whatever may be the diversity

of definitions in other respects, all Avriters concur in holding that

robbery or forcible depredations upon the sea, animo furandi^ is

piracy.' He cites further a ruling of ' the judge of the vice-admiralty

court at Charleston, S. C, in 1718, that piracy is a robbery committed

on the sea, and a pirate is a sea-thief.' He shows also that the ruling

of Dr. Lushington, in the case of the Magellan pirates (10 Jurist,

1165) was based, not on the position that the offenders in question

were insurgents who had not been recognized as.belligerents, but on the

proof that their depredations were directed against others than their

titular sovereign. '/ tMnh it does not folloiD^ he quotes Dr. Lushing-

ton, in giving his judgment in that case, as saying, that ' because per-

sons laho are rebels and insurgents may coinmit against the ruling

jpowers of their country acts of violence^ they may not he, as well as

insurgents and rebels, pirates also; pirates for other acts committed

against other persons.''
"

" The same view, it is held, is taken by Perels. (Seerecht, § 127.)

" President AVoolsey . . . holds that the Confederate privateers, even

from the standpoint of the United States, were not pirates (Int. Law
App. 3, note 12 to 4th ed.) ; and in section 137 of the third edition

President Woolsey defines piracy in such a way as expressly to

exclude acts of war by insurgents against their parent state. The

same position was maintained with great ability and learning by the

late Mr. W. B. Lawrence, who was a master in this branch of Juris-
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prudence. ( Lawrence's AYheaton, 209, 246, 247, 248, 256, and note, fur-

nished by Mr. Lawrence, to Whart. Cr. Law (8th and 9th ed.), § 1861.)

-The definitions of Mr. D. D. Field (Int. Code, 82) and of Sir

J. F. Stephen (Dig. Cr. Law. art. 104) expressly exclude attacks by

insurgent vessels on their titular sovereign.

" In Hairs International Law. page 228, the law is thus stated:

" • It is generally said that one of the conditions of the piratical

rliaracter of an act is the absence of authority to do it derived from

any sovereign state. Different language would no doubt have been

employed if sufficient attention had been earlier given to societies

actually independent, though not recognized as sovereign. Most acts

which l>econie piratical through being done without due authorit}^

are acts of war when done under the authority of a state; and as

societies to which l>elligerent rights have been granted have equal

rights with permanently established states for the purposes of war,

it need scarcely lie said that all acts authorized Iw them are done

under due authority. AVhether the same can be said of acts done

under the authority of politically organized societies, which are not

yet recognized as belligerent, may appear more open to argument,

though the conclusion can hardly be different. Such societies being

unknown to international law, they have no power to give a legal

ciiaracter to acts of an}' kind; at first sight, consequently, acts of war
done under their authority must seem to be at least technically pirat-

ical. But it is by the performance of such acts that independence is

established and its existence proved ; when done Avith a certain amount
of success, they justif}' the concession of belligerent privileges; when
so done as to show that independence will be permanent, they compel

recognition as a state. It is impossible to pretend that acts which are

done for the purpose of setting up a legal state of things, and which

may in fact have already succeeded in setting it up, are piratical for

want of an external recognition of their validity, when the grant of

that recognition is properly dependent in the main upon the existence

of such a condition of affairs as can only be produced by the very acts

in question. It would be absurd to require a claimant to justify his

claim by doing acts for which he may be hanged. Besides^ though

the dhHcucc of the competent (luthonty is the test of piracy, its essence

consi.sfs 111 the pursuit of prirate as contrasted with public ends.

Prima rill/ the pirate is a man who satisfies his personal cjreed or his

/fcrsonal rent/eance hy rohhery or murder in places heyond the juris-

diftioH of a state. The man who acts icith a public object may do

like arts to a certain extent, but his m^oral attitude is different, and
the acts fhemselres trill be kept within icell-marked bounds. He is

not only not the enemy of the human race, but he is the enemy solely

of a particular state. . . . The true view, then, would seem to be

that acts, which are allowed in war when authorised by a politically
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organized society^ are not piratical. Whether a particular society is

or is not politically organized is a question of fact which must he

decided upon the circumstancex of the case.'' Hall Int. Law, 233

et seq.

" Under Mr. Wheaton's definition, to make cruisers of insurgent gov-

ernments pirates, ' they must be '* depredators." ' That this is all he

meant by his ' definition.' is clear Avhen Ave take in connection with it

his reference to United States /•. Klintock (5 AMieat. 158), Avhere the

court, according to Mr. Wheaton's own head-note, declined to decide

whether the term ' piracy ' apj^lies to ' a person acting with good
faith under such a commission,* /. c. a connnission from ' a republic

Avhose existence is unknown and unacknowledged.' Nor can we ex-

clude from considering, as construing Mr. AVheaton's statement in

his text-book, the note on piracy in 5 AYheat. 167, to which he refers

us; a note which binds Mr. Wheaton, the ostensible author, none the

less comj^letely from the fact that it was written for him, as it is now
known, by Judge Story. In this admirable note we have a long

series of definitions, nearly thirty in number, in all of which the

essential feature of piracy is declared to be robbery on the high seas.

So, according to this note, speak (irotius, the old Roman jurists,

Bynkershoek, Azuni, Bacon. Martens. Rutherforth, AVoodeson, Bur-

lanuiqui, Calvinus. Bouchard, Bonnemant, P^erriere, the author of tlie

Encyclopedic des Sciences (who define pirates as 'bandits' of the

sea), Valin. Straccha, Beawes, Molloy, Marshall, the author of

Viner's Abridgment. Comyn, Coke, Targa, Blackstone, and Hav.'kins.

The definition of Hawkins I here copy, not only because it is the

most accurate, but because it has been virtually adopted by Sir J. F.

Stephen

:

*' 'A pirate, at the common law, is a person who commits any of

those acts of piracy, robbery, and depredation upon the high seas,

Avhich if committed upon land would have amounted to felony there.'

And to this the note adds this comment :
' The intention of Hawkins

must have been to use the phrase '' at common law " in its most com-

prehensive sense: in which sense the laAv of nations itself is part of

the conunon hiAv.'

" The conclusions giA'en are as folloAvs

:

'• 1. We ought not. in cases of insurrections in foreign countries,

to acknoAvledge insurgents as belligerents until the insurrection estab-

lishes itself on such a basis of apparent permanency as to put it, at

least for a time, on an apj:>arent parity Avith the parent State. AATien

such a condition of things is manifest, then a proclamation of neutral-

ity shoidd be issued, and the insurgent A'essels admitted to the same

rights in our ports as are those of the goA'ernment Avhich they assail.

" 2. We ought not, in any case, to interfere to suppress insurrec-

tions in foreign states by attacking either the land or the maritime
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forces of the insurgents. To do so would be to cast aside that policy

of non-interference in foreign systems which we have heretofore fol-

lowed with scrupulous conscientiousness, would render us in most

cases the supporters of despotisms as atrocious as those of Yturbide,

of Francia, or of King Bomba, and would, when the interference was

attempted on behalf of the weaker South American governments,

throw such governments permanently on our hands, and thus subject

us to burdens our system could not bear. To this policy of inter-

ference there should be but two exceptions. We should interfere to

prevent any EurojDean power from effecting a new lodgment on this

continent. We should interfere also on the isthmus when necessary

to carry out our treaty guarantee of free transit. But beyond this

our interference can not go. No matter how vehement may be the

decrees of foreign governments declaring insurgents to be traitors

and pirates, those decrees it should not be for us to execute."

Dr. Francis Wharton, Solicitor of the Department of State, in the Albany

Law Journal, Feb. 33, 1886, 125.

'• Belligerenc}' is recognized when a political struggle has attained

a certain magnitude and affects the interests of the recognizing

power: and in the in.stance of maritime operations, recognition may
be compelled, or the vessels of the insugents. if molesting third

parties, may be pursued as pirates. The Ambrose Light^ 25 Fed.

Rep. 408 : 3 AVhart. Dig. Int. Law, § 381 ; and authorities cited."

The Three Friends (1807), 166 U. S. 1, 63.

AMiere a vessel was libelled for forfeiture under § 5283 R. S., which
forbids the fitting out and arming of a vessel in the United States

with intent that she shall be employed by any foreign state or people

to cruise or commit hostilities against any state or people with which

the United States are at peace, it was held that the vessel could not

be condemned as piratical on the ground that she was in the employ
of an insurgent party which had not been recognized by the United

States as a belligerent.

United States v. The Itata, 56 Fetl. Rep. 505, 5 C. C. A. 608, citing United
States r. Weed, 5 Wall. 62 ; The Watchful, 6 Wall. 91.

July 7. 1885, the Venezuelan Government issued a decree denounc-
ing as pirates two steam vessels named Justicia

Venezuelan decree, Xacioncil and El Tonto, the latter having previously

been called the Annetta. The decree stated that the

vessels were not registered by any government nor manned in legal

form, but were armed by persons in insurrection against the Vene-

zuelan (lovernment, and declared that they were a menace to com-

merce. In communicating this decree, the Venezuelan minister

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 70
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asked the United States to consider the vessels in question as '* be-

yond the pale of the law," to refuse them fuel and provisions, and to

subject them to criminal process if they should come into Ameri-

can jurisdiction. Replying to this request, the Department of State

said that, while it was not the purpose of the United States to give

aid and comfort to the enemies of Venezuela, the decree could not be

admitted to have international force; and in this relation the Depart-

ment enclosed to the Venezuelan minister a copy of the corre-

spondence with Colombia, and cited Hall's International Law to the

effect that " municipal laws extending piracy beyond the limits

si.ssigned to it by international custom affect only the subjects of the

state enacting them and foreigners doing the forbidden acts within

its jurisdiction,"' The Department of State added:
" It does not follow, however, that because this Government declines

to regard the vessels to whicli you refer as pirates they will be

received into the ports of the United States with the same privileges

that are accorded to vessels bearing the flags of recognized Govern-

ments. Such vessels can not receive in our ports those immunities

to which they would be entitled upon an exhibition of proper papers,

AVhile taking this position, however, I wish to be understood that

it is here assumed with the usual qualification that gives to vessels

coming to our ports in distress, even though they be without

regular papers, such hospitality as is approved by the law' of nations,"

Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Soteldo, Venezuelan min., July 24, 1885.

For. Rel. 1885, 935.

" I transmit herewith, for your information, a copy of a despatch

from the United States representative at Port au
Haytian decree, Pi-Jnce, conmiunicating the text of a decree of Gen-

eral Legitime, under date of the 25th ultimo, which

purports to declare the steamer Mercedes a ' pirate ' and to authorize

whom it may concern to seize her and deliver her to the Government
of Port au Prince.

'' Decrees of this nature, while frequently resorted to, are admitted

l)y the consensus of good authority to be without international effect

and incapable of communicating the character of piracy to a vessel

Avhich is not in fact a pirate according to the definitions of the law of

nations by reason of committing acts of real piracy. An interesting

examination of the status of such vessels under a municipal decree

of piracy is printed in the volume of Foreign Relations for 1885,

pages 272-275, being comprised in a note from Mr. Bayard to Mr,

Becerra, then the Colombian minister at this capital.

"As the decree does not concern any American interest, so far as

known, and imposes no obligation whatever upon this Government
to recognize the status it assumes to create, or to treat the Mer'cedes
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on any other footing than is required by the rules of international

law, there seems to be no occasion for instructing the representative

of the United States at Port au Prince on the subject."

Mr. Blaine, Sfec. of State, to Sec. of Navy, May 17, 1889, 173 MS. Doiu.

Let. 115, enclosing copy of a dispatch of Mr. Thompson, min. to

Ilayti, No. 224, D. S., April 29, 1889.

The substance of the foregoing letter was embodied in an instruction to

Mr. Thompson. (Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, min.

to Hayti, May 17, 1889, MS. Inst. Hayti, III. 05.)

5. Revolution in Chile, 1891.

§ 333.

In 1891 a revolution took place in Chile, growing out of a contro-

versy between President Balmaceda and the Congress as to the power

of the former to maintain in office a cabinet upon which Congres-

sional censure had been pronounced. Under the Chilean constitution

of 1833 the President possessed the power to appoint and remove

public officials; but it had been the practice for the ministry, on a

vote of censure by Congress, to resign. This custom President Balma-

ceda essayed to break. On the night of January^, 1891, a number of

the leaders of the opposition, including the vice-president of the

Senate and the president of the Chamber of Deputies, w^ent on board

the national fleet lying at Valparaiso, and in the name of the Con-

gress proclaimed a revolution. The ships taking part in the move-

ment were the Blanco Encalada^ Almirante Cochrane^ Esmeralda^

nuascar. CRiggins ^ and Magellanes^ the command of which when
they revolted was assumed by Capt. Jorge Montt, of the Chilean

navy.

In a report to the Secretary of the Navy, February 9, 1891, Rear-

Admiral McCann, U. S. flagship Pensacola^ stated that the insur-

gents had seized Chilean coast steamers for use as transports, but had

not interfered with foreign steamers; that merchant vessels were

asked for supplies, w'hich were refused in order not to incur trouble

with the shore authorities; that the insurgent ships were stationed

off the port for observation rather than blockade, vessels being

allowed to pass in and out freely; but that in some instances lighters

loaded with supplies had been taken from alongside merchant

steamers.

March 20), 1891, Mr. Tracy, Secretary of the Navy, gave to Rear-

Admiral Brown, who had been sent out to relieve Rear-Admiral

McCann, the foHowing instructions:

'• (1) To abstain from any proceedings which shall be in the nature

of assistance to either party in the present disturbance, or from which

sympathy with either party could be inferred.
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"(•2) In reference to the ships which have been declared outlawed

by the Chilean Government, if such ships attempt to commit injuries

or depredations upon the persons or property of Americans, you are

authorized and directed to interfere in whatever way may be deemed

necessary to prevent such acts; but you are not to interfere except

for the protection of the lives or property of American citizens.

"(3) Vessels or other property belonging to our citizens which

may have been seized by the insurgents upon the high seas and for

Avhich no just settlement or compensation has been made are liable

to forcible recovery ; but the facts should be ascertained before pro-

ceeding to extreme measures and all eifort made to avoid such

measures.

'•(4) Should the bombardment of any place, by which the lives or

property of Americans may be endangered, be attempted or threat-

ened by such ships, you will, if and when your force is sufficient for

the purpose, require them to refrain from bombarding the place

until sufficient time has been allowed for placing American life and

property in safety.

'* You Avill enforce this demand if it is refused, and if it is granted,

proceed to give effect to the measures necessary for the security of

such life or property. . . .

" 6th. Referring to paragraph 18, page 137, of the Navy Regula-

tions of 187(), Avhich is as follows:

" ' If any vessel shall be taken acting as a vessel of war or a pri-

vateer without having proper commission so to act, the officers and

crew shall be considered as pirates and treated accordingly.'

" You are informed that this paragraph does not refer to vessels

acting in the interests of insurgents and directing their hostilities

solely against the state whose authority they have disputed. It is

only when such vessels conuuit piratical acts that they are to be

treated as pirates, and unless their acts are of such a character or are

directed against the persons or property of Americans you are not

authorized to interfere with them.
'* 7th. In all cases where it becomes necessary to take forcible meas-

ures, force will only be used as a last resort, and then only to the

extent which is necessary to effect the object in view.''

Mr. Tracy, Sec. of Xavy, to Rear-Admiral Brown, U. S. N., March 26,

lSt>1, II. Ex. Doc. 01, .52 Cong. 1 sess. 24.5-240.

As to the origin of the revohition, see H. Ex. Doc. 91, 52 Cong. 1 sess. 2-3.

For Uear-Adniiral McCann's report of Feb. 9, 1891, see id. 234. A fuller

report of the acts of the insurgent fleet may be found in the corre-

si)ondence of the British Government, under whose supervision the

commercial and shiiiping interests of the country, being largely in

English hands, immediately fell. Questions were raised (1) as to

blockade, (2) as to seizures of coal and other cargoes, and (3) as to

the payment of duties.
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Questions of blockade.—When the revolution was announced, the British

naval forces in Chile were instructed by the Admiralty to " take no

part except i)rotection of British Interests." « Early in the conflict,

the Congressional deputation on the Insurgent fleet notified the Gov-

ernment authorities and the foreign representatives that Iquique

and Valparaiso would be blocl^aded on February 1, 1891. The Gov-

ernment declare<l that the blockade would be illegal, and urged the

diplomatic corps to protest against it. At the request of the min-

ister for foreign affairs, the diplomatic representatives of France,

Germany, Great Britain, and the United States met at the foreign

oflice to discuss the subject. On consulting they agreed tliat the

blockade would be illegal, but that they could not directly protest

against it, as this would involve a recognition of the insurgent fleet,

which the (Jovernraent had declared to be piratical. As a compro-

mise they instructed the consuls to protest at their respective ports.

A protest was made by the consular body at Iquique, .January 18,

1891, to the captain of the Almirante Cochrane as follows: "The
consular body being of opinion that the blockade notified to them

will cause considerable damage to the persons and property of neu-

trals represented by them, protest against the act, and reserve the

right to claim compensation for losses incurred." A similar protest

was made by the consular corps at Valparaiso.^

At the same time Mr. Kennedy, then British minister at Santiago, tele-

graphed for instructions as to the course which should be i)ursued

in the event of a blockade being established. The views of the for-

eign office on the subject may be found in a telegram to a firm in

Glasgow, January 24, 1891, as follows : "Assuming effective blockade

to exist, escort through it can not be given." c

In consequence of certain incidents the original notice was changed by

the insurgents and it was announced that a blockade of Valpai*aiso

would begin on the 18th of January, and of Iquique on the 20th of

the same month. In reality neither blockade was actually estat;-

lished. Captain St. Clair, of H. B. M. S. Champion, expressed the be-

lief that the nonenforcement of the blockade at Valparaiso was the

a Blue Book, Chile, No. 1 (1892), 2.

6 Bhie Book. 25-41. " These ships were formally commissioned by the Repub-

lic of Chile, but their officers and crews had, at the time they claimed to be a

blockading force, thrown off their allegiance to that Republic, the Government
of which was still in possession on land, and they had not been commissioned

afresh by any state or recognized belligerent. It would appear, therefore, that

the status of these armed vessels was simply that of pirates, and it is obvious

that if such was the aspect which they presented to the diplomatic representa-

tives accredited to the Chilean Government, those representatives could not

I)ossibly recognize the alleged blockade as having any validity in international

law. This appears to us to be the probable ground of the action of the diplo-

matic body in Chile, and on the facts, as we understand them, quite independ-

ently of any possible question as to the sufficiency of the force for the alleged

blockade, we do not see that any other course could consistently have been

taken. And the action of the diplomatic body on this occasion would seem to

have been both consonant with the principles of international law, and most
favourable to the early restoration of peace to a disturbed country." (Law
Mag. & Rev., Feb. 1891, 4th series, XVI. 174.)

c Blue Book, 8.
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result of an interview which he held with Captain Montt, January

16, 1891, on lx)ard the Blanco Encalada at that port, and in which
he pointed out " the illegality of any captures he might make." «

It appears that when Captain St. Clair, on the 20th of January, delivei'ed

to the commander of the O'Higgins the protest of the consular corps

against the proposed blockade of Valparaiso, he was assured that

only vessels carrying contraband of war would be interfered with.6

Rear-Admiral Hotham arrived at Iquique in H. B. M. S. Warspite, Jan-

uary 26, 1891. He found the Almirante Cochrane "blockading" the

ix)rt. She saluted his flag with 13 guns, " and," said Admiral

Hotham. " as it was a personal salute I returned it with the same
number." The blockade was merely nominal. The Almirante Coch-

rane permitted free access to the shore by British vessels, and also

allowed the mails, after examination, to be landed, and in some cases

passengers from English steamers.^

Admiral Hotham arrived at Valparaiso January 31. There were then no

Chilean men-of-war in the harbor, and vessels were going in and out

and loading as usual. On the night of February 1 a man-of-war was
seen in the " offing, showing a searchlight." Next day the Esmeralda
and two transports were observed some distance off the harbor and
later were seen by a British man-of-war 25 miles away standing to

the northward. The British steamer Arica arrived February 2. and
reiK)rted that she had been stopped off the port by an officer from the

Esmeralda, who took out of her some dispatches for the Government
authorities and seai'ched the ship, but did not interfere with any

other mails.

8eizi(i-es of coal and other cargoes.—As to seizures of coal and other car-

goes, it appears that early in January, 1891, Captain St. Clair

asked of the Congressionalists an assurance that neutral property

would not be interfered with in its transit from ship to shore or shore

to ship. Captain Montt replied that until the blockade should be

established free transit would be allowed to all foreign merchandise

not contraband of war.6

The British steamer Arica, on her arrival at Valparaiso on the 2d of

Februai'y, reported that on January 21 she was boarded 6 miles from
land by an officer from the insurgent transport Cachapoal and was
ordered not to go to certain ports to which she was bound, but to go

to Pisagiia. The master protested, but had to go. On his arrival

there the captain of the insurgent ship Magellanes ordered him to

deliver up his cargo of bullocks. He protested, but, on the advice

of the British consul, delivered up the cattle and obtained a receipt

for them. He was then ordered to go to Coquimbo to get more
bullocks. He declined to comply with this demand and declared

that he would, on his arrival at Coquimbo, place himself under the

protection of H. B. M. S. Acorn. On hearing of the incident. Ad-
miral Hotham dispatched Captain St. Clair in the Champion with
a letter to Captain Montt denouncing the act of the commander of

the Magellanes as " a piece of presumption " inconsistent with as-

surances given to Captain St. Clair, and requesting Captain Montt
to convey to his officei-s "the necessity of the discontinuance of such

proceedings." <*

o Blue Book, 41. & Blue Book, 47-50. c Blue Book, 45. d Blue Book, 45-47.
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Early in February, 1891, the insurgent fleet sought to take coal from cer

tain English and German ships and send it to Iquique. A guard froni

a British man-of-war was placed on board each of the British ships

and a protest made to the commander of the Chilean squadron. The

latter accepted the protest as to the British ships, but proceeded to

coal from the German collier Rajah, which was towed out to sea.

Admiral Hotham gave notice that he was charged with the protection

of German, French, and Italian vessels as well as of British, and

that he desired to impress upon the commander of the squadron
" the absolute necessity of the ships of war under your orders re-

fraining from any interference with the merchant vessels of the

above-named nations trading with a friendly power. Cargoes of coal,

provisions, etc., bona fide consigned to noncombatants, can not be con-

sidered as contraband of war ; and any seizure or detention of ves-

sels carrying such cargoes is a gross breach of their neutral rights.'*

It appears that besides the Rajah, a British collier, the Kilmorey,

was seized by a Chinese transport under the orders of the Esmeralda.

Admiral Hotham sent for the master of the Kilmorey and an arrange-

ment was made with the insurgent fleet to purchase the coal on

terms with which the master expressed himself as satisfied. Captain

Montt offered in satisfaction of the seizure of the Rajah and Kilmorey

(1) a salute of 21 guns to the English and German flags, and (2) a

promise of indemnity for any damages which either the ships or the

consignees of the cargoes might have sustained in consequence of the

seizure. This offer was accepted by Admiral Hotham and the inci-

dent treated as closed. The ships on arriving at Iquique were fully

compensated."

February 17, 1891, Mr. Kennedy wrote to Lord Salisburj' that the oper-

ations of the insurgent fleet up to that time had been limited to

attempted landings on the coast, to the stoppage on the high seas of

neutral ships chiefly for purposes of information, and to the seizure

in various jwrts of launches laden with coal or provisions. For
these articles payment had been made or promised and no serious

complaint had reached him of violent acts committed against British

shipping.6

April 10, 1891, the foreign office sent to the Admiralty a draft of a tele-

gram to Admiral Hotham, drawn up in consultation with the law-

offices of the Crown, saying

:

" Information has also been i-eceived that the Congressional party threaten

that if steamers omit to call at the ports at which they usually

touch such omission will be considered a hostile act, and will render

them liable to be seized. You should state to the heads of the party

that their right to dictate to British vessels which ports they shall

visit can not be admitted by Her Majesty's Government, and that

you have received instructions to pi'otect such vessels from molesta-

tion on this account if necessai'y."c

Payment of duties.—Various questions arose as to the payment of duties,

especially on the exportation of nitrates, in consequence of the claim

of the Government to exercise authority over ports and places of

which the insurgents, in the progress of the revolution, obtained

possession. The British foreign office at first declined to take the

responsibility of advising merchants as to the course they should

a Blue Book, 13. 59-62, 73, 113. 6 Blue Book, 51-52. c Blue Book, 70.
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pursue, but suggested that if duties were exacted by insurgent

autliorities in actual possession, payment should be made on com-

pulsion and under protest, and, better still, that a bond should be

given for the amount if the insurgent authorities would accept it.

On the other hand, it was declared that Her Majesty's Government

did not admit the right of the Chilean Government to require the

payment over again of duties when there was evidence that they

had already been paid on compulsion and under protest to the author-

ities in actual and complete possession of the port of export. Should

the claim be persisted in, a l)ond might be given for the amount
pending a settlement between the two Governments."

In .Tune. 1891. a gunboat belonging to the Balmaceda Government entered

the port of Tocopilla. then in possession of the insurgents, and
exacted payment of duty on 1,600 tons of nitrate loading for a

British company on the British steamship Chcpica. The foreign

office advised that if the Congressional authorities insisted on the

payment of any further and separate duties, as a condition of the

vessel's leaving the port, the best course would be to give a bond for

the amount of such duties under protest. At the same time Mr.

Kennedy was instructed that in the opinion of Her Majesty's Gov-

ernment the action of the gunboat in exacting duties was " altogether

wrongful and irregular, such dues being ordinarily and properly

payable to the Customs authorities at the port of clearance," and
that the amount exacted would be claimed back from the Chilean

Government. On arriving at the port Captain Parr, of H. B. M. S.

Melpomene, found that the payment of the duties a second time was
claimed by the revolutionary authorities, and that in default of their

payment the shipment of the cargo had been stopped. Captain Pan-

remonstrated with the intendente and retjuested him to telegraph the

provisional government at Iquique for instructions, which he did.

The provisional government replied that " solely out of deference

to the Comandante of the Melpomene, and as an act of respect to

the British navy," they would accept payment of the duties in drafts

on London, at ninety days' sight, thiis giving the company four months

and a half grace, as the term of the drafts would not begin to run till

they were accepted. On receipt of this reply the manager of the

nitrate firm agreed to sign the drafts as required.

&

By this review it appears

—

1. That the British Government admitted the right of the insurgents to

establish a blockade on the usual condition of effectiveness.

2. That the British naval officers recognized the right of the insurgents

to intercept contraband of war, and allowed them to a limited

extent, but not as of right, to obtain coal and supplies for their fleet

from neutrjil vessels.

3. That the right to collect duties was acknowledged to belong to the

insurgents wherever they maintained complete and effective posses-

sion of the place.

a Blue Book, G9, 71, 75. » Blue Book, 144, 157, 219-220.
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6. Naval Revolt in Brazil, 1893-94.

§ 334.

" Under date of the 5th instant Captain Picking reports the effect-

ive fortification and armament of strategic positions within the

limits of the city, adding that the naval commanders in conference

liad thereupon agreed that in view of this action they could no

longer maintain their intention to prevent bombardment. The facts

leported appear to justify this conclusion.

•• An actual condition of hostilities existing, this Government has

no desire to intervene to restrict the operations of either party at the

expense of its effective conduct of systematic measures against the

other. Our principal and obvious duty, apart from neutrality, is

to guard against needless or illegitimate interference, by either hostile

party, with the innocent and legitimate neutral interests of our citi-

zens. Interruption of their commerce can be respected as a matter

of right only when it takes one of two shapes—either by so conduct-

ing offensive and defensive operations as to make it impossible to

carry on commerce in the line of regular fire, or b}' resort to the expe-

dient of an announced and effective blockade.
•• Vexatious interference with foreign merchant shipping, at a

designated anchorage, or with the lighterage of neutral goods between

>uch anchorage and a designated landing, by random firing not

necessary to a regular plan of hostilities and having no other appar-

ent object than the molestation of such commerce, is as illegitimate as

it is intolerable. Hence, we have a right to expect and insist that

safe anchorage and time and place for loading and unloading be

designated, if practicable, to be interrupted only by notice of actual

intention to bombard, or by notification and effective enforcement of

blockade.
•• The insurgents have not been recognized as belligerents, and

should they announce a blockade of the port of Rio the sole test of

its validity will be their ability to make it effective.

•• Our naval commander at Rio has been instructed as abo\'e with

regard to the protection of neutral commerce under our flag, which

it would seem represents only a small part of the foreign commercial

interests afloat in the harbor of Rio. The British ships there are said

to outnumber those of the United States nine to one,but no substantial

interference with our vessels, however few, will be acquiesced in,

unless made effective with regard to all foreign shipping, and, more-

over, so made effectiv^e in pursuance of some tangible plan of orderly

military operations."

Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, min. to Brazil, Jan. 11,

1894, For. Rel. 1893, 99. The substance of these instructions may
be stated thus

:
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1. That, an actual condition of liostilities existing, the right of the insur-

gents to carry on orderly military operations was admitted.

2. That the denial of this right by a foreign power would have consti-

tuted an act of intervention, incompatible with neutral duty.

3. That, in view of the creation of fortified and armed strategic positions

within the limits of the city, the foreign naval forces would not be

justified in forcibly preventing its bombardment.

4. That, while "an announced and effective" blockade, the enforcement

of which would necessarily have involved the right to extend opera-

tions to the high seas, would be recognized, the insurgents would

not be permitted, after they had allowed foreign connuerce to enter

the port, to seek to accomplish the objects of a blockade either by

seizing particular vessels or by firing upon them when they were

engaged in discharging or receiving cargo.

It may be superfluous to i)oint out that, if the insurgents had established

a blockade, the recognition of it would necessarily have involved the

concession to them of belligerent rights. This is obviously what was
meant by saying that, as the insurgents had " not been recognized

as belligerents," the " sole test " of the " validity " of the blockade,

should they announce one, would be " their ability to make it effect-

ive." This is precisely the rule that is applied in the case of recog-

nized i)elligei'ents, effectiveness being the essential requisite and
" sole test " of the validity of their l)lockades ; and it was intimated

that the demonstration by the insurgents of their " ability " actually

to enforce a blockade, involving, as the measure does, the assertion

of one of the highest rights of public war, wcmld be accepted as

satisfactory proof of the justice and propriety of permitting them
to exercise such rights.

The antecedents of the instruction of .Tan. 11, 1894, and the events that

followed, are of sufficient im]wrtance to justify a summary of them.

Bepimiinff of the insurrection.—Sei)tember G, 189,3, Mr. Thompson
reported that the navy of Brazil had revolted, assumed complete

control over the harbor, and seized all the war vessels, and that it

threatened, unless the Vice-President resigned, to bombard the city.

The revolted squadron, comprising the war ships AqHi(1(il)an, Jupi-

ter, and Repuhlica, together with a number of Brazilian merchant

vessels which had been seized in the harbor, was under the command
of Admiral Jose Custodio de Mello, of the Brazilian navy. The
Government held possession of Fort Santa Cruz, which commands
the entrance to the harbor, and retained the loyalty of the army.

The squadron controlled the inner liarl)or to within a limited dis-

tance of tlie shore line, which was defended by artillery, infantry,

and the police force. Oct. 10, 1893, the Government by proclamation

declared the insurgent ships under Admiral Mello to have forfeited

the protection of the national flag. (For. Rel. 1893, 45-GO, 59-60,

147.)

Question of homhordinent.—Toward the end of September much firing

took place between the squadron and loyal forts and batterifes on

shore, and many shots from the ships fell in the city, causing much
dtimage to property and some loss of life, while business houses

remained closed because of rumors that the city would be bom-
barded. Under these circumstances, the commanders of the naval

forces of the Ignited States. Great Britain. France. Italy, and Portu-

gal, then present in the harbor, informed Admiral Mello that they
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would oppose, by force if necessary, an attack upon the city ; and the

diplomatic representatives of those lowers. " continuing in the line

of conduct followed up to this time, not to interfere in the internal

affairs of Brazil, but to assure the protection and safety of their

fellow-countrymen and tli^ higher interests of humanity," urgently

requesteil the Brazilian Government, in view of the action of the

foreign commanders. " to depri^e Bear-Admiral de Mello of all pre-

text for hostile action " against the city. In the event of a refusal of

this request, they stated that they would communicate the reply to

their Governments and ask for instructions.

The Brazilian Government promised to deprive Admiral Mello of every

pretext for hostiliiies against the city ; but a misunderstanding imme-

diately arose between the Government on the one hand and the for-

eign diplomatic and naval otticei"s on the other as to whether this

promise included the removal of cannon from some of the batteries

and whether the work of strengthening the batteries was not actually

continued ; and in view of this misunderstanding the diplomatic rep-

resentatives declared that they could not accept " any other respon-

sibility than that which may result from the necessity of protecting

the general interests of humanity and the lives and property of their

countrymen."

Question of recognition.—On the 23d of October, 1893, Admiral niello

informed Mr. Thompson, through the officer in command of the

United States naval forces, that the insurgents had established a

provisional government at Desterro, the capital of the State of Santa

Catharina. and asked that they be recognized as belligerents. This

request the Government of the United States refused, on the ground

that its concession " would be an unfriendly act toward Brazil and a

gratuitous demonstration of moral support to the rebellion, the

insurgents having not, apparently, up to date established and main-

tained a political organization which would justify such recogni-

tion ;
" but Mr. Thompson was instructed " to observe, until further

advised, the attitude of an indifferent spectator."

Conduct of commercial operations.—On the 30th of October Mr. Thomp-
son inquired by telegraph whether he was " authorized to protect

American merchandise placed on Brazilian barges against the insur-

gents, using force if necessary." He explained that cargoes could

not be landed in Rio de Janeiro unless barges were used.

Mr. Gresham, then Secretary of State, replied :
" There having been no

recognition by United States of the insurgents as belligerants, and
there being no pretense that the port of Rio is blockaded, it is clear

that if an American ship anchored in the harbor employs barges and
lighters in transferring her cargo to the shore in the usual way and
in doing so does not cross or otherwise interfere with Mello's line of

fire and he seizes or attempts to seize the barges or lighters, he can

and should be resisted. You will deliver or send a copy of this in-

sti'uction to the coumiander of the insurgents."

December 1. 1893, Admiral Mello left Rio de Janeiro in his flagship, the

Aquidahan, going south, and was succeeded in the c-ommand of the

naval forces in the harbor by Rear-Admiral Luis Felippe de Saldanha
da Gama. who. after having maintained an apparent neutrality,

announced in a proclamation his espousal of the cause of the revolu-

tion and of the restoration of the Empire, subject to ratification by
the people.
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December 25. 1898, threats of ;i boinbardment having again been made, the

commanders of the naval forces of the United States, France, Great

Britain, Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Portugal replied that, in case

such a measure should become inevitable, they would, while not com-

mitting themselves to any course of action, require a previous notice

of at least two days to he given in order to insure the safety of the

persons and propert.v of their fellow-countrymen.

Meanwhile an effort was made by the foreign representatives to secure a

safe place for the discharge of foreign shii)i)ing. This action was
taken in consequence of an understanding that it was Admiral da

Gama's intention to prevent all merchandise fi'om reaching either the

custom-house or the shore. November 0, 180.3, the American, Eng-

lish. French. German. Italian, and Portuguese naval conuiianders,

by a general comnumication. had informed Admiral Mello (1) that

they did not recognize the right of the insurgent forces to interfere

with conunercial operations conducted anywhere " except in the

actual lines of fire of the batteries of the land fortifications," and

that they would protect merchandise not only on board vessels of

their I'espective countries, Init also on lighters, barges, and other

transi)orts, whatever might be their nationality, employed by those

vessels in commercial operations, and (2) that such transports or

their tugs would carry at their prow the flag of the country under

whose protection they might at the time be. Difficulties and uncer-

tainties, by reason of acts of the Government as well as of the insur-

gents, having arisen in the interpretation and enforcement of this

plan, the question as to what constituted a " line of fire " being

shifting and luisettled, Mr. Gresham, January 9. 1894, directed Mr.

Thompson " to induce, by cooperation with the commanding officer

of the forces of the United States, and if possible with others, the

insurgents to designate a place, if such a place can be found, at which

vessels of neutral nations may, without interfering with military

operations, take and discharge cargoes in safety."

Januar.v 12, 1894, Mr. Thompson reported that the insurgents had taken

possession of an island in the harbor, used as a coal depot, and with

it had captured large quantities of coal belonging to the Royal Mail

Steamship Company of England. It seems that Admiral da Gama
issued orders to i)revent the landing of coal, apparently with the

object of preventing the Government from obtaining it for its ships.

The subject was discussed by the diplomatic corps ; and the British

minister, with the concurrence of his Belgian. French, Italian, and

Portuguese colleagues, declared that all other means would be ex-

hausted, perhai)s even that of recognition, before a resort to force to

prevent the execution of the order.

January 12, 1894. Mr. Thompson reported that since the advent of Ad-

miral da Gama several American vessels had gone to the docks on

their own responsibility, and with the consent of the Government
had discharged and taken in cargo without interference : that some
German and other foreign ships had also proceeded with their

operations without interruption ; and that the Germans had main-

tained independently the position taken b.v all the powers in regard

to conmierce. in the communication to Admiral Mello.

On the 20th of January Mr. Thompson wrote that commercial operations

in the harbor continued to be carried on " without any serious inter-
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ference with American interests." Tliree days later, however, lie

telegraphed: "American vessels will be convoyed to the dock by the

U. S. S. Detroit, and that a general engagement may follow if she Is

fired upon, as she is ready to return the fire." A telegram having aL^o

been received from Admiral Benham, who had succeeded Captain

Picking in connnand of the United States naval force, indicating a

serious situation, Mr. Gresham directed Mr. Thompson to make a

full report, and particularly to state whether any, and if any what,

change had taken place in the attitude of the United States naval

force ; whether Admiral Benham disagreed with the other naval

connnanders, and. if so, on what points ; whether United States

merchant vessels were enjoying any protection not previously given,

and " whether a blockade is enforced by the insurgents or any

attempt made by them to that end."

Mr. Thomi>son telegraphed January 31, 1894, the following reply:

" Mr. Thompson telegraphs that he is informed by Admiral Benham,

with whom he had an interview on this day, that a full report of

his action was sent on the preceding morning to the Navy Depart-

ment. After notifying the insurgents and the city that he intended

to protect by force, if necessary, and to place all American vessels

who might wish to go to the docks alongside the wharves, the war
vessels of the United States got under way and cleared for action.

The Detroit, which was stationed in the best i)osition for the ends of

protection, had orders to fire back if the merchant vessels were

fired upon. A shot from one of the insurgents' vessels was fired at,

but missed, the boat of one of the American vessels that was making

preparations for hauling in by means of a line running to the shore.

The Detroit rei»lied with a shot from a (J-pounder, which struck un-

der the insurgent's bows. The latter then fired one shot to leeward

from her broadside battery and subsequently another over the mer-

chant vessel. The Detroit answered with a musket shot, which struck

the sternpost of the insurgent vessel. The latter was hailed by the

commander of the Detroit, as he passed by, who declared that he

would return the fire and sink her, if necessary, in the event of her

again firing. By this time one of the American vessels was moored
near the dock in her new berth, and a tug came up offering to dis-

charge without cost the cargoes of all the vessels. Notice was then

given to the conmiander of the insurgent forces that the cargoes

would be taken out of the vessels in the berths they then occupied,

but that it was determined, as theretofore, that if American vessels

wished to have berths in the docks they would be placed there and
given full protection by the squadron of the United States. The
Detroit was afterwards withdrawn and the war vessels anchored.

He states that the naval or military operations of either side were
not In the least interfered with by Admiral Benham, who entertains

no such intention. What he proposes to do is to fulfill his duty of

protecting the citizens and trade of the United States, and of this the

insurgents have been notifietl by him. Admiral Benham declares

that if American vessels get in the line of fire during the actual

course of legitimate hostilities they must take the consequences,

but their freedom of movement mrst be respec-ted. The insurgents

are denied the right to search neutral vessels or to seize any part of

their cargoes, even though such cargoes should con iirise such articles

as would, in case of war between two independent governments,
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come within the ehiss of niefchandise defined as contraband of war.

The insurgents, in their prtsent status, would commit an act of

piracy by forcibly seizing such merchandise.
" He adds that, to the best of his Information, all the foreign com-

manders agi-ee with Admiral Benham, and that the effective action of

last Monday has restored complete tranquillity, broken the attempted

blockade of commerce and trade, and placed everything in even

motion."

Mr. Gresham. in acknowletlging. on February 1. the rec-eipt of this

telegram, said " that Admiral Benham has acted within his Instruc-

tlons."a

On the 2nd of February Mr. Thompson telegraphed that the Insurgents

had " withdrawn their restrictive orders.'' tliat ships of all nationali-

ties were " no longer kept from coming to the shore," and that a

favorable progress was noticeable in commerce, all of which was due
" to the Influence of the war vessels of the United States having

stopped the insurgents' fire against American merchant vessels."

When Admiral Benham took the action which has been narrated. Mr.

Greshani's instructions to Mr. Thompson of the 11th of January had
not reached Kio de Janeiro. Those instructions seem, however, to

have been intended merely as an amplified and explanatory restate-

ment of the position held by the United States from the beginning

;

and there is no reason to suppose that Mx-. Gresham, when he tele-

graphed that the Admiral had " acted within his instructions." con-

templated any departure fx'om that position. On the contrary, his

fii-st inquiry, when advised of a serious situation, was whether any
" change " had taken place in the attitude of the United States

naval forces, and " whether a blockade is enforced by the Insurgents

or any attempt made by them to that end." As reported. Admiral

Benham's action did not appear to have involved any question as to

the right of the insurgents to prevent the supply of contraband of

war to their antagoui.st; but it must lie admitted that the intention

to deny them such a right was dec-lared in Mr. Thompson's telegi-am,

and it was explicitly announce<l by Admiral Benham to Admiral

da Gama In a letter of January 30. 1894. a copy of which could not,

however, have I'eached Washington in the regular course till the

Insurrection was practically at an end. With i-egard to what had

taken place. Admiral Benham in that letter said :
" In no case have

I interfered in the slightest way with the military operations of

either side in the contest now going on, nor is it mj' intention to do

so. . . . M.v duty is to protect Americans and American commerce
and this I intend to do to the fullest extent. American vessels must
not be interfered with in any way in vheir movements in going to

the wharves or about the harbor, it being understood, however, that

the.v must take the consequences of getting in the line of fire where
legitimate hostilities are actually in progress."

o " In January last, during the Brazilian Insurrection, a large fleet was con-

centrated in the harbor of Rio de Janeiro. The vigorous action of Rear-

Admlral Benham in protecting the personal and commercial rights of our

citizens during the disturl)ed conditions afforded results which will, it is

believed, have a far-reaching and wholesome influence whenever in like circum-

stances it may become necessary for our naval commanders to interfere on

behalf of oin* people in foreign ports." (President Cleveland, annual message,

Dec. 3, 1894, For. Rel. xxvii.)
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So much as to what- had actually been done. Admiral Benham added,

howeve)', that there was " another point." of which it might be " well

to si)ea]v." This was :
" Until belligerent rights are accorded you,

you have no right to exercise any authority whatever over American

ships or property of any kind. You con not search neutral vess Is

or seize any portion of their cargoes, even though they be within

the cla.ss which may be clearly defined as contraband of war, during

hostilities between two independent Governments. The forcible

seizure of any such articles by those under your command would be,

in your present status, an act of piracy."

Mr. Thompson, in a telegram of February 1. 1894, stated that as the sit-

uation was understood by him Admiral Benham had maintained the

same attitude as was from the first assumed by the United States

forces, " except perhaps by refusing to recognize da Gama's author-

ity." This statement, read in connection with Admiral Benham's

letter to Admiral da Gama, seems to refer, at least inclusively, to the

question of preventing the supply of contraband.

When the practical importance of this question is considered, not only

from the point of view of the naval officer, but also from that of

international relations, the position in which it was left by the

record, especially in connection with the instructions to Mr. Thomp-
son of Jan. 11, 1894. can hardly be considered satisfactory. It may
be argued that, as the intention to prevent the insurgents from inter-

fering with the supply of contraband articles to the government

was clearly declared and not expressly disapproved, it was impliedly

approved. On the other hand, it may be argued that, as the question

was apparently not involved in the case that had arisen, the approval

of what was done does not necessarily implj' approval of all that was
said : that the question of vexatiously interrupting commerce by

firing upon or seizing innocent neutral ships, which is not permis-

sible in any case, and that of preventing the supply of contraband

are radically different ; that by Mr. Gresham's instructions of Jan-

uary 11, 1894, the right of the insurgents, so far as foreign powers

were concerned, to carry on hostilities was expressly recognized, and
that this necessarily implied that they might prevent within the

national theatre of hostilities the delivery of military supplies, such

as arms and munitions of war, to their adversary.

The record being thus inconclusive, it is important to recur to certain

elementary principles, which may be stated as follows

:

1. The admission that insurgents may. without interference by foreign

powers, carry on hostilities against the titular government, and the

recognition of them as belligerents are different things and are not

interdependent, ^yhen we speak of the " recognition " of belliger-

ency, we necessarily imply to some extent the preexistence of the

condition of things which we in that form acknowledge. It would
not be difficult to cite instances in which insurgents have overthrown
the titular government and established one of their own in its place

without having received from any foreign power " recognition " as

belligerents. Where such a contest exists foreign povi'ers, if they

profess to be neutral in the conflict, acknowledge, with or without

recognition of belligerency, the duty of noninterference. So clearly

is this the case that in recent times the word " insurgency " has found
its way into the terminology of law and diplomacy, as a term
denoting the existence of a state of domestic hostilities, without
recognition of belligerency.
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2. The existence of doniestic hostilities does not in itself confer upon

foreign powers any legal authority within the jurisdiction of the

nation within which the insurrection prevails; nor is such authority

gaineil either l)y conceding or withholding recognition of belligerency.

As regards relations with foreign powers, the nonrecognition of bel-

ligerency has two i-esults. The first is that the parties to the confiict

are denied the right to interfere with neutral vessels on the high

seas. There all nations are, in time of peace, equal, none possessing

any authority over another ; it is only in the abnormal condition of

recognized belligerency that authority to interfere with such vessels

on the high seas is conceded. The second result is, that the titular

government remains presumptively responsible for the redress of

injuries done to neutral aliens within the national jurisdiction.

Should a foreign government recognize the insurgents as belligerents,

it would thereby elect to look to the insurgent authorities for the

redress of injuries which they may commit, and would to that extent

relieve the titular government. But while responsibility may thus

shift from one set of authorities to another, the national sovereignty

remains supreme and the national jurisdiction inviolate. Within

such jurisdiction foreign i)owers can set up no claim to equality with

the titular sovereign as a ground on which to oppose the exercise by

either party of the rights of war. Their right of interference is

limited to acts of necessary self-defense, under circumstances such

as justify a disregard of the rule of territorial sovereignty. Of
these distinctions an apt illustration is afforded by the instructions

given in the case of the insurrection in Colombia, in 1885, supra.

In that case the assertion of the right of the United States naval

forces to recapture the vessels was uniformly limited to the high

seas. Although it by no means follows that the Government might

not, under different circumstances, have gone further, this limitation

is to be particularly noted, since the seizure of the vessels by the in-

surgents was assumed to have been an act of wrongful violence.

3. In estimating the quality of the act of supplying articles, such as arms

and munitions of war, to the parties to an armed conflict, it is nec-

essary to bear in mind what is meant by the statement so often

made that the trade in contraband is lawful and not prohibited.

This statement, when used with reference to the preventive duties

of a neutral government, is quite correct, but if applied to the duties

of individuals is quite incorrect. The acts which individuals are

f()rl)idden to conunit and the acts which neutral governments are

obliged to prevent are by no means the same; precisely as the acts

which the neutral government is bound to prevent and the acts

which it is forbidden itself to commit are by no means the same. The
su])ply of materials of war. such as arms and ammunition, to either

l)arty to an armed conflict, although neutral governments are not

obliged to prevent it. constitutes, on the part of the individuals who
engage in it. a direct military aid to the party to whom the articles

are delivered and as such is confessedly an unneutral act. The pri-

vate citizen undertakes the venture at his own risk, and against this

risk his government can not assure him without making itself a party

to his unneutral act.

These elementary propositions are abundantly established by authority.

(Infra, § 335.)
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T. Cases and Opinions. 1899-1902.

§ 335.

February 14, 1899, Mr. Donaldson. United States consul at Mana-

gua, telegraphed to Mr. Merry, United States minister to Nicaragua

:

•• The steamer San Jacinto^ armed for war against the Government

of Nicaragua, carries the flag of this Republic without authority, and

in conseqeunce I have received an earnest intinuition froni the Gov-

ernment of Nicaragua that the American vessels of Avar should detain

and disarm it as a vessel without a flag and a filibuster.'' " Mr. Merry

replied :
" Entirely be} ond my control. Naval officer under control Sec-

retary of the Navy for orders." " In reporting the case to his Govern-

ment, Mr. Merry stated that the San Jacinto belonged to the Nicara-

giuin Government, and was stationed at Bluefields, where she was

seized by General Reyes' insurgents and taken to San Juan del Norte,

where she lay in their possession. ]Mr. ^lerrv further said :
" The

suggestion that I shall countenance intervention by the United States

naval force in the domestic disturbances of Nicaragua (except as nec-

essary for the protection of the lives or property of our citizens) is in-

consistent with the repeated instructions he [the consul] has received

in regard to our neutrality obligations. Precisely the same question

arose during the prospect of hostilities between Nicaragua and Costa

Rica early in 1898. The Government of Salvador, under General

Gutierrez, . . . fitted out its steamer Cuseatlan with men and war
munitions to aid Costa Rica, altl^ugh Salvador was then a member of

the Greater Republic of Central America,' jointly Avith Nicaragua

and Honduras. The Cuseatlan flew the flag of tliat ' political corpo-

ration,"' now the flag of Nicaragua, . . . President Zelaya requested

Commander Leutze of the U. S. S. Alert to seize the Ciiscatlan for the

same alleged reasons and met with a refusal." ^

The Department of State replied :

*•' There is not enough shown by

your dispatch to justify the intervention of our naval forces. It does

not appear that the San Jacinto is American property, unlaAvfully

s(>ized by the insurgents. If it Avere, it could be recaptured for the

benefit of its hiAAful OAAiiers on the high seas by our naA^al force. See

]SIr. Bayard's instructions to Mr. Scruggs, May 19, 1885, Foreign

Relations, 1885, page 211." ^

a For. Rel. 1890. 55.3.

6 For. Kel. 1899. .552-553.

c Mr. Ilay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Merry, niin. to Nicaragua, March 3, 1899,

P'or. Rel. 1899, 554. See, also. Mr. Ilay. Sec. of State, to Sec. of Navy, xMarcli 13,

1S99, 235 MS. Dom. Let. 410.

H. Doc. 551—vol 2 Tl
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September 20, 1800. while an insurrection was in progress in

Venezuela, the commander of an American man-of-war, then in

Venezuelan waters, addressed to the United States consul at Puerto

Cabello a letter, in which he said:

" 4. I further request that, in the event of the insurgent forces

entering the town, you will immediately point out to the person in

command of those forces that the undertaking in which he is engaged,

is. in the eyes of international law, a mere act of lawlessness against

the established authority of the Republic of Venezuela, and that any

injury that lie may bring upon the person or property of any foreign

noncombatant will be looked upon as outlawry on mankind, and
that for all such acts I shall hold him responsible; and it is my inten-

tion to employ the United States forces under my command to pre-

vent such lawlessness."

With reference to this statement, the Department of State observed

that it did '' not appear clearly to discriminate between his unques-

tionable duty to protect American persons and property from wanton

injury by whatever aggressor, as well as to hold responsible whatever

party may appropriate or destroy American property for military

purposes, and his supposed obligation to treat injury brought by the

insurgents upon foreign noncombatant persons or property as ' out-

lawry on mankind.' It may also be remarked that his concluding dec-

laration that it is his intention to employ the United States forces

under his command ' to prevent such lawlessness ' is ambiguous, inas-

much as ' such lawlessness ' might be supi^osed to relate back to the ini-

tial phrase which defines the insurrectionary undertaking as, in the eyes

of international law-, ' a mere act of lawlessness against the established

authority of the Republic of Venezuela,' and therefore to imply an

intention to side with the titular authorities against the insurgents.

This would of course be incompatible with the dictates of neutrality,

and it is presumed that the commander's true intention was to protect

American persons and property and the persons and property of

alien neutrals placed under his protection, from any acts of wanton

injury, to which end the forces of the United States could in extreme

need be rightfully employed.''

Mr. Hay, Sec. of State, to Sec. of Navy, Oct 17, 1899, 240 MS. Dom.

Let. ."j.34.

" 1. Insurgents not yet recognized as possessing the attributes of

full belligerency can not establish a blockade according to the defini-

tion of international law.

" 2. Insurgents actually having before the port of the state against

which they are in insurrection a force sufficient, if belligerency had

been recognized, to maintain an international law blockade, may not

be materially able to enforce the conditions of a true blockade uj^on
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foreign vessels upon the high seas even though they be approaching

the port. Within the territorial limits of the country, their right to

l)revent the access of supplies to their enemy is practically the same

on water as on land—a defensive act in the line of hostility to the

enemy.
" 3. There is no call for the Government of the United States to

admit in advance the ability of the insurgents to close, within the ter-

ritorial limits, avenues of access to their enemy. That is a question of

fact to be dealt with as it arises. But in no case would the insur-

gents be justified in treating as an enemy a neutral vessel navigating

the internal waters—their only right being, as hostiles, to prevent the

access of supplies to their domestic enemy. The exercise of this

power is restricted to the precise end to be accomplished. Xo right

of confiscation or destruction of foreign property in such circum-

stances could well be recognized, and any act of iujury so committed

against foreigners would necessarily be at the risk of the insurgents.

The question of the nature and mode of the redress which may be

open to the government of the injured foreigners in such a case

hardly comes within the purview of your inquiry, but I may refer

to the precedents heretofore established by this Government in

enunciation of the right to recapture American vessels seized by

insurgents."

Mr. Ilay, See. of State, to Sec. of Navy, Nov. 15, 1902, International Law
Situations, Naval War College, 1902, p. 82.

O
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